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P R E FA C E .

In the present edition of the Handbook the archaeological

discoveries of the last few j-ears have been duly inserted. The

French have now practically completed their great work at

Delphi, and it is to be hoped that the finds will before long be

exhibited in a more suitable Museum. No other excavation on

the same scale has taken place recently, but many interesting-

sites in various parts of Greece have been, or are being,

explored by the various archaeological schools, e.g. Corinth,

Melos, Paros, Thera, Therraon, and parts of Athens itself.

This edition has also been most carefully read by Canon C.

Evans and Mr. G. E. Marindin, who have inserted in it a

number of historical notes and references, adding considerably

to the value and interest of the book, and it has finally been

revised by Mr. C. C. Edgar, who has recently returned from

Greece, and who has brought the information concerning

Hotels, Steamboats, &c., up to date.

March, 1900.



PREFACE TO THE EDITIOX OF 189G.

The present edition of this Handbook is the result of several

years' careful study and observation during a long residence

and much travel in various parts of the countries described.

The Eoutes have been re-arranged and in many cases re-

written, and the entire work has been brought up to date by
a record of the recent archaeological discoveries and the newest

practical information.

The energy with whicli archaeological research has been con-

ducted during the last few years, both in the Greek provinces

and in the capital, and the extensive provision made for the

leception of newly found works of art, have rendered neces-

sary an entirely fresh arrangement of the ancient sculptures,

as well as an original description of treasures recently acquired.

Excavations vigorously prosecuted, not only on comparatively

virgin soil, but on sites of which the interest to the explorer

was believed to be practically exhausted, have revulutionised

a host of long-accepted theories, and thrown an altogether

unexpected light on questions either supposed to be already

solved, or dismissed from controversy as insoluljle.

The accumulation of earth upon the Acropolis of Athens has

been searched almost in every part down to the native rock,

revealing important fragments of the so-called lY-lasgic wall

which enclosed the citadel of Athens in prehistoric times, and

the early date of which is coiToborated by the discovery among
its lower courses of some interesting graves, containing pottery

of the Mykenae ]ieriod. In another part of the enclosure the

foundations of a Temple have been laid bare, whose existence

has created a lively controversy as to its relation to the

Parthenon and the Erechtheion. The mediaeval and Turkish

relics have been entirely cleared away, including even the
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bastion built by the insurgent leader Odysseus Androutsos at the

interesting date of 1822, in order that the rock may preserve

no remains except those of classical times. The Museum of

the AcroDolis has also been enriched with numerous bronzes,

inscriptions, and fragments of sculpture, some of which date

from a period preceding the Persian invasion, and several new
fragments have been added to the Parthenon frieze and
metopes.

In the city, the most improtant change has been the transfer

of all sculptures, bronzes, terra-cottas, vases, and sepulchral

monuments, formerly scattered among various small collections,

to the large and commodious National Museum. Among the

more recent of these acquisitions may be mentioned a rich

series of bronzes from Olympia, figures from Tanagra and Asia

Minor, vases from Eretria, the beautiful gold cups found in

the domed tomb at Yaphio, heads by Scopas from Tegea, and

a variety of interesting sculptui-es from Rhamniis, Epidauros,

and the Heraeon of Argolis. The antiqiiities from Mykenae,
the great collection of vases, and the Egyptian curiosities,

have also been removed from the Polytechnic Institute to the

same building.

No less than six diiferent agencies are now at work upon the

excavation of ancient sites within Greek territory. Under the

general direction of the Government Ephor, Mr. P. Cavvadias,

an important group of sculptures by Damophon has been

brought to Athens from Lycosura, where also were discovered

the remains of an interesting Temple. A large number of tombs
have been opened at Tanagra, some additional sepulchres have

been found in the ancient cemetery of the Ceramicos outside

Athens, graves containing vases of the 6th cent. b.c. have been

examined at Velanideza, Petrkza, Thorikos, and Vourva, and
several prehistoric tombs of circular form, cut in the rock, have
yielded vases and spear-heads of the Mykenae type at Old
Epidauros. The Greek Government has also excavated the

Menelaeon close to .Sparta, and has made a small grant

towards the restoration of the very interesting Byzantine

Churches at Daphni and Hosios Loukas.

The Greek Archaeological Society has been actively employed
at Eleqsis, the Hieron of Epidauros, and the almost untried
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isitii of" (J()H1NTI{, whtio it is prubal)!*; that a consirlerablt'

jK)rtion of the ancient city lies hniiefl heucafh an accnimilation

of soil. Several graves have been opened at Mykenak, yielding-

vases, bronzes, and ivories, while the foundations of ancient

houses have been laid bare on the ascent to the citadel, and

the ground plan of a Homeric pabice has Vjeen traced on the

sniuiuit. At IiHASiNUS the same Societ}' has found some impoi-

taut statuts with inscribed bases, and a number of reliefs; at

AbiA, a vaulted grave ; at Xauplta, tombs of the Mykenae period :

and near Daphni, some interesting traces of the Sacred "Way.

A theatre, with a few tolerably well-preserved rcnvs of seats,

has alfeo been excavated at Gytheign. Not the least in point

of interest may be reckoned the opening of the tumulus at

JVIarathon, at one time suppo.sed to be prehistoric, and the

discovery that it really does contain the bones of the Athenians

slain on the battle-field.

The French School has excavated a Theatre and some

veiy interesting Ht^lleiiic himses at Delos, the foundations of

a Temple to Apollo Ttoos near Akraei'HIa, a GymiiHsium.

an extensive Agora, and some small sanctuaries, at Mantinea,

parts of the town walls at Tegea, a few buildings of uncertain

character at Troezen, and the Hieron ok the Muses on the

slopes of Mount Helicon, Imnging to light several founda-

tions of Temples and an interesting Theatre. A temple, and

some graves with early vases and bronze reliefs, have also been

discovered at Oi'.chomenos in Boeotia, and other researches pur-

sued at SiRATOS in Acarnania. At present, however, the best

energies of the School are concentrated upon its very important

work at Delphi. In 1891, after four years of treaty, it obtained

from the Greek Government a concession of the right to excavate

the site of this famous sanctuary, to remove bodily the villnge

of Castri, which hail grown up over its ruins, and to construct

railways upon the slopes, for the removal of rubbisli and surface

soil. The work is now in full activity, and discoveries of the

highest interest are constantly being made.

The German School, since the completion of its labours at

Olynipia, has not undertaken any excavatitms of great impor-

tance in the Greek provinces. Within the walls of Athens,

however, it has been for three years busily engnged in endeavour-



ing to ascertain the true site of the ancient Agora, atid that of the

Enneacrouxos, or Fountain of Nine Springs, hitherto placed in

the bed of the Ilissos, below the Olympieion. Scholars are not

vet entirely agreed upon the questions thus involved, but the

thanks of all archaeologists are in any case due to the inde-

fatigable director of the School, who has laid bare so interesting

a portion of the ancient city within a stone's throw of the

Acropolis.

The American School has conducted excavations at Si'arta,

SiKYON, and Plataea—illustrating its work at the latter place

with a plan, which tends to establish the relative positions of

the two armies in the battle. At Anthedox have been found

inscriptions and a set of bronze tools. A theatre of unusual

interest has been cleared at Eketria, as well as a remarkable

Temple of Dionj-sos, and a Gymnasium. The foundations of the

earlier and later temples at the very important Heraeon of

Argolis have also been laid bare, three colonnades and other

buildings have been cleared, and many valuable sculptures

found upon the site, including a very beautiful head of Hera,

a youthful male torso, .some early pottery, and a number of

Egyptian imports.

The British School has excavated a considerable surface of

ground at Megalopolis, brino-ino- to lio-ht one of the largest and
most important theatres yet discovered in Greece, besides

a unique building—the parliament house of the Ten Thousand

Arcadians—various temples, and a Stoa. At Abae has been

cleared a Temple of Apollo, in which were discovered some

early decorative bronzes. A very complete survey of the battle-

field of Plataea has been made by a former student, at the

expense of the Eoyal Geographical Society, and trial excava-

tions have been made at Aegosthenae. Members of the School

have alt-o been busily engaged in making plans and elevations

of the principal Byzantine Churches in Greece, with copies of

their frescoes and mosaics—a work of great importance, which
has never been undertaken before.

In explanation of the comparatively subordinate part thus

taken by our countrymen in archaeological research upon sites

of such consummate interest, it should be jnentioned that

whereas the French School of Athens enjoys an income of more
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than £3000, and the German School one of £2000—both being

constantly supplemented by special grants—while the American

School is supported by the various Universities and Colleges t)f

the United States to the extent of £1400 a year, the average

income of the British School has hitherto been only £400,

With such a sum of money at its command, although it must

be admitted that the School has made the most of its opportuni-

ties, excavation to any considerable extent was manifestly

impossible. Assistance, however, has noAV been promised by

the Government (see p. 439).

The above short account of results, achieved during a period

of only five years, will suffice to show that it is no eas}'^ matter

fur a Handbook to keep pace with the march of classical dis-

covery. Every eifort, however, has been made to attain both

accuracy and completeness in describing ancient sites, and in

catalog-uino- the treasures removed from them to Athens.

In dealing with the very difficult question of classical

orthography, it has been the aim of the Editor to preserve the

Greek name, whether of place or person, in its original furni,

wherever this could be done without aftectation or pedantry.

English scholars from time immemorial have been accustomed

to latinise the termination of Greek words, and it is altogether

too late to raise the question whether such familiar names as

Parnassus, Adium, Hi/mettn,% and Sunium might dv might not be

more correctly rendered in another form. But there remains

an enormous majority of ancient Hellenic names, such as Dion,

Euripos, Gytheion, Ptoon, Seriplios, and Sphingioti, most of which

are so entirely unfamiliar to the ordinary tourist that no

suspicion of pedantry is incurred by spelling them as they were

spelt by the Greeks themselves. It appears also in every way

desirable to preserve a distinction which informs the general

reader at a glance of the source from which any classical name
is derived. If a word ends in os or on, he Avill see at once that

it is Greek; if in us or uvi, he will recognise its origin as

Roman. To mix these characteristic endings indiscriminately

together, merely because the Latin form springs somewhat

more readily to the English tongue, is to neglect a convenient

and obvious mark of difference, and to create confusion where a

little common sense would make all things clear.
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The treatment of the letter h has been exceptionally difficult,

because our habit of filtering Greek words through Latin

channels has given this consonant an almost foreign appearance

to the English eye. The substitution of the Roman c did no

great harm, so long as it was followed by such a letter as would

enable it to retain its hard sound—as in Calamis, Clepsydra,

Corone, and Gressida. But when the sound grew soft, as in

Cephisus, Cirrha, and Cylix, and the hard h was turned into a

hissing s, the usage became nothing less than mischievous in its

destruction of the etymology. The Editor has retained the soft

c in a few well-known names like Chalets and Cythera, but

has indicated the hard sound wherever it M^as possible.

In words like Ardchova, Jch is genei'ally substituted by French

and German writers for ch, lest the double letter should be

pronounced soft instead of hard. This rule has not been

observed in the Handbook, it being understood that the Greek

X has invariably the hard sound adopted in Chaos and Choir

It is much disputed whether the Greek diphthong ov, in words

like Enneahrounos, Koutoumoula, Souli, and Vourlcano, should be

transliterated as above, or expressed by the English vowel u.

French and German writers usually employ ou, which in their

language has always the sound of the English oo in cool or moor.

English scholars commonly adojDt the u, probably because ou is

for the most part pronounced by Englishmen like ow in how.

On the other hand, the English u after most consonants would

almost certainly be pronounced you instead of oo (as in Butrinto,

Munichia, and SuUj, a treatment which destroys the force of the

Greek diphthong, and is almost as objectionable as oiv. In the

Handbook, preference has been given to the accepted English

form, with the understanding that the u in all such names has

the sound of oo. Wherever the diphthong ou is preserved, it is

to be pronounced as in group or tour, never as in loud or scour.

The unsightly custom of joining diphthongs together into the

form of a mutilated double vowel, which we borrowed from the

Danes, has been discarded as unclassical, and the vowels printed

in full. There were no diphthongs, in the sense of coupled

vowels, in Latin, and there are none in modern Italian.

The Greek au, eu are not diphthongs, the letter u being

pronounced in either case as v or /. Epidauros, for instance,
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whould be Epidavros, Naupactus Ndfpaktos, and Eleusis Elevsis.

These three familiar names have been let alone ; but in words

like Stavro and Mavromati the u has been changed into o.

In the transliteration of the letter B, a distinction must be

luade between ancient names like Bassae, Boeotia, and Braurion,

merely adopted by the Greeks of to-day, and modern names such

as Bafopaedion, Barlaam, and Bari. There is no evidence to

show how the former words were pronounced in classical times,

and the B sound is in their case by universal consent retained.

'J'he modern Greeks, however, pronounce B like \, and can only

express the labiate by prefixing yu, to tt, as in 'SlTraLpiov (Byron).

Bdtopaedion, Barlaam, and Bari, are therefore indexed under

the letter V. When the combination /xtt occurs in the middlfr'

of a word, it is usually pronounced mb instead of b, and Ampelia

has therefore been printed Ambelia. Babd and Bei', Ijeing

Turkish words, are indexed under B.

A similar rule must le observed in the treatment of the letter

i). The initial letter of classical words like Delos, Dionysos, and

Delpld, is pronounced of course as in English ; but the D of

modern Greek is sounded like a soft th, as in snoihintj and then.

The lisp has been indicated throughout the Handbook not by

the insertion of the letter A, as in Dhadhi, but by the addition of

the name in Greek characters (AaSt). A true d in Greek can

only be manufactured by prefixing v to t, and is chiefly used in

Turkish or Italian words, as iTaira (dada), a nursemaid, and

uvTto (addio) good-bye.

The transliteration of simple vowels is much more diflScult in

English than in any other European language, because each of

our vowels has so many different sounds. The Greek r], i, and

u, as well as the diphthongs ei, oi, and vt, are all pronounced

exactly as the English long e in theme ; though it has generally

been thought safer to express them by the Italian /, lest the e

should be mistaken for a short vowel, and suundcd as in fed.

Perfect consistency in such cases is not possible ; but, whenever

the pronunciation appears doubtful, the Greek name itself has

been added for comparison.

In deference to general custom, the initial H of Hayios, Ho»ios,

etc., has been retained, though the Greeks have no such letter.

It was used as an aspirate until the close of the 5th cent. B.C.,
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after which time it served for the vowel //, the rough breathing

being rlenoted by an inverted comma. This in pronunciation

is now suppressed, and the H lias no phonetic value of any
kind.

A new series of Maps and Plans, engraved from the most

recent surveys, has been specially prepared for the present

Edition, and it is believed that their clearness and accuracy of

detail will materially assist the traveller in his exploration of

ancient sites.

The best thanks of the Editor are due to Dr. A. S. Murray,
for several original notes, as well as for a revision of those

portions of the ' Handbook ' which contain descriptions or his-

tories of Ancient Sculpture ; to Mr. Ernest Gardner, late

Director of the British School at Athens, for a general revision

of the parts relating to Archaeology, excluding Sculpture ; to

Mr. W. J. WooDHOusE. fur the Eoutes in Acamania and Aetolia :

to Mr. WiLLiAJr LoRiNG, for permission to make free use of his

valuable paper on the Peloponnesus ; to Mr. W. H. Cotrell,

British Consul at Syra. and Mr. A. L. Crowe, Vice-Consul

at Zante, for statistics and recent information about those

islands ; to Mr. H. B. Walters, of the British Museum, for his

description of Vases; to the Kev. A. A. K. Legge and the Rev.

Peter Crosbie, for similar notes on Salonica ; and very especially

to Mr. Arthur Hill, of Athens, for his kind assistance in the

prepaiation of the Directory. No pains liave been spared to

render this important part of the Handbook trustworthy and

up to date, and it is to Mr. Hill's co-operation that its accuracy

and practical usefulness are mainly due.

*^* Any fresh infuriiiation, derived from personal experience of the countries

described in this Handbook, will be very acceptable. All letters on

the subject should be addressed to Mr. Mvurat, Albemarle Street.
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FROM l.ONDOX TO GKKECE.
ISLAND.-.

BY THK KiXlAN

SlKCIAL IxTRODCCTIOX

LIST OF ROUTES.

*,• Black letters im1icAt<? the R<)Ut^ in which the place is il>-.-<Til»-d.

ItOI TF. I'AGK

1 London to IJrindi.ii. by Chan-
nr-l Steamer and Railwfiy . S

2 Brindisi to Patras, >>y Corfu.

—Steamer .12
r^ i'orfii to Patra.'<. l.y Cepha-

lonia and Zante.—Steamer. 25

4 Corfii to Kaiamata. liy Leu-

cadia.—Steamer . 35
5 Patras toLeu^adia.by Ithaca.

—Steamer . .42
fi Pfttras to Zante. by Meso-

lonrhi.—Steamer 51

ICOl.TE VAr.K

7 London to the Piraeuti. by
Venice, Brindisi, and Corfii.

— Rail anri .*«team<r . . tilt

s I.ondon to the Piraen.s, by
Marseilles. — Rail mid
Steamer . . .HI

n Xaplps t'> the Piraeus, by
Palermo. Messina, and Ca-
tiinia.—Steamer 62

10 London to Athens, by VieJiua.

Buda Pest. Belgradi', and
Salonica.—Railnnd Steamer fi4
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SECTION it.

THE PELOPONNESUS.

Special IntroIjootion
I'AGit

LIST OF ROUTES.

12

K

KOUTK PAGK .

11 Patras to Corintli, by Aegioa
|

and Sikyon.—Rail . 75 ,

Corinth to Nauplia, by Nemea. i

—Rail . . . . U4

The Piraeus to Nauplia, by
j

Aegina and Epidauros.

—

Steamer, Sailing-boat, and
Horse-path . . .97

14 The Piraeus to Nauplia, by
[

Poros.—Steamer . . 1041

15 Nauplia to Argos, by Tiryns
and Mykenae. — Carriage-

road . . . .113
16 The Piraeus to Kalamata, Vjy

Cythera and Gjrtheion.

—

Steamer .... 128

17 Nauplia to Sparta, by Astros

and Hagios Petroe.—Horse-

pjath . . . .134
18 Sparta to Kalamata, by Mistra

Hnd the Langada Gorge.

—

Hor.-ie-path . . . 135

19 Kalamata to Phigalin, by
Vurkano and Messene.

—

Rail and Horse-path . . 140
20 Kalamata to Phigalia, by

Pylos and Kyparissia.—Rail

and Horse-path. . . 148
21 Kyparissia to Vurkano. —

Horse-path . . .157
22 Kyparissia to Samikon.—

Horse-path . . . 157
23 Nauplia to Tripolitza, by

Argos.—Rail . . . 158
24 Tripolitza to Kalamata, by

Megalopolis.^Carnage-road 162
25 Tripolitz i to Aegion, Man-

tinea, Pheneos, and the Con-
vent of Megaspelaeon,

—

Carriage-road and Horse-

path .... 165

BOUTK I-AUK

26 Megalopolis to Olympia, by
Dimitzana. — Carriage-road
and Horse-path . . 175

27 Tripolitza to Sparta, by Tegea.
—Carriage-road . . 204

28 Sparta to Gytheion.—Carriage-
road .... 212

2y Sparta to Megalopolis.—Horse-
path .... 214

30 Megalopolis to Olympia, by
Kary taena and Andritsaena.
—Cariiage-road and Horse-
path . . .217

31 Megalopolis to Olympia, by
Lyoosura, Phigalia, and the
Baths of Caiapha.—-Horse-
path .... 219

32 Olympia to Patras, by Pyrgos.
—Rail .... 223

33 Olympia to Patras, by Tripo-
tamo.—Horse-path . . 227

34 Patras to the Piraeus, bv
Katakolon, Corone, and
Kalamata.—Steamer

.

. 22'J

35 VurkaTio to Pylos, by Messene
and Samari.—Horse-patli . 231

36 Nisi to Vurkano, byAndrutea.
—Horse-path . . 232

37 Phigalia to Andritsaena. by
the Temple of Bassae.—
Horse-])ath . . . 23.1

38 Pheneos to Nemea, by Stjrm-
phalos.— Hor.se-path . . 236

39 Andritsaena to Stala, by
Karyaes. — Horse-path. —
Ascent of Mount Lykaeon , 237

40 Patras to the Piraeus, by the
Gulf of Corinth and the
Ibthmian Canal.—Steamer. 23'J

lGn;e<;e.']
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ATHENS AND ATTICA.

Special iNTEODccmoy
rAor.

243

LIST OF ROUTES.

ROLTK I'AGE

41 Corinth to Athens, by Megara
and Eleusis . . . 252

42 ATHENS.—From the Royal
Palace to the Greek Ceme-
tery, by the Russian and
Enjrlisb Cliurches, the Arch
of Hadrian, and tlie Olym-
pieion .... 257

4S From the English Cliuroh to

the Stadium, by the Zap-
pcion and the Old Protes-

tant Cemetery . . .264
44 From tlie Arch of Hadrian to

tli(; Monument of Philo-

pappos, by the Monument of

Lysicrates, tlie Theatre of

Dionysos, and the Odeion . 269

45 From the Monument of I'hllo-

jiappos to tlie Areopagus,

by the Prison of 8«)0i-ates,

the Pnyx, and tlie Observa-

tory 283

4G The Acropolis and its depen-

dt neies .... 291

47 From the Royal Palace to the

Tlie.^eion. by the Kapni-
karea. St. Mary's, and the

A.>!omat(>n . . . 337
•18 From the Royal Palace to tlie

Theseion, by the Catiiedral,

tlie Tower of the Winds,
the Stoa of Hadrian, and the

Stoa of Attalos . . . :544

li» From tlie Koyal l^ilace to the

Kephisia Railway Station,

by the Academy, the Uni-
versity, and the German
Institute .... 356

.".() From the Royal Palace to the

National Museum, by the

House of 1). i>utiis, the

Chur<h of St. 'I'luodore, and
the Pulyttchuic Institute . 361

51 From the Thesi ion t<> the

Botanical Garden, by the

Dipyloa and the Street of

Tombs . . . .428
52 From liie Royal Palace to

Ambelokipi, by tlie French
Schonl, Mount Lycabettus,
the Britisli and American
Schools, and tlie Rizarion . 436

53 From fiie lioyal Palace to the
Tombof Menidi. by Patisia. 440

54 From tin- Royal Pajiice to

Colonos aD<l the Academia. 442

55 Athens to Fhaleron, by Car-
riage-road, Rail, or Steam
Tramway. . . . 444

56 Athena to the Piraeus, by Car-
riage-road, Stt-am Tramway,
or Rail . . . '. 44t;

57 The Piraeus fo Salamis, by
Sailing-beat, or by Carriage-
road and Fl rry

.

. . 454
58 Athens to Eleusis, by Rail or

Carriage-ro;iil . . . 456
59 Athens to Phyle, by Rail or

Carriage-r<>;pd.;ml Footpath 4r.4

60 Athens to Tatoi, tiy Kephisia.
—Rail and Carriaire-road . 467

61 Athens to Marathon.—Car-
riage-mnd . .470

62 Tatoi to Oropus. — Carriage-
road .... 472

60 Marathon to Rhamnus.

—

Horse-path . . . 473
<>4 Kakosalesi to lUiamnus, by

the Amphiareion and Kala-
miis.—Horse-jiath and Sail-

ing-boat .... 475
65 Athens to Hymettus. by Car-

riage-road and Footpatli . 479
6G Athens to Cape Sunium, by

Laurion.-Rail and Footpatli 481
67 Laiirion to Athens, by Vari.

—

Horse-patli . "
. . 491

68 Athens to Aegina, by Steamer 494
!
69 Athens to Pantelicus, by Car-

riage-road aud Footpath . 500
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SECTION IV.

BOEOTIA, PHOCIS, AND LOCRIS.

Specfal Introduction
PAGE
504

LIST OF ROUTES.

ROUTE PAGE
71 Athens to Thebes, by Eleusis.

—Carriage-road . . .'iOS

72 Thebes to Chalcis, by tlie

Fort of Krisiotis.—Carriaf<e-

road .... r)10

7)! Athens to Chahis, by Ke-
phisia, Kai^osalesi, aud Tan-
agra.—Eail, Carriage-road,

and Hoise-path . . .')12

74 Kepliisiato Tanagra, by Kala-
mds, Oropos, and Staniates.

—Carriage-road and Horse-
path . . . .516

75 Chalcis to Theljes, by Authe-
don, Kokkino, and Gonhis.
—Horsc-patli . . . 518

7*; Martino to Orchomeuos, by
Topolia.—Horse-path . 523

77 jNlartino to Thermopylae, by
Atalante.—Horse-patli . 524

78 Corintii to Delphi, by Itea.—
Steamer nnd (Airriage-road 526

79 Delphi to Parnassus, by the
Corvcian Grot o. — Horse-
path . . . .539

541

.544

552

ROCTE PAGE
80 Parnassus to Thermopylae, by

Dadi and Budonitza.

—

Horse-patli

81 Delphi to Livadia, by Ara-
chova, the Monastery of

Hosios Loukas, and Chae-

ronea.—Horse-path .

82 Tliebes to Livadia, by Haliar-

tos.— Carriage-road .

83 Livadia to Thebes, by Kutu-
muia. Thespiae, Leuctra,

and Plataea.—Hoise-path .

84 Livadia to Drachmani, by
Orehomenos and Abae.

—

Carriago-road and Horse-

path ....
85 liivadia to Lamia, by Drach-

mani and Budonitza.—
L"ar.riage-road and Horse-

I

path ....
j

86 Itea to Lamia, by Salona and
' Thermopylae. — Carriage -

roail arid Hurst-path .

562

569

J70
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AETO IJ A AXD ACA

1
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PACK
577

LIST OF KorJ'ES

PACK i:'ii-]ic

Aetolico.—Railway or Car
riase-road

1,'OIITK

S7 Patras to Mesolonghi, by

Kryoneri. — Steamer and
I^'iil .... o8U

j,^ Agritnon to Nanpaetiis, bv
S8 Itea to Mesolonghi. by <iala-

; i>aravola and Kephalovi-\--
.\idi, Vitnnitsa, and Nau-

j

^,^ Tour of Lake Trichonis.
pactus.—Steamer . . 590 i _Horse-path .

89 Naupactus to Mesolonghi, by
Horse-path or Carriage-road 596 92 Agrinion to Karpenisi. —

90 Mesolonghi to Agrinion, by ^ Horse-path
b 2

PACK

606

619

625
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IIOUTE PAGB ROCTK l'\<;K

H3 K(;phalovry^ion to Li(U>riki.
1 97 Kiirvassara^ to Vonitsa.

—

\\y Pliitauos.—Hoiaf-path . H4'2 HorHL-path . <><•»;

{•4 Nftupattiis to llypati. hv • 98 Mesoloiifrfii to Katnna, \>\

I-iiloriki ami Mavrolithari.
i

Oeniadae, Astiifos, and My-
— Ilnrai-path . . . f,4t; tic«iK.—Horae-puth . <;7i>

'.i."i Airiiiiiori to Karvassanis, by '.•'.» Awtacfi.s to Lcucas, by Katuiia
Stratos.—Carriage-road . »iri:{

!

ami Vonitsa.— Horse-patli . tiSi;

'.It.; Kiirviissaras to Aitii, l>y 10(1 Vonitsa tf> Pri-vesa, by
.Meiiidi.— ('arriML" -r..;i,l ..r Actium.—Hurst-patb and
Horsp-pntb . ii(i:^ Sailinj^-lKjat . . . Gy;J

SKCTION VI.

EUBOEA.
I'AOK

Sprci.xL I\Ti!Oi)r«Tiov . ....... Dfjy

T.rsT OF R(.>1 TKS.

lUUTK TAOK liiilTi: fAl.R

101 » )ropos to Chalcis. by Eretria. 10:5 Chalcis to Kyiui. by Mount
--Sailihjj-bual . . 701 Dirplly^^.—Horse-pat b . 71

J

lUJ ( luilcis to larvstos, bv Y.n-
'"^ Chalcis t.. Limni. by Achmet-

. . 1 .I- ,. aga.— (.'arriii;:. -n.,(d . .14
tna and Aliven. — Lar- i,,- \.,\° , . i ;. i10.1 A('nnit'ta<.'a to l^ipsot?, Ijv

riafre-road and Ilo^^(- Xirorbori.— CHrriaijeroai'l

path .... 707 ami Horsf-path . . 7I<;

t^i'LCLAL I.NTKonii rnjv TO Thk.ss.ki.y. Ai.i-ama ami Mai hU»»M.\ . 720

SKC'J'loX VII.

1'
1 1 K S S A L Y .

I isr OF Itoi'TKS.

ItUl I K \\uk Kill IK y\>.E
100 'I'he I'irai US to Yolo, by 110 Vd.stin.. to Kalal.wka (Me-

Chalcis. -Steamer . . 7:>3 teora), bv Phursaia and
107 V.do tr. Larissa, by Vele-

, Trikkuhi.'— Hail . 74s
stino.— Kail . . 740 ,, , i : . -d. - , ,

1,,^. I . ,. 1 • t 1 '11 l.aniia to Pharsala. bvlOS l-!tr;s^a to Salonica, bv ibtr ,. , • ,. *='**"i

v»i« ^f T-^™--, i't Uomoku.— t ariiaire - roadVale or Tempe and I za- , ., ., °
,. ; ,. „; I II and Horst-path . . .o.
ire.-~i.--( arrniiri -r'>:id.lloi.-it- '

path, and ."<;iilinj,'-boat . 71:5 II- riie Piraeti-s to Suloniea, bv
101^ Larissji to Trikkala, by Zar- .\thens. Thebe.s, Livadia,

kofi. -(.arriaire-road. . 745 and Lari.osa.—Kail . . 7oS
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SECTION VIII.

ALBANIA AND MACEDONIA.

LIST OF ROUTES.

ROUTE 1

] 1 S Corfu to Jannina, by Sayada
and Philiatae. — Sailing-

boat and Horse-path
114 Corfu to Jiiimina, by Bou-

trinto, Delvino, Delvinaki,

aud Zitza.— Sailiui^' - boat

and Horse-path
115 Corfu to Januina, by Gmne-

nitza and ParamytMa.

—

Sailing-boat and Horse-
path ....

IldCortu to raniinythia. by
Prevesa, Xieopolis. and
Suli.—Steamer and Hor.se-

path ....
1 17 i'revesa to Janninn, l)y Arta.

— Sailing-l'oat and Horse-

imth ....
J IS Jannina to Farga. by Dodona

and Suli.—Horse-path

11 :» I>( Ivinaki to Apollonia, by
Argyrdcastro. Tepeleni,

and Karbunari. — Horse-

l)atli . . . .

I'JO .Tannina to Apollonia, by
Kalpaki. Premedi, and
Berat.—Horse-path .

761

76S

773

/ (

784

78G

r96

803

UOUTE I'AGF.

121 Jannina to Berat, by Crre-

vena andKastoria.—Hon^e-

path .... SO.")

122 Berat to Cattaro, by Scutari

and Budua.—Horse-path .
SO'.i

123 Karbuuari to Boutrinto, by
Avlona.—Horse-path . 814

124 Lapsoehori (Vale of Tempe)
to Salonica, by Platamoiia.

Horse-patli . . . 822

12.") Salonica to Larissa. liy

Beroea.—Horse-path . 834

126 Saloniea to Mount Athos. by
Pinaka and Erisso.

—

Horse-path . . . 836

127 Erisso to Salonica, by Nis-

voro.—Horse-path . . 8.57

128 Salonica to Scutari, by
Monastir. Achrida. and
Croia.—Kail and Horse-
pat) i .... 8.59

j

129 Salonica to Constantinople,
I by Cavalla and Rhodosto.

—Carriage-road . . 868
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HANDBOOK FOR TRAVELLERS
IN

G E E B C E.

GENERAL INTRODUCTION.

CONTENTS.
CHAP. PAGE I CHAP. PAGE

I. KocTES BY Sea from I IV. Natiral PIistory . . . l.xiv

England to Greece.— | V. Archaeology . . . Ixxvi
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j
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I
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TURE liv' X. Maps and Plans . . . cxix

CHAPTEE I.

ROUTES BY SEA FROM ENGLAND TO GREECE.—SEASON, MODES OF

TRAVELLING, OUTFIT, AND SPORT.

Sea Eoutes from England to Greece.

Travellers ^vho enjoy a long sea vo3'a;^-e, and have plenty o\' time at

their command, may reach Greece from London or Liverp(;ol direct by
large and well-appointed steamers, or may proceed by train to Marseilles

or Naples, and by steamer thence to the Piraeus. The following list of

sailiugs and prices is correct up to date, but is subject of course to

variation.

I.—From Liverpool t<j Syra.

Steamers of Messrs. Pappayanni & Co. once a month for Syra, touching
at Gibraltar ami Malta, and going on to Smyrna and Constantinoph.
Fare to Syra, £12-13. Office, Fenwick Chambers, Liverpool.

Steamers of Messrs, Moss & Co. once a mouth for Syra, touching at

Qibmltar wd MMa, and proceeding as above, Farf! to fSyra, £12-13,
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Office, .">l Jaiiics Streef, Liver|)<)ol. 'J'lic Pa|i|iayHiini, (Jinani, Mi.ks, and
Leylaiui Compaiiits work together under ao aureeruent, sending a steamer
io Syra iu turn every six or seven days, but the Canard and Leyland
take cargo only. Officers are taken un the Leyland line to Syra for £10.

n.—From London to Naples in 9 days (2272 in.).

Orient Link Steamers every alternate week, calling at I'lymouth,

GihraJtar, and MaraeiUes. Fare, £14 ; return tickets, available fur lour

months, £23 ; 2ud cl., £10 or £16.

III.—From Constantinople to the Piraeus.

KussiAN Steami-.u every Wtd. in L'i days, touching at Smyrna.
French Steamer (iVlessageries) every Thur. or Frid. in 3 days,

toucliing at Smyrna ; Fraissinet Co. weekly, touching at Salovica and
Smyrna (594 ni.).

Italian Steamer every Wed. in 2 days (363 m.), and every Mon. in

32 or 2s days (506 or 594 m.). The latter line touches in alternate

weeks at Smyrna and at Sulonica.

Austrian Lloyd Steamer every Sat. direct.

Khepivial Steamer every Tues. m 2 days, touching at Smyrna.

IV.—From Salonica to the Piraeus.

Austrian Lloyd Steamer every other Wed. in 41 hrs., touching at

VoJo. See also IV. A complete list of steamers from foreign jx)rt8 to

the Piraeus, etc., and of Greek coasting steamers, will be found ou

pp. 937-944.

Season for Travelling.—Climate.

January and February are agreeable months to spend at Corfu and

Athens. At that season it is usually too cold and stijrmy, and the toiTents

are too much swollen, to render a journey in the interior of Greece con-

venient, or, in some parts, even practicable. Several low-lying or level

sites, such as Uiyni| ia or Mantinea, and the plain of Thessaly between

Larissa and Tempe, are then partly under water. Iu these two months
there is excellent shooting to be had near Corffi, which is the best head-

quarters lor a sportsman.

March, Aiiril, and May can be devoted to the inland districts of Greece,

and to Albania, Thessaly, and Macedonia. This peiiod, though short,

will enable an energetic traveller to visit the most interesting localities,

and tu obtain a general iiiea of the whole country. June and the

early part of July may be sjjent in sailing among the islands of the

Aegean Sea.

'J he traveller who proposes to pass the winter iu Egypt may remain

during the rest of July and August at Constantinople, or in one of the

villages of the Bosphorus, which, at that season, are cooler tiian any other

situation in tlie Mediterranean. The sunmier is seldom oppressively hot

there. A tour of Syria and the Holy Land may be accomplished^ in

September and OctobeV. Two months in Cairo and the ascent of the Nile

will dispose of J^l^ovember, December, and January, after which the
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traveller may return to Greece, aud resume his work either at Atlu^ns or

in the provinces.

Tlie following Tabular View of the climate of Corfu and Athens was
prepared by Dr. Bosser for Mommsen's valuable work on the Greek seasons,

and is based on observations taken durin2 fifteen years (1851-60 and
1870-74) at Corfu, and twelve years (1869-70) at Athens.f

Comparative Table of the Mean Temperature of Athens, axd
Corfu bt F. Bosser.

}f.B.—The values recorded are on the Centigrade scale, and represent the mean results of five

davs' observations. To reduce these figures to Fahrenheit, multiply bv 1-8 and
add 32.

January.

Corfa. Athena.

May.

Corfu. Athens.

September.

Corfu. Athens.

1- 5 10-77 1016 1- 5 17-69 18-64 29- 2 25-01 25-94
H-10 10-84 8-16 6-10 18-44 20-34 3- 7 24-81 25-64

11-1.5 10-12 8-36 11-15 18-64 21-84 8-12 23-79 25-55
UJ-20 10-16 8-45 16-20 19-65 21-86 13-17 22-92 24-32
21-25 10-96 8-68 21-25 20-51 '22-16 18-22 22-51 23-37
26-30 9-74 8-23 26-30 20-54 23-48 23-27 21-42 22-15

Fehnuiry. June. October.

.SI- 4 9-76 9-17 31- 4 21-61 24-66 28- 2 21-56 22-21
5- 9 10-44 liJ-22 5- 9 22-23 25-49 3- 7 21-34 20-85

10-li 10-14 10-82 10-14 23-00 25-19 8-12 20-55 19-36

15-iy 10-29 9-64 15-19 23-90 25-95 13-17 20-05 19-94

20-24 1011 9-22 20-24 24-20 26-26 18-22 19-31 18-49
25- 1 10-50 11-02 25-29 23-57 27-05 23-27 18-90 17-88

March. July. November.

2- 6 10-84 11-30 30- 4 25-28 27-49 28- 1 17-79 17-56

7-11 11-12 12-71 5- 9 26-05 27-93 2- 6 16-88 16-60

12-16 11-31 12-78 10-14 26-09 27-78 7-11 15-31 15-36

17-21 12-28 12-83 15-19 26-36 28-37 12-16 15-49 14-07

22-26 12-81 12-99 20-24 26-42 28-28 17-21 14-41 13-88

27-31 13-68 18-87 25-29 26-42 28-34 22-26 13-97 12-88

April. August. December.

1- 5 13-94 13-74 30- 3 26-63 29-10 27- 1 14-57 12-52
• :-10 15-10 14-74 4- 8 26-96' 28-98 2- 6 12-66 11-32
11-15 15-10 15-62 9-13 26-09 29-25 7-11 12-02 9-93
16-20 15-88 15-45 14-18 26-32 27-48 12-16 11-21 9-54
21-25 16-40 16-56 19-23 25-371 27-81 17-21 10-68 9-33
26-30 16-96 18-64 24-28 25-31 26-12 2-2-26

27-31
11-28
10-44

9-55
9-63

t 'Griechiache Jahreszeiten,' a collection of valuable observations by various writers,

arranged and edited by Aug. Mommsen, to whose labour the greater part of the work is dn»,

published at Sleswig, IST5-7T,
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In no country of the same limited extent is so great a variety of climat«

to be foiinil as in Greece. Sir W. Gell, travelling in the month of March,
says that he hft Kalamata in a summer of its own, arrived at Sparta in

spring, and found winter at 'rrijwlitza, on tlie upland plain of Arcadia.

In September, when the heat nt Argos is still great, winter will almost
have set in on the neighbouring mountains of the Peloponnesus. The
advantage of this variety of climate is, that journeys in Greece may, if

necessary, be performed at all seasons. But spring and autumn—ami
particularly the former—should be selected by travellers who have liberty

of choice. No description can do justice to the peculiar purity of tlie

atmosphere and brilliancy of colouring which distinguishes spring in

Greece. The dtiration of winter is short, but while it lasts the ci>ld is

severely felt, in consequence, partly, of the bad construction of the houses.

It may be said to end with Februaiy, when the traveller may commence
his excursioiLs in the lowland districts, advancing towards the mountainous
regions as the heat increases. April and May are decidedly the best

months, as being free from the burning heats of summer, and also, in a
great measure, irom liability to sudden and violent rains. In March,
October, and Noveral er, the weather, though usually delightful, is

uncertain.

The wettest month is Febrnarv, during which rain may be expected at

Athens up(m 19 days. November, December, and January have ofu^n

13 wet days apit^ce, March 11, October 0, April 8, May •>, June ami
September 4, August 8, and July 2. The clouds of dust at Athens in the
early spring are somf'times very disagreeable.

The climate of Crreece is, generally speaking, healthy, except in the

height of summer, and in the tarly autumn. It is chiefly in August and
Septeml)er that danger is to be ajiprehendcd from malaria. Fevers ar»*

then prevali-nt, especially in the marshy districts and in the vicinity of

lakes; and natives, as well as foreigners, travelling in the interior at that

season, sometimes fall a sacrifice to them. In nine cases out of t«n,

however, it may be safely asserted that marsh fever (and many other
fiiseascs) are evi<lence rather of the traveller's own folly or imprudence,
than of any positive evil in the climate.

The dessicated beds of torrents and rivers (especially the latter), so

common in Greece, should never be chosen as camping ground. No
matter how dry they are in ajijx^arance, tliey are sure reservoirs of

miasma, and hence of fever and ague. Low hills overhanging such
places are etiually to be avi>ided. In many parts of Greece, villages sit-

uated in the ]ilaiTi own regular camping grounds in the neighbouring high-
lands, to which the entire community rem(>ve diuinir the summer heats.

Quinine is the only specific for malaria. I^Iedical atlvioe should,

however, be taken as to the strength of dose to be emplove<l, as

abuse cf quinine has often led to si-rious results. When sleeping

in the open air (i.e. not under canvas), always cover the eyes with
a handkerchief or otherwise. This precaution for the sight is

matter of official regulation in the French army, and should never 1

neglected.
' In cases of sunstroke, open the coat, and everything bearing on the

throat; if plenty of water is to be had, keep up a stream of it on the

liead until coiiscioijsness has beeq restored.'— TFo^se/ey,
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Straw is no protectiou against the snminer sun. A pith helmet, which
may be bought in Athens for about 17 dr., is the safest kind of head-

dress after the end of April. It should be as light as possible, and should

be secured by a strap under the chin in case of wind.

Melons should be eaten with caution ; the plants are usually irrigated

with tank or other stagnant water, and the fruit is a frequent and unsus-

pected cause of fever.

The Peloponnesus, and other mountainous parts of Greece, abound with

copious springs of the purest and most delicious water. The sparkling fresh-

ness of the fluid is sometimes so remarkable, that it may be said to possess

a distinct taste of its own, even when absolutely free from all suspicion of

mineral ingredients. It wili, nevertheless, occasionally happen that during

a long day's ride the traveller will pass scarcely any springs at all. In

this case it is better to endure thirst than to drink surface water of

doubtful purit}'. A drinking-cup should be carried in the pocket, as the

fountains are frequently constructed in such a way that only cattle can

drink at them. Water, if bad, should always be boiled before it is used.

When this is not practicable, a slight admixture of brandy lessens its

bad effects. A small and convenient pocket filter is manufactured by
Messrs. W. S. Silver and Co., of Cornhill, and will be found a very

desirable possession.

Cold coffee, slightly sweetened and then bottled, is an excellent travel-

ling beverage, and stays both thirst and hunger. As such it is much used
by the Italian army on long marches. Cold tea, treated in the same
manner, is also excellent. Travellers in Greece and the Archipelago
(Rhodes and Cyprus excepted) are seldom troubled by •noxious reptiles

;

still, as such exist, a word on the subject may be desirable. A iaint

odour of musk in the air is often a sign of their vicinity. If bitten

by a snake or scorpion, bind a handkerchief or string firmly above the

injured part, to prevent the poison spreading in the blood. Do not

trust to amateur surgery, but get medical advice as speedily as pos-

sible. Failing this, there is generally some old peasant to be found,

capable of treating such cases. Above all, do not yield to the lethargy

and drowsiness which is the common result of a snake bite, and often

ends fatally. Common stings of bees and other iiisects may generally

be almost instantaneously healed by applying ammonia, or a handful of

earth saturated in vinegai'. Indigo (the common ' blue' used by washer-
women) saturated with water is also a remedy.
The medicine chests usually sold are senseless encumbrances. All that

is needful is half-a-dozen bottles or boxes of the simplest and most uselul

remedies. In the case of liquids, the name should always be inscribed on
the bottle itself as well as on the cork. For pills, zinc boxes are best,

with the name stamped on the bottom ; or failing that, even scratched

with a knife—never on the lid. Unless these precautions are heeded,

accidents may probably occur. Sound corks are far better than glass-

stoppers.

A compass, a supply of sticking-plaster, a pair of scissors, and some
quinine powders, may with advantage be permanently carried in the

pocket-book. For making notes of distances, etc., in the saddle, a tablet

will be found much more gonvenient than any sort of book with folding

leaves.
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Intkiikst t)K Gkkkk Tkavkf,.

A cypress dark aKainst the blue
|

A crescent Mil upon the ^^«,

I hot (Ipppeiis up to Kucli a hue ,
So calm and fair mid rlpplp-fr>w>,

As mv.r p.\inti r darinl or drew;
j

Von wonder slonus i-aii '\er I*

;

A marble shaft that stands alone
I

A shore with deep indeute^l bays
Above a wreck of sculpture.1 stone And. o'er the pleanilnK waierwajs.
With grey-preen aloes overgrown

; A glimpse of Islands in the haze ;

\ hillside scored with hollow veitis A face bronzed dark to n-d and gold,

I h rough age-long wash of autumn rains, , With mountain ey<s which s<'em to hold

As purple a- wltli vintagi- siaius; i 'I'he freshness ot the world of old;

And roi'ks that while the hours run
\

A shepherd's crmtk, a ci>at of fleece,

"<!iow all thi'ir jewels one bv one i A grazing flock the sense of peace

—

I'or pastime of the soinm.r sun ; I In- I'liicr •iwi^ef siiiiii-(>—this isGreece.

HivN'KL Ror>i<.

A journey in Greece i» lull oi interest lur :i ir.ivuli r '1 every cliiiracter,

except indecii for a iiieie idler or man of pleasure, 'i'here the ]K)iiticiaii

may contemplate for himself the condition and proL:ress of a ]H't>i)le, of

illnstrious origin, and richly endoweil by Nature, which, alter a servitude

of centuries, has again taken its place among tiie nations; there can he

best form an accurate opinion on a most im|iortant <iuestior., th<' i>n'sent

state and future destinies of the Levant, 'i'he condition and pros|iects of

Greece must command the interest of all, if not lor her own sake, yet Irom

the effects which may be expected to result from ihem in the East. ' We
do not aspire to prophesy of the inture fate of Constantinople, btit when
we think t)f all those Turkish subjects who s|>eak tlie Greek langua'.:e hihI

profess the Greek relij;ion—when we think of the link which the sani<-

religion has made between ihem and the Slavonic tribes l>elow and Iwyonti

the Danube—we cannot but K>ok up.ni the recovery i>f the Ghrihtian

nationality of Greece as one of the most iraportaut of nnxlern events, or

watch the development of this young kingdom without feelings of the

most anxious exivctaiion. We cannot In-lieve thai the Moliammedan
tide, which was arrested at Lepanto, will ebb back no lurther than

Na varino."

—

Qua rtcrh/ litvieu:

The very scenery of Greece has a nati<inal character of its i»wn. Mr.

Aubrey De Vera writes:—'The moi-e I observetl them, the more I was

impressed by the peculiar character of Grecian mountains, which is

difl'erent from that of all others I know. '

In Asia ilie nmuntains lilt

themselves up in smooth masses and solemn domes; tlie Alpine summits

pierce the air with sharp wedge and glittering spire; and tliose of the

Aixjnniues rise up ridge beyond ridire, likf frozen w;ives, and rake the

clouds with rough and woolly crags. Eijually difl'erent from all these are

tlie mighty terraces and platforms, and mounUiin clifl's, which, in Greece,

cl.asp as with a wall the bright bays or the green plains. I'lains they must

lie called, not valleys, for they more often rise slightly towards the centre

than are hollowed out into basins. The extreme luxuriance of tliese plains

is in striking contraj^t vith the majestic ranges that encomjiass them,

which are not more graceful in their outlines than they are st-vere in their

geological structure.'

But it is to the cisuisical scholar that the greatest share of interest in

Greece belongs. In the language and mannei-s of every Greek sailor and

jv^flsant he will constantly recognise phrases and customs familiar to him in
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the literature ui ancient Cireece ; and he will revel in the contemplation of

the noble relics of Hellenic architecture, while the efl'ect of classical

association is but little spoiled by the admixture of post-Hellenic remains.

In Italy the memory of the Roman empire is often swallowea up in the

memory of the republics of the Middle Ages ; the city of the Caesars is often

half forgotten in the city of the Popes. But it is not so in Gseece. We
lose sight of the Venetiitns and the Turks, of Dandoloand Mohammed II.,

and behold only the ruins of Sparta and Athens, only the country of

Leonidas and Pericles. For Greece has no modern history of such a

character as to oliscure the vividness other classical leatuies, and hide the

imperishable memorials of Hellenic genius.
' In whatever district the stranger may be wandering—whether cruising

m shade and sunshine among tlie scattered Cyclades, or tracing his difficult

way among the rocks and along the watercourses of the Peloponnesus, or

looking up to where the Achelous comes down from the mountains of
Acarnauia, or riditig across the Boeotian plain, with Parnassus behind hini

and Cithaeron before him—he feels that he is reading over again all the

old stories of his school and college days—all the old stories, but with new
and most brilliant illuminations. He feels in the atmosphere, and sees in

the coasts and in the plains, and the mountains, the character of the

ancient Greeks, and the national contrasts of their various tribes. Attica

is still what it ever was—a country where the rock is ever labouring t.i

protrude itself from under the thin and scanty soil, like the bones under
the skin of an old and emaciated man. No one can cross over from hollow
Lacedaemon to the sunny climate and lich plain of Messenia, without
sympathising with the Spartans who fought so long for so rich a prize.

No one can ride along the beach at Salamis, while the wind which threw
the Persian ships into confusion is dashing the s])ray about his horse's

feet, without having before his eyes the image of that sea-fight where so

great a struggle was condensed into the narrow strait between the island

and the shore, with Aristides and Themistocies fighting for the liberties of

Greece, and Xerxes looking on from his golden throne. Xo one can look
upon the crescent of pale level ground, which is the field of Marathon,
^^ithout feeling that it is the very sanctuary where the battle ought to have
been fought which decided that Greece was never to be a Persian satrapy."—Quarterly Review.

Greek authors acquire new and clearer meanings read by the light of
Greeli scenery and topography. And the modern life of the country also

lends its aid. Thus, it not unfrequently happens that a Greek ))easant

unconsciously afibrds by some trait in his daily life, by some betrayal of
national prejudice, a better elucidation, or illu.stration, of an obscure
passage in the old historians or dramatists, than whole pages of learned
comment from the acutest German critic.

No pressure of foreign domination, no admixture of alien blood, has
sufficed to obhterate the old fundamental lines—for good and for evil— of
the Greek character. Many of the old pagan beliefs and some distinct
iniiividual traditions are still religiously cherished by the Greek people
under the thin veil of a Christian adaptation.

Valuable contributions to this subject are ' Das Volksloben der Neu
Griecheu,' V)y B. Schmidt, and a small volume in modern Greek by Politer,
entitled ' MeXeVi; eVi to\i jSlov twp Necorepcoi' 'F.XXrji/av • KeoeXXriiuKi)
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Mv^oXo-yi'a' (Athens, 1871). A summary of the latter has Vxieii published

bv M. Eiuile Legrand in a small pamphlet (La Mytholoyie yeo-IIelleniqtie,

Paris, 1872).

Vein Hah n's work is too well known to need further notice here;t a

supplementary volume has been issued .since his death.J Schmidt has

also published a small but interesting selection of fairy tales and j>r)pular

songs.§ AVith respect to the popular pKietry of Greece, it is here sufficient

to refer the traveller to tlie extensive collections of J'auriel, Marcellus,

Legrand, Passow, Kalaorites, and Jeannaraki.||

HOTKLS,

In Athens, Coi-pi, Corinth, K'fjhisia,^ Nauplia, Olyrnpui, AX\(i l^utras,

there are good First Class Hotels, where every reasonable com tort may be

obtained. Payments at all these in gold. Except as reganls Athens,

they are first class only in a relative sense. The Inn at Corinth, though
good and clean, is very .small ; and those at the remaining places would
r.ank as second class in Central Europe.

Second Class Inns (^fvoBoxfia), with clean and fairly comfortable rooms,

and always excellent Joo<i. will be found at ArffostoU, Chalcis, Lamia,
LarisHd, Jjtiiriou, New Phnletraii, Piraeus, Pyri/os, tiaJonica, Syra,

Volo, an! Zante. Here payments are made in paf>er draclimae, but the

Greek custom ])revails of charging a single traveller for all the beds in his

room, if he insists upon being alone. A Greek commercial traveller would
no more think of demanding a bedroom to himself than a salle-^-manger,

and sometimes as many as four beds are placed in one roon). On this

point the English traveller should come to a distinct understanding with

ids landlord, and make a bargain as to terras. The Restaurant (e<rrtar«'-

/uoj/) in such houses is occasionally detached from the hotel.

Third Class Inns, with ]>riinitive sleeping accommodation but very

tolf'rable food, exist at Aegiua, Ac/rinion, Delphi, Gytheion, Kalamata,
Mesolonyhi, fiparta, Tripolitza, Tatoi, and Trikhda. Several of these

are .so very small, and sometimes so scantily provisioned, that it is safer to

depend upon them for shelter only, and to bring one's own food and bed.

.Anions this class may be reckoned the Baths of Caiapha, Loutraki, an<l

Kyllt-ne, open only in summer (15 Apr. to 15 Oct.); and the Monasteries

of Meteorn, Metjaspehieon, Jlosivs Loukas, anil Vurkaito—tlie lirst of

which is by far the most comforUible. It will be understood that this

cla-ssification is made entirely from the English iHiiiit of view. The hotel

at Kyllene, for example, now under the direction of the Kly. Co., ranks

in size and management with that at Oiympia; but as it liesofl" the beaten

track, and is seldom visited by foreigners, it is deficient in certain details

t Griechiscbe uud Albinesisclie Marchcn. 2 vols. Leipzig, 1864.

J Coiites Popultiire^ <jrecs, publics d'apres lea manuscrits de von Habn, et annot«s par

Jfinn I'io. Copt'iiliftiten, 1»79.

^ Griechiscbe Marchen, SaKen u. Vulkiilie<Jer, by Bernhard Schmidt. Leipzig, 1877.

II
The earliest published uoiice of the ballad:* of luod'^m Greece is, we believe, by Dr.

Chandler, who tr.ivelled in Gr-ece in 1764, and pul)lisU -d hi* travi-ls in 1776. Tj the French,
howev.T, belongs all thi* bouoii- of having first |>oi>itel out the interi«t .ind value of the

HuiQiic Ualla<ls, a-s well aa that, of having published the earliest cotlecuoiu of them.

^ Closed in winter.
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of comfol't and cleanliness whicii the traveller is accustomed to associate

with a first-class Inn.

The only remaining species of traveller's rest is the Khan, a mere
drover's hostelry, in which no English traveller who is not specially bent

upon ' roughing it ' can either sleep or dine. In large villages and towns
the khan (xa"') is generally a large building enclosed in a court-yard,

consisting of two floors, the lower a stable, the upper divided into un-

furnished rooms, opening into a wooden gallery which runs all round the

edifice, and to which access is gained outside by stairs. In unfrequented

districts the khan is usually a single room, or shed, with a raised fiuor at

one end for humanity, and all the rest devoted to cattle—sometimes quad-
rupeds and bipeds are all mixed up together.

The Turks erected khans at convenient distances throughout their

dominions, and still maintain them for the reception of travellers in all

parts of the Ottoman En)pire. In Greece thej- were nearly all ruined

during the Etvolution, but since the restoration of tranquillity some of

them have been repaired by ]ioor Greek lamiUes, who reside in them, and
have generally a small supplj^ of resinated wine, bread, olives, spirits of

the country called raki, and sometimes bacon, sausages, and eggs. These
reconstructed khans stand singly, generally jiiidway between towns and
villages, and may occasionally attord the traveller an hour's repose at mid-
day and a frugal luncheon.

In most towns and large villages a room or two can be hired in a private

house, and sometimes a whole house may be engaged, for a night's lodging,

or for as long a time as may be required. The proprietor supplies notliing

but bare walls and a roof, not always waterproof; the traveller must
therefore bring his own bed, provisions, and apparatus for cooking. This
is practicallv the method adopted by the dragomans (see below).

In both Greece and Turkey—the large towns excepted—the traveller

must generally either accept the hospitality of the inhabitants, or content

himself with the doubtful shelter of the local khan. To English ideas,

the latter is generally the more agreeable, though not the more comfort-

able, alternative. A middle course may sometimes be adopted, by hiring

for the night the best room in a small farmhouse or cottage. There is

otten only one, besides the kitchen, into which the inmates of the house
retire, leaving the traveller in possession of their stare apartment. Here
the dragoman puts up the camp bedstead, and in due time serves the

dinner. In this case it is well to insist upon the removal of the numerous
dresses and other articles of apparel and of domestic use which are hung
upon the walls. Otherwise the ladies of the house are capable of entering

at all hours of the night to fetch something which they require—and such
a thing as a bolt upon the door of a Greek 'cottage is unknown. The
dragoman should also be made to understand that no part of his canteen
or personal kit is to be brought into the traveller's room. Unless this be
clearly stipulated, he will sometimes spend an hour or so in packing or

unpacking, just at the precise moment when the traveller wishes to be
left alone.

Every Greek cottage, however poor the owner, has its little picture of

the Virgin, or of some patron-saint, in one corner, before which a lamp is

always kept burning.

Keepers of coffee-houses and billiard-rooms will always lodge a traveller
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but he must fijipigct no privacy here. He must liX'e all iliiy in public, atid

be content at niglit to have his mattress spread, with some twenty others

belony;ing to the family, or other guests, either on the tlonr or on a woixien

divan which surrounds the room. When particular honour is to be shown
to a guest, his bed is laid upon the billiard-table ; he never should decline

this distinction, as he will thereby have a better chance of escape froui

vermin.

Cafes (^Ka(f)evtla) are numerous and much frequented, both in Athens
and m provmcial towns. The cotiee is generally good, and is always
served in the 'i'nrkish fashion, with the grounds. Unless otherwise

ordered, it is sweetened to excess, and the traveller is recojurnended lo

ask for a Ka(f)e fierpio (middling sweet). In Athens and Patras it costs

15 I. a cup ; everywhere else only 10. Greeks never fee the waiter, but
a trifle is now usually expected fiom foreigners in the large Cafes.

I'esides colfee, these establishments provide ices (yraycoTd) and various

kinds of sweets (y\vKiafj.uTa), among which the lavourite is Turkisli

Delight {XovKovfjLi), a kind ol scented jujul>e, made chiefly of starch ."iixi

sugar. The most popular liqueur is mastic (finarixa), w-hich is found in

its greatest perfection at Convents. Each of these costs 10 leptd ; an

ice, 50 1.

Shoehiacks (XoOo-t/joi) abound in the streets of Athens and other towns

in Greece, where the operation of cleaning boots is never lertormed in-

doors, except at tiie principal hotels. When not thus employed, the boys

sell newspapers, or run errands. !Most of them attend regularly an evenitiii

school (see p. '.>62). Their fee is 5 1. for black, 10 1. for brown boots, and
they never thank a stranger lor giving them more.

Greek Wines are now becoming important, and their jirejiaration for the

market is making rapid strides. The best are those of Ckph.'^i,om.\,

which prcxluces a dry wine of the sherry type—unfortunately not solii

retail in (ireece. Some years ago Mr. E. A. Toole brought over to the

island a Spanish expert, who has taught the peoi)le on his vineyards how
to prepare their wines.

'ihe estate of the German ' Achaia Wine Co.' at Gutland, near

Patras, is one of the sights of the neighbourhood. Excellent red and
white wines are also I'repared by other Companies. I'he wines of Zante
are wiiite, heady, and strong.

Fairly good wine is grown in some t»art8 of Attiea, one of the best

being that produced ujxm the royal pro^ierty of Deceleia. A very

tolerable table wine comes from Ithaca, and several sweet and tiery

qualities are exported from the volctinic island of Santorixi. The dark

coloured wines of KouMi and Corfu are sent in large quantities to France
for mixing wiih native kin. is.

The coinitry wine grown in the interior of Greece is resinous, and
scarcely drinkable at first by a foreigner. It is the custom to add to it

resin, now as of old, whence, according to Plutarch, the 'J'hyrsos of

Bacchus was ornameuttd with a pine-cone. This mixture is said by
Pliny to favour the preservation of the liquor, and also to impart
to it medicinal qualities. As a matter of fact, however, there is no
'mixing' at all. The resin is put into the must, m order that its oil, by
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tiioiniting to the surface, may keep out the air, and thus prt'seive a light

wine from turning sour—much as olive oil is employed for the preservation

of Chianti, and other Italian wines. Naturally the wine becomes impreg-
nated with the resin, but the Greeks have grown so accustomed to the

flavour that they will drink nothing else, and resinous wine is said to be

extremely wholesome (p. cxvii.).

From the jnarcia, or refuse of the vats, is distilled a colourless liquid

calledra/a (arrack), very similar toKirschwasser, but not so strong (generally

about 18° alch.). This is consumed in large quantities throughout (jreece,

though native brandy is now beginning to tike its place (p. cxvi.).

The Mineral Baths of Greece are highly esteemeil in the country,

and are deserving of more notice than they have hitherto received.

Unfortunately, the accommodiition is not generally such as to suit

an English invalid, exce|it perhaps at Kyllene and Lnutraki. 'i'he

following list embraces the most important springs, all of which, except

the first three, were known to the ancients:

—

Kylhne (Rte. 32), Ifypati

and Platystomos (Rte. 86), lApsoa (Rte. 105), Me'kana (Rte. 14), Loutrahi
(Rte. 11), Caiapha (Rte. 31), Thermopylae (Rte. 86), and Kythnos

(p. 900). The waters of Kyllene, Methana, Lipso-:, and Hypati resemble

respectively in some measure those of Eaux Bonnes, Aix-Ia-Chapelh,
Kissingen, and the Bugni di Lucca. The season lasts gcaeratly from tl e

middle of Aj^ril till the middle of October.

Modes of Travelling.

There are fifteen Railways open in Greece (including braticli lines); one

completed, but not yet open ; and two in construction. Those in activity

are: (1) Athens to the Hiraeus (continental gauge); (2) Athens to

Laurion, with branch to (3) Kephisia ; (4) I'atrax to the Piraeus, not

available for traffic between the latter place and Athens
; (5) Ooiinth to

Tripolitza, with branch to (6) Nauplia ; (7) Patras to Olynqyia, with

brmches to (8) Kyllene and (9) Loutra ; (10) Pyrgus to Katakolon ; {\l)

Kalainata to DiavolUsi, with branch to (12) iVts/. All these in Attica

or the Peloponnesus. In Aetolia, (13) Kryoneri to Agrinion. In

Thessaly, (14) Volo to Kalahaka, with branch to (15) Larinsa. All,

except (1), are light railways, with a narrow gauge of 3 ft. 3^ in., and an

aggregate length of 513 m.
The mountain Rly. from (16) Diakophto to Kalavryta is laid down

upon the cog-wheel system, with a gauge of 2 ft. 5i in , and an ascent ol

2300 ft. in 10 m.
In construction, (17) Dlavolitsi to Tripolitza ; and (18) Athens to

Salonica—the most important line in tlie kin^idom, which will place

Athens within three days of London (approxiniately 2100 m. in 70 hrs.),

and supersede the troublesome steamboat journey from Brindisi to Patras.

This Rly. has the uniform continental gauge of 4 ft 8| in., so that it will

be possible to run through-carnages and sleeping-cars from Calais or

BoiJogije to Athens. The line between Tripolitza and Kalamata (17) is

now open as far as Chrani, and there is regular communication by coach

between Kourtaya and Meligala in connection with the trains. This line

will soon be completed.

First class travelling is very general among the Greeks, the accom-
\_Qrtece.'] c
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raodation is limited, and the carriages are usually more or less crowded.
There are no trains which can be fairly called express, and no compart-
ments on any line for non-smokers. On some of the minor lines, notably
thill iiL'ivveen Athens and Laurion, the carriages are constructetl upon
the omnibus (or so-called American) principle, and it is quite a common
thing for second class passengers to saunter through the partition door and
Bit smoking or chatting with friends in a first cla.ss compartment as long

as they please (p. .xxxviii.). In Thessaly, when the guaid has punched
the tickets, he tixes them in a row above the cushions of the carriage,

and removes them f>ne l)y one as each traveller reaches his de.stination.

'iheie are one or two stations in the Pelop4)niiesus and Attica wliere

food of soiue sort may Vie obtained, but the only bullet vhich can be

recommended to the Englisii traveller is that at Corinth. In every other

case, therefore, he shuuld carry his lunciieon witli bim. Thessaly is

somewhat better provided in this respect, aiid the Illy, restaurants at

PliHisald and I'elestino Are tolerable; but even here it is safer tu bring

from the last sleeping place both Iboil and wine.

Post and Telegraph.—For tariff, sec Index to At/aiis. There are 494o m,
of telegraph Ime in Greece, and 5,7of5 m. of wiie—some of the wires beiii'^

double. Also 52.5 m. of submarine cable lielon^ing to the Kastern

Telegraph Co., but leased to the Greek Government, and worked by their

officials. In addition to this length, the Company owns and works
2380 knots of cable, landing in Greece, and chiefly used for international

transmission, of which HOT knots have both ends landed on Greek
territory, and are available theretore for sending messages from one pait

of Greece to anotlier. All the Telegraph Stations are indicaUd by the

letter T in the Handbook, but it should be mentioned that the Greek
service is not very punctual or trustworthy, an^l the traveller should
avail himself wherever possible of the wires of the Eastern Company.

Eoada.—The few roads practicable (or carriages in Greece are indicated

on the map, as well as mentioned in the course of this Handlxiok, under
their respective headings. Several of tbera have fallen into ilisrejwnr

since their construction, or are interrupted for want ol a bridge across a

chasm; so that, although a carriage-road nominally exists, it is often

necessary to traverse it on horseback. The paved causeways occurring

in various parts of Greece are the work of the Venetiaiis or Turks.
Spt-aking generally, it may be said that travelling in the interior of

Greece, though it can he safely recommended as a source of infinite

enjoyment even to ladies in moderately robust health, is imp<jssible to the

English tourist without a dragoman. It is not merely a question of

capacity <)r inclination for roujhing it. The unaccomjianied travell'ir

would often be obliged to carry his own bed, and cook his o^vn dinner.

For ten days touetlur in the Pelo]K)nnesus he miiiht not pass a smgle Inn,

and it is doubtful whether he could persuade any cottager to place a room
for the nvzht at his disposal—though a dragoman or agoyatis (see

below), being well known in the village, can arrange this without
difficulty (see p. xxxi.).

Onides and Courriers.—Travellers who arrive by way of Constan-
tinople will do well to engage a dragoman there, as the Greek sei vania
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of lliat (ilace are as a rule iiuperior to those of Athens. The wages of

a dragomau, iu cases where the traveller pays his owu expenses, in

both Athens and Constantinople are 7 I'r. a day. More should never be
.yiven, though often demanded. Good travelling servants may be hired

for a period not less than two months, for six Turkish lire the month
(^138 fr.). This includes lodging and board-wages; in short, everything
except travellmg expenses. The price is of course the same whether
travelling or stationary ; and half-price is paid for both man and horses

for their return home from any place at which they may be left. The
arrangement, liowever, of one charge to cover everything, if made with a
really good servant, is the cheapest and most convenient, though, of course,

there is a constant temptation to the dragoman to save at the expense
of his employer's comfort. The terms should be so entirely inclusive as

to make it unnecessary for the traveller to carry any money with him.
A dragomau, engaged at Athens or Corfii, will furnish canteen,

beds, linen, and everything requisite for making a tour comfortable,

as well as good horses or mules. A party of three persons or upwards
may be suppUed with carnages, steamer and riy. transit, horses, and
ihe services of a cook and horse-boys, for about 40 fr. a day each
(in gold), or about 45 fr. each if the party consists of two persous, ami
;jO fr. for one person alone ; these charges include country wine and tea.

Tue wine, however, all over Attica and the Peloponnesus, is strongly

resinous, and although some few Englishmen grow accustomed to its

peculiar flavour, aud even profess to like it, most travellers will find it

uudriukable. Wine is almost a necessity while roughing it iu the wild

parts of Greece, and the traveller is strongly recommended to carry a

supply from Athens, even at the cost of an extra mule. Corinth,

Kalamata, Ulympia, Patras, Pyrgos, Tripolitza, Nauplia, Laurion,Chalcis,

Lamia, Larissa, and Volo are the onij^ provincial towns iu the Pelopou-

uesus and Norihern Greece where unresiuated wiue can be obtained.

Travellers who can speak modem Greek may dispense with a professional

dragoman, and hire horses or mules from town to town as they go along.

The agoydtls, or groom, who accom[janies the party aud takes charge ol

the hi-irses, usually goes on foot, but where the roads are at all decent it

will save a good deal of time to hire a mounc for him also. This metliod

of travelling, though less comfortable, is much less expensive than the

lormer. Though the agoydtis is only responsible foi- the horses, he generally

makes himself useful iu procuring lodgings, baying provisions, and acting

in other ways as an intermediary between his employers and tue natives.

English servants should as much as possible be dispensed with in

Levantine travel. They are usually Uttle disposed to adapt tbemselvus to

strange customs, have no facility in acquiring foreign languages, and are

more readily annoyed by hardships and rough living than their masters.

In Greece and the East generally, even more than in other countries,

the traveller should never omit visiting an object of interest whene\/er it

happens to be within his I'each at the time, as ne Cdu never be certain

what impediments may occur to prevent him from carrying his intentions

into effect at a subsequent period.

Travellers need have no hesitation in endeavouring to make themselves
understood in the language of the country. Greeks will at any rate

endeavour to understand what mav be said to chem, aud are generally very
e 2
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K.\\.\\ck to liiviiit! tlif 111. uning of even the most hlnnileriin lbrei:^iiel'.

They are indeed rather flattered by any one speaking their language,

however badly.

Next to Greek, Italian will be found the most useful language through-

out the Levant, especially at seaports, but it is of no use whatever ia

Athens. French and German are spoken in most of the Athenian shops,

and English at all the hotels. In the interior of Greece all foreign

tongues are equally unknown.

Horses are found in abundance in the large towns. They should be

engaged from one town to another, in order to avoid delay and the

uncertainty of meeting with them in the villages. They in general

perform the journeys easily, and are very sure-footed. The hire of the

horses may be reguliited at so much per day, or for the journey from one

town to another. The first is the best plan to be adopted by those who
wish thoroughl}' to explore the country. T'he latter is to be preferred for

those who are ol)Iiged to reach a given place at a certain time.

A horse or mule costs as a rule under 10 dr. a day, and in the less

frequented parts of Greece about 5 dr.

In Turkey, where the horses are of a much superior quality, the usual

daily charge is a i inedjidie (4s. 6d.). Half a day is commonly paid when
the traveller is stationary, as well as for the journey home from the

place where the horses or mules are dismissed. In crossing a river on a

warm day, the rider should be always on his guard against the trick that

mules have of lying down in the middle of the water, so suddenly as to

give him no time to save himself from being drenched.

The feeding of the horses is provided for by the owner, who sends a

s iiricient number of attendants to take care of them. These men usually

live at the expense of the traveller, unless it has been otherwise sf)ecified

in the contract. It is usual to make them some present at the end of

their engagement. A written agreement with the proprietors of the

horses is the most prudent course to adopt.

A favourite irn|)Osition of the agoydtis is to extort money from the

traveller during the journey, on the pretext that the feeding of the horses

was not included in the contract. Should the traveller refuse, they resort

to the coercion of starving the animals, or turning them into corn-tields,

when the traveller is made liable for the damage done. Unless the

traveller is tirm, and early shows himself prepared to KK)k after his own
interests, such tricks will be attempted even under a good dragoman.

The traveller who is shifting for nimself in Greece is advised to hire his

horses rather than to buy them, as they are so bad, and so liable to break

down on the journey, that a purchase is almost certain to iirove a losing

transaction. On the other hand, in Albania, Thessaly, or Macedonia

(especially the two latter), it is generally l">est to j-nrchase the horses. In

most parts of Turkey giKid serviceable horses may be had for about

£10 each, while bat horses will seldom cost more than £6. The keep may
be reckoned at about a shdling a day, all included. Every two horses

should be accompanied by a running horse-boy, who will be well paid at

I'Js. a month, finding his own food.

When done with, the horses should always fetch their full price iu the

market.
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It is scarcely necessary to add that before engaging liorses for a
journey they should be carefully looked over. The hoofs and shoes
should be examined one by one, and especial attention jiaid to the
condition of the back, which is often deplorable. This duty should
never be left to servants, who are generally quite incapable of executing
it efficiently.

A trick sometimes practised in Greece and Turkey, to pass off jaded
horses lor fresh ones, is to bait them with barley soaked in wine. The
odour of wine lingering about the animal's mouth will generally betray
tliis fraud.

Saddles.—It is rather the custom to speak and write as if an English

saddle were indisjiensable to comfort. For rides in the neighbourhood of

Athens it would doubtless be a luxury ; but inasmuch as a horse or mule
in the country never travels at the rate of more than three miles an hour,

the rider can sit with perfect ease on one of the saddles provided by the

natives.

Much pain, and even permanent injury, is caused to horses daily by
carelessness as to the connidon of the inside of the saddle. The presence

of a single grain of barley will alone suffice to wound a horse's back.

Again, the injury done to horses by the frequent use of saddles in which
the lining has become hardened, and the stuffing matted into lumps by
the perspiration of the animal, is almost incalculable. Whatever kind of

saddle be employed it should be well and evenly padded, especially about
the shoulders.

Ladies—unless they are experienced travellers, and prepared to rough
it with cheerfulness and good temper—cannot be advised to attempt the
longer excursions detailed in this Haxdbook. Should they, however,
wish to do so, it is quite unnecessary, indeed useless, to bring a side-

saddle. The use of a side-saddle, on a horse not broken to carry it, is

very dangerous, and generally causes the animal to kick, and sometimes
to roll over. By tar the best and safest saddle for ladies is the Samari,
or pack-saddle of the couutry, care being taken to choose rather a long
one. It is very hard, and must be covered with a ruij or lulus of carpet.

A long board, such, as is used for children, can be slung at the side in

place of the stirrup to support the feet, as the rider may find it fatiguing

to sit in the Greek fashion with both feet hanging down. Both men
and women ride in this manner. This method of riding, besides being
the most comfortable, has the advantage that, in case of accident, escape
is both easy and immediate.

Decent bridles are almost unknown in Greece and Turkey. When
found they are almost invariably rotten, knotted, and far too short.

Generally a bit of common rope take their place. A lower coil of the
same ro| e on either side acts as a stirrup. In Thessaly and Albania, we
meet with the old-fashioned Turkish ' shovel ' stirrup, a form several

centuries old. Supporting, as it does, the entire foot equally, it is a great

rest on a long journey.

The recognised mode of travelling in the interior of Greece and of

European Tuikey being on horseback, distances are calculated by an
hour's march of a caravan, according to the custom established among all

Efistern nations. One hour is. on the average, equivalent to about three
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English miles. With the fame horses, the UBual rate of progress does

not exceed Irom 20 to 25 miles a day, that is, from 7 to 8 hours.

Steamers (p. 941) run frequently between the numerous Greek pt'rts,

carryiu<i market produce and heavy merchandise to Athens. As they
also supply the capital with poultry, sheep, and cattle from Theasaly and
the Islands, the traveller should endeavour to make use of them on the

return voyage only (p. 733). The saloon caliins are fairly comfortable,

but much annoyance is caused by the imrestricted crowding of third-class

passengers on the main deck (p. xxxiv.). The fare is less than 20 leptd

a mile, and tolerable food is supi lied at a moderate extra charge,

including very drinkable uuresinated wine. Too much reliance should

not be placed ujxjn the punctuality of these boats, esjjecially on the

Isthmus line (H), and English travellers have sometimes been seriously

inconvenienced by their starting several hours belore their time.

Boats.—At Corfil very fair small yachts may be hired (see Index). A
gooil sailing boat {caique), to carry four to six pprsons besides the crew,

costs from 20 to 30 drachmae a day, or £14 to £20 a month, according

to bargain. Something also depends upon the state of trade at the

time. Oflers have been madp to tourists at £5 a month. This includes

the men's wages and food, and all incidpntal charges, but the traveller

must provide for himself, and brinfr his own cfok and servant. A
backsheesh is expected at the close of the engagement. This is the best

way of visiting the Islands (p. lii.).

it is always better to have a written contract with the master, stipu-

lating for absohite command of the vessel, and prohi^>iting the crew
from lauding at any poit whatsoever, carrving on any trade, or putting

anything on board, without permission. If this be not done, delays v/ill

ensue from the skipjier's running into some small port, and endeavouring

to prolong the voyage, especally if the engagement \m' by the day. When
the caique is hired by the month a clause should be inserted in the con-

tract giving the captain an interest (by means of extra pay) in visiting

as many ports as possible. Otherwise he will stay in some )>ort where he

is well oft", declare that it is bad weather outside, and refuse to stir.

'Ihere should be three or four able-bodied seamen on board, and the

after-deck should be covered with an awning, to remain spread day and
night.

The boats are generally provided with a moveable half deck, which
affords a fair protection against rain, but cuts off all air. If a prolonged

tour is conten plateil, the traveller will find his comfort greatly increased

by having an imjiromptu cabin knocked tip. Any carpenter can do this

in a couple of days, and the expense will not be more than three or

four pounds. If jiroperly made it can be withdrawn from the- l>oal, and
used as a hut on shore in bad weather. Oars should always be taken.

All but the largest craft carry them. The l>e8t sea.^on for boating

expeditions is from the middle ot Aj-ril to the end of August.

On no account ever hire a caique without first ascertaining the

character of the men from the Con.sul, or sfme other competent resident.

In Turkish ports, if there is no Consul, application may be made to tlie

quarantine doctor. These oftVi:«ls -tr.- mosrlv Tt;<liaiis, aiid :ir>' generally

verv obliging,
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The traveller shonlri secure the Adrairalty charts of the region he
proposes to visit; they aie quite invaluahle.

It is always interesting for a classical scholar to find himself among
Greek sailors ; he will soon remark numerous instances in which they
retain the customs of the earliest ages, and the old modes of expressing

them in language. The navigation of a people so essentially niaritime

naturally affords frecjuent examples of the preservation of ancient manners.
The peg furnished with a loop of leather or rope (rpoiros, or TpoTTcorrjp'),

bv which Greek boatmen secure their oars, instead of using rowlocks, and
other contrivances of the ancients, may be obstrved in daily use among
the moderns (Od. iv. 782; Aesch. Fers. 376; Thuc. II. 93). Calypso's

isl-^ seems to have closely resembled that now crenerally employed by the

fishermen and casting-traders '>f the Aegean and Ionian seas. The narrative

of a voyage bj' Homer would be a not inaccurate account of going to sea in

a boat of the country at the present d:iy; the putting up the mast before

starting, etc., are all portrayed to the lile. So also the fascines which often

envelop the gunwale, and protect the crew from the waves and fr^m the

danger of a sudden heel, are exactly described in the Odyssey (v. 256).

Passports may be obtained without difficulty from Mr. Stanford,

Cock6]<\\T Street, Messrs. Lee and Carter, 4:iO West Strand, or from other

Agents ; and no British subject should travel without one, either in

the Levant or elsewhere. The visa of the Greek authorities themselves
is not ntcessary except for the interior of the country. The traveller

should in this case apply to the police or local officials at Athens, or some
other chief town of a district, for a pass, which is generally necessary to

enable him to hire boats, etc., and which is sometimes, though not often,

required t;o be shown at the stations of the gendarmes (x^potfivXaKfi),

established everywhere.

If the traveller intends to enter Turkish territory, he should procure

the visa of the Ottoman Consul.

Money.—Circular notes, or bank-post bills, or cheques on the

principal London bankers, can be negotiated at Athens, Corfix, Patras,

Zante, and Syra. In distant towns, and where the communication is

uncertain, the banker runs a risk, and will sometimes object to give

money on a single circular note, since, i*" the ship by which he sends it; to

England should be lost, be loses all. Bills on London, numbered 1, 2, 3,

are preferred, each being sent by a different vessel.

One of the many advantages resulting fr. im the employment of a regular

dragoman is that it precludes the necessity of carrying money into the
interior of the country. The traveller p;)ys his servant m one sum at the

end of the whole journey, or on his arrival at a large town where there is

a bank. Some dragomans expect a small advance before setting out. The
com'ort of such an arrangement is obvious. Those who do not choose to

avail themselves of it should at least endeavour to procure letters on
consular agents or merchants, from district to district, so as to carry as

little coin as possible with them. For Coinage, see p. cxviii.

In the kingdom of Greece, the usual form of money is the paper currency
of the National Bank. The most convenient notes lor travelling are those

uf 2o aod 10 dr. ; the latter are converted into 5 dr. notes by cuttmg them
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(across) in halves. ¥or gold, a very cuiivenient 'J'urkish form of hollow-

leather belt may be pnrchase<l in any larsie town of Greece or Turkey.

Travellers who jtropose makiiii: extensive tours in the interior of the

country shou^il carry Letters of Introduction to the Ambassador and the

Consul-Geneial in Constantinople, and to the Minister and the Consul in

Athens. From them letters may be procured to the Consuls in the chief

towns which it is intended to visit.

In small or remote towns of Greece and Turkey an Englishniao will

always do well to call on his Consul—even if unprovided with a letter. In

such places Ent];lish travellers are too rare to be reganled as the infliction

they often prove to their Consuls in larger towns. Moreover, in these

out-of-the-way ])laces the authorities are apt to be suspicious of strangers,

and will look askance on a traveller unknown to his Consul.

It is extremely desirable to obtain, through the Ambassador at Con-

.stantinople and the Minister at Athens, letters from the Central Government

for the local authorities in the provinces it is intended to visit.

Nothins; can exceed the courtesy and hospitality of the Turkish

and Greek provincial authorities to all travellers—especially English

travellers—properly accredited to them.

Presents.—It is no longer customary in Greece or Turkey to exchange

presents as formerly, but it is sometimes a good plan to expend a jwund

or two on trifling gilts for {peasants and their children, in cases where

n)oney cannot be aiven.

English half-crown pocket-knives, common bonbons, gay coloured

kerchiefs (used by both men and women), either of silk or ct)tton,

children's toys (the noisier the better), are all capital things for dis-

tribution. They can be easily got in either Athens or Constantinople.

Rooks are undesirable from their weight, but they are keenly

appreciated by all classes of Greeks. A lew of the ga}' picture l>ooks,

or elementary histories, etc.. which al^jund in Athen.s, will be thank-

fully received by the peasants. All such books must be atrirtJy secular.

In many districts there is a great dread of Protestant proselytism, for

which reason it is best to select books published in Constantinople or

Athens, in preference to Greek books printed abroad.

Brigandage.—F'.xtremely few acts of brigandage have been recorded

since the I'ikermi disaster in 1870, and travelling in the interior of (ire<ce

mav now be consiilered safe. The Peloponnesus is entirely free from

danger, but the safety of the Northern Border districts can never be

guaranteed. The authorities are always ready to suj'ply escorts when
askid to do so; but they require that a traveller should give 24 hours'

notice to the police.

In Macedonia brigandage has increased rapidly sinf'e the close of the

Turco-Russiati war, and in that hotbed of complicated foreign intrigue an

abler government than the Turkish might be puzzled how to deal with

this growing evil. The traveller must in each case seek information as to

the state of public security before travelling through the less frequented

districts of Albania, Thes.saly, and Macedonia. Escorts are generally

furnished from the mounted gendarmerie. They receive no nominal pay
for their services, but ex|iect a gratuity of about o dr. a day each; if
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employed for several days runnino', 3 dr. Greeks generally give less; but
what would satisfy them from a compatriot would be regardtd as parsimony
ill a foreigner. Any attempt on their j^art to make extra claims for food

or lodging, for themselves or their horses, should be at once resisted, as

they are well paid and fed by Government. A little more indulgence
may be shown to the Turkish gendarmerie, in the rare event of their

,.. oving extortionate, as they are frequently neither paid nor fed by
Government.
We must observe, however, that in many, if not the majority of cases,

the disasters which have occurred from brigandage have been directly due
to the rashness of travellers themselves, who have persisted, against the

advice of better informed peisons, in visiting dangerous districts. Such
persons seem to have relied on the comfortable but erroneous belief that

whatever scrape they might get into, it was the bounden duty of their

Ambassador, Minister, or Consul to pull them out of it.

The attention of English travellers is especially directed to the following

extract from a circular issued by the Foreign Sectretarv (Earl Granville),

under date of 22nd July, 1881 :—
Her Majesty's Government 'have come to the conclusion that when

British subjects are captured by brigands, when in no public character,

but in pursuit of their own pleasure or business, no advance whatever for

the purpose of ransom should under any circumstances whatever be made
from the British Exchequer. Accordingly . . . instructions . . . have
been addressed to Her Majesty's Ambassador at the Porte, desiring him to

make it known to British subjects who may be residing, or who may here-

after take u]i their abode, in any of the provinces of Turkey where brigand-

age prevails, that H.M.'s Government cannot in future midertake to make
any pecuniary advances to ransom them from brigands in the event of

their being captured, or to relieve them from the dangers they may incur
from a residence in Turkish territory. The principle tluis laid down
applies to British subjects not only in the Ottonjan Empire but in other

countries, and it is desirable that the decision of H.M.'s Government
should be universally known.'

It is a proof of the estimation in which the Klephts (robbers) were
held by their countrymen, that the patriotic or national (in contradistinction

from the erotic) songs of Greece were styled Khphfic ballads

—

KkicpriKa

rpayovbia.

No visitor to Greece should omit to read M. About's delightful ' Roi des
Moutagnes ' and ' La Grece Contemporaine.'

Provisions and Teavelling Requisites.

It is assumed that no reasonable man would venture upon a journey
into the interior of Greece without a dragoman, unless he should be well
experienced in the Art of Travel, and accustomed to rely upon his own
resources. In such a case, advice ns regards outfit and personal requisites

is superfluous. On the other hand, it is equally needless to instruct the
ordinary traveller on these points, as he resitrns himself entirely into the
hands of his dragoman, who makes all arrangements for him. Three
things should, however, be pddpd as privat*- luxuries, with which ^h^
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(Ira'jomnn will probably be unprovided. Tbe travt-llcr is htrongly

recoiiiuiended to take with him a supply of curry-powder, a bottle ol"

Worcestershire sauce, and a few pots of marmalade. These three items

will often make all the diflference between an eatable and an nneatable

meal. Butter is unknown (except for cookin<r purjKjses) in the provinces

of Greece, and even in Athens the substance served luider that name at

table much more nearly resembles an inferior kind of Devonshire cream.

On the subject of wine, see p. xxxii.

Provisions.—The markets in all the towns of Greece, and the Greek
provinces of Turkey, are usually well supplir-d with mutton, poultry, nnd
game. On market or feast days sheep and ki<is may often be seen beinii

roasted whole on wooden jioles over a fire in the open air—in the Homeric
fashion. When cooked, they are cut up and sold at so much the pound.
The traveller who is shifiint; tor himself should never ne<rlect the

opportunity of purchasinu a supply of this meat, for it is generally tender

and sood. Fish is abundant in all seaports, but is rarely tf» Ije met with
inland. In the Greek church there are four Lents in the year, besides

numerous fast-<lays, all of which are rigidlv observ(d 1)V the country

people. Travellers in the interior should alwavs ascertain when they
occur, and make provision accordingly, Jis at sucli times the markets are

totally deserted.

Clothes should be such as will stand hard and rough work. They must
not be too light, even in summer; for a day of iiitense heat is often

followed by a storm, or by a cold night. The traveller is not likely to err

greatly if he selects for travel in Greece and Turkey much the same outfit

that he would take for shooting in the Highlands.

Carelessness about dress in travelling, even in remote districts, should

be avoided, especially iu towns, however small.

A good thick capacious cloak is better than an Ulster for general nse.

A iiiattrproof clorxk m addition is indispensable. Two or three rmis and
plaida will also be needed. A long, loose greaL-coat (the Huntrarian

Bntida) coming down to the heels—like an Ulster, but looser—of the
thick frieze made at Salonica, is an invaluable possession in all rough
travelling. Wrapped iu it, its happy ]X)ssessor may sleep snugly, defiant

of rheumatism, on the hillside in the depth of winter, independent alike

of tent, mattress, and blanket. The best is the heavier sort known as

aba ; a ligViter and finer kind is made called shyack, but is far less

desirable.

A pair of dress boots or shoes may be taken for visits, or occasional use

in the evening. Ordinary shooting boots will an.swer best tor walking,

but for riding we strongly recommend the louij boots of thick solt leather

(black or white), used by the soldiers and jx-asan's in Turkey and the

Archipelago. The best (ome from Crete and Rhodes. During the

Russo-Turkish war thousands of these boots were ordered by Government
for the army.

In Rhodes and Cyprus these are almost indispensable, even for walking,

on account of thorns and rousih shrubby vegetation. '1 hose kept in stock

are generally rather too short to be efficient. A pair reaching above the

knee aud fastened with straps and buckles can be made io a couple of
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days tor about L'O to 25 fr. A spHre ]iair sIriuKI be carried in case of

accidents. They should be occasionally rubbed with dry soap inside,

and grease externally.

Baggage.—All boxes or large portmanteaus must be dispensed with. A
small portmantrau. or valise, may be taken, to contain such articles as

would he injuied by crushing, but the main baggage should be packed in

capacious saddle-bags.

Huge saddle-ba'^s of Russian leather (Iloorj) may be purchased in

Constantinople or Smyrna, at £3 to £5 the pair. In many cases, however,
unused miller's sacks will aiiS\v<-r every purpose. Two such sacks, with
wax-clotii envelopes (mushem'i.s), can be procured for about ten shillings.

Nothing can be more detrimental to time, temper, pur»e, and enjoyment
than an excess of baggage. Xo one ought to need more luggage on a ride

of eight or ten days th;m he can conveniently carry at his saddle. At the

same time, Greek horses are generally so jaded that it is pleasanter and
better to employ baggage horses, and not encumber one's own steed. One
i-orse for every three or four persons is the usual reckoning.

Tents are a useless encumbrance in Greece. If wished they can always
be procured on loan from the Government stores, by an order from the
General commanding the district.

An indiarubber Bath, with bellows to distend it, is an immense comfort,

though a serious adoition in weight.

A large white cotton umbrella lined with green is an indispensable

guard against the stm.

Mosquitos may be kept away from the face by a light wire mask of tho

kind ui-ed during the Koman carnivaL This allows free ventilation, and
does not impede the sight and movements like muslin. There is also an
excellent kind of strong gauze mask used by travellers in the remoter
forest regions of Russia, but it is not easily procured out of the country.
Old travellers, however, are generally apt to consider all such guards as

more trouble than they are worth.

Sport—Firearms—Game—Fishing.

Greece affords plenty of good sport, though of a miscellaneous character.

Corfii is deservedly a favourite starting-point with English sportsmen, and
offers on the whole the best facilities as the headquarters of a shoi ting

party. But j'ersons who are independent of local supplies, and prejiartd

to put up with small inconveniences, may improve their prospects by going

further ahthi. There is capital wild-fowl shooting on the lagoons of

Aetolia and the lakes of Albania. Woodcock is abundant all over the

country ; wild boar and deer (both red and fallow) are found in Albania,
Macedonia, Euboea, and some other of the more mountainous tracts.

In these countries every one may follow his game unmolested, if he
avoids doing mischief to the vines or crops ; but in Greece it is necessary

to have a certificate to legalise the possession of firearms, whether for sport

or for self-deience. The traveller had better ]jrocure this lrt)m the local

ftuthovities uf the first town Ue visits; the fee amoufits to only a tew
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shillings, and he is liable to arrest and fine, and to have his arms taken

from him by the police, if he l)e without it.

1"he same law exists in Turkey, but is a dead-letter there—at any rate,

in the case of foreigners. The only other restriction is a law which pro-

hibits shooting from the middle oi March to the end of July, that being

the nesting season.

Infraction of this rcgnlation is liaVde to arrest and fine.

Ji^f/ufar heaters may be hired at Corfu, at the rate of 5 dr. a day and

their food, or less by the month. Care should be taken to ascertain that

they know their ground. Elsewhere letters should be procured, from the

nearest Consul or otherwise, to the leading local proprietors, who will

supply beaters.

Dogs.—^Foreign residents in Greece generally employ those of the native

l)reeii, which, though wretched animals to look at, do their work efficiently

(inough, and save much trouble. Highly lired dogs are troublesome to

keep, and quite useless.

Quail.—]March to April on their northward migration, when they are in

poor condition, and Aus. to Oct. on their return south, when they are at

their liest. To be found all over Greece and in many places abundantly.

Good localities are the islands of Spetsie, Cerigo, and SjTa, and the .^-award

slopes of Mt. Ilymettus, near Vari. Quails are ;ilso abundant in Laconia,

where the inhabitants salt and jwt them for winter consumption. t Good
sport near any large town is now almost out of the question, as tiie placcR

frequented by the birds are overrun by natives, chiefly pot hunters. The
scarcity or abunr'ance of the birds depends upon the direction of the wind,

as tiicy only migrate when it is favourable. N.E. is 1>est when they are

living south, and S.W, when they return north.

Snipe is at its Ix'St from Oct. to March, but very wild towards the lattrr

period. In Dec. and Jan. it is fuind in great abundance at the mouth of

the River Penoios, near Gastoimi, in Elis.

Woodcock.—Oct. to Fel>. Abundant in many parts of Greece and

Turkey. Favourite Greek localities are AH Tchelcbi (in Greek JlifKelepi,

p. 228), near Patras, and Boyati, about 14 m. X. of Athens.

Partridges (red-legged).—Sept. to March. Afford good sport in some
parts of the Levant, but es])ecially in the Archipelago, and at Monastiri

in the Morua, opposite Poros. Rare in Albania, but abundant in

Pindus.

Pheasants.—Sept. to March. Found near Alessio in Albania, and in

some jiarts of Macedonia and Thessaly, notably in the neighIwurhood of

Mt. Olympu«.

Bustards.—During the winter in the plains of Livadia and Thebes, in

the lowlands of Tiiessaly and Argolis, and other level parts of Greece.

f They arc caucht with nets. In tlip Ionian Islands a curious k|D<1 of fl«ri'«/ angling for

SWftllows Is practisf^.
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Mallard and Teal.—-Aug. to April. Abundant on the Lake of Jdnnin^j

ou the lagoons of Mesoloaghi and of All Tchelebi, at the mouth of the

Acheloos, and on the Copaic Lake in winter; also in some pafts of

Crete.

SareS and Babbits are fairly numerous in some places, especially in the

islands of the Aegean.

Ibex.^A species of this animal (Capra Nuhiana, Cuv.) is met with on
the island of Anti-Melos, and in Crete, on the mountains of Sj^br.kia and
Ida. It is, however, becoming rare.

Chamois (not to be confounded with the above) is common in some of

the mountainous tracts of Thessaly, Macedonia, and Albania.

Wild Boar (Oct. to March) is found in the woods of Acarnania, in the

mountainous districts of Attica, Euboea, and Albania, larely in the

Morea, and never in any of the islands of the Aegean. There is excellent

wild-boar shooting at Achmet-Aga (Kuboea) and at Avlona (Albania).

Deer.—Fallow deer and roe are common in the woods at Pandeleiinou

Bay (Acarnania). Red deer are found on the opposite promontory N'. of

the bay. Guides and beaters should be hired at Dragomestre. In Euboea
deer are becoming rather scarce. Very fine deer-stalking may be had in

many parts of Macedonia.

Bears and Wolves are found in the mountains of Albania and Macedoni;i,

but are seldom hunted. Wolves are common over the greater part of

Continental Greece, as well as in the island of Euboea.

Very fine Carp is found in the Lakes of Jannina and Kast(iri;i, and an
inferior kind in the lakes of Aetolia and Acarnania.

Barbel occurs in the Alpheios and the lakes of Aetoli i.

Mullet is found in the brackish lagoons of Western (Greece, and titquentlv
ascends the Eurotas, Alpheios, and Acheloos.

Perch is caught in the lakes of Aetolia.

Chub is found in the river of Karytaena and in the Alpheios.

The Silurus or Sheat-Jish abounds in the Acheloos and the iiikcs uf
Aetolia and Macedonia.
Any traveller inclined to try his hand on the Grtek hikes and rivers

should bring rod, tackle, and flies from England, as nothing whatever of
the kind is procurable in Greece, and very seldom in Turkey. Greeks
have no idea of fishing as a pursuit fur pleasure, and all inlbrmation on
the subject is wanting.

There is no evidence that the ancient Greeks, any more than the
modern, practised angling as an amusement, altliougli we know from
Athenaeus that several treatises existed on fishing. The earliest known
allusion to fly-fishing occm-s in the gossiping Natural History of Aelian,f

(• l)e Aniiualiuni N'atura, xv. 1.
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a writer of the third century. He descrihes the art as practised on the

river Astraeo3,t in Maceduni*, and evea gives directiuns lor raaking the
artificial fly. Aeliaa's lirnovpos is apparently uue ut" the J^pheineridae,

and in all probability a J^alinyenesia.

CHAPTER II.

Skeibton Tours.

The traveller should make Athens his headquarters fur Cuiitinental

Greece and the Pelopunneaus, and Syra fur the Archi|)ela£ju. Jannina
is the best point of departure for excursions in 8. Albania and Thessaly;

Scutari (Scodra) fur those in N. Albania. S. Macedonia, Mount Athus,

and some of the Turkish islands should l)e visited from Salmiica ; while

N. Macedonia may be most conveniently explored from Uskiib, wiiere there

are two good Italian inns.

Corinth is a good centre for short excursions in the Peloponnesus, and
Patron for the N. coast and for Aetolia. Ohjmpia has a large and well-

situated hotel, suitable for a lengthened htay. Tiryns, Mycenae, and
Argos, form tlie points of a triangular excursion of one day from Nauplia.

A second day might be devoted to the llieron at Epidauro.s, and Athens
reached on the evening of the third day.

The fallowing list of the principal objects of interest in Greece, outside

Athens, may assist the traveller in uetermining u))on his roufe. They are

arranged as nearly as possible in the order of their importance :

—

Temples.—Bassae, Aegina, Sunium, \ Churches.—HosiosLoukas(Plioci8),

Corinth, Nemea. Mistra, Daphni, Piuii, iianian.

F0BTRESSES.-Tiryn8, Mykenae Or- jiosASXERTES.-Meteora. Megnsj.e-
chomenos, Aegostlienae Phylc, Ka-

,^^^„ Vurkuno.
sarmi, (.Typhtocustro (Attica auu Elis).

Walls.—Saniikoii, Pliigalia, Fa- Pictckesque Towns. — Mistra,

gasa.-, Daulis, Pharsala, Abae, Cliaero-
' Nauplia. Karytaena, Stemnitza.

uea, Deinetriiis. i

ScENKRY.—Tempe. Langadn Gorge,
Cities (including walls, ur founda- Therniopvlae, Ai-liiueUigiu Helicon,

tioiis of buildings).—Messcne, Eretria, MuMtiioiI, Vurlia, Cruia, Uorge of tlie

Megalopolis, Plataea, Sikyon, Alan- Neda, Goige of the Ladon.
tinea, Lycosura, Thorikos, Argos.

Sanctuaries.- 01 vmpia, Delphi.
Ascents (with a guide).-Parnaa-

Hieron of Epidauros," Deln... Ek-u.is, »"«•. la.vgetos kylk-ne, Chelmos.

Heraenn of Ar-oli., Anipliia.eion, i>!.7'^=
(easy) Penlel.cus, Hymett...,

Isthinia, lihamnus, Yallev of ,j,e ) V'*'*^
;^'"''"'^"""'

'

^''''^
'

^ "^^^

]^j„y^,^ Ithome, Larisa.

Tombs. — Mykenae, Orchomcuos, ' Railways.—Patras tn Corinth, Ar-
Menidi, Thorikos. gos to Tripolitza, Kalamaki to Megiira.

t Probably the W«</-t<z(i river (the lowe-t course of the Ualiacinm). Se.? Leake's Travels
in S. (ireace, vi>l. iii. p. 293.
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Ten Days in Athens, -svith Excursions.

Those who have only five days to spare may restrict themselves to tlie

places marked * as most important.

I.

—

Morn. Museum : *Myl;eiMe and
\

V.—

.

Egyptian Collections.

Aft. *Acropolis and its *Mu-
seum.

II.

—

Morn. Museum : *Seulptures.

Aft. *Monumeut of Lysi-

crates.

*Theatre of Dionysos. I

*Asclepieion.

Odeion.

Enneacrounos excava-

'

tious. 1 VI.-
III.

—

Morn. Museum : Bronzes, Tan-
\

agra figures, * Vases,
j

Aft. *01d Cathedial.

Kapnikaraea. ' VII.-

*Theseiou. VIII.-

*Street of Tombs.
j

IV.—.¥or«. St. Theodore. I IX.-

Museum : Tomb-reliefs. X.-
Carapanos Collection.

Aft. Areopagus.
*Puyx.
*Rock dwellings.

Monument of Philo-

pappos.

Those who can afford two more afternoons mii^lit add

—

Morn. Russian Church.
English Church.

*01ympieiou.
Cemetery.

*Stadium.
Palace Garden.

*Lvcabettus.

Aft. *Tower of the Winds
Stoa of Hadrian.

„ „ Attalos.

„ „ the Giuuts.

Morn. Piraeus walls.

Phaleron.

*Daphni.
*Eleu6i.i.

Pentelicus.

Phyle.
*Ti)inb at ^lenidi.

Marathon.
Kephisia.

Tatoi.

Aft.

XI.—Hymettus.
XII.—iSalamid.

XIII.—Auay'sexcursionto*?^unium
is highly to be recommended, but it

involves six tedious hour.^ in a slow
and usually crowded train. To inoludt

Thorikos, it is necessary to stay tlit-

uiirht at Laurion.

A Week or Ten Days in the Peloponnesus, on the way
TO Athens.

1 Patras to Oh/mpia, by early train.

2 Olympia to Patras, by late train.

3 Patras to Corinth. By taking
the first train to Kiato, the pedestrian

may include Sikijon.

4 Acro-Corinth ; in the afternoon,

the Canal and the Isthmian Sanctuary
(or Sikyon),

5 Corinth to Phichtia Stat., where
a carriagt-, previously ordered (see

below , will meet tlie train. Thince
to Mykenae, driving to Xauplia in the

evening. On the road a liuiTied visit

might be paid to the Heraeon. When
time presses, Argos may well h>:

omitteii. The carriage-road passe;

Tiryns, but this place is well worth
an extra day.

6 Nauplia; in the afternoon, train

or carriage to Tiryns aud back.
7 Hieron of Epidauros and back,

by carriage.

8 Train from Xauplia to Athens.
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—

(horso.-s must be sent for from thfnce);

7 Drive to the Hieron and «le.p «a"linf1>oat from the port to Aegina

there, taking provisions and camp- ^^ lemple of Athena; iiscent of the

bed OroH.

S Ride to the port of Epidauros ^^ Steamer to Athent.-]

On reaching Corinth, the traveller who intemis to visit Mykenae, etc.,

should at once inform the landlord of the hotel (at the Rly. restaurant),

who will telegraph to Cook's agent in Athens, and make all arrangements
for the drive from Phiclitia to Xauplia.
The above journey, with the exception of the part enclosed in brackets,

may be accomplished by a single traveller, or even by a lady, without any
difficulty or discomfort, at the cost of about £9, paying hotel bills in gold,

and travelling exfienses in paper drachmae. Luncheon, however, can only
be obtained at /'«<ras, Olympia, Corinth, and yuupU't. Unless, there-

fore, the traveller proposes to return to one of these places for his mid-dav
meal, he must carry provisions with liim. The same remark applies to all

excursions by carriage from Athens, which occupy more than half a day.

As regards the following Tours, it cannot be too emphatically stateti

that not one of them, either wholly or in part, can be i-erformed by any
Entrlishman, except an experienced traveller having perfect command ot

the Greek langua'^e and knowl'dge of (ireek ways, without the aid of a
dragoman or ugoydtis. Camp beds, provisions, and the means of cooking
them, must also in everv case be taken.

A Month in tmk Pei-oponnesus, kkom Athens ANti back.

1 Carriage to the Piraeus ; steamer i 13 Ladi to KalamnUi.
U> Aeginn. \

2 *Temple of Athena ; ascent of i rOr—

•

the Oro8.

3 Sailing-boat to Ep{davra ; ride to 12 Sparta to MUtra nud Trypi.

the //iVron of Epidauros. 13 Througli the gorge to Kula-

4 Carriage to Nauplui (previously wiata.J

ordered by telegraph from Aegiiia to

tlie Hotel at Nauplia).
\

14 Train to Titepheremiui : ride to

n Carriage to the *Heraeon and Vurka)io. Tiuncc ride to *Me»gene,
*Mykenat ; return to Nauplia by .4rj/o» and return on foot by *Ithomf. For
(not important). the nest ten Hnys everything must l>e

6 Xauplia; *r/r^»> and back. walked or ridden. (Horses may be
7 Train to Tripolitzn. Iiireil at Kalimata. or sent for by tele-

8 Carriage to Mantinea and back; graph from Sparta to Andritsaena.)
in the afternoon to Tegea and back. 15 Vurkano to B^gnzi.

9 Cnrriaire to Sparta. [Walk or 16 Bogazi to Fhigalia, by Dragt^
Tide to Anarryti. 17 Return to f/rugni ; thent-e to

10 Ascent of Taygetos, and back to * liaumf and Andritmena. [Or, Bo-
Sparta ] gftzi to Andritsaena in a dav, omitting

11 R'de to *Misfra anl back. By Piiigalli.]

omitting the cifcidel, Ladi may be 18 Andritsaena to *3/ej/aio/)o/i«, by
reached in the eveiiin<_'.

I

*Karytaena.
12 Sparta to Ladi, through the 19 Megalopolis to Slala and back,

*Langnda Gorge. (Horses should be by Lyeoguru.

engaged as fur ub Kaluiuata.j
, 20 Megalopolis to Mulahi. [A
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day may be saved by riding froiaj

Audritsaena to Stala, skirtiug Kxiry-

taena, but the quarters at Stala are

almost intulejable.
^

^ext , day to

Megaliipolis and Mulaki.]
21 ]\Iulaki to Stemnitza and Dimit-

zana.
,

22 iDimitzana to Ai>])raspitia.

23 Aspraspitia to *Olympia.

[These two days may be compressed
into one, but only at tlie cost of enter-

ing Olympia in the dark, which is a

I'ity-]

24 'Olympia. : .\^\.

25 Afternoon train io'-Fyrqos.

26 Train to Pofras.

27 Ascent of the Voidia.

28 Patras to Aeijion (not impor-
tant) ; thence to Biaho-pldo Stat. Ride
or take train to *Me{iaspeIaeon. (Horses
may be had at Diakophto. but should
be ordered to be iu I'tadii^ess.^)

29 Return to Diakopbto. Train to

Coriiffh. , .

30 *Acro-Coriuth and Old Corinth.

Canal and *L-ithmian Btinctuary.

31 Carriage to *SikyQn and back

;

train to Athens.

A SupPLEMEKTAKY TouR OF Three Weeks, partly by coasting steamer,

^vould include all the remaining objects of interest iu the Peloponnesus,

traversing very little of the above ground over again.

1 Piraeus by steamer to Poros,

Hydra, and Nauplia.
2 Train or boat to ilfi/Z/; ride thence

to H. Joannes. (Horses should be
sent on from Argos or Nauplia.)

3 Ride to Sparta.

4. 5 Carriage to Gytheion and back
(hardly worth while).

6 Sparta to Leondari. (Engage
horses for three days at Sparta.)

7 By Macriplagi and Meligala to

Vurkano.
8 By Messene, *Samari, and Nisi

to Pylos.

9 Steamer to Kyparissia and Kata-
kolnn. Carriage or train to Pyrgos.

10 Train to Olympia.

11 Ride to *Samikon and back.

12 By Lala to Psophis. (Engage
horses from Olympia to Argos.)

18 Psophis to Kalavryta.

14 To Solos and the *Falls of the

Styx.

15 Solos to Pheneos.

16 Pheneos to Levidi.

17 By Mantlnea and Tsipiana to

Arcjos.

18 Train to *Nernea ; ride to H.
Georgios. (Order hordes from Corinth
to meet the train.)

19 To Stymphalos, and back.

20 H. Georgios to Nemea ; train to

Corinth.

Six Weeks in Nokthern Greece, Thessaly, and Euboea.

1 Corinth by steamer to Itea ; ride

to *Delphi.

2 Delphi.

3 Ascent of *Parnassus, and down
to Arachova

4 Ride to *Hosios Loukas. (Engage
horses from Delphi or Arachova to

Livadia.)

5 *Daulis, Panopeus, and Chae-
ronea.

6 To *Orchomenos and Livadia.
7 Livadia to Kutumula. (Engage

horses for two days.)

8 Valley of the Muses, the *Hippo-
krene, and Eremocastro.

[^Greece.']

9 Leuctra, Plataea, and Thehes.

10 By Tunagra tu Kakosalesi.

11 The *Amphiareipn and Kula-
mds.

12 Sailing-boat from the Scala of

Kalamds to *B]iamnus, and thence
across the strait to Eretria.

13 Sailing-boat to Chalcis. [Or,
ride from

13 Eretria to Aliveri.

14 Aliveri to Stura.

15 Stura to Curystos ; ascent of

Mt. Ocha.

16, 17 Return to Aliveri.

18 Aliveri to Kymi.
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19,20 Ascent of the Dirpbys, and] ride to Tzagesi : sjiiling - boat to

on to Clialci».2 *Snlonira.

21 Ohalcis. 32, 33 Salonica.

22 Carriage to ^Achmetaga. 34 Steamer to Volo,

23 Ride to Xercichori.
|

35 Volo : ruiiM of Tagnfae and
24 To Oreiis and Lipsos ; tbence i Demetrias.

steamer to Lamia. 36 Steamer to L<imi<i.

25 Carriage to *Thermopylae and 37 Ride by Tli(-rmopyUe to liu-

back (or as in 37). (JonUzn. (Engage horses for two or

26 Ride to Domol-6. four days.)

27 To *P1ierg<ila. 38 By Ahae to OreJioinenox.

28 Train to Kalabalca. Ascend to 3H By Topolia, on the Lake of

H. StepfuinoK. Copals, to Knrditfa.

29 Monasteries of *3fe/^ora. I AO By *GouJ.i» in Thfha.

30 Train to Velestino and La-
\

41 Carriage to Chnlcis.

risM.
I

42 Steamer to Athens.

31 Carriage to the *Vale of Tempe ;\

Two picturesque routes to Thebes might be included by adding three

days to the tour :

—

43 Athens to Phyte and Derveno-\ 45 Carriage-road to Eleunn: train

Sdl^gi (horse-path . to Athens.

44 Ride to Theheg. I

The district of Euboea, enclosed in brackets, involves very rough

travelling, and is not sj ecially interesting.

The traveller who has seen the Lake of Copais may proceed from

—

37,38 Lamia, by Thermopylae, toiCorin/fc.

Salona. I 40 Train to Athrn* (or steamer

39 Carriage lo Itea ; steamer to , through the Canal to the Piraeui).

The tour of Mount Athos from Salonica would require another ten ur

fifteen days.

Three Weeks ik Aetolia, fkom Patras or Athens, and back.

Parts enclosed in brackets are of less importance.

1 Early train to P)<fl//(07>j/r(70>i; mail 7 [Excursion on fool lo Palaeopyr-

boat to iS'aM/)ar<«j«. Ascend Acropolis, go*: or by train to Angheloeatlron.'}

&c. Engage horses for five days. Engage liorses for eitrht days.

2 Khan of Machomandra on the 8 Khan of Tmhouilui.

Phidaris [Gistro of Velrina]. 9 Proggnt.

3 Through Knlu-Ii, Lower Morf>s- 10 Knrpenini.

clavon, antl Petrochori to Kepluilo- 1 1 [In the afternoon Rscend tlie

rn/son. Fe/wo/ii, returning eatrly next moming,
4 Ruins of Thernum ; tbenoe and dt]»arting at once for]

through Mokista to Guritga. 12 Kera»oron.

5 [As«'end to Krijoneru'}; thence 13 By the bridge of Manolis to the

by the Castro of Soix>nikos to Para- Castro of Djuka. Sleep at the

XKila. monastery of Tat'irrta.

6 To Agrinion [by way of Vlochcs]. 14 To Hagio* Ylagig.
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15 Agrinion. Engage carriage, or

fresh liorses.

Ki Through the Kleisura to Meso-
Jonghi.

17 Visit the Hereon. [Excursion to

Pleuron.] Engage horses for one or

two ditys.

18 By coast road to Kalyilon,

reaching Kryoneri in time for after-

noon steamer to Patrus. Or, after

visiting Kalydon, go on to Gnvro-
liinni.

19 [Visit ruins of Chalcis.] Cioss

the Kahi-^hala. fSlt'ep at Naupactus.
Ou the way the Castro of Mamahu
and the Castle of Antirrliion may be

visited.

20 Mail boat to PsaWio/)?/rgros. Train
to Patras or Athens.

Three Weeks in Aetoi.ia and Acaknania.

1 To Naupactus by train and mnil
boat. Engage horses for two days.

2 By Antirrliion to Gavrolimni.
[Castro of Mamaku.^

3 Kuius of Chalc s. Proceed to

Kalydon, dtscending to Bochori in

time for the evening train to Meso-
lonyhi.

i At Mesolonglii. [Excursion to

Pliurou.] Hire carriage to Aclielocs.
.'j Thruui;li Aetolikou to Katoclii

;

ride to Oeniadae, returning to Katochi
for the night. Engage horses as far

as Katuna.
6 To Falneomani,
7 Bdbini.

8 By Porta and Aetos to Katuna.
y By Kombotais to Monastiiald.
10 ['J'o the ruins at H. Vasilios,

returning to Monastiiaki.] Thence to

Vonitsa. Engage lioists.

1

1

To Leucas, by Kechropoula and
Plaghiu.

12 Eefurn to Vonitsa, by way of

Punta and H. Petros.

13 Steamer and carriage to Arta.

Hire carriage.

14 Through the Macrynoros to

Karrassaras. Engage horses for two
days.

15 SuroHgli.
1() By tie Castro of Spolaita and

Za] audi to Agrinion. Engage horses

for four days.

17 By Vluchos to Paravola.
18 Kephalovryson.
19 liums of Thermon. Sleep at

Gavalu.
20 Return to Agrinion.

21 Cairiage througli Kleisuia to

MetoUinghi in time for the tra n to

Kryoneri. Sh ep at Patras.

Six Weeks in Aetolia anb Acarnania.

1 Early train from Athens to

Aegion ,* steamer to Ilea ; carriage to

Am2}his^a.

2 Engage horses to Naupactus.
Leave in the afternoon for Uagia
EfthijiHia.

3 Malandrino.
4 LidorilH. [Castro of Veluehovos,

and back to Lidoriki.]

5 Ano Palaeoxari.
6 Through Lykochori to the Monas-

tery of Varnakova.
7 By the Castro of G umei to Sules.

8 Naupactus. Engage horses for

two days.

y By Antirrhion and Kaki-skala
to the khan of Garrolimni.

10 [Ruins of Chslcis, and thence
to Kalydon.] Catch evening train for

MtsiAorigld at BvcJiori.

11 [Excursion to Pleuron.] Hiio
cariiage for Acheloos, single journey.

12 To Katochi. Ruins of Oeniadae.
Sleep at Katochi. Engage horses tV-r

two days.
lit l'a.1aeomani.

14 Astacos.

15 Excursions from Attacos. Hire
horses for tiiree days

16 Bdhiui.

17 By Porta and Aetos to Zuvida.
18 Mylic(ts.

19 [Excursion to Castri or Kand^ la.]

Engage horses for four days.

d 2
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20 Viinuihng.

21 Tlirougli Kombot lis to Katuna.
22 Tlirougli H. Vasilios to Nonas-

lirahi.

23 Vnnitsa.

24 Leuc'ig, by Kechropoula and
Flairhia.

25 Sffnmpr to Prevesa ; or return

>»y land to Pniita, and cross to Prevesa

by boat.

26 To Artn. Hire caiTiiige.

27 Throujrh TMaorynoros to Knr-
vassarnn. Hire horsrs for two days.

28 To Surorifjli-

29 By the Castro of Spolaita and
Zupandi to Agrinion. Engage liorses

for twelve days.

30 Exoursion to VJorhon and Farn-
twin, returning to Agrinion.

Si To Ilagiog T7««V.

I

32 Tafariui.

;

33 TJy Djukn and the Bridge of

Manolis to Ki'muimn.

! 34, 3") K'lrpeidii.

i

3G Proggos. .

1 37 Khan of Tsakoniha.

I

38 Kephnhnriignn.

39 Ruins of Tiiermon, and Castro

of Petrochori. Thence to Lmcer
Morogctaron.

I

40 Gavalu or Pappadataig.
41 MegfilongJii.

1
42 Patratj or Athens.

Tour of the Cyci.ahi:.^.

These islands may he visited in six weeks or two months, by encaging

a cahjue at the Piraeus or Syra. AH the inijiortant ones, except

Delos, caa be reached by steamer, but passengers must either cttment

themselves with two or three hours on shore, or wait several d.xys for a

ch'ince of pettinj away (see p. 942). Excursion steamers s<«metinies run

from the Piraeus to Tenos, Naxos, Pnros, Sonforini, Me ok, and Poros.

It .should be borne in miixi that in the summer, whfn the trip is U-st

made, the wind in the Aegean Sea almost invariably blows from tiie

north, and it is therefore desirable to begin with J?((fro.s, andsail generally

southwards. There are no inns, except at Syrn.

Tours in Albakia, Thessaly, and Macedonia.

I. Corfu to Sayades, Jannina, Met-
zovo, Meteora, Larissa, Tenipe,

Salonica,Mount Atliosand back,

and by steamer to t'onstanti-

nople. Five to six weeks.

11. Saloiiici to Scutari, by Vodena,
Monastir, Akhrida, and Elbas-

ean. Twelve days or a fort-

night.

111. Scutari to Prevesa, by Alessio.

Durazzo, Berat, Avlona. Tope-
len, Zitza, Jannina, and Arta.

Nearly three weeks. From
Avlona a week's excursion

should be made into Khimara,
or the Acrocerauuian Moun-

tains. Suli and Parga should
be visited from Jannina, and
Nico|iolis from Prevesa.

IV. A lnrfrept)rlion ofEpirusmny be
vi.-it<d in a ten days' excur^io^

from Corfii. jiroceeding tu Jan-
nina by Dtlviuo and Zitza, and
returuin;r from Jannina by
Saya les, by Paramythia, by
Suli and Parga. or by Aria
and Prevesa.

Dr. Boue''8 excelbnt work on Turkey,
and Mr. I^ear's illu8trate<l Journal in

Albania, will suggest many interesting

variations in this programme.
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List of Selectei> Works on U-beece.

TozER, Lectures on the Oeojtaphy of Greece. 1873.
'

HuKSiAN, Oeographie von GrtecMnlaiM. 2 vols.' Leipzig, 1862-73.

Leake, Topography of Athens: 2 vols. 1841.

Wordsworth, Athens and Attica, 4th ed. 1869.

Newton, Kssaifs on Archaeology and Art. ISSO.

Murray, Dr. A. S., Eistury of Oveek Sculpture. 1889.

„ Handbook of Greek Archaeology. 1892.

Clark, Feloponnesiaca. 1859.

Sir G. F. Bowen, Ithaca i" 1850.

„ Mount Athos, Thessaly and Epirus. 1852.

Percy Gardner, Aeiu chapters in Greek History (for Olympia, etc.).

E. A. Gardner, Handbook of Greek Sculpture. 1896.

Diehl, Excursions..in .Qi eece, , Eiig., edit. .

ScHDCHHARDT, SchHemanns Excavations. Eng., edit.

Tozer, The Aegean Islands.
•

Theodore Bent, The Cyclades.
,

.

• ,CoLHGNON, Archeolqgie Grecque. Eag. edit.

Anonymous, Abridgment of Stuart's Antiquities of Athens, with plates
;

3nl ed. ,1878. (Bohn's Ilhistra ted Library.)

Mahaffy, Social Life in Greece, fro/h Homer, to Menander.

„ L'arnhles and Studies in G'feece.

A. BoETTicHER, Olympia. Berlia, 1886. Short, excellent, and well

illustrated. ,.,,,,.,
Tsountas and Manatt, TJie Mycenaean Age.

Harrison aud Verball, Mythology and Monuments of Ancient Athens.

These works, most of which are fairly portable, will suffice amply to

meet the requirements of the ordinary traveller during a visit to Gieece.

The following standard works, though invaluable for purposes of con-

sultation, are unsuitable as travelling companions.

Smith, Dictionary of Greek and Roman Geognq^hy. 2 vols.

„ „ „ ,, Anti'i'iities, 3rd ed.

,, „ of Christian Antiquities. 2 ^fols.^j

Leake, Besearchesin Greece. 1814. ^,,,.. ,,.:,

„ Travels in the Morea. 3 vols. 1830.

„ Peloponnesiaca. 1846.

,, Travels in Northern Greece. 4 vols. 1834.

CoLLiGNON, Ilistoire de la Sculpture Grecque. 2 vols.

ScHLiEMANN, i/2/ce?iae. 1879.

,,

' ^^Tiryns. 1885.
.

Wheler, a Journey into Greece, etc. 1682.

DoDWELL,' A Classical and Topoqraphical Tour through Greece. 2 voi-s.

1819.,
,''."

BrondSte'd, Voyage tn Grece. Vols. I. and II. , 18^5. No more published.

Lebas and Waddington, Voyage en Grece. 1848-1873.

Lolling's Geographie des Griechischen Altertums (in Iwan Miiller's

Handbuch der Klass. A.U.). [Especially valuable for its complete

bibliography on every district nf Greece.]
. , .
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Stuart, Tfie A7itifjuities ofAthens (with additions). 4 vols. 1826-30.

Penrose, Principfes of AtheDian Architecture. 1888.

MicnAEi.is, Iff^r Parthenon, Text and Atlas. Leipzijj, 1H71.

HiTTORF, Architecture Poli/chromatique chez les drees. 1851.

Ausffrabungen von Olympia. 4 vols. Berlin, 1876-80.

Expedition Scientiji</tie de la Moret. 5 vols. 1831-38.

Texier and rcM-AX, Byzantine Architecture. 1864.

CouchAUD, J-.'glises Byzmttiues de la Grice. 1842.

Perrot and ('hipiez, lliftoire de FArt. Vols. VI. and VII.

Frasek, I'ausanias's Description of Greece. 6 vols. 1898.

CHAPTER III.

language and llteratttse.

The Modern Greek Language.

Gibbon (chap. Ixvi.) has remarked that ' in their lowest servitude and

depression, the subjects of the Byzantine throne were still possessed of a

golden key that could unlock the treasures of antiquity ; of a musical and

prolific language that gives a soul to the objects of sense, and a body to

the abstractions of philosophy.'

Perhaps the ablest notice of the vicissitudes of the Greek language in

post-classical times is that prefixed by Prof. E. A. Sophocles to his

Dictionary of Byzantine Greek, from which the following passages are

condensed.f

' In the 2nd cent, of our era the langruage had deviated perceptibly from

the anrient standard. Old words and expressions had disanpeared, and

new on' s succeeded them. In addition to this, jiew meanings were ]Mit

upon old words. The syntax, moreover, was underi'oing some channes.

Further, T.atinisrns and othiT forf ign idioms were continually creeping into

the language of common life. The purists of the day niade an eflort t'»

check this tendency, but they wore steadily ojiposed by usage, and not

unfrequently by good sense. These sell-constituted guardians of the

honour of the old Attic may be divided into two classes : the grammarians
on the one hand, and the literary exquisites on the other. The former

took it upon themselves to annihilate every word and phrase that had not

the good f rtune to be under the special protection of a Thucydides or a

Plato. They issuracd that the limits of the Greek langua :e had been for

ever fixed duiing the .Attic peri<xl. In short, they overlook<d the simple

fact that a spoken language never remains stationary, but imperceptibly

passes from one stage to another. Stimttirues they would carry ttieir

presumption so far as to attem])t to correct authors of the first order. The
literary exquisites, technirally called Atticists, conceived the preposterous

idea of restoring the classical Attic in ail iis splendour. They imagined

that all that was necessary to constitute an Attic author of the first class

was the use of rare and obsolete words and expressions.

+ Greek Lexicon of tbe Roman and Byzantine Periods, by E. A. Sophocles, Boeton, U.S.,

1870. Introduction, pp. 6-11. See also an article on the Decline and Cormpfion of the Greek
Tongue (^Quat. Rtv. vol. xxiii.)-
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' The Jews after the dispersion generally adopted the language of the

€reutiles among whom they resided. A Jew whose native language was
Grreek was called a Hellenist. The Jews of Alexandria used the common
dialect of that city, tliat is, the Attic as modified by the Macedonians.

Now the language of the Hebrew Scriptures was no longer understood by
the Alexandrian Jews. It became therefore necessary to translate them
into Greek. Accoriling to Pseudo Aristeas, a Greek Jew, the Pentateuch

was translated by 72 learned Jews (6 from each tribe), in the reign of

Ptolemy Philadelphus. The translation of these 72 mythical interpreters

is called the Septuagint {seventy) version. The other Hebrew books must
have been translated after the reign of Ptolemy Philadelphus, but before

the beginning of the 1st cent. B.C. The writers of the New Testament

and of the Apocrypha, strictly so called, were Hellenists. They used the

common dialect as spoken by Jews of limited education. It is not

surprising therefore that the style of the sacred books of the Christians

should have been regarded as contemptible by mere verbal critics.

' Many of the early Christians believed that philosophy proceeded from

the devil, and as a matter of course they discouraged the study of Greek
authors. The more intelligent of the Fatliers, however, recommend these

authors for the mental discipline they afford. The ecclesiastical writers

were more or less under the influence of the Septuagint and of the New
Testament, but they wrote in the common dialect of their times and
jilaces. The ecclesiastical vocabulary continued to receive accessions until

a late date, but by far the greater number of theological terms were
introduced before the close of the 5th cent.

*^J'he lauL'uage, notwitlistanding the changes it had undergone, retained

its original character as late as the (5th cent. ; that is, ir was ancient Greek
in the strictest sense of the expression. I'he spoken language formed the

basis of the written, but at the same time it contained many words and
phrases which good scholars generallv avoided. Thus Chrysostom's style,

though superior to that of an uneducated person, was level to the com-
prehension of the common people of Constantinople, with whom he was a

great favourite. From the beginning of the 7th cent, to the close of the

11th, learning Avas at a very low ebb, and a good scholar was so rare an
object that his literary attainments were likely to be regarded as the result

of proficiency in magic.

'In the 12th cent, the ancient language was obsolete, that is, it was
no longer understood by the masses. Those, however, who made an}'

pretensions to education, affected to write according to the grammatical
rules of classical Greek. The popular dialect of the 12th cent, was
essentially the same as the Piomaic or modern Greek of the present day,

and may with propriety be called the early modern Greek. The fact is

that during the be-^t days of Greece the great teacher of Greek was the

common people. Philostra'us intorms us that in his time (3rd cent.) the

inhabitants of the interior of Attica spoke purer Greek than those who
resided in the capital. It must always be borne in mind that from the

12th cent, downwards the Greeks had in a manner tivo Janyuages

;

namely, the traditional language of the many (modern Greek), and the

written lauguage of scholars (scholastic Greek). The latter was supposed
by the ignorant to be excellent Attic, but in reality it was little else than

a lifeless mass of far-fetched words and expressions.'
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Wliea the conquest oi Cuustantiuople dispersed tlie leanud men of

that city, aod sent them to seek safety in Western Europe, the circum.-

stauces of the time were peculiarly fav(jurable to tlieir objects, which were

liberally promoted by the Houses of Aragon (of Naples), ^ledici, Sforza,

and Estc, as well as by so.ne of the Popes and Di>ge>5 of \'enice. Among
the Kiiglishmca who studitd Greek under Demetrius Chalc<>ndylas

at Florence were Latimer, Liuncre, and Groc\n, who were, oT course,

taught a -cording to the modern pronunciation. ' TKe«ui>eriority oF these

masters arose from the familiar use of a living language ; and their first

disci])les were incapable of disceri;ing how far they had degenerated from

the i<no\vledge, and even the practice, of their ancestors. A vicious pro-

nunciation which they introduced was banished from the schools by the

reason of a succeeding age.' t This faulty method was afterwards success-

fully impuLined by Erasmus, after whom the pronunciation still used in

England— lut of late years frequently discarded in Germany and elsewhere

on the Continent—is denominated the Krasmian system. Erasmus him-

self, however, alistained from all attempt to publiclv promote the adoption

of tlic system <vhich he yet declared to be the correct one. Two English

scholars showed more spirit ; Sir John Cheke and Sir Thomas Smith not

only adojited the Erasmiau system, but by their spirit and eloquence suc-

cessfully introduced it into the University of Cambridge, of which they

were then the briglitest ornaments. They continued to teach the new
pronunciation for four years, at the end of whicii time Bishop Gardiner, of

sinister memory, then Chancellor of the Univer>ity, interjMjsed with an

edict forl>idding the use of the Eiasmian pronunciation, and enforcing his

decree by peual statutes. But the intrej.id theke stood lirm, and main-

tained a long and resi lute ] aper warfare with the Bishop, wherein Smith,

on his return from France, took part. Accordingly, tlie Erasmian system

only flourished the more for jnohibition, and Ijv many was adopttd as a

sort of badge of the reiormed Church. And thus trom the time of Queen
Elizabeth, in the words of Thomas Fuller, ' this new' pronunciation has

prevailed, wbrehy we Euglishmen speak Greek and are able to understand

one auotlier, which nobody else can.'

Colonel Leake observes, that ' the modern dialect of the Greeks bears

the same comparison with its parent language, as the jx»verty and debase-

ment of the present generat on to the refinement and o[iulcnce of their

ancestors.' In spite of its defeneration, however, it is the inother tongue

of between four and five millions of people in the Levant, and is as hece.'--

sary to the enjoyment of a tour in Greece as French, Grtsrioari, or Italian

in central F^urojje.

Itbas been the usual practice of writers and travellers to iassume that

Modem Creek beivrs the same affinity to the language of the Ancient

Greeks as Modern Latin—if Italian may be so called—to the language of

the Ancient ilomaus. Doubtless the .spoken dialects of both languages

exhibit many parallel corruptions ';
but there is a vital distinrtion between

the two cases. Latin was h>st as a living language as early as the .sixth

or seventh century ; whereiis Hellenic was written and sjwken by the

learned of Greece down to the Turkish Conrjuett.
.^

'Ihroughont the whole extent of the countries where Greek is spoken-r-

froiu Coriu to Trebizond, and from Adrianopolis to Crete—the only

f Gibbon, • Decline aud Kail,' chap. Ixvi,
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dialect essentially ilift'ereDt from .the ordinary Lmsuage is that of a small

mountainous district between- Argos and Sparta, vulgarly called Tzakonia
(T^aKovia), a corruption of Laconia, of which it formed the' N'.E. frontier.

Increased facilities of communication are causing iKe TzaUonic dialect to

fall rapidly into disuse. It is not now spoken by more tlian 1500 fariiilies,

chiefly in arid near the town of Leonidi. The Tzakouians retain some
slight Vestiges of the ancient Doric, some Hellenic words which are not found
now in common Greek, and some grammatical forms of a distinct nature.

The spokeu Greek of the present day is more or less mixed with
Turkish, Italian, or Albanian words, according to the geographical or

political condition of each separate district. ' In the Ionian Islands,' says

Leake, 'most ideas above the ordinary iisage of the vulgar, and even many
of the most common phrastfc are denoted by Italian words with Romaic
terminations and inflexions ; and thus the language of these islands is one

of the most corrupt in Greece.' But the substitution iii 1852 of Greek for

Italian as the official language has made a great change there. "Among
seafaring Greeks, botii in the Ionian and Aegean seas, many nautical

phrases and technical terms, borrowed from the Venetians ami Genoese,

are still in use. Gn the whole, there are dialectical and local varieties

in Greece, as in all other countries; but it may safely' be asserted that

the dialects of Modern Greece have not so marked a difference as

those of distant provinces in France and 'England. The vulgar dialects

least removed from the aiicient tongue are naturally to be found in the

most remote and primitive dtstiricts, just as the purest Anglo-Saxon is now
spoken by the peasantry of the mountainous parts of the N. of England
and S. of Scotland.

...
, . .

In short, although the origin and development of the language has been
the subject of countless theories among philologists, Modern Greek, to a

practical-minded man, is precisely what we might expect it to be from its

histor}'. Ever since classical times the Greek has been essentially a

trader, and during long ages c'' commercial intercourse with other nations,

Especially with Italians, he ha> naturally adopted a considerable number
of their colloquial expressions.\ \dd to this that for nearly eight centuries

the country has been under for\ n rule, and we"can have nb sort of diffi-

ctrlty in accounting foir the gra\ lal corruption of the Hellenic tongue.

Had Athens in mediaeval times reduced a Dante, the lariguagie might
perhajis have become' sufficiently well' consolidated to resist the' inva-

sion of foireign words and phrases; but when the choice' lay constantly

between antiquated classical forms and the soft 'idiomatic utterances of

Italian or Turkish colloquy, it can hardly be a matter of surprise that the

latter should have been preferred. ^ '-.

It ts, however, astonishing that the Greeks, who have suffered ^ much
from Ottoman tyranny and misrule, should consent to the retention of a
vast Vocabulary of Turkish words, which cannot but remind them at every

hlbmentof their past slavery. Nor can it be maintained that this anomaly
is found only among the illiterate ahd vulgar. Recent writers have indeed

asserted that colloquial Greek is undergoing a course of gradual but steady
purification, and that every effort is being inade to replace foreign importa-

tions by classical forms. This is true, no doubt, in the case of newspajiers,

scholastic books, and works by standard authors; but it is certainly 'not

true of the spoken tongue, in which Turkish and Italian words are freely
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used, without the suspicion of an apologj', by educated Athenians in every

class of society. In school a boy must call a gun, oTr\ov, ar.d a pocket,

6v\dKiov; at home, or in the play-ground, he talks, unchecked, of his

Tov0e'/(i and his Tafrrrj. In the advertisements of a newspaper a V>oat is

X«/Lt^oj, and a steamer (WfiOTrXoioi/ : in common life and conversation we
hear of nothing but ^dfxa and ^arrdpi. A bottle of wine at the hotel is

labelled oivos ; but in ordering it you must ask the waiter for Kpaai.

Story-books are also written for children, in which Turkish and Italian

words abound ; and a celebrated professor in Paris has publislied a little

volume (if Travels,! so exceedingly vernacular as almost to require a dic-

tionary of its own. Most English visitors to Athens will therefore come
to the conclusion that the attempt to restore classical lorms is purely
official, and that the practical usage of society sets all the other way.

It need hardly be observed that this conflict between the classical and
colloquial schools of literature creates uncertainties at the very outset of

his studies, which very materially increase a traveller's difticulties in

endeavourins to master the language. That he must learn two sets of

words instead of one is perhaps no very serious hanlship : his real trouble

consists in steering a middle course between the archaic and the vulgar.

He wishes above all tilings to make himself understood, but he does not
wish to talk like a ploughman ; and a vast multitude of phrases in ordinary

use strike him as so ill-constructed and slovenly, that he is almost afraid

to repeat them. The habitual employment of ttov (where) instead of the

relative 6 otto'ios (who) in all genders, and the almost universal substitu-

tion of TTws (how) for on (that), indicate a disregard of grammatical
accuracy which an Englishman is accustomed to associate with the

kitchen or the stable; and yet, it any one Were to emjiloy the more
correct and classical forms, he would ])rohahly Ix' thou'jht old-fashioned

or affected. An Indfx Expuri/atorhts of objecti' nable exjjressions, coni-

l)iled by some ])ractinal-minded but hi'^hly-educated Greek, and c-rre-

S|X)nding to the Fhrases Vicieuses usually apjiended to a French Grammar,
is a thing much to be desired.

In the short Vocabiilary and set of common Phrases, enclosed in a

pocket at the end of tiie present %-olume, and intended mainly to assist

the traveller in his intercourse with muleteers and country people, pre-

ference has been given in every (Uise to the colloquial forms. The three

most proiriineut provincialisms which he is likely to encounter are the

elision of the final v in neuter nouns and adjectives (Kpvo vepu for Kpvov

vepov), as well as in the first jierson plural of verbs (Kiivuifjif for Kdi>o)p(v),

the dropping of the s in the nominative af the end of words like lipvais

(Jipvcri), and the transfer of the accent from the ])enultimate to the last

syllable, especially in the neuter jilural (7rai8ia instead of naibla). Other
corruptions, sucli as e^i, tcpTu, and ox^roi, for e^, «7rT<i, and oktco are not
adopteil, because, in cases where the correct form is universally under-
stood, there can be no reason fi>r ])rintin.r the wrong one. The gratuitous

substitution of x f**r f Js particularly objectionable, the former consonant
being the most difficult of pronounciation in the whole Greek alphabet to

the English traveller. Auioug the lower classes, there is a general

tendency to aspirate the former of two consonants, as in 8dxTv\os, »cX€0rw,

for dl'lKTvkoS, K\fT!TO>.

t To T-ofi^i fjLov, by Psi'hiris. Athens, 1888.
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Modern Greek, whether prose or verse, is pronounced solely according

to accent, no regard being paid to quantity. In England we practically

ignore Greek accents, because they interfere with quantity ; whereas m
Greece they entirely ignore quantity, because it interferes with accent.

Quantity, however, in a final syllabic, may serve to modify the accent

(see below). If any practical Englishman asks, ' How Hom<;r or Sophocles

should be read?' let him reflect that they were probably never intended

to be read at all, but rather chanted, or recited, as in the recitatioe of a

modern opera. And every one knows that accentuation in singing is a

very different thing from accentuation in reading.

Modern Greek vowels are pronounced as follows :

—

a . . . .

e and OL .

T], I, V, et, 01, VI .

like .

»

. a
e

. e

in

5»

father.

fed.

me.

gone, not, or (seldom) no,

soup.

avow.
ever.

ov . . . .

av . . . .

fV . . . .

»

ou
. av

ev

There is no difference between o and w, unless it be that the latter is

sometimes pronounced the shorter of the two. 'i'he Greeks, like the

Italians, have a closed as well as an open o, the open sound, as in gone, being
the most usual. /3 is pronounced like v, and 8 like th in t/nis. When
Greeks wish to express in writing the B and D of English names, they
use jxTT and vr. y is hard before a, o, <o, ov, and av ; before other vowels
anddi[ihthongs it has the sound of?/, as in ytfpvpa (yeifira), Tj-i^yaivco (pee-

yaino). To harden the y before tlie latter class of vowels k is added to

it, as in yKciiSa (bagpipe), pron. gah-itha. Before y, k, |, Xr it has the
sound of n(/ {^ayye\os, avdyKt]). x ^^ pronounced like the German ch, or

like the Scotch ch in loch.

Aspirates are placed by the moderns in writing wherever they were used
by the ancients ; bnt in speaking they are quite dropped, as in Italian.

Accents are placed wherever they were placed by the ancients, and,
with one excej^tion (p. Ixi.), are stiictly observed, as in nvOpcorros and
npoa-coTTov. In the genitive, and other cases where the last syllable

becomes long, the accent is transferred to the penultimate (dvdpoincDv,

irpoa-coTTov), because the long vowel or diphthong was originally pronounced
as two syllables, and the accent cannot be thrown further back than the

ante-penultimate. Ko distinction of sound is made between the circum-
flex and the acute accent.

The definite article is the same as in Hellenic. The indefinite article

is borrowed, as in other modern languages, from the first numeral, evas,

fila, kva.

Suhstantives are declined, as in Hellenic, by the educated in wiiting,

though all sorts of solecisms are committed colloquially. Thus the
accusative of imparisyliabic nouns is frequently substituted for the

nominative in names both of places and of things. An analogous
practice in Latin very probably produced Italian, for the nouns of that

language are generally formed from the oblique cases of Latin words
{deute from dentera, not dens).
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Din, inull oi'i^ ;ire iisfl in M<h1itii 'iieck, 's in Italian, in a circ^^xina "f

endearing sense :' TrntSi, a child; nai^uKi, a little child.' ' Anqrnentatives
are very rare : nndoivr] from rroOos. Sometimes caressinj^ cxpressiuns are

ar'plied to hateful' ideas, e.(/. the small-pox \s called fvXoyui, just as the

Furies were called of old Eumenides, as if to disarm their wrath. Another
class of diminutives are patronymics, formed by adding novXos (from

ttojXos, a coW), to th" name of a father or ancestor, as Christoi oulos

(X/j»;frTo7roi)Xof) lor the descendantsdf a Christos. This termination

answers to fhe luiglish son in Johnson, Thompson i eic, hut is even more
common. ' Other patron vmics have been' fornioi in'tSyy. Before the

Revolution Greek peaKunts rarely' had any surnames. L'ke their ancestors,

individuals of the same name aere distinguisHid b'v {he addition'of the
names of their lathers, and, by those of their native places. ..Parallel

examples may be found in the nomenclature of clans qnd families in

Wales and Scotland. ., ......
Adjectives are theoretically the sanoe as in Hellenic; but jn practice

there are many corruptions, especially in the degrees of C')inj>arison,

e.f/. fifyaXrfTfpos for fxei^uv.

Pronouns.—As in Homer, so in Modern Greek, the oblique cases of the

article are often used lor the third per>onal |)ronoun. The enclitics used
jxissessively for the plural of ay and eyat are o-«v and fxas, perhaps archaic

forms. The ancient possessive pronouns are, however, returning into use

among the learned and polished ; but the more common way of expressing
tnem is by attaching to nouns the genitive of the primitive pronoun as an
enclitic, e.g. fj yvoifii) jjlov, my (pinion. A very general form of the

possessive is ihiKov fxov (mine), i5t/coV trov (yours)— ilie initial lett' r iK'ing

frequently dropj)ed. There are a host of irregujar proq.omipal adjecjives

in vulgar use, such as, Kuri, sow/e, <co^6, eacA.

Verbs have undergone little change in most of their inflections. The
ord pers f)l. of the pres. ind, generally ends in t> instead of cri, as ypd(f)ovv

for ypiic})ovai. ...
The moderns have adopted as auxiliary vcrV^s the present and imperfect

of d«Xa), and the past t( nse of ex'^ •

—

&(X.o> ypuyj/fi (more commonly 6a
ypdipu))^ I will vjrite ; ^6tKov yptii/^ei, / wouhL have written ; f t^a ypdyp^^h

I had yjritten. The tirst future ex|)r^sses a general intention, as.^a
ypa(f)co tts Tiiv abik(^6v pov Kaff t']p(pav, 1 shall write to my brother every

day; the second future implies that the action is only to be perlormed

once, as 6a tov ypuy\foi arip.(pov, I shall write to him to-day. Iq t).ie

passive voice the adjunct is lormedby tiie elision oiyai from the 1st aorist

infinitive. The gradual neglect of the future, a.pd, the growing use of;,i.ts

sub.stitute, may be traced up to the earliest i>erio4 uf the ducline ot the

Greek language.
, .

The verb dpai (dpi), is not used as an auxiliary, but it has many
"irregular inflections, ot which the princijxil are :

—

Pres. Indie. . . . flpai, do-ai, tivai, fl^l(^a, tiadt, fivai.

Jmperf. .... ^p^v, r}<To, tjto, &c. (vulg. ijpow).

_Aor (ardOr^v, &c. (Ixirroweii from Irrrr^pi).

^Flup ft'X" (rra6'], iV' .

M'ut. dd ^/xat, Sec.

Pres. Sub HH-'^'-i
^frai, ^vai, ijpitia, ijaBf, rjvai.
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The Imperative Mood in a present ur future sense is expressed by as

(contracted trom a0es, let) with the Hellenic subjunctive: as ypay^r), let

him, 'write.,
r-

',,.'> .. -.-:'<<' f.
." ...

ThQ Infinite jfop'i is,, pcca?iona,ll,v used (JQ h^gh stvle) as a noun of

neuter geuder (ro, o-^aCetf, /Ae slaying) ; but as a verb it has entirely

disappeared, its place being supphed by prefixing m (Jva) to the Hellenic

present or 1st aor., subj. ^lu^eis va ypn(})u>, you force me to write.

Adverha ^.nd Conjunctions are, among, the highly educated, the same as

in Helieui.c ; but there are many corrupted forms in vulvar use.

Prepositions have now, iu theory, the S;t,me rules as in Hellenic, but, in

practice, they are generally all followed b}' the accusative case. All of

them, when dissyllabic, are oxytoue {nepi, did), but the accent is always

transferred in conversation to the first syllable-r-the only instance in

which it is not strictly observed.

Th-? following pocket volumes are indispensable for the traveller in

Greece :—
, ,

Handbook to Modern Greek, by Vincerd and Dickson (Macmillan,

1893).
.

Practical Modern Greek Grammar (after the German of Carl Wied), by
Mrs. Gardner (David Nutt, 1892).

Dictionary of English and Modern Greek, by A. N. Jannaris (J. Murray,

1895).

Teachers of Modern Greek in Athens are fond of recommending as a

reacjing book a little historical tale entitled 'Loukas Laras,' in whiclL
some episodes in the "War of Independence are well described. It takes,

much tiie same rank iu Greece as Manzoni's ' Promessi Sposi ' in Italy.

These works, however, though their literary merit is beyond dispute, are

of little service to the student of languages. Children's books, especially

when they contain plenty of dialoirue, are much more useful. Several of

these, full of words and phrases which occur in ordinary conversation all

day Iouj:, may be bought for a drachma or two at the Library of the

Hestia (t^s 'Ecrrta?), a corner shop in Stadium St., at Athens. The
best and most portable is the HathiKov Ilvfv^a, an invaluable little

collection of children's witticisms and quaint remarks, which will teach

the traveller all that any book can teach him of the spoken language of

the people.

Readers desirins; fuller information on the .«!ubject of the modern Greek
language are referred to the following works :

—

Leake, Eesearches in Greece. 1814.

Sophocles, Itonvii.c Greek Grammar.
Donaldson, Modern Greek Grammar.
Vlachos, Do. Do. Do.

Clyde, Romaic and Modern Greek corapared.

Geldart, The Modern Greek Language in its relation to Ancient
Greek.

Blackie, On Greek Pronunciation.

PsiCHARi, Philol. Neogrecque. 1893.

Hatzidakis, Einleitung in d. neugriech. Gramm. 1892,
Jannaeis, Historical Greek Grammar. 1896.
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Literature.

From the Fall of Constantinople (1453) to that of Candia (1669) the

Italo-Hellenic schools continued to produce an uninterrupted succes-

sion of treatises on philosophy and letters, disquisitions on grammar, and
editions of ancient authors, occasionally annotated. Abmit the time that

the Italo-Hellenic schools ceased to be productive, political events were
preparing; the way lor a literary revival in Constantinople. In the last

quarter of the 17th cent., Alexander Mavrocordato, ])hysician-in-chief to

the Sultan, and at a later date, HosiioHar (Viceroy) of Wallachia, was named
Grand Drap;oman of the Sublime I'orte, and in that capacity successfully-

negotiated the Peace of Carlowitz (1G86). Alexander Mavrocordato, the

ablest member of a family which has furnished several eminent men in

successive generatious, was descended from a wealthy Chian family. He
possessed, in addition to great natural ability, knowledge unusually
extensive for his time and nation, joined to a supf)le manner, an iron will,

and a boundless arabitiun. With these advantages, his advancement
could only be a question of time and opportunity , and he was favoured

by both. During his tenure of office hs Dragoman he lost no opf>ortunity

of extending his power throughout the empire, and of promoting and con-

solidating the interests and influence of his fellow-countrymen—such at

least as accepted his supiemacy. He had no enemies, for the same simple
reason given by a dis'iuguished Spanish statesman in the present century
—he had 2^" t them all to death. Such was the ciiaracter uf the remark-
able man who is known in modern Greek history as the founder of

national education, one of the greates^t benefactors of his country, and the

man who of all otliers, perhaps, did most to prepare the way for the

resurrection of the Greek nation tour generations later. In Roumanian
history his place is no less eminent; hut there lie figures as the Nero of
Wallachia— a, title which sufficiently expresses the opinion of his quondam
subjects. Buth verdicts are well suhstantiated. Besides the school of the

Patriarchate (an old foundation), there t xisted a High School at (.'onstan-

tinople, founded in 1660* aiid also a few others in the provinces ; Mavro-
cordato now added to their number schools in Constantinople, Jannina,

and Patmos, all three endowed by himself f His son and successor,

Nicolas, was osqually enlightened and far more humane.
So early as 1()40, two monks of Gouvis (roiv:Jrjr), a convent situated

in the remote district of Agrapha, on the Tiiessalian btjrder, Ibunded a
small museutn in their monastery,—an excellent example not followed

elsewhere until long alter, and probably derived from the Benedictines of

Italy. Another local museum was established at Larissji, in 1702, by the

liberality of Parthenios, an Athenian. No other collection a))pears to have
been fornud in Greece until the present century. In 1710 a small con-
servatory was estal lished at Constantinople by the astronomer Notaras,
afterwards Patriarch of Jerusalem. At the same place, and at about the

same date, a botanic garden was planted by Argyranimos, author of a
Dictionary of Botany.

The introduction of Greek printing into Constantinople did not take

place until 1627, althouj:h the Jews had already had a press there iu

+ Alexander Mavrocordato I. was also the founder of the first Grt-ek CLarch at Vienna.
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the 15th cent. The first font of type w;is brought from Oxford, and the

press set up by an Ionian monk during the Patriarchate of the famous
Cyril Lucar, under the protection of King Charles's ambassador, Sir

Thomas Re e.

The introduction of printing into Constantinople was violently opposed
by the Jesuits, supported by the French ambassador, who denounced
the whole undertaking to the Porte as treasonable, and used every possible

intrigue to obtain the destruction of the workshop. British diplomacy,
however, prevailed, and the printing press was established.

During the 18th cent, education continued to advance among the

Greeks by slow stages, and though few works of any original merit

appeared, many useful translations from the French, and a few from the

English and German languages were published. Most, if not all, of these

were printed abroad, chiefly in Venice and Vienna.

Even at the present day old custom so far prevails that all Church
books in use throughout the Levant are, without exception, print«^d at

Venice. In this the Greeks show good taste, for nothing better need be
desired than the handsome quarto Venetian Gospels, printed in fine bold

type on Dutch paper, and costing (leather binding included) the modest
sum of ten shillings. About 1812 a species of High School was estab-

lished in Athens, the greater part of the funds ior which were contributed

by our countrymen at home and abroad. In 1814 a Society for the
promotion of education in the Greek provinces was formed at Athens,
under the auspices of Lord Guildford, who some years later founded the

excellent Ionian Academy, or University of Corfu. L'nfortunately the

Athenian society soon abandoned the useful object for which it was
founded, and sank into being a mere instrument of political intrigue.

The Revolutionary war necessarily arrested for the time being all edu-
cational progress ; it produced, however, a distinct literature of its own.
The first newspapers published in Greece also date from this period; a
collection of them, including that of Mesolonghi, issued during the siege,

is preserved at the Chamber of Deputies in Athens. Immediately on
the restoration of peace, Capodistrias devoted himself with great energy
and success to providing for the educational needs of the new State. His
work was continued and completed by the Government of King Otho,
and the edict of March 1834 placed public education in Greece on
a secure and permanent basis. Finally, in May 1837 the present

University of Athens was opened, which now aftords instruction to some
1500 students annually.

The excellent ' History of Modern Greek Literature,' by Dr. Jsicolai,

should be read by every one interested in the subject of which it treats.

According to Prof. Jebb, ' during the last fifty years Greek writers have
contributed to almost every province of letters

;

' but this statement, though
correct, is so only in a catalogue sense, whole departments of literature

being in several cases rejireseuted merely by a few pamphlets. The Greek
literature of the present day is curiously deficient in originality, and even
in national character. The majority of the works in circulation are mere
imitations from foreign models, with a few touches put in to sup]ily local

colour. In the departments of Philology, Archaeology, and History, how-
ever, several writers have produced works of original research and permanent
value. An Englishman who wishes to obtain a good idea of the general
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character t>rtVie Oieck liteiaturQ of tlie day^ may easily d« so by.rcadiug

i^rico'vvis* History of the lireek Revolution, a^few of Uftnf/rijbe's dramas
and ('ss.iys (philolofjical and archaeolo;iic il),an historical novel by Zain})fJio»Y

a political qssiiy by floides^om of th« hjsitoricaj studies c>f/('^//ier/» a lew

poems of Valaoriti, and some of the poems and comedies of Vlac}if>8. The
hust-naraed writer has alao published some flxculjent translatioijs from the

(rerman classics. The Wntlugis of PoIyJas and, Vikejas are aUo reco;n-

mended.
.

•
, .

'"•'liEAKE.'/i'esea^cAes in Greece. 1814.

Otdki,. Etxffes sur fa Litterature Grf-crjur Moil'-rnf. IH'Ki.

GiDKi-, Kf'nrleii sur la Litteftjt'ur'e Grecqw Mnrlinic. 1878. (^2nd series.)

KrjGKK, Vlidlhiiii^TTiii en France. 2'vols. 186(3.

DmoT, Aide M'lnnre et VUelJenisfae aVi-TiUe. 1869.

NiCoLAi, Geschichfe der neufjriechischen LUer'ahir. 1/eipzig, 1876.

Rangabb, Histoire de la Litterature Grecque Moderne. 1887.

CHAPTER IV.

Natural History.

Fauna.

Few jiarts of I'.urope offer a more promising and less explored field to

the zoolo<;ist than Greece and the adjoinmi/ provmces of Turkey. The
hotAuy of the country (of which the firt^t outlines were trace<l by Pierre

Belou t and our ctnintvyman Sir George Wlieler J) has been eflicieutly

wcirked out by such able writers as Sibthorp, vou Heldreich, Unner, and
Fraass, but of it« zoology conpl'aratively little is as yet known. The best

summary of our jiresent knowledge on the subject is- containt d in a short

report published by Prof. v. Heldreich. § Oaly tlic first part ( Vertehntta)

has, however, apjieared, and there is now no prospect of the work being

completed. No traveller interested in natural history should fail to consult

thig useful )iam]>hlet, to which we have been greatly indebted in the pre-

paration tif the following notice., ...
The Greek fauna, in its general character, resembles that of other

European c>untries of the Mediterranean region ; it also e.\hil>its, hovvever,

some alhuity with that of A-^a, as i-s evidenced in the presence of the

jackal, the Cretan (t(/rimt (Capri Nnbiana, Ciiv. or C Arrfa^/rns, Gm.), the

chaiuaeleon, and the stelliou (SfcUco vu/gan's\ all of which animals reach

in Greece their ultimate point of extension westward. A good many Greek
insects are also of Asiatic s|iecies.

Wolves are found in the Peloponnesus, and in Northern Greece, includ-

ing the. remoter, districts of Attica and Euboea. Their humble cousin

+ • ObserTiitioiis de plDsictire singularitez et clioses memorables tronvees en Orece,'etc., par
Pierre Itelun du Mans, faris 1654.

% ' A Journey into Greece,' by tieorge Wheler. Esq. Ixuidon, 16:(2. Wheler aftprwards
t<x)'< onlfis, and became successivelv Vicar of PasingstoJce and Itector of Hougliton-le-Spring.
He W.1S knighted by King Ctiarles II.

} ' l,d Kaune de l.i Grece,' p.r Th. de Heldreicb. . lere. partie. Atbeues, 1878. This waa
prepared to illustrate the Greek section at the Paris tLxbibition of 1878.
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the Jcickal is common in Attica and Euboea, but especially flourishes in

the Ptiloponnesus. It is a timid animal, and is seldom now found
in packs, though such were common half a centuiy a^;", whtn truops of
them, as noisy and numerous as those of ludia, deprived the Morea Expe-
dition of their well-earned rest. Foxes are found all over the kiugdom

;

thevt/ire grey in colour, and smaller than tlieir northern relatives. Bears
still e.xist in Albania and Macedonia. Polecats are common in the woods
of Attica and the Peloponnesus; and the Lynx has b. en occasionally shot

in the Morea and Thessaly. 'J'he Badger is common in Attica, and is

also found in some of the Cyclades. In Ciete, its ravages among the
grapes are so considerable, that boys are employed during the vintage to

blow conches through the night, in all the priucii>al vineyards, to scare off

these intruders. The Marten and the Weasel are comm(jn in most parts

of Greece, including the Cyclades. These animals are of some classical

interest, since the researches of Prof. George PioUeston f and other

zoologists have shown that these were the true domestic cats of ancient
Greece. They fought all the larder battles of both Rome and Athens,
and it is their name (yaXtrj, MusteUa), wrongly rendered cat, which
occurs in so many of the classics of both countries. (Jtters are rare in

Greece, but they are found about L;ike Copais, and also at Corfu. The
Wild Boar is common in Attica, Euboea, and Northern Greece, but very
rare in the Peloponnesus. Bed Deer, Fallow Beer, and Boe are met with
in several parts of Greece and Albania, but are becoming scarce. The
Wild Goat is found in Anti-Melos and Crete, and, according to some
accounts, in Samuthrace and on the islet of Gioura, N. of Euboea. The
lOhamois is not uncommon on the higher mountains of X. Greece, Albania,
and Thessaly. Among its known haunts may be mentioned Mis.
Parnassus, Olympus, and Tymphrestos. Hares and Babbits are common in

some parts of Greece. A German naturalist. Dr. Erhardt, has made the
curious discovery that the two species never dwell near together. In the
Aegean this antipathy is evidenced by their appropriation of separate
islands. Thus Keos, Syra, Tenos, Melos, Paros, and Naxos are tenanted
exclusively by hares, while Kythnos, Gyaros, Seriphos, Kimolos, M^conos,
Delos, and Pholegandros, are held by the rabbits. In Andros alone has a
compromise been effected. r>ut even liere there is a clear line of demar-
cation ; the hares occupy the N. half of the island in common with certain
wild Albanians, while the rabbits Cist in their lot with the Greeks in the
south.

Birds.
—

' Among the many attractions,' writes an English traveller, ' of a
journey in Greece is the variety of birds unknown, or seldom seen, in

England. In the interior the horiicon is rarely without eagles, vultures,

or other large birds of prey, circlmg majestically in the air; while rollers

spread their brilliant wings to the sun by the side of the path ; bearcoots and
orioles flit through the trees above one

;
gay hoopoes strut along, opening

and shutting their fan-like crests ; and now and then a graceful snuw- white
•egret stalks slowly by. An almost endless variety of waterfowl haunts-

the lakes and rivers. In the Turkish provinces storks annually resort to

breed in all the towns and villages; but they have generally disnppean d
from the kingdom of Greece—so much so that the Ottomans entertain a
superstition that these birds follow the declining fortunes of Islam. The

f Journal uf Anatomy and Pbysiology.' Cambridge,^H6S.

[(rreece.] e
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truth iip, (liat the Christians oftin kill or annoy thtni ; wlerrns the

Mo^km8, though oftin rcckkss of the lile of Dian, are veiy tender-) enrte«l

towards all other animal.-.'

'J he Greek birds already catalogmd and describtd amount to no less

tlKiu 35y sptcies, and this list is believed to be still incomiilete. Some • f

tlnse are iiidiginous to Gnece, whiie others are only summer or winter

sojourners, or again, mere birds of passajje. Among the true natives of

Gieeco are found live sjiecies of Eaglf, including the golden and imperial,

while two others are among the occasional visitors. There are five species

of Falcon, and two others come lor the wintir.t A sixth {F. Cmchis,
Kaum) is comniuu on the Acropolis between March and August, and is a
valuable agent in the destruction of the dreaded locusts. The only known
Greek OwT is the small species sacred to Minerva (^^/(f?(e Jiocfwa, lietz),

which is common all over Greece. The owls of the Acrop'lis have
dirninifrhed in numbers of late years, but their melai.choly hooting may
still be heard any fine night. (For the idetititication of ancient Greek
bird-names, see the ncent ' Glossary of Gieek Birds,' by Professor D'Aicy
'J hi mpson.)
The iJKi'TTLiAK Fauna of Greece is especi;dly rich, and, according to

Belta, includes nearly half of the total number of European p|Kcies.

Among thes-e are 5 species of Tortoise, 17-27 of Savria, 17-19 of

Ophidia, and 9 of Amphibia Among the JSaurians the most interesting

is unquestionably the chamaeleon, a solitary s] ecimen of which was
ft^und in 18G1 at Yitylos, in Maina. The ttellion {St^llio 7-^ihjaris,

Latr.) is known in Myconos and Crete by the name of KfioKodfiXos,

and, in the opinion of von Ueltlreich, is that 'little crocodile' alter

w hicli, according to Herodotus (ii. 69) the lonians named the great Saurian
of the Nile.

iSiiakes are common all over Greece, but the majority are not venomous.
There are also, however, two species of Vijier, which are by no means
UDComiLon, and whose bite is occasionally fatal. The most dangerous
is the I'tjier Ammcdytes, Latr. It is fecund all over Greece in dry or

rocky ground, as well as under stones whtn torjiid. It rarely exceeds the

length f^f 15 in., and may be easily recognised by the j>rotuberance, or

horn, on its snout. It seldeim or never attacks man unless trodden on, or

irritated. The eftVct of its venom is to paralyse the spinal nervous system.

The Marine Fauna of Greece is scarcely less varied and interesting

than the teirestrial. Dolphixs are commem everywhere; wh'ili; Potpoises

and l\ hales are not unknown in the Aegean. Tiie sea Jinh of Greece may
almo.st compete with its birds in the beauty and variety of their tints,

some brilliant species including as many as six distinct colours. Those
catalogued ame)Uiit to 246 species, but special observations are alme)st

entirely wanting; little or nothing has been attempted beyond identifying

the species and recording the names. A fine field of observation for the

zoole>gist is open here, with the certainty of obtaining interesting and
valuable results, including, in all probability, the discovery of U' w sj^cies.

It must always be matter fe>r deep regret that untowaid circumstiinces

f The most"noteworthy among tl.cso is the Falco Sleonatae, «lilch is found in larg*" Damh«rs
on tie di-sert islets of tlie Archij)elago. Tlie uesting Bea>on is in Aaguft, and its young,

fNliicb are fed by the parent bird nlmo.-t exclusively on fat quailn, are considered excellent

eating by the inhabitants of the Aegean.
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deprived the world of the chief fruits of Prof. E. Forbeb's brilliant zoolo-

gical campaign in the Ae;;ean. His report on its mullusca and radiata

(Brit. Assoc. 1843) marked an epoch in the history of zoological research,

and will remain a lasting monument of his genius and industry, yet it

represents but a small portion of the material he had collected.

Flora.

The vegetable products of Greece are, for the most jmrt, similar to

those of t^outhern Italy. The country may in this respect be considered

as divided into four zones or regions, according to its elevation. The first

zone (1500 It.) above the sea-level, produces vines, figs, olives, dates,

oranges, and other tropical fruit, as well as cotton, indigo, and tobacco ; it

abounds in evergreens, such as the cypress, bay, myrtle, arbutus, oleander,

and has a multitude of aromatic herbs and plants. The second zone

(1500 to 3500 It.) is the region of oak, chestnut, and other English forest-

trees. The third zone (3500 to 5500 ft.) is the region of beech and pine.

The fourth, or Alpue znne, ii. eluding all the surface above 5500 ft. in

height, yields a profusion of small wild plants.

Acarnania, Elis, Messenia, and in general the W. parts of Greece, are

the most richly wooded; the E. provinces and the Aegean islands, Euboea
excepted, are for the most part bare. Persors interested in botany should

not fail to procure a very useful little work entitled 'Die Isiutzflanzen

Griechenlands,' by Prof. Theodor von Heldieich (Athens, 1862).

Geographical Configuration of Greece.

No one can pretend t<_i understand Greek history, and tlje peculiar
influences that contributed to mould the genius of its ptoi'le, without a
clear comprehension of the leading features of its geography.

'If the study of Grtek topography,' writes Dean Sianley, 'tends to
fix in our minds the nature of the limits of Greece, it also tends more
powerfully than anything eL-e to prevent our transferrii g to Greek histoiy
the notions derived from the vast dominion and colossal power of modern
or even of Roman times. The impression of the small size of Greek
states, to any one who measures human afi'au-s by a standard not of
physical but of moral grandeur, will be the very eipposite to a feelinc
of contempt. No Hindoo nutions of greatness, as derived from mere
magnitude, can find any place in the mind of one who has fully realised
to himself the fact, that within the limits of a two days' journey lie the
vestiges of four such cities as Sikyon, Corinth, Megara, and Athens ; and-
that the scanty stream of the Ilissus, the puny mountains of Parnassus-
and Ciihaeron, have attained a fame which the Mississiipi and the
Himalayas can never hoje to equal.'

The term Hellas was originally applied to a small district of Phthiotis
(in Thessaly) containing a town of the same name. From this district the
Hellenes gradually spread over Greece ; but the name was not generally
applied to the nation until post-Homeric times (Thucyd. i. 3). It was
given by the Greeks to any country in which they founded colcmies;
but in its true gtograi>hica] a] plication it was restricted to the countr\'

e2
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lying S. of a line drawn from the N.E. corner of the Ambracian Gulf to

the mouth of the Peneios in Tliessaly.

During the most brilliant period of Grecian history tne Epirote

and Macedonian tribes were not re.'anleil as Hellenes; and even the

Aetolians were considered at btst as only senii-llellenic. But many
of the princes and ruling families of these naions had always been

of genuine Hellenic bluod ; and in later ages—especially after the con-

quests of Alexander and Pyrrhus—they were virtually incorjwrated with

the Greeks.

The origin of tlie names Graecia and Graeci, by which the country

and its inhabitants were known tu the Il')mans, is doubtful. The word
Graeci first occurs in Aristotle, in reference to the people of Dodona,
but Bursiau has shown {Geog v. Griech. vol. i. p. 0) that it was in all pro-

bability the national and self-given designation of the Pclasgic inhabitants

of Epirus. That the name dues n<jt occur in literary Greek proves

nothing at all. In the same manner it would be easy to contest the

geographical signification of the name Alban from its absence in English

literature, yet Alban is unquestionably the ancient and national

designation of Celtic Scotland. After the Roman conquest the official

designation of all the country (not including Macedonia and Epirus) was
Achaia.

' The most characteristic feature of Greece is its mountains. When
the poet Gray spoke of Greece as a land

Where eacli old poetic mountain
Inspiratiun breathed amund,

he laid his finder on what is most characteristic in the Greek landscape.

On them in great measure depends the character of the nation and of its

several branches; and they constantly moiiify the course of historical

events, and especially of military operations. The main chain of Northern

Greece, which chiefly determines the conformation of the country, is the

well-defined backbune which runs from \. to S. imder the names of

Scardos and Pindus. This remarkable mountain wall, which divides the

continent into two equal halves, may not inaptly be compared to the

spina of an ancit^-nt circus, with a meta or goal standing at either end.

At its N. extremity, where it risi>s from the great central table-land of

European Turkey, it reaches at one spring the height of between 7000

and 8000 fr. in a peak which was unnamed in antiquity, but which is

now called, no doubt from its shape, by the Slavonic name of Liubratin

{Lovely Tliorn'). At the further end it reach<'S a similar elevation in

Mt. Tyniphrestos (at the headwaters of the Sporcheiw), which, from its

pyramidal form and commanding situation, is one of the mcst consjiicuous

mountains of Central Greece. The division between Scardos and Pindus

is marked by the one break where the river Devol cuts through it to its

very base on its way to the Adriatic. At the centre of the Pindus

stands Mt. Lacmon, the point of divergence ufthe principal rivers and

mountains of N, Greece. Here on the one side the Aoos, the Arachthos,

and the Achtloos ; on the oth'r the Haliacmon and Peneios take ttieir

rise; and at the same place the Camhounian range runs E. towards

Mt. Olympus; and to the N.W. the chains of Tymphe and Ceraunia,

which lorni the N. boundary of E|'iru<, make their way towards the
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Acro-Ctraunian promontory. To the W., throughout lliyria, Epiius, anc

Acarnania, the whole of the country to the sea is occupied by a confuset

mass of rugged mountains radiating in different directions; while on tin

opposite side the Scardos and Pindus are flanked by t-stensive plains, witl

rich alluvial soil. The mountains that bound these j^lains on the E
(themselves offshoots from Scardos) are continued in the Pieriai

mountains until they reach OJyuipns, standing as a huge warder fi

defend the approach to Greece. On the S. they are still further prolonge<

in Ossa and Pelion, which intervene between Thessaly and the sea

Beyond them, again, the line of lofty heights once uiore vises in ruggei

Euboea, and is continued in the inlands of Andros, Tenos, and others o

the Northern C\clades.

*We must now return to Mt. Tymphrestos. Directly to the E. i

Othrys ; to the S.W. diverge the irregular Aetolian mountains; while

parallel to Othrys, the no le^s lofty Oeta runs in the direction o

Thermopylae. But those which may be regarded as the most linea

dt^scendants of the main chain of Pindus are the mountains which, takinj

a S.E. course, are successively known by the famous names of Parnassu
in Phocis, and Helicon in Boeotia, after which, as Cithaeron and Parnet
they separate the last-named country from Attica, throwing tif spur

southwards in Aegaleos and Hymettas. Again, from the end of Oeta

another and less well-marked branch skn-ts the Euboic gulf, until it join

the end of Parnes, after which, when it has thrown up the lofty pyramii

of Pei'telicus, it sinks towards the sea at Sitnium to rise once more in thi

outlying islands. Finalh% Oeraneia, which blocks the approach to th'

Isthmus, may be reganled as an oQ'shoot of Cithaercn.'

The Peloj ounesus, 'which lias been called the Acropohs of Greece, ii

itself a mass of mountains. Between them and those of the rest o

Greece there is no connection ; they Hre to be regarded as radi iting frou

Arcadia. Those that rise nearest to the Isthmus, in the Coiinthiai

territory, were called in ancient times the Oneian mountains. From thesi

the land dopes gradua'ly upwards towards Kyllnie, which marks th(

commencement ol the most important chain in the Peninsula, Here threi

mighty peaks, all over 7000 it. high

—

Kylhne in the E., Aroanios in thi

centre, and Erymardhos in the W., with the mountains that join them
form a continuous line which separates Arcadia from Achaia. The othe:

principal chains take a direction at rigiit angles to this. Euiming S. froir

Cyllene, rise successively Artemision and P«?'</2*«iOM, afterwards continuet

in the range of Parnon, which forms the E. limit of the Yalley of Sparta
and ultimately runs off into the promon'ory of Malea. In the centre

following the same direction, is Mnenalof, to the S. of which stretches th(

great barrier between Laconia andMessenia

—

Tuyyetos, which, after reach-

ing an elevation of somewhat less than 8000 ft. above Sparta, sinks dowr
towards the Taenarian promontoiy. The ranges of W. Arcadia have a less

distinctly marked charactt r, but in the S. they attain a considerable height

in Lykaeon, and are continued by Mts. Ithome and Eva to the extremiU'

of Messenia. The mountains of Argolis separate from Mt. Artemisioc
and bear towards the S.E.'—//. F. Tozer.

Again, S. and S.E. of the Peloponnesus^ lies those numerous islaiids,

aptly termed by a great German writer the stepping-stones of civilisation

from the East.
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'i'lic following Table of the altitndrs of the more uniiortant Greek

monniains is extracted from a more extensive one prei>ared by Mr. F. F.

Tuckett, assiste.l by the Rev. H. F. Tozcr.f

Ancient Name.
j

Locality. l.-et. I'.oQuilc Name.

Olyiupos Thessaly

1

9754 OlynipOH.J

Unknown Locria Oz'-li.-* . 8242 Guiona.

Pnruassos Phocis .
806X Lvkeri.

Ida . . . , CrL-te . 8060 Pdilloriti.

Taygetos Lrtconia 7904 St. Elias.

Kyllene. Arcadia 7789 Ziria.

Aman iOS i> . . 7726 , Ciielmos.

Erynianthos . Acliaia . 7297 Olunoji.

Pindos . Dolopia 7074 Bugikaki.

Ossa '1 lie.-saly 6407 K:8S0V0.

Parnon . Lacnnia. 6355 ^lal.vo.

Panacliaicon . Achaia . 6322 Voidia.

Oeta . Octal a. 6322 Oxiii.

Olhrys . Acliaia Phthiotis . 6100 Pylora.

Maenalos Arca<lia 606o Apano Khnpn.
Artemision . Argolis . 5814 Malevo.

Helicon

.

Boiot:a 5738 Palaeo Vouni.

Dirplivs I'.uboea . 5725 Delphi.

PL-lion . Thessaly 5310 Mavro Vouni.

I.ykaeon Arcadia 4659 Diaphorti.

Parues . Attica . 4636 Ozta.

C'ithacTon ,, . . . 4629 Elat.a.

Oclia . Enboea 4606 St. Elins

Gtraneia Megaris 4495 .Makri Plajji.

Parthenion . Arcadia 3993 Rhoino.

Pentelicon Attica . 3-J42 Mendel i.

Hymettos „ . . . 3369 Trelo-Vouni.

Ithoinc . Messtnia 2631 Viirkano.

AcroCoriniiiK.s Corinthia 1887 Knbtro.

Panhclknion Aegina . 1/52 1 St. Elias.

Fur altitudes iu Maced>.nia, Thcs>aly, and Albania, the traveller is

referred to the admirable work § of that distinguished geologist Dr.

Ami Boue', where he will find (vol. iv. p. 568) a valuable Table of Heights,

determined by the author's barometricjil observations.

Most of the Eivers of Greece are mere mountain torrents, dry in summer,

such as the Ilissos. None of them are navi-able. The following art

among the most important :

—

In Northern Greece, the Pern ias, the Aclu loos, the Eoenos, the Spercheio»

the Boeotian Kephisos, and the Aso2>vs.

t ' A contribution to the Hypsomelrv of Greece, liased ihiefly on tbe results of the Frencl

Survey,' by F. F. Tuckett, 1«78. (Heighte In ihe Archipelago chiefly from Admiralti

Chart'g.)

1 The only monntain in Greece which has preserved its ancient name unaUered.

} ' La Turquie," par Ami Boue. 4 vols. Paris, 1840.
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The chief rivers of the Pel.>poaaesus are the Alpheios, the Eurotaa, thi

Pamisos, and the Eleian Peneios.

Fuller information on the Geography of Gret-ce will be found in th^

following works :

—

TozKR, Lectures on fh" Geography of Greece. 1873.

BuRSiAN, Geographie von GriecJienland. 1862-72.

Staxley, Geograph'i of Greece (Classical Museum, vol. i. pp. 41-81).

Thirlwai,l, Geography of Greece (Tntrod. cha"ter to his History).

KiEPERT, Lehrhuch der AHen Geographie. 1878.

Smith, Article Graecia in Diet. Gr. and Rom. Geog. Second edition

Wordsworth, Introductory chapter to his Greece.

E. GuRTius, Peloponnesos. 2 vols. 1862-1872.
Lolling's Geographic (in Ivvan Miiller's Handhuch), 1889 (valuable fo

its full bibliography).

Immerwahr, Lakonika, des Pausanias. 1889.

Geology and Mineral Resources of Greece.

It is not a little strange that while the archaeology of Greece has bee

made the subject of systematic investigation and study, by a large numbe
of able and distinguished explorers, during fully two centuries, thefounda
tions of the country have been almost entirely neglected. We mav fitl

ap|ily to Greece the words of a great Russian traveller, writing of Asi

Minor :
' I have long wondered why this classic soil, the object of ^o man

archaeological researches, has never been thoroughly explored in referenc

to its natural history in a detailed manner; as if Europe were so entirel

occupied with the search after ruined cities that it had not a thought t

spare for the ground on which they stood, and designedly endeavoured I

forget the sublime work-* of nature by studying the ephemjral, dwa
card- houses of mankind.'

t

The exrliest observations, in any language, on the geologv of Greec

were made by two Englishmen, Dr. Sibthorp (1785-95) and Dr. Clark

(1806). They consist of stray notices scattered through their. respecti\

writings, and though, from their slight aad fragmentary characte-, the;

notes ai'e of no practical utility at the present tim^ they are nearly alwaj

good and accurate in themselves. The real pioneers in the subject hav
however, been Virlet (1829) and Fiedler (1810) for Hreece, and Bou
(1840), followed by De Vernenil (1845), for Turkey. It is impossible i

praise too highly the labours of these earl'er investigators—labours n(

o ly excellent in themselves but often cirried out, especially in the ca:

of Dr. Boue, at actual risk of life. , ,

About fifteen years after the publication of Fiedler's work, M., Albe
Gaudry, a young French palieontologist—since risen to eminence—w;

deputed by the French G 'vemment to investigate the richly ossiferoi

deposits of Pikermi. di-icovered by the historian Finlay iu 1835. Tl

results of his researches, published contemporaneously in the Compi
Jlend'is of the Academy of Sciences, were given to the public in 1862,
two spL'udid volumes, under the title of ' Les Animaux Fossiles at

Geolo^e de I'Attique.' Again fifteen years elapsed before any other co

tribution of importince appeared on the subject. But in 1877 thei'e vy

•^ ' Notes on the Geology of Asia Minor,' by P. de Tchihatcheff, /^.eon/iariZt'i .Vei(e3 «toA)

1 S47, and (? J'. <S. &, vol. iii. (1S47).
. .,"A
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published the first of a series of very vahiable i>a[K'rs on the geologj'

of certain tracts of Greece, contriliutcd to the journal of the Imf>«rial

Academy of Sciences at Vienna, by four zealuus Austriaj geok»fi;ist«,

Neiimayr, Teller, Bittner, and BiirgerStein. These papers have since been
republished in a single quarto volume. There have appeared at different

times sundry short notices on detached quesiions by various writer^^,

including our countryman, Adm. Spratt (see Tnireh in Ciete and
Q. J. G. S. s. v. Spratt). From these various sources we are enabled

to compile the following brief notice, which will lie restricted to the
geology of the Greek kingdom. For more detailed information, consult

Pliilijipson's Di>' Pelojion nes, \\\th maps.

Plutonic Eocks. —The most characteristic rock of this class in Greece is

seri'entine, which occurs in large masses,J with occasional local varia'ion,

in Locris, extending N.W.—S.K. between Darnitza and Mt. Zouka ; at

and immediately S. of Atalanti ; at Exarchos (Boeotiri) ; and in a narrow
triangular mass extending from Aloriki and Sagmata to i>ouki;si. Serpentine,

however, attains its principal development in the island of Euhoea, where it

occurs at Chalcis, at Kachti, near Vatonda (containing chromite, fur which
there are works) and in the district S. of Macri Mouli. Further N., it

forms a grand semicircular belt sweeping S. from Liinni to Hagios Geor^ios,

and thence N. again to Port Rimasi. In the Peloyjonnesus serpentina is

found in the districts of Argos and Corinth, at Piada, E[iidauros. Her-
niione, Calaureia, Tripolitza, and Trinisia (Laconia). The islands of
Tenos, Andros, Skyros, and Scopelos, all include serix»ntine iu their

structure.

Granite rocks are very scantily represent! d on tlie mainland of Greece j

the only noteworthy example is a small patch at Plaka in S. Attica.

Granite is, however, the principal constituent of many of the Aegean
islands, among others of Delos, Myconos, I'aros, Seriphos, Naxos, ami
Tenos. It also occurs in small patches at other jxiints in Attica and
Euboea in thefonn of that white or greenish felspathic rock to which
continental geologists give the name of Eurite. Occasionally it exhibits a
porphyritic stmcture. Perhaps the most interesting point for studying
the Greek granites is the island of Myconos, where the granite pa.-ses-

intn syenite on the N. (Cape Tourlo), and into gneis-s in the centre of the
island. The passage of granite into gneiss may be also observed in the
islands of Delos (Mt. Cyntiios), los, and Naxos (between 11. Joannes—E.
of the town—and the village of Angaries, as well as on Mt. Corooon).

Secondary Eocks.—The secondary rocks are bj' far the mf)st extensively
developed in the Greek kingdom. Under this head must be included the
metamorphic rocks (marbles and crystalline schists), which form several

of the most celebrated mountains of Greece (Pentdiciis, Hymetfns, Tay-
getos). None of the Greek sedimentary rocks are apparently older than
the Cretaceous period, to which all the secondary dejwsits of Gicece are

regarded as belonging. Nearly three-fourths of the surface of the Pelo-

ponnesus are form* d of rocks of this age, here rejiresented I'y compact
limestone, alternating with marls, sandstone, and conglomerate. They
exhibit extensive traces of rupture and dislocation on a grand scale, and
are also in great part metamorphosed ; organic remains are rare.

t It occurs at many other points in Attica and Bticotia in fmall patcbrs; among utters at
Athene, C>ropo8, Thebes, and Stylida.
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The cretaceous system (limestone and sandstone), exclusive of insij;nifi-

cant exceptions, forms tlie entire mass of Continental Greece W. of Daniitza.

E. of Darnitza it coiitinnes to be the dominant formation, but its super-

ficial continuity is broken by the presence of deposits of later age. The
Ionian Islands are principally constituted of cretaceous rocks, thougb

associated with others of Tertiary age ; the N. Sporades (notably Scopelos,.

Gioura, a' d the Pi peri) are also in great part cretaceous.

Tertiary Rocks.—These arc uf considerable interest from their comparative

richness in org ;nic remains. Eocene.—This perind affords several isolated

deposits in the reloponne>us. The nummulitic rucks ^>i Tripolitza are the

bist known example; they have yielded five species of this characteristic-

fossil. Bliocene.— In this period Greece was united to Asia Minor by bi'oad

grassy plains, occupying the space now covered by the Aegean, which

afforded habitation and sustenance to troops of the Dinotherium, the

Hipparion, the Giraffe, and other large herbivorous animals, which then

peopled Greece. These broad prairies were interspersed by occasional

freshwater lakes, of which traces have been found in Attica and Euboea..

The Miocene scenery of Greece was further diversified by an almost

tropical richness of vegetation, as revealed in the freshwater deposits of

Koumi and Oropos.

Lacustrine deposits occur at intervals over a large extent of Attica, and

a portion of Boeotia.

The contiguous valleys of Koumi and Castrovalla in Euboea are both

rilled by nearly horizontal lacustrine strata, resting unconformably on beds-

of secondary a^ie. The two valleys are only separated by a narrow ridge-

of semi-crystalline limestone and friable schists. ' The lacustrine deposits-

consist of white marls interstratified with compact calcareous beds, resem-

bling lithographic stone,' which splits into slabs and is used for tiles. ' lui

some of the spots which are quarried for these slabs, freshwater shells and

the leaves of land plants abound to such an extent that it is hardly possible-

to split any fragment without exposing an impression of a leaf.' t Tlie

well-known litinite beds are ovtrlaid by about 200 ft. of calcareous strata,

and marls. The lignite, according to Adm. Spratt, c- ntains no vegetable-

impressions. It was discovered about 1832 through exposure by a land-

slip.

Pliocene.—To this period belonged the celebrated Pikermi beds, so-

named from the ravine in which they were first observed. They extend)

from the upper slopes of Pentelicus down to Marathon, and are also visible

at Stavro, Charvati, and Kephisia. About Daoud Mendeli (a ruined

convent) they occupy depressions in the mica scl i.--t. They consist of

breccia, conglomerate, and sandy marls ; they are conspicuous by their

bright red colour when exposed, and also, in gi^ucral, by their fertility.

Similar beds occur at several other points in Attica; ihej' are mostly

horizontal, and repose unconformably on highly imlined Miocene lacustrine

strata. Their stratigraphical relations may be best observed along the

cliffs between the moutli of the Pikermi torrent (near Eaphina) and the

plain of Marathon.

t 'On the Geology of a part of Euboea anil Boeotia,' by Lieut. Spratt, R.N.^ Q^J. G. S.,
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Tlie fauna of Pikermi is as varied in kind .is it is rich in numlx;rp, but
the skeletons are all broken up, and the Ixjnes distributed in the utmost
confusion. 'I he following are some of tho principal genera aiid species :

—

Rhinoceros pacliyqnathus, R. Schleiermachen', Hipparion gracile, Mastodon
PenteJici, Dinotherium gif/a7iteum, AnryhAherium Pentelici, Jfyiena

eximia, H. graeca; also sjiecies of /.'eUadi>therium, Cumelopar'IuHs,

Pcdaeoreas, Tra'jocevus, Pahieoryx, PulaPMtrif/nx, and Sns Erymanthius.
The Qiiadrumana were represented by Mesopilhecus fentclici.

A hand of Pliocene strata (mainly calcareous tufa, very similar to that

of Sicily), forms the coast-line of the Peloponnesus, and a considerable

portion of Continental Greece, includine Attica. The yellow Peiraic

limestone so much employed for the foundations of ancient buildings, is of

this character. The coast Pli(x;ene has hith'-rto yielded some twenty-five

<=pecies of moUiisca. The fossils which mainly characterise the formati"n

here, as elsewhere, are Pecten and Ostrea, •>{ l>jth of which genera scvernl

species occur. The general facies shows a mingling of extinct and recent

forms. Pliocene rocks also enter largely into the structure of the Sjiorades,

the Ionian Islands, and some of the C>clades. Besides these nrarine

Pliocene strata, there occur in the districts of Mcgara and Corinth eertaiu

mingled fresh and brackish water dcp i>its of the sa ne age. They are

best developed at Megara. They extend W. of the town, aiid cover the

front of Mt. Geraneia, occupyirig an area of seven or eight miles by one

and a half, and at some points 300 ft. deep.

A very singular deposit has forme<l on ihe Laurion sea-board, within

historic times. It is a very hard con'zlomerate, consisting of the ancient

scriae from the mines associaed with shin,:le, quart/,, and sand; the

whole bound to etlierbya strong ar;:illo-cvlcareou''cem<'nt. The hardness

sinl durability of this exceedingly nKMiern rock is such that it is quarried

Viy the villagers of Keratia to form the hand millstones with which thej'

grind their wheat and barley.

Volcanic Rocks.—The only present centre ><( active volcan'c action in

Oreece is the Santorini group of islands. The older volc-mic rocks of

Greece consist almost exclosively of iracliyte an 1 its allied forms. Trachyte

proper occurs in the islands of Melos, Anti-M' Is, Kimolos, Pholegandros,

Santorini, Anti-Paros, Skyros, Poros, and Aegina, and in tl e jx-uinsula

of Methana. Near Port ApoUonia in Melos, f e trach.\ te has assumed a

columnar prismatic structure. Quart/.-trachyte occurs in Kimolis and

the adjoining islets, and in Melos, where it is quarried for millstones.

Pearlstone is found in the islands of Mel>s and .\nfi-Paros. OKsidian

occurs in great abundance among the Pliocene conglomerates of Melos,

at Nychia, and also in >he Santonni group. It appears fo have been an

object of export fp'm Melos in ancient times.

The best example of an extinct volcano in the Aegean is afforded by
the Turkish island of Nisyros. This island is nearly c roular in form, and

its centre is occupied by a vast crater, about 3 m. by 1.^, .and over 2000 ft,

deep. The cra*er contains several sol/utare, the largest of which is

about 100 paces in diameter. It is surrounded by jmcipitous liva cliffs,

and streams of lava can be traced on all sides from the rim of the cratei

towards the se.i, into which they project as headlands. Hot saline watei

springs up at almost -ny ix)int along the sea-shore on digging to a verj
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^ sligrit depth in the sand and shingle. This water (9.5°-10O° Fahr.) is used

by the peasants for fulling co;irse cloth. For this purpose the women
scoop out small shallow basins in the shingle.

Thermal springs are common in many parts of Greece ; some of them
are in high local repute as remedies (see p. xxxiii.).

Gold occurs in very small quantities in the island of Skyros. It is found

in the bed of the stre;im just below the town, among debris of serpentine

and magnetic iron. Some ancient scoriae found here y'eld, after crushing

and smelting, 3 to 5 p'^r cer.t. gold. The gold mi les of Siphnos (Hdt. iii.

57; Strab. p. 4-i8 ; Pans. x. 11,2), are mentioned by Herodotus, and

traces of them near Ha^ios St)stis may still be recognised, though some
of the galleries have been inundited by the sea. Gjld is found at

Doliana in the Peloponnesus, mixed with iron pyrites.

Silver is worked at Laurion, Seriphos, Carystos, Anti-Paros, Thera, and
Anaphe, in cf njunction with lead. Traces of ancient silver mines may be

seen in the islands of Melos, Kimolos (whence its Italian name of

Argentiera), and Zea.

Lead is found associat d with silver at all the above named localities.

Zinc is obtained from Laurion and Mt. Hymettus. The latter mine is

in the bands of an English firm (Messrs. Swan & Co.), who have established

works at the foot of the W. slopes.

Copper occurs in conjunction with other ores at Laurion, Carystos, and

Seriphos, and with less alloy at two points in Phthiotis (Limogardi and
Bosoni), near Epidauros, and at Troeztm. Works have been established

at all these places, with more or less success. Copper has also been

detected at several other points in both Continental and Insular Greece,

but without leading to any practical results.

Iron is found in Southern Euboea, near Cape Matapan, and in the islands

of Kythnos, Chiliodiomia, Skyros, and Seriphos. The principal mines are

at Seriphos, and appear to be prospering. The ore is exported to New-
castle in the rough, and there smelted.

Lignite is worked at Kymi and Oropos, and is now em[iIoyed in some
of the smelting ope-'ations at Lanrion. «

There are large and pros[ierous mines of Magnesite in N. Euboea, between
Mantoudi and the sea.

Sulphur occurs at several points in Greece, but in Melos alone are the

depo-its of sufficient value to repay the expense of extraction.

Emery is largely exported from Naxos; most of it goes to England. It

is also found in Paros and Sikinos, as well as near Thebes.

Manganese is exported in large quantities from Melos.

The principal marble quarries are the following :

—

Pentelicus and Paros.—White statuary marble. Also at Pentelicus a

coarser variety used for building purposes, an 1 a shell-marble (Jumachella).

'I'he Paros quarries have been worked by a Belgian Company.
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Hymettus.—White marbl**, with crt-y or bhie stnaks, always in ]par.illfl

linos. Atiutlier kind is tlark bluish grey.

Dimaristica (near Gytheion).— Hed marble ; the proprietor of the works
is (lerman.

SkyroB.—Thi se famous quarries, which aie dow about tu be rc-worked,

produced a variety of beautiful marbles, including pure white (used for

statuary), red, grey, brown, and yellow.

Tenos.—The marbles of Tenos include a dark-green kind, resembling

seri entine, which has furnished the new K. C. Church at Athens with

monolithic columns 19i ft. high. Another very effective Tenian marble

is known locally as Turchino, and consists of a pure white ground, with

patches of dark blue. Besides these, Tenos furnishes excelUnl black and
white marbles.

Many of the ancient quarries of Greece are either being, or are about

to be rc-opcned, including the celebrated CijKallino quarries of S. Eulx>ea.

CHAPTER V.

Archaeology.

Hellenic and Byzantine ARcHixECTURE.t

Ancient Masonry.—The material most comiEonly employed was the grey

limestone, of which so many Greek mountains are constituted. Sandstone

was also used, but less frequently. The mural masonry of Greece is

usually divided into three classes :

—

Cyclopean or Pelasgfic— Irregular blocks of stone are here rudelj' adapted

to each other, the interstices being filled up with smaller pieces, or with

rubble. Such rough walls, hardly to be distinguished at first sight from

the masses of broken rock which strew tlic surface of a limestone country,

were of old believed to have been erected by the Cyclopes, whence their

name. The walls of the citadel of Tiryns afford a fine example of this

kind of construction. »

Polygonal.—In masonry of this class, the stones are no longer unhewn
(npyol \idoi.), but their sides are sufficiently smoothed to enable them to

be compactly fitted together. 'I'he walls of Larisa (the citadel of Argos)

and those of Samikon (p. 156) afford good examples.

Eeotangular.—Here we have square or oblong blocks laid in horizontal

parallel courses, while the vertical joints are either jierpendicular or obli<|UP.

The walls of Mykenae beside the Lions' Gate pre.sent one of the earliest

examples. The defences of Messene exhibit this very common s| ecies

of Hellenic masonry in its most ]ierfect form. Such walls are sometimes

called isodomous, their courses being of equal height.

t The best guide to classical archaeology is Otfried MUUer'a 'Handbocb der Archaoologie
dcr KunBt,' second ediiion (1852), revised by Welcker.
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The mode of construction cannot be accepted as a strict criterion of the

antiquity of walls. The Greeks ' adhered as a mere matter of taste to

forms which they must have known to be inferior to others. In a wall in

the Peloponnesus, we find the polygonal masonry of an earlier age actually

placed upon as perfect a specimen built in regular courses, or what is

technically called ashl<(r work, as any to be found in Greece.'

—

Fergiisson.

Sir E. H. Bunbury t has conclusively shown—(1) 'That while in such
works as the walls of Tiryns we have undoubtedly the earliest examples of

mural architecture, it is quite a fallacy to laj' down the general principle,

that the unhewn, the polygonal, the more irregular and the more regular

rectangular constructions, always indicate successive steps in the progress

of the art ; and that it is also erroneous to assign these works to any one
people or to any one period. (2) That while such massive structures

would of course be built by people comparatively ignorant of the art of

stone-cutting, or of the tools proper for it, they might be, and were also,

erected in later times, simply on account of their adaptation to their

purpose, and from the motive of saving unnecessary labour. (3) That
the difference between the polygonal and the rectangular structures is

generally to be ascribed, not to a difference in the skill of the workmen,
but to the different physical characters of the materials they employed

—

the one sort of structure being usually of a species of limestone, which
easily splits into polygonal blocks, and the other a sandstone, the natural

cleavage of which is horizontal.'

Orders of Architecture.—The Doric, the oldest, the simplest, and the

most dignified of all, has shafts of massive proportions, iviti'Out a base,

crowned with the simplest of capitals and the heaviest of abaci, which
supports a massive entablature composed of a very few bold members.
The great characteristic is the triglyph, originally the end of the wooden
cross-beam appearing through the entablature.

The Ionic order may be recognised by its volutes, or spiral projections

at each side or angle of the capital. The volute is found in many earlier

examples from Asia Minor and Cyprus, but the artistic form given to it

in Greek architecture is original. Both the Ionic and the Corinthian
orders have bases to their columns.

The Corinthian, with its tall slender columns, its elaborate cornice, and
highly-wrought capitals, offers a striking contrast to the original Doric.
' Here,' says Mr. Freeman, ' the utmost lightness of proportion and the

most florid gorgeousness of detail have utterly banished the sterner graces

of the elder architecture; so completely had commerce, and the wealth
and luxury which attended it, changed the spirit of the famous city whose
name it bears, since the days when her two harbours were first added to

the conquests of the invading Dorian.'

The earliest known examples of the use of the Corinthian order are the

Tholos at Epidauros, the Philippeion at Olympia (b.c. 338), and the

Monument of Lysicrates at Athens (b.c. 335). According to a well-

known legend recorded by Vitruvius, the idea of the beautiful Corinthian
capital was suggested to the sculptor Callimachos by the sight of a basket
•covered with a tile, and overgrown by the leaves of an acanthus on which

t Bunbuiy ' Cyclopian Remains ' ; see also Professor Middleton's article ' Murus,' Smith's
IHctioiiary of Antiquitie.i, vol. ii. pp. 184, 185.
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it had bocn accidentally )ilace<1. The order appears to l)ave been invented

about the time of tlu- Pel<ip«junesian war, but did not come into use

until some time afterwards {Smi'h). ' We must remember,' writes

Mr. Freeman {Ili-t. c/ Archihcture, 1840), 'that the Grecian orders do
not, like the styles of Gothic architicture, each represent the exclusive

architecture of a s'ngle period. Tlie invention . f new forms did not

exclude the use of the elder <>nes; and the three orders were employed
simultaneouijly. Consequently there were many cafes in which the

arcliitect who adoj te-l the stern grandeur of the Doric order chose it in

actual j-reference to the elegant Ionic and florid Corinthian, which were
in contemiK,>rary use.'

6
,12

ll:IVTHI AN.

1 Abacus.
2 Echinus.
3 Triple Architrave.
4 Frieze.

5 Cornice.
6 Cyraatium.

Eutabl.iture.

7 V.ilute.

8 Girta-.
9 Mitopp.

10 T..ni«.

1

1

Triglj-pli.

12 Antbi'inion.

OnDERS OF ARCHITECTIKE.

The Oreek Temple exhi' its the most important and characteristic form oi

Hellenic architecture. Temples are distinguished by different names
according to the number and airangement of their columns. Their
essential feature is the naos or ceUa, the shrine of the tutelary divinity, of
whicli the temple in its primary fjrm alone consisted. The />ro«aos" and
oj isthodomos were added at a later period.
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' The simplest Greek temples were m re cells or small square a; art-

ments, suited to contain an im ige—the front being what is technically

called distyJe in anti-; or with two pillars betwi.en antae, or square

pilaster-like pitrs terminating the side walls. Hence the iuteiiur en-

closure of Gr> ek temples is called the cell or cella, however large and
splendiJ it mi y be.

* The next change was to separate the iuteiior into a cell and poich by
a wall with a large do.-irway in it, as in the small temple at Rhamnus,
where the opening, however, can scarcely be called a doorway, as it extends

to the roof. A third change was to put a porch of four pillars in front of
the last arrangement, or, as appears to have been more usual, to bring

forward the screen to the positions of the pillars, as in the la-t example,
and to place the four pillars in front of this. Kone of these plans

admitted of a peristyle, or jiillars on the flanks. To obtain this it was.

necessary to increase the number of pillars of tlie jxjrtico to six, or, as it is

termed, to make a hexastyle, the two outer pillars being ths first of a range
of 13 or 15 columns, extended along each side of the temple. The cell in

this arrangement was a complete temple in itself

—

distyJe in antis, most
frequently made so at both ends, and the whole enclosed in its envelope

of columns. Sometimes the cell was letrastyle, or with four pillars in

front. In this form the Greek temple may be said to be complete, very

few exceptions occurring to the rule, though the Parthenon itself is one of
these few. It has an inner hexastyle portico at each end of the cell;

beyond these outwardly are octastyle porticoes, with 17 columns on each
flank.'

—

Fergusson.'f

Byzantine Architecture.—A wide and interesting field of study for the
architect or archaeologist is afforded by the Chuiches of Greece. They
have hith'.r o b.en little studitd, an(i are now last disappearing under the

ruthless hatd of an ignorant priesthood, who year by year carry on their

work of destruction under the name of restoration. Educated Greeks seldom
have any Ivnowledge of ecch siastical archaeologj^, and being af the same time
totally deficient in the strong religious conservatism of the more devout
peasantry, they otfer no opposition to the wholes;ile destruction of the^e

ancient landmarks. Any traveller, even though he possess no archaeo-
logical knowledge, who will take the trouble to make accurate drawings,
however rough, of any Byzantine or other mediaeval remains he may meet
with, may be assured that he will not only be doing go.'d service to

archaeology in the present, but gathering materials which will probably
possess a high artistic value a few years hence, when the monuments they
represent'Will be mutilated or destroyed. A plan roughly drawn to scale

will, it is needless to say, greatly enljance the value of such memoranda.
' The term Byzantine has of late years been so loosely and incorrectly

used—especially by French writers—that it is now extremely difficult to
restrict it to the only style to which it really belongs. Strictly speaking,
the term ought only to be applied to the style of architecture which arose

in Byzantium and the East, after Constautine transferred the government
of the Roman empire to thnt city. It is especially the style of the Greek
church as contra-distinguished from that of the Roman church, and ought
never to be employed for anything beyond its limits. The only obstacle

to confining it to this definition occurs between the reigns of Coustantme

t Excellent articles on the structure of the Greek temple and theatre will be found in
Dr. Smith's ' Dictionary of Greek and Roman Antiquities.'
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and Justinian. Up to the reign of the last-named monarch, the separation
between the two chiirclies was not complete or clearly defined, and the
architecture was of course, likewise in a state of transition. After
Justinian's time the line may be clearly and sharply drawn, and it would
therefore be extremely convenient if the term " Greek architecture " could
be ustd for the siyle of the Greek church from that time to the present
<i <y

.'

—

Ferytmson.

*A true Byzantine churcli,' writes Dr. Neale, *mi«:ht most fitly Ije

•defined as a gabled Greek cross, with central dome, inscribed in a square
•or quasi-square. This square has on the west an addition, not usually
under the same roof, and sometimes a mere lean-to, and is on the east,

externally for the most part, and almost always internally, triapsidal. . .

The three apses are, that on the north for the chapel or Prothesis ; that in

the centre for the altar ; that on the south for the sacristy.' The interior

arrangement involves a fourfold division:— 1. The iVa?-</<ea-, or vestibule,

jiroperly set apart for catechumens or penitents, divided from the rest of
the church by a screen, and often forming the western addition alluded to

above. 2. "i'lie Nnve. 3. The Cfioir. These two divisions are less dis-

tinctly, and often not at all, separated ; sometimes there is a low wooden
barrier between ttiem, corresponding to the rood-screen in Western
churches. The choir is surrounded by stalls, as is also sometimes the
nave. 4. The Bema, or Sanctuary, is the distinguishing characteristic of
Greek churches. In all of them, even to the smallest chapel or oratory, a
solid, lofty wooden screen cuts off the apse at the east end. Tliis screen
is called the Eiconostasis (EtKoi/oo-rao-ts), from the holy pictures on its

panels. The inner sjiace. corresponding with the Holy of Holies in the
Jewish temple, contains the altar, and is entered through a central

opening (closed by a silk curtain) in the lcnn<istasis. There is only one
altar, called simply the Sacred Table ('H 'Ay la Tpdn-ffa). 'I he ancient
<livision of the sexes is usually maintained, and in many of the larger

churches there is a women's gallery exten ting over the narthex at the \V.

end. The stalls are merely narrow ledges 3 or 4 in. broad, affording some
support but not a seat. The congregation have no seats, but s}>ecies of

crutches are sometimes provided for weak or aged jiersons.

The paintings, with which all Greek churches are decorated, are in the
highest d'grce in teres' int.'. Ti)ey are all executed after a traditional

mode! prescribed by ancient authority, and the colours and processes aie

those which have been followed fur some thirteen centuries. The result

is that the poorest and worst executed icon preserves something of the

inheivnt dignity of the original type, ad the eye is never offended by the
<;audy colours and flauning dia|)ery so common in the religious pictures

of the Roman CHtholic Church. Ou the subject of Greek religious art, the
reader may advanta-ieousiy consult Uidron's ' Iconoijrajihie Chretienne,'
• Curzon's ' Monasteries of the Levant,' and Henfrey's translation of the
* Book of the Monk Theophilus.'

Works on Architecture:

—

Fergusson, History of Architecture, (2<1 ed.), 1874, vols. i. and li.

I.UBKE, Architeclnr.

Rehk, Gesch. der Baukunst im Altcrtlmm.
BoETTiCHEH, Tektonik der I/elleneii.

Krell, Gesch. des Dorischen Styls.
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MiJLLER, the same translated by J. Leitch under the title uf Ancient

Art and its Remains, 1852.

RosENGARTEK, Die Ai'chitektonischen StyJarten (3d ed.), Brunswick,

1874. This is a very slight wuik of a popular character, but it contains

some useful diagrams and details not easily attainable elsewhere. It has

been translated into English.

Adamy, Architektonik der Hellenen, Hanover, 1882.

Texier and Pcllan, Byzantine Architecture, 1864 (chiefly Salonica).

CoucHAUD, Choix d:s Eyiises Byzantines en Grece, 1842 (Greek
kingdom only).

Lexoik, Architecture Monastique, 1856.

PuLGHEK, Eylises Byzantines de Constantinople. Vienna, 1878-80.

There is a useful article on Baukunst, by Julius, in Baumeister's

DenkmiVer des Klass. Alt.

Glossary of the Pbikcipal Terms used is Greek Architecture.

Sf.B.—Hellenic Terms are printed in smali, capitals ; Byzantine in black letters.

Abacus.—The square or oblong tablet interposed between the capital of

a column and its entablature.

AcROTKKiA.—Statues or utier ornaments, supported on bases or small pedes-
tals, on the angles and top of a pediment ; or the pedestals for such statues.

Agora.—The Greek Forum, signifying a place of upen-air assembly,
rather than a market.
Ambo.—A raised de^k or pulpit from which the Epistle and Go.spel were

re. id. Be.-t example at Kala'iaha (p. 752).

Amphiprostvle (of a teniple).—Havin:.^ four columus at each end.
Anurox —Originally, the Men's Court ofa house ; Liter, sometimes a passage.

Annulet.—A small flat fillet encircling a column.
Ant.\e (-TTopacTToSex).—Pilasters termiuiiting the siile walls of a temple,

generally to as to assist in furmiug the portico. Sometime?, antae stood
detach' d as rectangular piers.

Antefixae.—Ornaments—frequently decorated with the honeysuckle
liattern—phiced along the eaves of a ruof to cover the termination of tiie tiles.

Anthemion.—A flower-like ornament, answering to a Gothic _/i»ia/.

AsTHROPOSTYLE.—Having anthropomorphic pillars.

Apse.—The semiciiculor reeess behind the altar. Most Greek churches-
(small chapels excepted) have three aps.s. See Diaconicon and Prothesis.

Akghitkave.—The Inu-izontal course which forms the lowest member of
the entablature, and rests immediately on the columns.

Archivolt.—Mouldings on the face of an arch, resting upon the imposts.

Astragal.—A bead and reel moulding.
, Atlantes.—Male figures serving as pillars, called also Telamones.

Attic—A term commonly apjplitd to constructions resting on the entablature
Base.—The lowtst jjortion of a column, on which the shaft rests. True

Doric columns have no bases.

Bema.—That prirtion of the church which is euclostd by the Eiconostasis—
tlie Sanctuary. The Bema is raised one step above the general level of the
church, whence the name.

Capital.—The head of a column or pilaster.

Caryatid.—A temale figure supporting an entablature. Tiadit'ouallv so
called because the women of Caryae, a town of Arcadia which sided with
Persia, were made slaves ; but probably hecause the maidens of that town bore
oft'erings on their heads ;<t the festival ofArtemis Caryatis (Paus. iii. 10 ; iv. 16).

•, Cassoox.—A sunk panel or cofler in the ceiling.

[Greece.] /
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Cavea.—See CoiLOS. '
Cklla.—Tne central chamber of a temple, supposed to be ihe p-culiar

habitation of tlie deity, whose stntne it usually contained. Tiie cella in the

early teiu])Ie8 had gener dly no windowd, and received light only through the

door, or from laiujw burning witliin. The cjises appear to be quite excep-
tiinal in wiiicli it was lighted from the roof (hijpiicthral).

Coffers.—Sunk panels in vaults or dora« s.

CoiLON.—Tlie semicircular concave portion of a theatre, occupied by the

sp'^ctators. Tills was in the majority of cases formed, in part at least, by
excavating the natural rock or eartii in a hillside, whence Cavea.

CoRN'iCE.—The crowning proji ction of the entablature.

ConoxA.—The main vertical baml or face of the cornice.

CiCLOPEAN.—Masonry constructed of unhewn stones, in irregular courses.

Ctmatium.—The upper moulding of the coruice.

Decastyle.—An editice having ten columns in front.

Demtils.—Tooth-like ornaments common to the Ionic and Corinthian

cornices.

Diaconicon.—Tiie apse to the S. of the Holy Table (ayi'a rpdirt^a), which
serves as a sacristy.

Dipteral.—Having a double range of columns all round.
Echinus (sea-urchiu).—Pioperly the egg-and-anchor ornament jx;culiar to

the Ionic capital. Also applied to the cushion of a Doric capital, immediately
beneath the abacus.

Entasis.—Tlie almost imperceptible swelling of the shaft of a column
between the Ciipittil and the base.

Eiconostasis.—The screen which in Greek churches separates the Btina,

or Sanctuary, from the body of the edifice. It is generally decoratetl with

pictures (eiVJi'ey).

Entablatdre.—The horizontal superstructure of a colonnade ; in Greek
architecture comprising the architrave, frieze, and cornice.

Epistylium.—See Architrave.
Exedra.—A place for conversation. The Romans applied the name to any

semicircular recess with benches, by the road side or in a long reach of

wall. The Exedra of Herodes Atticus at Olympia is a good typical example.

FasTIGICM.—See PEDfSIENT.

Fluting.—The vertical channelling of the shafts of columns.

Fresco (fresh).—Wall-painting, laid on while the plaster which forms

the ground is still wet.

Frieze.—The central course of the entablature, between the oomioe and
architrave.

Glyphs.—The perpendicular channels cut in the triglyphs of the Doric

frieze.

Guttae.—Small cylindrical knobs, like nail-heads, of which they are

supposed to be imitations, ' dropping ' immediately umler the triglyph and
mutule in tlie Doric entablature.

Hexastyce.—Having a front range of six columns.

Hyi'aethkal.—Without a r(X>f, and open to the sky.

Hyperthyron.—The upper member of a doorway.

Htpotkachelion.—The necking of a capital, introduced between the

caiiital itself and the shaft of the column.

Impost.—T le member on which the arch imm'xliately rests.

IxTERCOLUMNiATioN.—The spacc between two columns.

Laccnaria.—Sunk panels or coffers in ceilings.

^Ietope (iu«T<i7r7;).—The interval or hole (oiri\i between the Doric triglyphs,

fic«iuentlv sculptured in relief.

Modillion.—A scroll-shaped support, resembling a bracket, placed below

a Corinthian cornice.
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Module.—The sorai-dinmeh^r of a column, used as a measure for deter-

mining other proportions of the building.

MoxoLiTH.—A cf^lumn cut out of a sinp'le block. Rarely employed by
the Greeks, who preferred to buil I up their shafts in drums, so that each
stone m'ght rest as it lay iu the quarry, and be less liable to split or peel.

The oldest Greek columns which yet remain standing—(hose of the Temple
at Corintli—are, howevei-, monolithic. Among the Romans this treatment
was almost univpr-^al.

MuTULES.—Plain proje ting blocks supporting the corona in the Doric
cornice, answering to modillions in the Corinthian.

Xaos.—See Cella.
Narthex.—The outer vestibule of a Byzantine cliurch. It is separated

bv a wall from the church, and was originally appropriated to the use of cate-

chumens and penitents. Narthex (i/apflr;!) is tlie Gie k name of a species of

fennel, the stems of which were used in former times for flogging delinquents.

The coarse yellow flowers of the narthex are a consjiicuous feature in the
vegetation of many parts of Greece and Sicily. Mt. Nartbacion in Thessaly
is supposed to owe its nime to this plant,

.

OcTASTYLE.—Having a front range of ei^ht columns.
Opisthodomos, or Posticum.—The chamber behind the cella, often used as

a treasury.

Orchestra.—A circular or semicircular level space, corresponding somewhat
in position to the pit of a modern theatre ; but anciently set apart for the chorus.
Pepiment, or Fastigium.—The gable or triangular termination of the

roof of a temple, resting upon the entablature and enclosing tlie tympanum.
Peribolus.—The boundaries of the temenos, or Close, in which a temple

stood

Peripteral 'of a temple).—Having columns along both sides and ends.
Peristyle.—The passage round the outside of the edifice between the

columns and the wall.

Pilaster.—A rectangular pillar, attached to a wall.

Plinth. —The low square step on which a column is placed, or the slab
on which a statue stands.

Podium.—The base or lo ver part of a wall ; or tlie side of the substructure
on which a temple is built ; hence also, a low boundary wall.

Portico.—The covered space in front of the cella, or any enclosure
having a roof supported by columns, and /ormm^; the entrance to a building.

PoRTicus ^(TTod).—A covered colonnade supported by columns on one or
both of its sides. It differs from a Porftco in not forming an entrance. When
it surrounds a quadrangle, it corresponds precisely to the Gothic Cloister.

Posticum.—See Opisthodomos.
Pronaos.—The porch in front of the Naos.
Propylaeon.—A species of outer gateway, with a pOrch inside and out,

giving admittance to the Temenos of a temple. The term is not, however,
restricted to reliy;ious architecture.

Proscenium.—The stage of a theatre, originally wooden.
Prostyle (of a temple).—Having four colums in front

Prothesis.— In Greek churches the N. apse, corresponding to the
Diaconicon on the S.

Scotia.—Large concave mouldings in the base of a column.
Soffit.—Ceiling ; applied to the underside of arches, and of other archi-

tectural members.
Stoa.—See Purticus.
Stylobate.—The basis or substructure on which a colonnade is placed,

forming a continuous plinth.

Telamones —See Atlantes.

/2
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Temkxos.—T)iB «j<creil precinct in wliich stood a temple or other^sanctuarj-
Tkthasttle.—Having four columns at each eud.
Tori s.—A large convex moulding in the biiae of a column.
Tkiglyph (Tp'ty\v<pos).—The distinguishing ornann-nt of tlie Doric eu-

tablaturc. being a tablet channeled witii ihiee vertical grwive .

Tymv.anim.—Tlie triangular space enelused by the cf>rnice of the pedi-
ment ; so called by the Humans imni ts likeui s.> to the flHt parchment t>f a
tambourine. Named by the Grieks afT6s, from its resemblance to the ehupe
of a hite—a word still applied to this plaything by the bf>ys of Athens ;

or, i)erhap8, merely fr(»m its likeness to an eagle with outspread winga.
Aquilu in Latin bears this meaning sometimes (Tac. Hi»t. iii. 71).

Volute.—The Ionic scroll; the chief el. aracteristic of the order.
VoMiTORiA.—Passages giving egress from a theatre.
ZooruoRO-.—A frieze in which are introduced reliefs of animals.

CHAPTER VI.

GEEEK 8CULPTUEE.

[Abridged from the article 'Statuaiua Aks ' in \n. Smith's 'dictionary of Greek and
Roman Antiquities.' by Mr. J-Srnest Gardner.1

I. Materials and Technique.

Stone or Marble.—It must be rememliered that this material had no-

such preponderance over the others in ancient times as it lias in modera
museums. But it was at all limes very extensively used, and consequently
we possess examples of all periods in stone or marble, from the shafieless

dolls which show tlie first rude attempts to represent the human foitn^

through the rise, finest period, and decluie of sculpture, to the last

decadence of Roman work.

In the earliest ]ieriod of sculpture, the squareness of the form of the
bi>dy has often been noticed. Some have wrongly attributed this to an
influence of wood technique. It is doubtless due to the fact that the

early sculptors, like beginners of to-day, traced first the full aspect or

profile of a figure on the front or side of thiir block, and then worked
through at right angles to the surface. Tracts of this proceeding are clear

on some unfinished statufe^, which have the flat surfaces and comers pro-

duced by it not yet rounded off.

Much confusion exists in the opinions of archaeologists as to the extent

to which pointing from a finished clay mo<iel was usetl. In some casts

jioints are still visible, not com}>letely worked off the statue. But this is

only in the case of late Hellenistic or Roman works, and it may l>e

seriously doubted whether any such practice prevailed in the best times of
Greek sculpture. Unfinislicd Greek statues—of which several exist in

Athens—show no sign o( it. The bk>ck is worked away in successive

layers, more delicate instruments being used as the sculpture progressed.

The drill seems to have been used in earlier times only for fixing orna-

ments, etc. Callimachos is s;\id to have been the first to make sculptural

use of it. Later it wa-; extensively used for the hair and the dee{>er folds-

of the drapery, and in careless work its marks were never worked off. A
very highly i)oli9hed surface is characteristic of works of the Heilenistic

jxTiod, Hnd especialh" of the Pergnmene schrol.

The application of colour is a question of great importance, which can
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now be decided with regard to archaic works, though there is still some
•difficulty as to statues uf later periods. Where rough stone was used,

colour was apjilied to all parts, more or less conventionally—red for the

nude parts, and blue for hair, clothes, etc., bein^; the colours most used.

But as marble came to be more extensively and afterwards almost
•exclusively used, the beauty of the material and its exquisite rendeiing i>f

the texture of the skin naturally precluded the use of colour on the nude
parts : this was especially the case with female statues, the white colour

for the skin of women being already* prevalent on archaic vases. In the

best preserved series—the archaic female statues on the Acropolis at

Athens—we find the skin and the whole mass of the drapery left

uncoloured ; red is applied to the hair, lips, and eyes, in the last case with
touches in dark purple or brown, and other colours ; and the drapery has
borders and scattered ornaments painted on it iu red, blue, green, and
dark purple or brown. A garment is completely coloured only when but a

.small portion of it shows; e.g. the breast and sleeve of a chiton when an
outer garment is worn that conceals the rest of it. To judge from this

evidence, it seems impossible that in the finest period it was customary to

apply colour to the whole or great part of the surfiice of a statue.

In the earliest times all kinds of local marble were used ; that of Paros,

sometimes called lychnites, came early into common use from the fame of

iocal artists, and its excellence made it always remain the favourite.

Pentelic marble was extensivel}'- used at Athens during and after the fifth

•century ; Hymettic only for inferior work, except in the earliest time.

In the Roman period the quarries of Luna, the modern Carrara, were
worked very extensively.

Bronze was probably the material most used by the great artists of

antiquity, but the ease with which it was destroyed and melted down
into useful metal has spared us but few examples. Besides statuettes,

which are innumerable, only a few life-size or larger statues remain

:

among the most important are the charioteer discovered at Delphi, the

archaic bearded head found on the Acropolis at Athens in 1887, a seated

statue of a boxer found in Rome in 1885, and the head of Aphrodite in

ihe British Museum. Various mixtures of bronze were known, and
preferred by different artists.

The most primitive method of bronze-working implies no knowledge of

casting, but merely hammering plates into the require<l shape and then
riveting them together. Bronze-founding is said to have been invented
about the middle of the sixth century. It is doubtful at what period

hollow casting of complete statues became usual. On a vase, probably of
the fifth century, is represented a bronze founder's workshop, where the
body, he;id, and limbs, cast separately, are being finished and inserted

into their places by workmen. Th'i final polishing and finish of detail

took place after casting, and on the same vase are some workmen
employed in these processes.

Silver and gold, as well as bronze, were occasionally used for statues.

Sucli a work is quite distinct from the chri/seJephantina, which probably
Are a development of the next material.

Wood, often gilt and enriched with other materials, was extensively
Tised in early times, but naturally has not been preserved. The primitive
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^oava were frequently, but not exclusively, of m oo«l ; the influince of

wood technique < in early sculjiture has proGably, been exaggerated. I'irst

conies the use ol, ivory and ebony ; then the worjd is coated \v,itlj gi Id, and
so the traiisitiun is easy to the great cbryBelephantine works, in wlU^Ji gold

and ivory only are seen. Ol course such statues niUht liave bad a «oie oi

^ood when small: this vas rei laced by an internal framework wjkcn on,

a

large scale. Acrolithi, in which the ivoiy is rejJactd by rnarble, »}xy\ t|ie

gold by gilded wood, were a cheap substitute for chri/sclejtfianliua. > (,.

Terra-ootta was very little us-ed for monumental purjH.ises by the^Grtek?>

but figurines in terra-cotta, mostly made for dedication in temples or

burial in tombs, are j^reservcd in very lar^^e quaiitities in al! museuDH?.
They supply the models of the earliest and rudest art; they reproduce
the masterpieces of all i>eriods, and many aitists devoted great skill and
originality to their manufacture. Great works in gold and ivory al.-w

seem to imply a finished clay model alter which the scales cc'tild be
worked. But at least in the case of marble we have seen that execution

was more or less freehan<l in the Ijest jx-riod, and that jxjinting from a
finished clay model was certainly not universal till Roman times, if even
then. Jt is at any rate certain that the practice ol making first a clay

model, whatever was to be the final material, and leaving the rtst to

copying by more or less meclianical means, was not in use among Greek
sculptors, who always carried out the detads > f practical execution in the
final material as far as ixjssible with their own hands.

If. HibTORiCAL Sketch.

The beginnings of Greek sculpture may be assigned to about the }ear
B.C. 600. What art existed before in Greece was either purely decorative,

or entirely subc>rdinate to foreign influences. It will be veil to divide
the whole history into j)eriods, for greater facility in its consideration.

1. Before B.C. 600. Earliest traditions : foreign influences.

2. B.C. 60C—B.C. 480. Greek Archaic—Early Schools.

3. B.C. 480—B.C. 400. Greek Fifth Century— Pheidias, Polycleitos.

4. B.C. 400—B.C. 310. Greek Eouith Centuiy— Praxiteles, Sccpas,
Lysipj OS.

5. B.C. 320—B.C. 150. Hellenistic—Asiatic Schools.

6. B.C. loO—A.D, 300. Graeco-Komau and Komau.

1. Before b.c. 600. Earliest traditions; foreign influences.—Egyjtiau
art had in the seventh ceiitury reached a low ebb, liavin^ declined since

the period of colossal works which accompanied the national revival undvr
the Ramessid dyna.sty. But another revival todk place under the pn s-

pcrous rule of Psammetichus, marked more by delicacy of execution than
greatness of conception. Psammetichus seenis to have favoured foreign

intercourse, and the first Milesian colony at Naucratis was founded in his

reign. The direct influence of Egyj>tian art on Greece niust, however,
been less than the indirect, conveyed chiefly through the Phoenicians.
The same jieople probably conveyeil to Greece the influence of Assyrian
art, which had j assed through ail th^ stages of its devtlupmiut lefoie

sculpture can be said to have lxj;un in Greece. But at a time when lo
copies, casts, or drawini;,s of foreign woiks of art existed, apd when
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artists cannot often Lave travelleil to study foreign masterp'eces, the onl\

possible means fur conveying external intluence must have been affoidec

by small and portable articles, such as arms and ulensils, reliefs

statuettes, and cavviigs in ivory, wcod, or met;il. Such objects mighi

either be Phoenician imitations, or genuine products of the art thej

represented. With the arts of Asia Minor the case is different. Th(
numerous Greek cokmies here superseded any need of Phoeniciar

intermediaries, and intercourse with Phrygia, Lydia, Caria, and Lycia is

to be inferred both from tradition and extant reuiains. Above all, several

of the islands served as centres where Oriental and Greek art met. Tc
Rhodes especially may be traced many of the most fruitful influences ir

early Greece ; and it seems prubaWe that a similar position was held ir

the earhest times by Crete, though this cannot be certainly known till

extensive excavations have taken place in that islant^.

It is unnecessary to discuss seriously the traditions respecting DaedaJut.

and other names of what is sometimes called the Heroic feriod of art

Late writers describe the im^jrovements made by Daedalus in sculpture,

by opening the eyes, separating the legs, and freeing the arms from the

body. But there is no more reasem for attributing historical truth to hii

inventions in the art of scnlptuie than in that of flying.

As the maker of the Trojan wooden horse, Jpeios has more claim tc

being mentioned as a sculptor in Homer than Daedalus has; later, at

least one extant statue was attributed to him ; but his character seems nc

less legendary. Two or three of the earliest Greek sculptors may perhaps

belong to this period before B.C. COO ; but there are as yet no schools, and

no regular successieiu. Some works of decorative relief must, however,

be noticed, which, though not properly works of sculpture, are usually

included in all books upon the subject. The Shield of AcJiilhs is the

first of this series. It is not to be imagined that the description in Homei
(which, though probably an interpolation, is still as early as B.C. 7.0) it

derived from any single shield, or even that its individual scenes describe

actual reliefs seen by the poet. But though the arrangement is Lis own,
the detailed description of such a woik seems to imply that the poet had
seen similar subjects similarly treated, though not necessarily by a G eek

artist. 1 he nearest analeigy is to be found in Phoenician bowls : with
these, too, the arrangement in five concentric zones corresponds.

We may compare these poetical descriptions of imaiiinary works with

the Chest of Cypselos, dedicated at Olympia, which Pausanias describes.

Cypselos reigned in Corinth B.C. 655-625 ; and as the chest was dedicated

by his descendants the Cypselids, it niay probably be assigned to the end
of the seventh century. (Most authorities place it mueh earlier, saying

that it is the identical chest in which Cypselos was hidden when a child

;

but even if it were so, the dect nations were probably added just befoie

dedication, as their character and the added inscriptions sLow^.) Here the

scenes, which were arranged in five friezes along the chest, and were carved
in the wood with additions in ivory and gold, are taken entirely from
mythology. The nearest analogy to this work is seen in the Corinth inn

vases of the sixth century.

2. B.C. 600—B.C. 480. Greek Archaic—Early Schools.—Tradition assigns

various schools, working in various materials, to the islands : Chian marble
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workers; Satnian Itron/.c-fouiid rs ; Cretans workinic in marble and woo<l,

who haii scholars in Sparta and elsewlure. (jenerally we notice the im-
portance of the islands, and not the same islands as in the previous peri<xl,

except Crete with its tradition of l)aedalid masters. Xaxos and Paros

with their marbli- quarries, Sami s and Chios, in close touch with the art of

eastern Asia Minor, and Thisos, are all conspicuous either for recorded

artists or actual works that they have yie'tled.

Among the most ]irimitive statues extant is that of Hern from Sninos,

now in Paris, which is merely a round column below, with elaborate

drapery. Parts of two similar figures are on the Acrojiolis at Athens.

From vaiious indications, we arc led to believe that what we may best

call the Ionic style wns, in early times, of -^n at influence and imfiortance.

Several works are still preserved from .^sia Minor. 'I'hey all have J^ome

characteristics in common, which may be shor ly de>cril}ed as softness and
laxity of style, as opposed to the bard and precise sculpture of the Pelo-

ponnesiiin schools. The Ionic influence in Athens is clearij' visible in some
early architectural sculptures found on the Acropilis, cut in rough stf^ine

and entirely coloured. These are mostly the pediments of early tem]ilcs,

and represent in low or high relief the combats of Heracles or Zeus with

fish-tailed or snake-tailed mon>ters—Triton, as at Assos, Typhon, the

Hydra, etc., whose tails conveniently fill the angles of the jediment, while

the bodies show the heavy and Sf>metimes grotesque forms characteristic

of Asiatic Ionic art. The most important series of statues of early Attic

art are a set of female figures, most of which were found in a josition

where they must have been buried just after the Persian invasion, and
therefore date from the period immediately preceding it, say about B.C. .5.50-

480. In these it is possible to trace the gradital development of Attic

stj'le, fiom the rude figuns with stiff" drapery and grimacing smile in-

herited from Ionic art, to the graceful drapery and * nnconscious ' smile

noted by Lucian as characterisiics of Calamia, the representative of this

Ionic-Attic school in the fifth century. A concsponding nude male tj^pe

was develop! d into the series of statues commonly called ' Aptdlo,' and
known by the place where they were found—the Apollo of TTiera, of
Tenea, etc.

Discussions have arisen whether these are statues of that gM, or por-

traits of the deceased erected on graves, or athlete statues. The fact is

that tiny sim]ily represent the common male type, and that without

special indications, such as attriinites or cireumstsinces of finding, it is

impossible to decide what was the artist's int -ntion in making them. The
earliest S])artan artists are said to have been scholars of the Cretans Di-
pnetwn and ScyUis, and to have develo|ed the combination of wood-carving

and inlaying into chryselephantine sculpture.

Two allied styles, those of Megara and its colony Selinns in Sicily, are

known to us by architectural sculptures still preservtd. The pediment of

the Treasury of tlie Megarians at Olyinpia lejiresents a gigantomachy,

which l)oth in sul>icet and style strongly resembles the metopes of a SeHnus
temple of middle period.

Many examples of archaic sculpture have been discovered in Roeotia,

mostly showing the characteristics of a local schixd; but a sepulchral

relief of a draped man, s'gned by Alxenor of Xaxos, proves that here also

the influence of Asia Minor and the islmdswas not unknown. It exhibits
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pictorial treatment and remarkable foreshortening. In tlie sepulchral

relief of Denays and Kitylos (p. 378), two roughly-shaped male figures,

with long hair and no drapery, stand with their backs against a slab

and their arms round one another's necks. The most important Boeotian

works are a set of nude male statues of the so-called ' Apollo ' type ; the

Apollo of Orchomenos has a stolid expression and careful but exagirerated

surface rendering of muscles and skin. Several other statues of similar but
more advanced style have been found in the temple of Apollo Ptoos. These
all show a roundness of waist and conical shape of chest that contrast with

Ionic statues. The latest of them has a grimacing smile, perhaps due to

Attic or Aeginetan influence, and the forms of the bod}' also approach the

Aeginetan style. Similar characteristics may be seen in the Strangford

Apollo in the British Museum.
In the development of the rendering of the nude male figure, the

influence of the various athletic games, and of erecting statues of

victors in the contests, can harelly be over-estimated. The first portraits

of this soit are said to have been dedicated at Olympia about b.c. 540,
but some are recordeel earlier elsewhere, e.g. of Arrachion at Phigalia,

who was victor about B.C. 560, of a most primitive type from its descrip-

tion by Pausauias. But of course the statue need not in all cases be as old

as the victory. These statues were doubtless at first mere reproductions

of the conventional male type, not to be distinguished from the ' A^x)llo'

statues ; but a specialisation of the type for various kinds of athletes, and
even individual portraits followed. Pliny says that the last were only

permitted to those who had been thrice victors. Throughout the course

of Greek history the class of athletic statues was especially, but not exclu-

sively, associated with the schools of Argos and Sikyon. In the later

archaic period Sikyon is represented bj^ Canachos, who made the bronze

statue of Apollo at Branchidae, carried oQ" by Xerxes (or Darius). His
brother Aiistodes founded a school of sculptors of athletes that lasted

seven generations.

At Argos, the best known earlj- artist was Ageladas, famous as the

master of Pheidias, Polycleitos, and Myron, He made statues of g' ds as

well as of athletes : his artistic acti\-ity was prolonged over an extensive

period, from the end of the sixth to the middle of the fifth century or even
later ; but his style we can only infer from his influence on others. The
Argive type was transmitted to and perfected by Polycleitos; but Pheidias

seems to have added under this influence a Doric earnestness to the Ionic

grace of Attic sculpture, and ]Mj'ron to have developed a different athletic

idenl.

The place of Aegina in sculpture seems to be like its geographical posi-

tion, intermediate between Argos and Athens. Its artists were of mde
reputation in early times, and worked at Olympia, Athens, and elsewhere,

as well as on their own ishand. Their favourite material was the Aeginetan
bronze. The pediments from Aegina, though architectural works and so

of marble, not of bronze, supply the most certain evitlence as to the Aegi-
netan style. The composition is not adai>ted to fill the given field by
decorative means, as in the much earlier pediments of the Ionic style, but
by a symmetrical and graduated arrangement cf the figures. Both pedi-

ments are of similar composition, portraying the fight over a fallen warrior

in the centre, by warriors standing and kneeling, the corners being filled
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with other wounded men. The admirable and sculpturesque rendering of

all details and the careful study of the nude male form recall the atliletic

schools. The remains of the east pediment, though more scinty, are the

better finished both in details, such as the rendering of veit.s aiid in ex-

pression of face, the conventional sn.ile being retained but modified. The
influence of atidctic sculpture was felt also in Ath«ns, where there was
another set of sculptois representing a different tendency from the deve-

lopment of the Ionic style already mentioned. These are Antenor and
Ciitios and Nesioies. Antenor was emjiloyed to make the statues of the

tyrannicides Harmodios and Ari;-togeiton which were carried off by
Xerxes, and replaced by others by Critios and Nesiotes. These htatues

have been identified on Athenian coins and reliefs, and hence in two
marble statues at Naples. It is uncertain whether these reproduce the

originals by Antenor or those later made to replace them : but both may
probabl}' have represented the same motive. The very fine, but dry and
sinewy treatment of ti;e body is remarkable, and more advanced than the

treatment of the lace (in the one remaining head), drapery, and hair

—

exactly the reverse of what we find in the Ionic- Attic style.

After these names follow those of the immediate predecessors of Pheidias,

who belong to the next y)eriod. In all the great centres of art local styles

and predilections as to subject had already been produced; and it was
their rapid developnieot that led up to the great sculpture of the fifth

century.

The year B.C. 480, here adopted as the conclusion of the archaic period,

forms a convenient boundary. On the one hand, the Persian ware mark
the beginning of a new era in Greek art as in Greek history ; on the other,

the expedition ol Xerxes has in its material results afforded us the n est

certain criteria for fixing the age of later archaic and transitional woiks.

On the AcrofHilis at Athens he defaced all works of art, and the fra^rmeuts

that remained were buried by the Athenians (>n their return, and replaced

by new works, thus affording scope to the artists of the time. But ihe

buried fragmen's have been recovered, and when pieced together pive us

an excellent notion of the condition of sculpture immediately before the

Persian wars.

We have seen that, according to tradition, sculpture took its rise, so far

as Greece is concerned, among the islands Sanios, Ciiios, and Crete; and
that it spread on the one hand through Asia Minor, the Aegean Islands,

Northern Greece, and Attica, in what we may conveniently name the softer

or Ionic style ; while on the other hand the Cretan artists had schol.irs in

the Peloponnesus, Central Greece, and elsewhere; in most <'f these regions

we find a harder style, which may be named Doric; but even here we some-
times find Ionic artists employed. The two styles concentrated themselves

in Argos, Sikyon,and Aegina on the one hand, and in Athens on the other.

Towards the close of the archaic period they seem, while retaining their

essential characteristics, to have influenced each other to a cousiilerable

extent

3. B.C. 480—B.C. 400. Greek Fifth Century. —From this period onward
it is less necessary to give any connected account, because the style and
works of individual artists are far more prominent and better known.

During the previous period we found all styles of sculpture nearing the
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perfection oi technical devel'>pment ; ai.d we also louud that all the a)tistiG

centres vi Greece had already adopted their own speciality. Hence, in tlie

fifth century, though Aegina disappears in ait as in history, Argos and

Sikyon reniain, as before, noted ftir athlete statues in bronze, Athens for

the variety of its artists and f^r the use of marble. It was now possible

for great artists to express tl.eir ideas witbout the subordination to the

difficulties of technical execution, or the constant struggl ng with those

difficulties, that had hitherto been visible even in the bigiiest attainments

of sculpture. The attainment ol a complete mastery over material diffi-

culties prepared the way ior the highest.attaiumeuts of Cnxek art. Among
the works of this period we meet, lor the first time, viih statues that are

spoken of \\'\i\\ unqualified admiraiinn liy classical writers, as of the

highest excellence, and not merely interestmg for their ancient } eriud or

the advance they show on jirevious attempts. This rapid advance in

sculpture corresponds with a similar advance in literature and in thought

and feeling, which leads up to the great century of Greece. The expe-

ditions and defeat of the Persians had completely altered the relation oi

the Greeks to neighbouring peoi^les. For the ancient nations of the East,

vaguely heard of as of unknown poM'er, skill, and w isdom, were substi-

tuted the Persians, whom the Greeks hated and could conquer. Hence
ihe feeling of Panhellenic unity, and of the conscious superiority if the

Greeks as a race above all otiier people known to theuj. The irumeruus

monuments erected from the spoils of the Persians, or in commemorati<-n oi

their defeat, gave a new stimulus to all the arts, and the contest itsell

afforded subjects for both historical and allegorical representation. And in

Athens, at least, the constitution was peculiarly favourable for the produc-

tion of the greatest works ; the democratic form of government encouraged
that idealisation of the people without which its exploits could not be

worthy of the highest artistic comiuemoration, while the actual predomi-

nance of such men as Cinion and Pericles gave the originality, greatness,

and continuity of design which a pui\ly popular goveirment could not

attain. Moreover, the cou.bination of the Greeks in common dedications,

and the successive supremacy of various cities, made larger sums available

for artistic expemiiture than could have teen afi'orded by isolated states or

individuals.

The fittest places for common national dedications were the great reli-

gious centres, Olympia and Delphi. Olympia was also noted for the

great teniple of Zeus, built by the Eleans themselves; both its architec-

tural forms and historical evidence show that it was probably completed
about B.C. 460, and the extant architectural scul2:)tures must be assigned to

this period. Tiny consist of metopes over the internal columns of the
front and back, represeniing the labours of Heracles (partly in the Louvre,
partly at 01\mpia), the east pediment with the preparations for the

chariot-race of Pelops and (Jenomaos, and the west pediment with the

battle between the Lapiths and Centaurs. In composition, the pediments-

are symmetrical, but not monotonously so ; they show iu many ways arx

advance towards the perfection we see in the I'arthenon ; the front or east

pediment is quiet, the back or west one full of groups in contorted motion :

they have been to a great extent recovered, and are now at Olympia.
Before considering the great architectural sculptures, made under the

direction of Pheidias, which are the most charactpristic surviving specimens
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>i the art of the fifth century, time artists must be mentioned whu ar<-, as

I were, the forerunners of the higliest i)erioci

—

Calamis and Myron, who
both belong to Athens, and Pi/thagoras of Rhegium (previous!}' of Samos).

Calamis, as has been said, seems to represent the liighest development of

the grace and delicacy of treatment properly belonging to the Attic deve-

iopment of the Ionic style, and he is chosen out by Lucian for the expres-

sion of face, and for the treatment of drapery. Copies of statues by him
have been recognised on an altar at Athens. Myron inherits the vigour of

the athletic Attic school of Crifios and Nesiofes ; but as a pupil of Aijcladas

he also fell under Argive intiuence. Several extant statues after Myron,

reproductions of the famous Discobolus and the Marsyas, show how com-

pletely he had mastered the difficulties of technique. His works even

transgress the bonds of sculpturesque treatment in their choice of momen-
tary attitudes and even of contortions—a natural reaction against the

rigidity of early works in the first consciousness of artistic freedom. Myron
iind scholars in Athens, who seem to have carried these tendencies still

farther, and to have selected subjects for the sake of the difliculty or

interest of the execution— the first appearance of 'genre' sculpture. The
cow by Myron himself, one of the most famous stalms of antiquity, seems

to belong to the same class of works.

Pythayoras, like Myron, was fond of representing figures in vigorous

movement ; he also excelled in atiikte portrait statues. He is praised by

Pliny for symmetry and variety, and he also s<)ught truth to nature in

details such as the veins and muscles and hair: his limping Philoctetcs

was famous for the indication of the effect of his wounded foot on all parts

tif tiie hotly and limbs. Kxcei)t on gems, no certain copy of a statue by

Pythagoras survives.

Athens was at this time the chief centre of artistic work, and the beau-

tifying of the city, first by Cimon and afterwards by Pericles, attracteti

foi^eign artists and encouraged native ones. The delicacy and grace of the

Attic-Ionic style was carried to its highest jwint by Calai/iis ; but Myron
and Phcidias both studied under Ageladas of Argos, and we find the in-

fluence of the Doric schools working strongly in Athens ; e.g. in a marble

head of an athlete and in one of a girl, both on the Acropolis at Athens.

The architectural sculptures of Athens give a good notion of the state of

art at this j^eriod ; they are still to be seen, partly on the Parthenon, the

Theseion, the Erechtheion, the temple of Windless Victory, partly in the

Museums of Athens and London. The sculptures of the I'arthenon fall

into three divisions—the metopes, the |>ediments, and the continuous inner

frieze, which runs round the outside of the cella. It is probable that these

three were put Tip in the order mentioned ; and the style is consistent wiih

this supposition. The metopes are of uneven merit, and some of them are

the least advanced of the Parthenon sculptures, though others are of the

most spirite<l design. The east pediment represented the birth of .Athene
;

the west, her contest with Poseidon for the land : the surviving statues of

these pediments are jierhaps the finest works of sculpture extant. The
continuous frieze is in very low relief, and shows the most peifect mastery

of composition and technique ; it rei>resents the Panaihenaic procession,

liorsemen, chariots, men, and women, advancing to the assembly of the

gods above the east door. There is no especial reason for attributing the

architectural sculptures of the Parthenon to Pheidias, who is known to have
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made the chryselej>bcantine statue within the temple, except that he is-

said to have had the general superintendence of the works of this period

in Athens; the Parthenon sculptures show the excellence of those who
worked under him. The Theseion sculptures consist of ten metopes at

the east front and four on each of the sides adjoining ; they show an

angular, athletic st\ le which may probably be attributed to the school of

Myron ; they resemble' some of the earlier metopes of the Parthenon. The
other two friezes of the Theseion, over the second row of columns at the

back and front, t'lough continuous, seem to divide themselves into groups

derived from the Parthenon metopes. Thus the Theseion and Parthenon

seem to be almost conteni] orary ; the Parthenon was probably built

between B.C. 447 and 434. The Erechtheiou, as it now stands, was later;

we know from inscriptions that it was still unfinished in B.C. 409 ; a great

feature of this building is the portico borne by six Caryatides ; the Ionic

frieze was of white marble figures attached to a background of black Eleu-

sinian marble—a substitute for a coloured background. The temple of

Wingless Victory is most famous fur its balustrade, with figures of Athena
and winged Victories erecting trophies, etc. ; they must belong to the close

of the filth century, and show the most beautiful studies of flowing

draperies as an accompaniment and background to the figures. But it was
not only in temples and public monuments that the perfection of sculp-

ture showed iiself at Athens. The influence spread even to the workmen
who made tombstones; so that early in the fourth century we find nume-
rous grave-reliefs, votive offerings, headings of decrees, etc., that recall by
their style the great period of sculpture of the end of the fifth century.

Outside Athens, Athenian artists were sometimes employed at this

time; thus the temple of Bassae near Phigalia was built b}' Ictinos, the

architect of the Parthenon ; and so we may probably see in the frieze of

that temple (now in London) the work uf ijis associates. The subjects are

the combats with Amazons and Centaurs ; but the execution shows an
inequality partly due to provincial style; and there is a striving after

effect, especially in the treatment of drapery, that seems transitional to the

next period.

So far works of architectural sculpture have been considered, because

they alone survive to show us the style of tlie Pheidian school. But these

are only indirectly to be assigned to the master himself or his most dis-

tinguished pupils. The ^reat works, of which they most carefully super-

intended the execution, were the colossal temple statues of gold and ivory,

such as the Zeus at Olymjiia and the Athena Parthenos at Athens by
Pheidias, always regarded in antiquity as the highest attainments of sculp-

ture. These rich materials were in the fifth century esteemed the mot.t

fitting for the execution of great statues of divinities, which embodied a
national ideal. The difficulty of technique as well as the expense—the

gold alone of the Atliena was worth £155,000—-prevented the possibility

of such works except under favourable c'rcumst;mces, and in the fifth

century alone we find an art with a mastery over material difficulties

adequate for the production of such cjlossal woiks, and also possessing so

noble an ideal of tlie gods it strove to represent.

Though the Attic school had so widespread and so varied an influence,

that of the Argive Folydeitos was also of the utmost importance ; and the

narrower and more definite nature of his attainments made them more
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open to tbe imitation of sulj^cnueiit artiuts than the lofy iileals of Pheidias.

Many extant works liave bei-n recosni.-ed as copies of known works of

Polycleitos, the Diadumenos, the Boryphoros, the ivounded A,naznn, etc.

It is ciiaracteristic of tlie definite nature of hin attainments that he fixed

a canon of bo lily proportions, which he also embodied in a statue, probably

the doryphoros ; and tliis canon was accepted by tlie athlete sculptors of

tlie schools of Argos and Sikyon as fixing a type, till afterwards modified

hy Kuphranor and Lysippos. In details of execution, and especially in

the treatment of bronz , liis favourite material, P..lycleitos is said to have

excelli'd even Plieidias; but there was a certain mmotony in the concep-

tion and even the pose of his works. Though his athletic statues and his

canon are his best known works, and most imjiortant for their influence

on later art, it must not be forgotten that Polycleitos fixed the type of

Hera by his chryselephantine statue in the Ileraeon at Argos just as

Pheidias did those of Zeus and Athena. His school, in Argos, and also in

Sikyon, numbered many important artists, who seemed to have followed

their master closely, and to have held to their traditions with more tenacity

than any other school in Greece.

4. B.C. 400—^B.c. 320. Greek Fourth Century.—Daring this ]ieriod we
find that much more depends on the ind vidual characti-r au'l predilections

of the various artists ; there is a tendency, both in choice of .subject and in

execution, rather to give free scope to tlie imagination and skill of tli€

artist than to employ him to embody in bis works any national ideals or

aspirations. The artist was thus more free from any considerations or

influences not purely artistic; but already in the fifth century art had
risen above the trammels of priesicnft, even in t'^e case of religious sculp-

ture; and it was not an unmixed advanta.;e fur the sculptor to be free to

work from his own imagination, rather than from those ideals which

lielongcd to the race or the city. Thus in the place of great work?* like

the Olympian Zeus, the Athena Parthenos, or the Hera of Argos, we meet

in the founh century with sub'ly distinguished impersonations, such as

the Eros, Pothos, and Himeros of Scopaa, or the half-liuman Wings of the

cycle of Dionyso-J. Even groups of subordinate divinities before rejire-

sen'ed, like the Graces, as embodying some attributes of Zeus or other

great divinities, are changed to attendants of the cycle of Aphrotlite, and

t-eated accordingly. Again, instead of truly sculjituresque repreaentations

<if permanent character (ffdos), we notice renderings of more transient

passions or excitements {iraBrj), as in tlic raving Maenad of Scoi>as

—

subjects obviously not so well adapted to sculpture, though perhaps exhi-

biting more the skill of the artist.

As might be expected from the freedom and imjwrtance of individual

artists, we find less limit than Ixifore in the number of the schools where

artists were trained, and of the centres of their activity. Athens and

Argos or Sikyon still remain im]X)rt-int, but there are many notable

aitists who belong to neither: and the statues protluced are scatt'-red all

over the Hellenic world. The two greatest artists of this perio<i were

Scopas and Praxiteles. Scopas, who was pro'^ably of Parian origin, and

worked in the Peloponnesus in his youth and in Asia in his later years,

introduced the representation of passionate subjects which afterwards was
developed in Pergamon and Rhodes.
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Praxiteles represents tliR highest attainment of the Attic school of marble
sculpture, and is famous for the most beautiful forms, as Piieidias for the

noblest ideals of Greek sculpture.

There are in Athens two heads and other fragments from the pediments
made by Scopas for the temple of Athena Alea at Tegea, and the basis

of the statue of Apollo at Mautiuea by Praxiteles, with a relief of Apollo,

Marsyas, and tlie Muses, and above ail th" Hermes of Praxiteles at

Olympia. These are original works, and so superior to the numerous late

copies in various museums from the works of these artists. The group
of the Niobids of wnich copies exist in Florence and elsewhere belong to

this period.

Lysippos of Sikyon continued the traditions of the school of Polycleitos

;

he modified the 'canon,' so as to make the iiead smaller in proportion, and
the body more slender.

Towards the close of this period, the younger Attic school carried the

softness of Praxiteles to an extreme, while elsewln-re athletic works
tended to harden into anatomical studies; but all these tendencies only
developed during the succeeding period.

But besides these tendencies, which ultimately led to the decline of

art, we find some artists striving to retain the higher ideals of the fifth

century ; the most notable is DamopJion of Messene, who seems in his

choice of subjects and of materials to be influenced by the school of

Pheidias. Thus he may also be regarded as the first instance of a great artist

who consciously imitated the style of an earlier period. Fragments of a
group by him have been found at Lycosura in Arcadia, and are now in

Athens,

5. B.C. 320—B.C. 150. Hellenistic—Asiatic Schools.— The political

change which marks the be.^inning of this period had a great influence

upon the history of art as of literature. The conquests of Alexander and
their subsequent division opene<l up the P]ast to Greek enterprise; and it is

the new and flourishing cities which thus arose into prominence that form
the great art centres of the next period—Pergamos, Khodes, Tralles,

Ephesus, Alexandria, Antiudi : some of these were not of course new cities,

but a new era began for all of them with the age of Alexander. In the case

of sculpture, the influence of Alexander was in part direct and personal, in

part indirect. The numerous portraits of Alexander by Lysippos and his

followers, in all characters and surroundings, led to a modification of the

customary type of face so remarkable that many heads of this period have
been misnamed Alexander from their resemblance to him, though tht

artist probably was merely representing the ordinary type of his school.

It is an indication of the time that the Rhodians, when they haJ
repelled an invasion, did not seek to honour their god by a statue ex-

pressing the national ideal, but to glorify him by erecting the biggest

statue known—the colossus of the Sun-god by Chares, a jiupil ol

Lysippos, who thus is associated with the new tendencies. A great

statue of Victory from Samothrace (in Paris) was erected by Demetrius
Poliorcetes about b.c. 300; it shows a spirited treatment, but all th(

straining after eft'ect that marks the Hellenistic period. But Pergamos was
the most important art centre, and the victories of the Greek kings ovei

the Gauls (or Galatians) afforded occasions and subjects for great dedicatory
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groups. To the period of Attalos I., n.c. 241-lft7, are to be assigned

several statues and <iroups of Gauls, dyiof; or killing themselves; the best

known being the Dyimi Gaul of the Capitol at Rome. Attalos I. als(»

dedicated statues in bronze, half life-size, of contests both between Greeks
and Gauls, Persians, or Amazons, and gods ani giants <n the Acropolis
at Athens, of which marMe copies exist in many museums. Under
pjUtnenes II., B.C. 107-159, was erected the grmt altar at Ferf/amos,
ornamented with reliefs of the battle of gods and giants (tiow in Berlin):

this, with its strug.:le.s, contortions, ;ind dramatic e.xpressions of excitt-

ment or pain, is the great example ot this style. In the pathetic and
dramatic rather than scul])turesf)ue nature of subject and style in all

these works we may see the ultimate development of the expression of

passion and emotion in marble which Scopas introduced into Asia Minor.
An even more extreme instance may be seen in the Laocoon, made liy

Agesandros ij{ Rhodes and his. companions; another famous group is the
Farnesc Bull, or punishment of Dirce, by Apollouios and Tauriscos of
Tralles. All these works, and especially those of the Pergamene school,

deserve from their magnitieent rendering of anatomy and their s]>irited

concejitiun and treatment to be ranked among the greatest achieve-
ments of sculpture, though the selecticn of subjects marks a perio<l of

decadence. But some artists still strove to retain the noble ideals and
simplicity and breadth of treatment of an earlier time; and the result

may he seen in the Aphrodite of Melos, which may be assigned to this

period. Sometimes the same tendency led to a cold and academic treat-

ment, as may l>e seen in works like the Apollo Belvedere and the Artemis
of the Louvre.

The next j)eriod is assigned to Graeco-Roman art, but some of the
artists who belong to it chronoh)gica'ly may le here mentioned, because
they seem to carry on the Hellenistic traditions. There is, for instance,

m Ephesian family of artists cf about b.c. 100, well known tor their

statues of lighting warriors, especially the so-called Borghene Gladiator
[m Paris) by Af/asias, which is un&nrjiassed as an anatomical study, and
1 siatue from Delos by Menojihilos. The.se may be regarded as the last

:)roducts (if the athletic school of Lys'pjxis, though already contemiX)rary
with tlie beginnings of Graeco-Roman sculjituie.

B.C. 150—A.u. 312. Oraeco-Roman and Boman.—The -sack of Corinth
i.e. 146—or, roughly, the middle of the second century—may be regarded
\s tlie beginning of the Graeco-IIoman era: the era, that is, uhen Greek
irtists no more worked eitler fur tlieir art nr f^r their own people, but in

)rder to plea.ee the tastes of their conquerors. But it was not only the
irt of the time that w^s affected ; f<>r from the beginning of this perio<i all

he best known works of art already existing were collected at Rome from
ill quarters, and at tlie end of ii transferred to Cnustantinople in great

lumbers; and, thus collected together in grent cntres, they were mor<

iable to accidents or to wholesale destruction than if soittered in quiet

ucal centres of worship. Obviously no great or original .schools are to be
ooked fur in this period ; but among the numerous independeiit Greek
.rtists who worked either in Greece or Rome for the Roman market, some
ew stand out as of wider influence. Among these are ArcesHaot and
°asiteles, who both lived in the first century n.c. Of Pasiteles and his
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scholars, Stephanos and Menelaos, we possess some eitant works which
show that he attempted to imitate the severe style of the athlete sculptors

of the fifth century. But the majority of sculptors during this period

were employed iu meetiu'j; the enormous demand for sculpture to decorate

baths, gymnasia, villas, etc., by the production not so much of original

works as of copies of all the favourite statues that have been made by
Greek artists of all previous periods—a process of the utmost im])ortauce

to us; for now that nearly all the originals have been lost or destroyed,

it is this class of copies that now fills the museums of Europe, and more
especially of Italy. Only one branch of sculpture can be said to have
had an independent development under Koman inilnence. Individual

and naturalistic portraits have been made in the school of Lysippos, and
were continued through the Hellenistic age ; such commemoration of the

individual a\%s peculiarly pleasing to Roman taste, and Roman portrait

statues and busts, especially of the great historical characters of the

Augustan age and of the earlier emperors, are of unequalled excellence in

their life-like execution and portrayal of personal character.

In the age of the Emperor Hadrian, who was a great patron of the

arts, some revival may be noticed ; this is esiDccially associated with the

portraits of Antinous, the favourite of the emperor, whose type of face

and figure dominates the art of this period almost as those of Alexander
dominated that of the Hellenistic age. But after this brief revival, the

decline of the art of sculpture was even more rapid than before, until it

began a new era in Byzantine times. Under the emperors, sculpture was
called upon to commemorate historical events, and especially victories

over the barbarians. The reliefs of the Column of Trajan are the finest

of these, and represent with spirit and truth to fact the incidents of a

Roman campaign. The Column of Antoninus is already very inferior in

conception and execution. The various trium^Aal arches in Rome offered

a wide field for decorations of this nature, and in those which still survive

it is easy to trace the decline of sculpture from the age of Augustus to

that of Constantine. Another favourite field for decoration, in Roman
times, was oflered by the sculptured Sarcoplmgi, which were covered with
reliefs of historical and mythical subjects. Tiie earlier among these show
good design and workmanship ; but in the later we can see the complete
decay of all artistic power and feeling.

A few words may be added as to the preservation and survival of

examjiles of ancient sculpture, and the classes into which they may be
divided. When there was no care for the preservation of works of art,

either among barbarous invaders or among those iu whose possession they

remained, it is obvious that only an accident could preserve any statue

which was of an intrinsically valuable material, such as bronze or other

metal ; and though marble statues were not exposed to so great danger,

they were constantly burnt for lime or broken up and used for building

material. We may roughly assert that the statues that survive owe
their preservation to one of three causes—either they were purposely

secreted by their worshippers or admirers, as was probably the case

with the Aphrodite of Melos ; or they were accidentally buried
amidst the ruins of the buildings that contained them, whether by
a sudden destruction, or a gradual decay,—this is the chance that has

[Greece.] y
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))reservi'd most of the statues that lire recovereii by excavation; or they

have rumaine<l in a conspicuous positii)i), and have been protected Y^

some reverence or sajjerstition, pnJbably mistaken in its orii»in : ihus

the bronze statue of Marcus Aurelius on the Capitol was religiolisly

V>reservcd through tlie dark ages because it was suppo«e<i to represent

Constantiue. lu studying the history of ancient sculpture, it is very

important to estimate correctly tl)e value of the monumental evidence,'

and to understand the exact relation of extant statues to the artist or

school with which they are associated. In this aspect we may divide all

the works of ancient sculpture that survive into four classes, as follows :

—

(1) Originals: that is to say, statues actually made by the artist to

whom they are assigned ; but we may here distinguish—(a) Originals

from the hand ot known artists ; such works of art as they executed

themselves, and which thus show the perfection of iheir style axkil execu-

tion. Such works are very rare : the Hermes of Praxiteles is the finest

exam])le. (Jj)
Works such as architectural sculptures, which were

doubtless designed by some great sculptor, but of which the execution

must have been left to assistants ; in these, of course, great inequality of

execution may be expected, (c) Works made in the i^riod and by the

artists of the school to which they must be assigned ; but merely repro-

ducing the ordinary character and types of that school, by the hand of

inferior sculptors or mere artisans : these may vary from very high

excellence to careless and inferior work. The beat example is offered by
the Attic grave reliels.

(2) Copies, as faithful aS the artist could make them, from origiiial^ by
etirlicr sculptors: to this class belong the great majority uf the statues in

European museums, and especially in Ronie and Italy. These vary 'very

much both in the carefulness' of their execution and in their faithfulness

to the original from which they are derived. A great deal depends on

the period and school of the copyist ; if lie is not far removed in period or

style Irom the artist who made his original, his copy may very accurately

reproduce its character : a Greek copyist is more likely to leprcxiuce the

style and S[»irit of his original, while one of Roman times is more likely to

be accurate in the reproduction of details and accessories. Thus the cha-

racteristics of the school and period to which the copy must be assigned

must always be taken caretully into consideration before any iuierencea

are drawn as to the (jriiiinal from which it is dtriveii.

{?>) Works of Artists who studied at imitated the style of an earliei

period. If iIksl- artists succeed coiuiiletely in catching the spirit and style

of ihe period they study, their works may be difticult to distinguish Irom

those of an earlier period; but in most cases they cannot entirely free

themselves from the intinences that fiurroimd them; thus though in th€

Aphrodite of Melon we see the noble forms and broad treatment of the fifth

oi^ntury, in the artificial arrangement of the drapery the spirit of tht

Hellenistic age betrays itself. Sometimes we find later artists not merelj

seeking inspiration from the ideals of an earlier age, but imitating th(

characteristics ot particular schools, as \Vas the case with Paxiteles and his

associates, who sometimes even made copies that must be a-ssigned to tb^

second cla.ss.
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(4) Ancliaistic works : that is to say, works that imitate the mannerisms
and details dl" execution of the arcliaic period : it is of course possible iov

this class in some cases to overlap the last: but the name 'archaistic' is

Cuinmonly applied to more mechanical works, made with an aftectation ot

primitive ch-iracteristics. This affectation is introduced either from
hieratic influence for dedications ; or on decorative principles, tlie archaic

stiffness supplying a conventionality suitable to such use; or, at a late

period, from a mere seeking aftei" the quaint or uncouth. Archaistic

works must be carefully distinguished from authentic copies of archaic

works of art, though sometimes they show the same characteristics as these.

In a few cases it is possible to doubt whether a work is really arcbaic, or

archaistic, but it is rare to find an archaistic work so free from exagge-
ration of the mannerisms and quaintnesses of archaic works that any
confusion is possible. Thu>, in archaistic works the figures walk ou
tiptoe, and the floating ends of drapery are worked into the stiffest of

conventional zigzags, and even curved up in an impossible manner ; while

in really archaic works, though in some details conventionality may be seen,

yet we can also see the attempt of the artist to render nature so far as is

jxjssible within the limits of his power of expression. The maker of an
archaistic work also betrays himself often by a later treatment of some
details, as in the Athena at Dresden, in which though the folds of the

drapery are stiff and conventional, the designs on the border are worked'
with perfect freedom. But the distinction always extends beyond details,

and the earnest attempt of an early artist to do his best is totally different

Irom the affected mannerisms of a later imitator.

CHAPTER VII.

HiSTOEY.

Brief Outline op Mediaeval and Modern Greek Hi&tory.

During the three centuries which preceded the short reign of Alexander
the Great (b.c. 336-323) Greece exhibited one of the most splendid and
active scenes of social and political existence which the world has ever
witnessed. To this period succeeded two centuries, during which the
energy which had so long animated the rival s'ates gradually died away,
the independence of Greece being controlled by the Macedonian kings.

The year B.C. 146 witnessed the last faint struggle of Grecian freedom
against the still mightier power of Home. Reduced to the condition of
a province, under the names of Macedonia and Achaia, Greece tollowed
the fortunes of her conqueror—she became the theatre of the contests
with Antiochus and Mithridates, and of the fierce strife, of the civil wars

;

and then fell upon her that devastation of her cities and depopulation-

of her territory from which she has never yet recovered. The general
tranquilUty of the first two centuries of the empire was shared by Greece

;

but iu the succeeding ages the country was deluged with succesgive streams
of Slavonians, Albanians, and other invaders from the north. These
alien races have left deep traces of their presence in the names of placets,

as weU as in the language and blood of the Greek nation.

?2
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In the partition of tlie Roman world by Constantiue, Greece fell to the

share ul' the Eastern empire.

When during the Fourth Crusade, Constantinople twice iell (1203 and

1204) before the fleet of Dandolo and a small army of Latin crusaders, a

portion of the sea-board and the principal islands were seized by Venice
;

while Northern Greece and the Pelu^xinnesus wer'^' divided among noble

adventurers from Western Europe. Then began for Greece about 250 years

of true northern Feudalism. Few passages even in mediaeval history are

more romantic and interesting than the records of the feudal rule of the

Dukes of Athens, the Princes of Achaia, the Lords of Ar^os and Corinth,

the Marquesses of Budonitza—titles strange to Greek ears, but commg
pleasanth' on English ones with their suggestions of C^haucer and Shak-

hpeare. Castles, churches, and other editices—as well as various names

of places—still remain to attest the conquests in Greece ot these nobles

of the West. Although the Latin empire in Constantinople lasted only

57 years, the Latin princes generally retained their principalities, as

vassals of the restored Byzantine emperoiv, until the whole of Greece

was finally reduced under the sway of the Ottomans about the middle of

the loth century.

Venice still maintained her hold on Crete and some other portions of

both Insular and Continental Greece, and during the loth, 16tb, and 17th

centuries bore the chief brunt of the Moslem arms.

In 1644 Crete was treacherously attacked by the Turks in tin)e of

peace; and in 166'J its capital, Candia, defended through a siege of twenty

-

four years with matchless valour, capitulated to the Turks. The Venetian

power in the Levant was fatally shattered by the loss of Crete and the

exhausting war which preceded it. Fifteen years after this catastrophe

the genius of one man won for Venice in her decay temporary triumphs

more brilliant than any which had attended her in the zenith of her jxiwer.

This was Francesco Morosini, the heroic dcfeuder of Candia, who in 1684

opened the campaign which resulted in the conquest of the Peloponnesus.

But the disastrous campaign of 1715-17 closed bj'the i)eace of Passarovitz

(1718) re-established the Ottoman supremacy and put a final term to the

victories of the Kepublic. Henceforward trie Levantine possessions of

Venice were limited to the Ionian Islands and the Albanian stations of

Boutrinto, Gomenitza, Parga, Prevesa. and Vonitsa.

Uoing the rights of conquest after the fashion of the Normans in En;;-

land, the Turks had everywhere, except in the Cyclades (in which they

did not settle), seized on the greater part of the most fertile lands. Hence

they formed the landlord class of Greece; while the Hayahs, as the Turks

style their iiun-Mussulnian subjects, usually farmed the territories of their

masters on the metuytr system. Gradually, too, there grew up a class of

small Greek freeholders, forming a kind of yeomanry. From this class

descended many of the self-styled Archons mentioned by travellers of the

last century.

Again, to quote Finlay, ' The great financial distinction between the

true believers and tlie infidel subjects of the Sultan was the payment of

the kharj, or capitation tax. This tax was levied on the whole male

unbelieving population, with the exception of children under ten years

of a^e, old men, and priests of the different sects of Christians and Jews.

The maimed, the blind, and the paralytic, were also exempted by Moslem
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chanty. This payment was imposed by the Koran on all who refused to

embrace the Mohammedan faith, as the alternative by which they might
purchase peace.'

Corvees, frequent extortions, and the rapacity of the Turkish c;overnors,

ke]jt the subject populations in a precarious condition, yet not more so

than under their former Byzantine masters. The sufferings of the Greeks

were in many cases great, though acts of special tyranny were then as now
—with occasional exceptions—rather the acts of a class than a sect, the

result rather of prerogative of office than intolerance of religion. Although
the Mussulmans enjoyed by law many privileges over their Christian fellow-

subjects, yet the humbler and especially the rural classes were far from
exempt from the tyranny and exactions of Turkish officials.

The Greeks, therefore, were not wholly devoid of landed property, and
their Church also retained a part of its ancient possessions.

Under Turkish supervision and control all influence was in the hands of

the higher clergy and of this landed class; they regulated the local affairs

of the districts in which they resided. By the Turks they were styled

Khoja-hashis, and by the Greeks, Archons ("Ap)(oi'Tes), or Primates
(UpoeaToL). They adopted many Turkish customs ; and the oppression

which they exercised over their own countrymen was sometimes more
galling than that of the Turkish functionaries. The mountaineers on the

Conii[jent, and the Aegean islanders of all classes, being less exposed than

their brethren to the influence of a despotic government, were in general of

a character superior to that of their less favoured countrymen.
Continental Greece, like the rest of the Ottoman empire, was divided

into separate sovernments, each ruled by a Pasha. With the exception

of Crete, in which the Mohammedans formed about a third of the whole
population, and which was always administered in the same way as the

Continent, the Islands, generally, were left to their own local administra-

tions : the Capitan-pasha, or High Admiral, was their Governor-General,

and periodically sailed round to collect the taxes, and to procure a regular

supply of seamen for the Imperial navy.

Many of them, notably Hydra and Spetsae, with the municipal ability

which always distinguishes the Greeks when left to themselves, formed
regular independent little commercial republics, with no small share of

the carrying trade of the Levant for their miniature navies.

The first attempt of the Greeks to throw off the Ottoman yoke was in

1769-70, at the instigation of Russia. We have no space to eniarije

either on the widespread intrigues which preceded the invasion of the

Morea by a band of Russian adventurers, nor on the incideuts of this

unhappy insurrection. It inflicted lasting injury on tlie country, and
tirst taught the Greek nation to forsake the safe path of national develop-

ment and pi'Ogress for the hazardous game of foreign intrigue and factious

revolt. The terrible chastisement which the Turks inflicted on the rebels

paralysed all etibrts to change their condition for another half century.

During this interval many patriotic Greeks, both at home and abroad,

sought by their writings to re-animate the spirit of their countrymen, and
to prepare their minds for appreciating and regaining their independence

.

Schools were opened, in which the ancient literature of Greece and a
portion of that of Western Europe were taught, while translations were
made into modern Greek of various useful works,
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In 1814 was founded at Odessa the Philike JJetairia, a secret political

society, estaWished for the diffusion of revolutionary counsels among the
subjects of the Porte.

Greece was already ripe for revolt when, in the sprin«t of 1821, the war
between the Sultan and his powerful vassal, Ali Pasha of Jannina, by
divertiner the attention and resources of the central government, aft'orded

the Greeks a favourable opportunity for open insurrection, in the hojie of

recovering their national independence.

The first blow was struck in April, and in a few months from that date

the revolted Greeks had made good their footing, secured the principal

towns of the Pelo|-)onnc8us, and established a central sovemmenf.
Our limits forbid us to detail in this place the disasters which subse-

quently befell the patriotic cause, the efforts in its behalf of so many of

our countrymen (among whom Byron, Church, Gordon of Cairness,

and Francis Hastings, seem to be those nx)st gratefnlly rememV-erod),

and tlie fluctuating fortunes of that long strug'^le, which was tem^inated
practically by the battle of Navarino in Oct. 1827, 9.\m\ fwrnally in

Sept. 1829, by the recognition on the part of the Sublime Porte of the

independence of Greece in the Treaty of Adriano]x»lis.t

At the latter date Greece was under the Government of the Corfiote

Giovanni Capodistria, who had been elected for seven years governor of

Greece (K.vf3fpvj]Tr]i rJ/y 'EXXdSoy), at the National Coneress, hel<t at

Iroezen in April 1827. Its limits were finally fixed by the three

protectins powers, England, France, and Russia, nearly u]xm the ancient

bmmdaries of Hellas I'roper; that is, they included the PeiojK^nnesns, the

dyclades, some of the Sporades, the island of Euboea, and so much of

Northern Greece as lies S. of a line drawn, partly along the chain of

Othrys, from the GvJf of Arfa to the Gulf of Volo. This continued to

be the Cfrcek frontier until 1881.
The limits of the new state bavins been defined, the next matter to be

settled was the proper form of government. Count Capodistria was
invested with powers essentially mf^marchical ; and experience has shown
That no other polity is adajited to the genius and character of the modern
Greek nation. Unfortunately, however, the Greeks themsi'lvfs were
never formally consulted in the matter, and the consequence was that

they threw many obstacles in the way of an adjustment of diflerences.

When the allies endeavoured to find a permanent .sovereign for Gi"eece,

several conditions tended to limit the number of candidates for this

honour. Jt was determined that the person elected should belong to a

royal housn; whereby Capodistria was excluded. From tiie mutual
jealousies of P^ngland, France, and Russia, various candidates, and several

others, were successively rejected ; at length the allies offered the new
crown to Prince Leopold of Saxo-Coburg(alterwards Kingot the Beluians),

who, after some hesitation, finally declined it, alleging as his motives the

ui)willingues.s of the Greeks to recei%'e him, and their dissatisfaction at the

confined bt)undaries assigned to them. The truth apjvars to be that

Count Capodistria re|)aid tlie slight which had been put upon him alid the

t The flreek Rev-rtlurioTi lins hopn frirtunate In having: thrfe excellent historians : '?ori>ov,

who described it as a foldinr ; Tkioocpis ag ft poet; and Fr>"i-AT as a politician. We advise

the traveller to read the works of all throe. If thus cannot be done, the preference sboiUd 1^
given to Finla^, as the most recent and the most complete,
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fest of the Greeks, in not consulting them in the negotiation, by exagger-

ating to Prince Leopold the difficulties which awaited him. At the same
time the President gained his point in the prolongation of- his own tenure

of office for a jjeriod apparently indefinite.

By his delay in summoning a National Assembly and other hish-handed
acts, Capodistria occasioned general discontent, and there were several

insurrections against his authority. At last two captive members of the

Mavromichali family, exasperated by long suffering at his Jiauds in the

persons of themselves, their aged father (the well-known Bey of Maiua),
and their clan, and believing their own lives in danger, took the untoward
resolve of settling the question according to the customs of ]Maina.

Accordingly they waylaid Capodistria on his way to church at Nauplia
(9th Oct. 1831), and as he was entering the building Georgios Mavromichali
stabbed him in the side, while Constantiuos shot him in the back. He
expired almost immediately, and Constantinos was killed on the spot by
the soldiers on guard. The other escaped for the time, but, being soon

afterwards arrested, was shot on Oct. 22nd by sentence of court-martial.

The prompt action of Capodistria's party secured the succession to his

brother, Augustinos Capodistria, who assumed the government lor a short

period. But he was soon obliged to resign, and quitted Greece. After

much deliberation the choice of the Three Powers finally fell on Prince

Otho, a younger son of the King of Bavaria, who was proclaimed on
Aug. 30th 1832, at Nauplia, where he arrived in the beginning of the

following year. It was provided that King Otho should attain his majority

at the age of eighteen (June 1835), and that three Bavarian councillors,

appointed as a Piegency. should govern during his minority. It was also

provided that' a body of Bavarian troops, armed, equipped, and paid by
the Greek state, shoiild be maintained until the organisation of a national

armv. Moreover the Allies guaranteed to the new government of Greece
a loan of 60 millions of francs (about £2,400,000).

On attaining his majority King Otho declined to establish a representa-

tive form of government, and continued to govern mildly but absolutely,

assisted by a Council of State appointed by himself. In 1836 he married

the Princess Amalia, daughter of the Grand Duke of Oldenburg, but bad
no issue. A constitutional form of government was obtained subsequently

by what is perhaps the most peaceable and orderly revolt recorded in

history. On 3rd Sept. 1843, the constitutional party having matured,

their plans, and having gained the army and the great mass of the people

to their cause, surrounded the Palace at Athens with a body of troops,

and firmly btit respectfully required King Otho to sign the Charter which
they ofiered him, or to quit Greece immediately and for ever. A vessel

was prepared to convey the Sovereign and Court to Germany in case pf

refusal ; but not a drop of blood was spdt on either side. After a parley

and hesitation of several hours, the King gave way, and signed the

Constitutional Charter, which, among many other provisions, established

a representative government, and enforced the dismissal from the Greek
service of the Bavarian officers and soldiers, and of all other foreigners, with

the exception of such as had taken a share in the War of Independence.

Since 1843 there have been various local disturbances ; the incident

best remembered by Englishmen is probably the blockade of the Greek

Ports, in the spring of 1850, by the British fleet, in consequence of the
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refusal of King Otho's government to compensate several British and
Ionian subjects for various losses and injuries. The blockade lasted

rather more than three months, when the Greek ministry at length

conceded the jjoints in dispute. The policy of Lord Palmerston, then

Foreign Secretary, was sharply crtticised in England, and was the subject

of Sir Robert Peel's last and memorable speech. The debates in both

Houses will still repay perusal.

In consequence of the aggressive attitude of Greece during the Crimean
War, the Piraeus was from 1854 to 1856 occupied by a combined English

and French ft)rce (p. 452).

On Oct. 19th, lb62 a revolution at Athens overturned the Bavarian
dynasry and establisheil a provisional government. Ring Otho was forced

to quit the kingdom on Oct. 24, and on June 6th, 1863, the vacant throne

was accepted by the second son ot the King of Detimark (born 24th Dec.

1845), who arrived at the Piraeus on Oct. 30. 1863. His Majesty, who
reigns imder the title of George I., King of the Hellenes, married, on
Oct. 27th, 1867, Her Imperial Highness Olga, daughter of the Grand
Duke Constantine of Russia. The King by special ;igreement continues

to be a Lutheran, but his children are obliged to be brought up as

members of the Greek Church. The Ionian Islands were ceded to Greece
by England on the acceptance of the throne by his Majesty.

The Crown Prince, Constantine Duke of Sparta, was born at Athens,
Aug. 2nd, 1868. He married on the 27th Oct. 1889, the Princess Sophia,

sister of the German Hmperor, and has a son. In 1878 the claims of

Greece to an extension of frontier were laid before the Congress of Berlin.

In consequence of the recommendation of the Great Powers, the Porte

agreed to a modification of the Irontier in favour of Greece. The
negotiations between the two States concerned proving, however, abortive,

the proposal of 1878 was re-enforced by the same Powers at the Con-
ference of Berlin in 1880, and the cession of the district of Arta and the

rich province of Thessaly was carried into effect on June 14th, 1881.

Deputies from the new provinces are now sent to the National Parliament
(BovXt]) at Athens.

In 1897, owing to the ever-increasing troubles between the Christians

and the Mussulmans in Crete, war broke out between Greece and Turkey.
The Greek army was unable to make a stand against the Turks, who
invaded and occupied Thessaly. Peace was restored through the inter-

vention of the Powers. The Turks evacuated Thessaly on payment of a
war indemnity ; the frontier line was rectified by an international Com-
mission; and finally. Prince George of Oreece was ap[iointed Governor of

Crete under the nominal suzerainty of the Sultan.

The Peoples of Greece : theib Nationalities, CiiABACTEhii^Tict-,

Customs, and Beliefs.

The inhabitants of the kingdom of Greece number, according to the

latest census (1889), 2,187,208, and include three distinct nationalities:

—

1. Greeks proper, who long bore the title of 'Pw/xatot (Romans), but
have now resumed the ancient designation of Hellenes ("EWrjva).

2. Albanvnis, who on the mainland (exclusive of Athens) are nearly

equal to the Greeks in numljer (about 240,000).

3. Wallachs, who in Greece are mostly nomadic or semi-nomadic.
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Resides these there are about 2600 Jews and over 12,000 Latins.j The
latter are in most cases descended from the old Venetian and Genoese
colonists, whose names they sometimes bear ; they are chieflj' confined to

the Islands of the Aegean.
' Albanian colonists now occupy all Attica and Megaris, with the ex-

ceptions of the towns of Athens and Megara, where they form only a part

of the population. They possess the greater part of Boeotia and a small

portion of Locris near Atalanta. The southern part of Euboea and the

northern part of Andros, the whole of Salamis, and a j^art of Aegina, are

peopled by Albanians. In the Peloponnesus they are still more numerous.
They occupy the whole of Corinthia and Argolis, extending themselves
into the northern part of Arcadia and the eastern part of Achaia. The
islands of Hydra and Spetsae were entirely peopled by Albanians.

Marathon, Plataea, Leuctra, Salamis, Mantinea, Eira, and Olympia, are

now inhabited by Albanians and not by Greeks.'

—

Finlay.
The Albanians of Greece belong exclusively to the Southern, or Tosh

tribe. They live on excellent terms with their Greek neighbours, but, in

spite of all efibrts made to Hellenize them, hold steadily to their national

customs and, in most cases, language, and very seldom intermarry with
Greeks. The Albanians (or Skipitd, as they call themselves) are generally

of fairer complexion than the Greeks, to whom also tliey are decidedly

superior in both physical and moral vigour; their deficiency in cleverness,

and especially versatility, causes them to be the frequent butt of their

Greek neighbours. Bat the Albanian stock has furnished Greece with

some of the most distinguished heroes of the Revolution. Thus Botzaris,

Canaris, Tombasis, Miaulis, the premier Coletti, and a host of lesser nota-

bilities, were all of Albanian blood.

The dress of the wealthier peasants is very graceful, and owing to its

gallant associations became so popular at the Revolution as to be adopted
as the national dress. It consists generally of a voluminous white linen

kilt (fustaiieUa) confined at the waist by a bright coloured sash, a tight

sleeveless vest, crimson or blue gaiters (with conspicuous garters), and
turned-up shoes (tcharouchia), such as were worn in England in the time
of Richard II. Over the vest or waistcoat is worn either a loose jacket

with flying sleeves, or a heavy white woollen straight sleeveless coat, lined

with sheepskin.

The women are generally handsome and well formed when young, but
hard fare, exposure, and the field labour which they imdergo, soon nip

their beauty in the bud. They wear a tight petticoat, and a narrow
straiiiht white woollen greatcoat, sometimes rudely embroidered.

Matrons and immarried girls on festal days carry their whole fortune

on their heads, in coins of many ages and countries, braided in their

hair, or fastened in rows as a mailed skull-cap.

The WaUachs in the kingdom of Greece (exclusive of Thessaly) speaking
that language are about 11,000. Besides these there are many semi-
Hellenized who speak Romaic. They are found in nomad encampments
throughout Xorthern Greece, whence their name is often ap|>lied by the
Greeks, indiscriminately of race, to denote any wandering shepherds.

f Thesi numbers are otily approximative. There has l>een no religious census since 18YQ,
when the result given was 12,i85 non-Orthodox Christians (including a few Protestants), aucl
g583 Jews.

^ .,"
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Tlioy arc frequently but erroneonsly described as Gi|>«ie«, under which
disguising name travellers have often alludci to them. The \Vjill»ch«

or Vlaclm (jiXdxoi) have more peaceable habits and tniire industry than
the Albanians; and it' they are endowed with less native acuteness and
desire for information than the Greeks, they possess greater steadiness and
perseverance.

The claim of the modern Greeks to true Hellenic desent is a question
which admits of cnsiderable doubt an<l not very profitable discussion.

A larsie prop<'rtion of the slaves employed in agriculture durintr the nifwt

flourishing y)eriods of the State were of foreign origin, as we know from
the enormous extent of the slave trade. We know also that under the
domination of the Romans the higher classes of frreece either died out, or

lost their nationality by adoptiui; the names and iissuming the manners
of Roman citizens. It seems therefore probable that pure Hi Jlenic blood
began to be greatly adulterated about the time when the ancient dialects;

fell into disu.se.

The Greeks are as a race clever, plausible, in most cases eminently
practical, industrious, eager for information, attached t<) their families and
home life, sotier, moral, and good-tempered. These qualilie-s belong to the
nation at large in both Greece and Turkey, but more especially to the
humbler and rural cla^^ses. Snch faults of character as the traveller may
detect are largely due to the long .servitude of the nation under Turkish
rule. The remarkable commercial abilities of the Greeks are universally

recognised.

In their family life they are generally very united, and it is an
unfrcquent consequence of the death of a father that the children should
divide the proi)erty and .separate ; the more general course l>eing that the
eldest son, though entitled to no greater portion than the other meml>ers,
should become the head of the family, and manage the common
inheritance for the common benefit of all his brothers and sisters. Poor
relations, dependents, and servants are kindly treated by the Greeks.

Marriages are negotiated in the usual continental manner; but the first

steps are frequently taken by the parents of the r/irl. At Megara the
custom of ihrov-hi// the haudkerchuff is known to have been practised

within the last thirty years.

Girls are rarely married without a dowry ; and the first care of j>aront8,

of whatever condition, is to set aside such portions for their daughters
(beginning on the christening day) as their station in life requires. In
the honrf/eois and peasant classes, young men are not usually considered

at liberty to marry until their .sisters have all been provided for.

The national (Albanian) costume of Greece is very rich, and costs,

when of the best kind, from £60 to £4(K). It includes two velvet jackets,

one inside the other, richly embroidered in gold with fanciful patterns of

birds, flowers, stars, etc., with a white fusiaiieVa l)ound round the

waist by a shawl or belt, generally CfmtAinina pistols and daggers, often

with silver hilts and scabbards curiously worked, .nnd sometimes studded
with precious stones. An Albanian cliiettain wears also at his belt a
whole armoury of little silver cartridge-boxes, and a small silver ink-horn;

in fact, he invests all his money in his arms and apparel. Embroidered
slioes, the scarht fez (or Phrygian cap), with a long blue tassel, and a
shaggy white capote, complete this gay attire. The ]ilainer kind (such
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as that worn by the light infantry) is equally pretty and not expensire.

Under King Otho (who himself always wore it), the national costume was
worn by all classes to the great advantage of their appearance. But at

the present time it has almost entirely died out among the wealthier classes.

The national dress is generally worn by the peasantry on the mainland,

but the islanders, both of the Ionian and Aegean Seas, wear a garb of a

very different cut—consisting of a jacket of rough dark cloth, with wide

blue trousers, descending only as far as to the knee, and bound round the

waist by a crimson sash. The red fez, and long stockings and pumps,
comi)lete the island costume. Often, however, long boots are substituted

for shoes.

The "iress of the Greek women varies in different districts, but it

usuall}' is limited to a short jacket (embroidered in gold), worn with any
sort of skirt, and a scarlet fez. Sometimes a long white embroidered

coat is worn over a heavy skirt, which gives a very clumsy appearance to

the figure. The fez is much looser than that worn by the men, and hangs
down on one side with a large blue tassel. The fez is often worn with

common European attire.

The habits and customs of the Greek peasantry may, in many instances,

be traced far back into classical times. That their manners are almost

identical with those of the Turks, except in those points in which their

respective religions have given rise to a difference, may be attributed to

the strong tincture of Oriental customs, which is traceable in the Greeks
of every age, in consequence of their situation on the borders of the

Eastern World.
The Turkish custom of carrying the comholoio, or Moslem rosary,

constantly in the hand, and parsing the beads at every leisure moment,
prevails all over the Levant, and even extends as far north as Roumania.
In the provincial towns of Roumania, a lady going out to spend the day
with a friend takes her comboloio, as a matter of course, just in the same
way that an English lady might take a piece of work or a fan. In Greece

the comboloio is a frequent distraction of the male sex ; but its use is a

mere restless habit, and is in no way connected with any : religious

observance, as among the Latins.

The belief in the Evil Eye is universal in the Levant, and must on no
account be trifled with. Amulets, as in Italy, are frequently worn as

safeguards against its influence. A pushing movement of the open hand
in front of the face signifies the deadliest curse, and is adopted as a last

resource in a quarrel, when words of recrimination fail.

The life of a snahe found inside the house is always spared—a last

survival of serpent worship.

Among interesting classical survivals are some of the national dances.

The commonest dance is Byron's 'dull RomaTca,' which is very inferior

both in attraction and antiquity to many others.

The modern Greeks have retained many relics of the customs

observed by their ancestors at the birth of their children, at their

marriages, and at their funerals. One of these is the eating of /co'Xv/3a, or

boiled wheat, at the grave of a near, relation. In the remoter and more
primitive districts of Greece most of the ancient ceremonies expressive of

veneration for the dead are still preserved. The deceased is dressed in his

best apparel, crowned with a garland of flowers, and carried in procession
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to the grave, with dirges sung by professional mourners. 'The last

embrace is concliuled,' writes Dr. Wordsworth, ' with a chant of the

solemn and melodious hymn attributed to Damascene :
—" Seeing me

speechless and breathless, oh! weep over me, all my brothers, friends,

kindred, and acquaintance; for yesterday I was speaking to you. Give
me the last embrace, for I shall not walk or speak with you a^airi. I go
away to the Judge, with whom there is no respect of persons ; I go where
servjints and masters stand together, kings and soldiers, rich and poor, in

equal dignity ; for every one will be either glorified or condemned,
according to his own works." ' Even in Athens the dead are carried to

the cemetery in an open coffin, with uncovered lace, and (in the ca.sc- of

young persons) with almost bridal attire. This custom is said to have

been imposed upon the Greeks during Turkish rule as a precaution against

smuggling ; but it has at any rate become so popular that no attempt has

been made towards its discontinuance.

CHAPTER VIIT.

TEE GBEEE CHTTRCH.

'Jlie great Christian communion generally known in the West as the

Greek Church, calls itself the Orthodox Church of the Enst ('H 'OpdnSo^os

WvuToXiKr] ^EKKkvain). Just, however, as Itoman Catholics commonly
firop the prefix Roman, so the Greeks omit the words ' of the East,' and

style their communion The Ohthodox Church. It includes among its

members an overwhelming majority of the population of Russia, European

Turkey, Servia, Roumania, and Greece, as well as the larger ix)rtiou ot the

Christian subjects of Turkey in Asia.

From an early age the Greek Church has been governed by the four

Patriarchs of Constantinople, Antioch, Jerusalem, and Alexandria. In the

latter part of the Kith cent., a fifth patriarchate, that of Moscow, was

created for the Church of Russia, which had previously been subject to the

see of Constantinople. But Peter the Great suppressed this office, and

since his reign the Church of Russia has been governed by a synod of its

own bishoi)S, with the Emj^eror as supreme head.

The Churches of the East and West have had many acrimonious

controversies from the earliest ages, esjiecially on the subject of images and

the extent of their resjiective jurisdictions. But the final schism did

not take j>lace until 1051, when Cendarios, Patriarch of Constantinof)le,

was fonnally excommunicated by the Vope, for his refusal to acknowledge

the supremacy of Rome. The Fourth Crusade had the effect of embittering

the dispute, for the Franks in many places plundered the (rieek

monasteries, and insulted or expelled the clergy. ' The Greek Church
and nation have never forgotten the Fourth Crusade. From that day to

this the enmity between the two Churches has been of the bitterest

character. The attempt to reconcile them seems hopeless. On many
points, both of doctrine and ceremony, it only requires a conciliatory spirit

on both sides to effect, if not a reconciliation, at least a compromise. But

the great difficulty of the supremacy always interposes itself. The
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Buccessor of St. Peter, the vicegerent of Christ, the personal centre of

unity to the whole Ciiurch, cannot sink into the mere elder brother of

CoDstantino[)le and IMuscovv. And every national, religious, and traditional

feeling unites in prompting the orthodox to resist the papal claims to the

uttermost. Ecclesiastically they are supporting the ancient constitution of

the universal Church against the novel usurpations of Rome. Politically,

they are defending the right of each nation to order its own ecclesiastical

affairs without the interference of any alien power. Since the papal

claims reached their fulness a reconciliation on equal terms has been
impossible.'

—

Edin. Review, No. 218.

The attempts at union made by several of the Palaeologi were prompted
by the desire to obtain the aid of the West against the victorious

Ottomans ; and they were invariably repudiated by the Greek clergy and
people. In the 16th cent, the Lutherans ineffectually attempted a union
with Constantinople ; and in the 17th cent., and later, some intercourse

took place between that See and the English Church.
The most striking case was that of the learned and enlightened CyrU

Lucar, Patriarch of xHexandria, and afterwards of Constantinople. His
story forms a curious and little-known chapter in the rehgious history of

the 17th cent., and the persecution (eoding in a violent death) with which
the Greeks visited his efforts to establish friendly relations between the
English and Greek Churches may serve as a curious practical commentary
on some schemes of our own times. He is now best remembered by his

gift of the famous Codex Alexandrinus (now in the British Museum) to

King Charles I., to whom he also dedicated one of his works.

The main points of dogmatic difference between the Greek and the

Roman Churches are, besides the all-important one of the papal

supremacy, the doctrine of purgatory, and tlie double procession of the

Holy Spirit ; the Orientals objecting to the Latin form of fiUo(j^ue in the
Nicene Creed.

Neither the oppression of the Moslems, nor the insults of the Latins,

were ever able to alienate the affections of the Greeks from their national

Church. This devotion is based on political as well as on religious

grouLids. For the Greek, like the vSpaniard in the Middle Ages, owes to

the preservation of his Church the preservation also of his language and
his nationality, which would otherwise have been absorbed in those of his

conquerors. To their Church the Greeks are mainly indebted for their

very existence as a distinct people from the fall of the Eastern Empire to

the Greek Revolution.

The Greek bishops in the Turkish dominions are personages of con-
siderable political importance, as they are regarded by the Government as

the heads of the Christian community, and are generally allowed to settle

all civil causes among their co-religionists. In fact, the 13ishop is the most
important functionary in a province after the Pasha.

In Greece the higher clergy are salaried by the State, the Metropolitan
of Athpus receiving (3000 dr., the Archbishops each 5000 dr., the Bishtjps

each 4000 dr. per annum. Many of them are also in receipt of revenues
from Church lands. The lower clergy are entirely dependent on the con-
tributions of their flocks and on fees. There are no regular tithes, but the
parochial clergy in some districts receive a contribution in kind from their

flock at the harvest. A fixed number of jjreachers is assigned to each
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province and pnul by the State- T\u:y are quite distinct from the local

jlergy, and may be said to form a sort ot staff ct/rpii of I he Church
mditant. Deacons are [permitted, and parish priestH re<|uired, to marry,

but only once. No widower may marry again. Bishojw, however, riniHi

either be unmarried or widowers. In consequence, they are chiefly drawn
from the rauku ot the monastic clergy.

The parochial clergy are mostly sober, well-conducted men, but generally

too ignorant to exercise much jx;rsonal influence over their flocks-. In

Greece, however, the authority and ascendency is always that of the

Church in the abstract, and is little aflFected by the character of individual

ministrants. Here and there, among the higher clerg>', a learned divine

may be found, but taken as a whole the priesthood have certainly not kept

pice with the general demand for eilucation.

The Ecclesiastical Seminary at Athens, as well as the older establislied

' Greek Maynootli ' (Byron) at Khalki, which sends four students yearly

to complete their studies in Germany, have both done gootl service. \S\xt

as a rule few of the more promising students take orders ; or they only do

so after joining the rule of St. Basil (see below), which excludes them from

parochial employment.
All Greek ecclesiastics let their hair and beards grow to their full

length, which, coupled with their tall dark hats and flowing fjastern

robes, give them a very primitive and striking appearance. Some (.if the

vestments worn in the celebration of the sacred offices are rich and
splendid.

Since the Revolution the Greeks of the l:ingdom no longer recognise

the authority of the Patriarch of Constantinople. The ru]>ture was caused

by the refusal of the Patriarch, who succeeded the murdered Gregory, to

sanction the Revolution. When the indej^endence of Greece had been

achieved, a fruitless negotiation took place between CajXKlistria and the

Patriarchate, and by an official paper, dated June 1828, the new Greek

Government declined to treat with the Patriarch on the former terms of

submission. In July 1833 a National Synod was held at Nauplia, when
the following decisii.'ns were approved by 36 Greek jirelates :

—

1. The Church ol Greece, which spiritually owns no head but Jesus

Christ, is dejjendent on no external authority, and preserves unbroken

dogmatic unity with all the FAstern Orthodox Churches. With respect

to the administration of the Church, she acknowledges the King of

Greece as her supreme head, which is in no way contrary to the Holy
Canons.

2. A permanent Synod shall be established, consisting entirely of

Bishofis selected by the King. This is to be the highest ecclesiastical

authority, after tlie model of the Russian Church.

The Patriarch refused at first to acknowledge the inde]iendencc of the

Greek Church ; and as it was not thought advisable to consecrate new
Bishops without his sanction, the Greek Hierarchy at one period seemed

likely to die out. However, negotiations were set on foot with the

Patriarch in the early part of 1850; and on June 29 (July 11) of that

year, he, in conjunction with the Svnod of Constantinople, isstied a decree

styled a. Syjwdal Tovie {'S.vvobi.Kus To/xot), whereby the Church of Greece

was recognised as independent or autocephalous (avroKe<f)a\o9}.

, ..The number of Bishops in the kingdom of Greece is 50, including 21
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Archbishops. lu NVirtheru Greece there are nine Archbishops and eight

Bishops ; iu the Peloponnesus, six and six ; in the Archipelago, one and
five ; in the Ionian Islands, tive and ten. They are elected by tiie Synod,
three names being presented to the King, from which his Majesty selects

ODe on occasion of each vacancy. Like the Emperor of Kussia, the King
of Greece is the temporal head of the Church ; the aifairs of which are

conducted by the Holy Synod, which sits at Athens, and is composed of

five Bishops, generally talien in order of seniority in consecration ((card ret

Tvpea-fie'ia), and assisted by a Royal Commissioner and a Secretary. By a

law passed in 1852, the Metropolitan of Attica is ex-ojjicio President of

the Synod.

Monasteries.—There is only one monastic order in the Greek Church,
that ol St. Basil. Greek monasteries are divided mto two clashes :

1. Coenobia {kolvo'^io), where all live in common ; 2. Idiorrhythmic
(i8i6ppv6fjia), where every one lives in his own way. In the Coenobia
the government is strictly monarchical, being administered by an abbot
CHyovpevos}.

Tiie Idiorrhythmic convents are under the administration of wardens
('ETTirpoTToi), two or three of the fathers annually elected, like the oflficers

ol an English college, who have authority only over the finances and
general expenditure of the society ; bread and wme being issued Irom the

refectory to all the members, who add to these commons, in their own
cells, what each can afford to buy.

The monks on entering pay a certain sum, in consideration of which
they are in part proprietors of the establishment, and nothing of im-
portance can be done without the general consent. In both kinds of

monasteries almost all the clothes-making, carpentry, and other works are

conducted by the monks themselves : one bakes, another makes shoes,

another distils arrack. They have usually several KoafuKol, or lay
brothers, who often become monks : these attend to the cattle and to

out-of-door aflairs, and assist the monks in hewing wood and drawing
water (see Rte. 126).

The primitive idea of monasticism was simply retirement from the
world for the purpose of devout contemplation. The earnest monks
renounced literature altogether, devoting themselves entirely to religious

exercises, and to that contemplation which suits so well the climate of the
East and the temperament of orientals. It was in after ages, and when
the increase of their wealth had rendered unnecessary all manual labour
(still practised in the East), that some of the Western orders, and
especially the Benedictines, betook themselves to secular studies, parti-
cularly such as tended to the service or defence of the Church and Pope.

Monasteries are now by no means so numerous in Greece proper as in

the Ionian Islands and the Turkish provinces. In 1829, under the
government of Capodistria, above 300 of the smaller convents were
abolished and their revenues secularised; there still exist in tlie kingdom
161 monasteries and nunneries, with 2620 monks and 485 nuns. Greek
nuns difler greatly from the recluses of the Roman Church, and enjoy a
much larger degree of personal liberty.

The rites and ceremonies of the Greek Church, owing to. their high
antiquity, present many singular and interesting features. The travellei
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.sliould make a point of trying to see a christening, a marriage, ami a

burial.

For further information the traveller may consult the following
works :

—

Hycaut, Present State of the Greek Church. 1678.
Aymon, Monumens authentiques de la Religion des Grecs. The Hague,

1708.

Waddington, Condition of the Greek Church.
Smith, Dictionary of Christian Anti'iuities.

Moukavikff (translated by Blackmore), History of the Church uj

Hussia.

Nkale, llie Holy Eastern Church.
Staniky, Lectures on the Eastern Church.
CURZON, Monasteries of the Levant.

A good summary of the history and present condition of the Eastern
Church in its various branches will be found in the Edinbiiryh Review
(No. 218) for April 1858.

CHAPTER IX.

STATISTICS OF TEE KIKODOH.

The Gkekk Kingdom: Its Organization, Administrativk Divisions
AND Government, Finances, Justice, Religion, Education, Army
AND Navy.

The King governs by the Constitution of the 17th Nov., 18>>4, and
enjoys the usual privileges of Constitutional Soverei-^ns. The civil list

amounts to about £52,000 a year, of which the three protecting Powers

(p. nii.) contribute £4000 each.

The Legislature is composed of theKin<:, with his Executive Council of

seven Ministers, and a Representative Assemldy (BouAtj). The Ministers

are those uf tlie Interior, Finance, Justice, Education and Religion, War,
Marine, and Foreign Afiairs.

No hereditary titles of nobility are acknowledged by the State.

The Crown Prince (AidSo;^or) is hereditary Duke of Sparta, and is

generally so styled in Central Europe ; but in Gi-cece ihe title is practi-

cally unknown.
The Assembly consists of 210 or 212 representatives (BovXevrai) of the

various electoral districts. The administrative and electoral districts are

identical. A deputy is returned for a period <>(' four years, an<l receives

2000 dr. a session, which begins on the 1st Nov. (o. s.). No jierson

is eligible who is under 30 years of age, or who is not a citizen of the

district for which he proposes to stand. Officials paid by the State

(officers of the army and navy excepted) cannot be elected. For

administrative and electoral purposes Greece is divided into 16 Provinces
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(No/Liot); each of these is under a Noniarch (Si)fidpxr]s), who is the

equivalent of a French Prefet.

Area: Pop.

Provinces. Chief Town.
English
square

Population,

1879.t

Population,
1889.

per sfi-

mile,

miles. 1889.

Northern Greece :

—

Attica and Boeotia . Athens 2,472 185,364 257,765 104

Phocis and Phthiotis Lamia 2,044 J 28, 440 136,470 67

Acarnauia and Aetolia iMesolonghi 3,01;? 138,444 162,020 34

Peloponnesus :

—

Argoli.^ and Corinth. Nauplia 1,442 136,081 144,836 100

Achaia and Elis Patras 1,901 181,632 210,713 111

Arcadia . Tripolitza . 2,020 148,905 148,285 73

Messenia Kalamata . 1,221 155,760 183,232 150

Laconia . Sparta 1,679 121,116 126,888 75

Islands :

—

Euboea and Sporades Chalcis 2,216 95,136 103,442 47

Cyclades.
/Herniopolis \

I (Syra) ./
923 132,020 131,508 142

Corfu, Leucadia. and"!

Paxos . . .
j

Corfu 431 106,109 114,535 266

Zante Zante 277
302

44,522 44,070 160

Cephalonia and Ithaca Argostoli . 80,543 80,178 265

Soldiers and seamen — — 25,703 — —

Thessaly :—
Arta Arta . 395 31,178 32,890 83

Trikkala Trikkala . 2,200 117,109 143,143 65

Larissa . Larissa 2,478 145,706 168,034 68

Natives abroad

Total .

— — 5,685 — —
— 25,041 1,979,453 2,187,208 87

t Thessaly, 1881.

In round numbers, there are 2,200,000 Greeks in the Greek Kingdom,

2,000,000 in Asia Minor, 400,000 in the Turkish Islands, and 3,500,000

in European Turkey ; in all, 8,100,000.

The number of foreigners living in Greece in 1879 was 31,969, of whom
23,133 were Turks, 3104 Italians, 2187 English, 534 French, 364

Austrians, 314 Germans, 101 Prussians.

The 16 Provinces are subdivided into 70 Districts ('Eirapxlat)^

each under an Eparch ; and these again into 441 Commimes (ATJfioi),

each governed by a Demarch, and having an administrative seat

C'Ebpa), which may be either a town (noXis) or a village (x'^piov).

The Demarch is the only official wdth whom the traveller is likely to

come in contact.

[Greece.'} h
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'J'lie Public Eevenue uf Greece is derived from the tax of one-eighth on
the produce of all private lands, and of one-fourth on the produce of the

national domains. There are also taxes on imports and exjxjrts, mines
and minerals, cattle, and salt, as well as stamp duties. The estimated

receipts and expenses for 1873 nearly balanced each other, and amounted
each to over £1,250,000. Since that date there has l>een an annual

increase in both revenue and ex]tenditure, but by no means in the

same proportion. Hence the deficit has yearly grown larger, and since

1877 has increased out of all proportion to the revenue. In 1881 the

national debt amounted to nearly ten times the estimated total of the

annual revenue. For particulars, see Iteports of H.M.'s Secretaries of

Legation, or the abstracts in the Statesinairs Year-Book and Almanack
de Gotha.

Justice.—The civil code of the kingdom of Greece is still in the main
the Manual oj the Laws (Ilpoxeipov twv 'Sopoiv), an abridgment of the

Basilica, written in 1345 by the Byzantine Armenopoulos. This is also

the manual by which the Bishops and Primates of the Rayah Greeks
adjust the differences of their co-religionists. The criminal, commercial,

and correctional codes of Greece were drawn up by Von Maurer, one of the

Bavarian Council of Regency, and are founded on the Code jNapoleon.

The military code of Greece is likewise adopted from that of France.

Besides the High Court of Appeal and Cassation at Athens, dignified

with the title of Areopagos, there are Courts of Assize and primary juris-

diction in the chief towns of the Nomi or departments, and various

inferior tribunals.

BeUgion.—Full religious toleration is guaranteed by the Constitution of

1864, which established the Greek Orthodox Church as the State reHgion.

The distribution is approximately as follows :

—

Christians of tlie Orthodox Church . . .2.000,000
Roman Catholics and Lutherans . . . 15,000
Jews 6,000
Mohammedaus ..... 24,000

Roman Catholics are chiefly found in the Ionian and Aegean Islands,

and are mostly descended from Genoese and Venetian settlers.

Public InBtruotion.—Prior to the Revolution all such schools as existed

were due to iirivate enterprise. Among these was a school at Athens,

chiefly founded through the liberality of English travellers. Both then

and long afterwards, such young Greeks as desired a better education

sought it abroad, generally frequenting for that object the Universities of

Pisa or Padua. The Provisional Govermnent lost no time in establishing

schools, and early in the reign of King Otho an edict was issued for the

establishment of elementary schools in every commune throughout

Greece, making school attendance compulsory on all children between five

and twelve. Except in remote country districts, this law is generalh'

enforced. In 1884 there were 2699 educational establishments of various

kin<ls in the entire kingdom, with a staff of 2796 teachers, and 143,178

pupils. The liberality of the various Syllogi, a sort of Mechanics'

Institute, supplements the Government grants where they are insuflBcient.

So great is the desire for instruction that it is a common thing for the
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sons of peasants and poorer shopkeepers to engage themselves at Athens
as servants, on condition of having certain hours free for their University

course.

The system of education in Greece is modelled in its general outlines on

that of Prussia. The schools are classified by a regular gradation from

the infant schools up to the University. There are upwards of 1100 boys"

schools of various classes, and 170 girls' schools. 'J'he first girls' school

in Greece was founded in 1831 by the charitable etforts and untiring

exertions of an American missiouary, the Rev. J. H. Hill.

The Army is recruited by conscription. All Greek subjects between

the ages of 20 and 40 years are liable to mditary service, subject to the

usual exceptions ; substitution is abolished ; and all young men over 21

.

and under 25 years of age, who are exempt from the general conscription,

are required to be enrolled in a species of National Guard.

The Arm)' consists of three categories—(1) the Active Arm^^
; (2) the

Reserve (100,000) ; (3) the Militia (140,000). Service is for 19 years, of

which 2 are passed with the colours, 7 in the reserve, and 10 in the

Militia. Besides this there is a second reserve, which can only be called

tmt in time of invasion, and consists of boys under 18 and men over 40.

In 1890 the nominal strength of the Army on a peace footing was as

follows :

—

Officers.

Xou-com-
mission6d

Rank and
File.

Total.

Officers.

War Office 136 136

Engineers 101 358 1,026 1,485
Chasseurs 186 897 2.648 3,731
Artillery 224 732 2,426 3,382
Cavalry . 93 333 1,182 1,608
Infantry

.

670 2,560 7,2(10 10,430
General Services 378 303 496 1,177
Military Schools 62 8 372 442
Gendarmerie .

Total .

111 678 2,954 3,743

1,961 5.869 18,304 26,134

On a war footing, this nitmber stands at 100,000 ; so that the entire

available force, including reserves, amounts to about 360,000 men.
The Gendarmerie consists of picked men over 24 years of age, who

must have served at least a year in either the Army or Navy, and have
certificates of good conduct.

The small body of moitnted gendarmes find their own horses, but are

sujiplied with fodder by the Government.
Tlie Medical l^ervice is under an Army Sanitary Commission. The

largest military hospital in Greece is that at Corfu (1000 beds), erected

during the British Protectorate. Nearly all the medicines required are

noTv prepared at Athens, where the laboratory of the Central Military

Pharmacy will repay a visit to those interested in such matters.

h 2
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The Military Academy, originally established at Aegina, is now at the

Piraeus. It is under the direction of a Lieut.-Colonel, assisted by a com-
petent staff. The cadets are 40 in number, and join between the ages of

14 and 17 years. 'J"he course of instruction lasts seven years. Two of

the Koyal Princes (Constantine and Nicolas) were educated here.

The Greek Navy consists, according to the latest returns (1889), of the

following shijis :

—

Three steel armour-clad, of 6000 tons each ; 2 small armour-clad, of

1770 and 2060 ; 30 torpedo-boats and launches ; 2 corvettes ; 2 cruisers

;

12 gun-vessels; 4 gunboats; 3 revenue vessels; an iron tran.sjx)rt ; 17

miscellaneous craft ; and a Royal yacht.

The Navy is manned partly by conscription from the seaside populatioii,

partly by enlistment, and its strength in 1890 was 3361 officers and

MERCANTn.E Marine—Commerce—Manxjfactubes and Agriculture.

Ill 1890 the Merchant Navy of Greece counted 81 steamers and 5809
£ailin<5 vessels. The ships are generally small, their tonnage in 1890
averaging 152, while that of British steamers and sailing craft entering

Greek ports averaged 1022 tons.

The principal imports of Greece are :—Timber, for building ; iron

;

cotton, wool and silk manufactures; cotton yarn, grain, live stock, coffee,

sut,'ar, rice, salted goods, raw hides; munitions of war, sulphur and
tobacco.

The principal exports are:—Currants, lead, olive-oil, wine, oranges,

lemons, figs, emery, mineral ores, valonea, silk in cocoons, tobacco, cotton,

sponges, soap, and wax.
The manufactures of Greece for home consumption include, besides the

above, glass, paper, wrought iron, dyes, and wool. The recent depression

in the currant trade has given a great impetus to the manufacture o\

Cognac. Cloth and cotton industries are also making progress.

Agriculture has unfortunately made scarcely any progress in the last

hall centur}'. The fault lies mainly with the landed jiroprietors, hut also

largely with the; inherent badness of the laws which regulate the relations

between the agriculturist and the Excise. All efforts at improving the

general agriculture of Greece have hitherto failed; thus Sir Charles

Napier's agricultural colony at Cephalonia, the large English agricultural

school at Corfu, Caiwdistria's small agricultural sohudi at Tiryns, and
Queen Amalia's agricultural colony near Athens, have all proved equally

unsuccessful. It is computed that in Thessaly alone there are 72,00()

acres not under cultivation, which would more than pro<iuce the amount of

annually imjxjrted wheat.

The total surface of the kingdom of Greece covers about 13,500,000
acres, of which 3,000,000 is waste land. The holders of government land

usually rent it as high as 20 or 25 per cent, on its value; the common
mode of farmin;: is on the metnyer system. Corn is extensively grown in

the plains, and rice, cotton, and tobacco, in some localities. The demand
for the curraiu-grape in England, since Tudor times at least, has brought
it into extensive culture ;dl along the N. shore of the Peloponnesus, from
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Corinth to Patras, as well as in part of Aetolia. The hills of Greece are

admirably adapted for vineyards ; the best wines are those made in the

islands. Most of the Greek wines, if treated with the same attention as

in Central Europe, would be excellent, though much more fiery than the

jiroduce of France or Germany. In Attica and the Peloponnessus resin is

invariably added to suit the national taste among all classes. In the

plains of Thessaly, where pine forests are rare, the custom is not so general.

It is supposed to preserve the wine from turning sour ; but in Zante,

Santorini, 'i'enos, and most of the islands, it is not employed. The
Greeks, especially those of the Peloj)onne&us and Attica, like the

flavour of the resin so much that they will hardly touch wine without it.

Strangers, especially Germans, sometimes acquire this curious taste, ]3ut

to the majority of English travellers it is intolerable (p. xxxii.).

The olive oil of Greece, for want of careful ])reparation, is inferior to

that of Southern Italy, and seldom suitable for table use. Owing to

the long-continued insecurity that formerly existed in Greece, and to the

oppressions practised on the peasantry, agriculture and agricultural imple-

ments are in a very backward condition. The greater part, however, of

the surface of Greece being very rugged, it is rather a pastoral than an
agricultural country ; the raising of sheep, goats, and oxen is carried out

on a considerable scale.

The food of the labouring classes consists chiefly of bread, cheese, and
vegetables, with an occasional roast lamb on afesta. Drunkenness is very
rare. The passion of all Orientals for pure water, the aptarov fxev v8a>p of

Pindar, is a marked characteristic all over Greece and Turkey.
Abject poverty is extremely rare, and a progressive improvement in the

condition of the peasantry apjjears to be taking place, especially in the

islands. The Greek labourer is generally industrious, attached to his

family, anxious for the education of his children, and equal, if not
superior, in intelligence to the peasantry of many of the more civilised

states of Europe.
In 1889, the value of Greek produce exported to the British Islands was

£1,864,297, and that of imports £853,713.t

Weights, Measures, axd Cdrrexcy.

The weights and measures used in Greece continue to be those of Turkey,
which are partly derived from the old Venetian traders. Many of these

measures are susceptible of variation in different provinces of Turkey.

GREECE.
Weights and Measures.

The dntm . . . .=,^507. avoirdupois, approximately.
The o/;(( (400 drams) . . =43-3oz. „ or 2-8 lbs.

Tlie kiloz . . . . = 22 ekes or 0' 114 of an imp. (juartci'.

The cant(tr or rpiintiil . . = 44 okes or 123'2 lbs.

[liquids are sold by weight.

f ' Greece under King George,' by B. Smith, is a useful book on statistics.
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Lineal Measukk.

Tlie puntn . . = \\'\n.

The ruppn . . . = Sj in.

The pik . . . . = 2(j in.

The »tndion (modern) . = 1093i yrls. IS stadia = f) m. Eiig.).

The ftremrmi Cof land) . = nearly \ of an acre.

Distances are always measured by the hour, which i-< usually equivalent

to one league, or three British statute miles. The stadium (or kilometre)

is only used on milestones, or in business transactions and official reports.

The pik, used in Greece and Crete, is considerably siiorter than the usual

Turkish measure of that name; in Crete it is usually only 24 in.

Currency.

In Sept. 1833 a decree was promulgated by the Regency prohibiting the

future circulation of Turkish money. A new coinage of gold, silver, and

copper was issued, and all accounts were ordered theuceforv\ard to be kept

in drachmae and lepra. Previous to that period coin of all countries was
in circulation, valued at so many ])ia9tres. The French decimal system

was introduced into Greece on the 1st Jan. 1872 (x. s.). A mixed coinage

of all European nations is still current at Syra, which is a free port;

elsewhere in Greece, foreign money (gold excepted) can only l>e exchanged

at a loss. English sovereigns are accepted evervwhere, and are always

at a iireniium.

Greek Curbexct postebiok to 1872.

Copper Coins.

1 lepton . . . = 1 centime.

5 leptd

.

. . . . . = Jd. nearlv.

10 „ = Id. „

There are also nickel pieces of o, 10, and 20 lejita. The above values

in P^nglish money are nominal, and depend ujxm the rate of exchange

(see below).

Silver Coins (rare).

.50 leptd = 43d.

1 druchmn {franc)- • = 9J*i-

5 drachmae . . . = 48.

Goi.D Coins (very rare).

5 drachmae . • • . = 4s.

10 = 8s.

20 „ = !»'»

1'apek Currexcv.

Notes of the Banh of Greece, in the Ionian Islands of the Ionian Bunk,

and in Thessaly of the Thessafian Bank, have entirely taken the place of

Greek gold. The note of ten francs cut in halves constitutes two notes of

five francs. The paper currency when first issued had the same value as
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silver, but the latter has since acquired a high premium (see Index). All

payments are made in paper except those to foreign steam companies, and
at the principal hotels of Athens, Nauplia, Corinth, Patras, and Corfii.

The paper currency is as follows :—
1 drachma.
2 drachmae
10

25
100
500

TUEKEY.
(Albania and Macedonia.)

The unit of the system is the Lira, or Medjidie, so called because

established in the reign of Abdul-Medjid (1839-61). Value about 18.s.

Gold Coins.

fr. c. £ s. d.

500 piastres = 5 medjidie' = 113-50 = 4 10

250 „ = 2i „ = 56-75 = 2 5
100 „ = 1 „ = 2-2-50 = 18

50 „ =i „ = 11-25 = 9

25 ,, = i „ = 5-60 = i 6

SiLVEK Coins.

20 piastres = 4*50 fr. = 3s. 7^d.

10 and 5 piastres in proportion.

Copper Coins.

5 paras = 2 • 5 fr. = 2|d.

The piastre contains 40 paras. For important sums purses are used.
The purse of silver = 500 piastres.

The purse of gold = 30,000 „

CHAPTER X.

Maps and Flans.

The best map of Greece is unquestionably the revised issue (1852) ot

the French Survey map, originally published in 1832. This beautifid

and accurate map is in 32 sheets, and includes the whole of Greece,

exclusive of the Ionian Islands, which at the date of publication had not
been ceded to Greece. A reproduction of this map on a reduced scale by
Dufour can also be recommended. Both these maps are issued by the

Depot de la Ouerre, and are only sold by the authorised agent, M. Baudoin
(late Dumaine), Rue Dauphine, Paris. Aldenhoven's map of Greece (1839)
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is founded on tl»e first issue of the French Survey. Its clearness is

marred by havinj:; the names of places printed in both Greek and French.

A fairly accurate map of Greece on a small scale, 1 : 800,000, was
published by Kivpert some years ago at Weimar, and will Ije found very

convenient for general purposes.

A splendid Map of Attica, prepared by officers of the Prussian General

Stall', with explanatory letterpress by Curtius and Kaupert, has l)een

published in eight sheets (scale 1 : 25,000).t The Atlax von Athen (187H)

by the same authors, is a separate work, though a few of the maps are

necessarily common to both. The great Plan of the Acropolis, by
Michaelis (1876), with letterpress, is a very desirable possession, but is

considerably out of date.

The coasts of Greece and Turkey and the Islands of the Aegean and
Ionian Seas have been admirably illustrated by our own Admiralty

Survey. Nothing can well exceed the beauty and utility of these charts,

which should be in the hands of every traveller. A catalogue of the

Admiralty publications is sold by Stanford, Charing Cross. M. Raulin's

Map o/ Crete is a very accurate and trustworthy guide, and can occasionally

be purchased separately from his large work on the island. Kiejiert's

Map of European Turkey, on the scale of 1 : 1,000,000 is excellent for

general purposes, but not accurate in remote districts. The maps published

by the Geographical Institute of Vienna, although often badly engraved,

are generally accurate, while \.\\g Austrian Staff Map of Greece, though

useful and easily procured, is not distinguished lor its accuracy. Admir-
able maps of some tracts of Turkey have been prepared by officers

of the Austrian staff since the occupation of Bosnia aad Herzegovina.

The agents for all publications of the Austrian War Department are

Seidel and Sohn, Graben, Vienna. Dr. Boue's Itineraires de la Turquie

(Paris, 1856), would be found a most useful commentary on the map
of Turkey; but the book is not now easily })rocurcd.

t AtloA von Attica. Berlin, 18dl-94.



HANDBOOK OF GREECE.

SECTION I.

IONIAN ISLANDS.

FROx^r LONDON TO GREECE, BY THE IONIAN
ISLANDS.

LIST OF ROUTES.

%* Black letters indicate the Route in which the place is descril>ed.

ROLTE
1 London to Brindisi, by Chan-

nel Steamer and Railway .

2 Brindisi to Patras, by Corfii.

—

Steamer . ' .

3 Cortii to Patras, by Cepha-
lonia and Zante.— Steamer

i Corfu to Kalamatu, by Lau-

cadia.—Steamer
5 Patras to Leueadia, by Ithaca.

—Steamer
G Patras to Zante, by Meso-

longhi.—Steamer

PAGE ROUTE PAGE
7 London to the Piraeus, by

8 Venice, Brindisi, and Corfu.

Rail and Steamer . . 60
12 8 London to the Piraeus, by

Marseilles. — Rail and
25 Steamer . . . .61

9 Naples to the Piraeus, by
3.5

;

Palermo, Messina, and Ca-

i

tania.—Steamer . . 62
42 10 London to Athens, by Vienna,

I Buda Pest. Belgrade, and
51

I Salonica.—Rail and Steamer 64

SPECIAL INTRODUCTION.

The Ionian Islands lie alnnff the coast of Epirus, Acarnania, and the Pelo-

ponnesus, betw. en the
i
arallels of 36° and 40° N. lat, and 19° and 23° E.

lonj^: Tlie seven principal islands are : Corfu, Cephalonia, Zante, Santa
Maura (Leucadia), Ithaca, Cerigo, and Paxos. Besides these there are a
number of smaller fmes, such r;s Phanos (FauoJ, Merlera, Sahnatraki, Artti-

paxos, Me'ianisi. Kalamos, Petahi. and Othoni. Cerigo, being geographically

separated from the rest, is now incluiled in the province of Arcadia.

[^Gret-ce-l B
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Ill former times tliese IslandB were connected by no common bond of

union, but formed separate states, often distinct in race and fKility. Like
the rest ot Greece, they passed under tlie Roman sway, and in th>? decline of

tlie Empire were partitioned out among various Latin princes, and desolated

by tiie ravages of corsairs, Cliristian as well as Mohammedan. After many
vicissitudes, the inhabitants of Corfu placed themselves, in 1:^86, under the

sovereignty of Venice ; and the otiier islands of tin; Ioni:in Sea bucce^Bively

fell during the next two centuries under the dominion of the same {>ower.

As in the other A'enetian colonies, tlie Greek population were heavily taxed

for tlie support of the Venetian garrisons and fortresso. The higher classes

lost all sense of Greek nationality, and courted their ff>reigii rub rs for power
and titles. By the grant of a few patents of nobility (which became more
and more numerous in proporiion as the Venetian power declined), the

Republic secured on easy terms tl e services and devotion of the only class

wiio could have successfully wiih.stood its exactions. In course of time, too,

frequent interinaniages t<>ok place bttweeii the Venetians and lonians, with a
consequent assimilation of the two races, in which the more cidlivated race

naturally obtained the dominant influence. Education was <liscouraged, and
Ionian youtiis wlio studied at the Italian universities were privilegt-d to

purchase degrees without passing the examinations required of otiier students.

At home the Greek language survived only among the humbler classes, espe-

cially the peasaiitr}-, who remained faithful to their church and lansuage.
At the same time, the Roman Catholic was <leclared tie dominant Church,
though it numbered among its votaries few beyond the Venetian settlers and
their descendants; yet. notwithstanding these griev.mces, the Venetian rule

was 8<< much milder in the Ionian Islands than in the Archipelago, that

there was little occasion to call forth latent animosities of race.

On tin- fall of Venice in 1797, the treaty of Campu Formio transferred the

Lnian Islands to the French Republic, and they wt re occupied by a small
French gaiTiron, vyjiicii was ere long expelled by a combined Russian and
Turkish expedition. According to the provi.-ious of a treaty between the

Czar and the Sultan (March 21, 1800), the Ionian Islands were now erected

into a separate State, under the vassiilage of the Porte, and dignified with the

title of the Septiusulnr Republic. But within 'he short sj^mce of two years

all the seven islands hiid been guilty of treason and rebellion against their

general government, while ea<'h separate island had also risen repeatedly

against its local authorities. Horrors, resenililiiig those of the Corcyraean
factions de.>-crilied by Thucydides, were of daily occurrence; in Zante alone

assassinations have been so uunurous as one for each day in the year—an
unusual average for a pupulation of less tlian 40,000. Terrified by this con-

dition of things, the principal lonians sent in 18(i2 an envoy named N'aranzi

to the Russian Emperor, to implore his immediate interference as the only
means of ])utting an eml to such anarchy. In consequence of this address
the Czar empowered his plenipotentiary. Count Mocenigo, a native of Zante,

to remodel the form of government established in 1800, and under his auspices

new forms of administration were proclaim* d both in ]M(3 and 1800: but by
the treaty of Tilsit, in 1807, the Islands were surrendered by Russia to

Napoleon when the Septin.-5ular R< public came to an end, and was incorpo-

rated with tl e French Empire. In 180I> and 1810 all tiie islands except

Corlii and Paxos were captured by an English exp«dition, which was enthu-
siasticjUly welcomed by the inhabitants. Paxos fell early in 1814; Corfu
itself, saved from attack by its strong fortresses and large French L'arrison,

was strictly blockaded until the fall of Napoleon, when one of the first acta

of the restored Bourbons was to <lire<t its sui render to tin- British forces.

Finally, on Nov. 5, 181.5. a treaty was -i^nied at Paris by lie Plonipotent aries

of Russia. Austria, Prussia, and England, whereby the Ionian Islands, of
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which England was then in actual possession—six by right of conquest and
one by surrender from the French—were erected into a free and independent
state under the immediate and exclusive protection of the British Crown.
Moreover, the military command of tlie Islands was reserved to the protecting

sovereign, wlio was to be represented by a Lord Hiu:h Commissioner, invested
with authority to regulate tlie laws and general administration, the forms of

summoning a constituent assembly, and its proceedings in drawing up a
constitutional charter.

Sir Thomas Maitland, the first Lord High Commissioner, was an officer of

practical ability, whose benevolently autocratic character is well expressed
by his popular sobriquet of King Tom. A constitutional charter drawn up
under his direction was adopted by the Ionian Constituent .Assembly in 1817.

"Whatever may have been its defects, it undoubtedly conferred on the lonians
thirty years of peace and prosperity unparalleled in the liistory of their country.
Justice was at last administered among tiiem without corruptitin, tlie revenue
was freed from peculation, life and property became secure, the people were
no longer a desj^ised or degraded caste, the native functionaries were treated
with respect and courtesy, and every man, high and low, found in every
representative of England a power, with both the will and the means to

support the right and ledress the wrong. At the same time every form of
material prosperity received an impetus ; excellent roads, previously unknown
in the Levant, were made throughout the islands; harbours, quays, and
aqueducts were constructed; trade and agriculture were encouraged;
educational institutions for every class and grade were founded ; taxation was
light, and levied almost exclusively on imports and exports; direct and
municipal taxes of all kinds were nearly unknown.

In 1848-49, Lord Seaton, then Lord High Commissioner, introduced many
sweeping changes into the Ionian Constitution, including vote by ballot, a
very extended suffrage, and a liberty of the press practically less restricted

than in any other country of the world. An agitation soon arose, on national
grounds, for annexation to the kingdom of Greece, in favour of which the
Ionian Parliament presented an address to the Queen. Thereupon Mr.
Gladstone was despatched to the Islands in 1858, on a sj^ecial mission of
enquiry.

The Lord High Commissioner was the representative of the protecting
sovereign, had a veto on all the acts of the Senate and Assembly, conducted
the foreign relations of the state, and had under his own immediate control
the police and health departments. He was represented in each of the six

southern islands by an English functionary, styled Resident, with local

functions similar to las own.
The Senate was the Upper House of Legislature, and also the Executive

Council of the State. It consisted of a president, nominated for five years
by the protecting sovereign, and of tive members, one for each of the four
larger islands (Cortii, Cephalonia, Zante, and Leucadia), the three smaller
supplying one senator in rotation.

The Assembly consisted of forty-two deputies from the various islands, and
met at Corfii every second year. Each of the seven islands had also a local

Government, consisting of a municipal council, elected by popular suffrage,
and presided over by an Ionian functionary, styled Regent {eirapxos).

On the nomination of Prince William of Denmark to the vacant Greek
throne. Great Britain voluntarily surrendered all her rights over the Ionian
Islands. The cession was formally eftected by a treaty signed in London on
the 29th of March, 1864, between her Britannic Majesty, the Emperor of the
French, and the Emperor of Russia, on the one part, and the King of the
Hellenes on the other. At the same time, these sovereigns, in accordance
with the wish expressed by the Legislative Assembly of the United States of

B 2
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the loniau islahds, ifeCognlscd the union of those islands to the Hellenic
Kingdom. It was stipulated in this Tretity that Corfu and Paxos, with their

depcndent'ios, were to enjoy the advantagts «f perpetual neutrality.

The judicial p(M-er is lodged in Civil, Crimiriid, and Police Conrt.s esta-

blibhed ill all the i.>-land!:, with an appeid to the Court of Areopiigue at Athene.
The Greek Church was rettored by the Constitution of 1817 to its proper

position as the dominant creed of the Ionian Islands. On the annexation of

the Septiusular Stale to Greece, it was stipulatcfl that the Church should
retain its own distinct organization. Thus Corfu. Cephalonia. and Zante
have each a njetropolitan, Leucadia dnd Cerigo an archbishop, and each of

the fcmnller islands a bishop— ail being selected by tlie king from thrt e can-
didates proposed by Ihe Synod at Athens. There is a R.C. archbi.-hop at

Corfli and a bishop at Zante, but the number of L.-itins in all the islands

amounts only to a few tiiousinids, of whom the greater part are aliens, or

descendants of aliens. About fifty Ionian families possess tie title of Count,
conferred on their ancestors by the Yenclian Republic. Tluse titles are not

recognised by the Gnek Government, but are always u.sed by their holders

when abroad, or in their intercourse with foreigners. The English Order of
SS. Michael and George was originally founded lor the purpose of decorating

distinguished lonians and Maltese, and such British bubje<t8 as should have
filled high offices in those Islands. It has since been extended to the whole
Empire.

Tlie public institutions of the Ionian Islands were nearly all founded under
the British Protectorate. Priynary schools have been estabiif-hed in all the
chief villages; and each island has also a litrmidury or grammar school,

a lyceum, and a gymnasium, supported by Government. The University,

founded at Corfu in 1823 by the Earl of Guildford, has been suppressed since

the annexation to Greece.

The climate of the Ionian Islands is generally temperate, but subject to

sudden changes. Their winter is rather too rainy, and their summer is

rather too hot, but their spring and autumn are delicious. Tl.e average
range of the tljermometer is from 44° to 01^ Fahr. ; the annual average of
rainy days is little ^hort of 100. The Scirocro, which blows from tl e S.K., is

most depressing and disagreeable. Frost is rare; and snow sehiom falls

excejjt on the lop of the hills. Hurricanes (borasche) are frequent; as are

also earthquakes, < specially in Zante, Leucadia, and Cephalonia.

These Islands I ave, generally sfleaking, rugged irregrrlar coasts, and a very
uneven .--urface. The hills are n:ostly lime'stone, with occasional beds of sand-
stone. Tl arid char;.cter of the soil n nders it more favourable for olives

and vines than for corn, which is chiifly imj>oited trom the shores of the
Black Sea. More than three-fourths of the surface available for tillage is

laid out in currant-grounds, vineyards, and olive plantations. Cattle and
sheep are imiwrted in numlieis tr<ni Greece and Albmiia. Agriculture is not
very far advanced, esj^ecially in Corfu, owing in great measure to the minute
divisions of j roperty. The land is princijally in the hands of small pro-

prietors, who let it out to the pea.-antry on the metayer system, receiving a
stipulated portion cf the produce as rent. The jieople of the southern islands

are more industrious tl.an the Corfiots. partly because they are encouraged by
the gentry residing on their estates during se me part of each year ; whereas
in Corfu, the tas-t*; for a town life, universal under the Venetian rule, still

exercises general influence and tends to the neglect and consequent deterio-

ratiem of the land.

The lonians possess no manufactures of importance. A little soap is

exported from Zante; and earthenware, silk, blankets, and goat-hair carpets,

are also niude to some extent in tlu Islands. Tl.e wives of tl e juasants spin

and weave a ce arse kind of woollen ciolh, sufiicient f« r the use of tlieir
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families. Some pretty trinkets are made iu the towns, especially rings and

brooches exhibiting the emblems of the seven islands, as found on ancient

coins and medals.

Tlie principal Ionian Islands are regular ports of call for the Austrian

Lloyd steamers of the Trieste and Brindisi lines. Local steam communication

is also maintained by Greek companies (see pp. 937, 944). English steamers

call at irregular intervals at Corfu, Zante, etc., and afford travellers convenient

means of sending heavy luggage, or purchases, to England.

Thanks to the British Protectorate, the Ionian Islands possess better car-

riage-roads than any other part of the kingdom.
The currency is the same as in the Greek kingdom, except that local notes

are issued by the bank.

The name of Corfii (78,000), the ancient Cokcyra, is an Italian corruption

of Kopvcp'l', a Byzantine name derived from the two peaks (^Kopv<pai), on which
the citadel of the chief town is built. From the beauty of its scenery and
deliglitful climate, this Island forms a connecting link between tlie East and
the West. Its geographical position on the high road of navigation l^etween

Greece and Italy has made Corcyra a possession of importance both in ancient

and in modem times. • Here (Thucyd. vi. 42) was passed in review that splendid

armament wliich was destined to perish at Syracuse. Here— tOO years later

—the waters of Actium saw a world lost and won. Here again, after the

lapse of sixteen centiu'ies, met together those Christian Powers which, off

Le'panto, dealt to the Turkish fleet—so long the scourge and terror of Europe
—a blow from which it has never recovered.' Corfu was for many ages the

key of the Adriatic, and one of the main outposts of Cliristendom.

The ancients identified Corcyra with the Homeric Scheria, the dwelling-

place of the hospitable Phaeacians under their king Alcinoos. But Sir E. H.
Bunbury has shown iu liis History of Ancient Geography (^vo\. i. pp. 64-67),

that such identifieation is for tlie most part imaginary.

Corcyra is said to have been called from its sh&pe Drepane (ApeivdvTj), or the

Sickle; it describes a curve, the convexity of which is towards the W. ; its

length from N.W. to S.E. is about 40 m. ; the breadth is greatest in the N.,

where it is nearly 20 m.. but it gradually tapers towards its S. extremity.

The name Corcyra (KepKvpa) appears fii-st in Herodotus (iii. 48). About B.C. 734
a colony was planted here by the Corintiiians, which soon became rich and
powerful by its extensive commerce, and in its turn founded many colonies on
the neighbouring mainland, such as Epidamnos, ApoUonia, Leucas, and
Anactorion. So rapid was their prosperity that the colonists soon became
formidable rivals of their mother-country; and about B.C. 665 a battle was
fought between their fleets, memorable as the most ancient Greek sea-

fight on record. Corcyra appears to have been subjugated by Periander
(Herod, iii. 49), but to have recovered its independence. During the Persian

war the Corcyraeans are stated by Herodotus (vii. 168) to have played false

to the national cause, and their names did not appear on the muster-roll of

Salamis. At a later period (b.c. 432) Corcyra. by invoking the aid of

Athens against the Corinthians, became one of tlie proximate causes of the

Peloponnesian war (Thucyd. i. 31). During the progress of that contest her
political power and importance were irretrievably lost, iu consequence of the
fierce dissensions between the aristocratical and democratical parties in the

island. The latter were finally successful, and (b.c. 425) massacred all

their adversaries with the most horrible^atrocities (Thucyd. iv. 46),

For some generations after the Peloponnesian war the fortunes of Corcyra
were various. Though it appears never to have recovered its former political

consequence, a gorgeous picture of the fertility and opulence of the island in

g.c. 373 has been drav^n by ^^enophon (fleWew. vi. 2). When it w£^s pYadf5(^
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in tliat year by tlie Spartans under Mnasippos, it is represented na beinpj in

tlie hifrliest state of onltivation and full of the ricliest produce; witli tields

admirably tilled, and viutyards in surpassing condition : with splendid farm-
buildings, well filled wine-cellars, and abundance of cattle. The hostile

Sfjldiers, we are told, while enricliing themselves by their depredations, bec^ime
so pampered with the plenty around them that they refused to drink any wine
that was not of the first quality. Within a century of this event the i.-land

was alternately possessed by the Si)artiins, the Athenians, tlie Macedonians,
and King Pyrrhus of Epirus, until it finally fell under the Roman dominion
B.C. 2'29. From its situation near Brundnsium and Dvrniehion—the Dover
and Calais of the ancients—Corcyra wa.s frequently visited by illustrious

Romans. Here Octavianus assembled his fleet before the battle of Actium. and
hither at various times came Tibullu.-, Cato, and Cicero, whose friend T.
Pomponius Atticus posses.-^ed large estates on the oppo-ite coast of Epirus. In
A.D. G7. Corcyra was visited by the Emp. Nero on his way to Cireece, who,
according to Suetonius, sang and danced before the altar of Zeus at

Cas.'-iope (Suet. Ner. 22).

Henceforward there is little notice of Corfu until the times of the Crusades,
when its geographical position caused it to be greatly Irequented. Robert
Gui.scard seized the island in A.n. 1081, during his wars with the Eastern
Empire; and another grea* Norman Chief, Ri<"li:ird I. of England, landed
here on his return from the Holy Land in a.d. 1193. After remaining in the

island for some time, he continued his voyage to Ragu.-ia. whence proceeding
homewards by land he was made captive by the Duke of Austria.

During the decline of the Empire, Corfii underwent many changes of

fortune, being sometimes in the hands of the Greek Emperors, sometimes in

those of various Latin jirinces, particularly of the House of Anjou (then
governing Naples), and always exposed to the incursions of freebooters and
pirates. At length, in 1386, tlie inhabitants sent a deputation t^> Venice to

implore the protection of that Republic, under whose sovereignty they re-

mained until its downfall in 1797. A'enice made Corfu her principal arsenal

in Greece, and surrounded the town with extensive and massive fortifica-

tions, which set at defiance the whole power of the Ottomans in the as.-aults of

1537 and 1570, and above all, in the celebrated Siege of 1716, remarkable as

the last great attempt of the Turks to extend their conquests in Christendom.
On this occasion the Republic was fortunate in its selection as Commandant
at Corfu of Marshal Schulenburg. a brave and skilful German soldier of

fortune, who had served under Prince Eugene and the King of Saxony.
The Turkish fleet of 60 shif>s-of-war, and a number of smaller vessels,

appeared before the place on July 5, 1716; they were commanded by the

Capitan-Pasha or High Admiral of the Empire in person ; while the

Seraskier or General-in-Chief led the army of 30,000 picked troops, which
was ferried across by the boats of the fleet from Bontrinto to Govino. On
July 8 the Venetian fleet entered the northern channel, and by .saluting the

Virgin of Cassopo gave notice of their approach to the Turks, who might
otherwise have been taken at a disadvantage.

On July 16, the Seraskier established his headquarters at Potamo, and laid

waste the country far and wide, the pe^i.sanfry having mo^tly taken refuge

within the walls of the town. The garrison amounted to 5000 men, chiefly

Germans, Slavonians, and Italians. The Turks erected batteiies on Mount
Oliveto, above the subnrb of Mandouehio, on Aug. 1, and carried Mount
Abraham by assault on Aug. 3. Tlieir advanced works were then abandoned
by the besieged, when the Turks pushed their approaches through the

suburb of Cast rades, and closely invested the town. For several days there

were frequent assaults by the Inflilels and sorties of the Christians, with heavy
Jobs on both sides, the inhabitants (including, it is said, even the priests anii
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the women) fightings along with the garrison on the ramparts and in tlie

trenches. An hour before daybreak on Aug. 19 the Turk.s made their grand
assault, and efiVoted a lodgm nt in Scarpone, an outwork of the Fortezza
Nuova. Sohuleiiburg then headed a sally in person, and after a desperate

contest drove them from this vantage-ground with immense loss. In the

night of the 22nd they retreated to Govjno, re-embarked, and sailed away to

Constantinople, where both the Admiral and the General paid witli tlieir

lives the penalty of their failure. The Turks abandoned in their trenches all

their ammunition and stores, including 78 guns; and they are stated to have
lost, during the siege of five weeks, full half their army in action and by
disease, for it was the most deadly period of a very unhealthy season. The
Venetians lost 2000 out of their garrison of 5000 men,
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ROUTE 1.

I.ONPON TO RRINDISI, BY CnANNKI,

STKAMEK AND RAILWAY.

The followiug Tables exhibit at a

planco thn main Rfiutes hi-twcou

TvOTidon anfl Brimlisi. Fnlkestone lias

Ix'cn selectod as tlic point of departure
from tlic British coast rather tlian

Dover, but it will he umlerstood that

liofh pasf-a^es are equal!}- available,

except in G a'ld H. All the nijiht

trains cany sli'epin<r cars nnd dinins
saloons, tlie extra chartje for the

former being about 1/. anight. Ap-
plication shotild be made to the Inter-

national Sleeping Car Co.. 14, Cock-
spur St., or Charinp; Cross Stat.

2') kil.(55 lbs ) of lusgage is allowed
on the French, B( L-ian, and several

Ocrinan lines, but none in Switzerland
or Italv. Throu«,'h tickets to Brindisi

are available for 30 days, with liberty

to stop at all important towns.

Travellers who wi.-h to break the

jouruey at smaller places can generally
obt:iin leave to do so when purchasinir

their book of coupons. The fares. 1st

and 2nd class, are ajjproximately as

follows :

—

£ f. (1.

A. 11 18 10

B. 12 17 G

C. 12 17 3
D. 11 18 11

E. 1.3 S f)

V. 11 17 10

X t. ii.

8 7 7

8 18 r»

8 18

8 .') .5

9 7 .5

8 G 7

Ji;}
12 2 2 8

Distances in English Nihf.

London to

74 Folkestone
101 Boulogne
178 Amiens

228 Tergnier
245 Laon
278 Rheims
314 Chalons
398 Chaumont
512 Bel fort

.")(]:! Basel

1411 Brindisi (by F)

This Route avoids Paris, and tra-

verses the St. Gotthard tunnel. The
journey may be conveniently broken
at Milan or Bologna, beyond which
there are no very comfortable sleejiing

places until re:i<hinL' Jirindisi.^ The
scenery lietween Jlilan and Bologna

is tHli:6.

B.

London by A as far as

178 Amiens
260 Paris
535 Macon
(}93 Modane
752 Turin
809 Alessandria
856 Genoa
9."i9 Pisa
1168 Rome
13U3 Caserta
13J4 Naples
13."i2 Cava
1370 Biittipaglia

13 I'iK stum
1428 Pnt.nza
l.">2l Taranto
l.")t;6 Brindisi

Through the Mont Cenis tunnel,

and along the most beautiful part of

tl.e Italian Riviera. Between Pisa

and Rome the scenery is less attrac-

tive. The line from Rome to Napleft^
is extremely fine. Travellers whu
propose breaking the journey for onr-

night are advised to sleep at Cava^
riitlier than at Naples, f<tr the reason
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thut tlie station at the former place is

near the excellent hotel, wheieas the

nearest hotel at Naples is 2 m. drive

from the Ely. It is an advantage
also tliat the train leaves Cava at

9 o'clock in the morning instead of

7.50—the hour of departure from
Naples. Those who can spare a

second day will do well to visit from
Cava the Teiuples at Paestum— a
specially interesting excursion either

on tlie wa)' to Athens or on the

return. Beyond Battip.iglia the train

mounts steeply to cross the ridge of

tlie Southern Apennines, and the

scenery becomes ma.nificent. Lun-
cheon should be carried from Cava, as

tlie buffets on the Rly. are poor.

C.

London by B as far as

130.3 Caserta
]3-i3 Benevento
1406 Foggia
1552 Britidisi

Fine scenery between Cascria and
Benevento, beyond which the Apen-
nines are pierced by a tunnel 2 m.
long. This route should be avoided
on Saturday or Sunday, as the main
line (A) has to be joined at Foggia,
and the carriages are usually crowded
w^th passengers for the steamers
leaving Brindisi at midnight on Sun-
day.

D.
London by B as far as

809 Alessandria
870 Piacenza
939 Modena
962 Bologna
1291 Foggia
1488 Brindisi

This is the route followed by the
P. and O. express, which leaves Lon-
ilon every Friday evening, but is only
tvailable foi- travellers on their way
to India or Australia. Ordinary
L'xpress trains, however, run, as a

matter of course, every day.

E.
London by D or F as far as

962 Bologna
1045 Florence

1243 Rome
1627 Brindisi (by Naples), B
1641 Biindisi (by Caserta), C

Travellers by this route should sleep

at BoIogna,2^ so as not. to miss the

fine scenery between that town and
Florence. Luncheon should be car-

ried from the excellent bufifet at

Bologna.

F.

London by B as far as

260 Paris

537 Bel tort

568 Miilhausen
588 Basel
648 Lucerne
792 Chiasso
825 Milan
868 Piacenzi
960 Bologna
1088 Ancona
1289 Foggia
1436 Brindisi

A much frequented route—most
persons preferring to take Paris on
their way. The scenery along the

St. Gotthard Ely. is also finer than
that traversL-d by the Mont Cenis.

G.
London to

78 Dover
99 Calais

235 Brussels
377 Luxemburg
420 Metz
520 Strassburg
608 Basel
1456 Brindisi (by A)

Scenery very striking between
Bru.ssels and Metz
The distance from London to

Brussels is 9 m. shorter bv Ostend.

H.
London bv A as far as

512 Belfoit

552 Dele'mont
577 Basel
1425 Brindisi (by F)

This route makes a circuit between
|3elfort and Basel to avoid passinjj
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through German territory, adiling

14 m. to the distance by MiilliauBcn.

C 'mbinations of these routes may
be made to a limited extent, oven
with a through ticket ; but travellers

witii sufficient time at their command,
who art' accusti)med to shift for them-
selves, and are not wholly ignorant of

foreign languages, will save money,
and enjoy a vast amount of indepen-
dence, by taking their tickets from
one place to another, and stopping

where they please. Much additional

comfort and pleasure are also secured
by avoiding express trains, which in

the travelling season are always
crowded. (See also remarks at the

end of Route 7.) All the routes take

from 4.T to 60 hrs., travelling straight

through.
For the approach to Italy through

the Tyrol, by Rly. over the Brenner to

Verona and Bologna, see Rte. 7.

ROUTE 2.

liRlNDISr TO TATRAS, BY CORFU.

—

STEA.MEK.

Nautical
Miles.

Brindisi

117 Corfu
252 Pairas

[Page 937, B, C.]

The steamer leaves Brindisi at

midnight, and steers S.K.E. In the

early morning the Turkish coast of

Allmnia is seen on tiie 1., and after-

wanls, on the rt., the tinely-shaped

F<nv\ one of the Othonian Islands.

The second of this group is Merhra,
while in the (listance between the two
appears Savuithmki, or Mathraki

(p. 22). Bejoud Merlera the N. coast

of Corfu comes finely into view, with

its hea<lland of (S. Catarina, and Monte
S. Snlvatore in the background

I'p. 21). A strait, barely 3 m. across,

separates the N. part of the island

from the Albanian shore, after thread-

ing which we i)a.--rt on tde rt. a wide
bay, and steer due S. towanls the

Utile island of Vido. Beyond thistho

steamer rounds to the W., and the

lieautifully situate<l town of Corfu
comes rather suddenly into view.

[The steamer remains at anchor
for about .3 hrs., but enquiry should
Ije made of the captain. Travellers

intending to continue their voyage
may bargain for a boat to and from
the shore (1 or 2 dr.), and drive 5 dr.)

to One - gun Batfi-ry, visiting tlie

Itoynl Villa on the way. Carriages

are generally in waiting at the har-

bour, but tiie regular stand is half

way down the E-planade (see below).]

CORFTX, S^T including its suburbs
of Miinih'ukin to the \W . and C'ok-

traih^ ( Tap'n^a) to the S., contains

19,025 inliab. ; among wiiom are

4000 Latins, with an archbishop of

their own, and 2800 Jews, who live

in a separate quarter of the town.

The remainder of the people belong

to the (ireek Churcii.

For the history and general descrip-

tion of the Isliind, see p. 5.

Having been formerly enclosed by
walls, the town has narrow streeta

and lofty houses. During the British

protectorate the main streets were
widened, sanitary regubdions en-

forced, markets built, an efficient

police orgiinised, new roads and
approaches constructed, and a copious

supply of water brought in pipes from

a source above Benizza— a distance

of 8 m. Tiie harbour is always lively

with steamers and trading vessels,

engaged ehieHy in the export of olive

oil, and the import of corn.

From the gate which faces the land-

ing-place, the crowded Nikejihoros St.

{bths liiKr)<p^pov) leads in 7 min. to

tiie Esplanade, forming a short cut

through the heart of the town, along
which the tniveller is usually con-

ducted by the commissionnaire of the

hotel. In fine weather, however, it is

better to XvLjn to tiie 1, after passing
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through the gate, and to follow the

sea-road along the line of the old walls

(SuUe Mura), whi<-h runs at some
height above the harbour, and passes

the Royal Paluee on the 1. just before

entering the Esplanade. (Entrance
for strangers, on application to a
sentry, ffom this side.)

[Near the foot of the Sulle Murn
road, on the rt., a street ascends at

rt. angles to the Cathedral, dedicated
to Our Lady of the Cave (J) Ylavayla

l,irr]\Lci>Tt(T<Tu). The present building

is modern, but contains, to the 1. of

tlie high altar, the costly silver tomb
of S. Theodora.]

The Royal Palace, a large two-
storied building with wings, con-

structed of white Malta stone, is

flanked by the two gates of St. Michael
and St. George, each of which frames a
lovely picture of the sea and moun-
taius.

In front is a bronze statue of Sir

Frederick Adam, by Prosellenti. Sir

Frederick is regarded as a great bene-
factor by the Cortiots, the water supply
of the town having been organised
under his administration.

The palace was erected for the

British Lord High Commissioner,
during the Government of Sir Thomas
Maitland. It is well laid out, and
contains a good suite of reception
roiims, in some of which the ciphers

G.R. and V'.R. are still conspicuous.

In the entrance-hall is a tine marble
lioness, of archaic Greek workmanship,
discovered in 1841-5 in an ancient
necropolis at Castrades (p. 16).

On the ground-flooi- is the meeting
hall of the extinct Ionian Senate.
Its walls are hung with portraits of

ten or twelve presidents, including
Theotoky, Carusi, and Roma. There
are also busts or portraits of Lord
Guildford, Sir Tliomas Maitland, and
several of his successors in the govern-
ment.
The Hall of the Knights of SS.

Michael and George contains a por-
trait of George IV.
From the windows at ths back of

t/he house t^ere is a rnagniticent view

of the channel of the Corfu and the
Albanian coast.

The Esplanade (Spianata), though
it has lately suft'ered by tlie destruction

of its tine and celebrated trees, is still

an imposing space of ground, biumded
on the N. by the Royal Palace, on
the E. by the Fortress (see below),
and on the W. by a row of houses
rising upon arcades, among wliicli are
the two hotels. Half-way down it is

crossed by an avenue of trees, at the
E. end of which, opposite the Fortress,

is a statue of Count von der Schulen-
hurg (p. 6). Further on is a little

round Ionic Temple erected in memory
of Sir Thomas Maitland, and an obelisk

in honour of Sir Howard Douglas.

The Fortezza Vecchia is freely open
to the public. We cross the moat
and keep straight on, turning to the
rt. at the fiist houses. At the foot of
the hill is the Garrison Church, with
a Doric portico, erected by the Eng-
lish. Thence a road ascends to the

1., passes through a curved tunnel,

and bears always rt. to the top of the
Fort. The ramparts are of various
ages, some of them dating as far back
as 1550. The *view is extremely
tine. To the E. stretches the long
coast line of Albania, whose highest
summits are usuall}' sprinkled with
snow. At our feet lies the island of

Vido, behind which rises Monte S.

Salratore. To the 1. are the sillages

oi Siiartilla, S. Marco, and CoraJduna
;

and higlier up Sokraki, whence a new
road zigzags up tiie hill. Then the
Pass of S. Pantaleone and the road
to Palaeocastrizza, the peak of S.

Giorgio, the round hill of S. Deca, and
the Villa of the Empress of Austria.
Above the latter to the 1. rises Kyriahe,
and further on <§. Croce. In the fore-

ground, the Rojai Villa of Monrepos,
the suburb of Castrades, and the
cypresses of the Eng. Cemetery.
On the rt., at tiie S. end of the

Esplanade, and approached by a lofty

flight of steps, is the Ionian Academy
(^lovla 'AKaSrjyui'a), founded early in

the century by Lord Guildford. The
Library of 35,000 vols, has been niuch
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ncgkcted siucc the supprfssion of the
I'liiverMty. In the Museum on the
first fl(;or arc several inscriptions,

aflording valuable evidence as rigard-i

the early history of the Greek alpha-
bet, some vases, and a large number
of miscellaneous antiquities. Tiieru
are also 24 .-quares of flooring in a
coarse mosaic npresenting birds,

beasts, and fishes. The original design
is siiown in a laesimile prepared by
Ant. Vegia at the time of discovery,
and before the mosaic was taken up.

Also terminal stones, tomb reliefs of

figures resembling small gravestones,
and some fragments of bu.sts and
statues. On tlie same floor are class-

rooms, a laboratory, and a lumber-
room, containing the commencement
of a local ornithological collection,

apparently abandoned.
Opposite the Academy is a marble

St.^tue of Capouisirias (p. 110),
erected in 1887.

A few doors N. of the Academy,
fronting the Esplanade, is a Boy$^
School, formerly the house of the Arch-
priest, Demetrios Petrettinos, in which
Lord Guildford was baptized into the
Greek Church in 1791, his host stand-

ing sponsor.

From the Esplanade a road de-

scends to the Strada Marina, a
favourite promenade skirting the sea.

It leads in a few minutes to the
suburb of Castrades, behind which on
the rt. rises the dismantled Venetian
Fort of S. Sahaiore. Here was dis-

covered in 1843, in course of demolish-
ing the fort, an extensive Greek
necropolis, with many curious and
interesting remains, including the
celebrated Tonil) of Memcratifi, and
the marble lioness now at tlie Palace

(p. 14). The tomb lies at the base
of the ramparts, about 150 yds. to the

rt. of the Strada Marina, and is

circular in form, dating from about
B.C. 600. An inscription, running
round the rim of the low enclosure,

one of the most imjjortant in the his-

tory of the alphabet, states that Mene-
crates was drowned.

Furtlu-r on the Strada Marina
curves to the 1., ending in a short

pier or mole at the S. end of the bay.

Avoiding the curve, and keeping
straight on. we n-ach on the 1. the

inten-sting Ijyzantine Church of 88.

Jason and Sosipater, comrades of

St. Paul, who, according to tradition,

were the first jjreaehers of Christianity
in C' rcyra. The present building
dates from the 12th cent., but it

occupies the site of a much older om-,

ajiparently built with the materials of

an ancient temple. The Church hai
a triple apse, the central one ending
square, and contains two large
columns of Bigio Jumacnto, and a
smaller one of white marble. It is

distint 1^ m. from the hotels.

We now stand uixm the site of the
ancii nt ConcvRA, wliich occupied the
peninsula between the bays of Kali-
kiopoulo and Castrades, and still

preserves the name of Palaeopolis.

The ancient city was racked by the
Goths in the 6th cent., from which
date it was abandoned. The later

Greeks and the Venetians used
Palaeopolis as an almost inexhaustible
quarry in the erection of tiie modem
town of Corfii. Spon and W'heler
allmle to the stores of marble lying
here even .so late as the ]7ih cent.

A slight ascent of 5 min. from
SS. Jason and Soaipater leads to a
point where the roail divide*, the 1.

branch returning to the sea. Con-
tinuing to the rt.. We reach almost
immediately the Church of All Saints
(twv 'Ayiwv U.dfTwi'), with its round
apse facing the road (keys at the
cottage close by). At tlie W. entrance
are two fluted e-olumns of Parian
marble, and an architrave with a
Greek in^oription, stating that the

Church was erected by a certain

Jovianus after the death of Julian the
Ai»ostate (a.d. 363).

Opposite the CliUrch a garden gate
on tlie 1. leads into the 17//'/ Rente, or

Royal Villa of Monrepos, another in-

heritance from the British occupation,

laid out for Sir Fred. Adam, Lord
High Commi.-sioner, in 1824. The
beautiful gardens, affording delightful

walks which wind among shrubberies
overhanging the sea. are open on cer-

tain days to the public, but are always
accessible to stranger?. Many ^iqc}^
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of semi-tropical trees here flourish in

perfection, and the vegetation is every-

where luxuriant.

Further on, beyond a small but
ancient Chapel on the rt., the roail

again divides. Both branches lead to

the same point, but the upper one is

preferable. A lane turns 1. from it, a

little higher up, and passes on the

same siile, just beyond tlie boundary
of the Royal grounds, a small enclo-

sure within a low wooden fence, in

which may be traced the foundations

of a small, but beautifully situated,

Doric Temple, discovered in 1822. It

was peripteral hexastyle, having six

columns at each end. A flight of

steps leads down from the Temple to

the Fountain ofKardaM, about 100 ft.

below, on the mai'gin of the sea.

A path from the fouutain, outside

the fence, leads up in 5 min. to a hill

overlooking the sea, and commanding
a fine view. Close to it, in an olive-

grove, is the hamlet of Ascensione

('Aj'dA7)i|/is),wiiere an interesting Greek
festa is celebrated on Ascension Day.

Returning towards the Royal Villa,

we now follow the upper road (see

above), whicli leads iu J hr. to the

Cannone, a semicircular terrace called

by the English One -gun Battery,

from a cannon which formerly stood

there. The spot commands a cele-

brated and beautiful *view across

the strait which formed the entrance
to the ancient Hyllaean Harbour, and
along the E. coast of the Island. The
harbour is now silted up, and its site

occupied by the shallow Lake of Kali-
Jcidpoulo. On its opposite shore, about

J m. W. of the Cannone, a copious

spring gushes out near the sea, which
a very old tradition of the peasantry
points out as the Fouxtaix of Cres-
siDA, where the nymph-like Nausicaa
and her train of attendant maidens
received the suppliant Ulysses.

A narrow causeway, only to be tra-

versed barefoot, stretches from the
shore below the Cannone to the pic-

turesque islet of Pondikonisi (Mouse
Islan I), with its mona.stery of five

mouki and a Chapel. According to a
local tradition, llii.s rock, aid not tlie

one visible from S. Pantaleoue (p. 22_),

is the Ship of Ulysses, turned into

stone.

The highest point towards the S. is

the hill of S. Decn, with its village

below the summit. To the 1. rises

KyriaJ:e, with the village of Gadouri,
and further 1. Monte S. Grace {:S,Tavph

^ovvo).

In returning, the traveller may
follow the lower road, which passes a
succession of c>ttages, and uni'es witli

the main carriage-road after about a
mde.

The street which leads directly

from the harbour into the town (oShs

N iKTjcpopov) passes on the La Piazzetta
in whicli is the Ionian Bank, and
opposite to it tlie Church of the
Madonna dei Fore4i. Standing back
on the 1. is seen the tower of S. Spiri-

dione, a Church dedicated to the
Patron-Saint of Corfu, whose body is

l^reserved iu a richly ornamented case
to the rt. of the high altar. The
annual offerings at this shrine, though
gradually falling off, amount to a con-
siderable sum, and are the property of
a noble Corfiot family, to whom the
cliurch belongs. Tliree or four times
a year the body of tlie Saint is carried

in solemn procession around the Es-
planade, followed by the Greek clergy

and all the native authorities. The
sick are sometimes brought out and
laid where the Saint may be carried

over them. St. Spiridion was bishop
of a see in Cyprus, and was one of the
F.ithers of the Council of Nice in

A.D. 325. So popular is the S.tint,

that nearly half the boys in the island

are named Spiro in his honour. The
Latin Churches of the Annunziata
(1394) and of S. Francesco (1387)
contain some handsome marble altars.

Just before reaching the Piazzetta
the busy Market Street (oSos kyopas)

leads on the rt. to tlie old Theatre, on
the E. front of which is a poor monu-
ment to Francesco Morosini (p. 250).

Hence the oShs Eiiyeviov may be fol-

lowed for 2 min. to the Porta Eeale,

outside which on the 1. is the Neio
Theatre, erected in 1895. Opposite,
sonic cyi>ressis on rising ground mark
the line of the ramparts which enclose
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the Fortezza Nuova, erected by the

Venetians at the end of the IGth cent.

Following them for a few niinutes we
obtain a tine view of the hay beyond
Mundoukio, anil of Monte S. 8alvatore

acroHs the water. Descending to the
quay and turning to the rt., in 10 min.
we regain the harbour.

In the Convent Churcli of Flatilerra,

i m. W. of the Porta Reale, is the

tomb of Capodistria, first Regent of the

new Greek kingdom after tjje Revolu-
tion of 1821.

Excursions.

The carriage-roads in the Island of

Corfu, all made during the English
occupation, are the best in the king-
dom of Greece, although now some-
what out of repair. '1 he scenery- is

always pleasing, and often extremely
grand, one of its special features being
the luxuriant growth and picturestjue

form of the olive, which here attains the

size and dignity of a lorest tree. Per-
sons familiar with tiie olive orchards

of other countries, where the stuntid

cabbage-headi d trees, disfigured by
pruning, are planted in long, mono-
tonous straigiit lines, will be astonished

at the natural Ixauty of the tree, and
will probably tliiuk it well worth a

journey to Cortii to have driven

Ihrougii one of its olive groves. The
views are equally varied and attractive

over sea and land, and the surprising

cheapness of carriage hire adds a

further inducement to the thorough
exploration of tlie country.

I. 'Jo Pyrgi, 13 m. N.N.W.—From
the Fortu Real'- (p. 19) we drive at

first S.W. through the suburb of S.

Jluccu, hav ill g 1 1 le Fortezza Niiovd on our

rt. hand, and tlie Euijlish Cemetery on
our 1., to (2 m.) Ahipou. A mile fur-

ther we cross the river Futanid over a

Ijridge where three roads mcvt, and
turn N. to (1 m.) Afra. The road

winds Considerably iuland to avoid

swampy ground at tiie nxnitii of the

river. Further on wc obtain a view
of iheLazzarMo, a tiny island about a
mile frum the shore. To tlie 1. of it lies

the snug and sheltered Fort of Govino,
where some Frencli ships, adopting
a naval stratagem, evade 1 pursuit by
Nelson. On the shore arc ruins of a
Venetian dockyard. At the S. end of

the harbour lies tlie hamlet of Kondo-
halt, and on the W. side the village

of (5 m.) Gvcino. Ltss than ^ m.
further on we turn to the rt., ascend
through woods, and afterwards de-
scend rather steeply to the shore of a
beautiful bay, near the upper end of

which is the village of (4 m.) Ipto, and
a mile further Fyrgi, alxjve whicii an
unfinioheil road mimnts in zigzags to

(3 ni.) Spurtilla (1:J1U ft). To the rt.

rises Monte >i. -ialcutore (p. 24).

On the return drive, it is usual to

turn to tlie 1. about 1^ m. beyoml Go-
vino, and ascend to the village of

Fotamu, T which stands on high
ground about 3 m. from Corfii.

II. To Palaeocastiizza, 28 m.
N.W.W.—3 hns. each way.- -For this

drive tiio lower road is usually choseu,

which turns to the rt. beyond S,

Rocco(Me alxive), aiid(in J hr.) leaves

Putaiijo on the 1. before reaching Go-
vino we join the inlainl road, and
beyond it (1 hr. from CVirlii) avoid the

turning on tiie rt. to Ipso. Following
the main road, wu riiich in 2U min.
the village of Iscjwnho, ami 15 min.
further the turning to <S'. Fniituleone,

which crosses the stream to the rt.

Our road ascends the rt. bank, and in

5 min fords a shallow lake. On the

mountain &ide to the rt. lies the

village of Skriperb. After 20 min.

(2 hrs. from Corfii) a small tarn is

seen below the road on the rt., and we
gain a view of Corakiana to the E. of

6kiptrd. The load now descends in

curves, and after 7 min. rises again

towards the rt. 8 min. turtiier 8(»me

fine red clitts come into view on the

rt. An iusiriptiou on a nn-k to thert.

of the road records its construction by
soldier^; of the 11th Regiment in 1829

(t^ KanvovTi avaiTfiiSfi (dfos). After

leaving on the rt. the road to (2 m.)

Lakonve (see below), at 2.J hrs. from
Corlii a very lx.autiful view of the sea

is gained on thu 1., and we overlook

the B(iy of Liapiidts, enjoying magni-
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ficent rock scenery on both sides. The
road now descends in 20 min. to a

quiet bay, where tlie carriage waits,

and luncheon may be eaten ou the

sands.

A road ascends hence in 10 min. to

the Convent of Palaeocastrizza (800 ft ),

occupying tlie site of an ancient fort-

ress (old castle), and strongly situated

on a steep rock impending over the

Adriatic Sea.

The *viEW from the Convent
itself, and especially from an isolated

crag a few yds. distant, is justly cele-

brated for its beauty. Below tiiis spot

a precipice falls sheer down to the sea,

studded with j-ocks and islets, and
sparkling with those ' countless smiles'

(the TzovTLWv KvfxaTwv aviipidfxov yehafffJ-a

of Aescliylus), tlie full charm of whicli

can be appreciated only by those who
have seen southern waves flash up in

southern sunlight. In the garden of

the Convent lies an old Venetian can-

non. On a iiill to the X.W. (1080 ft.)

rises the Castle of S. Angelo (13th cent).

The traveller should stipulate with
the di'iver for a return by tlie higher
road (see above).

From Laliones (820 ft.) the ascent of

Monte Ercole (1G60 ft.) may be made
in 1^ hr. It commands a fine view of

the W. coast, and may be combined,
at the Cost of 2 hrs. more, with a visit

to 8. Angelo. Monte Ercole may be
descended on the E. side in 1^ hr. to

Douhades, whence a joad leads down
in a few minutes to the main carriage

road, at a point about 2 hrs.' drive

from Corfu.

III. To the Pass of S. Pautaleone,

li m. N.W., the highest point of the

road which is carried over the moun-
tain-chain of S. Salvatore. For about

1^ hr. we follow the road to Palaeo-

castrizza, and then turn to the rt. and
cross the stream. To the rt. rises the

village of Corakiana (390 ft.). Our
roadasceudsto(^ hr.)(S'/i'n'pe/-c/(410ft.),

and thence in | iir. to tlie summit of

the puss (1050 ft.). It commands a
splendid prospi ct over tlie noithein
district I'f Corlii, t1 e islands of Fauo,
Meiitia, and iSamuthruki, ami the in-

sulated rock which claims to be the

Ship of Ulysses. At a distance it much
resembles a petrified ship in full sail,

and ie pointed out by tradition as the

galley of the Piiaeacians, which, on
her return from conveying Ulysses to

Ithaca, was overtaken by the ven-

geance of Neptune, and changed into

stone within sight of the port (Oil.

xiii. 161). A small islet in this group

is also fancifully named the Isle of

Calypso. Luncheon may be eaten

under a huge oak-tree, 3 m. to the N.
of the pass.

IV. To Pelleka, 7 m. VV.—Following
the road to Govino for a short dis-

tance beyond the bridge over the Po-
tamo (p. 20), we avoid the road

which turns N. to Afra, and keep
straight on. To the rt. opens out the

VaUe di Bopa. Our road now ascends,

and presently turns S., the last part cf

the diive mounting in steep curves.

In Ij hr. we reach PeZ/e/iW, famous for

its marble quarries. 10 min. above
the village rises a rock (892 ft), which
commands a magniticent *view of the

central part of the island, bounded E.

and W. by the sea.

A path leads X.W. from Pelleka in

IJ hr. to the summit of >S. Giorgio

(1285 ft.), a conspicuous peak from
which a yet finer view is enjoyed. At
the loot of the hill, washed by the sea,

is the convi nt of Myr iotissa. A steep

descent on the E. side leads in 1| to

Kokkini, iit the opening of the Valle

di Ropa, where the carriage may be
rejoined. Thtnce a drive of 3 m.
takes the traveller back into the high
road, at a point about i m. from
Corfii.

V. To Benizze, 8 m. S. The road,

on issuing from the Porta Reale, nins
S.W. between the Fortezza Nuova and
the dismantled Fort of S. Salvatore,

and afterwards skirts the shores of

Lake Kalikiopoulo. It then begins to

ascend in cuives, and at a point 40
min. from Corfii divides, the rt. branch
leading to SS. Deca (see below). Bear-
ing to the 1., in 20 min. we reach Gas-
tonii. sjs T [Ascent in 20 min. i>f the
Kyriake (920 ft.) ; fine view.] 5 min.
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furtlicr is the Villa Achilleion, ;i

country seat ertctid for tlie EmprcHs
of Austria, containing u few nuxlern

works of art, Vjut chi< Hy rointirkaljle

for the beauty of its gardenH (see

Index). The mad now descends in

curves to (20 ruin.) Beiihze^ a ])ret-

tily situ.ated viliiige on the sea. In a

garden ut the hack of one of the cot-

tages, about 100 yds. before lea'liing

the Inn. are some picturesiiuc rem ins

of Roman Batiis, with mosaic i)ave-

ments. The ruined aqueduct wliich

supplied them may be traced at inter-

vals « limbing uj) tiie hill. A nioilern

aquednct from springs above the vil-

lage carries water to Oorfii.

VI. ToSS. Deca r'Ayioi AtKoXS m. S.

The road turns to the li. lx:fore reach-

ing Gastouri (see ab<jve), and ascends
in 25 min. to the village of S'S. I)ei(i

(075 ft.), or tlie Holy Ten. Hence the
summit of Monte SS. Dcca (1860 ft.)

may be rt^aclied in an hour (guide

necessary to show the beginniTig of

the path). The mountain has two
peaks, each of which commands an
admirable *viEW. The descent may
be made on the W. side in \\ hr. to

the Fiixtt of S. Teodoro, where the car-

riage shonld be in waiting.

The high road continues to ascend
from the village of SS. Deeo, nftording

charming vi(-\v.-, to the village of

(2 m.) iStand, whence the summit of

Monte S. Croce (1475 ft.) may be
gained in i hr. A tine view also is

enjijytid from the Chapel of the Hoijia

Triada, \ hr. above the village on the

1. From Stavro the carriage-road de-

scends, passes on the rt. the Lake of
Kori^sia, and ends at Melihia, near
the promontory of Lerhimo, 28 m.
from Corfii. The island terminates

in the white clill' of Capo Bianco.

The summit of Monte S. Salvatore

3000 ft.), the highest point in the

island, may be reached from Corfu in

about 5 hrs. The best way is to cross

the bay in a bout (2i hrs.) to Gh/phn,

and ascend to ^»gne« (1550 ft.) in li hr.

Thence to the top of the mountain
in another 1^ hr. The Church, which
dates from 1847, is the object of an

important pilgrimage every year on
the Feast of the Transfiguration
(tith Aug.). The 'view is magniti-
cent. In clear weather the coast

of Italy is just visible ulxtve the
horizon to the N.W. ; while to the
E. the eye rangef along the chain of

the Acroceraunian Mfnintains, and
penetnit's far inti the interior of Al-
bania, commanding the ea^tle and
plain of Boutrinto, with its two lakes

and river, and several village s pictur-

es(iuely scatteretl over the hills. To
the S., the city and whoic island f)f

0)r(u are stretched out like a niaji,

with Paxos and Santa Maura in the
distance. The boit may be sent

round to Pyrgi(see p. 20), the descent
to which by Spartilla lakes 2 J hrs.

There is good shooting in winter on
the mighbonring coast of Albania,

including wild hoar, deer, wt)0<lcock,

snipe, ami wild-fowl. The ])oiiits

generally visited are Santi Quaruntn,
Boutrinto, Kntnito and I'dtjunia.

IIOUTE 3.

ClMJFr TO PATRA8. BY CEPHALONI.\ AND
ZANTE.—6TEAMEK.

Uiles.

Corfii

95 IJ.xonri

99 Arg<i6toU

129 Zante
ISi Patraa

[Page 944, H.]

On leaving Corfii, we have a tine

view of Monte SS. Dera on the rt., with

the village of Benizze at its foot.

Opposite is the mouth of the Katninna.

winch for some distance forms the

tlio Ixiundary between Greece and
Albania. The str.iggling village,

whose white hou.^es hang like a snow-
wreath on the side of the Albanian
hills, nt arly due E. of the citad 1. is

Konispolis. Further S. is the l>ay of
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Gomenitza, an old Venetian station.

The long sandy point which runs
out from the opposite coast of Corfii

is the promontory of Lrvlnmo, the
Greek form of Capo Bianco—whieh
name is borne by tlie Cape at the S.

extremity of the island.

5 m. S. of Levkimo is Potami.T
Close to the Albanian shore are the
two islets of Sj/bota, where a naval
battle between the Corinthians and
Ojrcyraeans, in B.C. 4o2, became one
of the principal causes of the Pelo-

ponnesian war (Thucyd. i. 47). Here
is good wild boar shooting.

On the ]., nearly 3 hrs. from Corfu,

is the little island of Paxos T (500J),

less than 5 m. in length and 2 in

breadth. The soil is stony and
destitute of moisture, and the islanJ

produces little else than olives,

almonds, and vines.

The princip d village is a mere
cluster of hou.-es at Porto Gain, on the

E. side opposite Albania. Tlie har-

bour is curiously formed by a small
rocky islet crowned witli a fort, and
slieltering a little creek which may be

eutereii at both extremities.

A Greek steam-packet touches here
once a week on her way from Patras
to Corfu.

Immediately S. of Paxos, and sepa-

rated from it by a narrow channel, is

the barren and r'>cky islet of Aiitipaxos,

inhabited only by a few shepherds and
Jishermen, but resorted to by sports-

men in the season for siiooting quails,

which sometimes alight here in almost
incredible numbers.
The steamer now steers due S.,

passing at some distance on tlie 1.

Actium (p. 694), and further on Leu-
cadia (Ute. 4). Between this island

and Cephalonia we obtain a glimpse of

Ithaca (lite. 5).

Tlie N. promontory of Cephalonia
is Kavo Daphnoiidi. 10 m. S. of it

stands the Castle of Assos (p. H3). At
the S. end of the rocky coast is the

headland of Acrotiri, rounding which
we steer due N. into the deep Gulf of
Argostdli. The steamer sometimes
calls at Lixouri (p. 30) on the 1., and
then crosses to Argostdli, and anchors
in its little bay.

[Greece,'}

CEPHALONIA, or Kephallenia
(69,U00), is the largest island in the
Ionian Sea. It is sep irated from Ithaca
by a channel averaging less than .5 m.
across ; while the shortest distance
from Gephalonia to Zante is about 8 m.
Its circumference is little less than 120
m. The greatest length of the island
is 31 m. ; its breailth is very unequal.

Ctphalonia is called in Homer .S'ame

or Saiaos. piv/bal>ly from the largest and
most populous of its cities, since the
poet elsewhere uses the term Cephal-
lenians (^KecpaWrjvfi) fir the inhabit-

ants, whom he describes as the subjects
of Odyssns (//. ii. 631; Od. i. 246;
iv. 67 1, etc.). They were probably of the
sTme race with the Taphians who peo-
pled the neighbouring islands (Kte.
LOO), and they were fibled to have de-
rived their appellation from Kephalos,
whomadehimseH master of the country
by the help of Amphitryon Kephal-
lenia, as the name of the island, lirot

occirs in Herodotus (ix. 2S) ; in
Italian, it is called Gefalonia, whence
the English Cephalonia.

TheCephallenians are not recorded
to have taken any p irt in the Persian
war, with the exception of the inha-
bitants of Pale, 200 of whose citizens

fought on the national side at Plataea
(Herod, ix. 28). At the commence-
ment of the Peloponnesian war a large
Athenian fleet visited theisland.which
joined the Athenian alliance without
oflering any resistance (Thucyd. ii. 30).
In the Roman wars in Greece, Cephal-
lenia opposed the Romans, but was
reduced(B.c. 180). Accord ing to Strabo
(x. p. 455), C. Antonius pos.sessed tlie

whole island as his private estate.

It was afterwards given by Hadrian
to the Athenians ; it was subject to

the Byzantine empire until the 12th
cent., when it passed into the hands
of various Latin princes, and finally

under the rule of Venice. It was
captured from the French by the
English expedition of 1809, "since
which period it has followed the for-

tunes of its neighbours.
In ancient times there were four

cities in the island, Pale, Cranii, Sa-
mos, and Proni ; and remains still

exist of them all.
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Tlie chief town, AKGOSTOLI s^ T
CA.pyo(n6Kioi/), is llic peat nt' an
arclibp., and Ims 10,0(10 iiilmh., cliiilly

on^nged in tiie cunant tiMdf, or in the

exportntion of wine and oil. The
harbour is sheltered and safe, but grows
shallow towards its termination, where
a causeway 700 yds. in)lenxth has been
thrown across it. Argostoli is entirely

shut out from all prospect of the opun
sea; never Imving been fortified, it

stretches about a mile along the ex-

cellent (juays wdiich line the harbour
and form a promenade for the inhabi-

tants. Nearly all the j)ubiic buildings

in the caj)ital, and all the splendid

roads whicli open out tlie island in

every direction, wen: constructeil by
Sir Charles Najjier when Resident.

He is still renu ndjered with gratitude

by the islanders as having originated

all useful measures.

Napier's charming letters to his

mother give a lively account of his

wnik and difficulties, though they con-

vey no idea of the extent of the lasting

.services he performed for the island.

At tile N. end of the lively Marina
is a monument to Siu Thom.\s Mait-
LAXD, and further N. the British

Consulate. Aiiont a mile N. of the

town are the famous

*Sea Mills, where, near the entrance

of the harbour, occurs a singular

natural phenomenon. The water of

the sea flows into the land in currents

or rivulets, w hich are lost in the bowels

of the earth, at a place where the

shore is low and cavernous. The
descending streams of .-alt water flow

with such rapidity that an enterpris-

ing Englishman. Mr. IStevens, in 18:^5,

erected a grist-mill on one of them.
Another mill was added by a (>reek.

Dr. Migliaressi, in 18.5!}, who now owns
both. The tlow is constant, except

when the uioiiths through whicli the

water enters art- (distructed by sea-

weed. This singular mill chase has
given rise to much discussion, but it

is in fact only a marine variety of

the Kara^oOpa. .so common in Greece.

In the land-locked valleys and basins

of its mountains, lakes and rivers

often find for tjiemselves subterranean

passages through tlie caviticB of

the rocks, and even pursue their

unseen course for a considerable dis-

tance before tluy euierge again to tiio

light of day. Channels of this kind
carry off the waters of the Lake of

Jannina in Epirus, and of the Copaic
Lake in Boeotia, and are frequent in

Arcadia. These freaks of Nature
were j)robably the origin of the extra-

vagant legends of the ancient Greeks
about long submarine courses of rivers,

e.g. of the Ali)heio8 of Klis reappearing
in the Sicilian fountain of Arethusa.

Further on is the lighthonseof CVipe

St. Thi'ddore, where the ruad turns S.,

still following the coast line, and re-

enters Argostoli after a round of about
5 m. Tills walk or drive is called the
Piccolo Giro {uiKph yipo).

About 5 m. S.E. of Argostoli stands
on an insulated hill (1050 ft.) the

Venetian Castle of St. Oeorge. which
is deserving of a visit. It was founded
in the 18th cent., and rluring the

middle ages the chief town of the
island clustered round the walls of

this fortress, the incursions of cor.siirs

making it unsafe to live nearer the
shore. Considerable ruins of it**

houses and churches yet remain. The
most conspicuous objects in the fine

vii;w are the peninsula of Pale on the

W., Mount Aenos on the E., and the
ishind of Zante to the S. W. of the

Casile, at the village of JIasarakata,

are several Mykenaean tombs, one of

which is of the bee-hive type.

A low ridge of hills rites behind
Argostoli, intervening betwtcn this

branch of the gulf and the S. coast.

On tlie summit is a telegraph com-
manding an extensive p^o^pect. Behind
it and along the s<a»hore stretch the
two principal rid« s and drives of the
Ce|)halonian8, cjilKd resptctiyt ly

Granilf ami Pii-aAo Giro, the former
ijeiiig 12 m. long (see al>ov« ). In the
village of Mttaxutd, on the Gran Giro,

is the house occupied by Lord Byron
during the three winter months which
he passed in Cephalonia in 1823-4. An-
other fine drive, pas.»ing tiie village

of Lakythra, forms a variation of the
above.

The city of Cbaxii was situated
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on some rugged heights, above the E.
extremity of the harbour, on the
side opposite the modern town of

Argostoli. Here the Messenians of Py-
los were established by the Athenians,
when that fortress was restored to thu
Spartans after the peace of Nicias
(Thucyd. v. 35). The jjeople of Cranii
had previously repulsed an attack of

the Lacedaemonians at the beginning
of the Peloponnesian war (Tliucyd. ii.

33). Silver coins are extant of this

city, inscribed Kpa, Kpau, and Kpavi.

The ruins may be visited in -1 hrs. by
driving to (3 m.) Razatu, and taking
a boy as guide. The ancient walls
were nearly 3 m. in circumference, and
can be traced along the crests of

several rocky srunmits. They are

well preserved in some parts, and
afford a good specimen of ancient
military architecture, presenting the
usual courses of polygonal blocks,

strengthened at intervals with square
towers. On the summit are some
rock-hewn steps. A line of wall trends
X.W. towards the extremity of the bay,
where are some scanty remains of the

ancient harbour. Hence to (1^ m.)
Argostoli, along the shore.

Lixouri T (A-n^ovpiov), on the W. side

of the gulf, contains 6000 inhab., and
is the rival of Argostoli in trade and
local importance. Steamer seveial

limes daily (35 1.). The town suflfered

terribly from an earthquake in 1867,

and is only wortli visiting by anti-

(juarians who wish to explore the

scanty remains of Pale (Ete. 98).

Fale was situated close to the sea,

a little more than 1 m. N. of the

modern town of Lixouri, which has

probably been built in great part

from its ruins. Little now remains,

except a few scattered blocks and
hewn stones, of the city which once
successfully resisted the Macedonian
arms (Polybius, v. i). The coins of

Pale bear the head of the hero Cepha-
los with the epigraph riA or IIAA.

Fine view across the gulf.

Cephalonia was correctly described

by Homer and Strabo as a rugged
a.nd mountainous country. It has

little of the soft beauty of Corfu and
Zante. A lofty ridge runs across from
N.W. to S.E., the lower dtclivities of

M'hich covtr nearly the whuk- island.

The highest summit of this range
still bears its ancient name of Aekos,
and upon it was a temple of Zeus
Aenesios. The Black Mountain
(Monte Xero), as it was called by the

Venetians, from the dark pine-forests

with which it is partly clothed, is the

mo.-,t striking feature in the general

aspect of Cephalonia. The summit
is accessible without much difficulty,

but the excursion occupies a long day,

and provisions must be carried. Ar-
rangements may sometimes be made
at Argostoli for sleeping in the Casa
Inglese (see below), and ascending to

the summit in the early morning.
The carriage-road passes (3 m.)

Razafa (p. 30), and ascends to (3 m.)

Kouloumi (1610 ft.), on a ridge with

a good view. Hence we descend

on the rt. into a plain, as far as the

(3 m.) Convent of St. Geraaimos, the

patron-saint of the island, whose body
is kept there, and to whom great

veneration is paid. The road proceeds

thence in windings to the (2625 ft.)

Pass of S. Liberale("AyLOS 'ZXfvdfpios).

Turning to the rt. at a ruined chapel,

we soon enter a thick forest of pines,

and reach the Casa Inglese (3690 ft.),

2 hrs. walk or drive from the Con-

vent. Here a family might pass the

summer in an almost English climate.

Hence the road dwindles into a mere

goat-track, and proceeds through the

pine forest, skirting several precipices,

to the Stavrd (Cross), commanding a

fine *viEw over nearly the entin;

island. Parnassus is visible to the E.

In another hour we reach the pyra-

midal cairn upon the Megdlo Soros,

the local name for the summit of

Mount Aenos (5310 ft.). The view is

blocked by several lesser height.-,

except towards the S.W. and S.E.

There is snow on the Black Mountain
for several months in the year, and it

is preserved during the summer in

caverns, which answer the purpose of

ice-houses. The pines tiave suliered

from accidental fires, but are now
guarded by soldiers.

c 2
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S.E. of Mount Af-nos, about 30 m.
l\v rarriage roail from Ar;iost61i,

stands tlie village of Asproqeraca,

witli !i ruined ca.-tlc 2 m. N., on
thf little l)ay of Porofi, are the rc-

iiiiiins of Pkoni. or Frorngnn. They
consist chieliy of polygonal walls, and
a gateway belonging to the Acropolis,

overlooking the beautiful valley of

Aralili, a corruption of Herachia. The
formation of the gorge was attriVnitt

d

to a blow struck by Heracles. In

allusion to this tradition, its coins

(which are very scarce) generally besir

the club of Heracles and the legend
nP, nPO, or nPONAHN.

Samos T is 13 m. N.E. of Argostoii,

by carriage roa<l, which coincides with
tliat to Mount Aenos as far as (6 m.)

Kouloumi. Here we turn to the 1.,

ascend to the col of (2J m.) Agra-
pidines (1935 ft.), and descend into a
gorge. Further on we obtain a view
of Ithaca, with Samos and other

villages in the foreground.

The site of Samos, or Same, a city

mentioned by Homir (Od. xx. 288), stifl

exhibits extensive and most interesting

ruins ; and excavations in tliis neigh-
bourhood liave [iroduced ancient oj-na-

ments, vases, fragments of statues, and
coins bearing the inscriptions of SomoI
and 2ojuaia)i'. The ancient city was built

near the shore of tlie bay, which so

deeply indents the northern ]>art of

the island. A ri(di and fertile valley,

about 3 m. in width, extends hence
fi ra. inland to \]\c roots of the moun-
tains. At its X.E. extremity, on two
craggy hills, separate<l liy a dt ep
ravine, are the i. mains of mascivi!

Cyclopean and polygonal walls of

the Acropolis, and of anotlier citadel.

The remainder of ti e town seems to

have meupied the slopes between the
Arrop'ilis and the sea. It was in

ruins in Stmlio's time, but from some
vestiges of Roman lirickwork still

extant, it would appear that, like

many other Greek cities, it was partly

rebuilt durintr the prosperity and
tranquillity of the Augustan age.

The liugehloe^ks of stone of which the
walls of the Acroftolis are constructed

are worthy of a town which, in B.C.

180, htood a four months' ^iege against
the IJomaiis (Livy, xxxviii. 28. 29).

The ruins are beautifully overgrown
with .-hrubs, creept rs, and flowers,

and command jihasing views. They
may be visited in 3 hrs., with the aid

of a boy as guide. The most intereft-

ing remains of walls arc those sur-

rounding the rtiliiiiicdxtrn (885 ft.),

witli a (?oor 3 It. wide o]xning into ii

fiassage, disovered in 1885; and the

sulistructions on wliich rest the Con-
vent of the If(i<jii Phnwiitfig (740 ft.),

in the court of which is also a remark-
able tower. Ou the shore of the bay
below is a small modern \illage,

whence a ferry-lioatcressf s thediannel
to Ithaca. The broad iiut shi Itered

harbour of Samos, ai.il its position on
the strait, which affords the most
direct communication between the
Adriatic and the Oidf of Corinth,

seem to j)oiiit it out iis a far more
eligible site than that of Argostoli

for the Ciipitd of the whole island.

About J m. from tlte shore a sttoam
of fresh water, rising in the sea, may
be seen on a very calm day springing
up at least a fi ot above the surfaef.

Near the shore at this point there is a

subterranean lake, or aby^s, open at

tiie top, the circumference of which
is about 150 yds. To the rt. of the

road to Argostdli, 2 m. S.W. of Samos,
is the singular cavern of Droncarati.

On a peninsula about 13 m. N.W.
of Samos, and 15 m. N. of Argostoli,

commanding two harbours, .stands tlie

Venetian Castle ofAssos (1.^95), where
a j)i< ce of Hell, nic wall indicates the
site of an ancient fortifiontion. One
of the pleasant' stex<'Ursions in Cepha-
Ionia is that to Assos. Tlie cottages and
vineyards within the wide enclosure
of the desertid walls are very pretty
and cheerful; while the picturesque
village on the shore helow, with its

groves and gardens, relievts the stem
sublimity of the ui.'ii.dibonring sea an<l

mountains. The road from Samoa to

Assos skirts the sea as far as (6 m.)
St. Euphemia.T

The port; of Guiscardo, or T'^•^''nr(^^

near the N". extremitv of the island.
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is probably the ancient Paxormos
(nduopfxos). The modern name is

derivfil from Robert Guiscard, who
died here on liis second expedition
against the Greek Empire (ITtli Julv,
1085).

A century later, Margarito di

Brii.disi, High Admiral of Sicily,

captured Cephalonia and Zaute, ami
received both islands in tief from
Wdliam II Cephalonia afterwards
passed to the Orsiin, and on their line
failing, to tiie Anjou dynasty of
Naples, wiio bestow ed it on the To 'chi

(1357;, whicii bitter family retiiined

possession until the Turkish conquest.
In the 16t]i cent, tlie island was cap-
tured by Veuice, after svliich event
it followed the fortunes of its neigh-
bours.

Want of water is the great natural
defect of the island. There is mt
a single constantly flowiug stream

;

while the springs are neither numerous
nor plentiful, and soaie of them fail

entirely in dry summers. About one-
sixth of the cultiA-ated land belongs
to the Convents, of wliieh there are
more than twenty in the island, and
many of them are very ancient.

In Sept. 1848, a strongly armed band
of insurgents marched to the attack of

Argost'jli, but were stopped on the
cause^vay at the entrance of the town
by a Sergeant with a dozen men of

the 3tJth Kegt. Several of the assail-

ants fell, and live of the English hud
been killed or wounded before reiu-

forcements arrived ; but the survivors

gallantly m:iintaiued their gronn 1

against overwhelming odds. The
Sergeant, when asked by Lord Seaton
(then Lord Higli Commissioner) wliat

reward he wislied from the Crown for

his exc'-llent conduct, replied, ' That
my wife may be allowed to come out to

me.' His re(iuest was granted, and he
also received a medal, and a pension of

20/. a year. In August 1849 a second
insurrection broke out in Cephalonia,
v?hen the insurgents perpetrated
friglitful horrors. They were, how-
ever, speedily suppressed by the ener-

getic measures of Sir H. Ward, the
success )r ot L jrd Seaton. (See Q. B.,

No. 182.)

EOUTE 4.

CORFU TO KALAMATA, BY LEUCADIA.
STEAJIER.

Miles.

Ourfu
6j Leucadia

110 Argostoli

[Page 944, H.]

From Corfii to tiie island of Paxos
(see Rte. 3).

The view presented by the Alba-
nian coast, and its long raage of

mouutainson the left, is very striking.

The small town perched on a low
hill close to tlie sea is I'urga. A
little further S. is the entrance
of Port Phanari, the Sweet Harhour
(TKuKvs AiyuV) of the ancients. Far
at)ove it, on a peaked rock in the
gloomy gorge of the river Acheron,
which flows into Port Phanari, may
be descrietl in clear weather the white
walls of the famous cattle of SaU
(Rte. 110). Furth r still t ) the S., at

tlie mouth of the Aml)racian Gulf, are

the ruins of Nicopolis, the G-ify of
Victory, built l>y Augustus to com-
memorate his triumpli ofi' the neigh-

bouring point of Actium (Rte. lUO).

LevcaSjS^ T formerly called Hamaxi-
chi (6000), the capital of Leucadia, is a

mere village, interspersed with a few
public buildings erected during the

Pr;)tectorate, and many churches.

Levcas is connected with the oppo-
site coast by a swivel bridge, com-
pleted in 1880. An excellent carriage-

road runs across it N.E. to (20 m.)
Vonitm (Rte. 97).

Levcas derives its only pleadng
feature from a very an dent and vener-

able olive-wood behind it, stretcuing

t) the foot of the mountains, and
variegated w.th cypresses and garden.
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Tbe luxuriant vegetatiou, however,
increases the malaria engendered by
tlie stagnant waters of the lagoon.

The earliestappeliationof this island

ia
—

' the peniiisuCa or Acte ot'tlie main-
land ' (*Akt^ 'Hneipoio ; Od. xxiv. 377 ;

Strab. X. p. 451). The name of

Kpirus, or Contiutnt. wa.s anciently
given in contraiii'stiuetion from the
neii;hlx)uring islands, not only to

Kpirus pr<i])ei-, but also to Acarnauia
{II. ii. G35 ; Od. xiv. 97) ; the latter

jirovince having chunged its name in

after ages in honour of the hero Ac;ir-

nan. The Corinthians, in the 7th cent.

B.C., cut a canal through the isthmus,
and thus ci.uv( rtei the peninsula into

an island (Strab. p. 452). Tliis canal
was afterwards filled up by sand ; and
in the Peloponuesiau war it was no
longer available for ships (Thuc. iii.

81). The subsequent re.-toration of

the canal, and tlie construction of a
stone bridge replacing the isthmus, of
which some remains are still visible

near the modern Fort Constantine,
were probably the work of Augustus.
The Leucadians had three ships in

the battle of Salamis (Herod, viii. 45),
and afterwards sided, like the majority
of the Dorian states, with Sparta
during the Peloponnesian war.

In the contest between the Romans
and Philip of Miicedon, the Acarna-
nians. of whom Leucas had become the
capital and national centre, rejected

the Koman alliance, and were reduced
after a gallant defence, f)ictur( squely
described by Livy (xxxiii. 17). Leucas
thus fell under the power of Rome,
but continued to be still a place of
considerable importance, as ap()ear8

both from the great number of Homan
coins found in the island, and also

from the fact of its having been made
very early the seat of a Christian
liishopric. The Bishop of Leucas
was one of the fathers of the Council
of Nice in a.d. 325. On the conquest
of the Byzantine Empire by the
Franks in the 13tli cent., this island
fell to the lot of a Latin noble, whose
family seems to have retained posses-
sion of it, with some interruptions,

until it was seized by the Turks in

14tJ7. From that time until the fall

of the Venetian Republic, Leucadia
was sometimes held by the Porte,

sometimes by the Venet ans, to which
latter power it was not finally ceded
till the Treaty of Passarovitz in 1718
It wa-s occupied in the spring of 1810
by a detachment of the English forces,

which in the preceding autumn ha<l

expelled the French from Cepha-
lonia, Zante. Ithaca, and Cerijio.

The Fort, garrisoned by several

hundred French troops, held out

for some week.-*. Major (afterwards
Sir Uichard) Church was .severely

wounded in the iujsault which led to

its capture.

Leucadia consists of a range of

limestone mountains, terminating at

its N.E. extremity in a bold and rug-

ged headland, whence the coast runs
in a S.W. direction to the celebrated

promontory of Sappho's Leap (p. 41)
—the ancient Leucatp;s, corrupted by
the Italians into Capo Duaito (see

beh)W). The name of the cape, as

well as of the island, is of course
derived from its white cliffs {\evK6s),

like our own Albion. At the N.E.
headland, the ridge makes a sudden
bend to the E., and then runs S. in a
course nearly parallel to the opposite
hills of Acarnauia, thus forming the
ciiannel between the island and the
mainland. The S. shore is m<>re soft

in aspect and more sloping and culti-

vated thau the rugged rocks of the
northern coast; the bay of Vasiliki,

in particular, washes a rich and fertile

valley. Ttje most populous and
wooded district is, however, that
opposite Acarnauia. Here, where the
valleys open out from among the
mountains towards the sea, stand
many picturesque villages, embowi red
in orange and olive groves. In this

part of the island is the deep and
sheltered Pori of Vliko, a semicircular
bay reaching far into the njountains,

and surrounded by grovts of olives

and fruit-trees. It is a go<jd anchoring
place for a yacht. On the N. shore
of the narrow entrance, and shaded
by a fine plane-tree, is a copious

spring, called the Pashn'g Fountain.

The scenery arounU is delightful.
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From under the N.E. extremity of

the island, a lido, or spit of sand, 4 m.
in length, sweeps out towards the shoi'e

of Aearnania, from which its extremity

is separated by a shallow lagoon not

more than from 2 to 5 ft. deep. On
this lido, at the distance of about f m.
from Aearnania, and the same from
Levcas, a harbour was constructed by
the Anglo-Ionian Government, pro-

tected by a mole terminating in a

lighthouse. Flanking this iiarbonr

stands theFovtot' Santa Maura, erected

in the middle ages by one of the Latin
princes, but repaired and remodelled
both by the Turks and the Venetians.

It derives its name fn»m a chapel
within its walls, dedicated to S. Maura,
whose festival is celebrated on May o.

Tlie fort was connected with the

island by an aqueduct, serving also as

a causeway, 1300 yds. in length, sup-

ported by 260 arches. It was originally

bnilt by the Turks, but was ruined by
the earthquake of 1825. It forms
a picturesque object spanning the

lagoon. The title of »;?. Maura, com-
monly given to the island, belongs

prnpt-rl}' to this fort alone.

The Venetian governor, his otficers,

and the chief men of the island, for-

merly lived within the fort, and kept
their magazines, and the cars (a/jia^ai)

on which they carried down their oil

and wine from the inland districts, at

the nearest point of tlie island. The
congi egation of buildings thus formed,

to which the inhabitants of the

fortress gradually retired as the seas

became more free from corsairs, arose

by degrees to be the capital and seat

of government, and was called from
its origin, Hanrnxichi ('A ua^ixiov).

This island exports oil, wine, and
salt, of which a considerable quantity

is procured by evaporation in the

lagoons. The currant-grape is also

partially cultivated. The chief de-

pendency of Leucadia is the island of

Meganisi (Mfyavrjai), the ancient

TApHOSjOr Taphias {Od. i. 417; Strab.

p. 459), oif its S. shore, containing
about 200 families, and growing corn

and olives. Near Meganisi, and close

to the entrance of the beautiful bay of

Vliko, are several pretty wooded islets.

The lagoon of Santa Maura is ao

shallow that only light canoes

(/xovS^vAa) can traverse it. Its length

is about 3 m., and in breadth it varies

from 100 yds. to li m.
Fort Alexander, as well as Fort

Constant ine, a few hundred yards N.

of it, were built by the Russians

during their protectorate, at tlie be-

ginning of the present century, for the

purpose of defending the narrowest

part of the channel. On the Acar-

nanian shore, just opposite, are the

remains of a fortified enclosure of the

middle ages, c died Palaeocaglia.

Tlie ancient city of Leicas lay

iibout IJ m. S. of the modern town.

Nothing can be more delightful than

a scramble among its ruins. The
crumbling walls of Cyclopean and
pob'goual masonrj' cover several

rocky heights. They are overgrown
with ivy and creepers, and vine-

yards and olive-groves are planted

among them. Below, a copioi^s foun-

tain (7) iJ.eyd\Ti Bpvcris) issues from
the foot of the hill. Water is con-

veyed thence to the modern town by a

subterranean conduit, restored in late

years, but originally constructed by

the Turks. Around this fountain,

and reaching down to the edge of the

channel, was the Leucadian necro-

polis, as appears from the numerous
sepulchral inscriptions, vases, etc.,

discovered in this vicinity.

Excursions.

1. The hill of Karos (4 hrs. on

horseback) forms the angle at the

S.W. extremity of the channel, sepa-

rating Leucadia from Aearnania. The
sides of the hill are covered with a

primaeval oak-forest, full of deep dells

and dark thickets. From the summit
(3200 ft.) is enjoyed one of the *linest

prospect.s in (Greece, with the waters

of Actium on the one hand, and those

of Le'oanto on the other. To the N.
the view is bounded by the peak of S.

Salvatore in Corfii, whence the eye

ranges along the shore of Epirus, and
the peaks of Pindus, down to the

plain of Nicopoli?-, and the minarets
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and forts of Preveea. Immediately
bi'low Karos to the N. are the ruiiiB of

tlie aui;ient city of l.caicas, crowning
tlie rocky s^umniit.s of the liills wliii.'h

line the t^truit. 'J"he Ijay of "\'lii<o \» a

very beautiful fenture in tlie land-

Bcape. To the S. the horizon is

lx)unded by the mountains of the

PeloponneBUs, niid by the curiously

jawgtd outline of Mt Skoposin Zante.

To the S.W. are Ithaca and Cepha-
loni;i, between which ami the main-
land the sea is dotted with groups of

i.-lets, of every picturesque form and
of every glowing colour.

2. It is a ride of 8 or 9 hrs. from the

town to Sappho's Leap (see below).

Qu irters for the night can easily be

obtained in tlie ^^llage of Attani, G

hrs. Ironi l.eveas. After leaving tiic

olive-woods around the town, tlie road

ascends a steep hill, and thence some-
times winds along the W. coast,

bonietinies strikes across the central

heights. The interior of the island

wears ev" rywhere a rugged aspect.

There is but little cultivation, except
where terraces have been firmed on
the mnuntain sides, and pkmti d with
vineyards. The scene is occasionally

enlivened by a grove of evergreen
oaks embosoming a church, or by a
village surrounded with cliunps of

olives and cypresses. Nothing but the

sul (.struct ions of the once tar-famed
Temple of Apollo now exist on the
promontory. At a short distance

from it. a t-mall monastery, dedicated

to St. NuoJaf, the jiatron of marineis
ne.-tles in a slicltered nook.

A broken, wh te cliff, rising on one
side perjiendicularlv from the sea to

the height of at least 200 ft., and
sloping precipitously into it on the
other, is tlu; 'ancient mount' l)eneath

whose shadow Childe Harold ' saw
the evening star above Leucadia's far-

projecting rock o'' woe.' Its summit
18 strewn with fragm< nts of ancient
pottery, glass, and hewn stones, the
relies of the Temple of Apollo ; and
the coins discnvered on the spot

generally bear a harp, in honour fit

ths Same divinity. The prosi>ect is

very extensive, but inferior to that

from Karog. The ancient associations

of the >pot form its chief ntercst. At
the annual testival of AjhiUo it was
tlie custom to ca>t down a criminal

from this headland into the sea; to

break his fall, birds of various kind.s

were attached to him, and if lie

reached the water uninjured, there

were boats readv to pick him nji

(Strab. X. ]>. 452;"Cic. Tw^civ. 18.41 ;

Ov. Her. XV. 1G7; Trixt. v. 2, 77).

This apjiears to have been a kind of

expiatory rite ; and it gave origin to

the famous story that lovers leaji' d
from this rock in order to seek lelii f

from the pangs of love, as Sappho
when enamoured of Phaon.
On the island there is too little

cover to furnish any quantity of game ;

but in Acaruania ma;:niticent sport

may be enjoyed. The best places to

land at are Saltona and Knchdeovi-
vari. Further S., and nearly opposite

to Ithnca, there is good shooting n< ar

tlie bay of Dragomestre, and at the

month of the Acheloos.

"When the traveller does not intend

to make a tour in Albania, he ought
not to omit to visit, from Santa Mauin.
the Turkish town of (9 m.) PreceHa,

and the ruins of Nicojiolis (Kte. IIU).

With favourable weather, and a goo I

boat, this excursion can ea;-ily be made
in a few hours, going and returning

tlie same day.

The steamer goes on to Argofld-i

(Rte 3), and in i'S hrs. from Corfii

reaches Kalamata (lUe. 19). The
])rincipal placi s passed on the coast

line are noticed in Rte. I-54.
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HOUTE 5.

I'ATRAS TO LEUCADIA, BY tTHACA.

STEAMER.

Miles.

Patras

52 Iihica
92 Leucadia.

[Page 944, H.]

The course lies nearly due W., some
of the steamers touchiug at Mesohmghi
(Rte. 87). The port is at Vathy (see

below), on the E. shore of the Island.

ITHACA (13,000) is a rocky island

17 m. long and about 4 at its greatest

breadth, divided into two peninsulas

by a narrow isthmus, and separated

from Cepbalonia, which lies to the W.
of it, by a Strait about '2J m. wide.

Its inhabitants enjuy a high reputation

for liospitality ; moreover, their cele-

brated island is so rarely visited, that

the arrival of a foreign traveller creates

quite an agreeable excitement in tiie

little community.

History.—There is, perhaps, no spot

in the world wLiere the inHuence of

classical associations is so lively or so

pure as in tlio island of Ithaca. The
little rock retired into obscurity imme-
diately after the age of its great

mytliological warrior, and of its poet,

and fo it has remained for nearly 3000
years. It may almost be said to have

been re liscovered by 8ir William Gell

in 1806. The name of Ithaca ('lea/rrj)

scarcely occurs in the page of any
writer of historical ages, unless with

reference to its poetical celebrity.

Indeed, in 1504, it was nearly, if nut

quite uniidiabited, having been de-

pojjulated by the incursions of corsairs,

and during the fury of the wars waged
between tiie Turks and the Christians

;

and record is still extant of privileges

oftered by the Venetian Government
to the settlers from the neighbouring

islands, and from the mainland of

Greece, by wliom it was repeopled.

Here, therefore, all our recollectiuns

are concentrated around the heroic

age ; every hill and rock, every foun-

tain and olive-grove, recalls Homer
and the Odyssey ; and we are trans-

planted by a sudden leap over a hun-

dred generations to the most brilliant

period of Greek chivalry and s jng.

Ithaca may be regarded as a single

narrow ridge of limestone rock, every-

where rising into rugged hills, of

which the chief is the mountain of

Anogi ('Avooyri), in the N. peninsula.

This, as the chiefand loftiest mountain

in the island (2645 ft.), has been

identitied with the 'Neritos ardua

saxis' of Virgil {Aeii. iii. 271), and

the ti-fipiTOf (Ivorf'icpvWov of Homer
(OJ. is. 22), although the forces

which once ' waved their leaves ' on its

sides have now di:-appeared. That fact,

says Sir George Bowen, is the reason

why rain and dew are not so comm )n

here now as they were in the poets

time ; and why the island no longer

abounds in *h.>gs fattening upon

acorns, and guarded by ' godhke
swineherds '—successors of Eumaeus.

In all other points Homer's ilescrip-

tions are still as appUcable in Ithaca

as they are elsewhere.

The' general aspect is one of rugged-

ness and sterility; it can hardly be

said that there are a hundred yards of

continuous level ground in the whole

island. Nevertheless, the scenery is

rendered striking by the bold and

broken outline of the mountains and

clitfs, indented by numerous small

harbours and creeks, the AiueVes

KavopaoL of the Odyssey (xiii. 195).

And Ithaca is not without scenes of a

softer character, in the cultivated de-

clivities of the ridgts, and part of the

sea-shore, where the water is fringed

with feathery woods of olive, orange,

and almond-trees, while the upper

slopes aie clothed with vineyards, or

with evergreen copses of myrtle,

cypre.-^s, arbutus mastic, oleander (that

beautiful rhododaphne or rose-laurel of

the ancients), and all the aromatic

slirubs of the licvant. Here and there

too among the rocks little green lawns

glitter gaily with a variety of wild

flowers.

The climate of Ithaca is very
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liealthy, and its inliabitants ure

famous for their longevity. Tiic-y ore

extremely laborious both by land and
.sea, cultivating Avitii patient iuduHtry

the liglit and scanty soil of their

island, and maintaining^ at the same
time a considerable part of the coasting

trade of Greece, as well as of the gene-

ral carrying commerce of the IMedi-

terraneau and the Enxine. Almo.st

every family possess a few roods of

laud of its own, as well as a share in

one or more of the excellent ships

which belong to their port, and are

continually built ami fitted out there.

If we call to mind tliat Ulysses, with
the whole force of the neighbotiring

islands of Cephallenia and Zakyn-
tiios, only mustered 12 galleys as his

contingent to the Trojan cxpeditiim,

it must be admitted that Ithaca has
no reason to complain of any falling-

off" iu her naval establishment since

the heroic age (II. it. 631, 637).

In Ithaca, where there has been
little or no admixture of Venetian,
Albanian, or other foreign bluod, the

traveller will often (remark that

Hellenic cast of features so familiar

from ancient statues and coins.

The Ithacans are divided into three

principa.l clans called Pt<«/«'>', Kitra-

hins, and Dendrinvs. Ni-arly all the

chief families of the island either bear
these names, or, wlnrever branches of

ihem have taken other ap]K-llations,

the new patronymic was generally

dt rived from some nickname applied

to one of their ancestors. For in-

stance, the family of Zalos is a prin-

cipal branch of the Petalades, and
came to be designated by its present

name because it.s imnudiate founder
had that epithet {^afios, i.e. aichvcard)

given to him.
Ithaca is divided into four districts,

Vatl'y,Act6s,Av<><ji,Vini\ Ex^iji {Badvs,

'AfTbs, 'Avwyri, 'E^wyri), i.e. Veep Bay,
Eiujle's Cliff, Jliijhiatid, Outland.

The tir.'-t at the S., and the la>t at

the N. extremity of the island, have
each a fertile valley, but the rocky
mountains of the two midland dis-

tricts admit of little cultivation.

Cnrrant-grapes form the staple com-
moditv of the Ithacans. A .small

quantity of oil and wine is also

exported, the latter being reputed

tlie best in the Ionian Islands.

VATHY t^ T (Ba^uj), the capital

(3GU(l), oltifially htyled lihale, is less

than a century old ; it is beautifully

situated, extending in one narrow
stripe of white houses rounit the S. ex-

tremity of the horseshoe port or 'deep,'

wlience it derives its name. Large
ships can moor in perfect safety close

to the doors of their owners. The
beauty of the seme is enhanced by a
small island, crowneil with buildings,

in the middle of the harbour, and by
several insulated hfmses scattered over

the rising ground behind the town,
and suriounded with trees and
gardens.

The carved woodwork in the altar-

screen of the Cathedral is worth a
visit. In a Square on the Marina
is a monument to Sib Thomas 3Iait-

LAXD.
The old town of Vathy was on a

rocky height about a u)ile further S.

Abont 2 m. \V. of Vathy, on the S.

side of its deep LTulf, is the little Bay
of Dfxia (Af^i'a), so called because it

is on the rt. of the entrance to the

port of Vathy. Here local tradition

jilaees the Harbonr of Phorkys, in

which the sleejiin^r I'lysses was
de|>osit(d by the riiaia'ians {Od.
xiii. 110). Others identify this spot

with the Bay of Vathy.

About 2 h,-. S. of the IJay of Dexia
is a Stalactitic Cave, .50 ft. in iliam.,

popularly called the Grotto of the
Xyjiphs (Od. xiii. 103^. The only
entrance is a narrow opening to the

N.W.. abont 6 ft. high. At the S.

extremity there is an opening cut in

the roof to carry oft' the smoke of the

sacrificial fires, 56 ft. above the floor of

the eave. Through this opening the

agriculturists of the neighbourhood
have shot the rubbish from their

fields, and in consequence the cave is

filled with small stones to the depth
of five or six feet. On the I. side

is a hewn stone which may have
been an altar. This identification

is, Jiowever, generally rejected by
scholars, on the ground that Homer's
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descriptinu places the grotto much
Dearer the sea.

Among the rocks to the W. of

Vatby may be traced some aucient

sepulchres hewn out of the solid rock.

One of them, surmounted by a rude
female figure, is popularly called the

Grave of Penelope.

There Jiave been discovered in the
island a great number of coins bear-

ing the head of Ulysses with a pileus

or conical cap, and the legend 'WaKwv
—the reverse generally exhibiting a
cock, Athene, his titular deity, or

Argus, his faithful dog.
Beyond the Bay of Dexia tlie road

turns 8. to (3 m.) Pissaetd, the land-
ing place for travellers by boat from
Cephalonia. The road reaches its

highest point at the Cliapel of St.

George (425 ft.), nearly -i m. from
Vathy. Here on the sides and sum-
mit of the roeky hill of Aetos (655 ft.),

which rises from the narrow isthmus
connecting the two divisious of the
island, are situated the ancient
remains called by the Ithacans the
old Catttle of Uh/sses.

Dr. Schliemanu adopted Sir Wil-
liam Gell's identification of this as

the site of the Homeric capital. He
commenced his excavations in 1878 at

the foot of the hill near the Chapel,
in a little plain covered with soil

10 ft. deep. Here he discovered an
ancient terrace wall 7 ft. high, built

of huge polygonal bloci^s well fitted

together. He also fouud a f(w fiag-

ments of black Greek vases. He next
investigated Mount Aetos itself, and
found 'on its artificially but rudely
levelleii summit a platform of trian-

gular form, with two large cisterns

and a small one, and remnants of six
or seven small Cyclopean buildings,

which were either separate houses or,

more probably, chambers of the large
Cyclopean mansion which is said to

have stood there, and is commonly
called the Castle of Ulysses (KciffTpo

rod 'OSvcraews). There can hardly be

any doubt that, in the same manner as

the acropolis of Athens was widened
by Cimon, the level sumnut of
Mount Aet(js was extended to the
N. and S.W. by a huge Cycloijean

wall, still existing, the space between

the top and the wall being filled up
with stones and debris. Thus the

summit formed a level quadrangular
]datform 56 yds. by 42, so that there

was ample room for a large mansion

and courtyard. To the N. and S.

of the circuit wall are toweis of

Cyclopean masonry, froiu each of

which a liuge wall of immense boul-

ders runs down. But at a certain

distance these two walls begin to form

a curve, and ultimately join each

oiher. Two more Cyclopean walls

run down from the top—the one in an

E.. the other in a S.E. direction—and
join the curve formed by the two

first-named walls. A huge circuit

wall runs about 50 ft. below the upper
circuit wall. This wall has fallen on
the W. side, but is in a marvellous

state of pieservation on the other

sides. To increase the strength of

the {dace the foot of the rock has

been cut away, so as to form a per-

pendicular wall of rock 20 ft. high.

Three gales can be recognised in the

walls. Between all these walls there

once stood a city, which may have
contained 2000 houses, either cut in

the rock or built of Cyclopean
masonry. Of 190 of these houses, I

have been able to find the ruins more
or less well preserved. I measured
twelve of them, and found them
between 7 and 21 yds. long, and from

5 to 7 yds. broad. The usual size of

the rudely cut stones is 5 ft. in length,

4 ft. 8 in. in breadth, and 2 it. in

thickness. Some of the houses con-

sisted of ouly oue room, others had
four or even six chambers. From
below not one of these houses is

visible.'

—

Schliemann.
Some fragments of aucient pottery

and of an ancient handmill were found,

but from the steejiness "f the declivity

(35 '), any accumulation of de'brig must
long since have been washed by the

winter rains into the sea.

The *viEW from the Castle is magni-
ficent. On one side, you look down on
the winding strait separating Ithaca
from Cephalonia, whose rugged moun-
tains risi^ abruptly from the water

;

across it at the distance of about 10 m.
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may be clearly (listiiif^uiHlied the ruins

ofSaiiioB,wheiicecaiiif!fc)iir-an(l-tW(ijty

ofthe suitors of Peneloi)c(Ai)ollo.loni 8,

quoted by Strabo, x. p. ir^.i). On tlic

otlier side, tlic j^ieut j)nrt of Ithaca,
with all its rocks and cr -i ks and the
deep Ciulf of Moln, lies iinmediati'ly

below. To tiie E. ihe i ye raogi s

over elu-ters of inlands to the niouu-

tuins of Acarnania, rising ridge above
ridge To Ihc S. the horizon is

bounded by the high pciiks of the
Peloponnesus, crownt d with snow the
greater part of the year. To tiic N ,

Leiioadia ends in thi; boM white head-
land ealled Sappho's L iij) (p. 40).

At the base of this hill iiave b en
discovered numerous tomb.s, several

marbles with sepulehral inscription-',

and many bronze figures, vases, ami
pcrfume-l)ottle8, as well as gold
lings and other ornaments, of de-
licate and beautiful workmanship.
Here wa-s the ancient cemetery of

Itiiaca In the Greek islands the

tombs generally lined the slmre of the
sea, that highwav of their surviving
friends, perhaps from tue same feeling

which caused the graves of the ancient
Greeks and Homans to be usually
pla-ed along their roads.

About J m. before reaching the

Ciiapel of St. George, a road turns rt.,

skirts the Gulf of Molo, and a.scends

in windings to (3 m.) Agrus (G0.3 ft.),

whence a j)ath ascends ou the rt to

the (1 hr.) MmKntto-y of Kathardn
("1825 ft.), and is continued to the
village of (11 hr) Anogi (17(15 ft.),

and (1^ hr.) <S/((r/o' (.sic Ulosv '. The
road runs along the W. think of Mount
Anogi to (4 m.) Levh- (.525 ft.), from
which a view is g iliied of the Bay of
I'oUh, backed l>y the hill of Exogi

(1720 ft.), and th island of L'^ucadia.

We next reach (8 m.) Stavni, where
a boy should be taken as a guide.

25 in. N. is the Spring of Mcldnydro
(Black water), identifi-d by some
scholar.s with tlie Ff)untain of Areihusa
(see bi'low). ](• min. W.of this stands

the Church of St. Atlidji'isiitf. built

upon ancient substructions, and com-
manding a line view. Hence a rock-

hewn .staircase leads to a platform

with two rectisses, which is popularly

known ns Homer's School. In the
neighbourliood are several ancient
wells, rock tombs, an 1 other remains.
We now return to Stavro, and

descend in 20 min. to the Bay of
J'ijliK, so na ed fmm a loeal tradition

that the chief town of th' i:'laiid, and
with it tl.e Castle of Ulysses, were
situated at this jyiint, rather than on
Mount Aetos. The argument chiefly

rests o I tl.e passage in Hom r which
descriljes the suitors of Penelope as

waiting for the return of Telemachus
on a rocky isle, called Asteris, between
Ithaea and Samo.-; (Oii.iv. S15); while

the little island of IJni'eal io { AaaKiXio),

2J m. W. of I'olis. is the only one in

the Strait of Ithaca.

20 min. above the bay on the N. is

the Castro, consisting of some founda-
tion walls which are pr^ sumcd, on tl.e

above theory, to have belonged to llie

Cas'tit of Vlyifci.

On the 1 tluT hand. Dr. Schliemann,
after a careful examination in 1878,

found the so-called Acroixilis 'to con-

sist of a very irregular calcareous

rock, wliich had evidently never been
touc.ed by t e hands of man, and cuu
most certainly never have served as a

work o defenc . But as ^een from
below this rock has the shape of a

fortress. It is still at the jiresent day
calUfl Castroii here, and, in like man-
ner, it must in remote antiquity have
bee I called I'olis, theorigmal meaning
of t'lis word having been Arropoliif.

Thus there can be no doubt that the

name of tiiis valley is derived, not

from a real city, but merely from an
imaginary fortress. Besides, the valley

is the most fertile S|)f>t in Ithaea, and it

can tlierefore never have b.en used for

the site of a city; in fact no ca.-^e has
ever occurred in droecc where a city,

was built on fertile land, and least of

all c.in such have been the Ciise on the

rocky island of Ithaca, where arable

laiid is so exceedingly rare and pre-

cious. If therefore there had been a

c ty at Polls it coui i only have been

built on the suriounding rocky heights,

the shape of wliich precludes the idea

that they can ever have been in-

habited.'

The ruin on the S. side of the porlj
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is rucioly that of a mediaeval church.
Di'. Sciilitinaim excavated at Polis,

but without important results. Frag-
ments of rude black or white Greek
pottery, assigned by him to tlie 6tii

cent. B.C., were :-Ioue found. Tombs
containing jiottery and coins of the
5th, 4tl , and 3rd cent. B.C. have been
discovered oil the ntighbouring
heights.

The Island of Mathetario, or Dasca-
lio, is 190 yds. long, and varies in

breadth between 36 and 60 yds. On
it are some modein ruins (about 200
years old), said to be tliose of a school,

whence both the names of the island
are derived.

A road nnis S. from Vathy through
a fertile valley to a bridge, about
5 in. from the town. Hence a path
atcends, and th( n descends on the 1.,

to the (f |]i'.) spring of Perapegadi
220 ft.). The ti adition of tlie islanders

identities this fconrcr with Homer's
Fountain of Arethusa, where the

swine of Eumaeus weie watered. The
peasants also call the neighbouring
cliff KoiiAX {Raven Rock) ; this name,
and the ravens which may often be
seen hovering around the cliff, as if it

were their favourite haunt, are better

testimony tlian whole pages of quota-
tion and argument. Ti.is, then, it

can scarcely be doubted, is the very
precipice to which the poet refers,

when he represents Ulysses as chal-

lenging Eumaeus ' to throw him over
the great rock' if he finds that he is

speaking false (Od. xiv. 398) ; and the
little plain hard by may well have
been the swineherd's station (Od. xiii.

407).

From tl'.e spring a path leads in

20 miu. t(j the hill of Marathia (920 It.),

whieli commands a tine view. Below
the summit to the W. lies the little

Church of St. John, where are some
ancient remains. To the N.W. rises

M<mfe Stefan!. (2200 ft.), the highest
but one in the island.

On quitting Vathy the steamer jiro-

ceeds due N., and in 5 hrs. reaches
Levcas, commonly but erroneously
called Santa Maura, the port of Leu-
cadia(Rte. 4-).

ROUTE 6.

PATRAS ro ZAXTE, BY 3IES0L0NGHI.

—

STEAMER.

Miles.

Patras
16 Mesoloughi
41 Kyllene
59 Zante
83 Katiikolon
113 Kyparissia

[Page 943, G.]

Zante is most conveniently visited
by Greek steamer from Patras, because
the foreign Companies are not allowed
to carry passengers from one Greek
port to anoth'='r. The remainder of
the Route and its continuation (Rte.
34) are only recommended to persons
who are willing to face a rather tire-

some sea voyage, for the sake of en-
joying the fine coast scenery of the
Peloponnesus.

From Patras (Rte. 11) the steamer
steers W. down the gulf, and then
turns N. to (2 hrs.) Mesolonghi (Rte.
87). Thence S.S.W., passing on the
1. Cape Galogria, the ancient Araxos,
crowned with the ruined walls of a
Pelasgic Castle. At some distance on
the rt. lie Ithaca and Cephalonia. At
the S. end of the long Hat coast line

on our 1. is Kyllene, so called from an
erroneous identili<-ati(m with an ancient
site (Rte. 32). A good harbour for

smaller craft was formed here in 1893
at a cost of 20,000Z., in the inten st of
the export currant trade. The proper
name of the place is Glarenfza, said
to be the origin of our royal title of
Clarence. The Castle is "one of the
finest mediaeval ruins in Greece.
The true Kyllene, 5 in. S. of the point,

is celebrated fur its Baths (Aourpa),
which are much frequented in the
season.
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We now cross S.W. to Zautf, flic

(liiff town in the Island of

ZANTE (44,000), barbarously pro
nounccil as one syllable by sailors and
most F'injjlisli residents in Vtievxio.

It is officially .styletl by its ancient

name of Za'kynthos.

History.—Pliny(iv. 54) affirms that

the island was in tln^ enrlicst times

calleJ Ifyrie, but Zakynthos is the
term constantly used by Homer (77. ii.

634; Od. i. 246). A very ancient

tradition ascrilied to the Zakynthians
the foundation of Sagiintum in Spain,

one of the very few commercial stations

which the Phoenicians allowed their

rivals the Greeks to establish on the

coasts of the Iberian Peninsula (Strab.

p. 159).

According to Thucydides (ii. 66)
Zakynthos was coloni.'rcd by Achaeans
from the Peloponnesus. Herodotus
(vi. 70) relates that Demaratos, the

exiled king of Sparta, took refuge here

from his enemies, who, crossing over

from the mainland, seized him and
]iis retinue ;• when the Zakynthians,
with a hospitality which still dis-

tinguishes these islanders, refused to

deliver him up, and enabled him to

make good his escape to the court of

Persia. Not long before the Pelopon-
ncsian war, the island was reduced by
the Athenian general Tolmide-*, from
which period we find Zakynthos. like

most other states of Ionian race, de-

pendent upon Athens. After the

Peloponnesiaii war, Zakynthos appears
to have V)een d(>pendcnt on Sparta. At
the date of the Roman invasion it

l)elonged to Philiji III. of Macedon
(Polyb. V. 4) ; and during the second

Punic War it was occupied by the

Romans. Zakynthos was, however,

afterwards restond to Philip, and he
plnced there as governor Hic-rocles of

Agrigeutum, who sold the island to

the Achaeans. On its being claimed
by the Romans, the Achaeans, after

some demur, gave it up (b.c. 191) and
Zakynthos henceforward seems to

have followed the fortunes of the

Roman Empire (Livy, xx.xvi. .SI, 32).

The beauty and fertility of Zakyn-
thos, and the picturesque situation of

its capital on the margin of its semi-
circular bay, have beni celebrated in

all ages, from Therx ritus (Idyl. i\. 32)
downwiirds. Pliny and Straljo de-
scribe the richness of its woods and
harvests : Herodotus speaks of its

bitumen wells (see below).

Zinte is almost the only spot in

Grei'ce where Mowers are cheap an I

plentiful. Its woods have been nios ly

replaced by vint-s and olives, but it

abounds in gardens, and in spring and
autumn the whole ishmd is carpeted
with wild flowers, which scent the

air.

Throughout the middle ages, as well

as modern times, the part jdayed by
Zante has been insignificant. During
the war of the Greek rtvolution, some
of the chief families of Zante and
("ephaliinia distinguished them.selves

by their noble efforts in behalf of the
national cause, and, in particular, by
supplying with provisions and ammu-
nition the gallant defenders of Meso-
longhi.

Zante was the birthplace of Ugo
FoKfolo -whose Ionian nationality is

generally merged in his Italian re-

putation—and of Solomns, the popular
Greek poet, author of the celebrated
Ode to Liberty, which has l>een adopted
as the National Anthem of Greece.
As in Corfii and Cephalonia, there

are many Roman Catholic families in

Zante, chiefly of Italian origin. A
l.trge portion of its present inhabi-
tants are descended from settlers

brought by the Venelians from the
Pelojionnesus, from Christians who
emigrated from Cyprus and Crete,
when those islanils were conquered
by the Turks, and from younger
branches of noble Itiilian families.

Zante O T (20,000), the capital of
the island, stretches along the semi-
circular outline of the bay to a distance
of U m. ; but the breadth of the town
nowhere exceeds300 yds., except where,
in one quarter, it extends up the slope

of the Castle hill. Some of the older
houses are built in the picturesque
Venetian style, and, as Zante was
never walled in, they are not incon-
veniently crowded together, as at
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Corfu. The colonnades, lining some fine cypresses and flowering shrubs,

of the streets, will remind the traveller and a few interesting monuments. The
of BfJogna and other It-dian towns.

In the principal street, the Platia

Ronga, are two liouses, interesting

examples of the Venetian architecture

general Burial-ground for all Chris-
tians alike is about | m. S. of the
town.

Tiavellers should by no means omit
of the Renaissance. The streets pre- the ascent of the Castle-hill (350 ft.),

serve their Venetian names, and the A winding road leads to the gate, and
old form of Bua (sometimes written leave to enter is readily granted.

Bouga) instead of the common struda. A rampart, chiefly of Venetian con-

The harbour is protected by a long struction, and nowhere very strong,

mole, but is somewhat exposed, and is surrounds an area of 12 or 14 acres on
far less secure than the ports of the flat top of the hill. The whole E.
Cephalouia and Ithaca. At the in- side of the Castle-hill— elsewhere
land extremity of the mole is a sort of a mass of groves, houses, and gar-

Esplanade. Another favom-ite pro- dens, in the most picturesque con-
menade is the fine quay, which extends fusion—has been di.sfigured by a vast

along the harbour as far as the Church landslip, caused some centuries ago
of St. Dionydus, Patron Saint of the by an earthquake, and perhaps con-

island. He was a native of Zante, cealing from sight many a relic of

where he died in 1624, after having antiquity. The houses once inhabited
been for many years Abp. of Aegiua. by British oflicers are now a refuge
His festival is celebrated on Dec. 17, for goats.

o. s. Near the Church is a monu- The *vtEW is very extensive. To the
mental bust of Sir Thomas Maitland, E. spreads the long line of the coast

correctly portraying his stern and of Greece from Mesolonghi to Xava-
commanding features. A more in- rino, backed by the lofty mountains
teresting edifice is that of Phanero- of Acarnania, Aetolia, Arcadia, and
me'ne, rebuilt in IIHO. The conventual Messenia. On a headland, 8 m. N.E.,
Church is richly decorated, especially rises the mediaeval fortress of Crtorejjfsa

the shrine of the tutelary Saint. His (p. 59).

remains are enclosed in a silver gilt From the W. ramparts we look down
case with glass sides. The Church on the extensive plain, which, stretch-

contains some pictures illustrative of ing from sea to sea, forms the principal

the life of the Saint, by the Zantiot support of the population, and is a
CozztVi, a pupil of Tiepolo. source of considerable wealth to the
There is a Public Library, and island. The entire plain has the ap-

another—the Bibliotheca Foscolo{1892) pearance of an almost continuous vine-

— in the house where the poet was yard of the dwarf grape {Vitis Co-

born. rinthiaca') so well known in England
The small Church of the Panagia under the name of Zante Currants—

a

Chrysopege (near the castle) contains corruption of Corinth, where they were
a very valuable Byzantine Madonna tirst cultivated. Besides currants,

on wood, fcaid to be dated 840, and Zante also exports a considerable

ascribed to a painter named Pani- quantity of oil, wine, and soap. The
salkos.

'

olive-trees are pruned and cultivated

The B. C. Cathedral, dedicated to regularly, and are quite different from
St. Mark, contains (over the high those of Corfii. There are two kinds
altar) a fine work by Titian, now —the indigenous, and one imported
much injured, and two bronze caude- from Korone. The white Verdea wine
labra. in flavour resembles Madeira, though

There are three English cemeteries— some dry and bitter qualities are more
two on the ascent to the Castle, the like Amontillado .sherry. Zante and
other in a picturesque ravine, near Cephalonia enjoyed an ahnost complete
the Greek Church of St. John at the monopoly of the currant trade during
N. end of the town. It contains some the War of Independence in Greece,
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when the vineyards on tlic nniiuland
wen; laid Wii.ste by tlie coiittiidini;

armies. But they have been replantt (I

feince ibe return of peace, and are
rapidly increasing along the whole
coast from Corinth to Kalamafa.
Hence the fruit tjade of the Ionian
Islands is now very mucli depressed in

comparison with its state from 1821-
30, and the prices have sunk to nearly
one-third of the ir former amcjunt.

The currant-vine requires careful

pruning and dressing during the winter
and spring. During tie vintage tlie

rich proprietors take up their abode
in their country villas to superintend
the crop on which they principally
depend. Every vineyard is carefully

protected by an urmed watchman, for

whom a sort of guard-iiouse resembling
a gigantic bird's nest is constructed
of interlaced branches of trees, covered
with leaves or thatch, and sometimes
elevated on poles. When the fruit is

fully ripe, it is gatliered and spread
out fur two or tliree weeks to dry on
levelled areas, prepared for this pur-
pose on every ( state. Much depends
upcm the process of drying ; rain
will often diminish by one-lialf the
value of the crop, or even ruin it

altogether. When driidby thesnnand
air, either on ground U'smeared wiih
cow-dung, or on wooden trays, the
currants are transported to the city,

and stored up in magazines called
Scraghe, whence they iire thippcil for

exportation—the finest to England. It

is alnio.^t impossil)le for an uneducated
eye to distinguish the currant plant
from the vine, unless the two are seen
growing close together in spring, when
the currant may be known by the
darker hue of its leaf.

Mount Scopes (1590 ft.)—so called
from a rock on the summit resembling
a sentinel—may be ascended in 2.J hrs.

The road S.E. along the shore is fol-

lowed for 2 ni. as far as a Church,
whence a path mounts to the rt., past
a ruined Church, a hermitage, and a
desecrated convent, to the summit.
Its ancient name was Elatos, whence
it would app. ar to have been of old
covered with pines (^\otoi). 10 m. N.,

Ceph donia rises abruptly from the sea,

witli its gloomy Bhick Mountain. The
end of th>? bay opposite Mount Scojjos

is formed by the Acroterion (promon-
tory), a line of bioken and wooded
cliffs, gay with villa.s orchanls, and
vineyards, flowers and olive groves.

This is tiie liealthiest spot on the
island.

The village of Gerae^irid, 3 m. N.W.,
is often visited b\- wirriagi s for the
sake of its view. Another enjuyMbltj

drive is to the Convent of the Pro-
droinos (St. John l>apt.), 2 lirs. N.,

and to that of St. George (U hr.

further). There are 20 monks in each.

Near St. John is the village of Piga-
dachia, with a sulphurous spring
under the altar of its Church. Fine
scenerj-. Near Melinado, on the W.
side of the island, are tlie remains of

a Temple of Autkmis Opit.ms.

A new road between the town and
Vasilicd leads S.E. in IJ hr. down to

the sea. A lictle beyond Va.silico is

Cajie Gerahi, witli quarries of sand-
stone, which have been largely used
for house building in Zante. Gooil

quail shooting in spring, and wood-
cock in Oct. and Nov.

In the Bay of Kin, 9 m. S.W., are

some curious Pitch Springs, a natunil

plienomenon, which may be rcgardeil

as among tlie antiquities of the island,

since they are mentioned bv Herode-
tus, Pliny, and others (Hdt. iv. 195;
Plin. XXXV. 178). They are reached
by an excellent c;irriage-road through
olive-groves and vineyards. The larger

of the springs is surroundeil by a

low wall ; here the pitch is seen bub-
bling up under the clear water as it

comes out of the earth. The pitch-

bubbles rise with the appearance of
an imiia-rubber ball until the air

within bursts, and the pitch falls

back and runs off. The spring pro-

(hices about three barrels a day and
can be used whtn mixed with pine-

pitch, though in a pure state it is com-
paratively valueless. The other spring
is iu an adjoining vineyard ; but the

pitch does not bubble up, and is, in

fact, only discernible by the ground
having a burnt appearance, and by
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the feet adhering to the surface as one
walks over it. The demand for the
pitch of Zante is now very small, veget-
able pitch being preferred. Several
attempts at boring for petroleum have
hitherto failed. On the fine sandy
beach at the back of Mt. Scopos, near
the Wells, numerous turtle come to

lay their eggs in June and July, when
they are turned over, and used for

soup and steaks by sailors. Close by,
on the heights near the village of

Keri, turtle doves are caught by
thousands in April on their passage
from Barbary to the cornfields of Bess-
arabia and neighbouring haunts.
Near Cape Skinari, the extreme N.

point of the island, there is a small
cave on the sea-shore, fiom the sMes
of which drips an unctuous oily fluid,

which bears the name of the Grease
Spring. The dripping water is strongly
impregnated with sulphur, and pro-

bably owes its greasy appearance to

the action of the salt water against
the surface of.the encrusted rock. In
fine weather and with a favourable
breeze the spot may be reached from
Zante by sailing-boat in about 3 hrs.,

or by carriage to the (2 hrs.) Salt Pans
near the Church of St. John, and
thence by boat in 1 hr. The rocks

can only be approached in very calm
weather, and there is very little to

see. There are other sulphurous
springs in the island (see above), all

very effective in the treatment of .skin

diseases.

Severe earthquakes occur from time

to time in Zante, about once in 20

years. That of Dec. 29, 1820, was the

most serious within living memory :

80 houses were almost totally de-

stroved, and from 30 to 40 persons

killed or maimed. On Oct. 30, 1840,

the island suffered from a severe

shock, by which eight persons lost

their lives, and great havoc was
wrought by a similar catastrophe on
Jan. 31 and Apr. 17. 1893. On the
last two occasions 30 persons only
were killed, the people having been
warned and left their houses. Im-
mediately after the Jan. shock H.M.S.
Camperdown was sent from Malta
with 500 tents.besides boards, blankets,

[Greece.']

and a large quantity of provisions,

both officers and crew assisting to

build sheds for the sufferers. In April
the Inflexible was despatched with
similar aid. It should be made known
that a relief sum, estimated at 3iS,000l.,

which was subscribed all over the
world, has been for the greater part
grossly misappropriated, and that those
most deserving of help received in

many cases no benefit whatever from
the charity. The earthquake of 1887
in the Peloponnesus was severely felt

at Zante, but caused no fatal results.

Andreas Vesalius, the founder of

modern anatumy, was shipwrecked off

Zante, on his return from the Holy
Land, in 1564 ; he reached the island,

but there died of exhaustion.f

The Greek coasting steamer now
steers S.E.E. to (3 hrs.) Katakolon
(Ete. 34), with its mediaeval strong-

hold of Pondikdcasfro (mouse-castle).

Thence S.S.E. across a wide bay to

(4 hrs.) Kyparissia (Rte. 20), also sur-

mounted by a fortress of the IVIiddle

Ages. Behind it rises Mt. Psychro
(3675 ft.). To the rt. are seen the

Strophades (Italian, Strivali), depen-
dent on the Convent of St. Denys, at

Zante. Tliere are two low islets, the
larger of which is rather more than
3 m. in circumference, and is inhabited

and cultivated by about 20 Greek
monks, the foundation of whose Con-
vent is ascribed to one of the Byzan-
tine emperors. It contains the tomb
of the patron saint of Zante (see

above). These islets were celebrated

in antiquity as the fabled abode of the

Harpies {Aen. iii. 209; Strab. p. 359).

The sonsof Boreas pursued theHarpies
to the Strophades, which were so named
because the Boreadae there ' turned

'

from the chase.

f Vesalius was borD at Brussels in 1514, and
was successively physician to Charles V. and
I'hilip II. He got into trouble (in Spain) by
his dissections, and this pilgrimage to Pales-

tine had been required of him as an act of ex-

piation.
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ROUTE 7.

LONDON TO THE PIRAEUS, BY VENICE,

BUINDISI, AND COKFL'.—RAIL AND
8TKAMER.

Distances in English Miles.

I.

London to

563 Basel
800 Milan
852 Brescia
894 Verona
921 Vicenza
943 Badua
966 Venice

30J hrs. (via Calais). Fare (via

Calais), SI. 10s. 2d. or 57. 10k. Gd.

Italian steamer from Venice every Sat.

at 4 P.M., touchin<< at Ancona, Bari,

Brindisi and Corfu, and reaching tiic

(900 ni.) riracAtii at 8 a.m. on Sat.

For preliiuinarv information, see Rtes.

1 and 10.

Austrian Lloyd steamer maybe taken

for Corfii direct by Briiidisi, or along

the coast of Daltnatia (Ete. I0>
Something is savi/d by taking ticket

and booking luggage from Innsbruck

or any Austrian stat. to Ala, and
thence to Verona, or any other stat. on

the Italian side. The same remark
api>lies to all frontier stations where a

fresh currency has to be encountered

—the rate of exchange calculated lor

through-tickets being always very

much in favour of the Ely. companies.

This assumes, of course, that the tra-

veller is proceeding leisurely, and is

provided with the necessary coinage

or paper money.

ROUTE S.

LONDON TO THE PIKAEIS, BY .'(lAR-

SEIIXE8.— RAIL AND STEAMER.

London by iNI. to

803 Innsbruck
828 Brenner
856 Franzensfcsto

133 Villach
211 Udine
267 Trieste

887 Botzen
922 Trent
947 Ala
980 Verona

26 Mantna
66 Modcna

1052 Venice

Fare to Innsbruck (via Calais). 6/.

15». ?>d. or 4/. 138. M. To Innsbruck

30J hrs.,tlioncp to Venice, about 13 hn.
Thi.s Ete. traverses the Arlborg and
Brenner lines.and is beautiful through-

out. From Verona the traveller may
proceed S. to Modena and Bologna,

and there join Etc 1). or E. From
Franzensfeste a Ely. runs E. to Villach,

and thence S. to Trieste, where the

K.
London by Calais, Boulogne,

or Dieppe to

260 Paris

535 iSIacon

580 Lyons
800 Marseilles

22-24 brs. French steamer (^Mtsni-

geries M(iritimfiK) from Marseilles

every Tlinrs. and Sat. afternoon,

reaching the Piraeus the fourth day.

Faro from London to Athens about

15?. 15s. or 13/. 13«. (less by the

smaller steamers). Frnissinet Co.

steamer every other Sun. to the

Piraeus in 6 days, touching at Genoa.
Fare, SI. (see p.' 937;.

The steamer so;in loses sight of land,

and steers S.E. through the Straits of

Bonifacio between Corsica and Sar-

dinia, and afterwards through the

Straits of Messina, which it reaches in

2 to 2h days. For the remainder of

the voyage, see Etc. 9.
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IIOUTE 9.

NAPLES TO THE PIRAEUS, BY PALERMO,
MESSINA, AND CATANIA. STEAMER.

Miles.

Genoa
81 Livorno

350 Naples
519 Paleruio
640 MesMna
690 Catania
1190 Piraeus

150 Chios
219 Smyrna

1442 Salonica
)780 Constantinople

For tlie Kly. journey fi'om London
to (85(j m.) Genoa, and to 1 1324 m.)
Naples, see Rte. 1. Italian steamer
from Genoa every Tues. at 9 p.m.,

touching at Livorno, and leaving
Naples at .5 p.m. on Fri. Thence by
Palermo, Messina, and Catania, reach-

ing the (1190 m.) Piraeus at 6 p.m. on
the second Fri.—10 days in all. The
steamer remains long enough during
daylight in each port to allow of a

hasty visit to several of the most inte-

resting objects.

The steamer reaches Livorno in the

early morning, and quits tlie harbour
in the afternoon, steering due S. be-

tween the islands of Corsica and Elba.
Soon after dawn next day Civita Vec-

chia is passed on tlie 1., and later on
we have a distant view of Porto d'An-
zio and the Alban Hills. The coast

line continues flat until we reach the
bold promontory of Circe, now Monte
Circdlo (1770 ft.), which for a long

time continuus a striking object from
the sea. Passing Terraciua and Gaeta,
with the round Torre d'Orlando on the
clitf above it, we cross the wide bay,

and approach the interesting coast "NV.

of Naples. The smoking cone of

Vesuvius now becomes a distinct

feature in the view. On the rt. is the
Island of Ischia, Monte Epomeo (2625
ft.) rising from its midst; on the 1.

Cumae, backed by the finely placed
Camahloli (1-175 ft.). We now steer

between the little island of Procida
and the village of Baja, pass on the

1. Pozzuoli, and enter the Bay of

Naples.

Leaving Naples at 5 p.3I., too late

in the winter-time to see much of

Capri, which is passed on the 1., we
now steer nearly due S. for Palermo.
The bold coast scenery hence to Mes-
sina is also passed in the dark. For
some difctance beyond Catania the

Aspromonte group (6910 ft.) on the 1.,

and Etna in Sicily, are well seen.

The first Greek territory visible is

Capo Gallo, at the S. end of Messenia
in the Peloponnesus. Further on, and
about 25 m. further S., projects Cape
Matapan, the ancient Taenaron
(p. 133). N.E. rises the fine snow peak
of Taygetos (7900 ft.). We now steer

between Cape MaJea and the island of

Cerigo (Kte. 16), and then turn nearly
due N. Some islands of the Cyclades
group soun afterwards become visible

on the rt., and Sjjetsae, with others oif

the coast of Argolis, to the 1. Beyond
them on the 1. is Poros (Rte. 14), and
further N. Aegina, with its conspicu-

ous peak of Oros (1740 ft.). In clear

weather, a glimpse may sometimes be
obtained of the high lying Temple of
Athena (Rte. GS). The next point of

interest is the island of Salamis, also

on the 1., backed by the summit of

Geraneia (4495 ft.). We now see the

threelicights of Hymettus. Pentelicus,

and Parnes, ranging from rt. to left,

and soon obtain a fine view of Athens,
with the Acropolis, the monument of

Piiilopappos, and the hill of Lycabet-
tus. The steamer then enters the
harbour of the Piraeus (Rte. 56).
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Tlirf)u;4li the iiiaf^iiiceiit woencry
of tliu Arlberg, between Buchs ami
IniiBbruck, and thence by a higlily

picturesque line to Salzburg, where
Kte. L. 18 joined.

ROUTE 10.

LONDON TO ATHENS, BY VIENNA, HUDA
TEST, BELGRADE, AND SALONICA.
liAIL AND STEAMER.

The three main lines between Lon-
don and Vienna are the following.

For preliminary information, see

Kte. 1.

Distances in English Miles.

L.

London to

563 Basel

619 Zurich
671 Romanshoni
686 Lindau (by steamer)
854 Munich
920 Salzburg
998 Linz
1106 Vienna (see below)

44 hrs. Fares, 9/. ISs. id. or

11. Ok. lid. There is an alternative

line from Munich to Linz by Simhach,
25 m. sliorter.

This Kly. traverses a pleasing sub-

alpine country between Zurich and
Komanshorn, where the Lake of Con-
stance is crossed by steamer in IJ hr.

Fine scenery onward during the first

l)art of the a.soent towards Munich,
and iu the neighbourhood of Salzburg.

M.
London to

563 Bas.-l

619 Zurich
683 Sargans
693 Buchs
803 Innsbruck
960 Salzburg
1146 Vienna

44 hrs. No through fares further

than Zurich (5/. 9*^. -id. or 3/. 16/>. Od.)

Thence to Vienna, about 4/. 158. Od. or

3/. is. Orf.

N.

London to

235 BrusKcls
375 Cologne
513 Frankfurt
594 Wiirzburg
658 Nuremljerg
720 llegensburg (Ratiabon)
794 Passau
861 Linz.

979 Vienna

31 hrs. Fare, 81. is. 6d. or 6/. \s. 'Jd.

A faster train, made up entirely of

1st class carriages, dining salof)ii, and
sleeping cars, rims ui 29 hrs., and
joins the Orient Express at Vienna.

O.

I^ondon to

314 Chalons
520 Strassburg
574 Carlsruhe
637 Stuttgart

696 L'lm
749 Augsburg
788 Munich
1070 Vienna

140 Gratz
318 Adelsberg
368 Trieste

29 hrs. By this Rte. the Orient
ExPKES.s leaves London every Sun. and
Wed., and oniinary fist trains <laily.

Passengers may travel by Pari.«, which
adds 54 m. to the joumev. Ist class

only. Fare, 9/. lOs. Od.; by Orient
Express, IH. 8«. Od. Sleeping car to

Vienna on all these Routes, \l. 15». Od.

From \ ienna the traveller may
proceed S. over the Semmering in

14J hrs. to Trieste, and there take
the Au.strian Lloyd bteamer for Brin-
disi. or along the Dalmatian coast to

Corfii, touching at Pola, Zara, Se-
benico, Spalato. Cattaro, Durazzo,
and Santi Quaranta.
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1070 Vienna
1235 Buda Pest
14H0 Belp^rade

1612 Nisch
284 Salonica

1713 Sofia

1922 Adriaiiopolis

2122 Constantinople

34: hrs. to Salonica ; 42 hrs. to Con-
stantinople. Fare to Salonica, 1st cl..

141 fr. 20 c. ; to Constantinople, 198 fr.

35 c. By Orient Exp., 169 fr. 45 c. or

238 fr. Total fare from London,
19/ 7.S. Od. or 21Z. Sleeping car from

Vienna to Salonica or Constantinople

24 fr. (see O).

Italian steamer from Salonica to the

(256 m.) Piraeus every alternate Wed.
at 6 P.M., arriving on Thurs. evening.

Greek steamer several times a week,

touching at FoZo (Rte. 106). Austrian-

Lloyd every alternate Wed. at 6 p.m.,

arriving on Thurs. at 8 a.m., and touch-

ing at Volo. Fare, 1st cl., 77 fr. 75 c.

On the completion of the Rly. between
Salonica ami Athens (Rte. 112), this

line will afford a direct land Route
from Boulogne or Calais to Athens,

prohably without change of carriage,

in about 70 hrs. from Loudon.
For a complete list of Steamers,

see p. 937, A, B, C, D.
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SECTION 11.

THE PELOPONNESUS.

LIST OF ROUTES.

ROCTE lAGEI
11 Patrai to Corinth, by Aegion

and Sikyon.—Rail 75
12 Coriuth to Nauplia, by Nemea.

,

—Rail . . .94
13 The Piraeus to Xauplia, by

Aegina and Epidauros.

—

1

Steamer, Sailin^'-boat, and
Horse-path . . 97

;

14 The Piraeus to Nauplia, by
|

Poros.—Steamer . . 104

15 Nauplia to Argos,byTirynsand
Mykenae.—Carriatre-road . 113

IG The Piraeus to Kalamata, by
Cythera and Gjrtheion. —
Steamer . . . .128

17 Nauplia to Spnrta, by Astros

and Hagios Pttros.—Horse-

path . . . . 134j

18 Sparta to Kalamata, by Mistra }

and the Langada Gorge.— !

Horse-path . . 135

19 Kalanjata to Phigaliu, by

Vurkano and Messene. —
Rail and Horse-path . . 140

20 Kalamata to Phigalia, by
Pylus and Kyparissla.—Rail

and Horse-pnth. . . 148

21 Kyparissia to Vurkano.

—

Horse-path . . . 157

22 Kyparissia to Samikon. —
Horse-path . . . 157

23 Nauplia to Tripolitza, by
Argos.—Rail . . .158

24 Tripolitza to Kalamata, by
Megalopolis.—Carriage-road 162

25 Tripolitza to Aegion, Man-
tinea, Pheneos. andthe Con-
vent of Megaspelaeon. —
Caniage-road and U'jrse-

path . . . .165

ROCTB 1

26 Megalopolis to Olympia, by
Dimitzana.—Carriage - road

and Horse-path.

27 Tripolitza to Sparta, by Tegea.

—Carriage-road

28 Sparta to Gytheion.—Carriage-
road ....

29 Sparta to Megalopolis.—Horse-
path ....

30 Megalopolis to Olympia, by
Karj'taena and Andritsaena.

—Carriage-road and Horse-

path ....
31 Megalopolis to Olympia, by

Lycosura, Phigalia, and the

Baths of Caiapha.— Horse-
path ....

32 Olympia to Patras, by Pyrgos.

—Rail ....
33 Olympia to Patras, by Tripo-

tamo.— Horse-path
34 Patra.s to the Piraeus, by

Katakolon, Corone, and Kala-
mata.—St< amer

35 Vurkano to Pylo.s, by Messene
and Samari.—Horse-path .

36 Nisi to Vurkano, by Andrutsa.
—Horse-path

37 Phigalia to Andritsaena, by
the Temple of Bassae.

—

Horse-patli

38 Pheneos to Nemea, by St3rm-

phalos —Horse-path .

39 Andritsaena to Stala, by
Karyaes. — Horse-path. —
Ascent of Mount Lykaeon .

40 Patras to the Piraeus, by the

Gulf of Corinth and the

Isthmian Canal.—Steamer.

175

lOi

212

214

2i:

219

223

229

231

232

233

236

237

239
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SPECIAL INTRODLX^TION.

The isthmus of Corinth is so narrow in comparison with the size of the Penin-
sula, that the ancient Greeks called the latter the Island of Pelops (?; ITeXo-

TTovvricTos), after the mythical hero of that name. The name of Peloponnesus
does not occur in the Homeric poems ; its earliest ascertained appearance in

literature is in about the year B.C. 690. The mediaeval name of Morea has
often heen derived from the mulberry-trees (jiopea) grown there, but it more
probably comes from more, the Slavonic for sea, and is thus an unconscious
translation of Apia, or the Apian land {'Airla, or 'Attici 77;), a name used for

the Peloponnesus by Aeschylus, Sophocles, and others. In the earliest

mediaeval period, the name seems to hare been chieiiy applied to Elis and
the Western seaboard. It dates from the period when the Peninsula was
overrun by a people of Slavonic race, who have left many traces in the modem
names of towns and mount;iins. as well as in the appearance, character, and
traditions of a large proportion of the population.

Arcadia is the Tyrol of the Peloponnesus. This Alpine district is encircled

by an irregular wall of mountains, from which lateral branches extend in

various directions to the sea. The highest peak is that of Taygetos (7900 ft.) ;

the next Kijllene (7800 ft.) ; Erymanthos rises to the height of 7295 ft., and
the Aroanian mountains (Chelmos) to that of 7725 ft. Tlie other principal

summits are those of Fanaehaicon above Patras (6330 ft.) ; Lykaeon (4659 ft.)
;

Artemision (5815 ft.). The principal river, alike in fame and size, is the
Alpheios.

The Peloponnesus contains five of the departments into which the kingdom
of Greece is divided ; and these divisions correspond with tolerable accuracy
to the ancient districts whose names they bear.

Though the suiface of the Peninsula is only about one-third more extensive
than that of Yorkshire, there is probably no part of the world which will

more fully repay a tour of a month or six weeks. The scenery, both of the
great historic sites and of the more obscure retreats of the Peloijoimesus, is of

the rarest grandeur and beauty. The isolated Acropolis of Corinth, the
primaeval remains of Tiryns and Mykenae, the hollow, stadium-like valley of
Sparta, the massive walls and towers of Messene, with the altar-like hill of

Ithome above, the mountain- shrine of Bass;\e, the beautiful vale of Olympia,
the Convent of the Great Cavern (Megaspelaeon), the vast caldron-glen and
cliff of the Styx, the secluded lake of Pheneos, with the curious phaeno-
mena of the rise and fall of its waters, all these are among the choice

places of the earth which, once seen, live in perpetual freshness in the

recollection.

We have given a selection of all the most interesting routes ; but these

may be combined and varied by the traveller, who has leisure at his disposal,

to an almost indefinite extent. Accommodation for travellers is in the same
primitive condition as elsewhere in Greece, and it is only at Corinth. Nauplia,
Patras, Olympia, and Pyrgos that the Inns will be found tolerable. One
special advantage enjoyed by the Morea is, liowever, its invariable immunity
from brigandage. Even when other parts of the kingdom are in a disturbed
state, travellers may always feel perfect security in the Peloponnesus.

Besides the local Greeks, with their traces of Slavonic descent, there are
considerable establishments of Albanians; also a colony of Neapolitan Alhu-
nians, who took refuge under the Sicilian crown in the time of Scanderbeg,
and have now returned to Greece on the invitation of the Government. There
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!vrD the usual toving Wallachs, thougli tlioy are not so nutnerous iia in N.
Greece ; there are the mysteriou.s Tzakoniana, usually claHsed as the rejjro-

sentativfS of the ancient Lucoiiians, hut prohnbly, as sliown by Lord Strang-
ford,! rather to be regarded as desceudaulH of the ancient Caucones, with
their true Doric dialect

; J lastly, there are the far-famed Mainotes, who
retain many of the customs and characteriotics (though they have lost tlie

romantic surroundings; of their fatliero and grandfatliers. The last traveller

who saw Maina while retaining some remains of its primitive cateran glories

w.is Lord Carnarvon (1839), whose charming account sliould be in the hands
of every traveller in the Morea.
As early as tlie reign of Coustantine Porphyrogenitus, the Eleuthero-

I>ac-oiiians (who had been enfranchised from the dominion of Spartii Ijy v

dei,Tee of tlie Koman senate) had acquired the name ij{ Muinot' n, fromaplact
called Maina, near Cape Taenarou. They coiitinuetl the worship of the Pagan
deities 500 years after the rest of the Roman empire had embraced Cliribtianity

and were not finally couverted until the reign of the Emjx ror Basil (\.v. 807-

886). They boast of their descent froiu the ancient Spartans, and tlie histories

of Leonidas and Lycurgus, jiartly as .saints and partly as robbers, stil

figure in their popular tratlitions. The whole district of Maina, including

Kahivoulia (the Land of Evil Counsel), is formed by the branches ol

Mount Taygetos, and, with the exception of a long liact of low coast

called by the Venetians Bassa Maina, is mountainous, and for the most pan
barren.

The population is distributed into small villages, while here and there b

white fortress denotes the residence of the chief. Gibbon (chap, liii.) call

the Maiuotts 'a domestic and perhaps original race, who, in some degree
might derive their blood from the niuch-injured Helots.'

jNIaina was never thoroughly conquered by the Turks, and its inhabitant!

were as really independent of the supreme government as the Highlander!
were before Culloden. The tribute and allej;iunce which the Mainotes puic

to the Porte were alike nominal. They eagerly joined the Greek insurrectii>i

of 1821, and took a vigorous part in all the tighting and plunder of that am
till! following years. But they afterwards bitterly resented the absorption o

their independence in the Greek kingdom, and the hmniliation of beinj

treated on the same footing as their craven lowland neighbours. An insur
notion against the (ireek Government arose in lf<31, and although it sooi

burnt itself out, a feeling of deep irritation remained behind, aggravated o

course by Capodistria's faithless conduct to the Mavromichali family, and thei

vengeance (p. ciii.). 'In 1831, an insurrection occurred in Maina which assumei
the character of a civil war. It svas caused by a rash and foolish measure o
the regency. Ages of insecurity had compelled the landlords, in the greate
part of Greci-e, to dwell in towers capable of defence against brigands. Ii

Maina these towers were numerous. The nieiulxrs of the regency attribute*

the feuds and bloodshed prevalent in that rude district to the towers, instea<

of regarding the towers as a neces^ary consequence of the feuds. The;
imagineil that tlie destruction of all the towers in Greece would ensure tin

estiJjlishment of order in the country. In the plains this was easily eflected

t In his essay • On Cntan and Modem Greek,' 1365 ; republished In ' Letters and Papers o
I'liilological Subjects,' 1878.

i On the subject of the Tsakuuian dialect the traveller xhuulc^ consult the foUowin
wcrks:—

Odhe, ' Pcloponn.siaca,' 1846. Contiiin- a summarj- of v.vlous papers by Thiersch.
D''jTiitr, ' Zakonische Oranimatik.' IJerlin, 1881.
ln-.ffntr, • Aichiv fiir .Mittcl u. Neufrriechische Philologie.' This publication conUir

8ever.ll valuable papers on T7.akonian autuecta by Dr. Defftier, who has for ntiiny \oai
niaile a special study of the dialect.
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Peaceful landlords were compelled to employ workmen to destroy their houses

instead of employing workmen to repair them. Tlie consequence was that the

fear of the attacks of disbanded soldiei-s and avowed brigands drove most
wealthy landlords into the nearest towns, and many abandoned the agricul-

tural improvements they had commenced InMaina the orders of the regency
were openly opposed. Every possessor of a tower, indeed, declared that he
had no objection to its destruction; but lie invited the Government to destroy

every tower in Maina at the same time, otherwise :io man's life and property

would be secure. Bavarian troops were marched into the coimtry to assii^t

the chiefs in destroying their own and their enemies' towers. The appearance
of the Bavarians induced the majority of the Mainote ciiiefs to form a league,

in order to resist the invaders. The people were told that the foreigners came
into the mountains to destroy the monasteries, imprison the native monks, and
seize the ecclesiastii-al revenues for the Government. Several skirmishes took

place. A Bavarian officer, who advanced rashly into the detiles, with part of

a battalion, was surrounded, cut otf from water, and compelled to surrender at

discretion. The victorious Mainotes stripped their prisoners of their clothing,

and tlieii compelled the Greek Government to ransom them at a small sum
per man. Fresh troops were pom-ed into Maina ; strong positions were occu-

pied ; the hostile districts were cut otf from comuiunication with the sea ; and
money was employed to gain over a party among the chiefs. A few towers

belonging to the chiefs most hostile to the Government were destroyed by
force, anti some were dismantled with the consent of the proprietors, who were
previously indemnified. Partly by concessions, partly by corruption, and
partly by force, tranquillity was restored. But the submission of Maina to

the regency was only secured by withdrawing tlie Bavarian troops, and
forming a battalion of Mainotes to preserve order in the country.'

Maina was divided under the Turks into eight hereditary captaincies.

The jurisdiction was long administered by a council of Elders, from whom
the protogeron (arch senator) was annually chosen. The misconduct of the

last protogeron led to the abolition of the office ; after which period Maina
was nominally governed by a hey, who was chosen by the capitanl among
themselves, but received his investiture from the Capitan Pasha.

In 1601 Maina was invaded by the Spaniards, with the connivance of

some of the primates and clergy. They did not stay long; but the success

of the expedition, and the good-will shown to them by the Greeks, caused
the Capitan Pasha to take measures for garrisoning certain points in Maina.
From this date (1014) the payment of the tribute was also enforced with

some regularity. The conquest of the Morea by the Venetians did not

much affect their political position. After the departure of the Venetians,
Maina fell under the nominal government of the Piishaofthe Morea. The
Mainotes took part in the Orloff rising (1770), and in 1776 Maina was
separated from the Paslialic of the Morea, and, like the Archipelago, was placed
under the direct administration of the Capitan Pasha. On this occasion

Tzanetachi Kutuphari was first raised to the digidty of Bey by a firman,

which constituted him chief and commander of all Maina.
At the breaking out of the Revolution in 1821 the Bey was Pietro Mavro-

michali, afterwards so celebrated in the annals of the revolutionary war. It

was his son, Georgio, who assassinated Capodistria(p. 110).

'The Maina country,' says a traveller in 1858, 'is wild and beautiful,

singularly well cultivated, considering the difficulties to be surmounted, and
producing crops that put to shame the rich plains of Argos and Arcadia

;

while the interesting mountain people exercise the highland virtues of hospi-

tality and independence to an extent unknown in the low countries.'

In iuidition to the attractions already mentioned, the English traveller

will scarcely view with indifference the numerous ruined Prankish castles,
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which tell of the ascendency in bygone days of men of western Wood and
western energies over the enervated local population. Nf'thing more
romantic is to be found in history than the cx^nquest of the Morea in 1205 by

a hundred Fronrh and Burgundian knights, and its subsequent vicissitudes

during the 200 years which the Franki.sh rule lasted.

In the autumn or early winter of 1204, Geoffrey de Ville-IIardouin, a

nephew of his illustrious namesake the Marshal, was hastening back to

France from a brief crustvding expedition to Pale^tine. Half his voyage

was accomplished, wiien a violent storm arose which drove his little squadron

into Port Modon, where the repair and safety of his ships comfielled him
to remain for tlie winter. News had already reached the Morea of the

partition of the empire Ijy the crusaders, and a few of the more enterprising

Greeks Wf re on the look-out to .seize a share of the spoils. One of these, a

wealtliy Laconiau, invited the Sire de Ville-Hardouin to join him witli hia

little force, then lying idle at Modon, in the capture ofsome of the neighbouring

towns. De Yille-Hardouin accejjted, and the two commenced a Ciireer of rapid

and successful conquest in the Southern Peloponnesus. The practical value

of the achievement must not be measured by the insignificance and poverty of

tlie Peloponnesian towns at the present day; at the period of which we are

writing, the Morea was as superior in wealth, civilizntion, and Inxury, to its

present condition, as England now is to the backwoods of America. Geoffrey

received the valuable city of Modon as his share of his spoil, but on his Greek
ally dying soon after, his rights were disputed. At this crisi.«, Geoflfrey

became aware that William of Champlitte had also received a grant of land

in the Peloponnesus, and offered to serve under his banner, persuading

him that it would be more advantageous to turn their arms against

the western coast of Greece. De Cliamplitte and De Ville-Hardouin

therefore quitted the main army with 100 knights and a considerable

body of men-at-arms. Patras, Katacolon, Corone, and Kalnniata, were

besieged and taken without much difficulty, while the wealthy and popu-

lous town of Andravida voluntarily submitted to De Champlitte, who
afterwards made it his capital. As Mo<l(in had been assigned to the

Venetians by the partition treaties, De Ville-Hardouin received Kalamata

in its stead. The Greeks now at last made some attempt to check the further

advance of the F'rencli. A force some 4000 strong met and gave battle to

the invaders near tlie olive wood of Koundoura in N.E. Messenia. In spite

of the great inferiority of tlieir uunil ers. the French were completely

victorious, and the Greeks utterly routed. The arrangements of Champlitte

for tlie government of the Greek population wt-re by no means unfavourable

to the iidiabitanta. The Slavonian cantons of Skorta and Melingou were

allowed to retain all the privileges which iiad been conctnled to them by
imperial cliarters. The Greeks were allowed to retain their personal jiroperty,

and individual rights and privileges, and to pnst rve the use of the Byzantine

law ; while the victors entered into possession of all the power and authority of

the Byzantine emperors, of all the imperial domains, and of the jirivate estates

of the" nobles and clergy who emigrated. The French took possession of the

rural districts, but they left the local administration of the urban population

very much as they friund it. The powers of government and property

thus acquired were divided and administered on the ftudal system. A domain
was marked out for the prince, who took the title of Prince of Achaia, and

12 baronies were formed for his 12 peers, a number adopted in imitation of

Charlemagne's paladins. The Archbishop of Patras was recognised as

primate, and received eight fiefs to maintain the dignity of liis position;

while his six suffragan bishops and the three military orders of St. John,

the Temple, and the Teutonic order, each received four.

"William de Champlitte being obliged to return to France on business early
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in 1209, left his relative, Hugh de Cliamplitte, as Bailly of tlie Principality.

Hugh soon after died, when Geofl'rey de Ville-Hardouin was elected by the

feudatories to fill the vacant office. Meanwliile William had appointed his

young relative, Kobert de Champlitto, to succeed Hugh. Tiiis nomination

was as unacceptable to the barons iis it was to Geoffrey, and they joined him
in a plot to frustrate Count Eobert's mission. The plot was entirely

successful ; and Geoffrey was, in 1210, formally installed as Prince. After a

brief but glorious reign, Geoffrey died in (or about) 1218. He was succeeded

by his sou, Geoffrey II., who had, in 1217, married Agnes de Courtenay.

'The commencement of the reign of Geoffrey II. was troubled by a serious

quarrel with the Church. The young prince proposed to assemble the whole

military force of Achaia, in order to drive the Greeks from the fortresses they

still possessed, end complete the conquest of the Peninsula. But when he

summoned the clergy and the military orders to send their contingents to the

camp, they refused to obey his orders, declaring (in defiance of the constitu-

tion of the Principality), that the clergy held their fiefs from the Pope, and

owed no military service except at his command. Had Geofl'rey permitted

these preteni-ions to pass unpunished there would have been a speedy end of

the Principality. Without a moment's hesitation, therefore, he seized all the

fiefs held by the clergy on the tenure of military service; and to those

clerical vassals who had no other revenue than that derived from their fiefs,

he assigned a pension sufficient for their subsistence. This statesmanlike

conduct threw the Latin Church in the East into a state of frenzy, and

Geoffrey II. was immediately excommunicated. But excommunication was

not a very terrific weapon where the majority of the population was of the

Greek Church, so that the prince was enabled to pursue his scheme of

making the Church submit to the civil power without much danger. Yet in

order to prove that his conduct was not influenced by avarice, he proposed, in

the parliament of the Principality, that all profits resulting from the

sequestrated ecclesiastical fiefs should be employed in constructing a strong

fortress for the defence of the W. Peloponnesus.' This was done, and the

fortress built was the well-known Castel Tornese, of which the ruins may still

be seen.

Geoffrey was absolved in 1222, and the only result of his daring action was

to extend his power and alliances. In 1236 he led a fleet of ten war galleys

to the relief of Constantinople, then threatened by the Greeks and
Bulgarians. He died about 1246, and was succeeded by his brother William.

The reign of William openerl prosperously with the capture of Malmsey, and

some other important victories; and by the year 1248 the entire Peloponnesus

had been brought under the French rule. Unfortunately, William's

ambition outran his prudence, and in an attempted invasion of the dominions

of the Greek emperor, Michael VIII., he was defeated, with great loss*, at the

battle of Pelagoaia, and taken prisoner. 'The conditions on which William

regained his liberty inflicted an irremediable injury on the Principality of

Achaia. He ceded to the Greek emperor, as the price of his deliverance,

the fortresses of Monemvasia, Misithra, and ]\[aina, the very cities which
were especially connected with his own glory ; and he engaged, besides, with

the most solemn oaths and direst imprecations, never to make war on the

Greek emperor. From this period, the history of the Morea assumes a new
aspect. It becomes divided into two provinces; one held by the Franks, and
the other directlv dependent on the Greek emperor. The Greek population

aspired at expelling their heterodox masters, and a long series of national

wars was the consequence. The country was laid waste by rival rulers, the

people pillaged by foreign soldiers.' The tide of disaster was at last

stemmed by the French victories of Prinitza and Macryplagia; but these

successes would have been insufficient to save the Principality without other
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assistance. This William olttainod, in 1267, by betrothing liis infant daughfcr
and heiress, Isabella, to Philip of Anjou, second son of the Kinj; of Sicily .

He repaid the assistance thus received at a very critiwd moim nt. He joined

the French army with a chosen band of knights on the eve of the contest

with Conradin ; and their brilliant vnlour contributed materially to the

success of Charles at the decisive battle of Tagliaeozzo. William <lied at

Kulamata in 1277, leaving only two daughters, Isabella and Margaret, known
as tiie Lady of Ahova. Isabella died in Italy in 1311, an<l was succeeded by

her young daughter, Maud of Hainault, widow of Duke Guy II. of Athens.

Two years later she married Louis of Burgundy.
About the end of 1315, Maud and Louis set out from Venice, with a ttnall

army, to take pos.-essiou of their principality. In the meantime, Ferdinand,

S(m of Don Jayme I., King of JIajorca, had married Elizabetli, only daughter
of Margaret de Ville-Hardouin, and he advanced a claim to the principality,

on the pretext that William had by will declared that the survivor of his

daughters was to inherit his <lominion8. The French barons, however, were
not inclined to favour tlie pretensions of a Spanish prince, who might easily

deprive them of all their privileges by uniting with the Grand Corapiiny

(p. 248), who had already conquered Athens. As a precautionary

measure they imprison(;d tbe Lady of Aknva, who died shortly after. Her
daughter Elizabeth only survived a few weeks, dying (at Catania) after she

gave birth to Jayme II. Ferdinand was a wiilower before he quitted Sicily

to invade Achaia. Taking advantage of the war between Robert of Naples
and Frederick of Sicily, he colleeted a fleet on the Sicilian coast, and sailed

from Catania with odO cavalry and a strong body of the redoubtable infantry

of Spain in 1315. The greater part of the W. coast of the Morea was soon

sid)'lued; but early in 131t), Louis of Burgundy, who had jn^t arrived, led out

his army against Ferdinand, who was slain in a petty skirmish. Louis sur-

vived hi.s rival only about two months. His death rendered Maud merely u

life-renter in her own hereditary ilominions, since, by her contract of marriage,

they descended in fee after her death to Eudes IV., Duke of Burgundy

;

while even her own personal rights were exposed to contiscation. in case she

slionld n)arry again without the consent of Philip of Tarentum, the

Lord-Paramount of the principality. The object of Robert and Philip was to

unite the sovereignty as well as tlie suzerainty of the principality in their own
family. They expected to do this by marrying the Princess Maud to their

brother John, Count of Gravina; but t<> this marriage the young widow
refused to consent. In vain, entreaties and thnats were employed to make
her yield ; at last the Kiuj; of Xaples carried her before the Pope, John
XXII., when she declared tiiat she was already seeretly married to Hugh
de la Palisse, a French knight. The King of Naples declared this marriage

null, and ordered tlie new marriage to be celebrated, in defiance of the

determined opposition of tiie young princesss. Inuiiediately after thi.-*

infamous ceremony, the unfortunate Maud was immured in the jirisfins of

the Castel dell' Uovo, where she is supposed to have died about 1324. She
was the last of the line' of Ville-Hardouin who possessed Achaia.

—

(Finlutj).

Henceforward the chr< nicies of the princi|.ality record little else but a

series of j)lottiug8 and intrigues to secure the successiou, and jxis.'^ess no interest

for the traveller (see Finlay's Jlixtory of Greece, vol. iv.). The antagonists

belonged to all the nations of Southern Europe, and the Mona became the

common fighting ground of Venetian, Florentine, Genoese, Papal, Catalan,

Navarrese, Grtek, Sicilian, French, and Turkish armies. The Turkish
conquest of the Morea was completed in 14tJ0, and 'was felt to be a boon by

the greater part of the population. The Mohammedan Government put an

end to the injustice of the ))etty tyrants, whose raj)acity and feuds divided,

impoverished, and depopulated the country.'
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PRINCES OF ACHAIA.
Reigneil

William I. (de Champlitte) . . . l-20o-1210
Geoffrev II. (de Ville-HardoTiin) . 1210-1218
Geoffrey II. (fon) 1218-1246
Willam II. (brother) 1246-1277
Isabella (daughter) 1277-1311

Stie married thrice

:

—
1. Philip of Anjou . . 1267-1278
2. Florence of Hainault 1291-1297
3. Phihp of Savoy . .1301-1311

Maud of Hainault (dau. of Isab -Ua) 1311-1317

She married thrice :—
1. Guy II., Duke of Athens, d. 1308
2. Louis of Burgundy . 1313-1315
3. Hugh de la Palissse . 1316

Claimants of the Pkincipaxitt.

John, Count of Gravina, pretended
husband of .Maud of Hainault . 1317-1324

Eudes IV., Duke of Burgundy, by
forfeiture of Maud . . .

"
. . 1317-1324

Philip of Tareutum, by purchase
from Eudes 1324-1332

Robert, titular Emp. of Romanid . 1332-1364
Marie de Bourbon, widow of Robert 1364-1387
l.ouis, Duke of Bourbon (her nephew),

died lu 1410.

John de Heredia, as G.M. of the
Order of St. John, under grant of
Joanna of Kap es . . . circa 1390

Amadeus of Savoy, as heir of Philip
of Savoy (d. the same year) . . 1391

DUKES OF ATHEN.S.

Ifviise of lie la Roche. Reigned
Otho 1205-1225
Guy 1 1225-1264
.lohn(sonof Guy) 1264-1275
William „ 1275-1290
Guy II. (son of William) . . . 1290-1308

House of Brienne.

Walter I. (cousin of Guy il.) . . 1308-1311
Walter U. (son of Walter I ) titular

Duke, killed at Poitiers) . . . 1311-1356

Catalan Grand Company.

Roger Deslau 1311-1326

House of Aragon.

Dukes of Athens akd Keopateas.

Manfred (son of Frederick II.ofSicily)1326-1330
1330-1338
1338-1348
1348-1355
1355-1377
1377-1386

William
John ,, ,,

Frederick (son of John") .

Frederick III., King of Sicily .

Mary (daughter of Frederick III.)

House of Acciajuoli.

Xeriol 1386-1391
Antonio (son of Nerio) .... 1394-1435
Nerio 11. (grand-nephew of Xerio I.) 1435-1453
Infant son of Nerio II 1453-1455
Franco (nephew of Xerio II.) . . 1455-1456

Conquest of Athens and the Morea completed by Mahomet II. in 14'56-1460.

EOUTE 11.

PATRAS TO CORINTH, BT AEGION AND
SIKYON. RAIL.

[For Steamers, see p. 937, B, C, G, H.]

Miles. Stations. Routes

Patras 32

2 Bozaitica

4 EhioE
5 Vernardeica
6 H. VasiJios

l> Psathopyrgos
14 Lambiri
18 Kamarae
21 Mourla
24 Aegion
29 Ehizomylos
33 Diakophto
37 Platanos
41 Akrata
43 Aeglra

Miles. Stations.

47 Derveni T
52 Lycoporia
56 Kamari
59 Xylocastro
63 Melissi

66 Biminio
68 Kiato
70 Velio

75 Perigiali

82 Corinth

Itoutes.

12, 41

PATRAS s^ T (40,000), the ancient
narpai, is the largest town in the
Peloponnesus and the seat of an
Abp. Here St. Andrew was cruci-

fied, and his Cliurch (p. 78) is held
in great veneration by the Greeks,
as it is supposed by them to con-
tain the bones of the apostle, and
also a stone which tradition con-
nects with his martyrdom. About
A.D. 1460 Thomas, one of the Greek
despots of the Morca, finding himself
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uiKlor the necessity of retiritip^ to Italy

bi't'nri; tlie arms of Mahormt II., couM
devise no more effectual mode of re-

commending liimself to the Pope,
than to carry off the head of St.

Andrew from Patras as a present to

Ili.s Holiness.

According, however, to a much older

tradition, the relics of St. Andrew liad

alreaily been removed in the 4th cent.,

when a Greek monk, warned in a

vision, fled from Patras with the
relics of the Apostle to Muicross in

Fife, where he founded a humble
shrine. In course of time a noble

cathedral arose in its .stead, and
Muicro.s3 exchanged its inauspicious

name for that of the Apostle, who
became the Patron Saint of Scotland.

Amalti also claims to be the burial-

place of St. Andrew. [See Handbook
to Southern Italy (Rte. 8).]

Patrae was foiuideil by the lonians

;

Herodotus (i. 14.1) mentions it among
the twelve cities of Achaea. Patrae
suffered greatly during the wars of

the Achaean League. After the battle

of Actium, however, it was raised to

its former flourishing condition by
Augustus, who made it a Roman
colony, and establisheil some of his

veterans in it. In Strabo's time it was
a large and populous town, and in the
2nd cent. A.n. it was still prosperous
(Strab. pp. 337, 38G ; Pans. vii. IS, 2).

Patras was partly burnt early in the
revolutionary war (1S21), but has been
rebuilt and enlarged. It no longer
occupies the .site of the ancient and
mediaeval town on the declivity of Mt.
Panachaicon, Init is built on the level

space close to the sea, and on the
rising ground behind it. The new
streets are wide and regular, generally
running at right angles to each other,

while flights of steps ascend to the
higlier parts of the town. There are
few buildings of earlier date than 1S30.

Patras is abundantly supplied with
excellent water brought in pipes from
a reservoir (3000 ft.)amoug the moun-
tains to the S.E.

There is excellent shooting in winter
in the neigh bourhootl (see Gen. Intro-
duction, I., p. xliv.).

Patras is by far the most important

commercial town in the I'elopon-

nesus, and carries on i large and
itiereasing trade. Its roadstead is

crowded in August and September
with English vessels, loading cargoes
of currants. A mole and breakwater
form an excellent harbour, in which
vessels of all sizis can load at any
time of the year aurl in any weather.
The principal exiK)rts, Ixjsides currants,

are oil, valonia (p. 8'J4), raw silk and
cotton, wool, hides, and wax. The
imports here, as elsewhere in Greece,
consist principally of colonial produce
and manufactured goods, chiefly from
Great Britain, Austria, and Italy.

In modern times Patras lias been
the theatre of many sanguinary con-

tests between the I^atin i)rinces and
the Greek emperors. Its history is

connected with the Houses of Bourbon,
Aragon, Anjoii, and Savoy, besides the
Papal States, of which, in the 14tli

cent., it actually formed part. At the
beginning of the 15th cent, it was
sold by the Greek Emperor to Venice,

but was taken by tiie Turks, after a
brilliant defence, in 144tJ. It was
wrested from them by Doria in 1532,

and continued under the Venetian
dominion till 1714, when the whole
of the Morea fell under the Ottoman
yoke.

From the landing-jdace of the
Steamers the wide street of St. Ni-
colas ascends in 7 min. to the large

new Church of the same name, on the
1. of which is an older and smaller
building with a like dedication.

Behind it a lane leads up to tiie CaMle
(see below). To the rt. of tiie Church
a narrow street ascends in 2 min. to a
triangular Piazza, just short of which
on the rt. a flight of steps descends to

the lower tjwn. Turning up to the 1.

by a Church we pass on the rt. a large

wooden gate, through which are seen
the ruins of the Odeion. (Entrance
from the first street on the rt. ; keys
at a house nearly opposite.)

The ""Odeion, a most interesting

little structure of Roman date, was
discovered in 1892, but was unfortu-

nately left for some time unguarded,
and has been much despoiled for
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purposes of building. It faces S., and
has 25 rows of seats nearly entire,

made of brick, faced with white marble
slabs, which were quite perfect when
first discovered. They are divided
into four parts by three rows of narrow
steps. The stage has disappeared, but
its outer wall, with four pairs of niches,

all in brick, yet remains. There is a
stuall piece of mosaic pavement to the
rt. of the entrance door.

At the N. end of this street (uShs

'Noa-oKo/xfiov) is a Hospital. Passing
it, we reach in 2 min. the Castle, pro-

bably the work of the French crusader
Yille-Hardouin and his successors,

who made abundant use of the remains
of ancient buildings in constructing it.

Drums of columns and other relics

may yet be seen built into the walls,

especially on the N. side. Below the
Castle was found the bronze
Marsyas, now in the British Museum.
The Castle, now occupied by only a
small garrison, is partly used as a

prison. 200 yds. higher up the road is

the town Beserooir (187-t), and behind
it another entrance into the Castle,

witli a good doorway at tlie end of the
first court. The road to the 1. behind
the Castle leads in 10 min. to the
ruins of a Roman Aqueduct, rising

100 ft. from the ground.
Returning to the flight of steps by

the triangular ]nazza (irXaTeia 'Ayiov

Teupyiov) we descend to a larger

square bearing the same name {St.

George). In the 1. corner on entering
is the Demarchy, in front of which is

a large sarcophagus with festoons at

the sides and rams' beads in the

corners, as well as portions of a frieze

and two prostrate columns found in

May 1895, below the soil of the TrAareTa

rod "Apeoj. In a small looni on the
first floor is a Votive relief much de-

faced, representing a sacrifice to As-
clepios and Hygieia, and a small but
good marble copy of the great chrys-

elephantine statue of Athena by Phei-
dias (see p. 318). The latter was
found in 1896 in the Tr\aTe7a ^'lAaXovla,

where a mosaic pavement was un-
covered at the same time.

From the Demarchy we follow the
oSbs Kopiydov S.W. for 7 min., and

then turn to tlie rt. towards the sea.

5 min. further on the 1. is the Church of

St. Andrew (p. 75), near which are some
columns and other fragments sup-
posed to have belonged to a Temple of
Demeter, described by Pausanias as

adjoining a grove by the sea-shore.

On the rt. of the W. front a descent
of four step.'* leads to a well, whose
water was believed to predict the death
or recovery of a sick person, by means
of a mirror let down into the spring.

Returnitig to the point where we
quitted the oSbs KopivQov, and con-

tinuing along the broad street towards
the E., we reach— 10 min. from St.

Andrew's Churcli—tlie TrAareia tov

"Apeos, a large irregular Square com-
manding a fine view. From its S.E.

corner a road leads in 10 min. to the resi-

dence of the Consul. In the drawing-
room is a fine and well-preserved relief

(4th cent. B.C.) of a votive oifering to

Asclepios—probably dedicated by the

family of a warrior, a horse's head being
placed in a frame on tlie upper margin.
(Apply at the British Consulate.

)

In the Square of Queen Olga is the

Gymnasium, with a small collection of

antiquities.

G hrs. S.E. rises Mount Vo'idia, the

ancient Panachaicon (6330 ft.), com-
manding a splendid view. Here, in the

winter of the second year of the

Social War (b.c. 220-19) Pyrrhia.s, the

Aetoliau, established himself at the

head of 3000 Aetolians and Eleians,

and thence made raids upon the sur-

rounding country. Mules may be
taken to the summit, and the ex-

cursion is highly recommended.
At the so-called Gutland, 4 m.

from Patras ou the lower spurs of the

mountain, and reached by a good car-

riage-road, are the vineyards of the

AcHAiAN Wine Co., worth a visit to

persons interested in grape culture.

Pleasant drive also N.E. to the

(5 m.) Castle of RMon, J m. before

reaching which are passed the ruins

of a Roman triumphal arch. Opposite
Rhion stands the Castle of Antirrhion,

a mile across the sea (Thuc. ii. S6).

25 m. S.S.E. of Patras, reached by
an indift'erent carriage-road, is the
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villii-c f)f Vlaxia (2320 ft), whence
Mt. Olonos (7'2'.t5 ft.), tlio ancient

Kkymanthos, may l»c ascended in

6 lira. Fine *view.

Patras to Olympia (Rte. 32) ; to

Megolonghi (Rte. 87).

On leaving Patras, the Rly. runs

N.E. tliroiigli currant plantations to

4 m. Rhion. To the 1. are the forts

of Rhion and Antirrhion (p. 596).

Beyond

6 ni. Hagios Vasilios the train turns

E., and croa.ses a (•urved iron bridge

over a torrent, snjiportod by nnnierou.s

short round stone pillars. The Rly.

runs close to tiie sea, tlie line being in

many places strengthejied by walls

and embankments, and crosses a suc-

cession of mountain riverbeds, usually

dry except after rain.

10 m. Zachouliotica, or Psathopyrgon
(thatclied tower). The *8cenery now
becomes eqtial in beauty to that of the

Italian Riviera, and has the additional

advantage of a lovely C(iast line on tlie

opposite side of tlie gulf. The moun-
tains, thickly clothc^d witli lir, plane-

trees, drbutus, oleander, and a variety

of flowering shrubs, run down to the

sea, a shelf being cut for tlie Rly.

about 70 ft. above the water. Here
and there a space has been cleared on
level ground for a currant plantation

or cornfield. At

14 m. Lampiri tlie train runs in-

land, among vines and olives.

18 m. Kamarae. Here we cross the

wide riv('r-b(!(l of the Krineos. At the

head of tlie valley rises Mf. Vn'idid,

finely closing the view. Beyond

21 m. Moarla the train crosBes

another river, and soon reaches the

sea.

24 m. Aegion s^T (7000). better

known by its Slav or Turkish name
of Voditza, consists of a narrow strip of

houses along the shore, with an upper
town risinsr 100 ft. above it. It is

celebrated for its springs of pure wat'T,

which, as frequently elsewhere in

Greece, rise close to the sea. The
largest lirs to the rt. of the Rly., about

J m. W. of the St»it., and has sixteen
jets under an arcade, one of the arclies

being pointed. 200 yds. further is

another spring with nine jets sunk
below the level of the road, close to

the pier. Just above the larger spring

is the wreck of a famous plane-tree,

older prolmbly than the Ottoman
Empire, the hollow trunk of which,
during the War of Independi nee, wa^
frequently used as a prison. It was,
however, cut down in 1874, and only
one side now remains.

From this point a road winds up to

the town above. On the rt. a footpath,

forming a short cut, leads through a

curved natural tunnel alxiut 30 yds.

long, with a large opening on the side

next the sea. It is paved with large

pebbles.

In the upper town are one or two
well-built houses belonging to currant
merchants?, but no public buildings.

Fine view from the PnhJic Garden.
The harbour is the be.st in the Gulf
of Corinth, having a depth of G or 7

fathoms close to the shore. The cur-

rant trade aflfords means of subsistence

to tlie greater part of the population
of the town.

Aegiox is mentioned in the Homeric
catalogue ; and after the destruction
of the neighbouring city of Helice
by an earthquake in B.C. 373, it ob-
tained the territory of the latter, ami
thus became the chief citv of Achaia
(7/. ii. .574; Strab. p. 385). From
this time a sacred grove near
Aegion was chosen as the place

of meeting for the Achaean League

;

and even under the Rf>man Empire
the Achaeans were allowed to

keep up the form of tlieir periodical

meetings at Aegion, just as the Am-
phictyons were permitted to meet at

Thermopylae and Delphi {Pans. vii.

24).

After the division of Achaia in 1295.
Vostitza was (1209) granted to Hugh
de Lille de Charpigny, whence this

family is often called ih In Vnutice
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From the last of his descendants, retrospect of the sea. I hr. higher up
Vostitza passed by sale to Marie de is the top of the col, which coinmanda
Bourbon, who agaiu sold it to the a fine view of the Gulf of Corinth

;

Acoiajuoli. Vostitza surrendered to in front we overlook some grand pre-

the Turks iu li78. A great part of cipices and valleys. Tlie path now
the modern town was destroyed by an becomes much broken, and requires

earthquake iu 1819, and again on careful riding, but the scenery at every

Scf t. lOtii, ]888. step grow.s tiuer. After a steep de-

About 3 hrs.' ride from Vostitza is scent we mount to cross a lower col,

the once important convent of the and descend again. 4 hrs. from
Taxiarch (St. Michael Arcliangel). Diakophto the last ascent begins, and
At Pepelenitza^ on tiie other side of g- hr. later the Convent iwmes into

the stream, is a Nunnery. view. From this point anotiier 5 hr.

Sailing-boat in 4 to 8 hrs. for Ilea suffices to reacii the gateway, which
(Rte. 78). Fur the bridle-path to (7 cannot be entered after sunset (Rte.

hrs.) Megaitpelacon, see Rle. 2.5. 26).]

The kly. now crosses a plain be- Beyond Diakophto the train reaches
tween tlie Selinus and the Kerynites,

at some little distance from the sea,

which it rejoins near

the sea, and tiie coast scenery again
becomes remarkable. Further on,

vineyards interpose between the Rly.
and the shore. On the opposite side

33 m. Diakophto (^laKocpTo), at the of the gulf Parnassus comes linely
mouth of a picturesque and narrow into view, rising behind the Bav of
gully. Enormuua citrons (/ciVpo) are Jfea. Tlie river Ahrata, the ancient
sold hereabouts at the roadside Stations Crathis, is cro.ssed more than a mile
in winter. before reaching the Stat, of

41 m. Akrata. T Sailing-boat to

Ittfa (Rte. 78). Beyond it are ex-
tensive groves of olive.

43 m. Aegira. The town lies Ij m.

[From Diakophto a mountain Rly.,

cjuimenucd in 1889 and finished in

1 S!)4, threads the ravine to ( 1 m.) Kala-
vrytd. It was originally intended to

run as far as Tripolitza, but having to the rt

already cost ahout 3,000,000 dr. (esti- 5G m. Zamari, above which rises
mate tj()0,000 dr.), it will not probably the pyramidal Koryphe (2400 ft.),

be i)rolonged. Each train carries a The mountains now recede. In the
maximum of 32 passengeis. plain are some ruins, suppo.sed to be-
A stee)) and badly-kept horse-path i^no; to the ancient Pellene.

also ascends at a higher l.^vel to

(5 hrs.) Metjaspelaeon. The path
crosses the level pastures at the

opening of the valley, and in \ hr.

joins the narrow-gauge Rly., which
it follows for f hr. It is necessary

to ride down steep bits of pathway

59 m. XylocastrOjT at the mouth cf

the Trilcalitikos, the ancient Sythas.
[Hence a rough path ascends the
valley to Trikala (3500 ft.), where
night quarters may be had. Next
day the a&cent of Mt. Kyllene or Ziria

here and there, and afterwards to ('^"<^
^V' ^ ?

^''''''"'^ ^'^'''^\ "''"'?'

ascend, in order to avoid open bridge- t'^'^ }° the Peloponnesus, may be made

lets on the line. At the entrance to HJ ^
^^''^V

(^rand and mterestmg view,

the narrowest part of the gorge, 40 ^'^^^ifj'^J.'^.^ri'l^?. !"iPA^
min. from the Stat., is a short tunnel

20 mill, further we quit the Rly.,

which continues S. through a narrow
and deep ravine, and soon rises steeply

by means of cog-wheels. Our path
turns to the 1., climbing through
pastures, and in 50 niin. readies a
spring. 10 min. furtlier is gained a

[(r/'eece.J

The Rly. crosses the wide river bed
on an iron bridge, the road being
carried over a stone bridge to the left.

Near

66 m. Diminio, at the mouth of the

Selleis, Acro-Corinth appears on the 1.

The Helisson and the Asopos artj

crossed before reaching
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68 m. Kiato.T From this Stat, it is

pometiiues pOHniljle fur tli<- jjedestriitii

to pay u hurried vibit to (5 iii.) Sikyon
between two tiains, but the exciiraion

16 better made by carriage Irom
Corinth (.see below). A horse, ))ut no
conveyance, may be obtained at Kiato.

70 lu. Velio. On tlie opposite side

of the gulf is seen a lighthouse on
the low promontory of St. Nicolas.

Further E. rises tbe great mass of Mt.
Oeraneia (4495 ft.).

75 m. Perigiali. To the rt. rises

Acro-Corinth, which lias for some time
been visible. 2 m. further, close to

the sea, lies the ohl port of Lcchaeon
(now JJiavatiki). Immediately be-

tween this point and the summit of

Acro-Gorinth stands, on rising ground,
the village of Old Corinth, with its

Temple-columns.

82 m. CORINTH igxT (4200), an en-

tirely modern town, built since 1858
upon the ruins of a village, then de-

stroyed by an eurtliquake. The liouses

are low, and the wide streets run
chiefly at right angles.

By her position with two harboui-a,

Cenchreae on the Saronic -ind Lcch-
aeum on the Corinthian (»ulf (wlience

her name "bimaris Corintluis "), Co-

rinth became the centre of commercial
intercourse between Europe and Asia.

These sources of power and wealth
were si ill further assisted by tlie great

Isthmian games, which took place

every third year in the immediate
noighb<jurl)ood. Of all the Greek
cities Corinth was perhaps the most
eel' brated for its reckless luxury
and splendour (Hor. Ep. i. 17, H6).

In early tin)es, under the oligarchic

rule of the Baechiadae, she founded
colonies of Potidaea, Corcyra, Am-
bracia and Apollonia; but herslrongest

period was under the despotism of the

Cypselidae (G55-r)81), of whom I'e-

riander was the most famous. In the

Peloponnesinn war the wns the first

cause of the movement against Athens

;

but the arrogance of Sparta utter the

end of that war drove her into alliance

with Athens. Argos and TheV)es ag.tin»t

the Si)artanB. In this "Corinthian

war" the Spartans had the best in

the battle of Corinth, fought close to

the city (B.C. H'J4), but were defeated
in the same year at Coronea in

Boeotia. Corinth joined the Achaean
league against the Komans, and for

this was doomtd to destruction by
those unforgiving coiKjuerors. Mum-
niius, assisted by tlie treachery of

some of the citizens, gained admission
into the city (n.c. 14(j). It was then
plundered and destroyed by fire,

many of its works of art being con-
veyed to Rome. Corinth remained
desolate for about a century, when
a Roman colony was jdanted there,

and the city was partially rebuilt

by Julius Caesar. Finally it shared
the fate of the other towns of (ireece

in the devastation wrought by Alario
the Goth. It was at Corinth that
Diogenes was visiteii by Alexander,
and here in B.C. :{23 the Cynic philo-

sopher died (p. 1)4).

Corinth possesses the additional

Christian interest of having been the

residence of St. Paul. Here the apostle

abode for 18 months, supporting iiim-

self by the work of his handicraft

(Acts xvi ii. 3, 11). To Corinth too were
addressed those warnings of a world
to come, and those praises of Charity,

so much needed among tiie proud and
luxurious citizens of the rich commer-
cial j^lace ; and those similes drawn
from the national games of Greece, so

forcible here from the neighbourhood
of the Isthmian and Nemean festivals.

In modeiii times. after many vicissi-

tudes, Corinth was besieged and taken
in 145y by Mahomet II. It was tr.ins-

ferrcd by the Turks to tlie Venetians
in Kills, and restored by them to the
Turks in 1715.

During tlie revolutionary war
Corinth was reduced to ashes, not a
building having escaped. A few
streets liad been rebuilt, when the
growth of the town wa.s arrested by
the great earthquake of Feb. 1858.

When a capit;il had to be chosen
for the new tireek Kingdom, Corinth
was one of the claim:int8 for that

honour ; but the iireat name of Athena,
taken in conjunction with some tem-
porary political exigencies, turned the
scale in favour of the latter city.
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Coriuth to Mykenae (Rte. 12); to

Delphi > Ete. 78) ; to Athens, through
the Canal (Rte. 40). Steamers, p.

944, H.
Old Corinth and the Acropolis

above it may be visited by carriage
in about 5 hrs. The high road is

usually followed near the sea for

25 min., passing a Roman villa (p. 88),
when a iield road is taken to the 1.

Passing on the rt. a Turkish mosque,
in J hr. we reach the Village Inn.

5 min. beyond the inn is the
*Teinple, one of the oldest Doric
mcmumeats in existence, supposed to
have had six columns at each end and
fifteen at tlie sides. It liad two celiac

—one to the E. witti eight internal
columns in two rows, another to the
W. with four. It is believed to date
from the middle of the 7th cent. B.C.

Of the seven columns still remaining
five belonged to one of the fronts.

They are 5 ft. 10 iu. in diameter at
the base, and 4 ft. 3 in. at the top.

Each shaft has sixteen flutes, and
is formed of a single piece of lime-
stone covered with fine stucco. A few
yds. W. are two rock-hewn chambers,
probably tombs.
The American School has been

carrying on excavations here since
1896. The temple has been cleared,

and is now identified as that of
Apollo. A little beyond the temple
the famous fountain of *Pireiie has
been discovered. The fa9ade is in

2 storeys, and shows traces of 3 dif-

ferent periods of construction, the
final restoration being later than the
time of Pausanias. The identification

is placed beyond doubt by an inscrip-

tion on one of the blocks. More re-

cently a large circular basin sur-
rounded by 3 exedrae has been ex-
cavated on the same spot. In front
af the fagade was found a semi-
:;ircular building, which may be the
peribolos of Apollo (Pans. ii. 3, 3).
VV. of Pirene a flight of marble steps
leads S. towards the supposed site of
the Agora, which still remains to be
explored. A ruined Propylaeum here
(vas probably the entrance to the
!^gora. Further W. are the remains
)f a long building, probably a Stoa.

On another part of the site, more to

the W., has been discovered part of a

large Theatre, which had evidently

been restored in Roman times.

A footpath ascends to the Acropolis,

passing a picturesque fountain, thence

to the rt., bearing 1. after J hr., and
reaching in another 5 min. the lowest

circuit of the mediaeval walls which
surround

*Acro-Coriiith. The entrance is by
a wooden doorway. Passing through
we reach a second gate, just within

which on the rt. a secret staircase

descends to a point near the outermost

wall. Immediately outside the tljird

gate is a corner, and furtlier to the rt.

another corner, of well - iireserved

ancient wall. Inside the gate we turn

to the rt. towards the fortress of

Fcndeskouphia, with battlements and
large square tower, from which the

Acropolis was assailed by Mahomet
II. Soon turning 1. again, we pass

over a large Roman reservoir, at the

end of which on the rt. i.s a cone-

capped minaret, and reach in 20 min.

from the outer gate a shoulder by a

small ruined house, where we turn 1.

again, gaining the summit in 10 min.

more. Here are some unimportant
Turkish ruins, and a few corner blocks

in white marble of an ancient Temple.
Acro-Corinth (1885 ft.) commands

a magnificent panoramic *view. At
the foot of the hill to the N. lies Old

Corinth and its temple ; beyond the

plain to the rt., New Corinth; while on

the other side of the bay rises Gera neia,

with Loutrald at its base. To the E.

stretches the Saroidc gulf with its

islands, among which Salamis and
Aegina are conspicuous. Behind the

former, Athens is visible in clear

weather. To the S. is seen a broken
and well-wooded range of hills, to-

wards which, in the wide valley, run
the RIy. and road to Nauplia. S.W. is

the bare mountain chain of Aj-golis,

with Phouka in the foreground,

Kyllene to the rt. of it, and further rt.,

due W., Chelmos, both streaked with

snow. Beyond the plain, nearer the

sea, is Sikyon, to the rt. of which, in

the distance, are the snowy summits
of Kiona and Vardousia. The beauti-

E 2
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Ful Gulf of Corinth appears like an in smtill marble patterns at tiiree

iiilaud lake. Across it rlHes Far- diflcrent levels; the bases and broken
uubsut^, pleutifnlly sprinkled with jiarts of eleven white marble eolumuB
snow, with other heights of the Ijoeris dividing tlie nunns ; three line Coni-

and Boeotia range, while the long low polite capitals, and live or six columns
j)roninntory of iSt. Nicolas protrudes of Verde antico. Heueath are some
like a tongue from the foot of Geraneia. channels for drainage. Two liyzan-

At the end of the flat land S. of the tine capitals, anil tlie masonry of the
Isthmus, to the E., Cenchreae may be walls, point to the subsequent use of

dis 'eriied, marked by its tiny mole. the building a.s a church, tuough no
Dining the first two years of the signs of an apse arc visible. At the

revolutionary war, Acro-Corinth was rt. of the entrance is a column of Uig/o
lost and regained three difl'erent times, antico.

without a shot Ixiug fired. The It is a drive of alxait 18 m. from
Turks surrendered it twice by caj)itu- Corinth to Sikyon, following at first

lation, and once it was abandoned by the road to Aerfj-Coriuth. After 4 m.
the Greeks, Ijetrayed by a priest lelt we pass the village of Kolumhozi,
in comiuand. A few cannons still where at the first house on the 1. an
remain among the ruins. anciL-nt well, lined with admirable

Descending towards the E., and masonry, was discovered in May WJb.
turning to the rt. below a line of well- The next village is I'eriijiali (.p. Hi).

preserved walls, we reach in 10 min. 2 hrs. from Corinth a stone bridge is

a large oblong building, with a flight crossed over the river, and in 5 min.

of steps facing the wall. Between we reach the sea. 10 min. further we
this building and the wall a ladder turn to the 1. at Kiato (p. 84), and
leads down through a holt- to what is follow a rough road for § hr. tt>wards

jiopuiarly called the Spring of Pirene the S. At the foot of the hill the
(see p. 8tJ), at which Bellerophou is ciirriagc must be kft, and we ascend
said to havi- caught the horse Pegasus on foot in J hr. 1o tin- i>oor village of

(I'ind. Ol. xiii. 01, 83; Pans. ii. 3, 2, Vagilird, on the site <<[ Sihyon.

ii. 4, 1). The water is beautifully The ruins of Sikyon lie tcaturcd
clear and cold. Passing in front of over a consideiable aiua. and a guide
the building, and turning to the rt., should be taken to .-rave time. In i hr.

w(! descend in I hr. tlirougii a wihkT-
ness of classical and mediaeval ruins

to the g.iteway, and thence in 40 min.
to the village.

we pass on tiie rt. a Itoinan build-

ing in brick, known locally as the

Palitti, and probably a private house.

Tlie TnKATUE,excavaU.d by the Ameri
In a field J hr. E. of the village are can School, is entered at the stage,

the remains of an Amphitheatrt. The beneath which runs a drain, or per-

outline is well preserved, and is hajis an underground passage (p. 701)

.

bounded by a broken wall of ruined reacheil by a narrow fligut of steps,

seats in tiers, about 20 ft. high. The foundations of the orchestra are

A boy will .ihow the way to the so- well preserved, as well as the N. half

called Bath of Aphrodite, 10 min. N. of the thrones in the lowest tier of the;

of the Inn. Here steps descend to a caeca, but little el.-e of the seats is

pretty grofto, with a spring running left. Beneath the proscenium traces

through a narrow chauuel. The car- of an earlier one in wood (of which
riage may be sent round to the foot material all purely Greek stages

of the ascent in curves (p. 8G), and re- were probably constructed) came to

ioined in 5 min. from the Bath (Aourpo). light in 1892. The theatre faces

On the return to Corinth, 5 min. nearly due E. On the S. side is a
after rt. aching the high road, we tunnel 14 yds. long, built of large

pass on the rt., 300 yds. across the oblong blocks of st<jne ; a similar

fields, the interesting remains of a opening, only partly cleared, lies on
*RoMA\ Villa, discovered in 1894. the N. side. From the top of the

it retains a handsome mosaic pavement cavea is gaiued a tine view—to the
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I. Fnriiassuf--, it. Acro-Coriutli. and Kerasi Vrijsi, and descend in 10 iiiiu.

Helicon in the ctutre. To the N.W. to the ruins.

is the Stadium, not yet excavated. On the rt. of the road, facing N.E., is

hut with well-preserved outline. E. the Stadium (p. 253), of which nothing

of it is a small stretch of wall in remains but the outline, and a few

rectangular blocks, and further N.E. blocks of a wall near the entrance.

are two curious pieces of polygonal The summit, however, commands a

wall in breccia formed of very tiny gooil view. To the 1. opposite the

pebbles, irregular in outline, and entrance, is the S. Gate of tlie sacred

partly curved. The wall is about enclosure, with a Byzantine ci'oss in

20 ft" high, tlie curved part facing S., relief upon two of its lower stones,

the straight part E. The enclosure, which measures aboiit

In returning to the village we 230 yds. from X. to S., is bounded by

diverge a few yds. to tlie 1., and look an embankment sloping down from

down upon a fountain picturesquely its S. and E. sides, and partly formed

placed under a rock in a ravine of out of the debris of the ruined walls,

shattered blocks. On the rt. are Following the wall to the 1. from

exposed parts of the drain which runs the S. gate, and walking N. from the

from below the theatre. In the village S.W. corner, we overlook on the rt.,

after 100 yds., the groun<l-plan of two
Bi/santine Chapels, parallel with each

other, and having their apses towards

the N. About 100 yds. W. of the

wall are some scanty ruins of a

Roman Theatre, consisting of semi-

Church are two ancient columns.

Sikyon was said to be one of the

most ancient cities in Greece. Homer
(//. ii. 572. xxiii. 299) reckons it

among the cities of Agamemnon. In

historic times it is found first under circular rows of piers in small stones

the rule of tyrants, of whom the last and brickwork, which supported the

and most notable was Cleisthenes, lower rows of seats. 100 yds. further

.i76 B.C. (Hdt. vi. 126; Paus. ii. 8,1). W. runs a short valley, at the head
In later times it was an important of which is a tunnel, 20 yds. hmg, 6 ft.

member of the Achaean league, and high, and 4 ft. wide, lined and vaulted

the birtliplace of Aratus. It gave with rectangular blocks of stone, and

its name to one of the great schools of probably intended as a passage for

painting, to which Pausias and Pam- rain-water.

philos, the master of Apelles, belonged. Returning to the W. wall of the

One of the earliest schools of statuary enclosure, near its N. end are the

was also here, and, under Lysippos, in remains of another G.\teway, with a

the l:th cent., Sikyon became the chief vaulted passage on each side of it.

centre of athletic art. In Byzantine On the N. side, which overlooks a

times it was called Helhis, perhaps in depression planted with pines, the

contradistinction to the surrounding wall of the precinct coincides for

Slavonic population. Tlie name Va- some distance with the Groiit Wall of

silico(Tbj3a(T(\iK:($j')arosefrom the ruins the Peloponnesus, which falls in from

of temples and other public buildings, the W. (see below). 100 yds. further

About 6 m. E. of Corinth, an hour's E. is the Cliapel of St. Joannes, sur-

drive by a tolerably good road, are rounded by its grave-yard, with tombs

the ruins of tlie celebrated *Isthiiiian formed of ancient slabs. From its E.

Sanctuary (Paus. ii. 1 ). [The pedes- end a narrow road descends in a

trian is recemmended to take the train cutting to a large triple Roman
to Kalamaki. and to walk back to Gateway, the lower part of which is

Corinth.] We follow the high road well preserved. Below it from the

towards Kalamaki for 25 min., passing outside may be seen the best remain-

on the 1. considerable traces of the ing portion of the Pkecinct Wall,
Peloponnesian Wall, and then turning while to the rt., on the other side of

to the rt. 25 min. further we pass the carriage-road, stretches the

through the miserq,h]p yiljage of bouijcjary wall of the Peloponnesus,
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Mr. W. G. Clark published an in- Gulf, Ip Cf-nchreae (Kf>xP*«0' wlicre

teresting notice of the bite, nccom- St. Paul paid his vow (Acts xviii. 18).

panied by a plan, in iiis ' rdopoii- Here, too, a year after the martyrdom
neeiaoa.' Excavations have btcn of St. Paul, and by the treaeht ry of

carried on iiere since 1883 by the tlie Emperor Nero, perislied Corbulo,

Frencli School of Athen.«. one of the greatest generals of his ago
The N. portion of the walls wliich (a.d. 67).

surrounded the Isthmian Sanctuary The remnins on this little cove are

belonged to a line of fortification, chiefly of Roman brickwork. The
which extended at one period aero.«s so-called Bath nf Helen (1 m. S.) is a
the Isthmus. This wall may still bo stream of clear, tepid, saline wnter,

traced in its whole extent, from the gushing from a rock a few feet above
Bay of Lechaeon to the Bay of the sea.]

Schoeno8(A'a/a?»iaAz). At what period We now drive in 5 min. to the now,
it was erected is uncertain. The but rather important, village of Isth-

first Isthmian wall mentioned in mia, which has a small harbour at the

history was that thrown up by E. entrance to the Canal. Hero wo
the Peloponnesians, when Xerxes cross the Canal in a ferry (no fee),

was invading Greece (Hdt. viii. 71). looking up its entire length towards
But tlijs was a work of haste, the W., and turn to the 1. up a hill,

and could not be the same as the Near the sea, between the road and
massive wall with towers, of which the Rly., are some slight remains
remains are still extant. Moreover, of the ancient Schoenos (Rte. 41).

it is evident from the military opera- The summit of the tableland is

tions in the Corinthia, recorded by reached in } hr., and in another J hr.

Thucydides and Xeiiophon, that in we cross the Canal by a lofty bridge,

their time the Isthmus was not which carries both the Rly. and the

defended by a line of fortifications, road. Striking *view of the Canal.

It is not till we come to the period running in a long narrow line on
of the decline of the Roman Empire either side between its smooth and
that we find mention of the regular precipitous walls. Thence iu 25 min.
Isthmian wall, which was then con- we descend to Corinth,

sidered to be an important defence A very pleasant walk may be taken
against the invasion of the barbarians from the Rly. Stat, to (4 m.) I^nutrnki,

(Claudian, Bell. Get. 188). It was crossing the Canal by a ferry at

restored by Valerian, by Justinian, (\^ m.) Poseidonia. The Canal itself

and by the Greeks against the Turks (Rte. 41) may be visited in an
in 1415 ; destroyed by the Turks, it additional J hr. About J m. from
was rebuilt by the Venetians in 1463. the Stat., at the end of a short curve

It was a second time destroyed by the througii a cutting, 100 yds. before

Turks ; and by the treaty of Carlowitz reaching a Chapel on a knoll, a small

(1699), the remains of the old walls piece of Peloponnesian wail (p. 92)
were made the boundary-line between may be seen on the hill to the rt.,

the territories of the Ottomans and 30 yds. alxive the Rly.

those of the Venetians. A species of tow-path runs along

At a short distance N. of the Isth- both banks of the Canal, by means of

mian wall was the Diolkos, a level which a pleasant walk might be taken

road, upon whif'h small vessels were to (3i m.) Inthmia ; but the way is

irawn on rollers from one sea to the sometimes blocked by sand falling

Jther (Thuc. iii. 15). Remains of from the perpendicular face of the

t are still visible be.side the guard- wall. It was at one time intended to

aouse. The vegetation is scanty, and run engines along the paths, for tow-

ilmost the only vree is tiie famous ing the steamers,

[sthmian pine (P. Halfppensif).

TNearly 3 m. further S., and about Loutraki X^ derives its name from

? m. E. of Corinth, on the Saronic the baths (Aofxpa) afforded by a copious
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hot spring, with medicinal qualities,

which rises from under the rocks on

the shore, 10 min. beyond the village.

The spring is at the end of a passage

in the last house on the rt. There
are many poorly-managed baths dis-

tributed in five houses. The water

is tepid (75° Fahr.) and quite taste-

less, and is used both for drinking

and bathing. These Baths are much
frequented in the summer (June to

Sept.), and persons suffering from
dyspepsia, liver complaints, and
diseases of the kidneys or bladder
derive much benefit from them.
For Steamers, see p. 944, H.

ROUTE 12.

CORINTH TO NAUPLIA, BY KEMEA.

—

RAIL.

Milee. Stations. Routes.

Corinth b . . . 11, 41

6 Hexamilia
10 Athilda
13 Chiliomodi

17 Hagios VasiJios

22 Nemea
27 Phichtia-Mykenae
30 Koutsopddi
33 Argos .... 23

4 Tiryns

7 Nauplia
77 Tripolitza

Travellers intending to visit My-
cenae on the way should telegraph to

Nauplia for a carriage, which will

meet them at Phichtia-Mykeiuie Stat.

The Rly. runs along tiie line towards
Patras for IJ m., and then branches to

the 1., ascending in a wide curve to

6 m. Hexamilia, The village lies

2 m. E., on the road to Cenclireae.

Here have been discovered some
painted tombs. On the rt. rises Acro-

Corhifh, on the I. Mount Oneion

(1910 ft.). Between tlie Stat, and
Aero-Corinth was the subiirb of

Qrajieion, the bonae of Diogeneg,

10 m. Athikia. In the village,

whicli lies at some distance from the

Stat., was found the Apollo of Tenea,

now at Munich. Further on, in a

ravine on the 1., is the Convent of

Fhaneromene. The train now crosses

a col, and descends.

13 m. Chiliomddi. Here the Rly.

turns W. through the district of the

ancient Tenea.

17 m. Hagios Vasilios. We now
enter the territory of Cleonae, the only

remains of which are some Hellenic

fragments round a small height, on
which are the foundation walls of

several terraces. Cleonae was a small

town connected by alliance with Argos,

and celebrated as the home of one of

the earliest painters, Cimon of Cleonae.

Above the modern village are the ruins

of a mediaeval castle.

The Rly. again ascends, reaching

its summit level near the base of

Mount Phouka (Apesas) at

22 m. Nemea, celebrated for its

wine. A pathway leads N.W. in an
hour to the ruined Temple, passing on
the rt. a well surrounded by silver pop-

lnr.s, perhaps the ancient Adrasteia,
and on the 1. many caves in the rocks,

the fabled haunts of the Nemean lion.

Below them may be seen the outline

of a Theatre and of a Stadium.

Of the famous Temple op Zeus, the
tutelary god of Nemea, ttiiee pillars

only are now standing; but a portion

of the cella, several prostrate columns
and fragments of the entablature still

remain. The columns, which are stuc-

coed, are of the Doric order, but very
slender. The breadtb of the temple
was about 22 yd.s. ; the length is doubt-
ful. Two of the columns now standing
belonged to the pronaos, and stood as

usual between the antae : they are 4 ft.

7 in. in diameter at the base, and still

support their architrave. The third

column, which belonged to the outer
range, is 5 ft. 3 in. in diameter at

the base, and about 34 ft. high, in-

cluding a capital of 2 ft. Its distance

from the corresponding cojuron of the
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proniuj.s is 6 _v<l^. From tliu cliaractrr

of tin; cnluimis it luuy l)e conjectured

tlmt tliis tdilice was not the original

stnuture. Tlie numerous prostrate

Kliiifts have 1 ecu thrown down by
earthquakes.
At a small distance S. of the tcmplo

are remains of a Churcii.

Like Olympia, Nemea was a sanc-

tuary and not a town. The celebration

of tlie Nemeanj^ames took place every
two years. W. of the ruins is the

newlv built village of Ucrddeia.
Bridie-path to Pheiieos (Rte. 38).

The Illy, uow descends to the Pass
of Dervenaki (AtpfiivaKt), known an-
ciently a.s the Tretoi',r>T perforated road,

from the caverns fabled to be haunted
by the Nemtaii lion. In 1822 it was
tiie scene of the destruction of a hirge

Turkish force, which had incautiously

advanced into the plain of Argos with-

out Hupplie?:. The Rly. now turns S.

to

27 m. Phichtia-Mykenae, li m. by
carriage roail fn m tiie Tnlua oi Mi/Lenue

(Rte. 1.5). To the rt. of the Rly. are

lire remains of an ancient watch tower.

i\0 m. Koutsopddi, where the Panitza,

the ancient Inachos, is crossed over an
iron bridge. Further on another bridge

crosses the wide river bed of the Xeridg
(Charadkos).

33 m. Argos (Rte. 15). Here car-

riages are changed, the main lino

going on to Tripolitzn (Rte. 23). The
branch Rly. continues S.E., passes ou
tlie 1, the massive walls of

37 m. Tiryns, and runs between the

high road and the sea to

40 ro. Nauplia (Rte. 14).

ROUTE 13.

TlIK I'fliAEVS TO NAUPLTA, HY AEGI.VA

AND l-.l'IDAIROS.—STEAMEIt, SAILING-

FO.^T, AND HOIlSE-rATH.

Milcn.

Atben.s H. M.

G I'iraeiiij Croad or rail)

15 Afgina (st-amer)

13 Epidaiiri«s (Balling-txiat)

HiTon . .30
21 Nauplii (road)

From Athens to Jty/na (Rte. 68 '.

Thence by sailing-boat to Epidarra
in 2 to 5 iirs., according to the wind.

The boat should be ordered over night,

an early start made, and provit^ions

taken. [The traveller who has already

seen Aegina may easily reach Epidau-
ros from Athens in a day ; but he must
leave the Piiat-us by the early sti amer
at 7 A.M. For the land route by train

to (98 m.) Xauplia (12 dr.), and thence

bv carriage to (24 m.) Epiduuron and
back (about 40 dr.), see Rtes. 12, 41.

Two nights at h-ast must in this case

be spi ut at N'auj)lia. The cost of the

direct sea-route cannot be estimated, as

tie traveller must take a dragoman
and a camp bed if he propos. s to sleep

at the Ilieron. It is ju.st iiOfsible, with

a very early start from Aeg na and a

favourable wind, to reach Nauplia iti

the evening, by means of a 'arriage,

ordered from that place by teleiiraph.

to meet the traveller at the Ilieron

about 3 P.M. ; but so hurried a journey

toa^iite of such extreme intcr< .-t would

be in evei y w ay unsatisfaetory.] Horses

are easily obtained at Epidaura.

In i hr. we jtass on the 1. the flat

roeky ish t of jl/e/o/)*. and 20 min. later

the island of Aiujhidri, the ancient

KEKKYPHALEiA.wellwofxled with pines

(Thuc.i.lO.")). The boat now turns S.W.,

and passes on the rt. the little island of

Kyrd. On the mainland in front lies

the village of I'iadn or Nea-Epidar-

ros (1800), where the independence

of Greece was declared by a General

Assi mbly of Delegates from all parts

of Greece, on Jan. 1st, 1822. Piada

is beautifully situated on a lofty ridge

ftml guardeii by a highly pictures(^ue
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old ruined French castle, once the

stionp;ho]d of Nicolns do Guise (/e

Miuijre), Coustable of the Morea. Nu-
merous Venetian coins are found here.

The room in which the Assembly
m' t is fctill to be seen. It is a large

oblong rustic chamber in a house in

the middle of the village.

The boat puts ashore at Epidaura s^
('EiriSavpa),OT Palaed Epidauros, on tlie

N. sliore ot the bay, where is a small

cluster of houses below the Chapel of

St. Nicolas. The ancient town was
situated on a rocky headland whicii

runs into the bay, and is connected with
the land liy a narrow swampy isthmus.

In late Grt ek and Roman times, how-
ever, the town extended inland.

On tiiis doiible lieight may be ob-

served a very tine specimen of Pelasgic

wall, though only a length of about
10 ft. is standing. The foundations of

the city walls, of regular Hellenic

masonry, may be traced at many
]ioints along the edge of the clifts.

At the S.W. corner is a terrate-wall,

which perhaps snpp rted the temeuos
of Athena KissAEA (Paus. ii. 29, 1).

Several pre-histoiic circular tombs, cut

ill the rock, and containing spear heads
and vases, were opened here in 1888.

The mule - path onward strikes

through a pleasant valley, and in 20
min. crosses a clear stream, following

Its 1. bank for upwards of an hour.

The stream is then crossed again and
(juitted, the path ascending tlie rt.

bank of a pretty and well-wooded val-

ley. 2 hrs. from the landing-place

we turn into a nairow path on the 1.,

and in i lir. come into sight of the
Hieron, which is reached in another
i hr.

The *HIERON OF EPIDATJROSS^ was
the most famous of the shrines sacred

to Asclepios, the god of healing, and
resembles in many of its features a

modern Kvkhaus, being provided with
places of amusement, hcstelries, and
buildings adapted for the convalescent
as well as for the sick, besides temples,
altars, and dwellings for the priest-

physicians. To these in Roman times

were addtd Katlis, fed by reseryoirs

which collected water from tlie streams
and springs of the t-urrounding hills.

The broad valley is bounded on the

N. by Mt. Tjtthion or Vehmidi (2815
ft.), and on the S. by Mt. Kynortion
or Kharani.
The Theatre, Tholos, and other

details of the Sanctuary, have long
been known to travellers ; but it was
not until 1881 that excavations were
systematically begun by the Greek
Archaeological Society, under the di-

rection of Mr. P. Kavvadias. A very

beautiful pudding stone, found prin-

cipally at Aegina, is largely employed
here.

Immediately opposite the guest-

house, about 250 yds. to the N.. is

a large square building, supposed to

be a gymnasium, divided into quar-
ters, and discovered in 1894. Kach
quarter measures 82 yds. each way,
and was surrounded by a colonnade
within wliich were small chambrrs, 18

on each side. The S. side of the two
S. quarters is fronted with a curve, in

the form of a projecting bay. Each
has its own central entrance—the two
1. quarters from the W. side, those
on the rt. from the E.

Further on is a Gymnasium, ilis-

covered in 1891, and measuring 71
yds. by 72. It was surrounded by a

covered corridor, and was entirely of

Greek date; but the liomans built a
small Odeion inside it, facing W.,
which still remains.

We pass out of the Gymnasium by
the great Propylaea on the N. side. To
the rt. is a large square Roman build-

ing (early 1st cent, a.d.), approached
by a gently sloping incline instead of
steps, tiie dags bearing numerous
marks of iron rivets. To the N.W. of it

is a small Temple of Artemis with simi-

lar approach, and many inscriptions to

the rt. of tlie ascent iu stone. Beyond
it are foundation slabs of an altar to

Asclepios, and close by to the S. are
grooves on which stood inscriptions.

Further on is the Temple of Asclepios,
also approached by a ramp of slant-

ing slabs, 27 yds. long and It broad.

A fragmentary Greek inscription

fpund in the coiirse of e?^c!\yatieu re-<
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cords the contract for tbe building and
carving of this 'Jeinplo. Some goulp-
tures iroin the pediment are now in

the Museum at Alliens, as well as
certain marlile reliefs, which are
thought to reproduce the famous gold
and ivory statue of Asclepios, made by
Thrasymedes of Paros (Pans. ii. 27, 2).

To the N.E. is a large open space
with scats, and formerly surrounded by
statues ; S. of it are numerous pedes-
tals of staturs with inscriptions.

The raised S(iuare to tlie S. of these
is Roman. Walking; X. wo pass the
channel of a subterranean aque-
duct, to wiiich stcp.s descend. Fur-
ther N. are some Boman Baths, with
four fine cohunns of Verde nntico,

and another of Hymettian marble,
the remains of a hypocaust, and a
piece of mosaic pavement. A straight
narrow channel runs from the Baths
to a Reservoir below, whence the
refuse water was distributed for pur-
poses of irrigation over the adjacent
fields. Near this is a small Temple,
probably of Aphrodite, with an altar

at the corner of it. Passing by some
stones with oblong grooves for inscrip-

tion panels, we reach the Fropylaea
and line of walls leading out to Neu-
Epidauros, opened in 1893. Re-
turning S. we pass on the rt. some
buildings supposed to be the Baths of
Autoninus, a well, and a Stoa, or

Colonnade, in which were sleeping
places for patients. The lower
colonnade, which forms a continua-
tion of the higlier at a ditlerent level,

had an upper lloor.

Further S. is the *Tholos, a circular

building. 20 yds. in diamt ter. erected
by PoZf/c/e/<o8tiie younger of Argos, and
clearly identified by (jol. Leake, who
discovered its foundations. It was of

white Parian marble, and appears to

have been surroundctl with a circular

peristyle of the Doric Order. Within
the cella was another circle of Corin-
thian columns, the capitals of which
are among the earliest known, and
exhibit the most beautiful and grace-

ful forms. The ground plan hai
altogether six concentric ringa, and
tlie building was probably used as a

place of sacrifice. The style of orna-

mentation throughout is one of the

most perfect which Iihs men presented
to us, and rivals that of the Krcchtheion
at AtheiiK for delicacy of detail.

The *Stadinm, 19G yds. long and
2G wide, and surrounded by a channel
for water, has five columns at its E.
end to serve as goals and turning
points. The steps leatling down to

it are more than 2 ft. deep. At
intervals in the watercourse are

small shallow oblong basins. The
starting point was at the \V. end, and
stones are placed for meaauring dis-

tances every luO ft. At the N.E. end
is an inclined tunnel for the entrance
of tlie judges and competitois in the

games.

The *Tlieatre, alike from the per-

fect harmony of all its parts, and the
fame of its architect FolycJtiUt^ (pro-

bably a descenilant of the great
sculptor), may he considered one of the

mo.-t interesting remains of antiquity

in Greece. Moreover, it is in Ijetter

j)re8ervation tlian any other edifice of

its kind.

The cavea is formed in the usual
way by lining with masonry a semi-
circidar space excavate<l in the hillside.

I'nfortunately, in this instance, no
foundations were made ; the flags nt

marble forming the stats were laid

directly on the earth, without any
interfening masonry, or even rubble.

This omission atibrds a full explana-
tion of the extraordinary luxuriance
with which stoutly growing flowers

an<l even small .shnibs have sprung up
among the joints of the masonry, and
it is matter for surjTise and .satisfac-

tion that the injury done is not greater.

The circle of the orchestra was about
22 yds across, and the entire theatre

about 12() yds. in diameter ; 32 rows of

seats formed the lowerdivision. which is

separated by a broad passage (diazoma )

from an upper one, consisting of 20
seats: 24 flight.^ of steps, diverging in

equi-distant radii from the bottom to

the top, formed the communication
with the seats. The highest row is

7i> ft. above the level of the ground
;
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behind it ran a passage, 7 ft. wide.

The theatre was capable of containina:

16,000 spectators. The lowest row of

seats (those reserved for the priests of

the temple and other dignitaries), are

divided like great sofas, each beiag

capable of holding four persons. As
these seats are 4 in. lower than the

other rows, it is reasonable to infer

that tliey had cushions which made
up the difference in height. The re-

mains of about half-a-dozen similar

seats were found lying round the or-

chestra. The curve of the orchestra

is drawn with a larger radius towards

the ends, so as to allow the spectators

on the wings to face more directly to-

wards the stage—a device which gives

an oval appearance to the ground plan.

The stage is remarkably well preserved,

but the building at the back bears

traces of restoration in Roman times.

The front had a ruw of Ionic columns
about 12 ft. high with panels between
them, and was approached by a ramp
from either end, and entered from the

orchestra by a central door.

In the Museum adjaining the
guest house are lions' heads and
other ornamental fragments of great

beauty from the Tliolos, Doric tri-

glyphs and rosettes from the Temple
of Asclepios, and Ionic and Corinthian
capitals from the Temple of Artemis.
In the room on the rt., two long in-

scriptions relating to tlie structure of

the Temple; on the walls, tablets

recording miraculous cures, and men-
tioned by Pausanias (ii. 27, 3) ; round
the walls, fragments of statues.

10 min. N.E. is a Roman Reservoir
of five bays, divided by the springs of

the arches which support the roof,

and liave the appearance of internal

buttresses. It is built of large stone

blocks faced with cement, the upper
part being overgrown with shrubs.

10 min. higher up the ravine, beyond
1 chapel, is another Reservoir of

iimilar oonstruction.

The carriage^road to (24 ra.) Nau-
olia passes on the 1. the (3 m.) Church
)f St. Joanneii. with a single apgo

ending in a triangle, a short central

octagonal tower, and a gabled nave
preceded by a species of vestibule,

with lower gable. Numerous ancient

fragments are built up into the walls.

On a hill to the rt. a mile further,

stands Ligourin (1300), a village cor-

responding to the site of the ancient

Lessa (see below). The foundations

of the walls of Lessa enclose a lull,

upon a low spur of which stands the

village. Near the foot of the hill, by
a cliurch containing Ionic columns,

Leak(^ found the remains of an
ancient pyramid, having the base

nearly 40 ft. square (see p. 158).

The road now skirts the base

of Mt. Arachnaeon (3930 ft.). 3 m.
beyond Ligonrio the old mule path
from the Hieron falls in on the 1.

2 m. further, on reaching the top

of the ascent, the scenery improves.

A fine view opens out towards the

hills in front, and we obtain glimpses

of the sea. After crossing a clear

stream we pass on the rt. below (2 m.)

*Kasarmi, a finely placed ancient

fortress on a hill, supposed by some
antiquarians to occupy the site of

Lessa. Tiie walls and towers are

partly in polygonal blocks, and the

ruin is well worth visiting. At the

foot of the hill, where the carriage-

road crosses a dry torrent bed, is a

fine piece of ancient wall ; and further

on, to the rt. of tlie road, a curious

*Cyclopean Bridge in the form of a

short tunnel with stones converging
to form a roof.

After 2 m. a copious spring comes
down from the hills on the rt., and
crosses the road. 3 m. beyond this

point we have a fine view of Argos
and the plain beyond it, surrounded
by mountains ; and soon afterwards

Nauplia and its bay become visible to

the 1., while Kyllene, streaked with

snow, rises finely on the rt. 4 m.
further we pass through Aria, from

which a drive of 2 m. brings us to

Nauplia (Rte. 14),
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IIOUTE II.

TIIK I'lKAElS TO NAUILIA I»Y I'OliOS.

—

STEAMEU.

Mils.
Piraeus

15 Aefrira

44 Hydra
: 9 Spet«ae
85 Nauplia

[Page 943, (;.T

Greek .eteamers ply almost every

fliiy, touehiriL; at various ports, and
sometimes goinj; direct from tlie

Piraeus to Nauplia. For the voyatre

as tar as Aeginci, s-ee Rte. 68. At the

S. point ot tiiat i.slaud rises the con-

spicuous Orog (1740 ft). Op{)osite,

to the S., lies the interesting volcanic

promontory of •

Metliana,T ronnccfed with the main-
land by an isthmus about 300 yds.

broiid, which ixhibits trace's of an
ancient fortitic ati"n, stren<;thencd and
nioditied in nieiliacva' t:mes. The
highest summit, Chelonn ("2430 ft.), is

of distinctly volcanic origin. Strabo

relates that in his time the mountain
became sometimes inaccessibk- from

the intensity of the heat and the

sulphureous od<)ur, adding that it was
visible at nitrht from afar, and that

tlie sea was liot for live .-tadia around
(Strab. i. p. .^'.t : see al.-^o Pans. ii. 34. 2).

Ill both ancient and modem times

the Baths of Mtthana lave enjoyed a

high reputatiuii for tlie cure of rheu-

matic and other maladies. Every
snnmier they nro vi.sitt-d by a con-

siderable number of persons from all

] larts of Greece. The principal springs

(.S6°-91° Fahr.) an- tliose at Vrrmn-
limni, opi)o.site Poros. They are

strongly impregnatal with sulphu-
retted hydrogen ga^•, and are credited

with marvellous cures iu casts of

stiff joints, gunshot wound.-', skin

iliseases, female complaints, throat

affections, and asthma.

The ancient tuwnsto<Klou the S.W.,

side near the village of MnjalGrhori.

Therp ajce remaips of the acropolis on
the neighbouring heiglit ; in other

pj^rts pf |;he peninsula are al.-^o tb<> ruins

of thp c Hellenic mountain fort.-'. The
autonomous foins of Mrtliana l»ear the

head of Hephaostos, in obvious allusion

to tia; eharacttr of the soil.

The t-t<amer .'sails between the

mairdaiul and the i.<laini of Poros. and
about 4 hrs. after leaving the Piraeus

reaches the t/iwn of the ssime name.

POROS (7000) is separated from the

maiidan<l by a feiry. whence its mo-
dem name. The islarxl consists of two
parts, now unite<l by a sand-bank, but

formerly detached, and known to the

ancients as Sphacrid and Ckdauria.

Under the Turkg, Poros was prac-

tic^tlly independent, and ruled by its

own wealthy trader.-*. Here, in 1828,

were held the conferences of the

English, French, and Rus-^an Pleni-

potentiaries for settling the basis f>f

the Greek kingdon).

Poros T (4500 j, the capital of the

island, was the scene, in -Vug. 18:51,

of the outbreak which led to the death

of Capodistria. Alarmed at the atti-

tude of the Constitutional party, sup-

ported by the Hyd riots and fither

islanders, the President determined

to seize the national arsenal and navy
at P<)ros. But his plan being betrayed

to the Hydriots, they chtckmated him
by despatching Miaonlis thither, who
seizetl the othcer and ship sent by
Capodistria, and to<ik possession of

the town in the name of Hydra. In-

furiated at the failure of his .-icheme,

the Pre-sident now jM-rsundi d the

Rus^ian Adm. Rieonl to procoed to

Poros and enforce the submission of

the islanders and fleet to the central

govirnment. Urged by Capodistria,

.\dm. Ricord attacked tiie(ireek fleet.

His operations wtrc judicious, and re- ;

suited in complete success, though not

Itcfore the gallant Miaoidis had blown
j

up his own flng-ship (p. 4.iO).
j

From 1830 to 1877 Poros formtdi

the naval arsenal of (iretce. and many,
vessels were built there. Since then it^

has been closetl in favour of the doek-i

yard f.t Salamis. Alxmt j hr. E. of tie

town is a large monastery, abovej

which, on an eminence called Palatta,

are the substructions of the famous

temple c«f Poseidon, where Uemos-

thcnes committed suicide. The mine
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were discovered bj' Dr. Chandler in

1765, but the greater part lias been
abstraeted for building purjioses since

bis time. They were excavated by a

Swedish archaeologist iu 181)4, and
found to consist of a Doric temple
with precinct, dating from the 6th

cent. B.C., and close by was discovered

an agora with several porticoes. Pur-
sued by the emissaries of Autipater,

Demosthenes, wlio liad taken sanctuary

here, entered the temple and swallowed
the poison witli whicli he was always
provided. The inhabitants erected a

monument to him within the peribolus,

and paid him divine hououis.

On tlie maiidand, about 6 m. W. of

Poro.-, lies Damala, near the site of the

ancient Tkuezen. At Damala was
held the Greek National Assembly
of 1827, wlieu Cai)odistrias was cho,sen

President of Greei'C for seven years.

The ' Bishop of Damala ' is a pro-

verbial expression current in these

parts for persons who, by their own
cupidity, overreach tliemsel\es. The
origin of the saying is as follows :—

A

Bishop of Damala, once upon a time,

received some tishes as a gift, but, com-
plaining of their srnallness, was told

that such only could be procured. A
trial was determined on, which he
attended. But ,tlie tishiug bout was
surprised by a Baibary corsair, who
carried off the prelate. He was sold

into slavery, and employed to grind

corn and rock a child to sleep. At
last he moved his owner's heart, and
obtained liberty, by singing the follow-

ing doggerel, heard by Chandler on
the spot :—

TTiffKoiros Toil AojuaAa

/jLTjTf vov fJiT]re /xva\d

TaKiya Sec ^6eAes

roc fxtyaAa yvpevfs

Tpd^a TO x^pofj-vKo

Kovva rdpairoTTovKo.

Tlius freely rendered by Chandler:

A bishop without, bruin or sense.

Deserving such a recompense

!

With smaller tisbes not conient,
Author of thine own punishment.
Turn, turn the mill, a fit employ,
And lull to sleep the Arab boy.

The remains of Troezen are J hr. N.
of Yhnnald, and consist chietiy of Hel-

lenic substructions, with Frank or

Byzantine supei structures. The best

preserved ruin is a very large watch-
tower, with part of the adjoining city

wall. About 5 hr. furtlier W., at a

spot called Epucopi (from having been
the residence of the Bishop), are other

remains. Besides several churches
built of ancient materials, there are

here the foundations of two Temples,
probably those of Hippolytns and
Apollo Epibaterios. Immediately E.

of this precinct was tiie Stadium, of

which the ujjper end is still recog-

nisable. Above the Stadium stood

the Temple of Aphrodite Katascopid,

in the teiueiios of which were the

reputed graves of Phaedra and Hippo-
lytus. Here, according to one tra-

dition, Poseidon caused the horses of

Hippolytus to take fright, and drag
their master to death (Eur. Hipp.
1424). Tlie depression on the E. may
mark the Agora, in which stood several

temples, including that of Apolhi Thea-
rios, where Orestes was said to have
received purification (Pans. ii. 31).

The people of Troezen gave kindly
shelter to the Athenians when tlie

Persians occupied Athens, B.C. 480
(Hdt. viii. 41).

From Damala to (5 hrs.) Hermione
(p. 108), now Castri I (2070), a rugged
roail leads over the picturesque Devil's

Bridge, and up a beautiful valley, to

the barren hills of the Argolic penin-
sula, commanding fine views over the

sea and islands. The Parthenon is

just visible from one point.

After rounding the Cape of Skyli,

the ancient Skyi.laeon, the sleamer
enters the Gulf of Herniiune, and in

H hr. touches at

"Hydra T (6400). The island mea-
sures about 11 m. by 3. •

' Seen from the sea, the little town
presents a noble aspect, forming an
amphitheatre of white houses, rising

one above tiie other round a small
creek. The houses cling like swallows'

nests to the sides of a barren moun-
tain, which towers far above them, and
whose summit is crowned by a monas-
tery of St. Elias. The streets are

narrow, crooked, unpaved lain s, but
the smalk'st dwellings are built ol
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stone, and near the sea some large nud
solidly constructcLl liouses f?ive tlio

l)lace an imposing aspect. '-^-i'^m/ai/.

Hydraoriginally belouged tothi; licr-

mioniana, who sold it to the .Sumiiin

rxih'B, and the hittt r pawned It to tiie

TrnczciiianB (Hdt. iii. o'J). Prehistoric

remains are found here. Tn 1730 an
Albanian colony tVom the Moreu esta-

blished itself here to eseajje the exac-

tions of the Turlxisli •lovernors. From
that date till 1821, Hydra formed a

perfectly independent small rej)ublic,

trading iinder the Ottoman flag, but
governed by a council of its own
])rimates, on condition simply of pav-
ing an annual tribute of less than '601.,

and furnishing a contingent of 50
seamen to tiie Forte. In 1770 the

population was increased by fugitive

relicls froiu the Orloft' rising, and in

1822 there was a similar intlux from
Scio, but the main stock has continued
to the present day purely Albanian.
The j)rimates of Hydra at tirst refused

to join in tiie Kevolution, but eon-

strained at last to follow the general

mijvement, thcsy took a leading part in

the subsequent contest. The well-

known familiis of Condouriotis, Tza-
mados. Boulgaris/J'ombazis. Boudouris,

and Miaoulis are all from Hydra.
On the mainland, about 12 m. W.,

lies Cddri, tlic rc})re:^entative of the

ancient Heumio.nk, which was situ:ded

on th(! promontory below the modem
village. Poseiilon, Apollo, Isis and
Serapi.s, Aphrodite, Demeter, Artemis,

Hestia, Diony.sos, Athena, had all

temples here ; but a few foundations

and walls alone remain. Part of the

masonry is polygonal. In the precincts

of a church in the village are the re-

mains of an ancient temple. There
was also a grove consecrated to the

Graces; and bebind the temple of IK;-

meter was one of those unfathomable
caverns believed to be numths of the

infernal regions. Castri has two ex-

cellent ports; the inhabitants are of

Albaniau race.

7 m. W. of Castri is Krnnidi (Kpaf(-

5to»/), to which, in 1S2S, the Greek
Senate transferred its sittings conse-

quent on the ruj)ture with the Execu-

tive. 1 m. S. lies Clieli (^see below;.

From Hydra the st^-Mmer proceeds
past the little isluuds of Dokd$
(Apehopia) and Tr(keri, and Cape
AemilianoH, to the island <if (2 lir» ).

SpetsaeT (5200), the ancient Pir-

vussA. The town is built on the E.

shore of the island. Its streets are

b(?tter than those of Hydra, its houses
are equally good, an*^ the same taste

for cleanliness and comfort prevails

here. Spet.sae furnished in the Kevo-
lution IG shi])S to the Greek navy.
The port is good and much fre-

quented. TIh; natives are proprietors

of many tine vessels, and greatly dis-

linguislied themselves in the Kevolu-
tion. The climate is so salubrious

that invalids are frequently sent here.

The niunerous windmills with which
tlic island is studded are a V(!ry pictur-

esque f( ature in the landscape.

8omeof the steamers touch at(i hr.)

CIteli, the port of Krnnidi (see above),

and then cross to Leonidi (Kte. 16),

and A«tro» (Kte. 17). Others continue
N.W., and skirt the picturesque coast

of Art'olis. To the rt. rises the

Didymn {Hr>2i> ft.).

3i hrs. after leaving Spetsae, by the

quickest route, we reach NnupUn,
seated at the head of the beautiful

gulf of the same name.
A whole day may well be devoteil

to Nauplia and its various ]>oints of

view. On the second <lay tiie tra-

veller should visit Tiryns and the

Hiraeon; on the third. Myhtmie and
Ar[iog. Persons who object to excur-

sions by sea (Kte. 13) will 8pen<l a

fovirth day in <lrivin!r to the Hieron

vf Mjiidauriia and back.

NATTPLIA jgX T (NavwKiov), called by
the Itidians Napoli di llomania
(tJOOO), is one of the most picturesque

and attractive towns in Greece. It

seems to have been the seaport of

Tiryns in prehistoric times; after that

its ancient importance was small ; but
at one time it was a part of Argos
(Strab. p. 3G8). In legend its origin

is ascribed to Xauplius. the father of

Palamedcs (see p. 712). In mediaeval
and modern times it has played an
important part in Greek history. On
tlic decline of tlie feudal power, it

was coded, in 1402, to the Kcpublic.
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^''cnioe retained Nauplia till 1540, wheii

ihe ceded it to the Turks, who had
leveral times vainly besieged it. lu

L68t5 it was temporarily reunited to

Venice by Morosini. Tlie Turks re-

X)vered it in 1715, and retained pos-

session until 1S22. Until 1790 it was
;lie capital of the Morea.
Nauplia was one of the few towns

not tlestroyed during the Revolution,

md it still preserves many traces of its

former Venetian and Turkish masters.

It became the .seat of government
under Joannes Capodidrias in J 827,

and continued such until King Otho
removed his residence to Athens
in Dec. 1834. The excellence

of its port and the strength of its

fortresses won for it this distinction,

and it speedily became a flourishing

town ; but since the removal of the

government it has greatly fallen oti'

in prosperity.

The roadstead is one of the best in

Greece ; it is i^rotected by both for-

tresses, and sheltered on all sides, with
a great depth of water, and a good
anchorage in all parts. In the channel,

about 5U0 yds. oti' tlie shore, lies the

Bourzi, a small island-castle, now
used as a prison for the public execu-

tioner. This functionary is always a

reprieved felon, and he is detained

here as much for his own safety as

for punishment, the populace being
much incensed against him, and greet-

iug him with execrations wherever he
appears. About once a year he goes
round tliC Greek coast in a man-of-war,
accompanied by the guillotine, and
executes about one per cent, of those

who are condemned.
The town occupies a space between

the sea and Acro-Nauplia, some of

the streets being built on the acclivity

ascending to this fortress. At the

foot of the hill on which the fortress

stands is the Church of St, Spiridion,

celebrated as the spot where Capodis-
trias fell by the hand of Giorgio Mav-
romichali, and marked by an inscrip-

tion on the outer wall.

The rock of Itsh-Kaleh, the ancient

AcEOPOLis of Nauplia, may be as-

cended in 5 hr. Steps lead in 10 min.

to the lirst battery, the guns of whioh

were sold in 1893. The *view, though
less extensive, is more pleasuig than
that from Palamidi. On the opposite

siiore, beyond the picturesque rcjck of

Bourzi, is the Hippophortion, an
establishment founded by King Otho
for breeding horses. In the other

direction we enjoy a fine prospect

over the Gulf, from which Palamidi
rises grandly on the E. side.

Opposite the Hotel Mykenae is a

Mosqtie with four 15th cent, columns
in its front, now a Music School, and
in front of it a monument to Demk-
TEIOS YpSILANTIS.
The principal street, planned in the

time of Capodistria, divides the town
into two equal parts, connecting the

two squares, and terminating at the

land gate,,which still bears the arms
of Venice.
The Ely. Stat, is at Pronia, a

suburb built by Capodistria.

The Fortress of Palamidi (705 ft.)

stands on the summit of a lofty rock,

inaccessible on all sides except at one
point to the E., where it is connected
with a range of barren hills. The
name preserves the legends of Pala-

medes (pp. 109, 712); and though
there is no proof that it dates from
ancient times as applied to that spot,

it may be so. The Greeks only ob-

tained it by blockade. When all the

Turkish gunners on the hill (reduced

by famine to seven) descended to the

town by night in search of provisions,

the Greeks touk possession, and re-

tained it during the remainder of the

war. Tlie fortifications are Venetian.

At the foot of the hill, towards Pronia, a

tomb of the Mykenae period was opened
in 1879 {Mitt, cles Deut. Inst. 1880).

The direct ascent from the town is

by a zigzag path, cut in steps in the

face of the rock, and takes J hr. No
permission is required. We first visit

the prisons to the 1., from the wall

near which there is a good view over

the town ; and then ascend to the

highest point, named by the soldiers

Miltiades. The *vjew is magnificent,

embracing the plain of Argos, the

mountains of Arcadia and Sparta, and
the Argolic Gulf.

Below to the E. lies Aria^ witlx its
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Convoiit placed against a ruck. To
the N. among cyjircs-sufi is Tirynf,

and beyond it, at tlie entrance of a

depression between two hills, stands

Charvati. the nearest village to My-
henae. N.W. is Argos, witli its citadel

ofLa rtsa, backed by tlie snowy ivj/Z/e/if.

Acro.ss the bay V\CB Myli, above which
is seen tlie carriage-road winding up
towards Tripolitza. wliile fiirtln-r along

the euast .4^•^J•o8 juts out into tlie sea.

From the Fortress we descend by a

patli S.E., reaching in ^ hr. a number
of interesting Tombs, of wliicli G5

Juive been exjjlored on the side of the

s.mie hdi. i^onv are natural caverns,

others gabled, with smooth walls, and
graves suid< in the grcmnd. Several of

tlieni contained objects similar to those

discovered at Mykenae. In another

^ hr. we re.ich the little Church of

'A710 UapaiTKivT),, where are some late

Doric ctjhinins in the court, and i hr.

further the Nunnery of 'Ayia Movn,

the Cliurch of which is interesting.

It has a porch with two columns and

a round arch Ix-neath a jtointed roof;

windows ciuiously ornamented with

tiles in patterns: an octagonal c\ipola

below which are four large columns
of Ilymettian niarlile with Corinthian

capitals; and walls of stone in small

courses, jiickcd out with layers of tiles.

In the garden is a curious Fountain
of 183G, ornamented with reliefs of

gi-apes, pears, fishes, and various

animals. This is supposed to be the

ancient K.^nathos. in which Hi ra

bathed and renewed iier virginity

every spring. To the rt. of the road,

as we descend on the way back to

Naujtlia, is a descent to some under-

ground passage or channel, the nature

of which is unknown. Thence to

Nauplia in j hr., passing on the 1.,

between Aria and Pronia. a I.ION

hewn in the rock by Sieffil, in memory
of Bavarian troops who fell in Greece

(1834).
BjIow the cliffs of Palamidi a

pleasant path runs for i hr. along the

shore, beginning outside the t«>wn

gate on the way to the Kly. Stat.

Another walk may be taken along

the quay round the basi- of the Itsh-

Kaieh, leading in 10 min. to a chapel,

l)eyond which it soon conies to an
end.

[A small steamer leaves Nauplia
onC(! a W(;ek for Mnm-rnvdifin. Oppo-
site Xaui)lia to the W. lies Myli.

Our course lies S., along the moun-
tainous coa.st, and passes the pro-

montory of Astros (Rte. 17), H. of

whicii are some ruins of the ancient

port of Prasiae. We next reach
Leonidi (3.J00), chieftown of Kynouria,
a district which gives its ancient

name to the heights rising behind
tile shore. Further S. is Cnpe I^racti.

near the site of Zaijax, which still

retains a portion of its t'y( lop( an walls.

AI)Out 11 hrs. Inmi Xaujdia is the

promontory of Monemrafia Rte. )ti).]

EOU'JE 15.

NACrUA TO AUGOS, BV TIRYNS AND
MVKENAE.—CAURIAGE-KOAD.

Miles.

Nauplia
2t Tiryiis

9 Heraetiii

15 Mykenae
•J 5 Argob

[Kor the ll'y. to Tirynsnnd AryitS, see lit*. 12.]

The ruins of Tiryns, ii fortified

palace and town of the old Achaean
princes, are situated 2i in. from Nauji-

lia, on the lily, to Argos. Tiryns is

fabled to have been built for Prf)et09

by tlie Cyclopes; i.e. traditionally it

was founded by whut was termed the
Pelasgian race. Tlicre are clear traces,

however, that Tiryns [was inhabited
hmg before the building of the Cyclo-
pean walls. The present remains, in

fact, are but the final stage of a long
perioil of occupation.
The walls are tin; finest specimens

known of the military aichitecture of

the heroic ages; they are in geueml
'i.> ft. thick, and are supposed to lave
been about i\r> ft. high. (Cf. Honi.
H. ii. 5oi> {rfixtoea-ira) ; Pindar. Frugm.
G\'l(K.vK\unriaiTpAdvpa); Paus. ii. 2."). S. i

The fortress being only 327 }

by 110. coidd only have been ;

citadel of the Tirynthii. There
ample room for the town on
S.W. side, wiiere a jdain, 200 -

in breadth, separates ihe ru.ns fr •.

marsh, which extends a mile fart.. .
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to the sea. This city was destroyed
by tlie AfgiVes, B.C. 468.

TIic ruins oceiljDy the lowest alid

flattest of several rocky hills, which
rise like islands out of the level plain.

Tlie fortress appears to have consisted

of an upper and lower enclosure, of

ne;irly equal dimensions, with an in-

termediate platform, which may liave

served for the defence of tlae upper
castle again.st an enemy in possession

of the lower one. It is conjectured
that the lower or N. part contained
the stables and houses for the retainers,

while the upper or S. end was occu-
jiitd by the owner of the castle.

The house itself occupies more than
a third of the Tirynthian Acropolis,

the massive stones of which excited
the wonder of Herodotus, Diodorus,
and Pausanias. The accompanying
plan shows the arrangement of the
house, which is evidently carefully
designed to suit its special purpose.

5 mill, from the Stat, we enter at

the W. gate, a species of pointed tun-
nel in the massive Cyclopean wall.

We ascend to the 1. by steps, which
are afterwards broken away, and end
in a rough pathway. In 2 miu. we
reach the red hut of the Cust'^de, and
cross the mound. On the 1. in the
wall is a guard-house, with pointed
roof. Thence we arrive at the E. or

main entrance gitte, approached by a

slanting road, which is broken away
ill its lower portion. 20 yds. S. is the
inner gate, with massive posterns of

pudding-stone, and a large round hole
for fitting in a bar by which the gate
was clo.sed. We next reach a level

s{)ace at the summit with bases of

columns on the 1., and on the rt. the

foundations of a large gateway lead-

ing into the court.

Turning N., we reach a second pro-

pylaeon, smaller but of similar design
to the first, which leads into the main
courtyard of the palace. Eooms for

guards are placed at the sides of both
these propylaea. The main court

(ouAt)), round which the apartments of

the men are grouped, was surrounded
on three sides by a colonnade (aldovaa),

forming a cloister. Near the propy-
laeoii stands a stone altar with a rock-

[_Greecp.1

cut holloxv beneath it, into which the

ashes would fall. This wus probably

an altar to Zeus kpKe7os, which is fre-

quently mentioned in the Odyssey
{e.g. xxii. 335) as being placed in the

courtyard of a house. Opposite the

propylaeon is the great hall {fiiyapov,

Od. xvi. 341, xvii. 604:), with an open
]^oitico of two columns, and an inner

porch (tt/joSo/uos), into which tliree

doors open from the portico, and one
into the hall. The roof of the hall

was supported on four columns, which
probably carried a partly open lan-

tern to give light, and also to form
an escape for the smoke of the fire

below, the circular stone hearth

(eVxapa) of which is placed midway
betw^een the pillars. On the W. side

of the hall are a number of small

rooms for the use of the men ; among
tliem, to the 1., is a

Bath-room, about 12 ft. by 10, the
construction of wiiich is very remark-
able for its ingenuity and the extreme
cure w hich has been taken in the work-
manship. The walls were lined with
wooden boards, each of which had its

lower end fastened to the stone floor by
two wooden pegs or dowels. Its floor

is formed of a slab of grey stone, about
9 ft. by 8, near the margin of which
are ])unctured some curious round
holes arranged in pairs. At the N.E.
angle a slanting groove served to carry

off water. From this point is gained
a very beautiful view of Nauplia and
the mountains beyond the sea.

The E. half of the house seems to

h'lve been intended for the use of

the married members of the chiefs
family. This portion, like the other,

contains two open courts, and a

hall with a single vestibule—all on
a rather smaller scale. In this hall

the hearth is square, and, the span
being less, the roof was not su[i-

ported by pillars. On the E. of the

hall and court are two ranges of rooms,

more in number and larger than thoie

on the men's side of the house. There
appear to have been three means of

access to the women's part : one by a

long passage {\avpri) leading from a

side door in the outer propylaeon,

another from the N.E. corner of the
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men's court, while a third way led by case of a siege this little podtrm
a long passage round tlje back of the would be blocked up with Blonea. but

two hallfl to a rock-cut etaircase, at in times of peace the wonien of the

the foot of wliich was the small postern household probably used this path to

door in the outer fortification wall, the fetch water from some spring in the

present entrance to the enclosure. In plain below. When blockaded by an

:ji:j:^-7^-^--^p6it'y'i::&iio ''

'"'^

PLAN or TUE rALACt AT TIBYXS.

1 Main entrance (anciently j.

2 Inner gate.

3 First propylaeon.
4 Second propylaeon.
5 Open court.

6 Portico of hall.

7 Vestibtile of UalL
8 Megaron,
y Sleu's rooms,

lu Tbalaoii.

11 Guard'rooiu.
12 Passage to vromen's rooms.
13 Open courts.

14 Tbaiamue or women's ball.

15 I balami.
16 Passage to p. is-tern.

17 Post -rn (^present entrance).
18 Projecting bastion.

I'j i>efenccs at the entrance.
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enemy, the garrison appear to have
depended on their stoies of rain-water,

large cisterns for which were formed
in the thickness of the outer wall.

The surface water was collected and
carried to the cisterns in clay pipes
and stone drains.

In addition to the rooms on the
ground-floor, the walls of which still

exist to a height of from 2 to 3 ft.,

there was also an upper story (yir^-

pcoiov), which i^robably extended over
all the rooms except the two halls.

Traces of a staircase in two flights

still exist on the E. side ofthe women's
hall.

At the S. end of the platform are

some foundations which appear to

belong to a Byzantine Churcli. We
descend thence by steps to tlie middle
of the S. Gallery, 27 yds. long, 5 ft.

wide and 13 ft. high, with a doorway
and five openings, and a vaulted
roof formed of overlapping horizontal
stones. The openings must originally

have been store-rooms, not accessible

from the outside. Turning to the 1. we
reach the E. Galleky, 32 yds. long,

with six openings. At its S. end the
stones are polished like marble by the
sheep which have here been accus-

tomed to seek shelter from the sun.

The walls of the Palace, about 3 ft.

thick, are built of roughly-dressed
limestone bedded in clay up to a
height of about 2 ft. above the floor

level : the rest of the wall was of sun-

dried brick, ami the whole was covered

inside and out with three coats of

hard stucco, made of lime mixed with
sand, gravel, and broken [lottery, form-

ing a coating nearly as hard as stone,

which must have completely protected

the un burnt bricks from the eftects of

weather.

The floors, both of the rojfed parts

and of the open courts, were made of

a thick layer of good lime concrete. In

the rooms the pavement was worked
to a smooth surface, on whioh simple

patterns of squares or spirals were in-

cised, and then painted blue and red,

the first examples of this kind of

paving that have been found.

The concrete paving of the open-air

courts is laitl so as to fall towards o2ien

stone gullies, through which the tain-'

water escaped into the drains : its

ujiper surface is formed of a sort of

rough mosaic made of pebbles ; these
are set more closely together in places
where there was most trafiic.

The various doorways have massive
stone sills or thresholds (Xaivos ouSds],

mostly provided with two large drill-

holes, in which the bronze pivots of
the folding doors revolved. Some of
these pivots were found during the
excavations. A number of thick
wooden planks were jjlaced side by
side, and held in their place by
strong bronze bands which were
nailed on to them, and lapped round
the circular post on which the door
swung : each end of this post was
shod with a pivot, which revolved at

the bottom in a hole drilled in the
sill, and at the top in a similar hole
in the lintel (vTr^pOvpLoi^). Owing to

the use of soft unbaked brick for

(he jambs of the doorways, it was
necessary to line the whole opening
w^ith woodwork, so as to j^rotect the
angles from injury. In some cases
there seems to have been a stone
lining, but even then the woodwork
was not omitted. Grooves cut in the
stone upright of some of the door-
jambs ((TTa9ix6s) show with what ex-
treme care and neatness the wood
lining was fitted into its place.

Close to Tiryns is the Agricultural
College founded by Capodistrias, but
now closed for want of pupils as mucli
as of funds.

The carriage-road from Nauplia to

Mykoiiae pisses Tiryns in ^ hr., and
10 min. further turns to the rt. In
another j hr. it turns rt. again, and
becomes very rough. On the 1. is the
well-preserved Byzantine Church of
Meligala, with fragments of the
Heraeon built up into its walls. High
up to the rt. are seen the Cycloi^ean
walls of MiDEA. After 50 min.
we reach the foot 6f a hill, where the
carriage is left, and we ascend in J hr.

to the ruins of the

*Heraeon, the famous Sanctuary of
Argoiis. The old Heraeon was burnt

p 2
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in B.C. 423, through the careiet-sncBS of

th(j aged priestess Chrysit), or Chryseis,

who during her night-watch fell

asltep : the Limp set fire to a garland,

and thence to the edifice (Thuc. iv. 133

;

Paus. ii. 17. 7). The now Heraeon was
built a little below the substructions

of the ancient one, and contained a
famous chryselephantine statue of

Hiira, by Polycleitos. The eminence
on which the ruins are situated is

an irregular yilatform ; its surface is

divi'led into three terraces rising one
above another.

A broad flight of steps leads up to a

S. Stua, with 9 Doric columns l>ing

E. and W., square bases, bevelled twice

at the edges, and drums of other co-

lunnis. To the N. is a wall in courses

four times bevelled, with 4 buttresses of

like treatment projecting into the Stoa.

Steps on the rt. ascend to tlie

2ud Tkmple (B.C. 423), the substruc-

tions of which, in eight courses of

oblong blocks, are admirnbly pre-

served. They enclose a number of

similar blocks, piled up in square

masses, which must have; supported

the floor of the Temple, now destroyed.

Upon th( m stood the columns, of

which there are no remains in situ.

The Temple was Doric, and is sur-

mised to have been perij^teral, with G

columns at either end and 12 at either

side. Above the Temple to the N. nre

three wide steps foming the base of a

N. Stoa from which opened a series

of chambers, at the W. end of which

is the moutli of a water-course, per-

haps for the supply of a Bath-room.

To the E. a flight of four steps ascends

to another series of chamber.*, the

lowest course of whose walls is aliO

])reserved. On one of the .«toues is

sculptured a pair of doves facing ejich

otiur. Further E., at adifterent angle,

facing S.W.. is a building with two

rows of columns and a porticus.

Hence a winding path leads up to

the Old (Homeric) Templk, of which
the massive Cyclopean substructions

are well preserved. On the plat-

form the polygonal pavement of lime-

stone, and the lowest course of X.

wall in the same material, are in good
pieservation. Below, to the N.W., are

remains of the wall whicli surroun<led

the sacred precinct. The substruction

wall of the upper TenipU' is in courses,

but less regularly jointed than the

lower.

The dedicaiory objects, recently ex-

cavated by the American School, in-

clude vases of the Mykenaean and
archaic Oreek styles; a large quantity

of bronzes ; terra-cottas, chiefly in the

form of small female figures; gems
and other ornaments, and a few Egyp-
tian articles. JLmy fragments of

sculpture were obtained, of which
several are supjwsed to have belongt d
to the metopes of the 2nd Temple.
The best of these antiquities are now
exhibited in the Museum at Athens
(p. 383).

S.W. of the 2nd Temple are tlie

interesting remains of a building with
chambers on the X., and a colonnade
surrounding an open court, which
may have been a Gymnasium. To
the extreme W. we have on the S.

side another large Stoa, while on the

N. are extensive remains, apparently

of a Boman house.

The *viEW, especially towards Nau-
plia, is extremely fine.

After a drive of 50 min. by an
abominable road, we turn to the rt.,

and pa>s on the same side the remains
of a wall and of a bridge across a dry
torrent which led to tiie Hi raeon.

On higli izround to the 1. stands the

village of Charvati. where lives the

custodian of Mykenae (2 dr.).

I^Iykenae, one of the most ancient

cities of Greece, and the capititl of

Agamemnon, is situated in a mountain
recess (fjivxos), on a rugged height at

the N.E. extremity of the Argolic i

plain, a jMsition of some strength and
great importance, as commanding the

principal ronds from the Corinthian
Gulf. Its fame belongs exclusively to

the heroic age, for it was supplanted
in impoi tan<"e by Argos. Mykenae re-

taim d its independence, however, and
during the Persian war aroused the
wrath of Argos by joining the national I

cause. But in n.c. 468 the Argives be-

:

sieged Mykenae, and, failing to make
any impression on its massive walls,
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reduced it by famine. IMore than half

tlje inhabitants emigrated to Mace-
donia, the rest settled iu Ceryneia and
Cleonae. From this date tlie site of

Mykenae has remained almost desolate,

though we find from inscriptions, and
other sources, that it contained a few
inhabitants iu the 2nd cent. b.c. The
city consisted of an acropolis and a
lower town, botli walled.

10 min. above Chan-ati we turn up
a pathway to the 1., in front of the

famous Tomb, known as the *Treasury
OF Atreus. An approach 30 yds.

in length leads through the slope to

the doorway, flanked formerly by
pilasters, the square bases of which
remain. The material employed for

the walls and doorway is a beautiful

pudding-stone, with very small pebbles.

The Tumb contains two chambers

:

the diameter of the dome of the first

is 47 ft. 6 in., the lieight .50 ft. There
are 32 horizontal courses of masonry
in its walls. Above the entrance is a

triangular opening, which is supposed
to have been originally filled with aa
ornamented slab ; the entrance itself

is roofed by two slabs 9 yds. long and
nearly 6 wide. A door on the rt.,

9 ft. high, leads into the inner chamber,
which is about 23 ft. square ; this, as

well as a great part of the passage to-

wards the interior, is not constructed

in masonry, but rudely excavated in

the rock with an arch-shaped roof.

In the middle of the great doorway

SECTION AND GROrND-IXAN OF TBE TREASURY OF ATREUS.

are to be observed the holes made for

ihe bolts and hinges of the doors, and
in the same line a row of smaller holes
for bronze nails, most of which have
been wrenched out. though the points
of many still remain. Within the
walls are portions of larger nails, and
near the apex are several still pro-
jecting from the surface of the stones.

They probably served to fasten bronze
ornaments to the wall. The inner
chamber is entirely dark, but the
custodian lights it up by burning
brushwood,

10 min. higher up is another Tomb,
called the Treasury of Clytaemnestra,
laid bare in 1892. The approach to it

js well preserve(|, but its courses are

narrower and more irregular, and the
upper part has fallen in. 10 min.
further we entar the Citadel at its

N.W. corner by the *Gate of the
Lions, which is approached by a pas-
sage 17 yds. long and 10 wide. A
species of tower on the S. wall com-
manded the right or unshielded side
of those who approached. The open-
ing of the gateway widens from the
top downwards. It is 10 ft. in height

;

in the lintel are marks of bolts and
hinges, and tiie pavement contains
ruts caused by chariot wheels. The
width at the top of the door is 9| ft.

It was formed of two massive uprights,
covered with a third block, 15 ft. long,
4 ft. wide, and 6 ft. 7 in. high iu the
iniddle. but diminishing at the two
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?n(j8. Upon this soffit stands a trmn-
^iilar blocli of gray limestone, 12 ft.

ong, 10 liigh, nnd 2 thick, njion the
'ace of which arc represented in low
•elief two lions (their heads are nn-
'ortunately broken off)' standing on
.heir hind legs, on either side of a
lalf pillar; tin- column is surmounted
ivith a capitiil, formed of a row of fuur

;ircl(s, and supporting a triple square
ibacus, upon which something must
mginally have stood.

To the 1. of the gate jnst inside the
mtiance is a recess for the doorkeeper.
I'o the rt. is the Royal Cemetery,
nclosed by 2 rings of slabs set on
iud, which were originally roofed
iver by cross-slabs; and within the
incloeure, at a much lower level, are
he .") toml)s excavated by Dr. Schlie-

nann in 1877. Another, further S.,

vas opened by the Greek Archncolo-
tical Sdciety a few months later.

Phe tombs consist of rectangular pits

unk in the rock ; they were closed
n from aboveby slabs of schist resting
in strong wooden beams. The bodies
vere not cremated, but were laid in

he grave richly adorned with gold
eaf, weapons, trinkets, etc. (p. ;^t 9).

^t a higlier level were discovered
everal sculptured stelae or tomb-
tones (p. 371). The circle of slabs
s believed by some authorities to

lave been the retaining-wall of a
arge sepulchral moinid, but it is more
)robable that it was merely enctid
8 a sacred enclosure. In all likeli-

lood this is the very spot which Greek
radition regarded as the liurial-jdace
if Agamemnon and his family
Pans. ii. 10).

On tlie summit of (he citadel is the
?oyal Palace, partly built over by a
3oric temple. Here, as at Tiryns,
nay be traced the most essential parts
if a Homeric liouse—the courtyard,
Lpproached in this instance by a
itaircase, the portico, the aute-cham-
)er. and the Megaron. with a hearth
n the middle of it. When first dis-

'overed, the fre.^co ornamentation of

he floor was well preserved. Other
•emnius of houses are visible at various

jarts of the site.

From the *AcBOpoT.T-5 fOlO ft.") wc

descend to a postern gate to the X.Iv.
tlirongh a small tunnel doorway in the
wall. Thence by wimling covered
stairs, a flight of 4.5 steps, which lead
down to a subterranean reservoir.

Rt turning, we pass outside the walls
to the Ifiwer or N.E. gate, formed of

two upright slabs with three placed
upon Ihim horizontally, one above
another. Here also there is a recess

for the gatekeeper. Rounding the
acropolis we pass ruined houses built

of small stones and rubble, and cross

the ancient carriage road, 4 to 3 yds.

in width, which led up from the fiate

of liions to the Acropnlis. Above it

to the rt. is a cistern. On the rt,,

below the Gate of Lions, is another
Tomb, which has fallen in, leaving
only the cylindrical j)ortion, 30 ft. deep,
and three graves, in which nothing
was found. This makes the eighth of

the so-called Bet-Hive Tombs, two of

which, when discovered in 1890, had
pilasters painted and ornamented with
fiolychrome rosettes. They lie off the

high road to Phichtia, on a jiatli which
leads over a hUl-side nearer the Rly.
There are also many smaller tombs
in the neighbourhood, con.-isting of

chambers hewn in the rock, and
approached by a dromos.
The road to Argos crosses (heshnllow

IiKirlion, and 10 min. later passes over
the Rly. 5 min. further on, the broad
dry torrent bed of the Oiamdros is

crosseil, and in 20 min. we nach

ARGOS s^ T (9G00), a straggling

modern town.

Argus was an ancient 'Pel«s(ric' town,
baviuK .I titadt-1 called ' I>ari^sa ' (see p. 127),
and nnotlicr built later on another height
(•diias arci's habent Argi,' Liv. xxxlv. 2>i).

Tniditlonally fi>uiidpd by Inacdns and ruled

by her desci ndants, and att4r them by the race

iii l>")Tiaus, in the time cf the I'clopidae the
capital was trim.«ferred to ^fykenae, ainl Argos
reiuci'd to the rank of a df-pondent city. .Vl

the Piirian conqncst Mykeiiae dwindled and
Argos again be<cjnie the leading city. .As

historical times approach Argo? appear.- as chief

stilt'' of tliC Peh ponnesns under I'heidon (b.c,

750\ who encouraged ariB and commerce, and
introduced a State coinage itito Greece. After
this pni io<l .-he was gradually eclip-ed in power
by Corinth, Sparta, and, lor a time, bySikyon.
In the I'eloponneslan war she sided with
A thenti against Sparta; in B.C. 243 she joined

the Achaean League, and in B.C. 146 becain'

jiart <if the Uonian province of Achain,
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Argos has sustained several siesjes

with gallantry in mediaeval and
modern times; the most celebrated is

that by Guillanme de Champlitte, in

1206. Tiie town was heroieallj^

defended against Dramali Pasha by
D. Ypsilantis in 1822 ; but during
the contest in 1825 it was entirely

depopulated and destroyed, so that

few vestiges of antiquity now remain.

In the Platia or square is the

Demarchy, containing a small Museum
in wliich are some antiquities from the
neighbourhood, incliidinu' a relief witli

a copy of the Doiyphoros of Polycleitos,

and a stela with the head of a pretty

child, called Kephisodotos. There
are also several small reliefs and in-

scrifitions, but all the most interesting

objects have been removed to Athens.
Outside the town, on the S.E.

slopes of the I^arisa, is the Theatre, a
Greek building, partly cut out of the

rock, but restored in brick by the
Romans. Its two ends are now oblit-

erated. There are the remains of 82
rows of seats, in three divisions, 15

of which were concealed under the
accumulated earth until 1892. The
whole theatre was about 150 yds. in

diameter, and the diameter of the
orchestra was 18 yds. It may have
contained 20,000 spectators. A low
wall of late coubtructiun surrounds
the orchestra, perhaps to allow of its

being flooded. Near the S.W. angle
of the theatre are 21 rows of seats

excavated in the rock.

In front of the W. wing is a Soman
ruin of bricks and mortar, with a
semicircular niche ending square out-

side, and arched recesses in one of the
walls. The spring of the vaults is

singular, and there are some remains
of a coffered ceiling. N.E. of the
theatre is a curious chamber, the

upper part of which is Eoman. At
tlio extremity there is a recess, with
a rock-hewn channel coming down
from the rt., as if to fill a fountain in

the niche. At the rt. corner i.s a relief

of a horseman and snake, with several
sets of inscriptions, the upper one
incised with figures. This chamber
stands on a terrace supported in part

by a fipe polygonal wall 80 yds, loug,

A steep climb leads hence in 5 min.
to a pathway, where we turn to the

1., and ascend in zigzngs to the

(f hr.) Larisa (950 ft.), the Acropolis
of Argos, now occupied by a fine

ruined castle of Byzantine and Frank
conjtruction. It has an outer enclo-

sure and a keep, and the Hellenic
work in parts of the walls of both
proves that the modern building

preserves nearly the form of the
ancient fortress. Ou the E. side of

the iimer enclosure, to the rt. of a
round tower, is a fine specimen of

*polygonal wall, about 60 yds long.

Some ancient reservoirs still remain.
From the summit is a fine *view,

embracing Mykenue, Tiryns, Nauplia,
the Inachos, the marsh of Lerun, and
the Alcyonian lake. Below lies the
town of Argos, with its fringe of

fruit-trees and cypresses. Beyond
stretches the level plain of Argolis,

bounded on all but the seaward
side by mountain-ranges. It should
be noticed that the eastern part

of Argolis has a dry, thirsty s<iil

with scanty streams, and is the

To\v5l^iot/''A.pyos of //. iv. 171. The
plain just around Argos itself (ko'lKov

"Apyos, Soph. 0. C. 878) is wtll watered
by the river Panitza (the ancient
Inachos), and was filmed for the
horses bred in its pastures ("Apyos
iTTiro^oTov, II. ii. 287 ;

' aptum equis,'

Hor. Oil. i. 7, 9). To the W. rises

Mt. Artemuion (5815 ft.). Far away
to the E. appears Mt. Arachne ;

Kyllene rises to the N.W. ; and
between them, in clear weather, glitter

the distant snows of Parnas.sus. The
dome of the Phouka rises to the N.

Descending in ^ hr. to the town,
we pass on the rt. the Church of St.

Joannes, which is surrounded ou two
sides by a colonnade, and has a porch

with two good Byzantine columns.
The white building which hangs

over the town, under the E. cliffs of the
Larisa, is the Convent of the Pauarjia.

On tl'e round hill of St." Ellas (2.50 ft.)

the ancient Aspis (shield), about 100
yds. S, of the Chapel, is a passage or

conduit lined with Cyclopean masonry,
and now open to tlie air From Argos
back to Nauplia is a drive of 7 m.
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TMi: riRAEVSTO KALAMATA.liY CYTHERA
AND GYTIIEION.—SKAMEU.

[Steamers, p. 913, <;.]

l-'or the voyagi; as far hs Hydra iiud

SlKixne, SI c lilr. 14. Hcii' llic stt ainer

iiinis S., ami in uhout 12 liib altiT

1( aviiif,' the Piraeus reaches

Monemvasia T (o50), called hy c>ur

oil! writers IMai.msey, wiiich owes its

name to tlie hiiigle entiance (fx-ov^

(ju/Sao-is) by wliicli it can be reached
IVoiii tlie land siile. It bears some
r< bcuiblance in situation to St.

IMicliael's Mount and St. Malo, and
was famous ff<r i(s wine (p. 920). 'J'he

cnsth^ stands on the summit of the
liili, and tlie town on tlie S. face of the

island, eiudo.-ed l)etween two walls,

desei ndintj directly from tla; castle to

the sta ; the h<iuses arc jiiled upon
one another, and intersected by nar-

row, intricate, and steep streets.

]\Iany of the Imildings are of Venetian
c( instruction. Mahn.-ey was takiu by
Prince William i<f Ville-Hardoinn in

12."U, after thric years' siege, but for-

feited to the Emperor with Mistra in

P20:i

The Church of Si. I'eter, in the lower
town, dates from the 13th cent., and
retains over the entrance the Ville-

Hardouin escuf cIk on. ' ( )n the eikon-

•stasis are the usual eikons, but not

trt ated in the usual manu( r. The
Christ is remarkablf incncepti' n and
execution : a sulhrn'^ hi ail but down,
astandingfigun clothed iiuiied mantle
edged with gold—perhaps a Doge-likr
reminiscence mingling with Ihechurth
type: the treatiiu nt freer, it less clas-

sical and much warmer, than the Byzan-
tine, throws it into tliecategory of some
early Venetian school, and excludis it

from even tlie must recent Byzantine.

Tin; Panagiaon the other side is ortlio-

dox oriental.'

—

Sir Thotiuis Wi/xt.

1 hr. N.W., on the cliffs imme-
diately above the beach, at a spot

railed I'ahiia Mnneinrnitia, are the
ruins nf Ei'iPAiiiOS IjMEiiA, a colony

from Epidauros in Argolis (Stral

j). 3t;8; Pans. iii. 23. tj). The wnl

Dolh of the Acri))Kili» and of ti..

town, are traceable all round ; and
in some places, particularly towards
the Sea, they retain mure than half

theirorigiuttl height. 'J'hetown foimod
a -virt of .semicircle on the S. .<idi' of

the citadel. The circumference of tin;

l)lace is jess than f mile. The 'own
was divided inio t«o .separate parts by

a wall, thus having, witli tne citadel,

three interior divi.sions. On the site of

the lower town, towarfls the sea frruit.

there are two ancient terrace walls.

20 min. beyond Old .Malmsey are

some ruined magazines under a penin-

sula, with a liarbour on each side. A
nad runs N.W. from Monemvasia to

(29 m.) Scahi in the plain of Helos.
and G m. further Jnina the carriage-

road from Gytheiiin to Spnrtu (lUe. 2U).

On the 1., halfway to Sciihi, is.Vo/'u'.T

The steamer next jmsses dapv
Chuiiiili, a low, narrow promontory,
behind which rises Cap>: }Jnh(i.U u S.

extremity of Laeouia, dreadid by
ancient mariners (" formidatum . . .

Maleae caput," St;it. Tbt-h. ii. 33).

Strali ', viii. p. 378, quotes a proverb
in an iambic line, "After dnubliug
IMali a forget your family" (c/. ^e^g.
Aeii. V. 193). Xiar a lighthousi' on the
jioint is a rock-hewn cell, inhabited
by a hermit. Doubliiiir the t"ai)e, we
.soon reach the rocky island of

Cythera or Cen'go (tiOOO), the least

vi.-^ited. and in some respects the least

attra.tive, of all the Ionian Islands.

The principal villages are Cirigo,T
the capital, and Kapsali, ])ot\i situated
on the S. const, and close tf> one
another. Ou a creek of the E. thoie,
iijien lo the S.. is the little port of
SI. XiroIoK.

In remote antiquity Cythera is said
til have been called Porphyria, from
the shell-lish producing the red Tyrian
dye being ahuudant here (Plin. iv. 12.

19). The Phoenicuins made the i&laud

one of their principal stations for the
jairple (j.shery. Heaps of shells, the
remains of their dye-work.s, are still

found on the coast. The island is

famous in mythology as Laving re-

ceive.l Aphrodite wiien she aro.xe iVdm
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the sea, and as her favourite abode
(Hes. Theog. 198; Verir. Aen. i. (J80).

There can be little doubt that the

Phoenicians established here the wor-

ship of the Syrian Aphrodite, thence

adopted into the Greek worship.

The length of C'erigo, from N. to S.

is 20 m. ; the greatest breadth 12 m.

The surface of the island is rocky,

mountainous, and mostly unculti-

vated ; but some parts of it produce

com, wine, and olive-oil. The honey
of Cerigo is particularly esteemed.

Numbers of the peasants resort annu-

ally to Greece and Asia Minor to

work at the harvest, returning home
with the fruits of their labour. The
village of Cerirjo stands on a narrow
ridge 500 yds. iu length, tfrminating

at the S.E. end in a precipitous rock,

crowned with am^diaeval castle, wliicli

is accessible only on the side towards
the village by a steep and winding
])ath, but is commanded by a conical

iieiglit at tiie opposite end of the ridge.

On the shore below is the small village

and port of Kapsali. There is ex-

cellent quail-shooting in spring and
autumn ; and the peasants here, as in

Maina, are very expert in catching

the birds on the wing in a sort of

landing-net.

Tlie principal curiosities of Cerigo

are natural caverns : one in the sea-

cliffs at the termination of the wild
and beautiful glen of Mylopotamos,
deriving its name from the stream
flowing through it, which is made to

'vork several small corn-mills ; the

other is the immense labyrinthic

cavern of St. Sophia, with a chapel at

its mouth, in a valley about 2 hrs.

from Kapsali. B ith caverns contain

some beautiful stalactites, and are de-

serving of a visit. Between Kapsali and
Cape Capella a remarkable ossiferous

Ijreccia is found largely developed.
The little island to the S.E. of

Cerigo, called Cerigotto by the Ita-

lians, and known as Lions to its

inhabitants, is the ancient Aegila
(Pliny Hid. Xat. iv. 12, 19;. It is a
dependency of Cerigo, and is situated

nearly midway between that island
and Crete.

Cerigotto, like Crete, is ^in interest-

ing example of land which has under-
gone upheaval in very recent times.

The earliest positive evidence of this

fact was obtained by Prof. E. Forbes

in 1841. Along the entire coast-line

of the isle runs a dark band, rising to

the height of about 9 ft. above the

present sea-margin, and exhibiting the

furrows formed by successive sea-

levels, no less than twelve in number.
The small islet, named Forri by the

Italians, lyiug to the N. of Cerigotto,

is called Prasonesi (green islej by the

Greeks.
The steamer now steers N.W.

towards the Laconian Gulf and passes

on the rt.

Cervi, or Stag Island {i\a<p6vr)(n), so

called, probably, from a fancied re-

semblance of its shape to the head and
antlers of a deer. It was anciently a

promontory of Laconia named Onu-
GXATHOs('Oi/oi>7i'a0o>,,lss'.sjflio),andis

now separated from the mainland only

by a shallow strait of about 400 yds.

To the E., on the mainland of Greece,

is the bay and fertile plain of Vatlka

(BoioTi/ca), so called from a corruption

of the name of the ancient Laconian
town of BoEAE of which some remains
may still be seen near its shore. The
whole district was called in the Doric

dialect BoiaTiKci, and this name has

been shortened into Bon/ca. Close to

Boeae on the N. is the village of

Neapolis.T
Passing on the it. the promontory of

Xyli, we next reach, nearly 5 hrs.

from Cylhera, the port of

Gytlieion,S^T or Marafhonisi (3700),

in the district anciently called

Migonium. Its houses seem to grow
out of the rock, being crowded one

behind the other on the edge of the

sea, and on the slope of the hill

above. On the summit (Mt. Koumaro)
stood the temple of Aphrodite Migoni'

tin. The ancient city {Palaeopolis)

was situated on some low liills, on a
small triangular plain, enclosed be-

tween them and the sea. It was the

chief naval station of Sparta, sacked
by the Athenian admiral Tolmides,
B.C. 455, but afterwards rebuilt and
fortified (Time. i. 108). Epamiuondas
{je^ieged it, but could not take it;
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yds. inland from the sliore are tlie

emnins of a Theathe c'0Ti8tnicte<l of a

emi-transpannt white marble, of a

erj coarse j^iin, and marked with

road parallel streaks of brown. There
re several pieces of the displiicofl

cats on tlie hill-side : the seven lowest

Dws were laid bare in 1891. Some of

^lese have thrones, sis at Megalopolis

nd the Amphiareion. Five flights of

teps divide the atiditorium into four

ections. The total diaraetorappenrs to

ave bet-n abont 50 yds. There are also

emains of Roman baths, and a lonj^

ditice divided loniritndinally into

wo, with an arched roof. Juj<t below
he theatre are some foundations of

irge buildings projecting into the sea.

The Island of Marathonisi ( fcnnd
dand), anciently tailed Cf:.\NAi-;, is a
ov! rocky islet with a modern tower

ipon it, and forms a breakwater for

hf port. Hitiier Paris caiTioil Helen
iter their elopement (77. iii. 44.^).

A shelf-road runs S. above the sea

the village of (2.^ min.) Mnvrorouni,
^here it turns S.W., and in another

lOur crosses the Vnrdouiiia, at the

ntranee to a pretty valley. 35 min.

urther it reaches the promontory of

^I'talea, and crosses the Tourlto-Vry^ii.

)n the rt. a short ascent leads to the

lill of Passava, crowned by a ruined

astle, once the stronghold of John
le Xeuilly, Hereditary Marslial of

Ichiiia. The ruins consist of a battle-

Qcnted wall, flanke<I with towers,

rithout any ditch. Within are tiie

emains of gardens and houser^, and
he ruins of a building of larger size.

)n the E. side of the castle towards
he S. is a piece of Hellenic wall

rhich probably belongs to the ancient

..acnnian city of Las.

Steering S., we now pass Port Eaio,

. corruption of Quoglio, so called by

he Italians from the number of quails

hat alight here in the annual migra-

ions. It is a beautiful circular Imr-

)our, sheltered from every wind, with

1 line sandy bottom, and depth of

7ater for large ships, except at a shoul

)etween the S. point of the entrance

ind the shore. On a height opposite

he monastery nre the ruins of a

quare Frankish fortress. This is

Castel Maina, which has given its

name to the entire promontory (see

p. 71). Further on. we re;uh the
lighthouse on Cape Matapan, the
ancient Taenarox, and the S. point
of the mainhind of Greece. It is

famous for its quarries of red and
black mnrble (Xern and liosgn antino \

which were largely woiked by the

ancients, and have been re-discovered

On the fchore is the ruined church r r

the 'AtTwudrwy (Body-less), i.p. of the
Angt Is, formed in part of Hellenic
ma.-onry. Near the altar, a nanviw
ancient door remain.s, which is net
apparent from within, having lK?en im-
mured in CJ^inverting the templf into a

church. The church, instead effacing
to the E.. as Greek churches us^uall

do, face-! S.E., t<<ward8 the head of tip

port. There can be little doubt that

this was the celebrated Temple of
THE Taekari.vn Poseido.v (Thuc. i.

128; Fans. iii. 25. 4). Farther inlancl

are some ancient bottlc-sliaped cisterns,

the largest of which is oraamenteil
with a mosaic of tiles round the edge.

Rouniliug the Ciipe. we next pass

Ckii)0 Gronso, crowntd with a conical

height, which marks tlie site of

Hippola.
G lirs. from Gytheion is Limeni, the

poi t of (20 min.) AreoiH>li8,T or Tsimocn
(1170). It consists of a few masazines
and two towers, one of which was th-

residence of Petro Bey ( Mavromichal i

)

2 m. X. stands Vifylof. the ancien'

Oetylos, where was a celebrated tem-
ple of Serapis. Near the shore, 10 m.
further X., is Phif^a.T
2 hrs. beyond Limeni is KardamyliiT

on the site of an ancient city of the

same name.
The last headland is Cape Ktphdii,

on the N. side of which Kitries sfcmds

upon a rock deeply embayed within
surrounding mountains. The N.
shore presents a series of natural ter-

races rising one above the other.

There is great depth of water in the

bay, even up to the rocks, eo much S4j,

thai it is necessary to secure vessels

by a hawser attached to the shorn.

The place abounds with citron-tre' .".

whence its name. At Pnlaea Mnn-
tin^'i is the site of the ancient .\rT»
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Inland, abont 2 hrs. S.E., is tlie village

of Karn'pos, near which a Bee-hive
tomb of tlie Mykenaean age was ilis-

covered in 1888 (p. 375).

2 hrs. further we reach the harbour
of Kalamata (Rte. 19).

EOUTE 17.

NAUPLTA TO SPARTA, BY ASTROS AND
HAGIOS PETROS.—HORSE-PATH.

Nauplia
Myli H. M.

5 hrs. Loukou
2 hrs. St. Joannes

Astros . . . .60
Hellenico . . . .20
St. Joannes . . .20
St. Peter . . . .30
Arachova , . .20
Sparta . . . .70

From Nauplia (Ete. 14) the train

may be taken to (6 m.)]\hjn (Rte. 23),

or the bay may be crossed in a boat.

At Myli there is a choice oF routes

A difficult and fatiguing path leads

thence nearly due S. in 5 hrs. to the

Convent of Loulou,S^ and to the village

of (2 hrs.) St. Joannes (see below).

The Church of Loukou contains soiue

marble columns, and there are some
interesting ancient remains in the

neighbourhood.
The rough road from Myli skirts the

coast, leaving on the rt. the carriage-

road to THpolitza, and crosses the river.

After an Lour it reaches the village of

Kiv€ri, and soon afterwards passes a

whirlpool of discoloured water in the

sea, supposed to mark the re-appear-

ance of a stream which has sunk into

a Katavothra near Tegea (p. 205).

3 hrs. further on a similar pheno-

menon occurs. The narrow passage

between this coast-line and the sea is

the ancient Anigraea. Crossing the

Tanos, we reach

Astros, T a small village on the

confines of Argolis and Laconia. Here
ttio second Greek Congress was held,

in April 1823, under the presidency of

Mavromichali. On the promontory to

the S, He t}je ruins of Anthenb, Wp

now ascend steeply to the rt., and
reach in 2 hrs. the ruins of Hellenico,

the ancient Thtrea (2000 ft.), where
are some fragments of walls, strength-

ened with round and sqiiare towers.

The lands of Thyrea (Tbyreutis) %vere long
dispiitecl by Argos and Sparta. In »i1 B.C.

the famous battle was fought, according to

tradition, between 300 Argives and 300
Spartans. The only survivors were two
Argives and the Spartan Othryades, who, by
remaining on the held, sustitined the rights of

Sparta (Hdt. i. 82; Ov. 'FaU. ii. 663; Pans,

ii. 38 ; Anth. Pal. i. 63). In the next century
Thyrea was occupied by the Spartan t'leomenes,

aiifi the district belonged to Sparta until 220 B.C.,

when it passed back to Argos (Pol. iv. 36).

Thyrea was sacked and burnt by the Athenians
in the Peloponnesian war (Thuc. iv. 56).

2 hrs. further is the village of

St. Joannes. [2 hrs. W. lies Castri,

from which a track leads N.W. to

(2 hrs.) Doliand (p. 205).]

The path descends thence into a

plain, passes the mediaeval castle of

Horaeoeadro, and reaches the village

of (3 hrs.) St. FeterT (3350). 2 hrs.

further is Arachova (IHOO), whence
we descend the torrent i the Kele-

phina, the ancient Oe: s, crossing

repeatedly from one bank to another.

In 7 hrs. we reach Sparta (Rte. 28).

Near Barhitsa. which lies about f hr.

S.E. of Arachova, is the village of

Lianoii, which hns been assigned as

the probable site of Entaea. It re-

tains a few structural as well as orna-

mental remains, and has a large num-
ber of wells, probably ancient; some
have been cleared out, and are in use.

ROUTE 18.

SPARTA TO KALAMATA, BY jriSTRA AND
THE LANGADA GORGE.—HORSE-PATH.

Sparta n. >r.

Mistra . 1

Trypi . 1 l.T

Panagitza . 3

Ladil . 2 30

A lonaki . . 2 30
Kalamata . 2

From Sparta (Rte. 28), a level path

leads W. and crosses two streams, the

second (25 min.) on an iron bridge.

At (2,5 nail') Parofi a Tur]iis]i foun-
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nin uuiler a pointed arch i.s pusHed on
he 1. Jnst bejoud it is the villa'^e of

IISTRA, where horses tnuat be left.

llcnci' a path ascends to the *Peri-

eptos Church, a vciy curious Byzan-
ine building of stone and brick, with

hroo pentagonal ajises, a dome, stilted

rches, and a floor made partly of

uarble scraps, including pavonazzelto.

riic walls and vaults are entirely

overed with paintings in a good style.

Mostly single figures of Saints. .Many
[uaintly carved fragments of old arcld-

ravc.i and cornices are let in here and
licrr. Below the E. end is a curious

ittlc Chapel with tiled pavement,
laintiugs much inferior to tho.^ealiove,

lud central cupoletta. S. of tlie

Jhurch is a square batflemented tower,

vitli rich ornarneutiition nn its E. face.

H) miri. liigher up is tl)0 Church of

he Pantanassa, made up of ancient

ragments, and approached by a

iroad flight of steps leading into

. picturesqi'e loggia, with five old

:olumns lii . ing mediaeval capitids.

)vvT the nartlicx is a gallery for

vomen, whicJi is entered by an ex-

ernal staircase from the N. end. and
•pens into the tower-chamber (8[)lciidid

'iew). The galleries are continued

ver the aisles as far as the lateral

ipses. The nave has on eacii side

hree columns of white and grey mar-
)le with variegated columns ami bases.

I dome rises ovt-r tiie central bay, but
here are no transepts. The Cliurch

acc.i X. and S. instead of W. and E.,

,nd is built of brick and stone, witli

)aintings on the inside walls. In the

lave is the slab tomb of Theodora,
rife of Constantine Palaeologus, last

imperor of Byzantium (14:30).

10 min. furtlier up the hill is the

iu/tktoron (Palace), a very extensive

iiin. from whicii the Franco-Turkish
astle of Misithras (2080 ft.) may be
iscendcd in an hour. Fine *view.

)ii tlic way we pass the Ch. of

It. Nicolas, a very curious edifice,

untaining four distinct chapels in its

.nglfs, besides three smaller ohapels,

.nd a very large dome resting over

he greater pq.rt of the nave. Tl'e

adjacent Ch. of St. Sophia has a belfry

resembling that of tiie Pantanassa.
Returning to the Palace, 10 rain,

lower down is the ruined Church of
the Panagia, witii four small cup^das,
the central dome having fallen in.

Near it is St. Theodore, with a very
largt; dome, whii-ii Iki.s al.^o collapsed.

Below stands th<- Evangel i stria, witli

a triple ap.se, varied capitals, and
minutely carved frame enclosing its

side door : and lower still the Metro-
politan Church, in a spacious court,

with six columns in its nave, having
curious capitals. Over the chaneel
screen is a quaintly carved cornice,

and on the first column Ut the rt. and
third 1. an inscription. There are

remains also of mosaic pavement.
Mistra is a purely mediaeval town,

in the midst of the most celebrate<l

classical sites of Europe, but it h"lds
its own as an object of interest against
tliem all. It was founded liy William
II. of Ville Hardouin for the protection

of Sparta, and afterwards became th';

residence of the ruler and seat of

government, while Sparta fell into

decay. Vilh; Hardouin was obligerl to

surrender the fortress, together wiih

that of Jlonemvasia, in 1201, and Con-
stantinos Palaeologos was appointed
governor of the new Greek province

in 1262. The Turks obtained pi-a-

session of Mistra in 1460. but sur-

rendered it to the Venetians in 1667.

They regained it, however, in 1715,

and it contitiued under Ottoman rule

until the War of Iiidepeiidence in

1821.

Mt. *Tayge1»s (7000 ft.) (A'erg.

Getmj. ii. 4St>J, may l>e a'^cmdcd from
^Iistra(or from S]>arta direct) in IJ
day, sleeping at {'^ hrs.) Anavryti
(2;'3:{n ft.). 4 hrs. higlier up is the I'asn

of H. Vnrviiru (4590 ft.). Thence to

the summit, where there is a Chapel
dedicated to St. Eliag, in 3 hrs. (See
Ascent by Mr. F. F. Tuckett, Alpine
Journal for 1878.)

From Mistra the horse-path lie-

sccnda at hrst N.E. to reach the

mouth of the *Langada Oorge, and
nro'^ently turning N.W- ancenfjs tn
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the pretty village of (If lir.) Tfypi.
A cafe close by Claims to be the
Kaiadas, into Whicli criminals were
hurled by the Spaftans (Strab. Viii.

p. 367 ; Thuc. i. 134). Pas»injj several
very abundant spring?, we follow the
newly ' constructed roadway along
the banks of the stream. The
water, however, soou disappears under-
ground, and the valley becomes silent

and dreary. In another hour we
reach a narrow ravine with plane-
trees, and 25 min. further the valley
forks, and we choose the rt. branch,
through which a rivulet runs. Here
the scenery begins to be very attrac-

tive, the cliflfs rising nearly verti-

cally on the 1. to the height of

700 ft. We gradually descend to the
bottom of the valley, which is clothed
with plane-trees, and repeatedly cross

the water. At the Khan of Panagiiza,
3 hrs. from Trypi, pines first appear,
and we leave the river, mounting
steeply to the rt., and reaching the
col (4250 ft.) in another hour. The
descent lies through a pine wood for

20 min., during which we obtain a
view of the sea in front. At a second
col we turn to the 1. into a wide
valley, on the other side of which are
seen Karveli and the path to Kala-
mata. After an hour from the summit
we oljtain a view of Lada (Aa5a), and
in I hr. more reach the village, where
it is advisable to pass the night.

From Lada a path descends rather
steeply in | hr. to a bridge over the
stream, which we cross and mount to

the rt., avoiding the village of Karveli.
After f hr. the path becomes level,

and J hr. further reaches the top of
the shoulder. Fine view oi Kala-
inata and the sea. We now descend
to (1 hr.) AlonaU. On the rt., f hr.

beyond the village and at some dis-

tance below the pathway, is a stalac-

titic Cavern. The path afterwards
ascends for a while, but soon descends
again, and in 2f hrs. from the summit
reaches Kalamata. On the rt., at the
entrance to the town, rises the Castle

(see below).

Kalamata (11,000), 2^ T a pleasant

little towii bn the 1. bank of the

Ntdon, cari-ying on a brisk trade

in oil, silk, figs, afld valonea, is the

capital of Messeuia and the seat of

an Abp. It derives its official name
(KaActiUoi) from the ancient Kalamab,
which, however, stood about 2 lU;

inland; The town is supposed to

stand on the site of Phebae, but it

contains no vestiges of antiquity.

The chain of lofty mountains, whicli

protects the town from the N.E., ren-

ders the climate one of the mildest

in Greece. The environs were well

wooded before the war, but the trees

were cut down, or sawed about 3 ft.

from the ground, when Ibrahim Pasha
ravaged the plain and burnt the town.
The silk factories have declined of

late, but they still support about 300
girls and women. Very pretty aprons
and scarfs are made here, as well

as good serviceable silk pocket-hand-
kerchiefs. Kalamata is famous for its

knives.

On a hill IJ hr. behind the town
stands the ruined Castle of tlie Ville-

Hardouins, who held Kalamata as

their chief family fief. William II.,

surnamed Long Teeth, was born here,

and here, in 1277, he ended his stormy
career, after a reign of 30 years.

When Francesco Morosini invaded
Greece four centuries later, Kalamata
was still a fortress of importance, and
its capture was regarded by him as

the first step necessary to securing the

adhesion of the Mainotes.
The harbour, usually called Scala,

but sometimes Dogana, lies 1 n\. S.,

and is connected with the town by
Rly. Around it has lately sprnng up
the suburb of Neae Kalamae (800),

where the Consuls and several mer-
chants have their offices. Steamer
dailv to various Greek ports (p. 939) ;

to Patras (Rte. 34, p. 943). Ely. to

Diavolitsi (Rte. 19).

About 3 hrs. E. of Kalamata, in a

gorge of Taygetos, is Jannitza, con-

taining the lemains of a strong poly-

gonal fortress. There are traces in

the neighbourhood of an ancient road-

way leading to Sparta. S.S.E. of

Kalamata (carriage-road) is the site

of tlie ancient Abia (p. 133).
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Miles. .Statidii-.

Neae Kalamae
1 Kalamata
4 Asprdchoma

3 Nisi

5 Thuria
8 Aslau-Aga

11 Basta
13 Tsepheremini

Tseplicrniiiii 11. M.

Vurkano (,ll'jr»e-P''tL]) . 1 ;io

1 lir. Messeiie
K(in>taniini . 3 30

Ilogazi . 1 «

Dragu'i

Pavlitza ^Phigalia) .

. 4 -15

. 1 45

VJ. -M

16 Scala

18 Meligala
21 Zevgalatio
23 Kurtaga
24 Diavolitsi

Kalamata (p. i;i8). TLo Kly. runs
generally N. through the tiiit but
extremely ftrtilc vuUey, ascending the

1. bank of the Firnutsa, the ancient

Pamisus, wliich lio>\a at sonic ditituuce

on the W. Frooi A»prdcho»ta a

bmnch line runs W. to I\isi (Kte. 20).

5 ni. Thuria. ideulilied by some geo-

graphers with the llunierie ANrniiiA.
Tlie site cxhibitri remains of Cyclojiean

architecture, extending <or § m. along
the summit of the hill. Nearly in the
centre of the ruins is a quadrangular
cistern, 10 or 12 ft. deej), cut out of

tlie rock at one end, while the other
sides are of regular masonry. The
cistern was divided into three parts

by two cross walls ; its length is 2d
liaces, the breadth half as much. It

is now much overgrown with biiers

and shrubs. To the N. of this ruin,

on thf highest part of the ridge, which
is here very narrow, are the remains

of two Dnfic t( ni)>les, supponid to b«

those of Athena (tutelary of the city)

und Ajihroiile. Tliocaveuuf atheatro

opening to the W. may al-o be traced,

Ihcre are many other foundations and
frngmifnts of c^ilumns ou the summit
of the hill, and interesting discxiverieji

would prob.ibly repay excavution.

Some remains of walls on the slojxi

seem to have supported ternices of

public idilices. According to I'au-

sanias, Thuria incurroil the disjileasurc

of Augustus by its adherence to Mark
Antony (Paua. iv. HI). On this account

it was treated with rigour, and given

up to the liucedaenionians, who took

j)Os.';t.bsiou of the city. The river Arit,

mentioned as dividing the city, is now
a small stream, diverted Irora its chan-

nel for purposes of irrigation.

About a mile from Thuria, in the

valley, is a ruin called Vuhua Loutrd.

The walls of brick and mortar are in

a good stale of j^reservatiiiU, and part

of the arched roof remain^. The jdan

shows it to have been a handsome
Koman villa, containing baths, pro-

bably the summer palace of some
lioman governor. As there are no

sources of water here, it is to be sup-

posed that the building was supplied

by an aqueduct from a neighbouring

stream.

13 m. Tsepheremini [From the Sutt.

we walk or ride in 5 miu. to tiie village,

and toUow tiie road theucr- for 4 ni. as

far as an iron bridge over the I'aniitioe,

a little way above its contlueuec witli

the Mai-romaii. Thence through olive

woods for 10 min., a.-scending atterward.s

through open stony hejithlanfl in yO

min. to Vurkdno, which has long been

visible juu the luountain side.

The monastery of Vurkano.jjt or

Vulk ino (1255 ft.), occupies an ex-

ceedingly beautiful situation on a

ledge h.dfway up the N. bl'>i)es of

Mduiit Vasilios, tJie ancient Eva, once

sacred to Diouysos, but now crowned
with a chapel dedicati.-d to St. Basil.

The buildings are picturesque, but not

remarkable, the Cliurch alono retain-

ing any traces of antiquity. It sfcinds

within u si>acious court, from the upper



gallery of which opeus out the guest-

chamber, commaudiug fi'om its \Yin(low8

a pleasing aud extensive view.

From the Convent a path ascends
in 20 min. to the Laconian Gate, out-

side which to the rt. is a good sj^i-ing,

and an imposing view of the ancient

city wall. Passing through the gate,

we now descend in 5 hr. to

Mavromati s^ (1375 ft.), the modern
representative of Messene, a vilLige

which derives its name of Blach-eye
from an abundant founti^in on tiie rt.

of the road opposite tlie khan. This
spring may be the ancient Ci.epstura,
which supplied the sanctuary of Zeus
on the hill.

Above it stands the little Church of

St. Joannes, on the site of a Tejiple
OF Artemis, some fragments of which
are scattered around.
A few yds. further oa tlie rt., in the

school-house, is a small Museum of

anticjuities, among which may be
noticed a relief of a Boar Hunt, some
broken inscriptions, a relief of Bu-
cephalus, a torso of Heracles, and part

of a Sarcoi^hagus with three bulls'

heads.

The extensive and interesting "'Huins

of Messene may be explored with the
aid of a local guide in about 4 hrs.,

including tlie ascent of Itbome. Per-
sons who have less time at their dis-

posal may jjroceed at once in 20 min. to

the Arcadian Gate, and return thence
in 1^ hr. to the ^Monastery.

In a vineyard, 7 min. below the
village, are the foundations of a small
unknown Temple, overgrown witli

shrubs. Further down are some corner
substrn-tions of a Roman building in

oblong blocks of stone, witii layeis of

thin bricks, and an inscription. Pass-
ing an inscribed stone, we reach, in

2.5 min. from the village, the founda-
tions of the so-called Palatiox, in

eight or nine courses of oblong
rounded blocks, the N.E. corner being
in good preservation. Threading the
scattered foundations and walls of
the Agora, we now descend a brook
in which lie four fragments of Doric
columns belonging to the adjacent
tsTAWi M. In a field to the rt. are the

lower parts of a range of columns 1

situ, and lower down steps leading t

to the Stadium, with several fine r

mains of walls in com-ses, some ha
columns, and triglyphs from tlie froi

of the building. Returning, we pa;

through whole fields and viueyarc

full of ruins, with columns built iui

the fences. Quite recently (1896)
large part of the ancient agora ht

been excavated, showing a fine bnilc

ing with piopylaea aud halls, an

several inscriptions. Also the fountai

of Arsinoe mentioned by Pausmii
(iv. 31) has been ideutifiel, wuth
marble wall to the E., and a condui
In an hour from the village we reac

the top of the The.\tre, witli i

entrance gate oa the X.W. Here ai

considerable remains of walls, but th

seats have disappeared. Above to th

W. is the ruined Byzantine Church <

St. Nicolas.

We now join the pathway, aud in J h

reach the celebrated "Arcadian Gati

The gate is a double portal of in:

mense blocks of .•^tone, beautiful]

fitted, oi^enhig into a circular court 2

yds. in diameter, in the wall of whici
near the outer gate, is a square nich
on each side, with an inscription ove
it. The central stone of the iuner doo]

6 yds. long, has been thrown down.
Tha works consisted of a wall o

rampart, with square towers at inter

vals. The wall is constructed as usua
in two lines of squared blocks, con
nected with crossed walls, and filled ii

with smaller stones. There were origi

nally at least thirty towers ; seven ma;
be still counted rising above the level
the walls (Paus. iv. 31). Messene wa
built under the orders of Eimminoudas
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After the battle f)fL<U('ira, lie rc-c8tftl»- preservation than the rest. A flight!
lisheil tht> power i)f this city us a clicck of ntcps hehirnl tlie curtiiin led to a
on the ambition of Sjmrta (sec beloW). door in the flunk of the tower at half
The two towcrM next to the ^ato on ita height. Tlie upper rompartment,

the slope of Ml. Ithotne are in better which was eiitereil by tlie <ioor. had a

lU INS OF MESSEXE.

range of looplioles on a line with the witiiout, and of 3 ft. 9 in. within,
door, commanding the ])arapet of the Both the curtains and towers in this
curtain, and was lighted by two win- part of the walls are constructed en-
dow.satx)ve. The embrasures, of wliich tirely of large squared block.s, without
there are some in eacli face of the rubble or eetneiit. Tlie wall-t em-
towf r>, have an opening of 7 in. braced a rireiiit of alK>iit G Kn''. m..
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and aflbrded a refuge for the people

of Messenia in time of war.

It is not wonderful that the Spartans
were covetoud of a neighbouring land
so superior to most of their own terri-

tory. In B.C. 72-4 they took Ithome,
the acropolis and capital of Messenia.

In 685 the war was renewed under
Aristomenes, who fortified himself in

Eira among the fastnesses of Mt.

Lijhaeon (p. 338). During many years

he performed those wonderful feats of

courage, and saved himself by those

marvellous escapes, which made him
the national hero of Messenia. But
in 668 Eira fell into the power of

Sparta, as Ithome had done before;

nothing remained for the conquered
Messeuians but to become Helots or

exiles. Many fled beyond the sea,

and settled in Sicily, Italy, and
Africa ; but enough remained behind
to make Sparta the mistress of 200,000
slaves. After an absence of three

centuries their descendants were re-

called (B.C. 370) by Epaminondas,
who had laid low the power of

Sparta on the field of Leuctra.

Amid the sound of music and
sacred pomp of procession and sacri-

fice, the Messeuians rebuilt the city

of their ancestors.

Here, in B.C. 183, Phiiopoemen, 'the

last of the Greeks,' was taken prisoner

by the revolted Messeuians, cast into

a dungeon of Messene, and compelled
to drink poison.

A steep track ascends in an hour
from the gate to the summit of

*Itliome (2630 ft.), the acropolis of

Messene, which was united by a

continuous wall with the city on its

\V. slope. The beautiful view em-
braces the rich plains of Messenia,

bounded by the sea ; and the whole
chain of the mountains of Arcadia
and Maina, from one extremity to the

other. On the highest point, at the

edge of a precipice, stands a small

monastery, occupying the site of the

shrine or sanctu^iry of Zeus Ithomatas.
On the rt. outside the entrance is a

large natural rock-shelf for votive

offerings, with several round holes a

foot in diameter in which they were
inserted. Beneath the walls are two

[Greece.]

small square cisterns, fed by drops
trickling from the rock above.
The descent to the Monastery takes

nearly an hour. About half way
down is a terrace, where the French
discovered the remains of an Ionic
temple, proved by an inscrii^tion

found on the spot to be that of
Artemis Limnatis.
From Vurkauo a mule-path de-

scends in IJ hr., crossing a stream
and passing below a village on the 1.,

to a triple bridge over the Mavrozou-
menos, the ancient Balyra. It rests

on two piers in the centre, whence
arches in three different directions lead
to the three points of land formed by
the confluence. The piers are partly
Greek, in large oblong blocks, while
the pointed arches are mediaeval.

Below the bridge the river liecomes

the Pirnatsa or Dipotamo. The rt.

arm leads in 20 min. to Meligala

(p. 148). A path to the 1. on the rt.

bank of the river leads to Kyparissia
(Rte. 21). We cross the stream and
turn 1. along a hot valley, passing in

\\ hr. a spring on the 1., and 10 min.
further avoiding the village of Mandra
by a turn to the rt. In \ hr. we
reach Konstantini, above which, 20
min. N.E., rises a Turkish fort, and
in another hour pass the copious
springs of Fiadi, at the foot of a hill.

Through a well-watered and fertile

country we proceed tiience to the
village of (1 hr.) Bogazi (MTroyo^t),

where it is possible to sleep.

A rough path now ascends steeply

to the N., affording a fine view of

Ithome to the 1., and further on of

the sea towards Kyparissia (Rte. 20^
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Passing several good springs, and
traversing scanty oak woods, we then
descend a steep and fatiguing path to

the (8^ hrs.) Nnhi, a char an<l rapid

river, dtlightfully shaded with phme
treis. We now as-cend in IJ l.r. to

tlif village of DragnT, and turn 1.

down to a (J hi.) well-house at the
top of a pretty ravine. Thence the
])ath.-i runs nearly level, at some
heipht above the rt. bank of tlie Ncda,
to (H hr.) Puvlitza, below the ruins

of rUigalia (ilti-. 20).]

Beyond Tsepheremini (p. 141) the
Rly. goes on to

18 m. MeligalasJxT (1200), at the

foot of a hill surmounted by a Chapel
of St. Elias. Hence a road leads to

(20 m.) Megalopolis (Rte. 24). Con-
tinuing across the plain, we then
reach

24 ni. Diavolitsi ^AiajSoAiTtrioc), at

the W. foot of the Htlltnico, where the

Kly. ends. A semicircular wail, on
the highest point of the hill, with a

diameter of ab<mt GO yds.. for(ne<l of

large irregular blocks, has been identi-

fied as the ancient Andaxia, the birth-

place of Aristonienes (]j. 221), and
traditionally the ancient capital of the

Leleges. Only ruins e.\isted when
Pausauias visited the spot (Paus. iv.

83G). About i hr. W. of Diavolitsi

lies Bogiizi (p. 147).

ROU'lE 20.

KAI.AMATA TO I'niGALlA, UY PYLOs; AXU
KYPAKLSSIA.—BAIL AND HORSE-PATH.

Kalaniata
Kisi
Pylos
Garpaliani
I'hiliatra .

Kypanssia
Sidcrocasfro

Pavlit7.;i .

H. M.

1 3U
5

3
3
a 30
2 ao

21 30

From Kalamata to Astprorhoma

(Rte. 19). The branch Rly. from
Asprochoma toon reaches

NisijJjT (6000), a flourishing vil-

lage, on an eminence | m. from the rt.

bank of the PamUos, wliich is crossed

by a wooden bridge. It suffered much
in the war, but has since been rebuilt,

and officially named Mesaenc.

In 1770 Mavromichali gallantly de-

fended Nisi for three days with only
22 men, against a large TTirkish force,

to enable Orlujf to make his < scape.

Bridle-path to Vurlcano (Rte. 30).

Tiie road to Pylos .-strikes S.W. across

the plain. After an hour a branch
turns 1. to Petalidi (Rte. .34). 2 hrs.

further we ascend towards the W.,
along the N. flank of Mount Lyco-
dimo (3140 ft.), the ancient M.^thia.

4i hrs. from Nisi a road from Andrufa
falls in on tlie rt., and we descend in

8 hrs. to

Pylos SgsT (2130), called in the
middle ages Sararino. after some
settlers from Navarre, and now com-
monly known as Xeocastro.

Navarino is situated on a cape,
projecting towards the S. end of

Sphacteria, off which there is a n^ck,

called, from the tomb of a Turkish
saint. Delihlihdba. Between this rock
and the fortress is the entrance to the
Bay of Navarino, a noble basin, with
a depth of from 12 to 20 fathoms
of water. The Siifest anchorage is

al>outthemi<l>ile of the porl, behind the
low rock called Chelonnhi (x^Aeuvajf*),

from its likeness to a tortoise. The
N. entrance to the harbour, between
Sphacteria and Old Navarino (the
ancient promontory of Cokyphasiox),
is now choked up with a bar of sand,
passable only in small l)oats.

Navarino was, at the close of the
war, surrendered by the J>gyptians to

the French, who repaired the fortifica-

tions.

Here Ibrahim Pasha landed a dis- •

ciplined Egyptian army of 8000 nu n
in May 1825, and occupying tlie

fortresses of Navarino, Modon, and
Coron, completely recovered the com-
mand of the Morea. The negotiations!
of England, France, and Russia, for

the pacification of Greece, rallied the
whole of the energies of Sultan Mah-
moud and the Viceroy of Egypt for

one grand eflort; and the joint
squadrons of C-onstantinojile and
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Alexandria, evading- the cruisers of
tlie allied powers, transported to Nava-
rino, on the 9th Sept. 1827, an armada
sufficient to huve entirely extin-
guished the rebellion.

Meantime, the Russian squadron
having joined those of England and
France, the three admirals sent to the
Egyptian commander at Navnrino, to

say that they had received orders not
to permit the renewal of hostilities by
sea, and to beg that he would not
make any sucli attempt. On the 25tli

of Sept. they had an interview with
Ibrahim, and an armistice was con-
cluded extending to all the sea and
land forces, lately arrived from Egypt,
to continue in force till Ibraliim should
receive an answer from the Porte, or

from Mehemet Ali. As an auswer
could not be expected to arrive in less

than 20 days, and as no doubts were
entertained that Ibraliim would be
instructed to evacuate the IMorea, the
French and English ships were ordered
to jirepare for escorting the Ottoman
fleet to Alexamlria or the Dardanelles.

A week, however, had scarcely elapsed,

when upwards of 40 sail of the
Egyptian tleet came out of the harbour
and steered for the N. Admiral Cod-
rington, who had gone to Zante on the

conclusion of the armistice, on hearing
of this movement, made sail with his

nwn ship, the Ada, and two smaller

vessels, and getting ahead of them, re-

solved to oppose their entrance into

the Gulf of Patras. The Egyptian
sommander asked permission to enter

Patras; but on receiving a refusal,

accompanied with reproaches for his

breach of faith, he returned towards
tlie S., escorted by the English ships.

On the fleet arriving (Oct. 3) between
Zante and Ceplialonia, Ibrahim and
two other admirals joined it, with
fourteen or fifteen ships of war.

The Ottoman fleet still proceeded
southward ; but taking advantage of a

gale of wind and of the darkness of

tlie night, the four admirals' ships, and
jome siualler vessels, ran to the Gulf
A Patras. On seeing them there in

the morning, the P^nglish squadron
bore down on them and fired, till they

made them show their colours. During

the night it blew a hurricane; the
English squadron was driven off, and
Ibrahim, again taking advantage of
the darkness, got out to sea ; so that
when, in the morning of the 5th, the
English admiral was returning towards
Patras, he saw 30 sail of the enemy's
sliips between Zante and Cephalonia.
He forced the whole of them to return
to Navarino.
On 18th Oct., the admirals, on their

own responsibility, decided to enforce
the armistice by entering the harbour,
and blockading the Turkish fleet.

The latter mustered above 100 sail (of
which 40, however, were transports)
and carried 2000 guns.
The English squadron consisted of

12 sail mounting 454 guns ; the Russian
of 8 sail carrying 494 guns ; the French
of 6 sail and 390 uuns.
On 20 Oct. 1827, at 1.30 p.m., the

signal was made by H.M.S. Asia to
prepare for action, and the combined
fleet immediately weighed and stood
into the bay. Orders had been given
that no gun should be fired if the ex-
ample was not set by the Turks. When
the ships had all entered the harboin-,

the Ddiimoufh sent a boat to one of
the Turkish fireships which were near
the mouth of the port. The Tuiks
fired with musketry on the boat, and
killed the lieutenant and several of
the crew. This was returned from
the Dartmouth and La Sirene, the flag-

ship of Rear-Admiral De Rigny. Ad-
miral Codrington's pilot was tlien sent
to board the Turkish flagship, but was
shot in the boat; and at the same time
cannon-shot was fired at La Sirene by
one of the Turkish ships, which was
instantly returned, and the fight soon
became general. The conflict lasted

witli great fury for four liours, and
terminated in the destructi(jn of nearly
the entire Turkish fleet. As each ship
became disabled, her crew set fire to

her, and dreadful explosions every
moment threatened destruction to the
ships of the allies. Of the entire
Turkish fleet there remained but one
frigate and fifteen smaller vessels able
to put to sea.

The British loss was 75 killed, 197
wounded ; the Russian, 59 killed, 139

G 2
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wounded ; the Froncli, 48 killed, 144

wounded. In the following spring
the Morea wtis oecupied by the
French under General Maiaon.
The remains of Xavarino Vicchio,

on the site of the ancient Pylos,
occupy a lofty promontory at the N.
extremity of tin- bay. In the N. face
of the iiill is a large cave, mentioned
by Pausanias (iv. 36), and known as

the Cave of Nestor. It has been

lately discovered to contain relics of

the Mykenaean age. The town was
built on the S. decli\ity, and was
surrounded with a wall. The ascent

is steep : on the summit (720 ft.) is a

mediaeval castle. A monuuient on the
slujrt! marks the spot where the
Piedmonlise general, Count Santa
Bom, fell in 1825.

The harbour of Xavariuo is shut in

by the island of Smiactekia or Sphagia

(which form.s a natural breakwater),
famous for the signal defeat which
the Spartans here .sustained from the
Athenians in B.r. 425.

The Atheniiin* under Demosthenes had
fortified a station at I'ylos, in Me>^senian, i.e.

.Spartan, territory. Tli"f Spartans sent a force
tliere, landed 420 men on the island of Sphac-
teria (the modem Sphagia"), and attacked
without success the fort at Pylos. An Athe-
nian fleet arrived, defeated the Spartan fleet In
the Bay of Xavaiino and blockaded the Spartan

troops on the island. Cleon was w-nt fn'ni

.\ihcns to ha.«tfn matters, and in conjunction
with Demosthenes effected a landinp on ilif

island and captured the 292 siirvivors of the
Spartan soldiers. Some writers have tried to

pet over certain topographical difficulties by
supposing that the lapoim was the liarl">ur,

bnt this would create still preater difficuliii

and the simplest esplanaiinn is, that Thncy-
dides under-estimated the widib of thesoutherr
entrance, when he spoke of it as only widi
enough for nine ships abreast. In othei

respects bis description agrees with the slt<

fixed upon (Thuc. Iv. 3-39> The well i)
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the centre of the island, and the craggy emi-
nence at the S. end, where the Spartans made
their last stand, are easily identified. The
latter is surrounded by an ancient wall,

probably the -iroAaLbr ipv\j.a of Thucydides.

Splmcteria is said to be the scene of

Lord Byron's ' Corsair,' and was long

famous as a resort of pirates. The
wood which once covered it has never

grown np since it was burned down
by the Athenians.

A road leads S. to (10 in.) Modon ( Rte.

16). Horse-path to Vurkano (Rte. 35).

From Navarino to Kyparissia the

road runs for the first hour along

the shore of the Gulf, and then
enters an extensive plain, crossing

several streams. In IJ hr. we readi

the Khan of Gialova, where are large

magazines for the storage of cuiTants,

vallonea, and other produce of the

country, previous to shipment. 1 hr.

further a new carriage-road to Gar-
galiani turns oft" on the rt., making a

long sweep by (7 m.) Ligoudista T
(2660). Still following the coast, we
reach in J hr. the Khan of Romanoxi,
and pasi in another hour through a vast

currant plantation, beyond which on
the rt. we ?ee the ridge of Aegaleon,
whose highest summits are H. Kyriake
(3495 ft.), H. Varvara (4000 ft.), and
Psychro (see below). After passing
through a beautifully wooded valley,

we leave on the rt. (1^ hr.) GargaUani T
(5530), a large village overlooking the

plain 2 m. from the sea, directly oppo-
site the island of Prote. This island

(Ital. Prodano) is practically the port

of Arcadia, and all the export produce
is conveyed thither to be shipjjed. On
the 1., IJ lir. further, lies the little

port of Marathos, s^ X ruined by an
earthquake in 1886. A bathing es-

tablishment is lifted up here in sum-
mer. Crossing several streams, we
next reach the steamboat stat. 'if (IJ
hr.) H. Kyriake (Rte. 34). After a
further ride of 1 hr. through very
picturesque scenery, the village of

Philiatra s;^ T (9000) is seen, pictur-

esquely situated among vineyards, olive

and cypress trees. Each house stands
singly, generally enclosed in a garden,
but many of them were ruined by the
earthquake of 1886. The remaining

3 hrs. lies through a country equally

rich, to

Kyparissia s^ T (4700). The castle

is, from a distance, a beailtiful object,

but the traveller's anticipations are

disappointed on entering the town,

which stands about 1 m. from the sea,

on the narrow summit of a rock, con-

nected with Mount Psychro (3675 It.).

The fief of Arcadia, as the place was
called in the Middle Ages, was
granted, in 1205, to Geoflrey of Yille-

Hardouin by William I., and was
transferred "to Vilain d'Annoy by
William II. about 1261. In the 14th

cent, it was possessed by the Cen-

turioni. a powei'ful Genoese family.

On the shore, 1 m. below the town,

some houses and magazines, behind a

projection of rock, form the Scala s^ T

of Kyparissia ; but it seldom happens
that ships venture to remain long in

the roadstead, as it is much exposed.

There are no antiquities in the town,

and the vestiges of the ancient city

are confined to a few patches of Hel-

lenic masonry in the mediaeval castle,

and some fragments of Doric columns.

At Kalamid, J m. distant, near the

ruineil Chapel of St. George, are some
remains of Ionic columns and other

sculptures.

On the S. side of the town, close to

the sea-shore, is the fountain of Hagia
Lugudis, once sacred to Dlonysos.

as recorded by Pausanias. Great Fair

on the 8th Sept. (n. s.).

[A path leads S. along the ridge of

the Aegaleon to (6 hrs.) Ligoudista,

passing half way the ruined Church
of the Transfiguration at Christian-

opolis, said to be one of the earliest

episcopal seats in the Peloponnesus.]
From Kyparissia to Pavlitza the

road runs N. along tlie shore for about

an hour, when the track to Messene

(Rte. 20) turns to the rt. We cross

the stream and ascend for 2J hrs. to

Siderocasfro, a village on a steep hill,

with a ruined fortress.

In this neighbourhood were the an-

cient cities of Anion and Dorion.

After a short descent, the road

ascends to a summit, whence is a view
of a beautiful and picturesque country.

Hence is a diificult descent among dis-
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tortt d ofiliB into eultivatud gruuiul ; the

patli tLou euttTB a uarrow iiud pictur-

esque glen, clotlied with ilex, platauus,

and oleander; at a very contracted spot

in the glen is a fine cataract. Another
difficult descent follow.s, and the tra-

veller crosses the Neda, now called

Vuzi, by a lofty bridge of one arch.

The white precipices of the Neda are

mentioned by Pausanias as one of the

characteristics of the neighbourhood
of the ancient Mesoenian stronghold
of Eira (Rte. 39). To the right is a
waterfall into tiie Neda, and after a
rugged ascent the road reaches .

Paiiilza (1520 ft.), a poor village

which occupies the S. end of the an-

cient Phigalia, a very old Arcadian
city, taken by the Spartans B.C. 559. but
afterwards recovered (Paus. viii. 39).

Phigalia was situated upon a lofty

and precipitous hill. Its *Walls fur-

nish one of the most ancient and curious

specimens of military (ireek arcuitec-

tuie. They were nearly as extensive
as those of Messene, and their entire

circuit may be traced for 3 m. From
tlie E. side of the villajre a steep path
iiscends immediat< ly to a wall in

courses of oblong blocks, and in 5 min.
more to a similar fragment. 10 min.
higher up is a small postern in the
wall, 4 ft. wide at the bottom, the
arch of which is form* d by each suc-

cessive layer of stones projecting
beyond that beneatli it, while a longer
stone is luid across the top. There
are several such gates at intervals,

usually on the S. side of a round
tower. Near the top are two large
sfjuaie toweis, tlie lower of which lias

its stones left in the rough, with
bulging surface, while the stones of

the upper one are hewn. On the
summit, 50 min. from the village, are

the remains of a detached cita<Ul,

80 yds. in length, of a singular form.
The citadel commands a fine, though
not a very extensive, view.

Within thevillige is a smuU ruined
Byzantine Church, on the site of an
ancient Temple. The eminence to

the S.W., overl(.oking the valley of

the Neda, has also extensive remains
of walls.

Tlie *Gorge of the Neda, in the

valley to the 8.W. of Pavlitza, may be

visited iu 3 hrs. there and biick, with a

guide. The path ia rather difficult,

leading along the precipitous sides of

the ravine, but the scenery is ex-

tremely fine. At a spot called the

Stomion, there is a natural tunnel in

the rock about 100 yds. long, through

which the water flows. Close by is a

Chapel of the Panagia, to which an

annual pilgrimage is made.

ROUTE 21.

KYPABISSIA TO VTJBKASO.—HORSE-

PATH.

9 hrs.—From Kyparis-siii we follow

the Pavlitza road (lite. 20) N. for an
hour, and turn to the rt. up the 1. bank
of the stream. 3 hrs. further is a
Chapel on a low col, whence we de-

scend to Knhla on the Matrozoun\eno»

(Balyra). 2 hr.s. further we reach the

triple bridge (Kte. 19), and ascen<l

thence in 3 hrs. to VurUanu (p. 141).

ROUTE 22.

KYPABISSIA TO SAMIKON.—H0K8E-PATH.

8 hrs.—EyparisEia (p. 153). Pro-

ceeding at first as in Rte. 20, we cross

the stream and continue N. We now-

pass between the sea and the Kutra
Mountain*, and in 2^ hrs. reach the

lOian of St. Joannes. An hour further

we cross the Neda, avoiding a new
stone bridge on the rt., and continue

alonir the coast, passing in J hr.

H. Elias, which retains some walls of

the ancient Pybgoi. Thence to ^4 hrs.)

Samikon, the ancient Arene or Ma-
KiSTus, taken by Philip V. iu B.C. 219.

Its fine 'polygonal walls are about
7 ft. thick, ancl their bhx-ks arc Ix-au-

tifully fitted together without the ad-

dition of smaller stones. On the side

facing the sea they are strengthened
with buttresses and towirs.

At the W. foot of the hill is the

I'af^ of Klidi (Rte. 31).
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ROUTE 23.

NAOPLIA TO TEIPOLITZA.—KAIL.

MylL 169 Ete. 23.

Miles. Route.

12
Stations.

Argos
7 Nauplia

3 Kephalari
6 Myli
16 Andritsa
20 Achladocampos
29 Masclina
34 Vertsova
38 Stenon
43 Tripolitza

A very fiuu ^mountain Rly., leading
through magnificent scenery. A
branch line runs N.W. from Nauplia
to Ar(jos (Rtc. 15), wliere carriages are
changed. The main line then turns
S., and crosses a rapid stream just
before reaching

3 m. Kephalari. The village lies a
mile to the rt. at the foot of the Chaon.
The stream rushes from the spring of

Kephaldvrysis, whose waters form a
copious river close to their source, and
flow into the Argolic Gulf, turning a
number of mills. Its ancient name
was Erasinos. Tlie cavern from
which it issues resembles an acute
Gothic arch, and extends 65 yds. into

the mountain. This river is still po-
pularly alleged to be the Stymphalos,
whicii disapjjcars under Mt. Apelauron
in Arcadia (Rte. 38). The water is so
clear and good that vessels often lie

ofl" the shore to take in a supply.
A horse-path ascends in 5 hrs. fi'om

Kephalari to Achladocampos (see
below), reaching in 3 hrs. some re-

mains of walls and columns which
probably belonged to the ancient Cen-
CHREAE. The spot is called Sta Nerd,
from its abundant water.

To the rt. of this path, nearly i hr.

from Kephalari, are the ruins of the
so-called *Pyrainid of Cenchreae, of
which nothing certain is known. ' Tlie
building is quadrangular, and is

entered through a narrow passage
formed by the overlapping of one of the

walls. The exterior walls at the height
of some 3 ft. from the ground begin to

slope inwards, making an angle of per-

haps 30° with the vertical. The inside

is nearly a square of about 23 ft., and
the outer walls are at the basement
between 9 and 10 ft. thick. As the
inner face of tlie wall does not slope,

it is clear the building is not properly

called a pyramid. There is a door-

way, of which the top is formed by
stones overhanging till they meet at

the apex, like the postern at Tiryns.
The style is polygonal, anil, what is

very unusual in ancient Greek build-

ings of any style, the stones are joined
with mortar.'

—

W. G. Clark.

This monument and a somewhat
similar one at Ligourio (p. 103) are the
only specimens of the form known in
Greece. It has usually been identi-

fied with the Polyandrion erected to

the Ari<ives, who defeated the Lace-
daemonians near Hysiae (see below).

6 m. Myli, at the foot of il/oM/i^i'oH-

tinos, wiiich is crowned witli a mediae-
val castle on the site of a Temple to

Athena. On its slopes rises the
ancient rivulet of the same name.
The village is noted as the spot
where Demetrios Ypsilantis, with 600
men, defeated an Egyptian force of

double that number on June 2.i,

1S25.

The clear and copious stream which
is crossed immediately beyond the Stat.

is the ancient Amymone or Lerna,
where the Hydra was destroyed by
Heracles. ' The name of snake was
applied to rivers in Greece on ac-

count of their serpentine windings.
The Lernaeau hydra is tlie sinuous
water finding its way througii the
marshy ground, and the destruction of
it by Hercules is the process of drain-
ing and confinhig it witiiin a channel,
the numerous and ever-growing heads
being the springs and water-courses
ever bursting out afi-esh.' — H. F.
Tozer.

The Alcyonian Lake of antiquity
occupied probably the lower part of
the existing marsh. It was an artifi-

cial pool or reservoir, and is now
overgrown with rushes.

The Rly. now turns away from the
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3a. To the 1., on tlie shore, ia the

illage of Kiveri (p. 134); to the rt.

lie carriagi»-road is seen winding up
16 mountain side. The train crosses

turbid stream, and ascends through
Doky .shruljliind along its rt. bank,

ligiier up the stieam is re-crossed,

nd tlie hills close in. A bridge car-

ies the train over a dry torrent-bed,

nd another over the main stream.

Ve now enter a wide valley at tlie

lead of which stands

IG m. Andritsa. The train ascends
lore rapidly through a ravine, crosses

nd re-croBses the river, and reaches

wide open valley. On the 1. is seen

lofty viaduct, over which the Rly.

las to pass, and the course of the line

,s it ascends the opposite side of the

alley.

20 m. Achladdcampos (1020 ft.),

riie village (1.500) lies high up to the

t. ; between it and the Kly. Stat, are

lie scanty remains of Hysiae, an Ar-

rive frontier city, destroyed by the

5partans in n.c. 417. On its acropolis

ire some good polygonal walls.

The Rly. crosses and re-crosses the

arriage-road. On a lull to the rt.

ire the ruins of Palaeomuchli, a me-
liaeval castle which probably occupies

he site of a fortress built by emigrants
rom Amyclae. The train curves

joldly to the S., and crosses four ini-

wsing viaducts, affording a fine view
)f ArhhidocHiiijHjx to the 1., with the

A'indiiig Ely. and C!irriage-road. Be-
leath the iarge.-t viaduct passes tlie

coKT/ (TKaXa, a Turkish paved road
ivhieh runs through the gap between
:,he lieighfs of Rhoino and P.ilaeo-

nu(!hli. W(- continue to ascend the

E. side of Mount llhoind, the ancient

Parthenion. where in legend Telephos
ivas suckled by a hind, and where
Pan is said to have appeared to

Phidippides, the Athenian courier, be-

fore the battle of Marathon (Hdt. vi.

105; Paus. i. 28; viii. 54), and pass

over another lofty viaduct, a view of

which is afterwards gained on the 1.

as tlie train describee a curve.

29 in. Masclena, where ft fine view
t)pen8 out on tiie 1. Twr) more ^^aducts

ftn<l a short tunnel lead to

34 m. VertBOva (2110 ft.). Near
the village (1680) is a large Kata-
vnthra, into which the brfok Snrand'i

Polfimo disappears. Within it is a

stalactitic cavern.

88 m. Sten6n(2155 ft.). The Rly.

now crosses an upland plain, enclosed
by an amphitheatre of mountains, and
readies

43 m. Tripolitza sjE T (2150 ft.),

officially called 7Vi>r-/ix( 11,000). From
1790 to 1821 this was the capital of

tlie Morea, and a nourishing town of

20,000 inhabitants. Its name is derived

from the three cities of Tegea, Pal-

lantion, and Mantinea. which were all

in the plain, and of which Trijxditza

became the representative. It is, how-
ever, .singular that a town, having no
advantages wlu-itsoever, except central

position, standing in the coldest situa-

tion in the Peloponnesus, and com-
paratively distant from tiie sea, sbouhl

have been selected by the Pasha for

his residence (1825 to 1828) in place

of Nauplia.
When the Greeks took Tripolitza in

1821, they put all the inhabitants to

the sword ; 8000 Turks are said to

have perished in that .-laugliter, be-

sides women and children. When
Ibrahim Pasha repossessed himself of

the evacuated city, lie avenged their

barbarity by destroying literally every

house it contained.

In the Schoolhoufe near the W. end
of the town are some miscellaneous

antiquities from Mantinea. A little

further W., outside the Church of the

Taxiarch, stands an ancient marble
chair, of which notliing is known.
.Just outside the town to the N. are

the foundations and lower courses of

an unfinished I'lilnce in a good style

of architecture, begun for tlie king in

1875, before he fixed his country resi-

dence at Tatoi. To the E. of it are

•similar foundations of a Church.
The plain of Tripolitza is about

20 m. in its greatest length, and 10 in

its greatest breadth. The surrounding

hills are bare and rocky. Water is

conveyed to the town by an atpieduct,

from a little valley to the 8.

To Mantinea (Rte. 25); to Sparta

(Rte. 27).
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ROUTE 24.

TKIPOLITZA TO KALAMATA, BY MEGA-

LOPOLIS.—CARRIAGE-ROAD.

[40 Miles.]

The road, v?hich runs parallel to

the now open Rly. as far as Marnmria,
proceeds S.S.W., passing on the 1.

the ridge of Kresiox, which sepa-

rated Pallantion from Tegea, and

soon begins to ascend. On either side

are seen cuttings of the unfinished

Ely. between Tripolitza and Diavo-

litsi. After 4 m. a hill on the 1., the

ancient Boreion, now called Kravari

(3570 ft.), about | hr. on foot from the

high road, marks the site of Pallan-
tion, discovered by the French Staft"

Surveyors in 1829. Pallantion was
the reputed home of Evander, whence
he led his colony to Latium ; and as

such was regarded by the Romans, in

later times at least, as the mother-city

of Rome itself. Most of the inhabit-

ants were removed to Megalopolis in

the 4th cent. B.C., and the place from

that date sank to the condition of an
insignificant village. But after the

conquest of Greece by the Romans,
Pallantion became an object of

patriotic interest to them, and at a

later date the city was restored and
repeopled by Antoninus Pius (Pans,

viii. 43 ; Strab. p. 485 ; cf. Liv. 1, 5).

The existing remains are very slight,

as the place has for centuries served

as a quarry for the entire neiglibour-

hood. On the summit of the acropolis,

however, the foundations may still be

traced of the Temple, mentioned by
Pausanias. Here, too, are also some
slight remains of the city walls.

At a short distance S.E. of Pallan-

tion are the remains of a choma, or

embankment. It appears to have been

built of rammed earth, cased with

large blocks of stone; it served the

double purpose of a dyke against the

waters of Lake Taka, and a frontier

barrier against Tegea.

The road now ascends again, curving

boldly to the rt. (short cut to the 1.),

and reaches its summit level at the

8 m. Pass of Kalogero Vouni (2625

ft.), from which there is a fine view

over the plain of Tripolitza. We
now descend to the

10 m. Zhan of Francovrysis (2145

ft.). On a hill to the rt. are visible

bome fine fragments of polygonal

walls, belonging to the ancient Asea,

the most important city of the plaiti.

A fortification wall surrounds the

summit of the Acropolis, and two or

three lines of massive wall connected

with its defences run down from it to

the foot of the hill. Beyond, on the

rt., is Alika, where some authorities

place the Athenaeon (p. 216).

Further on we ascend once more

along the N. slopes of the Tzimherou.

(4105 ft.) to a

15 m. Col (2425 ft.), which com-

mands a fine view of the wide plain in

front, with the Hellenitza range to

the 1. and Karytaena perched on its

curious rock to the rt. The road

now descends in curves to

20 m. Megalopolis T(1400 ft.), called

by the country people Sindnou (120(0.

a village of one long street which

expands at one point into a square.

About i m. N., to the 1. of the road,

before reaching a stone bridge over

the Helisson, lie the extensive ruins

of the ancient city, excavated by the

British School in 1889-92.

Megalopolis {fxeyaKr} iroKis) was

founded by Epaminondas after the

battle of Leuctra (b.c. 371) to act, like

Me.ssene, as a check on Sparta. Me-
galopolis became the seat of govern-

ment of the Arcadian, as Messene of

the Messenian, confederation. It was
the birthplace of Polybius and Philo-

poemen. The city was 6 m. in circum-

ference, and was divided by the river

Helisson into two parts. The site of

the town is covered chiefly with corn-

fields, the agricultural value of which
has increased the difficulties of exca-

vation.

Built up against the side of a hill, at

some distance from the 1. bank of the

river, and facing X., is the Theatre.
the largest in Greece, dating from

the 4tli cent. B.C., and having an

auditorium 158 yds. in diameter. Six

or eight of the lowest rows of .seats are
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well prcBcrved ; thoso iu the Icnvcbt

have arms at encli division of the

cunci, and some names of later date

are inscribed on their backs. On
the bench at each end is a dedication

by a certain Antiochos. The seats

are of coarse local limestone, the walls

of prey breccia. Tiie original back-

ground to the tlieatre was at a higher

level (about 4^ ft. above tlie orchestra),

and was afterwards furnished with

steps in front 1' ading down towards

the orchestra. Under the stone pro-

scenium, which is also of later date,

have been found traces ofan earlier one

in wood (p. 89). Uehind the stage is a

colonnaded square me;ii-:uring 100 yds.

each way, and sloping towards the

centre. This is the Theksiliox, or

l)arliamcut house of the 10,000 Ar-
cadians, a building unique in its

purpose and construction. It was
entered by a portico from the back-

ground of the theatre.

Crossing the river-bed, which the

carriage - road spans on the rt. by
means of a three-arched bridge, we
reach tlie Agoka, forming a square,

of which the S side has been washed
away by the river. S.E. of it are

some foundations of a Temvle to Zecs
Si ITER, with its ti menos, and on the

N. the Stua of I'himp. Some fluted

cohuniis to the N.W. belong to an
unknown building.

Beyond Megalopolis the road turns

nearly S., and after 3 m. cros.ses the

XeriJlas, the ancient Carnion. Thence
to the

29 m. Pass of Macriplagi (1970 ft.),

just beyond wliieh is the khan ot the

same name. Furtlier on to the 1. is

Suli. Crossing the stream, we reach

31 m. Sacona, whence a path ascends

1. in J hr. to tlie Palaeocaatroof Kohht,

where are ^ome ruins of the ancient

AsiPHEiA. Tlie road now crosses a

fertile plain to

40 m. Meligala, where we may
either take the train to (18 m.) Kali-
nuiUi (lite. 19), or ascend in 3 hrs. to

Vurkcnio.

ROUTE 25.

TUIPOI-ITZA TO AEOION, BY MANTINEA,
PHEKE08, AND THE CONVENT OK
JIEGA3PELAE0N. — CARRIAGE - KOAD
AND nORSE-PATH.

Miles.

Trlpolitza

9 Mantiiiea JI. M.

Levi.li . 3

Kalpaki .

Gijuyoza .

. I

. 3 .'iO

I'lieneos . . 4 30
Mt. Kralbis . 2 30
.Solos . 3

4 hp>. Megaspelacou
Kalavrvta . 6

Mega-spelaeon .

6 brs. Aegion
Diakopbto

9 Aegiou (Rail)

. -2 30

. 4

The carriage-road passes on the rt.

the foundations of the Royal ValoAe

(p. 160), and runs N. along the plain,

enclosed by beautiful mountain forms.

After 3 m. a road turns oil" rt. to

(9 ra.) Tsipianu, whence Argos may be
reached by footpath in 7 hrs. (see

below). Corn-fields now give place to

vast vineynrds. dotted with wine-

presses of peculiar form, and with

solitary wcll-bnilt cottages, only used
during the vintage. The country la

celebrated fur its red wine, the only

kind in the Peloponnesus which is not

resinated p. xxxii.).

Nearly 5 m. from Tripolitza, on the

1., rises the hill of Mi/tica, crowned
with a ruined Chapel, alxmt 1000 ft.

above the plain On a shoulder about
GOO ft. below the summit stand the

ruins of a tower, 5 It. s<iuare. con-

structed of polygonal maroniy similar

to that employed at Mantinea, and
pointed out as the spot from which
Epaminoudas watched the battle,

p. IGG), and on which he was buried.

When the victor had received his

deulli-wound, he is said to have been

carrit d to an eminence, afterwards

calh d the watch-tower ((x/coini), whence
he continued to direct his troops till

he expired (Pau^. viii. 11). Recent
critics, however, liave shown the im-

probiibility of the wounded General

being cjirried over rouudi ground to

such a height, and have suggested
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that the coinmaudiug position of tiie

tower gave rise to the story.

Beyond the last of the wine-presses

we traverse another corn - growing
district, wliicli occupies the site of

Mantinea (2065 ft.). In the early

spring the pathless fields are often

flooded, and in June are tliick with
corn. It is better therefore to drive

as far as a stone bridge over a rivulet,

9 m. from Tripolitza, and turn rt. into

a field-road, which follows the N. line

of wall. Not a single tree now re-

mains to represent the woutl of oaks
and cork-trees called Pelagos, so

famous in connection witU the fatal

prophecy to Epaminondas.
The circuit of the walls is entire,

with the exception of a few towers on
the E. side. The form of the city was
slightly elliptical, and about 1250 yds.

in diameter. The number of towers
was 120, placed 28 yds. apart. There
were 10 gates, the approach to which
was carefully defended in various

modes. The circuit of the walls is

protected, by a wet ditch, supplied,

with water from the river Opliis.

Snakes {ofpas) are common in this

ditch, but the name of the river is

probably derived from its ' serpentine

'

windings. From a cottage on the E.
side of the city, the pedestrian may
strike across to the high road, jjassing

several foundations of uncertain

character. The base of a semicircular
biiildiug 40 yds. in diameter, con-

nected with a gymnasium, and the
foundation of a Temple 20 yds. by 7^,

were discovered by the French School
in 1888. 5 min. before reaching the
road are some considerable remains
of the Theatre,. E. of it stretched

the Agora, an oblong space 142 yds.

by 76, surrounded by colonnades and
temples, the ground plan of which
has been completely traced by exca-
vation of he French School. 30 yds.

W. of the orchestra and lowest tiers

of seats is an interesting little stair-

case of egress in the outer wall.

Mantinea owes its chief fame to the

great defeat of the Spartans by the
Thebans in 362 B.C., when Epami-
nondas was slain in the moment of

victory.

Hadrian adorned the town with
many buildings, including a temple to

Antinous. The more ancient city

stood on the hill of Gurzouli, whicli

rises to the N. of the plain, or possibly

on a lower height beyond it.

[An ancient road ran E. from
Mantinea to Argos, passing through

(4 m.) Tsipiand, close to which, on a
hill to the N.W., are some foundation
walls of Nestane. Half-way across

the pill in the rnad passes on the rt. a
group of springs, which have been
identified with the ancient fountain of

Arne. Between Tsipiaua and (6 m.)

Karyd the road tlireaded the Pass of
Prlnos, so called from the prickly

evergreen oakris (-n-pivapLa), whose suc-

cessors still grow along the route.

A second road to Argos strikes

N.N.E., and beyond (3 m.) Pihermi,
perhaps tlie tincient Melanoeia, passes

on the rt. some fine springs. Soon
afterwards it turns E., and ascends by
zigzags through the ravine of the
Klimax (Staircase), a name derived
either from the steepness of the pass,

or from some steps still visible on its

E. side.]

Soon after leaving Mantinea the car-

riage-road becomes a mere cart-track,

and finally a bridle-path. From ( 1 hr.)

Kapsia a track turns W. to Vytina
(Rte. 26). In 2 hrs. we reach Levidi

(2770 ft.), a village of 2000 inhab.,

perhaps the ancient Elymia, whence
a descent and subsequent rise lead in

an hour to

Kalpaki. Above the village are tiie

foundations of a Doric temple ; 15
min. distant, on the summit of a hill,

are the remains of the Acropolis of

the Arcadian Okchomenos (8070 ft.),

which consisted of an upper and a
lower town. Orchomenos is mentioned
by Homer, who styles it iTo\vfj.-q\os

[11. ii. 605). Her citizens fought on the

national side at Thermojjylae and
Plataea. Pausanias mentions among
the curiosities of the place a wooden
statue of Artemis, called Cedreatis,

because enclosed in a cedar-tree, and
some cairns of loose stones, erected to

citizens who had fallen in battle.

The latter may still be seen on the left

of the pathway. The next village is
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(^ 111.) Eusin, Vk yond which wc pass
some fine cliffy, and enter a ravine.

After rtachinj^ (2 hrs.) Bedenaki. we
descend througli a gorge to (1 hr.)

Gouyuzn, on the S. bank of tlm lake.

Tlie Lake of Pheneos (2440 ft.),

which has a surface of ahuut [) hi[. mile.-,

is formed by two streams descending
from the N. (the ancient Olbios and
Aroanios). Tiie waters escape through
Katavothiae on the S., an<l, after

Mowing underground, reajipear as tiie

Sources of the Ladon. A very ancient
canal, traditionally ascribed to Hera-
cles, facilitated the escape of the
waters (Paus. viii. 14 ; CatuU. 68, 109 ;

Plin. xxxi. 54). Some traces of it are

still visible. The very existence of tiie

lake is dependent on the state of the

Katavothrae. These are of a syphon-
like nature, ami when they work, the
bed is rediici d to a marshy plain,

wliile the valleys of the Ladon and
Alpheios are flooded. There are
some vestiges of walls on the rt., and
some blocks, seeming to indicate a
former fortification of the pass. The
marks of tiie high-water level are
observable across the lake, as a sort of

yellow border on the rocks.

2J hrs. from Gouyoza is the village

of Mousid, and ^ hr. further Mimno.
[I hr. N. lies Goura, from which Mt.
Kyllene may be ascended in .5 hrs.

(j). 83).] We next pass on the I. the
Pnlardcastro of I'heneos, probably on
the site of the ancient town, and
reacli in another J hr. the modern
village of Pheneos, or Phonid, where
there are niglit-quarters.

[From Pheneos a track leads \V., in

.5 iirs., to Muze'ikaJT a village on the
S. slopes of Mt. < 'helmos, from whence,
crossing the Arounius, the traveller

may reach the ruins of Cleitor in 2

hrs. (see below).]

We now ascend in 2^ hrs., through
a fine ravine, to the ridge of Mount
Krathis (4745 ft.). From the summit
ther<' are grand views on all sides. To
tlic 1. are the snows, pines, ami crags
of the Aroanian range. Thence we
descend by the bed of a torrent to the

pretty village of (1 hr.) Zaruchla.

A most picturesque ride throuizh the

glen of Klahtnei' leails to (2 hrs.)

Bolos ('M'H'i ft.), a straggling

village built on the site of the ancienf

NoNACRis), among gruvea of cheslnut
and walnut trees.

[2 hrs. from Solos, on the slope of

Mount Ellas, is the point from wliich

tlie best view is gained of the Falls of

the Styx. The mountains aroiunl

exhibit a sublime but barren and
gloomy scene. The Styx descends
rajiidly through a deep and rocky
glen, at the upper extremity of which
the E. part of the great .-rummit of

Chelmos terminates in a huge preci-

pice 650 ft. high.
' Over the jagged line which marks

the top of the precipice, we see the

liigher slopes covered with snow, ami
from a notch in the mountain side, a

thin stream of wat<r falls down the

clifl'into the rugged heapbelow. Every
now and then the stream is lifted by

wind, and scattered over the face of

the cliff, which, elsewhere gray with

lichens and weather stain.*, is here

washed of a deep red tint. This
thread of water is one of the sources

of the full clear stream which flows

through tiie glen and joins the Krathis
below Solos. The stream and tiie

waterfall are both called Mavro-nero
or Black-water, and are In-yond ques-

tion the same stream and waterfall

which in Pausanias's lime had the

name of Styx.'— W. G. Clark.

From the point of view to the foot

of tile Falls takes 3 hrs. there and
back. Mt. Chelmos may l>e ascended
thence in 3 hrs. It is, however, better

to start from Solos at a very early

hour, and to proceed by way df (| hr.)

GuiKirinnicn (5660 ft. , and thence

to (1 hr.) Xerocamj^m, whence the

summit mav be nached in 4 hrs.

The Arcr»diftn Chelmos (7725 ft.),

the ancient Aro.\>i.\. commands one
of the finest views in Greece, embrac-
ing the coast-line beyond Patras, the

Gulf of Corinth, Parna'^sus, Helicon,

Kyllene, and the snow-clad Tayg< toB

to the S. Descent in 6 hrs. to Knla-
vryta by Soudena (3610 ft.), the ancient

Loisoi. Here the Austrian Institute

has recently excavated a temple of

Artemis, referred to bv Bacchvlides
(xi. '.>6)]
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There are two ways from Solos to

Megaspelaeon, one of which descends
the valley of the Krathis by the
village of Peristera, and reaches the

Convent in about 4 hrs.

Tlie other path runs by (1| hr.)

Xerocampos (see above), and then de-

scends past the spring of Krydvrysis,

and partly through pine woods, to

4 hrs. Kalavryta T (2300 ft.). This
jilace owes its name (/caAct fipvTa) to

the fine springs of Alyssos in the
neighbouring hill.

The town stands just above the
edge of the plain, on either side of

the bed of a wide torrent, descending
directly from Mount Cheluios It

occupies the site of Kynaetha, but be-

yond a few tombs there are no anti-

quities. On a hill E. of the village is

a small ruined castle, which, as its

present name of Tremola shows, was
once the property of the great French
house of La Tre'niouille. Kalavryta
itself, with 12 other fiefs, was in 120S
granted to Raoul de Touraay, one of

wiiose descendants went to Italy in

1268 to fight for Charles of Anjou
against the hapless Conradin.

I hr. S. is the monastery of Lavra,
a dependency of Mount Athos, where
Archbishop Germanos took refuge

(p. 174), and whence he issued to

unfurl the banner of independence
and summon the Greeks to revolt.

The convent was destroyed by the

Egyptians, but has been rebuilt. The
historic banner, still preserved here, is

a white embroidered flag without the

cross, but inscribed nph i\evdepias.

[Kalavryta to Cleitor (6 hrs.).

—

The road ascends in 2| hrs. to a
high pass, whence there is a fine view,

with a lake to the rt., and to the 1.

Mount Ciielmos. After a long descent
it enters a gorge, and reaches Cleitor

on the plain of Katzanes.
Cleitor or Glitorion is surrounded

by some of the highest mountains in

Arcadia, at the N. extremity of

which Chelmos (see above) rises in

conspicuous grandeur. Mountain and
sylvan scenery are here interspersed,

and fine masses of rock peer out amid
the blended foliage of the pine, the
plane tree, the ilex, and the oak, in

striking contrast with the grand out-

lines of the mountains in the back-
ground. The foundation of Cleitor was
as usual attributed to an eponymous
hero. It possessed a small territory

(Cleitoria), and ranked as a place
of importance among the Arcadian
cities (Pans. viii. 4 ; Polyb. iv. 18).

It continued to coin money as late as

the reign of Septimius Severus. The
ruins of the city are distant 3 m. from a
village which retains the ancient name.
The entire plain between the rivers

Klitora and Karnesi is strewn with
fragments of antiquities. The walls

of the city can be traced, though
little of them remains above ground.
They enclose an irregular oblong
space, not more than a mile in cir-

cumfej'cnce, and have circular towers.

The general thickness of the walls is

15 ft. This appears to have been the
Acropolis. Here too are remains of a

small Doric temple with fluted antae,

and columns with capitals of a sin-

gular form. Towards the W. end of

the hill are traces of a theatre.

This little state possessed a miraculous
fountain, of which it was said that

those who drank of its waters lost for

ever their taste for wine. 2 hrs. S. of

Cleitor is Philia, with a bridge over
the picturesque Ladon (p. 178).

The path to Megaspelaeon follows

the windings of the Erasinos, re-

peatedly crossing the stream. Just
before reaching a stone bridge, we pass
the Maiden's Spring, a creation of the
holy shepherdess Euphrosyne. A zig-

zag path then ascends to the (2J hrs.)

*Convent of Megaspelaeon s^ (Me7a-
(nfi]\aLov). It is advisable for tra-

vellers to bring their own provisions,

especially in time of Lent. A cup of

coffee is served on arrival. Women are

not excluded. No direct remuneration
is demanded, but the monks expect tra-

vellers to put a donation into the
poor-box beneath the picture of the

Panagia, and something is usually
given to the servants. The gates are
shut at sunset, so that persons arriving
after that time have to sleep in an out-

house. No armed person is ever
admitted within the convent; travel-

lers carrying firearms must deliver

them up at the g.ate. The arms are

restored to them on their departure.
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This convent is the wealthiest in

the kingdom, and when land in Greece
shall have acquired its proper value,

will be one of tlie richest in Europe,
[ts most valuable iwssessioas are in

the jilain of Elis.

There are sonic 250 to 300 monks,
but only 85 are resident, as a certain

lumber live in branch liou3es,or are ab-

sent on the estates to collect rents, etc.

The religious commuuity forms a

small republic, governed by its own
laws, under chiefs annually eleete I.

[u other words, this is an Idiorrhythmic
:!onvent; that is, it is not governed,
like the Coenobia, by a single abbot
chosen for life, but by Wardens ('Eiri-

Tpoiroi) annually elected (see p. cxi.).

During the Turkish dominion the

monks purchased, at considerable

expense, the free exercise of their

iiwn privileges, amongst which was
the exclusion of Turkisii visitors.

The Convent (2Lt50 ft.) was founded
by the shepherdess Euplirosyne in the

D^tli cent., but completed by Joannes
Cantacuzenos and Andronicos and
CoTistantinos Palaeologos. It has been
several times destroyed by fire, and
the front part of the present building,

except a small part at tiie N. end,

dates only from the close of the ISth

cent. It is a vast wall, 12 ft. thick,

built in the face of an immen.se ca-

vern, which, towards the middle, ex-

tends :J0 yds. within the precipitous

front of the mountain, but diminishes

in depth from that point, both laterally

and vertically. The average heiglit

of the wall is 65 ft. ; that of the preci-

pice, from its summit to the bottom of

the cavern, or ground floor of the

Convent, 300 ft. ; tiie length of the

wall in front is 60 yds. Tlie building

stands 1490 ft. above the bed of the

rivt-r. There are three tiers of natural

caverD8,and seven of constructed flot)rs.

Witliin the cavern are a church, nu-

merous oratories (irpo(r«i;xoO> cells for

tlie monks and servants, store-houses,

kitchens, and a great cellar. The mas-
sive wail forming the front of the

Convent is surmounted by a row of

odd-looking structures like Swiss cot-

tages cut in half and stuck upon it,

which have given a quaint but pictur-

esque cliaracter to the place. They

seem like huge 6wallow.s'-nc8ts stuck

upon the cliff's. The roof of the build-

ing, being sheltered by the upper part

of the cavern, is formed only of deal

plank. The 81o|K' of the hill Ijelow the

Convent is divided, as far down as the

river-side, into terraced gardens, bor-

dere<l by firs and other trees. The Irnre

precipices at the back, crowned with

pine forests, complete this striking

scene.

Above the entrance door are some
scanty remains of mediaeval work,

defaced by restoration. 0[)ening

out of the passage is a Cliapi 1 of St.

Euplirosyne. Tlie Clmrch has a sculp-

tured portal, with bronze Byzantine
doors, and a mosaic pavement, in which
appears the imperial eagle, in honour
of the Greek emperors, by whom it

was 80 richly endowed. There is alsfi

a representation of the sun and moon.
On the rt. is a relief of the Virgin and
Child, in wax, attribute*! to St. Luke,
and said to have been found by Eu-
plirosyne in a cave (see below), and to

have given rise to the erection of tlic

Monastery. It is of very peculiar

work, and probably dates from the Sth

or 9th cent. It is venerated through-

out Greece under the name of noi'07/a

Xpv(TO(rirr]\aiwTi(ra-a. Thi' Greeks hold

it in high repute, and make pil-

grimages to the shrine. The doors of

the cabinet which enclose it are of

silver, with reliefs of the Virgin and
Child, prophets, and Scripture subjects

(a. I). 1500). There is a good painting
of Raoul Palaeologos, on woo<l, of

about the same date.

The Library cfmtains about 1000
volumes and 50 MSs*., nearly all eccle-

siastical. There are several charters,

in the fonii of jirmnns, including one
from the first Sultan after the fall of

Constantinople, besides chrysobulis of

Byzantine emperors.
A niche over a Fountain under a

modem pointed arch, with ancient re-

liefs above it, is j>ointed out as the spot

where Euphrosyne found the sacred

image.
In the Cellar are some enormous

casks of wine, the largest of which is

125 years old, and contains 15000 okaa
(4500 gallons). Several have names,
buch as Stamati, Angelif. The wine
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is excellent of its kind, but is all

strongly impregnated with resin.

There is a pretty view from a

terrace at the extreme N. end of the

buildings. Above it is the Cemetery,

with a Chapel and an ossuary. Here
also lies a cannon, and there is another

on the top of the rock above the pre-

cipice ((ppovpiov).

Within the Convent were formed
some of the first designs for the libera-

tion of Greece; and from lience Ger-
manos, the patriot Abp. of Patras, pro-

ceeded to Kiilavryta, near which he
raised the standard of I'evolt in Apr.
1821. The Turks, conceiving this con-

vent to be impregnable, made no
attempt to dispossess the monks during
the early part of the contest, and it

continued to afford a safe retreat till

182G, when Ibrahim Pasha besieged it

with a powerful foice. The monks
raised batteries, planted cannon, and
fortified the front of the building, on
wliich side it is alone accessible, with
admirable skill and promptitude. Re-
pulsed in front, the Aiabs ascended
the summit of the overhanging moun-
tain, and rolled down largo masses of

rock and trunks of h'ees from above,

hoping thus to destroy the convent
and the monks, but the rocks fell be-

3'ond the walls, without occasioning
any injury. Thus the Pasha, having
failed in his attempts to reduce it, was
obliged to raise the siege, with the loss

of several hundreds of his troops, while
that of the defenders was very trifling.

[The traveller may descend from
the Convent to Aegion direct in about
6 hrs. (Rte. 11), passing after 4 hrs.

Mamousid, above which stand the

ruins of the ancient Bouea, rebuilt

after an earthquake, which destroyed
it in B.C. 373, while the earthquake
wave overwhelmed Helice, a town
mentioned in Homer, which lay below
(Pans. vii. 24; Strab. p. 384; II. ii.

575 ; viii. 203). Remains of the town
walls of Boura may yet be traced,

as well as several rows of seats be-

longing to the Theatre. On the N.
side of the rock is the Cave of Heracles
Boura'icos, accessible by climbing.
Before the cave is a terrace, and holes
in the walls for beams indicate a former
portico in front. The cavern has been
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enlarged by art, and a number of

niches for votive offerings attest its

ancient sanctity. On a hill to the

N.W. lay the ancient Keryneia.]
The mountain Ely. is now open

from Kalavryta (p. 169)to Diakophto,

on the Patras-Coriuth line. Thence
by Ely. to (9 m.) Ai-cjion (Rte. 11). For
a description of the pathway, taken in

the reverse direction, see Rte. 11.

ROUTE 26.

MEGALOPOLIS TO OLYMPIA, BY DIMI-

TZANA.—CARBIAGE-ROAD AND HORSE-

PATH.
Megalopolis
Mulaki .

Stemnitz.a
Diuiitzana
Vlongos .

Kephalovrysis .

St. Joannes
Aspra Spitia

Muria .

Olympia .

On leaving Megalopolis (Rte. 24),

the carriage-road crosses a bridge over

the Helisson, close to the ruins of the

(f ra.) Theatre, and winds in long

curves over the undulating plain, tra-

versing a number of hollows. After

G m. it crosses a river and soon begins

to ascend. 5 m. further we quit the

road, and follow a steep horse-path to

the it., which leads in IJ hr. to

Mulaki, a finely situated village

on a platform below tlie lofty ridge of

Mount Elias, commanding an exten-

sive view, but deficient in water.

Hence a carriage-road winds up the

mountain side, the old mule-path
avoiding the first long sweep by a

short cut. During the early part of

the ascent Taygetos is well seen to

the S. After 3 m. the road turns N.,

crosses several dry ravines, and in

2J hrs. from Mulaki reaches a point

immediately opposite the village of

Stemnitza T (3500), grandly placed

against the mountain side (3530 ft.),

and supposed to occupy the site of the

ancient Hypsous. The road winds
to the rt. round a ravine, crosses two
bridges, and comes to an end. A
steep path descends into the village,

passing a good sjiring on the 1. The
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small Church of tlu^ I'uuagia on the
S. Bide of the town, dating from 1210,
has a pointed roof, and some old
paintings upon its walls and screen.

[A fatiguing path leads S.S.E. from
Stemnitza to Tripulitza in 8 hrs.,

passing in 3 hrs. Lelow Mount Boudia
(5085 ft.) and reaching 1 hr. further
the village of Cltrynovitsi (3(310 ft.).

We now pass several mediaeval castles

upon doubtful ancient sites, of which
very scant}- remains exist. The
most important is the I'alaedcadro of

David, on the rt. bank of the Helisson,

where arc some hewn polygonal
foundations assigned by some autho-
rities to the walls of Maenalos, by
others, with greater probability, to

those of DiFAEA. The latter was the
scene of an important victory gained
by the Spartans over the Arcadians
in B.C. 469. We traverse a little plain

which is supposed to represent the

(2 hrs.) Triodoi of antiquity, where
met the three roads leading to

Pallantion, Mantinea, and Tegea.
Here also was the venerated Tomb
OF Areas, the mythical founder of

Arcadia. Crossing the IIeIisso)i, the

path ascends to (1 hr.) Selrmna,

whence a carriage-road descends in

(!urves at the S. foot of Mount Matndlos
to (1 hr.) Tripolifza (Rte. 23).]

Beyond the village of Stemnifza
the carriage-road is resumed. It

leads on a high level above the
valley, passing on the 1. some pre-

cipices where many Greek families

took refuge in caves during the
Revolution. Further on there is a

fine view over the precipitous banks
of a gorge far below, through which
runs the river. Here also are some
refuge caves, and two Monasteries.

On the rt. just above the road is the

Convent of St. DemitriuK, with a good
entrance gateway, beyond which we
turn rt. into a lateral ravine, where
lies another monastery. We cross a

bridge to reach the other side of the

ravine, and again turning N. arrive,

after 2 hrs. ride from Stemnitza, at

the pretty little town of Dimitzana
(Ar/aT/TTdi-a), where the carriage-road

again comes to an end.

DI1IITZAKAS^T(3145 ft.), situated

on the site of the ancient Teuthis,

was a flourishing place Ix-fure the Re-
volution ; it was destroyed by Ibrahim
Pasha, but has now recovered much
of its former prosperity. The climate,

even in summer, is cool and healthy.

There are few remains of antiquity in

the immediate neighbourhood, but

through the intelligent zeal of a priest

of Dimitzana, a small Museum has
been established in the School-house
opjKJsite the Church. The contents

are cliiefly from Sparta and Messene.
They include some interesting archaic
reliefs, fragments of statues, nail-heads
from Theisoa, three very curious *bone-
tablets, barely 4 in. long, with profile

figures—relief of two warriors and a
female, and a few inscriptions. <Jf the
two celebrated sepulchral reliefs with
seated figures, inscribed Timoldes and
Aristohles, the former alone is archaic,

tlie latter Roman. Relief of a female,

and of a man holding a horn ; four

figures approach from the 1. ; small
animal below. Curious two-handled
vase. In the same room is a small
Library. Beside the steps leading to

the School is an ancient Lion in grey
marble, which has unfortunately lost

its front legs. The terrace in front

of the Museum commands a charming
view. In a gorge of the Gortynos,
1 hr. below the town, is the village of

Zatouna.T
Near the top of the hill to the W. of

the town ie a small portion of ancient
wall in five courses. Higher up, alxjve

the same point, is a larger stretch, in

Pelasgic blocks ; and further E., near
the telegraph wires, a fine piece of
later rectangular work in sis courses.

[Near Karhalii, 2 hrs. N., is the
supposed site of Theisoa, with some
fine polygonal walls. Here were
found in 1881 a number of bronze
nail-beads, belonging probably to a
wooden door which had crumbled
away. At Nemnitza, 2 hrs. E. of this

point, are some scanty ruins of the

ancient 5Iethydrion. Hence a traek

leads N. to (IJ hr.) Vytiua,T and
there turns S.E. to (2 hrs.) Alonisfaena,

where Tripolitza can be reached in

5 hrs. by way of Kapsia (Rte. 25).

2 hrs. W. of Vytina is MagulianaT
(4075 ft.), from which a path runs
S. to (1 hr.) Karkalu.2
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A earriage-road runs N. to (10 m.)
Ldnijaiiia ;T biidle-path thence to

(14 \iV6.) Kalavryta {lite. 25). [4 hrs.

N.W. of Langadia is Kondovdzaiiia.T^
Our path descends below this road
and crosses a clear but scanty stream,
which forms numerous dark blue pools
in its rocky bed. We then mount a
bare hillsitle, and in 35 min. turn
into a lateral valley and ascend the 1.

bank of another clear stream. The
zigzag path to the 1. on the other side
of the torrent ascemls to a mediaeval
ruin. After 10 min. we cross the
stream and mount in zigzags, reaching
in 5 hr. a low col, beyond which the
path leads up and down nearly at the
same level. To the 1. on a hill is a
Chapel of .?<. Elias (4510 ft.j. In
another ^ lir. the telegraph wires fall

in on a col, and a splendid view opens
out in front—the snowstreaked Chel--

mos to tlie it., Pyrgos at'ross the
plain to the \V.. and Andritsaena on
the mountain side to the 1. We now
descend to Vlougos (2 hrs. from Dimit-
zana), and thence, passing several
good springs, to (IJ hr.) Tourko-
Raphti. [I hr. to the rt. is the village

of PalumhaSr\ 2\ lirs. further under
trees is the very abuudnnt spring of

Kephalo- Vrijsi^, from which we follow

at some distance the rt. bank of the
wide Alpheio$, turning it. in 50 min.
and ascending beside a wood. In ^ hr.

we turn to the I., and in anotlier ^ hr.

reach the miserable Khan of St.

Joannes, overlooking the river (7 hrs.

from Dimitzana). Here a local guide
may be taken to explore the unim-
portant remains of Heraea, which lie

scattered among the adjacent fields.

The city grew up around a very
ancient shrine of Hera, and was a
valuable ally of Sparta against the
Arcadians, but none of its shapeless
ruins can now be identitieil. The
guide should also accompany the tra-

veller (with a horse) as far as the ford

(see below). A good bathe may be
had in the Alpheios.

About f hr. beyond the Khan we
reach the 1. bank of the Buphia, the
ancient Ladon, which rushes S. in a
strong current to join the Alpiieios.

In the late spring and summer it can
[Greece.]

be forded ou horseback, but in winter

it must generally be crossed by ferry.

[Bciuitiful ride hence through the

*Gor<je of the Ladon to (12 hrs.) Fhiliu

(p. 170).] On the opposite bank is tln!

village of (J hr.) Piri, whence a ride

of 40 min. brings us to the 1. bank of the
wide but shallow Doana, the ancient
Erymanthos, which also has to be
forded. Higher up a picturesque red
clirt' rises nearly 200 ft. above the
stream.

[A little to the N. is the village

of Bdesi. from whence a path ascends
tiie river in about 1^ hr. to Falati,

the local name of the interesting ruins

of the

Benedictine Abbey of Isova. The
Churcli is a spacious and noble edifice

of the 13th cent., with beautiful

pointed windows. The mouldings and
gargoyles are carefully carved, and
several details of Ijyzantine orna-
mentation have been wrought into the
purely Gothic design.

From Be'lesi the road ascends the
1. bank of the Erymanthos, through
beautiful oak-woods, which cover the

high banks of the river, forming very
picturesque scenery to the village of

(4 hrs.) Khora, and thence lies over the

top of the liills to Velimaki. On the

opposite side rises Mt. Olortos, with
rugged banks and precipitous sides.

In front is the junction of two streams
with the Erymanthos, from which the

place takes the n:ime of Tripotamo, or

Three Biverg. 2 hrs. descent brings

us to the site of the ancient I'mphis
(Rte. 33). We then quit the plain :

the [)ath ascends steeply to (tj hrs.)

Kalavryta, passing on the rt. the vil-

lage of SyrbanL above whicii rises the

snowy CJuimos.'}

In f hr. after crossing the Doana, we
reach the large village of Aspra
Spitia (805 It.), behind which the
path ascends, and in 35 min. enters

a wooded gully between low hills,

without a stream. The top of the
ascent (good view) is reached in ^ hr.

(oi hr.s. from St. Joannes), and the

river in f hr. more. A level track now
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uns over swamp and shinfjleto (1 hr.)

luria, where an abundant spring

erves to turn a c1ust« r of mills. To
he S., on a conical hill, are the ruins

f Phrixa. a broad path now leads at

ome little hei^bt above the river, pas-

ing the hamlet of Sarald, and the so-

alled Suitors' Hill (p. 204), and leav-

ng on the rt. tlie hill on which stood

bf ancient town of Pisa, the capital

if the district, and the seat of King
)cnomaos(p. 182). This city originally

lad tiie presidency of the Olympian

fames, but it was first supplanted, and
iltimatoly destroyed, by the Eleians

n li.c. .572. Further on the pathway
uns between the Stadium on the 1.

md the hill of Kronos on the rt., and
n 2 hrs. from Muria reaches Olympia
riio ruins are nearly f m. from the

?tat., to the 1. of the conspicuous Hotel.
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OLYMPIA SjS (140 ft.) in beautifully

situatetl in the angle formed by the

confluence of the Kladens with the

Alpheios, the former stream Iwumling
the sacred precinct on the VV., the

latter on the S. To the N. rii-es the

conical Hill of Kronos (405 ft.), once

the seat of a temple of extreme an-

tiquity. The B]iace thus eudosed
was occupied exclusively by t'-mples,

dwellings for the priests, and public

buildings in connectinn with the

games, and there were no streets or

private houses. In point of date and
style the buildings cover almost the

entire period of classical art, the

Heraeon being probably the oldest

Greek temple in exist^'uee, while the

reconstruction of the Lermidafon and
the foundation of various Baths and

other edifices in brick look place in

Roman times.

The Olympic games exercised an im-

mense influence on the charact-r and
fortunes of the whole Hellenic nation,

from Marseilles and Sicily to Trebizond
and Cyprus, and from Crt te and Cyrene

to Corcyra and Epidamnos. Th<^ ath-

letic nature of the contests prevented

the influx of Oriental weakness, while

their publicity and the concourse of

people made them act the part of an
organ of public opinion. For upwards
of 1000 years, the full moon after the

summer solstice, every fourth year,

witnessed these games.
The first traditional victory is that of

Pelops, who overcame Oenomaos, king
of Pisa, in a chariot race, and won the

hand of liis daughter Hippodamia.
The games were revived by Iphitos,

king of Elis, in the 9th cent. B c. with

the Hssistance of Lycurgus and C'leos-

thenes. At the same time was Oftab-

lished the Ekecheiria or sacred armi-

stice, which prohibited all warf.ire

during the month of celebiation. A
decree to this eflFect was inscribed

upon a disk of bronze, and preserved

in the Heraeon. Only persons of

j)ure Greek blood might cunti-nd for

a prize ; barbirians were admitted

as spectators, but slaves were entirely

excluded. No woman might be

present, or even cross the river

Alpiieios while the games were going
on, under penalty of Vjeing hurlefl

from the Typaeon (p. '222).
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Thefirst celebration of which we have
any record was in B.C. 776, and the last

in A.D. 393. In the following year they
were finally suppressed by an edict

of the Emp. Theodosivis I.+ ' To the

Olympic games we owe not merely the

odes of Pindar, but the chronology of

all history, literary or political. Amid
all the intricacies or complications of

policy, through all changes of fortune

in the component States, in hpite of

pestilence and war, the Olympic fes-

tival recurred with tlie regularity of a

solar phenomenon.'

—

W. G. Clark.

During the first fifty years the

games consisted exclusively of foot

races, which were run once down the

length of the Stadium. Afterwards
the course was doubled, and later on
was further increased in length. Then
came the Pentathlon, or five-fold exer-

cise of leaping, running, throwing the

discus, throwing the spyar, and wrest-

ling. To this succeeded the intro-

duction of the chariot race, horserace,

and various sports for boys—such as

running, wrestling, and boxing. The
foot race in heavy armour, several

varieties of the horse and chariot

race, and a horse race for boys, were
established in later years. Owners of

chariots and liorses were not obliged

to contend in person, but might be

represented by jockeys and pro-

fessional charioteers. Competitors
were required to prove that they had
undergone ten months' training, and
were obliged to go through a course of

exercises in the gxmnasium at Elis

thiity days before the festival. The
only prize was a garland of wild olive

out from a tree which grew in the

sacred grove of Altis; but victors

were entertained by the Eleians at a
public ban.)uet in the Prytaneion,
and entered their native city iu a

triumphal procession on their return
home. Tliey also had the right of

erecting a statue in the Altis, which
might represent the features of the

+ In the same yeiir, the Kniperor removed
to (J'>n8tantiiiople the famous chryselephant-
ine statue of Zeus, which remained there until

accidentally de.-troyed by fire. In a.d. 395,
Olynipia was sacked by Alaric and his Goths,
who doubtless melted down many of the bronze
statues.

dedicator, if he had conquered in three

games.
Orators, historians, and other

authors of cehbrity, also read tlieir

works aloud to the spectators assembled
at the games—not as taking any part

in the contests, but by way of making
their compositions known.
The festival ended in processions,

and in solemn sacrifices to the gods,

especially to Zeus, in whose honour
the Olympic games were primarily

celebrated.

After the suppression of the games
in 30-1, a Christian Church was Catab-

lished at the S.W. corner of flie

Tlieocoleon, and most of the other

buildings were converted into houses.
The inliabitants of the newly formed
town built a wall 10 ft. thick to

protect thtm from invasion, using up
the first ancient material that came
to hand. In the early part of the Gth
cent, the great Temple and other
ttructures were thrown down by
earthquakes, while a landslip from
Mt. Krouos destroyed the buildings

at its S. foot, preserving, however,
some Koman statues in the Exedra.
Shortly atterwai-ds an overflow of the
Kladeos buried all the edifices on the
W. side of the precinct, near its 1.

bank, 3 ft. deep in mud and sand.

About a century later more serious

inundations of the same river occurred,
followed up liy damaging floods from
the Alplieios, which swept away the
Hippodrome and part of the Stadium.
The first traveller who described

Olympia in modern times was Dr.
Chandler, who visited the spot in 1706,
and noticed some remains of a great
Doric temple, identified as part of the
cella of the Temple of Zeus bv M.
Fauvel in 1787. Mr. Hawkins (1795)
appears to have found the remains
further reduced ; and when Col. Leake
came, in 1805, the Turks were removing
the btones for building purposes. Other
travellers followed ; Gell and Dodwell
in 1806, Cockerell in 1811, and Stan,
hope in 1813, who employed an archi-

tect (Allason) to make the first topo-
graphical plan published of the site.

In 1829 another plan was made by the
French expedition, who, during the

H 2
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;ix weeks tlicy remained, partly (x-

iivated tlic 'IVmide of Zeus. Jn
[852, Prof. E. Curtius revived a
ichenic of W'inokelniann's for the
xcnvation of Oljinpia, Init it was
)ot until many years later that the
)roject, under tlitt aubjiiees of ti e

Jrown Prince and Princess of Ger-
nany, acquired 'lefinite form.

At last, in 1874, a convention with
jrreece was concluded, by which the
German Government was permitted
n make excavations in the plain of

!)lympia during five year.s, for \^hich

ibject the (German Parliament \oted

I sub.-idy. All objects discovered

exelusive of duplicates) were to be

iiade over to Greece. Fiom Nov. 3875
ivhen the works wrere commenced,
:o April 1881, the excavations were
;arri< d on yearlv from Oct. to May.
Tlie first -rant was £8550; tiie

actual sum ultimately expended by
;he German doverument on Olympia
ivas upwards of thirty thousand
rounds. The rebults of tlie work
lave been published in the most
ium])tuoua style.

'J'I.e visitor to Olympia has the
idvantiige of studying the objects dis-

joveied amid the surroundings in

ivhich they originally stood. Every-
:hing of importance has Ijeen housed
in the new museum with the exception
»f the bronzes, which it was lound
idvi.-^able to transfer to the National
Museum in Athens, where they will

be less liable to injurv. The sculptures

Tom the tenijile of Zeus are admirably
exhibited. The lovely Hermes of

Praxiteles has unfortunately been
restored 'lowir part of his legs and
irms of the infant Dionysos), and a

;;reat part of its beauty is now lost.

[n the autumn of 1898 an alarming
report was spread that the JIuseum
was in great danger owing to floods

md eaithquake disturbances, but up
:ill now it las happily not suft'ered

iuy essential damagi. The temples

A Zeus and Hera, however, have been
considerably injured by weather since

they were first uncovire<l in the

jrermau excavaiions.

We follow a broad path which rune

below the large Hotel and Museum.*
at sonie distance Ironi the rt. bunk of

the river, and after 5 min. turn to the

1., and cross a bridge. On tiie rt., im-
mediately bevoml it, is the Palaestra,

an ojMn court, surrounded by a Dirie.

colonnade, about 70 yds. square, be-

hind which were small chambers of

irregular size and various clinracter,

some of which retain their ancient

stone benches set against the wall, as

well as remains of their Ionic columns.
The N. cide is paved witli grooved
tiles aVjout 14 in. square, aud [.anels

about 2 ft. l)y H with upturned edges,

toaflbrd footliold in wrestling matches.
The entrances were at the E. and W.
extremities of ti,e S. front, and had
Corinthian columns. Layers t»f sand
in the low clifls to the N. and W.
indicate successive inumlations of the
Kladeos. A path running E. (rum ti'e

S.E. corner of tlie Palaestra leads to a

small gateway in the wall of the Altis,

probably for the use of the imest.'-.

To the S. lies the Theocoleon, or

official residence of the Priesthood.

One of these ecclesiastical dwtllings

is Roman, the other Greek In the
court of the latter is an ancient
well lined with blocks of sandstone.

To the W. is a round *Heroon tnch-sed
within a square, in which was fuund
an altar of (arth and ashes, coated
with stueco, now in the Museum. The
low( st course of wall is well preserved.

The niaterialeniployed almost every-

where in Olympia is a remarkably
hand>oaje lumachella, or sl.ell-morble,

'

thickly crowded with conchyliferous
remains, which appears to have been
tbund in extraordinary abundance
near at hand.

Adjacent on the S. is a 5tii cent.

Byzantine Chnrch of very pecu-
liar interest, built on the fouinlatioiis

of an ancient Greek edifice, the walls
of whieh are still standing to the
height of about (j ft., and are in blocks

of sandstone. Tlie masonry here is

of the best time, but the upper part
is of brick. The Church is entered
by steps at a doorway on the fc>. side,

lormerly a window. Near the E. end
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' on the 1. is a ruined ambo, with two
flights of steps, and beyond it a good
perforated marble screen. There is

a single apse ; scraps of alabaster and
coloured marble are built up among
tlie bricks and stones. Tlie columns
of tlie nave were oval in sectional

plan, fancifully Muted, and faced with

very heautiful Byzantine scroll-work

in relief. Fragments of them are

scattered about in the N. aisle and
elsewhere. The lines of the founda-

tions exhibit so remarkable a corre-

spondence in scale with the cella of

the Temple of Zeus as to have led to

the conjecture that here stood the

worksliop of Pheidias, which in the

time of Pausanias was still shown to

visitors at Olympia. Others think that

the workshop was in tlie long narrow
buildiug to the S. of the Church.

Further S., but set at a slightly

difft-rent angle, is the Leonidaeon, built

by Leonidas the Eleian in the 4tii

cent. B.C., but reconstructed as a resi-

dence fur the Roman Governor about
the 2nil cent. a.d. It measures 87
yds. by 79. The middle of the quad-
rangle was occupied in Roman times

by ail ornamental tank and garden,

laid out in brickwork, surrounded by
a spacious Doric colonnade, into which
opened the dwelling-rooms. The pa-

lace was enclosed by a stately Ionic

colonnade, the closely-set bases of

which are very imposing. Its 13S
sliafts were built up into the Byzan-
tine fortress wall. All tlie archi-

tectural fragments recovered show
great richness of decoration. The
bases and capitals are made of grey
limestone ; the shafts of lumaehella.

Immediately opposite the N.E.
corner of the Leonidaeon is the Tri-

umphal Gateway, through which the
festal processions entered the Altis.

It is very small, in three equal divi-

sions, only -1 ft. wide, and stands in

the line of walls, which are here three

or four courses high. The piers of

brick arches belong to an aqueduct
wliich was carried above the walla,

and supplied with water from the

Exedra of Herodes.

The Altis, or sacred precinct, was,

according to ancient tradition, marked
out by Heracles, who enclosed the

space with a wall, and dedicated it to

Zeus. 'H "AArts, the name the place

bore from the most ancient times, is

the Peloponne;ian Aeolic form oi

"AAffos, a grove. It measures about

218 yds. by 153. It had five gates

—

North, leading to the Gymnasium.
West, leading towards the Priests'

dwelling.

(Sowf/i, opening into the Bouleuturiori

(site unknown).
Triumphal Arch, near the 8.W,

corner.

Secret Gate, or KpvTrrr], leading intc

the Stadium, and reserved to the use oi

the Hellanodicae and the Agonistat

(judges and competitors).

Entering the sacred enclosure, oi

the rt. is a row of large oblong pe
destals, chiefly belonging t'l equestriai

statues. On the 1. are some fine speci

men blocks of local lumaehella, literall;

crowded with .shells. Beyond then
are two pedestals in grey breccia

bearing the names of Philonides
courier of Alexander the Great, am
Sophocles the sculptor.

Turning to the rt., we pass on tin

rt. a wilderness of scattered remains

recovered from the Byzantine wall

but originally forming part of th

Leonidaeon, Bouleuterion, and adja

cent buildings. The short columi

with Doric capital and abacus lielong

to the Treasury of Megara. Passin;

between two unknown Greek build

ings with several small partitions, w
reach the

Bouleuterion, best preserved in it

S. portion. This important buildin

consists of a square central hall flanke

N. and S. with wings which projec

far beyond it, and end tfiwards th

W. in apses. These wings are of oblon

shape, divided longitudinally by
central row of columns. All thre

ilivisions open on the E. into a spaciou

Ionic portico, which forms the onl

communication between them. Ea:
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' this portico is au irregular trapeze-
liipcd court siirrnundcd by columns
' very late construction.

It is .supposed that the square ren-
al hall was the Council Ciianibir

iovKri) and the wings offices, while
le apses, wliich are cut off in each caae

f a wall, served as treasuries. Some-
licrc within the building jjrobably

ood the statue of Zeus Hokkios,
here the competitors took theo,4ths.

Si»utli of the Bouleuterion is the
mth Porticus, upwards of 86 yds.

ng, built of tula, raised on tliree

hite liiiifstoue steps. It was closed
,' a wall on the N. except at The

itremities, where passage-rooni was
ft, and open on the other sides with
oric columns. Within, it was divided
ngitndinally by a central row of

udstone columns of the Corinthian
der. The general plan points to

e Roman period, and the character
thi! Corinthian columns more especi-

ly to the time of Hadrian. Passing
. through the Trapezium court we
acli a heap of oblong blocks, beloug-

g to a pedestal which once supported
uestriau statues of Mlmmius and
IE TEN Legates. Opposite is an
scription to Telemaciios. Close by
tli<; K. arc the remains of a Boman
iteway, probably erected in honour
Nero's visit. It is built, in great

.rt, of old materials, including pedes-
Is of statues. The floor is iu large
lbs of grey limestone, slightly con-
yliferous iu formation.

30 yds. J], are the foundations of a
reek building iu four WMnpartments
nniug N. and S., and faced on
1 sides except the E. by a Doric
lonnade of the 4th cent. B.C. Over
was built tlic House of Nero, the
ristyle of which liis further E.

ic (ireek building had 19 columns
ing the front ami 8 at each end. It

IS paved, like the majority of biiild-

:^s at Olympia, with small pebbles
ibeddcd in plaster. When rebuilt

the Roman period as a dwelling-
use, its Doric columns were broken

I into small pieces to form the opus
".erttim of the walls.

The Roman building shows through-
t its construction abundant evidence

of the haste with which the work h.ad

been carried out. It was already ap-

paient that the i^rubable oceiision of

the erection of this luxurious but ill-

built house was the visit of Nero to

Olympia in A.u. 67;+ but all doubt
on the subject was removed by the dis-

covery in the house itself of a haden
water-pipe inscribed NER. AVG.
At a later date, a large lioinau Villa

was erected immediately E. of the
House of Nero, whieh was partly sac-

rificed to the new buildin;;. It con-
tained upwards of 'M rooms, one of

which is an Octagon. This brick
building is not very easy of acciss,

and stands in the extreme S.E. corner
of the excavated space.

Returning; N.W., in a room to the
N. of Nero's house is a late Boman
Mosaic in small square scraps of

coloured marbles.

We now turn W. into the

Porticus of the Echo, so named
from its sevenfold reverberations. It

was also known as the Stoa Poecile,
from having been anciently decorated
with paintings. Along the W. front

were 46 slender columns, a second
row in the middle divided it into two
long corridors. Its original dimen-
sions were about 110 yds. by 12.

At some subsequent date (probably
in Macedonian times), the E. boundary
of the Altis, forming the back wall of

the Stoa, was moved a few yards
further W., which change m cessitiited

an alteration in the plan of the porticus.

The central row of columns was there-

tore removed, and the length of the
edifice curtailed by about 1.3 ft.

1"he Doric columns and their en-
tablature were built up into the
Byzantine wall, but the restored mar-
ble steps, with thiir elegantly panelled
surface, still remain.

In front of the Stoa are some long

•f-
The celebration of the Olympic Festival

had bf'en doferr<d fiom a.d. 65, in order that
the Emperor might honour it with his pre-
sence. • To commemorate his visit, h'- de-
clared all AchaeA tu be free, whl h was publicly
proclaimed .it Corinth on the d.iy of the cele-

bration of the Isthmian games. Hut the
Greeks puld dear for wha' they pot, t)y the
price of every ihing being raised in consequence
of Xero's visit.'

—

Geo. iMiig.
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narrow rectangular fouudations (30),
whicli Luay probably be those of the
Froedria, or honorary seats, and a
conspicuous row of jjedestals for votive

statues. These were terminated at

either extremity by a colossal Ionic

column, surmounted by statues of

Ptolemy II. andhisqueenArsinoe. Re-
mains of the columns may yet be seen.

Exactly in the middle of the N.
wall of the Stoa may be traced some
slight foundations of the Propylaea,
which formed the approach to the

Stadium. Portions of tlie Ionic col-

umns and architraves have been found,
and a partial restoration published in

the German reports.

We now stand in front of the vaulted
entrance to the Stadium, the roof of

which has been preserved for the length
of about 7 ft. At the end of the narrow
pass:;ge we reach a small oblong exca-
vated space, across which runs the low
wall which formed the starting point
in the races. A space has been cleared

out at the E. end of the course, in which
a similar wall indicates the goal. The
distance between the two points is

G30-818 Eug. ft, the 600th part of

whicli (I'Oo Eng. ft.) was ailopted as

the standard Olympic Foot. Seats,

probably moveable, were placed on the
natural slopes to the N. and on arti-

ficial embankments to the S., and tijere

appears to have been accommodation
for 45,000 spectators. Beyond the S.

embankment was a large Hippodrome,
long since washed away by inundations
of the Alpheios (p. 183).

Returning W., we pass on the rt. a
long row of pedestals which supported
the Zanes, so called from a Doric form
of Zeus. These were bronze statues of

the deity, raised by fines levied on ath-
letes who had violated the regulations

of the games. The pedestals are mostly

in gi'ey breccia ; one of them has grey
stones embedded in yellowish red clay.

On the first is the name of Daedalos,
on the last but one that of Cleon.

AVe now ascend to the Treasuries,

which are backed by a substantial

wall of embankment at the foot of the
Kronion, and were built by different

cities for the reception of their oflerings,

and for storing tbe weapons and imple
ments used in the games. Nearly al

of them were in the form of smal
temples in anfis, of which little re

mains but the foundations. They ar«

twelve in number, though Pausanias
mentions only ten ; but it is jirobabh

that the 2nd and 3rd from the W. ent

had been thrown down by Herodei
before his visit, to make way for th(

aqueduct.
Starting from the Exedra, the firs:

treasury is that of Sikyon, many parti

of which have been used up ii

subsequent buildings, and are no^\

scattered about the precinct. Thf
names of the two following trea-

suries are unknown (see above). Tht
next (IV.) was the treasury of Syracuse
founded by Gelon and his subjects

to commemorate their victory ovei

tlie Carthaginians at Himera, a battU
fought, according to tradition, on the

same day as that of Salamis. As the

battle took place in B.C. 480, and Geloi
died in b.c. 478, there can be little

doubt as to the date of the monument
The architectural details of the scantj

remains confirm this view. Fragment;
of inscribed architraves show the use

of the Corinthian and Syracusan aljiha-

bet, a fact which makes it very prol^able

that the architects were Syracusan.
Nos. v., VI., and VII. were the

treasuries of Eiddaninos, Byzantium
and Syharis.f but the foundations alou€

remain. VIII. was the treasury ol

Gyrene, and part of the dedicatory Id-

scription has been recovered. IX
Treasury of Selinus, interesting for it^

double floor, which resembles a hypo-
canst. Its terra-cotta cornice is alsc

noteworthy. X. Treasury of Mtta-
pontuni, the roof of which was orna-

mented with rosettes. It was very

rich in plate ; Polemo (2nd cent. B.C.)

mentions 132 silver basins as among
its possessions, besides wine jugs and
other things. XL Treasury o'i Megara.
Extensive fragments of this building,

recovered from the Byzantine wall,

now lie W. of the Bouleuteriun, and
nearly all the sculpture from the pedi-

f As the city of Sybaris was entirely de-

stroyed in B.C. .510, this must be one of the

most ancient of the treasuries.
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nietit has been preserved in tlio Mu-
seum.
By 1'ar the most, intercstinji; of these

monuments is (XII.) tlie Trennury of
Gcla, which terminated the terrace on
the E. A.s originally built, probably
in tiie 6tli cent, lu ., this treasury was
1 [ilam, oblong, Doric nno.s, measuring
14 yils. by 12, with its fronts facing E.

ind W. At a later date, the plan of

;l)o edifice was completely altered by
)peiiing tlie S. wall, and buildinj; in

I'ront of it a hexastyle poniro GJ yds.

leep. The treasury was built of tlie

isnal conehxliferous stone, Imt tlios(;

larts of the nnsdury whicii were most
'xposed to injury from the wcatlier

e.g. the corinccs of the pediments)

tvere cased in painted terra-cotta,

ittached by nails. The distinctive

leeuliarities of the form of the Doric
;apitals used in the portico, which arc

,eiy remarkable, have been traced to

jeia.f Wenowr(-turn to the 1st trea-

!ur}-, immediately beyond which is an
\ltar to Hehaci,ks, and N. of this a
,ery ancient sciuarc Shkine, with a

n'otiaos facing S.

DescenditiiT an ancient fligiit of

iteps, on the 1. is tiie Metroon, a small

Doric temple dedicated to the mother
)f the gods, and built not earlier tiian

he 3ril or 4th cent. B.C. At what
leiiod the worshij) of Cybele was in-

roduccd at Olyinpia is unknown, but

t had ceased in the time of Pausanias,

ivlien the temjile contained no image
)f that deity, ami Lail been converted

nto a Patitheon for Homan emj)erors.

I'ortions of stattn s of Marcus Auieliiis

iiid Titus have Ijeen found here. Thi^

ilirine was roughly restored in Roman
inies, when many of the architectural

lefails were overlaid with a thick

oatiiig of plaster. In the nth or (jth

;ent. a.d. the whole building was
)roken up and the materials used lor

he local defences. The foundations

vith throe steps, containing bronze
damps and a single drum on the N.,

ilone remain. The peristyle had 1

1

'olumns in the sides, and G in the

routs — an unusual arrangement.

t For plans and rstorBtion, sep Olipiijiiii,

ir^ebniM*, plates 27-41.

About 8 yds. W. of the temple are the

rentains of an Altak to Cviiele.

We now walk H., passing on the 1.

a gri;en oval depression which marks
the site of the

Altar of Zeus, which was ascended
by .-tone steps, 'i'he upper portion of

the altar was furmed «i' the constdi-

datt d aslies of successive saeritices.

The Eleiansand others sacrificed daily

to Zeus at this altar, using always for

this purjiose the tliifjbs of tliC victims

burnt with the wood of i he w hile poplar.

We now ascend tf) the

TEMPLE OF ZEUS, erected by the

Kleians between 472 and 46'.) n.c.

from the spoils of Pi?a, which had
been taken and destroyed about
572 B.C. The cok>ssal chry.->elephan-

tine statue of Zeus, in the cella, was
executed by Pheidias. but whetlier

before or after his work on tlip Par-

thenon is still uncertain. The archi-

tect was an Eleian named Lthmi, of

whom nothing more is known. The
Temple was built of the local conchy-
liferous linn stone, overlaid in its more
finished partsby tine stucco, which gave
it the appearance of marble. It was a

jjerijjteral hexastyle building of the

Doric onler, with six tinted eohnniis

at the extremities and 13 at the .sides.

Tlieir diameter was 7 ft. 3 in., their

heijj;ht 34 ft. 4 in., being the largest

Grecian columns known. The dimen-
sions of tlie Temple are 70 yds. bySti,

and ti6 ft. 5 in. in Iniglit.

Tie Temple stands on three steps,

which again rest on a platform or

terrace, rising 2J or 3 ft. al)ove the

general level of the Altis. The steps

of the stylobate (1 ft. 7 in ) were too

high to be used as stairs, but easy
access to the Temple was jjrovided by
an inclined ascent at the !•-. end. The
foundations are complete, and ou the

S. the c(ilumns lie alongside in the

positions into which they fell at the

two great earth<(uake8 which shattered

the whole editice in the fir.-t half rf

the tjth cent. a.d. Near them ai'

some well-preserved and beautifuH\

moulded capitals, and at the N.W.
corner is an enormous block Imm tip

entablatuie. in the pronaos is a tine
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mosaic representing Tritons, now cov-

ered. The rest of the pavement here
is in slabs of Bosso antico and other

marbles, with liexagons or squares of

alabaster, and lozenges of breccia.

The Cella was raised 2 ft. above the

main level, and divided into a nave and
narrow aisles by two rows of sevcn
columns. Before the first column, on
either side, was a wooden staircase

leading to the hyperoon, or u| ptr story,

from which the >tatue could be viewed.

The space between the entrance and
tlie second column on each side was
open and formed a sort of inner vesti-

bule. The remaining columns were
united partly by low walls, and partly

by metal gratings, between which and
the wails ofthe cella the aisles remained
free. Tlie space thus enclosed was
furtiier divided into two portions, of

which the larger and innermost was
occupied by the colos:^al statue of Zeus.
Fragments of its dark limestone pedes-
tal lie scattered around. It is a dis-

puted point whether the paintings by
Panatnos, the nephew of Pheidias,

were on barriers connecting the legs

of the throne, or on low walls conm-ct-

ing the four central columns. The
aisles were secured by small metal
doors and paved with liver pebbles
imbedded in plaster. ' There is a

curious rent running longitudinally
thmugh the pavement of the nave,

which may have given rise to the

story that Zeus signified his approval
of the work of Piieidins by striking

tiie pavement with a thunderbolt, of

which the mark was still recorded in

the time of Pausanias by a bronze
vase on the spot.'

—

Newton.
The Temple was roofed with tiles of

Parian marble, many of which are now
in the Pelopion (see below). The flat

ceiling wasofwood. From the cornice

projected gargoyles of lions' heads.

On the apex of the pediment .stood a
gilt bronze Victory, below which was
a gold shield, \rith an inscription re-

cording its dedication by the Lacedae-
monians after their victory over the
Athenians (b.c. 457).

In front of the Temple towards the
E. are some interesting Pedestals of

Statues, which had been built up into

the Byzantine wall. To the S.E. is

the semicircular base of a group of

nine Greek heroks of the Trojan war,

drawing lots for the duel with Hector.

On a round base 6 yds. E. stood

Nestor, shaking tiie lots in his helmet.
Close by is a large njaible base on
which appears to have stood a four-

horsed chariot. 10 jds. S. of it is the

triangular base of the famous Victory,
now in tlie Museum. 30 yds. W. of

thi.s, at the S.E. angle of the Temple,
a large marble pedestal has been re-

built, bearing ancient inscriptions to

Praxiteles the founder. Beliind is a
round base which boie a Statce of
Zeus, with an eijigrammatic inscrip-

tion on its upper edge.

20 yds. N. of the chariot base (see

above) is the pedestal of tVie Eketrian
Bull, fragments of which are now in

the Museum, with inscription on its

S. margin. S. of it is tiie base of a
mtmument to Kallias, tiie Athenian
Champion; and W. of tins are thiee

semicircular moulded plinths which
bore statues of the Eleiax Women.
The central plinth almost touches the

corner of an oblong outline which runs
from N.W. to iS.E., and is supposed to

mark the site of tlie House of Oeno-
jiaos.

From its opposite corner the chan-
nel of a water-course leads N.W. to the

Pelopion, a barrow, enclosed by a
wall, and dedicated to tiie local hero
Pelops (p. 181), wlio, as Pausanias
observes, was as much reverenced
aliove the other heroes in Olynipia, as
Zeus above the other gods. It is of
irregular shape, and has a 8.W. portal
of very peculiar form. The mound is

strewn with tiles and tubes from the
Temple of Zeus (see above).

Turning N.E , in front, of the Exedra
of Herodes are some barely visible re-

mains of an extremely ancient Altar of

Hera. Among the pebbles and cin-

ders, of which it was formed, were
found many very archaic votive offer-

ings, now in the Museum.

The Exedra of Herodes Atticus is a
brick structure, in the centre of which
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is a semicircular iipsn recessed into the
side of the liill. Uclow it runs a ter-

race, bounded on either side by two
walls built at rt. angles, wliich form
wiii<rs to the apse. A small circular

Coriiithiiin temple stood in cither wing.
In the middle of the terrace was a
great basin, lined with marble, which
received a stream of walf^r issuing from
two lions' heads. An aqueduct whicii

j)as.=*(;d from the E. tlnough the vale

of Mir.ika, and i)ait of whicli is still

in svorking ordt^r, supplied this water,

which afterwards descended throu;4h

many cliannels into the Altis. An
inscription on a marble bidl, which
stood in front of the bisin, and is

now in the Mu>eum, records that

Herodes dedicated the aqueduct to

Zeu.-i in the name of his wife Regilla.

In the niches within tlie apse betsveen

Corintiiian pilastt^rs were portrait sta-

tues of the family of Herodes and of

the imperial house.

The Heraeon. the most ancient
Greek temple hitherto discovered, and
supposed to have bren originally dedi-

cated to Zeis and IIkka, is of the

Doric order, with six columns at the

front and 16 at the sides—a very

unusual arrangement. Other peculia-

rities are the relative length and
breadth of the edifice (nearly as 5"5

to 2), and that it stands on two steps

in.stiad of three. Its length along the

top of the stylobate U 55 yds., and its

breadth 21. The more usual propor-

tions are as 7 to 3.

The columns of the peristyle were
17 ft. in height, but varied to a re-

mnrkable degree in diameter and cha-

racter. Some of tiieni were monolithic,

while in others drums were used. The
capitals are all of a ditreronttype, and
tile intercolumniation shows the unusu-
iilly wide interval of 10 ft. 8 in. This fact

makes it appear highly probalde that

the columns were f)riginully of wool,
iind that they were gradually replaced

by stone pillars as the original structure

gave way. Even in the 2nd cent, a.d.,

Pdusanias found one of the two columns
af the opisthodonios to be of oak. The
entrances were on the S. side, between
the In.-t two columns rt. and 1.

The Cella mcusurea HOJ yds. by f),

and is enclosed by a very thick wall,

of which the four lower courses

forming the inner face are well pre-

served. Outside, these courses are

covered by a slab set on end—the

whole of the masonry being extremely
well fitted. The superstructure ap-

pears to have been of brick. From
either of the side walls projected four

internal buttresses, recalling the struc-

ture of the much later temple at

Bassai? (p. 23S). On the walls, which
are standing to a height of about 3 ft.,

are the marks where bronze j)late8

have been attached. The positions of

the bronze doors and metallic gratings

can also bo clearly male out. At a

sub.sequent date the interior of the

cella was divided by two rows of

columns into three divisions, of whith
the central one was thr<e times the

breadth of the others. The roof was
not left open, according to the common
custom, but was ceiled undemeatli,

either wholly or in part, probably with

wooden panels.

Pausanias mentions that he found

in the Heraeon a greater number of

ancient chryselephantine statues than
in all the rest of Greece ; the mo-t
recent of these were of the 6th cent.

B.C. Here, too, were kept the table

made by Kolotes of ivory and gohi, on
wluL-h Were laid the wreaths prepared
for the victors in the games, as well as

the famous chest of Kypselos, and the

disk of Iphitos, on which was in-

scribed the proclamation of the Olympic
truce (p. 181).

The celebrated Hermes of Praxi-
teles was found in the Heraeon,
buried in clay at the foot of its pedes-

tal (the 2nd on the rt.). which yet

remains. A colossal Head of Hera,
also in the Museum, jiroViably formed
part of a group, including Zeus and
Ares, which adorned this temple.

Further W. is the circular Philip-

peioa, a monument erected by Philip

of Miicedon after the battle of Chaero-

neia, b.c. o38. It is of great interest

as atibrding the earliest known ex-

ample of the use of the Corinthian order

(see p. 269). A circular cella of brick-

work, surrounded by a peristyle of IS
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louic columns, rested on a stylobnte

with three steps of Pentelic nuirble.

The diameter, measured on the top

step, was 16J yds. The design of the

cornice was in part Corinthian, and in

part Ionic ; a bronze poppy surmounted
and held together the rafters of the

roof. The cella was decorated on the

interior by Corintliian semi-columns,

and contained gold and ivory statues

of Philip and his family by LeocJiares.

Their marble bases, fragments of which
may yet be seen, are excellently cirved.

A little N. stood the Prytaneion, the

official residence of the magistrates

who had cl large of the Altis, and the

place where the Olympian victors were
feasted (p. 182). In tlie middle of the

S. coui t stood an Altar to Hestia, on
which tire burnt without ceasing day
and night.

From the S.W. corner we pass W.
through the N. }^ate of the Altis to the

Pi'opylaeon, which formed the entrance

to the Gymnasium. Several of its

tine Corinthian capitals lie on the

ground close by.

The Gymnasium, of which a portion

only has been cleared, is of the higii-

est possible interest as the training-

ground of all the athletes who com-
peted in the Olympic games. The S.

porticus, which separates the enclosure

from the Palaestra, probablj' extended
W. as far as the river ; the Doric E.

portico is 220 yds. long, and is divided

by a row of columns into two corri-

dors. On the S. and E. side of the

third column in the inner row are

traces of a smarting place.

Further N. under the hill are some
remains of Roman Thermae, with an
inti resting mosaic floor, now coveied.

A few yds. N. of it a pathway, turning

up to the rt., forms the best ascent to

the (1.5 min.) Kronion, or Hill of

Kronos (405 ft.), which is thickly

overgrown with shrubs. An open
space, just below the highest point,

afibrds an admirable view of the ruins

in the plain. The rough track de-

scending S. to the Treasuries is not
recommended.

In returning to cross the bridge, a
path on the 1. leads in 2 min. to some

Roman Baths on the 1. bank of the

Kladeos, considerable portions of which
have recently fallen into the stream.

On the loftier hill which rises

above the rt. bank of the Kladeos
•stands the village of (20 min.) Druva
(515 ft.), which also commands a

charming *view of the idyllic country

around. From the N. trickles the

streamlet, winding between vineyards

and broken sandy banks, till it falls

into the broad Alpheios a mile further

down. Above its 1. hank rise at some
distance E. a succession of curious

hillocks, clothed with arbutus, dwarf
ilex, and diminutive pines. In the

plain towards the S. are visible the

ruins which have made the place so

famous, backed by an irregular but

scantily wooded range of hills on the

1. bank of the Alpheios; while to the

N. runs a range of richly-clothed

summits, most picturesque in form.

The well-built cottage on the brow
of the hill at Druva was the home, of

the German excavators from 1876 to

1881. Half-way up the ascent is an
excellent spring— the only one in

Olympia.

The very important *1IITTSEXTM was
ere(.-ted at the expense of Mr. Syngros,

a banker iu Athens, from the designs

of Messrs. Adhr and Dorpfeld. (Adm.
free; closed from 12 to 1.) It is

entered from the S. portico, between
two columns which are copied from
the Temple of Zeus. Beyond the

vestibule we reach the

Central Hall, the length of which
was made to correspond with the

breadth of the Temple, so that the two
]jedimeuts might be exhibited to their

full fxtent on either side. The E.

pediment was attributed by Pausanias
to Paeonios ; the W. to Alcamenes.

The Eastern Pediment represented

the preparation for the contest between
Oennmaos and Pelops. None of the

figures are entire. The centre of the

compo.sition is a majestic figure of

Zeus ; on his rt. stands Pelops and
Hippodameia ; on his 1. Oenomaos
and his queen Sterope. On each side

is a four-horsed chariot, held by the
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sitting figures of Myrtilos (rt.) ami
Killas (left). Myrtilos was the cha-

rioteer whom Pelops bribed to help
him win tlie race. Ijy a promise of half

the kingdom, aii<i who took out the
linchpins of his master's chariot, so

that he was thrown and killed. Next
come in pairs rt. and 1. two sitting

men, a girl and a very beiutiful liead-

less crouching boy. and in tiie angles

the two rivers. Kladeos to the 1. of

Zeus, and Alpheios tu his rt., bounding
the scene of ti.e contest.

The Westerx Pediment depicts

the contest between the Lapiths and
Centaurs at the marriage feast of

Peirithoos. In the centre is the mag-
nific-nt figure of Apollo, appearing
suddenly to stiy the lumnlt. On the 1.

is a Centaur carrying off" a woman,
and at the same time defending him-
self ag.iinst Peiritlioos ; on the rt. a

Centaur has seized a woman, whom
Theseus tries to rescue. In the next
group to tiie 1. a Centaur bites a
kneeling Lapith in the arm ; on the

rt. a Centaur carries ofi" a boy. Then
follows on eitiier side another struggle

between a Centaur and a woman,
while two recumbent females in each
angle of the pediment watch the

confiict.

The sculptures are all of Parian
marble with the exception of the heads
of the old women in the W. pediment
an<l that of the young woman in the

1. corner of the same, which are of

I'entelic marble and are believed to

be antique restorations.

From the traces of colour discovered,

it is clear that all these figures, as well

as those in the metopes (see below),

were painted.

It is generally admitted that Pau-
Siinias was mistaken in ascribing the

peJiment sculptures to Alcamenes and
Paeonios. The pediment assigned to

the latter shows no affinity of style

with his statue of Victory (see below).

Still less is it conceivable that Alca-

menes, the pupil of Pheidias. was the

author of the other pediment. It is

clear that thise sculptures belong to

;in earlier period and a leas actson-

pli bed schrol. N't vertlic less, the

style is large, and the conception

though simple is grand. Altogether
these works (including the Metopes)
are worthy examples of the great

period of transition from the minute
finish of the archaic age to the mag-
nificent period of Pheidias, when
perfect grandeur of manm r was com-
biatd with a .sufiieiency of finish in

detail. On the end walls are the
Metopes, which decorated the frieze

outside th»^ ctdla, and represented the

Labours of Heracles All the finest

pieces discovered by the French expedi-
tion in 1829, and now in the Louvre,
are here exhibited in plaster casts.

On the S. wall of the saloon are :

—

1 Heracles and the Nemean Lion.—
The original lion is in the Louvre.
Beside the hero stands Athena.

2 Fiffht with the Lernean Hydra.
3 Heraclrs presenting Athena with

the Stymphalinn Birds.

4 i>tag of Ceryneia.

5 Girdle of the Quten of the Amazons.
6 Cleansing of the Stables of

Augeas.—To the rt. Athena stands
erect looking towards Heracles, who
labours with a shovel.

7 Heracles fighting with Geryon.—
The tiiroe-bodied giant occupies the

whole rt. half of the composition.

The greater portion of this metope is

in the Louvre; some additional pieces

have been recovered by tli£ Germans.
8 Heracles dragging away Cerberus.

9 Tlie/t of the mares of Diomedes.

10 Heracles and the Erymanthian
boar.

11 Heracles tcinnijig the Applea of
the Hesperides.—This is the best pre-

served of all the metopes. Heracles
is represented as standing in an atti-

tude of studietl awkwardness in the

act of receiving the apples from Atlas,

while the Heavens are obviously in

danger of falling. The Hesperidenii

nymph, who stands behind tiie hei

has raised her hand to steady ti

burden.
12 Taming of the Cretan Bull—This

is the well-known metope in the

Louvre. In addition the Germans
have found the split bull's head, and
a fragment of the 1. hind hoof.

At the end of the SaUxin, on the

upper part of its original pedestal.
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stands the celebrated Victory by
I'aeonios of Mende, discovtrred lying
close to iis pedestal. Ou the upper-
most of the blocks is an inscription

recording its erection and dedication
to Zeus, by the Messeniaus and Xau-
pactians, in gratitude for victories

over their enemies (probably about
the year 420 B.C. for the victory at

Sphacteriu). The Victory was repre-

sented newly lighted on earth. She is

clad in along chiton, the flying move-
ments of which indicate the rapidity
of her descent. The wings were doubt-
less nearly upright on the shoulders,
and the body had a forward inclina-

tion. The ground on which the figure

is alighting is irregularly carved to

represent rock, and at the side of the
rt. foot is a head of a bird.

Nearly three centuries after the
erection of this statue and its dedica-
tion, a second inscription was en-
graved on the pedestal of the Victory.

It relates to the settlement by the
Romans of an old dispute between the
Lacedaemonians and Messenians,
about a certain territory on the west
slope of jNIt. Taygetos. called by Taci-
tus the Ager Dentheliates. It was
probably first fought for in the Messe-
nian wars. In 146 B.C. Mummius
assigned it to Mtssenia: Augustus
restored it to Sparta, but Tiberius
gave it back again to Messenia (Tac.
Ann. iv. 43; Paus. iv. 1, 30).

In a room at the N. end of the build-
ing stands on the 1. the celebrated
*Hermes of Praxiteles, at present
the onlj' statue known which can with
certainty be referred to that master.
It represents Hermes carrying the
infant Dioriiysos : xp^^'V 5e vcrepov
Kal &\\a ave0€(rav 4s rh 'Hpa7oy, 'EpyU'^;/

\idov, AiSwcrov Se <pepei vi)Tnov, rdx^r)

Se e(7T( Tlpa^LTfXovs. (Paus. V. 17. 3.)

The statue was found on 7th May,
1877, lying on its face in a mass of
broken tiles, in the cella of the
Heraeon.
Hermes stands in an attitude of easy

gruce the left knee slightly bent, lean-

ing his eft arm on the trunk of a tree.

His chlamys is carelessly thrown across
the arm, and falls in simple, graceful
folds over the tree stump. Lightly

poised on this arm sits the infant

Dionyso.s, reaching up towards a
bunch of grapes which Hermes held
in his rt. hand, as is known from a
fresco found at Pompeii, and from
other sources. The right arm of
Hermes is broken ofl" below the
shoulder ; his right leg is broken off

just above, the left leg just below,
the knee. With these exceptions the
Hermes is, even to the tip of the nose,

intact. The form of Hermes, whicii

is entirely nude, presents a happy
combination of grace and strength.

The head is slightly turned and bent
towards his little charge. The hair

is in short crisp locks, rather indicated

than sculptured in detail. Both
behind and before may be traced the
groove of a metal fillet or wreath

—

more probably the latter. Faint
traces of colour have been detected on
the hair and lips. The statue is

carved in the finest Parian marble.

Turning to the W. side of the
building, Room I. contains Inscrip-
tions, not yet arranged.

II. Lion gargoyle heads from the
Temple of Zeus. Two large bronze
vessels, and a bronze Foot.

III. Small bronzes. Bull's head.
Horn and ear of the Eretrian Blll
by I'hilesios (p. 195). Sphinx, with a
double face. Weapons and armour.
Disk, with inscription recording its

use in the '255th (jlympiad (a.d. 241).
Various utensils. Terra-cotta Heads
OF Zeus and Hera ; marble Head of
Aphrodite.

IV. Prostrate statues of Claudius as

Jupiter, and Titus with reliefs on his

armour. Stmdiug figure of Hadrian,
with the Wolf of the Capitol on his

armour.
Crossing the vestibule, we enter the

rooms on tlie E. side.

V. Roman draped Statues. Terra-
cotta Cornice from the Leonidaeon.
Altar from the Hereon (p. 185).

VI. Lion clutching at a sheep.

Parts of a Colossal Zeus in Pentelic

marble, found in the Mttroon. Bull
from the Exedra of Herodes (p. 19-i).

VII. Reliefs from the pediment of

the Treasury of Megara (p. 191),
representing the contest of the gods
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itml giiints, in a very fia<?iiicntary

fonilition. The central tiiaut ia airly

well pnserved, and affords a very fine

spLcimen of the archaic sculpture of

the 6th cent. B.C. CoKssal Head of
Heka, soulptured in a soft yellowish-

white limestone, aud discovered in the

Henieon. Terra-ootta Acroterion,
from the same Temple.

VIII. Konum female Statues. Or-
namental Terra-cotta Tu.e.s.

IX. Architectural ornaments in

terra-cotta, ineUnling an AcifOTERiox
from the Ilemcon. Tdes from the

pediment and cornice of the Treasury
OF (iEi.A. Cornice from tiu! Treasurv
OK Megara, with red and black orna-

mentation on yellow ground.

About 1| hr. E. of Olympia. near

the rt. bank of the Alpheios, is the so-

called Suitors' Hill, a mound which is

supposed to nuirk the trraves of the

unsuccessful candidates for the hand
of Hijjpodameia, slain by Ocnomaos (p.

181). For Rly. to Patras, see Rte. 32.

ROUTE 27.

tbii'olitza to sparta, by tegea.

—

carriage-road.

[37 miles.]

On leaving: Tripolitza (Rte. 23), the

can iairc - ro;id runs S. to (3 m.)
Keradtza. [A by-road on the 1.

leads to (1 m.) Piali, on the site of the

ancient Tegea.

TraJitionally founded by Tegeates, .«iii if

l^yoton, it was f.'rme<l out of 9 small ti)wn-

Hhips united into ouu city by Aleus, a story

which points to a (n/i'otKicrf/iof, or grouping

of towns like that of Attica, though ou a

smaller scale, it haii 4 tril>es, whose tutelary

deity was .Vpollo (cf. Virg. Georg. i. 1«).

Tlie Spartans i-onquered it in early times

(Hdt. i. (j7), aud I'ogea was a subject ally of

Sparta until the battle of I^euctra, 371 b.c.,

when this city joined the otlier .-Vrcadians in

c.-tablishiDg independence.

It must have had a circuit of at

least four miles, its remains having

been traced from the hill of Htujion

Sosfls on the X. over the hamlets of

Jlrrahim Effendi, I'alm'o-Kpiicopi, and
Achuria, as well as Piali.

Its celebrated Temple of Athena
Alea (B.C. 394), to the W. of the

Church, was excavated in 1879, but
the site was filled up again, and
nothing now remains except some
scattered fragments of the building.

In 1SG2 were discovered here bronzes
and terra-eottas, most of which are

now in the Mu.~eum at Athens (p. 382).

Some marble heads by Scopnn, from the
pediment of the temple, have also been
recovered. In the little piazza is a
square stone with a bull's head sculp-

tured on one of its sides. The ad-
jacent Museum has a gond ndief of the

front part of a lion, and a roun<l corn-

measnro in marble. Tin- marble here
emplovid came from the quarries of

Doliaiui, 3 hr.s. S.W. (p. 1.3.5).

At Palaeo-Episcopi. ^ m. further on,

is a restored Byzantine clmrch, which
rests on an artificial, curvilinear, base-

ment of stone. This appears to be
the cavea of a theatre, jmssibly the

splendid marble one built by Antioehos
IV. Epiphanes, in B.C. IT.i, as men-
tioned by Livy ( xli. 20). Here too

was probably the Agora. The final

destrtiction of Tegea was the work of

Alaric, towards the end of tiie 4th
cent. A.D. The Byzantine town of

Nidi, of which Palaeo-Episcopi marks
the centre, afterwards rose on nearly

the same site, but has also in turn
passed awaN'. Nicli was one of the
very few towns which offered any
resistance to the French in 1205; its

citizens fought at the battle of Kouu-
doura, ami the place was afterwards
besieged and taken by William of
Champlitte.
The Church has a triple apse, with

a tlouble lancet in the centre, and
a single one at each side. The N.
and S. fronts have two roimd turrets

rtanked by a gable, with a double
lancit below eudi. There is a good
cupola, with 12 windows. The in-

terior has no columus. On the screen is

a good tapestry relief in silver and gold
thread, representing the Death of the
Virgin.]

Beyond Kerasitza the road pnsse.s

on the rt. the Lake of Tahu, which
terminates in a cavern, or Karafiodpa,

at the foot of a short cliff. The
road now ascends alx)ve the lake,
and beyond Kapareli reaches the
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summit of a low col. After a succession

of afCeuts and descents, passing two
villages on the rt., we descend towards
the it. and cross the Saranda Potavio,

and soon reach the new khan of

17 m. Kryavrysis (Kpva ^pvais),

so called from a cold fonnt;iin situated

at the junction of two torrents on the
old mule path 1. below the road. Near
the Chapel of the Ascension (avd\ri\^is),

about 20 min. S.E. of the spring, are
some ruins which have been suggested
as the more probable site of Caryae
(see beluw).

4 m. further a road branches off on
the 1. to •Aracliova Ete. 17;, passing
after 3 m. on the 1. some ruins which
mark the generally supposed site of

the ancient Caryae (p. Ixsxi.), famous
for its sanctuary of Artemis Karyatis.

Beyond Koklini Lontza, we descend
a ravine which opens out lower down
into a cultivated basin on tlie 1. The
road now ascends in long sweeps, and
tile scenery becomes extremely fine.

From tlie

22 m. Summit of the Col there is

a *magnif]cent view of the Taygetos
range on the rt. A little further on
we pass Monodendri, so called from a

solitary ash on the opposite side of

the road. We continue to descend
along the hillside, enjoying fine

views, first to the 1. and then to the rt.,

over the plain of Sparta, with Mistra

rising in terraces at the foot of Mount
Taygetos behind the city. Tlie usual

resting place for luncheon is at the

28 m. Khan of Vurlia (2005 ft.),

from which is gained a good view of

Sparta beyond the river far below.

[About 1 hr. E., on the rt. bank of

the Kelephina, the ancient Oenus, on
a hill crowned by a Chapel of St.

Constardine (2725 ft.), are extensive

remains of encircling walls, which
enclosed the citadel of Sellasia.

This place is famous for the great

battle close to it in which the Mace-
donians, under Antigonus Doson, and
Achaeans, under Philopoemen, de-

featerl the Spartans under Cleomenes,

B.C. 221, and finally broke the Spartan
power. The army of Cleomeues,
20,000 strong, was posted on the slopes

of Mt. Evas, just N. of Sellasia. It

was attacked and defeated by 30,000
Macedonians and Achaeans. The
town WHS sacked and burnt by Anti-
gonus (Pol. ii. 65).

The upper fortress to the N.E.,
forming the strongest portion, is

divided by a cross wall from the lower.

There are remains of massive walls,

with square or round towers at in-

tervals, but no traces of an entrance ;

it has been sugge?ted therefore that

the gates ' were at a higher level, and
approached by temporary steps

'

{Loring). The walls are of unhewn
stones^ merely piled together, but with
larger and more carefully fitted blocks
on the faces than in the middle.

A few miles further the Kelephina
is crossed by a stone bridge. Soon
afterwards a long iron bridge carries

the road across the Eurotas, and we
soon reach

37 m. SPARTA s^T (3G00), chief

town of Laconia (735 ft.), which gives

a ducal title to the Crown Prince of

Greece.

The present town occupies a small
portion of the site of the ancient city,

but is itself entirely new. It was
commenced in 1834, and laid out from
plans prepared for King Otho by
Baron Jochmus, who in his youth
served on the statf of Sir Pdchanl
Church. The streets are broad, but
the houses mean and poor.

Sparta is the residence of the Bishop,
the Nomarch, and other chief func-
tionaries of the province. In mediaeval
and Turkish times the principal town
was Midrn (see below), a far better

position ill a military point of view.

Sparta ' was built upon a range of

low hills, and ujion an adjoining plain

stretching S.E. to the river. These
hills are ofishoots to Mt. Taygetos,
and rise almost immediately above
the river. The site of Sparta difters

from that of almost all Grecian
cities. Protected by the lofty ram-
parts of mountains, with which nature
had surrounded tlieir fertile valley,
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tlie Spartans were not obliged, like

tlio other Greeks, to live witliin the

walls of a city, pent up in narrow
streets, but eontiriuod to dwell in tlie

midst of tbt'ir plantations and fjar-

dens, in their original village trim.

It was tills rural freedom and comfort

which formed the chief charm and
beauty of Sparta. Its present

appearance corresponds wonderfully

to the anticipation of Thucydides, wiio

remarks (i. 10), that if the city of the

Lacedaemonians were deserted, and
nothing remained but its temples and
the foundations of its buildings, men of

a distant age would find a difficulty in

believing in the existence of its former
power. Compared with the Acropolis

of Athens, tlie low hills on the Knrotas,

and the shapeless heap of ruins, appear
perfectly insijinificant, and present

nothing to remind the spectator of the

city that once ruled the Peloponnesus
and the greater part of Greece.' —Sir
William Smith.

The valley of Sparta is like the

hollow of a stadium-Ko/Ajji' AaKt^ainova

Kt}T<iie(Tffav. This latter epithet is

derived from the numt^rous ravines and
chiisms into which the valley of the

Eurotas is broken.

5 min. N. of the town is the so-called

Tomb of Leonidas, an oblong structure

of good Hellenic masonry, in large ob-

long blocks standing upon a plinth,

atid measuring about 12 yds. by 7^.

It has the form of a templn in antis,

and is too distant from the theatre to

be that of Leonidas.
10 min. N.N.W. is the Theatre, one

of the largest in Greece, and facing S.

The interval between the two wings
was about 144 yds., and the diameter

of the orchestra about 27 yds. The
middle part of tiie cavea was exca-

vated in the hillside, but the entire

structure of the wings was of masonry.

Under the Konians, the theatre ap-

pears to have been repaired with brick-

work. The seats have mostly disap-

peared. At the E. corner is a wall in

12 or 14 courses of oblong blocks, well

preserved, and there are some scanty

remains on the hill above. This hill

was the Acropolis of Sparta, and on

its summit stood the famous Temple of

Athena Cliallcioekos, the tutelary go<l-

dess of the city. It is a m itter oi

dis[)ute whether the napie wiis <lue to

tlie walls being pliited witii iu'onzi-, or

whether it was the image itself, which
was wrought in this manner. It was
within the precincts of this temple
that Pausanias, the victor of Plataea,

on the discovery of his subsequent
intricjues with the King of Persia, was
immured and starved to death. He
was buried opposite to the theatre ;

and to the same spot were subse-

quently brought from Thermopylae
the bfines of his uncle Leonidas
(Tliucyd. i. 134; Paus. iii. 14).

Turning to the rt., we reach in 5 min.

a steep flight of three or four steps on
Roman foundations, and in another
3 mill, a round building with remains
of columns in hacdriome breccia. When
cleared by the American School in

IStfi the base of a statue was found
upon its floor, and it is now believed

to have served as a pedestal for statues

of Zeus and Aphrodite. Below is a
long stretch of wall built by the Ro-
mans out of ancient materials, partly

marble, partly brick, with used-up
marble blocks and drums of columns.
Further E. are some remains of a

supposed Agora, also Roman work on
Greek foundations.

10 min. due X. of this spot a me-
diaeval bridge cro.sses the Euiotas,

renting on ancient foundations which
are believed to be those of the Ba-
itvKA, mentioned by .Ajistotle.

The ancient city is said to have
measure.! between o and G m. in cir-

cumference, and the entire area N. of

the modern town is scantily covered
with its ruins ; but all sites except the
above-mentioned are conjectural, and
the remains themselves shapeless and
undelinable.

At the E. end of the town is a
large Museum, tor the custodian of

which a boy should be dispatched

from the Inn. The scul[)ture pre-

served here is, for the most jiart, of

Roman date und no great artistic

beauty ; but the collection includes a
small series of early reliefs, which are

peculiar from the flat treatment of the

surface, suggesting that details may
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have been filled in with colour. They
represent a figure, or pair of figures,

sacrificing, possibly with reference to

the existence of the dead in another
world. In one of them we see two
figures seated to the rt. with two dimi-

nutive suppliants before them. In a
second, a man stated to the 1. with the

figure of a liorse in the field above,

possibl.v to indicate his rank when in

life and his heroization in the otlier

world. In a third, a woman is seated

to the 1. with her face turned round full

to the front. A fouithhas a man and
woman stated to the 1., more advanced
in style than the preceding. The dra-

pery at the side falLs in fine folds.

There is less of the system of fiat

planes than in the others (3, 4, o05).

Different from these in technique,

but still very archaic, is a Stele
WITH DOUBLE RELIEF, iu the middle
of the room on the 1., about 2 ft. 3 in.

high. On either side is sculptured

a serpent. Each of the larger faces of

the slab is occupied by a group of two
figures : (A) a bearded man in the act

of stabbing a draped and veiled woman
(Murder of Clytemnestra)

;
(B) a man

and woman standing peaceably oppo-
site each other, and apparently holding
garlands (Orestes and Electra).

Among the other sculptures may be
noticed (468) a relief of good Attic

style, representing a young woman
offering a lihation to Apollo Citharoe-

dos (his head gone). On the ground
between these two figuies the ompha-
los of Delphi with the two eagles.

There is also a curious relief (6),

Orpheus seated to the it. in a cave with
animals about him, and two rudely-

executed figures. A relief in red

marble has the two Dioscuri face to

face, each with his horse and with two
diotae (flagons) between them. There
are stveral other reliefs of the Dios-

curi, among which may be noticed one

(202), where there stands between
them an archaic image (Xoanon), with
a calathos or basket on the head. 201
is a similar image, but poor in style,

and holding a string of beads or fillet

in each hand. The Dioscuri wear the
usual pointed caps, but have not
theii- horses. All in low fine relief.

[Greece.]

The numbers are not consecutive, and
the collection is by no means finally

arranged ; but the most important
sculptun s occur at present iu the fol-

lowing order, beginning on the rt. of

the entrance into the left-hand room.
279, 35 Cimbat of Amazons. 3o/i, o
Snakes. 6 *OipheuSi 7, 356 *Dio-
scuri. 468 *Libation to Apollo. 4
*S;icriticing figures. 291 *Dioscuri.

505, 3 *Sa(rificiug figures. 201, 202
*Dioscuri. 22 Recumbent Satyr (foun-
tain piece). 52 Head of Heracles.
20 Sleeping Eros. 338 Female Iu ad.

103 Apollo. 364 Woman with two
boys, archaic, in grey stone, much da-
maged. The Dioscuri are variously
grouped, sometimes appearing without
their hortes, and sometimes being ac-
companied by their sister Helen. Those
scul]itures marked * are mentioned
iu detail above.

Under glass in the room on the rt.

are a number of small archaic leaden
figures from the Menelaion (see p.

212). Many of these are warriors,

with helmet, lance, and shield ; others
are wasp-wai.-ited female figures ; be-
sides these, there are a few horses,
both with and without riders. There
is also a very curious minute Athena
brandishing her spear. These figures
average only 1 to 2 in. in height.
In the corner near the door, 440
Stele of Damoson, victor in a cha-
riot race; the relief repiesents him
guiding a quadriga, while a long mu-
tilated inscription below records the
circumstances of the dedication (5th
cent. B.C.).

At the entrance to the square W. of

the Museum, over the door of the
Apotltecary Kopwmanicas, on tlie rt.,

is a small triglypli and two metopes,
with a fine Amazonomachia. In a
garden N.E. of the town (^apply to the
custode of the Museum) is a fine

mosaic floor of many colours on a
white ground, representing the Flight

of Europa. Over a door further W". is

a medallion in bluish-grey marble,
with a relief of the Gorgon.
To the 1., at the upper end of the

main street, stands a large Church iu
an open square. It comuiunds a good
view of the heights S.W. of Sparta,

I
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whieli preBeiit very curious forniB.

Four or tive liills arian<;e theiiiselves

ill Hynimetrieal order at the base of

Mount 'J'aygftos, separated from one
anotlier by a fine ravine, and mostly
crowned with a cliapel, to which a
zigzag path ascends.

S.K. of the city, on the opposite side

of tlie river, rises the Chapel of St.

J'JIins, on the site of the ancient The-
rapne (7G0 ft.). Here stood tiie Me-
NELAiON, or Sanctuary of iT7e7ie/«o8 and
Helen. Tlie foundations were dis-

covered by Dr. Koss in 1834, who
found here a gnat number of clay and
leaden figures, probably the oflerings

of the poorer classts. The Menelaiou
was the object of solemn processions

of the Spartans ; the men imploring
Mciudaos to grant tiiem coumge and
success in war, the women beseeching
Helen to bestow beauty on them and
their children.

ROUTE 28.

SI'AUTA TO G"STHEION.—CARKIAGE-
KOAD.

Sparta (p. 207). The carrioge-road

runs S., crosses three tributaries of the

Euiotas, and after 'S m. passes an emi-
nence on the 1.. crowned with the

Chapel of Hutjin Kyriah^, the founda-

tions of whicii are ancient. Here was
the sacred precinct of the Amyci.aeox,
dedicated to Apollo and his favourite

Hyacinthus, the sou of Amyclas, and
here stood the famous throne of

Apollo made by Bathycles. of Mag-
nesia. N.W. rif the chapel a semi-

circular foundation has been dis-

covered, which, according to a some-
what doubtful conjtctuie, may have
supported the throne. It is probable

that no temple stood within the en-

closure, the object of pilgrimage l)eing

the Tomb of Hyacintiius, which was
sui mounted witli a statue of A{)ollo.

On a lower hill towards the S. arc

the ruins of tiie Tomb of Vaphio, in

which some beautiful gold cups and
other treasures were discovered in

]S89. It was approached by a pas-

sage 33 yds. long, and still retains

the lower part of its walls, though the
dome, which resembled that of Menidi
(p. 442), has been destroyed. A hill

yet further S., with the remains of
two towers, is supposed to mark the
site of the ancient Pharae.

4^ m. from Sparta, on the rt., is the
vill.cge of Slavochorio, where several

slight and scattered architectural
remains exist of the ancient Amyclae,
in early limes one of the most impor-
tant cities of Laconia (11. ii. 584;
Strab. p. 3G4>. The ruins extend to

the village of Muhmoud Bty, on the
1. of the road.

We now turn S.E., and at the
distance of about 11 m. from Sparta
cross the Uaeinu, the ancient Erasi-
Nos. A f

ath leads W. in J hr. to the
village of Xerocampos, at the foot of
Mount Tajgetos. Here a torrent

issues from a deep and romantic
ravine in the mountain, and, at the
spot where it enttrs the plain, is

spanned by a single arch of masonry,
of which the materials apjiear to be
ancient, but not the plan. The road
now ascends in curves, jiassing through
the country formerly inluibiteil by the
Bardouuiotf, a lawless Mussulman
tribe, expelled at the Revolution,
lieyond the village of the same name
on the rt. we reacli the

18 m. Khan of Tarapsa, from
whence, looking back, tlitre is a good
view of Spnrta. Further on, a road
on the 1. leads by Scala to (3.i m.;
Monemvusia (Rte. !(!). It pusses on
the I., after 3 m., some ancient
quarries of porphyry. Scala, 8 m.
further on, stands at the N. edge of
the i)lain of Ildos, through which the
Eurotas flows into the sea. At the
S.E. corner of the district is Trinisa,

the ancient Tbinasos, so called from
three rocky islets here lying oft' the
coast. 'J'hc supiKJsod site of the
Homeric maritime city of Helus is
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a little E. of the village of Dourali.
The Helots were enslaved by the
Spartans, who, later, extended the
name to their other serfs.

Our road continues S., ascending
and descending by turns, and affording
tine views of the Tuygetos range.

Lower down it turns E., and reaches
the sea at

28 m. Gytheion (Rto. Ifj).

liOUTE 2'J.

SPABTA TO MEGALOFOLIS. HORSE-
PATH.

Sparta Jl. M.
Kopdnos Biidgo . 1 15

Vivari . . 1 30
Georgitsi . . 1 ;io

I-ionganik) . -2 30
Vuia . 3

Leondiri . . 1 30
Megalopoli.-i . 2 30

From Sparta (Rte. 27) the bridle-path
runs N. a.s far as the (1^ hr.) Kopdiios
Bridge (a.d. 1730), where a lofty

i-ingle Turkish arch spans the Eurotas,
on the old road to Tripolitza. On the
rt. bank of the river are remains of a
late Roman or mediaeval aijueduct
(see below}. Here we turn to the 1.,

without crossing the stream, and as-

cend the valley, passing on the rt.

some ruins of polygonal walls. ' Be-
tween the hill and the river, on the
narrow strip of land which separates
them, are the lower courses of a long
wall consisting partly of Hellenic and
partly of later masonry ' (Lorimj).
Ancient cart-ruts are visible along the
road, especially at a point 5 min.
further on, where a piece of Hellenic
wall runs close to the path and the
river.

We now pass on the 1. a Cavern in
the clifl", supposed by some authorities
to be tlie Tomb of Ladas. It is

locally known as the Fhournos (oven;.
Tue cave itself is mostly natural, but
its entrance is formed by an arch in,

the Ar^neduct from the Vivari (see

below). Following the river, which
is bordered with luxuriaut vegetation,

we reach in 20 min. some curious

cuttings on the 1., kuown as the
Magtirid (kitchen). 20 min. further

is a massive piece of wall called the
HeUenicd, restored in brick, which
has also been identified with the
burial-place of Lndas, the Olympian
athlete (Paus. iii. 21).

About 3 hr. further is the Vivari
spring, rising at the foot of a Chapel-
crowned hill on the 1. bank of the
river, the water of which was once
conducted to Sparta by an aqueduct,
whose ruins are visible here and at

the Kopanos Bridge (see above). The
river is here restrained by a stretch of

low wall nearly 200 yds. in length,

formed of large and roughly squared
stones without mortar. In and below
the village, a little further on, are two
other large springs. Hertabouts ia

the probable site of Pellasa.

After about 1| hr. we reach the
Spring of Georgitsi, near which are

some ancient remains, probably of a
fort, on a low rocky hill to the 1. of

the path. Beyond them are two
circular bee-hive tombs ; and on the
E. side of the avropolis is a re-

cently excavated ancient well, about
2 yds. in diameter. The track now
quits the river, and passes on the

rt. the village of (^ hr.) Voutoukos,

with another spring gushing from
beneath some rocks on the 1., and
forming a pool which is enclosed by
ancient walls. I5 hr. beyond this

point is the Khan of Longaniko, from
which the Laconian Mount Chelmos
(2555 ft.) may be ascended in an hour.

On the summit are the well-preserved

remains of a mediaeval Castle, and
of an ancient polygonal wall with

towers at intervals. These ruins

have generally been considered to

mark the site of Bclmina, a fortress

of Laconia, occupying a remarkably
strong position on the side towards
Megalopolis. In plan as well as in

construction it resembled that of

Sellasia (Rte. 27), consisting of an
upper and lower enclosure, the former

1 2
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at the P. end of the liill. Tlie walls plaiji (Rte. 24), crossing the Xerilloji,

of Sellasiii are, liowever, uniform in ami passing between the hill of

stylo tlirouj^liout, wliile those on the Samara and tho heights of the Iltlle-

sunimit of (JholmoH differ consid'iably nilza (425,") ft.). In 2 hrs. we reach a

in tliL' size of tlie stones eniplfjyed. col, cf)niman(ling a good view of

The outer wall enclosing botii for- Mount Itliomi', and descend thence tr)

tresses is made f)f hirge unlu'wn tlic plain.]

blocks without morinr, while the W.
half of the wmII which separates tho Our jKith runs N., leaves on the rt.

two is built of smaller atones. The the road to Trifiolitza. crosses the

E. half, and other walls within the Ttieiiis, and continues along the

upper f(.rtre.-s, show traces of mortar level plain to (2i hrs. Megalopolis

and tiles, and are clearly mediaeval. (Rte. 24).

It hiis been recently suggest( d thiit

these ruins belong to the Athknakon,
and that Iklmina lay to the S.W. in

the valley below. The springs on

the mountain form the source of the

Eurotas.

A mule-path, marked by telegraph

wires, leads from the khan N.W. to

Mt'ijiilopolis in about 5 hrs. Our
Hack runs W., leaving the loftily

.situated village of Vetrina on the rt.,

nnd ascends tlirough a succession of

gullies to (H hr.s.) Vura. Thence
the path descends in 1^ hr. to

ROUTE 30.

MEGALOPOLIS TO OLYMPIA, BY KARY-

TAEXA AND ANPRITSAENA.— CAK-

RIAGE-ROAD AND HORSE-PATII.

LeondariT (1895 ft.), a mediaeval

village of 600 inhab. It occupies a

commanding position at the top of a
hill ti-rminating the chain of Mt. Tay-
getos to the N., and overlooks a narrow
pass, separating Arcadia from Mes-
senia. It was con.-i(lered a position

of much importance during the Revo-
lution, as commandins: one of the

Megalopolis
Karytaeiia
Dragoniaui
Andiitsaena
Nerovitsa

2i brp. Ncnie^a
8 lirs. Olympia

Platirtiia .

Kro>>tona .

Olympia .

H. M.

20

The roail is well t ngineered. but

biidly kept, and in .several jilaces

broken away. Tlnre are also two or

Horses or

be taken
principal lines of communication of three untini.sheil bridges

the enemy. mides must therefore

The interesting little Church of

the Apodlex is supposcul to date from
the lOtii cent., and bear.-* traces of the

j)eriod when it was used as a Mosque.
Near it are some si)lendid cypresses.

Witliin are ,-^ome Byzantine reuiains.

The socidled Milropolis, another

mides must
throughout.

The carriage-road crosses the He-
lisson (Rte. 2ij), and m. further

passes over another stone bridge,

which spans one of the tributaries

of the Alpheios. On uncertain sites

in this neighbourhood 8too<l several

Church of venerable date, stands at ancient cities, the most important ef

the N. end of the village. About which was Trapezcs. Soon after-

5 hr. N.E. of Leondari is the jiietur- wards we h ave on the rt the road

esqui; hill and Castle of Gardila'. tn Mulfihi, and cross the v4/;)/(e('o8 over

captured by Mahomet II. in 1460. a bridge of six arches. 2 m. furtlicr

Within its limits are the ruins of a we enter the very picturesque and

Chapel. striking town of

[From Leemdari a path leads 10 m. KarytaenaT (1400),on the site

Jj.W. in 3 hrs. to the Khan of Macri- of the ancient Bkenthe. Its interest-
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iug mediaeval Castle, which in modern
times was long the stronghold of the

celebrated chief Colocottoni, is one of

the most important military points in

the Peloponnesus. It occupies the

summit of a high rock, extremely
steep towards the Alplieios, and con-

nected oil the E. with a mountain
spur ; on the N. and S. the hill slopes

more gradually, and on these sides

the town is situated. Several of its

churches are wcjrth a visit.

[A road leads N. in 4 hrs. to Stem-

nitza, ascending the valley of the

Gortynios, which falls into the Al-

pheios below Karytacna. The scenery

is very iiue. Half-way, on the 1. bank
of the river, is Atziholo, witli a church

and monastery on a rock platform.

It stands above the site of the ancient

GoRTYS. Part of tlie city walls may
be traced, and the foundations of a

temple of Asclepios have been dis-

covered S.W. of the village.]

The carriage-road now returns to

the six-arched bridge, and ascends

thence to the khan of (3 m.) Drago-

mani. The mule-path runs further S.,

on the other side of the hill, and reaches

the khan in about an hour. 1 m. liigher

up is a low col, where again there is a

choice of r.nites, the bridle-path de-

scending to the 1. in | hr. to a bridge,

wiiile the carriage-road winds round

the hill to the rt., and makes a circuit

of 3 m. A mile beyond the bridge

there is another short cut, after which

the high road ruos nearly level, com-
manding fine views, to (6 m.)

Andritsaena s^T(25lO ft.), a plea-

sant little town of 2100 inhab., beauti-

fully situated in an elevated hollow,

and watered by a mountain stream.

There is a good Library in the School-

hou.se, but no antiquities are here pre-

served. 3 hrs. S. is the Temple of

Bassae (Rte. 37). To Stula (Rte. 39).

A bridle-path now descends N.W.
and passes below the large village

uf (1 hr.) Phanari, on the slopes of

the Pa/aeo'crts«ro (4395 ft.). Thence N.
to (1 hr.) Nerovitsa, on the site of the

ancient Altphera, wliere there are

considerable remains of an Acropolis,

entered from the E. The town was
destroyed during the war, but was
soon restored.

From this point there is a choice of

ways to Olympia. We may descend, in

2^ hrs., to Neinesa, at the confluence of

the Alplieios with the Ladon, and cross

the stream to (1 J hr.) Piri, whence it is

a ride of 6^ hrs. to Olympia (Ete. 26).

[A local guide must be taken across

the swollen river.] A more inter-

esting but less picturesque path leads

to (4 hrs.) Platiana, above which
are the extensive luins of Aepion.
ranged in seven tiers upon the hill.

Thence to (4 hrs.) KrestenaT(lo70),
2 m. E. of SMlUs (p. 222), beyond
which we reach in f hr a ferry ovi r

the Alpheios, and Olympia in ^ hr.

more (Rte. 26).

KOUTE 31.

MEGALOPOLIS TO OLYMPIA, BY' LYCO-

STJRA, PHIGALIA, AND SAMIKON.

—

HORSE-PATH.

Megalopolis H. M.
Lvcosiira . . 1 30
Siala . 45
Kakaletri . . 3 30
Dragoi . i 15

Phigalia . . 1 30
Zourtza . . 4
Strovitsi . . 2

Gyphiocasiro . . 1 30

Zacharo . . 2 30
Caiapha . . 1 30

Tavla . 1

Olympia . . 3

From Megalopolis (Rte. 24") the

Messene road is fullowed 8.W. for

i hr., when the path turns to the rt..

crosses the Xerillas (Alpheios), and
reaches the village of Chortrni. Pass-

ing a number of small wiue-presses,

with a hole in the corner for letting

off the liquor, we reach in an liopr iV
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spring by a cliajjcl under an ojik, and
in another hour ascend slightly to a

plalforni, on which etand the ruins of

LycoBura, excavated in 1889-95.

This YCiy anoic7it city, said to have
been friiiiKle<l Vjy Lykaon, is chif;fly

celebrated for its Temple of Despoiva

Cp. .383). At the e.xtreme E. end are

the foundations and other remain.s of

the Church n{ St. Athanasius, built up
with stones from the Temple.
At the W. end of the platform is a

Doric Tesipi.e, 22 yds. by 11, which
had a front of t-ix fluted white marble
columns, only two drums of which on
the S.E. are slandiug. Adjacent is a

drum of one of tlie side columns, also

of marble. The columns of the cella

and thr pavement are of local grey
stone, veined with brown. In front

Fire scattered fragments, including
several panels from the under surface

jf the architrave, adorned with guttae
On the N. side within the building
ire fcome short columns with inscrij)-

tions. At the W. end lies a trough
with a lion's head, and guttae on its

lower surface, apparently for draining
•he roof of the temple. There are

il.so some remains of the colossal

^oup by Damoiihon of IMessene, the
leads of whicii are in Athens. The
em [lie shows signs of reparation in

Roman times.

The MrsErsi, founded in 1890, has
everal inscrijitions, ornaments in

narble and tena-cotta, fragments of

tatues. and a curious square flat

ank 2 ft. by If, with a drain-hole,

he water issuing from a. lion's mouth.
riie situation is extremely j)ictures<iue,

ind the ruins are surrounded by a

canty grove of onks. Higher up on
he S. side are some slight remains of

kails and of ;i giiteway.

We asfend in 10 min. W. to the
Acropolis, which has a few traces of

kails, and a Clmpel of St. Gennje, con-

Eiining stumps of ancient luifluted

olumns. 25 min. further W., near
lie head of a pn tty ravine, lies the

illage of Stala, with two panels of

ncient ornamentation in guttie,

robablv from the under surface of a

ttinple architrave, built up over each
side door of its Church. Within there
ia an admirably carved modem o:iken

screen, witli vines and figures sur-

rounded by foliiige. In a pool under
the rock, 100 yds. below the stone

bridge over the ravine, is the s^mrce
of tlie river Gastrilzi. High up to the

N. is seen Dervuni, beyond which,
6 hra. from Stala, is Ambeliona (fair

quarters). 3 hrs. further is Ba»sae
(Rte. 87).

Crossing the bridge, we now ascend
in 14 hr. to a col between Mt. Lvkaeon
and the TeJrnn (5210 ft.), whence
there is a fine view. A descent
througli woods leads by the sour<"es

of the Neda to (2 hrs.) KahaUiri
(2000 ft.), where there is a goo<l

spring. [9'K) ft. above the village ris<-8

tlie Hill of St. Athanasins, tlie cou-

jectured site of Eira, a fortress in

which Aristomenes the legendary
Jlessenian hero is said to have defied

the Spartans for 11 ye^irs during the

second great war (n.c. 085). The
summit is enclosed by twu circles of

walls, the hasty construction of which
favour the above identification. *Fiuo
view.

On the lower summit of Parasheve,

1 hr. distant, are some mediaeval ruins

on old foundations and built up of an-
cient niiiterials, which may probably
belong to a more recent city of Eira,

built after the abandonment of the

fortress. This digression must Ixi

made un foot, the horses l>eing sent

r(fund to Paraskeve.]

A steep l)ut attractive path lea<l-

Jience by the winding river, passiuix

in IJ hr. op|>osite the village of
Marromati, and descending ihence
in f hr. to Unnini, whence we pro-

ceed to (1^ hr.) Phigalia (Rte. 10,.

0)ntinuing S'.W., we cross a brook
and a.scend, gaining a glimpse of the
sea, and reaching iii 4 hr:-. the village

of Zurtza T ( 1545 ft.). The path now
turn." W. again, and leads in 2 hrs. to

Strocilzi, where is a rock crowned
with a mediaeval rain and some
ancient remains. To the X. rises a

hill, on whicli stood the ancient city

of Lepreon, for the jiossession of
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which the Spartans and Eleiaus long
contended. Rectangular as well as

polygonal wails are found extensively

upon the slope, while within the

Acropolis are some fouudutions of a
small but interesting Temple. *Fine

. view over the sea.

Our path rnns below the Acropolis

for tome little distance to the W.,
and then turns N. to the very ancient

fortress now called (IJ hr.) Gyph-
tocastro, or Gipsy's Castle. The
walls are nearly 6 ft. thick, and rise

3 ft. abuve the ground.
We now proceed by (IJhr.) Pishini

to (1 hr.) Zacliuro,T on tlie edge of the
Pyiian Plain. Turning N., w-e reach in

1^ hr. the Baths of Caiapha,s^ on a
peninsula jutting into a lake. The
warm sulphurous baths, which are
much frequented by Greeks in sum-
mer, are supplied from springs rising

at the foot of Mount Caiapha on
the E. They are good for rheumatism,
gout, scrofula, eczema, and otln-r

skin diseases, nervous aiFectioiis, and
ulcers.

About h hr. further the road runs
through the narrow Pass of Klidi
(Key), defended by a Turkish fort,

and separating the Lake of Caiapha
from ttiat of Agulenitsa. Ou a hill

5 hr. E. of the Pass lies the ruins of

Samilcoii (Rte. 22).

Tlie next village is (J hr.) Taria,

from which the coast-road continues
N.W. in 5 his. to I'yrgos (Rte. 32),

Ijassing the village of (3 hrs.) Agu-
lenitsa.T Our track leaves the sea,

and runs N. to cro.ss in 2 hrs. the riv( r

Kre'sfena, the ancient Selinvs. On
the 1. is the site of Skillus, where
Xenophon .spsnt many years, and
wrote most of his works, while he also

enjoyed his favourite pastime of hunt-
ing. On the rt. lies the village of

Krestena (p. 219 ). Hence we turn N.E.
to (1 hr.) Olympia (Rte. 32). passing
on the rt. after f hr. the steep rock of
Typaeo)i. from which it was decreed
that any woman who had been a
spectator of the Olympian games
ghouicl be thfown (p. 181).

ROUTE 32.

OLYMPIA TO PATRAS, BY PYRGOS.

BAIL.

.Mile?. Slations.

2

Olympia
Platanos

3 Krekuki
5

6

StrepM
Koukura

9 Barbasena
13
15

Pyrgos
Lasteika

17 Scurchori
19
21
23

Myrtia
Hagios Elias

Douneika
24 Kardama
27 Amalias
30 Karacuzi
33 Gastuni
35 Kavasila

4 Vartholomio
3 Loutra

37
11 Kyllene
Andravida

39 Lechaena
42 Kurtezi
47 Manolada
51

53

56
62

Alitselepi

Lappa
Sageika
Achaia

64
66

Alyssos
Kaminia

67 Tsukaleika
68 Hagios Vasilios

69 Monodendri
70 Eoitika
71 Minditogli
73 Itia

74

75
Hagios Andreas
Patras 11

On quitting Olympia (Rte. 26) the

train runs N. as far as I'ldtanns. and
then turns W., following the rt. bank
of the Alpheios. At Krekuki T it

cros.ses the Lestenitsa, the ancient
Enipecs, which flows into the Al-
pheios a little further on. Most of

tjie villages stand upon low eminences,
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it snino (listanco from tin; lily. Be-
r'olld liarlidmiM (Mirap/nTrdad'a) we
!ross tlie SACiiKU Way which led

rom Elis to Olympia.

13 ni. Pyrgoss^T (13,000), the
argcst town in tlie Pehi])onnf'Su.-s,

^xcLpt Piitrii.'i, e.\hihits apiHai-iinocB of

iidiistry and activity greater tlian are

;o be found in most parts of Greece.
[t consiKts ehk-fly of one long street

nnning E. and W., upon a well-

.vatend slope between Mount Olonos
ind the Alpheios. Tlie bazair i.s

hrongcd and Imsy. A fairly brisk

;xport and imiiort traffic is maiiit lined

lere, but the town has suffered much
)f late years from earthquakes. From
I mound to the S. of the main street

lieie is a good view of the sea and
•oast-line.

Ely. W. to (8 m.) Kalahnlon (p. 22'J).

Fiie line has a station of its own at

the S.W. corner of the town.
I3<yond Pyrgos the Rly. runs

ihrough currant plantations as far as

19 m. Myrtia, and crosses the bi-ook

Vnrnit. To the 1. is the village of

^kaphidia with its convent, and a
v^it'W of the st-a. Beyond Doune'ika
the coa.-it is quitted.

27 m. Amalias T (4300), with a tower
md a iinc view of the distant liills on
Lhe rt. The Rly. now runs through
swampy pastures to

33 m. Gasttini T (1830). a little town
built of biicks baked in the sun.

The name is a c()mi])tion of Gaiitrigne,

a neighbouring cattle, which was the

summer residence of the Yille-Har-
douin princes.

[A road leads a little N. of E. from
Ga.stuni to (8 m.)

Palaeopolis, wliich lies on the 1. bank
of the P'lieiog, and marks the site of

tii(> ancient Ei.is. 'Y\u: city lay at the
foot of a steep hill (400 ft.), upon the

summit of wliich stood the acropolis,

now occupied by a ruined tower. Of
ttncien(; rpipains there is nothing ap-

parent but co.ifused scattered maHses
of Roman brickwork. Under the
.•-ynonynious names of Btauinir. I'ul-

chruin Videre, and Belvedere, this for-

tress ia repeatedly raentione<l in

mediaeval history, and its present

designation Kalnshop! hns the same
meaning. Its foundations are in

blocks of Hellenic masonry.]

Beyond Gastuni we gain a line

view of the ruined Castle oi Chhmntzi,
on the summit of a flattened dome
(see below) The Rly. crosses the

I'cneioit. On tlie 1. falls in the branch
line to KijU>:ne.

35 m. Kavasila.T [Ibuce a Rly.

runs W. to VurlhoUnnio, and there

divides, the N.E. branch going cm to

KyUenf, the E. to the Loutra.jpl or

Biiilif, of Kylleite, where thi'ie is a

1 irge Establishment, laid out by the

lily. Co. at a cost of 2,000,000 dr., and
much frequented in tlie summer. The
springs are five in number (60^ to 77^

Fahr), and the waters are held in

high repute for alfections of tin- throat

and lungs, skin diseases, and dysite]>-

sia. There are also mud-batlis, and
good bathing may be had in the sea.

Kyllene s^ T (430), the official but
erroneous name of GUirentza (lite. 6),

lies at the foot of a promontory, the

ancient Chelovatas, and is sur-

niiiuiiti'd by the ruined ^Castle of

Chlemutzi, called by the Italians Cnstel

Tiiniise (|). 73).

When the French knights con-

qucriil the country in 120.1, they

divided it into fiifs to be hehl on con-

dition of military .service. The clergy

took their share, l)ut afterwards refusi-d

to fulfil the conditions. wlienup<:)U

(Jeotlrey 11., of Vill(.-Hardouin,conlis-

cateu their rivtnues, and with them
built this Castle to overawe tiiC dis-

atticted Greeks, and afford a secure

stnmghold into which the Frank
j^ppulatinn couhl retreat in case of

d s:isti-r. It was of immense strength,

as the ruins yet testify, and by its

builders belii'ved to form the key of

the Morea. The fortress was destroyed

by Ibrahim |*a8ha in 1825.]
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37 m. Andravida (1760), formerly

m important city of the French
arinces, who cliose it for their capital

ibout 120o under the name of Andre-
nlle, and founded here the metropoli-

an Church of St. Sophia—more than
;hree-fourlhs of which have been de-

nolished by the peasants for building

xiatcrials. It retains a fine Norman
irch. The Church of St. Stephen,

ivhich also exists, was tliat of the

3rder of the Teutonic Knights. That
tfSt. James Ckyios 'laKcofios), of which
mly the outline of the walls can be
raced, was built by Geoffrey de Yille-

Hardouin, and by him granted to the
liuights Templars. The founder and
lis sons Geotfi-ey II. and William I.

tvere afterwards interred here, by
jrder of the latter.

39 m Lechaena T (2450), with a poor
Rly. Kestaurant.

47 m. Manolada, in a well -wooded
country, the property of the Crown
Prince of Greece. Between the Rly.
iiid tlie sea is a large marshy lake.

:ull of fish. Hereabouts was the
mcient BrPEASioy.

Tlie train now crosses the Larisos,

svhich divided Elis from Achaia, and
I'uns through pleasant oak woods as
far as

56 m. Sageika, where the country
becomes more open. Low hills are

seen on the 1., and higher ranges on
the rt. Among the latter are the
Muri group (2620 ft.), and behind
them the Santameri (3330 ft.), the
ancient Skollion. They owe their

name—a corruption of Saint Omer

—

to the Sire Nicolas de St. Omer who,
in 1273. built the castle, now in ruins,

on the summit of the highest peak.
Within itri walls died, in 1430, Theo-
dora, wife of Constantine, last of the
Byzantine Emperors. Her body was
removed to Mistra (Rte. 18).

Further on are more oak woods,
beyond which we reacli a district of

currants and olives, bounded by low
hills. A view of the sea is enjoyed to

the 1. before reaching

62 m. Achaia,T the Stat, for two
villages. Upper and Lower Achaia,
which have retained the ancient name
of N. Peloponnesus. To the S. of the

lower village are some scanty ruins,

supposed to belong to Olenos, one of

the twelve conft-derated cities of

Achaia. The train crosses the Peiros

;

higher up the stream stood Pharae.
Beyond

64 m. Alyssos we reach the sea.

On the rt, close to the line, runs a
picturesque range of low broken sandy
hills; currant plantations cover the

more level ground. The rivulet

Glaucos is crossed before reaching

73 m. Itia, after which the moun-
tains of Acarnania come finely into

view on the 1. Passing on the rt. the

large Church of St. Andrew (p. 79),

the train now runs slowly close to the

sea, and reaches

75 m. Patras (Rte. 11).

ROUTE 33.

OLYMPIA TO PATRAS, BY TRIFOTAMO.
HORSE-PATH.

Olvmpia
Lala
Tripotamo
H. Vlasios
I'atras

H. M.

3 30

6

7

This journey may be shortened by tele-

graphing from Olymuia for a carriage, to meet
tlie traveller at H. Vlasios.

On leaving Olympia (Rte. 26) the

bridle-path leads N. along the 1. bank
of tlie Kladeos, and then turning to

the rt. ascends the ridge behind the

Hill of Kronos, through the finest

forest scenery.

In 3.^ hrs. we reach Lala, formerly

a place of some imjiortance, but now
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redured to ruins. Previous to the
Revolution it was cliietly inliabited l>y

Mus^sulnians. Tiie village occupied a
ledge on the slopes of Mount Fholoe ;

its Turkish fort commands a fine view.

After passing through a suecessiun of

forests and ravines, we descend in

3i his. more to the *Gorge of the
Erymantlios. High up to the 1., not

visible from tlie path, lies tlie vil-

lage of iJivri. T 2^ Ijts. further is the
Khan of Tripotamo, at the junction of

the three rivers Erymanthos, Aroanios,
and Liopesi. Across the liver is the
site of PsoPHis. Cros.sing the J>y-
munthos by a lofty Turkisli bridge,

and taking a path to the rt., we reach
the Church of 'i'ripotamo. The
pronaos is com!X)sed of three arches,

the central, or highest, supporting two
cupolas. The arches rest on Doric
pillars, not of the earliest order, with
their echinus and abacus entire.

Other similar pillars are interspersed
througliout tlie building and amid the
habitations which .surround the court.

These remains have been identified

with the Temple of the Erycinian
Aphrodite. Pligher up are some
scanty ruins of the Acropolis.

An oblong building, of which only
the foundations remain (near a foun-
tain S. of the convent), is probably the
Temple of Erymanthos mentioned by
Pau.-^anias. 'J'he legend of the Eryman-
thine boar, which Heracles is said to

have slain on tlie spot, referred to tlie

overflow of the torrent. An hour
further we quit the channel of the
Eiyinanthos, by wliich a path leads in

2^ lirs. to the village of Ana^tdnora, a
pretty place embowered in walnut
trees, passing near Sopoidn,T which
lies on the rt. From tlience to

Kalavryta is 6 lirs.

Our path turns N. on leaving the
valley of the Erymantlios, and ascends,
in 4 hrs., to a lofty shoulder of the
KalUphdne Mountains, descending
thence to (2 hrs,) IJayins Vlofios, from
which a new carriage-road le.ids, in

7 hrs., to Patras (lite. 11),

EOD'J'E 34.

PATR.^S TO THE PIRAEUS, BY KATAKOLOV,
COKOXE, AND KALAMATA.—.STEAMEB.

Miles.

Palras
51 Zante
75 Katukolon

105 Kyparissia
117 n. Kyriake
121 Marathos
131 Pylos
165 Corone
179 Kalamata
191 Karilamyli
204 Limen i

248 Gttlieion
379 I'irat'us

[Page 943, G.]

Greek steamers four times a week
in ,51 to 60 hrs.

For the vov.ige as far as Zante, see
Rte. (J. Thence S.E.E. to

Katakolon sjs T (Kte. 32), the port of
Pyigos, and connected with that town
by Illy. Imme-liately below the castle,

oil the W. side, is the ancient harbour
of riieia. Between the hills which form
the lieadlund stands the old French
Castle of Beauvoir, now known as
Foiidikocastro. The rocky pioinon-
tory of Ichthys is so called from its

tish-like shaix;.

Kat^ikolou is an important harbour
for the exjiort of currants, and has a
tine new mole, much damaged by
heavy .seas in IS'Ji. Hence to Ky-
parifsia (IJte. 20).

We next toU'h at Ilagia Kyriaktf,

the Port of Philiatras^ (lite. 20), and
Mitnithon, oft' which lies the little

island of Prote (It. Prodauo). High
Up to the 1. stands Gargaliani. Be-
yond the promontory of Koryphasion,
at the N. entrance to the B,iy of
Naiarino, we round the narrow island
of tip]Mcteria, and reach Pylos (Kte.

20). Further on we pass Modon, once
the chief port of the 3Iorea, but no\v

allied up.
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Modoii,T Ital. Castel Modone (1530),

consists of a fortress and a suburb on
the site of tlie ancient Methone The
walls are Venetian, and defended by
a fosse. The fort was repaired by
Marshal Maison, who built a bridge

over the ditch.

An old granite column, 3 ft. in

diameter, and 12 ft. high, has a base
and capital added by the Venetians.

At the S. extremity of the town is

an old lighthouse, and beneath it an
ancient wall, enclosing a port for

small craft. At the foot of the hills

behind Modon are the remains of an
ancient city, suj^posed to be Metliove,

consisting of some fragments of marble
and broken columns, with the traces

of an acropolis. They are 2 m. from
the gate of the fortress.

Then follow the Oenussae, a group
of uninhabited islands of which the

largest are Sapienza and Cabrera, both

dangerous from their storms.

Beyond the island of Sapienza the
steamer rounds Cwpo Gallo, the an-

cient AciUTAS, and steers N.E. for

Corone T (2270), on a promontory,

at the foot of a Venetian castle. The
town is supposed to owe its name to

an immigration of the inhabitants of

Corone (Rte. 6), and occupies the site

of the ancient Asixe, which bear
traces of having been inhabited from
the Mykenaean period. Its vicissitudes

have been singidar. Captured by the

French in 1205, it was transferred to

Venice in 1248 by William of Ville-

Hurdouin ; in 1538 it was ceded to the
Porte ; in 1622 it passed to Spain.

Thenceforward it was alternately in

the hands of the Venetiai's and the
Tnrks till 1718, when it was secured

to the latter by the Treaty of Passa-

rovitz. 3 m. N. is Kastelia, near
which, on the hill of St. Elias, are

some ruins supposed to belong to a

temple of Apollo, where the sick

caiue to be healed. Further on, to

the 1., rises the Lycodimo (3140 ft.).

Steering N., we now pass PefalidiT
(neTaA.iSior), a small port on tlie site

of the ancient Corone, founded circ

B.C. 380 on the site of Aepeia. At
tbe head of the bay, J lir. further.

is Nisi (6300), now ofBcially called

Messene. Ely. E. to (6 m.) Kahi-
mata (Rte. 19). The steamer now
turns E. to the (| hr.) Dogana, or

Neae Kalamae, the port of Kalamata
(Kte. 18).

The remainder of the voyage, as far

as Cythera (Cerigo), is described in

Rte. 16, and the passage thence to the

Piraeus in Ete. 14.

ROUTE 35.

VDRKANO TO PTLOS (NAVAKINO), BY
MESSENE AND SAMARI.—HOKSE-PATH.

Vuikano H. M
Mavromati . 50

Samari . 1 50
Lophi . 2

Kumbe . 5 30
Kavarino . 2 30

From Vurkauo to (50 min.) 3Tav-

romaii (Messene), see Ete. 19. Here
turning S. we reach in 20 min. the

village of Simisa, built almost en-

tirely of ancient blocks from the ruins

of Messene. 1 hr. further we turn up
a side valley to the rt., and reach in

§ hr. the village *Churcli of Samari,

which is well worth a visit. It has a

verj'' elegant portico with columns,
surmounted by a turret, and is built

in horizontal layers of brick and stone.

There are three apses and a central

dome, supported by ancient marljle

columns, and tlie walls are covered

with frescoes. Near the Church are

several drums of columns which must
have belonged to some ancient building.

2 hrs. further is the large village of

Loghi, where the road from Andnisa
(Ete. 36) falls in on the 1. After

crossing the Sharias the path ascends

along the Hanks of the Kondo-Vouni,
aftbrding fine views of the sea, to

(3 hrs.) Kandzi. Soon afterwards we
enter the splendid forest of Ivumbe,
through which the road lies for rather

less than 2^ hrs., when the Khan of

Kumbe is reached, Here falls in the
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road from IA(i<>udi»i(i (Rte. 20). wlicro

an ar|U( rhu-t built Ity the Venetians to

carry water to Navarino still remains.
From the khan the road fjradually

descends to (2| hrs.)

Navarino (Rte. 20).

ROUTE 37.

FHH^ALIA TO ANDBITSAKN.A, BV THK
TEMl'LE OF BASSAE.—HOKSE-l'ATH.

rbigalu )i. >i.

DragoT . 1 31)

]3a.sKae . 1 15

Andrit«»eiia . 3

ROUTE 30.

TO TIKKANO, BY AXDULSA.

—

HOUSE-PATH.

Nisi

Ai)dru3a .

Me-seiie .

Vurkano

II. M.

. 2 30
- 2 30
. 1

From Nisi (p. 149) the bridle-path

runs X.W. to rU hr.) All Jeleht, aii<l

thence to (i hr.) Aidini. From tliis

villap^e a patli turns N., and lead.s to

Vurkano direct in 2 hrs., passing

through Nuziri. Our track continues

N.W. to k hi.) Andrusa (800 . for-

merly inhabited almost entirely by
Turkish families. It is well situated on
an elevated platform ov( rlooking the

valley of Stenyrlerng and the pldns of

Nisi. The town was destroyed during
the War of Independence, and hMS now
been partly r-lmilt. To the N. of the

Castle, on the otln r side f>f a ravine,

is the Byzantine Chapel of St. George,

a well-preserved and interesting little

structure in Virick and stone, without
aisles or columns.

Beyond Antlni.sa ('AvSpovtra) we
ascend towards the foot of Mount
Pmon'firi, leaving on the 1. the path
which lea<l8 in i hr. to Snmnri i lUe.

3.T). and in 2 hrs. reach Simhn. 20
niin. hlirlier nj> is Mavromati, where
the path turns to the rt. nnd ascends

in f hr. to the so-called Uaconian
O.^TE. Thenee by a gentle descent on

the rt. to a hr. Vurkano (Rte. 19).

From Phigalia (Rte. 20) the bridle-

path nins nearly level at some dis-

tance above the rt. bank of the \eda.
and soons turns 1., away from the
river. The conical \nak on the rt. is

the Mavro-Punnri ; in front rises the

Te(rd»i (5210 ft.). lu 1 hr. we reach
the village of Volka, where there is a

good spring, and in another } hr. cross

the Lysiax by a stone bridge above a
pretty ravine, uhere the river forms
a small cascade. On the 1. bank is

a copious spring and a Chapel. The
path now mounts steeply in 10 min.

to Dragoi (Apayorn), and continues to

ascend. After \ hr. I'ahiedrastro

(4415 ft.) rises on the 1. In 25 min.
we reach a fal.se saddle and turn to the

rt., ascending through oak woods, and
after 5 min. enter a fresh valley.

10 min. further is a spring, 5 min.
beyond which we gain a view of the

Temple, which is reache<l in 5 min.

more.

The celebrate<l *Temple of Apollo

Epicarios (3710 ft.) at Bassiie, <ine of

the tint st in existence, has given to the
whole district among tho peai^ants, the
name of the Columns (o-touj 2tv\ovs
or Ko\6vvais). Accordin<rto Pausanias,
it was erected by the Phiiraleians in

gratitude tor relief aftbrded by Apollo
in the Phigue (b.c. 4H0), ' though
Thneydides says that this calamity

did n<it sprend beyond Athens. In
any case it must have been built

about that date, and was the work of

Jvtiiws. In modem times it remained
unknown (except to the she])her<ls of

the i-ountrj-). until discovered, in 17^j5,

by M. Joachim Bocher, a French
architect employed by the Venetians
at Zante. From his account, it wad
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identified and described by Dr. Chand-
ler. The Temple is a peripteral Doric

h_vpaethral hexastyle. and is built of

a hard, clnse-graiiied, grey lime^^tone,

susceptible of a high polish. Three
columns only of the outer range are

wanting ; the foundations of the antae

of the interior still exist, as does the

pavement. The latttr has sunk very

much, in consequence of the partial

subsidence of the central ijortion of

the foundations.

The Temple faces nearly N. and S.,

and measuied originally about 42 yds.

by 16, with 15 columns on either side,

and 6 on either front. There were
also two columns in the pronaos and
two in the posticum, so that the total

number was 42, of which 36 are

standing, and, with three exceptions,

surmounted by their architraves.

The cella was too narrow to alloiv

of interior rows of columns, as in the

Parthenon, but along either side wall

was a range of five fiuted Ionic semi-

columns, surmounted by the cele-

brated frieze, now in the British

Museum. It represents the battles of

the Centaurs and Inpiths, and those

of the Athenians and Amazons, and
was dug out, in 1812, by the same
purty of English and foreign archaeo-

logists who had previously obtained

the sculptures from Aegina (p. 498).

The frieze, upwards of 34 yds. long,

and nearly complete in all its mem-
bers, was exposed to the direct light

of tbe sun, the Temple having b en

hypaethral, so that its high relief

mu.4 have told with admirable etfect.

The columns are all in drums, which
in the cella are only about a foot deep.

Those of the latter are Ionic, and are

curiously united to a sort of buttress

projecting from the wall, the fifth on
each side being attacheil diagonally

to the corner, like a buttress in Deco-

rated Gothic. In tlie fioor at the

entrance to the cella is a species of

shallow tank, perhaps for collecting

rain-water. At the S. extremity is

a small sanctuary earlier than the

main structure, with its original door

opening to the E. Opposite the door

is the base of a Statue in marble, frag-

ments of whicli have been found

among the ruins. It must have re-

presented Apollo, and probably re-

placed an older image in bronze. This
sanctuary is the true cella of the

temple, and has its proper orienta-

tion ; the rest of the building may be

regarded as merely an open court

attached to it.

The very curious and beautiful

bell-shaped bases of the Ionic columns
resemble an inverted Doric capital,

except that they are concave instead

of convex. The variety of detail in

the coifered ceiling is also remarkable.

The handsome grey stone of the

building is plentifully stained with a

delicate pink lichen, which clothes

the rocks all over the district, as far

S. as Mount Ithorae.

[9 hrs. S.E. of Bassae lies Stala

(Rte. 31).]

The path from the Temple ascends

in 10 min. to a Col (3770 ft.), on the

1. of which rises the ancient site of

KoTiLiox. Here stood a Temple of

Aphrodite, of which scarcely a trace

remains. From hence we gain a

magnificent *viEW of Mount Ithome
to the S., and the valley of the Neda
with its enclosing heights S.W., both

backed by the glittering sea. A near

range across the valley shuts out the

distant prospect to the E., but on the

S.E. three ranges rise finely one

behind the other, the snow-clad sum-
mit of Taygetos towering above them.

The descent is very steep at first,

but the path afterwards becomes nearly

level, and in 20 min. from the cul

reaches a good cold spring. Thence
it runs up and down hill through
scanty woods, finally ascending rather

steeply in 1^ hr. to another col, where
a splenditl *view suddenly opens
out, embracing the island of Ithaca

to the 1., and the snowy heights of

Parnassus and Helicon in front. Im-
mediately below, in a very pictur-

esque situation, lie the four hamlets

which constitute the little town of

(J hr.) Andritsaena (Rte. 30). 10 min.

after leaving the col is a old spring.
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ROUTE 38.

rilENEOS TO NKJIKA, BY STYMPUALO.S.

IIOKSE-PATH.

I'heneos ii. v.

Stymphalo.s . 4 ii

jBolsika . . 2 M
St. George . 'J 'M

Neiuea . . . I i)

Kly. Stat 10

I J Lr. further on, arc tbo ruins of

ruiJoDs, rising in fiyn natural ter-

races above tb(! rt. bank of the river.

They consist chiefly of fnuniiatinna,

with HOmc scanty remains of polyf^onal

walla. In another hour we reach the
flourishing village of

St.GeorgnT {"Ayios r*iipyio^),d hrs.

from I'iionia. Thence hv the (1 hr.)

Tniiple to tiie (1 hr.) Kly. Stat, of

Nemea (Rle. 12).

From Pheneos (lite. 25) tiicrc in a
clioice of patlirt as far as Stymphalos.

The longer track leads liy (§ lir.)

(rura, and ;2i hrs.) Bmi to (i br.)

Kionia, wbence Stymphalos may be

rcaclietl in \ hr.

Tlie other patiiway runs further S.

along the bordeis of the lake, at the

fort of Mount Gerontion, and after

IJ hr. turns E. to cross a low col

between tliat smnmit and the Skiitthig.

2 hrs. further it pas.ses beloW Kionia,

and soon rcuches the scanty outline; of

an ancient fortified enclosure, wiliiiii

which are the ruins of a fine Basilica.

30 yds. by 20. Its walls, constructed

of ancient block.-', arc pierced with

round-lieii<led wiudr>vv.s, five on each

side, and between the windows arc

half columns witli variegatc.d capitals.

10 inin. y. are tlie ruins of tlie ancient

Sty.mi'Halos, among which the foun-

dations of two temples and some exten-

sive remains of polygonal walls may
yet be seen.

The Lake of Stymphalos (lUIJO ft.),

originally 4 m. by J^ rn., is cele-

brated as the abode of the Birds

witli Imizen (laws, beaks, and wings,

whom Heracles slew. It is now only a

marshy pond, formed by the damming
up of waUrs which flow into its bed
from two mountain streams, and dis-

appear in a Kiitavothra on the E. side.

The subtenancan ehaunel, after a
course of 22 m., is said to come again

to the surface at Kejilmliiri (Kte. 2;^).

Our patli continues X.E. by (1 hr.)

I'ifari and afterwards 8.E. by (IJ hr.)

JJuIsHm, beyoiid wliicli it crnss.s

the Asoiiun. To the 1. of the track,

ROUTE 39.

A.NDIUTSAENA TO STALA, llY KAUYAES.
—HOUSE-PATH.—ASCENT OF MOIKT
I.YKAEON.

AndritsjKii I ii. Ji.

Drogoinani . . .40
Kyparibsi.i . ;j ii

Karyaes . . . 1 u
Stala . . .20

Carriage-road to Kary'taena, well

engineered but badly kept, and little

used for wh( el tratlic. In many places
it is grass-grown, and several of its

bridges are luifinished or broken. It

is thiretbre practically uecess;iry to

walk or ride.

Leaving Andritsaena (Rte. .30), the
road passes a spring, and winds nearly
at a level along the mountain-side,
affording fine views. In IJ hr. we
follow the oM mule-path, joining the
high road 10 min. lower down. On
the 1. is the valley of the Sultina,

across which the roa<i is seen returning
along the rt. bank of the stream.
2 -hrs. from Andritsaena we cross the
river on a stone bridge, quit the road,

turn tn the rt.. and ascend in J hr. to a
Col, which commands a fine view over
tiie valley of the Alplieios. Opjwsitw
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)n a conical height is the Chapel of position of the mountain ensures a

St. EliaSf with two solitary trees. The magnificeut *view.

•iver runs far below, the valley being

inally closed by the Castle alx)ve

Karytaena. The grass-grown and
itony road now winds round the hill

n 1 hr. 20 min. to the

Khan of Dragomani {Apayo/j.di'oi).

Just beyond the khan the road crosses

1 stone bridge, and curves to the 1.

riie mule-path mounts steeply over

rocky ground to the rt., and in h hr.

reaches a saddle, with a fine view in

front. 10 min. further Karytaena
appears below on the 1., in a very

striking position. We pass in 5 min. an
jxcelleut spring, and another 1| hr.

further on. The path now turns rt.,

md ascends slightly to Kyfarissia,

nearly 3 hrs. from Dragomaui.
Thence still ascending through vine-

yards and groves of figs, past a number
jf curious little wine-presses, we reach

in 40 min. the village of Karyaes or

Isionia, where are three tine oaks
and a ruined Chapel. The country

now becomts very attractive, and the

path leails through oak woods to a

group of low cols which have for some
time been conspicuous towards tlie S.

The highest of these is reached in an
hour, and we then descend through a

wood of dwarf ilex, and in 20 min.

cross the stream. 10 ndn. further a

wider brook is crossed, and we ascend

a steep and broken path to (^ hr.)

Stala (Kte. 31).

From Karyaes the ascent of

Lykaeon, a mountain specially sacred

to Zeus and Pan, may be made in | hr.

The path leads up in 5 hr. to a de-

pression between rocks, where are

sonre ancient remains, supposed to

belong to a Temple of Pan (Hor.

Od. i. 17, 2 ; Virg. Georg. i. IG). To the

S. is a similar platform, scantily

strewn with blocks of stone and
other fragments, which are said to

mark the site of a Temple op Zeus.

In another I hr. we reach the Chapel
of St. Ellas, a little beyond whicli is

the summit of Mount Lykaeon (4(J60

ft.), now called Dhiphorti. Here was
an altar to Zeus, at which human
bucrificea were ufiered. Tiic; iaolated

ROUTE 40.

PATRA8 TO THE PIRAEUS, BY THE GULF
OF CORINTH AND THE ISTHMIAN CANAL.
—STEAMER.

Miles.
Palras

44 Galaxidi
48 Ilea

87 Corinth
123 Piraeus

[Ttie number of istopping-places varies con-
siderably in the different lines. See p. 944, H.]

On leaving Patras (Rte. 11), the

Greek steamer sails N.E., and enters

the Gulf of Corinth, here only 1^ m.
wide, between the B''orts of Roumelis
and Moreae (1. and rt.), anciently

Antirrhion and Rhion. In 2 hrs.

we reach Naiipactus, in Italian Le'panto

(Rte. 88), and thence steer S.E. to

(2 hrs.) Aegion (Ete. 11). To the 1.

rises Mt. Kiona (8240 ft.), the highest
mountain in Greece ; to the rt.

Voidia (6330 ft.), and behind it

Olonos (73U0 ft.). We now cross the
gulf to (1^ hr.) Vitrinitza, and sail

along the N. shore to (1 J hr.) Galaxidi

(p. 590) on the site of the ancient

Oeantheia, an important trading-

post, and noted for its seamen during
the war of Independence. The
Corinthian Gulf resembles a large

inland lake, the heights which enclose

it everywhere shutting out the view
of the open sea. In beauty of scenery

it rivals the lakes of Switzerland and
N. Italy.

We now turn N. again to (1 hr.)

Itea, the port of Salona (Rte. 86),

where Captain Hastings gained a

naval victory over the Turks in the

revolutionary war Thence S.E.

to (4 hrs.) Loutrald. gaining fine

views of i'ar/(«8SMS (8070 ft.) on the 1.,
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and aftcrwaids of Ildirim (5740 ft ).

Tlie morit coi)s[)icuoiis8iimmit.-i fiirtln-r

on arc ML CUhderon '4620 ft.) and
Otraneiii (4495 ft.) in front, and Acro-
Corinlh (1885 ft.) on the rt. The N.
shore of tlie gulf is tlironghout more
rugged and abrupt than the S., wliicli

is chiefly forest and pasture, while
currant vineyards surround Patras anil

Vostitza, and extend along tiie shore.

The plains are intersected by numer-
ous mountain torrents, most of which
become dry in summer. The coast of

Achaia is here formeil of alluvial Hoil

brought down by the; mountiiin-

torrents, from the lofty highlands that

rise immediately at the back of the

plain.

From lioutraki we cross in a few
minutes to Corinth (some of the

steamers toucli there tir.'it). Thence
through the Canal to Isthmia (Rte.

41), and across the Saronic Gulf
Ix'twcin Salami" (lUe. 57) and Aegiiin

(Rte. 68), in about 4 hrs. to the

Piraeus (Rte. 56).
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SECTION" 111.

ATHENS AND ATTICA.

LIST OF ROUTES.

ROUTE PAGE
41 Coiiutb to Athens, by Megara

and Eleusiri.— Rail . . 252

42 ATHENS.— From the Royal
Palace to the Greek Ceme-
tery, by the Russian ami
Enijlisli Churches, the Arch
of Hadrian, and the Olym-
pieion .... 257

43 From tlie English Church to

the Stadium, by thi^ Zap-
peion and the Old Protes-

tant Cemetery . . . 264
44 From the Arch of ttidrian to

the Monument of Philo-

pappus, by the Monument of

Lysicrates, the Theatre of

Dionysos, and the Odeion . 269
45 From tlie Monument of Philo-

pappus to the Areopagus,
by the Prison of Socrates,

the Pnyx, and the Observa-
tory 283

46 The Acropolis and its depen-
dencies .... 291

47 Frrim the Royal P.ilace to the
Theseion, by the Kapni-
karea, St. Mary's, and the

Asomaton . . . 337
48 From the Royal Palace to the

Theseion, by the Cathedral,

the Tower of the Winds,
the Stoa of Hadrian, and the

Stoa of Attalos

.

. .344
49 From the Royal Palace to the

Kephisia Railway Station,

by the Academy, the Uni-
versity, and the German
Institute.... o56

[Greece.']

UODTE PAGE
50 From the Royal Palace to the

National Museum, by the

House of Deputies, the

Church of St. Theodore, and
the Polytechnic Institute . 361

51 From the Theseion to the

Botanical Garden, by tiie

Dipylon and the Street of

Tombs .... 428

52 P'rom the Royal Palace to

Ambelokipi, by the French
School, Mount Lycabettus,

the British and American
Schools, and the Rizarion . 436

53 From the Royal Palace to the

Tomb of Menidi, byPatisia. 440

54 From tlie Royal Palace to

Colonds and the Academia. 442

55 Athens to Phaleron, by Car-
riage-road, Rail, or Steam
Tramway. . . . 444

56 Athens to the Piraeus, by Car-

riage-road, Steam Tramway,
or Rail . . . ' . 446

57 Tiie Piraeus to Salamis, by
Sailing-boat, or by CaiTiage-

road and Ferry. . . 454
58 Athens to Eleusis, by Rail or

Carriage-road . . . 456
59 Athens to Phyle, by Rail or

Carriage-joad, and Footpath 464
60 Athens to Tatoi, by KepMsia.

—Rail and Carriage-ioad . 467
61 Athens to Marathon.—Car-

liage-road . . .470
62 Tatoi to Oropos.— Carriage-

ro;id . . . .472
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ROrTE PAGE
G3 Marathon to Ehamnus.

—

Horsti-path . . 473

ROUTE PAGE

66 Athena to Cape Stmium, by
Laarion. — Rail and Car-

64 Krikosalesi to Rhamnus, by „ ^
riMp-roji.l

. .

481

., . , . . 1 I' 1 6/ LauiioTi to Atlicn.>*, bv Nan.-
the Ainnbiarcion and Kala-

i ir ii " I'n
TT 4U 1 u ;i Horsp-pith . . .

•*•'•

mos.-Horse-path and Sa.l-
p.^1^^.^^ ^^ ^^^ ,,^.

'"g"^^'^^
•

• •
• ^'^ Steamor . . . . 404

6.") Athens to Hymettus, by Car- i 69 Athens to Pentelicns. by Car-

riage-road and Footpath . 479
|

riage-road and Footpatli . SOq

SPECIAL IXTEODUCTIOK
The name of Attica is probably derived from the word aKTrt,i ' proniontory,' or

'peninsula,' and was given because the whole country ff«rnib a projecting

coaBt line terminating in Suniuin (compare the name Acte p;iven to the

peninsula of Athos). Its form is approximately that of a scalene

triangle, having two of its sides bounded by tlie sea, and its base by
the mountain-frontier of Boeotia. From a very early date Attica was
divided into three distinct natural regions, which gave their names and
cjiaiacteristics to as many political parties. This classification was already

fidly established in tlie time of Solon's ar.-honship (b.c. 594). These regions

wcru the Ilifjhlanfh (AiaKola or 'EiroKpia); the Lowlands or Midlands (UfSiis,

or MecToyala) ; and the Coastlands (UapaXia, or 'Akt^). The l^owlands in-

cluded all the level or undulatinir country around Ilyniettus, and extended on

the W. to Mt. Aegaleos, on the N to Parnes and Hrili-i-sos, on the E. to the

low heights of the sea-board; the Highlands included ail the mountainous
and hilly country between the Hfaoyala and the Boeotian frontier ; the

Cf>a8tland8 embraced all that part of tlie Attic peninsula wliich lies S. of

Hymettus and Brauron. The political parties were those of the Diacrii, or

Highlanders, the Pedieis, or Lowlanders, and the Varnli, or coast population.

The Diacrii formed 'that party in Attica which was most diHjXfsed for pfilitical

change . . . ; for while tlicsi- poor mountaineers had notiiimr to lose by revo-

lution, the Pedieis, or inhabitants of tlie well-cultivated plains, were large*

landholders, whose object it was to retain the chief power in tlieir own hands.

The Parali represented the commercial and mercantile interests, wiiose

moderate views induced them to hold the balance between the two others.'

—

11. F. Tozer.

The soil of Attica is generally thin and far from fertile, V>ut by no means
unproductive. The country is more barren than it was tiv(' or six c/,nturie8

ap:o, under its French and Spani.sh rulers; nay, even in the past 100 years,

tlie destruction of wood in Greece has been something almost incn dibleand is

largely due to incendiarism. It should be rerneinbered that Greece, and
e.spicially Attica, is by nature rather a jiastoral than an agricultural country.

The following table gives a general view of the relative agricultural distribu-

tion of the land under cultivation in Attica :

—

.S<]. Miles.

Opreals 4'i,ioi

Vineviirds ...... 9,7'2I

Olivp-yanls (nhoiit 142,001) trco-) . 3.108
Orchsid-s and kitctipti-gardriis . . . 6ti7

Tobaccii, cotton, madder, lie. . -tgs

The wild flora of Attica is singularly interesting and varied, and is far

richer in species than the more extensive l)otanical regions of Central France,

Sardinia, afid ("rete. It is especially rich in sweet- herbs, to whicli circum-

stance tlie Hymettian honey owes its enduring fame.

f I'rop.Tly, Ujo part iigiiD:<t wliieli the waves hn-a\i. -Lid/itll and .^ott.
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In Atticu a large proportion of the cottages, as well as all the boundary-
walls of the olive-grouudri and vineyards, are built of rammed earth, or cob
(the Fnnoh pise), formed in large wooden frames about i ft. long by 2 deep
uud 1| broad. M;iny of the Attic rob houses are half a century or more old,

and still as solid as when first built. Tliis cob is of historic interest as having
coiistituteil a somewhat important element in the military—probably also in
the domestic—architecture of ancient Greece, t
The plain of Athens (p. 502) is enclosed on the "W. by Mt. Aegaleos ; on

the N.W. by Fames ; on the N. and N.E. by Pentelicus ; and on the S.E. by
Hymettus. On the S. it is open to the Saronic Gulf.

Athens is situated about 4 m. inland, and is itself partly enclosed by, and
partly built upon a subordinate and almost isolated group of small" hills

rising from the plain. The loftiest aud most conspicuous of these is a conical
rock ('.(10 ft.), still called by its classical appellation of Lycahettns. This
remarkable hill is to the Grecian capital what Vesuvius is to Naples, or
Arthui-'s Seat to Edinburgh ; from its summit Athens and its plain lie

unrolled before the eye as on a map. S.W. of Lycabettus are four hills, all ot

which were included in ancient Athens. Of these the nearest is the Acropolis,
or citadel of Athens, an oblong craggy rock, rising abruptly about 150 ft., with
a flat summit of about H30 yds. from E. to W., by 170 yds. from X. to S. W.N.W.
of the Acropolis is the Areopagus, S.W. the I'nyx, and to the S. of the latter

the 3Iuseion. On the E. and S. of the city runs the Ilissos, and on the W.
the Ktphisos, which flows due S. at the distance of about 1§ from the city, and
is joined by the Ilissos nearly 2 m. before reaching the sea. Both streams are
almost exhausted by the heats of summer and the demands of irrigation. The
prevailing colour of the plain when viewed from a height is during the
greater part of the year tawny, except to the W., where a line of dark olive
woods winds like a large green river through the heart of the plain. These
olive woods, with their changing tints, form by no means the least striking
feature in the landscape.

The Athenian soil and climate exercised a distinct influence upon the
character and habits of the city and its inhabitants; the most noticeable
characteristics of both, are alluded to by Milton, who wrote of Athens :

—

Where on the Aegean shore a city stands
Built nobly, pure the air and light tbe soil.

The influences of soil and climate also impressed on the architecture of
Atlieus its leading characteristics.

• The simplicity of the earliest public buildings at Athens is very
remarkable. Whatever their object, religious, political, judicial, or social,

their character in this respect was the same, and it expressed itself by two
properties, the one resulting from tlie nature of the Athenian climate, tiie

other from that of the soil. The beauty and .softness of the climate, brightened
by the colour of the atmosphere, aud refreshed by the breezes of the neigh-
bouring sea. naturally allured the inhabitants of Athens to pass much of their
time in the open air. Not only poetically, but literally, might the Athenians
be described as

aei StcL AoftTTpOTaTov

jSairoi'Tes ajSpws aldiptK.

For ever delicately treading
Through pellucid air.—Eurip. Med. 829.

To cover the bead, even in the open air, was left to invalids and travellers.

Hence also we may in pi^rt account for the defects of their domestic
Mchitecture, the badness c" their streets, and the proverbial meanness of the

-{• See Mr. Pi,ichard Fords essay on Cob Walls, Quarterly Review, vol. Iviii. 1S37.

£ 2
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Louses of iho iKiljIeat men ainoiiff tlicm. Hencu, in the best days of Athena,

tlie Athenians worshijjped, legislated, and viewe<l dramntic representations,

under the ojk n .'ley.

'These l)uiklinj;s, also, possessed a property produced by the Athenian
Boil. AtheiLs stands on a bed of hard limeatme rock, in must places thinly

covered by a nieagre surface of soil, from which the rfick frequently projects,

ami is almost always visiljle, protruded like boues under the intejrumenta

of au ea;aci:ite<l body, to whicli Plato compares it. Athenian ingenuity

suggested, and Athenian dexterity has realised, the adaptation of such a

soil to architectural purposes. Walls were iiewn in the rocky soil itself,

pavements were levelled, tombs excavated, steps and seats chiselled, cistenis

dug, and niclies .>cijoped. Thus the city itself was avToxdt^", indigenous, as

its earliest inhahitants wore sujjposed to be.'

—

Wordgirorlh.

The following remarks by Sir Henry Holland are peculiarly just :—
' Those

who expect to see in Athens only the more splendiil and obvious testimonies

of its former state, will be agreeably disappointed. The Parthenon, the

Temple of Theseus, the Propylaea, are individually tiie most striking objects;

yet it may perhaps be ad led that tliey would have Ix-en less interesting singly

than in their combined relation to that wonderful grouping of nature and art,

wliich gives its peculiarity to Athens, and renders the scenery of this spot

something which is ever unique to the eye and recoUectitin. Here, if

anywhere, there is a certain genius of the place, which unites and gives a

character and colouring to the whole. Every i)art of the turrounding
landscape may be recognised as harmonious and bejiutiful in itself, and at the

same time as furnishing those featurca whicli are consecrated by ancient

description, by the history of heroic actions, and still more as the scene of

those celebrated .schools of philo.-ophy which have transmitted their inlluence

to every suceeeding age. The .-ti anger who is unable to appreciate the

architectural beauties of the temples of Athens, yet can admire the spit ndid

assemblage they form in their po&ition, outline, and colouring; can triwe out

the pictures of the poets in tlie vale of Kephisos, the hill of Colonos, and the

ridge of Hymettus; can look on one side on the sea of Salamis, on the other

on the heights of Phyle. Nowhere is antiquity to well substantiated as at

Athisns, or its outline more comjiletely filled up to the eye and to the

imagination.'

History.

Popular tradition attributed the foundation of the Acropolis to the mythical
Cecri'ps, but the lower city was supposi-d to liave owed its origin, at a later

date, to a national hero, 'I'heseus, who united the 12 districts of Attica into

one state, and made Athens the capital. In historical times, the first attempt
to embellish the city was made by I'eisistratDs and his sons (b.c. 5G0-.514),

who erected virions temjiles and ether pubbc buildings. * By e.-tablishing a
public library, and by editing the works of Honier, Peijistratos and his sons
lixed the jNI uses at Athens; while by raising the quadrennial revolution of

tbe Panathenaic festival to a footing of equality with the <.ther similar
iissemblies, and by ui)huldiug it during their unitetl reigns of about 30 years,

they greatl) advanced the dignity of the republic among the slates of

Greece. . . . Hitherto, however, the progress of the useful and ornamental
arts had scarcely bten so gnat at Athens :is in some other parts of Greece,
as at yikyon, (Jorinth, Aegina, Argos, Tuelie^i, and 8parta. Still less was
she able to bestow that encouragement ujjon the aits which they received in

the opulent republics of Asia : f"r, although her territory was more extensive,

and her resources already greater than those of any of the States of
Greece Proper, except Sparta, they were still insufticiint to l>e8tow adequate
ornament ujion a city which was already the most |K>pulous in Greece. It
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was to an eve'.it t\w. m i«t unlikely to prrMlnce suoh n, ivs :;lr that Atlicils wns
indebted lor a degree of iut rnul beauty and s{)lendoui- which uo other

Grecian city ever attained. The King of Persia, in directing against Greece
an expedition of a magnitude unparalleled in the operations of one nation

against another, made the capture of Athens his principal object. His
success was most fortunate for the Athenians ; for by forcing them to con-

centrate all their exertions on their Heet, in which they were as superior in

numbers to any of the other states of Greece as they were in skill to the

Persians, it led to their acquisition of the chief honour of hiaving obliged

Xerxes to return in disgrace to Persia, followed by such a degree of influence

in Greece, that even the rivals of Athens were under the necessity of giving

up to her the future conduct of the war, now become exclusively naval. By
these means the Athenians acquired an increasing command over the

resources <>f the greater part of the islands, as well as of the colonies on the

coasts of Asia, Maeefionia, and Thrace; and thus, at the very moment when
the destruction of their city rendered it necesssary for them to renew all their

principal buildings, fortune gave them sufficient m(-ans both to maintain

their ascendency in Gieece, and to apply a part of the wealth at their

con:mand in the indulgence of their taste and magnificence.'

—

Leake.

A new era begins with the Persian war. Athens was reduced to ashes by
Xerxes, but was soon rebuilt and fortified under the administration of Thc-
mistocles, and was adorned with public buildings by Cimon, and especially

by Pericles, in whose time (b.c. 4(J0-4'29) it reached its greatest splendour.

By the proceeds of the spoils acquired in the Persian war, by the contiibu-

tions of the subject states, and by the still more important assistance of

Pheidias, and a group of the greatest sculptors and architects whom the

world has known, Pericles was enabled to carry his great designs into

execution, and to bequeath to his country monuments which have been the

admiration of succeeding ages.f

The Peloponnesian War put a stop to the embellishment of Athens. On
the capture of the city in B.C. 404, the fortifications and Long Walls were
destr.)yed by the Lacedaemonians ; but they were restored by Conon in

B.C. 393, after his great victory olf Cnidos. The public buildings were
repaired and beautified after this period ; and though its suburbs were
ravaged in b.c. 200 by the last Pliilip of Macedon, Atliens continued under
the Macedonians and under the Romans to be a great and flourishing city.

Having espoused the cause of Mithridatcs, it was captured by Sulla B.C. 86,

when its fortitications were razed, and its privileges greatly curtailed. At
that period, however, and during the early centiu'ies of the Chrislian era, it

continued to be the chief seat of learning in the ancient world, and the

Romans were accustomed to send their sons thither, as to the University.

Hadrian frequently resided in the city, and adorned it with many new
buildings (ad. 120-128); and his example was followed by Herodes Atticus,

a Wealthy and munificent citizen, who flourished under Antoninus and
Marcus Aurelius. Athens was never more s[)lendid than in the time of the

Antonines, when it was visited by Pausanias. The great works of the age
of Pericles then still retained, after the lapse of five centuries, all their

freshness and perfection : nor do they appear to have suflVred materially

until the incursions of the Goths under Alaric in a.d. 396. The pagan
religion and the schools of jihilosophy continued to flourish at Athens uTitil

the time of Justinian, whose fatal Edict (ad. 529) forbade any (me to teach

philosophy or expound the law at Athens. ' Procopius, a contemporary
writer, speaks of the sweeping measure by which the Emperor withheld all

the grants of public money made by former rulers to the interests of learning,

f S«e 'The Age of I'encles,' by AVilUam Watkiss Lloyd, 2 vols. 1875.
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md goes on to accnee bim even of confiscating all the endowments for like
)hjcct-j, dne to the liberality of private citizens. This probably included the
it'le revenues of the Socratic schools, which were at once reduced to poverty
md silencc't— W. W. Capet.
Under Justinian, if not tarlier, many of the temples were converted into

;hurches, among these the Partht-non and Theseion : the former being con-
etrated xinder the name of 'Ayia 2o<pia (Dinne Wisdom), while the latter

exchanged the pagan hero Theseus for the- Christian hf ro St. George.
To Justinian Greece owed the intrrjducti"n of tlie silkworm, and the art of

weaving its prf>dnce into cloth, such as had hitherto only been imported at

»Teat expense from the far east.

In the 12tli ctnt. King Roger of Sicily invaded Greece, captured Tliebt -

[>irintb, and Athens, and carried off some Greek silk-workers with the ma
:erials of thi ir trade. He established a silk factory in the royal palace at

Palermo, where specimens of Greek textile handicraft are still prt-serve<l

;

rhence, in the next century, the art spread to Lucca, and thence to the rest

)f Italy. At the close of the 12th c«nt. Athens appefirs stUl to have retiine<i

»me reputation for learning; for we find mention of a young Armenian
jriiice sent to study tliere, and catch a passing glimp.»e of some English
students in Athens. Chief among these was blaster John of Basingstoke,
ifterwards Archdeacon of Leicester (d. 1252). He learned Greek from Con-
itantina, a relative of the Archbishop of Athens. Master John is said to

tifve carried back to England the Greek numeral system, as well as tl •

inowle<lge of certain Grtek MSS. On hearing of the latter, Robert Grossetest> ,

Bishop of Lincoln, was so much interested that he sent to Greece to secure
jojiies.

But while these English ecclesiastics were following their peaceful
pursuits ivith a spirit worthy of later times a storm was preparing to

burst over Greece. At the uivision of the Empire in 1204, all the Greek
provinces north of the Isthmus fell to the share of Bonifa*^ III., Jlarquin

)f Montferrat, with the title of King of TLessalonica. Boniface granted
'he government of Attica and Boeotia to one of his followers, Otho de la

Roclie, a kniglit of distinguished BurgnmiLin descent. Otho was invested
with the title of Grand Seignior (Megas Kyr *) of Athens and Thebf-.
Five princes of this house ruled in suceession from 1205 to 130>
it the latter date, on the death of Guy II. without male heirs, the ducli

passed to his cousin, Walter of Brienne. In 1258, Guy I. exchanged tl

title of Grau'i Sire for that of Duke, which was conferred on him by Louis I>i

jf France. Duke Guy is supposed to liave owed his promotion to a privai

^TU'lge entertainal by St. Louis against the rival house of Ville-Hardouin.
• The social civilization of the inhabitants, and their command of tL'

necessaries and luxuries of life, were in those days as much superior to the

?ondition of the citizens of Paris and London, as they are now inferior

When Walter of Brienne succeeded to the ducliy, it occupied a much high' ;

position in the scale of European slates than in at present occupied by tl.

kingdom of Greece. The Spaniard Muntaner, who was well acquaint'
with alt the rich countries aromid the 5Ie<literranean, then the most flouri-:

ing portion of the globe, and who was familiar with the most magnifict
courts of Europe, says that the dukes of Athens were amongst the great* -'

princes who did not wt-ar a kingly cro\»Ti. He has left us a description i.

;

the CVsurt of Athens which gives us a high idea of its splendor; and L'

ieclares that the nobles of the duchy were so entirely French that th>

}

spoke their language with as much purity aa the Parisians themselTes. Thu

+ ' Cniversitj- Life in Azkcient Athens ' (1877).

^ A corraptiuD of Meyos Kvpioi.
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city was large and wealthy, the country thickly covered with villages, of
which the ruins may still be traced in spots affording no indications of

Hellenic sites. Aqueducts and cisterns then gave fertility to land now unpro-
ductive. The trale of Athens was considerable, and the luxury of the ducal
coiu't was celebrated in all the regions of the west, where chivalry flomiahed.'—Finlay. j,

Walter de Brienne had no sooner taken possession of his inheritance, than
ho fiiund his dominions thi'eatened with invasion by the Despot of Epirus and
the Chief of the Wallachs. To raise a saflicieut force against his enemies,
Duke Walter concluded a treaty of alliance with tlie Catalan Grand Com-
pany, which had tixed its mnter quarters in Thessaly in 1308. The cam-
paign opened in laOJ, and proved entirely successful. With the assistance

of the Catalans he defeated all liis enemies, and obliged them to surrender
to him 30 castles ; but now feeling himself strong, Duke Walter rashly quar-
relled witii his quondam mercenaries on the subject of terms, which (thougu
of the most exorbitant character), having once been granted, could not fairly

be altered.

The result of this quarrel was, that in March 1311 the Grand Company
marched down into the plain of Boeotia and established itself on the banks of

the Kephisos, near Orcliomenos.
' The level plain appeared to offer great advantages to the party that,

possessed the most numerous cavalry, and the Didie of Athens, confident in

numbers, felt assured of victory. His forces consisted of 6000 cavalry and
8000 infantry.'. In spring all the rich plains of Greece are covered with green
com. The Catalan leaders carefully conducted the waters of the Kephisos
into the fields immediately in front of the ground on wliich they had tbawn
up their army; the verdure effectually concealed every appearance of recent
irrigation. The Duke of Athens, wno expected to drive the Spaniards into

Thessaly without much trouble, advanced with all the aiTOgance of a prince

secure of victory. Placing himself at the head of J'OO knights and nobles
who attended his banner, he rushed forwai-d to overwhelm the ranks of the
Grand Company, with the irresistible charge of the Frank cnivalry. Every-
thing promised the duke victory, and the shafts of the archers were already
beginning to recoil from the panoply of the knights, when Walter of Brienne
shouted his war-cry. and charged with all his chivalry in fuU career. Their
course was soon arrested. The whule body plunged aimultaneously into the
concealed and new-formed marsh, where there was as little possibility of

retreat as there was thought of flight. Every exertion was vain : no Frivok
knight ever crossed the muddy fields. Horse and man floundered about
until both fell ; and as none that fell could rise again, the confusion soon
became inextricable. The Catalan light troops were at last ordered to rush
in and slay knights and nobles without mercy. It is reported that of all the
nobles present two only escaped alive, and were kept as prisoners. The Duke
of Athens was among the first who perished.' t

—

Finlay.

The Grand Company now assumed the sovereignty of Alliens and Thebes,
and, conscious of the civil incapacity of tiieir own leader, placed Roger Deslau,
a French noble—one of the two survivors above named—at their head as chief

(,1312). Under his guidance they pursued their career of conquest in N.
Greece. Conscious, however, of their own disunited condition, and the con-
sequent weakness of the central power, tliey in 1326 sent a deputation to
Frederick II. of Sicily, begging him to accept the duchy for his second son,

Manfred, and that he woiild appoint a regent to govern the country during

-|- Walter of Brieune, soa of the slain dulce, assumed his father's title and made an unsuccess-
ful attempt to recover the duchy ia 13il. He was named G-eneral of Florence but svas

expslled the city for his tyrannicil conduct ; tinilly ha beoame Constable of Fr^mce, and mide
9, gallant ending at the battle of Poitiers, where he fell at the head of the French Horse.
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the dukf's infancy. Their piopusaU were accepted, and fi>r fjO years the
Duchy of AtliCTis and Xervpitms, as it was now styled, formed a part of th'^

Sicilian dominions. But in 138G a dispute respecting the dispo.sal in iii:ir-

riage of the young Sicilian Counte-ss of Si\lona brought the Cat.'daiis i'lto

collision witli a formidable udver.-ary, Xerio Acciajuoli, the Floniitine
governor of Corinth. The Siculo-C^talnn forces were defeated, and Xerio
seized Athens, Thebes, and Livadia.

Nerio Acciajuoli was one of the famous commercial family of thnt name.
Xiccolo Acciajuoli, its founder, the contemporary of Petrarch and Booca<*cio

(who l)oth quarrelletl witli him), was in his ovrn person the earliest example
ftf a commercial man wielding great political powc-r by wealth only.

In 1394, Ladishis, King of Xaples, granted X'^rio by paiiiit the title of

Duke of Athens, but about the same time the newly m.ide duke was
captured by a band of Xavarre^e troops, who had settled in M-s.-enia.

X'rrio only obtained his liberty on paying a heavy ran.soiM, part of the funds
for which he supplicl by rifling all the clmtches in hi.s dominions, aud even
selling the silver plates oft' the doors of St. Mary's in Athens. He died soon

after, bequeathing Thebes and Livadia to his son Antony, and placing all hL»

possessions under the pr .»tection of the Venetian Republic. Under Antony's
rule, Athens enjoyed undi^turVxd tranquility for forty years, aMdalsorecovired
some measure of its former prosperity. Antony died in 1435 . He was suc-

ceeded by his cousin Nerio II., who, however, had no little difficulty in

wresting his duchy from Antony's widow (Maria ^lelissenos), a Greek lady
of a resolute and unscrupulous diameter. Xerio reigned from 1435 to 1453

:

weak ami spiritless in character, he was coitent to hold his duchy as the
vas.-5al of the Sultin. During X'erio's reign, Athens was twice visited by an
indefatigable anti(iuary, Ciriaco de' Pizzicolli (l>ettir known as Cyriacus of

Ancona), to whom we owe the earliest moilern notice of the antiquities of

Athens as well as copies of a great number of inscriptions. Ciriaco on his first

visit (April 1436) stayed a fortnight with his friend Anionello Bilrluino, but
on the second occasion (ilarch 1447) he was the gnest of Duke Xerio, and
lived in the Propylaea, then the ducal palace.

Xerio left an infant son whose nominal reign, under his mother's regency,

lasted two years. Xerio's widow, however, soon imperilled her snn'.s prospects.
' Siie fell in h.ve with Pietro Almerio, the Venetian governor of Xauplia,
and promi.-?ed t> marry him if he could get a divorce from his wife. Almerio
thought lie could remove all obstacles most easily by murdering his wife.

He was so far successful that he married the duchess, and o'tained the
direction of the governmtnt of Athens. But his crime became known, and
the principal Athenians, both Latins and Greeks, fearing to fall under the

severe autliority of tiie Venetian Stuatr, and indignant at the conduct of

the duchess, complained to Sultan Mohammed II. Almerio wa.s summoned
to the Ottoman Court to d' fciid himself against t!ie accusations of the

Athenians. On his arrival ho found Franco Acciajuoli (ncpliew of Xerio)
already in hi-^di favfiur at the Porte. Sultan Mohammed II. no sooner heard
.Vlmerio's reply to the accusations than he remove 1 the Venetian from the

government, and conferred ilie iluchy on Franco, who was received by the
inhabitants with great tleiuonstrations of joy.

' The first a'-t of Franco provtd that his residence at the Turkish Court
had utterly corrupted his morals. He sent his aunt to ilegara, where, after

keeping her a short time in prison, he ordered her to be secretly put to death.

Almerio accused him of the murder at the Port"-. Mohammed, finding the

Athenians were now equally disgn-ted with both pretenders, ordered Omar,
son of Turakhan, to take possession of the acropolis, and annexed Attica to

the Ottoman Empire (1456).'

—

Finlay.

With the advent of the Ottoman i)ower came the restoration of the Greek
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Cluircli. so long dispossessed for that of Roine.f The pfillcipal churclies,

1 10wever, were soon transformed into mo^qnes. About tliis time (1456-1460)

Athens was described by a Greek writer, whose name has not survived, but

who is the author of the earliest known Gindehoolc for Athens. From the

fact that his MS. was discovered at Vienna (by Otfried iMiiller), he is known
as the Wiener Anonymus.
A few years later (1465) we find the great architect Santrallo making

copies of some (very bad) views of Athens lent him by a Greek. J

In 1464 the Venetians lande<l at the Piraeus, .surprised the city, and carried

oft' plunder and captives to Euboea. In 1672 Pert-Babin, a French Capuchin,

made the first contribution to the modern literature of Athenian topography,

accompanied by the first plan of Athens. In 1675 Athens was visited by
Francis Vernon.§ whose Letter to the Royal Soc'ety is the earliest English

account of Athens. Two years later Vernon was cut t'> pieces by robbers,

near Ispahan, for the sake of his English penknife. The same year that

Vernon was at Athens the place was visited by Lord Winchils<a, Ambassador
to the Poite, who secured somf> aichitectural fragments. In 167*) <ame Spon
and Wheler, whose accounts of Athens are well known. In 16S7 occurred

the memorable siege of Athens by Morosini, in which the Parthenon, then

used as a powder-magazine, was fatally shuttered by the explosion of a liomb

within its area. The German contingent was commanded by Count Kouigs-

mark, whose wife had an intelljgcnt, biii^ht-witted waiting gentlewoman in

her suite. This lady, Anna Ackerhjelm, was a diligent letter-writer and
di irist, and bus left a pleasant picture of Athens. While C nmt Konigsmark
was completinij his conquest, the two ladies explored Athens under the

ciceronaj:e of the English Consul, Wheler 's fi-ieud (iiraud.

In 1749 came young Lord Cliarlemont, who employed his artist (Dalton)

to make drawings of some of the antiquities. A year later he was one of the

four Englishmen
|1
whose liberality despatched Stuart and Revett to Greece,

and maintained tJiem there for four years (1751-55). The first volume of the
' Antiquities of Athens' appeared in 1762; that noble work has never been

supersedi d, and will remain as long as our languuge lasts a splendid memorial

of the men who, like their predecessors referred to by Peacham, ' did trans-

plant old Greece into England.'
From this date the visits of travellers to Athens become too numerous to

call for individual notice. The more eminent names which occur between
1764 and the outbreak of the Revolution (1821) include Chandler, Wor-^ley,

Hawkins, Morritt, Sibthorp, Townley, Choiseul-Gouffier, Villoison, Elgin,

Clarke, Gell, Dodwell, Walpole, Leake, Byron, Hobhouse, Sfackelberg,

Cockerell, Brondsted, Holland, and Donaldson.
From the siege of Athens by Morosini until the outbreak of the Revolution,

no event of importance mirks the history of Athens. The traveller will find

full particulars on the latter subject in Finlays History (vols. vi. and vii.).

The condition of Athens in the second half of the 18th cent, is thus described

by Gibbon {Decline and Fall, chap. Ixii.) :

—

' Athens, though no more than the shadow of her former self, still contains

f The title of Archbishop of Athen.s survived in the Roman Church, and in the middle of

the sixteenth century \v;is borne by that extraordinary character, Alexander Gordon, brother

of the ' Fat Earl' ot Huntly.

J These are in the Burberini collection ; see Laborde. They are mentioned by Spon.

5 Francis Vernon, mathematician and-poet, came of the Worcestershirn family of that name.
Born at Charing Cross and educated at Westminster school, he proceeded, in 1651, to Christ

Church, O.xford, where he graduated .M.A. He travelled ext-nsively, and was on one occasion

.«old as a slave. After enduring great misery, he was released, reiurned to Engl.nd for a

time, and then started on his last fatal journey. His body was rescued and buried at Ispahan.

CSee Ant. a Wood's Athenae Oxonienses, 2ud ed. vol. i. p. 599.)

II
These were Lord Charlemont, Lord Malton (afterwards M. of Rockingham), ' Jamaica

'

Dawkins, and Robert AVood, the Irish archaeologist and explorer of Palmyra.
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aljout 8000 or 10,000 iuliabitsmts ; of thcoe, three-fourths are GreekB in

religion and lanfruttge; and the Turks, wh(. compose the remainiler, have
relaxed, in tht:ir intercourse with the citizens, somewhat of the pr:de and
gravity of their national character. Ttie olive-tixe, the gift of Minerva,
nourishes in Attica; nor has the lioney of Jlount Hymettus lost any part of
its e.Kijuisite llavuur : but the languid trade is monopolised by strangers;
and tlie agriculture of a barren land is abandoned to the vagr.int Walla'-hians.

TIk; Athenians are still disting^iiisliwl by the .subtlety and acutcness of their

uudcrtitandiiigs : but these qualiti.-js, unless ennobled l>y freedom and en-
lightened by study, will degenerate intf) a low and .-elfish cniming ; smd it

is a proverbial saying of the c^juntry, " From the Jews of Thes^alonica, the
Turks of Negrojionte, and the Greeks of Athens, good Lord delivi.-r us!"
Their private difiVn ncc;s are decided by the Archbishop, one of the richest

pri lutes of tie Greek Ciiuich, since he fxis.sesse.s a revenue of 1000/. sterling,

and by a tribunal of the eight Elders, chosen in the eight qu:irt<rs of
the city. The noble families cannot trace their pedigree above ;^00 years,

but their princijial members are distinguished by a grave demeanour, a fur

cap, and the lofty apjKillation of archon'
The map and jjlans given in this Handbook exhibit all the principal

localities and monuments ; for special details of tofK-grapliy the traveller is

referred to Kaupert's 'Atlas von Athen ' (Berlin, 187iS), with letterpress by
E. Curtius, the work of C. Wachsmutli, entitled * Die Stadt Athen im
Altf-rthum' (Leipzig, 1874), and the more recent topography by Milclihofer.

Miss Harri.son'8 ' Mythology and Monuments of Ancient Athens' will also

be found u.seful, and so will the treatise on Athens by Milchhofer in

Baumeister's ' Denkmaler des Klass-Alterthums.'
I.,eake'8 'Topography of Athens ' needs no recommendation.
Although it is possible to visit tne priticipal siglits f»f Athens in four days,

the accurate traveller will require not days but months to ap[)reci;ite the
technical details of the monuments, and to master the topography. For
Skeleton Koutes, see p. xlvii.

Ancient Athens consisted of tliree distinct parts united vrithin one line of

fortifications: (1) The Acropolis; ('2) the Upper Town (aoTu), so named in

contradistinction to the Piraeus, but also sometimes called the Lower City
(t) kAtoi TToKts], in opposition to the Acropolis ; (3) the Pi/rt Toicris, Piraeus
with Munychia and Phaleron.

Extent.—The entire circuit of the walls of Athens was 175 stadia (22 miles),

of which 43 stadia l)elonged to the city, 75 to the Long Walls, and 57 to the
]X)rt-towns. The iy'>H^ H'ulU (called the Legs, to. (TKfKri, crtnuected. the city

with the sea, and were built under the administrations of Themistocles and
Pericles (sec p. 448). They were destroyed by the Spartans at the end of the
Peloponnesiun War, 404 B.C., but rebuilt by Conon twenty years later.

The line followed by the Walls of tlie Upper Town tias been successfully

traced out by the German Staff-Corps Surveyors, and, in all essentials, may
now probably be regarded as finally determined. Traces of the walls have
been found along the greater part of the line.

Gates.—The names of ten have been preserved ; others existed, but their

designations are unknown. Those of which the sites have been fixed with
any degree of precision are printed in Capital letters.

On the W. side—
1 DiPYi/j;^ (Atn-uXoi/), called also the Ci'mniic Gate (p. 428).

2 Sacked Gate (ai 'Upal niiKai), formerly identified with an opening
immediately S.W. of the Dipylon (p. 429).
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3 Peikaic Gate (^ TleipatKri UvA-n), 300 yds. N.W. of the Observatory, on
the road to the Piraeus (p. 3-1:4).

4 Melitian Gate (al MeAiriSes Uv\ai), occupying the saddle between the

Museion and the Pnyx (p. 284).

On the S. side

—

5 Itoniaii Gate (a! 'Irwuiat TlvAai), which there is little doubt stootl on the

road to Phaleron, about 250 yards S. of the Military Hospital.

On tlie E. side—
6 Gate of Diochares {at ALoxdpovs HvAai), leading to the Lyceum. This

stood within the limits of the present Royal Garden, probably at a point

about 100 yards S.E. of the ruins of the Roman Villa.

7 Dionteian Gate (?; Aiofx-rjis UvArj), N. of the preceding, leadins: to the

Kyuosarges (j). 439). Cuiiius pljces the site of this gate at the S.W. angle

of the present War OfiBce (see, however, p. 264).

On the N. side

—

8 Acharnian Gate (al 'AxapviKal Ili'Xoi), between the present parallel streets

of Athena and Aeolus, on the line of Euripides Street.

The positions of the (9) Equestrian Gate {at 'l-mrdSfs UvXai) and the (10)

Gate of Aegeus (ai Alyews Tlv\ai) are unknown.

Population.—The chief authority for the population of ancient Attica is the

census of Demetrius Phalereus, taken b.c. 317. According to this census,

there were 21,000 Athenian citizens, 10,000 resident aliens (MeVotfcoi), and
400,000 .slaves. It may be assumed, from various authorities, that by the

term citizens are meant all the males above the age of 20. The whole popu-
lation I if Attica must therefore have exceeded half a million, of which about

a third i3:irt probablj' may be assigned to Athens alone. Xenophon states

that the city contained upwards of 10,000 houses (^Mem. iii. 6, § 14 ; Oecon. 8,

§22).

ROUTE 41.

CORINTH TO ATHENS, BY 3IEGARA A1^T>

ELEUSIS. RAIL.

Miles. Stations. Routes.

Corinth b . . U, 12

6 Ealamaki
13 H. Theddori
27 Megara
40 Eleusis b

43 Kalyvia
50 Ano Liosia

53 Kato Liosia

55 MyU
57 Athens

On leaving Corinth (Rte. 11) the
Rly. ruus near the sea for about a
mile as far as the little Port of Posei-

donia, where the cart-track crosses

the Canal by means of a ferry, and
leads to (2 m.) Loutraki (p. 93),

which is visible on tlie 1. The train

now turns to the rt., and a mile

further crosses the Canal on a bridge

200 ft. high and 36 yds. long—the
same bridge serving for the carriage-

road. It cost 12,OO0Z.

The Isthmus of Corinth, a celebrated

tract of limestone rock which connects

the Peloponnesus with Northern

Greece, and unites two cliains of lofty

mountains, is about 10 m. in length.

Its width at Corinth is nearly as

much, but at its N. extremity it is

barely 4 m. wide.

The idea of cutting a canal across

the Isthmus was frequently entertained

in antiquity, from the time of Peri-

ander to that of Nero ; but Nero alone
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actually began the work. The com-
ineiicement was celebrated (a.d. 67)
with great poiup, the Emperor cattitig

out part of tlif earth with a goMen
spade. But only a length of 4 stadia
was iiccomplishcd when he wasoljliired

to give it up in consequence of the
insurrection of Vindex in Gaul. The
canal was coiumenc<Hl upon the W.
sliore, close to the Diotlcos (p. 92),
and traces of it may still be s* en. In
1881 the Ibtlniins was 8urvcye<l with
a view to cuttins a canal through it.

On the 4th of May. 1882, the' first

cut was made by the King of Greece,
who presided at the formal inaugura-
tion of the great national work in

Aug. 1893, and the Canal was opened
for the passage of ships on the 9th of
Nov. It is nearly 4 m. long, 27 yds.

wide, and 2tJ ft. deep, and is pro-

tected by two breakwaters 262 yds.

in length, which serve to enclf»se the
Port of Poseidonia. This important
engineering work shortens tlie distance
b -tween the Piraeus and Brindisi by
202 mUes, and has turned the Pelo-
ponnesus into an island. Its total

cost has been 2,800.000/.

Few foreign vessels pasa thiou;;h
the Canal. In 1894 there were 2084
Greek. 78 Italian, and 46 British—24
of which were yacht-*. The difficulties

of navigation in the gulfs on either

side make it more advisable for Lirger

vessels to go round the Peloponnesus.
The tolls levied during the same year
amounted only to 6<)77/., which could
hardly pay the interest on the outlay.

The strength ofthecurrentinthe Canal
varies from 1 tn 3 knots an hour, and
great care is necessary to prevent the
veesel from bumping against the sides.

B-yond the bridge the Ely. and
carriage-road run cloise togetlier above
the N. bank of the canal, and after-

wards descend n»ther rapidly to the
sea, passing on the rt. tlie small
modern town of Igthmiti,T which also

has a port, protected by brt sikwaters.

About f m. iS.E. of the port is the site

of the famous Isthmi.w Sancttast,
in the Stadium attached to whi'-h
were celebrated every two years the
games institutetl according to tradition

by Theseus (p. 90).

8 m. KalamakL the landing-place
of the ateamcro before the op<.*ning of
the canal. Some slight remains, near
the motlern villai^e, indicate the site

of ScHOENOs, wliich gave its ancient
name to this jort. on a low tongae
of land to the rt. stands a liirhthouse,

showing a lixe-d red light, visible for

8 m. As the train prix;eeds,tlie views of
the gulf, the coast line, ami the (sland

of Aegiua, become extremely beautiful.

14 m. Hftgii Theodori, occupying
the probable site of Ckommtox, where
Theseus slew the wild sow. Built
into the wall of tlie Chapel is a Greek
inscription, • composed by some Plato-
nist,' says 3Ir. Clark, 'probably in the
4tti or .5th cent., when traces of the
old philos'iphy still survived the wr«ck
of the oM religion.' Itrr- ' ' tn-s:

' I, Philostrata, am gone es

of my lieing. leaving th' re-

with nature b<3und me ; for after com-
pleting my fourteenth year, in the
lifteeiith I left the body, a virgin,

childless, unweddei^L ^\^losoever hath
a love of life, let him grow to old age
unenvit-d.'

The Rly. now crosses an iron bridge
and runs between the cliffs and the
shore, along the narrow 'Pass of the
Kaki Srala, the scene of another
e.xploit of the hero Theseus. From
the bridge a good view is gained of the
roi 1, which runs at the fnot of ML
Gtraneia (4495 ft.), following a sort of

ledge cut in the rock. ' Originally a
foot-rciftil, made ly the giant tsciron to

entrap solitary travellers, whom he
threw ovt-r the rocks into the s-^a to

fatten a pet turtle withal, it was en-
larged by Hadriiin into a road wide
enough fur two carriages to pass. The
statement is ^till attested by xnanj
wlieel-marks in the rock. In course
of time it degenerated into a hor?e-

track. These rocks, over which
Theseus kicked Sciron into the sea,

were known to the ancients as the
Scironia S<iz<i.'— IT. G. Clark (cf.

Eur. HipfK.l. 1208, Paus. i. 44).

The train passes ovt-r another iron

bridge, near the highest point of the
line, while tlie road mounts above the
Rly., and presently descends to the
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sea. A fiue view is gained of Penteli-

cus and its quarries to the rt., as tlie

train runs down the incline.

27 m. Megaras^T (6250), the capi-

tal of Megaris, rises on two low hills

to the left of the Ely. The population

of the surrounding district, is almost

entirely Albanian. Tiie modern town
occupies the site of the ancient. On
Easter Tuesday, and again on
Aug. 15 (n. s.), a very gay festival is

celebrated here, at which men and
vporaen, mostly in separate groups,

perform their national dances. The
women join hands in a long string,

and advance in a soi t of interrupted

procession, retiring and changing
liands after every fourth step, and
then advancing again. Tlie only

music employed is a monotonous chant
sung by the dancers themselves, and
tlie performance is not attractive.

The costumes, however, are briglit

and curious, though their gay effect

is somewhat marred by a rather

corpse-like binding under the chin.

The head is invariably covered with a

yellow handkerchief, which in the

case of girls is made of cotton, while
married women wear their bridal veil,

beautifully embroidered with lace and
gold. Each girl wears a crown and
necklace (if the coins which form her

dowry. These are generally Turkish
silver pieces, but sometimes gold, and
in certain cases they hang in pendents
over almost the entire sm-face of the

dress aliove the waist. Here and there

the coins are set close together, and
worn upon the head as a kind of mitre.

Tlie dance of the men is a species of

fling, to the accompaniment of any noisy
instrument wliich may be at hand.
Megara, said to be an ancient seat

of the Loleges, was subject to the

Corinthians for a time after the Dorian
invasion, but afterwards gained in-

dependence and became a rival of

Corinth in commerce (its seajjort being
Nisaea). Megara founded the colonies

of 8elymbria, Chalcedon and Byzan-
tium, and also the Hyblean Megara in

Sicily during the 8th and 7th cent.

B.C. ; but lost her power when the

Athenians captured Salamis about 600
B.C. In later times, though no longer

a powerful state, Megara gave the
name to the Megarian school of philo-

sophers founded by Euclides. Theo-
gnis the poet was a native of Megara.
Many of the houses are built of the

white conchyliferous stone, mentioned
by Pausanias as peculiar to Megara.
Some of the little churches have
ancient blocks with inscriptions built
up into their walls. There seems good
giound for believing that the Island
of Mliioa was a hill surmounted by a
fortress, and now dry land, standing
on the shore distant a little more
than 1 m. S. of Megara—thus cor-

responding to the 8 stadia of Thucy-
dides (Ihuc. iii. 51, iv. 67, 118).
The Acropolis of Nisaea was on the
E. side of the hill, between the sea
and a low rock to the N. in the ploin.
Here are massive foundations and three
small shafts of broken columns erect.
It is now crowned with the Chapel of
St. George. By some authorities, how-
ever, the reverse opinion is now held,
viz., that the latter hill is Minoa, and
that the lowei- hill to the W., known
as Palaeokastro, is the Acropolis of
Nisaea.

2 hrs. S.W. lie the ruins of a small
Temjde of Zeus Aphesios, excavated
in 1889.

Salamis (Ete. 57) may be con-
veniently visited from Megara. There
is a horse ferry distant 1 hr. 10 min ;

the crossing occupies 20 min. To the
Monastery of Phaneromeiie, 20 min. ;

to Koulouri, 50 min. ; to the ferry at
Salamis, 1 hr. ; crossing, 40 min. To
the Piraeus, 2 his.

The Ely. now crosses a fertile plain.
On the rt. is seen the Island of
Salamis, with its Convent of Phanero-
mene. [In the Church, wliich is

dedicated to the ' Manifested ' Virgin,
are some remarkable frescoes, and
several ancient fragments may bo
observed close by.] We now approach a
range of wooded hills, which form the
boundary between Megara and Attica,
and are called K&ata, from their horns
or peaks.

40 m. Eleusis, described, together
with the Ely. from thence to (17 m.)
Athens, in Ete. 58.

57 in. Athens (Etes. 42-54).
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ATHENS.

ROUTE 42.

FROM THE UOYAL PALACE TO THE
GKKEK CEMKTERY, BY THE RUSSIAN
AND ENGLISH CHURCHES, THE ARCH
OF HADRIAN, AND THE OLYMPIEION.
(plan of ATHENS, CENTRAL SECTION.)

[Kor Tramway Koutes, see Index and
Uircctory.']

The centre of the visitors' quarter
in Athens is the Palace Square,

officially named Square oe the Con-
stitution (n\aT(ia rod irvvrayfiaTos).

On its E. side rises the Palace of the

King, while the other sides are

bounded by the principal hotels and
otlicr large buildings. The Square
itself is Slink beneath the level of the

road towards the E., and is adorned
with orange-trees, oleanders, and lofty

cypresses. Beside the gravel walks
aie copies of two antique ligures in

bronze (Xaples Museum), and at the

N.W. corner of the planted space is a

marble column with an inscribed

bouiid;iry stone from an ancient

Gai-den of the Muses (not in situ).

The Royal Palace ^834-38) is well

situated cm rising ground at the E.
extremity of Athens. The first stone

was laid by King Louis I. of Bavaria,

who defrayed a large part of the

expense. It is a plain quadrangular
building, lUO yds. by l>i, witli nu-

merous email windows. The W.
front has a Doric portico of Pentclic

marble ; but tlie walls are only of

broken limestone faced with cement.

The constitution of lS-13 was pro-

claimed from tho groat balcony over

the front portico. On the S. side are

the royal apartments. A band plays

the national siilute to the Greek Hag,

outside tho N.W. angle of the Palace,

every morning at 11 or 12.

The Palace ia generally open to the

public any day after 3 p.m.; admit-
tance by ticket, to be procured gra-
tuitously at the hotels.

At the head of the stairs stands
7>ro«sr« well-known statue of Pern lope.

The 'Hall of the Sacre<l \Var' is

decorated with a frieze by German
artists representing scenes from the
Revolution. Here, too, are some tat-

tered Turkish and Greek colours from
the siege of ilesolongld In the ad-
joining hall are portraits of the most
con.spicuous characters of the Revolu-
tion. The Queen's Chapel (Russian
orthodox) is on the second floor; the
silver-gilt font is that in which the
princes are baptized, when it is trnns-

feried to the Cathedral. The King's
Chapel (Lutheran) is on the ground
floor.

The *Palace Garden, designed by
Queen Amalia, is open to the pub-
lic on Sun., Wed., and P'rid., from
3 to 5 P.M. [Adm. only at the gate
on the Kephibia Road.] Near the
entrance, to the 1., are some remains
of Romaa baths with handsome and
well-preserved mosaic pavement. A
small room at the further end has its

floor laid down with pebbles set on
end, as in some chambers near the
Ai'cUpieiun (p. 280). Ci.se to the
S.E. comer of the garden may be seen

a small part of the ancient city walls.

Nightingales are abundant here in tho
spring.

The 6Zhs W/jLoXias. which runs be-
tween the Palace and the Square, is

traversed by the Steam Tr.imway to

Phaleron (Rte. 55). It forms a hand-
some boulevard, bounded on the E.
siile by the Palace (harden. Standing
back on the rt., 200 yds. from the
corner of the Square, is the Russian
Church of St. Nicodemua, the largest

and finest in Alliens, though it is only
21 yds. long by 15 yds. wide. The
dome, which is supported on eight
piers, is 7 yds. in diameter. Con-
siderable architectural eli'ect is, how-
ever, obtained even with these small
dimensions. The Church was re-

stored by the Russian Government in

1852-5G. The external walls have
a terra-cotta frieze similar to that at

St. Theodore's (p. 3G3). 'I'he belfry
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is modern ; the great bell, which is

remarkably rich and deep in tone,

was a gift from the Emp. Alex-
ander II.

Under the Church are the remains
of a small Roman Bath, with some
mosaic pavement in good preservation.

The Services here on Sundays and
festivals, always annoxmced by tlie

deep tolling of the bell, are very
solemn and impressive.

The adjacent English Church owes
its foundation to the late C. H. Brace-
bridge, Esq., of Atherstone, Warwick-
shire, who resided much in Greece.
Subscriptions were raised in England,
the building was commenced in 1840,

and the Church was consecrated, by
the Biohop of Gibraltar, on Easter
Sunday, 1843. On the N. side is a
painted window to the memory of Sir

Eichard Church, put up by the Eng-
lis^h Government, with inscription by
BIr. Gladstone ; on the S. is a memo-
rial window to Mr. Frederick Vyner.

Following the tramway line which
runs in front of the Church, and
turning 1. into the boulevard (dShs

'Afxa\las), we reach a large Public
Garden (Rte. 43), witli several Cafes.

Facing it on the rt. is the Ergasterion,

established in 1872 under the auspices

of the Queen of Greece. It provides

work for a large number of poor

women and girls, in the manufacture
of silk and woollen stuifs, carpets,

lace, and embroidery, as well as plain

needlework. Very pretty lace is made
here of fine gold wire.

In connection with this establish-

ment, the Queen has founded a com-
pany of traiiied nurses.

We now reach on the 1. the

Arch of Hadrian, a triumphal gate-

way, erected probably by one of the

Emjjeror's successors as the landmark
of some traditional hoimdary. It does

not appear to have been connected
with any line of walls. The archway
is 20 ft. wide ; the entire height about
56 ft. Tlie inscriptions upon either

side of the frieze, above the centre of

the arch, describe it as dividing Athens,
the foi'mer city of Theseus, from the

city of Hadrian. On the side towards
the Acropolis, A75' eTo-' 'AdvvaL QTjaecos

7] -npiv TTf^Ais. Towards the Olympieion,
A"S' €40"' 'A^piavoii Kovxi- Sricrecos ttoAis.

J t is surmounted by a triple attic with
three fluted Corinthian columns en-
gaged upon each face, and four square
moulded piers. The urchway wiis

severely shaken and partly dislocated

by the earthquake of 1857.

200 yds. S.E. stand the imposing
ruins of the *01ympifcion, or Temple
of Zeus Olympios. This mLigniliceut

structure was commenced by Peisistra-

tns on the site of an earlier shrine, of
which the foundation was traditionally

ascribed to Deucalion. The names of
four architects employed by Peisistra-

tos in its, erection are recorded by
Vitruvius. The work was continued
by the sons of Peisistratos, but after

their expulsion from Athens it re-

mained untouched for nearly 400
years, probably on account of tlie un-
willingness of the democratic leaders

to perpetuate a monument of despo-
tism. Aristotle (Pol. v. 11) mentions it

as one of the colossal undertakings of
despotic governments, placing it in
the same category as the Pyramids of

Egypt ; and Livy (xli. 20) speaks of it

as Jovis OlympH templum Athenis,

unum in terris inchoatum pro magni-
tudine dei. Vitruvius quotes it as one"

of the four most renowned exauiples of
architecture in marble. About B.C.

174, Antiochus Epiphanes commenced
the completion of the temple, employ-
ing Cossutius, a Roman architect,

who made designs for its com-
pletion in the Corinthian order.

Upon the death of Antiochus (b.o.

164) the work was interrupted ; and
about 80 years afterwards some of its

columns were transported to Rome by
Sulla, for the use of the Capitoline
temple ( Plin. xxxvi. 5, 6). The work
was not resumed till the reign of
Augustus, when a society of princes.

allies or dependents of the Roman
Empire, undeitook to complete the
building at their joint exjiense (Suet.
Aug. 60). The honour of its final

completion was reserved for Hadrian,
who dedicated the temple and set up
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the statue of tlie god within the cella

(a.d. K50).

This hiiildirisr, which was happily
descrihed by Philustratos as ' a threat

victory over time' (xpoi'oi' /xeya

a.y'Jivi<Tfj.a), occupied from its com-
rnenciment to its completion nearly
700 years. Some huge marble drum<,
nearly 5 ft. in diameter, lying near
tlie >f.M entrance to the plitforni.

probably belong to the temple of
Peisistratos Only 15 columns are
standing of the original 104 which
formed the peri.-tyle. Tdese date fr »m
tlie time of Antiochus, or possibly from
that of Hadrian. One was over-
thrown by the great storm of Oct. 26,

1852. and another had been rt-moved
in 1774 to the New !Mosque (p. 3.ol).

The line of columns whieli enclosed
the cella wu-s double at the sides smd
trifdu at each front. Each side had
20 columns anil each front 8, counting
the corner columiis twice. The length
was 116 }-ds., and the bieadth 44 yds.
It was siirrouniled by a largi^ peribo-
lus, of which the retail ing wall at the
S.I']. coini'r remains almost intact,

while the limits of that on the N. can
easily bi' traced. Near its E. end i.s a
rectangular opening with foundations
of four columns, and at the W. ex-
tremity a piece of semi-circular jxivc-

ment. The foundations, which were
laid by Peisi-stratos, exhibit the same
curvilinear disposition as those of the

Parthijiion (p. 315). Tlie diameter of

the Columns at the base is 6 ft. 4 in ,

and the height from the pavement to

the top of the capitals 56 ft. The
• apitals are exceedingly well carved.

The abacus is 8J ft. square. The
stones composing the architrave are of
enormous size: o:ie of tliem weighs
about 23 tons. The stylobato consists

of three steps, the upp;r of marble and
the lower two of poio.-i. Tliis building
ranks with the temple of Diana at

Ei)hesu.s, and some three or four others

a.s the largest of ail (ireek temples.

Under the peribolns of the temple
are some largi iiiid deep vaults, which
h ive an exit through a subterranean

passage into the Ilissos. One of

iheiii forni.s part of the cliasm through
which, according to Athenian tra-

dition, the waters escaped after the

Flood of Deucalion. Pxusanias re-

lates that in commemoration of this

event an annual sacrifice of wheaten
flour mixed with honey was thrown
down the gulf. The cer.niony took

plnce on the 13tli of Antlusterion
(March), and the day was held as

one of solemn public mourning.
Within the precincts of the temple

were shrines of the terrene deities,

Kronos, Rhea, and Gaia Olympia, a
bronze statue of Zeus, a statue of

T.-<oc rates, dedicated to the same deity,

and the tomb of Deucalion. To these

were added a long series of monu-
ments in honour of Had] ian. In medi-
aeval times a SfijUteti, a class of reli-

gious enthusiast formerly common iu

the Greek Church, had his abode on
the architrave, which still covers the
twf) W. columns of the S.E. group.
His ruined cell, which was cleared

away tarly in King Otlio's reign, is

shown in Stuart's view of the temple.
Descending from the artiticially

raised platform on which the Temple
stands, and glancing at the fine sub-
struction of well-titting marble blocks,

supported by buttres)-es, at its S.E.
corner, we reach in 5 min., beyond
a bridge over the Ilissos, the so-called

Spring of Eallirrhoe (Pleasantly-

flowing). It has ci»mmonly l)een sup-
posed that Thueydides (li. 15) refers

to this spring when he .-ays that the
fountain of Enneacrouno.<, improved
by the Peisistratidae, was originally

called Kallirrhoe. This is now dis-

puted (see p. 288). It is certain that

the spring in the Ilissos was known in

ancient times as Kallirrhoe, but Kal-
lirrhoi; is a geueral name for afountjiiii,

and therefore atfords no strong argu-
ment. There may have bt^en an
ancient Kallirrhoij iu a dillorent

quarter. The spring, which is of dis-

tinct origin from the Ili-isos, flows from
a ridge of rock which here crosses the
be<l of the river. When the Ilissos is

full the spring is lost in the cascade
formed by the river : but as this is

n^rely the case, Kallirrhoe forms a
small jKiol. used by Athenian laun-

dre.s8es. Part of the waters of
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tlio spring are drawu ofi' by subter-

ranean channels, one of wliich i? cut

in the solid mck, and apptars to be
of high antiquity. The Enneakrounos,
whi-rever it is located, is closely Con-

nected with tlie earliest records of

ancient Athens; for, ;icoording to a
tradition preserved by Herodotus (vi.

137), it was the ill-treatment inflieteil

by the Peiasgi on the sons and
daughters of the Athenians, when
these were sent to fetch water from
there, which, with other grievances,

led to the expulsion of that people.

On the rt. bank of the Ilissos at

this point, a poi tion of the city wall, of

late date, and tlie remains of a small

Koman temple, have been laid bare.

A few yards below the pool of

Kallirrhoe are some ancient icalls, of

uncertain character, standing in the

desiccated bed of the stream. On the

rock above a small Ionic Temple was
standing as late as 1770. It had
early been converted into a church,

under the title of St Slary's on the

Eocli, and as such had served as

a chapel to the Catholic Dukes of

Athens. When the Marquis de
Nointel visited Athens in 1674, he
caused a mass to be celebrated in tin's

chapel, a circumstance so bitterly re-

sented by the Greeks that they treated

the church ever after as polluted.!

The Greek Archaeological Society

has recently excavated nere and dis-

covered the foimdations of the old

temple, which is supposed to be that

of Artemis Agrotera. Above the site

rises a knoll crowned by a disabled

wimi-miU, which itself stands nearly

in the middle ofan ancient temple-site.

A slight ascent through a long

straight alley of cypresses leads, i;i

5 min. from the Spring of Kallirrhoe,

to the

Graek Cemetery, the further corner

of which, to the 1., is now used by
Protestants. To tlie 1., outside the

entrance, is the Tomb of Heinkich

f In tlie reign of James II. three of our
countrymen were interred here. Their tonib-

Btone, erected by Coiisyll Launcelut Hubson,
is now built into the N. wall of the English
churcli.

[Greece.]

Athens. ?64 Ijte. 43.

ScHLiEMANN (1822-90). The monu-
ments within the Cemetery include
the tombs of many persons dis-

tinguished in recent Greek history.

Close to the central Chapel are the
tombs of our eminent countrymen Sir
Thomas Wyse and Sir Richard Church.
The Cemetery is thickly planted with
cyjjresses.

In the S.W. corner is a small en-
closure formerly reserved for Jews;
anil outside the walls, about 100 yds.
S.E., is a disused Moslem Cemetery,
in whicii there now remain no tombs.

\early opposite this spot, on the rt.

bank of t!ie Ili^sos, probably stood
the Temple of the Pythiak Apollo.
No trace of the edifice itself has yet
been discovered, but inscribed marbles
belongin;): to it have been found in
the neighbourhood (see p. 427).
On the 1. bank of the Ilissos, 300

yds. below the above-mentioned
bridge, is now supposed to be tlie site

of Kynosarges, though the identifica-

tion is not certain On this spot,

during a recent excavation, the British
School discovered underneath nume-
rous remains of Roman date, the
foundations of a large and early Greek
building, which is pnbably tlie Gym-
nasium frequented by Themistocles
(Pint. Them. i). In a neighbouring
field are a few remains of wijat appears
to be a Gymnasium of the age of
Hadrian, perhaps erected in place of
the older one.

ROUTE 43.

FROM THE ENGLISH CUDRCH TO THE
STADIUM, BY THE ZAl'PEION AND
THE OLD PROTESTANT CEMETERY.
(plan of ATHENS, SECTION 6.)

To the E. of the English Church
(p. 259) stretches a large Public
Garden, adorned with basins of water
and several interesting remains of
ancientiRoman Baths and mosaic pave-
ments. On its N. side rises the Zap-
peion (1888), an extensive building
erected by Messrs. Zappas as a place
for the exhibition of national p-oducts.
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A group of lyprissL'.M at tlie S.E.

comer of the garden imirkB the situa-

tion of the Protestant Cemetery, now
closed. The majority of the persons

interred here are Germans, but there

are also some English, including the

distinguished historian of Greece,

Gforge Finlay, whose tomb is sur-

mounted by an excellent portrait

bu»t, the work of the Greek sculptor

Brtniios. Among the Germans is

H. N. Ulrichs, the able topograi>her of

Athens and Delphi.

In former days our countrymen
were generally interred in the Temple
of Theseus (\\ 313).

Close to the Cemetery a stone Bridge
crosses the Ilhsos, a elatsical stream
which takes its rise from several con-

fluent lills and torrents near the

N. extremity of Mount Uymcttus.
Although an insignificant and some-
times almost invisible brook diu-iug

tlie late spring and summer, it acquires

considerable volume when swollen by
the winter rains and the iuHux of

melted snow iiom the uplands. The
bridge was built in lb73 on the site

of an ancient one, which the Turks
removid about 17S3 for the repair of

the city walls.

On a low hill in the suburb tu the 1.

stands the little Church of St. Peter

th<i Orucifitd (^Tavpoiixivos DeTpos),

supiWbcd to occupy the site of a highly

venerated Temple of Artemis. This
neighbouihuod la Uoually regarded as

the probable scene of the Dialogue

(Fluudrus, '120 A.) in which Plato has

immorlalised the once shady banks
of the Ilissos.

We now enter the Staditan ('S.TdSiov),

anatural amphitheatre formed by three

hills, united and modilied artificially.

The apace thus enclosed was anciently

traversed by a small torrent, which
flowed through the Stadium to the

Ilissos, and was afterwards utilised

for tiic purpose of draiunge. In order

to provide a place for the contests of

the Panathenaea, Lycurgus (b.c. 331)
levelled the bed of the torrent, and
raised a wall around the level area at

tin; foot of the slopes. The remains of

this wall may be seen flaukuag the

entrance on e't' er side, and at the
further end of the enclosure. The
two flanking walls have been re-

stored (see below) to the height
reached by the topmost seats, and
external stairs in two flights are
added— fi>r which the architect has
ancient authority.

About five centuries later another
benefactor of Athens, Herodes Atti-

cus, was crowned here aa victor in the
Panathenaea. On this occasion he
promised to the assembled .^jx-ctators

that tlic next celebration of the games
should be held in a Stadium of white
marble, a promise duly fulfilled in the
quadrennial interval.

The first traveller who examined
the Stadium systematically was our
(•uuiitryman Francis Vernon, in 1675.

In the autumn and winter of 1809-70,

a careful excavation of the points of

princiijal interest was caiTied out by
Ernst Ziller, at the exp*use of the

king of Greece, who purchased the
site for the public benefit, and laid

open the furtlier end.

The length of the Stadium was
about 224 yds., and the breadth 39.

Tlie course now slopes towards the

Ilissos, but was doubtless nearly level

in ancient times. TIjc racer started

from a ijoint at the lower extremity
(acpffTti). All trace of the first mtta
has disappeared, but the third jiost,

forming the goal, was discovered in

situ in the centre of the semi-circular

end ((TfpeySoytj), the i-a<lius of which is

54 ft. 3 in. It is now in the Museum.
The length of the course itself must,
according to precedent, have been
about 580 ft. (600 Attic feet), or a
little short of 200 yds.

The Course was enclosed in its entiro

circuit by a breast-wall, built of small
slabs of Pentelic marble in two rows,

set on end one above the other; the

edges of the uj>per range were rounded
at the top. Behind the breast wall

ran a corridor, which made the circuit

of the course. It was pavid with
marble flags, 4 in. thick, of which only
one remains in situ. Under tliia pave-

ment was an arched drain of brick-

work, which currieti off" the rain water

from the tiers above through squara
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openings in the pavement. A similar

drain ran round the diazoma, and
both have been reconstructed.

A wall 5 ft. 3 in. in height, with
base and entablature, formed the sub-

structure of the first row of seats, this

height being necessary to enaljle the

spectators to see over the wall into

the arena. Little llights of steps, 2 ft.

8 in. broad, led from the corridor to the

seats, of whicli there were seven tiers at

the semicircidar end and eleven on
the straight sides of the Stadiutn. Not
one of the seats was found complete
in situ, but their position was defined

by the cuttings in the hillside.

It is estimated that the Stadium
afforded accommodation for from 40,000
to 50.000 spectators.

On the E. side is a subterranean
passage about 10 ft high, and vary-
ing in width from 4 to 5 yds. This
tunnel is curved, and at the point

of greatest flexure are two steps

and a threshold, with traces of door-

posts. Before it.s restoration the
place had almost the appearance of a
natural cavern ; but there is no doubt
whatever of its artificial origin.

Probably it was constructed for tlie

admission of competitors an 1 officials.

Similar passages are found at Epi-
dauros and Olym{)ia. The tunnel was
long popularly known as 27ri^Aaioi' twv
MoLpcbv, the Gave of the Fates. A
traveller who visited Athens about
1818 relates that the spinsters of

Atiiens ' who had arrived at the age
of mitrimonial despair, were accus-
tomed to leave offerings here, on a

rude pedestal, of cakes and honey to

propitiate the apparently adverse
sisterhood.'

The Olympic Games of 1896 were
held in the Stadium, which was
restored as far as pos.-ible for tbe
occadon. It is at present being
entirely fittei witii marble seats at

the expense of Mr. Ave'roff, a Greek
merchant of Alexandria.

hence is gained a fine general *view
of Athens, including the Monument
of Philopappos, the Odeion, Acropolis,

Olympieion, Arch of Hadrian, Royal
Palace and Garden, old Cemetery,
Lycabettus, Pentelicus, Hymettus,
Greek Cemetery, and the Sea. On
the opposite height is a terrace of the
same kind of masonry (rubble-work
cased with blocks of Peiraic lime-

stone), measuring about 60 yds. by 1 2.

No trace remains of the edifice which
stood on this foundation ; it is

commonly, but without a ay sufficient

gronuil, known as the Tomb of Herodes
Atticus, who was interred in or near
the Stadium he had adorned. He
died at Marathon, but Athens claimed
his body, and honoured her great

benefactor with a public funeral,

which was celebrated on this spot.

From the S. end of the Stadium a
path between low hills leads S.W. in

10 min. to the Greek Cemetery (Rte.

42).

3 min. below t!ie bridge at the

entrance to the Stadium the Ilissos

makes a sharp bend to the N. and
leaves its ancient desiccated bed on
the S. On the low fertile island

whicli lies between the two branches
of the river, now chiefly occupied by
cafe's, are the remains of a large

Roman Villa and tombs. About 300
yards below the commencement of

this island is the spring of Kallirrhoe

(pp. 262, 263).

On the crest of Mt. Ardettos, 10
min. walk above the W. side of the
Stadium, are some scanty foundations
assigned to the Temple of Fortune
erected by Herodes Atticus. From.

L 2
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)'ROM THE ARCH OV HAIJRIAN TO THE
MONUMENT OF miLOVAI'lOri, BY
THE MONUMENT OF LYSICUATES, THE
THEATRE OF DIONYSUS, AND THE
ODEION. (PLAN OF ATHENS, CENTRAL
SECTION.)

J lie '05jS AvfftKpdTOvs lends W. frrim

the Arcli of Hailrian, passiug un the
rt. tl.e liltie Olnirch of ^7. Cdiharinti.

Iq front of the building are three
Ionic columns of cipolliiio, and some
ancient fragments, \vhi>.-h appear to

have formed part of a Lohninade. At
the end uf the street is tiie Choragic

Monument of Lysicrates (b.c. 335-
3i). Apart from the elegance of the
structure itself, it possesses a i)eciiliiir

interest as one of the earliest authen-
ticated examples of the u.-^e of the
Coiintliian order. It was tiie custom
of the victoriou.s t'.lioregi to dedicate
to Diony.-os the tri|.ods wliicli they
hud gained in the dramatic contests.

T.ese Were ereeied either Avithiu the
pn.cincts of the theatre, or on shrines
or columns m a street .-pLciiilly ap-
prupiiftted to them, which extended
irom ilie Pjytaneion t>' the ThCiitre,

and was called the Slrtet uf Triiioch.

Tlie termiiiatinu of the .street has
been discovered at the E. em ranee
of the '1 heatre (see bci< w). It is

mentioned by Pau»anias (i. '20, 10),
who gives the oiigiii of its i ame as

explained above, ;ind speciliis some
of lis oru.lUient^^, of whicli tlie ^at\r
of Praxiteles appears tu i ave bitn
tlie niost notewortl.y. It lias been
suggested that the ^nlail churches so

extraordinarily nuuierous in tJiis di.>5-

trict may occupy the sites ot the other
Chorajiic structures. 'ihe relative

positions of tliese churches, which,
when viewed on tlie map, tbrm a tort

of avenue, render this hijihly probable.

The monument, which is i)niteeted

by a railing, has a bate ot I'iiaeus

stone 13 tt. high, with a cornice of
Hymettian marble. This basement
supports a circular colonnade of Pi u-

telie marble 21 ft. hii^h and y ft. in

diameter, with six half-columns of
the Corinthian order. The architrave
and frieze are both formed of a single
block of marble. On the arciiitrave

is the following iiis'-ription :

—

AYilKl'ATIIS AYSI0K1.^OY
KIKYNEYS EXOPHrLI

AKAMA.NTIS IIAIAHN EMKA
©EON HYAEI

AY2IAAH2 AWHNAIOS EAI^ASKK
EYAIXETO:- HPXE.

' Lysicrates of Cicyna, the son of

Ly^itlieides, was Choregus. The trilie

of Acimantis obtained the victory in

the chorus of boys. Tlit on played the

tlute, Lysiades, an Athenian, trained
the chorus. Kvainetos was Archon.'
Kound the frieze is represented the

story of Dioiiysos and the Tyrrhenian
pirates. In the centre sit.-* the god
on a rock, caressing his panther ; lo

the left are two Satyrs, one of whom
brings wine from a vate. Further on,
Satyrs are beating and bramling the
treacherous pirates, who finally leap
with dolphins' heads into the sea.

On the rt. is a succession of the same
scenes, with vari'd treatment. Ttie
outside of the cupola is wi ought witii

much delicacy out of a single block,
and terminates in a flor.il ornament,
which sii.-tained the tripod. The
cavities into which its liet lifted still

remain. Of the six convex wall
l»anels, three only are ancient ; these
retiiin traces of a frieze of tripods < f

the same height as the capitals, two
occupying each intercolumniation.

Until the Oreek Kevolution, the
monument was encrusted in the S.E.
corner of the Capuchin Convent, a
pi iCe well known as the usual risi-

<ience of P^uglish travellers at Athens,
during nearly a century and a half.

Among its later gu&^ts was Lord
Byron, man}' of whose letters are
dated from hence, i.nd who is said to

have Used the iuterifir of the monu-
ment as his study. In any case, at
that period it served the triars as a
bouk-dosi t iind study, ami a sketch of
the interior lilted up as such may be
found m Dodwell's ' Clussical Tour.'
For this purpose a door was opened
by removing one of the panels, and
light supplied in the same manner.





PLAN OF THE THEATRE OF DIONTSOS.
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On the occupation of Athens by
Omer Vrioni, the convent was acci-

clentnlly Vmrnt, and the same disaster

wliich injured the monument also

efiected its liberation from the con-

vent walls.

The narrow 'OSbs Aiovvaov now
ascends E. to the slopes lielow the
Aerup(jli8, from which we lorik down
upon the

*THEATRE OF DIONYSOS (Plan,

section 5). Until 180".^ the site, though
wtll ascertaine i by the researches of

Leake and others, s\as buried under to

great an accumulation of soil, that no
idea of the jilan (if ti:e theatre could
be formed, and all that was known was
derived from a representation of it on
a bronze Atiienian coin of tlie Roman
period (see annexed woodcut).

In that year tlie Prussian Archaeo-
logical lusiitute sent a mission of

some of its most di.'itinguished mem-
bers to investigate certain points of

special inti re.-;t in the topography and
antiquities of Athens. To their ex-

ertions is due the discovery of one of

the most interesting monument.s of

ancient Greece. Tin- complete exca-

vation of the site was sub equently
carried out by the Archaeological So-

ciety of Atliens.

In the yt ar B.C. 500, at the exhibi-

tion of the tirst tragedy of Aeschylus,

there was a disastrous fall of the

wooden scaffolding, which had hither-

to served for the Dionysiac represen-

tations. But it seems tliat no per-

jnonent stojie theatre existed at Athens

before that which was built during
the financial administration of the

orator Lycurgus about 3:-S0 B.C. At
that date the great masters of the

drama had all passed away ; but it is

probable that tlie theatre in which the

dramas of Aeschylus, Sophocle.'s, Eur-

ipides, and Aristophanes were ex-

hibited occupied the site of the pre-

sent structure (see below). In a.d.

117-138 the theatre was repaiied and
embellished by the Emp. Hadrian.
There appears to have been accommo-
dation for about 20,000 spectators.

Tiie Cavea {koIKov) where the audi-

ence sat, has concentric tiers of seats,

radiating, in tiie shape of a fan, from
the orchestra up to the cliffs of the

Acropoli.^, which shut them in on the

N. Thfy were intersected by an
aneie.it road, following the curve of

their outline, about ttiree-fourths of

the distance up the hill, and are

divided by staircases info 13 wedge-
like sections (Kcp/ciSes). In the
lowest tier were 67 thrones of Pent' lie

marble, forming the plL;ce!: ui nonour
(TTpoeSpi'a) of the religious and other

dignitaries of tl;e State. Exactly op-

posite the site of the altar of the god,

in the middle of the central compart-
ment, is the beautiful carved Throne
OF THE Priest of Dionysos Eleu-
TKEHECS, resembling an armchair with

lion's claw feet. On the back of

the chair i.s delicately carved, in low-

relief, a group of two satyrs, supporting
on their shouldeis a yoke, from which
hangs a bunch of grapes. In front of

the chair is inscribed the name of the
owner ; above the inscription is a re-

markable relief of twn kneeling male
figures in Asiatic diess, each of whom
grasps a winged lion by the throat

with one hand, while the otlier lifts a
sort of bill-hook to strike him. On
eacii arm is a beautiful figure of a
winged boy conducting a cock-fight

in very low relief.

Behind the chair are some marble
plinths, on which was probably raised

the throne of Hadrian. On either

side are seats reserved to public

benefactors and the lesser priesthood,

among which on the 1, are the priests
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of Attalo?, King of Pcrganion, Dio-
genes ot Ph ileruD, and the Olympian
Nike. On borae of the seats are

traces of earlier inscriptions effaced to

make way for those of Hadrian's time.

All the inscriptions indeed are Koman,
thon<j;h tlic thrones themselves are of

tlie time of Lycurgus. In each of the

13 divisions was a statue of Hadrian,
set up by one of the Attic tribes.

The Orchestra (where the chorus

made its evolutions) is in the form of

a semicircle with lengthened sides.

The central part is paved with small

pieces of grey marble arranged in tlie

form of a lozenge. In the middle of

it is the mark of the round pillar

whiuli in Roman times, when tlie

Dionysiac rites had lost many of their

distinctive characteristics, replaced

the original altar (0i;^«'At?) of Diony-
sus. The tliick wall which fences in

the front row of scats from the or-

chestra was erected for the protection

of the speclators after the Greek
chorus had been supplanted by the

combatants of tiie arena. It may also

have served to contain water for the

exhibition of mimic sea fights In
fiont of the orchestra is a low stage of

Roman type, built u]) in a very in-

different style with marbles taken
from other parts of the earlier struc-

ture ; up to this leads a flight of four

steps bearing the inscription—
2oi ToSe KoAbi' CTEvfe, 'I'tAopyie, /J^^a

Berirpov

aiipo? Zoii'Aou ^loSwTopof 'ArOiSo'; ap\6<!.

Kor thee, lover of revels, did Phaedrus, son
of Zoilos, governor of life-giving Attica,

complete this fine stage.

It is conjectured that this Phaedrus
may have been one of those who, in

the ^rd cent., attempted to stem the

advancing tide of Christianity by a
restoration of the moribund Pagan
rites. The reliefs which adorn the
front of the stage are considerably

earlier than the time of Phaedrus, and
have been cut down and adapted to

their present position. They may per-

haps date from an intermediate resto-

ration by Nero. The first represents

the Birth of Dionysos, who is held by

Hermes; his father Zeus sits on a
rock. The second is a Sacrifice to the

god, who is
I
resent to receive it. The

third is mutilated beyond inter-

pretation. The fourth has figures of

Dionysos seated in his own tht atre,

with Eiiene and others, and a view of

the Parthenon in the upper rt. corner.

The crouching Silenus, in the position

of an Atlas supporting the stage, has
been moved from anotiier place. The
statue is remarkahile for the general

power and effectiveness of its outlines.

A corresponding figure, part of which
may be seen on the left of the stejjs,

filled a niclie in the E. division, now
destroyed. Near it are the remains of

a carved marble chair. To tlie period

of Nero belong also the colossal frag-

ments of several tigures representing

Silenus near the stage, which probably
supported an architrave or canopy.

6 yds. behind the reliefs is a line of

thin bluish grey marble slabs bearing

marks of columns, on foundation blocks

of breccifl, returned at each end into a

slightly projecting wing. This repre-

sents a stage of late Greek or early

Roman work, fronted with a colonnade
which must have been alx)ut 12 ft.

high. Similar stages have been found
at Epidauros, Eretria, and elsewhere,

and are described by Vitruvius as

normal in the Greek theatre. To the
W. of the earliest stage is the hise

of a stiitue to the dramatic poet,

Menander.

3 yds. further back is the so-called

Stage of Lycurgns, consisting of Hy-
mettian marble on blocks of Piraeus

stone, below which are fot-idations of

breccia. It occujues the line of the

earliest stage-buihling extant, pro-

bably contemporaneous with the

theatre it^elf, but its marble, &c.,

belongs to the stage above described.

It was flankid with towers, nearly

.square in plan, wliich the front wall of

the al>ove-mentioned later stage cut in

two. These towers served as side-

scenes for the actors, and the long

narrow hall behind them as a sptcies

of green-room. The space between
the towers was probably left free for

the erection of temporary stages, there
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being no evidence of a permanent In the fiiee of the rock above the

stage at this date. Parallel witli this Theatre is the site of the Choragic

hall are the foundations of a Stoa, MoQument of Thrasyllos. a small

abutting on the back wall of the stage, temfjle erected by Thrasyllos in B.C.

and apjjarently of like early date. 320, co commemorate the victory of

Standing on tlie outer edge of the his chorus (p. 269). It originally con-

E. tower, and looking S., a rougli sisted of a natural cave artihcally

piece of masonry set in a curve may enlarged to a size of about 11 yds. by tj,

lie detected upon the ground below, fronted by three Doric pilasters iuPeii-

This is a remnant of the original telii.^ marble supporting a pediment,
round orchestra, dating from the Gth In the ruMdle of the architrave was
cent. B.C., and perhaps that on which an inscriptiou in white m.irbk-, which
tlie plays of Aeschylus were performed, now lies on the left of the monument.
The continuation of the curve is faintly the central block of three. About
traced in two other places—below the B.C. 260 h's eon Tbrasycles, having
inner i^. corner of the W. tower, and occasion to erect a memorial of a
cut into the rock just outside the S.E. similar victory, took down his father's

eud of tlie existing orchestra. tripod and substituted for it a colossal

The S. wall of the Stoa, which is statue of Dionysos, now in the British

supposed to have served as a protec- Museum. At the same time he added
tion for the spectators in case of rain, on the left a tripod for his chorus of

is built at its W. end over the corner boys, and one on the rt. for the men,
of a small oblong building, whose enlarging the structure by the addi-

blocks in Kara limestone from Hymet- tion of an attic in grey marble. The
tus are fitted together with clamps inscription belonging to the boys lies

ofapecuUarform (1 ),notin use ^'"''iZ'^^^^f.^^^-
°^ ^^'^ °'''',*''!}

^t""^'^
B

'

and that of the men towards the E.

—

later than the 6th cent. B.C. This was the latter much bri>ken. Both are in

an early Shrine of Dionysos, consist- bluish grey marble. Within the

ing only of naos and pronaos. and cavern, or on the tripod, were statues

probably intended for the reception of of Apollo and Artemis destroying

the archaic statue of the god. Further the children of Niobe (Poms. i. 21).

S., but not quite parallel, are the On the establishment of Christianity,

foundations in breccia of a somewhat the temple was converted, without
larger Temple of Dionysos, with the alteration, into a cliapel of Our
remains of a large pedestal in its naos, Lady of the Cavern (r) Tlavayiu

on which was jjlaced the seated statue Xpva-otnnjAiwTKTCTa). a character which
of the god in gold and ivory by it still preserves, although the aiti-

AJcamenes. If this, as has been con- ficial part of the structure was com-
jectured, is the temple dedicated by pletely shattered by a mine laid by
Nicias (Pint. Nic. 3), it affords the the Greeks during the Pevolution.

earliest instance of the use of breccia A lamp is lighted within the chapel
as foundations which can be dated, every evening. Above the cave, imme-
At its E. end is a marble Stele diatelyat the foot of the Ciinonian wall,

with an inscription relating to the are two Columns, whose triangular

Guild of Actors. In front of the Roman capitals show a ^jiecial adapta-
temple is the frjundation of the great tion to the fo^m of the tripods whi(-h

altar of Dionysos. A few yds. X.H is a surmounted them. They stand upon
round white marble Altar of Dionysos buses of five steps, on which, and on
(good Roman work), richly sculptured the rock near them, are several Roman
with bacchic masks and festocms of inscriptions. To the right is a Sun-
fruit. The inscription records its de- dial in Pentelic marble,
dicatioii by Pistocrates and Apollo- Proceeding W. under the cliflfs of
doros of the gens Bacchidae. Nearer the Acropolis, along the highest rows
the road is the boundary wall of the of rock-cut seats belonging to the

^gwWTjOS, cavea, we soon reach a wa^ of largQ
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rcclangiihir blocks wLicli rims iu a
blifj:lit curve down the hill, iin<l forms
the liouiuhiry Ijotween the Theatre of

Dioiiysii.s nnd the

ASCLEPIEION, or Sanctuary ofAscle-

pinii. The j)recinct is Ijounded on
T.lie S. hy a siiuihir wall which turns

off nt rt. angles, and hy means of

wliich we miiy descend to the level of

the enclosure. Before tloing so, how-
ever, the traveller is recommended to

Btaud at the eoriier of the walls, and
to take a general survey of the ruins

below him. The jilatform is now en-

cumbered with a wikleriiess of stone

foundationa and marble block.f, from
classical, early Chri.-^tian, and Turkish
buildings of various dates; and the

confusion is increased by the circum-

Btaiice that the most conspicuous ot

the existing remains, has nothing to

do with the Sanctuary, being a corridor

or possibly a N. aisle of a Byzantine
Churcii,lu which the Sacred Spring,

within around-headed doorway, served

as a Chapel.
Immediately below the cliff is a

wall of whieh the corner on tlie rt.,

with its lowest course of grey liymet-

tian marble, is probably of the -Ith

cent. li.c. The remainder, including

the round headed doorway, was faced

in Byzantine times. In front of this

stretcjie.s to the left a buttressed wall

with remains of round arches or

Viiulting above it, entirely Byznntine.

PaniUel to it runs a long while marble
j)linth, which 8U])ported the columns
of the Stoa. In the middle fore-

ground may be clearly traced the

outline of an apse which terminated

the nave of a Church, while sigus

of smaller apses are also visible ;

but whether they belonged to one

largo building or to several lesser

ones is doubtful. If the corridor

leading to the Spring formed part

of the building whieh had the central

apse, tlie Church must have hail

double aisle.<. To the left of the

apso are the remains of a large

Altar, and further W. the foundationa

of a small Temple. In the corner, im-

mediately below the angle on which

we stiiud, is a piece of wall with two

cuiioiisly incised slabs, othi^r blfpcks

of which will be found lying about
the enclosure. This wall, to which we
must descend f.ir near inspection, is

of early polygonal structure, and
formed the boundary of the precinct.

An easy descent leads to the ]dat-

form along the top of the boundary
wall. At its foot, just above the path
from the high road below the Theatre,
are remains of Roman Baths.
We return along the lower level of

the wall to examine the interesting

blocks in the S.E. comer, and thence
cross over between the apse and the
altar U) the Sacred Spring, which
played so imporlant a part in the

religi(jus ceremonies of Asclepios, and
was the scene of the legendary murder
of Halirrhothios by Ares (p. 2'.I0). The
roekhewnchaml)cr in which it lies was
converted tiy tlie early (.'hristifins into

a cl.apel, and its walls retain some
traces of their paintings. The cavern
is circular, al)out 5 yds. in diameter,

and receives no light except through
its doorway. The water of tiie s|)ring

is pure, but slightly chalybeate. It

is i)robable that the well was sacred

long before it became enelosed within

the i)recinct of Asclepio.-i (see behiw).

We now turn to the long plintii of

Ilyniettian marble, which, together

with the back wall and intermeiliate

row of bases at the S. end, are the

only remains in situ of the

Stoa of Asclepios.—This edifice,

ociui>ying a very sl.elttred position

and fronting S., was a sort of Kur-
hau^, used (or the temporary reception

of the patients of the god i see below).

The scene of the cure of I'lutus in

Aristophanes (Pluf. 6r)l)-747). was
not (as is commonly said) laid here,

but in the Asclepieion at Peiraeus,

for it is clear that the temple 8|)oken

of was near the sea.

The portico was built of Peiraic

limestone, embellished in some parts

with marble, and dates from the 4th
cent. li.c. The foundations were of

conglomerate and measuie 5-1 yds.

by 11. It will be observed that the
E. half of the plinth has marks of

iron clamps once onlv to every thirtj
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block, showing that the corridor was
open, and suj (ported merel3' by
columns ; whereas further W. every

block is clamped, wiiicii proves that

this part of tlie plinth bore not columns
only but a continuous wall. The closed

p>)rtion of the corridor was doubtless

appropriated as a sleeping place by
the patients of Asclepios, on the night

of their mysterious cure. The course

of treatment in this health-resort

seems to have been the same for all

classes, and was undergone by rich and
poor together. After having made their

ablutions at the fountain, and ofiered

their sacridce and prayers at the altar,

the patients and their attendants lay

down on the leaves with which the

floor was strewn, rolled themselves in

their blankets and a.vaited results. A
servant of the temple having extin-

guished the lamps, and enjoined

silence and sleep, the ceremony of

incubation began. If we are to believe

Aristoplianes, the first incident was
the arrival uf tbe priest, who visiting

each altar in turn, surreptitiously

swept oti' all the dried figs, an 1 other
offerings into a bag as his perquisite.

As the night advanced, the heavy
perfumes of incense from the altars,

and the strong religious excitement,
usually suificed to produce the dreams
through whose medium Asclepios was
supposed to deliver his prescriptions

or effect a sudden cure. A large

number of the ofterings to Asclepios
and Hygieia took the form of small
tablets, on which was carved that part

of the human body which had been
treated. These tablets were either

hung up against the wall, like similar

offerings in many existing Roman and
Greek churches, or inlaid in the
columns. Larger votive stelae were
fixed into the steps of the Stoa, and
are now in the National Museum.
A few yds. S. of the W. end of the

Stoa are the remains of the Temple
of Asclepios. Its foundations are

ancient but some of the upper stones
are later. The Temple is very
small, measuring only about 11 yds.

by 6. Just above this point to the
X. is a rectangular platform, measur-
ing about 11 yds. by 8, and pro-

jecting several yards beyond the N.
wall of the Stoa. In the platform is

a circular opening, 3 yds. in diameter
and now 7 ft. deep. The shaft is

lined with polygonal masonry, in

blocks of Acropolis stone ; at the

mouth it is surrounded by later blocks

in conglomerate, forming an octaginal

opening. From four sides ot this

octagon project externally four rect-

angular bases on whi'di stood columns,
also a later addition. The pit probably
served as a place of sacrifice. At the
Upwa, the priest of Asclepios offered

sacrifice to the souls of tiie departed
lieroes, and it was customary to slaj'

the animal over a pit, so that the blood
might flow into the nt ther world.

As regards the date of the sanctuary
of Asclepios, it is now generally

believed, on the evidence of an in-

scription, to have been founded in the
year 420 B.C. According to a later

inscription there were two temples
within the precinct, but the second
has not been successfully identified.

Further W., on nearly the same
level, is a row of four chambers, wliich

are supposed to have served as resi-

dfnces for priests of Asclepios and the
allied divinities. They are paved
with thin flat pebbles set on end, as

in some Baths in the Eoyal Palace
Garden (p. 258). Beyond these are

two small Temples of later date,

about which nothing certain is known.
The first, which faces diagonally, has
been called the Temple of Themis;
behind it, under the rock, is a piece

of polygonal masonry. The second
retains nothing but its front plinth,

with the square bases of its corner
pilasters.

Descending S. between the cottage
and a large round Turkish vault, and
turning to the rt. along tiie boundary
wall, we find a small stone bearing the
inscription H0P02 KPENE2 (boun-
dary of the well) in letters of tiie 5th
cent. B.C. It is built up into the S. w all

of the precinct, and proves that the
spring was of sutficient importance to

give its name to the enclosure.

Below this platform and its ruins

stretcher ^he so-CE^lJed
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Stoa of King Eumenes, of which the
fouiidutions can be traced in front of

the conspicuous row of arches 178 yds.

long, extending from tlie Odeioii to

the Theatre. Tlie original facing
of the wall, which supported the
terrace bihind, can be seen here
and tliere, but is mostly replaced by
a mediaeval wall, supported externally
by buttresses.

The Stoa was originally longer than
at present, and its W. end, modified
in plan, has been built up into the
Odeion. It measured about 29 yds.
in breadth, and was suppoiied by a
central row of columns, the bases of
which are stUl visible. Eumenes II.,

King of Fergamons, reigned u.c. 197-
159. He was the son and immediate
successor of Attalos I. : he dedicated
the sculpture on the neighbouring
Cimonion, and was himself succeeded
by his brother Attalos II. (Rte. 48).

The Odeion of Herodes Atticns was
erected by tiiat public-spirited citizen

in memory of his wile Kegilla, wiio
died \.i). 160. It is built of limestone
and brick mixed ; some jiarts of the
interior were faced with marble ; the
roof was of cedar wood. Tlie front

wall is pierced with three large door-

ways, each of wiiich is tlankt d with
two niched. Above these are large

holes for inserting the supports of a
second story. A row of windows
runs above the doors, and there yet
remains one windnw of a third tier.

The picturesque wings were also

pierced by windows, and appear to

have flanked the main front like

towers. The diameter within the walls
was about 80 yds., and it seems to

have been capable of holding OOUO
per-ons. Ttie Turks converted the
theatre into a strong redoubt, without,
liowever, injuring the plan of the
building. The Odeion continued to

'orm part of the defences of Athens
jntil the estnblishment of the king-
lom. In 1848-58 the theatre was
jleared, when traces of a great tire

vere discovered, which had probably
aused its destruction. A large ac-

mmulation of the shelLs of Murex
)randaris, brought to light at the

Bame time, would make it appear that

the Byzantine Greek-s hadestablibhed
here a factory for Tyrian purple.

The 81 ats were partly hewn out of

the rock and faced with nmrble, the
lower ranges Iteing in tolerable good
preser\'ation. The orcliestra is ])aved

with large .square slabs, and is tilxiut

21 yds. wide. The stage, 39 yds in

width, was approached from the or-

chestra by 'steps, three of whicli re-

main at tiie E. end. Broader flights

of steps ascended to th«; wings of the
stage, whicii retain parts of their mo-
saic floor. At the entrance is a head-
less statue of a Roman magistrate.

Aliout 20 yds. N.E. of the ui)per-

most row of seats is supposed to have
stood the Choragic Monument of
Nicias (p. 300).

S.W.of the Odeion rises tlie Mnseion,
a hill which derives its name fiom an
ancient temple of the Muses, or from
tradition that the poet Mu.sacos, sou
of Orplieus, was buried upon its shtpes.

On the summit, readied in 10 min.
by a footpath, stands the conspicuous

Monument of FMlopappos. The per-

sons commemorated were grandsons of

Aiitiochus, exiled King of Comma-
gene in Syria.

The slightly concave front, which
presents three niches between Corin-

thian pilasters, proves that the monu-
ment faced a maasoleum. The
seated statue in the central niche is

that of Philopa|)p.>s himself. On the
1. is the grandfather of the deceased,

and on the rt. stood Seleucos Xikator,

an earlier king of Commagene. Be-
tween the niches and the base is

.'culptured, in high relief, the trium-

phal entry of a Roman Emperor. A
Latin inscription on the monument,
in which the reigning Em[)eror Tra-

jan is styled Jhiricut<. proves that it

was erected after a.d. 101. The
Monnment of Phiiopappos was con-

demned as unsafe, after oflioial in-

spection by a Prussian architect, in

March, 1895, and has now been
rendered mure secure.

This monument is a convenient

starting-point for tracing out the re-

maius of the City Walls, ivithin t^''
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circuit of which, according to Pau-
sanias, it enjoyed the very unusual
distinction of standing. The founda-
tions begin about 300 yds. due E. near
the bottom of the hill, and are visible

at one or two points further on, in a
line between the S. side of the Olym-
pieion and tlie Palfice (wardens (p. 258).

For their extension N., see Ete. 45.

ROUTE 45.

FKOM THE MONL'SIENT OP VHILOPAPPOS
TO THE AREOPAGUS, BY THE PRISON
OF SOCRATES, THE PNYX. AND THE
OBSERVATORY. (PLAN, SECTION 5.)

The path descending a little W. of

N. from the Monument of Pliilopappos
along the ridge of the hill, passes at

intervals on the 1. some foundation
blocks of the ancient city walls.

After 5 min. it bears to the rt.. and
reaches the road just opposite the
little Chapel of

St. Demetrius the Bombardier. In
1656, the Turkish commandant of the
citadel took it into his head to destroy
this church under cover of the salutes
to be fired in honour of an approaching
Moslem festival. Having brought
two or three of his guns to bear on
the doomed church and completed his

l^reparatious, he retired to rest in the
Prupylaea, whicli then served as an
armoury and powder magazine, as
well as forming the residence of the
commandant. During the nignt a
violent storm arose, the Propylaea
were struck by lightning, the powder
magazine exploded, and the Aga and
his entire family were blown to atoms.
The Greeks, regarding the storm as

a direct intervention of St. Demetrius
to preserve his church, named the
Saint the Bombardier (Aov/iLTrdpSapis).

According to local tradition it was
from a battery near this spot that a
Hanoverian lieutenant aimed the shot

which caused the fatal explosion of the

ammunition stored in the Parthenon.

Just beyond a group of cypresses,

80 yds. S. of the chapel, are three

wooden gates which close the so-called

Prison of Socrates, an ancient

dwelling-house, excavated out of the

rock, and forming part of the system
of prehistoric habitations described

below. It consists of three chambers,
of wljich that on the 1. is about 4 yds.

by 2|, and has a fiat ceiling. On the

floor is a shallow oblong indentation,

upon which a sarcophagus may have
iftood, with a channel for water. From
this room a low aperture leads into

the central chamber, which is un-
finished, as well as t;ie opening which
was intended to aflbrd communication
with the room on the rt. This last

has a slanting roof, and a doorway
leading diagonally into a rotunda
about 4 yds. in diameter and 2<) ft.

high, whose sides converge towards

the top in pyramid fas-hion, forming a

sort of chimney. The entire sti ucture

much resembles a brick-kiln, or a

Sardinian nuraghe. The round open-

ing at the top, which is on the surface

of the field above the cavern, is half

closed by a projecting ledge of stone.

To the rt. of the front the rock projects

at right angles from it about 4 yds.,

and seems to have formed a sort of

vestibule, with which the numerous
square holes in the face of the rock

were probably connected. To the 1.

may be seen the uppi r part of a stair-

case hewn in the rock.

The road which runs by the Chapel
of St. Demetrius is usually identified

with the celebrated KotXrj 6S6s, or

Hollow Way. The road was crossed

by t'ne of tlie city gatis, possibly the

Mditian (p. 252). One hundred yds. to

the 1. of the Church is a very fine rock-

tomb cut in the cliff above the hollow.

Remains of an extraordinary number
of *Aiicient Dwellings and Tombs are

scattered over these hills. Tiiey lie

thickest on the E. slojies, especially

on the ground immediately behind
the Pnyx, but they cover at intervals

the entire rocky ground between the
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Areopagus 'anJ Kdllitlicu, :i h iltiiig-

place on the Phaleroii tramway (p.
44.")) ; they have been estimatid at 800.

Many more may still exist under the
Boil, while others have heen destroyed
by the opening of quarrits. In the
majority of instances tlicre seems to

have been no communieation between
the different chambers. The back
and the two side walls were formed
by perpendicular excavation in tise

rock, while the front was artificial.

The doorway may frei]uently be recog-

nised, sometimes with steps be-

fore it, and in two or three in-

stances, with a flight of steps

as-ending from the basement to

the s-tory above. The remains
now visible, becau.'=e hewn out of

thi^ solid reck, are chiefly floors,

benches, gutters, nicl I e.s, and stair-

Ciises. Nearly sixty cisterns, large

pear-shaped excavations, may be
observed on the hill; they varj-

in depth from I?, to 20 ft. There
are marks of rojies at their

mouths. Seven rock-hewn seats,

on an elevated spot, may pos-

silily represent a primitive court

of justice.

An afternoon spent in ex-
ploring these remarkable remains
of the primaeval Pela>gic city is

almost as interesting as a ramble
Uirongh the streets of Pompeii.
Our path continues N.. having

tlie Chapel on the rt., and reach-

ing in 2 min. the supposed site

of the

*Pnyx, or place of political

assembly fur the Athenians. To
the left of the pathway is a rock-

hewn wall about 40 yds. long, and
9 ft. from the grmind at its highest

point, with a niche near its 8. end
and a flight of three steps at the

other. This was formerly 8ui>]josed

to be the ancient Bema (i-ce below),

from which the orator addresstd
tiie multitude. According to a very
doubtful statement ot Plutarch, the

Thirty Tyrants removed th^; Bema,
80 that it might face the land in-

stead of the sea. To the rt. are the

rem lins of a rectangular altar bewn

in the rock, with a broa<l plinth at its

base, measuring about 4 yds. from K.
to W. The three stepH ascend to a
higher platform containing surface

excavations, and supported on the side

next tiie sca by a nia.--bive artificial

wall, upon whicii may be traced, in a

straight line with the Parthenon, the

foundations of two square towers.

30 yds. X.E. of the three stei»8. on
a lower level, is a block yj ft. high
flankeil with steps on each lateral

side, the entire structure ttanding

South-west

PLAN OF THE PNYX.t

A. Bema.

B. Circular supporting wall.

C. flocti wall, with sachets for stelae.

D. Ancient altar, on upper terrace.

E. Traces of tower and city walj.

upou a large plinth, from which three

wide steps descend to the ground.

This is now generally supjMised to have

I'een the Uku.k The block is placed in

thi- centre of a long reach ef ruck wall

which is not perfectly in a straight

line, and ha? a flight of steps neiir its

N. end. On the left of the block is a

shallow niche, below which were

found a number of votive offerings,

of late lioman date, representing

different parts of the human body,

t BorroweU from Dr. .>Mnitli's Diet. Gr. and
RoTD. Opog., witli alter»(l reference,
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and now in the British Museum. At
its higliest point this reach of wall is

about 14 ft. above the ground. Fol-

lowing it in the direction of the

Acropolis we find a large piece of

rock cut away vertically as if for

removal, but abandoned before the

completion of the work.

Descending from this point towards
the so-called Theseion, we soon reach

the central and best preserved portion

of the lowest curved wall, formed of

very large blocks, each bordered with a

quadruple frame or moulding (draft),

which serves to raise into relief the

surface of the slabs. This wall, now
only 16 ft. high at the most, is

supposed to have been originally much
higher, its upper blocks having been
removed by the Turks for purposes of

building. Jt probably rose high
enough to support a semicircular

areii, sloping downwards in theatre

fashion towards the Bema, and capable

of accommodating bets\een 5000 and
GOOO persons. Tlie higher level of

the wall, at the N. and S. extremities

of its curve, proves that its central

portion must have been considerably

lowered since ancient times.

N. of the Pnyx rises the so-called

Hill of the Nymphs, a name borrowed
from a dedication to the Nymphs
carved on the rock to the rt. of the

path juat iaside the Observat ay gar-

den, and now barely legible. The
slopes of the hill are covered with
ancient foundations, in the midst of

which stands the little Church of

iS. Marina. On the rock below the

Cliurch, precisely in a straight line

between its wooden belfry and the

Temple of Nike on the Acropolis, is a

6th cent, inscription written fiom rt.

to left, which marks the Precinct of
Zeus (opos Aiiis).

On the summit of the hill stands

the conspicuous Observatory {aan-
poffKOTTfiou), founded by Baron Sinas,

a well-known Greek banker at Vienna,
in 1842, and opened in Sept. 1846.

Until 1884 it was under the very

eminent German dii'ector, Dr. Julius

Schmidt. Visitors are admitted on
presentation of card.

The Observatory l.as an astronomic,

meteorologic, and geodyuamic section,

and is supported by an annual graht

of 17,000 dr. from the State. The
completeness of its meteorological in-

strimients place this department in

the first rank, and daily communica-
tion is maintained by telegraph with
22 subordinate stations in the pro-

vinces. The Observatory has also a
large Regulator, for the control of 23
public clocks, distributed over the
town of Atht-ns. Director, Mr. Deme-
trius Eginitis.

About 150 yds. W. of the Obser-
vatory is a dei:)ression, usually iden-

tified with the Barathron, the ancient

Athenian place of execution (Hdt. vii.

133 ; Thuc. ii. 67 ; Plat. Bep. p. 439 ;

Xen. Hell. i. 7, 20). The word
pdpadpov (chasm) was used sym-
bolically by Greek rhetoricians in

the same sense as the Tarpeiau rock
by Koman orators. The cavity is now
partly choked up by arable toil, and
there is little to recall the gloomy
associations of tlie spot. Miltiades
was condemned to the Barathron for

his futile expedition against Pares

{p. 910), altliough the extreme penaltj

,

in consideration of his services at

Marathon, was afterwards commuted
to a fine.

Eeturning past the Observatory,
ami descending into the valley be-

tween the Areopagus and the Pnyx,
we reach a tract of ground excavated
since 1892 by Dr. Dorpfeld at the
expense of the Institute and of

German subscribers, with the original

object of ascertaining the true position

of the Athenian Agora, and the site

of the Enneacrounos (p. 262).

TLese questior.s, now so much in dispute,

turn partly upon the value which may reason-
ably be placed upon the toposraiihical order
observed by Pausauuis in his rambles through
the city. Jt is argued with much force ihat

the Kallirrhoe in llv; bed of the Jlisvos cannot
be the ancient Entieacrounos, bt cause Puusanias
describes the la.ter immediately after passing
through the Agora, and goes back to the Agora
afterwards, fn the other hand it is possible

that I'ausania* "as misinformed on this point.

Thiicydides, ii. 15, speaks of the Knneacrouuos
together with ttie Olymjfieion, the Pythion,
and the shrine of Dionysus in the Marshes as

situated near the Acropolis, and he seems to

imply, though this is not quite clear, that all

these sites were niure or less to the .•^. of the
Acropolij. Accordingly it wjs till lately

assumed that the Olympieion mentioned by
'1 hue. was the well known sanctuary near the
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IlisBos (p. '2C0), ami that the Enncacrounos
was the spring In the bed of the IU»sos (p. 262''.

;

there are alHo traci'S of a Pytliion in this

lieiglibourhood (p. 2t)4) ; while tlie shrine of

J)ion)sos in the .M;irslies has been gen Tally
locateil in the low (.Tounil S. of the Acropolis.
Dr. Uiriifcld, however, holds that the Pythlon
of Tiiuc. is really the preeiiicl of Apollo at the
N.W. corner of the Acropolis (p. 298), that

there was a shrine of Zeus Olynipios near by,

a'ld t'.iat he has discovered the actual remains
of the temple of Dionysos and of the Knnea-
crouuos in the ground recently excavated («e.»

below). It cannot be said tliat the litcTary

evidence is decisive, and uiifor(unalely no
inscription that would settle the point in

dispute has yet been discovered.

A very .incifnt road lias been laid

birc, lined with polyjjdiiid ma.soiuy,

whioli is believed to liave beeu tlie

main street leadinjj up from the Aj^ora
to tlie Adopiilis. To tlie rt. of it

is a diniiiiiitive Sanctuary, a|iparciitly

of the 6th cent. B.C., containiui^ a little

sliiine witli a round altar in tVunt of it,

and inscribed with boundary atones.

Above it .stood a C'lub, identified by
the inscription opos Ktaxn^- Further
on is a private house, witli a r<;ccird of

two mortgages inscribed ou its outer
wall, in lerters of the 4th cent. B.C.

Below the road and adj icent hou.ses

runs an extenaivc system of earthen-
ware drains or water eliannels. On the
otiier side of the ancient road, between
it and the Pny.\, is a very early tri-

angular precinct. In its W. corner are

the remains of a ()rimitive wine press,

nuar the S. corner a small temple, ami
in thi; middle an altar in the form of

a table. This seems to be an early

shrine of Dionysos, ami Dr. Dorpfi Id

identities it with the temple of Diony-
sos iv AifjLvais. It cannot be said that

this id yet proved ; but if it can be

established it woidd strengthen the

arguments for placing the Euncacrou-
nos here. Somn archaeologists believe

further that the precinct of Dionysos
^j/Atyuj-aij is identical with the Ltnalon.

Above it have been excavated the

foundations of a Roman building of

basilica form, bearing on one of its

coluiu IS an inscription relating tj tliu

religions guild of the lobacchi, to

whom it doubtless belonged. Further
OQ, still to the E. of the ancient road,

is !i siii^U oh fine of Asclepios and
Amynos. Opposite this are traces of

a large cisteru hewu out of the natural

rock below the Pnyx, stretching be-

neath the modern road, which re-

ceived the water brought by an
aqueduct of Gth cent, construction

from the valley of the Ilissos; and
some remains of a large fountain,

ideutilied by Dr. Dorpfeld as the

Enneacronnos of Peiaistratos, have
been found built into a Roman house

on the spot. Close to this are some
chambers hewn out of the rock of the

Pnyx itself, one of which has a well

at its back, bslieved by Dr. Dorpfeld

to be the original Kallirrhoe. These
channels taken from a point higher

up the Ilissos may l)e the conduits

which the Peisistratidae are said by
Thucydides tfj have constructed. Tlie

ancient road continues some way
further S. and S.E., above the line of

tlie (Jth cei.t. atjueduct, and then

b.nds sharply N.E. to ascend the

Acropolis. Under the hill, to the E.,

close to the \. end of the newly ex-

cavated space, is a large but shallow

Cavern, identified by some writers

with the Cuve of the Furies (see

below). Passing it on the 1., we ascend

the slope, and reach a flight of rock-

hewn steps leading up to the

Areopagus ( 375 ft.). This hill, which
gave its name to a body which was at

once the Senate and the Supreme
Judicial Ciurt of the Athenian State,

was so called from the tradition that

Ares was here tried for the murder
of Halirrhothios, son of Poseidon.

Others regard it as the Hill of Curse$

(.\rae), because the Cave of the

Furies lay beneath it. Here Aeschylus
placed the camp of thH belligerent

Amazons (Aesch. Euin. 681-706;

Hdt. viii. 5-2 ; Pans. 1, 28, 5). On
the crest of the knoll are a number of

stone benches, corners, and platforms,

connected jjrobably witli the formali-

ties of the Tribunal. It is a disputed

point whether the well-known episode

in the life of St. Paul (Aet~s xvii.) took

place here, or in the King's Hall adjoin-

ing the Ar/ora (p. 3.i5). Ijooking down
from the summit we trace the nave and
aisles, <iach with its round apse, of the

ancient and interesting Church of

St. Dionysius the Areopagite, which
stood ou a lovol platforoi boue.ith the
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N. side of tlie iiill. Under the N.E. special littTatuve on the subject, most
brow is a chasui between the rocks, of it of high value, has now reached
supposed to be the Adytum of the dimensions which arc almost over-

Emnenides. Here was laid the closing whelming. In the following notice,

scene of Aeschylns's tragedy of that we have given a brief, but sufficiently

name, and within the sanctuary stood comprehensive, description of the Acro-
the Tomb of Oedipus, the possession of polis and its existing remains. Such
whicii was long regarded as essential to travellers as desire a fuller knowledge
the safety of Athens. Like the of the subject may select one or more
Theseion, the Temenos of the Furies of the under-mentioned works for re-

was un appointed refug.^, for fugitive ferenee or study :

—

slaves. On the S. side of the chasm is Michaelis, Plan of the Acropolis (with
a spring of black water, locally explanatory pamphlet). Berlin,

accredited with medicinal virtues. 1876.

A little W. of the Basilica founda- Stuart and Eevett, Antiquities of
tions are some tract, s of ancient buil< I- Athens (revised edition). 4 vols,

ings and a staircase. Continuing AV., 1825-30.

we pass several remains of rock-hewn Leake, Topography of Athens, 2nd ed.

dwellings, similar to those upon the 1841. VoL i.

Hill of the Pnyx. Somewhere on the Beule, Acropole d'Athenes. Paris,

W. slopes of the Areopagus must 1854.

have stood the venerable Temple of Jahn and Michaelis, Fausaniae De-
Ares, not a vestige of which remains. scriptio Arcis Athenarum. Bonn,
There is an ancient narrow street 1880.
leading up to the Areopagus on the Wordsworth, Athens and Attica, 4th
W. side, and it is evident from the ed. 1869.

remains here that the slope was Wachsmvth, Die StadiimAltherthum,.
covered with houses in antiquity. Leipzig. 1874. Vol. i.

Smith, Athenae {Diet, of Greelc and
Roman Geogra}ihy).

pruTTTT AC
MiLCHHOFER, Article Athen in Bau-

IxU V ihi 4o. meister^s Denhmdler.
A. BoETTiCHER, Die Ahropolis nach

THE ACROPOLIS AND ITS DEPEN- deu neuesten Forschimgen. 1888
i^ENCiES. (^with illustrations)

I. iNTRoiucTioN ^'291 GrKEGOROVttis, Gescliichte der Stadt
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^'l\J-
P^KTHENON 312 tedure. 18ol.

X." Museum
'''?'' '.'..'.'

\
''

^^l
Fergussox, The Parthenon. 1883.
(An essay on the lighting of Greek

I. INTEODtTCTION.—No other spot temples in general.)
in the w(jrld can rival the Athenian Bohn, Die Propylden der Ahropolis zu
Acropolis in its unique combination of Athen. Berlin, 1882.
natural grandeur, of artistic beauty, Kekule, Die Reliefs an der Balustrade
and of sublime historical associations. der Athena Nike. Stuttgart, 1881.
For more than two centuries it has been Michaelis, Uer Parthenon. Leipzig,
the chosen field, the favourite tilting 1871.
ground, of all writers on Greek topo- Inwood, The Erechtheion at Athens,
graphy ; it has been made the object 1827.
of the most assiduous and minute re- Fergusson, The Erechtheion. London,
searches of some, and of the wildest 1878.
speciulations of others. Under these Julius, Ueber das Erechtheion. Mu-
circimistauces, the accumulition of a nich, 1878.
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GluAUD, UAscUineion d'Atlu lies. Paris, t'le city, such as CoUjtus, MClltr' and Diomr

Ci KTIC8, Sl/t(It-Chschich(e von Athen.

Berlin, 1801.

DuRri'EiJ) aud otliers in tlio Milthei-

lungeii Deut. Arch. Iiwt. in Athen.

Penrcisk, Frazek, tinil ovliers in the

Jotnual of Uellt-nic SludieH.

Tktaz and others in the liecue Archco-

logi'jue.

Haurimjn and Verrall, Mythology

and Monuments of Ancient Athens.

Physiciilly considered, tlie Acropo-

lis is a rock of coarse semi-crystalline

limestone and red schist, of very irre-

gular form, measuring about 850 y<l8.

hy MO. At its E. extremity the

rock runs out in two hold piojeetions,

like natural bastions ; the space be-

tween the ]irojecting clifls has been.

probably preserved iu liistc'ical limes

names of old "dtme8,"or ntul fctlleinciii

near tho Acropoli''. The more dintant ^etii

ments, i-uch us ColOnus, wertr ii' t iiiclU'i'

witliin tlie walls, and were the " demc-s
"

Attica history. Foundations ol sonn- building-,

belonging to prehistoric settlt-raents have been
laid bare by excavations. Tr.ices liave been
(outid of old/ockdwelllne>aIxiutthf Acropolis,

the .Museum Illll, and the I'nyx ; ihe foimda-

tions (prob:ilily) of the kind's palace aud of

an.-ient temples have been disciivend on the

Acropolis, and a fortified stairway to the

spring on the north side of the roik.

It was probably not till ihc time of Peisis-

tratus and his sons (5B0 514 B.C.) th.it the city

began to a.-;sume .my degree of splimlour,

tlioiigh the .\cro|>olis was uiidoubtcdly fortified

l:ef ire that time. I'cLsistiatus built the temple
of .\thena on the Acropolis, called the Heca-

tompedon, which was dest'oyid by the I'er-

sians in -aiO, thirty years after the expul.-ion

of the Peisi.stratidae. Thi; trofjps of .\erxe3

were opposed only by a re oiiant of the

Athenians, who trusted to the wooden palisade

in great part, artificially filled up, and (jvAirbi- jtixos), which they ^had added to

a straiglit wall cariied across tlie sad- " "
"

'
'"

"'' " *'"''
*

" """

die. The wall, as at present restored,

is mostly mediaeval The projecting

rock in the S.E. corner forms a distinct

human profile. The N. contour of the

Acropolis is almost as jagged as an ojik-

leaf, and still retains traces of the fury

of the Pliocene sea in its numerous
caves, mostly standing uesirly at one

level. Towards the E. end is a very

remarkable line of outlying rocks, a

former reef. On iho N.W. were the

clifts called MuKpal, wiiere lay the

scene of those early legends which
Euripides has embodied in his Ion.

The Acropolis, when seen from a dis-

tance, seems to be a flat table-laud

surrounded by precipitous sides, but

this conformation is, in a great mea-

sure, artificial. The liigliesi ] oiiit of

the rock, N.E. of the Parthenon, is

about 300 ft. above the general level

of the town, 287 ft. alx>ve the pave-

ment of the Tlu'seion, 2.")0 ft. above

that of the Olympieion, and 512 ft.

above the level of the si a.

II. History.—As svas the ca.se with mt s' of

tl'e early towns iu Groece, the first ei ttlrment

in Aitica was made on the most defensible

eminence of the plain, near to the sea. yet

safe from a sudden attack of sea-rovers. This

was the Acropolis, which «as at once a more
convenient height and a more convenient

shape than the peaked [..ycahettus. Here w.as

the nucleus round which l.aer Athens grouped

itself, when it hjd grown U> tie the head of a
uiiit't Attira forme I by the union of twelve

••denies" (see p. 245). Certain quart-rs ol

c inidy with what tliey took to 1« th" uiearr

of the or.icli- of Delphi. However, they ui

good their defence for sonn- time, tdl at leu.'

the I er>ians elTect'-d an eiitrmce by the sti

stairwaj' in the rock Ix-side the sanctuarj-

Aglatiros (p. li98). When the Athi-nians >

that the Persians had ascended to the Acrop .:

some threw themselves down from the w

and perishel, and others took refuge in '

-ancillary of the letnple. But t'e Pcrs :i

put the suppliants to death ; and then, havi

pillaged the temple, set fire to the wli.

Acropolis.f

It was probably from tlie S.W.
wall, it small part of which is still

standing (p. olO), that the van-

quished Atheniiins threw themselve.-.

when taken in the rear.

When the Per.sinns returnwl tn

Athens in the following year, they

demolished almost all the buildings

which had escaped previous destni'

tion. Therefore, when in that sam
year (n.c. 479) the Athenians r-

entered the city, the entire work

reconstruetion lay before them. 1

1

whole population, slave and fr'

lalsmred at the defences of the to\s

under the energetic guidance of Tin

mistoch s, and the walls were at len;;tli

completed, in spite of the jealousy of

Aegina, Corinth, Megarn, and Spaita.

anil tlie vexatious hindratices which
these lival States iuttrposcd. There
is no evidence that the Acropolis was
restored as a fortress after the Persian

destruction. The extent tind strength

t H.Tod. viii. 52, 53.
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of the town fortifications caused the

Athenians to believe themselves able

to dispense with their original citadel,

and it was decided to convert the

Acropolis into a religious sanctuary,

a single great votive oflering (avadrjaa)

to the gods. At the same time its

area was enlarged by the building of

a terrace wall all round it ; this was
begun by Cimon, wlio provided the S.

side of the Acropolis with the fine wall
which still remains. He also built the
great substruction for tlie Parthenon.
The Parthenon was fiidshed in B.C.

438, the Erechtheion was probably
begun about the same perioil. and the
Propylaea, commenced B.C. 437, were
completed in B.C. 432. From tlie ad-
ministration of Pericles to the death
of Augustus (a.d. 14), the general
appearance of the Acropolis appears
to have undergone no material cliaiige ;

but about A.D. 165 a iiight of broad
marble steps was added to the Propy-
laea in place of the winding road by
which it had been formerly ap-

proached. To a somewhat later date

probably belongs the gateway dis-

covered by Beule' (p. 300). In
the 6th cent. Justinian, who con-

verted the temples on the Acropolis

into churches, also restored to it

its military character, and provided
for the water-supply of the garrison

(p. 306). lu 1204 the Acropolis
was successfully defended against

Leon Sgouros, the ambitious archon
of Nauplia, by Michael Acominat'/s,

Bishop uf Athens, but the bislioji

afterwards capitulated to the Marquess
of Montferrat, and at the end of the

same year the Acrofjolis was occupied
by De la Roche, wiio plundered the Par-

thenon and other churches. He took

the title of Duke of Athens, which
was continued in vari ms fimilies

for two centuries aud a half (p. 247).

In 1387 the Florentine, Nerio
Acciajuoli, captured the citadel after

a Ion.; and arduous siege, during
which the Acropolis was defended witti

determined valour by the Siculo-

Spanish garrison, commanded by Don
Pedro de Pan. After the death of

Nerio I. the succession was disputed,

and ihe Turks took advantage of the

[Greece.]

general confusion to seize the lower
town of Athens ; meantime the Acro-
polis was successfully defended by
Matteo di Mentona. Soon afterwards a
Venetian garrison occupied the citadel,

and retained possession until 1403,
when Duke Antony, after 17 months'
siege, reduced and reoccupied the
Acropolis. It was probably und^r the
long and prosj'erous reign of the latter

Duke that tlie Propylaea underwent
those extensive alterations whicli con-
verted it into a maguificent Italian
palace (p. .303). In 1458, Franco,
last Duke of Athens, surrendered tiie

Acropolis, after two years' heroic de-
fence, to Omar. The capture of
Athens by the Turks coincided in

date with great changes in tlie art
of war, chietiy due to the extension
and improvement of tirearm-<, and
this circumstance caused the defences
of the Acropolis to bo in great part
remodelled. Additional works were
introduced at several subsequent
dates, and about 1684 the Temple
of Wingless Victory was removed to

make way for a new battery. In
1656 a powder magazine in the
Propylaea was struck by lightning,
and exploded, causing the first serious
injury to the edifice. On the 21st
Sept. 1687, the Venetian army hmded
at the Piraeus, and on the 23rd two
batteries t^pened fire on the works
before the Propylaea. After the ex-
plosion of the Parthenon, on the
evening of the 26tli, a fire raged on
the Acropolis for two days and niglits.

In spite of these disasters, the Turks
still refused to treat ; it v^-as only after
they had witnessed the defeat of the
force sent to their relief that, on the
3rd Oct., they capitulated. On the
4th Oct. the Veneto-Germau garrison
entered the citadel. In April 1688,
the Acropulis was reoccuped by the
Turks, wlio were not again dislodged
until 1822, when the garrison were
compelled to capitulate to the Greek
insurgents, by want of water, after the
capture of their only well ;p. 237).
The Acropolis was recovered by

Reshid Pasha, after 11 months' de-
sultory siege, in June 1827. The
Turks retained posaession until after
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;he end of the war, and only quitted
;he citadel in 1833, when they were
mcceeded hya Bit varian garrison. On
JOth Marcli, 1835, this last garrison
ivacuated tiie place, which was thence-
forth surrendered to the disputes of

irohaeologists alonr. In ISOl Lord
Elgin, then British Aiuhassador to

the I'orte, obtained pjermission by a
Qrman to Ciirry oil' sncli marbles as

were lying about unprotected, and to

tu.ike easts and diawiiigs of the rest.

His agents also removed some por-

tions s!ill standing on tlu- I'artlK-non

ixnd Erechtiieion, but mostly only sucli

as were exposed to the weather or

ather cause of damage.
Duriug the half century which has

alajised since the departure of the last

trairison, the site has iieen i-nlirely

shared of all post-classical buildings,

with a completeness which in some
Ln.'<tances is to V^e regretted (p. vi.).

III. WALK OUTSIDE THE WALLS.
—[mmediately imder the N'.W. angle
if the Propylaea a bastion was built,

in 1822, by the revolutionary leader

Odyssius Androutsos. to protect a well,

xnd pulled down in 1888. This well

was anciently called Clepsydra, and
was reached from above by a flight ofti'J

steps, mostly cut in the rock, and now
5losed. The lower part can be as-

cended for some distance. The well

jtiimls within tlie Grotto-chapel of

;he Holy Apostles, and is still used by
Iwelh-rs in the vicinity. It was called

Clepsi/dra because intermittent ; the
supply of water was said to be greatest

it the beginning, and least at the

cessation, of the Etesian winds. At
in earlier date it wiis called Empedo,
ind was sujijiosed to have a sub-

;erranean communication with Pha-
ieron. The Chapel meiisures only
ibout 13 ft. by 8, and is partly cut

)ut of the rock. There is nothing to

be seen inside which cannot be seen

ust as well through one of its two
iron gates, except some rude 10th
?ent. paintings of the Apostles, now
ilmost efl'aced, upon the N. wall,

rhe roof is domed and vaulted over

-ho well. On the flat rock above is

m inscribed stone, recording the con-

itruction of the Bastion by Androutsos.

The ground in this region was
thoroughly cleared in 1S9«>. Between
the Acropolis and the Areopagus are
traces of an an<ient path from llui

Agora to the entrance to the Acro-
ptdis. Alx)ve the Clepsydra, a little

to tlie E., are two caves side by side.

That to the W. was aiicred to A]>oUo,

wh') was worshipped here under tho

title of iir' OLKpais or iiro futucpals. From
the (ledicatioiis found in the cave it

has been inferred that it was here
that the Archnns to«jk the onth to

Apollo on entering office. Jt is

probable that the whole precinct

originally belonged to Apollo, but
when the worship of Fan »as intro-

duced after the Imttle of Marathon,
the seeon<l cave was assigned to him.
A little to the E. is a .^tilir leading
through a posteni up to the Acropolis
(Arist. Lys. 911).

About 200 feet E. is a large cave
which is supposed to be that of Ag-
lauron (or Agmulos), famous in mytho-
logy (p. 322). It has several entrances,

from one of which a passjige a.scen<l8

to tiic Acropolis, X.W. <>f tlie Erech-
theion. According to Jlerodotus. it

wos by this entrance that the Persians

made their way into the Aciojvlis

(p. 307). A little lower down the

hill was the Anueeion or Temple of

the Dio.-scuri. Alx)ut 40 y<l8. beyond
the Agraulion is a smaller rave,

within which are remains of 13 niche.-.

On the ground below is a mined
Church which was formerly quite

buried under the rubbish slop*-.

To the rt. of the broad i)ath which
skirts the houses lower down is the

very interesting little Church of the
Saviour (jov Sa-Trjpos). with a tiiple

apse and diminutive aisles less than

4 ft. wide. Two whitewashed columns
without bases support the lantern.

The arches are much stilted. In a
square recess oa the S. side is an
ancient whitewashed font.

Further on we pass below that
curious portion of the Acropolis wall

which contains the remains of ancient
temples (p. 307). including jjarts of a
Doric entablature of Peiraic lime-
stone, frusta of columns, and metopes
of Pentelic marble.
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A mediaeval buttress, about 100 ft.

from the N.E. angle of the Erech-

thcLon, terminates the reach of wall

which contains the columns. Hence
to the N.E. angle of the Acropolis is a

reach of Hellenic wall, which contains

some large squared stones, apparentlj^

derived from a pre-existing edifice.

The E. wall of the Acropolis appears

to have been entirely rebuilt in the

Middle Ages, on the old foundations.

On this side a ledge of several feet in

width is left between the summit of

the precipice and the base of the

wall, flanked by a small square

bastion, which projects fi-om the N.E,
angle of the rock and is now occupied

by the Belvedere. 30 yds. S. of it

there is a large cavern in the rock.

S. of this cave is a remarkable

projection of the roclc (p. 293); and
at the foot of this cliff have been
found some scanty ancient remains,

formerly supposed to be those of the

Odeion of Pericles.f From the S.E.

angle stretches the tine Wall of Cimon.
Twi-nty-nine courses remain, making
a height of 45 ft., but it was almost

entirely cased in mediaeval and
recent times, and is supported by
buttresses. Among the stones which
form this casing may be noticed a few
small fraijments of marble statues.

Tlie Hellenic masonry can be traced

all along, as far as the Propylaea,

under the casing, where the latter has
been shattered.

The centre of tlie Theatre is about
200 ft. from the E. end of the Cimo-
nian Wall. A little further W.
the wall is 65 ft. high—the loftiest

point on the S. side, because the rocks

are here less precipitous. It then
takes a bend to the N.W., and ter-

minates in a solid bastion about 30 it.

high, which is surmounted by the

small Ionic temple of Wingless

Victory.

IV. APPROACHES.—Tlie Acropolis

is reached by a good carriage-road,

which winds up its W. face. It was
laid out by Queen Amalia, who also

t Destroyed by Aristion, for purposes of

defence, in B.C. 86 ; but an edifice bearing the
same name was erected on tlie site in Roman
tillle:i.

planted this slope of the hill with
trees and aloes. To the S.E. of the
platform where the carriages wall
stood, in Turkish times, the Outer
Gate of the Acropolis, removed in

188G. A few steps a.scend hence to the
Beule Gat3, discovered by a French
excavator in 1853.

When, in 1684, the advance of the
Venetian armada threatened Athens,
the Turkish governor hastily strength-

ened this side of the citadel with addi-

tional works. With this object, the
Temple of Victory was cleared off (a
battery being erected in its place), and
its materials, with otiiers, used in the
construction of a bastion mounting six

guns. M. Beule, with the sanction of
the Greek Government, ran a trench
below this work, and discovered the
Roman gateway which bears his

name. It has a single opening, 6 ft.

wide and 12 ft. high, built out of

stones from the destroyed Monument
of Nicias (p. 282). Other fragments
of the same building, such as pieces

of a marble cornice and triglyphs
in coarse Peiraic stone, lie scattered

about within and without the gate-

way. The two low towcrs which
flank the entrance bear consecutive
mason's marks upon their stones, now
scarcely legible. On the blocks which
form the inner face of the structure are
some interesting inscriptions, includ-
ing a grey slab incised with two large

wreaths—a votive offering from some
victor in the Panathenaic games

;

and over the gateway itself on the
inner side is the original entablature
belonging to the Nicias monument
with inscription on the architrave
(very hard to see). It is conjectured
that the monument was destroyed to

make way for a road above the slope

of the Odeion about a.d. 165, and the
Beule' Gate erected out of its ma-
teriids, with other ancient fragments,
a short time afterwards. Upon a
white m irble slab fastened to the wall
on the rt., just inside the entrance, is

a record in Greek of Beule''s discovery.

At the foot of the steps on the rt.,

arranged along the parapet of a rail-

ing, are four fragments of an archi-

trave with doves, fillets, and an iu-

M '2
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Bciiption, beloiij!;iiig to the ehriue of lithind llie Iii-xu»lylu iKjitito. wiis 20
Aphrouite Famltmos, wliicb is slip- yds. broad, 16 j<lb. de*

i>,
and 3!' ft.

posed to liave stood below the S.W. Iiitb. It was covcrc d with h pancllt-d

corner of the bill. Just above tbie ceiling of marble, ricldy imiiitid and
point, wbere two nicbes are seen in gilt. Tlie pam Is were supported on

tbe wall, was tbe entrance to the marble beams, 7 yds. in lungtb, rcst-

Acropolis in Turkisb times. Here iiig on two rows of Ionic columna
also began the road, about 10 or 12 ft. wliicb flanked tbe central carriage-

broad, wbicb originally ascendid tbe way, tbrre in each row. Tbe clear

\V. slope of tbe rock, in easy curves, width of the entrance was 12 ft. 9 in.

Its first length pri bably ran as far as Tbe hall was bounded E. by a wall,

the spot subsequently occupied by the pierced with five doorways, and rctt-

monumeut of Agrippa. From this in;^ up ii a solid i)lintb of black Elcu-
poiiit a second lamp led S., termin- sinian marble. The central oj)cning

atiiig nearly at the foot of tbe little was 13 ft. wide and 24 ft. high, and
flight of steps which led to the Temple the inner lateral doorways were alx»ut

of Victory (p. 304). The next ramp twice the height and width of the outer

swept up from thence to the entiance ones. The pavement of the portico

of the Prupylaea. stood five steps above that of the W.
At a subsequent pericd, Vjut before vestibule. Tl.c columns, which have

the con.^truction of the Eeule Gate, twenty sharp-edged flutes, are 28 ft.

the old road was broken up, and the high, iiiehiding the capital, and taper

W. face of the rock laid bare. A upwards from a diameter of 5 ft. to

flight of marble steps, nearly 24 yds. 4 ft. The height to the ceiliiig

broad, was now laid between the within the portico was 37 ft. The
wing!^, the rock being jjreviously cut, six Ionic columns, distinglli^hed by
where needful, to receive its coating their blunt fluting (24 to lach shaft),

of marble. This flight has been were 33^ ft. high,

altered and made much stt eper at the Each of the external porticoes was
bottom, to make it acces.-ible through surmounted by a pediment, appa-

tbe Bi ule gaie, which is clearly not a
part of .ts original design.

To til' left of tbe staircase rises the

re^ntly without sculpture. The E.
pediment was probably destroyed
in the explosion of 1656 (p. 283),

sejuare pidestal of a Mi nun.ent to which shattered a great jiart of this

M. ViisANivs A(;i!ii'i'A, S( n-in-law of portico. Tbe marks of the explosion

Augustus, erected out of gratitutle for may still be traced on some of the

various benefits conferred u}k'U the columns. The W. pedin^ent was de-

city of Athens r..C'. 27. The pedestal, stroyed at touc date intermediate

upon which stood a statue, is 55 ft. between the departure of the Venete>-

bigb. Fioni the corner of the ])lat- German aimy (1688), when it was

form behind it a staiica.-e, now bloekeel entire, and tbe arrival of Stuart and
up, descciids to the C7ej/f.(/(/r« (p. 297). Eevett (1751), when it bad already

Y. The *PROPYLAEA were con-

structid for I'erieles by the architect

UutbicJes (n.c. 437-432).

This magnificent building, con-

structed of i'entilic marble, was de^

disappeared. Fragments of Ionic

capitis, anil of the coirered ceiling,

showing signs of colour, lie scattered

around.
Tbe N. wing, fronted with a Doric

lied to cover the entiie ^V. end of the porch of three columns in nulis, is in a
Acrojiolis. Three marble steps led up very perfect stale. Behind it is a

to a porlii'o, 23 yds. broad, having six hall, measuring 12 vds. by 10. usually

duteil Doric columns, 5 It. in diameter called the Pitiacoihica, frotn tbe

md 29 ft. high, on its fre«nt. Two pictures seen there by Pausanias.

ivings on tbe N. and S. jiiojected in Fr^ni the nature of the surface it

rout of the portico, and flanked the is su])posed that th<se were neit

ipi)er part of the appmacb. wall-| aintings, but rather works in

The eential hall, or vestibule panel, which bad no original connec-
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tinn with the edifice. Wiien the
Dukes of Athens held their court

in the Prop3'laea, the Pinacotheca was
used as the Ducal Chancery. An
upper story was at the same time
added to the whole edifice, of which
the joist-sockets are still visible.

The S. wiug differs considerably
from its fellow in plan and di-

mensions. It seems to be quite clear

that this part of the building was
brought to an abrupt and untimely
conclusion, and hastily tinislied otf,

without regard to the original plan.

Its completion, in preeise correspon-

dence with the N. wing, would have
involved an encroachment upon the

Sanctuary of Artemis Brauronia to

the E., and upon that • f Victory to

the W., and the original design of the
an-hitect was modified accordingly.

This disaster may be considered a
fortunate circumstance for us, as it

has led to tiie preservation of several

details of great archaeological in-

terest, which would otherwise almost
inevitably have been obliterated.

The S. wing in its present form
consists of a single portico facing

N., but enclosed by a solid wall on
the S. and E. and entirely open on
the W. towards the Temple of Victory.

On the N. stood three columns fronting
those in the porcli of the N. wing,
with a corresponding anta at the
N.W. corner, the stones nf which now
lie in the temenos of Artemis Br ui-

ronia (p. 310). At the S.E. corner
the back of this wing is cut away, so

as net to encroach upon the Pelasgic
wall which btunded the temenos. Tlie

exact shape of this wing, the peculiar

way in whicli the N.W. anta was left

projecting beyond the W. .'^ide, and
other curious and unsightly features,

tend to show that the architect only
temporarily curtailed his design,

hoping for another opportunity of com-
pleting it. There are also indications

that the E. portico of tlie Propylaea
was intended to be flanked by wings,
occupying the entire breadth of the

Acropolis (p. 306). It is, however,
several feet deeper than the N. wing.
The cost of the Propylaea must

}}fiyebeen enorawus. Tho accusations

brought against Pericles, of having
squandered the funds of the National
Defence League on the embellishment
of the Acropolis, seem to have been
exaggerated in degree, although the

fact itself admits of no doubt. It

appears, however, that a part of the

money was derived from the sale or

leases of national lands, from interest

on loans, and from fines imposed upon
defaulters from military service.

VI. The *TEMPLE OF ATHENA
NIKE, or Nil-e Aptcrus,rc.nnvei\ bo iily

by tlje Turks about a.d. 16S4, was re-

constructed by Ross, Schaubert, and
Hansen in 18.36, with the ancient

materials discovered, piece by piece,

upon the destruction of a battery.

These were carefully built up, on the

old foundations, wiiich had remained
undisturbed, and the restoration was so

successful that at a short distance the

edifice appears to be nearly intact.

The Temple, which is amphiprostyle
tetrastyle, is raised on a stylobate

of three stejis, and measures 9 yds.

by 6. The four Ionic columns at

either end are tinted, and the treat-

ment of the capitals closely recalls

that adopted in the Piopylaea. The
colunms, including the base and the

capital, arc 13J ft. high, and the total

height of the temple to the apex of

the pediment, including the stylo-

bate, was 23 ft. The frieze, which ran
round the whole exterior of tlie build-

ing, is about 18 in. broaii, and is

adorned with sculptures in high re-

lief. It originally consisted of 14

slabs, of which number four are in the

British Museum. These have been
replaced by imitati>ns in terra- cotta.

Several are so much injured that it is

difficult to distinguish the details.

The eutire East front was occupied by
a crowd of divinities, seated and stand-
ing, all of whom have lost their heads.
A thena may, however, be di-itinguished

by her shield, while next to her ap-
pears to be Zeus. At the S. corner
are Peitho, Aphrodite, and Eros.
Twenty-two of the figures can be fairly

made out, and of thfise no less than
16 are females.

Tlie other sides of the building
are occupied by battle-scenes. Qij
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the W. Greeks are fighting: Greeks gcxldees. One of the reliefs on the

while the adversaries on the N. and parapet represents two Victoiies lead-

E. appear to be Persians. It is ing forward a sacrificial cow.
possible that all three refer to the From the platform of tlio temple is

same contest, and that the battle gained u inagnificetit *view of the

thus represented is that of Plataea, liay of Phaleron, the Piraeus, the

in whicli the Athenians lout;ht chiefly island of Salami:?, Acro-Corinth with

airainst the Boeotians. Or the re- the loftier heights beyond it. the island

fertmce may be to Plataea on the W., of Aeuina, the E. tongue of Argolis,

^Marathon on the N., and Salamis on with Hydra behind it, and the coast-

the S., which faces the sea. line to the 1. towards Suniura.

Tiie date of the temple has been Before quitting th>' Propylaea the

much disputed, but an inscrijition traveller should notice three steps

discovered by M. Cavvadias in lS9<j cut obliquely in the rock near the

proves that it was projected aVjout the summit of the carriage-way. This is

same time as the Parthenon under a relic of the m^re ancient Projiylaea,

the superintendence of the architect which fronted to the S.W. (p. .SIO).

Ciillicrati'g (p. 313). The sanctuary, and are ascribed, with great proba-

however. was in existence before the bility. tn Peisistratos «t to Cimon.
building of the temple. VJI. WALK INSIDE THE WALLS.
The platform on which the temple —This short excursion is designed to

stands wms snrroun led by a marble include the minor objects of interest

balustrade, 3 ft. 2 in. high, enriched which lie scattered over the surface of

with sculpture in high relief, and sur- the rock, and which the traveller is

mounted by a bronze screen. The apt to overlook under the fascination

grooves into which the slabs were of the more important Parthenon and
fitted are .still visible on the edge of Erechtheion. Few persons will do
the platform. Several fragments of otherwise, on the occasion of their first

these slalis have been recovered. The visit to Athen.«, than walk ptra'ght

;nibject of the entire composition is from the Propylaea to the Parthenon;

a blind of winged Victories, tiie hand- but they are strongly recommend) d to

maidens of Athena, who are vnriously make tlie following delightful round

engaged in preparing a sacrifice and before entering the Temple a second

in erecting a trophy to their mistress, time.

The goddess herself is refiresented on Turning to the left through the

the 8. side as seated on the prow of a N. oi)ening of the portico, we pass a
stiip, whence it may be assumed that pilaster projecting like a V^uttress on
a naval victory is here commemorated, tiie left, which marks the commence-
She also appears seated on the N. and ment of a row of columns, designed by
\V. sifles, which may commemorate the the archiUct to enclose a large hall E.

other two battles. Tiiese very beauti- of the Pinacotheca. On the open

fid reliefs (B.C. 42.V40(>) fvre preserved groiuid to the left stoo<l the Chapel
in the Acropolis ]\Tnseum (p. .S3G). of the Prankish Dukes, removed in

From the temple a small flight of IStJO. Cro.-sing it diagonally, we ob-

steps leads down at right angles to serve a projection at the N.E. comer
join the main stairca.se. Beside them of the Pinacotheca, which proves that

is a block of Hnnettian marble, with it was intended to continue the N.

marks of an equestrian .Statue, and an wing of the Propylaea a.-< far N. as the

inscription relating to its erection as a edge of the clifl' would allow. W'alk-

thank-otrering for victory by some ing E. beside heaps of ruined coftVred

cavalry otlicers. The name of Xeuo- ceilings, 11 in. square, we pa-ss on the

phon, Which here occurs, led Pau- left an ancient drain at a lower level,

aanios to describe the horsemen as and further on some large Cistern*,

])ossibly sons of Xenophon. probably built by Justinian about

In front of the temple was an Altar, A.n. ;")30. We now b< ar to the left

where .sacriflcea weye offered to the towards the Acropolis wall, and at \\s
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first angle observe a flight of steps

descending from S. to N. Tliis is the

secret staircase, now closed at its

lower end, which led down into the
Agraulioii, and by which the Per-

sians are snpposed to Iiave ascended
(Herod, viii. 58). It may also be
that by which the two young girls

(Arrephori) are supposed to have
carried down their mysterious burden
to the precinct of Aphrodite in the

gardens below. A phitform to the E.,

above the steps, afl"ords a beautiful

view towards the Piraeus, with the
Areopagus in the foreground, and the
Theseion below. A few yds. further

a Turkish staircase descends from W.
to E., turns abruptly under the wall,

and leads into a Cavern, or long
natural cleft iu the rook, which seems
even more suitable for tlie mysterious
visits of the Arrephoroe. The lower
steps are, however, broken, and the

cave cannot be reached without a

lantern and a rope. In this region

were found most of the fine female
statues now in the Acropolis Museum
(Room VI.).

We now pass between the Acropolis
wall and the Erechtheion, observing
on the ground many beautiful frag-

ments of cornice and coffered ceiling.

Built up into the wall on the left is an
unfinished and apparently spoilt drum
intended for t)ne of tlie marble columns
of the older Parthenon, i^urther on
are four others in a row. Besides the

drums, we fimi similarly adapted me-
topes in marble, together with scra[)S

of architrave, cornice, and triglyplis in

Peiraic stone, all of which are supposed
10 have belonged to the newly dis-

covered Temple of Athena, S. of the

Erechtheion (p. 326). A flight of

modern steps leads up to a platform,

below whicli are several more drums.
Fine *view. In a hollow to the S. are

remains of a Pelasgic staircase which
led to the lower town. This staircase,

as well as the Pelasgic walls enclosing

the depression in which it lies, is

believed by some archaeologists to

have belonged to the House of Erech-
theus, who is said to have had a
large palace on the Acropolis. Walk-
ipg towards the P^rthepon, and turn-

ing again to the 1. beyond the chasm,
in the wall below are more drums,
and to the 1. of the path an inverted
column with ibur rings above the
fluting, and plentiful traces of red
stucco, which belonged to the older

Parthenon. Similar capitals may be
found ia other parts of the en-
closure. At the extreme E. end of the
enclosure a favourite view is enjoyed
from the *Belvedere. By the steps

leading up to it are some beautiful

fragments, classical, Byzantine, and
Turkish, and some pieces of marble
columns. We now return towards the
Parthenon, and observe on the rt. a
large platform in the natural rock,

which may probably have been the
Great altar for the sacrifices to Athena.
Immediately in front of the Par-

thenon is a large segment of the
architrave of a circular temple dedi-

cated to Augustus and Eoma, as the
inscription on it records. The existing

foundations are those of tlae square
base on which the temple stood. A
similar treatment occurs iu the
Monument of Lysicrates and else-

where. Between this point and the
Museum have been discovered many
drums of columns, some much shat-

tered, some rougli from the quarry,
others partially worked and discarded
in consequence of a defect in the
material. The ground about them
was strewed with marble chips, be-
sides which, sculptors' tools and jars
containing red colour were found.
This appears to have been one of
the places where the masons of the
Parthenon worked the columns. The
square holes in the centre of the
drums were fitted with wooden tenons

(p. 329).

We now follow a pathway leading
E., above the sunken Museum, by tlio

N.E. corner of which are some fine

blocks of Pelasgic wall. Passing be-

hind the smaller Museum we reach a
corner overlooking the Theatre of

Dionysos, on the parapet of the mas-
sive Wall of Cimon (p. 295). Here-
abouts—probably a little further W.

—

Attalos I., King of Perganion, erected
four groups of sculpture, representing

respectively the Gigantomiichia, the
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Aiuazonoinacliiii, tliu lialtli! of jMani-
tliciii, anil liis own victory (B.C. 2;iO)

over tliu Gauls of Asia Minor. 'I'lit!

li;;;ures were 3 ft. high. Plutarcji

relates that one of them, a Dion\xis
from tlie (iligautoniachiii, was i)rtfi|ii-

latcd J)y a iaph wind into tlie Thcatro
below—a record wliirli j)rctty clearly

fixes if.s position, and tendt? to show
that the groniis were in bronze. Many
copies of them in marble have been
discovertd, anil now adorn m veral mu-
seums of Germany, France, and Italy.

Skirting the top of Cimon'w wall to

the W. we now jitiss several fra^rments
of ancient wall, the most imiwrtant of
wliich i.s a long deep streteli on the
rt., excavutfd in 1888. The wall, of

which the W. end only is vLsible, is

composed of roughly fitted stones, and
is supposed to have served a> a re-

taining wall for supporting tin- various
layers of earth by which the S. .-idc of
the Acropolis was levelh.d up during
the construction of foundations for the
older Parthenon. The .^teps seen on the
left were probably used by the work-
men tor carrying down their loads At
the bottom of tliese fillings relics of the
Mykenae period were found ; above
them layers of pottery, and fr.igmeuts

of sculpture in rough stone, belonging
to the period immediately preceding
tiie Persian invasion. Below the steps

may be seen a portion of the yet more
ancient Pela.sgic wall. S. of this

jioint tlie material used as rul>bish for

tilling up, on tlie construction of the
Wall of Cimou. consists of marble
fragments and scraps of buildings later

in date than those discovered betwct n
the Parthenon and the buttress wall.

Further on, near the S.W. conn r of

the Temple, running N. and S.. is a

fine i)iece of tlie retaining wall of

the earlii r Parthenon, excavated in

1888. Peside it runs another wall,

built up of earlier fragmi nts, among
which IS a f)ortiou of the stylob.tc of
the Old Temple lo Athena! To the
W. are .some toundations of an oblong
buildhig, about ."iO yds. by 20, which it

is thought may be those of the Matja-
zine of Dromes (x'^'^oOrjicri), dating
from the time of Pericles, and used
paostly for tho storage of arms. Py

its N. wall are five fragments of a long
Im.bC with in.^crijitions, from which it

appears that they once bore .statues by
athnmis and Lfichans (b.c. 3."»0).

Roman inecrijitions o;i the S. face

show that the ba.ses were afterwards
appropriated by Drusus. Til erius,

Aui^ustus, (T(;rmaniciis, and Trajan.
'J'he W. fre>nt of the Parthenon is

appioached by a llight of nine steps
cut in the rock, which foimed tiers of

shelves for tlie exniljition of votive

oflerings. The little oblong troughs
show where the stelae and other dedi-

cations were tixed to the rock. 10 yd.s.

W. of the steii!*, in a line with the N.
aisle of the Parthenon, is the small
pedestal of a statue of Diitkephes
(B.C. 410) by Krcfilas, mentioned by
Pausanias, who says that it was of
bronze, and pierced with arrows.

Many othi r interesting inscriptions

may be read on the adjacent pedesfcils.

W. of this ix)int lay the .'Sanctuary

of Artemis Branronia. No remains of
the temple subsist, but some votive
olTerings, including a very well carved
little Bear, have lieen found on the
site (p. H3G) (Arist. l.ysiM. G4G).

Witliiii the precinct, of which nearly
all the boundaries can still easily be
traced, is the pede&tal of a colo.s8al

brazen figure of the Tko.ian Horse by
Strongylion, witii the Grec ks looking
out from its body. Its two marble
blocks, neaily ft. long, with inserij)-

tiou upside down, were discovered in

1840. They lie nearly on a line with
the E. columns of tlie Propylaea.

In the angle between the Pro|>ylaea

and its S. wing, behind and Ixlow a
piece of shattertd Pelastric wall, liis

the only remaining portion of the

Gateway of Cimon. It consists of an
anta facing N.W., just bevond which
is a white marble base, bearing marks
of having support^-d a tripod. The
gjiteway itself must have extended
some distance to the N.W. (away
froTn the Parthenon), and waa in a
line with the rock-hewn steps men-
tioned on p. 306. The Pelasgic wall

immediately above this angle is pro-

bably the spot from which the un-
fortunate Athenians threw themselves

down (B.C. 480) (Herod, viii. 53). Th«
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minerous knobs (ctillcd by masons
i(tndle-blocks), visible from beiire on the

vails of the Propylaea, would alone

luHice 1o sliow that the building was
lever fully completed. Between this

'eranant of ancient wall and tJie

femple of Nike stood tlie Frankish
ir Turkish Watch-tcwer, erected in

he 15th cent., and removed in 1874.

Climbing down from the Pelasgic

vail, we observe, by the corner column
)f the Propylaea, the round pedestal of

I statue to Athena Hyguia. The traces

eft by the feet and spe^ir are perfectly

•ecognisable. This pedestal is of

ixceptional interest from it.s connec-
;ion with a story related by I'lutarch

md Pliny. While the Propylaea were
n course of erection, a favourite

vorkman of the architect Mnesicles
ell from the building. The injuries

le received were so great that liis life

vas desjmired of, when Atliena, ap-

jearing to Pericles in a ilream, j^re-

icribed the use of a certain phmt,
vhich effected a speedy cure. Ju

gratitude for this assistance, Pericles

i' liicated a statue to the goddess in

he character of Health. The plant

vas formerly supposed to be the

lommon Feverfew, botanically named
Matricaria Partlienium, in honour of

lie goddess ; but its modern represen-

ative, which still grows abundantly
in the Acropolis, especially around
he Propylaea, is dilierent from our
<]ngli.sh flower. It should be noted
hat the peculiar position of the pedes-

al proves that the statue must have
)een an afterthought, erected regard-

ess of local convenience ujion the

)recise spot where the workman fell.

Ibout 5 yds. E. of the pedestal is an
dtar to Hygieia, which Plutarch
tates to be older than the statue.

Che bases immediately surrounding
hat of the statue are later adiiitions.

\.i the foot of the column is a curious

ittle cut, made for measuring the
ixact position of the shaft (PI ut. Pericl.

.3 ; Plin. xxii. 44).

In front of the Propylaea the sur-

ace of the rock is carefully roughened
>y transverse grooves, to afford foot-

lold in the ascent towards the
'arihenon—a rise of about 40 ft.

The nnuK rous rectangular cuttings

were occupied by pedestals of statues.

On the rt. are rock-hewn steps

ascenrling to the Brauionian tomcnos.

About 40 pnces from the Propylaea,

to tlie rt.of a pathway leading towards

theErechtheion, is a Lirge level space,

on which stood -the pedestal of a

bronze colossal statue to Athena, a

very celebrated work of Phcidias.

The epithet Promachos, so often

applied to it, 1 ests on no good autho-

rity. She towered even over the

Parthenon, and the point of her spear

and the top of her helnjet, spark-

ling in tlie sun, were said to be

visible to sailors as they approached
Athens from Cape Snniiim. The
statue, inchiding the pedestal, was
between 50 nnd 60 ft. iiigh. It was
afterwards removed to the Hippodrome
at Constantinople, where it was de-

stroyed during a riot.

Further on the path skirls the N.
side of the Parthenon, and reaches,

opposite the seventh column from the

W. end, a dedication to the Fruit-

bearing Earth (rfjs Kapno<p6pov\ carved
in the rock and protected by a grating.

Beyond it are four round cisterns, cut

in the rock, the last of w^hich retains

its marble mouth or cover. They are

probably mediaeval receptacles for

grain or water.

VIII. The PARTHENON has been
justly called 'the finest edifice on the

finest site in the world, hallowed by
the noblest recollections that can
stimulate the human heart.'

In this temple, an architecture

which had gone on through centuries

of refinement, until it crdminated
here, was combined with the work of

the greatest sculptor the world ever

produced. The massive substruction

ujtou which it rests was prepared for

an earlier temple, probably tliat built

under the direction of Cimon after the

Peisian wars. These foundations

were laid in masonry of Peiraic stone,

and covered 84 yds. by 35. At the

N.E. corner the rock was cut down to

receive the masonry, but on the VV.,

and still more on the 8., the naturtil

slope of the hill had to be corrected.

The stones arp reotangular, carefully
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workeil in rusticated courses, and tlieir

junction with tlje newer fouiidatioos

nquired hy the enlarged Parthenon is

visilile at the W. end, under the inter-

coluniniation next to the X.W. angle.
Tlie later and more famous temple,

erected under the mlministration of
Pericles, was the work of the archi-

tects Ictino» and CulUcratei^. It was
dedicated at tlie Grcac Panathenaea
of B.C. 43S ; but there is no evidence to

prove when it was commenced. The
geni-rally accepted date is B.C. 454.

Tlie foundations, inclu.lintrthe main
basis nnd stylobnte or plinth uj)on

which the columns stand, aie worth
examination, and are best studied on
the S. side. The steps of the earlier

temple may still be distinguished.
The lowest is 4| ft. aly)ve the present
level of the groufd ; the blocks of the
course below it are effectively raised

into relief by oblong panels. Above
these, standing back 18 in. from tlie

face, is a second step of the same
material, now only IG in. high at the
edge, with three horizontal bands over-

lapping: each other throughout their

entire length. These courses are cou-
tiuued round the E. and W. fronts of

the building, as far as the unevenness
of the ground permits. 3 ft. 8 in. fur-

ther back the step pre.^erves its original
height, being 5 in. thicker. In front

it has been cut away to take the
marble jiavemf-nt that surrounded the
I'artlienon. Above these earlier steps

rise the three marble steps which form
the ornamental base of the present
Temple. These are alx>ut 1 ft. 8 in.

high, and 2 ft. 4 in. deep, but do
not precisely agree in measurement.
It is evident that steps iRid down on
such a scale as tliis sv( re never meant
to t)e ascended. Aceess to the interior

was afforded by intirmediate sti-ps laid

iM'fore the centre of t)oth the E. and
W. fronts, traces of which can still ha
seen

.

The dimensions of the stylobate,

measured on the top stp, are 7G yds.

by 31. The relation of brea^lth to

length is, thertfore. as 4 to 9. On
this basis stood the columns, 8 on the
fronts and 17 on either flank, i.e. 46 in

(ill. Of these 32 are standing, esclusive

of ?ome clumsy attempts at restoration (

on the N. side. The columns are 34 ft. ;

3 in. high; they have 20 shallow
flutings, and mea.^ure 6 ft. 3 in. in .

diameter at the base, diminishing to

4 ft. 7 in. under the echinus. The
breadth of intercolumniation varies

slightly, in a fixed proportion, through-

out the edifice. All the columns lean

slightly inwards. ,

The architrave, on account of its
|

great depth, is formed of three parallel

blocks closely united. It was adorned ;

with gilded bronze shields, placed J

beneath the metopes. Between the
i

shields were inscribed, in bronze let-

ters, the names of the deilicators.

There were 14 shields on tbe E. front, i

and 8 on the W. ; they are probably i

a Liter addition, and may have been
\

selected from those presented by
Alexander the Great (b.c. 3o4). The
holes by which they were fastened are

i

visible upon the architraves. An in-
\

scription on the E. front, originally
|

attached in the same manner, has been I

lately deciphered by means of the
marks left by the nails. It relates to

'

some honour conferred bytheAthi^nian
peopleupon the EmiMjrftr Nero. On the

;

N. and S. sides were bronze nails or
I

pegs, for hanging festoons on days of
]

festival, the holes for which also •!

remain.
The 92 metopes were sculptured in '

high relief (p. 333), and the pedi-

ments filled with statues (p. 335).

The channels of the triglyphs, or

pos-^-ibly the triglyphs themselves, were

painted dark blue, as were also tlu

tjnttae l)clow them. Immediat
aljove the metopes, depe-nding IriMu

the under surface of the cornice, were
gtittae set in panels. The upper <•• ••-

nice, enclosing the tympanum,
suruioimted by a beautiful LesI

cymatium. The apex of the pediiu'

59 ft. above the stylobate, was crowi 1

by an immense anthemion, of whicli a

few fragments have been recovered.

All these det;iils were brought out

into relief by a skilful application of

colour. At each of the four corners

of the roof is a lion's head like a
gargoyle; its presence here was, how-

I

ever, only emblematic of water, for the
\
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open nidiith was not pierced. The building has. however, no curvature,

rain-waterj was thrown oS" the roof because it is broken by the road,

naturally, without any channel. Many of the moulding* retain traces

A peculiarity of all Greek build- of ornaments beautifully drawn upon
ings. of the best period, specially re- them ; in some of the best protected

niarkable in the Parthenon, is that parts the pigment itself remains. The
all lines which are straight and vehicle was chiefly wax. Strong co-

level in ordinary architecture are here lour seems to have beeu chiefly con-

delicate curves,'and those lines which fined to the parts that were in shade,

are usually vertical are slightly in- The intense whiteness of the columns,

clined. If a spectator stiind at the architraves, and broader surfaces was
X.E. corner and look along the edge probaMy modified by tlie application

of the upper step from end to end, he of some cchreous colour to such an
will And that although the steps lie extent only as to anticipate the rich

in a vertical plane, yet they rise very golden hue produced by time on the

perceptibly in the middle, and give to Pentelic marble. The ceilings were

adorned with deep blue panels and
gilt stars.

the whole pavement a convex cha
racter. The rise is about 3 in. in

100 ft. on the fronts, and 4 in. on the
flanks : the exai-t measurements being
respectivelv "218 ft. in. 101 •34, and
•355 ft. in 2-28 -14.

A nearly parallel line is found in the
entablature, but is not quite so regular
as in the stvlobate, presumably owiui: »,,,. ,, , noi ^ i.\

to the concussions the building ha^s
of Helios (1.) and Selene (rt.).

Eastern Pediment.—We know from

Pausanias that the subject here re-

presented was the birth of Athena,

but there is nothing left upon the

building except the remains of the

horst s' heads belonging to the chariot

received from explosions and earth-

quakes.
A similar inclination of the vertical

lines may be detected by measuring
the lower drums of the columns.
From the pavement uj) to the first

joint the corner coluinn will be found
about an inch longer on the outside
nearest the step, than on the inside

towards the temple. About half of
this difference is due to the con -

vexity of the pavement, and the
remainder to the inclination of the

The Westem Pediment was occu-

pied with the contest of Athena and
Poseidon for Attica. The two figures

next to that at the X. end, and also a

portion of the S. end figure, are still

in situ. Both these subjects are

noticed in the account of the Acropolis

Museum, where they may be best

studied from Carrey's drawings (see

below).

The Metopes were originally 92 in

number— 14 at either end, and 32
axes of the columns, which lean in- along either side. Of these 37 remain
wards towards the temple to the extent in situ on the Parthenon, but, with
of nearly 3 in. in their height ( • 228 ft. rare exceptions, so decayel by time and
in 34-25). The eflect of the pyra- weather as to he unintelligible ; four

midal character thus imparted is very are in the Acropulis Museum, 15 in

grateful to the eye. These deviations the British Museum, and one is in the
from ordinary construction are so ad- Louvre. The remaining 35 are, with
mirably adjusted as to be quite imper- the exception of some fragments,

ceptible from the usual points of view, entirely destroyed (the greater number
The eftect produced is to give an ap- in the explosion oi^ 1687), and are only
pearance of perfect straightness and imperfectly known from Carrey's draw-
perpendicularity to lines which would ings. The Metopes in the British

otherwise have appeared bent or in- Museum and Louvre are all from the
clined in a wrong direction. These S. side, and illustrate the contest of

optical corrections exist in other Greek the Lapiths and Centaurs at the mar-
temples, and in the architrave of the riage-feast of Peirithoos. Those of

Propj^laea ; the styJobate of the latter the B. front remain in sita on the J*ar»
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thenon; they represent a battle be-
twetu horse and foot, and have been
fiup{X)5id to illustrate a contest of
gods and <,'iants. The subject of tlie

Metopes of the W. front appears to be
a Battle of Greeks and Amazons;
twelve of them remain in their places,

but more than half obliterated by
time and weather.

The Frieze represents the procession

of celebrants at the Greater Panatl»e-

naic festivaL The festival took plnce

every fourth anniversary of the
goddess's birthday, in August, and the
chief object of the proL-ession was the
presentation to Athena Poliasof a new
pepljs. All the chief citizrus of Athens,
witli the envoys from alhed States,

and even the Metoeci, or domicUtd
foreigners, had a fixed pi.rt to play in

the ceremony. The peplos was con-
veyed to the Temple of Athena Polias
flying from the mast of a galley on
wheels, which took its departure from
the Ceramicos. With tue exc€-pti'n

of this galley, all the principal fea-

tures of the procession are illustrated

by the frieze.

Although much of the frieze was
destroyed in the explosi- n of 1687, yet
the existing 3:;5 ft., out of a length of

525 ft., suffice, with Carrey's dr.iwinizs,

to give us a tolerably adequate concep-
tion of the whole work. The entire

Wtstem frieze, with the exception of

three figures, remains m situ on the
Parthenon ; it represents the prepara-
tion for the procession of the Athenian
knights, and if viewed from outside

the W. front of ti-e budding, gives au
excellent idea of the way in which the
frieze was seen between the columns
of the periityle (p. 342). Of the
extant remains of the Xorthern fritze,

ratber less than h;ill' is iu Athens, and
the remainder in the British Museum.
Of tiie Southern jri^ze, about a third of

the existing figures are in Athens, and
the remainder in our own national
collection. All the extitnt remains of

the Eastern frieze, except a very fine

slab with three figures and some other
fragments in the Acropolis 3Iusenm,
ana eight in the Louvre, are in the
British Museum.

Interior.—Within the peristyles ia

an ambulatory, about 9 ft. wide on
the flanks and 11 at thi fronts, which
passes entirely round the building.

The ceiling of this part was formed
of a double row of panels, about 4 ft.

square, along the flaidis. At the

ends, where the ambulatory wjs
broader, the ceiling was supported by
the intervention of marble l>eam8,

four of which remain in situ at the W.
end. The pronttos and opisthodomos
(see plan^ had eacii a row of six

colu:uus in the front 5i ft. in diameter

and 33 ft. high. They stood on a
stylobate of two steps, the upper of

which coincided with the fl<K)r of the

cella. The pronaos rneasure<l alx)ut

20 yds. by 4. Its walls were covered

with paintings, and it was separated

from the outer col<»nnade by lofty

metal gratings, which entirely filled

each intercolumiiiation from floor to

roof. The opistliodomos was en-

closed in the s;ime manner ; the central

interc^'lumuiation was in either axee

occupied by metal folding do'Jis. The
reason for the gratings was that both

pronaos and opisthodomos were use^l as

storerooms for the wefdth of the temple.

Cella.—If we include the thickness

of the wall which divided this section

of the temple from the Parthenon
proper, the total length thus obtained

is exactly 100 Attic ft., a fact which
explains its ancient official designa-

tion of Hecatompedon. Tlie internal

distribution of the Hecatompedon
closely corresponded, as Prof. Dorjf

ft-ld has foinied out, to tLat of the

Temple of Zeus at Oiympia (p. 194).

both w. re divided by two rows of ten

Doric Columns, n.nging with the antae,

one of which is stiU visible projecting

from tl.e E. wall on the S. side. These
columns were 3 it. 8 in. in diameter,

a; d had only 16 flutings. The circl s

markeil by their bares may yet be e>

Bt-twetn the end columns of eit.

row on the West were three other

columns, the whole thus forming
three sides of an oblong quadrangle.

Near the W. end of the CeUa st-xni

the great gold and ivory Statue of
Atheka Pabthesos by PheicUas. 1^
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site is distinctly marked by an upon a rough staircase, by means of
obloiig space covered With PeiraiC which the pediment inay be reached
stone, instead of marble. The hole and the frieze examined. Fine *TieW.
in the middle may have foi-med the (Apply to the custodian ; steady head
socket of a post used to strengthen required.) The later (17th cent.}

the figure. The statue stood 39 ft.

high, inclusive of the pedestal; the
dress and other ornaments, all of

solid gold, exquisitely chiselled, were
so contrived that the whole could
be temporarily lemoved, in case of na-
tional emergency, without injuring the
statue (Thuc. ii. 13). Thus it is

relatetl that when Pheidias was
accused of having embezzled part
of the gold entrusted to him, he
vindicated his honesty by having
this part of his work removed and
weighed. From an inscription found
ill 18SS, giving the amount of gold,

silver, and ivory expended upon tlie

Statue in one year, it iscalculatt-d that
the totiil value of the gold must have
been 155,000?. A free passage, about
11 ft. wide, remained between the
terminal pillars and the W. wall, and
served tu connect the aisles. All
these internal columns were lemoved
to make way for the smaller columns
erected when the Parthenon was
turned into a church, the outline of
whose bases, and the holes for fixing

them, are plainly visible on the pave-
ment.

In the 6th cent., when the Par-
thenon was converted into a church
dedicated to the Divine Wi.idcrm, an
apse was thrown out on the E., and
three doors pierced in the W. divi-

sional wall. The paintings, of which
traces yet remain on the X. wall at

the W. end, are of a later period.

Alout 14(J0 the Christian church was
turned into a Mosque to meet the re-

quirements of JMoslem worship. The
disaster of 1G87 having destroyed the
main budding, the Turks erected a
small mosque, sufficient for the re-

duced requirements of the garrison,

within the original enclosm'e. The
only relic of the mosque dedicated by

Gbound Plan of the Parthf.xov
(restoeed).

West.

A. Peristyle.

B. Pronaos.
c. Opisthodomos.

D. Hecatompedon.
E. Parthenon.

IMohammed the Conqueror is the base mosque seems to have been ruined by
of the minaret, which still exists, the siege of 1822, and was finally

9 in. below the level of the marble removed in 1835.

pavement at the S.AV. torner of the The Opisthodomos. or "W. Porch,
Cella. A gate in this corner opens coiresponded to the Pronaos in all its
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principal fcntnrcs, but Ihe colnmnH
were of rather preati-r diamett-r

(5 • 6.32 ft. instead of .') • 402 ft.). There
are conspicuous tracca here, both on
the roliiiiinrt and tlie antae, of the

metal ji^raling whioli separated ti e

opi.-.thodnnios from the aniSuliitory.

Tlii.i 'jraliii;:; reached to tiie ceiliiiL,',

aixl I'litinly protecitctl the iininy vuhi-

ablo ol)jict.-i within the |)ori;h. From
the oi)i8thodoino8, a lofty doorway
lea'ls into the Parthenon iiro|)i;r. Its

marble lintils, nearly 9 yds. lon;r, were
mucli oaloJTied by tlie fjrcat fire of

Sci)t. UJST, and have Ix-oii rcplac^'<l

by brickwork. The heis;lit of this

doorway was 33 ft., and the width
about IG ft. On the pavement below
are the deep grooves in which the

folding bronze doors of the Church
opened. There was no coniaiunicatioa

betw(;en the Parthenon and Hecatom-
pedon in jire-Christian times.

Considerable diflerence of ojiinion

exists as regards the manner in widch
light was admitted to the statue.

Some theorists have imagined tlie

existence of a hypacthron, or oi»'n-

ing to tlie sky, tliougli it apjii ara incon-

ceivable that such exqui.-^ite works,

as these of Pheidias, should have been

thus exposed to weather, or defended

only by a horizontal awning. It

is, therefore, most natural to assume
tliat tlic main source of light was the

great E. door, which, in tlie bright

atmosphere of Athens, would supply

suflicient though not brilliant illu-

mination, and the rich mate-rial of the

statue wo)ild look best in a sulxlued

light. The light shining through
the semi-transparent tiles of Parian

marble, with which the roof was
covered, would also help to illuminate

the statue.

The Parthenon is the haunt of a

great colony of ravens, which Hy
about it gloomily during the day and
settle upon it towards sunset. In

spring-time numbers of kestrels may
be seiu hovering over the cliffs of the

Ac'opolis. Tiie tt-mple is also appro-

priately haunted by owls {Athena
Noctua), and sometimes an eagle may
be HI en wheeling over it.

IX. The ERECHTHEION ^insisted

of three distinct shrines—the Temple

of Athnui Folittf, the most revered
sanctuary of Athens (E. cella); the
Blirines of Erechthens and Po«;idon
(\V. cella with its mljaccnt hall); and
the Pnuflr<ii'eiitn.

Ereclitheus or Erichthonioa was the

ward of Ath( na, who, accortling to one
form of the hgend, entru8te<l him in

infancy to the charge of the danglit*-rB

of Cecrops, entdosed in a ch<-8t, with
strict ordtrs not to ofien it. Pandro.>»«)8

remained faithful, but her sistf-rs Ag-
lanros and Herse yielded to ciniosity,

were seized with frenzy at the eight of

the child in tiie lorm of a ser|M'nt, fir

entwined with a serp* nt, and threw
themselves down the cliffs of the Acro-
polis. When P>echlheus reached man-
hood he became King of Athens, and
lived in a stately iialace t<i the E. of

the present Erechtheion. To )iim was
usually ascribed the iutro^luction of

the worship of Athenn, the erection of

her temple on the Acrojioii.-, and the

institution of the Panathenaea. The
Homeric version of tlie story, however,
alludes to a pre-existing tein|ile of the

goddess, in which Ereciitlieiis liitiis<-lf

jiassed liis youth (Horn. //. ii. .547;

0(1. vii. SI). J2rechtlieus declarer!

for Athena m the contest with Posei-

don, and was worshipped as a god after

his death. In this temjile were con-

centrated the most inji>ortnnt me-
morials alike of the religion and
history of the Athenian State. The
sacredolive(p.3.55), that Athena called

forth in her contest with Po.seidon,

was preserved in the Pandroseion,

while the temple contained the salt-

well jimduced by the stroke of the

god's tritient, the tomb of Cecrop.s, and
the ultra ancient olive-wood xonnon n{

the grnldess as Giiardiait of t\< City

(Athena Polias), said to have f illen

from heaven. To this statue was of-

fered, every fourth year, the birthday

gift of the peplos, and to its shrine

was made tiie great jiilgrimnge com-
memorated in the fri ze of the Parth -

non. Here was the golden lamp
wrought hy Callimachos, of which the

wick was asbestos and the oil re-

plenished but once a year. Pausanias
mentions that a br.azeu p.iliu-tree
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rising above the lamp served as a
chimney to it. Other curiosities pre-

served here were a wooden Hermes,
said to have been presented by Ce-
crops, a folding chair made by Daeda-
lus, and some Persian spoils from
Plataea, including an ancient coat-of-

mail and scimitar, said to have be-

longed to Masistius and Mardonius.
The original temple was burnt by the
Persians (b.c. -ISO), but the new edifice

was erected on the same site. During
the wars with Sparta, however, the
work appears to have been suspended,

and the existing building was still

incomplete in 409. Three years later,

the temple sustained considerable da-

mage flom a fire (Xen. Hell. i. 6), and
was probably not fully completed
much before b.c. 393, at which date,

after the restoration of the Long Walls
by Conon, the Athenians were once
more at liberty to attend to the em-
bellishment of their city. Little is

known of the subsequent history of

the temple, except the fact of its

transformation into a church, pro-

bably in the time of Justinian. It

appears to have survived with almost
undimmed splendour to the time of

the Ottoman Conquest, at wliich date

a Greek writer describes it in terms of

higli admiration. At some subsequent
date the temple was converted into a
Turkish house, and approjtriated to

the harem of the Disdar Aga. At tiie

outbreak of the Greek Revolution the
cotfcred ceiling of the N. jjortico was
still almost entire, but a clumsy at-

tempt to make it bomb-pioi)f, during
the siege of 1827, caused its desti'uc-

tion, with that of many women and
children assembled below. The rest

of the building seems to have sutiert d
greatly at the same time. In liS38

the walls were partly rebuilt in their

present state, and in IS-iS the portico

of the Caryatides was almost entirely

re-erected.

Further damage was caused by the
great storm of 26th Oct. 1852, which
threw down the upper part of the W.
wall with its engaged Roman half-

columns.
The main rectangle was divided

into three compartments, that on the

E., on a higher level, being probably
the cella of Athena Polias. Tlie W.
and central compartmenfs contained

the shrine of Ere^'htheus. The Pan-
droseion and the grave of Oecrops were
either included within the temple
precincts, or immediately outside.

The plan of the Erechtheion is

absolutely unique in Greek sacred
architecture. When setn from theE.,
the building has the appearance of an
Ionic prostyle temple witli six columns
on the front ; but instead of a corre-

sponding hexastyle on the W., the
teujple at this end throws out two
portioes of very umqual size as la-

teral wings, the whole forming, with
this end of the main edifice, a sort

of transept. The peculiarities of the

building were doubtless due to the

variety of shrines collected under its

roof. The foundations of the S.

and E. walls of the building stand
nearly 9 ft. above those of the N.
and W. sides. On the S. side the
foundations abut against a wall of solid

polygonal masonry which supports a
terrace (p. 327). N. of the E. portico,

a broad liight of steps descended to a
lower level, nearly on the site of the
modem si airs.

The S.W. portico consists of a solid

marble wall, rising 8 ft. above the

level of the terrace already named,
surmounted by six Caryatides of great
beauty. They support an entablature,

which is lightened by the omission of

the friez>;-, and has capitals of a special

decorative form. Tne liguies stand
four in front and two behind; they
support a iiat (•oiFered ceiling, nearly
entire. The htiight from floor to

ceiling was about 15 ft. ; the entire

height of the portico, including the
ba.senient, or podium, was little more
than half the height of the pitched
roof of the temple. Tiic jjortico suf-

fered severely during the revolutionary
war, and at its close only three of the

Caryatides remained in place, all

much injured. The second figure on
the left, previously removed by Lord
Elgin's agent, and now in the British

Museum, has been replaced by a copy
in terra-ciitta. The back iigure on
the E. has been restored. A small
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ddor on the E. side gave access, by
steps, to the interior, whence a larjj;e

diior, corn-spondiiig to tlie cue in the
N. portico, led by a flight of steps into

the W. chamber of tlie Temple. The
ciypt under tiiis chamber, or the crypt
un(lcr the North portico, may pos^ibly
have formed the den of the Sacred
Serpent, which wa.s preserved in the
temple in honour of Kiichtiionios

(Herod, viii. 41 ; Plul. Thtm. 10;.

In the pavement of the N.E. portico,

above the crypt, there is a small
square hole, evidently made to show
some sacred object; it has been con-

jectured that the marks in the rock
below it were thosu said to have been
made by the trident of Poseidon
(Pans. i. 26, 5).

The principal entrance to the temple
was tliroufrii an Ionic liexastyle portico

on the E. front, of which five columns
are still stamling. That at the N.
corner was carried <-ll" by Lord Elgin,

and is now in the British Museum.
Tlie Frieze, of which a small portion

alone is preserved in the Acropolis

Museum (p. HSG), was of an unusual
kind : it consisted of coarse-grained

Pentelic marble figures, cut out in low
reliuf, and attached by bronze clamps

to a ground of black Eleusinian

limestone. There was probably no
sculpture in the pediments. The
capitals of the columns wire enriclied

with gilt bronze ornaments, and inlaid

with coloured stones or vitreous paste.

Two large blocks of the dark grey

background to the frieze are still

standii'g above the columns on the E.

front, and others may be seen lying on

the ground close by. Some also re-

main over the N.W. portico. The
holes for fitting in the sculptured

frieze are plainly visible.

Anotiier entrance was through the

N. Portico, which also had six larger

Ionic columns, four iu front and one

at each side. The roof cuts into the

architrave on the N. wall, which cor-

res|ionds in height to tiiat over the

main entrance, Ciiusing a break in the

frieze. The ceiling remained almo.-t

intact until 1827, when it was acci-

dentally destroyed, and a number of

its deeply cofiered fragments lie scat-

tered around. A third part of it,

much dama;L',ed, remains in aitu at the
E. end. As an example of the elabo-
rately varied ornamentation of the
buililing, it may be notictd tiiat the
corner columns and square pilasters

of this portico have the scroll pattern
which runs round the moulding im-
mediately below the fluting concave
in form, while in the remaining
cidumus it is convex. A Ijeautiful

and ricljly-decorated doorway opens
from the portico, the W. limit of

which, instead of ranging with the W.
front of the Erechtheion, projects

several feet beyond it (see jAun), ter-

minating in a large romer pillar, a
double anta. Between this an<l the
doorway a smaller opening leads down
two steps into an outer court of the
tenq)le, no longer enclosed. This
was the Temenos of Pandrosos, which
contained tlie sacred olive-tree of
Athena, and probably included the
sphacristra or tennis-court reserved
for the Arrepliori, two little girls

attached to the service of Athena
(p. 307). It was an irregular en-
closure, bounded on ti e S. by the
foundation wall of an earlier Temple
(see below), and on the X. by an
oblique wall, which on the E. joined
the corner pillar of the N. porti<>o,

and was apparently connected on the
W. by a transverse wall with the S.

boundary.
The W. end of the Ereolitheion con-

sisted of a l>asement of considerable
height, upon which rested a wall and
four engaged Ionic columns of Koman
date, dividing three windows; the
original arrangement was probably
similar. Below tiiese, but not quite
in the middle of the wall, was a door
leading into the temple.
The distrihution of the Interior of

the teuiple is still a matter of keen
dispute with ies[)ect to many points
of detail. Existing remain- show
that it was divided internally by two
transverse walls, each 20 in. thiek, into

three apartments of unequal size

—

the E. cella or ."Shriue of Atlnnia

roiiiis, entered from its own portico,

the AV. eel 'a or Templa of Erech-
thtits, and the West Hall, entered from
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the N. porch, and giving access to

the W. cella. The E. cella was a rect-

angular hall measuring about 8 yds.

by lOi. The roof seems to have
been of wood, and the famous image
of the goddess must have stood against

the W. divisional wall. A small door
at the S. extremity of this wall pro-

bably communicated by a short flight

of wooden steps with tlie lower level

occupied by the Temple of Ereeh-
theus, which was somewhat smaller

;

it seems to have measured approxi-

mately lOj yds. by (ji. It was lighted

by the door and by openings in the

top of the wall dividing it from the
corridor, whicli had large windows
ou its W. side. A single central

door commimicated with the W. cor-

ridor, which was nearly 4 yds. broad,

and was entered I'rom the N. ; it also

communicated with the S.W. portico,

and with the outer court, the temenos
of Pandrosos.
Between the Parthenon and the

Erechtheion the foundations of a large

building were discovered in 1885, and
identified by Dr. Dorpfeld with the
Old Temple of Athena. This sanctuary
stood upon uneven ground, =0 that

while its S.E. corner, nearly in a line

with the E. front of the Erechtlieion,

was cut out of the rock, its N. end
towards the W. had to be supported
by rather deep substructions, which
formed the S. wall of the Pandroseion.
It is conjectured that the Temple had
six columns to each front, and twelve
at each side ; it contained a square

cella of Athena at its E. end, and
an obloug opisthodomos at the W.,
which led into two treasury chambers
in the middle.

Tliis temple is named in an early

inscription the Hecatohi'EBON. It

was destroyed by the Persians in B.C.

480 ; whether it was ever re-con-

structed ou the same site is a much
disputed question. Part of the N.
peristyle occupied the site of the p jrch

where now stand the Caryatides, which
therefore could not have been erected

until that portion of the more ancient
building was in ruins. Only the
cella therefore can have been after-

wards rebuilt ; and even this would
[Greece.l

have blocked up the N.W. portico in
such a way as to render the theory
almost untenable. To this temple are
now assigned the marble fragments
of cornice and metopes, and the
triglyphs and bits of architrave in

Piraeus stone, built up into the N.
wall of the Acropolis—the drums
alone belonging to the older Parthenon.
The walls of tue ti-mple itself are of
very early construction, and ara made
of the Acropolis lock ; to t'uese was
added, perhaps by Peisistratos, a
peristyle, of which the foundations are
in limestone from Kara.

X. MTTSETTM. — VESTIBULE.—Oppo-
site the entrance

1325 Upper half of a male Statue,
without arms, unfinished, and showing
the method by which the sculptor
first blocked out roughly the ana-
tomy of a figure, and finished it more
carefully afterwards. Beneath it,

1'626 Quadriliiteial base, with re-

lief of a young warrior descending
from a four-horse chariot in motion.

lo27 B i.-e with reliefs of six dancing
women. To the rt.,

1333 Relief of two small figures re-

prusenting the cities of Samos and
Athens, under the form of Hera and
Athena, with long inscription be-
neath referring to a treaty between
the two towns.

1334 (to the rt. of the door) Frag-
ment of a large relief (legs only).

1335 Part of a marble cornice from
the Efechtheion.

.
1336, 7 Athena, without head or

arms.

1338 Two panels of a pedestal, on
which the footprints of statues are
visible, with inscription of the 4th cent.
B.C. On the rt., eight Pyrrhic dancing
boys, with their Ciioregos ; on the left,

seven magistrates and a female, per-
haps Athaia. Found at the Beule
Gate, on the removal of a Turkish
wall.

1342 (on the left wall) *Eelief of a
Woman mounting a chariot — long
known in books on Greek art as a
typical example of archaic sculpture
at the end of the Cth or beginning of
tiie 5th cent. B.C. This is shown by

N
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the lownesa of the relief, the great

delicacy of the folds in the drapery,

and the rendering of the hair, llecent

autliorities are of opinion that it re-

presents a man—perhaps Apollo.

i:}4;) Fragment of a relief—a veiled

woman approaching the god Pan.

Room I.— 1 Remains of a pediment
in calcareous btoiie, with traces of

colour (Gth cent. B.C.). It represents

Heracles slaying the Lernean hydra,
with lolaos driving his car. On the

left is seen the crab which seized the

heel of Heracles.

2 A similar pediment, of which very

little is pr<!^crve(l, representing He-
racles and Triton (6tli cent. B.C.).

3 Part of a colossal group of two
Lions attacking a Bull, executed in

limestone and brightly cijloured in

green and red. This is one of the

earliest and most remarkable of the

sculptures found on the Acriipolis, and
ind'cates, by the artistic force with

which the bull is rendered, the capa-

bilities of Greek genius in the tJth

ceit. B.C.

Arouid the room are fragments
from pediments of small temples in

Calcareous stone. In a case below the

Hy.Ira are a number of small voliv?

oilerings and other objects in bronze

or clay, disi^overed on the Acroiwlis,

together with some of the cypress-

wood tenons used by the Greeks in

fixing the drums of columns (p. 308).

11.-35,40,41 Monster with three

human heads and lx)dies, ending in a
serpent's tail. It niay perhaps repre-

sent Typhon, whom Zctis slew with a

thunderbolt. This curious sculpture

is in CJilcareous stone, and has vivid

remains of colour (Gth cent. B.C.).

36 Herachs fighting with Triton.

On the slielve.-i, architectural frag-

ments (6th cent.).

lU.— G7 (in tiie doorway) Terra-

cotta tablet with the jjainted figure of

a warrior ; on his shield is a dancing
Satyr. Beside him is inscribed the

name apparently of Megacles. The
colours arc laid on a ground of fine

plaster, as was tiie manner of the

great fresco painters contemporary

with the artist of this panel (early

5th cent. B.C.). This is the best exist-

ing represcutiition of Athenian work
in fresco.

68 (opposite) Fragments of terra-

cotta reliefs.

In glass cases, small images and
heads of idols. Alxtve them, terra-

cotta frairmeuts from the cnmices of

small buihlings dating from tlie Gth
cent." B.C., when roofs of houses or

shrines were made of wf>od and co-

vered in with terra-cotta panels.

IV.— 120, 121 (in the doorway)
Fragments ol reliefs representing
Athena fighting.

On the rt. *fragmenfary sculptures

representing a Gigantomachy from
the pediments of the Peisistratid

temple. Good reconstructed group of
Athena slaying a giant.

122 Marble liead of an animal.—In
cases, small broken pieces of marble
images : above, figures and archi-

tectural scraps.

V.—In the doorway, on the rt.,

581 Relief of Athena, to whom de-

votees bring a pig. On the left,

577 Athena holding out her hand
to a seated man. To the rt. of the
door,

G24 *Statue of a man carrying a
calf on his shoulders. This figure,

long known as an example of archaic
sculpture, with its carefulness in ren-

dering minute details and its neglect
of true projjortions, lias lately been
found to have Ixen attached to a baso
which bears a dedication in archaic
(Treek by a certain /u/ni7>o^. Only the
eyes had its pupil filled with gems, or

possibly paste. The ai tion of the
figure is the same as that of Hermes
Criophoros (ram-lx-arer).

61'j temale Statue in the form of a
Xoiinon, or primitiTe idol, in Parian
marble.

GIO tjuadrilateral base with reliefs

of Zeus holding the sceptre, Athena a
helmet, Hephaestos a hammer, and
Hermes.

609 Base and lower part of an
archaic statue.

COG Syri.in or Persian on horse-

back, from a group tupposttl to have
been erected to commemorate the
Battle of Marathon. The rider wear^
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a closely-fitting and richly-coloured

costume (see 5H0, 697, 700).

594 Headless female Statue of ar-

chaic type, remarkable for its drupery.

593 Female Statue resembling No.
619, but somewhat moie developed in

form.

590 Part of a very ancient eques-
trian group (see 606).

(pinner Division.^

665 Archaic nude male Statue.

633 Male Statue of feminine type,

unique uf its kind.

630, 632 Archaic Sphinxes.
631 Head of Athena, with a part of

the body in armour, from the pediment
of the Parthenon.

629 Statuette of a seated warrior.

625 Seated Statue of Athena. In a
glass case, small marble heads with
coloured hair.

VI.—The *Statues, which are ar-

ranged round the wails of this room,
were thrown down and buried under
the ruins of the citadel during the
Persian invasion. Here they remained
until the excavation of 1882, between
which date and Jan. 1886 they were
discovered, cliiefly on the W. side of

the Erechtheiou. They are dedicated

to Athena, and it lias bt-en conjectured,

•witliout much reason, that they may
reiire&ent priestesses. They date
generally from the 6th cent. B.C.,

though a Ciireful examination of each
will show that they illustrate a num-
ber of different stages of art within
that period. A very noticeable ft-ature
is the lavish and sometimes very deli-

cate use of bright pure colour. On
some of the heads are attached metal
rods, poi^sibly to support baskets like

Caryatides.

Nos. 683, 68J , and 686 were found on
the E. side of the Parthenon. All
appear to have been chiselled in

Athens, except No. 677. The most
interesting among them, because its

history is known, is No. 681, the work
of Aatenor, who made the famous
bronze Statues of Harmodios and
Aristogeiton—carried off by Xerxes,
anil subsequently restored to

Athens by one of the successors of

Alexander the Great. The most beau-
tiful is No. 684. Two of the iigures

stand in each doorway between the
central gallery and its adjacent rooms.
The following is a rough indication of

the points to be observed.

669 The shape of the ear and the

arrangement of the curls on the fore-

head show that this figure is con-
siderably older than any of the others.

670 Ear and wavy masses of hair

betoken a later date. On the dress

are painted green stars.

671 Of the same period, but a little

freer in the treatment of brow and
hair.

672 Freer still: full breasts, thin

chiton, and above it the liiniation with
delicate folds. The face shows greater

animation, the chin is more prominent,
and the left foot is finely moulded.

674 Fine colour ; green paint ujider

the chiton.

675 More colour still, and later

;

stars on the peplos.

676 Chiton differently arranged.

677 Very much more archaic ; the
only one without any colotir.

679 Archaic type with square waist

and fiat ]jlank-body. Dressed in a
short species of alb, with fringe.

680 Eifhly treated, with much
colour, and curious arrangement of

hair iu waves.
681 Important for the sake of its

inscription (see above).

682 Kemarkable for its good pre-

servation; eyes once inlaid.

683 Grotesque and clumsy, but with
expressive face.

684 Face very attractive (see above).

68(3 The latest of all. Here the

archaic type is lo.'jt, and there is seen

a distinct advance in artistic feeling.

VII.—To the rt. of the entrance

door,

702 Belief of Hermes conducting
Nymphs to a dance. One of them
leads a child.

697, 700 Fragments of an equestrian

group.

698 Young athlete.

6y5 *Ilelief of Athena leaning upon
her lance, in front of a stele.

704, 705, 706 Metopes from the

n '2
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Partlionoii. n-piei^ciitiiig a Centaur
cmiying off a woman, a yoiitli over-

coming a Centaur, nDtl n grou). of a

miile and teniale.

G*J2 Headless statue of a youth. Jn

tlie conire,

(SS",) *Archaic liead of a youth,

fnuud on tlie site of tliib present
Museum in 18S7.

Hi^'her up sire Ca»ts of the Metopes,

the orii^inal.s of whicli are now in the

>^riti>li Museuin. Keys to the IMetojies

hang within the doorway between tliis

and tlie lollowing room.

VIII. SCULPTUKES FKOM THE PaK-
TUENON.—In this room are arranged a
few mutilated and scarcely recognis-

able statutes from the i)eiliment of

the Temple, together with 22 slab.s (or

jiortions of slabs) from the *Frieze,

and casts of tliose in the British

Rluseum.
On a stand in the centre of the room

is an engraving of the entire Frieze,

after the drawings made by Carrey,

from wliich the details of the com{)(>-

sitiou may be most conveniently

studied. The subject (p. 317) is the

Procession which every fifth year

couveyed the offering of a new peplog

to the goddess at the close of the

Panathenaic festival. At the West
End, which remains in situ on the

Parthenon, the Cavalry are prepflring

to start, and we are pn sciited with a

sjiirited sketch of the gestures of prac-

ti.'^ed horsemen, and the attitudes of

their impatient stt eds. The first half

of the NoRTB and Soith Side, whi<h
are similar in treatment, exhibits the

train of Athenian youths on horse-

back ; while the remaining half of the

j)roceS3ion is eomjiosed of warriors on
foot bearing their shields, chariots,

citizens of mature age, musicians l)lay-

ing the lyre and liute, water-bearers

and men with tiays, and youths lead-

ing the sacrificial sheep and oxen. At
the Ea?t End the procession ap-

proaches the deities, .'even of whom
are on either side. Their identiiica-

tion is partly conjectural, Init they
may be with some confidence assumed
to be (on the left) Zeu;?, Hera, Iris.

Ares, Artemis, Aiwllo, ami Heiines

(on the rt.) Athena, Hephacsto.s, ]'<>-

seidon, Dionysos. Peitho, Ajihrodite,

and l->os. The peplos is received on
behalf of the g.jdiless by a man and
woman, attended by two girls and a
boy, the members of the proctssion

carrying various oi ject«, among which
are censers, v:ises, and flat round
bf>wl8. Tlie gills bearing vases in-

clude those who worked the new pejt-

los, and who are known from inscrip-

tions to have walked in the proces-

sion.

The following list gives the 22 ori-

'

ginal sculptures preserved in this room,
witli a refer'-nce t<> their place upon
the engraving of the Frieze :

—

85(; E. VI.
8;'.7 N. 11.

8U0 - IV.

858 _ XIII.
859 _ XVII.
8G1 _ XXX.
862 _ XXXI.
8G3 - XXIX.
864 - VI., VII.
865 _ X.
866 S. XIV.
867 - XVI.
868 - XVII.
869 _ XVIII.
870 _ XIX.
871 N. XIX.
872 _ xxir.
87::! s. XXXVI
874 N. XI.
875 - VIII.
876 _ IX.
877 E. 11.

On the higher shelves ere Casta of

the panels now in the British Mu-
seum.

IX.—In the doorway hangs a key
to tlie sculptures on the Pediment of
tiie Parthenon.

Eastern Pediment.—In the left

angle is the sun-god Helios rising

from the o ean. His chariot was re-

presented by four horses' heads, two
of whicl) remain in position on the
temple, sketched in very l.nv relief.
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The others are sculptured in tlie

round.
The figm-e reclining on a rock and

facing the horses may be the personi-

fication of Mount Olympus. Next come
two seated tigiires, probably Demeter
and Persephone, or the Horae, fol-

lowed by Iris, who moves rapidly to

the left.

After this point there is a gap till

near the end of the pediment. Tlie

fentral group must almost certairdy

have bi-en the Birtli of Athena, but
there is no evidence to show how it

was treated The three female tigures

following the gap are probably the

Fates, though it has been suggested
that Hestia, Gaia, and Thalassa are

more likely to have been present

at such a scene. At the angle is

Selene, goddess of Night, with tw'o

liorses' heads attached to her cai', one
of which remains in situ on the pedi-

ment. All these sculptures, except a
fragment of Hephaestos and Selene in

the AcroiJolis Museun:, and the above-
mentioned heads of the horses, are in

the British Museum.

Western Pediment.—The subject

was the contest of Athena and Posei-

don for the dominion of Attica, but
the existing remains are very slight.

When drawn by Carrey, in 1674, the
composition was nearly complete, but
less than 80 years Inter Stuart found
the greater part of the figures de-

stroyed.

'In the centre are a male and a
female figure, wiio may be recognised

as the two antagonists, Poseidon and
Athena. They are moving away from
each other in opposed directions. On
the left of Athena is her chariot with
two horses, driven by a figure, doubt-

less intended for Nike; on the rt. of

Poseidon is a blank space, which mu.>t,

it is presume 1, have heen occupied by
his chariot. In the angle of the pedi-

ment is a reclining figure, which has
generally been recognised as a river-

god, and is commonly called Kephi^os.

In the opposite angle is a reclining

female figure, which is generally

thouglit to represent the founfaiu
Kallirrlioe ; the kneeling figure placed

next to it is thought to be the river-

god Ilissos. Between Poseidon and
tiie reclining figure in the angle, Car-
rey gives nine figures, ot which the
one which has been most probably
identified is the female figure who acts

as the charioteer of PoseiWon, and who
is marked as a marine deity by tbe
fish or sea-monster which appears as

a symbol between her feet. Next to

her is a draped female, seated, at whos<^

rt. side stands a boy. This ii;roup may
represent the marine deity Leucothea,
v/ith her son Palaemon Melicertes.

Next comes a draped f male, seated.

in wlio.ie lap is a male fii;ure. Next
c imes a s,.'ated female figure, probably

a marine deity.' Between the horses

of Athena and the river-god, Carrey
places seven figures. ' Of these, the

male figure, by the side of the chariot,

has been called Ares, Hermes, or cne
of tiie Attic Heroes. Next follows tbe

charioteer, probably Nike, and a group
of two female figures and a boy, who
may rejuv sent Demeter and Core with

lacchos; and between this group and
tlit^ reclining figure in the angle, a

male and female tigure, grouped to-

gether, who may be Asclepios and
Hygieia, or Cecrops and one of his

daughters.'

—

Newton.
On the rt. are three reliefs fr(nn

balustrade which surrounded tlie

Temple of Victory :

972 Two Winged Victories leading

a bull to the sacrifice.

973 * Victory unfastening her san-

dal.

974 Victory turning to the left.

Smaller fragments of the same ba-

lustrade are arranged close by.

1071-78 Small figures from the

frieze of the Erechtheion, badly pre-

served (p. 325). Two of them repre-

sent women carrying children.

Behind the Museum is a small build-

ing intended for purposes of study.

Admission may be obtained any morn-
ing except Sunday, on applicatio;). It

contains various fragments of sculp-

ture anil terra-cotta. Among other
curiosities is a Bear, about 18 in. high,

found on the Acropolis, and supposed
to have been dedieateil as a votive

offering to Artemis Brauronia (p. 310).
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ROUTE 47.

FROM THE K©YAL PALACE TO TJIK

THESEION, BY THE KAPNIKAKEA,
ST. SIAKY's, AJTD THE ASOMATON.
(plan of ATHENS : CENTRAL SEC-

TION.)

Hermes Street (dSbs 'Epixov), which
leads W. from the PaLice Square, con-

tains some of tbebest sliops in Athens.
At No. 89, on the left, about 300 yds.
down the street, is the Education
Office (yirovpyeiov rrjs TratSdas) and
office of the Eplior. 100 yds. further
on, the street is blocked by the pictur-

esque and interesting

*Church of the Kapnikarea, tlie

foundation of which is traditionally

attributed to the Empress Eudocia,
the Athenian wife of Theodosius II.

(444), though the Imilding itself must
date from about the 9th cent. The
original church was nearly square,
with three polygonal apses and a
oential dome supported by four co-

lumns. A porch, entirely in character
with tlie rest of the edifice. ap])ears to

have been added later, the original

entrance having been at tlie W. end.
Unfortunately, however, at a later

date (probably in the 17th cent.), a
kindof outer corridor was built on tlie

W. and X. sides of the Church, the N.
corridor being aiTanged as a chapel,

with a dome of its own. Underneath
the church is a disused ossuary.

The name of Kapniharea is said to

be derived from a picture of the Virgin,

whose head (Kapa) was blackened by
smoke (Kawvos) in a tire at tlie end of

the 17th cent. Kdpa, however, is a
classical, and not a popular or modem
word.
Bevoud this Church the street be-

comes narrow and ill-j>nved. It soon

crosses the Street jf AEOLrs, so

named becausf; it Icadb on the 1. 1" the

Tower of the Winch (Ute. 48). This
street, with it.s jjroloiigation, the

Patigia Road (Uti-. .50), is 2J m. Ion?,

and is bounded at its S. end by the

imjiosing clilfs of the Acmjiolis, alxivo

which the drums of columns curiously

built into the ancient wall of tlie

;

fortress (p. 307) are well seen.

[To tlie rt. in Aeolus St. is the
I

modem Church of S. Irenr, only re-
'

markable for its Musical Services,

which are the best of the Greek rite
|

in Atliens. The next best are at the
Church of the Chrymfpeliotisga, also

|

modem, 300 yds. higher up on the i

same side. Furtlier on we i»as8

between the Theatre and the National
Bank, and fall into Stadium St. i

(Rte. 50).]

On the 1. in Hermes St., 220 yds. I

beyond the Kapnikarea, is

St. Mary's of the Great Monastery
(Xlavayia Viiy6.\ov Moiamr^pluv), built

of stone with intermediate courses of

brick, and dating from the 11th cent.

It appears to have been altered and
renovated about the middle of the 17th

cent. ; and again in n cent years it has
undergone such restoration that hardly
any trace of antiquity remains. The
Church formerly belonged to the Con-
vent of Kaesariani on Mt. HjTuettus,

whence its name. Close U) it is a
Ely Stat, for the Piraeus (n. 446).

Standing back on the rt., about J m.
further, is the Church of the Asomaton
(lx)diless), dedicated to ,<<. Mirhad,
until 1S70 an intere.'«ting specimen of

Byzantine architecture, but now spoilt

by the lengthening of the nave, and
the addition of an incongruous bellry.

The plan of the Church, exclusive of

the narthcx, was a perfect square, with
two columns and two pilasters sup-

porting the done in the usual manner.
On the 1., at the extreme W. end of

Hermee Street, is the Theteion Stat.

of the Piraeus Rly. (Rte. 56). 200
yds. S. of it, beyond a bridge over the
same line, rises the
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The so-calkd *THESEION, justly re-

garded as the most perfeet architectural

relic of antiquity. By the Byzautine
Greeks tlie Terajde was roriverted into

a Church dedicated to St. Georire, to

which cu'cuinstance may be attributed

its preservation.

It was formerly identified as the
Theseion, built to receive the bones of

Theseus, which Cimon, son of Mil-
tiades, transported from Skyros to

Athens in b.c. 469 (Plut. Thes. ?S). This
theory has the authority of long tradi-

tion, anii is confirmed by the subjects

of the Metopes ; but it is open to grave
objection, since neither the aichitec-

tural forms of the Temple nor its

sculptured decoration can be 30 years
older than the Parthenon. Moreover,
its position does not agree with olher
notices of the site of the Theseion,
which Plutarch describes as "in the
middle of the city near the Gymna-
sium.' It is prohahly (as most mo-
dern archaeologists hold) the temple
of Hephaestos. described by Pausainas
(i. 14) as between the Ceramicos and
the Stoa Poecile. For convenience it

maybe termed ' the so-called Theseion.'

The Temple stands on an artificial

foundation, formed of large quad-
rangular blocks of Peiraic limestone,
facing about 8° S. of E. It is of

the Doric order, built of Pen telle

marble, and in form a periiJteral

hexastyle. Tiiere are 13 columns on
either flank, and six to each front,

including those at the angles.

The length is 35 yds., breadth
15 yds., and height to the siimmit of

the pediment 38 ft. The prouaos and
opisthodomos were each separated
from tlie ambulatory of the peristyle

by two columns in antis. The cella

is 13 yds. in length, the pronaos, in-

cluding the eastern portico, 11 yds.,

and the posticum or opistliodomos,

including the W. portico, 9 yds. The
width of the lateral ambulatori( s is

2 yds. The columns :ire 3 ft. 4 in. in

diameter at the base, and nearly 19 ft.

high.

The E. was the principal front, and
at this end alone are the metopes
sculptured. The remaining metopes
may have been painted. Both pedi-

ments were filled with sculpture, all

of which has disappeared ; in the case

of the E. pediment distinct traces re-

main of the metal fastenings of tho
statues. From a study of these marks
it has recently been inferred that the

subject of the E. pediment was the

birth of Ericthonios, while that of the

W. was He})haestos kneeling before

Thetis and Eurynome. A sculptured

frieze runs above the columns in anth
of both pronaos and opisthodomos.
The colnmns have all been more or

less shaken by earthquakes, and many
of the drums thrown out of line. Near
the S.AY. corner of the peristyle, two of

the columns and part of the eella wall

have been hacked by the Turks, who
in 16G0 began to destroy the temple
for the purpose of building a mosque,
but were fortunately stopped by a
firman from Constantinople. The entire

E. end of the cella, moreover, was de-

stroyed by thrusting out an incon-
gruous apse, when the Temple was
turned into a church. At thi' same
time a large door was made at the W.
end, but was afterwards walled up to

prevent the Turks riding in. Two
small doors were then opened in the
N". and one in the S. wall, the last of

which is the present entrance. The
Christians covered the cella with a
semicircular vault, and whose thrust

is acting injuriously upon the walls
and columns of the peristyle.

Many of the marble beams which
supported the ceiling of the peristyle

are still in their places. At the E.
end the original coflered ceiling of the
peristyle (160 cassoons) is entire. It

is of Parian marlile, and retains slight

traces of the ornaments painted in the
lacnnaria and on the beams. Each
coifer was occupied by a red or blue
star. On the architrave of the peri-

style and the inner cornice traces of
a meander pattern are still visible

from the top of a ladder, esijecially

S.W. of the posticum. Each of tho
coflers retains its ancient tally-mark,
consisting in some instances of
masons' hammers and other tools, but
mostly of archaic letters in alphbe.itical

order. A small portion of the coffered

ceiling is in the British Museum.
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Tlie paveiiicut of tlic E. i)Lristyle is

raverBed by un incised straight line,

vhiclv runs nearly due N. and y.

On tlie N., 8., find W. walls are

iiany sliort inscrii>tiiius in ecflesi.as-

ical Greek uncials. Othere, with rude
lesigns, occur on the walls of the

ipiisthodomoB. There are other in-

:crii)tion.s in square Htl)rew, ascribed

o Jewish travellers of the time of the
Jaesars.

In the design of the Theseion, tlie

ame subtktic s of construction in the

ise of delicately-curved horizontal and
aclined vertical lines are to be found
s in the I'arthenon, though neces-

arily on a smaller scale.

The ten metopes on tlie E. front all

efer to the labours of Ileracle.-!, aiul

hose on the adjoiiung Hanks to the

xi)loits of Theseus.

and although now for the most part in

a state of extreme decay, they were
evidently, especially thoa4! of the pro-

naos, works of the greatest excellence.

East Frieze.—The subject is a battle

in the presence of six seated deities,

arranged in two groups; but beyond
this nothing Ciin be stated with cer-

tainty. In the centre a ytjuthful coui-

bat;iut encounters an adver.-^ary who is

hurling stonts. and on the 1. a captive

warrior is being bound.

East front.— 1 Heracles and the

<^cinean lion ; 2 Herncles and lolau.s

Icstroying the Hydra; :5 Heracles

aming the stag of Ceryneia ; 4 Her-
icles bringing home the -Erymanthian
3oar; 5 Heracles with one of the

iiarcs of Diomedes, King of Thrace

;

I Heracles and Cerberus ; 7 Heracles
aking from Hipjtolyta th

^res ; 8 Heracles stamlin

sorpse of Eurytion ; 9 the triple Cier-

^on attacking Htraclcs (8 and 9 thus

brming one group) ; 10 Heracles

(•c(nving an apple from one of the

lesperidcs.

West Frieze.—The .subject is the
battle of the Centaurs and La])iths

at the marriage feast of Peirithofts

(p. i31(j). The comj)osition consists of

20 ligures, many of which sei)arate

themselves naturally, when seen be-

tween the columns of the peristyle,

into smaller groups, recalling the

metopes of the Parthenon and sindlar

.-iubjects (p. HIT). Commencing from
the left: (1) Contest of a I.,apith witii

a Centaur, who is victorious. The
Centaur is rearing on his hind Lgs,
and prepares to hurl a large stone on
his prostrate antagonist.

The next figure ('S) is a Lapith
irdle of bearing an Argoljc shield, who luis-

over the tens to the as-ristanw-of nue ofhisconi-

rades (4), wlio lias overthrown a Cen-
taur (5), and who is in the act of

striking his prostrate foe on the head.

Tiie figure of the victor is mutilated

beyond recognition, but may be idcn-

tificfl as that of Theseus, from tlie

circumstance that it is the onlvSouth side.—1 Theseus and the

Vlinotaur ; 2 Capture i>f the Bull of human figure in the whole composi-

Vlarathon ; 3 Puui-hmi nt of t^inis

.^ityocamptes ; 4 Punishment of Pro-

jrustes.

North side.— 1 Victory of Theseus
)ver the robber Periphetes; 2 Contest

)f Theseus with the Arcadian wrestler

Jercyon ; 3 Punishment of Sciron ; 4
Japture of the 8ow of Crommyon.
At eiich end of the cella within the

jeristyle is a sculptured frieze stretch-

ng at the E. end across the whole
areadth of the cdla ami ambulatory,

it the W. end across the cella nnly.

tion which is represented ns succt ss-

ful in the struggle. Annther Centaur
(G), rearing on his hind legs, advances

to attack Theseus with the trunk of a
tree. The next figure (7) is a I>apith

standing upright with his body turned

towards the 'i'beseus group.

Figures 8, 9, and 10 form a distinct

group, described as follows by Sir C.

Newiou :
—'A group of two Centaurs

rearing up and lieaving together a
rock wherewith to crush a Lapith,

Caeneos, who has sunk into the

rround between them; each Centaur

riuse sculptures are in much higher hoi Is the rock with both hands.' A
reliefthan the frieze of the Parthenon ; Lapith (^11), with rt. arm raised to
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strike the Centaur (10), hastens to the

assistance of Caeneos. The next
figure (12) represents a Lapith in a

crested helmet attacking a Centaur

(13). Tlie next group also consists of

only two figures (14 and 15), and is

one of the best preserved. The Lapitli

has been thrown down, but continues
the contest kneeling. The Centaur
seeks to crush the Lapith between his

two fore-hoofs, which rest on his ad-

versary's breast and shoulder.

No. 16 is a Lapith armed with
shield nnil helmet, and attacking a
Centaur (17), who reais to the left

over a fallen Lapith (18). The next
figure is a Centaur (19), who has sud-

denly seized his adversary ("20) by tlie

nape of his neck. The helplessness of

the Lapith is well expressed.

The Interior lias been stripped of

all its ancient decorations, including
ev( n tiie marble floor, which was in

1709 burnt for lime. Tlie inner side

of the wall is faced with a marble
wainscot 2 ft. 11 in. higli, the faces

and edges of which are carefully
finished, and preserve in many parts

their original sliarpness. Parallel to

the wainscot, and about 15 ft. above
it, is a corresponding cornice of the
same depth.

The Temple of Theseus possesses a
special interest for the English tra-

veller, as liaving been for many years
the apfiointed resting-place of our
countrymen who died in Athens.

f

Among those buried here is the dis-

tinguished Cambridge scholar, John
Tweddell, a name now almost for-

gotten, but once famous in the annals
of his university. Like Otfried Miil-

ler and Lenormant, he fell a victim to

his zeal for archaeological research,

and died at Athens, 25th July, 1799.
Early in the reign of King Otho the

apse was removeil fiom the E. end of

the Theseion, and the building con-
verted into a Museum, or store-room
of antiquities, now removed to the
National Museum

+ It was the wish of the Athenians that
Bjron should be buried here, and one cannot
help regretting that so worthj- a shrine was
rejected.

The spacious natural platform on
the S. side of the Theseion is the

scene of a popular gathering on Easter

Tuesday, at which the peasants per-

form their national dances. From its

S.W. corner a planted road runs
X.X.W. to the Piraeus, passing

throti2:h the site of the Peiraic Gate

(p. 252). The slope of the N.W. side

of the temple was laid out as a public

garden by Queen Amalia, but has
fallen into decay.

KOUTE 48.

FROM THE ROYAL PALACE TO THE
THESEION, BY THE CATHEDRAL, THE
TOWER OF THE WlXtlS, THE STOA
OF HADRIAN, AND THE STOA OF
ATTALOS. (PLAN : CENTEAL SECTION.)

Quitting the Palace Square at its

S.W. corner, and walking W., we reach
in 5 iniu.

The Cathedral (1855). constructed

out of the material of 70 demolished
Churches,! from the designs of four

different architects, and presenting
therefore minh incongruity of style.

On the 1. near the entrance is the
tomb of the unfortunate patriarch

Gregory, v?hose body was transferred

here from Odessa in 1871. At the
end of the 1. aisle are two colonnettes

of Verde antico, and on the screen are

some columns of serpentine, in hand-
some variety. To the S. stands the

*Small Metropolis, or Old Cathedral,

in many respects the most interesting

of the Athenian churches. Its ex-

•f-
For a complete list of the Athenian

churches, and much curious information ou
the subject, tlie travell.-r is referred to

Mommseu's vnlualjle little work, Atlienae
Christianae. Lips. 1868.
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terunl dimensious arts only 40 ft. by
25 ft. ; it is built entirely of white
innrblo, now mellowed to a rich golden
tint, and eontnins many ancient nculp-

tnrcd fruf^ment.s in its wall.><. Their
npj)eiininee i.s thus ajitly dt .scrilied by
M. Bnchon :

—
• The geni^ral elVect is

not without elegance, but the various

piec( s of nculpture which decorate the

walls present the most eccentric asso-

ciation. Here we have a (»re<k inscrip-

tion, up.side down (at the en<l) : there
the fragment of a line Corinthian
capital; a little further on a Koinan
fragment; then an ancient frieze, cut
up at random, sometimes at the ex-

pense of the figures (signs of the
Zodiac, on the front) ; next follow the
arms of the princely house of Ville-

llardouiii (on the front); then more
Hellenic and Koiniin fragments com-
uiiuLrletl with Byzantine allegories and
the Imperial Eagle.' Behind the apse
is a good archaic relief.

'J'he Church jirobably daU^s from the

nii(hlle of the li}th cent. Within the

entrance are three richly seulptun-d

s(iuare-lieaded doorways. Outside the

8. wall, entirely nnprotecled. lies a

block of grey marble 7 ft. long with

an •Insoription in late Greek letters

recording its use at the Jlarringe Feast

in Cana. It was discovered at Klaleiu

(Kte. 8.5), and is sujiposed to have bt'tni

brought from the Kast in the (!th cent.

This relic was used for placing wn jiths

at the marriage of the Crown I'rince

in 188Q. (See Bull. Correxp. Uellen.

IX. 28.)

From the.E. end of the Old C:Mhc-
dral a street leads S.. passing on the 1.

the Church of St. Andn ic, latt^ly re-

Ht<ired out of all antiquity, and u.seil

as the Chapel of the Ar.libi^liMp's

Palace.

[At No. .SO Nicodemus St., to the 1.

on passing St. Andrew, is a (iirls'

Boarding School, which should bo

mentioned in coimiction with iho

great services rendi red to education

ill (ireece bv the late 7,', r. Dr. T. H.
Jim. In 18.30 Dr. Hill was sent to

Atluus on a mission by the Episcopal

Cliurch of the U.S.A., and although

the city at that tinio contained less

than 1000 inhab., and no building

which could be called a house, in a

few days he gathered together aW>ut

90 pu]tils. Tlic work has been carried

on succi.'ssfully ever since, and the

school, which admit.- bo;irder.-< and <lay

scliolars, and has a Chapel (Greik
liturgy) for the use of the students,

is now under the direction of Ming

Mas»on, a niece of Mrs. Hill's]

Turning to the rt. a little higher up
we reach a low wall surroumling an
enclosure fornn d of two terr.iccs Hud a

rectangular depression between them,
supposed to have been the

Ftolemaeon, or Gymniisium of

Ptolemy, a gymnasium mentioned by
both I'lutnrdi and Pausanias (Pans,

i. 17,2; Pint. Tlie». HG). Here have
been discovered a number of inscrip-

tions concerning the Ephehi, with no
less than H3 busts of the governors

and ottier officers of that body, now in

the ISInsemn The corjis of Ephebi
inelude<l all .sons of Athenian citizt ns
Ix'tween the atres of IH and 20 years;

it was a College, having for its Bi)eeial

object the ]>re|).ir.\tion of its members
for the duties and privileges of their

station. Its officers were chargt'd with
the moral training and military instruc-

tion of the stU'lents, but their litenry

education was entirely supplied byeii-

forced attendance at the jml'lic scho<ils

and lectures of the city. The Eph< bi

were also reqiiin-d to attend the meet-

ings of the jiolitiod assemblies; they

had a lixed ]>art assigned them in all

the great religious festivals of the

state, and took their turn in field and
garrison duty on the frontier. Aft<^r

the 1st cent. a.d. the Ephebia apjiear.-j

to have lost much of the military and
political character, which formed its

chief distinction in its earlier stages

;

at t!ie same time, all the religions

Ceremonies were observed with in-

creased pom|) and formality, and
gymnastics became a more prominent
feature in the curriculum. The
Ptolemaeon was built by Ptolemy
Philndelphus. who • reigned from
28.") to 247 B.C. It formed, in later

times at least, a sort of Theatre or
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Gnild-hall for the students. The
Ephebi had a library, which was kept
in the Ptolemaeon, and some of the

most interesting inscriptions are the

annual lists of books purchased for

this library. Among the marbles dis-

eoTered on this site was a fragmentary
group of Theseus and the Minotaur,
which appears to have formed the

centrepiece of a fountain.

At the X.E. extremity of the ex-

cavation is a small portion of the so-

called

Wall of Valerian, formerly supposefl

to have been erected by the Emp.
Valerian, who. on the threatened ap-

proach of the Goths in a.d. 253, caused
the fortifications of Athens to be
strengthened and repaired. It is now,
however, recognised as the work of the

Frankish Dukes of Athens. The wall

consisted of a plain curtam, with flank-

ing towers, extending from the N.W.
angle of thf Acropolis to the N. ex-

tremity of the Stoa of Attalos (p. 352).

The back and central walls of the IStoa

were utilised in its construction. From
the N.E. comer of this portico, the

Frankish Wall returned at an acute

angle S.E., and. after following the line

of the IS. wall of the Stoa of Hadrian
(p. 350), ran S. through the Diogeneion
and rejoined the Acropolis at its N.E.
angle. As the builders appropriated to

the erection of these defences all the

ancient remains they encountered in

their course, the Wall has yielded a

rich harvest of Greek inscriptions. For
the same reason it acquired an appear-

ance of greater antiquity than it really

possesses.

About 220 yds. W. of the Diogeneion
is the

HoROLOGirii OF Andkoxtcos Cik-
BHESTEs, commonly calltd the Tower
of the Winds. It was built between
B.C. 100 and 35 by Andronicos of

Cyrrhus, an astronomer, to act as a

measure of time both by the simdial

outside and the watcr-clook or ckp-
eydra, which was in the interior, and
to serve the additional purpose of a

weathercock. The structure consists

of an octagonal marble tower d yds. in

diameter and 44 ft. high, covered by a
conical roof of marble tiles. The
eight faces accurately mark the points

of the compass. On the summit w^s
a revolving bn-nze Triton holding a

wand, which pointeil out the prevailing

wind, the name of which was engraved
on the corresponding face.

All the figures are represented as

winged, and floating through the air

in a position nearly horizontal. Only
the two mildest. Lips and Zephyros,

have the feet bare ; none have any
covering to the head. Beginning at

the N. side, Boreas, equipped in a thick

sleeved mantle, with folds blustering

in the air. and high-laced buskins,

blows a twisted shell. Proceeding to

the 1., Kaekias (N.E.) presents a
plate of olives, which he has shaken
down ; Apeliotes (E.) exhibits flowers

and fruits; Euros (S.E.). with his

right arm muffled in his mantle,

threatens a hurricane ; Notos (S.) is

ready to deluge the ground with a

torrent of shower. Lips (S.W.),

driving before him the stem ornament
of a ship, promises a rapid voyage.

Zephyros (W.). floating softly along,

showers into the air a lapful of flowers

;

while Skiron (N.W ) bears a bronze

vessel of charcoal in his hands, with
which he dries up the rivers.

Beneath the figures of the Winds
are traced horary lines, which, with

the styles of the gn(5mous above them,
formed eight dials.

Attached to the S. face of the

octagon is a semicirciflar turret. On
the N.E. and N.W. was a porch,

supported by two fluted Corinthian
columns with peculiarly simple and
graceful capitals now broken ott". The
present entrance is through the N.E.
door. The ancitnt pavement of wliite

marble, which still remains, is in-

wrought with cavities and channels,

which apparently formed part of the

clepsydra designed by Andronicos.
The cistern which fed it doubtless oc-

cupied the turret already mentioned.

The internal diameter of the Tower is

7J yds. A ledge, or console, 1 ft. -1 in.

broad, runs along five sides of the

building at a height of 5 ft. in. from
the ground, but it) discontinuous over
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till' twn doors An u|iiict Icd^i' of moro
elahorate fortn is rcpialed ou all eij^lit

Hidos at a height of nearly I) ft. above
the other. A tliird ledj^e, round
instead of octa<z;onal, supports tlie

eight short fluted eolumiis tapering
downw irds, wliich in tlieir turn
Hupport tiio uiiperiuo-st cornice, below
tlie eonieal roof.

Witliin the tower is a broken »(('h:,

fouml at Sal.mi is in 18 IG. representing
a nude male figure in high relief, in

an attitude of defence, bearing a
sliield, l)ut iniieh mutilated. On the

arcliitrave is the nanio of the person
coiiinieniorated. The enclosure in

'viiieh the tower stands contains a
large number of architectural frag-

ments. Outside the tower to the S.

is a corner of a building of Itfiman

•late with an arched front, which has
been supposed to have been part of an
aqueduct.

On a lower level to the W. is a
rectangular space 60 yds. by 40,

reached by marble steps, and enclose tl

on tlic E. and S. by massive walls.

It was surrounded by double rows of

monolithic columns in wiiite and grey

marble, the lower jiarts of which on
the S. and E. are still standing. This
colonnade and its enclosure are re-

cognised as tiie site of a Boman
Market, which has not yet been
entinly excavated. Its total lengtii

was al out 1 1 4 yds.

Skirting tlu; sunken enclosure on
its N. si<le, and passing between two
Churches, formerly mosques, we reach
the

Gate of Athena Archegetis, which
apjiears to liave formi'd the W. cn-

trtinee to the liomun Market.
The archway is Roman, of the

Doric order, and lias four columns,
4 ft. 4 in. in diameter at the base,

and, inclusive of the capital, 2G ft.

high. Ou these rest the architrivo

and peiliment. Oppo.>ite tlie lateral

columns, and distant from them about
G ft. to the S., were autae terminating

the walls of n vestibule before a door-

way, itself distant 8 yds. from tlie

columns. Remains of one of the

antae arc visible ou the S. aide. The

jambs of the doorway (we bidow) arc

also still m situ. The central opening
was as usual for wheeled traffic, ana
the side ones for foot-pas.sengers.

An inscription on tlie architrave

records the didication of the edilice to

Athena Arrliitjitix, and states that it

was raised by miuns of donations

from Julius Cai sur and Augustus in

the archonship of Nicias, son of

Serapion of Atbmona. On the central

aeroterion, as shown by the inscrip-

tion it hears, stood a statue of Lucius

Caesar, son of Vipsanius Agrijipa and
Julia, an I grandson of Augu-tus.

As h(! only assumed the tofja firilin

in n.c. 2 anil dii d in A.u. 2, this in-

scription nearly fixes the date of the

gateway.
On an isolated pier to the E.

forming the N. jamb of the doorway,

is engraved the celebrated Edict of

the Emp. Hadrian regulating the sale

of oil, and the custonas dues to be paid

on it.

We now reach the W. front of the

Stoa of Hadrian, the N. half of

which is still stan<ling. It consists of

a well-built wall, with seven i)laiu

(^rinthian columns detache<l n littlo

from it, but supporting an entablature

and cornice ornamented with dentils.

These entalilatures return over each
column, projecting from tin- wall, iin

unmeaning but by no means unusual
Roman device, though in the present

case the superstructure may have
been designed to support statues.

The columns are monoliths of grey

cipoUino, with elaborate capitals of

Pcutelic marble, and are 3 It. in

diameter and 29 ft. high. The solitary

tinted column is the corner one of

tour in a row which supported the

central gateway lejidiug into the en-

closure.

Under both the Prankish and the

Turkish rule the Corinthian colonnade
formed the W. front of the palace of

the governor of Athens (the former
styled the Pohmarch, the latter the

Voinnh). This edifice was removed
early in the reign of King Otho, and
cavalry barracks erected on a jxirtioa

of the site. The colonnade is there-
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fore now a more j-crecn, without bolid

support behind. At its N. end stands

the principal Moxque of Turkish
Athens, now used as a military store.

It is a liiglily jncturesque object,

though it only dates from the ISth

cent., when a column of the Temple
of Jupiter was sacrificed to its erec-

tion. Tliis act ofVandalism, although
perpetrated in the interest of a re-

ligious foundation, was severely re-

probated by the Ottoman Government,
who fined the delinquent Voivode in

the sum of 17 purses.

A -street leads P]. by the fluted

column which marks the original

entrance, passes over the unexcivated
half of the Stoa, and reach( s a de-

pression containing various columns
and foundations, and bounded on the
N. and E. by a lofty wall. Until

1886 this enclosure, then several feet

higher and covered with a roof,

served as a Market, in the midst of

which, at a lower level, stood the

Churcli of Great St. Mary (M(yd\r]

Tlavayla). Of this building the three

columns and pilaster on the rt., built

of old material but debased in style,

formed part of the S. aisle, while a

good piece of Eoman wall opposite

was included in the outer N. wall.

This Church, or its predecessor upon
a slightly larger scale, dated probably
from the 11th cent.

The piece of Roman wall stood at

the N.E. corner of a square building,

about 20 yds. in len;;th, the other

corners of which, except that diagon-

ally opposite, may be traced. From
all sides except the E. projected a

species of apse, with mosaic pavement.
The apsidal projection on the E. side

belongs to a large reservoir, about 80
yds. by 15, which is supposed to

have occupied tlie central part of the

enclosure before the existence of the
Roman building.

In the K. boundary wall are traces

of three recesses—those near the end
semicircular, the central one rect-

angular. It is probable that the fS.

wall was of similar design. The
central part of the E. front, facing

Aeolus St., had a row of six pilasters.

Ti.e entire building measur^d about

131 yds. by 83, and was surrounded
by a peristyle of 100 columns, 8 yds.
distant from the outer wall.

The remains of masonry on tlie S.W.
side are part of the mediaeval defences
of Athens.
The narrow street which runs out-

side^tbe N. wall of the Stoa is the Ja-t

remaming portion of the Turkish
Bazaar, now principally a ShoemaTcers
Marh:t, wliere the scarlet, peaked
Tsarouchia worn by the Albanians are
plentifully exposed for sale. The toe
of the shoe turns up in front like the
prow of a gondola, and is ornamented
by a thick stiff tassel of blue or yellow
wool standing on end. Fustanelle
(short white plaited frocks), brightly
coloured shawls, carpets, and other
curiosities, may also be purchased here
at moderate prices. The vendors sit

usually on the ground in open booths,
and the whole scene is picturesque
and curious.

100 yds. W. of the gateway we
reach the S. end nf the

Stoa of Attalos, long described
under the name of the Gymnasium of
Ftolemy, by which it is &till vulgarly
known. In 1861 its true designation
was ascertained by the discovery of
the inscribed architrave recording the
dedication of the Stoa by Attalos II.,

King of Pergamon (b.c. 159 to 138).
The Stoa is divided into two unequal
jjortious by a block of houses and a
street, beneath which lie unexcavated
portions of the ruin. The S. part,
which we now overlook, is bounded on
the W. by a massive stone wall, below
which are some white marble blocks
and a plinth. In the arcd are remains
(f chambers, and to the E. a massive
wall with tiiree restored doorways

—

the whole space occupying about
35 yds. from E. to W., and 20 from N.
to S.

'J he Stoa consisted of a portico
about 123 yds. by 21, trending N.X.'VV.

and S.S.E , and terminated at either
cxtiemity by a Doric pediment. Rather
le.ss than a third of the breadth was
occupied by a row of twenty-one rect-

angular chambers, opening through as*

many doors on a double colonnade with
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45 columns in the front, and 22, one
iijjpnsite L'licli seooiid cfdumn of the
front, in the luiddlo row. The columns
supported an upper story. The foun-
dations witli the X. and S. terminal
walln, tlic long E. wail, and the short
partition walls, were all built of a
fine-graint-d durahle calcareous stone

;

l)ut the entire W. front was of Pen-
telic marble. Hymettian marble was
3mployed for the pavement as well as
for the wainscoting of the rooms. The
masonry of the walls is excellent, and
of the kind called by Vitruvius pseud-
isoilomum, that is, having alternately

equal and unequal cour.-es.

The 45 columns forming the front

row were of the Doric order witli

interrupted flutings. Behind these
was a second row of 22 unfiuted
columns, with lotus pattern capitals,

lud Attic bases.

Between the middle row of columns
ind the W. wall of the apartments
was an aisle 6 yds. liroad, completed
\t either end by a n ctaagular reci ss

jT excdra. The 21 chambt-rs were
probably shops or warehouses, and are

ill of the same breadth (nearly 16 ft),

but of unequal length.

Tiie upper story was supported by
[onic columns. Their intercolumnia-

tions were tilled, to tlie height of 3 ft,

by paneLj of an elaborate lattice, or

grating, of Pentelic marble, wrought
in imitation of metal-work, and con-

sisting of four distinct patterns. A
jair of these panels occupied each
Liitercolumniation. The best preserved
specimen is iu the National Museum.
Under the Dukes of Athens the

wrtico was converted into a rampart
ay tilling up the rooms witii broken
jtone and gravel. The front of the

5toa was tlit n cliared, and the mate-
rials thus collect" d, as well as those of

jther monuments in the vicinity, ust d
;o build three or four projecting ob-

ong towers, tlie foundations of which
ire still visible. The i)avement and
jven the steps of the ytoa were left

in situ. Tlie church of the Paxagia
Pyrgiotissa (Our Laily of the Toictr),

the ruins of which were standing imtil

18(jl, at the 8.W. comer of the iStoa,

Bwed its name to these fortiticatious.

A large number of valuable inscrip- 1

tions have l)een obtained from this

site. Some have reference to the
Ephehia, but they are all of late prc-

Roman date, and in nmny of them it

is spei'ified that the decree is t»> be
^

erected in the Agora (p. 355). Some
Koman statues of cities were also

found here. [A few yardd higher up
the lane, towards the Acropoli.^, a turn-

ing on the rt. leads immediately to the

Church of the Apostles, which re-

tains its original transi.pt-5 and chancel,
thougli the nave has been rebuilt.

The lantern is sujiported by four large

columns, three of whicii have Corin-
thian capital.^, and the fourth a plain

moulding under the abacus. In tlie

Central apse, whicli ends square e.\-

temally, Ls a triple lani;et window.
A few yds. furtlier the road leading

to the Acroix)lis divides.

In the dSbs fiovKeimqpiov, which
branches to the 1.. are some foundations

in large blocks of the so-calkd Wall
of Valerian, together witii a few coarse
Doric drums of colunms. This has
been conjecturally called the site of
the Bouleuterion, whicli gives its name
to the street. From the appearance
ot the ground, it seems probable that
only a small portion of the masonry
has as yet been uncovereil.]

11 'turning down Areopagus St., the
second lane on the rt. beyond the
depression which encloses the Stoa of
Attains leads to the X. portion of tho
same building (entrance at a door on
tht rt.). Here is a considerabh- reach
of marble wall running X. and S., with
intersecting divisions in the same
material. At each end of the enclo-

suie is a ruined Tower made up of
fra<:meuts, and at the X. a white
marble recess and an ancient welL
To the rt. of theN. tower stretches a
mas.--ive section of the BO-calied Wall
of Valerian.

A foot bridge now crosses the Rly.
into Hadrian St., which we follow to ^

the left, turning again to the left op-
posite ttie white Church of St Philip.

Here we re-cross the Rly. and bear to

the rt. up the 'OSos 'Eirwyvfiuv. 50
yds. on the left is the so-called
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Stoa of the Giants, consisting of

four larfie square bases in mixed stone

and marble disposed in a line. Two
of the bases are surmounted by a

gigantic figure, half man, half ser-

pent. A third figure, detaclied from
its base, was found in the course of

excavation ; it retains its head, al-

though much injured, and the lower
half of the body seems to be covered
with fish-scale:?, like a Triton. The
heads and arms uf the other statues

are missing. The figures face to the

N., and each forms the front of a rect-

angular pillar, which appears to have
ri-sen a little above the height of tlie

head of the figure. The »nake-body
after turning under the figures, bifur-

cates and forms a convoluted serpent

on either side of the pillar. As the
curve of the snakes pioji cts beyond
the surface of the pillar, it is ob\dous

that these statues, if telamones, must
have formed part of some open struc-

ture. The figures iire coart^ely sculp-

tured, and piobably not older than
the 2nd or 3rd century of the Christian

era. On the pedestal of each is sculp-

tured a tree (doubtless the tacred

olive), entwined with aserpent (p. 322).

The allusion to the myths of Cecrops

and Ereehtheus in the lorm of the

figures, appears to have suggested the

erroneous idea that these are copies of

the statues of the E[)onymi mcntiont d
by Pausanias as being near the

Bouleuterion.
The space in front of the Stoa of

Attalos formed the Agora of Athens.
The extent of the Agora is much
disputed. All that is proved by in-

scriptions is that it included the space

N. and E. of tlie Tiieseion. Some
topographists consider that it only

covered this region, being enclosed on
three sides by natiu'al boundaries,

and on the fourth, or N. side, probably

by a row of Hermae. Others think

tliat it curved round the hill of the

Theseion, and extended as far as the

foot of the Pnyx ; while others again

distinguish between a late Agora, in

this region, and an earlier one W. of

the Acropolis. The natural boun-
daries in question were the Hill of the

Theseion on the W., the lower slopes

of the Areopagus on the S., and the

ridge on which the Gate of Athena
Archegetis stands ou the E. The
truth seems to be that the commer-
cial Agora was in the northern or

Ceramicos part, while the political

Agora stretched to the foot of the
Pnyx, where the people gathered for

the ecclesia. The Roman oil market
lay W.of thegateofAtlieuaArchegetis.
The limits of the Agora were further

marked out by various important
buildmgs, the relative positions of

whicii can be only approximately de-

termined. The rostra stood imme-
diately in front of tiie Stoa of Attalos.

The Agora included part of the Cer-
amicos, and later writers appear to

have used the terms Agora and Cer-
amicos indiscriminately for the mar-
ket-place. Few points in Athenian
topography have been the subject of

keener dispute than the site and num-
ber of the Agor:ie. For particulars

the traveller is referred to the woiks
mentioned ou }i. liii. The famous
statues of Harmodiosand Aristogeiton

stood in a place called the Orchestra,

between the Agora and the Acropolis.

Keturning to the Church of St.

Philip, and following Hadrian St.

to the W., we soon reach the rising

gi-ound on which stands the so-called

Theseion (Ete. 47).

On the Vr. side of Poseidon St.,

directly E. of the Theseion, Dr. Dcirp-

feld excavated in 1897 a building

which he believes to be the Stoa
Basilike. It faces E., and probably
bounded the Agora ou the W. side.

EOUTE 49.

FROM THE EOTAL PALACE TO THE
KEPHISIA KLY. STAT., BY THE ACA-
DEMY, THE TJNIVEKSITY, AND THE
GERMAN INSTITUTE.

[Tramway, see Index.']

From the N.E. corner of the Palace
Square the TJNn'ERSiTY Boulevard
(XiOKpopos TrareTTicTTTj/uioD) leads N. be-

tween handsome private houses and
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public biiililin;j;s. Tlie iiiaiision on
ihe it., witli statues on ita paniput
and a ]iaiTited lo2;'ri;i in two eturics,

l)elongs to Mrri. i^cliliemann, \vi<lnw of

tie (xplorer (p. 2tj;5). Inimcdiati'ly

opposite are tlie Uoijul Stuhhu. Fur-
tlier on is the Boman Catholic Church,
a large ecJitice of basilica form, ap-

proached by a broad llij^ht of steps.

Within are .some handtjoiue columns
of T' nian nnirble. Just beyond it

is the Kii(i-Ho!<pihd (6(p6a\i.uaTpe7ov),

at the corner opjjosite whidi tickets

are taken for the (Steam Traniwav to

Phalerou (p. 44 1).

We now reach a group of four

important buildings, standing b.ick

from the road. The first of these is

tlie

Academy of Science, an admirably
proportioned editifc, completed in 1882
by the late B.iron Sinas, a wealthy
Greek merchant of A'^ienua, at a cost

of 4,U00,((()0 dr. It is entirely faced

with Tentelic marble, and was erected

from the designs of tlie Danish archi-

tect 77(oi.«/'H. The pediment, as well

as the colossal figures of Atheua and
Apollo, which occupy two lofty Ionic

columns in front of the building, were
exicuted iiv the Greek sculptor Drosos.

In front are sitting statues of Socrates

and Plato.

The Hall (Adm. 9-12) has a scries

of eight paintings by an artist of

Vienna, illustrating the Myth of

Prometheus.
From the vestibule a passage on

the 1. leads to a cabinet, in which is

a valuable Collection of Coins (Adm.
as above). Director, Mr. J. Scoroiioit.

Adjacent is tlie

UNIVERSITY (na;/eTri(rT^Viof),found-

ed in 18li7, with a handsome jmrtico

of Pentelic marble, the upper part of

which is painted in fresco with grou|is

of ancient (ireek wi iters. In front

ar(! statues <if the poet Khigas, and the
Patriarcli Grcgorios. IMore in advance
is a sitting figure of the philologist

Korais. A handsome double fiight of
stairs leads from the port co to the
lii^rary, a'ld also to the entrance of the
Council Hall. On each side of this

«loi)r is a marble Melt; on which are

engraved the names of the l)enefactora

of the Uuiversitv. Tin nime of King
Otho fitly heads that on the left, but
even this slight tribute was only coji-

ceded after much demur in 187G. The
Council Hall is rather a liand.some

room ; here stand laists of King Otho
and Lord Guildford—the f.iruiera very

fine one, given by (Jueen Amalia, the
work (.fa Munich sculptor. Portraits

of decea>cd profcss^is hang on the

walls. The adjoining terrace- is oroa-

inented with b'lsts of Marnxjiirihito,

Sir E. Clnirch, An<houl><os, and other

celebrities of the Revolution.

Theie are upwards of 28.iu students,

fto professois, ami 84 fell iws (ijrinit-

Docenteu'). The University is gov-

erned by a council of its own pro-

fessors, preside<l over by the rector,

who is one of thi? professors taken in

rotation. Lectures are delivered, and
degrees conferred, in the four fiicult es

of Divinity, L.iw, M( dieine. and Let-
ters. The instruction, including ma-
tri ulation and examination fees for u
])eriod of four years, costs about 1000
dr. (25-."l)/.). Lectures are giviMi on
chemistry, jihysics, botany, and natural

history, including zoology and minera-
logy. The general system pursueii

resembles that of the German univer-

sities. Among Greeks of all chisscs

there is an cag( nlesire for instructiou;

and probably at least as many persons

are at present inider education at

Athens as in any other European town
of the same population. Behind the
University, and in connection with it,

is a l.irge HoapUal {oij/j.Sffiof voao-

Kofjitios'), and in a separate Imilding
to the rt. a Lnlxwatorij. School of
AiKitomi), and School ni' Ch-mistry.

'Ihe Library occupies a suite of

rooms over tin; lecture rooms. It

contains 150,000 volumes, besides

aUmt lUOO manuscripts. The books
aie chiefiy donations of rich Greeks,
foreign •:overuments, and universities.

No special provision is mnde by the

Greek Government for the purchase
of books, and oidy 120/. per annum is

allowed for salaries, purchases, bind-
ing, and all incidental exjienscs. The
library is open to the public daily,

ixcept ludidays, from 9 to 4, and from
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8 to 1 1 P.M. On Sat. it closes at and was erected out of funds presented

noon. by Mr. P. Vallianos, of London.

The small Zoological Museum is

open on Wed. and Sat. from 9 to 12
A.M. The specimens are distributed

in three rooms :

—

Ist Boom—Sharks,
turtles, crocodiles, part of the skeletons
of two whales washed ashore off

Tenos; and a miscellaneous collection

of mammalia, chiefly Greek. 2nd
Room—Small collection of recent and
fossil shells ; corals; reptiles; lepidop-

tera ; coleoptera. 3rd Boom—Greek
birds, including some fine eagles and
owls, foreign birds, eggs and nests.

Director, Prof.N.Apostolides; Curator,

Dr. Kriiper.

Tlio Geological Museum contains
some specimens of interest, but mainly
consists of small collections, accumu-
lated by bequest or purchase, each of

which is arranged independently of

the others.

1st Boom—Synoptical collection of

minerals for the use of students,

arranged after Fuciis. 2nd Boom—
Collection of minerals, chiefly Russian,
presented by Mr. CharitofF. 3rd Boom
—Collection of rocks and minerals,

presented by Mr. Bemardaki, both
Greek and foreign specimens. The
two small locked cabinets standing
against the N. wall contain a small
collection of Greek rocks, arranged
by Fiedler to illustrate his work on
Greece, ith i?oom—Small collection

of Greek rocks and minerals ; Bavarian
and Saxon fossils, presented by King
Otbo; specimens from the Paris
Basin; miscellaneous minerals, ar-

ranged after Cordier. oth Boom—
Small collection of Pikermi fossils

;

plants and fishes from the lower
miocene of Koumi (Euboea); fishes

from the middle eocene of Monte
Bolca near Vicenza ; casts. Director,

Prof. Konst. Mitsopoidos.

There is also a Botanical Collection,

Director, Prof. Spiro Miliarakis;
Curator, Dr. von Heldreich.
The unfinished building to the N.

is intended to receive the Library,
[Greece.]

A little further, on the opposite

side of the street, is tlie Arsakion, a
remarkable School, founded in 1836,

and enlarged in 1852, by the munifi-

cence of Dr. Apostolos Arsaki, an
Albanian merchant and physician
settled at Bucharest. Tlie school is

attended by 1500 girls (140 boarders)

of all classes, from 5 to 18 years.

The chief object is to supply com-
petent female teachers to Greek schools

throughout the Levant. Instruction

is given by professors from the Uni-
versity, seconded by able assistants.

The wealthy classes mostly send their

daughters here, either as day scholars

or boarders, the education being the

best procurable for gu-ls throughout
the Levant. Those who enter to

qualify as teachers are received on
reduced terms. Examinations are

conducted tliroughout the school by
lot. The Kindergarten method is in

use for the primary classes. The
elder girls receive practical in-struction

in household duties and cooking. An
infant day-school is also attached to

the Arsakion. Altiiough the esta-

blishment is entirely secular in cha-

racter, the clergy of Athens are among
its most cordial supporters.

In the next street on the rt. (65J)j

KivaKonSiv) is the German Archaeolo-

gical Institute (entrance at No. 1

Pheidias St., round the corner to the

1.), founded by the German Govern-
ment in 1874, on the model of that

established at Rome in 1825. The
quarterly journal of the Institute,

Mittheilungen des Deutschen Archaeoln-

(lischen Institutes in Athen, gives a

complete and interesting record of its

work. The list of excavated sites in

Greece includes Menidi, the Cabeirion,

Tegea, Sunium, Corinth, Pares, and
Athens (Theatre and Enneacrounos).

The Institute has also taken part in

excavations at Olympia, Tiryns, Or-

chomenos, Pergamon, Thera, and Troy.

5 min. further, bearing to the 1. at

the end of the boulevard, we enter

CONCOBD Square (irAaTeTo t^s dixovias).
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100 yds. N., in Third September St.,

is the starting-point of tlje Rly. to

Kephisia (^Rte. 60) and Laurion (Rtc.

66).

At the entrance to Ailiena St., which
issues from the S. side of the square,

is the terminus of the Piraeus lily.

(Kte. 56).

ROUTE 50.

PROM THE ROYAL PALACE TO THE
NATIONAL MrSEOI, BY THE HOUSE
OF DEPUTIES, THE CHURCH OF ST.

THEODORE, AND THE POLYTECHNIC
INSTITUTE, (plan: SECTIONS 4, 3, 2.)

[Tramway, Bee Index and Directory.']

Stadium St. (oSbs StoSjou) issues

'mm the N. side of Palace Sq., bearing

mmediately N.W., and passing the

Royal Stables and the Post Office.

Opposite the latter is the Chamber
)f Deputies (BouAtj), a large building,

.vithout architectural pretension.

Parliament held its first sitting liere

n 1 875. Acoustically the construction

s very faulty ; the general arrauge-

nents are the same as in the French
L'hamber, with a line of division for

;he right and left, and a raised tribune

[0fjfia) for the orator who addresses

;he house. There arc 207 members,
sections of the galleries are reserved

or the Court, the Diplomatic Corps,

;he ex-Deputies, ladies, officers, re-

porters, and visitors. The wings of

;he edifice are occupied by committee-
•ooms, various ofiices, reading-rooms,

md a large Libkaby, which is well

vorth a visit. In 1875 it contained
)arely 6000 vols., of little value; at

he present date there are nearly

50,000, mcluding many important

works. This great increase is largely

owing to the liberality of private

persons, especially Greeks establisiied

abroad. Very munificent contribu-

tions have also been ma<le by foreign

governments, including our own. The
library is open daily (holidays ex-

cepted) from 9 to 12 a.m., and 3 to 4

P.M., when any respectable foreigtier

will be admitted on presenting his

card.

All information will be readily

afforded by the librarian, Mr. P. I).

Calogeropoidos, to whose intelligent

care the library owes much.
The Reading-room is well stocked

with the principal English, French.
Italian, and German newspapers and
reviews. The back numbers of all

these periodicals are kept bound for

reference ; and there is also a com-
plete set of the Parliamentary De-
bates of all European countries.

Director (f<i>opos), Mr. Pericleg Snl;ii<.

At the end of the short Ophtluil-

miatreion St., the first on the 1., is thi-

Syllogos Farnassos, or Night School

for Destitute Children, with Lecture-

Rooms, and a Club. It is attended

by upwards of 850 boys and girls,

including the shoeblacks {\ov<npot),

who are so conspicuous in the streets

of Athens, and wear the blouse unilbrm
of the school.

Numerous associations, under the

name of Syllogi, have been formed in

Athens for various objects. Many of

them resemble our own Mechanics'
Institutes : some are mere clubs,

political or otherwise, while others

are charitable societies. Several have
devoted themselves specially to tlic

promotion of educational objects, and
have done much good work in es-

tablishing primary schools in the

remote districts of both Greece and
Turkey.

Further on to the 1. is the Fiuanee

Office (tiTTovp-ytiov oiKovofjiiKwv'), with a
planted Square behind it, in which
are three other public offices

—

Police

and Navy in the S.W. corner, and
Interior at the opposite angle. Ad-
joining the last-named building, with
its entrance in tlie Square, is the

United States Consulate, while a few
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doors further W. stands the Britisfh

Legation.

just outside the N.W. angle of the

Square is the *Churcli of St. Theodore,

one of the best preserved in Athens.
It was rebuilt in 1049 of the common
Peiraic yellow sandstone, with inter-

mediate courses of brick. The front

and sides are decorated with a curious

terra-cotta frieze of Oriental character.

The interior differs from most other

Byzantine buildings of the period in

having no columns to suj^port its

dome. Near the end of Euripides St.,

8 min. W., is the curious little Church
of St. Jolm Baj^tist (Rte. 54), with its

protruding column.
Returning to Stadium St., on the 1.,

immediately beyond the Ministry of the
Interior, is the house of Mr. Carapanos,
containing, in a room on the ground
floor, to which strangers are cour-

teously admitted, the highly in-

teresting

*Carapanos Collection of antiquities

from Dodona and elsewhere. The
former are arranged in six cases along
the rt. wall, in a flat case between
the windows, and in a second flat case

in front of the rt. wall.

By the window on the rt., Case I.

*Spear heads and Roman weapons used
in the battles of Siris and Asculum,
dedicated by Pyrrhus, King of Epirus.

—II. Decorative bronze work, includ-

ing some fine shields.—III. Statuettes

and small bronzes.—IV. Bronze Satyr,

with other statuettes ; archaic running
female figure.—V. Fragments of bronze
statues ; curious medical instruments.

—VI. Early decorative bronzes

;

fibulae ; votive axes.

Flat case between the windows:

—

Inscriptions and bronze reliefs; pieces

of helmets ; bronze decrees of the

Oracle ; *leaden questions and re-

sponses, varnished with wax or some
other shining substance for preserva-

tion.

Flat case in front of the rt. wall :

—

Coins from the Oracle ; decorative

bronzes, including specimens of so-

called ''Argo - Corinthian " relief;

handles of vases, and other fragments.

All the above from Dodona (Rte. 118).

Adjacent case to the 1. :—Gems,
mostly of modern intaglio ; rings

;

cameos.
Case nearer the door :—Miscel-

laneous bronzes; flute; surgeon's case

of instruments, witli two bottles

;

terra-cotta from Arta ; inscriptions and
antiquities from a Temple of Apollo.
By the door, *Bronze decorations of

a Roman Chariot, discovered in the
Palace of Diocletian at Nicomedia

;

one of the finest specimens of the
period, both for workmanship and
design.

Cases to the 1. of the window :—I.

Statuettes in bronze ; interesting but
probably modern white marble relief

of Heracles, and female head.— II.

Bronze vases.—III. Very beautiful
*Head from an Attic grave relief.

Marble statuettes. To tlie 1. of the
side door, terra-cotta statuettes from a
Temple of Artemis at Corfu, excavated
for Mr. Carapanos in 1889 liy M.
Henri Lechat of the French School
(see Bulletin, vol. 15).

To the rt. of the entrance door,

Archaic statuettes.

About J ra. further on, our street

enters diagonally Concord Square
(Rte. 49). Before reaching it, we
turn to the rt., and follow the Patisia

road, a prolongation of Aeolus St.

(Rte. 48). On the rt., 5 min. beyond
the turning, is the

Polytechnic Institute, a handsome
group of buildings in Pentelic marble,
built at the expense of some patriotic

Greeks from Metzovo in the Epirus
( 1862-80), and covering an area of
6000 sq. yds. It comprises Schools of
Civil and Mechanical Emjineering (90
pupils and 26 professors) ; a School of
Art (220 pupils and 7 professors),

with a section for girls (100 pupils)

;

and a School of Telegraphy. There is

also a Library for the use of the
students, an Engine Room, and a
Practical Museum. In a room on the
rt. of the entrance, at the bottom of
the first court, is a small Collection of
Portraits and other historical records
of the Greek War of Independence.
Director, Mr. A. Theophilas.

o 2
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The *NATIONAL MUSEUM, a larpo most important and interestinK anti-

aud convenient huilding be^un in 18GG quities discttvercd in t'lc Kingdom of

and linishcd in IH>U, out of funds (i recce, except those found upon the

provided partly by private munificence, Acropolis, which lias a Museum of its

but cliiefly at the expense of the own, and certain objects .«till retained

State, is intended to receive all the at Olympia and Delplii. The Collcc-

IX I X I XI I XII I XIII I XIV I i

II III
I s

PLAN OF THK NATIONAL JfOSECM.

A Vestibule. IV Thf mis Room.
n ;\Ivkonac Antiquities. \ Toseidon Room.

CD Kgyptian Antiquities. VI Cosmetao Busts.

K, ):' .Mvkenae Cibinits. VII-X .««[.ulcliral Relii-fs.

O Bronzes. XI, XII .Sarcopliagi.

H, I Terra-cotta Figures. XIU Votive Reliefs.

T.. M Vasos. XIV Municipal Reliefs.

N, Cabinets of Vases. XV. XVI Byzantine Sculptures.

XVII-XIX Cabinet of Sculptures.

I Archaic Sculptures. XX Cabinet of .Sepulchral Reliefs.

11 AtliPDa Room. XXI Archaic Cabinet.

III Ilermes Room.

tion of Greek Sculpttirc, though it

contains few works of the highest

order, is yet extremely interesting for

the variety of periods which it repre-

sents ; while the gold ornaments dis-

covered by Schliemann and others in

tombs at INIykenae and elsewhere are

almost unique as relics of early

classical and pre-hi»toric times. In

1894 the Museum was enriched by
the addition of a fine series of Vases,

formerly in the Polytechnic Institute
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close by, and of various objects which
had been temjjorarily placed iu the
Varvakion.
The first Collection of Antiquities

formed in Athens was exhibited in

the Theseion, to wliich building a
small number of sculptures were trans-

ferred from a local museum at

Aegina iu 3834. The Tower of the
Winds, the Stoa of Hadrian, and other
ancient buildings, served from time to

time as a deposit for such objects of

antiquarian interest as were occasion-
ally and almost accidentally found.
But wlien excavations began to be
systematically undertaken by the
Greek Government and the Greek
Archaeological Society, and ancient
sites were scientifically explored by
the German, French, American, and
Euglisli Schools established in Athens,
it became evident that a large and
central building must be erected for

the reception of so vast an accumula-
tion of treasure. Hence the origin of

the present Xational Museum, which
under the skilful management of its

Director, Mr. P. Cavvadias, has at-

tained first rank among European
Collections, and is growing iu import-
ance every year.

Various Catalogues in French and
Greek.
Three doors open out of the entrance

hall—that on the rt. leading to the
Bronzes and Vases fp. 391), while the
rooms on the 1. contain the Sculptures.
The central door leads to the

ScHLiEMAXX Collection (Plax B).

For a brief notice of the circum-
stances under which Dr. Schliemann
made this imi^nrtant discovery iu 1876,
and of tlie condition of the graves
when first opened, the traveller is re-

feried to Ete. 15 ; and for fuller parti-

culars to Dr. Schlieraann's own work.f
The graves opened by Dr. Schliemann
were five in number, and a sixth was

t ' ^lycenae ; a Narrative of Researches and

discovered, just outside the circle, after

his departure, by the Greek Archaeo-
logical Society. The total number of

bodies of which remains were foimd
was 15. With respect to the much-
discussed question of the probable age
of the objects found at Mykenae,
opiidou is still divided ; they are, how-
ever, universally regarded as the work
of pre-historical—or at least pre-clas-

sical— artificers ; and their date is

generally placed between B.C. 1600
and 800.

The skeletons were covered from
head to foot with various ornaments
in thin beaten gold. On the head of

the women was a species of crown,
over the face of men a mask, and on
the chest a breastplate. The waist
was encircled with a girdle, and the

arms with bracelets; while rings, but-

tons, ear-rings, brooches, and other

trinkets, adorned the body. Besides
these more costly objects, there were
numerous articles of toilet, weapons,
and vessels for domestic use, in amber,
opaque glass, and metal. ' That the
contents of the tombs should exhibit
a non-Hellenic, barbaric chancter,
should not in itself call for surprise.

Recent investigations have clearly

shown that Greek art in its beginning
was formed on Oriental original.-^, and
further, that it remained subject

throughout a long period to Asiatic

infiuences. Greek art was iu this

stiige when the Homeric poems origi-

nated, and Homeric art, as we know
it from the descriptions in the Iliad

and Odyssey, is in every respect

closely allied to that of the antiqui-

ties of IMykenae and Sparta.'—iToVi/er.
' Doubtless many of the objects

found were imported from the East,

and it is further conjectured, with
great probability, that many of the
ornaments were stamped or cast in

imported moulds, of which a few ex-

amples were found at 3Iykenae. But
the greater number of the objects
must incontestably have been iree-

wrought on the spot.'

T>,: ,^„-. „ , ,, , ,r. ,,0-0 Case 1-15. Tomb III., containing
Uiscovenes at .Mycenae and Tiryr.s, 1878. ,, c i i • r ^ i

°
schurhhaidt, Scbliemaun's txcavatiou^, Ei,g- '^''ee temales and an iniant, whose
lish edit., 1S91. remains are exposed below, together
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with four hand-made earthern vases,

four oblong boxes in bronze, and some
large bronze vases.

1.—Large head-drcfs in gold, chased
with patterns beaten out in reliefs.—42
disks of gold, similarly beaten into
reliefs of circlete, leaves, cuttle-fish,

and butterflies. Some few have a
hole for sewing on to the dress ; others
were placed loose upon the b<.>dy.

2.—*Head-dress and 50 disks, all

representing butterflies.

3, 4.—14 pointed strips of gold,
probably worn as a fringe.—80 disks.

6-11.—345 disks, chased in various
designs. Kosettes of gold leaf.

12.—Two models of a temple front,

.supposed to represent the sanctuary
of Astarte. Each is crowned with an
altar, and on the two corners of the
building are doves with outstretched
wings.—Small figures of Astarte, with
a dove on her head and flying from
each of her shoulders.—Four small re-

cumbent lions.—Two oblong panels,

one of which is decorated with flowers,

the other with flying birds.—Three
small but massive oblong bits like

seals, which formed part of a necklace,
and are pierced with holes. One is

engraved with the figure of a man
fighting a lion, another with two fight-

ing warriors, and the third witli a
crouching lion.—Two small seated
females, perhaps representing Cybele.
All the.se objects are in gold.

13.—Gold brooch, in the form of a
woman with extended arms and a
hooped petticoat. From her head
spring palm-leaves. The silver pin of

the brooch is enormously thick, and
the broken part yet remaining is 5 in.

long.—Two large ear-ring drops, and
various ornaments pierced with holes.

14. — Golden cup chased with
dolphins, golden jug. and round box.

—Two pair of scjiles, in gold leaf.

—

Five pair of ear-rings, in the form of

a chrysalis, attached by a chain.
15.—Gold leaf, which served as a

mask to cover the entire body of an
infant. The face, and the outline of
the toes and ears, may be distinctly

traced.

16, 17.—Tomb I., containing three

females. The gold ornaments are

similar to the ijreceding. Below are

Ixjnes and ashes, painted earthern
vases, and small cylindrical bits of

glass pierct.-il for tlireading.

18.—Tomb II., containing the bodj
of a man.—Gold cup.—Small head-
dress.—Bronze point of a lance.—Vase
of Egyptian porcelain, and two painted
vases.—Below are the remains of the
occupant.

19-33.—Tomb IV., the richest of

all, containing five bodies — three

warriors, and two females.
19.—Head-dress. —Three mfnlels of

a temple front, resembling that in

Case 12. "Two rings, engraved with
a hunting .scene (man in a chariot,

chasing a stag), and a spirited con-

test. Three massive gold pins, one of

which bears a spirited representation

of a goat.

20.—Two portrait masks, in gold
leaf. These curious masks are only
found on the faces of men ; the corre-

sponding decoration of a female was
tt)e golden head-dress or diadem.

—

Large breastplate.
21.—Mask, rougher in execution

than the last, of a puffy, unpleasing
face.—Two sashes or sword-belts.

—

Large bracelet.

22.—Mask of a lion.—Two very
curious fragments of a caduceus or

wand. One of tliem is a cylinder

formed of flowers with petals of rock-

crystal ; the other is in the form of a

serpent.—Bones of a leg. with gold
ornaments attached. — Semicircular

ivory comb for the back of the head,

mounted in gold.

23.—Golden cup. — 12 lozenges,

embossed at the edges.—Buttons, in

great number and variety.

24.—Golden cup.—Buttons.—Gold
leaf ornaments representing bulls'

heads with a double axe between the

horns—the axe being a sacred symbol
among the Mykenians and Carians.

25.—Large' 'Bull's head in silver

with golden horns.—Golden Cuttle-

fish. Below are large copper vases

found in the same tomb. [In the

centre of the room,

60. containing the contents of Tomb
VI., discovered close to the others by
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P. Stamatakis in 1878. Here are two
skeletons, with bones, objects in stone,

bronze, and gold, and some vases. On
the top is a beautiful *alabaster vase,

with three handles. On the rt. wall,

61.—Funeral stele in calcareous
stone, found by Schliemann over the
tombs. It bears a rude relief of a
warrior in a chariot, with a prostrate

foe beneath his horse's feet, and a lion

chasing an antelope below.
52.—Similar monument, with three

horses (almost effaced). Between
these stelae are some mural paintings
from the palace in the Acropolis of

Mykenae, and parts of a red terra-

cotta frieze. On the opposite wall,

53.—Stele of a man in a chariot,

attacked by a warrior on foot, armed
with a lance.

54.—Charioteer with sword pur-
suing a man armed with a dagger.

55.—Stele decorated with waved
lines in relief.] Returning to the
glass cases :—

26.—Golden vase and two cups.

—

Sword handle in gold, with reliefs.—*Two bronze blades, enamelled with
gold and silver; the one represents

five men in combat with tliree lions,

the other three lions in flight. On
the reverse of the former, a lion de-
vouring a gazelle, and four gazelles

running away.
27.—*Golden vase with two handles

which reach to the foot of the stem,
and are ornamented Avith doves. It

recalls the description of Nestor's cup
in Homer {II. xi. 632).—Bronze
swords.

28. — Massive plain gold cup.

—

Swords in bronze.
29.—Three cups.—Swords, lances,

and daggers.
30.—*Fragment of a silver vase

with a very interesting relief of a
besieged town. On the waUs are
weeping women.

31.—Silver vases and amber beads.
32.—Arrow heads in obsidian.

—

Small copper disks with holes at the
edges.—Teeth of wild boar, and oblong
pieces cut out of them.

33.—Imitations of Egyptian vases
in porcelain, painted with crossed
lozenges in different shades of grey.

Narrow oblong of rock crystal. Below
are large copper vases, human remains,
and small vases of clay and alabaster.

34-41.—Tomb V., containing three

bodies of men.
34.—Two masks of beaten gold ;

the bearded one is more highly
finished than any of the others.

—

Breastplate, adorned with spirals.

—

Smaller breastplate, plain.

36.—Three golden cups.—Curious
asperge or brush in gold. Below are

the remains of one of the three bodies,

at first supposed by Schliemaun to

be Agamemnon himself, to whom also

the bearded mask belongod.
36.—Golden cup, with three long-

bodied lions.—8 gold clasps, in the
form of lozenges.—Buttons and small
objects.

37.—Larger buttons.—10 pair of

eagles face to face, in gold.—12 gold
oblongs.

38.—Swords, and a dagger mounted
in gold.

39.—Silver vase.—Amber beads.

—

*Blade of a dagger, incrusted with
volutes of gold.

40.—Sword hilts in alabaster.—
Swords.—""Blade of a dagger, with
two panthers pursuing ducks on the

banks of the Nile.

41. — Ostrich's egg adorned with
dolphins in alabaster.—Box in cypress

wood, with relief of two dogs. Below
are painted vases, vases of terra-

cotta, and others in copper.
42.—Objects found by Schliemann

outside the enclosure of the tombs,
but probably sepulchral. Four gold
vases with dogs' heads on the handles,
and a golden cup.—Several coils of

gold wire.—*Two large rings with
seals, the one representing a seated

woman receiving two others who
stand, the other a set of emblems in

two rows.—Small recumbent lion.

43-49.—Contents of a private house,

found by Schliemann near the tombs.
Objects in gold, terra - cotta, stone,

bronze, and bone. In 44 is a hand-
some oval agate of brooch form with
plain convex surface and sharp edges.

Below are painted vases.

On wooden stands under glass at

the end of the room are two very
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beauliful *goldcu cups from a toiiilj

at Vafuiu (Rte. 28), decorated with
lii'^hly liuisLed rt liel's. To the rt., a
J 1 lint ut" wild Bulls; to the left, three

Bulls feeding, and a man dragging
another by the leg. Continuing from
the left of the doorway,

5G-G5.—Objects found at Mykenae
after the time of Sehliemann, by the

Greek Archaeological Society.

56.—*.Sniall vases.—Dummy female
figures of clay, with striptsof paint.

—

Little roimd chair.

67.—Bronze bowls. — Shtdls and
trmkels.

59.—Three ivory heads of men with
high conical crown-like tiaras. —
Sliallow round vase, with three loop

handles.—Silv^er cup, adorned with
gold head.-i in profile.

63.—Fragment of mural painting,

which appears to represent tliree men
witli as.-es' heads carrying a beam.

66.—Four engraved gold rings.

—

The remainder of this very miscel-

laneous collection ronsisis chiefly of
vases, idols, implements, and uten-
sils, and objects in gold, bronze, glass,

terra-cotta, and ivory. Returning to

tiie rt. of the exit doorway,
67-70.—Objects found by Schlie-

mann at TiRVXS. Many of them are

of tiie same date as those found at

jSIykenae, others a little later, and
bome of the Greek period.—Small
tiguies in lerra-cotta.—Painted vases.

—Mural 1 aintings.—A man leaping

on to the back of a bull.—Small
Ijrouze tigurea—Fragments of terra-

cotta.

Large archaic Yash, found among
the foundations of houses S. ot the

Mykenae tombs. It is painted dark
red on light yellow, and represents a

line of warriors inarching in .'^ingle

lile, wealing coats of mail liiuged

w ith tassels, and carrying large shields

cut out Ix'low into the form of a cres-

cent. Each is armed with a large

plumed helmet, anil carries a lance,

near the end of which is attached an
object like a wa'let. The handles are

shaped like dogs' )<i-ads, and beside

one of them is painted a woman and a

goose.

71. 72.—Objects from Vai-hio.—
Jewi-ls.—Blade of a dagger ni</unt(?d

in gold.—Shallow silv«T eujf, with
gilded rim and lx>wl.—Beads, en-

graved gems, and rings.

73-76.—Objects fn-m the Tomb at
Menii>i (Ute. 53). The preponder-
ance of glaas and ivory shows that

they are of a later date than the tombs
at 3Iykenae. Tliere are. however,
many ornaments in gold. Am'>ng the
ivories are two long curved objects

whicii may have sened as the frame
of a lyre, on one of which is a fac-

simile of the Lions at the gate <>(

the acropolis at Mykenae. Cylin-
drical box with sheep carved in relief

upon its sides and lid. The frag-

ments of lottery below were found
outside the tomb, and are somewhat
later in date.

77-80.—Contents of two roe-k-tomba

at SfATA, found by the Archaeologic^il

Society in 1877.—Glass and ivory;

beads; man with a conical mitre,

resembling those in Case 59 ; lion

worrying a bull ; dog chasing a goat

;

combs adorned with sphinxes.

A very marked peculiarity of the
contents of these tombs is the great
predominance of glass or iviry over
other materials. All these ohjects,

while closely akin to the Mykenaean
auticjuiiies, nevertheless show a de-
cided advance in technical skill, as well

as the jiresence of a more distinctly

marked Oriental influence. On tbete

and other grounds the antiriuitii-s of

Spata have been referred t4> a rela-

tively later date. It is a noteworthy
fact, that while the mere workmanship
of these Attic antiquities is tlistinctly

superior to that "f the Mykenaean
goldsmith's work, the latter shows far

more freshness and accuracy of obset-

vation of natural objects.

83, 84.—Objects found at Thorikos
in l.s'.»>5.—Two shallow vases. Below
them is a skeleton and a variety of
fragments in pottery.

88, 86.—Vases, terra-cotta cups, and
small objeeta in bronze, from the
Island of Salamis, discovered in a
necropolis of 100 tombs by P. Cavva-
dias in 1803.

87, 89.—Objects found at Nauplia.
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—Vases.—Rude terra-cotta figures of

nen and animals.
90.—Contents of a domed tomb at

DiMiNi. — Fragments of gold and
jartlien ornaments.
From the Heeaeon of Argolis.

—

Human remains. — Pottery. — Frag-

neiit of a vase in rare grey porphyry

porfido serpentino).

From Campos (p. 134).—Small male
md female tiguies.

From Uaulis.—Fragments of glass

i.nd stone.

From Mykenae (1893).—Gold and
jronze.— Incised rings.—Bull, with

ihree small disks attached by a chain

)etween his horns.

Two small rooms to the rt. contain a
lumber of prehittoric antiquities not yet
inally arranged. Among them is a painted
:tele from Mykenae with a representation

similar lo that ou the Warrior Vase (p. 373).

rhere is also a large collection of stone and
;arthenware vases, marble idols, and other

ibjects from the primitive cemeteries of the

Jyclades. «»-. -^

Beyond the Mykenae Collection are

;he

Egyptian Antiquities (Plan C).

This collection was formed by J.

Demetrin, a Lemuian merchant settled

n Alexandria, nnd by him presented,

n 1881, to the Archaeological Society

)f Athens. To the 1. of the door,

914 Small female figure in grey
jrauite.

917 Crouching figure in green ba-

salt, with hieroglyphic inscription.

921 Votive sandstone statuette, a

seated female figure.

'J'2'2 Votive statuette, a kneeling
Sgure holiliug up a little temple con-

taining a figure of Osiris.

Case I. — Small bronze figures,

Qiostly on plinths of oriental alabaster.

75 Fluh and Selihet, with a worship-

per on his knees before them. Sta-

tuettes of Jits, the satyr-deity ; Mentou,
god of war; and 3/a, goddess of jus-

tice. Also of Ardu, goddess of war;
Aptt, with head of hippopotamus

;

Bad (cat-headed) ; and Lnuth, tlie

Egyptian Aesculapius. Other repre-

sentations of Ftah, the Egyptian Vul-
can, and his lion-headed wife Sehhet.

Case II.

—

ChnoupMs (ram-headed) ;

Khons, the Tlieban Ilorus ; SeJiek,

(crocodile-headed) ; Schou, the Egyp-
tian Atlas ; Ne/er-Hotep, with a double

crown ; Amnion (Jupiter) with his wife

Ma lit.

73, 74 Ammon as a child, with his

flnger to his mouth.
106-110 Nefer-Toum, son of Ptah

and Sekhet.

90S *Kueeling figure of a woman
kneading douglj. in sycamore wood and
mucli injured. It appears to date from

before B.C. 3000.

Case III.

—

Horus, with his finger

to his mouth ; Thoth (Mercury) ; .4mm-

his, god of funerals, with the head of

a jackal.

2209 Portrait bust of a young man,
in coloured Egyptian porcelain.

2203 * Bronze statuette of Jupiter

Ammon, with ram's horns and a ser-

pent's tail.

Case IV. — Isis suckling Horus

;

Osiris, god of the infernal regions. At
the end of the room. Statuette of the

same divinity, with gilded eyes.

170 Obelisk, with the figure of

Sekhet.
1085 Colossal marble statue, found

at Marathon, of Egyptian type, but

Grueco-Roman work. Tlie head-dress

is that of a deified prince.

323 Statuette of Seliliet, with gilded

eyes.

324, 325 Statuettes of Horus, witli

head of a sparrow-hawk.
Case V.—1799 Curious representa-

tion of a large open mouth, gilded.

1 179 Worshipper on his knees.

1951 Roman Emperor, with hawk's
head.

168 Shabaka, King of Ethiopia, at

prayer.

169 Another statuette, standing up-

right and holding in his hands a figure

of Osiiis.

166 Small bronze figure of a man
kneeling ; on his belt is inscribed tlie

cartouche of King Psammetichus of

the XXVI. Dynasty (665-627 B.C.).

275 Winged Sphinx.

Case XII.—Small objects in glass

and stone.

Case XI.—Trinkets, rings, brace-

lets, and necklaces in various material.
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On the wall. Portraits on wood or can-
vas, of the Graecf>-R<)man pcricjd.

Case X.—Beetles and small iniapes.

Case IX.—Small animals in bronze.

Case VI.—Larger animals, saored
to various divinities.

190 Cat. 1221 Apis (bull). 1864
Smaller bull. 215 Figure of a man
worshipping a bull. 271 Bear. 18S
Cat. 240 Owl. 239 Large Owl.
244 Owl. 189 Cat.

In the middle of the room stands
a very tine bronze sepulchral *Statuette,

inlaid with silver, about 28 in. high.
It represents an Egyptian lady attired

in a long close-fitting dress, and wear-
ing a wig, with short close curls. The
eyes were of alabaster, and the eyelids

gilt. The dress is decorated with
verj- elaborate pictorial compositions

executed in fine inlaid silver wire,

and divided from each other by bands
of hieroglyphs. These have not yet
been read, so we have no clue to the
identity of the person represented.

That she w;is not a royal pirsouage
may Ije assumed from the absence of

any cartouche. Probable date, XXV
or XXVI Dynasty (b.c. 715-527).

The table case in the middle of the

room contains objects in gold.

To the rt of the door. 546 Small
gwy sandstone relief, representing
four female figures seated in a row.

The obverse is incised with foiu dif-

ferent figures and hieroglyphs.

In the room on the rt., (924) Sand-
stone stele with hieroglyphic in-

scription and relief, representing

Horus with crocodiles, head of Bes,

and other attributes.

923 Slab of sandstone, with three

figures in high relief; on the reverse

face is inscribed a quotation from the
Book of the Dead.

1068 Sculptured limestone stele.

The relief represents one of the Ptole-

mies (cartouche much worn), in an
attitude of adoration, offering a fisrure

of the godiless Ma to the enthroned
Ammon. Behind the latter stand the

dignities Muth and Ka. The obverse

is incised with a closely similar com-
position and a Meroglyphic inscription.

1075 Rectangular white marble

casket, still containing the asliee of a
priestess named Lycidice. Name on
the lid, ATKIAIKH lEPEIA.

1083-10S4 Statuettes of youthful
draped male figures.

The inner rooms contain mummy-
cases, and funeral vases in alabaster.

Returning to the entrance hall, we
now pass into the room of the

Archaic Sculptcbes (b.c. 77.'>-475).

I.—To the left of the door

6 Headless Statue of a seated female
(Asea in Arcadia).

41 Funeral monument of a young
man, with his figure in very low relief

on horseback, lt«ding another horse

wliich is seen beyond. At the aides

are male and fenuile mourners (Lam-
vrika).

36 Fragment of a very beautiful

Stele—a female seated to the rt. and
a girl standing at her knee. In the

drapery note the contrast between the

fine wavy lines of the under c/*jto»» and
the large flat folds of the heavy over-

garment (himation)—the one giving

artistic value to the other.

57 Seated female figure, resembling
the Egyptian manner (Arcadia).

1 Very ancient Statue of Aktemis,
in the form of a Xoanon or Bretag

(plank), such as were supposed to

have fallen from hciiven (Delos).

An inscription upon the left liank

records its dedication to Artemis by
Xikandra.

56 Rude archaic relief of two men
named Dekmys and Kityix>s, in yel-

lowish brown sandstone (Tanagra).

86 Stele of A>'TiruAXh:s (Athens).

The paintings which covered it, now
effaced, are copied on the wall above.

29 *Stele of Aristiox (better

known as the IFarrtor of Murathon),
discovered in 1838, near Velauideza
(Attica), where it surmounted a large

sepulchrtd kirrow. It is a slab of

Pentelic marble about 6 ft, 6 in. high
by 19 in. broad and 5 in. thick, still

fixed in its base, of the same material.

On the slab is carved in low relief,

and in the archaic manner of the 6th

cent. B.C., the full-length portrait in

profile, life-size, of a warrior, whose
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name is inscribed on the base. The
figure still retains traces of colour.

Immediately below the feet is the
signature of the artist ("Epyov 'Api-

(ttok\^o[^v']s = the work of Aristocles).

The crest of the helmet has been
attached in metal.

60 Small female head (Eleusis).
24-26 Fragments of female sta-

tuettes (Eleusis).

8 *Apollo of Thera. This clia-

racteristic examfjle of very early
Greek sculpture has the hair on the
Ibrehead rendered like spirals of
bronze or of gold wire. The ears are
large and clumsy, the arms cling to

the sides in the Egyptian manner, the
shoulders are broad, and the waist
pinched in. A greater artistic ad-
vance is seen in the

9 *Apollo of Okchomenos, where
the forms of the eyes, small nose, and
chin, are modelled with more pre-
cisiou and with some sense of refine-

ment. The hair across the brow lies

in spiral curls rendered with a fine

firm touch. There is a sort of geo-
metric division of the torso. The
shoulders are quite square, and the
liead held stiffly. Near this statue is

a plaster cast of the Apollo of Tenea,
now at Munich, intended to illustrate

the most advanced stage of this

archaic art. The original was found
at Tenea in connection with a tomb :

and it is probable that all statues of
this tyije were merely ideal sepulchral
portraits, and not figures properly
representing Apollo.

10 Apollo, of similar type (Boeotia).

47 Head of Apollo, of later date,

showing the teeth.

39 Stele of grey marble, brouglit
from Boeotia in 1879. It represents
an elderly figure, of the size of life,

with a pointed beard, in a cloak,

leaning by his left arm on a knotted
stick, like a blackthorn or crab, and
with his right hand ofl'eriug a locust

to a greyhound, who is rising on his

feet and stretching himself out to

receive it. Under the relief is the
metrical inscription :—

Abcenor the Kaxian wrought [this] ; only-

look

!

82 Two small figures of Athena in

relief, holding large round shields.

The crest of her lielmet looks as if it

were double, extending sideways.
45 *Apollo Alexicacos, discovered

in the Theatre of Dionysos in 18G2,

conjectured without much probability

to be an early copy of the cele-

brated statue by Calamis, erected by
the Athenians in gratitude to Apollo
for delivery from the plague, and
dating from the end of the archaic

period of art. The remains of other
copies of this statue are in existence

(British Museum. Capitoline Museum,
and the Berlin collection), but the
Athenian example surpasses them in

beauty of execution. It retains still

the careful finish bestowed on the
face. Beside the statue is a pedestal,

in the form ofan om^/iaiof.-, with remains
of two feet on the upper surface ; but
it does not belong to the figure.

28, 76 Two Sphinxes (Spata). Be-
tween them,

93 Disk, with inscription, and an
almost eftaced painting of a bearded
man, cured by the skill of a physician
named Aenios.
30 Stele of Ltseas, found at the

same place as No. 29. The eflaced

painting is reproduced upon the

adjacent wall.

31 Painted Stele of a horseman.
58 Ram's head from Eleusis.

20 (by the tinted columns) *Statue
of Apollo, somewhat less archaic
tlianS-IO. Dedication inscribed upon
the left fiank (Boeotia).

21 Small *Statue of Nike (Delos).
With it was found an inscribed

pedestal (21a) stating that it was the
work of Archermos of Chios, who is

known to liave been one of the earliest

Greek sculptors in marble. The hair
rendered in wavy masses with decora-
tive curls over the brow shows an
advance on the older si^iral treat-

ment. The wings on the back of the
shoulders are mostly broken ofi"; the
drapery hangs in fine fiat folds.

A more advanced example of archaic
drapery is

22 Statue of Athena (Delos). In
the centre to the left. Colossal Apollo,
from Melos—very tall in its proper-
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tiniis, the liair rendered na if it were
made of metal spiruls, tlie cUra largt-

and rudely formed.

Very aiicii-iit unnumbered Relief of

the DiscoPUOROs (6tli ceut. B.C.), a
youth holding up a disk on hia

shoulder. The fragmenta were found
under the walla near the Dipylon.

11—126 (to the left) *Relief of

Demkter, Persephone, and Tkii--

Toi.EMOs, found at Eleusia in 18o9.

This grand work is of special interest

as belonging to a transitional period

which immediately preceded the

highest development of Greek sculp-

ture as realised by Piieidias. The
relief represents the two Eleusinian
divinities in the act of granting hia

mission to the young Triptolemos,

who stands between them in an
attitude of reverent attention. De-
meter, leaning on her sceptre, hands
the first wheat to Triptolemos, while;

Persephone, iiolding a torch in one
hand, with the other places a crown on
the boy's head. The deep religious

feeling expresstd in the whole com-
position is very noteworthy, and. in

spite of the great size of the relief,

there is little doubt that it was
a votive offering. The youthful

figure of the boy is full of a

noble grace; as abso the figure of

Persephone, which in graceful action

and the charming flow of the ilrapery,

already shows the inspiration of the
age of Pheidias.

127 tSo-called Finlat Vase in fine-

grained white marble, with an un-
tinislied and much abraded relief of

Athena and Marsvas with the dis-

puted flutes falhng between them.
There is good ground for believing

that we have here a copy of Myron'a
bronze work which stood on the Acro-
polis. (For a discussion of the whole
question, see IVIuiray's Uist. of Or.

iSciilp., pp. 217-22, and Overbeck'a
Gegch. dtr Griech. I'ladH:., 3rd ed.,

vol. i. j.p. 207-9.)

177 Headof Atue>a, with polished

face and remains of gilding in the
hair.

178-180 Heads from the pediment
of the temple of Athena Alea at

Tegea, known to be by .Scojkik.

No. 180 is a wild boar, from the

Calydonian Hunt.
18G Head of Aphbodite (Sanc-

tuary of Asclepio.x).

181 *(Jolossal Head of a youth,

8uppe)sed by some authorities to

belong to a figure of Eubuleus by
Praxiteles (Eleusis).

182 *Colos8al Head of Ahuijodite,

of great beauty (Sanctuary of Ascle-

l»ios), an original work of the school

of Scopas.
184 *Head of an Athlete, copied

from a work of the 4th cent. n.c.

IvJG-lGl (in niches above the beads).

A series of sculptures on a small scale

from the Temple of Ascb-pios at

Epidauroa, representing figures of

Vict<jry, mounted Amazons, etc.

128 Statuette of Athena, copied

from the chryselephantine gold and
ivory) work of Pheidias (see 129).

Found on the Pnyx in 1859.

164-171 Cornice with eight lions'

heads in the form of gargoyles (Epi-

dauros).

175 Infant Piatcs, probably from
a copy of a group by Kephisodotos,

father of Praxiteles, representing the

child in the arms of his mother
Eirene. Found olf the Piraeus, at

the bottom of the sea.

176 Statuette of a goddess (Piraeus).

178 Knthnned Asclepios, after the

gold and ivory statue by Thrasymedea
in the Temple at Epidauros.

172 (in Iront of the window) Corin-

thian capital from the ThoIoK of Poly-

cleitos the Younger (Epidauros).

In the centre of the rofim, 129
*Atiiena Pauthenos. This statuette,

discovered near the Varvakiou in

Dec. 1880, is of the highest interest as

a copy of the great chryselephantine
work of Pheidias, though Us work-
manship is very poor. It is of Pen-
telic marble, about H ft. liigh, and
when discovered retained traces of

colour and gilding. ' It reprc-ients the

goddess armed with a iielmet and
aegis ; her left hand rests on her
shield set edgeways, her right hand
advanced sustains a figure of Victory

;

her helmet is surmounted by a tall

triple crtst, below which is a sphinx,
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flanked on either side by a winged
horse. The helmet has cheek-pieces

{'paragnatliides') turned back on
hinges. A Gorgon's liead ornaments
the centre of the aegis, and also the

centre of the shield. Within the

concave of the shield, the serpent,

wliich Pausanias supposed to be
Erichthonios, is coiled: the Nike
lioltls out some object in both hands.
The column below the right hand of

the goddess is an addition. It is very
difficult to recognise any trace of the
style of Pheidias in the statuette, in

which the original breadth and sim-
plicity of treatment have degenerated
into ignoble baldness and emptiness,
and the majestic calm of the counte-
nance has been translated into a
wooden and meaningless mask.' {New-
ton.) It is supposed that the copy
was reduced on the scale of one inch
to the foot.

III.—*Sculptures from the Temple
of Despoina at Lycosura (p. 220) by
Dainophoii of Messene. To the left

of the door,

225 Bearded head of the Titan
Anytos ; by the opposite door, colossal

Female head, perhaps Despoina ; on
the other side, smaller Female head,
perhaps ARTKJirs. In front of the
window, fragment of a figure repre-

senting Desi'Oina, whose drapery is

decorated .with reliefs of Victories,

Nereids, and females with heads of
animals. On a shelf, *Sculptures
from the Heuaeon of Argolis. A
male torso and a small head are of
especial beauty.
To the left of the entrance door is

a round base, fitted with a fragmen-
tary relief of the Twelve Deities.

221, 222 *Fkieze of Tritons, Nereids,
and Cupids, very delicate and grace-
ful (Thermopylae).

218 *Hermes op Andros (disco-

vered in that island in 1833). 'A
youthful figure standing by the trunk
of a tree, round which is coiled a
serpent—perhaps of the Macedonian
period. There is great beauty in the
face, which has rather a pensive ex-
pression. The hair is wrought in

close compact curls, in that fashion

which prevailed in both the Macedo-
nian and Augustan periods. The
figure leans a little on one side, like

the Apollo on tlie coins of Seleucus.'—Newton.
215 *Relief of Apollo, Marsyas, and

a Phrygian slave (Mantinea). The
latter holds a knife in readiness to

flay the defeated Satyr.

216, 2L7 *Companion reliefs of Six
Muses. A fourth slab on which were
the remaining three is missing. Tliese

slabs decorated the base of a group of

Leto and her children, executed by
Pr.ixiteles for Mantinea. The re-

liefs are probably by him.
228 Quadrilateral base, sculptured

on three sides with victorious horse-

men and tripods. As is shown by an
inscription on the other side, it

belongs to a statue or group by
Bryaxis (B.C. 379), one of the sculptors

who were employed upon the Mauso-
leum at Halicarnassus. The work-
manship is, however, poor, and not

sucli as would be expected from one
of these arti.sts. Found near the
The.seion.

We now cross the corner of Room
v., passing a double Term of Apollo
ANu DiONYSOS (Stadium, 1869), and
enter a small room on the left.

IV.t—Left wall, *Relief of three

Dancing Women (Theatre of Diony-
sos). Opposite the entrance,

232 Statue of Aristonoe, priestess

of Nemesis. On the ground, upon a
square base with inscription, curious

Term in a tunic.

231 *Colcs8al Statue of Themis,
from the Temple of Nemesis at

Rhamnus, hj^Chaerodratos (b.c. 300).

On each side is a ruined marble seat,

which belonged to the same temple.

Statuette of a Youth, on a slate-

coloured inscribed stele (Rhamnus).
256 Statue of Dionysos (Sikyon).

254 Statuette of a Youth (Eleusis).

V.—235 *Colossal Statce op Po-
seidon, found, together with a com-
panion female figure (236) and a
draped male (237), at Melos.

f Room IV. has been lately rearranged and
many of the portraits from Koom Y. have
been transterred here.
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240 Statce of Heumes. This be-
longs to the same general type as the
Hrrines of Andros ('21.S), but in greatly
inferior to the hitter ; it is probably a
late copy of some well-known statue
(Atiilantt").

H68 Portrait bust of Hermarchos,
the Epicurean philosojjher.

241 Heumes, of the Roman period
(Aegion). It was found with 242.

Both statues are probably from a

tomb, and represent idealized figures

of the deceased.

^62 Female head.

244 Statue of a Youth, with head
resembling the Hermes of Praxiteles

(Eretria). This also is prokmbly an
idealized portrait.

234 Colossal head of Athexa, found
near the Thcseion Rly. Stat. (Athens).

357 Eemale head, i)robably a Roman
Empress (Crete).

242 Female Statue found at Aegion
(see 241).

355 Portrait bust of a Roman Em-
press, perhaps I>ivia (Crete).

35fj Portrait bust of a Roman p]m-
pcror (Athens).
243 Hermes—a good work of the

Roman period, after an early Greek
original (Troezen).
350 Portrait bust of Lucius Verus

[Athens).

2<J2 Aphrodite, in a eemi-transpa-

rent robe—-a late work after a 4th
cent, original (Epidauros).

24 G *Statce of a Yolth, perhaps
Perseus or Hermes, a Roman work
ifter liysippos.

Sir C. N^ewton notices it in thi> fol-

lowing terms :— Figure of a warrior
idvanciug his left foot ; his right arm,
which lias been drawn back and is

broken ort' above the elbow, has pro-

bably held a sword : ids h'ft arm has
jrobably Ixien advanced to guard
lim with a shield, or with drapery
;wisted round. The head appears
ike an ancient restoration, and is in-

'erior to the rest. The body is very
inely treated. It is in a more flowing
ind less jjedantic style than the

Fighting Gladiator, to which at first

light it bears some resemblance. The
Irapery is very heavy, and does not

ippear finished behind' (Athens).

247 *Statue of a Warrior, who has
fallen upon his rt. knc's (Delos); at-

tributed to Agasias of Ephesus (b.c.

100).

248 Statue of an Athlete—Roman
period (Athens).

239 Statuette of a Satyr, a good
work of a late period (Eamia).

327 *Portrait bust of DhMOsnrEXEs
found in the Palace Gardens.

258 AscLEPios—Greek work of a
good i)eriod (Piraeus).

233 Statue of Nike, with holes in

the back for inserting wing.'?—pro-

bably of the 3rd cent. (Athens).

VI.—In the centre of the room is a
Mosaic pavement of the Roman
period, with a head of M(du.sa (Pi-

raeus). To the left of the entranc*'

door.

240 Bust of Hadrian, found near
the Olympieion. Above, to the rt.,

4.57 *Suiall head, jterhaps of a
priest, very beautiful and well-pre-

served.

3S4-41() Thirty-three bus-ts of the
Cosmetae, or directors of the gymna-
sium, found in till- so-called Diogc-
ncion (p. 34rt).

On the wall above, six Comic Masks.
By the door,

417, 418 Busts of Antinous, found
at Patros. Bv the entrance door,

420 Bust of a Youth.
410 Head of a bearded jSIacedonian

youth with long iiair, recalling the

featun's attributed to Clirist. Found
in the Theatre of Dionvsos.

vii.—sepru'iirai. jiontmexts and
Reliefs.

715 (to the rt.) Fine stele of the
5th cent. B.C., from Aegina. The
relief represents a youth holding a
bird in his Iplt hand, while he extends
his right towards a suspended bird-

cage, apparently to open it. On a

column crouches a cat. The form of

the neck and position of the mu.scles

show—althougli the head is gone

—

that she eyed the bird with truculent
intentions. In front of the column
appears the usual little slave.
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717 Farewell scene : a matron holds
out her hand to a young girl, while
the husband of the former stands in

the background in an attitude of

mourning (Athens).
718 Stele of Ameinocleia, daughter

of Andromenes (Piraeus). ' Three
figure.s in a toilet scene. One stands

on the rt. veik-d like a matron ; ano-
ther more youthful figure is stooping

to put on her sandal. The veiled

figure places her rt. hand on the head
of this stooping figure, as if to direct

her movements. Beyond the stoop-

ing figure is another female, also

veiled, holding out a pyxis to the

veiled figure. The composition is

very tender and Praxitelean, but the

execution shows a later period."

—

Newton.
774 and (opposite) 775 Sirens

PLAYING ON THE Lyke, found in the
ancient cemetery of the Ceramicos,

where they surmounted a tomb. In
a line between them are four fine

Vases, two bearing reliefs, and two
channelled.

723 PoLYXENA bids farewell to her

young son, who leans against her
knees holding an apple. Slave girl

on the left (Athens).
726 Seated female, to whom a slave

brings a casquet of jewels. Further
Du, four more Fcneral Vases stretch

icross the room.
732 Kallisto, with a female slave

'Spata).

733, 734 Stelae of Polyxena and
Fekedamos, in archaic style (Thes-
^aly).

735 Male relief in profile, life size,

claying the lyre (Acaenania).
736 Monument of Plato, a young

nan, with Ins father Epichares, seated.

Behind were two other figures.

737 Procleides, seated, gives his

land to his son Procles. Behind is

A.rchippe, wife of the deceased

Athens).
738 Aristonautes, a warrior

Athens).
739 Archaic stele of Amphotto

Thebes).
741 Archaic stele of a youth carry-

ng a hare and holding an apple

Thessaly).

742 Stele of Agathocles, a young
athlete with a strigil. At his feet is

a greyhound.
749 Death of Plangon, attended

by two women, in the presence of his

father Tolmides (Oropos).

751 Foot soldier trampling on his

deceased enemy (Corinth).

752 Demqcleides, son of Demetrius,
lost at sea. The composition is in-

teresting and the treatment good.
The relief represents a mariner seated
in an attitude of great weariness,
apparently asleep, at the prow of a
galley. His helmet and shield lie

behind him. The design was picked
out in colour, of which some sliglit

traces remain.

754 Cornice of the Monument
erected in the Ceramicos by the
Athenian State to the knights who
fell before Corinth and Coroneia
(B.C. 394-3), with the inscription re-

cording their names. The list in-

cludes that of Dexileos, whose family
tomb remains in situ in the Ceramicos

(p. 432). In the centre of tlie room
is a large channelled Vase.

VIII.—To the 1.,

819 Monument of a woman who
had perhaps died in childbirth
(Piraeus). She is seated in a chair,

and holds a pyxis on her knees

;

her attitude is that of a person
fainting from exhaustion. Before her
stands a veiled female figure, perhaps
Eileithyia, who advances her right

hand as if to comfort the seated figure.

In the background is a third female
holding in her arms a new-born babe
wrapped up in linen, with a conical
cap, on which the seated figure places
her hand {Newton).

In the middle of the room,
835 *Marble Lekythos, discovered

at Athens in 1849, the largest, the most
ancient, and the most perfect example
of its kind hitherto known. It retains

traces of having been painted. ' The
scene represented is in very low relief.

On one side is a youthful figure on
horseback, very similar in type and
attitude to many on the frieze of the
Parthenon. Behind him are two
females, one seated, the other leaning
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or rattles used in the gorvioe of Isis. dogs, sheep, pigs, deer, lions, ekpLants,
Fragments of dedicatory insf'rii)tionH. camels, monkeys, hares, tortoises, frogs.

Fine Phoenician Cup f)t the 7th cent, domestic poultry, eaglea, storks, and
B.C., with figures in relief, and incised owls. All these forms, human and
inscription ; found in the Alpheios, aninial, seem to have been indiscrimi-

near Olynipia. nately emplf>yed as tepulcliral fnmi-

171 Voting disks used by the tnre, and some examples exhibit tmces
dicasts or jurymen, consisting of a of the funeral fire. With tiie escep-

solid fiat circular disk traversed by an tion of a few which were <ound in

axel, like a teetotum. A hollow Temples, all of them come either from

cylinder was equivalent to a black hall, a Necropolis, or from a private tomb.

The cylinder was held between the A very clear description of the

thumb and middle finger, so that the various processes of manufacture is

character of the vote—acquittal or contained in the Intrfxluction to M.
condemnation—was known to the .Jules Martha's excellent Catalogue,

dicast himself alone. The finest ( xampks were nearly al-

Cektificates of the Heliastae.— ways cast, in two or more pieces, in

Bronze tickets Ixaring the name, moulds, and subsequently joined and
j)atrouymic, and demos of the judge, finished by hand. A few specimens

to whom it was granted, with the from Corinth and Cyrene had joined

letter (A, B, T, A, etc.) corresponding limbs, or moveable heads. As to the

to that one of the Ten Courts to which agt of these figures, it is impossible to

the owner was attached. Each ticket make any definite statement with con-

is stitmped with the official !~eal of fidence, hecituse devotional and other

the Republic. During life this was favourite types were perpetuated by

the voucher by which the owner drew repetition, line for line, throughout

his salary for service in the courts, centuries, namely, from before the time

and after death it was frequently in- of Pericles to tliat of the Caesars. It

terred with his body. 170 Mirrors
from Eretria. 7417 Aphrodite on a

>wan, and Nereid on a sea liorse.

7416 Boreas carrying oft' Orithyia.

may. however, be said generally that

the finest examples, especially those

of Tanagra. appear to b» long af ifiroxi-

niatelv to the time of Alexander the

169, 741^1 Helle riding upon the ram. Great ; while the Melian reliefs are

7424 Mirrors from Corintli. 168 usually assigned to the earlier half of

!<ignsof the Zodiac inlaid with silver, the 5th cent. B.C.

76'.i5 Sun and Moon (Euman). 7484 I.—Crossing the further room, we
Mirror with gilde<l relief of dancing begin to the rt. of the window with

Satyrs round the rim. To the left of case 94, whicli contains primitive

the door 179-182 Fibulae, strigils, votive figures of goddesses and m^n
sword blades ; underneath, helmets. on horseback, painted in the style

of the early vases. 401 'J Seated

Terra-cotta figures.—This collec- goddess, well coloured. 101 Small

tion, although cnntainingfewer master- platters with heads of animals as

])iece8 than those of I.ondi n. Berlin, handles, painted in the &t_\le of

or Paris, has the advantage of being the black-figured vases. Dolls with

more varied and complete. Most jointed legs. 100 Girls and children,

of the figures are from Tanagra or 99, HiS6 Nurse with a child. Figuif-s

Tegea. On the latter site, within an wearing hats. 4721 Mother motuning
area of 200 sq. >ds., 2000 specimens over twins in a grave. 4096 Lady
were discovered in three days. They witii jiat and fan ; good colour. 98,

represent for the most part subjects of 4702 Moulded bust of a woman (,")th

daily life, female ligures being a good cent. B.C.). showing treatment of the

deal commoner than male ; for which eyes. 97 Figures with curious arrange-

reason the modellers were called Coro- ment of hnir—probably canepkori

jilaatae. Animals are also common, All tie above from Tanagra.

including horses, donkeys, oxea, cows, 96 (from Eretria), 4137 iSe&ted girl
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holding an open mirror. 4052 Woman
making bread. 4138 Head with a
small black vase on the top of it.

3976 Winged Victory. 95 Primitive
votive figures from Tegea ; later ones
from Corinth. 4160 Draped goddess
with Eros.

In Eoom H.

—

125 Hellenistic or
Graeco-Koman heads from Asia Minor.
Actors. 124 Cupids and figures in
motion. 123, 4857 Silenus carrying
Dionysos. 4864 Aphrodite ffistening

her sandal. Dancing figures. 117, 5012
Group in a convivial scene. 116 Actors
and masked figures. 114 Victories
5083 Victory hovering over a female.

In Eoom I are central flat cases
containing gold ornaments, rings,

bracelets, chains, and ear-rings. In
the case by the window, silver cups*

and vases, rings and ornaments, and
objects in bone and ivory.

In the corner room which opens out
of I. is a mixed collection of terra-
cottas. The flat cases contain the
find of vases, terra-cottas, etc., made
by the American School at the Her-
aeon near Argos (p. 121).

We now enter Room K, which,
together with th(? two following com-
partments, L and M, contains the

COLLECTION OP FICTILE
VASES.

INTRODUCTORY.

This collection includes upw£«id»
of 3000 vases, most of which are
now on exhibition. Although it can-
not boast any single vase of the-

unique value of certain select speci-
mens in the British Museum, the
Louvre, and other European collec-
tions, yet the general average value
is high, and the visitor to Athens is

fortunate in seeing many classes of
vases that are almost, if not quite,
unrepresented in other Museums.
Moreover, this collection possesses the
special advantage of being almost
entirely free from foreign admixture,
such as the Graeco-Italiau vas-es
which crowd so many Museums.f
The specimens here preserved are

t The only exceptions are five lta,lian vases,.
presented by H.M. the Kiug ofthe Two Sicilies.

purely Greek, and were all discovered
in Greece or the islands of the Archi-
pelago, including a few from Crete and
Cyprus. By far the greater proportion

are from Attica itself, while a unique
series of fragments of painted vases
was found during the excavations on
the Acropolis of Athens, and is now
being incorporated in the national

collection. It is this feature that

constitutes the special value of this

collection as compared witli those of

the chief European Museums, which
are largely composed of vases found
in Etruscan tombs and imported from
Attica for the use of wealthy Etrus-
cans. They belong mostly to the
period from B.C. 550 to 400, whereas
these vases from Greek tombs are re-

presentative of all periods and classes.

It should be remembered tliat al-

though they are nearly all sepulchral,

in the sense of being derived from
tombs, they were seldom used as urns
to preserve the ashes of the dead. They
simply formed an essential part of the

funereal decorative furniture, and
were ranged round the dead during
the ceremony of the prothesis, and
subsequently deposited on or within
the tomb. A certain class, tlie white
Athenian lekythi with polychrome
designs, were restricted to this object,

and manufactured expressly for it, as

Tve learn both from the subjects

painted on the vases themselves, and
from a passage in Aristophanes (Eccl.

996), which speaks of one who paints

lekythi for the dead. Vases which
had been in common household use
were also interred with the body,
and in the Mykenaean tombs old

cooking utensils are found devoted to

a similar purpose, but in later times
it became customary to purchase these

articles new for the occasion. Hence
an immense field was opened for the

ingenuity of skilled workmen of all

classes, from the great artists who
signed their works to the humblest
potters who wrought coarsely-deco-

rated yet elegant little vases for a few
pence. The national games and
religious ceremonies supplied another
outlet for these productions, of which
we have an example in the Tan-
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atheiiaic prrze-ampliorap. InstnnCfs

again are kncwn of vases which have
been dedicjited in temples and stored

up in great number.*, as at Pcnde-
skouphia near Corinth, and in the
recently excavated temples at Nan-
krati.s in Egypt. It is also extremely
])rohahle that painted vases, cspeciiilly

in later times, were largely used for

the decor;ition of houses, like china at

the pr('.«ent day; some, by their shape
or in other ways, show that they were
intended for hanging up against a

wall. In daily life it is not likely

that the more ornate vases were
much use<l, as they would not l)C

suitable fur ordinary household pur-

poses; and here again we have a

parallel with the modern use of plain

eaithenware as opposed to elaborately

painted china.

The shapes of the vases vary con-

siderably in the different periods of

art. Certain shap<8 familiar in the

earlier stages afterwards disappear

altogether, and are superseded by

14 4 12 I

SHAPES OF VASES.

THE FIGURES CORRESPOND WITH THE NUMBERED PAKAGKAPH3 IN THE

DESCRIPTION. 3, 13, AND 15 ARE NuT FIGLRED.

vases of more elegant form ; and these

ill turn make way for vases of large

.size or fantastic outliue. But the fol-

lowing may be regarded as the prin-

cipal shapes :

—

1 Amphora, a large vase with two
handles, used for the keeping of wine,

oil. or fruit. Those witli long pointed

bases and without decoration, were
buried in the earth and used as cellars.

The type varies considerably from age

to age, but it was always a very popular

form. An important variety is the

relihe, marked by its squat form,

widening towards the bii.-e.

2 Alahastnm, so named as being

originally made of alabaster, most
common in the earlier jxriods ; it has

two small ears in lieu of handles.

3 AryhaUiif, a small globular vase

with narrow mouth, ustd for carry-

ing oil to the palaestra, and chiefly

found in the earlier period.
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4 Ashos, originally a goat-skin, usetl

fur the transport of wine. It is found

as a vase-form chiefly in the later

periods, and presents several varieties

of shape.

5 Kantharos, Kotyle (figured), and
Skyphos, two-h;indled drinking-cups,

the first having a high stem and
long handles.

6 Hydria, a generic term for any
water-jar or water-pot, but specifically

applied to the variety with three

handles ; in the earlier period the

shoulder is sharply set off from the

body and neck, but later there is no
distinction. It is often seen in vases

carried on the heads of women to and
from fountains.

7 Erater, a large bowl used at

feasts for mixing the wine for the

whole company ; it is found at all

periods of vase-painting, and in three

or four varieties. Its characteristics

are a wide mouth and broad body, and
two handles generally placed high up
and vertical, and often of elaborate

form.

8 Kylix, the most popular form of

Atheuiun drinking-cup, especially in

the best period of vase-painting. It

has a iiigh stem and two curved

handlus, and is of very beautiful design.

It was usually painted both inside

and out, and was the favourite shape

with the great masters of tlie fifth

century, who frequently signed their

names on specimens.

9 Lebes, originally a kettle or caldron

of metal for cooking and washing ; it

does not often occur among the

painted vases, and belongs chiefly to

the earlier periods.

10 Lehijthos, a tall, slender, narrow-

necked vase with handle and foot,

used for holding oil and perfumes;

important from its connection with

funeral-i (see the examples in Cases

41-50).

11 Oinochoe, the generic name for

a wine-jug, in whicii the wiue was
carried round at banquets, having been
previously transferretl by a ladle from
the crater. This presents more varie-

ties than any other Greek vase, and
some of the forms are very elegant

and beautiful. The chief variation is

the OIpe, a straight-shaped jug with
no marked neck.

12 Phiale, a circular shallow bowl
like a saucer, but somewhat deeper,

without handles or foot. These vases

were used for drinking, but their

most characteristic use was for pouring
libations.

13 Pyxis, a casket or jewel-bos, so

called because it was, strictly speak-
ing, made of box-wood It is of cy-

lindrical shape, with a cover, and often

three feet.

14 Itliyton, a drinking-horn, the end
of which is always moulded in the
form of an animal's head, or in some
similar manner. It is not found till

the later periods.

15 Sfamnos, a variety of the am-
phora, used for holding wine, oil, or

sweetmeats. Its chief characteristics

are the short neck, high shoulder, and
small handle. It is rare except in the
best period.

We now proceed to give a brief

description of the characteristics of

the difterent epochs of vase-painting,
pointing out the different groups into

whicli each period miy be subdivided,
especially tliose which are represented
in the Atlieuian collection.

Broadly speaking, Greek painted
pottery may be divided into four great

classes, as follows :—A. Vases of a

primitive character (down to B.C. 600) ;

B. Vases with figures in black on red
ground (b.c. 600-500)t ; C. Vases with
figures in red on black ground (B.C.

520-350), and polychrome figures on
white ground ; D. Graeco-Italian vases,

retaining the ' red-figure ' method, and
vases with reliefs or moulded designs
(B.C. 350-150).

These classes are, however, far too

wide for practical purposes, and it is

necessary to note their principal sub-
divisions (excluding those unrepre-
sented in this collection).

A. 1. The oldest painted Greek
vases hitherto known are the prodac-

•f-
In the description of the vases, the abbre-

Tialions ' b. f. ' and ' r. f.' resnectively, denote
the two styles of painting with black figures

(B), or red figures (C),
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tions of the island of Thora, which on 700-600. They fall into three periods
arphaeol()|?ical evidence may be dated of development : (n) with pnrdy geo-
from B.C. 2000-1.500. Thry are the metrical ornamontB ; (/>) animal forms,
earliest examples made on the -wheel ; such as liorses. deer, and birdH, iiifro-

the ornamentation is very simple, and duced ; (c) human fitjures introduced,
chiefly derived from the vegetable chiefly in scenes from daily life, such
world. [Room M., Case 1.] as funeral prrxjessions and sea-fights.

2. Contemporary with these, but of The figures and piitt<rns are generally
more primitive character, is the pottery painted in black on a red or yellowish
unearthed by Dr. Schliemann at His- ground. [Examples on the S. side
sarlik (Troy). Many of these examples of Room M., and on stands in the
show the first attempts to establish, in centre.]

the analogy between a vase and a 0. Melian Vases, a small but impor-
living thing, a principle of design and tant clasi-, showing a great develofn
decoration. The colour of the ware ment both in grouping of figures and
is a dull black, and it is never painted, technical skill ; mythological subjects
but occasionally incised with rude occur, and the oniamenUitifin is very
patterns. [Room M., Case 1.] rich. The effects of Oriental influ-

3. The primitive pott(^ry of Cypms ence are well marked. [Case 8 and four
presents some analogies to that of adjacent pedestals in Room M.]
Hissarlik, but the technique is more 7. Fhaleron and Eretria Ware. A
advanced, and a good red or black small but important cla.-s. uniting the
elaze is sometimes used. In the first characteristics of the Dipylon vases
stages the patterns are rudely incised with those of the Oriental style then
with a knife, but in later examples coming into favour. [Examples in

(found in tombs witii Mykenaean Cases .5 and 8.]

vases), painted patterns in black on a 8. Corinthian fabrics. This class of
white ground occur. None of these pottery owes its origin largely to the
vases are made on the wheel. [Room introduction of Orientjvl textiles and
M., Case 3.] metal-work ; the former influence<l the

4. "Vases of the Hykenaean period, decoration, the latter the form of the
These fall into two classes : (a) with vases, whence the earlier Corinthian
opaque or matt tcolouringon a polislied vases are often classed as 'Oriental,' or
red or pale clay ground; (fc) with 'Asiatic' This class may be regarded
lustrous colours, varying from black to as the forerunner of the Athenian
yellow on a yellow or cream-coloured black-figured vases (Class B), which
ground. The subjects are largely at first were largely influenced by
taken from the marine world, such as it ; indeed the later Corinthian ex-
cuttle-fish, shells, and seaweed ; amples are so far developed as to
human figures occur rarely, and other difter little from the Athenian vases
animals with tolerable frequency. The classed under the second heading.

!

Mykenaean ware probably originated The figures are painted in black on a
among the Greek islands or on the ground varying from cream-colour to

Greek seaboard ; it is usually as- a rich red, and the effect is heightened
crihed t(j pre-Dorian times (not later by a lavish use of purple applied on
than B.C. 1000), but some authorities the black after the first finng. The
argue for a much later ilate. [The elements of decoration are largeh'
best examples are to be seen in the derived from the East, such as
Mykenaean Saloon.] Sphinxes and similar fantastic mon-

5. Geometric or Dipylon Vases. These sters, and the rosettes which are em-
are the earliest products of Athenian ployed for filling up all available
potters, and date roughly from B.C. spaces; the subjects on the earlier

. _, examples are almost confined to ani-
t This term denotes a thin dull colour, used j^aU and monsters hnt on fhe liter

In early vase-painUng. as oppo9t-d to the thick ^^^^ ^^^ monsiere. Out OD tDe later,

lustrous black vamlsh-like pigment employed human tigures and mythological SUCH
in the best period. Jects are introduced.
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B. Black-figured Vases. As these
are almost entirely of Athenian manu-
facture, uo subdivisions are necessary,
but one or two special classes will be
noticed in their turn.

The process of paintins; is as follows :

The vase of red clay was first of

all covered with a fine lustrous

glaze produced by firing at a great
heat, and varying from a rich red
colour to pale orange or yellow. Over
this was applied a beautiful black
varnish (having for its base oxide
of iron) ; in some cases the whole
surface of tlie vase was covered witli

this varnish, only a square panel
(or two if both sides had figures)

being left in red to receive the figures.

The outlines having been previously
traced with a graving-tool, the figures

were now filled in with the black
varnish, and being drawn almost
entirely in profile they have the eflect

of black silhouettes against the red
background. Minor details, such as

featm-es, muscles, or folds of the dress,

were engraved on the black with a
fine needle, and a further effect was
gained by tlie application of white
and purple pigments for the principal
details, such as patterns on dresses,

hair, etc., and sometimes in larger
masses, as for the nude parts of female
figures, which are always distin-

guished by being painted white. The
vase then received a second firing to

fix the subsidiary colours. The mouth,
foot, and handles were also covered
with the black varnish when the
main body of the vase was left red,

and the ornamental patterns which
surround the main design were also

painted in black on the red groimd.
The subjects are mainly mytho-

logical, but often taken from daily
life. The Dionysiac cycle and the
labours of Heracles supply most of
the mythological .scenes; many are
also taken from the Ejiic cycle. It
should be noted how a certain fixed
type or scheme of composition is

adopted for each mythological sub-
ject, which is repeated again and
again with only slight variations in
the number of the figures or other

sroall details. For examples of fre-

quently-recurring types, see No.

1004 (Case 12); 497 (Case 14);

440 (Case 15). The principal shapes

are the amphora, hydria, and leky-

thos; the kylix is also popular, but
did not receive the same amount
of attention as in the next stage.

Artist's signatures are sometimes
found on the kylikes, and more
rarely on other vases (see No. 1045
in Case 14, Room M., and No. 1104
in Case 22).

An important class of black-figured

vases is formed by the Panathenaic am-
phorae (see Case 15, Nos. 447, 451,

452 in Room M.). which were given

as prizes in the Panathenaic games,
and generally bear inscriptions to that

66*601; they alwaj's have a repre-

sentation of the goddess Athena
Promachos (defender of the State of

Athens) on one side, and on the other,

the contest in which the prize was
won.
Another class is that of the carica-

ture-vases from the temple of the

Cabeiri at Thebes ; they are actually

later in date than the vases of Class

B, but retain that method of paint-

ing. [Examples may be seen in

Case 17, Room M., and Cases 61-64,

Room K.]
Towards the end of the 6th cent,

a new method was introduced of

covering the red clay ground with a
creamy white engobe (paste) or slip, on
which the figures were painted in black

in the usual manner, but the white
ground prevents the use of subsidiary

pigments of that colour. Many vases

of this class have been recently found
at Eretria (see Case IS, Room M.),

and it has been supposed that they
may have been actual products of that

place, but not exclusively so, as other
examples are undoubtedly of Athenian
origin.

C. Eed-figured Vases. In these we
have tbe perfection of Athenian vase-

painting; hitherto Greek ceramic art

has been purely decorative, but from
this point it becomes a branch of

painting proper. This is due mainly
to the change of method, which gave
unlimited play to the artist's powers
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of conception and Hkill in drawing,
but, is also due to tlie rai)id contem-
poraneuus advance of sculjituri; and
froHco-puinting, wliioh soon niako their
inlluoiice felt upon the vasu-artist.s.

Till! introduction of this new method
was hrouglit aVwut hy a gradual
evolution alxjut ii.c. fyiO-HOO ; on
many vases of tliis period we find lx)tli

styles existing aide by side, and tliere

is no doubt that for some years they
were contemporaneous, until the one
finally ousteil the otiier from popular
favour.

As with the black-fi'^ured vases,

so also here, the first stage was the
incising of the general outlines on
the red clay ; but instead of filling

in the figures witii the black pig-
ment, tlie artist employed his ]iigment
to fill in the whole of tlie back-
ground, thus leaving the figures to

stand out in the red of the clay, all

the rest of the vase being in Idack.
To ensure accuracy a narrow border
of black was first painted round each
figure, as may be seen from one or two
unfinished specimens (see No 1412 in

Case 29, Room L.). It should be
noted that the inner details of tlie

figures in tliis method, such as hair,

features, folds of dress, etc., were not
indicated as a rule by incised lines or

accessory pigments, but by black lines

made with a fine brush.
The favourite shape is the kylix ;

next are the hydria, amphora, and
stamno.j, and smaller shapes such as
the oinochoe, lekythos, pyxis, and
askos. Throughout, a steady advance
in draughtsmanship is to be observed.
In tlie school of Epictetns, known as
the ' severe ' style, a simple broad
treatment is in vogue; the subjects in

favour are scenes from the jjalaestra

or banquets. There follows a period,

the 'strong' style, in which details

are more fully rendered, and a great
variety of motive, pose, and com-
position is attained. This period of
transition to what is known as the
' fine ' style is represented by three
great artists, EuuUroninx, DurU, and
Bryrjos, dating about B.C. 500 to 450.
From tiiis time onwards the va.se-

painter rapidly attains perfect com^

mand over subject and technique.

Action is dramatic and pictorial ; wo
are intntduced to the inner life of

Athens, its ple.isures an 1 its senti-

nients. Signed va.seB become fewer,

aiid only one or two names of artists

in the 'line' style are known.
In the polychrome ware, which gra-

dually came into favour in the 5tii

cent, under th<- infiuen'"e of J'oly-

gnotoH and his fresco-paintings, one
class stands out con3i)icuou8, that of

the lekythi. The subjects on these

are almost invariably funereal ; but
scenes from family life al.so occur,

especially scenes in the women's apart-

ments. They last from about is.c. 480
to 350. The fi'.rure3 on p«jlyehrome

vases are painted in brown or black
outlines on a creamy white slip or

engobe of the nature of ])ipe-elay;

those parts of the figures which give

scope for the employment of masses
of colour, such as hair or drapery, are

filled in with washes of various colours,

such as purple, green, blue, and red.

On the lekythi the outlines of the
figures arc drawn with the brush in

dark red, by which means the masterly

skill and delicate accuracy of the

artist are often finely exemplified.

D. Graeco - Italian Vases. The
manufacture of vases at Atliens

appears to have fallen into disfavour

after the Peloponnesian War, and
those that can ]je referred to the

4th cent, are mostly inferior pro-

ductions. It is to Southern Italy

that we must now turn as the

inheritor of the potter's art. The
decadence, however, is now every-

where apparent; the technique is still

that of the Athenian vases; but while

the fatal facility acquired in drawing
is the ruin of the artist, the merit of

his productions is still further de-

stroyed by a perpetual striving after

effect in size, ornamentation, or fan-

tastic shapes. As regards the subjects,

two traits stand out prominently: (1)

a relation between the use of the vase

at the tomb and its decoration ; (2)

the borrowing from the stige of farci-

cal or tragic subjects, and the render-

ing of scenes with dmpiutic accesaonee,
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These Italian vases fall into three

classes—Lucanian, Camijanian, and
Apulian. [Examples of the two latter

may be seen in Room L., Case 28,

and Eoom K., Case 35.]

To the tendencies of this period are

also due many new varieties of tech-

nique, of wliich two classes in particular

are well illustrated iu this collection :

(1) Vases with paintings in op ique

white and other colours on a black

ground, probably manufactured at Ta-
rentum, though as a few examples
have been found on various Greek
sites, it is }X)Siible that there may have
been some manufacture of them at

Athens also. They belong to the 3rd
cent. B.C., and the subjects on them
are almost entirely decorative, present-

ing little interest. For examples, see

Room K., Cases 53, 54, 55. (2) \ ases

of black ware with designs in relief,

or moulded in the form of human
figures and animals. The class of

bowls known as Megarian (see Room
K., Cases 52, 53, 54) present some
interest as regards their subjects,

which are mainly taken from Ho-
mer and the Epic cycle, or from the
plays of Euripides. The best ex-

amples of vases in the form of animals
or human figures, may be seen in

Room K., Case 51 ; some of these

belong to earlier phases of the art, and
are the results of a tendency which
existed at all times to imitate metal-

work in a fictile furm ; but they are

more specially characteristic of the
4th and 3rd cent. b.c.

The collection is dispersed through
three room.<, with a general chrono-
logical arrangement. In the farther

room (M.), the earliest vases

from all parts of Greece, and the

black-figured vases; in the middle
room (L.), vases of the red-figure

period ; in the tliird (K. , red-figured

and later vases, the collection of

white sepulchral L.-kythi, and vases
with plastic ornamentation.

It is much to be regretted that the
remarkable coUectitin of vaae-frag-

ments found on the Acropolis at

Athens is not at present (1899) ar-

ranged for exhibition ; it is therefore

impossible to include a description of

it in this edition.

Tlie numbering of the wall-cases

begins in the farther room (M.,

Cases 1-23), and continues into the
third ; the visitor is recommended
therefore to follow this order iu the
examination of the collection, as in

this way he will most conveniently
follow the chronological sequu-nce of

the vases.

Room M. Cases 1-23.

Wall-case 1.—Greek vases of the
earliest known periods, about B.C.

200U-1500, from Tliera, the Cyclades,
and the Troad. 41 Jug from Thera,
witli beak-shaped mouth and patterns

in matt-black or drab ; 32 Vase of tea-

pot shape from Thera, with spout in

form of animal's head, on which an
eye is painted. 666-673, from the
Troad, jugs and bowls of coarse brown
ware ; 667 is a sort of rude imitation

of a human figure. Other vases of

primitive technique from Amyklae
(37, 38, 129), and Amorgos (51).

2684 Large jug from Melos. with
spiral patterns of the Mykenaean
type. Underneath are two vases of

tiie shape known as Kernos (833 and
838), with chevron-patterns in black

;

they were probubly used for holding
flowers or unguents.

Wall-case 2.—Mykenaean vases t

from Attica. 10, 11, 13, 15 and 214
are known as pseudamphorae, with a
spout in place of the mouth which is

sealed up. 840 is a curious vase with
seaweed patterns ; 1 has a con-

ventionalised cuttle-fish. Underneath
is a fine pseudamphora from Crete

(58) with a conventionalised cuttlefish.

Wall-case 3.—Primitive vases from
Cyprus. On the top shelf are small
vases imitating the Mykenaean
technique, as 62 and 883. 61 is a
bowl with geometrical patterns, of a
class commonly found with Mykenaean
vases in Cyprus. 101, 102, 110, 112,

114, 211, 212 are jugs and bowls of a
primitive type with patterns incised

with a knife on the red glaze.

+ For other examples of this class see thp

Mykenaeap Saloon.
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Shelf hehceen Cancf 3 and 4.-2033

Large jar from Egyj)t of Cypriote

type. 824 Dipylon vase of first perinil

from Thora, with spirals ofMykenaean
type. S24fi and 824/> also from Thora,
but the latter shows a later develop-

ment, and has fignres of birdti. 223
TJipylon vase of thinl jMriod from the

Ceramicos ; man leading a horse.

224 Dipylon vase of 8(>eond period

from Attica with birds in panels on
neck. 760 A fine example of tlic

eaily Dipylon period, with geometrical

patterns. 811 Tall jng from tlie

Ceramicos (second Difiylon perioii),

with band of browsing deer, and
figure of bird on handle. 8!0 Later
Dipylon vase from the Ceramicos,
differing from tiie usual type; frieze;

of men and four-horse chariot ; on the

stand, very elongated figures of

warriors on horseback. In tlie case

below are some large prehistoric

vases from Aegina.
WaU-case 4.—Vases from the Cera-

micos, of Geometric or Dipylon
style ; those on the two upper shelves

belong to the e;irliest. on the third to

the middle period. On the top shelf

note tlie earliest form of the kylix, a

very pojjular Athenian shape of

drinking-cup. 784 One-handled bowl
of tliird Dif)ylon period, with female
figures joining hands, and Centaurs
confronted.

Slielf between Cases 4 and 5.—226
Large jug from Athens with geome-
trical patterns. 894 Tall ampliora

with two friezes: (1) chariots witii

warriors, (2) procession of warriors

(compare the large vase in the

Mykenaean Saloon).

Wall-case 5.—Geometrical vases

from the Ceramicos, as in Case 4.

172 Perforated stand of vase. 152

Jug with well-executed figures of

grazing deer. 189 and 150 are good
examples of the Getjmetrical style.

179 and 196, Pyxides with handles on
tlie cover formed of three horses side by
side. 190 Curious vase like a tureen,

witli two panels, in each a man holding

two horses' heads. 192 .Tug with in-

cised inscription, probably of a later

date, but if contemporary witli tlie

Vftse, the earliest Athei^ian inscription

knovm. Its purport is :
' lie who

now is the most elegant dancer of all

shall receive this.' 874 One-handled
bowl with interior frieze of men and
women holding hands; the latter have
embroidered dresses. On the lower
shelf are va.'ses found at Phaleroii.and
forming a connecting link between
the Geometrical and Oriental methfxls
of decoration. 312 Pyxis with Cf)ver,

on which are four figures driving
chariots, in a curious quasi-caricature

.style. 852 Bowl with covor, on which
is an early in.scription. 322 Jug with
hend of lion in outline. 304 .Tug

(olpe) with female figures and heads
in qua.si-caricature style.

Shelf beficeen Cases 5 and 6.

—

Dipylon vases with geometrical

patterns. 841 is a lebes, witii figures

of birds and deer in panels.

Wall-rrise —Vase.-^of Dipylon style

from various sites. 231 Krater with
two horses fighting. 877 Krater from
Melos : figure holding two horses bv
the bridles. 885 Plate with goats'

heads on greenish-grey ground, re-

sembling the INIelian vases.

Wall-ease 7.—Vases from Boeotia,

nearly all bowls, with black figures on
buft' ground ; figures of birds flying,

the feathers indicated by broad parallel

lines ; copious use of chevron patterns.

The best examples are 241, 250, 251
and 254. 236 Late and poor Dipylon
jug ; man Imldin:; horses ; on shoulder,

horse leaping. 237 Krater with fish

and band of ducks; geometrical

ornaments ; well executed.

On shelf adjainiuij.—313 Jug from
Athens of Phaleron class ; dance of

men and women to the harp ; two lions,

and frieze of grazing deer.
i

Adhering to the chronological
|

order, the visitor should now turn aside
,

to examine the vases on the stands or

in the cases down the centre of the '

room.
Between Cases 15 and 21.—Dipylon

vases. 1160 Large three-handled
pithos from Crete, of grey ware. 803
Colossal Dipylon vase, much injured ; J

on either side is represented a funeral
j

procession, the corpse on a bier

accompanied by professional mourners
|

in conventional attitudes. 355 Largo
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amphora of red ware from Thebes,

with patterns in relief on one side,

the subjects and style of a marked
Egyptian type; one of the figures

represents Artemis as irorvia Qripwv,

or mistress of the brute creation.

353 Large amphora from the Piraeus

of early black figure style, probably

Athenian ware ; on one side two
chariots ; on the neck, a cock.

Befu-een Casex 8 and 12.—806
Dipylon crater from the Ceramicos

;

(a) part of battle-scene ; (6) band of

male mourners (?) carrying swords.

804 Large Dipylon amphora from the

Ceramicos ; funeral scene (Trpodecns)

with corpse laid out on couch and
attended by mourners. *990 Dipylon
vase, the finest specimen of the class ;

funeral scene, with corpse on high
bier drawn by two horses, accompanied
by mourners ; below, frieze of chariots

(note the shield-shaped bodies of the

charioteers). 911-913 and 354 Vases
from Melos, of local make. *911

Melian amphora, a very fine specimen :

two Muses (?) in chariot, accompanied
by Apollo and Artemis ; on neck, com-
bat of Ajax and Odysseus overarms of

Achilles. Note the great advance in

drawing and technique on the Dipylon
vases, and the introduction of mytho-
logical subjects. The development of

technique is due to the influence of

the 'Oriental' style. 912 Melian
amphora ;

pairs of horses, with female

riders on obverse. 913 Do. with

horses confronted. *354 Another very

fine specimen. On neck, meeting of

Hermes and lole ; on body, Heracles

mounting chariot in which is lole,

accompanied by Eurytos and Antiope,

her father and mother. The colouring

is very rich and the ornamentation, as

in the other vases, most elaborate.

Case 8.—Vases of earlv stvles from
Melos, Eretria, and Thebes. 228

Stamnos from Thebes of second Dipy-
lon period; (a) horse and swan, (b)

lion. 238 Vase of Phaleron style

from Thebes
;
(a) Centaurs (early type,

with human fore-legs) and deer ; (h)

procession of lions. 1008 Amphora
of rude (probably local) fabric from
Eretria

; (a) swans and sphinxes ; (h)

characteristic chain-pattern, 914 Me-

lian amphora; animal with serpent's

head. 220 Vase from Thebes of the

second Dipylon period ; Artemis Dik-
tynna as TroTuia dripooi' (cf. 355 above)

;

on her di-ess is a fish.

Returning to the wall-cases round the
room, we come, in WaJl-case 9, to vases

of the Corinthian class, found at Co-

rinth itself. They belong to the middle
stage, when human figures are first

introduced, but ground-ornaments are

still in high favour. 1st shelf: jugs
and a kotj'le ; animals and rosettes

;

924 is the best example. 2nd shelf

:

pyxides and amphorae, with similar

subjects. ol7 Amphora with kneeling

winged figure between lion and sphinx.

332 Bottle, with row of female figures

(note faces in outline). 3rd shelf:

various shapes. 347 Pyxis with rude
head on top (features in outline).

664 Amphoriskos, with return of

Hephaestos to Olympus, accompanied
by Seileni. 271 Kotyle with dancing-

men (representing the Satyrs of the

Attic vases).

Shelf between Cases 9 and 10.—991

Tall Corinthian amphora from Vourva;
Sirens and animals ; note scarcity- of

rosettes, and Athenian influence in

technique.

Wall-case 10.—Corinthian vases from
Boeotia ; note tendency to fill vacant
spaces rather by the arrangement of

the figures than by ground-ornaments;
subjects as in Case 9. 336 Aryballos;

cuttle-fish. 337-340 Aryballi of earli-

est or Protocorinthian class ; note the

delicacy of the ornamentation on 340.

341 Aryballos from Tanagra; boy on
horse, inscribed in Corintliian charac-

ters, 'lTrir6(TTpo<pos (' horse-trainer ').

333 Aryballos from Tauagra ; winged
Boreas. 289 Pyxis from Tanagra of

slightly diftereut technique. 285
Alabastron from Tanagra ; Chimaera.

Wall-case 11.—Corinthian vases from
Attica; large ky likes of shape transi-

tional from Dipylon to early black-

figure period. 996 Kotyle with
banquet-scene of type common on
Coriuthian and Athenian vases. 951
Probably made at Sikyon in imitation

of Corinthian ware ; two dancing men
and flute-player. 993 Large bowl
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from Vourva of Eretrian style ; note

clianictoristic ' pot-liof^k ' oriianient.

P03 and 1003 Attic imitations of Co-
rintliian va.se8 from A'elanideza. 222
Eretrian arajjliora from I'ikrodaphne ;

frieze of boars, and ox.

Case 12 (in centre of room).—1001

Early Attic b. f. amphora from Eretria

;

on neck, (a) Hermes bringing god-

desses to judgment of Paris ; on body,

(a) Zt'us and Hera in niiptial chariot,

accompanied ty female figures, one
of <^'h6m act-s as pronulia, and Dionysos.
915 Corinthian stamnos of poor style

;

(o) quadriga, Qi) four figures muffled

in mantles. 5.59 Corintliinn amphora

:

(a) youth on hor-seback, (/j) flute-

player. 1001 Krater (Attic imitation

of Corinthian) ; Cretan goats, swans,

and Sirens. The other vases arc; of

late Corintliian, or early Athenian, b. f.

fabric.

Ckne 15 (in centre of room).—452
Panathenaic amphora (prize given in

games) ; (a) Atliene, (Jb) man driving
two-horse chariot (showing contest for

which the prize was given) ; inscribed
' a prize from the games at Athens.'
1100-1102 Three inscribed fragments
from Panathenaic amphorae. 441
Krater, perhaps made at Sikyon
(imitation Corinthian) ; dancers, and
combat of warriors. 440 Athenian
b. f. krater; Heracles slaying Nemean
lion. 448 Athenian b. f. ami)hora

;

(a) Dionysos, Jlaenad, and harp-

player, (/)) departure of warrior and
archer for battle. 447 Panathenaic
amphora ; boxers wearing caestus.

451 Do.; on rev., wrestlers. Of later

date ; about 450 B.C.

J\\iU-ca«e 13.—B. f. vases from the
tumulus erected over the warriors who
fell at Marathon, let and 2nd shelves :

small late lekythi (about 500 Jt.c),

carelessly painted. 1012 Theseus
slaying the Minotaur. 1010 Stand
of vase; on one foot Apollo Citharoe-

dosand Nymphs ; on the other, Atlienc

mounting her cliariot, with Poseidon
behind. 1030 Large Corinthian am-
phora

; ((() meeting of Hermes ami
goddes.ses, (6) winged female deity.

1038 Stamnos of Eretrian fabric with
• pot-hook ' decoration.

'^elf betweefi Casei 13 and 14,—449

Prothesis-ampbora (a class of vases

placed round the corj^se when it was
laid out for burial, pamtcd with sub-

jects c/mnected witii death); mourners
over death-bed.

Wall case 14.—Vases from Attica,

late and careless b. f. style. 505
Kylix ; Hypnos (Sleep) and Thanatos
(Death), attended by Iris and Hermes,
carrying tlie body of a hero to the

grave. 1046 Two warriors kneeling
before an altar ; subject Ixjrrowed from

original type of heroes casting lots at

the altar of Athen'-, seen in the next
vase, 407. 1045 Oinochoe with sig-

natures of artists, Xenocles and
Kleisophos ; Bacchanalian revellers

(found in the theatre of Dionysos).

494 Lekythos: man rifling on cock-

horse. *497 Vase of minute style with
effective colouring ; combat of Heracles

and Kyknos, assisted by Athene and
Ares, Zeus interposing. 488 and 489
Lekythi; Actaeon devoured by liis

hounds in the presence of Nymphs.
500 Pyxis on stjind ;

groups of women
covered two and three together in a

large mantle. 482 Aryballos ; dance
of two ^Lienads ;

pretty and efftctive.

*Lekytlu)s (no number), with represen-

tation of the punisliment known as

'keel-hauling,' sometimes |inflicted on
pirates (see Dumont and Chaplain, Leu
C^ramiqneit de la Grccepropre, pi. 23) ;

figures on white ground. 507 Pinax
of good style ; Achilles putting on
greaves in prearnce of Peleu.«, Thetis,

and Neoptolemos (names inscribed)

;

elaborate draperies. 483 Pinax ; Cen-
taur carrying off a girl. 484 Small
phiale ; curious figure in chlamys and
high caj), outlined.

Shelf between Cai>es 14 and 16.—^450
Prothesis-amplior.i

; (d) mourners at

dcath-'ied, (b) body in sarcopliagus let

down into tomb; on neck, mourners
(on the obverse, monnd-shaped tomb
on which is placed a prothesis-am-

phora). Wlien first discovered, the
following inscription, now illegible,

was deciphered over the tumulus

:

'AvSpus a.Tro<p0iu.fi'oio ()i.Kos KUKhv tVSdoe

Kf7^ai — ' Hero I lie. tlie wretciied

tatters of a dead man.'

Wall-case 16.—I.,ateb. f. vases from
Tanagra. 366 Kotylc, scene from
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palaestra ; boy with cock. 407 Stand
of vase ; Zeus or Poseidon with sceptre,

and other ligures. 359 Kylix with
minute figures, in the style of the

artists Glaulytes and Nilcosthenes.

401 Hydria; Apotheosis of Heracles,

driven hy Athene in lier chariot to

Olympos ; Hermes in front. 392 and
393 Lekythi ; Heracles subduing the
Cretan bull. 398 Lekythos with white
,!l: round ; Peleus wrestling with Thetis.

409 Small phiale of local fabric
;

Heracles with attributes. 402 Pan-
athenaic amphora; two boxers.

Shelf between Cases 16 and 17.

—

*1452 Prothesis-amphora with red
figures; death-bed scene and mourners
tearing their hair ; the conception is

full of pathos without any trace of

passion, and in accordance with the
ideal art of the fifth century B.C.

Wall-case 17.—B. f. vases from
Boeotia. 443 Kotyle ; Menelaos and
mother hero leading away Helen from
Troy. 418, 424-427, 438, 442 Cari-

•ature-vases from Thebes, connected
ftitii the worship of the Cabeiric

leities there; grotesque figures. On
126 is a parody of the sacrifice of a pig
:o a terminal figure. *442 is inscribed

Sibon is beautiful ' ; the subject re-

)resented is the workshop of a potter ;

;wo of the workmen are undergoing
)unishment, and another carries off

iewly-made cups to tlie furnace.

132 Kauthari.s with hunt of Calydo-
lian boar ; Atalanta and other figures.

t22 Alabastron with Ethiopian Ama-
;on in trousers, holding hammer. 413
lekythos; Apotheosis of Heracles (?)
)02 Lekythos with white ground:
Achilles lying in wait for Polyxena as

he fills her hydria at a fountain. *437

'yxis (4th cent. B.C.); the corpse of

^ctaeon laid out for buiial by his

uother and sisters ; on the left is

Lrtemis with her hounds. 424 Cari-

ature-vas-e, probably a parody of a
tedding-procession ; cliariot drawn by
wo donkeys. 416 Kotyle ; Heracles
laying the hydra, aided by Athene.

Shelf between Cases 17 and 18.

—

R. f. prothesis-vase ; corpse on sump-
uous bier, and mourners ; the hair

md drapery are carei'ully rendered

;

he drawing is restraintd yet fine,

and the expressions of grief on the
various faces well brought out. On
rev., two Thraciaus on horseback, wear-
ing long coats and skins round their
heads (characteristic local costume).

Wall-case 18.—Vases from Eretria,
mostly with figures painted in black
on white ground, with details in
purple ; probably of Lical manufac-
ture. 1138 Lekythos (white ground)

;

seated Athene with an owl on each
side. ,517 Lekythos; combat of Hera-
cles and Kyknos, assisted by Atliene
and Ares ; the thunderbolt of Zeus is

seen descending on Kyknos, but curi-
ously the god himtelf is absent. 550
Lekythos (white ground) ; Peleus
bringing the young Achilles to Chei-
ron ; Athene in background. *513
Lekythos ; Po.seidon vath two winged
white horses ; sea indicated by dol-

phins. Note the curious technique,
the dolphins and the horses' legs being
rendered in the manner of the later

red-figured vases on the black back-
ground which represents the sea.
*1133 Lekythos (white ground); Circe
offering the drugged cup to Odysseus;
companion transformtd into a pig.
*1132 Lekythos (white ground) ; Atlas
bringing the apple from the garden
of the Htsperides to Heracles, who
holds up the heavens for him. *1130
Lekythos (buff ground); Odysseus
and the Sirens. 1124 Theseus slay-
ing the Marathonian bull. 1129 The
female demon Lamia tied to a tree
and tortured by Satyrs.

Shelf between Cases IS and 19.

—

*Fine r. f. protheois-amphora : Pro-
cession of women with torches and
vases, and flute-player. Drawing very
fine ; about b.c. 450.

Wall-case 19.—Vasts from Corinth,
mostly late Corinthian fabric. 1st
shelf: Early Attic b. f. ky likes. 521 Co-
rinthian olpe ; Akamas in chariot ; the
horses' names are inscribed : Kyllaros,
Lysipolis, Phoiton, and Kyllaros ; in

the field is a salamander, inscribed
'AffKuKafios. 524 and 526 Attic
vases with conttst of Heracles and
Triton. 992 Fine *Corinthian white-
ground kylix ; two female heads with
outlined featuies, inscribed Ne)3pis and
KpiKu ; on exterior, finely-executed
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battUi-scene. Phiale probably made
at Tanagra, witli desi^ni in outline

;

Donietor on throne, holding torch, ears

of corn, and pomegranate. 529 Attic

kylix ; in centre, Heracles rescuing

Deianeira from the Centaur Nesuos.

Shelf hetween Cagen 19 and 20.

—

K. f. prothesis-ampliora: bridal-scene;

tlie bridegroom leads the bride by the

hand, and is attended by women with
torclies.

M'all-case20.—Attic b. f. vases from
Ciialcis, Rhodes, Aegina, Salamis,

and IMegara. 542-544 Skyphi from
Aeginn, in the style of tbe Theban
Cabeiric vases, with vine and ivy-

wreatlis. 545 Similar vase from
Megara ; two dancing figures, one
attired as Pan. 539 Theseus slaying

the Minotaur; froin Aegina.

Shelf between Cases 20 and 22.

—

B. f. prothesis-amphora ; mourners at

death-bed.

Wall-case 22.—B. f. vases of un-

known provenance. 1104 Kylix signed

by the artist Exehias. GCi Kylix in

Room L. Cases 24-31.

the style of Nico»thenes ; combat of the artist Meidias.

Later red-figured vases, about B.C.

450-400.

Wall-case 24.—Vases from Attica.

1621 Lekytlios; Nike pouring liba-

tion on altar. 1282 Lekythos (in-

jured by fire); Omphale attired as

Heracles, in riohly-embroidered upper
garment and buskins, holding club

;

at lier side Eros and Athene. 1281
Lekythos; Hygieia (?) witli snake.
1283 Lekythos, witii figures in

opaque white; Eros and a female
figure adorning the terminal figure of

a goddess. 1284 Acorn-shaped leky-

thos ; Aphrodite, Eros, and attendant
figures. 1242, 1243, and 1597 pyxides
with toilet scenes; each has had a
bronze ring fixed in the tojj. 1291
Pyxis ; Poseidon, Hermes, Athene,
and otlier deities. *1179 ^on lower
shelf) Part of vase with toilet-scene;

very fine drawing and rendering of
drapery, in tlie style characteristic of

Greeks and Amazons. 115U; Leky-
thos; Heracles entertained by the

Ci'ntaur Pholos. 330 Corinthian

kylix, well executed. 1085 Oiuochoe;
Polyphemos in his cave, and Odysseus
escaping under the ram.

Wall-case 23.—1009 Lekythos with

two colossal heads, probably of Pluto

and Persepiione, that of the latter in

outline on the other. 599 Lekythos

;

Medea boiling the ram in the presence

of the daugl iters of Pelias.

Case 21 (in tiie middle of the room).—*641 Early Corinthian kylix of very

delicate work; (a) warriors setting out

for battle in chariois
; (h) battle-scene.

639 Late b. f. kotyle ; design on band
with white ground ; Theseus slaying

the Minotaur. 11.54 B. f. amphora;
(a) Zeus and Hera in nuptial car,

aecompiinied by Hermes, Dionysos,

and female deity
;
(h) Diouysos and

dancing Maenad. 1087 Lekythos
with white ground (probably of Ere-

Wull-case 25.—Vases from Attica
and Athens. On the top shelf lekythi
witii single figures , women at their

toilet, and ephebi. Tiie short dumpy
figures are very characteristic of this

period. The best specimens are 1274
(youth on horseback), and 1624
(^woman at toilet). 1286 Scene from
the palaestra ; athletes carrying hares.

1218 Oinochoe; return of Uephaestos
to Olympus, accompanied by revelling

Satyrs ; careful drawing. 1219 Oino-
choe ; drunken man singing. 1263
Oinochoe of fine style (cf. 1179 in

Case 24) ; scene of courting ; Eros
introduces a young man to his bride.

On this shelf are a row of small jugs
with representations of chihlren play-

ing ; the.'^e jugs were no doubt play-
things. Note the go-cart on 1611;
1229 is pretty and neat in style.

*1260 A girl seated reading from
an open scroll on which letters are
visible ; this scene is generally inter-

trian fabric) ; combat of Heracles and preted as Sappho reading her poems
Amazons. to her friends. 1174 Hydria; Posei-

don pursuing Amymone; severe style.

1261 Hydria ; athlete sacrificing

after u victory. 1244 Part of a
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plaque painted in imitation of a
sepulchral relief ; procession of friends

of the deceased, and in one corner a
window through •which a horse looks

in.

Wall'case 26.—Vases from Athens
and Attica. On the top shelf lekythi
with squat tigures ; Xike flying,

Hermes with cadnceus, etc. 2nd shelf;

small jugs and lekythi with children's

pamea. *]7-10 Alabastrou of severe
fine style, carefully executed ; a
graceful figure of a Maenad dancing
with castanets. 1719 Pelike

;
part-

ing scene. *2214 Part of a fine vase
with gilding and other colours ; Eros
hovering before an armed Athene.
*2585 Fragment of a cup from the
Acropolis ; the design is scratched in,

and painted white and gilt, in imita-
tion of the technique of chryselephan-
tine statues ; fine style of about B.C.

480. Below, 2202 Part of a krater,

unfinished, showing the process of
decoration. The figtu-es are outlined
in black, but the background has
never been tilled in.

Wull-ca»e 27.—Vases from Athens
and f Attica. *1246 Kotyle; (a) girl

dancing
; (h) Maenad with slain kid

;

very delicate work, about 440 b.c.

123t; Kantharos : on either side an
Amazon; tine style, rather minute
figures. 1 185 Pelike ; woman offering

wine to a youth on his departure for

the chase. 1181 (a) Seated figure in.

Phrygian costume ; Eros hovering over
Athene; (6) Dionysos, Ariadne, and
Maenads. 1204 Aryballos ; Eros
crowning a bride. 1183 Pelike; girl-

tvtnner in musical contest crowned
_by Nike. 1180 Pelike; combat of

Greeks and Amazons.
Case 28.—1423 Kotyle of Cam-

panian fabric fiom Lamia (?) ; depar-
ture of two warriors wearing Messapian
costume. *16S9 Small amphora of
finest r. f. style from Aegiua; (a)
Athene Promachos

; (6) two boxers
wearing the caestus. The di-apery is

very rich and delicately rendered.
1688 Similnr vase from Aegina

;

Athene striking down an opponent
who is not visible. 1708 Fine late

r. f. pyxis from Aegina ; Poseidon
pursuing Amymone ; Nereids and

Triton. 1425 Pelike from Aegina
with rather grotesque figures ; on
obv. woman in bath. 1451 Hydria of

Apulian fabric from S. Italy; ofler-

iugs at a stele. 1701 Aryballos from
Cleonae; Aphrodite in a car di'awn

by two Erotes. 1416 Pelike from
Phocis; Zeus pursuing Ganymede,
who is playing with a hoop. 1450
Apulian pelike from S. Italy ; court-

ing scene. 1430-1 Two kylikes from
Corinth, signed by the artist Euer-
gkles. 1442 Krater fiom Crete ; on
obv. Marsyas playing on the flutes in

the presence of Athene and Xike.

1434 Krater from Hermione ; Theseus
slaying a bull and crowned by Nike
in the presence of Athene.

Case 29.—1428 Late r. f. arjballos

from Corinth; Pegasos. 1447 Pelike
frfim iSIyrina ; warrior erecting trophy.

1412 Kotyle from Locris; youth on
rearing horse and another blowing
a trumpet. This vase is unfinished,

the black varnish being only partly

put on. 1424 Hydria fiom Euboea

;

Eros watering flowers.

Case30.—V:ises from Tanugra, about
B.C. 400. 1330 Krater ; Xike crown-
ing Dionysos at his marriage with
Ariadne. 1343 Lekythos ; girl draw-
ing wool from a basket. 1355 Small
jug ; contest of pigmy and crane ;

carefully executed. 1357 Early r. f.

kylix ; man playing with hare and
singing ; the words. Si -KaiBwv KaX-

Aicrre, ' O fairest of boys,' are repre-

sented as coming out of his mouth.
1388 Krater; marriage of Zeus and
Hera. 1333 Pelike of large fine style

;

battle of gods and giants.

Case 31.—Vases from Thebes. 1372

Large kantharos ; Dionysos at sym-
posion, seated on a couch with richly-

embroidered coverings. 1373 Kan-
tharos ; Bellerophon taking leave of

Proitos (?). 1383 Krater ; Selene

driving chariot of two winged horses,

preceded by Hermes ; above is a cres-

cent moon. 1385 Apollo with lyre

and Artemis making oli'erings at a

tomb, which is shown in section. 1407

Kotyle ; Hermes slaying Argus, who
is represented with double face. 1376

Krater ; toilet of Aphrodite ; Dionj -

60S, Pan, and Nike.
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On shelf adjoining.—* J 454 Lcbcs on
stand ; frieze of lif^ures representing

the toilet of Aphrodite. The drawing
is very fine, and the dra]ieiie3 deli-

eatcly rendered ; the style suggests

the time of the artist Miidiaf, about
B.C. 440 420. 1171 .Similar vase ;

todct scene.

Room K.—Cases 32-92.

Early r f. vases, Atbtnian poly-

chrome leky thi, etc., and miscellaneous

vases of later periods.

Tahle-caxe G5-G8.—A collection of

iTTlvr\rpa or ovoi, implements used by
women while spinning, and placed
over the kuee to protect it from being

cut by tlie thread. *2179 (From
Attica) has on one side a representa-

tion of a woman spinning and using
tiiis object ; on the end is Bellerophou

on Pegasos slaying the Chimacra.
1029 (from Eretria) is a very fine

example with paintings in the ' minute'

style ; at the end is Pdcus wrestling

with 'J'hetis, whose transformations

i.re indicatetl by a sea-horse; on one
side is Aphrodite with attendant

deities, on the other a scene in women's
apartments, the figures having fancy

ii;imes, Hippolyte, Asterope, etc. ; the

drapery is beautifully rendered, and
tlie whole eflect very fine. 2192 A
double disk or ^huttle : on one side,

contest of Hciacies and Xereus; on
the other, Peleus wrestling with

Thetis (names inscribed ; transfor-

mations indicated by a snake). 2:>.i0

Similar ; designs in brown outline

on white, witii purple additions ; in

the centre, Eurupa on the bull. 2410
and 2412-2417 Fragments of black-

figured plaques from Athens ; the best

example is 2410 with inscription ' this

is the tomb of Areios ' (?).

Case 35.—Iled-figurtd xases from
various sites. 14.57 Krater: sacrifice

to a terminal figure of Hermes. 1702

Vise with figures of Athene, Eros,

etc., in minute style. 1678 Large
krater of Apulian fabric ; (a) offerings

at the shrine of a youth, whose statue

is seen in front of it ; (6) oflFerings

at stele ; on the neck, Eros kissirg

a swan. Fourth century n.c. ; thifl

vase. 1079, 1082, : nd lOSO, ure among
the few examples in this collection

from the later Graeco-Italiau warts.
1717 Krater of tine style; Athene re-

ceiving a libation from Victory ; al out
B.C. 450. 1700 Part of a fekythos,
with severe but fine drawing ; an old
man and a warrior mourning at a
stele. 1472 Amphora ; women at

their toikt. *]tJOG Kylix of finest

period, with name of Athtn(idoto$

in.scrilied ; interior : youth p«juring

libation
;
(a) Heracles wrestling with

Antaeos; (6) Theseus withoxe slaving
8kiron (?). 1C83 Amphora of late' r. f.

period : Nike crow ning a trophy, and
youth leading up bull to sacrifice.

1 IGG Amphora ; Triptolemos in winged
car between Demct* r ami Persephone.

Ca»e« 81-84 and 77-80 contain
examples ofGreek glass ; Ca»e» 73-7G,
objects from the tumulus eret tetl over
the warriors slain at the battle of

Chaeroneia (n.c. 338) ; Oises 85-88 and
89-92 contain terra-iolta iamjis.

Case 54.—Mcgarian bowls of black
ware with reliefs, and vases with
paintings in oparjue white on black
jilaze, probaliiy manufuctured at

Tarentum. 2141 Amphora from Crete,

with reliefs representing Heracles
with the slain Nemcan lion ami Jason
slaying the dragon (a similar %ase in

the British Museum). 2140 Amphora
from Crete, similar ; Heracles slaying
the hydra, and Nike sacrificing a bull.

2108 Megarian bowl from 1 anagra,
with scene from Honit-r, reprtsenting
the flight vi the Greeks to the ships.

2104 Similar bowl from Tanagra

;

Theseus carrying off Helen from
Corinth. 2109 Similar buwl from
Tanagra ; Herach s wrestling with the
Ntmean lion, ult^-inatiug with repre-

sentations of the Dulphic omphalos.
Ca$es G9-72.—Two typical Greek

tombs ot 5th cent. B.C., containing
red-figured and white lekythi.

Wall-cases on left of door from
lloom L.

Case 32.— Late rt-d-figured vases

from Boeotia. 1395 Krater; Orestes
seated on altar conversing with an
Areopagite elder, Pyladwi behind,
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1393 Krator; Asclepios (?) reclining

and ofl'ering drink to a snake. 1406
Kotyle ; Leda embracing the swan,
watched by Hera and three Satyrs.

Case 33!—As last. 1384 and 1386
Kraters with Heracles resting. 13Sl
Krater; group of women in Phrygian
costume.

Case 34.-2303 Bowl with subject

in white and red on black ground in

imitation of a vase-painting Dy Sosias

(at Berlin) of Achilles binding up the

arm of the woiuided Patroklos.

Cases Gl-64.—Vases from the temple
of the Cabeiii at Thebes, m(jstly with
caricature-subjects.t In Case 61 is a
Cup with a caricature of Kephalos
hunting ; also a fine red-figured frag-

ment with white and gilding applied :

Aphro;iite binding up her hair. In
Case 62 *Fragment of a cup repre-

senting the cult of the deity Cabeiros;

on rev., contest of pigmy and crane.

Fragment with caricature of Belle-

rophou slaying the Chimaera. These
vases, though dating from tlie end of

the 5th cent. B.C., retain the old black
figure method.

Cases 63-64.—jMiscellaneous objects

from the same site.

Case 59-60.—Vases and fragments
with inscriptions, among which is a
lately discovered ostrakon or vote re-

corded against Themistocles. 2468
Fragment of Panathenaic prize-am-
phora from Attica inscribed, 'I am
from the long foot-race'; subject, a
man r^mning. 2492 Fragment from
Corinth with name Tisias in the Corin-

thian alphabet. In Case 59 : frag-

ments inscribed with owners' names.
Case 58.—Vases of fancy shapes or

with paintings in opaque colours

;

4th cent. B.C.

Case 57.-2239 Kanlharos of black

ware fi'om Tanagra with name of

maker, Teisias. 2294 Vase with im-
pressions from an intaglio gem :

woman with basket of flowers. 2200
Part of rim of vase from Eleu.sis with
incised figure of a galley. 2351 has
been dredged up from the sea with a
sponge attached to it.

f Caricature was an important element in

the cult of these mysterious deities (see Journal
of fftllenic Studies xiii. pp. "7 ff.).

[Greece.]

Case 56.—Vases with designs in

opaque colours on black ground. 2262
Lekythos from Atalanta ; Theseus
slaying the Minotaur ; about B.C. 500,
a phase of the transition period from
tlie black to the red figures. 2265 Jug
from Corinth in imitation of the
primitive styles.

Case 55.—Vases of late period with
wreaths and other patterns in white
and yellow on black ground.

We now return to the door from
Room XIX., starting on the right-
hand side ; Cases 36-40 contain late

red-figured vases ; Cases 41-50, poly-
chrome sepulchral lekythi from Athens
and Eretria.

Case 36.—1477 Amphora of good
style

;
girl with torch, and youth.

1489 Lebes; boar-hunt. 1691 Hydria;
Theseus slaying the Minotaur, who
has a human body spatted all over to

suggest the skin of a beast. 1486
Hydria; Eos pursuing Kephalos. 1469
Amphora ; Victory crowning a girl who
has been successful in a musical contest.

Case 37.—Vases of ' diminutive '

style, mostly lekythi and oinoclioae.

1695 Girl sacrificing a pig. 1558 Boy
giving another a lide in a go-cart.

1545 Demeter witli ears of corn, and
Triptolemos in his winged car. 1577
Kylix ; woman in bed.

Case 38.—Small vases, those on
shelf 3 having scenes of children at
play. Slielf 4. pyxides with scenes
from women's apartments.

Case 39.—From Eretria. Shelves
1 and 2, Lekythi with single figures,

such as Victory. 1385 Athlete with
diskos; signed by the artist Duris.
1654 Oinochoe ; two boys feeding
fowls, 1320 Boy in carriage drawn
by goat. 1323 Hydria; Eos pursuing
Tithonos (?). 1638 Boreas pursuing
Oreithyia.

Case 40. — From Eretria. 1659
Lekane ; scene from women's apart-
ments. 1317 Lekythos with gilding
and blue and white accessories;
goddess (V) in chariot drawn by
Erotes. 1630 Pyxis of fine style ; on
the top, toilet-scene ; below, bridal
procession (?). On tlie top of the vase
has been a bronze ring.

Q
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Gase» 41-50.—Athenian sepulchral

lekythi from Atliuiis and Kretris. witli

polvchroinf (leBifriis on white ground.

Case 41.—1913 Girl ofterinp fruit

to an ephebos; inscribed :
' Liclias is

beautiful.' 1900 and 1902 Offerings

at stele; good drawing. 175G Corpse
laid out on a bi<r (Trp66i(Tii), with a

female mournor bending over it. *17G1
Warrior and girl at stele; very firm

and delicate drawing, and rich

colouring.

Caite 42.—1769 Youth bringing a
bird in a cage to a stele ; good style.

17G0 Mourners with va.ses and offer-

ings; delicate drawing. 17.54 Demeter
witli ears of corn and Persephone with
torch pouring a libation ; found near
the chapel of Hagia Trias by the

Dipylon gate. 17.59 ("haron in his

boat which a woman is about to enter

:

the Styx is indicated by reeds and
blue colouring.

Ca»e 43.—Lekythi from Athens and
AtticA with miscellaneous subjects.

2021 Mourner in black. 1792 Girl

singing to lyre, and dog leaping up.

1S04 Nike with torches at a blazing

altar. 1797 Bearded man and boy at

stele ; fine and delicate drawing.
1796 Thanatos (Death) and Hypnos
(bleep) laying a warrior on his tomb.

Case 44.— Lekythi from Eretria,

mostly sepulchral". 1987 and 1826.

Scenes in women's apartment. 1968

Athene. 1973 Ephebos hunting a

hare up a hill. 1929 Two women
decorating a coffin with sashes and
placing vases in it. 1945 Girl offering

drink to warrior departing for the

chase; fine delicate drawing. 1922,

1923, and 1963 Scenes in women's
apartments ; all of similar style. 1989

Warrior in combat with crane; style

of black-figured vases with designs on

white ground.

Case 45.—Lekythi from Eretria.

1979 Athlete running, with torch and
diskos ; strongly accentuated muscles.

1937 Seated youth with lyre; fine

conception and free bold drawing

;

about B.C. 400.

Case 46.— I>ekythi from Eretria.

1821 Woman and lx»y at stele ; fine

careful drawing and good colouring.

1822 Woman with o^'erings and boy

with strigil at stele ; beautiful draw-
ing. 1815 Women in chair on top of a
stele offering grapes to a Ijriy ; these

figures probably represent a sculptured

group pliiced on the tomb.
Case 47.—Lekythi from Eretria.

1926 Charon m boat and Hermes
Psychopompos leading up a woman.

;

1939 Thanatos and Hypnos laying a
woman in rich attire on a tomb ;

j

fine con'^eption. 1818 Departure ofi

warrior ; fine and delicate drawing.
1816 Three youths at tomb con-

versing; delicate drawing.
Case 48.— Lekythi from various i

sites, mostly of poor style.

Case 49.—Do. 2023 Nike with;
torch. 1888 Fragment with girl

carrying stool (Uippos), resembling
those on the Parthenon frieze.

Case 50.-1809 Eros with lyro and
phiale; from Aegina. "'2187 Part of

fine kylix from Athens, with rwl

figures outside, and white ground
inside; Persephone receiving a li' .

tion from a female figure ; very
drawing and delicate outlines. Fi

ment inscribed *epp*(^oTTo (Pe
phone).

Cftse 51.—Vases in the form
various figures. On shelf 1, male
female heads in the stvle of terra-(

statuettes. 2058, 2:^69. and J

heads of Ethiopians. 2044 Aphro .

on swan, from Attica. 2055 Kh\
ending in mule's head, with
figqres; Satyr and Maenad. *'.i'

Fine polychrome group from Tanni
winged youth supporting a fall

girl; gilding and various coloi.

fine 4th cent, style. 206<J Bust
.Vphrodite Acfrl imene, enclosed n

scollop shell; liflm Tanagra. ''

shelf 3, grotesque figures and Ert
2074 Vase of early 6th cent,

form of helmeted head. 2056 Rhv
from Thespiae ; double head of won
and negro. Several vases in the I'

of sandalled feet. 2045. 2091, -'

Mire, in green glazed ware.

Case 52.—Vases with reliefii, a^ i

Case 54. On top shelf, Megari
bowls: 2347 Groups of Hera'
cajrying off Auge, alternating w
Pan. 2345 Athene, Hephaestos, ;i: ,

other figures. 2099 Figures of Atheip





To fact p. 42^.
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Promachos. 2139 Large phiale from
Crete with Ganymede carried up by
the eagle ; round this group two
friezes : dance of Erotes, and Satyrs.

2170 Jug : Achilles and Penthesilea.

Case 5'i.— Megarian oowls from
Bneotia. 2113 Battle-scene, perhaps
from the Iliad. *2114 Sacrifice of

Iphigeueia (taken from Euripides'

Iphigeneia in Aulis). 2105 Priam and
Agenor slain by Neoptolemos at the

altar of Apollo. 2335 Amphora in-

scribed with the name of Tycho (?),

daughter of Diopeitheides ; reliefs

representing boar-hunt. 2361 Part of

mould for Megarian bowL, from Athens.
2162 Jug from Crete in Italian style ;

head of Aphrodite.

In the basement of the Museum,
and in the Court around which the

Museum is built, is arranged the

very valuable Epigraphical Collection,

which is especially rich in early Attic

inscriptions. Among them is the

CORNICE of the altar, dedicated in the

Temple of Apollo Pythios (p. 264),

by the younger Peisistratos. of which
the well preserved inscription is

quoted by Thucydides (vi. 54:}.

/xiTJ/j-a ToSe ^; apX'i^ IIe4<Ti'<7T[paTOS 'Iirwiov

vloi

BrjKev '.^TToAAwros nv[0t'ou] iv Ttixevei.

Peisistratos, son of Hippias, erected this

monument of his rule in the sanctuary of
Apollo Pythias.

Found on the rt. bank of the Ilissos,

S.W. of the Olympieion. in 1877. A
fragment of special interest to classical

scholars contains part of the treaty

given in Thuc. v. 47.

Inscription from Thera. One of

the most ancient Greek inscriptions

hitherto discovered, and referred to

the 7th cent. B.C. at latest. It con-

sists of nine names inscribed in bus-

trophedon f on a block of basalt.

t Left to right, and then right to left.

EOUTE 51.

FK03I THE THE8EI0N TO THE BOTA-

NICAL GARDEN, BY THE DIPTLON
AND THE STREET OF TOMBS. (PLAN
OF ATHENS: SECTION 3.)

On quitting the Theseion (Rte. 47)

we pass on the 1. a small but neg-

lected Public Garden, laid out by
Queen Amalia, on the N.W. side of

the Temple, crossing the Rly. bridge,

and descend to the Church of the

Asomaton. We then follow the con-

tinuation of Hermes St. to the 1., and
just beyond the Rly. Stat, turn to the

rt. towards an iron gate which leads

into a walled enclosure, comprised

within the accompanying Plan.

The Dipylon (AiirvXuv) was origi-

nally called the Thriasian Gate, be-

cause it led to Thria, a demos near

Eleusis (Plut. Per. 30); it was also

known, from its position, as the Cera-

mic Gate. It owes its more general

name to the fact that it was double,

having an outer and an inner entrance

divided by an intermediate couit,

44 yds. long by nearly 23 broad. For

this reason, doubtless, it was selected

for the magnificent state entry of

King Attalos and the Rhodian ambas-
sadors in B.C. 200. The same year

the ground before it became the scene

of a sharp engagement between

Philip V. of Macedon and the Athe-

nians, in which the former was de-

feated, but revenged himself by de-

stroying many of the extra-mural

monuments, including the Lyceum,
Academia, and Cynosarges.

From the Dipylon started several

important roads. Of these one led to

tlie Acaiiemy (Rte. 54), branching off

after about 630 yds. to join the Sacred

Wav near Daphni (Rte. 58). Ano-
ther road from the Dipylon traversed

the Sacred Way, and passing down
the Street of 'Tombs subsequently

joined the highroad (Hamaxitos) to

"the Piraeus. A branch road diverged

from the same point to Salamis.

Q 2
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Immediately helow the gate (a)

by which we enter the enclosure ie a

round altar with dedicatory inscrip-

tion on its E. face, to Zeus, Hermes,
and Akamas. Close to this stood tlic

central pier of the outer gate. Each
gate was double, and had an aperture

of 11 ft. 4 in. To tlie rt. (b) arc con-

siderable remains of an ornamental
spring-! louse, the roof of v. hich was
supported by columns, and the front

closed by a balustrade. The tank
measures about 12 yds. by 9. Fur-
ther along tlie road (c) are tlic re-

mains of what was probably a guard-
room. The angle formed by the junc-

tion of the S.W. wall with the city wall

was occupied by a massive quadran-
gular tower (d) nearly 8 yds. square,

in large blocks of conglomerate,

cased with limestone, tlie latter very

carefully worked; 1.5 yds. along the

wall to the left of it remains «i xitu an
inscribed boundary stone, on which
the words ?pos KfpantiKov are cut in

a vertical line. On the other side of

the gateway was found a similar stone.

Nearly opposite the stone is a large

white marble sarcophngu.s, ornamented
with rosettes and panels.

The wall in wiiich the boundary
stone stands is of the time of Tlie-

mistocles. but tlie parallel line in

front of it is of later date. This is

a small rampart of rammed earth,

cased with blocks of conglomerate.

The transverse channels by which the

mass of earth was drained are still re-

cognisable. At the S.W. end of this

line is an opening in the wall (e)

which is usually identified as the

Sacred Gate ( v Upa ttuAtj), or start-

ing-point of tlie Sacred Way to

Eleusis. Another opinion regards it

as merely the outlet to the Eridanos,

(which according to this theory was a

small stream between Lycabettos and
the Acropolis, which became in time

the main flrain of the ancient city), the

Sacred Way being one of the roads

which .started from the Dipylon. The
existence of this gate, for which
Plutarch (Sull. 11) was the only au-

thority, has been very generally denied,

but it is not improbable that there

should have been a special gate open-

ing on the Sarrerl Wmj. On a slightly

curved line with the Street of Tombs
is a passage, which looks as if it must
have been closed by a gate, and the
natural place for the gate would have
been in the ancient wall. Restorations
at different periods make it however
impossible to speak on this jioint with
certainty. The stretch of wall {r , is

built up of old materials, and is un-
doubtedly ancient in its lower courses.

Plutarch tells us that Sulla threw
down all the wall bitwecn the Peiraic

(jx 252) and the Saercd Gate (Plut.

Sull. 14). In front of this portion of the
wall are the remains of an ajjparently

privatehouse; Ijchind itarerubble-and-
mudwallsand((;) a potter's kiln, which,
when discovered, contained a large

number of half-baked lamp.s, probably
Koman work of the 2nd or .3rd cent, a.d

The ancient main drain of tlie city has
been traced at intervals as far as the
chapel of the Hagia Trias. It is of

compact limestone and vaulted, the
voussoirs being worked and fitted to-

gether with great care and a'-curacy.

Between the Dipylon and the so-

called Sacred Gate are the foundations
of a large edifice, perhaps the I'om-

peion, where the vessels used in the

Sacred Procession (ito^ttt)) were stored.

Along the S.W. front project live rect-

angular buttresses measuring about 6

ft. square. A very remarkable feature

in the structure is that the N. corner

of the building is engaged in the

entire thickness of the city wall,

while part of the inner face of that

wall is actually carried obliquely

through the interior of the building.

From this circumstance it seems clear

that the edifice existed prior to the

erection of either the Dipylon or the

contiguous city wall ;
probably also

before the construction of the Sacred
Gate, as it is difficult to suppose that

an edifice of this imjiortance would lie

erected on a site where a great j)art

of its principal front would be screened
by ii dead wall.

Street of Tombs.—The Ancient Ce-
metery of Cemniicos (KtpafieiK6s) lay

outside the Dipylon (Thuc. vi. .57;

Liv. xxxi. 24), and extended into

the two principal neighbouring roads,
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reins in his rearing charger, that he
may plunge his lance into his prostrate
foe. The lance, horse-trappinge, and
hridle were of bronze, of which some
traces remain. The marks on the
head of Dexileos show that lie wore a
bronze helmet or petiisus, probably tlie

latter. The two plain stelae beside
this tomb are those of Lysias, brother
of Dexileos, and liis sister Melitta, to

whose name is added that of Nausis-
tratos of Sphettos, probably her lius-

band. Behind the quadrant is a small
sarcophagus bearing the names of Cal-
liphane, another sister of Dexileos.

and Lysanias, a brother ; also that of

his wife, Caliistrate.

Tomb of CoraUion, wife of Agathon

;

a group of two figures in high relief,

and two (very low) in the back-
ground.

Plain lofty stele of Agathon and
Sosicrates, sons of Agathocles of Her-
aclea (Ionia), surmounted with a fiuial

ornament.
Tomb of Agathon, son of Agathocles.

This is a large aedicula of Hymettian
marble, on the back of which was a
picture. Next to this comes a higher
hea^iA of polygonal masonry, of later

date.

Monument of Dionysios. This con-

sists of the usual aedicula backed by
a lofty pedestal, which supports a
Bull. The soffit is painted in imita-

tion of a coffered ceiling. On the
architrave and base are tngraved me-
trioil inscriptions.

Molossiau JDog, in grey marble, pro-

bably used as a canting 8ym1x)l for a
person with a canine name.

Sepulchral Relief without inscrip-

tion. The execution is very bad, but
it is interesting from the unusual com-
bination of Charon in the same scene
with the funeral feast. The marble-
cutter has gratuitously supplied Cha-
ron with four pair of oars.

Above the path is an ancient well,

the water of which appears to have
!)een used in funeral ceremonies.

Purther back is an u])ri;,'ht slab witli

I relief of a man and woman and a
)oy, who leads a ram. On rising

rruund beyond are several curious

jraves. Looking back towards the

Chapel, is a large relief of a woman
holding a jug in white marble.

Returning to the path, opposite the
Charon relief is the stele of i,'up7trc<*^ne

or Bion. Euphrosyne, daughter of

Phanippos of Potumoa, is seated in a
chair, under which is her little dnir.

She shakes bauds with her nephew
Bion, who carries in his other hand
the strigil. Beliind them stands her
brother Eubios, father of the youth.
Other members of the family are men-
tioned below. The sculi)tur<- is in

very low relief, and ratlier sketchily

executed ; it may i)robably date from
the 3rd cent. b.c.

Monument of Bion, son of Eubios of

Potamos. The lettering is distinctly

older than in the preceding inscrip-

tion, and the Bion in question is sup-

posefl to be the great-grandfather of

the youth already named. This stele

has the unusual form of a Doric
column, upon which stood a vase
or urn.

*Tomb of Hegeso, daughter of tin'

Proxenog. A very fine work, tin

oldest monument hitherto discovered

in situ in this cemetery, and
generally referred to the oth cen'

B.C. The lady is leisurely examinii

the contents of a caaket held bef r

her by a female slave, who wears a
long, straight, loose, sleeveless smock-
frock, with a close-fitting cap.

Stele of the Family of Cleidemiih •

(4:th cent. B.C.).

Two-handled vase in relief, with
illegible inscription to Cleidemog, son
of Cleidemides.

Stele of Menes, son of Callias of

Argos, on horseback. The sculpture
is in very low relief, etfective, but
sketchy.

20 yds. N. towards the high road
is the Tomb of Euculine. The prin-

cipal figure is a little girl with her
dog. Around her are grouped other
membirs of the family.

Further W. is the *Tomh of Ari«-

//'</(,t a boy with pet-bird, and slave.

The pediment is very curious ; in the
middle is a mourning Siren, and on
either side of her kneeling figures.

t This has bi'eu removed to tbc National

Moseum.
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Walking S., and passing the monu-
ment of Dexileos on the rt., we reach,

on high gi-ound to the 1., the Monuraent

of Painphile, a marble urn (4th cent.

B.C.), on which is represented, in low
relief, the seated figure of Pamphile;
she holds out her hand to Hegetor,

her husband, who stands before her.

His name is inscribed on the foot of

the amphora.
Behind this is the Monument of

Demetria and Pamphile, an aedicula

containing figures of the two women,
larger than life.

The knoll, crowned with the little

Church of the Sagia Trias, has been
generally supposed to be part of the

Agger raised by Sulla, when he
besieged and took Athens in B.C. 86.

This opinion was corroborated by the

discovery in the mound of an
enormous quantity of loose human
bones, without trace of regular inter-

ment. These are supposed to be the

remains of tiie victims of Sulla's great

massacre in the inner Ceramicos, on
which occasion the blood of the

Athenians was said, in the language
of popular exaggeration, to have over-

flowed through the Dipvlon (Plut.

Sull. 14).

, S. of the Chapel is a large white
Sarcophagus, belonging to the family

of Hipparete, supposed to be of the
kindred of Alcibiades.

Crossing the road to the N. of the

Chapel, we now leave Athens by a

road following the line of the Sacked
Way. On the rt. is the ancient

Skiron, which took its name from the

tomb of a mythical prophet Skiros, and
was celebrated as the scene of the Ski-

ronian festival of Athena. 1 m. be-

yond the Ely. Stat, is the

Botanical Garden, conspicuous by
its fine poplars. It formed part of

the property of Hadji Ali Hasseki,
the brave and energetic governor of

Athens, who, in 1770, rebuilt the
walls of the city in ninety days, and
thus preserved it from the devastating
invasion of the Albanians. The gar-
den, which is freely open, is entered
from a gate at the further end, and is

now in 'great part occupied by an
Agricultural School. About a mile

further the road crosses the Kephisos,

along whose banks a pleasant path-

way leads in J hr. to Kolohythou,

passing through the olive groves of

the Academy (Kte. 541 The carriage-

road goes on to Eleusis (Rte. 58).

ROUTE 52.

FROM THE ROYAL PALACE TO AMBELO-
KIPI, BY THE FRENCH SCHOOL,

MOUNT LYCABETTCS, THE BRITISH

AND AMERICAN SCHOOLS, AND THE
RIZARION. (plan OF ATHENS : SECTION

4.)

Tramway to Amhelokipi direct (p.

469). Following the Kephisia road

for J m. to the end of the Palace
Garden, a short street on the left (oShs

Kov/j.irdp-n) ascends to an irregular

square. [To the rt. an avenue leads

S. along the garden fence, passing the

Amaleion or Orphanage for Girls,

founded in 1855 by private subscrip-

tions headed by Queen Amalia. The
object of the school—now one of the

wealthiest in Athens—was to train

orphan girls for domestic service. The
pupils are all boarded in the house,

and number 1 50. They receive a good
plain education, and perform in turn

all household duties. The house
stands in a spacious garden and play-

ground. Here too is an excellent in-

firmary, and a chapel for the inmates.

The needlework of the pupils is sold

annually for their benefit.

A few yds. further, standing back
from the road, is the Palace of the

Crown Prince, commenced in 1893, at

an estimated cost of 440,000 dr. This
sum has, however, already been ex-

ceeded by 275,000 dr., and it is

supposed that 500,000 dr. more will

be required. The Avenue ends at

the bridge which leads to the Stadium
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(Rte. 43). At the end of the Giirdena
pleusaut patli runs pust the Zappeion
to the English Church (Rte. 42;.]

. From the N.E. corner of theirregu-
hir squiire (7rAaTt7o KoAa>;/a/ci) a short

ascent leads to a Cafe', behind which
is tlie lieservoirof the Town Aqueduct
(44.5 ft.), a Iionian work begun by
Hadrian, completed by Antoninus
Pius, and restored in l^^GO The re-

servoir (Seloyuej/TJ) is the scene of a
curious ceremony on the morning
of the Epiphany. The water is

brought by an underground channel
from .springs on Mount Pentelicu.-,

near Kephisia (Kte. GO). Bearing to

the rt., a zigzag path leads hence in

15 min. to the summit of Lycabettus
(see below).

From the N.W. corner of the square
the 'O5os :S,Kov(pa leads in a straight

direction to the 'O5os l.iva, below wliich

to tiie left is sten the Academy of
Scitnce (p. 357). Turning to the rt.,

we reacli the

French School of Athens, founded
in IS4G by tlie government of Louis
Philippe, lor the prosecution of archae-
ological research in the Levant. It is

liberally supported by tlie French
Government, and consists of a director

(usually a schcdar of eminence), and
six students, chost-n from the Univer-
sity of France. The course of study
occupies three years, but may be pro-

longed to four years in cases of ex-
ceptional merit. Besides rooms in the
school, the students receive an annual
subvention suflicient for their main-
tenance and travelling expenses. Fach
member is required to cuntribute
annually to the Academy of Inscrip-
tions a memoir on some question of

Greek history, topography, or archae-
ology. Four months of e'lch year are
devoted to active exploration upon
ancient sites, the results of which aie
published periodically as the ' Bulletin
de Correspondance IIelleni(iue.' One
number appears in four parts every
year. The school has excavated at

Delphi, Delos, Athens, Myrijia, Amorgo8,
Ehitea, Acruejjhui, Laijina, and Thes-
piae.

Ijcsides a reference library, the
school contains a small but very valu-

able collection of ancient Greek vases

discovereil at Santorini f about ».c.

200U). Witli the vases is preserved a
portion of their contents (charred
corn, etc.).

Behind the French School a road to

the rt. leads to a scanty Spring of

good water. To the rt. rises the Frog's
Mouth, a curiously sliaped rock which
may be climbed in a few minutes from
its S. side, and commands a tine view.

From the Spring a wide path ascends
to the left towards a low col, which is

reached in 10 min. Here we turn to

the rt., and gain the summit of I>yca-

bettus in 10 min. more. 5 min. above
the Spring a patli branches off in zig-

zags to the prettily situated Chapel of

St. Isodoros, with an apse hewn out of

the rock. From this point also the

view is charming.
On the summit of Lycabettus

(Au/ca/3r)TT<Js) stands the Chapel of St.

George (010 ft.), commanding a mag-
niticLut *Panorama, which embraces
nearly all the moot interesting locali-

ties in the plain of Athens, and is best

seen very early in the morning, or

about an Jiour before sunset.

According to Athenian legend,

Lycabettus was dropped by Athena,
who was carrying the rock to Athens
to form a bulwark for her citadel, in

her surprise at hearing from a crow or

raven of the birth of Erichthonios. In
resentment for the bird's ufficiousness

she afterwards forbade his race to

rcost on the Acropolis.

At the S.E. foot of Lycabettus, in

the direction of Hymettus. are some
conspicuous Cacidry Bariuchs. Just
before reaching them, two houses may
be observed to the rt. of the road, the

nearest of which is the

British School, founded iu 1883 for

the promotion of the study of Greek
archaeology. There are generally

about seven student.-, scholars of some
College at Oxford or Cambridge, at

work, either in Athens or on some
other ancient site, in conm ction with
the School. Its most important ex-

cavations are those of Megalopolis,
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Cyprus, Ahae, Athene, an<l Melos, but The high road at the foot of the hill

it is sadly jcrippled for want of funds, leads to (j m.) AmheloJdpi (Ete. 61).

Assistance from the British Govern- [5 min. beyond the tramway terminus

meut, to the extent of 500Z., has been a by-road strikes to the left, and re-

given since 1S95. The 'Annual of enters Athens near the (2 m.) A"((^i(>/iai

the British School ' contains a yearly Museum on the Patisia Koad (p. 365).]

account of its work. Turning to the rt., we pass a modern
Adjacent is the American Archaeolo- domed Chapel on the left, which be-

gical School, founded in 18S2 under longs to the Rizarion. or Ecclesiasti-

the name of the American School op cal School. It was founded in ISi-t

Classical Studies at Athens. Until by legacy, and affords a good plain

188.S it was under the supervision of a education on very moderate terms, the

Director chosen annually from the result of which is, that it is chiefly

Greek Professors in the 23 American frequented by youths who have no

Universities and Colleges from which intention of entering the Church,

the School draws its support. Since Kecent statistics show that only abou{

that time the Director has held office 7 per cent, of the students take orders;

for five years or more, and is assisted the rest are freed on paying a small

by a professor sent annually from fine to the funds of the school at the

one of the supporting Colleges. Its close of the 5 years' course. The Ki-

members have conducted excava- zarion is mainly supported by private

tions at Flataea, Eretria, Anthedon, liberality, but is also in receipt of

Thorilws. Sikijon, Ikara, Sparta, the small subventions from Government,

HerueonofArgos,a.xid Corinth. The ])io- from certain convents, and from the

ceedingsof the School are publisljed Holy Synod. A fund is maintained

in the ' American Journal of Archae- for assisting the poorer students on

ology.'

Close by to the E., enclosed within
walls, is the formerly monastic Church
of the Holy Angels ('Ayiwi/ 'Aaoofid-

their taking Orders.

Nearly opposite, standing back from

the road, is the large and well-man-

aged Evangelismos Hospital, .chiefly

Twj/), which was formerly thought supported by tiie interest of several

to mark the site, approximately, of handsome legacies from wealthy Athe-

Kynosarges, a sfinctuary and gym- nians.

nasium sacred to Heracles. The more A little further on, to the rt., is the

recent view, however, places it else- Workhouse, erected by private sub-

where (see p. 264). The name was scription, with a pretty chapel, in the

derived from a tradition that when Byzantine style. Opposite turns off

Diomos first sacrificed to Heracles on the road to Hymettus (Rte. 65).

this spot a white dog carried off part
of the victim. The Church is of con-
siderable antiquity, but has suftered

from reckless modern repairs. Tlie

outside has been coarsely painted in

horizontal stripes of red and yellow. ROUTE 53.
Within are a few curious ancient
paintings.

In the court of tlie Church are the
modern tombs of several Archbishops
of Athens. This place is specially

reserved for their burial. They fcr-

FROM THE ROYAL PALACE TO THE
TOMB OF MENIDI, BY PATISIA.

CARRIAGE-ROAD.

Tramway as far as (3 m.) Rosios
merly had the singular privilege of Louhas (see Index) ; an hour's walk
being interred upright on a chair, thence to the Tomb, and | hr. more to

thus preserving their enthroned posi- the village.

tion even after death. The custom has Following Rte. 50, and passing on
been discontinued since the time of the rt. the National Museum, we
Lycurgus, Abp. of Syra (1886). rtach
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2i m. Fstisia, a favourite suburban
resort of the Athenians, said to derive

its name from Ptiduhah (Sultan),

because the surroundinq; district con-
sisted of Crown lauds under the

Ottoman rule. The village contains
several villas and pleasant gardens.

10 min. beyond the Tramway ter-

minus the high road crosses the
Lauriou Rly., and descends slightly

to the left. 10 min. further, after

crossing a bridge over the Kephisoa,
it turns X. again towards Tatoi (Rte.

60). After anotlier 10 min. we follow

a by-road to the left, and ^ m. further

pass a water-mill on the same side.

.0 min. beyond the mill on the rt. is the
Chapel of St. George. We now cross

tlie Kephisos (short cut over step-

ping stones, avoiding the bridge), and
in i hi. ascend to a mound by the

roadside, on the rt. of which is seen
a stone gateway. Here is the entrance
to a very interesting and well-preserved

*Ancient Tomb, resembling those at

Mykenae. It consists of a subterra-

nean dome, 9 yds. in diameter, and
28 ft. high, approached by a slanting

passage nearly 30 yds. long, cut

through the rock, but lined with
masonry. The construction of the

doorway, which is square headed, and
nearly 4 yds. deep, is very peculiar

and ingenious. It has tive successive

lintels, set one ab^ive the other, to

luitiL'ate the pressure of the mass of

;-uperincumbent earth. The tomb,
which was lighted by a small hole in

the centre of tlie dome, has the same
beehive form as those at Mykenae,
h>ut the stone of which it is built has
Ijuen left entirely in the rough. The
existence of this tomb, commonly
known as the Lykoutryjxi (WolFs
hole), was rep<jrted to Government as

far Ijiick as 1872, but it was not until

1879 that the place was excavated
under the direction, and at the ex-

pense, of the German Archaeological

Institute. The objects herein dis-

cx)vered are in the National Museum.
From the potterj- and other remains
discovered in the dromoi, it has been
concluded that the occupants of the

tomb were in after ages worshipped
as heroes.

About li m. further lies the pros-

jierous village of Menidi, tlie ancient

AcHAJJNAK, prettily situated near the

base of Mount Fame's (Thuc. ii. 19,

20; Aristoph. AcJiarn. 33-36, 180-1).

Through a cutting in the ujiper end
of the village runs the unfinished

Rly. to Larissa. 40 min. W. lies the

village of Ano Lidsia (p. 466 j.

The fields around Menidi contain

many tumuli, which have never yet

been fullv examined.

ROUTE 54.

FKOM THE ROYAL PALACE TO COLON09
AXD THE ACADEMIA. (PLAN OF
ATHENS: SECTION 1.)

[Tramway, 8e« Index and Directory.']

The shortest way for the i>edestrian

is through the 65'os AtKa. u. npa^ne-
A.01/S, and 6. t.vpnriSov. On the rt.

in the last-named street, nearly f m.
from the Falace, is the curioxis little

Church of

St. John of the Column C'A7ios 'Itnav-

vris KoKwva), iiuilt round an ancient

column of cii>ollino, with a (Jorinthian

capital, which rises through the roof

(key at the opposite gate in the' main
street). The lower part of tlie column,
which stands within the sacred pre-

cinct to the 1., is thickly covered with
whitewash, and hung with tlireads of

silk and cotton, shreds of garments,
and bits of wool, all votive oflerings

from persons cured of fever, and each
attached to the stone by a pellet of

bees-wax.

[In a large open Square to the E. of

the Church stands the Varvakion, a

School founded by Mr. V;irA;iki<, in

which many interesting sculptures

were housed pending the construction

of the National Mu8eum.3

Besiring to the 1. at the end of

Euripides St.. we enter the nxxirda
't.K(veepias, in which stands the

Foundling Boejntal (BptipoKofitTov).
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At the N.W. corner of the Square, on
the other side of Piraeus St., is the

Orphanage for Boys {'Op<i)avorpocpf7ov

&ppevov), founded in 1856 under a
charitable bequest of about 700U/. A
limited number of orphans of Greek
extraction are eligible for gratuitous

election up to the age of 12. Others
are admitted for the yearly payment
of about 121., with an entrance fee of

31. 10s. Boys are taught reading,

writing, arithmetic, drawing, the ortho-

dox catechism, and the trade of either

shoemakers, tailors, carpenters, lock-

smiths, or weavers. Those who show
musical capacity are trained as bands-
men. There is accommodation for

about 400.

[On the other side of the Foundling
Hospital is the Odeion, or Musical
Acadetntj.']

From the N.E. corner of the Square
we follow the Tramway along the
dShs KoAoKvdovs, and after 8 min.

cross the Piraeus Rly. [Tlie Pelo-

ponnesus Stat, lies 300 yds. to the rt.]

10 min. further on the rt. is the Church
of St. Constantine. About 300 yds.

beyond the Church we turn to the rt.

towards the low hill of

eminence, on which is supposed to

have stood a Temple of Demeter.
The tramway goes on to (1 m.)

Kolokythou, a pleasant hamlet by
the Kephisos, shaded by large white
poplars.

Crossing the bridge, and following

a path along the rt. bank of the

stream through a grove of fine old

olives, the traveller reaches in 10 miu.

a country road, turns to the left, and
almost immediately re-crosses the

Kephisos. 5 min. further he enters a

district which has continued to bear

through all vicissitudes its famous
name of Academia ('A/caSijyuta).

The Academy was sacred to its

mythical founder Academus. It was
planted as a garden, and supplied

with running water by Cimon, and
was the chosen retreat of Plato, who
was buried just outside the grove.

About J m. further a Cemetery is

passed on the rt. Here the road

divides—the left branch leading to

the (J m.) Foundling Hospital (see

above), while the other goes straight

on, cro.sses the Ely., and reaches in

12 min. the railings which enclose the

Dipylon and Street of Tombs (Rte. 51),

Colonos, which is crowned with two
white tombstones. Here was the
ancient Colonos Hippios, the scene
of the Oedipus Coloneus of Sophocles,

himself a native of the district.

Themonmnents are those of Charles
Lenormant, a distinguished French
archaeologist, who died at Athens in

1859, and of the illustrious scholar,

Carl Otfried Muller, who died of

fever contracted at Delphi, in the
course of his great discoveries there

(1810). Both tombs are covered with
the scribbling of idlers, and bear evi-

I

dence of having been used as marks
; for shooting practice. Beautiful *View
hence of Athens and the sea.

At the foot of the liill stands the
Chapel of the Panagia Eleousa, with
two ancient columns built up into its

doorway. Further N. is another low

ENVIRONS OF ATHENS.

ROUTE 55.

ATHENS TO OLD AND NEW PHALERON.
BY CARRIAGE-ROAD, K.UL, OR STEAM
TRAMWAY.

[5 miles.]

Steam Tramway every 40 min.

starting from the corner of the Academi,

in the University Boulevard. Tickets

at a stall opposite the brick and stont

Ophthalmic Hospital. iOl. each way
if taken in the tram, 551. Returt

every 40 min. up to 8 p.m. Halting

places at the Falace Square, Englisl
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Church, Military Hospital, Kallith^a,

and Junction. The ticket is available

either for Old or New Phulcron, but

not for the journey between the two.

Carriages usually changed at the

Junction. There is no distinction of

class, but children pay half-fare.

The tramway descends the incliiie

between the English Church and the

Arch of Hadrian, and turns to the rt.

At the Military Hospital it turns S.,

following the high road for 200 yds..

and then bears rt. through narmw
suburban streets, passing after another

200 yds. a small piece of ancient wall.

80 yds. N. of this fragment stands

a monolith of Pavonazzdto, 14 ft.

high, with buried base and no capital.

The line now crosses the Jlissog, and
runs through a short cutting to (2 ra.)

Kallithea {Bellevue), whence a pleasant

walk may be taken back to Athens over

the hill W. of the Pnyx, honeycombed
with habitations and ancient tombs.

2 m. further we reach the sea at the

Junction Stut., half way between Old
and New Phaleron—the former Iviug

S.W., the latter E., and both dis'tant

about a mile.

[The pedestrian follows the tramway
until it quits the high road beyond
the Military Hospital, and ihen keeps

straight on. After crossing the Ilissos,

the road ascends, and then descends

to a half-way public house. 2J m. from

Athens. 10 min. further a pathway
strikes to the 1. and reaches the sea

in i hr.. at a point 20 min. beyond the

terminus at Old Phaleron.

For the Rly. journey, see Kte. 5G.]

From the Junct. Stat, the 1. branch
of the tramway li a<ls to

Old Phaleron,^ of which it may be

said that no ancient remains exist. It

stood close to the low headhmd of Cape
KoLi.\s,t at the E. end of a shallow

bay, Munychia occupying a similar

but loftier position 2 m. W. The jx)rt

was connected with Athens by a wall

in the time of Cimon, about B.C. 45G.

f Some autburities place the Cape further

S.E. (tee *93).

The neighbouring plain was the

sciue of the defeat of the Spartans by
the Thessalian cavalry of the PeiBia-

tratidae (Herod, v. G3J.

Along the shore, which, though
nearly flat, is here picturesquely

broken into tiny creeks, are several

restaurants, much frequented on
Sunday afternoon, and a few tasteless

Villas. The neighbouring downs are

excellent for riding, and a pleasant

walk may be taken towards the S.W.
foot of Mount Hymettus along the

sea. The bathing is V^etter thnn at

New Phahron, and the place is

altogether quieter and more enjoyable.

The rt. branch of the tramway leads

to New PhaleronjSjX which is livelier

and more frequented, and has the

advantage of a level promenade and a

pier. It lies at the mouth of tht

Kephisos and near the foot ol

Mueychia, the Acropolis of the

Piraeus, on the slopes of which art

several villas. lu a field, 5 min. N
of the Rly. Stat, is a monument tc

Giorgio* Karaishdhis and twenty ol

his comrades, who were killed here or

May Gth, 1827. Steam Tramway tc

the Piraeus (Rte. 5G).

ROUTE 5G.

ATHENS TO THE PIRAEIS, BY RAILWAY
STEAM TRAMWAY, OB CABBIAGE

ROAD.

Milfe^.

Concord Square
1 Monasteraki

\ Tbesfimi
4 Moscato
6 New Phaleron

7 Pir-ieub

The Rly. starts from the N. end o

Athena St., close to Concord Sq., am
immediately enters a tunnel. At th

first Stat, it turns W., runs througl

a cutting and descends rather rapidl;

into the plain, crosses the Ilissos am
the road from Kallithea, and curve
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considerably towards the 1. to reach

the sea at

(1 m. New Phaleron (Rte. 55). Here
it turns N.W., and run.s parallel with
tlie tramway to the

7 m. Piraeus.s^T
The Steam Tramway is available

as far as New Phaleron (Rte. 55),

where a fresh ticket must be taken
under a shed, nearly ^ m. further

on, by the Ely. crossing. A separate

line of rails runs hence into tlie

Piraeus, terminating in a planted

square near the port, opposite the
Chui'ch of the Uagia Trias.

The carriage-road (6 m.) leaves

Athens by Hermes Street, passes be-

tween the Rly. and the Street of

Tombs, crosses the Ilissos, and enters

an avenue of white poplars. On the
1. runs the Steam Tramway, on the rt.

the Peloponnesus Rly. (Rte. 41).

About half-way, a by - road from
KallUhea (Rte. 55) falls in on the 1.

(recommended to the pedestrian in the

reverse direction). Just before reach-

ing tiie Piraeus the road crosses the
Rly. and Tramway, and passes on the
left some extensive remains of ancient
walls and the foundations of two
gateways.

The PIRAEUS (36,000) consists of a

rocky spur-shaped promontory divided
into two parts. Acta and Mumjchia.
On the N., Acte was bounded by the

Great Harbour, called in mediaeval
and modern times Porto Leone or P.
Draco. On the seaward side were
two other smaller harbours, Zea (Pasha
Liinani or Stratiotiki), a flask-shaped

recess with a narrow channel opening
nearly due S. ; and Mumjchia (Pha-
nari), a small oval basin, witli part of

its outer margin open to the S.E.
On the land side, the peninsula is

bounded by a marshy plain, known in

ancient times as the Jlalipedon or Salt

Flats.

In 1840 the Piraeus was a mere
hamlet with some 4000 inhab., chiefly

settlers from the neighbouring islands.

With the trading instinct so character-
istic of their race, these immigrants
soon perceived the commercial ad-
vantages of their situation, and es-

tablished business relations witl;

various European centres. At the

present day, besides an importaui
foreign trade, the town possesses flour-

mills, cotton and paper factories, iror

foundries, carriage works, and othei

local industries. Upon the comple-
tion of the Rly. between Athens and
Salouica, which will reduce the s<?rvicc

from England to India by 24 hrs., this

l^ort will probably take the place ol

Brindisi as the point of departure foi

the East.

E. of Munychia lies the oper
anchorage known as Phaleron Boads
Prior to the Persian wars this formed
the only port of Athens, the Piraeus

being isolated from the mainland bj

tlie above-mentioned plain. Hence
Phaleron, according to Pausanias
(i. 1, B) was the place from which the

Athenian ships started ibr the Trojar

War. Themistocles, discerning the

capabilities of the Piraeus as a port

bridged the swampy Halipedon by the

great causeway called the Hamaxitot
{a/xa^irSs), and surrouneled the whole
peninsula with a strong line of fortifi-

cations. Tlie defences of the port-

were connected with Athens by means
of the wall, leading to Phaleron, 3'

stadia in length, and the two Loiu.

Walls 40 stadia in length, which lee

down to the Piraeus.

Between the two Long Walls rar

the great earriage-road (afia^irSs). am
on either siele of the road appear te

have been numerous houses. Aftei

the defeat at Aegospotami the walls o:

Athens were elestroyed by the Lacede
monians to the sound of music. Thej
were rebuilt by Conon after the

victory of Cnidos. After the battle oi

Chaeronea, Demosthenes prevailed or

the Athenians to repair them, and eX'

peudeel a large sum of his private for

tune on the work. In the year b.c

200 they had cumpletely fallen inte

decay, and in B.C. 86 the materials

were used by Sulla, in the construe
tion of works against the Piraeus.

The erection of the defences o
Piraeus is ascribed to Themistocles
but it was not, apparently, until the

time of Pericles that the town itsel

was systematically laid out. Tlie
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architect employed was the famous
HippofhivwK of Miletus, whose lirst

great enterprise this was. As in the
cities he subsequently built,t he laid

out the Piraeus with broad straif^ht

streets crossing eacli other at right
angles, still traceable, wliich must have
formed a striking contrast to the nar-
row and crooked blreets of Athens.
The main point of interest at the

Piraeus is a 8 hrs.

*EXCURSI0N ROUND THE WALLS
AND HARBOUR. Tuming to the rt.

at the Kly. Rtat. we skirt on the 1.

a shallow basin anciently called the
Halae, excluded from the fortifica-

tions by the Viazeugma, a continua-
tion of the landward city wall, resting

on submarine foundations, which are

still visible on the S. In 10 min. we
reach a Cemi'terj% where the road
to Salamis branches off to the rt.

(Rte. 57). 5 min. further, on the 1.,

is a *(Jateway tianked with two fine

round towers in large regular blocks of

conglomerate. Tlie walls, which are
nearly 12 ft. thick, are of somewhat
later date than the original defences,
having been ertvted by the Four
Hundred in B.C. 411 for the purpose of
excluding the inimical Atheniau fleet

from the harbour. 'J'he low hill to the
rt. has some ancient cuttings in its

rocky surface, and is worth ascending
(5 min.) for the view.

The tongue of land stretching S.

towards the entrance to the harbour is

the ancient Eetioneia, along the W.
margin of which ran the Wall of
Themistoeles (Time. viii. 92). To the
rt., beyond the little creek of Krom-
mydaron, is the Quarantine Station,

or Lazzaretfo. The harbour was closed

by two moles, each about 142 j-ds. in

length, leiiving an entrance of 54 yds.

between the terminal towers. The
N, mole, which takes its start from
Eetioneia. reniain.s almost entirely in

its ancient stat<\ Of the S. mole only
the foundations are ancient, the upper
masonry having been worn away by
the action of the sea.

From the N. end of the Eetioneia

+ Thurii (B.C. 443) and Rhodes (b.c. 408-7),

stretches the Diazefigma (see above).
Its E. face is bounded by a quay, from
which a boat may be takeii (50 1. to

1 dr.) across the harlx)ur. Towards
tlie mole at its S. end tlie peninsula
is enclosed by workshops, and a boat
is not procurable.

We now cross to the E. side of the
Port, on which stood the Emporion,
with its five great porticoes, where the
merciiants exhibited their wares and
transactc-d business (rh Atlyfia, cf,

Xen. Iftil. V. 1, 21), This j.ortion of
the quay was devoted to commerce,
as di-stinguished from naval uses (see

belowj. At its N.E. extremity stood
the Temple of Zeus Soter, nearly on
the site of tlie H. Trias. A short
distance S.E. lay the Hippodamian
Agora, tiie limits of which approxi-
mately correspond to those of the
present Karaixhahis Square. Imme-
diately W. of the Temple of ZeuB was
the Lesser Agora, part of which still

forms the market-place. At theS.W.
extremity of the Emporion is an angu-
lar projection, on which stootl the
Temple of Aphrodite built by C<inon
after his victory at Cnidos. The site

is now covered by the Custom House.
On the S. side of the harbour was the
anchorage of Cantharos, apjirojiriated

to ships of war, with slips for 94
triremes. On the E. of the harbour
the remains of a temple of Asclepios
have been found. Since it is dear from
Aristoph. Vesp. 121, that there was in

B.C. 422 no temple of A8ele])io8 nearer
than Aegina, and from Arist< iph. Plutus
that there was one at Piraeus before

388, perhaps the date of this temple
mav lie between 422 and 388 (see

p. 278).

From the W. end of the Cantharos
stretcheil the S. mole at the entrance
to the harbour. Beyond it is the
ancient promonti>r}- of Alkimos, now
enclosed within a Koval Ttarden,
Here in the time of Cyriac of Ancona
stooil the great Marble Lion, on which
Harold Hardnida carved the record of

his victory (see p. 454). The lion was
afterwariis transferrod to the Emporion
Quay, where it remained until removed
to V'enice. (Permission sometimes
grantetl to enter the grounds ; apply at
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the gate near the quay.) 300 yds. "W.

of the promontory are some graves of

British sailors, and a monument to

Andreas Miaoulis '18.35), an Admiral
of the Insurrection (p. 105). Further
on is a PaviUon, and beyond it, 15 min.

from the entrance, a Lighthouse. Here,
on the very margin of the sea, gene-

rally covered with water, is a rock-

hewn grave, long popularly known as

the Tomb of Themistocles. The identi-

fication has often been contested, but
no other spot so well accords with

Plutarch's descriptioii (Plut. Them.
c. xxxii.). Near the grave lie the
shattered remains of a lofty Ionic

column, which; probably formed an
ancient lightliouse or beacon-pillar.

Its fellow has been found on the oppo-

site side of the harbour.

From the Promontory of Alkimos
the *'Walls of Themistocles closely fol-

low the coast line at a distance of 22

to 4.3 yds. from the sea. Their aver-

age thickness is about 10 ft., but of

this more than half consisted of broken
stone and rammed earth. The casing

walls each measured 2 ft. 4 in. ; they are
built of Peiraic stone taken from near
the spot, and tlje dressing and fitting

of the blocks have been executed with
extraordinary skill and care. Many
of these blocks have been used in the

erection of the modern town, but the

beds may nearly everywhere be traced,

being parallel trenches cut in the sub-

jacent rock. The walls were strength-

ened externally by flanking towers
measuring nearly 7 yds. square. The
distribution of these towers varies

with the character of the ground

;

they are set at intervals of 22 to 65
yds. (Thuc. i. 93).

5 min. E. of the Lighthouse we pass

through a gap in the modern wall,

which serves as a boundary of the
Royal enclosure, and follow the ancient

wall S. along the shore. Further on,

towards the E. side of the Acte, tlie

slopes on the left of the road are

honeycombed with pre-historic rock-

hewn dwellings. On the summit of

the hill (185 ft.) is a Signal Station,

from which the arrival of steamers is

^telegraphed to Athens.
About J hr. beyond the Lighthouse,

following the coast-Une, the walls be-

come indistinct, and we fall in wit]

a modern carriage - road. 5 mir
further we reach the Spring of Tzii

loneri, where there is a favourit

Cafe. It lies upon a .small bay an

ciently called Phreatty?. at which plac

was one of the courts for the trial o

homicides. The accused pleaded thei

cause ou board ship, while the judge
sat upon the shore. 5 min. N. of th-

Spring is the entrance to the

Port of Zea, a land-locked basil

connected with the sea by a channe
about 220 yds. by 110. lined by th

city wal) on either side. The wail

terminate at the inner extremity o

the channel in two short moles, 10

yds. apart. The port was occupied b;

196 galley-slips radiating towards it

centre, many of which may still b
seen. On the W. side of the Port,

!

few yards above the road, are some re

mains of an ancient Theatre. Few o

the rock-hewn seats can now be traced

but the orchestra and part of the stagi

are well preserved.

On the X. side of the Port is ;

favourite promenade, wliere a banc

plays on Sunday afternoon. Con
siderable remains of slips are visibl

on the E. shore. The Skevotheca, o

famous Arsenal of Philo, of which th

architect's specification was discovere(

in 1882. lay on this side of the bar

hour.

The carriage-road follows the wind
ings of the coast, and is bordered wit)

suburban houses. Among the slope

to the left are some ancient tombs
About a mile beyond the Theatre i

the
Port of MunycMa, tiie mouth o

which, facing E.. was pr^otected b

moles. The Port had s ips for 8

galleys. I n the N. recess is the onl;

remaining galley-slip of which th

dimensions can be a^c ertaiued. Th
buildings themselves seem to hav
been of timber. All ^bat remains i

the inclin ed platform of ma>onr
forming the foundation. On a hill J

of the harbour, now occupied by

modem h ouse, was a Fort, to the r

of which rises the rocky Island <

Stalida.

The high road now turns N., an
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after h m. passes on tho loft the

scanty remains of a Hippodrome, and
a hill, on whicli stands the Monument
of the Anrjio-French occupation (1854-
r)(i), commemorating the soldiers of

both eoniitrics wlio died during that

period at tlie Piraeus. The pedestrian

will do better to climb tlie Hill of

Munychia (280 ft.), to which a zigzag

path ascends in 10 min. from the Port.

This was the Ackopolis of the

Piraeus, commanding all three har-

bours, and it was made by Thra.sy-

bulus (B.C. 403) the base of his suc-

cessful operations against the Tliirty

Tyrants, then in possession of Atliens.

Within the fortress was a temple of

the guardian deity Artemis Munychia,
a celebrated asylum for state criminals.

A modern Chapel of /S'(. Elias now
stands near the summit. 100 yds. W.
of it is the upper entrance to a long
night of steps, which leads to a sub-

terranean passage. Further down the

hill to the N. may be discerned the

outline of an ancient Theatre, the seats

of which have been entirely destroyed.

Below the hill of ^lunychia on the

E. side is the site of the Strangeion.

llemains of Baths were lately dis-

covered here with certain mosaics,

on one of which Serangos appears to

be represented.

In the Gymnasium, at the S. corner

of Korais Square, is a small Museum,
containing some very interesting

funeral reliefs, inscriptions, and a

standard marble measure of capacity.

There are also many lamps, vases,

and objects in terra-cotta, besides

some fragments of inscriptions relating

to tlie enrolment of the Ephebi for

naval exercises at tlie Piraeus.

Tlie mediaeval name of I'orto Leone
(Turkish Asian Limani) was derived

from a colossal lion of white marble,

which Si)on and Whelcr observed on
the beach at the head of the harbour.

The Romaic name of Porto Draco
has the same origin

—

BpaKuv signify-

ing in that language not a dragon
merely, but any monster. Eleven
years after Spon's visit (in 1687),

Morosini carried it off to Venice as a
trophy of his victory, when it was
assigned its present position at the gate

of the Arsenal. Although long absent

from Greece, this lion is so curiousl;

and indisseverably connected with it

original home, tiiat it can no more h
omitted from a notice of Attica thai

the Elgin marbles. The lion has l>eei

pronounced by competent critics to b
in the liiglicst style of Attic ai-t ; bu
the great interest of the monument i

the celebrated Kunic inscriptions en

graved on it, which, long a mystery t

the learned world, were at last, in ou
own time, successfully deciphered h
the great Danish antiquary, Rafn.
They apptn^r to commemorate th

exploits of the great Norse hero, Kin
Harold Hardrada (1040), who whe
in the service of the Byzantine Era
peror suppressed a rebellion a

Athens, and 20 years later tell at th

battle of Stamford Uridge in York
shire, the last victory of our Saxo
monarchy before its final overthrow

at Hastings lit days later. The tw
inscriptions are in serpentine folds, a

is common with ancient Runes ; the

run as follows—on the lion's lei

shoulders :

—

Hakon, combined with Ulf, with Asmun<
and with Urn, conquored this port [tt:

Tiraeus]. These men and Harold ilie Tall in

posed [on the inhabitant.*] large fines on a^

count of the revolt of the Gnek ppople. Dal
has been detained in distant lands. Eeil wt
waging war, together with Ragnar, in Roi
mania and Armenia.

On the lion's right shoulder:

—

Asmuud engraved th»se P.unes In comb
n.ition with Asgeir. Thorleif, Thord, .ind Iva
by desire of Harold the Tall, although tl

Greeks on reflection opposed it.

ROUTE 57.

THE riRAETTS TO S.\LAMIS. BY SAILING

BOAT, OR CARRIAGE-ROAD AND FERRY.

A sailing-boat may be hired at th

Piraeus for about 12 dr. to Salami
and back in 4 to 6 hrs., according 1

the wind—a pleasant trip in suitabl

weather. Carriage from the Stat, t

the Ferry and back, 10 dr., accordin

to bargain. The pedestrian may leav

^ See Rafn's Inscription da Piree, Copei
hagfn, 1856 ; or the Qitar. Rev., vol. cxx.x^

p. 168,
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Athens by the 12.30 or 1 o'clock train,

and easily return in time for dinner.

On quitting the Piraeus Ely. Stat,

we turn to tlie rt., and follow the E.
and N. side of the harbour for 10 min.,

as far as the Cemetery (Rte. 56).

Here we turn to the rt. and strike

inland away from the sea. In ^ hr.

the Chapel of St. George rises on a
hill to the rt., and we regain the
shore. On the 1. is a small eminence
with some scattered ruins, supposed
to have belonged to a shrine of Hera-
cles. 10 min. further on the 1. ia

Keratopyrgos, a projecting rock
crowned with a Powder Magazine,
from which Xerxes is said to have
watched the destruction of his fleet.

The Battle of Salamis was fought
on the 20th Sept. b.c. iSO, the Persians

(1000 shijis) being stationed off the
island uf P.-<yttaleia to the S., while the

Greeks (300) had anchored tie night
Ijcfore in Ambelaki Bay (Aesch. Pers.

447). The Persian armament proved
unwieldy, and became hopelessly
jammed in the land-locked strait,

where the Athenians and their allits,

tightiug despeiately for freedom, cut
them to pieces Aeschylus, who
fought in the battle, describes it in

his tragedy of the ' Persians,' which
was performed in B.C. 472 at the
Theatre of Dionvsos (Aesch. Pers.

353-433 ; Herod, viii. 84).

The road, aftording beautiful views
over tlie bay, continues among shrubs
and dwarf pines to the

5J m. Ferry (Tre'pa/na), where there

is a small Cafe. Here we cross in a
sailing boat (2 dr. there and back).
To the rt., near the island of St.

George, opeus out the Bay of Eleusis,

with Leros in the foreground. Behind
St. George is teen the ^aval Arsenal,

to which steam launches are con-
.stantly plying from the Piraeus. The
passage of the strait takes from 18 to

oO min., according to the wind.
Salamis.T F'rom the landing-pluce

a path leads W. in au hmr to Kou-
hiuri, and tl.ence to (50 min.)
Phaneromene (p. 256). Following it

for o min., and then turning to the 1.,

we reach in J hr. the village oi Ambelaki
(1200), and 20 min. further, turning

[Greece.]

to the 1., its little Port. The retur

may be made over the hill to the N
which Commands a splendid *view (

Eleusis, the Arsenal, Ambelaki, an
its port, the Piraeus, Hymettus, an
Lycabettus rising above Athens, i

was on the S. slopes of this hill tli;

the ancient city lay.

Salamis furnished twelve ships t

the Greek forces in the Trojan wa:

commanded by Ajax, son of Telamui
The island was long an object <

dispute between Megara and Athen
but was secured to the latter city by
stratagem of Solon in 598.

ROUTE 58.

ATHENS TO ELEl'SIS, BY CARRIAGE-
KOAD OK RAILWAY.

[14 miles by Road.]

There are three ways of visitin

Eleusis from Athens : (1) by carria^

there and back ; (2) by train thej

and back ; (3) by train, returning (-

foot. The last is strongly recon

mended to the solitary tiavelh

2 hrs. will suffice to-see the ruins.

(1.) Staitiug from Palace Sqna
(Rte. 42) the carriage-road follov

Hermts St. to the (1 m.) Theseii

Ely, Stat. (Rte. 56), crosses the Rl
a mile below the Stat, (see below
and passes on the 1. the entranc

to the

2 m. Botanical Gardens (Rte. 51

Nearly a mile further the roa

emerges from an avenue of tree

crotses the KepMsos, and enters a

open country. The bridge by wliic

the Kephisos was here crossed wi

probably the origin of the woi
yi(pvpi{fif, " to talk Billingsgate

from the fact that scuriilous jes

took place here between the lounge
on the bridge and those who joine

the Dion3siac procession across i

Soon afterwards a Powder -factoi

is passed on the rt. ; around it a:

many sepulchral tumuli. Beyor
this on the 1. is a Lunatic Asyliii

while on the rt., at the foot of tl

ascent, a path leads up in 15 mi

to the Chapel of St. Elias (625 ft

R
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wliicli crowns the summit of a low
liill. The modem name, though com-
monly given to chapels on a height,

is probably in this case a corruption

of Mount Aegaleos. 5 m. from Athens
a Tomb is passed on the 1., and others

line the road at intervals, sometimes
at a little distance on tlie slope, all

the way to Daphni. The traveller

now enters the Pass of Daphni, a de-
pression in 3It. Aegaleos, formerly

important as the direct approach to

Athens from the Peloponnesus.
The carriage-road now gradually

ascends, and the scenery becomes
attractive. At intervals to the 1. are

passed a number of ancient founda-
tions, whicli appear to be those of

Shrines bordering the Sacred Way.
Nearly a mile beyond the higliest

point we reach a group of Cafes, at

the entrance to the

7 m. (1 hr. by caiTiage) Monastery
of Daphni, now under restoration.

Both the church and the enclosing

walls are built of ancient materials,

probably taken from- a Temple of
Apollo. The *CHrRCH, originally a

Byzantine foundation, was subse-

quently modified \>y the French in

the 13th cent., who built the adjoin-

ing Benedictine convent, long since

suppressed. The W. entrance is

througli a narthex with triple stilted

window X. and S., and a carved tint

lintel over the door. The X. and S.

fronts have good triple round-headed
lancet windows in two tiers. The
dome is supported by massive piers,

and the architecture has many in-

teresting details. Beneath is a Hooded
Crypt, and on the S. some remains of

Cloisters. On the vault of the dome
is a very noble mosaic of our Saviour,

in the attitude of blessing. The
frieze around the drum below repre-

sents Saints and Prophets in mosaic,

and in each of tlie four spandrels is

the figure of an Angel. In the court

lies the empty tomb of one of the
Dukes of Athens (1205-1308), bearing
a coat of arms with two snakes and
two fleurs de lis.

Further on to the.l. are frequent
traces of the Sacred Way, which
presently crosses the high xoad, and

runs parallel with it to the rt. A
mile beyond the Convent are some
mediaeval fortifications, and the scanty
foundations of a Temple of Aphrodite.

In the face of the rocks to the rt. are

several niches intended to receive

votive st^ituettes, with inscriptions

still visible beneath them. Under
the tallest niche, immediately above a
liole in the rock, are the words */aj7

'A<ppoSirT]. Remains may also be
observed of the ' wall of rude stones,'

which Pausanias mentions as standing
in front of this temple. Here also is

a well-preserved portion of the ancient

Sacred Way.
As we descend towards the sea a

fine view opens out over the Bay of

Eleusis, landlocked by the island of

Salamis. " Among the many beautiful

bays which adorn the winding shores

of Greece, there is none more remark-
able than that of Eleusis."

—

Leake.

9 m. from Athens the road reaches

the shore, and turns abruptly to the

rt. [To the 1. a path skirting the

sea leads to (1 hr.) SLarnutngd, where
is a suppressed Convent. About an
hour further, at the foot of Mount
Skarmanga (885 ft.), the ancient

Aegaleos, is a Ferry crossing to

Salamix (Rte. 57).]

The carriage-road now runs towards
the Thriasian Plain, so called from
the deme of Thria. On the rt. may
be seen cuttings in the rock, showing
the level of the ancient road. On
the same side are the salt-ponds

called the Eheitoi, wliich formed the
fish preserves of the Eleusinian priest-

hood, and marked the boundary be-

tween Athens and Eleusis. On the 1.

of the road, about a mile before

reaching Eleusis, are some remains of

an ancient Roman Bridge, and in front

of the arch a wide-mouthed well. At
the entrance to the village on the rt.

is the desecrated Chapel of -S^ Zacha-
rias, occupying the site of a sup]x->sed

shrine sacred to Triptoleroos. Here
were found two curious columns (see

below), and the so-called Eleusinian

relief (p. 381). There is nothing left

within the building, which may, how-
ever, be insjiected from a hole in the

E. wall.
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14 m. Eleusis, s^T now a large

straggling village, exclusively in-

habited by Albanians, was the birtli-

place of Aeschylus. In legends
Eleusis was conquered by Erechtheus
and Eumolpus (Paus. i. 38, 3). His-
torically it seems to have been an
independent state with its own wor-
ship of Demeter at the time when the
Hymn to Demeter was written. After
the union of Attica it became merely
one of the denies, but the most impor-
tant of them, for religious reasons.

The principal tradition respecting
the origin of the Et,eusinian
Mysteries attributes their foundation
to the goddess Demeter herself, in

commemoration of the hospitality

with which she was received by
Triptolcmos, son of King Keleos, and
of ^he benefits which she conferred
upon mankind in return. Wander-
ing iu search of her daughter Per-
sejihone, wlio had been carried olf

by Pinto, she rested at the well of

Kallichoros (see below), and was sub-
sequently entertained in the palace of

the King. This kindness she repaid
by giving Triptolemos some seeds of

wheat and a chariot drawn by dragons,
in wiiich he travelled over the earth,

teacbiug men the arts of agriculture.

On his return, instructed by the
goddess, he established the Mysteries.

We have no evidence upon whifh
even a plausible theory can be built

as regards the Sacred Rites them-
selves ; but the association of lakchos
(Dionysos) with Demeter tends to the
conclusion that a solemn and elaborate

act of tiianksgiving for the fruits of

the earth was tlie main pi-inciple of
the ceremony, with, piobably, some
insight into a future life. There is

no reason to accept the early Cliristian

belief that the Mysteries were either

cruel or impure.
The Leaser Mysteries were held in

the mouth of Anthesterion (Feb.-
March), ou the banks of the Ilissos,

and were merely preparatory. The
Greater Mysteries took place in Boe-
dromion ( Sept.), partly in Athens and
partly at Eleusis, and lasted nine
days. On the evening of the fifth

day a torchlight procession, beaxing a

statue of lakchos, left Athens by the
Dipylon, and passed along the Sacred
Way to Eleusis, where the Mystae, or

Initiated, underwent a series of final

purifications.

The excavations lie just outside tlie

village, at the foot and on the E.
slopes of a chapel-crowned hill. We
first reach on thert., outside the sacred
precincts, a small Doric Temple of Arte
wis, of which the foundations alone
remain. A few yards further are the
Greater Propylaea, built by Hadrian,
approached by six marble steps, and
retaining the bases of the six columns,
three in a row, which divided the
central and lateral passages. Two
segments on the pavement mark the
grooves in which opened the double
door, but the continuous plinth at the
further end, and the absence of wheel-
ruts, proves that the passage was uut
meant for carriages. The Propylaea
were of the Ionic order, and had five

openings. The pediment appears to

have been somewhat singularly de-
corated with a colo.-^sal medallion bust
in relief of Hadrian, to whose period
the whole structure probably belongs.
On the 1. are some remains of a
Triumphal Arch, and the foundations
of one of the Towers which flanked
the Propylaea. At the foot of the
S.E. tower is the round base of the
Fountain of Kallichoros (Comely
Dancing) at which Demeter rested on
her journey (see above).

Bearing to the 1. we now reach the
Lesser Propylaea (B.C. 48), which
stood N. and S., and had three open-
ings, of which the central one retains
marks of carriage-wheels. On the rt.,

in relief, is a beautifully-carved sheaf
of corn, and a mill. At the inner
threshokl of the side entrances are
two shallow oblong depressions in the
pavement, the object of which is un-
certain. To the rt., under a grottoed
rock, is a small Temple of Pluto.
Following the Sacred Way from the
Lesser Propylaea, we pass on the rt.

the supposed site of the Treasury, a
shallow recess approached by eleven
vtdde steps, and ascend to the large
square platform on which stood the
great

B 2
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Hall of the My.->teries. The site

bears signs of having been occupied
by several successive buildings. Some
sli<<ht remains of foundations may yet

be traced, which belonged to the earliest

—a polygonal structure in grey Eleusi-

nian htone. In the E. corner of the

area the plan is discernible of a second
hall with tweniy-five columns and a
shallow portico, destroyed by the
Persians. In Cimon's time (about
4G0 B.C.) this building v.a.s replaced
by a hall stretching further back,
which can still he traced by tl.c bases
of 20 columu.s. Under Pericles (about
435 B.C.) Ictinos added a chamber lo

the Hall of Cimon on the S.W. from
which 6 bases of columns remain.
Finally it was enlarged under the

Pkomans bo that the Great Hall
became eventually 170 ft. by 169,
liaviug 42 columns, of whicli the bases
remain. It was approaclied by a
Doric portico of 12 columns in its

front and three at each side (counting
the corner column twice), planntd by
Pliilon under Demetrius Phalcieus,
about B.C. 310. The entire structure

was freely restored in Roman times.

Since its destruction by Alaric (a.d.

39G), the sanctuary has served as an
inexliaustible quarry for modern build-

ings and lime kilns. Until 1803 the
Albanian village entirely covered the
site of the temple, which was then
excavated by some English travellers.

Early in 1883 the Archaeological
Society of Athens commenced the

re-excavation of the site, and the work
is still in progress. In tl.e E. corner

two drums of columns belonging to an
older building have been used up for

foundations, as in the wall of the
Acropolis (p. 307).

The seven rows of seats which sur-

round the area of the building, divided
by two openings for egress on tline

sides, were probably intended for the

accommodation of the Mystae. Above
the fourth side is a terrace hewn out

of the lock, to which a flight of steps

ascends outside the Hall.

Flanking the Portico of Philon were
massive buttress tower.s, ut the base of

which tombs and other relics have
been found. This portic'n of the

sacred enclosure is honeycombed with
walls of various dates, extremely
puzzling to define. Portions of them
are clearly Koman, but some deep ex-

cavations tfjwards the S. have revealed
a foundation wall of grey Eleusinian
stone in four courses, wliich must
belong to the earliest enclosure. Out-
side the portico is a row of pedestals
for statues, and a species of altar for

votive offerings. At intervals in the
wall of the ancient precincts are traces

of round towers.

To the S. of tl.e Great Hall are
some steps and ledges, partly semi-
circular in form, which are supposed
to have served as a Boultuitrion, or

Council Chamber. S.E. of them
was formerly a small Church, now
remived and rebuilt a few hundred
yds. below ; to the W. was a gate in

the ancient wall. Further to the N.'W.
are remains of a Roman porticus with
a single row of columns, above which
some steps and a pathway ascend to

the Museum (see below).

To the N.E. of the Gnat Hall is a
small Temple on a higher level, with
its front towards the S.E. Still

a.seending, we reach the Chapd of St.

Zachariat; an early btiilding with
damaged paintings on its walls. To
the W. of it is a detiicheil Turkish
belfry. From the summit of the Acro-
jiolis to the 1. is gained a beautiful

view towards Salamis across the sea
;

and at two points on the shore may be
seen the remains of ancient moles
which protected the harboi.r. Below
tlie Acropolis on the S. are some
foundations of unknown buildings.

In 1895 was discovered among the
ruins the tomb of a wt.man with
scarabs and other Egyj tian ornaments.
It is char from the sepulchral remains
discovered on the E. slope of the hill

and elsewhere that Eleusis wa8
iidiabited from the eailicst pericnl. It

is interesting to note that cremation
such as is described in Homer, wag
practised hire in the Mykenaean age
although burial appears to have been
the rule in other parts of Greece.

Masetun.—Outside the entrance are
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two very curious columns of white

marble, about 8 ft. high, resembling

wheat sheaves in shape, and found in

the so-called Shrine of Triptolemos.

Their surface is verticallj" incised, and
surrounded with 2 horizontal bands.

In the first room facing the door is

a large broken relief with many
figures, to which conjectural names
have been given. To the 1., a head-

less Statue of Demeter ; to the rt. a

very fine Antinous, of the Roman
period. In the room on the rt. are

many inscriptions, terra-cotta figures,

pre-liistoric curiosities, and a collec-

tijn of vases and fragments of all

periods.

In the doorway to the 1. of the

first room are reliefs on the rt. of

Demeter, Persephone, Triptolemos,

and Athena ; opposite, Demeter and
Triptolemos. In the nest doorway,
Demeter giving ears of corn to Perse-

phone ; opposite, Battle between the

Athenians and Spartans. To the rt.

of the door, colossal Roman Caryatides

from tlie lesser Propylaea, and a head-

less statue of JSlhe. In the further

doorway, Keleos, Demeter, and Perse-

phone ; opposite, Persephone, Demeter,
and Triptolemos.

30 yds. W. of the Museum are some
remains of a Roman pavement. GO

yds. further, below the path to the 1.,

is a round rock-hewn Tomb with

conical roof and gabled entrance,

curiously constructed of large blocks,

and approached by a passage.

17 m. Eleusis (p. 459). The ruins

lie f m. from the Stat., to the 1. of the

chapel-crowned hill.

The Rly. from Athens, on quitting

the Peloponnesus Stat., passes on the

1. the white tombs on the Hill of

Colonos (Rte. 54), crosses the
Kephisos, and runs N. to

m. Ano Liosia. 3 hr.s. N.W. is

Fliyle (Rte. 59). Here the train turas

"W. and ascends between rocky hills,

cutting through a long stretcli of

ancient *'Wall built by the Athenians
as a defence against the Spartans.

The line presently descends, affording

beautiful views of the bay on the 1.,

and crosses the Thriasian plain to

ROUTE 59.

ATHENS TO I'HVI.E, BY E.\1LWAY OR
CAERIAQE-KOAD, AXD FOOTPATH.

Miles.
Athens (Pelop. Stat.)

6 Alio ].iosia II. Ji.

Cbasiii . . 1 u

Kleisto . 1

Phyle . . 1

(1.) The carriage-road leaves Athens
by Concord Square, and soon after-

wards crosses the Rlj'. and runs parallel

with it to the N. After 2 m. it crosses

the Kephisos, and nearly 3 m. further

passes on the rt. the castellated villa

of Pyrgos, once a model farm of Queen
Amalia. In another mile it crosses

the Rly-, and soon reaches (8 m. from
the Palace Square) the village of

Ano Liosia. Here it turns N.W. and
continui'S for IJ m. along the plain,

but on reaching the foot of the hills

it becomes very rough and ascends to

(1^ m.) Chasia. Tiie remainder of the
journey must bs walked or ridden.

(2.) A better and more economical
plan is to take the morning train (no
return tickets) to (6 m.) Ano Liosia,

and strike thence across tlie plain,

leaving the village on the rt. In 25
min. we pass on the 1. a roadway
shrine (the carriage-road falling in on
the rt.). and soon enter a scanty wood.
10 min. later we cross a dry stream and
ascend to the 1., reaching Chasia, which
comes ratlier sudiienly into view, in
another \ hr. Bearing rt. through the
village, after 5 min. the path divides,

and we turn to the 1. In \ hr. a valley
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opens on the 1., running? down towards
Ek'u.sis, while our path descendw in

a sfraij^ht direction, and in 5 min.
crosses the dry bed of a torrent.

From this point the shorter path
mounts to the 1., by wliieh we pre-

sently return. Our track mounts the

rt. bank of the river bed through a
pretty valley clothed with brusliwood

and dwarf firs, and bounded towards
the N. by the wall of a lofty precipice.

Hisli up on the opposite side of the

valley runs a conspicuous Aqueduct.
As the path ascends, we obtain a peep
into a fine sub-alpine gorge, at the

head of which rises the Harma, so

called from its rough resemblance to

the outline of a war-chariot (ap/xa). This
is the rock which forms so striking a

gap in the line of hills to the W. of

Parnes, when viewed from Athens.
This Ilarma has a peculiar religious

interest, because the time for the

annual sacred embassy (0«a)pio) with
oft'erings, from Athens to Delphi, was
determined by the officials called

Pythaistae, who watched for three

months at the altar of Zei's 'ho'Tpairaios,

looking northwards to Harraa. If no
lightning flashed through this gap
during that period the embassy was
delayed beyond its usual time (June)

;

but it appears that this " aarpair^ SI

ap^aros" as it was called, was frequent

and rarely failed at the required time
(StraV). p. 404). There was a small

town at Harma, mentioned in the

Iliad (Tl. ii. 499), a ruin in the time

of Pausanias.
The path ends abruptly after 40 rain.

at the Hermitage of the Panag^a ton

Kleiston (Virgin of the Defile), ro-

mantically placedon aledgehigh above
the river-bed. We now return along the

same mad, and mount towards the W.,
avoiding after 20 min. a brown-soiled

path to the rt., and ascending a red

track to the 1. In 5 min. we descend
to cross a dry torrent bed, and then

ascend. After } hr. we descend again
into a short but romantic gorge, and
5 min. further cross a brook, at a point

where the valley opens into a basin.

We now ascend a rough and narrow
path to the 1., and in 20 min. (:{ hrs. from
the Rly. Stat.) reach the fortress of

*Phyle (21 no ft.), memorable as the

post first captured by Thri'Sybulus

when expelleii by the Thirty Tyrants
from Atliens. After this success he
was able to gain possession of the

Piraeus, and eventually to set Athens
free. The precipitous rock on which
the Castle stands can only be ap-

proached on the E. side, and in such
a manner as to oblige the enemy to

e.xix)se the uncovere<l side of his bo'jy

to the shafts of the garrison upon the

walls (see pp. 122, 123, 293). The walls

are built in well-preserved courses of

grey oblong block.s, and are strength-

ened by square towers. Near the gate at

the N.E. angle is a round tower. The
enclo.sure is irregular in plan, about
100 vds. in extreme length from E. to

W., and 50 from N. to S. On the S.

side only is there a distant view,

Parnes on the E., and rounded summits
towards other points, overlooking the

fortress. Below are dry bare ravmes ;

beyond these lies Chasia ; in the back-

ground Hymettus; more to the rt.

Athens, and a glimpse of the sea.

Natural precipices defend the fortress

on tlie W. side. [From Phvle a path

leads N.W. in 12 hrs. to Thehex

(Rte. 71), through Korora and
Kavanale. On a liill to the W. of the
latter village are some remains, pro-

bably of tlic frontier stronghohl of

DuYMOS. 5 lirs. from Phyle lies

IJerv^no Salei<i, on the site of Panac-
TON, where it is possible to sleep.]

We return by the same track for

f hr. and then bear to the rt. by a

broader and better path which
descends very gradually through

pleasant woods. Afterwards bearing

1., we descend the hill in zigzags to

the (1 hr.) dry torrent bed, and in

another ^ hr. reach Chnfid, whence
the lily. Stat, may be gained in f hr.

. _ From Ano Liosia a path leads E.

in 40 min. to Menidi (Kte. .")3), T-i m.
N. of Athens. The Tramway may
be taken at (4J m.) ratisia.
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ROUTE no.

ATHENS TO TATOI, BY KKPHISIA. RAIL

ANT) CARKIAfiE-ROAD.

[17 miles (see p. 469).]

For the Ely. as far as (5 m.) Arakli
(officially Herdcleia), see Rte. 66.

Here the branch line turns E., passing

at some distance on the rt. a fev.- piers

of a Roman aqueduct. Close to the

Rly. on the same side, a little further

on, is seen an interesting ruined

Church. A mile beyond it is

7 m. Marousi, a picturesque village

famous for its olive trees, said to be the

most ancient in Attica. It was in the

deme of Athsionia, and derives its

present name from a Temple of

Artemis Amarysia. Here are a few
suburban villas, and the village is

much frequented on holidays. A j^ath

leads E. in 1^ hr. to the Convent of
Penteli (Rte. 64), joining the high
road after f hr.

Passing un the rt .Anavryta, the pro-

perty of the late Mr. Syngros, the

train reaches

9 m. KepMsia S^T (880 ft.), a village

with 1000 inhab., lying ou the S.W.

slopes of Pentelicus, and now, as in

Roman times, the favourite summer
retreat of the Athenians, many of

whom have villas here. Menander
was a native of Kephisia, and here

Aulus Gellius wrote his Nodes Atticae.

The munificence and hospitality of

Herodes Atticus (a.d. 104—180) made
Kephisia the mo.st agreeable retreat

in Attica in one of the most polished

ages of Athenian society. The princi-

pal square is shaded by a fine plane-

tree, dating from Turkish times.

Close by to the X.E., in the cistern

of a picturesque little mosqiie, lie four

Roman sarcophagi. On the finest (at

the ends) are reliefs of Leda, Castor

and Pollux, Helen, and water deities
;

on the sides, Poseidon and Amphitrite.

On another sarcophagus is the marriage

of Eros and Psyche. They are in the

act of ofi"ering sacrifice on a quad-
rangular altar.

At the N.E. margin of the village,

the roads of which are laid out mostly

at rt. angles, is a favoiuite Cafe, and
beside it a copious spring—the chief

source of the Kephisos. [From this

point (I m. from the Stat.), Pentelicus

may be ascended in 4 hrs. The con-

spicuous quarry on the mountain side

is reached in 2 hrs., beyond which the

path becomes vague in places, but
cannot well be missed.]

Kephisia is well supplied with pure

water and fine mountain air. Its

temperature in summer is 10° Fahr.

cooler than at Athens.

[Marathon may be reached on horse-

back from Kephisia in 5 hrs. The
Tatoi road (see below) is followed N.
for 2 m., when the path bears rt. for

some distance through shady olive

groves ; then, continuing to skirt the

"\V. spurs of Pentelicus, it emerges on

a desolate sandy moor, studded with

firs and umbrella pines.f To the rt.,

on a spur of the mountain, rises the

modern fort of Kastrdki. Tortoises

(Testudo Graeca) abound here, and are

almost the only living thing to be seen.

Near (2 hrs.) Stamata a more fertile

district is reached. The village itself

lies a little N. of the road. It contains

some sculptures found by the American
School at Dionysos, on the site of

Ikara, 1 hr. S. In the neighbourhood
are traces of cisterns cut in the rock,

but now choked up.

Our path continues X.E. for J hr.,

and then turns to the rt., crosses the

Aphorisvios, a spur of Pentelicus, and
reaches in IJ hr. the poor village of

Vranu. Hence we cross the plain in

f hr. to the Soros (Rte. 61), probably

along the same route by which the

Athenians approached the field of

battle.]

Beyond Kephisia, the carriage-road

continues N., and after 5 m. joins the

direct road for Athens, which falls in

f These trees all belong to the species P.

Haleppensis, but when they are allowed to

grow old (which is seldom the case), they

assume the umbrella form of the true stone-

pine (PiTius pinea).
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on the 1. It then ascends through

|)leasant woods, along thu E. slopes of

th" Parn^s, and roac'ies

Sm.Tato'i!^T(TaT({ioi'), the summer
residniu'e of the Kiiij^ of Grcecis who
Dwns nearly all the property ;iround.

The Inn on the rt. at the entrance to

the little village is 23 kil. (neiirly lit m.)
from Athens by tlie shortest ruad

(s-e above). 10 niin. beyond the

In:i is the lioyal Villa, surrounded
by shady gardens, and further on tlie

0/(7 Vilhu now occupied by the

C'lowu Prince. Delightful roads and
foo' paths li'ad through the oak-woods
in iill directions, but some of them are
:•! .-ed to the pub'ic during the

residence of the Royal Family.
On the summit uf a hill, § hr. S. of

the Inn, are the ruins uf the ancient
Fo-.:tress of Deceleia, which guarded
the entrance of the most eastern of

the thiec! parses over Fames—the
two others being by I'tiyle and
Elcutherae. By tin's pass Mardonius
r .treated into IJoeotia before the battle

jf Flat.iea. and by this route corn was
;.»nveyed from Eiibooa to Athens. Its

possession therefore enabled a hostile

Firmy to cut otf sup[)lies. In B.C. 413,

Deceleia was fortified by the Spartans,

who retained it till the end of the
Pel aponnesian war, to tlie great injury

^nd annoyance of the Athenians
[Tliucyd. vi. 93). Dec:leia, which
forms part of the Royal estate, is now
^hii^fly celebrated for its wines.

About J hr. N. of the Inn, on the
sloi)es of Fames, is the Kithdra, a reser-

voir iu the shape of a guitar, beautifully

situated, and forming the source of the
waters which supply the Royal Villa.

The carriage-road from Athens to

(10 m.) Kf-phisia follows Rte. 69 for

3J m., and keeps straight on, crossing

tlie RIy. 2J m. further. Tlie direct

road from Athens to (15 ni.) Tatol

passes tiirough Patisia (Rte. 53).

ROUTE 61.

ATHENS TO MAUATHOX.—CAURIAGE-
UOAU.

A drive of about 4J hrs. to the
mound on the battle-fiell (Sorox),

resting J hr. at Pihermi, to which place

a relay of horses is usually sent on, the
night before (see Index).

Leaving Athens by the Kephis'a
roal, we pass on the 1. the Evange-
lismos Hoftpifal. and on the rt. the
Rizarion (Rte. 52 ,, following the tram-
way as far as

H m. Ambelokipi (vinfijard). This
hamlet is thoui^ht by some autho-

rities to correspond to tlie ancient
Alopeke, the birthplace o'" Socrates

and Aristeides. Some ancient tombs,
excavated here by i^ady Ruthveu, in

1818, yielded many fine archaic vai-es,

whicii slie bequeathed to the Anti-
quarian Museum in Edinburgh.

After a slight ascent, we leave the
Kephisia roail on tiie 1., and turn to

tlie rt. Further on. the long white
Convent of t-t. John tlie Hunter be-

comes conspicuous on a low col, below
the X. ridge of Hymettus. Near it

lay Gargettos, the birthplace of

Epicurus.

G m. from Athens, on the 1. of the

r^ad, opposite a ruined chapel, is a
Byzantine column of grey marble,
12 ft. high, with an inscription of

1237.

At Stavrd, J m. further, the road
to Laurion turns off to the rt. Soon
afterwards the ruins of a fine early

Cliurch are passed on the 1., 200 yds.

from the road. Another road now
turns off rt. to Spata.

7 m. from Athens, near the Stat, of

Jerakas (Rte. G6), we cross the Laurion
Rly., and pass on the 1., a mile further,

another ruined Church, surrounded by
cypresses and a burial-ground. We
next reach the village of
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9 m. Charvati, bej'ond which the

road outers a pine wood and crosse.s

tlie torrent of Filicrmi by a wooden
bridge.

13 m. Pikermi (150). Near this

place our unfortunate countrymen,
Mr. V'yuer and his friends, were car-

ried otF by brigands in 1S70. The
liaiulot occupies the site of the ancient

Araphen, of whicli there are still

considerable remains. [Its name has

drifted, in the form of Bapkina, to a

deserted hamlet near the coast, about

1 hr. from the real site. The stream
wliich flows past Raphina is probably

the ancient Erasinos, now Vulanasis.

Ill its bed liave been discovered

important fossil remains.] About

f hr. S.E. lies Vourvd, where several

ancient tombs were excavated in

1889. Beyond Pikermi, close to the

road on tiie rt., is a tumulus, recently

opened by the Archaeological Society

of Athens.
The country now becomes exceed-

ingly attractive, and iine views are

enjoyed over tlie sea, with the island

of Euboea in the background. The
summit of Pentelicus, on the 1., is

hiddc n by an intervening spur.

About 5 m. beyond Pikernu the road

turns N., and runs at no great distance

from the sea across the plain. After

passing Vrand, whicli lies p.t the foot

of the hills on the 1., a by-road turns

rt. by a cottage with a wine-press, and
leads in 10 min. to the

27 m. Soros, an isolated mound,
about 30 ft. high and 200 yds. in cir-

cumference, which marks the Tomb of

the 1U2 Athenians who fell in the

Battle of Marathon (b.c. 490). The
tumulus, which had suffered from

careless visitors and weather, is now
protected by a circular trench, cut at the

expense of "the Emp. of Brazil in 1S7G.

It was opened in the spring of 188-i by
Dr. Schliemann, who found therein a

quantity of potsherds, obsidian arrow-

heads, and other pre-historic relics, but
no liunian bones, from which discovery

he formed the theory that the barrow
was of pre-historic age, and not a

sepulchre. A moi'c thorougli invest i-

gation, however, undertaken in 1890,

revealed the ashes and bones of many
corpses, together with vases of a type

which is known to liave been in use

at tiio time of the Persian wars.

About 500 yds. N. are the founda-

tions of a quadrangular monument in

white marble,- commonly known as the

Pijrcio, and formerly supposed to be-

long to the Tomb of Miltiadts. But
it has lately been ascertained tliat the

blocks in question were brousrht from

some other building, nor was Miltiadea

buried on the field of battle.

From Eretria tbe Persians crossed over to

Attica, and landed on the ever-memorable
plain of Marallion, a spot which had been

pointed out to tliem by the despot Hippias,

who accompanied the aimy. It is probable

that their object was to dr.iw the Athenian
troops away from Athens, and then either to

destroy them or to keep them cooped up there,

while the main I'ersiau army proceeded to

attaclc the city.

As soon as the news of the fall of Eretria

reached Athens, a courier had been sent to

Sparta to ask for help. '1 his was promised ; but

the superstition of the Spartans prevented them
from setting out immediately, sinc3 it wanted
a few days to the full moon, and it was con-

trary to their religious customs to be£;in an
e.xpedition during this interval. Meantime the

Athenians had marched to ilarathon, and were
encamped upon the hill^ which surrounded the

plain to watch and check the Persians. Ac-
cording to the account preserved in Herodotus,

they were commanded, agreeably to the regu-

lar custom, by ten generals, one for each tribe,

and by the Polemarch, or third Archon, who
down to this time continued to be a colleague

of the generals. The most distinguished of the

generals for energy and ability was Miltiades.

When the news from Sparta reached them, tbe

ten generals were divided in opinion. Five of

them urgfd the importance of waiting for the

arrival of the Lu;eiiaemoniau succours. Mil-

tiades and the remaining iour contended that

not a moment should be lost in fighting the

Persians, not only in order to avail tliemselvea

of the present enthusiasm of the people, but
still more to prevent treachery from spreading
among their ranks. Callimachus, the Pole-

march, yielded to the arguments of Miltiades,

ai:d gave his vote for the battle. The t^n

generals commanded in rotation, each for one
day; but they now agreed to surrender to

?.Iiltiades thtir days of command, in order to

invest the whole power in a single person.

There are many difficulties in this view of the

Athenian military office, and there is reason

to think that it is not correct. But there

can be no doubt of what is really the impor-
tant point—that ]\liltiades had the ci ief

direction, and the chief glory, of the battle

which followed.
While the Athenians were encamped at

ilaratlion, they received unexpected aid from

R 3
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the little town of Piataea, iu Boeotia. Groteful

to the Athenians lor their liolp against tlie

Thebaiis, the whole of Piataea, aniountinR to

lOuO heavy-armeU men, marched to join them
at Marathon. The Athenian army numbered
only 10,000 lieavy-armed soldiers : there were
no arcli'-rs or cavalry, and only some slaves a-s

light-armeil attendants. Of the nnmber of the

Persian army we have no trustworthy account,
but it sei'nis probable that It was at least six

times as large as the Athenian army.
The jilain of Marathon lies on the eastern

coast of Attica, twenty-two miles from Atheas
by the short* st road. It is ab<^ut five miles
long by two broad, lying between Ihe moun-
tains (which are to the "orth and west) and
the sea. The coast ia a long curve, runnii g

first eastwards from the headland Cynosscma'
and then bending to the south. At one end
of the plain, where the Per>ian camp Si'ems

to have been, is a great marsh cloie nnd<r the
hills; at the other <nd is a smaller niarsh.

i

Through the middle of tie plain runs the i

watercourse of the <,'ljaradra. Th< re are two
distinct roads to Athens: one went to the
north through the mountain passes; the other,

and i^asier, road lollowed the ctast southwards
and passed round the southern slope of Pente-
licus. The Athenians were encamped In a
valley (row the valley of Avlona) looking
down on the plain ; a strong and useful posi-

tion, dangerous for the Persians to attack, and
at the .same time commandinic the approaches
of the northern n ad to Athens, while it enabled

•'laratl'.ori -'' Trikory

. "''jhe^.QreaUMar'sli'"
"

C.Marathon

The Battle of

Eng.i

:/ c*^ MARATHON
Penian ,, .. i^B
a. Cre«h Camp in the Herakleion

b. Persian position be/ort the Battii

C. Pyrgos. d. Soros (T'mb ef ii>r /l(><fii»

J J-
Kilometres

_L

the Athenians to attack advantageously on the

flank an army which tried to proceed by the

Boutbern road.

It is probable that the Persian?, having failed

to draw the Athenian army down into the

plain, had decldod to march upon Athens by
the southern road ; that they had already r"-

embarked their cavalry (which certainly took

no part in the fight) to go thither by sea ; and

that they had crossf d ths Charadra, whrn the

Atbonians decided to give battle. Thus, when
they faced the enemy the Persian' had the sea

at their back, the Charadra on their right, and
the smaller marsh on their l»ft. :\Ii!tiades had

drawn up his troops in the centre In shallow

files, and resolved to rely for success upon the

stronger and deeper masses of his wings. The
right wing, which was the post of honour in a

Grecian armv, was commanded by the Pole-

march Callimachus ; the boplites were arranged

in the order of their tribes, so that the members
of the s.ime tribe fought by each o'her's side;

and at the extreme left stood the Plataeans.

Miltiades, anxious to come to close quarters

as speedily as possible, ordered bis soldiers to

advance at a running step o er the mile of

ground which separated them from the foe, or

at any rate, over the last part of it. (It must
be remembered that they were charging down
a ^lop».) Both the Athenian wings were suc-

cessful, and drove the enemy before them
towards the shore and the smaller, or southern,

marshf-s. But the Athenian centre was broketi

by the Persians, and comp'-lled to take to

flight. Miltiades thereupon recalk-d his wings
from pursuit, and charged ibe enemies' centre.

The Persians could not withstand this combineti

attack. The rout now become general along
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the whole Persian line ; and they fled to their
shijis, i>ursued by the Athenians.
The Persians lost 6400 men in this memor-

able engagement: the Athenians niil^' 192.

Tlie aged tyrant Ilippias is said to have p -rished

in the battle, and the Pulemaivh Callunachus
wa« als'j one of the slain. 'J he Persians first

sailed round Cape Siinium to see if thej- could
surprise Athens denuded of troops. There was
a stnry, which there is no reason to disbelinve,

that a bright shield was raised on Mount Pen-
telicus, and it was thought by many that this

was a signal f from some treacherous partisan
in the city. But Miltiades suspected the at-

tempt, and marched his troops straight back to

Athens, where he arrived just as the enemies'
ships hove in sight. The Persians, seeing that
they wei e not unopposed, gave up the attempt
and sailed away to Asia. Marathon I ecame a
magic word at Athens. The Athenian people
in succeeding ages always looked back upon
this day as the most glorious in their annals,
and never tired of hearing its praises sounded
by their orators and poets. And they had
reason to be proud of it. It was the first time
tljat tae Greeks had ever defeated the Persians
in the field. It was the exploit of the Athe-
nians alone. It had saved not only Athens but
all Greece. If the Persians had conquered at

Marathon, Greece must, in all likelihood, have
become a Persian province.
The one hundred and ninety-two Athenians

who had perished in the battle were buried on
the field, and over their remains a tumulus or
mound was erected, which may still be seen
about half a mile from the sea.l

2^ m. N. of ilie Soros is tlie village

of Bey, on the brook Charudra. Fol-
lowing the rt. bank of the river bed,
and afterward.s crossing it, we reach

(IJ m.) Marathon 5^5 (750), a fairlypros-

peroiis village, where Herodes Atlicus
once owned an estate 40 min. higher
up the Charadra, towards the W., is

the stalactitic Cave of Pan. About

I hr. S. of the cavern, on the path to

Vrana, is a group of foundation stones

called the Old Woman's Fold (/xavSpa

rfis ypalas). A path leads E. from
Bey round the base of the Sfavro-
coraki (1015 ft.) to (1 hr.) Kato Suit,

t It is conjectured by Professor Bury that
the shield was hoisted on Mount Pentelicus by
a Persian scout to S'gnal to the Peisians tbe
arrival of a d'-tachnient which they had sent
round to block the ruad at Stamata in rear of
the Athenians, and to prevent their marching
back to Athens. If so, it was the signal for
the I'ersian troops and ships to move towards
Athens, shown before the battle, not, as was
ifterwards reported, after the fight was over.

I Jti the plan and details of the battle, Mr.
Macau's recent treatise has for the most part
Ijpen followed.

just before reaching which is the

ancient Spring of Macavia. On the

hill of Stavroi'oraki is a ruined

Hellenic tower.

From Marathon a path ascends the

1. bank of the Cliaradra for h iir., and
then turns N.W., reaching in another

hour tlie village of Kalentsi, and
I J hr. further Kapandriti (Rte. 74).

ROUTE 62.

TATOi TO OKOrOS —CARKIAGE-KO.\D.

[17 miles.]

On leaving Tatoi (Ete. GO), the

cirriage-road ascends in windings
through beautiful oak-woods to the

7 m. Guard-house on the summit of

the pass between the heights of Parnes
and Beletsi, and thep descends to the

rt., commanding fine views towards
the island of Euboea. The country
is well-wooded throughout, and the

scenery most attractive. Below the
guard-house a path on the rt. (guide
necessary) leads in 4 hrs. to Marathon
(Rte. 61). After crossing the Larissa

Ely. the road turns N., and at a dis-

tance of 15 m. from Tato'i reaches the
level of the valley, down which on the

1. runs a road to Kahosalesi (Ete. 64;.

Continuing N., we still ascend, at

first very gradually, btit afterwards in

bold curves, and reach after 3 m. a

low col, from which is gained an ex-
tensive view over the sea. 1 m. further

a path descends to Marcdpoido (Ete.

64). Our road turns to the 1. and
winds down towards the sea, which it

reaches at the
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27 m. ScalaofOropos(2KaAa'Opai7roO),
t.helan(lin<^-{)l:ifcof th('anf"ientOi!oios,

whifJi lay ahuut ?> ni. S.W. Hteiiners

<li> not touch here. Sailinp-boat to

Erotria or Chnlcii^ (Rte. 101).

KOUTE C3.

MARATHON TO BHAMNUS.—HOBSE-PATII.

[About 5 hrs. there and back.]

The path runs X.X.E., passing on
the rt. tlie Chapel of St. Elicit, and
a-scends to (1 hr.) Apano Suli. Here
it turns N., and in another limir reaches
a Chapel of St. John Chrygodom, near
which are the important iron mines of

Grnmmaticd (Rte. 64). Tlie track now
leads X.E. througu tlie VdUn/ nf
Limih6, and along a plain, to (1 hr.)

Ehamnus, a commune which may
have derived its name from a thick

prickly shrub (pd/Mvos) which still

grows on the sjwt. It was chiefly

noted for the worship of Xcmesis. The
site is uninhabited, and is covered
witli clumps of lentisk ; a long woody
ridge runs E. into the sea. and on
either side is a ravine parallel to it.

On this ridge is the site of the town.
Tlie chief ruins are those of two tem-
ples, which stand on a massive substruc-

tion surrounded by scattered fragments
of columns, mouldings, statues, and
reliefs. We first reach the Smaller
Temple, which measures only 1 1 yds.

by 7, and consists merely of a cella in

antin, with a portico having two Doric

colunms in its front. It is built of

large polygonal blocks outsiilc, and
graaller ones within. Almost con-

tiguoqs and nearlj-, though not quite,

parallel with it is fhe Larger Temii ;

whicli hadadouble [)ortico, \'I colunni-

on the flank, and on each frfiiit, !i'

measured about 3:S yds. by 12. (>

the lowest drums of six columns on :

S.W. side are in position ; and th< i

finished fluting, which has a longti,

oidy 2 in. above the pavement, slmw-;

that the building was never completefl.

Among its ruins were found some
fragments of a colossal stjituc, corre-

sponding in sizo to that of the Rhaiu-
nusian Xemesi.a, which, according to

Pau.sonias, was .siculptured by Pheidiax

out of a block of Parian marble, brouglit

by the Persians for the construction

ot a trophy. Other ancient autho-

rities say that it was the work of

Agoracn'toK, a jjupil of Pheidias.

Among the ruins of the smaller temple
wtis found a mutilated statue of human
size in the archaic style of the Aegine-
tan school, and a colossal Themis, now
in the Athens Museum. This shrine

was probably destroyed by the Persians

previous to the battle of Marathon,
and the other erected subsequently in

its stead. In front of the smaller

temple were found two chairs (dp6voi)

of white marble, inscribed respectively

NefxfTfi 'S.Jicrrparos o.v(6y\K(v and Qijxihi

^wTTparos avfdrjKfy. In l.STiit four

similar chairs were dug up at a
point X. of the temples. These are

inscribed as follows

—

'lepfvy 'Upw
KoX n>v 5r;(xOTtt>i'

•.\pXi7Y<T0i'

ai TOiv (rTpariotriiv

A large number of tombs, with occa-

sional in-scriptions, have Ix-en dis-

covered at distances of from 75 to

200 yds. N. and W. of the temple
platform.

In the larger temple was found, early;

in this century, an inscription, wbif^'i ''

records the detlioation by Herodes
ticus of a statue of one of his adoj

children to the goddess Nemesis.

Descending towards the sea. '•'f

reach in 10 min. the highly picture-

ruins of the AxciEN'T To^sTf. The I

part of the S.W. gateway is well j .
-

served, and its inner posts retain Hi'-

holes bv which the cross- bolts w- rf
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Becured. A considerable part of the

surrounding wall, overgrown with

shrubs, yet remains. It is built of

rectangular blocks, and in some places

is about 20 ft. high. Towards the

3ea the town is fortified by its position

an the edge of perpendicular rocks,

md the site is altogether peculiarly

Qne and attractive.

Rhamnus was the birthplace of the

jrator Antiphon. tbe teacher of Thucy-
iides. Its modern name is Horrio
Casfro, a corruption of 'EjSpaioV Kaarpov

'Jews' Castle). A path leads in 5 min.

from t)ie ruius to the beach, pas.sing

3n the 1. the Mining HI)', to Gi'am-
inatird (Rte. 64), which ruus along
the hill.

EOUTE 64.

KAKOSALESI TO RHAMNTS, BY THE A3I-

PHIAREION AND KALAJIOS. BRIDLE-
PATH AND SAILING-BOAT.

[11 hrs. ride to the Scala ApostoU

;

sail thence to J{ham7itis.]

-5 hrs.

From Zakosalesi (Rte. 73) the
'arriage-road to Athens is followed
"or about 6 ra., gradually ascending
:lirough woods of oak and pine, with
ine hills rising on the rt. In If hr.

ive cross a bridge over a dry river-bed,

.vhich the Rly. crosses on another
j)ridge to the rt., and 5 min. further
urn to the 1., at the distance of 38 kil.

nearly 24 m. ) from Athens. We now
ollow Rte. G3 until reaching the stone
uarked 44 kil., from which a steep
,)ath descends into the valley on the
t., ascending afterwards to tlie little

lonastery of (1^ hr.) ZodoSoxos Uvyfi,
ahabited by only one monk and a lay-

irother. Its curious Church has four

olumus ta,ken ffom an ancient Temple,

and is built over a copious Bath-
spring of cold water, supposed to liave

miraculous powers. A trap door in

front of the screen communicates with
the spring, to which also steps de-
scend on the X. side of the building.

An ascent of 20 min. leads hence to

the village of Marropoulo, beyond
which the path still rises for 10 min.,

and then descends in f hr. to

Mavrodilisi, where some very inter-

esting excavations were made by the
Greek Archaeological Society in 1844.

Here lay the *Amphiareion, or Oracle
of Amphiaraos, the great seer of Argos,
who was distinguished both as a warrior
and a soothsayer, and was one of the

seven chiefs who fought against Thebes.
On the defeat of this expedition he fled,

pursued by Periclymenos ; but before

his enemy could overtake him, the earth
opened and swallowed him up, together

with his chariot, after which he was
worshipped with divine honours.

The Amphiareion. originally dis-

covered by Sir Charles Newton early

in 1852, was of considerable celebrity

as an oracle which sick persons con-

sulted for the treatment of their mala-
dies by the process called fyKoijxiiaLs,

or incubation. The constiltant, aftt-

r

undergoing lustration in honour of

Amphiaraos and the other deities asso-

ciated with him, sacrificed a ram, and,
lying down on its skin, awaited the

revelations made to him in the dreams.

The cure, however, did not wholly
depend on these miraculous communi-
Ciitions, for there were medical baths
in the temenos.

On the E. side of the precinct is a

wall of sandstone in rectangular blocks,

upon which are laid courses of bluish

white marble. On the S. side runs a
wide and shallow gutter with small
oval tanks or baths at intervals,

straight at the sides, and sunk in oue
of the blocks that form the gutter.

Here also is some Roman work in

brick. Further W. are several

chambers similar to the first, and a long
Stoa, with remains of white marble
benches along the w3.ll, supported by
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ROUTE G6.

ATHENS TO SO'irM, BY THOKIKOS AXD
LAUIUOX.—RAIL AXD UVKUIAGE-UOAD.

^:Miles. Stations. l;.juW.

Athens (Kephisiii Stat.)

2 Ano-Fatisia
5 Arakli GO

7 Marousi
9 Kephisia

7 Chalandri
10 Jerakas
12 Campas
15 Liopesi

19 Coropi

22 Marcopoolo
26 Calyyia

28 Keratea
34 Dascalio

38 Thorikos
40 Laurion

Tlie iiiirrow-gauge Rly. starts from
the middle of a street, and there is no
reg^uliir stirion or platform. Tickets
are taken at an office in the corner on
the left, jiist b< fore reachinp: the train

fist cla.ss. 7 dr. :^5 ; 2n<l, 5 dr. 5.5.

Return, availaVile for two days, 12 dr. 70
or 9 dr. 50). Tlie line traverses Third
Sf-ptemher St. in its entire length, and
then turns to the left and descends to

the Old Station, from which the Rly.
was prolonged into the town, passing
quite close to the C'iiurcli of the All-

yitrciful {'Aylov TlayTtKffifiiovos), in a
large Square.

10 in. Jerakas (<;80 ft.). About a
mile beyond this Stat on the left,

close to the modem Church of St.

Nicolas, is a colossal marbh; Lion,

carv'ed in Pc-ntclic marble. The work
is of a comparatively late period, but
full of spirit. On the same si>ot are the
foundations nf 8f>me ancient buildings.

The lion gave ita name (Kfuyrdpi) to

a neighl-xiurintr hamlet (whicli ha« now
disappeared), but nothing is known of

its history. The peasants look on this

Iiuge figure with a feeling of awe, and
believe that it has some mysterious
connection with a beast wliich once
had aden on tlie heights of Hymettus.

Alj<jut i m. further, on the left, is u
mediaeval ruin, geui rally known as

the Loutrd (Bath). The village of

15 m. Lidpesi corresponds to the

ancient deme of Futania (IGOO), the
birthplace of Demostheues. Footpath
in IJ hr. to the summit of Hymettus
(Rte. G5). About 3 ra. E. is the

Albanian hamlet of Sputa, close to

which some very remarkable tombs
were discovered in 1877. They cf>nsist

of several small chambers exeavatt-d

in a hill of friable Pliocene limestoLe.

When tirst iliscovcred the walls re-

tained the tool-marks of the raason.s

as fresh as if the excavation had but
just been completed. The chambers
had been ritied of their principal con-

tents at some previous jK-riod, but a

careful search Ijrought to light many
objects of very high archa«ol(jj;ical

value which are now in the National
^luseum (p. 374).

2 m. Ano-Patisia (Rte. 53). The 19 m. Coropi(28oO), principal village

train now trusses the carriage-road to of thu .Vf^/j/d, or Midlands (Mtn-o-ycua).

Tatoi and afterwards an affluent of Above it rises tlie /'uh/ (213.'i ft.), cou-

the Kephiaos, and ascends in curves to sjiieuous by its two jn^iks or horns.

5 m. Arakli, where the Kephisia
line turns otf on the 1. The Rly. now
bends S.E. ami cro.-ses the carriage-

road to Kephisia, still jisccnding as

far as

7 m. Chalandri (.5G5 ft.), on the high
roiid to Feiittliciis (Rte. G4j. P'urther

on, we approach a scanty wood, of
pines.

22 ro. Marcopoulo, a large and
prosperous villau-^c, pleasantly situaUd
on ilie higiier ground of a well-culti-

vat«d plain. The population is Alba-
nian. The principal church is that of

St. Friday ('Ayia HapaaKtvri). a dedi-

cfltion extremely j)oj)ular in Greece.

The interior is entirely covered with
17th cent, illustrations in encaustic

from the lives of various Saints.
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Encrusted iu the outer wall over tlie

main entrance are some dishes of

coarse pottery. On one of the jambs
of the side entrance is a defaced
Greek inscription.

3 m. N.E. is Vraona, which is sup-

posed to occupy the site of the ancient

city of BRAriRON, famous for its Temjjle

of Artemis, whose cultus in this district

was of extreme antiquity. The rites

were traditionally derived from the
savage worship of Artemis Tauropolos
iu the Crimea, and the wooden image
(^oavou) at Brauron claimed to be tiiat

wliich Iphigeuia brougiit from that

coimtry. Artemis Brauronia \^as

worshipped here and at Athens (p. 310)
by a cliorus of girls dressed as bears

(cf. Ar. Lys. 645) with rites which
probably replaced the human sacrifices

of primitive times. [From Vraona a
road leads S.E. to (5 m.) Port Uuphti,
fording a clear shallow stream. On a

bold rock, close to the ford, is a fine

ruined watch-tower, with walls 4 ft.

thick.

Port Raphti, the finest and largest

harbour on this coast, was the port of

Pkasiae, noted for its temple of Apollo,

and still more as the point of departure
of the Theoria. or Sacred Embassy, to

Delos (p. 887). Onarncky islet at

the entrance of the bay is a colossal

marble statue, popularly known as

the Tailor (pd<pTr)s), from wliich the
harbour takes its modem name.
It represents a colossal draped
female figure, which, when com-
plete, must have been at least

10 ft. high, or, including the pedestal

{now partly underground), about 22 ft.

The statue, with the chair on which it

lis seated, is hewn out of a single block
pf Pentelic marble ; the head alone

I'now missing) was fitted on separately.

{The statue faces towards Delos, and
jnay possibly be a personification of
i;he Theoria. It belongs to the 1st or
'Jnd cent. a.d. On the peninsula of
<Koroni (Coronea), ^ m. due S., are
iome remains of a Byzantine or Frank-
sh settlement. The bay itself is un-
equally divided by the narrow
projecting headland of St. Nicolas;
immediately W. of this are some

traces of the ancient Frasiae. The
traveller who wishes to visit the

Eoman statue should start by sea from
Port Maiidri or Laurion- (see below),

as it is rarely jjossible to find a boat
at Port Kaphti.

6 m. S.W. of Port Kaphti is Kerate'a

(see below).]

2 m. S.E. of Marcopoulo are some
ruins of the large modern village of

Merenda, which occupies the site of

the important demos of Myekhinos.
Merenda was entirely destroyed by
the Albanians on their grand raid into

Attica in 1770.

28 m. Keratea (615 ft.), a pleasant

prosperous village (1800) with orchards,

vineyards, and a spring of good Avater.

The road and the Ely. now descend
side by side through a valley.

Further on, heaps of black scoriae

announce the traveller's entrance into

a mining district.

34 m. Dascalio. Continuing to

descend, a beautiful view opens of the

sea, with the islands of Helena, Keos,

Siphnos, and Seriphos.

38 m. Thorikos, on the harbour of

Port Mandri. Thorikos was a place

of importance in ancient times, and
was fortified by the Athenians (Xen.
Hellen. i. 2, 1), during the Pelopon-
nesian War (b.c. 409, Thuc. viii. 95).

To this date belong the ruins of a

fortress on the promontory, which
separates Port Mandri from the bay of

Vrysaki or St. Nicolas. Below the
fortress on the AV. stands a ruined
quadrangular Tower, now only about
10 ft. high. On the S. side are con-

siderable remains of an ancient Theatre
of curious and unsymmetrical form
adapted to the irregularities of the
ground. The cavea is nearly entire, but
the stage has vanished. Behind the
cavea is a pointed gateway similar iu

construction to the galleries at Tiryns,
though of much later date. W. of the
theatre are the foundations of a large
Doric edifice of uncertain charactei",

now concealed by a tiiick overgrowth
of brushwood ; the ruin was excavated
and stuveyed in 1812. It had seven
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columns on the fronts anil 14 on the belonging to the town of Keruttil.and

sides. N. of the the-lre is a large in the following year the mining
round ancient cistern. company was incoriwruted. I.iitir, a

On tlie summit of the hill above succession of disputes and law-suite

the theatre are the remains of a arose resi)ecting tfie rojalty to b<:' paid

Jlykonatan setliement, jiart of which annually to Government, of which the

has l>een liitely cleare<l by the Greek final result was that the works passed

Archaeological f^ociety. Underniath into the hands of a tireek company
tlic Mykenaeau houses lies a still for the sum of .500,(00/. \ new
earlier settlement, the inhaMtaiits of French Company was ttarted in 1875,

wliich a]>pear to have i'oilowed the whose rainc-s extend over an area of

practice of burying; tlieir dead in the about 14,300 acres, with underground
homes of the living. On the lower works having a length of 3 m.
ground N. of the citadel is a bee- Visitors wl,o wish to go over the

hive tomb with a dome of a peculiar works should provide themselves with

elliptical form. E. of the citiidel is a a letter of introduction to the resident

second bee-hive tomb with several manager of one of tlie two {-rincipal

graves sunk in the flfXT. companies. The late Prof. Ansted
Thorikos was included by Theseus in was consulting geologist to the Roux

his confederation of twelve Attic cities, company, bat there are do English

It had however been already deserted engineers now on the works,

before the time of the Emperor A Rly. of G m. connects Ergasteria

Claudius, for Pomponius Mela then with the seat of the chief mining
wrote:— ' Thoricus, et Brauronia, olim operations, which is also that of tlie

urbes ;
jam tautum nomiua ! '

—

{De ancient njines. The Rly. winds uphill

Sitn Orii", lib. ii. c. 3.) through an extensive i)ine forest to

Port M;mdri is sheltered on its only Kanwrt^m, the princijxd settlem'-nt

exposed side by the island of Helena of tlie French Company, from which

—now called .^Vacronj.i (I-'<jno I'*'"^'^)- there aie short branch lines to other

It owed its name to a tradition of points. Several ancient pits lure

Helen having rested here on her explored reach a depth of .">00 ft., and
tliglit with Paris; it was also, how- are divided into three stories, and
ever, known in iintiijuity as Macn'c. a connected by an underground Rly.

designation which it lias retaineil. Bosieles leael ore, ami galena, these

The ishiuel is uninhabited, except in mines produce several kinds of zinc

summer by shepherds; the people of ore. The date when the silver mines

Keos have the exclusive riglit of were first worked is unknown, but

pasturing their flocks here. From
Thorikos to Cape Sunium there ex-

tended in ancient times a carefully

engineered highroivd, traces of which

may still be recognised at intervals

along the coast.

they are alluded to by Aeschylua
{Fers. 235)—
apyvpov irqyri th airon e'ffTi ^rjaavp'of \66vot.

From the time of Pericles, when
(ireek mining industry seems to have
reached its highest point, the works

LAXTRIONS^T (Aavptov), frequently declined. In n.c. 300, at the inst

callcil Enjufbria because of its work- of Xenophon, an attempt was ma.i

shops, is a nifulLrn town (5200), which revive them, but only in a slov

owes its existence to the neighbour- way. Little .seems to have been

in" mines. beyond excavating the pillars le

The scheme of re-smelting, with supports, in consequence of which

improved nioeiern processes, the vast prudence, ace'ideijts became comi:

heaps of scoriae left by the ancient and in the time of Philip the imi

Athenian miners, was tiist started in of deaths from this cause attra

1800, but did not take practical shape notice. In the 1st cent. B.C. the n

until 1863, when M. Roux, of Mar- were exhausted, and the old sc

seilles, purchased certain lands here smelted a second time. In the ;-._;
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century, Pausanias refers to their ex-

istenue as a matter of the past. The
name {Xavpeiov) is from Kavpa. in
• ancient Greek a street or hme

;

Kavpelov, a place formed of such
lanes; i.<>. a mine of shafts, cut as it

were into streets like a catacomb.'

—

WoriUn-orth.

About 2000 ancient shafts and
galleries have been discovered, some
iif the chambers being 30 ft. high and
.oO yds. wid^. Other relics are tlie

liriiit columns of the various allot-

ments, with the namts of tlieir pro-

prietors, and the prices paid for each ;

•to(jls of the workmen, chiefly pickaxes,

the niches in which t!iey set their

lamps, and the lamps themselves.

Tiiese himps are of three shapes, and
seem to iiave been marie on the
spot, for the moulds have been found
at Adnmi.

Bar^ of lead similar to those now
))roduceil, some of them bearing a

tr ulemark, liave also been found with
broiien stone mouldt^, believed to be
those use! for casting them. In some
places remains of ancient houses and
ore-washi-ries may be seen.

A large section of tlie Oieek Com-
pany is I'ccupied in workinj; the

ancient r.-fu-e on mineral ground,
known as eccolades {infioAdSes)^ which
spread over a surface of about :-iOO

acres. As many as 1200 workmen are
thus ciuiiloyed. In 1890 the Com-
panies' 13 fnrnaccs smelted 99,518 tons
of ore, which yithied 8081 tons of lead,

containinir about 21 llis. of silver p^r
ton. During the same year mineral
t > the value of 304,68,5/. went to Great
Britain, iu'liKling 7531 tons of lead,

and 748 lbs. of silver. These figures

have consi'ierably decreased in more
recent years, but a great iniproveiuent
took place in 1894. Laurion is in fact

almost entirely supplied by English
trade, and ihe mineral industry of the
district is chietly kept up by English
purchasers. It is a curious f ict tuat

when the refuse heaps were removed
a tiuwer, previously unknown, grew
aii'l flowered, apparently from seeds
buried there for centuries.

The Greek Company employs alto-

gether 3500 hands. The French Com-
[(rreece.]

pany, which employs 4500, smelted

ore to the value of 327,330?. in 1890.

Its operations are more successful than

those of the Greek Company, owing
to superior management. There are

several local proprietors who work
their own mines, which yield man-
ganese ii'on ore, with an annual output

of about 90,000 tons.

The little district of Laurion pays

1,000,000 drachmae to the public

treasury for mine taxes and harbour

dues, etc., an! yet the Government
has spent nothing upon the public

works of so important an industrial

centre. There is no quay, and ves-

sels have to anchor as best they can,

the wharves built by the different

Companies being exclusively reserved

for their own use.

ExcuRstox TO Cape Coloxna.

Carriage-road, rough in places, and
heavy after rain. An easy walk of

2 hrs. each way.
From the door of the hotel, the

pedestrian strikes across some uneven
ground, bearing to the 1., and in

5 min. joins the carriage-road. 5 min.

further he leaves a white pdlar on the

1., and bears rt. towaids the hills.

The road afterwards divides, but the

two branches unite further on, and
turn 1. into a wide valley. About

f hr. from Laurion is a group ot

cottages which the .short cut leaves on

the 1., and in 5 min. reaches the sea.

10 min. afterwards the Temple of

Sunium becomes visible in front, but

is soon hidden behind a hill. From
this point a path strikes 1. towards the

Temple, but it is not shorter than the

road. Following the road, in ^ hr.

the Temple re-appears, and in 5 min.

we reach the bay. From hence it is a

climb of 10 min. to the summit of the

Cape—an isolated hill, on the southern-

most point of Attica (210 ft.).

Before reaching the Temple we pass

on the 1. considerable remains of a

double wall, fortified at intervals with
towers, and dating originally from
B.C. 413 (p. 490). Rounding a cor-

ner to the 1. we next observe a wall

of white marble which supported the
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terrace on which the foundations of

the T. uiplo were laid. Amonj; tlie

raaihle Mofks wliich lie scattertd

below it are two Doric capitals

ditl'irront fmm tijose belonging to tlie

Teiiiiib , wliich may have tornied part

of a I'ropyUieon.

The traveller from Atliens will at

first l»- .struck with tlit- almost dazzling
whitr of ti»e coluinns which now rise

before him. On near inspection, liow-

evi r, lie will perceive that the marble
here employed, which comes from tlie

Agrtsila quarries, 3 m. N., is plenti-

fully veined with grey—an unfailing

cljaracteribtic of all species found in

tli(; neiglibourliood of llymettns. In
this particular kind the veins are

straight, and run in parallel ribantis.

The ^Temple was a Doric hexa-
style, but none of the columns of

the fronts remrtiu. Tiiere are still

standing 9 columns of the S. and two
of the N. side, with their architrave

;

alsfi one column and one of the antae
of tl 6 pronaoB. surmounted by the

architrave. The columns of the peri-

style are 3 ft. 4 in. in diam at the ba.se,

and 2 ft. 7 in. und( r the capital, with
an intereolumniation below of 4 ft. 11

in. : the height, including the capital,

was I'J ft. 3 in. Unlike other Doric
oolinnns, they have 16 (instead of 20)
lintiiigs. The frieze, a small part of

which (much currodcd) is lying among
the ruins, is of Parian marble. Most
of the sculpture refers to tie content

of the I^apiths an<l Centiurs, but one
slab shows a sjuritftd representation of

the eneounter between The.>eus an<l

the Muiathouian Bull. The temple
probably dates from the eailier years
f)f tlnj administnition of Pericles.

The ruins are visible to a gieat

<listunce at sea, and to this circum-
stance the headland owes its mediaeval
anil modern name f(f Cujie Culouna.

Recent excavations by the Greek
Archaeological Society have brought
to light the remains of a Stea and Pro-
pylaeou, and an inscription which
shows that the existing temple is that

of Poaeidon. The foimdations of

another building close by are suppose!
to belong to the Temple of Athena
mentioned by Pausaniaa.

' In all Attica, if we except Athens
itself and Marathon, there is no scene

more inti-resting than Cape Colonna.

Tothe antiquary and artist, the columns
are an inexhaustible source of observa-

tion anfl design ; to the philo.iopher

the suj)po.sed scene of some of Plato's

conversations will not be tmwelcome ;

and the tiavtller will be struek with

the beauty of the prosjject over

I.Mies that criiw tl tlie A'i;ean ilcep.

'In twojourney.s which I n?a<le, and
one voyau'C to Cape (Jolonna. the

view from either side by land was less

striking than the approach from th«

isles.'— lAjrd Byron.
Terence mention.s Sunium as ti e

resort of pirates; and in more recetit

times it was a favourite Iiaunt and
look-out station of the Corsairs, 'l"

one of these. Jaffier Bey, the paitial

destruction of the columns is attri-

buted.

7 m. S. lies the rocky i.slaud •<f

St. George, the ancient IJelkisa. 4 m.

W. is I'utrocltiog or Agxes' Imlaud.

fortified by Patroclus, the commander
of an Egyptian Heet sent to the

assistance of the Athenians, agiiiast

Philij) V. Some tracts of these de-

fences are still visible. The nean st

islands to the 8.E. are Keox, Kii(hu<i>>,

and S'-riphoi', S. of which, on a clear

day, even Melon may be ilcscried.

The scholar will call to mind
on this 8|Jot the apostrophe in the

chorus of Sophocles' AJajr ( 1217), tluis

loosely imitated by Byixjii :

—

• Place me on Sunium's marbled steep.

Where nothing save ilie wav. s nlitl I

May hear our mutual murmur* sw. ep ;

There swan-Ulce let me sing and die :

'

The little town of Sinicji (2owe ; )

stood on the bay. X.W. of the h( :

land. The inhabitants were noted ;• r

harlKiuring runaway slaves, wlein
they admitte<l to the rights of citizen-

ship without much dlfficully. Sunium*"
was also a port much freipented by

vessels Ciirrying corn to the Piraeus.

The latter circumstance caused the

Athenians to fortify it towards the

end of the year b.c.'413. The entire

headland, including the town, wa~

then enclosed with a wall and towers,
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the promontory forming the citailel.

Athens herself ultimately suffered

from this precaution, for a strong
gang of slaves employed in the neigii-

bouring mines, having successfully re-

volted, seized and held the fortress

for a long time, during which they
laid waste the surrounding country.
On a hill to the N.E. are extensive

vestiges of an ancient building dis-

covered by Dr. Wordsworth, and by
him conjectured to be remains of the
Temple of Poseidon, the l.ovui.dpoLTos

alluiled to by Aristophanes (^Eq.

oGO;. (See, however, p. 4:89.)

ROUTE 67.

LAURIOX TO ATHEXS, BY VARI.-

HORSE-PATH.

Laurioii H. 31.

Kiniaresa

.

. 1

Anavyso . . 2

Elvmbos . . 1

Viri . 3 3U
Tiachones . 2

Athens . 1 30

Carriage-road from Laurion to (3 m.)
Kamaresa. A mining Ely., belonging
to a French Company—the first opened
in Greece—also runs so far. Bridle-

path thence to (2 lirs.) Anacyso, a farm
at the E. base oi Mt. Elymho (li75 ft.).

Anavyso is the ancient Anaphltstos,
which had a port in the little bay of

St. Xicolas which lies 1 hr. S. The
people hereabouts are extremely poor,

ind, like the Channel Islanders, use
5ea-\veed for fuel. Small stacks of it,

oiled up to dry, may be seen all

ound the Bay. The neighbouring
sland is the ancient Elecssa, now
Luju Xi^i (Hare Island). From
Anavyso we proceed N. to

Ohjiiipos or Elymbos, a village in

.Wo liulves, upper and lower. Its

ofty watch-tower is conspicuous from
I distance. The chief culture of this

listrict is cotton.

The track, corresponding in part, it

is believed, to the Sphettian Way,
now turns N.W., and passes through
a district in which well-tilled fields

alternate with jsine woods and bushy
moors. In I j hr. we reach the Chapel
of St. Demetrius, and 1| hr. after-

wards, beyond a pretty defile, pass a
modern well, built up of ancient
stones.

Vari (2 10) coiTespouds to the ancient
AxAGYKOs, a place which derived its

name fi-om the abunilance of bean-
trefoil {Anagyrls foetida) growing
here. It is prettily situated about a
mile from the sea, and is rendered
picturesque by the presence of some
handsome and lofty umbrella pines, a
tree not very common in Greece. About
\h hr. from the hamlet, on Mt. Hymet-
tus, is the remarkable

Grotto of Pan, first described by
Dr. Chandler. A local guide is re-

quired to find it. Candles should be
taken. The mouth is on the hori-
zontal surface of the rock, and the
descent is troublesome. Within is ' a
colossal head sculptured in high relief

upon the rock, and apparently repre-
senting a lion, but much defaced. From
this spot tlie passage divides into two
branches, both leading to a cavern
where they have a communication.
We descend to the rt. by the ancient
steps which are cut in the rock. Here
is a well of the coldest and clearest
water. A few paces further opens the
greater cave, cut in the form of a door.
The only light which visits this
mysterious spot is retiected from the
first entrance. AVithin the great cave
is the curious relief of Archidamos,
by whom the inscriptions appear to
have been cut, and the cavern to
have been ornamented. The figure is

clothed in a short tunic reaching half-
way down his thighs. He holds a
hammer and a chisel, with which
he is working at some indefinite
object that is cut in the rock. Over
, . , , , . . ., , APXEAHM02
his 1. hand IS inscribed apxeaamoS
On the opposite side of the cave is the
headless statue of a female cut in the
rock, and sitting on a throne. The
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head was probably of bronze, and was
evidcutly fixed on, as the p^roove

wliicli was made to receive it is still

seen. This was probably a statue of

Isis sfuli)tured diuiuir the early i>eriod

of her worship Iti Attioa, the other

parts of the cave liritijr loiij;: afterwards

decorali (1 Ijy Archidaiuos.'

—

llinlurll.

Heyoiid Vari the road beeoiiies pa88-

abie for carriages, and runs due W.
through a defile, once strongly forti-

fied. [After 2 fn. a track leads S. in

an hour to the pretty bay of Vuuliaa-

meni. litre is a small and very old

church and khan, under one rouf The
E. side of the bay is formed by the

peninsula of Cupf Zoster. S. of which
lies the island of I'ldn-a, tiie ancient

Phabka.]
Our road turns X. to (13 br.)

Kahami, where a view is gainedof the
Acropolis and Lycabettus. To the 1.

is the jnomontory of St. CofinoK, per-

hH|is the ancient Cai'kColias (p. 445),

near which somr small rfK-ks were

mistaken by the vanquished Persian

rieet for Athenian ships, after the

battle of Salaniis, atid i)ut tin m to

lligbt. Other accounts say that the

Persian ships were here driven ashore,

and a Temple to A]>hrodite l)uilt njion

tlie headland. Kxcellent clay is here

produced for pottery. Al out \ \\r.

further is the village of Traclioni'i'.

above wiiich rise tlie remains of a

curious Mnd interesting little temple

or sanctuary. Trachones is supjiosi d

to rei^reseiit the anciint Hali.mis,

the biitliplace of Tliucydid(s. AVe

next pai-s on tl e rt. the Quarries of

Knru, whicii furni.-hed jirnestouc for

many ancii nt b\iilding3 in Athens,

and are still worked. Below on the 1.

is the village ot Uralidnti. Numerous
tondis now line the roa<i, and ancient

wheel -ruts are somelinies vi.-ible.

Nearly 2 ni. from Athi ns is a large

Tumulus to tlie tt. of tl e roatl.

Further on to the 1. is the small

('liurch o^ Si. Joloi rrdilroviox, around

wliieh are large blocks of Hellenic

masonry. Tht- road cio.-sis the liissos,

and enters Atliens beyond tlie Temple
of Zeus Olympics (Rte. 42).

itoUTE (;s.

THK riUAKUS TO AKGINA, HY STLA.MI;K.

[.See p. 943, (;.]

AeginaT (Afyira), although easily

combineci with a tour of the Prlofion-

nesus (lite, l'^), is more fommonly
visited as a separate excu^^ion. Small
steamer almost daily from the (1.") m.)
Piraeus in Ij^ to 2i lira., returning

the next day. Fare, (j or 4 dr. eaili

way. Boats for embarking an<l land-

ing, 1 dr., without luggage. Sailing-

Ixtat in ii to '.• brs.. accordini: to

the wind (about 15 <lr. each way).
Excursion steamer occasionally in the
season, landing at ^'. Marina, on the

K. coast of the island, whence it is a
walk of A hr. to the Temple.

Provisiojis slioidd la- bnmght fiom
Atliens. Hoises and mules <yin be
hired in the t<iwn. To the Temi)le
and back, !S dr.; including the ( )ros,

12 .Ir.

In shape Aegina is an irrcL'ular

triangle, at the comers of which stand
the three most remaikable objects of

tlie island. On the W. is tiie site of

the ancient iMirt and city; on the K.

are the remains of tho temple, whi'h
has obtained such celebrity in Kuri>pe

by means of the Aeginetan marbli.^;

while at the 8. cnmer rises the mag-
nificent conical mountain of tl e Oms,
the finest among the natural featurei

of .Aegina.

The W. half consists of a j>Inin.

which, thougli stony, is well cultivat. d.

but the remainder of the island is

mountainous and unproductive.

The climate of Aegina isdelightlul.

and the air ho pure that fever is

micomnion. ^lany of tlie wtalthy
Atiieuians have houses here, wl i-rt

they pass the sninmer month.s. The
inter'or uf the island is almost destitute
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of wood, but the picturesque liills,

rocky precipices, and pretty valleys

with which it is diversified, aftbrd a
variety of pleasing landscapes. There
are no roads in the island except the

usual mule tracks.

Notwithstanding its small size,

Aegina was one of the most celebrated

of the Greek islands. It was famous in

the mytijical period ; and in historical

times we find it peopled by Dorians
from Epidauros, and possessing a

powerful navy. It early became a

place of great commercial importance,

and excited the jealousy of its neigh-

bours, especially Athens. Aristotle

calls Aegina tlie ' eyesore of the Pir-

aeus ' (^ Tov n. A.T1/U7J, Bhet. iii. 10, 7).

The expression was probably a

popular one, for it is used by various

orators. Its celebrated silver-mint was
said to have been established by the

Argive Pheidon ; its silver coinage was
the standard in most of the Dorian
States.

At Salamis(B.c. 480) the Aeginetans
distinguislied themselves above all the

otlier Greeks by their bravery. This
event marks the culminating point of

the power of Aegina. Soon after the

Persian war its influence declined, and
in B.C. 429 the Athenians seized the

island and expelled its inhabitants.

Some of them were allowed to return

in B.C. 404, but Aegina never rallied

from tills blow.
Paul of Aegina, a celebrated

writer on medicine and surgery, was
born here in the 7th cent. a.d.

In 1537. tlie famous pirate Khair
Eddin, suruamed Barbarossa, made
a descent on Aegina, then a flourisiiing

Venetian colony, and so completely
devastated the island that for some
years it remained deserted.

Aegina was one of the last strong-

holds in the Levant lield by Venice.

It was ceded, with other islands and
the Morea, to the sultan bv the treaty

of Passarovitz (2l8t July, 1718).

In 1826 Aegina became the tem-
porary capital of Greece and seat of

the executive. Many rich families of

the Peloponnesus bought land and
settled here, added to which, refugees

ftQm Scio and P^ar^ fl-ocjieii hither in

gi-eat numbers; so tliat iu 1829 it

became the resort of a mixed popuhitioii

of about 10,000 Greeks. At present

the island contains about 7200 inhab.

Small boats are used between the

steamer and the shore both at tlie

Piraeus and at Athens. Fine views

of the coast-line and intervening

islands are enjoyed iu crossing.

About half way the Temple of

Aegina is seen high up on the 1.

The steamer passes near a tumulus
and solitary column (see below), just

before rounding the promontory to the

N. of the little town.

AEGINA s^ (4300) occupies the site

of the ancient city at the NW. end
of tlie island. Capodistrias, to whose
memory there is a statue in the Flatia

erected" in 1829, built an extensive

range of buildings, which he destined

for barracks, but they were converted

into a museum, a library, and a school.

The Museum was the tfrst institution

of the kind in Greece, but its

antiquities were transferred to Athens
in 1834. The Library, a spacious

lofty room, contains a few Greek and
Latin books printed in England.

Sponge-fishing is here an important

local industry, and the Kanatia, or

two-handled porous water-jars, so

common in Atijens, are nearlj' all

made at Aegina in the early spring.

Opposite tlie quay are the remains

of a port, oval iu sliape, and sheltered

by two ancient moles. That on the

N. bears a cliapel and lighthouse,

while on the S. rises a mediaeval tower.

About J hr. N. of the Inn are the

scanty substructions in polygonal

blocks of a so-called Temple of
Aphrodite, smd a Doric coltunn without

a capital. The rest of the temple has

been employed as a quarry to supply

materials tor the construction of the

new town. Immediately E. of the

temple certain remains of the archaic

Greek period were recently discovered,

and at a lower level a portion of a pre-

Mykenaean settlement was laid bare.

Here, as at Thorikos (p. 485), the

dead appear to have been biiried inside

the houses,
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A pntli leads hdioe in 20niin. alonp
tlio .shore to a cnTippu-uoiiti Tumulus.
]inibal>)y a iijoiuiUM'Tital srrave, liut

iKiw only 1 markablc for the ]iliasiDg

Titw wliicli it coiurnaiids.

10 niin. S. of the lun are some
Wi racks-, fonnerly an Orphajiafje

('Op<t>opoTpo<p(7oy). Peiinit-sion to enter
the huildiiifj mu>t be obtained from
the j<ii«r"i at the jrateway. Turning
to tlie 1. in the court, we pass a head-
iest; elatue, ami at the further comer
reach an ancient subterranean Tomb.
Tlic sjiiral steps which descend to it

are covered with a grating: (lights

retjuired). Below are two Doric
columns, and others lying prostrate;

on the wall, wliich is divided by
recesses, are some remuins of ancient
painting.

Fmni the N. end of the building a
pnthleiidsinomin.lotheFhaiieromene,
a ruined l)asilica-sliap«d edifice with-
out Uiain columns, but having three

apses, divided by niclies. On each
side are ^ix rfiund-hefided windows,
but the wall nljove them has dis-

apjKared. Three W. doorways with
white marble franies lead into the

building, the inside of which is a

mere sliell. From the S. side steps

descend to a crypt, at tlie further end
of which a jiassase lends to another

flifiht. ascendinsT to a garden. From
the roof of the adjacent bouse is gained
an agretable view.

2i lire. S.H of the town stands the

celebrated 'Temple of Athena. The
bridle-jinth ninsntartherhnneromene.
an<l ascends between low vineyard

wallsthroufh an unattractive countr}-,

passing numeious chajtels. After an
h<inr rises on tlie 1. the Castle of

I'ahiecvhorn, with a desert" d villnge at

its foot. Higher up umler a rook

stands the white M(mnt>icry of the

Saviour 1wTi\p). In 40 min. we turn

to the 1. at the tiny Chapel of i»^

Atlmrtafiuf, with an inscription over

its door rendered almost illeirible by
whitewash. It bears the name of

Athena, and when in fitii marked the

Iwundary of the .-acred precinct. About

i hr. later the bioad path is left, and
we follow A steep truck to the rt. 5

min. lurther it is necessarv to dis-

mount, and after a climb of 10 min-
we na^h the Temple 'It >tand8,'

writes Dr. Wonlsworth, 'on a i:entle

elevation near the s«i», in a site

sequestered and lonely. The ground
is diversified by grey rocks overhung
by toft<-d puies and clusters of low

shrubs.'

The temple, a Doric hexastyle of the

early oth cent. B.C.. retains 22 <f its 34

main columns entire, but the stylobate

has brr>ken away, ".'i^nng the apfc-ar-

aiice of square bases to the oibunns.

The 3nl column X. from the W. end
has lost its entablature, and the 4th

S. its cajiital. Most of the cohimns
are monoliths, but a few are built up
in drums. Their height is 17i ft.,

and they taper upwards from 3 ft. 1 in.

to 2 fi. 3 in. diameter. The creater

part of the architrave reniains, but

the cornice with the metop.es and
triglyphs have fallen. The material

is a soft yt How limestone, originally

coated with thin stucco, now mu^b
weatherworn: the architraves an<i

curnice were painted. The rr^^'f tiles

at,d all the sculptured detorations

weie of Parian marble. < >n tln-

]>edimcnts were s]>irite<l repte-enta-

tions of contests between the (Jreeks

and the Trojans, now in tlie Glypto-

thek at Munich. They were dis-

covereil here by four Ensrli.-h and
Gfrmaii *' '' ' '" '"-" °'d even-

tuallv pi Prince

ofHavar - 'KV.).

Ten columns, sleuderi-r nud more
closely set thnrt those of tl-e m»in
building, end
of which is r-

:

jointing. On in' n

are sqnare holes for Sn
of metal screen. In thi-

raised oblong surface, curiously <ijvi<itxl

by three suiall obloii|^'s on the side

towanls the cella.

There is a magnificent *tii:w over

the sea to the N.. comprising ^leer

—

Salaniis, the crowded Pirnens, and :

Acropolis of Athens. Further to •

rt.. Pentelicus and Hymettus — the

latter from this point losing its mono-
tonous ridge, and appearine finely

broken. To the S.E. lie the Cyclades,

several of which are visible; whilp on
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the S. is a fine stretch of coast-line

from the island of Poros to Epirlauros,

and S.W. a tempting glimpse of the

Oros, to the summii of which we
presi-ntly ascend.

The platform on wliich the temple
stands is partly supported by natural
rock, ami partly by solid substructions.

Some remains of other buildings
enclosed within the sanctuary may be
Seen at its S.E. corner.

Descending in f hr. to St. Athanasius,
and returning ttience along the path
towards Aegina as far as (3.5 niin.)

Paldeochora, we now follow a track to

the 1., which leads in 50 min. to the

Monastery of the Assumption, which

I

has a picturesque court, but no ancient

t

remains. Thence an ascent of 10 min.

j

leads to a low col, with a view over

I the sea to the W. Bearing to the I.

j

we descend in 20 min. to the pathway
which leads back to Aegina, and in

25 luin. reach the Chapel of tlie

Asomaton (St. Jlichael), where stood

a Shuine of Aphaea, a goddess allied

(
to Artemis, and identified by the
ancients with the Cretan Britomartis

Dktijnnu. Considerable renjains still

exist of the fine polygonal wall which
' supported the terrace of the precinct.

Its X.W. corner has been rebuilt in

rectangular blocks, of which seven
I
courses are entire.

\
From the Chapel a footpath bears

' to the rt., to avoid a rocky spur of

t
the mountain, and ascends somewhat

t steeply the N. slope of the pyramid,

^ reaching in f hr. the summit of tie

*Oros (1740 ft.), the ancient site of

an altar to Zeus Panhellenios, now
replaced by a small chapel dedicated

j

to the prophet Elias. A few blocks
t of the altar have been built into the

I ohaiiel wall, and some scanty remains
of its enclosing boundary may be

,
traced below the crest of the hill.

' From its isolated position the Oros
commands a splendid *view. Nearly

I

the entire island is visible, rising

: apparently from the midst of a vast
' lake, encircled by an almost continu-

ous coast-line.

40 min. are required for the descent
I to the Chapel, Irom which a broad

mule-path leads in 2 hrs. to Aegina,
the entire excursion having occupied
nearly 12 hrs.

For the voyage across the gulf to

Ejndnuros, see Kte. 13. The steamer
from the Piraeus gOes on to t'oros

(Rte. 14).

liOUTE 69.

ATHENS TO PENTELICUS, BY CARKIAliE-

ROAD AND FOOTPATH.

A drive of 2 hrs. each way to the
Convent ; thence on foot or horseback
to the summit and back in 5 hrs.

The last h iir. must in any case be
walked. Horses (15 dr.) mu»t be sent
on 10 the Convent from Athens over-

night, and candles should betaken for

the grotto. Pedestrians may take the
train to Marousi or Kephisia (Kte. 60).

For the drive as far as(lA m.)^m?>e-
lokipi, see Rte. 61. Beyond the village

the road to Marathon turns to the rt.,

while ours .keeps straight on. After
about a mile, we pass on the 1. the
Honey Farm, where the honey from
Hymettus is prepared for sale. 3J m.
from Athens we <juit the Kephisia
road (p. 460) and turn to the rt. along a
very inferior cart-track, crossing, after

2 m., the Laurion Ely. To the rt. of the
road, immediately S. of the Ely. is the
Chapel of Marmaridtit'fa, constructed

out of an ancient tomb. A little

further on is Chalandri (Ete. 6(i) ; over
the door of a chapel on the I. in the
Tillage is a good Byzantine frieze.

The road now ascends, affording a view
of Kephisia to the 1., and the country
becomes well wooded and attractive.

After a bend to the E., we pass some
houses built by the Duchess of Pia-
cenza, and reach the
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10 m. Monastery of Penteli, or Men-
Mi ( |-20(» tt. , on.' of llic wfalthio.st in

Orcccf, iM-autifully sitiiiituii near a
pofid spring, and sliaddl I)y a fine

cluster of lofty forf>t-trces. The
pedestrian will saVe time liy taking a

lx)y as a giudc. Uonkt-y, 5 dr.

The bridk-patli passes tluinionastiry
on the rt., and runs at fiiBt nearly
level, descending after a few minutes
to iross a stn am. On the 1. talis in tin-

path from Marousi (p. 4(j6). Bearing
to the rt., and avoiding the quarries,

wliieh maybe visited at the cost of an
hour by a digression to the 1., we now
ascend along an ancient track, which
still bears marks of grooves fur the
transport of the excavated blocks, and
is strewn with glittering chips of

marble. After 1^ hr., we reach a
Inrge

Stalactitic Grotto, with a cliapel

to till' it. of its cntiance. From its

further end a r.^ugli and tortuous stair-

case lead» through a species of funnel
in the rock to a well of cold water,
which is said to have supplied the
prisoners immured within the cavern
while em]tl)yed in working the ()uar-

ries. The patli now leavi-s tlie cavern

on the 1., and asj-ends in a straight

direction tffwards the ritlgc, aft< rwnrds
bearing 1., until in

jf
hr. it reaches the

foot of a stx^eji Incline, where it is

necessary fur ridi rs to dismonnf.
Thence to the summit in i hr.

PentelicuB (3040 ft.), the ancient
Brilkssos, CI anged its name even in

classical time s U> TlfVTfAiKiiv upns

(Moiis r'-nfelifiti'), on account of the
cilebrity of the marble quariies on its

flanks, in the commune of J'enleli.

Its highest ]K)int, on which now .-tands

a surveying signal, was originally

crowned with a statue of Athena.
The view is remarkable for its vast

expanse of water, whicli comj)letely

encircles the mountain at all jtoints

except on the N.W. To the X.
rises the pyramidal Dirjihys, while
on the E. lie Eub'ea, Aulros, and
Tenos at its foot. The Soros on the

plain of Marathon is hidden by an
intervening e|>ur. To the S.E. the sea

appears dotted with innumerable
i>lands ; across the valKy to the S.

the ridge of llymettus runs down tf>-

wards its promontory at Siniium ; and
on the S.W. Athens si'reads itself over
the jilain (p. 244).
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SECTION IV.

BOEOTIA, PHOCIS, AND
LOCBIS.

LIST OF ROliTES.

ROUTE PAGE
71 Athen-s to Thebes, by Eleusis.

—CiUTiaj;e-roa(l . . 505
72 Thebes to Chalcis, by the

Fort of Krisiotis.^—Ciiniage-

road . . . .510
73 Athens tn Chalcis, by Ke-

phisia, Kakosalesi, ami Tan-
agra.—Rail, Carriagt-road,

and Horsf-path . . 512

74 Kepliisia to Tanagra. by Kala-
mds, Oropos, and Stuniates.

—Carriiige-ioail and llnise-

path .... 516
75 Cl.alcis to Thebes, by Anthe-

don, Kokkino, atid Goiilas.

—Horse-path . . . 518

76 Martino 1o Drcliomenos, by
Topolia.—Horse-path . 523

77 Martino to Tliermnpylae, by
Atalante.—Iloise-p ith . 524

78 Corinth to Delphi, by Itea.—
Steamer and Can ia^e-road . 526

79 Delphi to Parnassus, by the

Coryeiaii Grotto.— Horse-
path .... 539

KOl'TE TACJE

80 Parnassus to Thermopylae, by
Dadi and Sudonitza, —
Horse-path . . . 541

81 Delphi to Livadia, by Ara-
chova, the Monaf.tery of

Hosios Loukas, and Chae-
ronea.—Horse-path . .544

82 Thebes to Livadia, by Haliar-
tos.—Carriage-road . . 652

83 Livadia to Thebes, by Kutu-
nuda, Thespiae, Leuctrn,
and Plataea.— Horse-ii^th . 555

84 Ijivadia to Diaehmani, by
Orchomenos and Abae.

—

Carriage-ioad and Horce-
path .... 562

85 Livadia to Lamia, by Drach-
mani and Budonitza. —
Carriage-road and Horse-
path .... 560

86 Itea to Lamia, by Salona and
Thermopylae. — Carriage -

road ;iud Horse-patli . . 570
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SPECIAL INTRODUCTION.

'Pi IK districts included in tlie present Section derive their chief interest

Ircin the three ancitut sites of Thehes, Delphi, and Tliermopijlac, which they
respectively contain. Tlie great Battle of Plataea (k.c. 471»), which secured

tlu; iiKlcpcndtnce of Greece, that of Ijouctra (ii.c. 371), wliich dealt a death
blow to the long-endured supremacy of Sparta, and that of Chaeifinea (b.u.

338), by wliich (ilreciuu liberty was almost fatally crushed, were all fought
upon Tlieban territory ; and there is no ancient city, except Athens and Sparta,

which bore so piomiuent a part in the great Hellenic Wars.

Boeotia is almost entirely surrounded by mountains, which enclose the

vast plain S. of Tliebes, watered by the Asajioi^, and the marshy lake of

Copais to the N.W., fimious fur the Katavothrau f<irmed by tlie Kephisos.
Within its W. boundary rises Helicon (3740 ft.), and on the S. Cithiieron

(4(j20 ft.), the latter forming tl.c Ixmndary betwi en lioefitia and Attica.

Between these two summits its S. coast line is washed by the (iulf of Corinth,
while a narrow ciuinnel to the N.E separates the district from Euboea.

A few miles beyond the slopes of Helicon to the W^. begins the territory of
Phocis, with its wftrll-renowncri Oracle of Delphi, and its famous mountain
of J'ariKixsKs (8070 ft), the highest but nnu in Greece. The country is

.small and mnniitninous, and pos-csses but little fertile land. All its im-
portance in Jii.story it owes to Delphi, on whose account it Ix-came involved
in :i second Saered AVar. The Ain|.liictyf>nic C^ouncil Jiaving imposed a tine

upon the Phocians, which they refused to pay, their country wa^^ declared
forfeited to Ajjollo; whereupon they seized the triMSures ol the Temi)le to

pay the expenses of the war (n.(;. 35r»-34(J), which Philip of Maeedon termi-
nated by his defeat of the Phocians, and his approjiriation of their votes in

the Amphictyonia. This district contained another celebrated Oracle of
A])ollo, that of Abiie, near its N.E. l^iundary.

Locris is divided into three very distinct parts, one of which, occupying the
N.W. coast line of tlie Corinthian Gulf, separaes Piiocia from Aetolia. Its

chief town vjHti A iti phisx( I, which also, in b.c. 331*, became the theatre of a
Sacred War. Within its territ<iry rises Mount A'j«mi (8240 ft.), the loftiest

summit in Greece. N.E. of this tlistrict intervenes the small and insignifi-

cant, but historically impoit.arit, Doris, the home of the ancient Dorians,
beyond \\hich in the same direction lies the EricxEMiDi.\N I.ocuis, so culled
from thi- ln'ights ol [Mount Ciiemi-'i (3035 ft.), whicli overlook the sea towiirds

its E. boundary. At the N.W. corner of this division, between the jtrecipices

of INIount ( )eta and the sea, is the famous Pass of Thermopylae, tiirough which
lay the only approach on this side to Thessaly.

Eastward along tins coast olretched tin- ()itnti.\n Locni.s named after its

chii-f town Opun, mar the modern Atalante. Further K. this division forms
the N. boundary of Lake Copais, and joins Thehan territory on the slopes of
Mount Vtoon (2380 ft.), 15 m. N. of Thebes.
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EOUTE 71.

ATHEXS TO THEBES, BY ELECSIS.

CARRIAGE-ROAD.

4i miles. Dil. daily ia 11 hrs.

(10 dr., 20 lep.), generally crowded, and
usually perfonuing the journey by
night. Carriage in 9 hrs., 70 dr.

(see Index).

From Athens to (12 m.) Eleusis
(Rte. 58). Here the road turns inland,

and crosses the plain N.W. to the
village of (17 m.) Mandra (2000). It

then gradually ascends through a
well-wooded glen to the

21 m. Khan of Koundotira, from
which a pjith descends vS. in 8 lirs. to

Megara (Rte. 41). 5 m. further we
cross the Eleusinian Kephisos, and
j)ass the village of Mazi, where is

an ancient ruined watch-tower. It

measures about 12 yds. square, and
originally consisted of three stories.

Oa the W. side, which is the best pre-

served, the wall still rises to a height
of about 40 feet. This tower has been
supposed to mark the site of tlie

ancient boider fortress Oen^oe, a mili-

tary post of great importance men-
tioned by Herodotus and Thucydides
(Hdt. V. 74; Thuc. ii. 18). After
passing over some low liills, we enter

a small well- watered upland plain,

enclosed on the N., E., and W. by
the lofty chain of Mount Cithaeron,

and on the S. by lesser heights.

Throughout the greater part of Greek
history this chain formed the political,

as well as the natural, boundary of

Boeotia, but at an earlier periled, before

the Athenian state had attained its

supremacy, the plain at its foot was
held by the Boeotians.

"We next reach the (29 m.) Khan
of Kasa (1365 ft.), where a road turns
"\V. to (4 m.) Vilia. [Honce a footpath

continues W. to the little bay of (3 hrs.)

Porto Germane, on the S. side of

widch are situated the ruins of A:pGOS-

TBgSAP. Vestiges of tbe peribolus

walls and towers of the city yet
remain, and on the strongest emi-
nence stands a well-preserved tower
of the acropolis. Tentative excava-
tions have been made on tiiis site by
the British School of Athens.]
At the Khan is a guard-house, where

a few gendarmes are quartered. Im-
mediately opposite rises a steep rocky
knoll, crowned by the *Ruins of Eleu-
THERAE, now Vulgarly known as

Gyphtocastro (Gipsy Castle), a very
complete example of a Greek fortress.

The fortified enclosure measures about
400 yds. by 110. On tlie X. side

the defences are still nearly entire.

They consist of seven large rectangu-
lar towers, connected by walls about
12 ft. high. The towers are placed at

irregular intervals of from 40 to

50 yds. ; several of them cover sally-

ports in the adjoining curtain. Each
tower had a door opening into the
court, and three small windows in the
upper story. All these walls con-
sist of an external casing of very
regular Hellenic masonry, enclosing a
core of liroken stone and mortar.
Several gates are still recognisable,

and all present the peculiarity of being
wider at the base than at the lintel.

On the S. side remains are still to be
seen of the principal gateway. "Within
the enclosure are the ruins of a tower-
like structure, which presents a re-

markable comVjination of regular
Hellenic and polygonal masonry. The
existing defences can scarcely have
been erected earlier than t. e 4th
cent. B.C., and they exhibit great simi-
larity to the masonry of Messene.

Eleutiierae was one of the many
places which claimed to be the birth-

place of Dionysos.

On leaving Kasa, the road continues
the gradual ascent of Mt. Cithaeron
(4G20 ft.), now called Elatiux, from
(KaTT) (pine). Its woods are celebrated
for the abundance of their game.

30 m. Pass of Gjrphtocastro
(2125 ft.), so named after tlie ruined
Castle. It was calle<l the Three Heads
by the Boeotians, and the Oah Heads
by the Athenians (Herod, ix. 38)
From this poiot we gain a flue and
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extensive view over tlu! great Boeotian
l)l!iiii, iiieiiuliiitj tlio sites ol' I'lataeu,

Loiurtra, As('ra,TlK's|)iiie.ati(lTaiia!:^ra.

'I'hebes is iiiildcn Ity an iutormodiate
hill. Still more ilistaiit an- the three

Boeotian lake.s, while in the <li.stance

ii.se tjie lofty surniuits of Parnas-sus

and Helicon, and to the rt. the pyra-

midid Dirphys.
Tiio road now passes on the 1. the

village of Kriekonhi (Rte. 80), and
descends into the plain, where it

crosses the Axopog, near the hat tlefield

of I'lataea. K. of Plataea, and thi;re-

fore at or near Kriekouki. stood the
ancient town of Hvsiak, while tin;

more important Ekythrae lay fuitlier

to the rt. On tlic 1.. beyond the

Asopos, is tile hamlet oCTachi, perhaps
the ancient Potniae, near whicli are

the chief sources of tlie Dirce (si e

below). tJust before reachin;jf Tiiebes

we pass a mediaeval A(inedn(!t,

adapted from an ancient channel said

to liave been the work of Cadmus,
which bronght water to tlie city from
springs on Oitliaeron.

44 m. THEBES S^T (8200), called

Ijy the Greeks Wi)j8ai (Thivae), or col-

loquially J'hivii., is the principal town
of the province of Boeotia, and resi-

dence of a bishop and a nomarch.

Hlstory.—The foundation of Tlubes
was traditionally ascribed to Ciidmus;
it was the reputed birthplace of Hera-
cles and Dionysos, ami the scene of

the tragic fate of Oedijms. Through-
out the greater part of its history

Thebes was the determined enemy of

Athens, and l)y her alliance with
Sparta during the Pelo[)oiini -.^ian war
contributed to tli(^ downfall of the

former city. The Spartans, in their

period of supiemacy, .-eizid the

citadel of Thebes (Cadmea). n.c. 382;
but in 379 the Theban exiles slew

the Spartan harinost and drove out the
garrison. IJy the battle of Ijeuctra

(B.<;. 371) Thebes became tlie first

power in Cireece. Her supremacy
departed howivor with the death of

Epaminon as at Jlantmeia (n.c. 3G2).

Keconciled to Athens, the armies of

the tvyo states fought together against

Philip of Macedon, but were defeated

at the fatal battle of Chaeronea (n.c.

33S;. Thelx^s was destroyed (B.C. 'H'M])

by Alexander, who .spared only tlie

temples and the hous'- i»f .Pindar,

liebnilt by Cassander in :>1(> it re-

tained some importance until the fall

of Macedon. In the time (•( Strabo

was already an insignificant village.

The present town of Thebes is

limited t(j the Cailmein, the acropolis

of the ancient city (71.5 ft.). At a .--hort

distance S. of the Ca Imeia, two streams

take their rise ami flow N. jiast the

city walls. These are the famous
Theban rivers, the DuiCF. (now riuJcio-

tissu) on the W., ami the Is.menos

(now //. Joannes) on the E., whence
the city derived its epithet of StTrorauos

TToAij (Aesch. S. C. Thch. 273).

Tiie mediaeval history of Thebes is

evenlfnl and intensting. In A.n. 24H,

and again in 300, it was taken by the

(iotlis; in 1040 it surrendered to the

Bulgarians after a determined re-

sistance, in which the (Jreeks were
defeated with great loss. At this

lime it was a wealthy manufacturing
city, and the plunder must have been
considerable. Ab(»ut II 40 Thebes
was seized and ])lundere<l by the

Normans of Sicily, Ud by their great

admiral, George of Antioch. The
city was famous for its silk manu-
factures, and it was from Tiiebes that

King Roger introduced the silkworm
into Sicily, whence it was extended to

Lucca a century later, and so ulti-

mately to the rest of Southern Europe.
The silks of Thebes continued in

repute for some time longer, and were
worn by the Byzantine enipt rors, but
they Wi-re ultimately supplant(>d by
tlio.se of Sicily, and with the decline

of the silk trade the jirosperity of

Tiiebes departed. In 1205 Thebes
was captured by Boniface III. of

]Mo:itferrat, who granted Ihe city with
Athens to a Bnrgundian knight. Gtho
do la Koche. .Vliout three ye.irs later,

the Limibards. led by Count Blandms.
Bailirt' of Salonica. took Thebes, and
drove out I)e la Roche. In 1210,

Henry of Flanders (then Emperor)
expelled the Lombards, and restored

Thebes to Otho. Under the House of
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De la Eoche, Thebes was the capital

of the Ducliy of Athens. Half the
town subsequently passed, by marriage,
into the possession of the faniilv of St.

Omer. "The lofty tower which still

stands near the Church of St. Tlieo-

dore (see below) dates from the 13lh
cent, and formed part of the mngnifi-

ceut castle, celebrated by the minstrels

of the period, erected here by Nicholas
de St. Omer, whose name it retains in

the slightly corrupted forrh of San-
tameri (Ete. 32).

In 1311 tlie palace was burned to

the ground by the Catalans, lest it

should lie occupied by the French.
From that period, Thebes sank into

total insignificance. An earthquake
in 1853 shattered many buildings in

the town.
Our road enters tlie city at the site

of the Electro, Gate {'UXfKTpai TrvXai),

which led S. to PJataea (cf Aesch.
S. a Theh. 423). Tlie first street

on the 1. descends to the Church of

St. Demetrius, in front of which aie

some broken ancient columns Still

descending, and turning to the rt., at

the foot of the hill is the copious
Paraporti Spring, the ancient Foun-
tain OF Ares, where the Tl/ebau
women wash tlieij' linen. It serves to

swell the scanty waters of the Dirce,

so called because the ashes of Dirce
were thrown into the stream. 3 min.
further we enter the town to the rt.,

and ascend to the main street, which
is planted with trees. Here we turn
to the 1. again, and in 5 min. reach a
mediaeval Tower, built up of ancient
fragments, and standing ju.st within
the circuit of some fine old walls.

The tower firms the boundary of a
court to the 1., belonging to the
Mussum, which contains numerous

inscriptions, ]iortions of statues, a
series of reliefs, mostly Eoman and
Byzantine, and some architectural re-

mains. Among the earlier reliefs are

a few of the archaic period from
Kriekouki. In the court are many
stelae, pedestals of statues, and a
fragment of a lion.

About A m. outside the town to the
1. is the" suburb of Pyri (1000), in

which is tiie Spring of Clevina. To

the rt. is the suburb of St. Theodore

(950), through which runs the road to

Chalcis (Ete. 72).

Eetracing our stops to the Inn, and
turning to tiie 1., a road which threads

the valley on the E. side of the town
leads in 20 min. from the Museum to

the Church of St. Luke, supposed to

mark the site of the temple of the

IsMENiAN Apollo, and surrounded by
an extensive burial-ground. Above
the portal are built up some ancient

columns. On the rt. of the high

altar is a very large Eoman tomb in

white marble of the 3rd cent., locally

venerated as that of St. Luke the

Apostle, although inscribed with the

names of Zosimos and Nedyiuos. Its

gabled roof is incised with scales ; on
each side are three panels, and there

are half-columns at the angles. On
the 1. side is a defaced inscription.

[An uninteresting bridle-path leads

E. in 5 hrs. to Tanagra (Ete. 73),

passing through (2^ hrs.) Mousta-
phades, and (1 hr.) Chlembotsart.'}

Descending from the Churcli, we
cross the valley in 10 min., and re-

enter Thebes bv tiie Elcctra (rate.

ROUTE 7-2.

THEBES TO CHALCIS, BY THE FORT OP
KRISIOTIS.—CAEEIAGE-ROAD.

19 miles.—Omn. several times a

week in 5 hrs., 8 dr. Carriage in 4

hrs., 25 to 30 dr.

Quitting Thebes (Ete. 71) by the
N. gate, we turn to the rt., pass on
the 1. a broken gateway which marks
the site of the Puoetipian (tate
(cf. Aesch. S. C. Thehas, v. 377, 395),
and reach the (f m.) suburb of St.

Theodore. On the rt. is the large
Spring of Theodoras, anciently called

Oedipodeia, because Oedipus purified

himself by washing in it after the
suicide of his motlier .Tocasta. Here a
tra>k turns 1. tr) Knrditsa (Etc. 75^
Mear St. Theodore are some beds
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containing nodules of meerschaum,
wliich were actively worked by the
Turks, Vjut are now entirely neglected.

The first part of the joad is unat-

tractive. In ^ hr. we reach an ancient

foundation jwpularly called the (kiten

{iropTais). A low rocky insulated hill

to the 1., called Mesovouno, is the
ancient Teumessos, noted for its

temple of Athena Telchinia. Others
place the site on the hill of Soros,

which rises to the rt., and preserves

some ancient remains.

[1^ hr. from Thebes a cart-track

turns ofl" to the rt,, leading in 6 hrs.

to Tanagra (Rte. 73). After 2i hrs.

it passes JJritza on the 1., and an liour

further a low square mediaeval Tower.
15 miu. further is Vratzi, f hr. beyond
which we reach a ruined chapel with

a single apse pierced by a double
lancet and ending square. The path
now threads the N.W. necropolis of

Tanagra, and reacbes the river-bed at

the toot of the acropolis in 1^ hr.]

To the 1. of the road lies the vdlage
of Sirdiii, the ancient Glisas, of which
there still exist some few remains.

Further 1. rises the Sagmatas, the

ancient Hyi^aton, crowned by t.lu;

Convent of the Transfiguration, which
was founded by Alexios Comnenos.
It possesses a charter of that emperor
dated 1110, containing a grant to the

monks of the neighbouring lake.

Half-way between Sagmatas and the

highroad is a small chapel dedicated

to Si. Jolin Prodromes, and containing

Byzantine mosaics.

Beyond this is the Ktypas (334.5 ft. \

the ancient Messapion. The hill of

Kastri, wuth its nained acropolis, is

sometimes identified with Harma
(p. 465). A hill to tWe rt. of the rotd

is the conjectured site of Myculessos

(Kte. 73).

13 m. Pass of Anephorites, between
the Ktypas and the Megah Vouno,

now called the Fort of Krisiotis, be-

cause that leader here drove back
Omar Pasha in 1829. Fine *view of

the Enripo.-i, CLalci.5, ^It. Uiifihys,

anil a great part of Enboea. Tlience

the road dt scends into an undulating
p.a n, a:]d t ii.n parses under a

rocky isolated bill, crowned by the

Turkish Fort Kara JBaba, which pro-

bably corresponds to the ancient

Canetho.s. In B.C. 334 the Obalci-

dians strengthf-netl tbe defences of the

bridge over the Euripos, and extended
their walls, so as to include the hill

of Canethos within the walls of their

city. On the E. slopes of the hill

are extensive remains of an ancient

cemetery of rock-tombs, wbich must
belong to an earlier period. The
road now rapidly licscends to the

bridge of the Euripos, which it crosses

by a stone bridge, and enters

19 m. Chalcis (Rte. 101).

ROUTE 73.

ATHENS TO CHALCIS, BY KEPHISIA,

KAKOSALESI, ASD TANAGRA.—KAIL,

CAKKIAGE-ROAD, AND HORSE-PATH.

Miles.
Athens

9 Kephisia (Rly.)

S Tatoi (Koad)

17

Kakosilesi
Tiinagra .

Skimitari

.

Vathy
Chalcis

For the Rly. and carriage-road from

Athtns to Tatoi, see Rte. GO. Horses

should be sent overnight to the latter

place by travellers who intend to ride

onward (see below). Carriage-road

thence to the prettily 8itnat<<l village

of (16 m.; Kakosalesis^ (Rte. 04),

where horses may sometimes be ol>

tained.

Descending by the mule-path, we
join in 10 min. the carriage-road, and

follow it to the 1. for a mile, tbrough a

very park-like and attractive country,

diversified with oak wo(ids(.see below).

H le sve quit the road, and after 25

rain, cross a valey, which is spanned

by a Rly. viaduct of four stone arches

and a cential oi>ening for an iron
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bridge. We then ascend into a cut-

ting of the unfinished Larissa Rly..

and continue for 35 min. through a
scanty pine wood, with a luxuriant

undergrowth of a arbutus and prickly

dwarf ilex. The pines are eyerywhere
tapped for resin, which flows into a

small basin at the foot of the trunk,

and is afterwards collected for pre-

serving the native wiae(p. xxxii.). 15

min. beyond the wood we reach a well,

and soon afterwards cross the dry
river-bed of the Asopos, on the other
side of which rises the Acropolis of

Tanagra, crowned with a mediaeval
tower.

[An alternative bridle-path descends
to the 1. just beyond th.e summit of

the col., 1 J hr. from Tatoi', and reaches
in 20 min. the Chapel of -S'f. Mtrcurius,
where there is a "ood spring. Thence
through a wooded ravine, amid cliarm-

ing scenery, joining the high road
after f hr. near the point where the
dry river-bed is spamied by a Ely.
bridge (Rte. 64), about G m. from
Kakosalesi.

Another variation may be made by
turning to the 1. 10 miii. below Kako-
salesi, passing the good spring of

Ginoss^i, and ascending a hillside with
numerous caves to (2 hrs.) Liatani

(765). Here is an old Chapel of ^^
Theodore, with an interesting Byzan-
tine relief. We now descend into the
plain, and cross the Asoposbj a bridge
near a mill, close to which stands
another Chapel of St. Theodore, with
a mediaeval tower. On its walls,

which are built almost entirely of

ancient blocks, are two interesting

inscriptions. The one records, in

elegiac verse, the dedication of a
statue by a victor in a gymnastic
contest; the other is a fragment of a

decree, conferring the rights of

citizenship on a native of Athens, in

consideration of the services which he
had rendt-red to the state of Tanagra.
A short distance on the rt. rises the
Acropolis (see above).]

TaxaCiKA, one of the most famous
cities of Boeotia, is known in ancient

history as the scene of the first pitched

battle between the Athenians and the
Spartans (b c. 457), in which the
former were defeated. It was the

birthplace of the poetess Corinna. who
is saiil to have instructed Pindar
(cir. B.C. 490). Though now entirely

deserted, the spot was inhabited as

late as the 6th cent. a.d. It owes its

modern fame to the extraordinary
number of terra-cotta figures here
bronglit to light, together with other

antiquities, diuing excavations com-
menced in 1874. The locality is now
called G-raimada (FpaifjidSa).

The site is a large hill, nearly cir-

cular, rising from the N. bank of the
Asopos, and communicating by a
bridge with the S. bank, where there
are also ancient remains. From its

proximity to the river, Tanagra was
styled the daughter of the Asopos, and
from the fertility of its plain Poeman-
dria. Its inhabitants were entirely

agricultural. The walls of the city

embraced a circuit of 2 m., which can
be traced almost without a break ; but
they are half buried beneath an
accumulation of eartii, and in some
places only the foundations remain.
There are a few remnants of polygonal
masonry, and on the S.E. side a gate,

the lintel of which is more than 6 ft.

long. Other gates may be recognised
on the N.E. and N.W., as well as the
sites of more than 50 towers. Tlie

ground is thickly strewn with frag-

ments of earthenware, which show
the existence of a numerous population
in former times. At the S.W. corner
of the citadel, on the hillside, may be
traced the outline of a semicircular
building, probably a tiicatre. Just
below it, on a terraf^e above ti.e Lari,
are some foundations in dark coloured
stone, supposed to belong to Temples,
which the Tanagraeans are believed
to have kept apart from their secular
buildings.

Tanagra is extraordinarily rich in
ancient tombs, the priucipal source of
the well-known terra-cotta figurines.

Many sculptured sepulchral stelae

have also been foumi here, including
some of a very early jieriod. A Ne-
i-ropolis appears to have extended for
several miles outside the town beyond
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wall. These are vesti^^es of the

arioicnt road froai Chalcis to Antherlon.

Wf Hoon after asocnd a i-lnpf, covered

witli lentisk, myrtle, and oleander.

At the head of the slojie, ju»t under
the steep summit of the mountain, an
ancient foundation, cut in the rock.

crosses the road. To the 1. is a
Church, in which are several ancient

squareil stones : other renuiins of an
old Willi occur shortly afterwards.

A'oout h hr. further on, at the foot

of the sloj)e on the seashore, are con-

siderable remains of the ancient An-
THEDON, excavated by the American
School. The acropolis was situatt.d on

a small height terminating towards the

sea in clitls, on the brow of which are

some large pieces of the wall; some
cisterns may also be seen, and part of

the platform of a public buildiu'j;,

34 yds. long, founded in tiie sea. lu

the midst of the port, which was de-

fended by a mole connected with the

N. wall of the town, foundations of a

similar work of smaller dimensions

yet rem.'iiTi, by the extremity of a

small sandy island near the end of the

great mole.

Tiie road proceeds past the founda-

tions of Atithedon, and across a torrent

which descends from ilt. Ktypa, and

ascends to the summit of ttiu ridge

which coimeets Mt. Ptoon with the

L)wer heights of Messapion. This

was the road from Anthedon to

Thebes. From the ridge we look

down OQ the lake of Faralhuni, and

then descend opposite to the N.E.

end of this lake, have it to the rl.,

and follow a rugged path ah)ng the

last falls of the Messapion ridges.

After passing a portion of the an-

cient road, we emerge into a plain

separated only by a small rise from

the plain of' Thebes, and in i hr.

find traces of an Hellenic town. The

road then ascends a rugged ridge,

whence there is a splendid view ; in

front are the hills above Knrditfa

and part of the Copaic lake, over

which appear Helieon and Parnassus.

The road now passes by the Per-

dicovryxls (Partridge Spring), a

modern fountain constructed of an-

cient stones, where formerly stood

the old monastery of Palngia.^ by
which name the adjacent summit of

Mt. Ptoon (23.S0 ft.) is also known.
Here was in ancient times a temple
and oracle of Ai'ullo I'toos, ex-

cavated by the French Schr>ol in

18'.t0. The very important statues

and bronzes here discovered are now
in the Mu^eum at Athens. Close to

the site stands ihe Chapel of Uaijia

Parashev€.

8 hrs. from Chalcis lies Eokkino.
an Albanian village of some .50

houses, which derives its name from
the bright red colour of the earth.

[From Kokkino a day's excursion
may be made to the Katavothra of

the Kephisos and tlie ruins of
Larymna (see Plan, p. 5(j5).

To visit the Katavothra we descend
the rngged hill as far as the road from
Martino to Thebes, which crosses the
river by a bridge of seven arclies,

close to the ruined tower of »•?. Murina,
at the head of the l)ay of Lake Copais.

At th«' Katavothra are found threat

quantities of the Coiiai'c eels, so re-

nowneil amongst the ancients foe their

bulk and fatness (Ari-sL.-lc/j. 880-8t>4).

The road now skirts the water's t"ige at
the foot of Mt. Skrnpomri, and reaches
in 5 min. a gi-eat cavern at tlie foot of

a perpendicular rock 80 ft. Iiigh. It

forms the entrance to a low dark sub-
terranean passage. 112 yds. long,
through which flows a part of the
current which rejoins the rest of the
river near the S.E. Katavothra. In
summer this cavern is dry. The S.E.
Katavothra resembles the cavern in

outward appearance, being an aper-
ture at the foot of a perpeudieTdar
rock of equal altitude : the stream
which enters here is 10 yds. broad and
'25 ft. deep. A second Katavothra
lies 12 min. further, at the hea<l of an
inlet of the lake underaperpendie"' ••

cliff, 20 ft. high ; the .size of the str.

is smaller. Close to this is the t:

Katavothra, at the foot of a rock if

high. Thence we proceed to :

+ A corruption of IIoAcua UavayioL. 1 ;.e

convent ha< been rebuilt on a mure convim ij

site i Lr. distant.
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emissary of the river, in the valley of
Larmats, over a stony hollow between
hills : the Kephisos pursues its sub-

terranean course in the same diiection,

us appears by a line of quadranjjular
shafts or excavations in the rock,

evidently made for clearino: the sub-

terranean channel, at some period
when it had been obstructed. At the
fifteenth shaft the valley widens, and
the ri»ad follows the slope and enters

the lower valley at the {h hr.) Keph-
ahiri, a channel wluch helps to dr^-in

the lake, but is dry in summer.
Further on is another outlet where
the river issues at the foot of a pre-

cipice 30 ft. higli, in many small
streams, which unite and form a river

nearly 12 yds. wide aud 3 or 4 ft.

deep, flowing witli great rapidity

down the vale. The path follows its

rt. bank for 5 hr., and then, crossing

a projection of Mt. Skroponeri, de-
scends to the ruined Church of St.

Nicolas, crosses the Kephisos by a
bridge of five arches, aiid reaches the
nulls of Casti'i, or Larmur^. whicli are

turned by a canal from tne rivtr.

From the mi(l.s to ttie jiead of the bay
where the river joins the Euripos is

5 hr. The river is precipitated over
the roclcs for a snort distance witti

great rapidity.

The ruins of Laeymna are situated

on a level space covered with bushes
near the shore of the bay, 10 min.

S. of the moutli of the Kej^hisos.

There are some remains of a small

fort, traces of the whole circuit of the

wall, another wall along the sea, a
mole, and an oblong foundation of an
ancient building. On a hill close by
lie the ruins of the ujjper town, sur-

mounted by its Acropolis, and con-

sisting of foundation blocks in rectan-

gular courses supported by polygonal
substructions.

1^ hr. W., at the head of the dry
river-bed, is Martino (1400), an Al-
banian village whiuh formerly stood a
little further E., among the ancient

and mediaeval ruins of Pulaeochori.

Hence to Thermopylae (Kte. 85) ; to

Orchomenos (.Rte. 76).]

From Kokkino to Karditsa we pro-

ceed S.W., passing along the rugged
flanks of Mt. Ptoon. Midway, a small
plain lies below to the rt., at the foot of

a mountain on the border of the lake

;

opposite to it is seen the island of

*GoTilas, or Gha, strrrounded by clifts.

This very remarkable stronghold, for-

merly surrounded by water, antl con-

nected by a causeway with the shore,

stands about 5 hr. W. of Kokkino.
Cyclopean walls, resembling those of

Tiryns and Mykenae, and forming
retreating angles at every few yds.,

run entirely round the island, following

the outline of the natural clifls. The
N. gate is flanked by two low towers
projecting from the wall, and remains
of similar defences may be seen by the

corresiJonding entrance on the S. On
the higliest point are some ancient
foundations of a large building, which
may have been a palace. There are

also traces of long buddings stretching

across the site and dividing it into

two poitions. Some mediaeval ruins

are also visible, as well as a few later

buildings, dating from the War of
liulependence, when the inhabitants

of the mainland took refuge within

tlie walls. There are several other
ruins of the Mykenaean age in the
neighbourhood of Lake Copais, and
it is supposed that they are the relics

of the ancient Minyae of Boeotia.

On the sliore, ^ hr. S.E. of Goulas,

is Karditsa, above which rise the ruins

of AcRAEPHiA. The old Church of St.

George, which stands within the walls

of the ancient ciiy, probably occujjies

tlie site ot a Temple of Dionysos. It

contains many inscriptions and anti-

quities, including a very small fluted

l)oric column, and two circular pedes-

tals, smaller above than below.

From the Church we pass through
a chasm into the plain, and arrive in

40 min. at a projecting part of the
jaountain, which afl'ords from its

summit a good view of the adjacent
part of the lake, where a stone cause-

way crosses the mouth of a bay. This
causeway connected the foot of Mt.
Ftoou with that of Mt. Sphiugion.

The road now follows the S. side of

T 2
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the jfliiin. in wliicli :irc aiiciont fiiiimla-

tions, jirohahly the rciiiiiins of works
intfiuled todft'cnd the jtlsice from the

emToachiiiiiits t)f i\ui lakt;. N. are

traces of the ancient tunnel which
connected Lakes (.'o|'ais and Hylica
(Likeri or Senqenu ). This tunnel ni;i

y

be traced iie far as the plain nl' Sftigfiixi,

where it is again crossed by a rid-je.

To the 1. of the apparent extremity of

tile canal are ruins occupying an Hel-
lenic site, probably Hylk.

In 3 hrs. we reacli Sengena, a small

village on a rocky hill. A mile S. is

the emissary of tlie subterranean
stream from Lake Copais.

The road now passes the Lake of

Likeri, the ancient Hylica, whose
depth and abruptne>8 of margin are

remarkable afier the swampy appear-
nnce of the Copaic basin. Ou its

N.E. bank stood Hylk.
Hiding over tiie undulating plain of

Boeotia, we reach (2 hrs.

)

Thebes (Rte. 71).

EOUTE 7(5.

M.\RTINO TO ORCHOMENOS. BY TOPOLIA.

—HOB.-iE-rATH.

walls, and many iiiscrij»tion8 iiavc

been built up into the walls of sevcnil

chapels.

'I'he jiath now skirts the N. margin
of the lake, ninning W. for about an
hour to i^trorihi. where is a farm (St.

Demetrius). l)i longing to the monks
of rentcli. It now turns X.W. and
crosses a ridge to ( 1 hr.) Undo, leaving

the village on the rt. Fine views are

enjoyed fioni several |)oints, as the

pathway mounts and descends. About
^ hr. further we pas.s a mediaeval tower

upon a hill, which marks the site of

the ancient Tegyra. and still retains

portions of a jKilygonal wall. Here
Wiis a celebrated Oracle of ApiUo.
Tegyra is also famous for the battle

(ought there in 374 n.c, when Pelo-

pida.s. the Theban general, defeated a
much larger army of Spartans and
their allies. A track runs W. from
hence across the swamps of the drained

lake, saving an hour, but it is not

always practicable. Our path makes
a long circuit to the rt., pas.-<ing near

Arridraiftro, the ancient Asi'LEDON,

with remains of walls, and in 2^ hrs.

reaches the village of Sliripon, at the

foot of the conspicuous Acropolis of

Orchomenos (Rt>'. S2).

'I'opoiia .

Tegyra .

Orch"'inen<js

2 30
•2 ait

lloUTK 77.

JIARTINO TO TIIERMDPYLAK, ItV

LANTE.—HORSE-l'ATH.

From Martino (Rte 75) the path

ascends S. for l\ hr., passing the

Chapel of St. hfmctrius. From the

highest point a view is gained over

Lake Copais, nud in § hr. we reach

its margin at Topolia (300), the

ancient Ivoi'ak, from which place the

name of the lake is deriveil. The
village stands on a peninsula joined

by a neck of land to the shore, and
retains but few traces of antiquity, its

sites having been obliterated in the

Middle Ages. On the X. side are

some scanty fragments of p<ilyg<mal

II. H.
1 :»

Martino
Prijskyna .

Opus
"

.Vtalant" .

lavan;itaes

A lope
Iiapliniis .

I'ikeruki .

M..I..

Tliermopylae

From Martino (Rte. 7.")) the path!

runs N.W. to (IJ hr. ) Vroshyna.
[Htiice a tmek leads due K. to the

Convent of St. Gtorgt; which has long
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au ancient mole at its liarbonr, and
supposed to have served at the port of

Budonitza (Rte. 80). Tiience to

(3 hrs.) Thermopylae ( Rte. 86), passing

on the 1. after 2 hrs. the site of

Alpenoi, once a sea-port, from which
the army in defence of Thermopylae
was supplied with fond. It now lies

nearly ?> m. inland. Nicaea, a fortress

which commanded tlie pass, must have
stood close bv.

ROUTK 78.

COKIXTH TO DELPHI, B\ ITEA.—
STEAMER AND CARRIAGE-KOAD.

[See p. 944, H.]

From Corinth (Rte. 11) the steamer

been consijicuoits on the rt. of the

patiiway. IJ lir. N.W. of it lie the
ruins of Halae, an ancient port oppo-
site Atalante (Rte. lOG).]

On a rocky height, about an hour
beyoivd Proslcyna, stands the acropolis

of Opvs, the ancient capital of E.
Lochia, still girt witii polygonal walls

nearly G ft. high, and preserving traces

of two gates. Fine *view.

1^ further W. lies Atalante T ' 1700),

the liigher portion of which is partly

constructed of ancient buildings.

These are remains also of an aqueduct,
and Severn 1 Turkish ruins. The
t(nvn sutfercd terribly from an earth-

quake in 18l>4. It derives its name
from the opposite island of Atalante

or Atalanta, which shelters its port.

The islet was uninhabited until tlie

year li.c. 431, when it was occupied
and fortified by tlie Athenians, with

the object of protecting the opposite crosses the gulf to (20 min.) Loutroki,
coast of Euboea from the raids of the which place, however, is sometimes
Locrians. lu b.c. 427 part of the visited tirst, immediately after passing
defences were thrown down by a tlirough the canal. Steaming down
severe earthquake. [A carriage-road the gulf, we pass in 40 min. the pro-

runs E. across the plain to the (4 m.) mimtory of *5)Y. A'tc/io/as, and afterwards

Scida on the Euripos (Rte. 106).

3

enjoy fiue views of Helicon (5740 ft.),

Parnassus (8070 ft.), and Mt. Kioua
Our ruad now runs N., and in 2 hrs. (8240 ft ).

reaches the laige village of L*ya?ia<aef, In another IJ hr. we round the

near which stood Kyncjs, the port of headland of Opous, and enter the gulf

Opus. About ^ hr. further, on a pro- of Galaxidi, the ancient Gulf of
moutory, stands Arldtza. The road Crissa. The village whii-h gives its

here turns W. again, passing in 2 hrs. uame to the gulf lies at its entrance

the ruins of Alope, and 2 hrs. further on the \V. shore. At the upper end,

those of Daphnus. The latter site is on the rt., lies Maijoula. occupying

now occupied by the monastery of St. the site of the ancient Kirrha, the

Gonstantiue, which includes a few port of Crissa (see below), and pre-

aucient remains. Tne scenery is ex- serving some traces of walls and ot a

treuiely attractive ; on the 1. rise the quay. The people of Kirrha grew
pine-clad slopes of Mount Cncmis. wealthy and arrogant, and levied con-

In many places the path lies through tributions from all travellers who
tine pine woods, traversed here and passed through their territory on pil-

tliere by brooks, bordered with noble griniages to Delphi. On account of

plane-trees, and a dense undergrowth these and worse depredations, their

of oleanders and myrtles. Myrtle city was destroyed by the Amphictyons
grows here in great luxuriance, even in the tirst Sacred War (b.c. 595).

close to the sea. Ik hr. beyond the

convent is Fikraki, on the site of 1 hr. from Opous (about 4| from

Throniox, once an important city of Corinth) is Itea^T, the port of (8 m.)

the Locrians. In another 3 hrs. we Salona (Rte. 86;, where good Ixiats

reach Moios^T (1150), so called from may be hired for excursions on the
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pulf, find carriages (2.') dr.), liorecH, or

imil.-H (10 dr.) f.»r (2 J lirs.) ne.lphi.

Kor \h III. we follow the <'!irriii;r«-

rr)iid to Saliiiiii, and flirii turn into a
li_v-i(iad to tli«» rl. In J hr. wt- hike
ii foot|iath to tlie rt lliroiigii n ^lovt-

of olivtK. :md after 20 iiiin. join tli<-

roiil ii'.'iiiii. Camel«t uir- laii^ely eni-

|>loyed li('r<' upon tlie plain As'-eiidiuj,'

to the 1. i>f ChrysoT (I ;)(»(»). n.ur tie-

HiU^ of till- very aneieiit ('lM^.«A, wc
reaeh in ^ hr. a fountain at the top
of the villa;;e, whi<'h i« abundantly
supplied wilh water. We now con-

tinue to ascend hy the pathwsiy, ero.«fi-

iug the road after J hr., and -10 ndn.

afterwiirds reach

Castrii^T (1000). rebuilt .>in<-e

1S92, about i ni. W. of the former

village, which stood upon the founda-

tions of Delphi. By a special con-

vention with the (iieek government
(Apr. ISid), the Fr<iich School liav<-

bought ont the inhabitants, obliiined

entire pon.^e88ion foi' ten yeai.s of the

ancient Hite, witii exclusive right of

publishing plans, etcf and laid down
an elaborate system of traui-lin's at

liirt'erent levels, by means of wiiich the

work of excavation has been riij)idly

and succfssfnlly carried on. The refuse

earth has been shot down by tilted

trucks into the ravine of the I'lthion.

HiSTOKY.—The situation of Dulplii

( 2130 ft.) is one of the finest in Greece.
The city stood on undulating; <;ioiind

within the obtu.--e inigle formed ijy the

]'h(iedrindex (shining rocks, now
VoSivt and X^eu^TovKoi) on th<' N. and
E. On the S. the city was bounded
by the ravine of the river I'histox

(Aesch. Enmen. 27). btyond which
rises tlie further barrier of 3/<. Kirjihh
(now 2»cA7jpj or "Etpo^ovii T\a\ovKi).

The margin of the river was protecied

against the eftects of inundation by a
mas.-iive embankment.
Delphi was originally called P^TUO,

by wliich name alo?)e it is mentioned in

Homer (/?. ix. 405 ; <>d. viii. 80). The
name Delphi probably means a ' Hol-
low,' but it has also been derived from
the twin peaks of the FhaeAri(idi», as

+ S<-e Preface. Travellers are strictly for-

bidden to make not&s or bketcbes.

aZ(\<pol, and from htX^is, a dolphin.

Di Iphi wan colonised iit an early perio«l

by Doric H'ttlers from Li/rorrin. Their
• Icscendaiits fornicd a privilegnl cIhbh,

from which the higli priests of the

(iod continued to be chosen as long

as the oracle existr-d. In the be-

ginning, Delphi, or rather Pytho,

seems to have lif^' n partially subject

to CrJBsa, and long after ihi- yotinger

city had Ix-come independent, the

people of Cri8.>-a dainn d jurisdic-

tion over it. Cri8.-a had, however,
probably lo.«t its imjKjrtance bel'ore the

first Sacred War(B.e.r)9.")), which end<d
in the destruction of Kirrha, its

port 'n<ar tlic modern villagf of

St. Nicolas), by the \m|ihictyonic

Council—a fraternity of tribes or cities

united in the ser\'ice of some populur
or powerfid god. From the spoils of

Kirrha were tounded the Pythian
games, tiist celebiated B.C. 58(j.

Altliougb in historic times Delphi
was specinlly sacred to Apollo, yet

there are traditions that at an earlier

pi.-riod other divinities were tiitelnries

of the place, and that Apollo suc-

ceeded to their honours when he
had slain the dragon Pytlif(, whom
Earth, the first i>osse8.sor of the oracle,

li.'id place(l on guard at the foot of

Parnassus. The ginl jM>ssessed large

domains whi<h were cultivate<l by the

slaves of the temple. Second oidy to

the worshi)) of Ajiollo at Delphi was
that of Diony.-ois.

.As early as the 9th cent. B.C. the
reputation of the oracle was fully

established, and later the Lydian
kings Gyges and Croesus were among
the greatest benefactors of the t(!mple.

In B.C. 548 the temple was dcstroyj-d

l)y fire, and the sum required for

rebuilding it with increased splendour
was estimated at :^i)0 talents( 1 1 5.000/.).

Of this sum the Delpiiians were to con-

tribute a (juarter. The contract for the
execution of the work was taken by
the exiled Athenian Alcmaeonidae,
who gained great rei>utation by era-

ploying for the front of the temple
Parian marble, in place of the coarse

stone prescribed for in the contract.

In n c. 480 Xerxes sent a detach-

ment of troops to plunder the temple.



They advHnL-ed by the St^-histe'pss^, and
had reached the sauctuary of Athena
Fronaia when thunder was heard, and
two hugecrasjs rolled down and crushed
many to death (see below) (Hdt. viii.

35-39). In B.C. 356 the Phocian.s,

who had been sentenced to pay a
heavy fine to Delphi, on the pretext
of having cultivated a portion of the

Kirrliaeau plain, retaliated by seizing

Delphi with all its treasures. Such
was tlie origin of the second Sacred
War, which was only terminated by
the intervention of Philip of Mace-
don. Tlie temple was tlien (b.c. 346)
restored to the custody of the Amphic-
tyonic Cnuncil, and the Phocians sen-

tenced to refund the missing treasure,

estimate' I at nearly '2i millions sterling.

This they were quite unable to do. In
B.C. 279, Brennus and his Gauls ad-

vanced to the attack of Delphi, by
the same road as the Persians two
centuries earlier, but were repulsed
almost in the same manner. The
thunder rolled, an earthquake rent

the rocks, and huge masses of stone

rolled down and crushed many of

the invading force. The temple was
plundered by Sulla in B.C. 86 for the
))ayment of his soldiers, and agaiu by
Xero in a fit of rage at the Omcle's
condemnation of his matricide ; but
it was restored by Hadrian and the
Aiitonines to much of its former
splendour. Constantine carried olf

several of its treasures to adorn his

new capital, among otiiers the famous
golden tripod dedicated after Plataea,

of which tJie inscribed bronze pecJestal,

formed of tliree entwined snakes, may
yet be seen in the Hippodrome at

Constantinople.

The oracle was consulted by Julian,

but finally abolished by Tlieodosius

about A.D. 385. Some centuries before

this, however, it had lost its im-
portance. It had always shown strong
leanings towards the Doric race, and
its decline in influence may be traced

to the period when Athens and Sparta
entered on their struggle for supre-

macy. The partiality for Sparta then
became so manifest that the Athenians
and their allies discarded the oracle

in disgust. From the tiiae when the

Greek States lost tlieir liberty, the

utterances of the Pythia were almost
entirely concerned with private and
domestic matters, such as marriages,

loans, voyages, and sales.

Existing Ee:'taixs.—A eood car-

riage-road runs E. trom Castri to Ara-
chova (Ete. 81). Passing below the

Sanctuary (p. 532), which we \dsit

later on, the hurried traveller may
begin with the Custalian Fountain, at

a bend of the road ^ m. from Castri

(p. 531). Passing it for the present,

1 m. further we reach a Sepulchral
Monument in the shape of a square
Tower, which has for some time been
visible on the rt. of the road, ami
measures 7 yds. each way. Its walls

remain to tlie height of nearly 10 ft.

from the ground, and are built of

limestone in large rectangular blocks,

showing traces of breccia.

Eeturning towards the Sanctuary,
we pass on the rt. a number of tombs
cut in the rock, and forming part of
an ancient cemetery. Most f)f them
have the appearance of a wide and
.shallow round-headed niche, but some
few are recessed more deeply. Three
conspicuous niches stand high up in a
row about 10 min. below the tower.

10 min. further we reach an embank-
ment below the road on the 1., to the
foot of which a rough path descends.
Beneath the masonry is a wall of

natural rock, in whicu is cut a curious
representation of a double door, with
horizontal bands of pellets to imitate

nail-lieads. It is locally called the
Logari, and is supposed to represent
the Gate of Hades.

[A rough track here descends into

the valley, and leads in 2^ hrs. to

JJesph.ina (Ete. SI).]

Continuing along the pathway,
which runs through a terraced grove
of olives, we soon find, on a slii^htly

lower level, some massive substruc-
tions of one of the Four Temples
which once occupied the slope. One
of them, dedicated to Athena Pronaia
(or according to some ancient authori-
ties Fronoia), was circular, and was
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famed for its size anrl beauty. Sacri-

fices wereofiered here before consulting
the oracle. This siwt, now called Mar-
marid, was the scene of the famous
catastroplii- which drove back the
troops of Xerxes (.see above).

150 yds. further, iuiniediately behAv
tlie roud, are some well-preserved

sulwtruf'tious in nt ally fitting blocks
of limestone, mostly rectangular. The
walls in one corner are &<• tat an obtuse
angle, and some ot the blix*ks havt;

])rojteti;ig knobs upon their surface.

These ruins are sujiposed to have
b<long.<l io the Gymnasium, the .site

of which is now partly oecupied by
the adjacent monastery of i'<ina(jia,

belonging to the Convent of .Jerusalem
near Daulis (Rte. 80). Within the
church, which is built of old niateri;d,

are some fragments of undent colurens.

Ascending to the road, on the rt. is a
square rock-hewn reecBs, containing
smaller niches for votive ofl'erings.

Another recess, just above the spring

(see below), has been conveiled into

a Chapel of St. John Prodromos.
From the jjerpendieular clitf above,

the ancient Hyampei.\, now I'ltlem-

hoacoK, eriminals were hurled who had
violated the .sanctuary of the g'ld.

After the unjust execution of Aesop
at this .--pot the Delphians, out of

respect to his memorv, tran-ferred the
place of puiiisliment to the opposite
pe;ik of XArPLi.\, now liodini.

We now pass or tin- 1. a large plane-

tree, the successor of one which, ac-

cording to tradition, was planted by
Agamemnon, and p«-rished in the
winter of 1850. A few yds. further, at

a l>end in the mail, is the celebrated

Castalian Fountain, tiie basin of whieh
was ruined by an eartlapiike in 1870.

In this spring all who camr to

Delphi for any nligious oliject what-
ever were compelled to purify them-
selves. The bathing of the hair seems
to have been the principal part of the
ceremony, and is one attributed by the

poets to the g)d himself, ilurderers,

however, bathed the whole body. The
fancy whi'^h attributed poetic inspira-

tion to the waters of tiie Castalian

Spring was an invention of the lioman
poetii.

[A deep pool ab /Ut 700 yils. down
the ravine is proliably rht: Wkm, of
Sybaris]

Beidnd the fountain runs a si.oil

gully, backed by the inaccessible rocks

of the Phaedriades.

The PYTHIAN SANCTUAEY, lik.

the much more extensive Altia at

Olympia, was an enclosure containing
many buildings, amithemata, and
otlier monuments, bisides the prin-

cipal temple. It was styled rh Upop,

TO Tffifvos ; and, in a more restricted

sense, TluOw. AVithin, it partook of

the usual terraced form characteristic

of Delphi, and necessary from the

formation of the ground. The en-

closure was surrounded by a wal.

styled 6 ifphs ir(pi$o\ov, of which the

massive wall called Hill'-niku Kimtro
by the peasants formed the S. portion.

The principal entrance was from the

E., and connuunicatetl directly with
the Castalian spring.

Following the high road to the 1 .

w^e reach in 10 luin. on the rt. tl.

corner of the lltflleniho, the low

course.^ of which are chipped diag' i

ally. Here a path lea" Is up by t

wall to the Vtottom of a tlight of st< i

which ascends through the ruin-

the E. gateway to the Sacred W.i

On the rt., running X. and S., is a tine

stretch of polygonal wall in small '.

blocks, which formed part of an earl ii r

enclosure.

The broad *Sacred Way, pa\

with larue rectangular slali.s, wi;

from the gateway uj) the hill. '1

long chamber to the rt. contained i

otterings of the Lacedaemonians at'

the battle of A* gospotami. The S4 :

circular bases on each side of the i'

bore the statues of early Argive ki:

ami of the Epigoni. To the 1. is i

Treasury of the Sikyfmiumt, in "

form of an early Doric temple, eree;

over a still earlier round build

i

The sculptures (see below) are >

posed to have lielonged to the lau ; .

(early Gth cent). Xext comes the n

Treasury of the Cuidiaus. formerly 4

known as that of the Siphnians. The i
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ruiua to the 1., where the road turns
upwards, are the remains of the Theban
Treasury. We come now to the

Treasury of the Athenians, a Doric
building of Parian marble in temple
form, in particularly good preservation,

!ind covered with inscriptions. It was
erected out of the spoils obtained at

the battle of Marathon. Among the
inscriptions discovered here are several
Hymns, with the musical notation
marked in letters of the Greek alphabet
above the text. The most interesting

of these is a Hymn to Apollo, which
has b'^en performed at the French
School and elsewhere in Athens.
Above the Athenian Treasury are

the remains of a building which may
have been the Council House.

Further on is a projecting mass,
supposed to be the Rock of the Sibyl.

A species of grotto in the midst of it

is probably the traditional den of the
she-dragon Pytho.
Above this point the road passes on

the 1. two seats for pilgrims, and two
re-erected columns of the Stoa, in Peii-

telic marble, without capitals. The
Stoa was erected by the Athenians
perhaps as early as the Gth cent. Its

length was about 36 yds., with a breadth
of nearly i ; the pavement and stylo-

bate were of local Parnassus stone. On
I
the highest step is a dedicatory inscrip-

tion in archaic chara tors.

To the W. of the two tluted columns,
on a round pedestal, is the Column of

the Naxians, with an iusL-riptiou re-

cording their possession of the vpo-

fxai'Ti'ia, or right to consult the oracle

before any others. Close by was found
the white marble Sphinx of archaic
type, which originally surmounted the
column.

Behind the Stoa rims a fine stretch

of *polygonal wall, with three upjjer

courses in rectangular blocks, serving
to support the platform on which stood
the Temple of Apollo. It follows the
irregularities of the ground, varying
from ti to VI ft. in height, and its

total length from E. to W. must have
reached nearly 200 yds. The face of

the- wall was dressed and smoothed at

a later date, and used as a depository

for inscriptions relating to the temple
and its affairs, both religious and
secular. Along the ba^e the rough'
hewn blocks project in their original

condition, forming a sort of natural

wainscoting. The blocks of the

upper courses were joined by double T
clamps run in with lead.

Towards the E. end the wall is

covered with inscriptions. Records,
public and private, important and
trivial, are all mixed together; most
of them relate to the emancipation of

slaves. Some few have been picked
out in red paint, apparently for greater

legibility.

Previous to the present excavations of the
French, and when as yet the site was largely
built over with modern houses, certain points
in the topography liad been made out. In par-
ticular the terrace wall of the temple, with
the Stoa of the Athenians in front of it, had
beeti laid bare. Numberless inscriptions

written on the terrace wall, and recording tlie

manumission of slaves, illustrated the Greek
habit jf Ireeing slaves by dedicating them to

Apollo. Nevertheless, the actual reality

of the scene, as now revealed by the present
excavations, has proved a splendid surprise.

As we ascend the Sacred Way, viewing its

solemn remains of the most lovely build-
ings, its marble benches here and tliere from
wCich to view the ancient piocebSions, and
the magnificence of its natural position, we
feel that had the Temple itself but been
preserved, the sight would have rivalled that
uf the Acropolis of Athens itself.

Of the famous Temple of Apollo, in

front of which stands tlie great altar

of the Chians, only the substructions

remain, together with a few fragments
of columns in limestone and marble,
and other architectiu-al details. From
these it appears that the exterior was
of the Doric and the interior of the
Ionic order. That it was a hexastyle
temple also seems clear.

On the hearth burnt a perpetual fire, and
near it stood the imiphalns, or Navel-stone,
which was supposed to mark the middle point
of the earth. By it were representations in
g.ildofthe two eagl'-s sent by Zeus from the
East and West, who met at this point, and
proved the above theory, fliese golden eagles
disappear d in the Phocian War, alter which
they were more economically replaced by a
mosaic representation on the floor. The
Omphalos and the Stone of Kronos were evi-
dently survivals of an older cultus at Delphi
(p. 528).

In tlie innermo.st recess of the .Vdvion, or
subterranean chamber where the oracles were
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tlelivcrcd, was a iliasm in the fartli, from
wliicli intoxicallng vap'iurs istufd. The
Pytlilu, alter clrinkiug the watprof iheCasso'is,
touk her seat upoD the I rip<id, which ferved
as a trivet lo su|>port her over the ch •»m.
JJetween tue legs of the Tripod hung a circular
vessel (Ae3j)? or ciirlinn), wbiih containetl the
bones and teeth of the Pythian serj'eut.

The prescDt foundations do not be-

long to the tompie of ttiu Alcmaeonidae
(p. .")'28), but tv) the 4th cent, temple
by which the former was replaced.

The architect, according to Paui-anias,

was ,Spinthuro><, but the name of the
architect mentioned in the inscrijjlious

is Xenodoros. Tlie pediment sculp-

tures were partly by Friuias the

Athenian, who is said to have been a
pupil of Cahimis. In later times the

temple appears to have been re.-<tored

by Nero and again by Domitian. A
few fragments of sculpture from the
(jth cent, temple have been discovered.

Tlie .-iupposed underground treasun;-

chambers have been found U> be
mtrcly spaces left void in constructing

the basement.
Near the front of the temple is a

richly sculptured Omphalo.-;—not the
sacred rude stone which marked the

Centre of the earth. A litth: further

on are two ba.'^es with inseriptiuus,

which tell that Gelon, the famous
King of 8yracu.se, had causeti to be
erected on th<;m a Nike and tripod,

thf work of a Milesian sculptor named
ISiim. Tlie commanding position cif

these two monnnieuts soows how the

gifts of that king were valued at

Delphi ill his time. N.P]. of the great
Altar, on the rt. of the Sacred Way, is

the Treasury of the JJoriaim of Corinth.

From tiie W. end of tne platforni

we turn to the rt., and .>^oon reach tlie

Theatre, which is tJiought to date

from the 2iid cent. n.c. The tiers of

seats are divided vertically by six

diiizomata. The seats in front are

covered with inscriptions relating to

the manumission of slaves. The trout

ot the prosctniuiit was adorned with
reliefs representing the labours of

Herakles. Near their S.E. corner is

a spring supftosed to represent the

FounUiin of dutfotii, whose waters

seem to have been brought by pipes

from that of Delphousa (^see below^.

Above the CassotiB are the remains of

the Lesche, the walls of which were
adorned with jiaintings by Polygiwto$.

Ascending to the 1., we pass several

picturesque fountains which supplied

the old village of Castii, the highest
of which is the Kernd, the ancient

FouxTAiK or Delpholsa. Above it

to the N.W. is the Stadium, now
vulgarly called Lahhcnna, supported
by a strong wall of archaic polygonal
masonry. There are twelve tiers of

seats, divided at intervals by tlights

of steps. In the middle of tlie bottom
row on the X. side is a long Bench
of honour lor the Presidents of tlie

games. Of the Pentelic marble, con-

tributed to its embellishment by the

munificent Herodes Atticus, there are
now no remains. The total length
was about 22U yds.

There are many remains of build-

ings roun<l the outside of the Peri-
bfjlos wall, including time Bath esta-

blishments on the E., S. anil W. sides.

On a lofty ridge to the AV. an- the

Fortifications of Fhilomelos. of which
there still exi^t some Hanking Uiwers

connected by a wall, with Venetian
and Turkish additions.

We now deswnd S. towards the
Chapel of -S<. Elias. which is con-

spicuous on the hill below. The
massive substructions on which it

stands probably served to siipi)ort a
SvNKi'itKiN of the 1st cent. B.C. To
the W. of the Chajiel are several

circular threslLing-floors, on a site

which the more ancient Syiiedrion, «ir

assembly-room of the Amphictyonic
Council, is suppo^^i^ to Imve occupied.

The meeting was called J'ylnea, and
gave its name to the entire suburb.

Below the path which Iciids N.N.K.
from the Chapel is a round Tomb
excavated in tije rock, with an arched
recess on either side for s;irco})hagi.

Higher up are more tombs, probably
Koiiiaii, and a semicircular rock-hewn
Exedra. Further on, lu a line with
the round-headed tomb and the

Chajiel, are the substantially but-

tressed walls of a Heroon.
In the same line, IMO yds. liigher

up the slope, is the Upper Museum,
which contains some beautiful frag-
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inents of sculptui'e discovered in the
Sanctuary, including the Labours of

Hercules and other subjects, from the
Metopes of the Athenian Treasury.
Here also is a tine Antinous of Roman
<late (see below). A path descends hence
to a remarkable subterranean *Tomb,
leached by a very steep staircase,

with a curious arrangement of four

small steps with concave margin, cut
out of the two immediately above the
tioor. Witbin are tliree large sarco-

phagi, and there is a small chamber
on a lower level to the S.

Still descending, we reach the
Lower Museum, in which is a series

of very important sculptures from the
Treasury of the Cnidians. Furtlier
on are two heads of Caryatides, a
curious Doric capital with two lions

attacking a stag on its echinus, and a
tine Roman jjortrait head. Tliere are
also some hne late reliefs of Hercules
taming the horses of Dioujede. found
in the Theatre in May 1895. A more
suitable iluseura for tlie housing of
all the antiquities found at Delphi is

now being projected.

The principal discoveries in the way of
sculpture, are—(1) the Frieze of the Treasury
uf tlie Cnidians, formtrly known as that of
the Siphnians (m.irble), (2) tbe mi-'topes of
the Athenian monument ol iMarathon (marble),
and (3) the metopes of the Sikyonian Treasury
in Tufa. Tnese sculptures in lelief a'e now
placed in two temporary museums on ihe spot,

rhe most imponant from its e.^ient, and its

irchaic beauty of workmanship, is the Frieze
>f the Cnidians. When found, considerable
"emains of colour were to be seen on these
sculptures. The uamts ot many of the figures
were legible beside them. It was ascertained
llso that a slab, which had long been known to

'isitors to Delpbi, forms part of this tiieze. It

8 a slab representing the rape ot the daughters
ifLeukippos. Among the other subj cts, tbe
[•est preserved is a battle of Gods and Giants
Gigantomachia). The remaining subjects are a
|attle of Greeks and Trojans over the body of
luphorbos, who lies prostrate in the centre of
je combat, and the Apotheosis of Heracles,
Q the group fighting over Euphovbos are to

e seen Meuelaus and llerioLCS on tbe one
de, and Hector and Aeneas on tbe other,
erhaps the most interesting groups are those
" the seated deities looking on at the Trojan
ittle, becau.-e thej^ show that the idea of
visible deities seated and looking on at a
inbat had been lamiliar to Greek artists long
;fore the date of the Theseion in Athens or of
e Parthenon, where we see the same concep-
m realised. On the return of one of the
rner slabs is to be seen a curious and hitherto

unknown representation of Aeoloswith his bag
of winds, while in one of tbe t;roups of deities

is Nemesis seated behind Hera, and placing
her hand naively under her chin. The sculp-

tures probably date from the last quarter of
the 6th cent, b.c, but it is a much disputed
question to what scbool they are to be attri-

buted.
The pediment group from the same Trea-ury

shows the contest betwe n Heraklesaud Apollo
lor the tripod, \vith Athen.i standing between
the antagonists. A peculiarity ot the work
is that while the lower parts of the figures are

in relief, the upper parts are sculptured in tbe
round.
The metopes of the Athenian Treasury illus-

trate the labours of Heiacles ai,d of I'beseus.

Here the sculpture is plainly recognisable as

Athenian from tbe graceful and slim propor-
tions of the figures, and the extraor<jinary

refinement in tbe e.xecution ot details. Accord-
ing to the testimony ot Pausanias and of in-

SLriptions, the metopes may be dated shortly
after the battle of ilarathon" 49 —180 B.C.

from the Treasury uf the Sikyonians five

mi topes have survived, representing the ship
' Avgo,' with figures oi the Liioscuri at eacli

end, and of Orpheus and Thamyras (J) in the
miadle; the Jhoscuri and Idas leadmg away
tiie lattle of the Apborides ; Europa and tbe
bull; tbe Calydonian boar; and Helle carried

by the ram. All these metopes are rude in

e.xecution and formal in composition, besp-ak-
ing a considei-ably more remote antiquity tUnu
the sculptures of the Cnidians and Athenians.
Among the other sculptures discovered in

the French excavations, are~(l) an aiciiaic

sphinx which surmounted a column erected by
the ^'axians, the base of which, with a later

inscription, has long been known to travellers,

as well as some fragments of the sphmx itself;

(2) a beautiful statue of Antinous, the per-
sonal favourite of the Emperor Hadrian; and
(3) a set of Caryatides, each with a calathos or

basket on the head, sculptured with designs in

low relief. The style of these latter corre-

sponds exactly with the aichaic female figures
in the Acropolis Museum of Athens. M.
Homolle describes them as prototj'pes of the
Caryatides 01 the Erechth'ion.
Among tue more recent finds is a beautiful

bronze statue of a *CHAi(iOTiiEK clad in a long
chitijH. The inlaid eyes are wonderfully well
jueserved, and give a good idea of the lifelike

appearance wbi^h aiicient works ol sculpture
originally possessed. From the inscribed base
and other fragmentary remains it can be
infer: ed that the figure foimed part of a
group, cou^i~ting of a (jundriya with one or
two small figures leading the horses. The
work was an offering made by Fulyzalos,
brother of Gelou and Hieron, the tyiants of
Syracuse, and its date is fi.\ed between 47s and
472 B.C. Another charming masterpiece is an
akanthus column surrouniled by dancing Cary-
atides. The style of the work shows that it

belongs to the la.st quarter of tue 5th cent. A
rine gToup of portrait statues represents the
Thessalian tyrant, Daochos, and his family.
Among the smaller miscellaneous antiquities
there are some good bronzes, and some pottery
in the ilykenaean style.
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llnll'IK 7!i.

DKl.im TO PAKNASSLS. BY THK CORY-
riAN GROTTO. HOIiSK-PATII.

I)cl|.lii iJ. M
(,'orytiaii ('hvc . . :( (p

Kalyvia . . 1

PurnasMis . 5

Tills excursion in br-8t made from
Aracliova, wliere guides and mules
a'-e easily piocured. Better (juarters

are, iiowever, found at Delphi. Time
requiied—from Uelplii 9 lirs. up, and
(J lirs. down ; from Ariichova (J iirs.

up. and 4 lirs. down.
A woll-cjnalified local guide is an

absolute necessity, since; the jiatlis on
the higher ranges are frequently
obliterated by torrentp, or vary in

direction from year to year. The
guides are terribly afraid of snow,
and generally refuse to attempt the
asct'Ut until tiie middle of .Tune.

Torches or a good supply of candhs
are required for visiting the Cave.
Water .should be cariied in iiddition

to a good stock of provisions, as there
;ire no s])rings near the summit.

On leaving Deli)iii, tlie precipicf^s

above the modern village are sur-

mounted by a very ste'p and rusrged

zigzag path {KaKi} 'S.KaXa). After
nearly an hour a tine view is gained
of Dtsphinu on the rt. towards the
sea. 20 min. further we reach a
ridge (2970 ft.), from which the path
descends through tir woods. In 10

min. it ascends again through tine

sienery, and ^ hr. later pa.-ses on the

rt a muddy shallow tarn. 5 min.
afterwards the hor»es are left at an
ancient spiing, to which a ftw steps

descend. Thence a stt-ep rough climb

up an almost pathless hill leads in

§ hr. to the low arched entrance of

the Corycian Cava, a fine, but not a
very remarKable grotto, when com-
pared with otliers which have not so

classical a crlebrity. The cavern
measun s about 100 yds. by GO, and
is 40 ft. high in the middle. At tiie

end of this great vault a narrow
pa.ssage leads up a wet slope of rocks

into a smaller chamber. The ancient
fledication to Pan and the Nymphs
is still visible in two inscriptions on
a stone to the rt.. just within the

entrance to the outer cave. Around
it were eel brated orgies of Di')nysu.<

(Pans. X. 32, 7). When the Persian.-^

were marching upon Delphi, the in-

habitants took refuge in the Corycian
Cave (Hdt. viii. 30), and it was again

used as a refuge in the (Jreek

lievolution.

[Bridle-imth to (11 hrs.) Grari,>

^Kte. 8tJ).]

We now descend E. towards t:

bead o( the plain, and reach in an
hour the village of Kalyvia Aracho-
vitica, the summer quarters of the

Aracbovians, wiiere the path fal

in from (1 hr.) Arachnva. Hi ;

begins the real ascent of the central

cone of Parnassus, the base of whieh

is clothed with magnificent pines.

After 2 hrs. tlie path follows the

N.W. side f>f the mountain, winch
now becomes bh ak and destitute of

herbage; still higlier the onow lies in

patches all the year. In 20 min. •

turn suddenly E., and i iir. furt;

reach two ruined huts. Here riders

must dismoui.t, as the rest of the way'

lies over blocks of stone. Tiie (2 hrs.)

summit, lr<>aily called Lykeri (8070

ft.), is marked with a wooden cross.,

At the top of the mount^iin is a small;

plain, enclosed in a crater-like basin,,

and containin<r a pofd generally

fiozeu over. The sides of the basin,

rising in ridges round the plain, form

the summits of Parnassus. <

The *vib;w on a clear day exciedt

in grandeur and interest almost everj

other prosjiccl of the kind.
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To the N., beyond the plains of

Thessaly, appears Olympus with its

snowy tops brilliant in sunlijijlit.

Further W. is seen the long chain of

Pindus ; on tlie E. rises Htlieon, with
other Boeotian mountains. To the S.

the summit of Panachaicon is very

consiiicuous; Acliaia, Argolis, Elis

and Arcadia are seen as in a maj),

while the (lulf of Corinth looks like a

large pond. The Aegean and Ionian

seas bound the horizon E. and W.
A steep foiitpath leads down the E.

slopes of Parnassus in 5 hrs. to the

Convent of Jerusalem,^ the situation

of which, by the side of a mountain
sti'eam and sunoixnded by venerable

pine trees, is very beautiful. Thence
10 (I hr.) Davlia (Rte. 81).

ROUTE 80.

PARNASSUS TO THERMOPYLAE, BY
DADI AND BUDONITZA. FOOTPATH.

Parnassus
Panagia .

H. Marina
Velitza
Dadi
Budonitza.
Thermopylae

16 30

The traveller descends the N.W.
side of the mountain by a steep and
rugged tra<!k, and bearing to the E.
reaches in 5 hrs. the

Monastery of tlie Virgin {Panagia),
beautifully situated amid pine woods,

and overlooking the basin of the

Kephisos. The descent continues for

I
another | hr., then skirts the N. base

of Parnassus, and 1 hr. later reaches

Hagia Marina. The track next
passes two large pits with a tumulus on
the edge, beyond which are the founda-
tions of a large edifice, built of great
masses of stone. Hence a path leads

E. to (2 hrs.) Belesi (Rte. 85). After
passing a torrent, several rock sopul-
chres are seen, and we soon rcacii

(1 hr.)

Velitza, which lies at the foot of a
cliff, amid fine *remains of the ancient
walls and towers of Tithorea. In
the precipice is a cave which served
as a refuge to the inliabitants during
the Persian war, and again in the
Greek Revolution.

On leaving Velitza the road turns
N.N.W., and crosses a torrent by a

bridge, and afterwards a spur of Par-
nassus, which projects into the phiiri,

and then another stream. In 2 hrs.

from Velitza we reach DadiT (AaSiou),

the chief village of the district, on
the road from Livadia to Lamia (Rte.

85). On a hill beyond the village are

some Cyclopean walls and a turret,

which mark the site of Amphicleia.
The city was built on terraces some-
what like Delphi, at the edge of a
plain near the rt. bank ot the Kephisns.

The I'oad now descends by an old

milifary way, passing an aqueduct and
fountain, into the plain of Elateia,

crosses the Kephisos, and soon after-

wards ascends the slopes of Mount
Oetn, affording fine views over the

Euripos and the gulf of Lamia. From
this spot we descend to (3 hrs.)

Budonitza (650), the supposed site

of Phahygae. In mediaeval times
it formed a Prankish marquisate,
subject to the Prince of Achaia. The
ruined castle of the Marquesses of

Budonitza forms a picturesque
feature in the landscape. It is partly

built on Hellenic foundations, and
with ancient ujaterials. Within the

walls is a small ch;ipel of western
architecture.

Tiie castellan of Budonitza held
his title, in its origir.al sense, from
his office as Warden of the March or

frontier.

Below the Castle, which must
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always have been an imimitant bul-

wark in guarding tlic passiige f>f

Thermopylae, are the remains of

ancient walls resembling those at

Dadi.
Tlie track now coincides with the

ancient militiry way, followed bv the

!Spartan.-> under Leon idas. The whole
of the road is a descent, but lies higli

above the marshy plain. The hills

are covered with trees and rare plants.

To the 1. is seen on a hill the ruined
fortress of Saromnta, probably occu-
pying the site of Kaludro.mos, which
was stormed and carried by the
Romans against Antiochus of Syria in

B.C. 191 (p. 574). In a small plain into

which the road turns suddenly, just

as a steep and continueil descent
commences to tlie narrowest j)art of

the straits, is the (1 hr. , Polyandrion,
an ancient tumulus with the ri-mains

of a rectansrular pedestal in square
blocks of retl marble brecoia, weathered
to tlic appearance of common grey
limestone.

PvOUTK 81.

DELPHI TO LIVADIA. BY ARACHOVA,
HOSIOS LOIKAS, A.VD tHAKrtONEA.

—

IIORSE-I'ATH.

J)elphi 11. M.

Aracliova

.

. .; 15

Zenieno . .
>. 30

Schisre . 1 3il

St. Simeon . 2 (1

1 hr. H. Loukas
Davlia . . -Z 30
It. Vlasios . 1 15

Ctiaeronea . 1

Livadia . . 3 II

On leaving Castri (Kte. 78) th«'

carriage-road paoses below the hill of

St. Elias, winds to the 1. round the
base uf the natural am])hith«-atre up'in

Widch rise the ruins of Delphi, and
turns to the rt. again at the Castalian
sliring. It then cros.«rf« an embank-

Near Dracn^pfJia, from whence we menu above the Loguri (p. 530), and
overlook the plain watered by tne
Spercheios, is tlie Aiiopaea, or upper
path, by which the Persians turuHd
the tiank of the Greeks. The
descent now becomes r.ijiid, ami (he.

military way is frequently broken
by tiirients. 5 hr. from the Poly-
andrion are the remains of the great
N. wall mentioned by Herodotus
(vii. 176).

The path now descends to a mill

driven by warm springs, and there
enters a murass, wliicli is traversed

by a narrow paved causeway. AWmt
j hr. further (-t hr.^. from Budouitza),
is Thermopylaj (Kte. SG).

ascends to the (li m.) Tower, which
forms the lower part of an anciei

tomb. Thence it runs high above tli

rt. bank of the Pleigtox, whose raviip

is liidden by \-ineyards in tlie lor^ -

ground, while beyond it is a range "i

bare round-topperl hills. After ."jO

niin. the mule-path takes a short cut
to the rt., joining the high road 'H)

min. further on. [n another 20 min.
we gain a view of the ^luseum and
Chapel at Delphi on the ru, and
10 niin. afterwards reach

Arachova s^T(3220 ft.), a large and
]>rospernus village (8220). 'It is one
of tho>e spijts in Greece which, with-
out any ancient name or fame, lia>,

like Hydra and Psara. acquired kv

retained more of the ancient blo<^l

aud spirit than many of the illustrious

places of classical times. Its inhabi-
tants are renowned for their pure
Greek, their simplicity, their beaut v,

and (in the most recent times) their
resistance to robbers.'—.4. P. Stanleij.

The village abounds in water, ami
on a crag to the rt. rises a picturesque
modem tower.
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Near this place stnod probably the
ancient Anemokeia (wind-mountain).
For the ascent uf Farnassus, see

Ete. 79.

The mule-path now gradually de-
scends into a wide valley, crossing in

an hour a scanty mill-stream, and
afterwards passing by a pond. In

5 hr. beyond the mill-stream the
Chapel of St. Afhamisius is passed
under trees on the rt.. and in another
25 min. we reach the klian of Zemeno
(2185 ft.), with an abundant spring
under a plane-tree.

On a rocky eminence above the
path, 5 hr. beyond the Khan, is a
Monument to Johannes Megas, who
was killed here in a fight with bri-

gands in 1856.

We have now reached the ScMste
((TX'"''''^ bShs, or split road). Here the
roads from Delphi, Daulis, and Ambry-
.sos joiu, and here was laid iu ancient
times the scene of the fatal meeting
of (Oedipus with his fatlier La'ios,

whom he unintentionally slew (Soph.
O. T. 729-734). The spot was often

crowded by pilgrims and worshippers
on their way to Delphi. A fourth
track has now been added, leading
due W. ill 4 hrs. to Livadiu (Ete. 82).

through the unattractive valley of

Korakdlitho, in wliich are some ruins

assigned to the ancient Trachis.
The S. path leads from the Schiste

in 20 niin. to another junction of

roads. [That on the rt. continues to

(1 hr.)

Distomo T (1300), a village nearly
corresponding iu site to the ancient
AjiBriYsos, a lortified town of some
importance, held by the Thebans in

the war against Ptiilip of Macedon.
Philip captured and destroyed it, but
it was afterwar^ls rebuilt, and was
taken by the Eomans iu B.C. 198.

The acropolis occupied a neighboming
round hill. Some slight remains of

the walls may be traced. Pausanias
considered the defences the strongest

in Greece next to those of Messene.
3 hrs. W. of Distomo (AiVto/uoj/) is

DespMna (2000), a finely situated

village occupying the site of an ancient

town, as testified by the numerous
rock tombs in the neighbi'urhood.

Frum Desphina (Aeo-^iVa) a rugged
mountain path leads X. across the
plain for f hr. It then descends into

the valley of the Pleistos between the

two summits of Jit. Kirphis. After
crossing the stream, now calleil (f hr.)

Xeropotamo (dry river), by a bridi;e,

it again ascends, and in 1 hr. rejoins

the road from Arachova to Delphi, a
little below the square Tomb (p. 530).

2 hrs. S. of Distomo is the little

port of Aspraspitia, close to the site

of the ancient Antictba, of which
some slight remains may be traced.

The black Hellebore {H. orientalis),

fer which Anticyra was famed (as a

cure for madness), still grows here in

great abundance (Hor. Sat. ii. 3,

83, 166; Juv. xiii. 97).]

Our path follows the road towards
Distomo, passing in 25 min. a fountain,

and turning to the 1. 10 nun. fiu-ther.

In another 5 min. Distomo is seen on
the rt. After f hr. we pass below
Stiri>', an Albanian village on the rt.,

which has preserved its ancient name,
and a few scanty remains (see below).

20 min. further, on the 1., is the Chapel
of St. Simeoit, and below it a well.

"VVe next pass (25 min.), some pre-

cipitous slopes at the head of a valley

to the rt., and after 20 min. descend.
A sudden tnm to the rt. by an angle
of a wall, rebuilt with ancient blocks,

discloses the (15 min.)

monastery of ST. LUKE S^
(1800 ft.), by far the most interesting

ecclesiastical edifice in the Greek
kiuirdom. It stands on the brow of a
peaked hill facing S., and command-
ing lovely views of Helicon and the
surrounding country.

The Blessed Luke (for though
generally called Saint, he was in
reality only ocrios, not ayios), is desig-

nated in the Greek Ha giologyi&Y.I/M&e

Stirite.'i, and his festival is kept on the
7th Feb. He was of Cretan origin.

His family fled from that island on
the occasion of its invasion by the
Saracens, and settled in Pliocis. Luke
was bom at Castoron in that province
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rANopEis. a plnre many times He- the remnins of three snrrophapi.

fifroyed, finally in B.n. Hd by Snlln. Afljaeent. below the level of the roftd,

Ilerl, fiecnrcl in ji to the Homeric hgend. is sm oblonfr eneh>Mire, 26 viIp. by Ifi.

livef] P^iieioH, who miuie the Trojan Imilt of rectnnfriihir blw-kn bnttresfed

bor^e. Tie he.sf yirei-evved j^ort'oiis of on the ini.er fare, with fonndations of

the Acrnj)olii< are the S. whII with its a tower on the E. .side.

rtirner to the E., and a stretch of the

N. wall.]

Crossing the dry riverbed of the

^Ifirion w<' rif)w icach in .50 min. thi-

villace of Kapraeua, occupying the

site of tlie ancient Chakuunka. a city

of little im])ortance in itself, but re-

nowned <'is a battlefield and as the

birthplace of Plutarch, who was born

here a.d. 48, and returned hither to

.spend the latter years of his life. Its

military fame «as the inevitable ic-

.sult of its ]K)sition. which communds
the entrance from Phocisinto P)oeotia.

Here stood the Sepulchre of the

Boeotians, or Theban Sacred Band,
who fe'l in the disastrous battle

againt-t Pliilip (B.C. ?>'AH).

•i'bat (lislionect victory

At I liapnuipa. futsl to liberty.

Killed with rejiort tliat old n}aii elor|Upiit.'

—Miltim (alliidine

ht the sttiry that I»(KT.-it''P,

then 98 yearn old. put an
end to his lift- wh"n h"
lieard ol this Athenian
difeat.)

It was surmounted by the ColosaaTj

Tiiox whose remains lie scattere<l on the

In B.C. 447, an im])ort;int battle, usu- opposite side. The entire monument is

allycalhd after Coronea, was fought said to have lieen broken or blown up by
in the phiin between that place and thebri'/and patriot Odysseus Androni-
f'liaeronea by the Athenians and sos under the lmi>ressioii that treasure

Boeotians, when the former were de- was conceah d in the interior of the

feated. A second and more memorable tumulus. Others are of o])iiiion that

battle was fifUirht at Chaeroma on Auir. the lion fell to pieces throiiirh the bad
7. B.C. 338, when Philip ol Mjicedon, constrnciion of the foundations attd

by defeating the united Athenians and the friable character of the stone

Boeotians, crushed the liberties of used for the pede-tal. The lion is of

• Greece (see below). The third great bluish-gray Boeotian marl de. and wa.s

battle here fought wa.s that in whicii built up of various blin-ks, united bv
Sidla defeated the sjenerals of Mithri- iron clamps, and scooyitd out on the

dates (B.C. 8(j), of which eniragement inner side to diminisli the weight, a

there is a long account in Plutarch. precaution which proved irisufficient.

At the foot of the Acropolis facing N'eurly 4 m. further, at the 8tli

towards the village, is the Theatrk, kilom. stone, a path turns 1. and crosses

one of the most ancient in Greece, the wide plain in 1| hr. to Orrhontfuo!)

The auditorium is excavated in the (Rte. 84). After reaching a village it

rock; there is no trace of Hankim; continues in a stniight direction,

walls or of the stage. A ])ath to the avoiding tracks to the rt.. and crosso
1. winds up the lull, passing several a canal which drains the Lake ''f

lines of polygonal and rectangular Copais by a long wooden bridge, and
walls, and leads in ^ hr. to the summit .some iron sluice.- gates immediately
of the Acropolis,where there is a square beyond if.

tower. 9 m. Livadia (Bte. 8'_')

In the little church of the PmuKfia
are eight ancient irranite c ilninns. On
the rt. by the entrance door is a chair

of white marble, said to have belonged
to Plutarch. In front, outside tli«

door, is the large square l>ase of a
statue with inscription

A carriage-road runs S.E. to (0 m.) public co;,ch in 6 hrs., 7* dr. Horse
TAvdflia, passing after J ni. on the rt. or mule in 9 hrs.

the foundations of a Tomb, with The road, which offers little interest'

liOT'TE S-J.

THKIiKS TO LIVAKIA, BY HALIAHTOS.
CAKI!IAGE-R0AD.

•2t! miles. Carriage in 4 hrs., 3" dr.
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to the travfller, leaves Thebes (Ete. 71)
on the N."\V., and nfter 2 m. enters on
the Teneric p/((//(, bouudeil by Helicon
on the S., and the ransre of Sphiiigiou
(now Phagd») on the X. About 1 ni.

further it crosses the Kanavari, the
ancient Thespio.s. [At Dara, | hr. S. of
this point, were discovered in 188S the
ruins of the Cabeirion, or Temple of

tlie Cabiri (see p. 889), containing
numerous bronzes and terra-cottas,

now at Athens. Of the sanctuary
itself there exist only scanty ruins of

walls.3 Some remains of Hellenic
masonry, on a slope fmther on to

tlie 1., mark the site of the ancient
Onchestos. On the upper part of

the same hill is a block of stone
resembling a woman's head looking
into the lake. This seems to have
been the origin of some of the Sphinx
legends connected with the spot. The
adjoining part of the plain forms a
large and dismal swamp which, on
the X.W., terminates in the sluggish
waters of the Coj)aic lake.

The road follows the margin of the
lake, and shortly after crossing the

K'lilialari stream reaches the site of
till ancient Haliartos, a city already
in ruins in the time of Pausanias, where
the Spartans were defeated by the
Thebiins in B.C. 39.5, and their general,

Lysander, was slain. It was situated on
a low hill by the shore, where a few
tombs and remains of carefully fitted

rectangular walls alone mark the site.

On the rt., Ih m. beyond Haliartos.

are &ome mounds, one of which is said

to mark tiie Grave of Alcmene,
motiier of Heracles.

16 ni. from Thebes the path to Mazi
turns to the 1. (Rte. 83). 2 m. further

is Petra, at the foot of a hill which is

separated by a narrow pass from the

awampy bed of the lake, and has
several springs. One of them is the

TiLPHO.«sA, sacred to Apollo, of

which Tiresias, the aged soothsayer,

drank and died. This strip of land

Was lield byDemetrios Ypsilantis and
others against a considerable Turkish
force in 1829. Some scanty ruins on
a height may belong to a Temple
of ApiiUo. On the rt. is a bridge of

the unfinished Larissa Rly. Further

on, near Soulinari, stood the ancient
Alalcomexae.

21 m. Kalami. About ^ hr. S.E;
are the ruins of Cokonea, consisting

only of some Acropolis walls, a Roman
bath-house in brick, and a mediaeval
tower. The outline of a Theatre is

also traceable. Here were fought im-
portant battles in b.c. 447 and 394. in
both of whicli the Athenians were
defeated.

The carriage-road makes a wide
sweep to the rt., which tlie mule-path
cuts oft", before reaching

26 m. LIVADIA s^ T (540 ft.), a
pleasant, clean, cheerful little town ol"

5000 inhab., situated in a most pictur-

esque position on the banks of tlie Her-
Jiyun. a fine mountain-stream. Higher
up the valley, near the site of the
ancient Hieron. or sanctuary of Tro-
plionios, the river rushes witii great
force from the rocks, which here con-
tract into a narrow *gorg'e, enclosing
the classical springs of Mnemosyne and
Lethe, though their precise situation
cannot be determined. Immediately
on the rt. are several small votive
niches in the face of the rock, and close
by is the Krya, or Cold Spring, whose
waters issue fiom an enclosed reseiToir.

The most abundant sources are, how-
ever, just opposite, on the rt. bank of
the stream.

A pleasant path ascends the dry ami
sto;iy gorge, at the foot of the precipi-

tous Laphystion.

An ascent of J hr. from the Spring
leads to the *Castle, believed to have
been erected by the Catalans. It com-
mands a fine view over the surrounding
country, and is altogether a most pictur-

esque and interesting ruin, with exten-
sive walls, parts ot towers, and gate-
ways. A subterranean chamber within
the Castle has been thought by some
travellers to represent the Oracular
Cavern ; while others suppose that it

lay higher up, near the Chapel of St.

Elias, where are some blocks of an
unfinished Temple of Zeug.

In the School House are some in-

scriptions relating to the foundation of

u 2
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this Teraplf. and others which refer to

thf (h-aclf.

The ancient Lebadeia entirely

owed its importance to its Oracle of

Tri)j)honios. wliich was consulted,
anionp others, by Crotbus and Mar-
(loniiis. It was still in repute in the
time of Plutarch, wiien all the otiier

Boeotian oracles had ceased their

utteninoes, and was consulted by
Pansanias. The ancient city stfiod on
an isolated hill, at the jKijnt wlierethe
valley of the Hercyna opens into the
plain of the Copaiclake. Prior to the
rev< lutiou, Livadia was one of the
most important towns of continental
(Treece, second oTily to Athens. When
Lord El.srin endowed Athens with its

tirst i)nl)lic clock, he also made the
same frift to Livadia, which it still

retains.

From Livadia to jAtmiu (Rte. 85) ;

to Orcliomeiios (Kte. 84).

];uL"rE .s;;.

LIVADIA TO THEBES. BY KV'Tl Ml l.A,

THE VALLEY OF THE JirSES,

THESPIAE, LEVCTRA. AND PLATAEA.
HOK6E-PATH.

]>ivadia H. M
St. George 3 M
Kutumula 1 >i

Zapora 2 30
St. Luke . J
Vallevof the M u.'X>s . 1 U

:; hr^. Hippen^ rcne
•>} hrs. r'.ila. >-f'anagia

I'aUeo-Pan.Tpia 1

Kr«>inocaj-tro 1 U
Thespiae . 11 30
l/'iictra . 1

riatapa . 2 30
Thebef. . 2 30

1« 30

For the alternative road by Mazi,
see below.

The mountain path ascends steeoly
the slopes of Mount Granit»a, iiie

ancient Laphystion (2940 ft.), and

jmsses in 2 hrs. the convent of ,S7.

George. In another 1^ hr. it reache.s

the village of the same i ame, descend-
ing by several warm sprin^js. Higher
up tlie valley near St. (Teor.f;e is a
Chajiel constructed of ancient fiag-

ments and inscription.-'. [G hrs. S. of

St. George is tlie village of y>om&raen«,
near which are some ruins of the
ancient Thisbe. 4 hrs. N.E. of Dom-
braena is ErernoaiMro (see Vjelow). A
road leads S. from Dombraena in ?> hrs.

to TiPHAE, the ancient port of Thisbe,
ou the E. side of a landlocked bay.

A track winds X.W. over the slopes of

Helicon from Dombraena to ilomo*
Louhas (Kte. 81) in about 9 hrs.]

Crossing a stream, we now ascend
to (1 hr. , Kutumula, a village prettily

situated among trees, with abunilant
wat( r. It stands on a spur of Mt.
Helicon, anciently called Leibeth-
KiON. Here was discovered in 1833
the site of a very ancient stronghold,
the ruins of which are now known aa
Palaeo-Phha (Old Thebes).

Passing a Chapel and s«'veral

springs, the path now turns E. and
threads a pleasant valley at the N.
foot of the Za<inrd (5010 ft.), the E.
summit of the Helicon group. To tlu;

S.W. rises the Pahieorouun (5740 ft.),

the highest point of the mountain.
In 2i hrs. we arrive at the village c.f

Zagora.T Here is set n a part of x\n:

ancient causeway, katling from Thes-
piae to Lebadeia. The village is

<livideil into two parts by the river.

The lower part is in the jilain ; A lir.

E. above the upper village, in a
most picturesque situation, lies tlie

Convent of EiangeUnlria.
Descending by the river, through a

lieautiful and well wtxnled vall-y
which presently contracts, we reacii

in 2 hrs. the Chapel of St. L>ihe. T,,

the 1. rises the liill of Ascra, where
Hesiod fixed his residence about the
;tth cent. B.C. On the summit (i hr.

)

stjinds the Pyrgaki, a tower in rect-

angular blocks of stone, whicii even in

the time of Pausanias was the only
relic of the ancient city.

^Ve turn now N.W.. cross a low
ridge, ami in i hr. enter the
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Valley of the Muses, in which are

tlie three siimll Churches of the Para-
nkeve, St. Cvnstantine, and St. Catha-

rine. Close to the latter is a scanty

s[)riiig. A streamlet full of turtles

trickles down the valley. Crossing

it to the rt. bank we reach the Triada,

so called from a ruined church close by,

where the foundations of three ancient

buildings have been laid bare. The
tirst is a small TEurPLE built of

pudding-stone, with one or two frag-

ments of Ionic columns in white sand-

stone. Near it, against the sloi^e of

tiie hill, are three parallel foundations

of walls in the same beautiful material,

80 yds. long, which must have be-

longed to a Stoa. Below this spot is

a small building with two courses of

white limestone, well wTought and
ixanelled, on foundations of pudding-
stone, with many scattered blocks and
fragrueuts of pedestals. Higlier up
the hill in a splendid position is a

Theatre, with a well-preserved pro-

acenium of fourteen Doric half-columns,

8 ft. 8 in. high.

[A gentle ascent through fields and
heath-land now leads E. for an hour
along the 8. foot of Helicon, after

which the path becomes steeper, and
threads a dry and thinly wooded ra-

vine. In another hour we gain a fine

view over the Isthmus and Gulf of

Corinth to the 1., and turn to the rt.,

iiscending through a forest of pines.

Still bearing rt., we reach, high up
below the S. precipices of the mountain,
the celebrated (1 hr.) *Hippokrene, or

' Fountain of the Horse,' which
gushed forth on the spot where
Pegasus struck his hoofs wlien he
leapt uf) into the skies. The plan of

the well is that of an irregular wedge-
shaped oblong, with artificial sides ;

the stirface of the water is about 7 ft.

below the ground, and can only be
reached by letting down a cup fastened

to a cord. The water is very cold,

and the spring, which was sacred to

the Muses, appears to have under-
gone no change whatever since classical

times.

Descending in IJ hr. by the same
pathway to the shrubby upland,
whence we look down upon the Valley

of the Muses, we now turn to the rt.,

and in 20 min. pass the farm of St.

Nicolas, in the grounds of which
is a Spring, supposed to be the an-

cient Fountain op Aganippe. In

another hour we reach Palaeo-Panagia
(see below).]

From the Valley of the Muses a

direct path runs S. to (I hr.) Palaeo-

Panagia, at the foot of hills, one of

which is crowned by a mediaeval

tower. In i hr. it passts on the 1.

some excavated foundations of an

ancient building in blocks of white

stone, which appears to have been
converted into a Church. Crossing a

stream, where the path from Ascra
falls in ou the 1., we reach a fountain

below the village of Palaeo-Panagia.

Nearly | hr. further we pass the

ruined Chapel of St. George, which
stands upon the foundations of an
itncient Temple, and in another ^ hr.

enter the upland village of

Eremocastro.s^ Here is a Guard-
house, partly occupied as a prison, and
a small Museum in two rooms, entered

by separate doors. The keeper lives

immediately opposite. Near the end
of the room on the rt. is the square
base of a statue bearing the name of

Praxiteles. The remaining antiquities

consist of statuettes, stelae, reliei's,

iiLscriptions, eight bases of statues

from the Triada, funeral reliefs, and a

square base with relief of a Sacrifice.

[An easier but far less attractive

route to Eremdcastro quits Livadia by
the high road towards Tiiebes and
(69 m.) Athens, and follows it for

10 m. After 35 min. riders lake a
short cut to the rt., joining the road
in 35 min. more. Beyond Petra
(Rte. 82), at the 25tli kilom. stone, a
path turns up to the rt., and in j hr.

reaches a low col. 15 min. further

is the village of Mazi, the Church of

which has two old columns and some
inscriptions. In the plain below to

the 1. lies Halinrtos. Thenre over a
succession of low nilges through an
open country to (2 hrs.) Ereiuo'-a-^tro.']
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A it'iitrli road winds <lo\vii from
Erciiioi'astro, pa>siii;r in a hollow on
the \. tlie I'ountaiii of Jiarlxiki, wliiuh

^upplus the village' with water. In

h lir. it nuches the plain, iu which
are scanty niins of the ancient
Thespiae. Many inscriptions and a
.sarcophaf^ns have, heen found here,

but notliinj< is now visilde except the
circuit of tlie walls, and a few stray

blocks of foundiitions here and tliere.

By the river to the S.W. are some
trices of a Temple of Apollo. [A path
leads S.W.W. from Thespiae to Dmn-
hratna (p. OolJ).] Crossiii": the plain

• liaj^onally towards the i^.E.. we reach

in another \ hr. an oblong depression,

in which are some fraicmeuts of a

Lion, similar to that of Chaeronea

(p. 552), with the foundations of

its base close by. About f hr. further

is the outline of a Circular Trophy
about 8 yds. in diameter. Part
of its plinth and niouMed convex
shields, resemhling the flattened under
surface of a Doric capital, lie tcjitt' red

around. . This monument was erected

by the Thebans on the Field ok
Lei CTRA, to commemorate their victory

over the Lacedaemoui uis in B.C. 871.

The city, which like Thopiae lay in

the plain, mu.-t liavi- been situated

close by, but its exact position is still

undetermined.
15 min. further we reach a foimtain,

and iu anotlier IJ hr. cross the Liva-

dostro, and turn to the 1. In 20 nan.

the path tnrn.-< rt. again, and 10 mm.
later reaclus another tountain. usually

crowded with women fr-nn the villaire

of Kokla, which rises on the slojies of

Mount Cilhairou, a little way be-

youd.

The ruins of Plataea are scattered

over a low platform, rising Irom the

plain in the lorm of an irregular

triangU', abiHit 2i m. in circumference.

The surrounding walls, whicli pro-

bibly date from the time of Philip IL
and Alexander th^ Great, are best

pres rved on the E. side. Near the

N.W. angle is a species of inner

citadel, built up of more ancient

blocks, which appears to have taken

the place of an Acropolis. In its

midst is a mined Byzantiu" CIiup
al.->o cnuslructed of old material,

the S. angle, near the Spring, u..

some traces of a yet earlier Jortre<«.

Outside the platfcjrm to ihr N.E. is

another Spring called the Virgvutiani,

also frequented by the villagenj.

S. K. of it, alxiut i m. E. of the City
walls, were discovered in 18'.»0 by the

American School the fonndatio'is of u
temple, supposed to be tin- Hrmeon,
which occupied an important strategic

I)ositiou in the Battle.

[10 m. S.S.W. of Platiiea the Lira-
iloxtni streamlet reacha-* the sea at

Kkecsis, the ancient port of Thespiae,
where are some reiniiins of walls,

towers, and a gateway.]

Mardoiiius, on the approach nf the Lacedae-
mnnians, ab;iiiileii<Hl Aitica and crossed into

Hoeotiu. He fiiiaUy took up a position on the
left hank of tLe AM)pn.>, and not lar from tlie

town of ri-.ta-a. Here be caused a camp to be
constructed often turlongs ^qua^e, and furiifletl

with b.ir:icados and towers. Meanwhie the
(ireek army continneil to receive reinforce-

ments f'om the different Mates, and by the time
it re.iched Hoeotia it foinel a t;r.iiid total of

IIO.OOU men. of whom 3s.n(» were heavy-
armed trixijis (hopliti's). The .Sp.iitnus com-
pose<l tlie right winff, ttic Atheiiianx the left;

me other Greek coiit.n(j''nts fTuied the ceutr«.

They w- re stationed lirst nn the lower ^lopes

of t ithaercin, proteeted by 'h" nature of the
ground friim the IVrsian cavalry, who-e a'tack
W.18 repelled with the loss of the commander,
Ma-isii'is. Kncuuraged by this success. Pans.!-

nias mov' d his army to some low lidU in tin-

jd.iin. His left win? was near the fountain of
Gargaplna, his ri»:lit nxtendid to a branch of
the .Vsopus (_the main ,\si>iius Iieiiig b>-tween

the two ariiii'Sl. V oni this position Pjusiniao
first advanced further into the plain, and tlien,

tindinit hiui>elf expos-d to cavalry attacks,

drew back again to toe ridge wiiich Ixirdered

the plain on ti.e south. At length, when tue

armies had thus mauwiivre<1 f'f ten days,

ni-ithi-r daring! \n attack, Pansiiniti-, who
throughout. di>plavcil a want of courage and
resolution, drew his forces .-till further back.

The cavalry of the eni-my, issuing from the
c.iinp, had stoppe.l the wat-r-sujiply at Harga
phi.i, and he wishe>l to teach a jxxitioii near<-r

i'latai-a, where he wouht be less molcft<-<l.

.Many of his troops were reluctant to retire

beioie the .nciny, .-o th it wh> u day broke the

Greek army was in movement, not having yet
occupied its new position. The c«»ntre had
already reached Plalaiea. Mar.lonius at once
in.irched out to b.at!e, but fortunately iu
hurried pursuU, with no regular formation.
Tne Spartans were therefore able to face ahout
and take tiieir foes at a disiidvanUige. The
Persians in acttial tight >\ere no luutcli for tUa
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Spartan hoplit i-s. The Persian centre was driven

back, and, alter Mardoiiius was killed, was
completely broken. Forty thousand ol them,
under Aitabazus, hell together and affected

tneir retieat uorthwards, and eventually reached

the Hell^-Npout ; the rest of the beaten army
took refuge in t'le foriitied camp. IlU' ^lory

ol having defeated the Persi^m-^ at Piataea rests

with the Lacedaemonians, since the Athenians
were engaged in another part of the field with
the Thebans. Alter repulsing rhe Th bans,

the Athen:ans joined the Lacedaemonians,
who had pursued the Persians as far as their

camp. Upon the arrival of the Athenians and
Tegeaus, t'le barricades were stormed and
Carried. Tlie camp became a scene of the
most horrible carnage. The P^-rsian loss was
Immense, while that of the Greeks seem- not
to have exceeded I30u or 1400 men. It re-

main-d to bury tue dead and divide the bo<jty,

anil so great was th'' task that ten days were
consumed in it. Tlie booty was ample. Gold
and silver, rich carpets, ornamented arms,
horses, camels—in a word, all the magnificence
of Eastern luxury.

As the victory had been gained on
Plataean territory, the inhabitants of

tliat city were guaranteed against fur-

ther attack by tlie confederate Greeks,
and enjoyed peace and prosperity for 50
years, then h jwever rudely terminated
by the treacherous surjjrise ot ilieir

city by the Theban^, and its sub-

sequent siege so graphically described
by Thucydides (ii. c. 2-6, c. 75-78,
and iii. c. 20-24). Nor must we forget

that previous gallant feat of arms
performed by the Plataeans when. with,

their contingent of 1000 men. tht-y

alone of the Greeks and unsolicited

fought by the side of the Athenians
on the field of Marathon (b.c. 490).

Our track now turns X., and crosses

the Battle Field, which lay on both
banks of the A^apos.

After 1^ hr. a by-road from Leuctra
falls in on tlie 1.. and J hr. further we
join the carnage-road near a spring.

In front is gained a view of Thebes,
and beyond it the Lahe of Likeri,
buried among its clitis at the foot of
Mount Ptoon. Passim^ on the 1. the
line of tlie ancient Aqueduct from
Cithaeron, we enter the city at the S.

gate, and arrive at (20 min.; Thebes

KOUTE 84.

LIV.\D[A TO DRACHMANI, BY ORCHO-
MEXOS AND ABAE. CASKIAGE-KOAD
AND HORSE-PATH.

Livadia n. m.
Orchomenos . . .30
Abae . . . .40
Kalopodi . . . .20
Drachmani . . . 4 ii

On quitting Livadia (Rte. 82) the
carriage-road turns 1., and crosses the
clear swift Herkyna. Further on the
road from Distamo, marked by tele-

graph wires, falls in on the 1. About
3 m. fiom Livadia a road turns ofl"

1. to Chaerouea (Rte. 81). On the
same side rises the Thourion, at the
base of whivh Walter of Brienne,
Duke of Athens, was slain in a battle

with (jaialonian mercenaries on
March 15th, 1311 (p. 248). After
Ij hr. we cross the Canal which
drains the Lake of Copais, and 3 m.
further the Kephisos. 5 min. after-

wards we enter

8 m. Skripou, a modern village re-

presenting the ancient Obchomexo-s.
Nearly ^ m. further is the Convent of
tits Paiuujia, which stands on the site

of a Temple of the Graces, celebrated
fir its Charitesia, or musical and
dramatic conte.-^ts, frequented by com-
petitors from all parts of Greece. In
the courtyard are several inscriptions,

recording the names of victors, to-

gether with remnants of ancient build-
ings and statues. The Church was
ruined by an earthquake in 1889, and
contains nothing of interest except a
c.irnice of vines and other devices
running almost entirely round the
interior, at a heiglit of about 10 ft.

from the ground. In the narthex are
several modern tasteless candelabra
ma le of handsome Breccia corallina,

which must have been brought from
some Roman building. The Church
itself dates from tlie 9th cent., and is

almost entirely constructed of frag-

ments of Hellenic masonry ; metopes,
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triglyphs, iind tlic .shafts oF pluin

columns, as well as many large blocks
from the ' Treasury ' of Minyas, may
be recognised in its walls.

At the foot of tlie hill, just beyond
the Convent to the 1., is a spring,

w'hicli forms one of the sources of the
river Melas. It represents the ancient
Akidalia. or Fountain of the Graces.
On the rock above stands the Chape!
of the Ananjyri (' poor .saints ' t).

whence a path ascends to the citadel

(see below).

Returning to the Convent, the first

lane on the rt. leads immediately to

the so-called

*Treasury of Minyas, excavated by
Dr. Schliemann in 1881. It is built

of bluish Livadia marble, in the
Mykoiiae beehive form, and was pro-
liahly tirst broken in a.d. 874, to

build the adJRcent churcli and monas-
tery. The Idocks are laid in regular
horizontal courses, the five lowest of

which are perfect. The building ret-ts

on well-smoothed hard limestone rock,

and is 16 yd.s. in diameter at its base.

Many of the stones have a iiole with
the remnants of a bronze nail. Some
have a concave lioUow 2 in. to 'Ih in.

in diameter, and about ^ in. deeji, in

the centre of which is invariably a

nail-hole. The height of the gute is

18 ft. 6 in., and its width 8 ft. 2 in.,

increasing to 9 It. 1 in. at the bottom.

It is spanned by a large marble block,

Dearly 65 yds. long.

In the Centre of the enclosure is a
large re-constructed base for statue.-*,

with plinth and moulding, of a later

|)eriod. To tlie rt. is a thalamos, or

inner chamber, probably the actual

romb, approached by a small corridor

) ft. broad, 9 ft. 6 in. long, and
7 ft. 1 in. high. The end of the
'orri<lor is partly barn d by a portion

)f the marble ceiling, which consists of

'ery large slabs alj<>ut 1 ft. 4 in. thick,

mtirely covered with well-sculptured

pirals, interwoven with fan-sli;(ped

eaves, and surrounded by a border of

osettes. Some broken slabs are lying

-|- SS. Cosmo and baniiano were so called

f". ;iuse thi-y Rave mojical services without
icciving fees.

in the Treasury. This ceiling seems
to have fallen in only quite recently

uniler the pressure of the supf-r-

incuinbent weight. Its pattern closely

recallsthe jiainted designs on Kgyptian
ceilings.

From the Chapel on the rock just
above the Treasury a path ascends in

i| hr. to the *Acropolis, pa.ssing several

lines of the city walls. In the dis-

tance the rock-hewn steps which lead

up to the highest point look as if they
were perpendicular. There is another
way round to the rt., climbing the
rock, and approaching the summit
from behind. At the U>i> of the central

flight of 45 steps another staircase

ascends on the 1. between walls, with
holes which may have been employed
for the fastening of a door.

The Acropolis consists of little

more than a good-sized tower, with an
adjacent chamber to the S. Except
on the S. the walls present a finished

face on the inner side oidy, the outer
face having fallen away. It com-
mands a fine *view over the entire

district of tlie ancient Orcliomenos,
including the plain of Chaeronea. with
Parnassus to the X.W., Livadia to the
S., the marshy bed of Lake Copais to

the E., bounded by Spliingion and
Proton, while Helicon ri.ses to the 8.,

and in the extreme distance E. are seen
the mountains of Eubnea. On the
slope below the Acropolis a sanctuary
of Asclepios was excavated in 1893.

Orchomenos is among the most
ancient towns of Greece. In ant«-
historical times it was the c;ipital of

tiie Miuijne, a j)e<ij)le of great wealth
and power, said to have come from
The.-.saly. It was the most important
city in Boeotia, and Homer com].ares

the treasures which flowed into the

city to those of the Egyptian Thebes
(//. ii 511, ix.381). In post-Homeric
times Orchomenos sank into the
l)osition of a member of the Boeotian
league subordinate to Thebes. It

was destroyed by the Thebans in

B.C. 367, and restored by Philip in

338, but in ruins before the time vi'

Strabo (Strab. p. 414).

The basin of Lake Copais (321 ft.)

measures about 16 m. by 7, and is the
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receptacle of tin extensive drainage.

Tlie streams which flow into it only

find a natural outlet through sub-

terranean channels iu the liniestoue,

called liatarotlirae {KaTa^odpai). If

these were sufficient to carry off the

waters of the Kephisos and its tribu-

taries, there would be no lake. There
is, indeed, very little even now,

the ancient bed being for tlie most
part a mere swamp overgrown with
sedge and reeds. The latter are the

flute-reeds of ancient Greek music.

The number of katavothrae is con-

siderable, but several of these unite

under the mount i ins, so that the
distinct outlets are on ly four. Of these

three flow E. between the Opuntian

MAP OF THE BASIN* OF THE COPAIS.

{After Forchhammer.')

Artificial emissarii marked

1 Lake Copais (now drained).
2 Lake Hvlica (Liktri).

i! Lake Trophia .' {ParaHmnx).
1 River Kephisos.
> Mt. Sphixgion.
Mt. Ptoon.
Mt. Messapiox.

i Orchomenos.

Natural emissarii {Katacothrae) .

9 ASPLEDOX.
10 CopA-E (Topoliay
11 ACRAEPHIA (^Karditza).
12 Haliaktos.
13 Alalcombxae.
14 coroneia.
15 Larymna.
16 Upper Lartmxa.

17 AXTHEPOX.
IS .SALGONEUS.
19 Chalia.
20 AULIS.
21 Chalcis.
22 The El kipos or Strait

OE Kuboea.

hills and Mt. Ptoon into tlie Euboeau
sea, and the fourth S. under Mt.
Sphingion into the lake of Hylica.
The central E. katavothra, after a
subterranean course of nearly 4 m.,
iinerges in a broad and rapid stream
it Upper Larymna, and flows above
ground for about \h m. until it joins
he sea at Lower Larymna (Rte. 7.5).

Owing to the insufficiency of these
lUtlets, the surrounding plain was fre-

quently inundated. The tradition of

the Ogygian Deluge probably refers to

some such catastrophe. To guard
against this danger, the ancient inha-
bitants of the di.->trict constructed at a
very early period two artificial emis-
saria or tunnels, the direction of which
may still be distinctly traced (see plan).

These canal.s communicated with the
upper surface by shafts, now choked
up, though their mouths may stiil be
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recogniseil. Tliey are IG iu number,
aud the deepest 100 to 150 ft. in

ilepth. The date of tlie con.stnictiou
1)1' ihebe nuigiiihcent works is uukiiowii,

i)Ut liial it was aulecedeut to the his-

torical times of Greece is certain, aud
tiiey may lie safely a^crihed to the

Miiiyae of Urclioimnos. While they
were iu full opc-rntiou, w liat is now tlie

(Jo))aic lake was a ricii plain. Accord-
ing to tradition, they NVcre wilfully

stopped up by tlnj Theban hero
Heracles, out of enmity to tliC Minyae.
In the time of Ale.\anJer tiie Great,

Crates was employed to clear them out,

and partially succeedeil in doing so,

but the work was soon afterwards inti-r-

rupted, and the tunnels again becunje

obstructed. Projects for draining the

Copiiic lake have been under discussion

for many years past, aud iu 1807 the

works were commenced by a Frencli

company. In 1887 a British company
Was formed for tlie suine ol)jcct, and
the drainage is now almost completed.

The estimated area is 61,750 acres,

of wliich about one-thir.i lias been
drained aud brought under cultivation.

A large dam of masonry and hydraulic

cement has been built W. of the

village of Skripou, supplied with
sluices for regulating toe flow of

WMter. The grand cantil is 17^ m.
long, 25 yds. wide, and between G and
27 It. deep. Near Karditsa a tunnel

G5G _>ds. loug cuts through the mouu-
tain, carrying the water of the canal

aud the winter overflow to the Lake
of Likeri, which lies GG ft. lower.

When this lake reaches a certain level,

its svaters are dfidncd olf by u cutting

5 m. long into the Lake of Paralimiii,

troni whence they flow into the sea

near Antliedon, tiirough a tunnel of

945 yds. All these works were carried

<iut by the French company, which
failed in 188G.

concentric lines of polygonal wall,

which unite on the X. side, the higher
])assiiig down the hill until it meets
the hjwer. Two of the giites are
partly choked u() with fallen stone; a
third is very mas.>ive. narrowing con-

siderably towards the t<^)p, and <>f dimi-
nutive proportions. The stones of
which it is composed ai'e not generally
large, though theie is one nearly 14 ft.

in length; they are beautifully joined,

and allbrd a rine sjx-cimen of poly-
gonal construction. On either side of
this gate the wall projected, and on
one side forme<l a sfpiare toWer.

On a hill to the X.W. axe some re-

niiiins of a square building of regular
Hellenic masonry, built of stones

smaller than u.>Uiil. These belonir to

a ten ace-wall supp<irtiug the Temi'LB
Ob' Apollo, who^e oracle here was of

such ancient aud extensive celebrity

that it was consulted with that of
Trophonios by Croesus, and again by
Mardonius.
A small temjile was erected by

Hadrian near the old .-ite, after the
second destruction by fire of the real

temple. The site was excavated by
the British School in 1894, but the
buililings were so completely destroyed
that no satisfactory re^iults could b«
obtained.

On a hill 20 rain. X.W. are the

ruins of Hyampolis. consisting of

e.\tensive remains of ancient walls and
of a cisteru. About i hr. beyond
Hyampolis a path on the rt. leads

over the hills to Atalanti;.

2 hrs. further we join the road from
Livadia to Atalaiite at KnJuinidi,

where are 8<une ruins which nii^

belong to the ancient Cleon
Thence a can iage-road leads to ( 11

Drachmani(Rte. 85).

A bridle-path leads X. in 4 hrs. from
Orchomenos to the small village ot'

Exarcho. On a peaked hill to the W.
are the ruins of Abak, famous for its

temple and oracle of Apollo, whence
the god derived his i-ognomen of Abacus.

The sauctuary was destroyed by the

IVrsiaus. Encircling the peak are two
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ROUTE 85.

livadia to lamia, by drachmani
and budonitza.— carkiagk-koad
and horse-path.

Livadia ii. M.
Kapraena . . .30
Bel. si . . . .30
l)raclmjani . . .40
lierveni . . . .30
Budonitza . . . 3 u

From Livadia (Rte. 82) the carria>:e-

road runs N., following Kte. 81 for

about 8 m. Here we turn to tlie 1..

and cross the low ridge of the Thourion
to

9 m. Kapraena (Rte. 81). Just
before entering tlie vilhige we pass
the shattered Lion monument on the

1. ; further on rises the Acropolis of

Chaeronea. Soon afterwards, at a
roadside fountain, the track to Duvlia
turns ofl" to the 1. On tiie rt. falls in

the road from Orchomenos (Rte. 84).

We next cross the Plutanid, near its

condueuce witli the Kepliisos, iin<l

enter the

18 m. Ravine of Belesi, anciently
defended by the fortress of Para-
POTAMioi, which stood on Mount
Hedylion, N.E. of the khan. Here a
path branches W. by (I hr.) Biskeni
to (1 hr.) Hfigia Marina (Rte. 80),
leading througli a pretty valley to

Velitza.

About 3 m. further the road to

Dadi diverges to the 1., while ours
bears rt. and crosses the Kephisos.
On the right falls in the road to

Atalante (Rte. 77). We now ascend
towards the W. and reach the village
of

30 m. Draclimani T (950), where
there is a small Museum containing
inscriptions and architectural frag-

ments found in local excavations.
[•^0 min. E. ar^' some slight remains
of the ancient Elateia, the capital of
Phocig. It was in the pass between
Thessaly and Boeotia, and therefore

commanded the entrance to Central

Greece. Hence the importance which
Demosthenes attaches to its occupation

bv Philip in b.c. 339 (Dem. de Corona
p: 28i).

Bridle-path onwar 1. After a shoit

descent we mount the slopes of the
Cnemis, and in 3 hrs. reach Derveni
(1970 ft.), from whence a fine view of

Parnassus is gained towards tlie S.,

while Othrys (5670 it.) rises N. above
the bay of Lamia. The descent lies

N.W. through very attractive scenery,

and in 3 hrs. from the col we reach
Budonitza (Kte. 80).

ROUTE 86.

ITEA TO LAMIA, BY SALONA AND
THERMOPYLAE.—CARRIAGE-ROAD AND

HORSK-PATH.

Itea H. M.
iSiloiia . . . 3 c.

Amblema. . 4
tiravia . 2 30
Bridge of Alamanna . . 5

2 lirs. TLiermopylae
Lamia . 2 30

On leaving the port of Itea (Rte. 78)
the carriage-road traverses the plain

of Crijjsa to the N., leaving on the rt.

after 1 ^ m. the road to Delpld. It now
turns N.W., and the plain soon con-
tracts into a pretty valley. Passing-

several villages we reach

8 m. Salonas^T (5200), officially

called Ampliism, after the ancient city

whose site it occupies. Under the
Frank domination it gave the title oi"

Count to a French and afterwards to

a Siculo-Spanish family, wnose castle,

in ruins, still remains.

Above Salona rises the Acropolis of
Amphissa, which is said to have de-
rived its name from its position, being
girt around (a.^<pi') with mountains.
Amphissa was noted chiedy for its

fatal quarrel with Delphi. ' The
Amphissians were never accused of
robbing or taxing the pilifrims (to

Delphi), but having acquired for many
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Kenerations the right of pasture, tliey

advnnced to the idta of tillins^ their

pastures, and wtre undisturbed in this

privilege until the mischievous orator

Aeschiiies, for his own fpurj»o8c.s. fired

the Delphian^ with ra^e, kindled a
war, anil so brought Philip H. into

Greece.'

—

J. P. Mahaffy.

Phi]ipd<stroyedAmphiss:i(B c. 838),
wliich Wits, however, afterwards rebuilt,

and furnished 400 hoplites in the war
against Breiinns (b.c. 279).

The walls of the acropolis can still

be traced ; a portion of them forms
the substructure of the Frankish
castle. Within the enclosure are three
ruined churches, one of which is

subterranean.

Tht.re is a carriage-road onward,
passing (3i m.) Topolia ; but the
bridle-path, which ascends through
a succession of wild and pictun-sque
ravines, should be jtreferred. In 4 hrs.

it reaches the I'asg (•/ Ambl>-md, from
which it descends through a pleasant
valley in H hr. to the road. 1 hr.

further, on a tributary of the Upper
Kephiso.'*. is

Gravia, celebrated for its heroic
ilitliice by Odysseus Ardroutsos, with
180 Greeks again.-t 3000 Turk.s, in

1821. A bust of the leader was put
up here in 1888. 3 m. from Gravia
is BoKos, f)iie of the four Doric t'lwna

which lay in this valley, still retaining

traces of its strong fortifications. The
other towns of the Dorian Tefrapolix

were Kytiniox, Erixeos, and PixDOS.

[3 hrs. S.8.E. of Gravia is Afi<tryani,

near which are the ruins of Lilae.\,

close to one of the uppt-r sources of

the Kephisos. The walls and towers
of its citadel are wtll preserved. 8
hrs. further the pathway reaches the
Coryriiin Cavern (Rte. 79), whence
we descend in 2k hr.*. to Delphi
(Rte. 78).]

We now quit the carriage-road and
follow a path which soon crosses the
unfinished Larissa Rly. near the mouth
of a long tunnel. In 2 hrs. we rejoin

the roa<1. but soon leave it again.

following a path to the rt. ovt-r tin-

hills, which crosses the road sevenl
times lower down. After 3 hrs. we
reach the Spf.r<heios rAesch. Pers.

487) by the stfnie

Bridge of Alamanna, so called from
tlie great Feudal family of Alavnnn,
which ow n<d Patras under the Vdle-
Hardouin dynasty. Here Athanasirw
Diakos and the Bp. of Salona, with a
small Greek force, bravely re8ist<^d a
jKjwerful Turkish army in May, 1821,

and were both shiin.

[.\lx.ut li hr. S.W. f.f the bridge,

reached by a liridie-path. are the
ruins of Heracleia. founded in B.r.

426 and taken by M'. Acilius <ilabrio

in 191. The place is n<»w fttUed

Sideroport)i (iron gate). ^^ome con-

fusion appears to exist between this

site anil the ancient Trachis, or

Heracleia TRAcnrxiA, to which
Heracles retired after shooling the
Centaur Xessos. Some ruins near
Kfiitrehi^ an hour W., have been sup-
posed to represent Trachi.s but have
not yet been thoroughly examined.]

Carriage-road hence to (7 m.) Lamia
(.see below). Our road turns to the
rt. and passes a mill, which is supjilie<l

with Water by a niediaeval aqutdnet
on low arches, stretching from the
fo<it of the hill. .V stream of t< j>id

water, which losis it^lf in the neitch-
,

bouring moras*, is suppos< d to be the
i

Phoexix, so called from the flat rfJ-

'

dish rocks over which it rto\\

Further on, a by-road ascends to ^

Cavalry Barracks on the rt.

mouu'l on which they rise is prol

the Coloiioi where the Spart»ins ;

their last stand, and where a lion

afterwards erected to the nieuioi

Leonidas on a pedestal, with thi la-

mous inscription in two elegiac liii<s :

*n ffii' ayyiWeiv .Vax«£eufioi'U>if, oti Trjlt

Ktifx€0a, roK KtU'ut' prjfjLao't ^fiOoixet'Oi-

' Go, stranger, to Lacedjetnoti t«tl

That here ol)e<lient to her laws «e fell."

5 ra. beyond the Bridge we turn

into a cart-track on the rt., and in 5

min. reach
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Thermopylae,!^ whci-e there is a

khan :uid sheds for batliers.

The Thermae, or hot springs, -whence

this defile takes its name, rise close

by, near the foot of the hill. Tliev

are five iu number, one of them being
used as a natural Bath, and enclosed

by boards. There is nothing artificial

about it, except a tiny sluice-gate for

keeping tlie water at a level. The
Bath is about 8 ft. by 5, and is filled

by warm salt water which gushes out

of the rock. Lower down the stream
is a second source, milky in colour,

and on tlie opposite bank a third.

100 yds. above the Bath are two more,
close together. The waters (110°-

120 Falir.) are all beautifully clear,

exce])t the second, and are of a curious

bluish-greeu line. The springs are

all very abundant, and leave u good
deal of wliite deposit. They are im-

pregnated with carbonic acid, lime,

salt, and sulphur, and are said to be
extremely etficacious in the cure of

sciatica, stiff joints, scrofula, and
swelling of the glands. The ground
near the springs yields a hollow sound,

as at the Neapolitan solfatare.

A glance at the famous ' Pass' will

show that its surroundings must have
undergone considerable change since

it was capable of being defended by
a handful of men against an army.
'The pass, in fact, does not now
exist : for whereas in ancient times
the sea washed the foot of the moun-
tains, and tlie strength of the position

depended on the difficulty of the pas-

sage between the two, at the present

day the alluvium of the Spercheios
has so advanced the line of the plain

as to allow of leaving tiie mountains
altogether and traversing the level

ground. The river also has changed
its cour.se, and has worked towards the
south, so as to approach the foot of

Mt. Oeta ; the efi'ect of which is that

the streams which here descend from
the mountains, including the Asopos,
and the water from the springs at

Thermopylae, instead of flowing; into

the sea, have become its confluents,

'i'he deposit from the hot springs has
also tended to render the route more
level.'—if. F. Tozer.

Thermojjylae. though its importance
as a frontier defile has several times

been manifested, owes its immortal
fame in history to the self-devotion of

the 300 Spartans, 400 Thebans, and
700 Thespians, who fought here under
Leonidas, in July b.c. 480, against an
overwhelming army of Persians, imtil

everj' soldier in their little band was
slain. The Greeks originally num-
bered 4000, but their forces had
become scattered at various posts upon
the hills, and those wlio remained on
duty at the Pass were dismissed before

the battle by Leonidas, to avoid need-

less bloodshed. Only the Thebans
and Thespians shared the honour of

the forlorn hope with the Spartans.

In spite of their stubborn resistance,

it was inevitable that the biave little

band should eventually be overcome.

They held the pass, however, until a
Persian force, led over the mountain
by the Greek traitor Ephialtes, took

them in the rear. When their shields

were pierced and their lances broken
they fell back upon the hill of the

Colonos (see above), and there awaited
death one by one.

When Brenuus the Gaul invaded
Greece, in B.C. 279, Kalippos of Athens
defended the pass for several months
against enormous odds; and in b.c.

191 it was the scene of a terrific

assault under IManius Acilins Glabrio.

Antiochus III. of Svria attempted
to hold the Pass' with 10,000

men. but the Romans, aided by
the Macedonians, had four times as

many, and, forcing the same approacii

which had been used by the Persians,

almcst annihilated the defenders. It

is supposed that the latter engiigement
took place at the E. end of the defile,

while tiie Spartans under Leonidas
were finally vanquished to the W. of

the Springs.

The marshy air of Thermopylae is

unhealthy, but the scenery is among
the best wooded and most beautiful

iu Greece, and perhaps no spot in

the kingdom possesses historic associa-

tions of greater interest.

From the Bridge of Alemanua the

carriage -road strikes across the marshv

I
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plain of Traclnnia at Home distanoe

liom the shallow bay, whtjre camels

may often be seen at labour, to (7 ra.)

Lamia s^T (7000). the Turkish

Zitouui, a lively little t/>wn with

many small gardens, at the foot of a

bill on which rises a mediaeval castle.

Permission must be obtained at the

town-hall to ascend the height, which

commands an extensive view. Lamia
Avithstfjod a lontr siege by the

Athenians under Leosthenes in u.c.

323, when the Greeks made a last

effort to free themselves from the

yoke of ^lacedonia.

There has generally been a company
or two stationed at Lamia to suppress

brigandage on the frontier, and since

1879 a permanent camp has also been

established here. On the tilst .Tune,

IS'.)."), the notorious Tko»7/x, said to

be the ' last of the brigands,' wlio had

long been a terror to the nfighlx)uring

villagers, was killed in the early niorn-

ijig by a detachment of Greek troops,

togetlier with his two comrades, at a

farm-hous(i close by to the N.
To the 1. of the street which leads

N. from the Platia is a very picturesque

Minaret of a Turkish mosque.

[A road runs AV. from Lamia to

(10 m.) IJnnoJdadi, where it turns

S.W., cro.sses the Spercheioa, and
ascends to the

Baths of Hypati.T luucli fr(!(iuentpd

by (Treeks in suminer. The waters,

which resemble those of Bagni di

Liicra (Centnil Italy, Ete. 4), are

goud for scrofula, eczema, bronchial

affections, ulcers, and early CAses of

consumption.
The road goes on to (4 m.)

JJypati, the ancient Hypata, to

whicii name it has re\erted from its

mediaeval name Xeopatra (known in

Turkish as Patrad'iih). Hypati is

tinely situated und(-r Mount Oeta,

the legendary scene of the aixjtheosis

of Heracles. In ancient times it was
a town of the district of Phthiotisin

Thessaly, and has interest from having

been the centre of the military ope-

rations carried on in B.C. 323 by the

CfinferhraU- <ireeks again.st Antipat<^r

—the so-calleil Iximion war. Somo
pieces of ancient wall in the ma.sonry

of its Spanish Castle are its only an-

tiquities. In the 13th cent, it was

the capital of the Principality of Great
Wallaciiia.

During the period when the greater

part of continental Greece was subject

to the kings of Sicily, Xeopatra becji rue

a place of importance, and the Sicilian

princes were always styled J)uhfi> nf

Atlifns and Scopafra. Bridle-path S.

to (8 Ins.) Marroiithari (p. 6.52).

Higher up the valley of the Sper-

cheios. alK)ut 15 m. beyond F^i inokla^ii,

and 5 hr. trom the village of Vari/ttcipi,

are the Baths of Platystomos (73''-

93° Fahr.), HtroM>.'ly recommended by

Greek physicians in cases of dys-

pepsia, anaenda. disorders of the

stomach, spinal comnlaints. and female

disorders. About J S. of Varyh>opi is

Af/dx.T}

Carringe-road E. to (9 m.) Sty-

lida s^ T (1800), the port ..f Lamia
and of ibe :.djacent part of Thessaly.

Tiie ancient port was at Phulnra,

a little further W., but its harbour hus

become choked up by depwits from

the S])ercheios. For the same reason

tlie entire bay is so shallow that

steameTs cannot approach within 2 in.

of th«i shore. It was to the divinity

of this river that AchiUes vowed his

hair, if he should live to revisit his

country.

The roivd crosses a dry torrent-bed

and di scends sliszhtly to (3 m.)
Megalorrysdii, pleasantly shadeil with

plauc-trei s, and deriving its name
from a copious spring to the 1. Further

on anotlier <lry river-bed is crossed,

and Phalara is si-en on the rt. Vjelow

the road. Fine views are gained over

the srulf towards the mounttiins of

Locris all throujrhout the drive. [To
Yolo or the Piraeus (Rte. 106).]

2 hrs. K. of Stylida is Achinns. the

ancient EcTliKns. with a ruined cita-

del ; and 3 hrs. further X*.E. is Gar-

Jj7.-/,T 1 hr. beyond which are the

ruins of the very ancient city of

Larissa Kbemaste.
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SECTION Y.

AKTOLIA AND ACARXANIA.

LIST OF ROUTES.

1 TE PAGE
Patras to Mesolonghi, !>>'

Krvoneii. — Stt-amer aud
Rail .... oS(l

Itea to Mi'Sdlon^ld, by Oala-
xidi, Yitrinitsa, ami Nau
pactus.— Steamer . . .590

N'aiipa'.'tiw to Mesolonjfhi, by
Ilorsi-path or Carriage-road 596

INL^'uloiiirlii to Agiinion, by
Aetolico.—Railway or Car-
riaiTf-road . . . fjOG

Agrinion to Xanpactiis, by
Paravola and Keplalovry-
son. Tour of Lake Trichouis.

—Horse-path . . . 619
Agi-iniori to Karpenisi. —

Horse-patli . . . 62.5

K»;phalovryson to Lidoriki,

by Platiinos.—Horse-path . 642

ROUTE I'AUE

94 Naiipai-tus to PIvpati, }>v

Lidoriki and Mavrolitliari.

Horse-path . . i'Ai',

9.5 Agriniou to Karvassaras, by
Stratos.—Carriage-road . 6."):-!

9C Karvassaras to Arta, by
Mtnidi.—Carriage-road or

Horse-path . . . (Jt;:;

97 Karvas.-^aras to Vonitsa.

—

Horse-path . . . 66'!

98 Mesolonghi to Katuua, by
Oeniadae, Astacos, and
Mytioas.—Hors' -path . 67('

99 Astacos to Lenoas. by Katuna
and Vonits;>.—Horse-path 686

100 Yonitsa to Preve.sa. by
Af,-tiiim.—Horse-path and
Sailing-boat . . . 694

SPECIAL IXTEODUCTIOX.

Aetolia derives its name from the mythical Aetolos, son of Endj-mion and
King of Elis. who fled hitlier after liaving slain Apis, and founded a colony.

Its W. half, between tlie rivers Acheloos and Evenos, was anciently called

OlfJ Aet(ilhi,&n(i included the cit^' of Calydon, wiiich was named after a son
of Aetolos, and whose neighbourhood iiecame famous for the hunt of the
Calydonian boar (p. 601). The live citiis of Old Aetolia all took part in

the Trojan "War. Yew Aetolia e.x tended E. from the banks of the Evenos to

the boundary of Locris. Tue three tribes in this part of the country appear
to have been very barbarous and unciviliserl, living by robberv. eating raw
flesh, and speaking a language unintelligible to an ordinary Greek
(Thuc. iii. 94r-98). They were, doubtless, loosely connected by religious

ties, having a common temple at Tnermon lor all thi-ee tribes from very early
times (,cf. //. ii. 6o8, xiii. 217), but the fii-st political league was lormed
against Macedon after the battle of Chaeionea b.c. 338 (see below). Shortly
after the beginning of thj 3rd cent. B.C., however, the Aetolian League was
of suflicient strength aod importance to liold its own against the invading
arm^ of Brennus the Gaul. The sufferings of the Aetolians at KallioQ

(p. 651), and their briltiaut share iu the defence of Delphi, gave them the
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liglil to inscribe Uu;ir nuun; bewiilc tliat of Athens as tin- ciuinipions of Greek
fretdoiii, ami to (stublish in tlio name of (irLuee the Soteria, in lionour of

the I'vtliian Apollo and Ztus the Siiviour.

It is at tliis period, ju»t before tlie revival of Macedonian prominence under
Auti<,'onos Gonatas. and the expansion of the Acliaian League under Aratns.

that the power of the Aetoliaus is at its zenitli. Locris, PhfKjis, and central

Acarnauia were incorjiorated. Boeotia fell into Aetolian hands at a stroke.

S. Thessaly was a prey in turn to Aetolia and Macedonia. In tlie

Peloponnesus ihe possession of Tegea. Mautinea. Orchomenos, and I'hijfalia,

togetlier with the Jiiin alliance of the Eleians, enabled tliu Le;igue t<j watch
the rival Aehaian Federation.

Then follows a long period of warfare, which resulted in the re-establish-

ment of Macedonian inHuenee in S. Greece, ami finally in the subjugation of

both Macedonia and (ireece by the Romans. The lirst step towards tliis

consummation was the ruinous war of the Le igues (b.c. 219- .ilT), in which

Pliilip V. of Macedon, the ally of the Achaians, invaded tiie Paracheloilis

and central Aetolia (p. 6S«^. The war was brouglit to an end by tlie peace

of Naupactos, for which Agelaos was mainly lespon.sible. In B.C. 211, the

Aetolians joined Rome in ti.at 'infamous league of plunder which made the

name of Aetolia to stink throughout all Greece ' (^Freeman). The alliance wns

designed to occupy Philip, who was under an engagement with Hannibal lo

secoml his campaign in the Itiilian jieninsula (u.c. 211-205). Their victf)ry

at Zama left the Romans free to take vengeance upon Philip, and in this so-

called Second Macedonian War the- Aetolians again did Rome good service,

espeeially in the decisive battle at Kynnskephalae (nc. l'J7', where their

cavalry jierhaps saved the legions from defeat (Liv. xxxiii. 7 tl setj.).

The action of the Roman Senate, during the subsequent pacification and
recon.stitutinii of Greece, threw the Aetolians into the arms of Antiociius of

Syria, who was just then preparing for his duel with Rome (bc. l'J2). Tlie

two allies began the war witli mutual deceptmns, and its issue was disastrous

for both. Tlie early vietorv of Manias Acilius Glabrio at Thermopylae left

the Aetolians to face Rome unaided, and the war became a series of sieges.

In spite of their desperate defence of Heraeleia, Lamia, Amphissa, Naupactos
and Ambracia, the Aetolians were compelled to a peace which prmtiially

dissolved their Fedenition (b.c. 1(S8). The last energies of the nation were

exhausted in civil strife fostered by Roman agents.

In the Civil war Aetolia took the side of Caesar. In B.C. 31, after the

battle of Aetium, Getavian coniiileted the depopulation caused by Centuries

nf warfare, tiansferring a large proportion of the iniiabitants lo his new city of

Nicopolis on the siiores of the gulf of Arta

For the student of politics Aetolia is interecting as having solved, quite as

successfully as the rival Aehaian League, the problem of Federal (iovern-

ment. Federation was an accomplished fact in Aetolia at least a century

before it was attempted in Acliaia. The three tribes seem to have subsisted

throughout the later jieriod of her history. Aetolia is a single compact

lio<lv—a union of tribe.-, not of cities—fortiie irue civic life which distinguishes:

the rest of the Hellenic worUl seems never to have bet n developed in Aetolia.,

Thermoii, the meefing-plaee of the League, was not a city, but merely a

national sanctuary, that of Apollo Thermios, or Thesmios (Lawgiver), in thei

mountains of Aetolia Fpicteto:-. Here, once a year, alter the autumnal

equinox, was held the Fanuetoflon {TlavairwKiKi), or Assembly of all able-

bodied Aetolians for the purpose of electing the Geiieml (STparnyoj) for the

ensuing vear, and of determining the national ixjlicy both in home and
foreign affairs. There was also a Senate, antl an executive council (Atto/cAtjtoi).

The Senate cousioted of representatives chosen by the Stites united in the

League. If need arose during the year, an extraordinary assembly might be
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summoned, not to Thermon, but to some appropriate city—Naupactos, Lamia,
Heracleia, or Hypati.
Daring the struggle for independence at the beginning of the present

century, the inhabitants of Aetolia bore a distinguished part. The victory

over the Turks at Karpenisi, and the three sieges sustained by Mesoloighi,

will not readily be forgotten in connection with the heroic efforts of the

Greeks to obtain their freedom. The assistance rendered to their cause by
Lord Byron cost him his life, atid his heart yet remains enclosed in a tomb at

Mesolonghi.

Acamania, the most westerly of the provinces of Greece, is separatefl from
Aetolia on the E. by the river Acheloos, and washed on all its remaining
aides by the sea. Like the Aetolians, the inhabitants of this country appear

in early times to have been much addicted to robbery, which, as a result of

their extensive sea-board, took also the form of piracy. With this exception,

they have never been a maritime people.

Acamania falls into two cantons sharply distinguished from each other

—

Valtog (BoAtos), lying N. of a line drawn from Karvassaras to Surovii;li, and
Xeroriif^ros =,ep6/j.epos), the 'dry laud,' a limestone plateau to the S., bordered
on the \V. by the low ground of the district of Vonitsa ' Vonit.mniko). Between
these two natural divisions comes the central depression, occupied towards
the W. by tlie lake of Amvrakia (Ambracia), and forming towards the E. the

plain of Stratos {iTpaTiKi]), which is really continuous with the cential plain

of Aetolia.

Acamanian history was throughout bound up with that of Aetolia. The two
peoples were continually at war. Although the Acarnanians long maintained
their hold over the fertile plains fringing the E. bank of the Acheloos, they

were gradually pushed back by the expansion of the Aetolian League, in

spite of Macedonian support. During tlie lifetime of Alexander the Great
their S. town Oeniadae fell to the Aetolians. In B.C. 314, Agrinion, the last

Acarnaniau fortress on the E. of the Acheloos, was taken, and the Aetolians

forced their way into the plain of Stratos. They captured Stratos itself, the

capital of Acamania (about b.c. 300), and finaUy extended their influence as

far as tlie gulf ot Arta. The canton of Yaltos thus belonged entirely to the

Aetolian League, and Acamania was confined, during the period of Aeiolian

supremacy, to the canton of Xeroiueros. In their political constitution the

Acarnanians reaenibled the Aetolians. The cities, though autonomous, were
grouped in a Federal bond (KoLvhv tUv 'AKapuavoiv) ; at their head was a

Senate (Boi/Atj), and a General (Stjjottjyos). The place of meeting was Stnitos,

and, when that city fell, Leukas.

The i^taple industries of the various cantons are well marked, although
neither Acamania nor Aetolia can as yet be said to contribute theu* fair share

to the economic life of Greece. S. and Central Aetolia are entirely agricultural,

but the vast plains of tiie most fertile soil are cultivated only in a fragmentary
manner. Currants are grown in the neighbourhood of Mesolonghi : olives

round Anatolicou; tobacco uear Aijrinion. Kravari, from the mountainous
character of the canton, depends upon the produce of its forests, and upon
cattle-rearing; similarly the cantons of Agrapha and Valtos. Xeromeros
depends entirely upon its forests of Yelanidi oak, the acorns of which ara

exported imder the name of ralonea (p. S'Ji).

An interesting and sharpi . sundered body in the modern population is that

of the Wallachians. The coli uy in Acariuiuia, an offshoot from the Wallachians
of Pindo.-', is confined to Suu vigli, and one or two villages near the Acheloos.

By the Aetolians they ave called Kanuuihunidts (Kopay/cou;/t5es), or Black
Cloaks. They are also often called Vlachi (B\d.xoi), or Wallachs, but

{_Greece.^ X

I
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thoy must not. be confonmled with the quite distinct and noudescript

Biicphcid laniilips wliicli, inidtr tlic name of V'lachi, roam through the IVio-

poniu'.siis anil Kulwea. The Acartianiaii Wallacrhiauis are the n.-mnaiits of the

Wiillachian Kingdom, wJiicli once eiubrace<l Acariiania and Aetolia, as well

as TlieBSiilv, the t'ornu^r being Littk; Walhirhia. tiie latter Cire^iter Walliwhia

{MeyaAri BAaxia). 'I'lieir long niuh;-truiu.s may be eiicounltred in X. Artolia ;

they are the carriers of meicliaiidi.se on tlie routes Irailing to Karpi'nifli and
into Kravari. In summer the greater number <;migrate with their ttoekti to

N. Agraplia.

There is, linally, a small variable element in the population. The wood-
cutters of Kravaii and the spurs of Pindos are, in general, Bulgarians or

Mac( doniaus. Tlie cultivators and reapers of tlie maize crop in tlin

Aetoliun jjlains are either Albaniuns from S. Epiros. or islanders from Zant*-,

etc. Gypsies (Tixprais) are also trequeutly seen, chielly ou the outskirts of

the towns in the A<tolian plains.

Owing to tlie undeveloped state of the country, travelling in these provinces

is attended with more difficulty and discomfort than in more freipiented

tlistricts. The traveller is usually dependent uikju private ho.ipitality

:

application for <iuarters should be made to tlio Demarch or his JParedros

(Deputy) if there is any difficulty. Horses may be iiired much more clieaply

Jieie than in other parts of Gn ece. Karely is it necessary to pay more than
5 dr. a day for horse and man, inclusive of food. On long tours the charge
is less, but the tiav.lier would then jiay for the keep of the horses and ot the

Agoyat. Even when receiving hosjiitalify it is usual to pay for pi-ovendex.

No fear need be entertained in visiting the most out-of-the-way districts of N.
Aetolia or Acarnania. Brigandage is a tiling of tlie past. It is truo lluit

many fiutlaws lake refuge in the moiuitains. but their object is to escape

aiiiitary .-.eivice or imprisonment for debt, and iJieir exploits are conlined to

gniu-stealiiig and petty plumler. An escort, Jinwever, can always be obtuintsd

Irom the chief of the nearest guai'd-housc (aTadndftxv^)-

liOUTK s";

l-A'lHAS To MKSOLON.IIII, IIV KliYOM 1:1.

STKAMKli AM> liAl)..

lUy. Iroiii Atlnn.o lo (139 ui.) J'alras in

9 lirs. ; tare, 2r., 18, or 10 dr.

Stcimer across Uie K'''r 'a connection witli

the trains. Iti-gistered Inggaf^p is couvi-ye<l on

lioard tree of cli.iri^i-. l'iisscn|t>T» book near

the quay lor Mtfulotiiihi, iiuiiiiiiiig steamer.

Fare in dr., .l-'lo or 4-30 ; return, 8 or t>r>(i.

Steiiniers nis-o run from I'alra.'* to Mc-olonRhi

diri'it, landiii); llieir |m88i'ngcrs at tlie ciiiise-

wav, and avoiding Krvmeri. ^.See \>. tM4,

H.)

Miles. Stiitinns.

Kryoneri
2 Oalatas
5 Bochori

11 Mesolonghi
14 Aliki

.Mile.B. >-.l.-.ti..ns.

17 Aetolicd

23 Stamna
29 Angheldcastro
32 Kalyvia
34 Flatanos
37 Dokimion
39 Agiinion

From PatrasdUe. 11) we cro»>

alx'ut 1 hr. to Kryoneri (Kpuuvipm.
officially calltd <Jnlif-li>ii. Mt. KloLnrn
('Mlo ft.) and Mt. Vanimira ('AOOO t'\.)

rise finely to the rt .as we ajiproach the
Aetolian coast. The former mountain,
the ancient TAi'HiAS.-iOs, stands fiii-

the-st to thert. ; the other, the ancient
Chalcis. rises sheer from tlie wali r.

In a uoi>k of the precipice, a few fi ct

above the water-line, is a siiimII'

Cavern, dedicatiid to St. Xiajlw)', of

whose image we catch a glimpse iu

pa.-.sing.
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At Krvoueri begius t!ie BJij. nf N.W.
Greece (6 'S.i^ripn^poaos r7]s Bopeio-Avrt-

KTjs 'EwdSos). Passengers and luggage
are landed frno in the Company's boats.

The train starts from the landing-
stage. At the base of the rock are a
few khans. Several fine springs rise at

the foot of the precipice near the sea,

^ one of them actually ft\)m the sea itsell".

[These springs may possibly repre-

sent the Kallikkhok mentioned in a
legend given by Pausanias. Koresos,
priest of I >ionysos in Kalydon. was in
love with Kallirrhoe, who repulsed him.
The god sent madness upon the people,

which could only be removed by the
sacrifice of Kallirrhoe herself or of one
wlio would die in her stead. When the

moment drew near, Koresos stabbed
himself before the altar, and Kallirrhoe,

in remorse, threw liersel finto the spring,

which hencpforward bore her name
(Pans. vii. 21. 1).]

Rlv. to ]\I<solonirhi in 50 min. On
tite rt. is Mt. Zijrfo.^ (3115 ft.); on the
1. the low ground extends to the lagoon
of Borliori. We cross the broad stream
of tlie l'lii(hin>: (*/5api$), the ancient
EuEXOs, celcbrati'd v\ the story of

Doiaiieira (Sopli. Trnrli. 50!»). Nessos
the Centanr carried passengers over
the ford for hire, and met his death
by the arrow of Hercules for insult

offered to Deianeira The legend must
be localised at this spot, because here

must always have been the most con-

venient ford.

.- On the low hills to the rt.. 5 min.

Rafter crossing the river, are the ruins

of Cahjdon (p. 601). The Rly. Stat, at

Mesolonghi lies to the S. of tiie E. gate.

11 m. Mesolonghi s^ T {MetroKoy-

7(0!'). capital of the department of

Aetolia and Acarnania, has nbovit 9500
iuhab., and some well-built houses.

Some of the older and narrower streets

are interesting.

Like most of the towns on the coast

^f ^V. Greece, Mesolougiii lies on a
low sandy beach. It occupies the

middle point of the E. shore of the
lagoon, about 6 m. from the Acheloos,
low called Aspropotanto, aud 12 m.
'rom the Phidaris.

In shape, the lagoon is roughly tri-

angular, witli a base of about IS m.,
and measuring about 6 m. from X.
to S., with an extension N. to Aetolicd
and Starnna. It is so shallow that
steamers and large vessels cannot ap-
proach tlie town. A long causeway
extends right across it S. to the deep
water at Hagios Sostis. This is the
favourite promenade of the inhabitants
iu the evening, and passengers from
tlie steamers of the Aoaruanian coast
and the Gulf of Arta are landed upon
it. Only boats of the lightest draugl.t
—the so-called moiioxyl i (unvo^uXa)—
ply over the lagoon. It abounds in

fish, which are cut off from the sea
periodically by long btrriers of reeds.

Narrow channels lead from the deep
sea into the lagoon ; the principal one
is close to the islet of Vasiladi. neai-

the end of the causeway. On the E.
of the causeway, about § m. from the
town, is the islet of Klisova.

Mesolonghi was the centre of the
struggle against the Turks in W.
Greece, and here occurred the most
brilliant episodes of the war. The
town sustained three sieges. In 1822
it was defended by Mavrocordatfp
against 10.000 men led by Omer
Vrionis aud Reshid Pacha. In 182:-^

Marco Botzaris led the resistance.
The thrilling stoiy of the third siege
presents an epitome of the entire
struggle, wliich was one long contrast
between tlie invincible com-age of the
peasants and the miserable incompe-
tence or unpatriotism of their chiefs.

Thanks to the generosity of Lord
Byron, Mesolonghi was ])laced in a
much better state of defence than it

had ever been before. Korty-eight
guns were mounted on the eaithen
rampart ; the garrison numbered about
5000 ; but the total number of Greeks
within the walls was upwards of
12,000. Reshid, Pacha of Jannina,
the ablest of the Ottoman generals,
better known under his Greek title of
Kiutitcliiis, appeared before the town
in April ! 825, at the head of 10,000
trooi^s. Tiie furious sorties of the
Greeks, and the irregularity of his own
supplies, compelled the pacha to with-
draw iu October to the foot of tlio

X 2
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Zygos. At ia«t the victorious Ibrahim
advanced from the Peloponnesus lo

his ai.l with 10.000 Ejryptian troops.

Ibrahim determined first to mi^ke him-
self master of the la^'txjn. Forty llat-

b«>ttomed Iniat* made an attack ujon
the islet of Vasiladi. then held only

by 34 gnnners and 27 riflemen under
the orders of Giacomuzzi, :in Italian

veteran. Four of the Greeks fell into

ihe hand» of the Turks; but the re^-t

made their escape into the town.

More brilliiint and successful was
the defence of the i.-let of Kli8o^•B.

131 men, with four small gnus, tormed
J he garrison imder Kit?*^ Tsavellas.

A breastwork of earth ran round the

shoal, and the church of the Trinity

servtd as a keep. The Albanian
irooj>s of Reshid made the first attack.

The wfiter was so shallow that the

atUckiug party had to wade, pushing
their boats before them as a screen.

Tie Albanians were repulse^!, and
alter tl.em the Arabic troops of

Ibiahira. Hu^tin B<y. the hero of

?»ph«cteria and Vasiladi, was hit by
a rifle-lall as he stood up to dinct a

last assault. The Greeks loet 36 men
dnriiig ti.e struggle, which lasted all

day; but they raised a tmphy of

1200 captured lities and bayonets.

The Greek victory at Kli^ova was
the Inst cf their successes. The iron

net closed round the devoted town,

and 8t last only two days' rations

remained in the magazines. There
wen- still abt^ut 900o persons in the

town, of whom only about a thinl

could bear arrar. The whole popula-

tion deteimiued to cut a road tosstlety

through the Whaguering thousands.

The attempt was made on the night

of Apr. :i2iid. 1826 AMien the signal

was givm. the majority of tl e besieged

pressed madly m a coiiipact mass
through the maze of trenches and
siege works; notliin;; could stem the

desperate flood ot a whole city pos-

sessed with the courage of despair.

I'nfortunately a deserter bad givtn

news of their intentions, so that

betore the fugitives could reach the

hills they were overtaken by the

cavalr). When at last the slojie* of

the Zvgoe were attaintd, it was onlv

that the brave band might be deci-

mated by the rifles rf a thousand i

ambushed Albanians. Tlie hdls where
the fugitives should have found their

friends prf>ve»i more fatal than either

the sabrea of the cavalry or the

Wjonets of the Arabs ; and nearly all

the women and children who had
struggled thus far were cut to pieces

or taken prisoners. Only about loOO

of the whole body made good their

escape io Amphissa. after suffering

the extremities of hunger and fatigue.

Meanwhile the last act of the

tr.igedy was played withiu the walla

of the town, amidst the horrors of

the massiicre of Ibo^t- who. ou lax-e-uut

of wuuud> and sickness, had been left

behind, ti.e rival troops of Keshid and
Ibrahim tlew at t-ach othei 's throats

over the spo 1 ; while the desjjairing

Christians set tire to t! eir powder
miigazines, and overwhelmed them-
selves autl their enemies in a common
destruction.

The princij>al memorial of tliese

stirring events is the H'toon, a

pleasant garvieu on the north-east of

the town, near the Military H<.s| •

Here rest the heroes of the R«.vohr,

A large contrsl tumulus contains : •

b "lies ot the U!iname<i defenders :
"

the rt. is the ti>mb of Botzaris. > '

the latter, looking up"'n the ce;

tuiitulns, stands a statue of B>
erected in 1881. To tht 1. an ii.' i-

spicuous mound is pointed out wir: <

yet lingering reverence as cnntai

Hymn's heart. Other tomlis are -

trred under the trees. The H-
is open throughout the day (

free).

Outside ihe Hemcn are tlieren

of tl e fosse, and on the other s

the road to Aetolicn. which pass<

the i-nclosurc, are a few yards o"

rairij^art which were defended
buch brill ant desperation.

Every year on the 6th of •'

there ia a J'antgt/ri-t (Tlatrfiyvois), or

geneial holiday, during wuich the

inhabitants of Mesolonghi form aB

interes'ing proc»ssion in memory of

the €Xodus ; *{o5oj) at the siege.
'"

the evening national dances are

in the stretts by torchlight, the .
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formers wearing the liandsome cos-

tumes and arms of the commemorated
period.

EXCURSION".

'I'd tiie C;istro of Kyra-Eireni, or

l\//ri'i Iipuc {rh Kdrrrpo rrjs Kvpias

EipT)i-r)s). Al)Out H hr. Horse fthere

and back) about 4 dr. If some time is

to l>e spent on the site provisions and
wine .should be taken, and a bottle to

be filled with water at the well of tlie

Misocampos, as there are no houses
near the ruins. Tlie .site may also

be visited on the way to Agrinion
(Rte. 90), but tins plan is not recom-
memled. The Agoya-^ should be told

to go by way of Mi'<ocampos a'ld the

Kerasovou path.

Leaving Mesolonghi by the Auato-
lico road, in 20 min. we take a path
to the rt., crussiug the Rly., and
inakiug for a corner of tlie plain at the

foot of Mt. Zygus. To the rt. are two
low hills witli rounded summits, spurs

of the Zygos. The nearer one is

the Gyphtocastro (rveproKacrTpov), or

Gipsies' Fortre.ss : the one beyond it

is I'etroroniii (Tlirpo^ovi/i), or Peter's

Hill. They are surrounded by a ring-

wall, of wiiich the various portions

ilifter widely in date. It is now much
ruined, and the stones are being carted

away to Mesolonghi.
Some of these ancient walls mark

tbe site of Old Pleuron, famous
in the history of Heroic Aetolia

as the rival of Calydon. It appears

to have been tlie seat of the Cuietes,

w))o were in possession of tbe S.

plain at the a(lvfnt of the Aetidians

(//. ii. 639, xiii. 217, xiv. 116 : Strab. p.

450). In historical times Old Pleuron is

only once conspicuous. About n.c. 235
Demetrios, son of Antigouos Gonatas.

King of Macedon, made an expedition

into Aetolia, and sacked the town.

To guard against a repetition of the

disaster, tbe inhabitants built a

more defensible city on the slopes

I

of the Zygos. To visit tbis, we
first reach Minocampos, in a cul-

tivated nook of the plain. Under
the trees Iiy the patli is a well of tine

1 Ki

water. The Agoyat should be warned
against guiug too far to the rt., along
the base of the Gyi)htdcastron. and thus
missing the well. The traveller should
bear to the 1. from the well, so as to

strike the bridle-path leading to

Kerasovon.
A sfiff climl* of J br. by a locky

path leads up the hill. Near the path
are terraces formed of limestone blocks,

servifig as foundations for ancie-nt

buildings whicli have entirely dis-

appeared. The *Castro itself (the

remains of Xew Pleuron) occupies the
sec md terrace above the plain.

At last we reach a roughly quad-
rangular enclosure, a mile in circuit.

It. is the best preserved ruin in

Aetolia ; in some parts the wall is

15 courses high. The pathway strikes

the tS. side of the fortref^s, just to the
rt. of the main entrance to the city.

The gateway is entirely ruined, but
its plan is easily traceil. The opening
is cut obliquely through the wall, and
defended on the rt. (as wo enter) by a
massive stjuare tower placed at the
S.W. angle of the enclosure. The
most interesting feature about the
gateway is the enormous block, 12 ft.

long and 3 ft. wide, wiiich formed the
lintel. It now leans against the side

of the passage, and is a conspicuous
object against the grey hill-side even
from Mesolonghi.

Continuing along the wall N. from
this point for a few hundred yards,

and passing one or two square towers,

we reach the remains of the Theatre,

perhaps the smallest in Greece ; the
oj'chestra has a diameter of only 18 yds.

Eight rows of seats rest upon the rock
of the hill, supported at either end of

the semicircle by a well-built retaining
wall. There is nothing ornamental
about the building; the seats are
simply blocks of stone, not even
smootidy dressed, without any pro-
vision for keeping them in place upon
the slope. A recent excavation by
members oi the German Institute has
verified the existence of a proacenium
imme liately in front of the city wall.

The nuditorium looks towards the VV.

over the plains of the lower Acheloos,
and to the islands which lie at t]ip
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montli fif tliat rivrr. lacked liy the

AfiiriKiiiian nioun tains.

A sniiil] flofirwny lends tliroupli the

enclosure dut of the orchestra into a

8<inare tower. In the flank fif the
tower a similar doorway opens njion

the hill. Part of the stone enibank-
mint hiipportinjr an ancient roadway
still exists near the nnLdeofthe towi^r.

'J'he road was evidently desijrned for

till' cfmvenience of ti osc descending;

into the plain to join the main road
going northwards.
Ascendins the hill above the

theatre in an K. dinction. w<- suddenly
find ourselvcB upon the brink of a huge
chasm in the rock. It is a roughly
iiuadrangu'ar excavation on tlie slojje.

3H yds. by 2:^. with a depth of about
20 ft. Four parallel, but not equi-

distant, walls, one stone in thickness,

run from side to side and divide the
whole excavation into five oblong
chambers of unequal size. These
dividing wnlls are built in tin- most
regular manner, of narrow quad-
rangular blocks, with ujjright joints

and even courses: but they jHjs.Kesstwo

peculiarities. The two lower anil

longer walls ar<' pierced with three

tri<ngular doorways of uiie<|ual size ;

the two u]>]ier walls have two such
openings. .VII fnur walls, again, are

pierced with sinall sijiiarc and iri-

angidar holies .scattered irregularly

over their fac»-. A long tliin blab,

which still spans the lowest and
narrowest cliambi-r, seems to indicate

that originally the whole .\cavation
was roofed. The jxMsants <'all it the
Prismis ((pvKaKaii) : but more probably
it served as a reservoir to the city,

wliich has no natural s<iurce of wat<r.

Several similar exi-avati.ns are found
in this part of the siie, l)ut uoue iuive

traces of masonry ; one below the
Av;ora, however, is covered inside with
stucco.

Above the cistern, the U>]i of the
terrace forms a large level spac<', ujwii

which are the remains of the princij>al

buildings of the town. The most
striking of these is the A<jirr<i. a long

rectaugular foundation, JB ytls. by 11,

lying from N.W. to S.E. upon the K
edge of the plutejiu, lU enclosing

walls stand almost uninjured to a
unitfirm height of 2 ft. About the

middle of the K. side there is a ^quare
tower-like projection. On the hillock

at the S. end there are various re-

niains, among them apparently those
of an exidra. The reitun^'ular

foundation seems to )mve been an ojK-n

colonnade, for alf>ng the W. wide there

is no wall, but simply a row of bases

for columns, every vestige of which
has disappeared.
Below the t4rrace tlie hill sinks

raj)idly E. towards tlie outer wall of
the city. At ti.e foot of the depression,

exactly opposite the rectangular
building, there is a tine and almost
perfect gateway—the most perfect in

Aetolia. It is 5i ft. wide, and 9 ft.

high, the wall be"ing 6^ ft. thick. The
lintel is compu.sed of two large hori-

zontal blrn'ks ; in it, and in the stone
of the threshold, we see the holes for

!

the gat(^-post. In the side walls of
'

the )>a-.sage is a projection against

which the gale clo.'<ed, with a square
oj)ening destined to receive the maasive
beam which fastened the trate, exactly
as in the nnxleru Greek peasant's

cottage.

N of the ,\ir<ira the sUi- t\>>>< in a

.•<teej) rocky hill, which was included
within the eiu-lo.sure and formed
the acrojiolis of the city. On the
height, which is excee«lingly difficult

t/» climb, nothing is lbun<l but the
ruins of a Byzantine C'htirch, and a
ci?teru of the same age.

In aildition to tiie.«e remains, the
whole site is covered witli re<'tflngular

terraces, built either in regular or in

irregular Hellenic style. The walls of
the city are througlnait in irregidar

Hellenic, the courses cutting intoeaeji

other caiirii'iou.-ly. and the joints bei'

generallx oblique. Outside the w,-

are ruinetl lombs and various sni

remains, int<>re8ting only to the arch
ologist.

From the S. wall there is a g'

view over the plaui of Mesolong;
The ring-wall of Gyphtocastron c«n
also be jdainly traced, being best pre-

s«Tved on the .•^ide facing the Zygos
and furthest from Mcsoloughi,
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The Castro of Lady Irene, described
iiViove. undoubtedly represi^nts Xew
ri.EUROX, wliich must have been built
a few years after B.C. 235, the date of
the destruction of the old town on the
plain. New Pk-uron seems to have
been of no great political importance,
a fact which is explained by the site

itself. The treaty with whi'-.K Rome
••ompleted the ruin of Aet'ilia, in
B.C. 180, gave the town to the Achaian
League. We learn from Pausanias
that Sulpicius Gallus alu.wed an
Aetolian embassy to go to Rome to

pray for a dissolution of the odious
connection in B.C. 146 (Pans. vii.

11, 3). The modem name of the
ruin is probably derived from some
Byzantine princess, ofwhom, however,
nothing is known.

[A path leads from the Castro
across Mt. Zygos to tl.e (8 hrs.) Lalce

of Vracliori by way of Kerafovun.

We climb the bare S. side of the
r.mge, towards the X.E. In about
8 hrs., at the highest point of the
pass, we have on the rt. the ruined
Chapel of St. Elias {"Ayios 'HAias).

Xear it are a few fragments of ancient
fTtitications, which may belong to

Elaos, a mountain fortress built or

)-<'paired for the Aetolians by Attalos I..

King of Pergamon. a few years before

the outbreak of the Social War in

B.C. 219. It was captured by Philip V.
in his operations in the Paracheloitis

(p. 688). In 1 hr. we descend to the
village of Kerasovon.T

The X. slopes of the Zygos offer a
great contrast to the seasvard face of
tlie range, being clothed with forests

of chestnuts and other trees. There is

a fine ^^ew over the central Aetolian
plain and its two lakes. In about
2 lirs. we descend, between Pappada-
tui!< (rt.) and Zerrjarahi (l.'j, to the
main road from Jlesolonghi. From
this point we may reach Agrinion by
the old causeway of Ali-bey. or by the
modern main roud, in 2 to 2i hrs.

The old causeway is the most direct

route for those descending from Kera-?

sovon. The Khan of Lejlm (Rte. 90)
and the carriage-road from Mcsolonghi
to Agrinion lie ^ hr. to the left.]

ROUTE 88.

ITEA TO MESOLONGHI, BY GALAXIDI,
VITRIMTSA, AND NAUPACTUS. -^
STEA3IER. '

''

See p. 944, H. Tlie niglit steamer lies at
ftea, or returns for tlie night to (rala-xidi.

As there i^ no accommodation at Itea, the
traveller mnst sleep on buard the steamer.

Itea (Rte. 78). Thence S., skirling

the coast, to

GalaxidiT (TaXa^ei^iov). a flourisli-

ing town of about 4000 Iniiab. Before
the war with the Turks it owned a
large fleet, but the ships and the
town stiffered severely during the
Insurrection (p. 239). It lies on the
site of Oeamthlia ; a fragment of the
ancient city wall is still vi.sible.

After rounding Cape AndrninacM
CAvSpoiidxri) at the entrance of the
Krissaean gulf, we steer to the W., and
skirt the bare rocky coast of the
ancient Lokkis Ozolis. There is a
great contrast between the N and S.

sides of the gulf The coast of the
Peloponnesus, between Corinth and
Aegion, is practically an unbroken
line. Acliaia consists of a narrow
strip of fertile land bordering upon
the sea, interrupted at intervals by
torrents which rush down in short
couises at right an<i;les to the coast-
line. Behind this belt rise richly
cultivated hills of marl. The back-
ground of the picture is formed by
mountains of conglomerate — Ziria,
Chflmos, and Olujtos. the ancient
Kyllexe, Aroama, and Erymanthos
—enumerating them from the E. Ou
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the Locrian coaat, on the fvintrary,

till' formation is linn sfone. iniil the

Jiill8 rise shet-rfroni tlif water witliout

any intervening fertile belt. Here
and tliore only, where the Lirger

Btr( ams enter the gulf, we find an
alluvial plain of small dimt nsioug,

puoh as that of Kifeli, a little W. of

Cape Andrnmachi.

Rounding a rocky point, the steamer
reaehes Vitriaitsa^ (hiTpivlTtra). The
village riOflO) lie., on the hillside to

the 1., i hr. from the s-ea. The Scala,

or landing-place, contains only a few
houses, hut it has a very fair khan
opposite the jetty, and some slight

remains, probably Byzantine. A'itri-

nitsii marks perhaps the site of the
ancient Tolophox.

Near the coast, f hr. W. of the

Scala, is a ruined Byzantine Church,
standing upon the site of an ancient
temple. To the W. of it a rocky spur
contains remains ^f late date. The
small eminence rising from the sea to

the S.E. of the Church is also occupied

by tlie remains of a quaflrangular

fortress, repaired in the Middle Ages.
From Vitriuitsii the steamer some-

times crosses the gulf to Atgion (Rte.

J 1 ), and recrosses thence in about
2 hrs. lo Xaupactus. As we near the

X. coast the mouth of the Marnof: is

seen to the rt. Its alluvium-laden
stream strongly discolours the waters
of the gulf for some distance out to sea.

Although the ^Nloruos (Mdpvoy,

Mopvn-irSrafios') is the third largest

river of Aetolia, there is considerable

doubt as to its ancient name. It is

n.sually identified ns the Hylaithos;
but. unless there is an error in the

ancient Account, that river lay much
further E. More probnbly it repre-

sents the Daphxos, mentioned by
I'lutanh alone.

NaupactusS^T (2100), ]irononnccd

Xdrjiiiit'fS. or in common sjiecch

Epado. presents an unusually striking

appearance from the sea. The hill

which overhangs the town, with its

Yenetian walls and cross-walls, re-

sembles a papal crown, as Chandler
remarked in 17^6.

The old Greek pame (NaiTairros)

b«s driven out of the li- Id tlie

Enehachte of the Turks, and the
L^jiaiito of the Italians. Similarly,
the mosques which once gave the
place so picturtsijue an app<arance
have fallen into r>iin. Nevertiieless,

the town is still beautiful ; but, owing
to its confined situation at the ff)ot of
Jit. Rhigani, it is imjwssible to obtain
a g< neral view of it from any jx)int on
shore.

Mount Rhigiini ('Pi7o»'») comes quite
down to the coast, and ends in a steep
semi-detached jtyramid, which leaves
only a narrow piissage Ijetween its bfise

and the sea. This space is entirely

occupied by the houses of the town,
extfuding E. and W. towards the
plain, and rising in terraces over the
lower jiart of the hill. From the keep
on the summit two walls run down the

steep declivity, then turning and ap-
proaching each other they end in a
round tower on either side of the small
circular harlonr, whicii thus becomes
enclosed within the line of f.irtifi-

Ciitions. Between the base of the hill

and the summit four cross-walls run
fr<jm side to side, dividing the acropo-

lis into live 8e]>anite enclosures. These
fortifications are of Venetian con-
struction, but they stand on the line

of the old Greek works, and iiuml>er8

of Hellenic blocks are to Ix: seen in

the walls.

Small as it is, this harlmur alone
gave Xauj^wictns its imjwrtance during
the Hellenic period and the Middle
Ages. The foundation of the town
was originally due to the strong hill,

providing an acropolis of the favourite

triangular form : the ft-rtile jihiin ex-

tending towards Autirrhion and the
Moino : and a copious supply of pure
water.

X At"PAi Trs was a town of the Ozolian
Locrians. The legendary derivation

of the n.'ime (yavs. irriyvvixi— ' the J'Ihcc

of ship-buihling ') made its harlx)ur

the jx)int from which the Corinthian
Gult was crossed by the Dorian hordes
led by Temenos, Kresphontes, and
the twin eons of Aristodemos. Very
early in the historicral period Xan-
j)actus was broua;ht under the influence
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of the civilisation of E. Greece. The
(Jorinthians, at an unknown date,

established thtiiiHelves in the neigh-
bourhood (p. 595). In B.C. 455 the
town w;is taken by an Athenian ex-

pedition under Tolmides, and a few
years afterwards the exiled Messenians
were put in possession of the fortress

by tlie Athenians. The downfall of

Athens of course eompi lied the Mes-
senians to evacuate the place. For
some time it belonged to the Acliaians.

In B.C. :^67 Epaniinondas assigned it

to the Aelolians, who by that time

had matle their way to the Gulf. It

ueedid, however, the action of Philii^

of Macedon to assure the Aetolians

finally of its possession. They after-

wards courageously defended the town
lor two months against the Romans
in B.C. 191.

In A.D. 1499 the Turks gained
possession of Naupactus, and in 1687
it fell under the power of the Vene-
tians. Lepanto, the Italian name
for Naupactus, gave its name to

the b.ittle in whicli Don John of

Austria completely vanquished the

Turks (Oct. 6th, 1571). The battle,

however, was fought many miles to

the "W., and actually outside the Gulf;
Naupactus was only the station occu-

pied by the Turkish fleet before the

engagement (Kte. 98).

Footpath to (2J hrs. N.) Longa,
leaving Naupactus by tlie E. road.

la 10 min. we reach tiie khan of

Ki'phalovrysis, with three large plane-

trees shading a stream. Just above
the stream is a terrace, backed by the

smoothed face of the rock. The whole
surface was once apparently covered
with inscriptions, but only a few
syllables can be now deciphered.

They prove that this is the site of the

Shrine of Asclepios, at which took
place the emancipation of slaves under
the form of a fictitious sale to the god.
We now turn 1. along the base of

the hillock of St. George, and cross the
plain towards the N.E. Striking a
road which leads up the hill, we
reach, iii about l^ hr, from Naupactu.s,

the village of Sealu, where a guide
must be found for the rough journej^

ppsvarc} to (| hr,)

Longa. We descend into a tor-

rent, tributary to the Ska, which runs

by the base of Mt. lihigani. In its

bed are the scanty remains of an an-

cient temple, now almost completely

buried by the sediment brought down
by a streamlet from the mountain
above. In the torrent lies part of a

column covered with inscriptions.

They prove to be examples of the well-

known Emancipation Deeds. The
temple was sacred to Asclepios, and
the site was called in ancient times

the Springs (Kpowoi). It apparently

belonged to a town called Bouttos,
the site of whicli is not identified

with certainty.

A day's excursion W. may be made
to the Castro of Velvina, and thence

to Antirrhion, carrying luncheon.

Hor.se, 4 or 5 dr.

We leave Naupactus by the main
road leading to Agriniou, and cross

the (1 hr.) Vareid. Turning 1. at a

mill we now folluw the path over the

heights to the village of (| hr.)

Velvina (B7)A/3iVa). Above the village,

on a ridge about 1 hr. W., is the site

called Hellenicd, well marked by a

grove of trees (Trpivdpia, Quercus cocci-

fera), visible even from Naupactus
against the sky-line.

We first reach the small ruined

Church of St. Elias, largely formed of

ancient blocks. As we follow the

path S. along the side of the ridge we
pass many ancient terraces, and htones

cut for tlie reception of stelae. The
actual site of the town is the plateau

occupied by the grove. Its walls are

ruined everywheie almost to the

foundations. The most interesting

antiquities are situated within the

fortress. At its N. end are seen the
foundation blocks and lower courses

of a large quadrangular enclosure,

rising 2 ft. above the soil. The axis

of the building, which is 85 yds. long
and 12 wide, lies N. and "S. The
courses are so disjDOsed as to form a
stylobate of three steps all the way
round. The faces of tlie steps are

cut in narrow longitudinal bands

:

the lowest plain ; the middle one with
Xwn bands; tiie uppermost with tjir^^,
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On the K. ni<le we find a long line of
wall, running parallel to the encloBure.

In front and behind the Nvall is a row
of 1.5 sijuare bases, G:V ft. apart. The
whole seems to have been a temple
and dnnble Stoa, or colonnadi-.

Towards the S. the site rises,

affording a fine view. In the de-

l>re!»sion between this eminence and
the plateau containing the alx)ve re-

mains, there is a circular cistern

alx)ut 7 yds. across and 7 ft. di-ep,

largely choked with earth.

Thesf arc the remains of the ancient
MoLYKui;roN. a town of which little is

known. It was a (Jonntliian colony,

evidently founded during the 7th cent,

to compensate for the defection of
Corcyri. In k.c. 426 it was taken by
tlie Peloponnesiiins an'ler Euryloelios
after they liad made a vain attempt
upon Naupactus, (or it hafl fallen info

.\thenian hands, togt.-tlier with Xau-
pactus, aljout B.C. 45.5 (Tliuc. iii. 102;.

We descend S.W. in the direction

of the sea to the hamlet of (I hr.)

St. (leorge.Rmi proceed W. for another
hour to the ]K>or village of Mumnlu
(Ma/xaKov). The hill (4(J0 ft.) b.-twe.-n

the villaLte and llie sea bears the
fairly well-pres<-rved remains of JNI.-

KY.viA. The axis of the hill lies K.
and VV. The wmII is tniceable through-
out its full extent : at its highest it

shows five cou'ses, and it has eight

siiuare flanking towers. There is

some variety in the ra;>sonry, the
towers showing uatur.illv tin- best

workmanship. The inatrrial is sand-
stone, but in other respects the walls

resemble those of Clialkis. A simple
breach in the S. wall, facing the .-eH.

is the only gateway. Ciood view over
Antirrhion.

Descending to the ])lain we reach

(1 hr.) Kiisleli, or the fortress of

Antinhion. Within the mined en-

elosiire is a straggling handet. Froni

the lighthou.-se on the seaward wall

there is a good view across the strait,

here 1 m. in width.

From .Vntirrliion we follow the
coast road to (2 his.) Naujxfjlus.

Somewhere alomr this shore must be

the ' Hollows' (KoiAo) of NaupactUB,

ut which Philip made his entrenched

camp when he came from Achaisi to

negotiate a treaty with the Aetolians

at the end of the ruinous Sociiil War
(B.f. 217).

On quitting Naupactus. the steamer

passes through the Jjitlle Ddrdnni-Uif,

as the 'J'urks called tlie true entrance

to the Corinthian gulf. The ^trait ig

little more than a mile in width. I'ho

two sandy fioints are defende<l by

Venetian forts occupying nncient sites

(p. 80). That on the rt.. or .V. shore,

is the Cugtro Jiuiiirliat {Kd(Trpo ttjj

Pov/xf\ris), or Antikkhion. On the ].,

or S. shore, is the Gi><tr<) Mnri^u
(ttjs Mopeas or roii Mopea), now a w>u-

vict prison.

In about an hour alter h-aving

Xau[)actus the steamer reaehej> Patras

(Rte. 11). Thence to MiKohni^jld

(Rte. Si.

ROUTE .s'.i.

NATP-MiTIS TO MKSOI-O.NGHI. HV HORSE-

PATH OR CARKIAl}i:-KOAI).

Tliere are two routes—the shorter

one along the coast, and the longer
through the central plain. The Intt. r

is to be preferred if the traveller !

not intend to visit this region I.

Mesfdoiighi or Agrinion.

.Vaiipactus ii. y.

Antlrrlion . . - »

Kakl .•>i-alii .
.Ill

•iavrolimiii . . .' n

Oun.iga . . .J :;ii

Mes<.>longlii . . . .' '.n

Coast RoxTrE.—10 hrs. contini;

travelling, but iwo daye must i"-

allowed, if adequate time is to be
spent on the ancient sites.

From yanpHCtufi to Anlirrhion (Rte.

88) Thence th<- road crosses the

fertile plain tu (i hr.) I\alci ^''
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(KaK^ (TKrctAa), or Bad Ascent, a nar- towers are, therefore, hollow, and can
row track cut in the precipitous face be entered from the natural ground-
of Mount KloJiova (3415 ft.). It com- level within the walls. One of the
mands a splendid view over the Corin- entrances of the loftiest has its lintel

thian Gulf, with Mount Olonos rising^ in situ. In some cases the entrance is

S., and of the promontory Araxos to made round onlyonet-nd of tlie interior

the W. wall, as in the fairly preserved tower
Klokova is the ancient Taphiassos.

At its foot are springs impregnated
with sulphur {Ppwixayefid), ' evil-smell-

to the rt. of the path by wljich we
enter tlie enclosure. The towers are
provided in the flanks with triangular

waters.' From them, accoiding openiugs, which sometimes have the
to some accoiints. the Lokrians of this form of pointed arches. They are
coast derived their name of Ozolui not, properly soeaking, embrasures,
(o^co), or Stinking. design( d ffir purposes of deft-nce. but

After crossing the Kaki-scala we were intended merely to aflbrd an
again join the uoiinished high road outlook over the (lulf. The view
between Naupactus and Mesolonghi. from them is extensive ami interesting.
A ride of about 2 hrs. brings ns into Two posterns are found in the N. wall,
the beautiful vale of Gacroiimni The main gateway, in the ctntre of
(ravfjo\iiJ.uri\ and to the khan below the seaward line of fortitioation, is iiite-

thc village of that name. Tolerable resting. This line runs in a semicircle,
quarters. It is advisable to spend the the concavity being towards the sea.

night here, the remainder of the day A square tower protects the gateway,
being occupied in an excursion to the which is 11 ft. wide. From the two
ruins below Vasiliki. Otherwise the curving arms of the wall the enemy
traveller must pusii on to Bochori, could be overwhelmed with missiles
wliich lies in an unhealthy marsh. A before he could force the entrance,
guide to the Castro of Vasiliki may This ingenious mode of defence is

be hired at the khan or in the village, applied actually to the plan of the
The track from Gavrolimui descends gateway itself in the Castro of V'lochos.

S. for ^ hr. to the sea, below the The gateway gives access to the
hamlet of Vaaililci (Bam\iicfi). Then, tiny port at the foot of Varassova.
turning W., it crosses a low vocky In ancient times the harbour may
ridge in front of Mount Varassova, and have been somewhat larger,

climbs the lower slopes of that moun- The Castro nf Gavrolimni must be
taintotheQhr.) Evraeo<-aiitro('E0paL6- identified as the city of CHALCis'by
KOiCTTpo), or Jews' Fortress, a common the sea ' {kyxiaXos), as it is called bv
title of ancient remains, 'i'he ruins Homer (//. ii. G40 ; cf. Thuc. ii. S3';.

are also called Zusti, and sometimes
PangJcali (TlayKa\ri), or Beautiful.

The form of the enclosure is pecu-
liar, exhibiting only two practically

Although originally an Aetolian town,
it was, in the historical period, in the
hands of the Corinthians, until
wrested from tiiem bv tiie Athenian

straight walls, one closing the road Admiral Tolmides (b.o. 455). Chalcis
from the vale, the other that from the served as an Athenian naval statioTi

.sea. On the W., the precipices of during tln^ Peloponnesian war,
Varassova, and on the E. the un- especially in the operations of
scaleable clilTs, connect the two lines. Phormion on this coast (b.c. 429).
'I'he system ot'defence adopted is that With the growth of the Aetolian
of short curtains and square towers. League, Chalcis again reverted to its

The most interesting features are rhe original possessors, but at the same
towers, of which that at the N.W. time it sank in inqiortance. Remains
ingle of the lines is preserved to a of a mediaeval castle to the E. of the
leight of ten courses, nearly its ori- site, and of a fortress of the same date
jinal elevation. They are built as near the N. foot of Varassova, prove
ntegral parts of the wall, not as mere that the vale of Gavrolimni was
irojections aflixed to its face. The occupied during the Middle A^es,
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Nf'xt momino; an curly .start Hlioiild

be mailc, and provisions carried.

The road from Gavrolimni strikes

N.W.. affording good views S. down
tlie vale and over the Gulf of (Joriiith.

In 1 hr. we reaeh the I'hidariK

(ji. r)81), at a point at which its course

is from E. to W. A small fort guar^ied

the road in mediaeval times. Tlie

view up the river is fine. We
gradually nmnd the N. end of the

Varassova, the Mount Chalcis of

Strabo, until the valley opens S.W.
towards the sea and the plains

of Bochori. Near the point at which
the road ceases to hug the hase of the

mountain, there are one or two gwjd
springs.

We descend in 10 min. from the

springs to the b.ink of the Phidaris

(2 hrs. from Tiavrolimni), and cross

by the lily, bridge (p. fiSl). Aseending
N.W. to ihe rt. of tiie Kly., ?M min.
beymid tlie rhidnris, we reaeh tlie

Castro of Curtaga, entering at the N.
wall. Baggage mules siiould be
sent along the road in a<lvanee, or

their driver instructed to wail at the

jMjint where the i)ath from the ruins

joins the liiguway.

'I'he general ])lan of the walls is

that of a rough quadrilateral. i)laced

across a ridge t-pringing from Mount
Zygos, in such a way that the lines

run along each lace of tiie ridge, yet

without including its two extremities;.

The narrowest part of the enclosure! is

that faciiiir the river. X. of the site,

a rcclangular h' ight, abutting upon
the main wall, served as a citadel; it

is cut off from the rest of the town by
a cros—wall. The acropolis looks

down ujvju a narrow vale, through
which a strtam Hows into the Phi-

daris. A second stream descends
from tlie Zygi>8 along the W. of the

site. VVh<n it has reached the valley

at the foot of the ridge occupied by
the ancient town, it makes a beml
S.W. near the site of the main gale-

way. I'he whole line of wall can be

followed for a circuit of more than

2 m., but it is in a very irregular

state of preservation, and uowhtre
more than seven courses high.

I'lie walls present curious varia-

tions, not only in the style of maaonry,
but also in the system < f defence. In
some parts the work is gowl irregiilar

Hellenic, in otiiers it is of a ruder
de8crij)lion. The sf»ft brown easily

weathered sandstone, of which the

walls are tliroughout cori>trMctj'<l. gives

to certain ])artn of the fortilieationM an
air of antiquity which is not visible in

otliers. 'J'o some extent the corro<ling

sea-breezes from the lagoons of Bochori

(5 m. distant) arc the Ciiuse of tliis

difference. The brea<lth of the wall

also varies greatly. Most striking is

the variation in the mo<le of 84cuiing

a flank def nee. We find an irregular

alternation ofaquare towersiind adient

angles ; but the alternation does not

seem to be reducible to any system.

Tiie predominance of salient angles

is a mark < f antiquity.

Evidence as to the age of the forti-

ficutions is afforded also by the six

gateways. One stands m the N. wall,

a short distance; E. of the citadel, and
close to the path by whicli we ssctnd
from the Phidaris. Another is at

the E. angle; directly opposite, in the
W., is a third. The main gateway
faces S. ; between it and tlie E. en
trance are two of lesser imiKirtaiio-.

The modern path through the site

pa8.se9 through the E. and S. gafe-s

and must approximately mjirk the

ancient road. All these entmnces
are characterised by their siini)licily.

The main gateway, though strong, is

nothing but a breach in the wall,

17 ft. wide, proteefed by two B<]ii;ii'

towers projecting 11 ft. from the \

One of the most interesting feati

of tlie site lies actually beyond t

walls. Following the vale of ti.

torr^'Ut S.W. from the main patev

we find a long ridge rising in

hollow on the 1. Iwnk of the str^

Here, at a short distance from

gate, stands the ruifltd Chure
SI. John. Near it are fragment
aucient work, and at the highest

|

a massive terrace The side of

ridge, lacing the torrent, tog'

with the end towards the appr^

from Bochori, are sup^iorted by •

massive retaining wall. The crest of

the ridge is fiat and paved with I
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blocks. Xot a vestige of architecture

can be seen, but it is quite clear tiiut we
have here the site of a great temple.

The ridge, slowly sinking towards the

city, lies on tlie axis of the luam gate.

ThisCastio is the ancient Calydon,
the most famous town of Aetolia.

The legends of Ouieuf, Tydeus, and
Meleager, throw round the city a

poetical splendour ; but in historic

limes it is seldom mentioned. From
the Homeric poems we catch the

echoes of the bitter struggle waged in

preliistoric ages between its inhabi-

tants and the Curetes of Old Pleuron
(II. ix. 527-599; cf. p. 5S5). Inscrip-

tions iuoidentally bear witness to

the importance of the city during
the liourisliing days of the Aetolian

League. It if, indeed, evident as

we look from its acropolis over

the plain to the Phidaris and the

gjgautic barrier of IMount Varas-
sova, that Calydon must have pos-

sessed considerable strategic value, as

guarding mamly the approach from
tlie side of the Peloponnesus. As late

as B.C. 48 this importance for a
moment reappeared. Caesar, then
engaged in liis campai>;n against
Ponipey, sent his lieutenant, Calvisius,

to occupy Calydon, as one of the
keys of the conniry. At tlie hands
of Augustus, Calydon received Jjer

death-blow. The inhabitants were
transported to his new city of Nico-

Ijolis (p. 778), and most of the public

treasures were handed over to Patrae

(p. 76;. Among these were the

statues of the Calydonian Dionysos
and the chryselephantine Artemis.

The chief cultus of the city was that

of Artemis, under the epithet of

Laphria, who was worshipped in

j

Aetoiia, especially at Calydon and
Patrae as the goddess of wihl animals,

of hunters and of the chase (Pans,

vii. 18, 8). This is boine out by the

coins of Patrae, from which we gain
an idea of the type of the slatue.

Artemis is there represented as a

huntress, with bow and quiver. The
gold and ivcry statue carried to

Patrae was probably one of the earliest

of those which represented the goddf ss

in this tuim. There can be little

doubt that the temple spoiled by
Augustus stood upon the ridge which
contains the remarkable terrace-wall.

Descending from the great terrace,

and loUowing the torrent, we strike tlie

m;dn road leading to (2 hrs.) Meso-
longhi. On the way is passed an ancient
site called ChiUa iSpifia, not worth a
visit. Some Roman remains of Hali-
KYKNA, which stood hereabouts, line

the highway.

Inland Eocte.—Two days, sleeping
at Mucrynu ; but it is better to allow
three, sti pping the first night at

Kurvuld, and tlie second at Gavalu
or Pappadatuig. Carriage - road
throughout; but no carriages are to

be found in Xaupactuf, and tlie first

part of the load is in a constant state

of bad repair, especially in spring.

It is therefore necessary to ride.

Naiipaclus ,H. >r

Phidaris Bridge . 4
ICurmelii . . 1

Maciyiiu . . 1 ;iO

Kapsoraclii . 20
Biirli sa . . 1 3U
(javalu . 1) 30
Mataraugu . 1 1.".

l^appadatais . 20
Kban or Lefl<a . . 1 2U
Mesoluiiglii . 4 30

The road leads X.W.W. as lar as
the (4 hrs.) Bridge of Dtmitrakakis
over tiie Fhidarii<, irom which we
gain a fine view of the river towards
Mount Khigani. Here is a roadside
khan. Winding along the sides of

the mom tonous sandstone hills which
intervene between Varassova and
Rhigani, the S.E. i ontinuation of the
Zygos, we reach the (1 hr.) Khan of
Kurmeki (Koup/xeM). and obtain our
first glimpse of the central Aetuliiin

depression and Lake Trichonis (Kte.
yu;. Here it is possible to sleep, but
the traveller must not expect much
comfort.

Hence the road descends in wind-
ings to the level of the plain at the
head of the lake. In l-i hr. \\t; iea<h
the lower village of Macruiiu (ret

Ka\v0ia MaKpvvovs), where there is a
khan. 20 min. further is Kupsorachi
(Ka\l/opd.xv)- At tliis point the road
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to Kephalovryson by Gustiani turns
off to tiie rt. Wt! follow th(! nuiin

road N.VV., gradually neariug the
ridge which prajects \. into tlie lake.

fUpon tlijs ndge stands tlie modern
village <if Palufiorluiri, which, as
its name indicates, occui>ie8 the
site of itn ancient towsi—iiniloul>teiily

PuYTAioN, the fortress passed by
Philip V. in his eX|Mdition against
'J'hermon (p. 6'2i:), just before reaching
Metapa. It is interesting only to the
arcliaeologist. Only the W. wall of
the town remains. On the E. and N.
the sides oithe hill are so steep as to

rendei- a wall unnecessary. There;

seem to have been square towers, and
the wall is of imnien.se solidity. The
Castro may be reiiched in alxjut 40
min. by a patli from lower Jlacrynu.
After inspecting it, instead of descend-
ing directly to tlie main road, the
traveller should strike W. to visit the
Castro of (1 hr. ' Upper Botimi ("Kvai

MTTOTifov), the ancient Akk.M, near
wiiioh j)lace Philip encamped on the
seeond day after tlie ••vaciiation of the

Aetolian capital. The remains of the
walls are .scanty. They surround a
f)recipitons and conspicuous hill, 10

mill. S.W. of the village, on the sum-
mit of which, now erowned with the

Cliapel of St. EUu», there once appa-
rently stood a temple. Embedded in

the walls of the churcli are a few
triglyph .slabs. Fine *panoramic view.

A tolerable khan and magazi will

be found at Upper Butinu. The
traveller descends in 1 ^ lir. to the

main road at Burlem.'}

The ridge of Palaeochori falls sheer

into the lake, and tlie road passes at

jome height above the water. After

rounding the point we enter upon a

strip of fertile land extending Ixtween

the Zygos an<l tlie lake, and in

li hr. from Kapsorachi reach Burlesa

yinovpKeffa). At the entrance to the

tillage, on the 1., is a good magazi and
than. 30 min. further lies

Gavalu (ra)3a\oD), chief village of

;he demos of ^lacryueia (tjOO). Tra-

vellers are depiideiit upon private

hospitality. Unless time must be
s|>ent on the ancient remains, it in

perhaps advi»ible to push on to Mata-
ranga or Pappadatais, where l»etter

quarters are obtainahle.

The village lies on the W. slope of

a low ridge running E. and W.
From the N. foot of the height the
plain, richly covired with maize,
tobacco, vines, and olive-trees, extends
to the lake of Agrinion, a di.-tance of

about 2 m. Scarcely anything re-

mains of the furtitieatioiio; they are
best traced at the E. end of the hill,

where a gateway seems to have
existed. The Church of the Virgin

on the summit is a conspifunus object

even from the load on the N. side of

the lake; it must stand on the .site of

a temple or public building, as frag-

ments of Ionic eolumns are found
close by. 'I'here are many t<jmbs r

the plain at the tW>t of the hill. Th
site has yiehh-d five inserijjtions. Two
of tli(,ni, one of a good Greek period,

the other lloman, are to be set;n near

the tine spring and khan on the N
slope; a third is in a house near tli-

spring; a tourtli is found in the vim -

yards 10 min. E. of the Castro, on
the X. side of the roa<l ; the tifth. now
defnn.cd. Y\e» in the pavement of th'

Church of KiiJpJunUu, 1 m. towapi-
the lake.

This Castro eorresjwnds to tli

ancient 'I'rhhunion. The import;iiji

of this town is not strategic, but i-

<lerived entirely from its ccntr;.

situation with respL-ct to the rielx -

land in Aetolia. Trichonion ga\

birth to a large number of prominei'
Aetolians most of them belonging t

till' turbulent family ot Nicostnit<-

who gained notoriety for some attem i

on the Boeotian Federation. Hi-
son, Dorimacho.s, twice iistrateiios of

the Aetolian League (b c. 219 and
210). covered Aratos with shame ai

the I tattle of Ivaphyai, and profaiud

the temple at Dodona. The feebl-

Ari.->ton and the In adstr mg Scopa^
were his blot)d relations. Dikaiarchor-

and his brother Thoas, both Strateu'oi

of the Leagtie, had to their creiiit the

chief share in the negotiations with

Antiochus whicli led to tin- ultimate
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ruin of both Aetolia and the Great
Kin^. Xicaiidros aud Proxenos com-
plete the list of Strateffoi wlio .s[ir.i!;g'

from Trichonion. Xo other city could
boast of such a list, or of so command-
ing an influence upon the politics of

the nation.

IJ m. beyond Gavalu lies the
pleasaut \illage of Matarartga {Mara-
pdyKa), with a khan at the .Seven

Planes, near its W. end. Ttieuce to

(20 miu.) Pappadatais (Jlan-KaBarais),

which has 800 inhab. and several

khans, but the traveller should secure

private hospitality.

Pappadatais marks the site of the
ancient Lysimacbbia, perhaps en-

iaiged by Lysimachos, King of Thrace
(p. 608). We may conjecture that its

lirigina] name was Hydra. Lysi-
macheia. like Trichoniou, gave its

name to part at least of the lake of

Vrachori. It is an error to imagine
that it can iiave any cormection with
the lake of Anghelocastron, which is.

in fact, barely visible from the site.

The ruins, hardly worth a visit, are
found on the steep pyramidal hill

which overhangs the village to the E.
The ruined wall shows traces of

square towers. Tliere are a few
remains of the lower town in the
village itself, and at the base of the
hill.

20 min. W. of Pappadatais a bridle-

path turns off rt. to the old causeway
of .\li-bey (Kte. 90). On the modern
high road to jMfSolonghi, nearly h hr.

further, is the Khan of Li-Jha (Jite.'itO).

ROUTE 1)0.

MESOLOXGHI TO AGRIXIOJi, BY AETO-
LICO. KAILWAY OK CARUIAGE-ROAD.

For the list of Rly. Stations, see

Rte. 91. The carriage-road should be
followed, at least in one direction, as

the Rly. misses the interesting Pass
of the ivleistira.

The Rly. runs parallel to the road,

and soon turns X.W. to (3 m.) Aliki,

h hr. from which are the ruins of

Fleuron (Rte. 87). To the 1., on a

long sandy point in the lagoon, are

some salt-pans.

6 m. AetoUco.T or Anatolicon (5000),
occupying a little island in the lagoon,

connected by stone viaducts with the
mamland E. and W. The aspect of

tne town is deceptive, as it possesses

no attractions, and no accommodation
for visitors. The Turks under Oioer
Vrionis besieged the place in 1823,
when Martin, a deserter from an
English ship, greatly assisted the
defence. In 1826, the Greeks having
lust command of the lagoons, the town
fell to Ibrahim Pasha. Hence to

Oeniadae (Rte. 98).

The Rly. and the road now sepa-

rate, the latter turoing X.X.E. ami
entering the ir/e/.«;<.rrt (see below), while
the train continues ni-arly X. along
the shore of the upper lagoon.

12 in. Stamna. About 1^ m. before

reaching the Stat., after entering a
cutting, may be seen on the rt. a few
vestiges of the ancient Phana (p. 610).

IS m. Anghelocastro, pleasantly

situated on both sides of a small
valley.

From 'the Stat, we turn to the rt.

along the main road, crossing in 5 min.

the turbid Dimikos, which drains

the lake of Aii>.'helucastro into the
A>pro (Acheloos). Its im ient name
was a|ipare tly Kyathms Beyond
the bridge we may c<jiiimue to follow

the main road round the hill into the
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village, inspecting the antiquities by
t!ie way ; or we may take a path to

the rt., leading, in 'JO min., over the
shcultler of the hill itself. If the

latter is chosen, tla- traveller bhould
iidoend to the rtuiumit of the liill, m>

that he may be free; to return by the

main road and thus miss nothing.

On the hillside, oj)po3ite that by
which we descend, in coming from the
Stat., in a grove of olives, is the con-

spicuous monastery of The Almirihtij

(tov UavTOKpaTopoi), wortli a visit. It

is also ail asylum, and one or two
Uianaeled lunatics are often to be seen

ill its courtyard. A large religious

gathering (Pauegyris) is held here on
Aug. Gth (o. s.).

Tne most conspicuous of tlie ancient

remains ai"e found npon the summit of

the hill, to the left of the path from
the Stat. Practically, all that is left

of the castle is the corner of a square
tower, some 30 ft. high. Near it is a
small but elaborate Byzantine Church,
also in ruins, largely constructed of

Hellenic blocks. The view from the

summit is very tim , but almost entirely

c(mtined to the W. end of the Plain.

We look over the Aspro into the jilain

of Stratos (2,TpaTiK-h), and the hills of

Maiiina, on the rt. bank of the river,

to the village o\' Bhirjavi (p. 059). Only
the extreme W. end of the lake, to

which Anglielocastron gives its name,
peeps out from behind the green spurs

of the Zygos. To the S. is seen

that part of the Zygos wliicli faces

Stamna, a height called Jlijpseli

Paruigia {'T\pr]\Ti Tlavayia), from a

ruined monastery below the summit.
The sides of the hill are of conglo-

merate, full of artificial caves with

semicircular roof, which are found on
both sides of the main road from the

village to the Stat.

The ancient city must have been
situated on the .-small plain at the foot

of the acropolis iiill, to the 1. of this

road. Among its remains is an under-
ground chamber of very symmetrical
construction, with arched rofjf, which
appears to have been hermetically

sealed. Pieces of columns and stylo-

bate are seen lying by the roadside.

Anghelocaatron represents the an-

cient KnxoPE, a name possibly derived t

from the mosquitos {kwvvtt(^, mod. Or., !

Kovi>oviria), to which then, as now,
the loW ground near the lake was
subjer-ted. Konojie was originally a
mere village Kd'fxv), but LysiinaehoB,

king of Thrace, wiio died in tlie battle

of Koroupeilion (n.c. 281), strengthened i

it for the Aetolians, probably between '

B.C. 287 and 281. Its name was
changed to Arsinoe, in honour of hiu

wife. She was the daughter of Ptolemy
Soter, king of Egypt, and after the

death of Lysimaelios she married her

brother Ptf^lemy Philad<dphos.

The tjwn gained notoriety during
th<; later years of the Aetolian League.
Within its svalls Lykiskos and Ti^ippos,

assiste>l by Roman soldiers lent by
iJaebius, nuirdered 550 Aetfiliaunoliles.

In Cicer<j's time .\rsinrve w;i8 one of

the fairest cities in Aetolia; it ^-utFered

at the hands of Piso, the Macedonian
governor.

The ctrategic imj)ortance of the site

ensured its being occupied during the

Middle Ages. It is generally supposed
that it was the seat of the Bisl.op of

the Acheloos (rov 'Axf^V""); 'inless

that is to be placed at Kalni'hi iu

Acariiania (p. 671). Under diiri rent

names, therefore, tiie town Las existed

for more than twenty centuries. It

tornis the link between ancient and
mediaeval Aetolia. The ruined 13th

cent, tower which crowns the old

acropolis is a conspicuous landmark
on the S.W. horizon as we look Irom

Vrachori. It was built by tlie family

of Anghehs Comnenos,lorls of Epirus,

from which the modern name of

Anght'locaMron ('AyyeX'tKaffTpoy), of

Fortress of Angelus, is also derivetl.

U hr. E. of the village, on the S.W.
shore of the Lake, are the Bath» uf <

Murslianu (see below).

The train continues N. to Kulyria,

where it turns due E. and crosses the

plain to

28 m. Agiinion.s^ T or Vrarhnri

(5(KtU). A road from the Stat, leads

directly into the new Platia, which is

little used. Further on is the old

Platia, with a fine well in the centre.

.\griiiion suH'ered severely in the
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War of Liberatiou. It was held by
the Turks for some time, and burnt
by each side in turn as the tide of

f.irtune ebbed and flowed in W. Hellas.

The staple product is tobacco. The
prosperity of the town is due to its

favourable situation on rising ^I'ound
at tlie foot of tlie Lycorahla liills, by
the X. edge of the plain, out of reach
of the malarial exhalations from the
W. lake. Its development has been
forced by the building of tlie Ely.,

which, however, in making Agrinion
its terminus, has not followed the
natural line. There is .some idea of

extending tlie system N.W. 1 1 Kar-
vassaras : should tliis be carried out,

Agrinion may cease to be upon the

main line. Kailway extension to the
N. or E. is sc Tcely possible.

Agrinion is the best centre for all

excursions iu central Aetolia and the
districts to the N. or W.

[To the Baths of Murstianu {Ta
Aovrpa). Carriage-road from Agrinior.

as far as tlie Lnhe of Anghelocnstrun,

acro.^s which a ferry plies in 30 mm.
to the Baths. Wooden huts are

erected during the seas;jn (June and
July) and let to visitors. Hot b,ith,

()0 1. ; cold, 25 1. A large tempoiary
Kestaurant supplies food at fair rates.

The Sulpiiur Springs lie close to the
! edge of the lake on a plain about a
mile wide. On the slopes of the
Zygos, 20 min. S.. exactly opposite

Agriuion, is the village of Murdiauu
(Moi/pCTIIXJ/Ou).]

Bt Road—Horse, 10 dr Private
carriages mav also be hired, and the
luggage forwarded by rail.

H. M.
MpsoloMslii to Aeiolico Stat. . 2 o
Kephilovrys^on 2')

Entrance of the Kleisura . . 1 20
Kndofthe Kleisura and Kliaii . 1 30
Kriilge of A lambey . . . . 20
Bridge of Eieniitsas .... 1

.Agrinion 10
7 30

In 2 hrs. we reach AiuitoUcon. 20
mill. X. of the Rly. Stat, are the
copious springs of Kfjihulorrymn,
between which and the town tiiere is

[Greece.]

constant traffic. Bre.id, wine, etc.,

may be obtained at the khans near
the springs. Mt. Zygos now retreats,

so as to form a large liay to the E;
The plain in this neighbourhood i-»

planted thickly with olive trees. We
follow the road towards the X.E.,

where the pr.^cipit'us sidfS of the
mountain are cloven to the level of

the plain, forming the Kleisura, a

huge natural giteway leading into

the ht-art of the Zygo.-^ (.see below).

[On the heights to the E., opposite

Anatoljcou, stands the Castro of St.

George, so cilled from a deserted

monastery. Here are some insigniti-

cant remains of the ancient Pko-
scHiox. After the destruction of

Pylene by the Aioleis, Proschion, as a
new town, was established for safety

higher up the mountain. That the
position was important is proved by
the fact that, in b.u. 426, Enryl -chos

and the Peloponnesian army encamped
there for some timv, wating for the
news of the Amiiraciot inroad into

Amphilochia (p. 661) (Thuc. id. 102,

10(1).]

To Ihe 1. of the Kleisura. close to

the shore of the lagoon, the last low
spurs of the Zygos mark the site of
the ancit^nt Ph.\ ^a. now Sideroporta
(SiSrjpoTTopTa), or Iron Gate The
ruins have been practicdly destroyed
by the making of the lily., whicu
passes through the site (p. 606).

Phana is heard of oily once—in the
pages of Pausanias. who gives tiie

story of its siege and capture by the
Achaians. Thej- were batfled for a
long time, until tbey learnt of the
existence of a spring close to the
f irtress, which they fouled, and thus
compelled the place to surrender
(Pans. X. 18, 2). Fresh-svater springs
still ]i»e on the very margin of the
lagoon, at the foot of one of the four

hills included within the circuit of

the walls.

The pass of Kleisura (KAeia-ovpa)

forms a natural liighway througii the
Zygos intocentral Ai'tolia. .A pjiarently,

it owes its origin to the ad ion of water:
it has almost certainly Ijeen the old
bed of the Acheloos, at the time when

Y
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the whole ot the central Aetolo-

Acamanian depression was a vast

lake. On either .
liaiid the sides of

the fissure run up in perpendicular

cliffs, precisely similar to each other.

Just inside the entrance to the Pas^s

is the small Mona.-tory of fhir Lady
of Mercy (tyjs 'EKeovcn)^), where
rough accommodation may be had.

Attached to it is a Khan (3i hrs.

from Mesolongrhi). Hall-way through
the pas8, which is about 2 m. in

length, tlie road seems barred, and
turns almost at rigiit angles to its

former diiection. Then, passing below
the now deserted, but oi.ce very

necessary guard-house, at the N. en-

trance to the pass, we issue into the

woods on the slopes of ti;e Zygos.

The road now winds E. among the

foot-hills of the Zygos, gradually de-

scending. To the 1. on the hillside

is the village of Tiresakon (MirpecraKoi').

In about an hour we reach the Khan
of Lffha (AfujcT)). so called from tiie

poplars growing near it.

[From Lefka the main road leads

E. t.> (1 lir.) Fnppadntfii". This road

is follKwcd by the trMveller. who makes
the tour of the lakes from Me.^olonghi,

sleeping atGarnlu and Kephalnrri/Kon.

On the tliird day he could reach Affri-

nion : but it is better to spend an
additional night at Guritsa or I'ara-

vola."}

Our road turns 1. As far as the

bridge over the Eremitsas two routes

are possible. We may t:ike the modf-rn

highway, passing over the low grnuml
between the lake of AjifihflnraKtrou

0), and the mnrslii s of Ali-hey (ft.).

Or we may proceed E. \t.< tlic (i hr.

)

Old Causeway, t>uilt over the marsh
itself. It is about (5 ft. wide and nearly

2000 yds. lung. Tin- number of arches

is popularly supposed to be 365, and
they are said to r«'St upon the piers of

a still i/arlier viad ict. dating jierhaps

from Roman times. No trace of such
earlier work is now visible. The Old
Causeway is much pleasanter than
the modern carriage-road. We ride

through the shade of oak.s, planes, and
wild olives, all festooned with wild

vines so as to form nn impenetrable
jungle. A slow stream flows through
the arches from the grefiter lake on
the rt. to the smaller one on the 1.

In winter and during heavy rains

the Old Can.seway is not pra<ticable;

it is never repaired, and will soon

''ease to be a jioasibh- road.

In about 1 j hr. from the khan (or

2 hrs. by the (^Id Causeway) we reach

the bed of the torrent Erevi-itgng

CF.prjfJ-vTffTis), flowing from thr- f(K)t of

Arabokephalon. which rises in front.

Here the road to KephnJomjfon (by

Farnvola) turns oft' to the rt. From
the torrent. Agrinion is reached in

I hr.

As we ascend the long rise to Agri-
nion we enjoy a fine retrosf)ect of the

Aetolian lakes. That of Vrarhori, or

Apoliuro, to the K., by far the larger

of the two. forms a splendid crescent

along ihe Zygos, measuring some
12 m. by 8. At its F. extreiuity,

where the mountains round Petro-

chori fall sheer into the water, its depth
is Iv^lieved t'l be unfathomable. Fish
of many kinds aboimd in it. but few

are canght. and a sail is rarely s«'en

upon its surface. Tiie mar.-liy lake of

Angheloraffron, to the W., is only

about one-third as large, and lies

entirely in the plain, which extends
from the foot of the Zygos N.. as far

as Stratus and Spola'ita.

These lakes bore various names in

ancient times. The larirer is certainly

spoken of by Polybins under the nanie

of Trichonis : but ]>nrt of it, at least,

was apparently railed I,T>nt.\CHEiA,

after the town uf that name near its

W. end (now Fap]^i<lnf<iiA. Str '

tells us that the lake, called in

time l.ysimacheia. was formerly na;

Hypra (."-"trab. p. 460). The :

former titles may have l>oth beei

u.-*e at the Sitme time, to denote dillVr-

ent parts of the lake, which falls ea^ily

into two divisions.

The smaller lake had also .'^everal

names. According to the legend, the

Aetfdian youth Kyknos threw hin]6«lf

into its waters, hut was change<l into

a swan by Apollo : after which the

lake was called Kyknkia. It was al.<o

called Hyrie, aft<.'r his mother, who
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drowned herself in it througli grief at
the Inss of her son. Lastly, it bore
the irame of Koxope, from a village

near its W. end (now Anghelocastron).
This probably was its usual appella-
tion throughout tlie classical period.

The two sheets of water are not
entirt-ly distinct from each other, but
are united by several streams, running
tlirough the mitrshes of Alibey. The
DimiJios (Kyathos) also flows from
tiie W. end of the lake of Anghelo-
castrou into the Acheloos.

To Vlochos and Paravola.—^A long
day's excursion, for whicli an early
start must be made. Provisions
should be taken. It is well to ascer-

tain whether the hermit will be found
in his cell ; occasionally he comes
down to Vrachori. The traveller may,
of course, reserve Paravola for the
complete tour of the lake ; but this

miglit be found to upset his calcula-
tions for the first long stage of that

journey.

We pi-oceed E. over the plateau of
Agi'inion, at first through currant
grounds and garil<-ns, then over uncul-
tivated land, until we descend to the

(J hr.) Eremifsas. The river, which
contains little water in summer, is

forded at a mill ; it reaches the lake of

Anghelocastron only in winter. Cross-
ing a ridge and a ravine, we finally

mount the W. side of a steep hill

running N. and S. At the summit
[2k hrs. from Vrachori) rise the preci-

pices of the lower platform of Vlochos.
Huge boulders have fallen from the
3lifl"s, and litter the slopes.

The steep path leads to the S. end
)f the platform, where are ruins of

m ancient gateway through which we
lass to an oval level space, bordered
m all sides by steep rocks, except at

;he point at which we ascend. On
his tiny plateau stand the monastery
md modern Cliurch of the Virgin,

'H Tlavayia 's rov 'BXoxov). A few
ine trees, conspicuous and solitary on
he height, shade the church and cell.

The monastery was once of some size,

md contained several monks, but is

low occupied by a hermit.

A path leads hence along the W.

side of the hill. On the rt. tower the
clifis of the upper platform which
forms the summit of the entire hill ;

on the 1. is a steep boulder-covered
slope, below which are the precipices

of the lower platform. In 10 miu. we
reach the N. end of the hill, where is

a small level space exactly like that
on which the church is placed. This
N. end sinks perpendicularly to the
ridge below, which extends about ^ m.
further N., and then slopes gradually
to the valley.

In Older to reach the top of the
upper platform it is necessary to retrace
our steps to the monastery at the S.

end of the ridge. It is impossible to

walk thither along the E. side of the
hill, as there is no slope or break
between the clitf ot the upper and
lower platforms. They descend on
the E. in a perpendicular unbroken
line towards the valley.

From the monastery a narrow and
somewhat perilous pathway mounts
the end of the upper platform and
winds for some distance along its

W. side. Following it for 10 min.,
we finally reach the plateau wliieh

forms the summit of Mount Vlochos
(2300 ft.).

A fine *panorama is enjoyed from
the platform. The whole of central

Aetolia lies outspread to the S. like a
map : beyond the Acheloos W. we see

lake Ozeros and the plain of Stratos.

Looking N. the eye wanders over a
wilderness of mountains, wherein we
fail to descry a single village. The
picture is backed by the serrated out-
lines of Mt. Djumerka in Epirus, and
the mountains of Agrapha to the rt.

On the E., across the valley, the view
is closed by the beautiful grey and
red outlines of Mt. Viena (Arabo-
kephalon), perhaps the finest of the
Aetoli:in mountains. On the S.E.
beyond the lake of Apokuro are the
pyramids of Varassova. KJohcvu, and
Mt. Bhifjani above Xaupactus. In
the far distance rise the dim forms
of the Peloponnesian mountains.
There are no antiquities upon the

plateau, save the ruins of what may
have been a wine-jjress attached to

the monastery. There is not even a

Y 2
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trace of cutting in the rocks. In
order to insp ;ot the reinaiua of the
ancient walls, we niu-t dcsoend from
the monastery and follow the cr'.-st of

tlie ri<i<re, which runs S.W. from the
lower platform.

[The iigoyates must 1j.; warned to

do this; otherwise he will select tlie

much ea.siei' path wliieli runs down the

liollow to tlie vilhtge of "V'lochos. In
this direction there is iilis'ilntcly

jiothing to be seen.]

Following the ridge wi- meet with
some fine specimens ot the massive
walls, in blocks of enormous size. We
reach aLso one of the ancient gateways—a simple aperture in the enclosure.

The most interestiiig fe;itnre of the
ruins lies at the end of the ridge.

Here tlie wall make.'s a su<lden bend
in order to run E. down the side of

the ridge in the direction of VIochos.
Just at the angle occurs the i)rincipal

gateway of tlie city—a semicircular
retiring of the wall, witii the concavity
facing outwards. The gateway itself

is not pliiced in the c-ntie nf tlie arc,

but towanls the l.ft, near the W. wall
of the city. Only ahout five courses
of tlie wall are here standing.

'J'his peculiar construction was de-
signed in order to b-ing a converging
fire upon an enemy attempting to cany
the gate. As flie opening i.s placed to

the 1 , the rt., or unshielded side of

the assailant, was exposed as long
as pos.sible to the missiles of the
defenders (see pp. 1293, 4t)5). Even
when the entrance was won, the
enemy was cxp"S -d to the reverse of
the W. wall. So far as Aetolia is con-
oerned, the gateway of VI ichos is

uni«]ue, althougli an ajipruacli is m ide

to it in tlie linos <>f Chalcjs (Itte. 89).

No towers are here emi)loyed. The
wall is broken into a series of short

flanks, after the s\ stem known as that
of lines en creinnilhre (uotche<l).

From hence the traveller must
turn S E. towards the )v>int where
Mt. Viena appears toclosi- the jmssagt-

along tlie shore of the lake. The
village of J'arnrrilo, visible among the

low Wooded liills at the fcxit <>f the

Paravola. 616 Sect. V.j

mountain, mav be reached in alxiuti

U hr. I

[Time is less liable to be lost if(

the agoyatis is instruct'^d to descend
directly X^^ the main roa<l leading from
Agrinion to I'aravola. He ^houM
make for the village of Snmuri (known
also Hs Dem), from which Paravola
lies 3.") niin. E.jj

Paravola (TiOO). an entirely modem
village, with .several l.lmnK. is ni<>rc,

jKipuiarly called Lifiontiiiiiopnrornhi

(AfYoffTiayoirupaBi^Xa), a name wliich

indicates its origin from the village of

Ligostiana (AiyoTridua). higher up on;

the slojies of Mt. Viena. In Leake's
'Travels' we hear only of Kuveloej
which was situated nciirer the lake.

Kuvelos is now rejiresented only by
tlie ruins of its khan and pyrgos in the
middle of the tobacco tields.

The *Castro, on the low height
iinnie<liately E. of the villng..-. is <ine

of the must interesting in Aetnlia,

and in preservation second only to
that of Xew Pleuron. Nearly the
whole line of the enclosurt-, less thin
a mile in circumfer nee, is preserved
to heights varying from 3 to 15
courses. The N.E" summit of the
hill forms a umall oval afroi>olig,

100 yds. long from E. 1o W. The V.
e.xterior wall is broken into angles,
a.s it follows the conliguration of the
ground ; on the S. siile ran a plain
doub.e wall, now destroyed. At the
AV. end of the acropolis are t.vo round,
liyzantine towers standing upon tho
lower courses of semicircnlar Hellenic
towers, which piroliably guard»-d tlie

entrance to the citadel.' The inferior
of tlie citadel is now occupied by a
cemetery ; near the E. end there is a
modern church, dedicated to the
ThpoUh,^ (Mother of Gofl). 1

The wflll of the lowt r town runsi
from the N. VV. eomer of the cit«del/j
following tlie crest of the ridg&|
between the jwint where it haves th(

|
citadel and that wher.' it turns S. tl

run down tlie slope in the direction (t

the lake, tlie wall is flanked by thrd
square towers, two of which profed
gatewavs. One ..f tiiese entrances ii
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of some importance ; it is out thiou<,'li

a wall which mt asures nearly G yds.

in thiekuess. The opening is 13 ft.

wi;le, but the outer fHce of the Wi 11

projects on each side .-o as to narrow
it to aliout 10 ft. One of the stones
cut for the reception of the gate-post

is still in situ against one of these

projections. At the W. end of the
ridge, where the bend in tlie wall
occurs, we find another gateway of
somewhat elaborate plan, defended by
square towers, and rather nioie tlian

G ft. wide. On each side is a quad-
rangular block with sinking for the
gate-po.-t.

From this point the wall becomes
more and more ruined, disappearing
entirely along the 8. foot of the hill.

We find it again running up the slope

furiher E. in a series of short flanks,

until it turns to join the E. end of the
citadel. Here occurs the most inter-

estiu'c feature of the lemains—a semi-
circular tower insei ted at the point of

union, serving as a pivot from which
8] ritig ti.e N. and S. walls of the
citadel and the E. wall of the lower
town. The tower rises to a heigiit of

30 ft. in about 20 courses. It is entei ed
from the level of the citadel enclosure
by means of a door 5 ft. wide ; a
similar door in the opposite flank of

the tower allowed a descent into the
lower town, by. means of a flight of

step.-i now destroyed. In the curve of

the tower are three windows, nearly a
yard wide. The cuttings in < ne s-ide

lofthe structure were evidently con-
nected with a wooden staircase. The
root of the tower was apparently flat

and served as a platform for the
sentinels of the acropolis. The view
from the top of the tower is fine, but
restricted by the proximity of the
church.
The style of the walls is iiTegular

Hellenic, some of the hlock.s near the
jseiiiicircular tower being very large.

The whole of the N. wall of the
acropolis if, however, of regular poly-
gonal construction, equal to the finest

Examples tound in Acarnania. There
IS no otiier certain example of this style

to be found in Aetolia.

1 The importance of this fortress is

very evident. Between tlie hill and
the steep sides of Mt. \'iena there is

only just room for the highway; on
the' S. side of the hill the pltin

between it and the lake is barely ^ m.
in breadth. The foj tress of Paravola

blocked the passage along the N.
sJi(re of Lake Trichonis. In 1822 the

ancient importancti of the position re-

appeared. The Turks of Vrachori,

under Omer Vrionis, formed the design

of marching into Krsivari, the rugged
district beyond the Phidaris, to the

E. of the lake. Ody.sseus threw him-
self into Paravola, and compelled the

Turks to abandon their project.

Various identifications 1 ave been

suggested for the two sites of Vlochos
and Paiavola. The question is eon-

ntcted closely with the view taken of

the route adopted by Philip V. in his

invasion of central Aetolia in B.C. 218.

Some antiquarians regard the Castio

of Vlochos as Thekmon, the capital of

the Aetolian League and the object

of Philip's incursion (see p. G22).

Paravola is identified oir this theory

with Phytaion, one of the towns
passed by Pliilip (Polyb. v. 7>

It i.'<, however, more probable that

Paravola is the ancient Thestia,
while the name of the Hellenic fortress

now represented by the Castro of

Vlochos is as yet unknown.
The return from Paravola to

Agrinion is accomplished in 2h hrs.

We follow the main road to (35 min.)

Samari, and 20 min. further take a
palli to the rt., which in 45 min. brings

us to the Eremitsas, at the ]ioint

where it was forded in the morning.
Thence it is 45 toin. to Agrhiion.

A pleasant walk of 3 hrs. there and
back may be taken from Agrinion to

Falneopyrgos ; if Vlochc-i is not visited

this excursion shoul 1 certainly be nuide.

Leaving Agrinion N. by the Suro-
vigli road, we turn to the rt. at the
end of the town, tbllowing the path
along the rt. bank of the stream. In
S min. we cross the torrent, opposite
the Church of St. Paraskeve, and
ascend the long bare stony ridge,

mounting along its 1. side at a good
height above the plain. The hill on
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this side is precipitous. In SO niin.

from Afcriuion we reach the summit,
on wliioh stand.s the fine round
Palaeopjrrgos (TlaKai/nrvpyos), or Old
Tower. A few liundred yards N. is

the Cliurch of i?. Vlachrrinit I'itnarjia.

The tower is unfortunately much
ruined, preserving only its four lowest
courses, to a hei^'ht of about 7 ft.

Its internal diameter is Ti yds. The
length of the blocks varies from 3
to 5 ft., with a depth of 2 ft., and a
width of 2J ft. The *View i.s one of
e.xtreme interest. We gaze upon the
great Aetolo-Acarnanian plain, cleft

from N. to S. by the 'white river'

(Acheloos) ; from ancient Agrinion
and Stratos in the N.W., to Vlochos
almost due E., the eye travels through
an angle of more than 200 degrees.
Tlie tire-signals from the tower must
have put all Central Aetolia lipon the
alert: the desertion of the fortresses

on the occasion of IMiilip's invasion in

B.C. 218 was probably due to this

warning beacon. In the Insurrection
the tower was occupied by one of the
three bodies of Greeks, which de-
scended upon the Turks in Vrachori.

Th» lime taken by the traveller will, of counse,

df-i>end upon the iiunilK^r cf ^it«H examined.
Thi.s <onier of Aetolia is :hickly ntudded »ilh
remains. Kndurable night quarter- and fxid
may be obtained at most i>f the villMges in the

route. (iuritsa possesses a fuir knaii, and
several wood private houses, tiigetber with •
monastery at a «hort di.-tancc. Th>- khan at

MokiHa is tolerable. The accommo-latlon at
Kephalovryson itself, though it is the capital

of the I):-mos, is exlfninly piKjr. If Vlothos
and I'aravola iiave not been previously vislicd,

the first night should be spent at the latter

village ; otherwise it is liest to steepj at

Guritsa.

From Agrinion to I'aravola (Hte.

90). Tiience to Sohmiihot (p. 62o).

Following the high road, in 10 min.
we cross the Xi-rias, and continue
through (10 mill.) Maudanigta to the

small Churcli of (J hr.) 6t. Xicol
on the rt. of the road.

A path on the rt., near the Chui. ...

leads immediately to the khan of

Dogri. A fine spring gushes f .rtli

close to the edge of the lake. 1

1

the Greeks, under Sadinias

Theodore Grivas, bivouai-ked Ixlorc

surrounding the 'I'urks in \'raehori

(1821). A few ancient l)look8 lying

near tiie spring indicate its j(Os:sil>le

existence in Hellenic tinie.>f, or tin v

may have been brought from
neighbouring Castro.

ROUTE 01.

AGKIXION TO NACI'ACIUS. BY PARA-
VOLA ANIJ KEPHALOVKYSttN. TOIR OF
LAKE TIUCHOXIS. CARRI.\OE-KOAD.

.\grinioti II. M.
I'aravola . . -Z 30
Pogri . U 30
Sob"uikos. . 40
1 iuritsa . I

:Mokista . . 1 U

Kcplialovrvson . U 3il

I'etrochori . 1 U
Lower Slornscl ivon . . I

Kapsorachi . 30
Naupactus . 1" .iO

As a mere matter of getting fron point f/>

jx>int, the journey fmm Agrinion to Kepbu-
lov^y^oIl can be performed in about 6 hrs.

Tiie Castro of Sobonikos liis on a

sjiur I if Mount Viena, ^ m. K,

orler to reach it, we take a i

pa-sing plo.>ie to the Mi'torhi (p. •._•/,

kitping that building on the 1., and
<ie.-*ct,-nd tin- ridge bj' its K sidr. If

the traveller desires to in8j>ect

remains of the temple, he should '

the upper road to the khan
Sobonikos (Rte. 92). and th

descend again towards the 1

keeping along the top of the n
sf> as to strike the Castro. Th<
oient name of the town is unkii'

it may be PfiMyoti, but it c;r

jwssibly be Paniphei'i, as has
imagined. The interesting ruin-

fairly well preserved. The sty

masonry is like that of ancient CL:

A mass of Byzantine remains occi,

the N. end of the site. The spur oa

which the town is placed fall.s steeply

to the laie, so that the fortress com-
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pletely blocked the road by the N. {UuiKiara). The road passes below

shore. the village, to which there is uo need

If Sobonikos was Phistyon, it pos- to ascend, unless the night is to be

sessed the temple of the Phistyan passed here. By the roadside, further

Aphrodite of Syria. The site of the on, stands a large Church, in two divi-

temple is now occupied by the Church sions. The larger is dedicated to St.

of the Holy Trinity on the S.E. out- Nicolaos ; on the S. side is attached

skirts of iirj/o/ierit (Kpuo;/€poD), a ham- the smaller Church of St. Michael.

let lying 30 min. N.W. Just below The ruins of a Byzantine Church,

the church there is a grove and dedicated to St. Sophia, lie close at

spring. Inscriptions in the walls of hand. These churches occupy the

the building give us the name of the site of an Hellenic temple, of which

goddess. She must have been intro- large fragments are embedded in the

duced by those Aetolians, who. after ground, or in the walls themselves.

Alexander's death, went out to serve On a large block in the S. side of St.

as mercenaries in the Eastern armies. Nicolaos, near the door leading into

Many inscriptions were destroyed when the smaller building, an inscription

the present church was built in 1890. gives us the name of Artemis Hege-

mone, to whom the site was sacred.

Under a great plane-tree, 5 min. E. She was worshipped also at Ambra-
of the ridge of the Sobonikos Castro, kia, the key to tlie Aetolian possis-

is a khan. A small plain (15 min.) sions in W. Greece. The block was

intervenes betw^een the ridge and a almost certainly a boundary stone set

similar spur further E. From this up to mark the limits of the temple

second spur it is 45 min. to Guritsa, lands. A second inscription is walled

On the rt., as we wind up the hill, we in the exterior face of tlie apse of the

look down upon a fruitful nook at the larger church. Several of Byzantine

angle of the lake, forming a plain date are also found in the walls, or on

about 1 m. lonir, planted with oranges the ground,

and lemons, and composed of alluvium
b;)rne from the hills by the torrents of 30 min. beyond this point lies

Guritsa and Mokista. On the 1., above Kephalovryson T (Ki<pa\6^pv(roi/), the

the banks of one of the torrents flow- Place of Springs, a pleasantly situated

iug into the plain, is the small mo- village (600), the chief place of the

nastery of Myrtia, so called from the Demos Pampheia. It marks the site

myrtles which grow around it. Its of THERiiON.or THKRMACStrab. p.-163),

massive iron-bound door is riddled the ancient Aetolian capital, Theruins

with musket-balls fired by the Turks, bear the names of Hellenicd or Palaeo-

The church is double— tiie main hazari (Tb Ua\atofj.Tra(api), the Old
building dedicated to the Virgin ; the Bazaar. They lie about | m. S.W.
smaller, on the S. side, to the Arch- of the village, at the foot of a

angels. The great size of the chancel low bare ridge bounding the side

{lep6v) in the former is noticeable, of a valley which runs down towards

The interior of both churches is Petrochori and Lake Trichonis.

adorned with frescoes, apparently of The ruins are entirely in the plain,

good workmanship. The monastery They form a nearly regular square

lies 15 min. W. of the village. about | m. in circuit. The wall,

which still exists in general to a

The Castio of Guritsa {Tovpiraa) height of three or four cour.-es, is

lies on the rocky hill across the ravine flanked by 15 square towers. Near
S. of the village. On tlie summit is the W. angle is a single semicircular

the ruined Church of R. Paraskeve. tower, flanking a small gateway.

Scarcely anything can be seen of its Three sides only of the quadrangle

fortifications, and its ancient name is remain ; along the S.E. there are no
unknown. traces of a wall, either at the foot of

Hence we proceed to (1 hr.) Mokista the hill or on its slope.
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At the point where tlie footiiath

from Ivcj)halovryBOu entera the en-
cloHurc, tin re are triioes of a rf^adway
pussiuj; througli the site along the
base of the hill. Its course is marked
by a row of rectaiij^ular aiukinj^s in

the rocks, for the riM'eiAiuti of stelae.

Following the old road lowanls the
interior we reach the site of a Church,
now only a heap of finely dn s.-<ed

stones, which evidei tly formed part

of a temple or pumic budding.
Near the \V. angle of the site we
find remains which recall the rect-

angular enclosure at New Pleuron

(p. 5S9). A few drums of co-

lumns liave been unearthed near
this enclosure. In its vicinity is a
large block with an almost illegible

int-ciijitioii, referring to a dedication
by tile (>|)uiitiau Locriaus in honour
of a certain Ljco| os, Strategos of the
Aetolian League (probably afttr B.C.

168).

It is apparent that we have here a
great Peribolos wall enclosing a sacrc^d

siie. This agrees with the identiti-

catiou of the remains as those of

Thermon, which was the great Agora
of tiie League, a sort of Panaetolian
saiictuary, of which the centre was
the Ttniple of Apollo Thesmios (law-

giver). Such a pliice was naturally
used for tlie deposit of trea>ure carried

oif by the armies of the Lesigue from
all piirts of (Greece. Hence the 2000
statues des-troved by Philip in B.C. 218.

Tiie innual gathering was a I'anigyri*,

mercantile, religious, and poliiicid.

(rames of various kinds were held on
the j)lain.

'I heGieek Archaelogical Sor iety has
been at work at Tiiermon since )8;)8 in

hopes of di.-closiiig a si cond Olyinpia.

The most important result ot their

excavations has been the di.'-covery of

an early temple suppo.^ed to be <le<li-

ciited to Apollo. The foundations tire

of stone, but apparently the walls and
cohimns were originally of sun-dried

briik and wood. 'I lure were .5 co-

lumns iit each end lind 15 at each side,

and a row of columns down the ct ntre

divided tho buildinir into 2 nave.>*.

The metopes were adorncil with large

terra-cotta pli quea representing my-

thological seeueh. Parts of the teri-a-

cotta decoration of the roof nnd
(jomiee hiive also I een obta.ned. llie

temple is assigned to the enil of the
7th or the Ijeginning of the 0th cent,

below it were found the ri mains fif

two earlier buildings which were
jiiobably also temples.

About 1 hr. S.VV. of Kephalovryson,
at the opposite extremity of the valley,

uiion the edge of the plateau above
the lake, lies I'ltrochori (J\erpuxwpiov).

10 u.in. X. of the village i.s a hid
crowneii with the ruins of an ancient
citatlel. In the Middle Ages, and
more recently, the site has been dis-

turbed, so that little rem dns in "itu.

We follow the road down the steep

slopes aliove the lake lor 1 hr., to

Lower Murosclacon {MwpoffKAa&ov).

i'lie hamlet lies in the plain, at the
foot of two rounded summits. A
scarcely distinguishable ring-wull on
the heights proves the exisUnce here

in ancient times of a town, wliiuh

must be jMetafa. A Roman ruin lies

on the n., 5 min. from the khan.

[On the hills above, S. of the high
road, lies Ujiptr Moroiiclavoii. S.E. is

the hill of Mcsoixtuni, witli traces of

the ancient Llloiiun, not worth u
visit. In the ravine which separates
the hill from the heights occupied
by the village of Kahidi (Ka\oD5i),
on a hillock in the bed of the torrent,

is a small fort, to which has b> en
wrongly as.-ii.nfd tiie n:ime of Akkai
(p. tJti;J). K;dndi is 1 lir. fioiii Kurinehi.
From ^lesovouni we may turn hi., and
in, 2 hrs. catcli sight of the white bed
of ihe fhiilarU. At this point are
numerous streams turning mills. A
small hill close by bt ars the remains of

a Ciustro known as that of JDtrciluslii.^

On quitting Lower Morosclavi n we
may cross the jdain W. to (10 min.)
(Tii'liiiiu', and thence to (20 min.)
Kiijtiornclii, where we join ihe main
road icadii'g towards Mesolonghi and
A-^rinion (lite. 8'l).

A path ascends from Lower Mor
clavon to the (2 hrs.) Khan o/ Kn,
mi-ki, avoiding the long round by
Kapsorachi. ami in another 5 hrs.

reaches Naupactus (Kte. 88 ).
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ROL'TE 92.

ACtRIXIOX to KAEPEXISI.—HORSE-
I ATH.

Of the two principal routes, the
first is by far the mott picturesque,
but at the same time the most difficult.

The second is to be preferred by the
traveller in search of antiquities.

'J'hree days at least are required for
the journey. Provisions should be
thktn from Agrinion, and a good
supply of rugs is essential.

A.—By Peostovas and Prossos.

Agriuiou H. M
Paravola . 2 30
Sobunikcjs 2
Prostovas 1 II

Tsakoiiika 2
Prossos 3
Kai'iienisi fSridge 2 (1

Gorge 2
Microchori 1

Klavslon . 1
Karpenisi . 2

From Aj^rinicn to Paravola (p. 619).
About i m. farther vs-e leave the main
Joad by a bridle-path to the 1., strikin><

across tlie ]ilain on the 1. of tiie large
leserted Metocld (MeToxioi/) of the
Prossos Monastery. From the \ lain
1 steep asctut leads to the Khan of
Sohonikos {^0fxTrov7Kos). On the crest
jf the ridge before reaching the khan,
n a mo(iern wall in the tobacco-
lelds to the 1. of the path, there are
nany beautifully dressed blocks which
mist have belonged to an ancient
emple. In the apse of the small
iljurch of the Holy A-poMes, jut-t

bove the khan, is a late inscription,
ilany larue blocks are seen in the
^alls of the neighbouring buildings.
From Sobonikos a rough path

cross deep gorges leads in 1 hr. to

Upper Prostovas (^Avw npoaro$ds).

On the road, 10 min. below the

tillage, are a number of HelUnic
blocks. It takes another J hr. to

reach the plateau above the vdlage,

and to descend into the bed of the

Vasilicos (BaaiAiKos), flowing at the

bottom of a deep and precipitous

ravine E. to the Phidaris.

From this point the path 1 ecomes
at every step more wild and romantic,

following the rt. bank of the stream,

above which tow( rs Mt. Viena. High
up is seen the village of Spartias. In

J hr. we reach a poor khan, where we
cross the liver by a higli narrow
bridge, and ascend continually to the

orest of the Arabokephalon. The
path now bncomes a mere shelf, cut in

the steeply sloping precipices whicli

confine the stream. Lung trains of

mules bringing biilks of timber from
the saw-mills of Strigania {STpriyavid)

sometimes 1)1ofk the way. We catch
sight of this village in | hr. from the
bridge. Then follows a stiff climb of

nearly an hour to the solitary khan
of Tsol-onika {TaaKovlKu), where the
night must be passed. The nights at

this elevation are cold, even in summer.
Next morning an early start should

be made. From the khan we climb in

20 min. to the crest of the ridge, which
commands a fine view. Looking back
along the gorge traversed the previous
evening, we see Lake Trichinis and
Mt. Varassova beyond it. The back-
ground is occupied by the dim blue
forms of the Peloponnesian mountains.
W., on the opposite side of the ravine,

is the village of Lamhiri (Aaixwipiov').

The view on this fide is closeil by
the beautiful steel-grey crest of ]Mt.

Viena, whose peaks are wreathed in
mis:;.

After crossing several ridges, we
finally turn to the rt., away from the
gorge of the Vasilicos. In i hr. from
Tsakotiika we cross a [)lateau, on
which is a small Church with a spring,

surrounded by the masses of the
Araholcephalon. The path winds
through the firs, or along the sides of
shingly slopes. Embedded in the
soil, near the crest of the watershed,
are seen the roumhd black masses
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wliicli give the mouutuins tlieir ((J90() it.). Next, u{)on the AV. bunk,

modeiTi name of Negro-heads '^'Apairo- appears tlie serrated ridge f)!' ti.e

K(<l)aXa). Tlie parting of the waters Chelidoni (Xf\iSu>vt), nearly O.")00 ft.

is reached in 40 iniu. from the spring, liigh. To the 1. this mountain ends

!ind the descent to Prossos begins, in a VkjUI naked cone of grey rock ; the

From this point is visible fin the N. folding of the strata i.s very clearly

horizon the summit of 3/<. Velurhi. visible abuve the b<lt of forest. The
In li hr. more we loek ilown upon two mountains exactly fan- e:ich other,

an opt-ii valley with a pass at its N. and constitute a mighty natural irate-
j

end. At the foot of the precipices way through which lies the road,

forming the pass nestles the Monas- From the E., round the foot of

tery of Prossos (rh ixovairrriptov rod Kaliakuda, conies the river of Krihe-

Upoffffuv). It takes ^ hr. to thread Ion (KpiK(\<m6ranos), into whicfi the
;

our way among the terraces on which torrent of Prossos falls. A short dis-

lie the gardens and houses of the vil- tance N. (2 hrs. from Prossos) tlie

lage towards the N. end of the valley, united streams receive the water?" of

The night must be spent at the the Karpenisi, flowing from the N.E.
hospitable monastery, where tolerable The combined rivers di.sappear towards

accommodation will be found. The the N.W. througli a deep gorge ah«iig

foundation is old, but the present the S. foot of the Chelidoni. The union

buildings have been erected since the with the Karpenisi river takes ]ilace

War of Ijibeiation. The Ijeaiitiful at the very mouth of the gorge, wideh

little Chinch of the I'lnuKjin isdoulilo, is spanned by a mod'-rn bridge. The
there being a small dark inner shrine river now bears the name of Agalumox,

in a hollow of the precipice against from a village <>n iis banks. It nlii-

wLich the monastery is built. This naately falls into the Acheloo.s. ;i

shrine belongs to the original founda- receiving the waters of the Me<j

tion, and it escaped destruction at the and the Agrapha (p. 632).

hands of the Turks. It contains an The path fruni the bridge, aloni:

ancient Eikon (Ei/cc^j') of the Virgin, rt. bank of the Karpenisi, retain- .:::

said to have been jjaiiited by St. Luke, wild and grand character. In li hr.

The jiicture is dark with age, and from the bridge we descend to the

almost completely covered with metal- head of a small torrent, and gradually

work. Steps within the rock lead approach tiie level of the river, in

from the older shrine to the Library, order to pass tiirough the gorg.

a mere cupboard in the clifl". 'i'he tween the tn mendous red cliftV

monastery as a whole is be.-t viewed jecting from the Chelidoni aini

from the threshing-floor ('AAaivi), on a Kaliakuda. The view toward-

projecting tongue of rock, a few chasm is extreimly fine. The p:

minutes S. The torrent, which takes entirely taken up by the river,

its rise in the valley, bears the name the road is cut out of the cliflF, v

of ProsKOii ((} ^(inappovs rov npotraov). overhangs the torrent like a

The third day's journey requires house. After 30 min. we read

8 hrs. Food of .-ome description can narrowest part of the passag

be obtained on the way. which are two smiiU shrines (dh.

Fr'm the monastery a narrow and /uara), one on each bank of the si:

.sometimes perilous track leads N. Beyond the gor^ie the river 1

along the edge of almost jierpendieular a narrow fertile belt aloug its rt.

clitts rising on the I. bank of the planted with maize belonging t

Presses torrent. Just at the angle of village of Katytsa, which is .-een

the cliff are the ruins of a small f<>rt abnve the slopes on the oppositi

which guarded the entrance into the of the stream. We cr ss a S'

valley from the north. torrent near a mill, and in J hr.

As' we advauce, the great mass the steep slo]ie leading to a

of the Jv«ZJaA-«da (KoAioKoGSa) is seen which projects from the Che.

rijjing above the E. bank of the river and forms, with a similar spur iiom
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Kaliakuda, a second gorge, impassable
except to the river. On the crest of

the ridge stands a Church, from which
Karpenisi is seen 7 m. N. up the
valley. About J hr. beyond the ridge

lies

Microchori (MiKpoxoopiov), or the
Little Village, which contains one or

two khans. On the opposite side

of the valley is seen Megalochori
(MsyaAoxaJpiof, or Tpavoxc>>piov), the

Great Village, forming a pretty picture

with its red-tiltd roofs against the

dark green forests of the Kaliakuda.
The river wanders over the bottom of

the valley, being diverted into various

channels for the irrigation of the
maize-fields. The path is bad, being
formed of mud or cobbles. On eitlier

hand are round well-wooded heights,

the last of which on the rt. is called,

from its sha]ie, Koniska. At its foot

is the village of (1 hr ) Klarsio)^

In the fields near Klavsion are a

few late remains, and in the half-

buried ruins of the Church of St

Michael are several Hellenic blocks.

The peasants derive the name of the
village from KKaio) (weep), and Vielieve

it to represent the town of Kallion,

which was so barbarously sacked by
tiie Gauls under Brennus in B.C. 279.

On the 1. of the valley the last

height towards Karpenisi is that of

Palaeocastro. Here are the scanty
remains of a fortress, which seems to

have been occupied in post-Hellenic
times, and iu the War of Liberation.

At the foot of the hill, 1 hr. from
Klavsion, is the village of Kory-
schades (KopucrxaSes).

As we advance, the main peak of

Veluchi disappears behind the lower
height.s, at the foot of which is built

the town of Karpenisi. The valley

bends round to the E. and runs as far

as the Oxya hills which unite Veluchi
with Vardusi. On an isolated height
S. of the t(nvn stands the Church of

St. Demetrios. Crossing a dry turrent-

I

bed we ascend a long slope and issue

by meaus of a second torrent-bed into

the main street of (1 hr.) Karpiinsi

I
(see belo.v).

B.

—

By H. Vlasis and Tatarna.

Agrinion 11. -M.

End of thp high ro.iii

.

. 3

Francoscala . 2

H. Vlasis. . 3 ."0

Khan at tbe Plane . 1 30
Buzduni . . 40
Sidera Bridge . . 2

Tatarna . . 2

Djuka . 1

Bridge of Manolis . 30
KerasovQu . 2

llegdova Bridge . 3
H. Athanasios . . 2 30
Karpenisi . 1

Leaving Agrinion by the road which
runs E.. and turning 1. before reach-
ing the Eremitsas, we skirt at some
distance the W. side of the Vlochos
hill, and gain a clear view of its

peculiar structure. Af ^ er about 3 hrs.

the liigh road comes to a sudden end.

We turn oflf by a bridie-path to tlie rt.

down a valley between the low bush-
clad sandstone hills, cliaracteristc of

this section of Aetolia. The path is

easy but wearisome, as there is no
extensive prospect, and scarcely any
sign of life.

In about 2 hrs. we approach the 1.

bank of the Zervas, which tiows from
Mt. Plokopari in the E , falling into

the Acheloos at a point about 2 hrs.

N. of the bridge on the road between
Agrinion and Karvassaras (p. 658). A
conspicuous hill simm distance to the
rt. bears the scanty ruins of the Castro
of Mavrovru (Mavpo^pov), or Black
Water. The ancient name of the
Zervas is uTiknown.
The road now passes through the

site of an ancient temple. It lies

close to tlie river, on a small level
piece of ground at the S. end of the
modern bridge called Francoscala
(<j>pa7«:')(r«:aAa),orBridgeof the Franks.
It is on the line of the proposed high
road between Agrinion and H. Vlasis ;

the road never having been completed
the bridge is now a ruin. Travellers
must ford the river above it. We
trace only one side of the temple, by
means of the large square slabs set end
upwards in pairs on a projecting
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course. Poitions of tho croas- walls

can be seen buried in the ciirth wliich

has lieen washed from the hill.-ido

above the temple. The entire length

is Al yiis., and the breailth 14. Fouii-

dntions of other buildinf^s lie close at

hand. 'I he temple jjrubaldy V)(loi)]^ed

to the tribe of the Tliestieis, who set m
to have occupied the whole tract

lyini< between the Zervas and the

oentral plain of A( tolia.

We cross to the rt. bank, on which
stfinds a poor kh;in, '25 min. from the
temple. Immcrliately afterwards w(;

ford a triijiitary of tlie /< rvas. The
midilay halt .-should bo deferred until

tliis tributary is again struck 1 hr. N.,

where is a .^mad but good si>ring.

From the spring we be;;in to ascend
through the same characteiless and
uninteresting country. A single khan
i.s all that is found on tln' road, it the

foot of the last steep ascent to the town.

At ttie summit of the ridge there is a
tJir( shing-floor ('AAciivi), and a Chuich
of St. John. A line of ancient blocks

crosses the path, the remnant, perliaps,

of a work designed to close the passage.

On the other side of the ridge lies

(2 hrs.)

Hagios Vlasis {^'\yios BAorrrjs), the

capital of the th mos UapaKaixirvXiwv

(900), where the night must be spent.

There is no accommodation for travel-

lers, but the natives are very ho.-*-

pitable. The village ("i.^iOO ft.) occupies

a tine situation jnst under the striking

hare peak of Mt. Ktitupac, with a good
view towards the W. over the windings
•of the Aeheloos and the Acarnanian
mountains.

[l\vo excursions may be made from
11. Vlasis, but they are scarc( ly of sufli-

inent interest for tin- ordinary traveller

tf) justify the delay. A. sijunre watch-
tnvn'T, fairly well preserved, stands

.(d)ovo the Achi loos. 2 hrs. S.W.
About 3h hvs. N.W. of tlie village, in

tJhe bed of the Acl eloo.--, are the hot

TUvdicinal s])rings of Kn imtsln ("s ra

Kpfi-iaffTu), or Susjx nded, so called

l>( cause th(* banks of the river are f-o

close together that a crossing is made
in winter by means of a rope bridge.]

Fiom H. Vlasis to the moiiiwtery

of Tatarna ti>k<s at le:ist 7 hrs. In

l.V hr. we reach the Khan at the

I'lane-frc' (rh X"'''
'^ '^^'' nAdrai'oi').

From the hollow of th(t huge tree

gushes a fine cold spring. We descenil

heu'-e in '20 min. thiough pleasing

scenery to the Chuni (Xovvi), so called

from the villaj.'e on its 1. bank. It

Hows W. to the Aeheloos. A steep

jiath up the opposite bank brings us

to the (20 min.) Khan of Bnzduui
(Mttou^jtoOi'i).

'JMie path from this point is ill-

defined : tliore are no eonspicuous

points by widch to indicate the route.

According to the season of the year,

tlie travt ller may decide to cross the

A gill in iins by the (2 \\\a.)Sidera bridge

{ra 2i577pa), or to ford it near the

miserable hamht of //. Vnniliog

CAyws BaalXeios), equiili^tant from

Ihizduni. Tie latter course saves a

little time, but it >honhl not he

attempted without a local guide. If

the stream is full of floating logs the

fording is dangerous, and even in

summer the depth of wa'er is con-

siderable.

At H. Va.-ilios, in the threshing-

floor Tuiv Ifpi.Lvavtan', an ancient in-

scription gives a mutilated list of

names, perhaps of Apcmntian magi-
.-trates. The inhabitants of the vil-

lage believe that the wonls refer to

the buiying-i>hice of the trea.-ure be-

longing to the ruler of the city, among
the ruins of which the stone was dis-

covert d.

The stone was apparently brought
from the site known as Ilelltiiica, on
an eminence a few minutes E. of tlic

village. If the traveller cros.'-es ly

the briilge h(^ will pass over the siti .

On the summit a few mas.sive walls

built of w« U-tlre.'^sed bliK'ks iKjhmg

apparently to a public budtling. Thtt

whIIs of the town are lost anntl tln^

thickets of the hill.

1 hr. Iteyonil the Agaliams we naeli

the Aijraphiotihufi CA.ypa<pioriK6%). '

River of Agrapha, which must
fonled tfi the rt. of the Castro

Tatarna. The depth here is not

gretit. On the W. of the ^mall plain

on which we emerge, the last oflshrot
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of the Tatarna liills is occupied bv
an ancient town, now known as tlie

Castro of Tatarna. Part of the wall
and a tower are visible from the
plain

; it is scarcely worth the delay
to ascend the hill." Tlie positioQ is

one of great strencrth, as it is sur-
roundfd on thiee sides by -water, on
the E. by tlie river of A graph a, on
the S. by the Agalianos, on the W. by
the Acheloos, into wliicii the two
former streams fall after rounding the
hill.

This Castro has been identified with
the ancient Apekantia (Liv. xxsviii.

3) ; but the presence of the inscrijjtion

at the Hellenica on the opposite side

of tue river, together with tlie appa-
rently finer remains there, makes it

more probable that this city stood on
tlie height above H. Vasilios.

In 1 hr. after fording the Agr ipha
we reach the Monastery of Tatarna,
at which the night must be spent.

This point marks the X. limit of the
vine-culture in Aetolia; the product
of the Tatarna vineyards is of excel-
lent quality. The monastery (to

IxovaarripL rris TaTcipvqs) was destroyed
by the Turks ; tiie foundations of the
old building may be traced iu the
adjoining gartlen. There is a fine

view S. towards the jagged outline of

the mountains above H. Vlasis.

[A great mercantile Panegyris is

held in Sept. on the pi tin of Marjula,

1 lir. N. of the monastery, at the
point where the Achelons issuing from
the gorges of 8ivista makes a budden
bend to the S. About i hr. W. r.f the

plain, close to a khan at the mouth
of the gorge, the river is increased by
tlie copious springs of Mardaha, at

the base of the precipice. Here the
Acheloos is spanned by tiie ancient
bridge of Tatarna (to ye(pvpi rrjs

Tardpvris), about 60 ft. high. Un the
Acarnanian bank, on the eminence
overlooking the bridge, are the

remains of a small fort of mixed poly-

gonal and irregular Hellenic work.
The bridge in fact lies upon what
must have been, even in Hellenic
times, a chief artery of cummunioation
across N. Aetolia between Lamia and

the Gulf of Arta. On the Aetolian
side of the Acheloos this line was
guarded by the fortress of Djuka, one
of the most interesting iu this region.]

The fortress of *Djuka is distant

1 hr. from the monastery, and may
easily be visited by the traveller going
to Karpenisi. It lies on a height to

the 1. of the bridle-path, falling on
the E. somewhat rapidly to the
Agrapha river, on the W. to the
Acheloos.

[The traveller will probably find it

best to leave the main p.ith at tiie top
of the ridge, just before beginning;
the desi'ent to the A'j;rapha river.

He shoidd, after inspecting the ruins,,

return to the point at which the direct

road was left. It will cau.se loss of:

time to attempt the descent directly

from the Castro to the bridge. The
baggage animals will, of course, be
sent forward and not ascend thehiil
of Djuka at all.J

Practically only the E. side of tlie

fortress is preserved, but that is the
most interesting part. It rises at one
point to seven courses ; in general,

however, it remains to a height of
only two or three. The well-preserved
main gateway stands at the 8. end of
the E. line of wall, just at the angle
formed by .its junction with the line
along the S. side of the hill. Cue side
of the entrance is formed by the ex-
tremity of the S. wall itself, which
stops abruptly with a square end, 7 ft.

broad. The other side is constituted
by a square tower, against wliieh the
E. line finishes, with a face-measure-
ment of about 14: ft. The passage
thus created is tibout 10 yds. long,
and nearly 3 yds. wide; it rises gra-
dually towards the interior of the
enclosure. At the gateway the walls
are 10 ft. high. In addition to the
protection afforded by the tower on
the rt. of the passage, further jjri-

eautions have been taken. At a little

distance along the E. wall occurs a
.second large square tower. The cur-
tain between the two towers is also

broken into a salient angle. In lact.
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these salient autrles are adopted
tlirou<jliout the lines—ainethoil found
nowhere else in Aetoliu. The E. wall

is an example of true redan lines. It

cease.-s in the N. at the point where
the steep crags render artificial

defences superfluous. The site was
occupied during the Middle Ages, as

indeed we should expect from the

great strategic importance of the

position. The later walls sever the

eminence at the N. end of the site

from the lower S. part, thus creating

an acropolis and luwer fijftress. In

Hellenic times, of course, the whole
enclosure was the citadel, and the
houses of the town must have been
placed upon the level ground below
the E. wall. This part of the site is,

in fact, littered with tile-fragments.

The style of masonry is remarkable.

In spite of its variety, it resembles on
the whole the regular polygonal, so

familiar in the Acamanian ruins.

Nevertheless, the fitting of the stones

is far from accurate, and the blocks

vary greatly in size. The style may
be characterised as a transition from
polygonal to irregular Hellenic, iso

far as the dilapidated state of the

remains in N. Aetolia allows us to

generalisr, we may call this species

of masonry normal in this region.

We desf-end from the Castro to the

(^ hr.) Bridge of Mauolh ovi-r the

Agraphiotikos. This bridge (to y€(t>vpi

Tov MuvuKrj) is remarkable for the

width of its span, and the ct)n6e<iuent

height of the key-stone ahove the

water. Unlike other examples, the

arch spriiigs from the comparatively

low ground on either hank, instead of

from natural piers formed by pre-

cipices, as in the case of tiie bridge of

Tatarna (p. Q'S'S), and that over the

IMegdova (p. 63G). In Aetolia the

bridge of Manolis is unrivalleil for its

boldness. That of Konikos, on the

N. route through Agrajjha, alone

seems to excel it.

From the bridge of Manolis the track
turns X E. towards (2 hrs.)KerasnwmT
(Kepa(7o)3')j'), a village of about 800
inhah., <> lirs. from Karpenisi. Night
quarters may be t'oiiud here if neces-

sary ; otherwise, ihe ugoyates should

be instructed to keep well to the ~

nearer Marathias, directing the K'

upon Viniani, so as to strike the bri'^

over the (ii hrs.) Merjiloru. I

bridge is .sijnilar to that over if

Asirapha river, and stands in a fine

thickly-wooded gorge.

The Megdova is undoubtedly the

ancient K.mipvlos (Ko/uiryAo$), or the

Tortuous.
Hence we ascend in 30 min. to the

top of the ridge, having now reached
the spurs of >rt. Veluchi, which has

been visible in the X.E. since we
crossed the Agraphiotikos. The tra-

veller should keep the ridge on the 1.,

otherwise he wdl descend to the poor

village of Stenoma, whence he niust

again aisccnd by a bad path. He will

thus gradually round the head of a

deep forest-covered sale in the flanks

of Veluchi and reach a rude khan
(deserted in winter). (Striking E., in

a few minutes a shoulder of the moun-
tain is crossed. Just at the sumndt

(2J hrs. from the Megdova) is the

small Church of St.AtJtanasioi>. From
this point a rapid descent hy a rough
path leads to ^1 hr.)

KarpenisiT (2000), a pleasant town,

the oajiital of the demos of the .same

name, in the former Eparchy of Eury-
tania. Its houses occupy the slopes

on each side of the torrent which
flows from Veluchi. The streets are

steep and narrow ; the main street,

iiowever, issues from the town towards
the E. as a tine earriage-road, along
whieli there is constant communication
with (](> hrs.) Ijtimiii (Rte. 80) by way
of (2i hrs.) />u«yrt and (9 hrs.) T''in/-

iKii'i ( p. .i75) Carriages may be hin d
at Karpenisi.

During the war with the Turks, the

invading armies, if they did not pene-
trate S. Greece by Thermojjylaeor the

])ass of Gravia (Amphissa), marched
by w;iy of Kar])enisi, through the fias.s

of I'rossos. The most famous occa-

sion was in Aug. 1823. Mustais,

pasha of Sc^dra, was leading the
Gheg Albanians through Agrapha
'o unite bef<»re the walls of Meso-
longhi with the forces of Omer
Vrionis. Mesolonghi was the only
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town in "W. Greece that still held out

;

the Ottoman fleet was threatening the
coast ; the chieftains of Agrapha had
fled or submitted. The advanced
guard of the invaders, under Djela-
Icililin Bey, the nephew of Mustais,
encarnped, 4000 strong, ronnd the
spring of Kephnlovry^is at the foot of

Knniska, 20 min. S. of the town.
]\Iarco Botzaiis, witli 350 Suliotes, had
been joined by Karaisk-dds, the
T.savellai, and others, so that the
(rieek force numbered about 1200
iiicn. Marcos encamped in Micro-
cliori, and tlje other chiefs in Mega-
lochori. Some of the Suliotes had

;
entered the hostile camp and reported
its disposition ; being Albanians ti.ey

I

could do so without fear of detection.

Botzaris succeeded in arranging a
night attack upon the Turkish army :

.5 hrs. after sunset he was himself to

attack from the valley, the others to

support him from the hills.

The Sulirites kept their word

;

\ hr. after the moment agreed upon
their war-cry startled the sleeping
Ghegs. But their attack was unsup-
ported ; only Kitsos Tsavellas and his
brother witli a few companions came
dov\n to share the danger and glory of

Botzaris. Tlie lieroic Suliote was
badly wounded, but he pressed forward
to the tents of Djelaleddin and his

( staff. The veteran Ghegs were as
familiar as their enemies with noc-
turnal warfare, and were trained like

them t) fire with deadly precision,

where any but Albanian eyes would
have been at fault. The iiead of

Botzaris, raised rapidly above the
rampart, was outlined for an instant

again.st the (iusky sky ; a ball sped to

his brain and befell dead. His cousin
Dusas took the body on his shoulders,

and with an immense booty of arms
and horses tiie Suliotes retired to

Microchori, having lost thirty-six

men in the attack. The V;ody was
brought down 1o Mesolonghi and
buried in the Heroon. A monument
has been erected on the spot where he
fell.

About J m. E. of the town, on the
road to Lamia, round the Church and
spring of St. Nicokws, is held the

great annual fair, or Paneqyris, of
karpeni,-ii, during the fiist three days
of August. Booths are erected and
let by the Demos for the display of

goods ; traders fiom South Aetolia,

Agrapha, and Thessaly, encamp on
the plain. Tne development of

modern means of internal communica-
tion is, however, slowly destroying the
importance of the gathering.

Excursions.

The Ascent of Mount Veluchi, fhe
ancient Tymphkestos, will occupy
IJ day. Mules can be taken almost
to the top. Provisions and plenty of

rugs must be carried, as the night
has to be spent at a great elevation.

Karpenisi should be quitted in the
early afternoon.

Climbing the steep slope on the E.
side of the torrent bed which divides
the town, we follow the line of the
aqueduct (vSpaycoyelov) up the valley
of Rofia, and reach in 4.5 min. a belt

of trees.

In 15 min. we leave them and
enter upon a bare grassy plateau
(Rovdlahl-a). To this follows a steep

'

bare stony rise, called appropriately
Scutani ( SaiVai'i), or the Devil . In ^ hr.

we reach the plateau above it, close to

the W. brink of the great cleft which
descends to the level of the plain E.
of Karpenisi. On the 1. is a de-
pression, calh d Sosfrimka. In aunther

5 hr. we arrive at the Samari, or

'saddle' between this depression and
the abyss. At the head of the latter,

facing us, are the cliffs of the Gidia
{'s TO. rlSia), or Wild Goats, in which
the wind roars like thunder. Looking
back we enjoy an <;Xtensive prospect
over the sandstone region of Aetolia
and the mountains in the direction of

Presses.

Above the Samari the hill is ex-
tremely steep and stony. In 20 min.
we reach its top and find a shepherd's
enclosure {Strunl;a) at the base of a
crag. Here the night must Ix; spent,

in some discomfort if a sudden change
of wind brings on a fog. The summit
(7605 ft.), distant about 1 hr., should
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bo readied in fiine to nrc tlie hud ri«(;

over the Tlic^Haliiiii jilnin.

Circular tour through Agrapha. 7
or .SilnvH. Tlie tritvcller is ik-|(cn<ifiit

u|)oii privuto lin8[>itnlity ivt tin; liuuucH

of tlic Dciiuirclis. The wlngcs are a.s

foll.iws :

—

n. M.

Karpe'iNi to Vulpi . ]o o

Vela'ira . . . .1 i)

Graiii'Hft . . .40
7a-\o it^a . . .HO
Aur.ipli:! . . . 1.1 o (or 9 hr».)
Kcrasovon . .mo
Kurpenisi . . .BO

52 (or 46 hrs.)

If the tnivoller enter.i Karpeni.si

from Lamia he rimy make the tour in

the reverse direction, anil proceed
from Vnlpi by the Castro ot Djiik.i to

the monastery of Tatarna, continuing:

by Rtr-. 92 to Aorrinion. Or, proiug

from Karj)eniBi by Vulj)i and Graiiitsa

to Ajrriipha, he may connect with a

The.ssaHan route t>y Karopleei and
Z iplnjii, in '^ days; but tlii.s road is

not open until the month of May.
Mules sci.jiild be used in ])refereiK'e to

liorses.

K irpenisi t(j the Jiiidijf <if MuikiUh

(p. 03o). From the river oi Af^rapha
we may paas either to the N. or the

S. of the Castro of Djuka. It is

better to take the N. route ilirectly

AV. from KerEsovon ; in tlii.s case it is

not imperative to desceml so far S. as

the l>ridge of j\Iannli.-i. No village is

passed between Kerasovon and Vu!j)i.

The formation is sandstone, lyiiif? at

tiie base of the lim^^stoiie of tiie Pteri

range. In this wiUlerness of slirubby

and characterless hills it is eisy to

lose the track.

[On the summit of the ridge in-

tervenins; btween the Idll of Djuka
ami the lofty range of Pteri. to the rt.

of the ])athway, is tlic unimportant
Palaeocastro of rahieocatuiiou. Only
a single small fragment of the wall

renaains, a unique example, in Aetolia,

of true irregular jiolygonal, or so-

called I'tdasgic masonry, in whii-h is

built the most ancient j)art of the

Acropolis wall^ at Athens.J

Vulpi (BoiiATrrjJ. J jir. N. of it8

Castro, h:is only 2<;(> inh.ib. The
wall is much ruined, but is traceable
all rouml. and has two towers in fair

j)re8ervatiou. B<low the hei.dit, on
the N. and E., are many tiles and
terrace-walls, showing that the town
lay on this side. Tiiis Castro is the
complement fif that of Palaeocatunon,
guarding the 8. approach as tlie latter

guarded the K. along the base of
Pteri.

3 hrs. W. lies

Velaora (BeAaiVa), reached by a
rough road over the ridges running
N. an<l S. It lies in the midst of a
rocky depression fr basin caus d by
the removal of the wiiidstfjiie, and
exposure of the underlying limestone.
The inhabitants are ili8|)erse<l in
various hamlets (MaxoAaSau), of
which the largest and furthest S.

(M. Tov ra(?i) has a tolerable magazi.
20 min. S. of this hamlet ris<^8 a

rough, craggy hill, precipif/ius on all

sides except tlie E., where alone
therefore we find a wall. It is in

fair preservation ; the style is rude,
but the stones are small. ^ min. E.
of the haudet a rocky hei};ht bears
the scanty vestiges of a second
foundation. 45 miu. W., in the direc-

tion of the Acheloos, is a much better

preserved Castro, rectangular in plan,
with an entrance iu the W. wall.

The fortresses at Velaora, Vulpi,
and Palaeocatunon, were probably tlie

artificial frontier of the Aperantoi
against the ruile Dolopes. who dwelt
in the mo mtains N. of the Pteri
range.

Continuing N.. we follow the 1.

bank of a torrent which flows into

the Acheloos, finally crossing it, and
climbing the steep S. slope of a spur
of IMount Pteri. In 4 hrs. we reach
Granitsa (900), witii a fine view to
the S. over the depression of Velaora
towards the mountains of Valtos (rt.),

and the dim forms of the H. Vlasis
mountains (I.).

A rough road leads \.W. in 2 hrs.,

ending in a steep climb up the slope*
of the UJiila. on the S. h'uIo of which,
among huge lioulders, lie the houses
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of Lepiana. TiiLUcu a pltataut ride

of 1 hr. brings us to Uajtopoulo ('Pay-

tSttovKo), which lies in a valley ruuuiiig

N.W.. closed, beyond the Acheloos, by
the mountains of Turkey.

Crossiug a ridge we next arrive at

(3 hrs.) Zelenitm {ZiK^vnaa). About
20 min. S.E., on a spur projecting

into the rtvma of Zelenitsa, are the

scanty remains of a lortification.

ISIany graves are found near the vn-
lagi.', which contains ^everai inscrip-

tions ! lid small antiquities.

From Zelenitsa thtre is a choice of

wa_\s to Agrapha. The shorter (9

hrs.), which is difficult and dangerous,

ascends the ravine E. and ciosse.->

Mount Pteri. The longer and mure
interesting ruiite is be.-t accompli?hed

ill two days, the night being spent

(in sumuier) at Vatovryds, the spot

occupieil on the Platauii.s by the

Walbchians of IMichas from the

village of Surofi(jli (p. 655). They
Come up in 3Iay, and remain four

mouths. Earlier or later in the year

tlie traveller mutt seek accommoda-
tion at the village of Trovati (see

btrlow).

On quitting Zelenitsa the path
runs N.W., reaching the top of the

ridge in al out 1 h'., and descending

into the goige of the Flatanias, once

the boundary between Greece and
Turkey, wnere it bends to the E.

We follow- up the first tributary stream

which tlows from the 1., and leach in

2 his. Vatovry.<is {Baru^pvais). From
this p^unt we ascend tlie stream E.

and climb the mountain side on its J.

bank to a height of neaily 6000 ft.

Fine view to the N. Thence we
descend to the (2 his.) Spring of
Gerorulovr I/six, which lies just below
tue /ueyas crT6i'(^s, or KOKKiyrj irAa/ca (red

rock), so calkd from the red shelving

precipices above it. dossing this, in

i hrs. we reacii Trovati (or Provatu).

We now follow the torrent whicit

takes its name from the village,

traversing the narrow and dangerous
path high above the strtam. In 3 hrs.

we cioss it, and ascend tde lidge on
its 1. bank. Beyond the cr- st, Agrapha
is seen far below, on ihe S. slope of

the mountain ring which encircles the

[Greece.'}

village. Tlie descent tLeieto n quires
nearly 3 hrs.

Agrapha (Ta''Aypa(pa) is the capital

of an ancient district which derived
its name from its villages being " not

written down ' in the tax-collectors'

books, but only paying a small tribute

collectively. The Deinarch's house
is an interesting specimen of a style

of architecture fast disappearing
from Greece, and probably traceable

to Wallachian indueuce. The Walla-
cliians once possessed the whole of

Thessaly, and in that district we find

many analogous examples. Other
buildings of this class at Agrapha
disappeared in a landslip about 1878.

Toe trade-relations of Agraj)nu are
with Karditsa in 'J hessaly.

Leaving Agrapha our road turns S.,

following the course of the river of

Agrapha. The scenery is wild, but
the path bad, and sometimes even
tlangerous. In 1| hr. we reach the
coutluence of the Trovati with the

main stream. From this lofty point
fine views are gained of the peaks of

the Agrapha district. At a mill
further on the hill of Djuka becomes
visible to ihe S. (p. 634). Here we
quit the river-bed, and mount in

2 hrs. to Kerasovon (p. 635).

KOUTE 93.

KEPHALOVKYSON TO LIDOKIKI, BY
PLATA NOS. HOKSE-PATH.

Kephalovrj'son H. M.
' .'hrysovitsa 1 30
Bridge ot Artotiva . 1

Platauos . i u

Koiitsa »

Lobotina . 4 U

Pendagii . 8

Steno 4
Lidoriki . 2 U

From Agrinion to (6 hrs.) Kepha-
lovriison (Rte. 91;. Here we turn S.

along a valley and cross the 1. ridge
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into a .similar valley opening upon a
triangular plain, when; is a poor

khau. On tlie hill al)Ovc it stands
the village of (1^ br.) Chrysovitsa
{Xpvffo^'iTffa). At tlie foot of the hill

arc two retaining wall- supporting a

terrace, which prnljably cnntained a
temple. On the S. side of the terr.ice,

at the E. end, is a large square cistern

witli a perennial supply of water.

We may surmise tliat the site is one
of those numerous sanctuaries of

Asclepios to which the afflicted from
all parts of Greece resorted for cure.

Essential adjuncts of these sanatoria

were groves and springs.

From the khan we proceed E. down
a narrow vale opening upon the

Pliidari.s, taking the path along the

S. side of the valley, in order to

reach the (1 hi.) Bridge of Artotiva

{'ApTorifia). Just below the bridge

the Phiiiaris receives tlie Kukavos, a

tributary from the E., which drains

the centre of Kravari. At the angle

formed by the confluence of the

streams are the remains known as the

Castro of Artotiva. The village lies

^ lir. N. of the bridge. A>cending
the course of the Kakavo.s, in 4 hrs.

we reauli

PlatanosT (1000). lying high up on
tiie slojx .s of Miiuiit Arilini (o.oS.'i ft.).

Here is a wretolicd Inn, a lar-e

Church with a London clock, and a

Scliool—the public buildings being due
to the liberality of natives who have
made fortunes abroad. Large numbers
of the Kravarites emigrate, chietiy to

Turkey, owing to the poverty of

this mountainous district. The area

adajited for cultivation is extremely

small, and the only other resources

are cattle rearing and the cxjjort of

timber.

We have now a choice of routes

as far as Lohotina. We may descend

the hill of Platancis to tlie Kakavos,

following tlie stream through tiie

beautiful vale of Choiiiori (Xu>fj.opv), a

difficult path of about 5 hrs. Or we
may make two stages of the journey

by a digression to the N., passing

along the gorge of the Phidaris

above Arudiova and Klepa, crossing

between Mts. Ardini and Zekuri,
and descending to the hospitable
monastery of Kozitsa (Ko(iTarjs ft.ovi\),

where the night must be sjK-nt. This
journey occupies the whole day, and
provisions shoulii 1h.' taken. From the
monastery it is a ride of about 4 hrs.

to Greater LolnAina (VifyaKa Aofx-no-

Ttvd), a finely situated village on the
slopes of Mt. Vupadia (5*321 ft.),

opjKisite Mt. Triliovon '5675 ft.^,. The
intervening valley is one of the most
fertile in Kravari; within it lies the
village of [^ hr.) Little Lohotina.

[1 J hr. N. of Lobotina is the deserted
monastery of St. Demetriog. in the
courtyard of which is an inscribed
stele. On the heights above the
monastery arc the remains of an Hel-
lenic town.]

There are two tracks onward. Tin
traveller may make a digression to

the N. by (4 hrs.) Voitm (BoiVaa).
and thence turn S. to (4 hrs ) Pendarjll
(JlfVTayim), a picturesque village "of

800 inhab., thus riding entire ly round
Mt. TrLkovun and descending the W .

side of the Kokkino valley, with a

splendid view of Vardiisi on the E.,

and Kiona on the S.E. These an-
the highest mountains in Greece, ami
if the traveller has no other opportu-
nity of seeing them this route is to be
recommended.
An easier p>ith leads S.E. from

Lobotina to (4 hrs.) Palaeocatiinou,
upon or near an ancient site. On the
heights above it are some remains.
To the 1. of the path, on the summit
of the last ridge before descending to

the village, are the scanty ruins of a
temple, including some rudely scul]i-

tured blocks, one of which l^ars a
shield—the only instance of such
treatment in all Aetolia. Hence we
tiirn E. to (2 hrs.) Fendagii ; or

descend directly S. to the valley of

the Monto^, and then turn E. and
cross the opening of the vale of tiie

Kol.hino (Ked) river to the (4 hrs.)

Steito. It is a journey of 3J hrs. from
Pendagii to the Steno.

The Steno (pass) is the name given
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to the gorge formed at the end of

Mt. Vardusi opposite Lidoriki. It is

the meeting-point of several streams,

and is consequently of great strategic

importance. From the N.E. between
Kiona (E.) and Vardusi (W.) flows

the Mega (Great). Just before it

enters tlie gorge it receives the waters
of the Veluchi torrent from the flank

of Vardusi. This torrent is barely

1 m. in length, issuing noisily from a
chasm which is probably the emissary
of a katavothra. In winter it floods

the valley. From tiie S. the Mega
receives the torrents of the valley

of Lidoriki and Malandriuo. On
issuing from the gorge, which is

spanned by an ancient bridge of a
single arch, the Mega changes both its

name and its direction. It flows now
nearly W., and just below the gorge
receives the Kokkino, flowing along

the W. side of Vardusi. From this

point it becomes the Mornos (p. 591).

The projecting S. end of Mt. Vardusi
is thus surrounded on three sides by
water, ti.e Veluchi and the Mega on
the E., the Mega as it flows through
tlie Steno on ihe S., and the Kukkino
on the W. The height was occupied
by an important ancient city, now
k own as the

Castro of Veluchovos {BeXovxofios).

The circunjference of the extensive en-

closure is traceable throughout, and in

parts displays some of the most beau-

tiful work to be found in Aetolia.

Both squiire and round towers are

employed. The summit of the hill

has been occupied in meiliai val times.

Tlie lines coiue down in the direction

of the Mega almost to the point where
it re^^eives the Veluchi torrent, and
then run parallel to the Mega above
the path until they reach the gorge,

wiiere they turn upwards to the

summit of the hill.

In the khan at the Steno is pre-

served an inscription from the ruins.

Another is found on the 1. bank of the

Mornos, near the ruined Church of

(2u min. , H. Va^ilios. A third is in

a modern terrace-wull juot above the

Steno, and others are said to exist

Isewhere.

The name of these important ruins

is doubtful, but they may with great

probability be assigned to the Aeto-
lian town of Aegitios, at which the

Athenians under the general Demos-
thenes exuerienceii a defeat in B.C.

426 (Thuc! iii. 97, 98).

From the Steno we proceed to

(2 hrs.) Lidoriki T AoiBopiKwv), with

960 inhab. and a tolerable Inn. The
Platia is a pleasant place.

ROUTE 94.

NAUPACTUS TO HTPATI, BY LIDORIKI

AND MAVBOLITHARI.—HORSE-rATH.

Naupactns H. M.

Omer Effendi . I 'M

Sules 1

Gliumaei . . , 2 30

Varnacova 1

Lycochori 3

Steno 4

Lidoriki . 5

.Sykeia . 3 30

Mavrolitbari . 4
Hypati . 8

An interesting journey of four or

five days. Food and tolerable quarters

may be found.

From Xaupactus we proceed E. to

the banks of the (1 hr.) Mornos, striking

the river just at the point where it

issues from a gorge formed by Mt.

Macryvorug (W.) and 31t. Vigla (E.).

Its bed is very wide as it crosses the

low ground to the sea, gradually

trending W. A guide is required for

the ford, especially when the river

is swollen in the spring and early

summer.

The conical height on t!;e 1. bank
bears the scanty and insignificant

remains of a small fortified town

The ancient name was probably Poxi-

DAXiA. ; it is now known as the

Castro of

z 2
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Omer Effendi ('OuTjp 'EcpfVTr]), a
viiiaire '20 mm. E. ot the lord. Tins
territory iii ancii nt tiiiu-s bdongod to

the Ozoliun Looriaus. :i tribo which
occupieil a narrow sirijt of poast-land

betwf-en Ampliissa and the mouth of

the MomoB. Inlaml stretched tiie

Aetoliau tribe of the Apodotoi, who
apparently occupied the 8. side of the
MojTios valley. Tlie rftute we are
toUciwmg coincides in the main with
that taken by the Athenian expedition

of B.C. 426 agninst the Aetoliaiis.

Demosthenes, when at Xaupi.etus,

had been led by the Xaupsictians to

ti.ink that the Aetolians were merely
scattered tribes, so be formed a great
scheme for subduing Aetolia and
marci.ing through his allies the
Locriiins tr> sulxlue Boeotia, aud so

back to Athens; but thi* was foiled

by the Combination of all Aetolia.

He ^tarte I from Oineon in Locris,

and captured Potidauia. Next day
he took Krokyleion, and on the third

day Teichion. After waiting for some
time in vain tor the Locrian con-

tingent, tliC Athenians advanced to

storm Aegition (Hte. 93). Here he
wa.^ nearly surrounded by the com-
bined Actolians on the hill-»ides, who
liad blocked his advance by &etiing

fire to a forest. Only with greai loss

he retrcMtid to Oineon and thence to

Xaupactus. He retrieve.! this disaster.

however, by defeating at 01pat , in

conjunction with tlie Amphilochians,
an army uf ^] artans under Eury-
lochos and of Ambraciots, thus saving
not only Amphin>chians, Argos an<i

Anactorion, but also Nuupactu^, the

real object of the Spartan expedition

(Thuc. iii. 95-98;.

From Omer Effendi wc continue

E., niaking for a cnspicuous cone,

at ti 6 N. foot of which lies the

village cf (I ht.) Sules (SouA^'s). On
the hill (800 ft.) are the remains
uf a ti>rire.*s, which must be that

of EtPALiox. Tlie wall is about
10 It. broad, built in goo<l irregular

Hellenic, with square towers; the

best preserved jx rtion is at the W.
end ol the hill. The site is tinder

culti\ation, and numerous foutida-

tif n.«, apparently of public buildings,

are found on tin- E. nlojje winch siukn

to a depression leading S. frr)m the

village. Th<- .summit (J hr. from
Rules) affords a g'>od view of tlte

plain of Xaupactus an<l the Mornos;
this plain in Turkish times was called

rUftla. L/K.king E. we tmce the

valley leading upwards to tin- country

po88e&-ed by the Af)odotoi. On the

S. we overlook the Corintiiian Gulf,

separated from the base of the hill by
a narrow plain in which is the marsh
of (Juron. Thi.s in ancient timt .- was
probably covered by the sea, and con-

stituted the IJoads of Erythrae. A
few remnins near a height U.K. of the

Castro of Sules seem to mark tlic

situation of that town, which w;i.s

the port of Eupalion.

[On the spurs of the Vigla, 1 hr. E.

of 8ule8, are somi- fonndations of two
redoubts at ihe S. tnd of the riilge,

overlooking KUma (KAtj/io), which
lies 1 hr. S. These fort* command an
excellent view of the plain and cr.ast

in the direction of Xaupactus. They
mark the site of Afolloma.

The village of Klima itself occupies

probably ihe site of OiKEOX, but
the place is not worth visiting. To
ti.e S.E. is the island of Trizouia

(Tpot^ivta), on which are a few re-

mains, as well a.s on the 1 1 ast dir»ctly

opposite. These must corre.-jiond le-

spectively to Kirrha and Axtiktra.
Tlie latter, the 'town op{>osiie Kirrhu.'

was capttire<l by I^aevinus, the Roman
general cooperating with the Ai toliaus

iu B.C. 210 (Liv. xxvi. 26).3

From Sules we follow up the va1'''v

totheN.E. After li' hr. we pass ui

the village of Gliuinaei {TKovfic

which lies on the ridge to the X.
this point, on each side of the r

are numerous squared stone.*, caret'

wrought. Tht place is called Al
ptitMi (' AKoyomraTirns), from a cut'

res* mbling the print of a horse's 1

in a stone by the wayside. Henc.
climb the mountain A'ie iu front to

the (J hr.) Castro of Ghnmae'i. The
ruined Church of the Holy Apostles,
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situated on the ridge, is largely built

of anciont stones. On the height
above it are the walls, rising 6 or 7 tt.

above tlie ground. On the S. the hill

is precipitous iind needed nn defence.

Towards the W. end is an enclosure in

better style than the rest. A few
worked .-tr'nt'S with simple mouldings
s-em to indicate that a public building
stood liere. The peasants call the

place by thi^ usual title of Marmara
(To. fj.dpixapa.\ or tlie Marbles.

This Castro must correspond to the
ancient Krokyleiox, the village cap-
tured on the second i1ay of the ex-

pedition by the Atheuians.

We now follow a pleasant path
tlirough an oak forest to the hospitable

monastery of (1 hr.) Varnacova (Bap-

vp-KciBvs iJ-ovr)), a modern erection, the

old building having been blown up
by the Turks. Tlie Church is iu-

terestini:-, as it contains an old in-

scription relati'i^ to its construction.

It apjiears to date from the rtT'ign of

Theodor Dukas. The inner narthex
was built and decorated in the reign

of Manuel, and the nave by Erasmios,
in the reign of Alexios Comnenos,
Nicolaos bi-inic patriarch. Ah-xios is

said to 1'ave been burieil on the 1. nf

the entrance of the Church. • and
Mnnuel on the rt. ; fragments of

sarcophagi were in fact discovered in

the indif^ated positions. A beautiful

reliquary is iireserved in the Church.
The traveller should spend the first

night at tie monastery, where he will

jeceive every attention, and enjoy

luxuries .scarcely to be expected in

this region.

From Varnacova we descend 1200 ft.

in 45 min. by a rough path to a

stream, and climb the opposite hill-

side. In about 3 hrs. from the
luonasttry we reach the village of

Lycochori (AvKo\uipiov), on the long
slopes running down to the Mornos,
opposite Vetolista.

Remains, chiefly of late date, are

discovere I in the vicinity of the

village, below which there is also an
Hellenic Castro. Tiie s'Mntj ruins of

the fortress are found on a hill near

the bank of the Mornos (about J hr.

distant). The site is called KUTacplSi,

a corruption of KaTa(pir/i(oi/), the Place
of Eefuge. On the hill is the Cliurch

of St. John the Divine. TIih site is

that of Teichion. n lialting-place of
the Athenian expedition of b.c. 426.

The next move of the force took it to

Aegitiou (Rte. 93), which is plainly in

sight from this point, about 10 m.
N.E.. where tie masses of Var lusi

and Kiona rise at; the end of the long
valley of the Mornos.
From Lycochori the traveller

follows the 1. bank of the iMornos to

the (4 hrs) Steno. He may ascend
to Upper PalaeoxarlT CAj/oi TlaXaio-

^doiof, I5 hr. from Lycochori), where
there is a khan, but it is better to

take fro)n the monastery or from
Lycochori provisions for the day's
journey. If the Steno and Castro of

Veluchovos have been already visited

(Rte. 93), the traveller may go
directly to Lidoriki. To do tliis he
would pass through the Steno, keeping
to the 1. bank. As Tiidoriki is 5 hrs.

from Palaeoxari, no time can bp spared
on the way from the monastery.

[If the traveller de.«ires to visit tlie

scanty ruins at Strufza, he mn.-^t pass
the second night at the village of

Strutza itself {2,TpoiT(a\ where there

is a khan. In order to nach that
place he must turn up the valley
which opens on the rt. 1 m. before

reaching the Steno, ascending from
the ruined Church of S. Vasilios

(p. f)4.5). by Sevadikos. 1 hr. from
Stfutza. The Gistro is much ruined
pnd the work very rude. It. occupies
a height across thi- vallev, 20 min. W.
of the -tillage. To the *N. and N.E.
of the Castro are two similar rocky
knolls ; on the W. is a ravine and a
long ridge sparsely coverc' with trees

and intersected by revmata. In the

S. we just make out the Pdoponnesian
mountains. There is nothing detinite

to connect this site with that of

Aegition, to which it lias been assigned-
It takes 3 hrs. from Strutza to Lid-
oriki.]

If the digression to Strutza be
omitted, the second night is passed at
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the khan (pf the Steno, or iit I-id-

orikl.

From Lidoriki -we continue to

follow the valley of the Murnon, or the
Meijd, as it is called from this point.

On the W. rises the Vardu>i, on the
E. the Kinna. W(i pa^^s thnm^'h the
village of (2J hrs.) Lrfkudiii (Afv-
KaSir-rj) and (I hr.) Sykda (Su/ctio).

Before reaching the latter village, we
pass, on tlie opposite bank, the village

of Konialos, nc ar which jire the re-

mains of an ancient fortress, occiipie<i

during the Middle Ages. Below
Sykeia we cross the river by a bridge,
avoiding (1 hr.; Lower 3Iununitsa.

Then, strilting to the rt. across the
numerous feeders of the Mega, we
reach (3 hrs.) Mavrolithari (^Mavpo-

\i6dpiov), a village of 920 inhab., witii

fair accomniodatii'D, where the third

night mii.st be spent.

From this point the country becomes
more and more grand. Even in

summer, owing to the pro.\imity of

tlie snow-clad masses ot the ancient
Mount Korax, the nights are cold.

About i hr. N.W. of Mavrolithari lie

tlie remains ofKALLioN(or Kallipnlin),

destroyed by the Gauls in B.C. 27'.J

(Pans. X. 22). The site is now
occupied by the village of ICas^r/o^/ssa

{Kaa-rptdTitTffa). 'J'he enclnsuie is

traceable on three sides ; the wall is

built in good irregular Hellenic, and
flanked by square towers. Tliis im-
portant Castro is the ])ivot upon which
turns the entire defence of the valley

of tlie Mega, together with that ot the

pass over Vardusi. The fortress

aho bars the entrance of Aetolia'by

way of the Vistritsa valley, leading S.

out of the Lamian plain. The strategic

importance of the town was demon-
strated in B.C. 2711, wlieu Brennus and
the Gauls attempted to enter Greece
by the jiass of Thtrmopvlae. Find-
ing that road closed by the Greeks,
who were assisted by a strong Acto-
lian contingent, Bri nuus sent a de-

tachment S., apparently by the Vis-

trilsa valhy, into Aetolia ; their cruel

sack of the town of the Kalli(srecalle<i

the Aetoliaus to tlie defence of tlieir

own homes, and threw open the pass
of Thermopylae.

In n.c. 1!>1 the Roman Clonsul, t

ManiuB Acilius Giabrio, after con-

quering Antioehus al Thermopylae,
ascended Mount Oeta iu order to

reach Naupaetns. The Aetolians had
j

neglected to r<;.upy the pa8.->es of Mt.
|

Korax, and the consul, in spite of the I

losses incurred by the column owing
to thanatural ditliculties of the route,

descended safely to Naupacttis. The
pass traversed by Giabrio must have

been that wiiich starts from Musu-
nitsH, and descends by Kostartsa and
Granitsa int.i the Kokkino valley op-

posite Pendagii (Liv. xxxvi. 14, seq.).

From Mavrolithari (Ka>triotissa) it

is a journey of 8 hrs. to JJypati, by

(3 hrs.) SuioJiovon (2fi({/fo/3o>'), (1 hr.)

Mandetsi (MavTfTffij), and (1 hr.)

Liaskovon (AidffKofiov). From Hypati a

carriage-road leads in 1 iir. to the

Baths (to "TTrdTrji Aovrpd), and in

another 4 hrs. to Lamia (Kte. 86).

From Mavrolithari a path leads by
(I hr.) Strawi (IrpA/xv), to (2 hrs.)

Dremum {Apifiovaa), (3 hrs.) Kuku-
vuta (KouKoi;/3/ffTo), and (1 hr.)

Kastf'li (Ka(rT(\iov), desc(n<iing into

the Gravia main road by a side valley

in about 1 hr. From the Khan of

Gravia the road is open E. into

Boeotia, or S. to Amphissa (Kte. 86).

Two routes descend from Lidoriki

to the Corinthian gulf. The shortest,

but most difficult and lea.-t interest-

ing, leads by Malauilriiio and Sostaina

to{7 hrs.) ^'ilriiu'txa, where the steamer
may be taken from the quay, i hr.

below the village (Rte. 88). A much
better but longer route passes through
Malandrino and Amjjhissa. From
Lidoriki to (2J hrs.) Malandrino
there is a carriage-road. The village

{MaXavSplvov) lies n( ar a considerable
ancient site, as yet unidentified. It is

probably the town ofthe Locrian Hessii.

The walls and square towers are well
preserved, and built in a go(xl style.

5 min. below the village is a temple
site, from which several in.scriptions

now in the walls of the Church lave
been uhtainetl. They are exainjijes of

Emancipation Deeds, but the name
of the deity or of the town
nnfortunately missing. Froui M
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landrino it is a ride of about 5 hrs.

to H. Efthymia {'Ayia EvOufxia), where
poor quarters may be found. This
vil]au;e also occupies an ancient site

(perhaps Mtoxia), which, like that of

Malaudriuo, belonged to the Ozolian
Loorians. The enclosure is much
ruined, but some of the square towers
are well presei-ved. The small plain
in which the village lies is a stony
desert under the fir-clad slopes of Mt.
Elatos, tiie S. end of the Kiona
range. A carriage-road leads from H.
Efthymia to (1 -, hr.) Amphissa (p. 570),
commanding a fine view over the
olive-covered plain towards the snow-
clad summits of Parnassus.

[30 min. S. of H. Efthymia is the
Castro of Kolopetinitsa (KoAoTreTTj-

v'lTaa), and 2| hrs. S. that of Pen-
deoria (nej/reopio). 3 hrs. from the
latter is Galaxidi (Ete. 88).]

ROUTE 95.

AGRINION TO KAliVASSARAS. BY STRATO.^

—CAKKIAGE-ROAD.

Agrinion (Vrachori) H. M
Z;ipa..(ii . 45
Fords of the Acheloos 2

Surovigli . 30
Lepenu . 1

Kurvassaras 6

from Vrachori. If a dragoman is

taken, the precise mode of conveyance
should be agreed upon beforehand ; if

a muleteer, it should be asceitaiued

tliat he is capable of fording tiie river

(see below).

The uninteresting main road to the

Acheloos skirts the foot of the hills

bounding tbe Aetolian plain. If

hor.-es are tiiken the agoyat should
be instructed to follow the track to

(f hr.) Zapandi. Before the Eevolu-
tion this village was one of the most
prosperous in tlie neighbourhood.
The Turkish inhabitants maintained
thematlves for a month against the
insurgents in 1821, but were finally

put to the sword, and the village laid

in ruins. Fine tobacco fields surround
it, and on its outskirts two ruined
minarets form a conspicuous landmark
in the plain.

From Zapandi the path runs X.W.
towards the low spurs which bear
the scanty remains called the (1 hr.)

Castro of SpohiUa {'S.-iroKaira), from a
village h hr. further N.
The walls enclose a low platform

at the S. end of the hill. Below them,
on the N.W., the Platanorrema, so

called from the plane-trees on its

banks, flows to the Acheloos. Fine
view from the hill.

The ruins are those of the ancient
Agrinion, for some time in the
hands of the Acarnanians. It figured

prominently in tlie episode of B.C.

314, when Cassander of Macedon
attempted to stiengtLen Acarnania
against tlie growing pov.er of Aetolia.

3000 Aetolians besieged the town, and
its Acaruanian garrison capitulated
on promise of their lives being spared,

but they were massacred uu their

homeward march.

Dil. every evening, comfortless, and
missine all the views. Carriages
dear. [The carriage should be
quitted at the Great Gate, while the
traveller walks across the site, through
the village oi Surovigli to the Temple
of Zeus, descending thence to the
road, where the carriage should be in

waiting.] Horses are preferable ; in

any case provisions should be carried

In h hr. we reach the Fords of the
Acheloos (Guide necessary, especially

after rain). The bed of the river is

very broad, and is occupied by seveial
channels. The stream is geneially
crowded with balks of timber, floated

from the mountains of Epirus and
Thessaly, and these make the cross-

ing somewhat perilous. Macedonian
lumbermen are emi'liiyed all the sum-^
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mer in refloating stranded logs and
cU'Mring the river.

On the rt. b.uik of the Afheloos.
15 min. N. of the ford, prujeots the
S.E angle of the fortress of Stratos.

Here we strike tlie carriage-road,
wliieh crosses the river to the N. of

Spohiita ;ind descends along the rt.

bank. Ttie centre of the siie is occu-
pied hy the Waliachian village of

Suroririli (2ovpo0iy\-n). Bread, chees",
and wine may be luid ;it the khan. If
Tiecpssiiry, lodgings might be found, but
in the late spring most r^f the familit-s

will be absent witli their flocks on the
conlines of Epirus and The.>saly (p.
641). The costumes of the women are
curious. If some time is spent upon
the ruing, little will be gained in comfort
by sleeping at Lepeiiu (see below).

According to Thucydides (ii. 80).
Stratos was the great^.^t city of
Acarnania, but he must include extra-
mural inhabitants, as the circuit of the
walls is not so great as at Oeniadae.
The name of the city perhaps indic;ites

its strategic value. In the time of
the Pcloponnesian war Stratos was
already a great j)lace of arms, sur-

rounded by walls from which tlie for-

miilable army of the Spartan Cnemos,
com|)osed of Pelo[)onnesian-', Ambra-
ciots, Leucadians, an I the half-

barbaric ni^rthern tribes, recoiled in

B.C. 429. Tiiree years later Eury-
lochos. to avoid Stratos. was compelled
to make a long detnur by Pho.tiae
and Med'OU, althnugh Ids object was
the plain nf the Araphilodian Argos
(see p. 647). The next mention of

the towns occurs in B.C. 314, when
Cassander selected Stratos for one of

the three great fortresses designed to

check the .Aetolia is Stratos, however,
succundjed, probably soon after the fall

of Agrinion on the opposite bank of

the river, and became one of the
bulwarks of the Aetolian League
towards t'le W. Philip, the fatber of

Perseus, m ide demonstrations against
it in B.C. 219 ami 218 Stratos re-

mained Aetolian imtil the decline of

the League, when it fell into Roman
I'ands. To recover it, Per.-eus in

B.C. 170 ma le liis brillant mid-winter
march across the Piudus ; but Popilius,

the Roman lieutenant, anticipateil 1.

and compelled the Macedfiiiian-

retire Ijeyond ti e PimTARo.-i, now
small stream of Kruknhi, 5 m. X.
Surovigli (Liv. xliii. 21, seq.).

The course of the walls is easily

followed throughout their whole ex-

tent, but the general appearance of

the remains is some* hat i)o<jr. The
walls run in a rou^'h circle which
embraces four parallel ridgeg running
from N. to S., together with tne three

intervf>ning valleys. The uu>d< rn

road from Agrinion skirts the fnot nf

the E. ridge, while the village of

Surovigli marks almost exactly the

centre of the site, stitnding in the

imrajdiate neigh^>ourhood of the chief

civil buildings, the Agora, and the

Theatre
The most interesting part of the

ruins, and the most readilv accessible,

is the who e S side of the enclosure,

known by the name of Portaen (Gates).

The highway passes close to the

remarkable gateway and tower at the

S K. angle, just at the point most
exposed to attack by an army crossing

the Acheloos. Tt e tower projects

18 vds., with a face raeasun nv nt (

of 9; the average projection being
\

abiut 3 yds., and face measurement
18. Cross walls divide the interior '

of the tower into six compartments,

which an- filled up with earth and
stones. In the re-entering angle on
the W. of the tower a gateway 4 ft.

wide and 10 tt. high is pierced in the

wall. The lintel displays the usual

false arch, formed of s'ones merely ;

shaped to the curve ; but here the

ar<-b runs through the whole thickness

of tlie wa'l, and is not confined to the

exterior face only, as in moist of the

Acarnanian ruins. Within the g.tte

are lines of wall, once probably much
higher They fonne<l a passage which
was defensible even after the gate waa

j

captured. 1

In tlie centre of this S. side of the

enclosure, below the chapel on the

central ridge, the wall mikes a con-

siderable projection in order to include

the end of the hi 'I. The main en-

trance to the town was on the W. of

the projection. The modem path
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from the carriage-road still passes

through thf^ ancient gateway, aufl is

bordered with Hellenic tombs. The
main gate is much mined, but a small
entrance immediately to the rt. still

retains its arched lintel.

As we follow the path to the village

we pass :nauy traces of foundations of

private houses. We ascend the ridge

to the rt.—the backbone of the site.

Just in front of the Wallachian cabins

the French have cleared the founda-
tions of a long rectangular enclosure,

which probably marks the site of the

Agora. From the village there is a
fine view to the S. over the plain of

Stratos and the broad white bed of

the Aspropotamo (White river), in

which in summer tiie wind raises

eddying clouds of dust. Looking W.
the W. line of wall can be trnced.

The Doric Temple of Zeus, excavated
by the French, and we'd worth a visit,

is seen exactly opposite, on the crest

of the W. ridge, where the wall makes
.'i projection outwnrds. It lies on the
1. of the bridle-p:itii to T.epfnu.

The central ridge occupied by the
modern villag'' is crowned by a cross

wall which runs N. and S. the entire

length of the site. At its N. end is

a small rectangular enclosure which
may have served as a keep to the
whole fortress. A gate of communica-
tion between the E. and W. portioTis

of the town is found on the cross

wall, a short distance N. of the
villnge In the hollow on the E. face

of the central ridge, to the rt. as we
ascend from the tower and gate at the

S.E. nntrle to th" village, we trace

the outlines of a Theatre. The whole
W. side of the ridge is covered with
terraces which once supported the
dwellings of the inhabitants.

Descending from the temple we
follow the main ro.nd W. At several

plHces traces of buildings are found,
the ancient road precisely coinciding

with the modern highway. This road
is the Great Derveni, the natural
route of communication between the
coast and central Acarnania or
Aetolia, followed by Cnenios in b.c.

429. and bv Philip V. in his invasions

of Aetolia (B.C. 219, 218).

In the valley on the rt. is Lepenu,

CAeireyoC), 1 hr. from Surovigli. 6^ hrs.

from Karvassaras, where the night
may be spent; but the country is very

unhealthy, and it is better to pu.sh on
to Machalas. To the 1., in the plain,

is the small Lahe of Ozeros. In 2 hrs.

from Surovigli we reach the Pass of

Machalas ami the springs of Kuvaras.
The defile was of much importance
during the war with the Turks. The
village of Muclialas lies on the hills

h hr. W.
The defile of Machalas opens into a

plain occupied by the Lahe of Valtos

(called also Rit-ios and the greater

Ozeros; the N. end bears the special

name of the Lake of Ambracia). The
road passes between the lake and
Mt. Petalas on the rt., and (2 hrs.

from Kuvaras) crosses the causeway
between the upper and lower portions.

From this point it is 2 hrs. to

Karvassaras s^ T ("2250), a modern
town at the S. end of a deep bay.

Steamer to F.atras, etc. (p. 944, H.)

[Another track from Stratos ascends
the valley of Lepenu on the E. of
Mt. Petalas. After crossing the.

ridge at the head of the valley, the^

Castro of Pelegriniatza is S'-eu on a,

lieight to the 1., just below the crest.

These ruins are assigned to the an-

cient Khynccs. Near the S.E. angle
is a larze Hellenic cistern of cir-

cuhir form built in regular courses with
a diameter of nearly 10 yds. The pro-

jecting stones which served as a
descent into the well still remain.
Following the course of the stream
we descend into the valley of Xero-
campos and the plain of Vlicha,

strikincr the high road to the N.
(Ete. 96). Before reaching the plain,

!i path ascends the hills on the 1. to the
village of Kechriana, whence it is

2| hrs. to Karvassaras.]

[From Stratos we may turn S.

along the rt. bank of the Acheloos,
leaving the lake of Lykovitzi (or little

Ozeros) on the rt., to the (2 hrs.)

Castro of Ehigani, opposite the

Aetolian village of Anghelocastron.
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Theiice it is 2 Jirs. to I'ala'ointtnitui,

and two more to Kntofhi.

After tnversinKthe Plain of J^tratos

{^TpariK-n) we enter the strip of hill

country 7 m. lon». thronj,'!! which the
Acheloos flows in a narrow chnnnel
between the forest-chid hills of

Manin.i : nd the equally well wooded
spurri of the Aetolian Zyjios. The
village of Rhigani ( Vlyavj)), a poor
place, lies at the X. entrance to the
gorge. Its Castro, on a plateau com-
manding tlie road, is of primitive

Cyclopean workmanship.being nothing
but a large quadr.mgular enclosure
witliont towers or salients. The
chief gateway opens towards the S.

Among the trees and rocks inside the
waMs are tmces of rude huts.

This may be Ebtsiche, a town
whose site was lost even to the
ancients. If so, it must have been
abandoned, and its n:ime forgott<n.

since in the Macedonian epoch the
town established here ct-rta;nly Vtre
the name of Metrop<ji.is (Acamanian,
Mairopoli$). Polybius ujentions the
burning of the lower f>r extra-mural
part of Metropolis by Philip V. in

B.C. 219 during his march from the
plain of Stratos to Oeniadae.

6 m. S. are the fine ruins which
btarthe name of *Pahiemanina. The
cita'lel is a roui.hly quadrangular
enclosure flanked by towers. From
it two long walls descend towards the

Achel 'OS, gradually approaching each
other. At the point oJ meeting .'•tands

the splendid S. gateway which the

|)easants call Arlo-prnta (Av\6-iTopra\

so named because it gives entrance to

a kind of r nle-charai>er (oi/Atj) of the

fortress. A lectanguLir tower-like

projection with enormous blocks con-

tains a passage 8 ft. wide, 12J yds.

long, and 14 ft. high. The arch
covering the entrance is c-ompos- d of

two huge stones shaped to the curve

but not in contact ; a third block,

10 ft. in length, is hUptrimjiosed.

Towards the interior the passage is

roofed with single horizontal blocks,

of which two remain in m7u. These
are so dispr>Bed that tlic height of the
passage decreases towards the inte-

rior. Passing through the main

eiitracice we find ourselves in an irn--

gular court leading into the body of

the fortn-ss by a small gat<-. TI.e
four horizontal stones forming the
lintel of this gate, are jJaced each at

a higher level tlian its fellow nearer
the entrance, so that the roof of tiie

passage resembles an invi rted stair-

case; steps are perhaps concealed by
the earth accumulated «n the floor.

The main < ntrance. arid the fotir

square towers which flank the walls

of the citadel, are appar> ntly later in

date than the rest of tlie enclrjsure,

being constructed in irregular Hellenic
style, whereas the fortitications in

geuf-ral it re [polygonal.

These nraarkiible ruins have been
identified ss those of Old Okvae.*,
described by Strabo as a decerted
town, situated f n the Acheloos midway
between its month and the city of

Stratos. The later work may perhaps
b<li ng to the fortr<-8s of Saiima
(Lizard town?), in which Cassander
• oncf ntrated the Acamanians scat-

tered in the villages round Oeniadae
(B.C. 314).

The p;ith continues S. between tl:e

river and the low hills, and the valh-y

graduiilly opens. On the 1. bank of the

A< heloos is the tillage of Stamnd

;

further S., at the fcKit of a conr^pi'-uoDs

rugged cone, bearing ancient fortifica-

tions, is St. Elias 'at the Aluxmd-
trees.' This is the site of the stn-ng

fortress of Ithori.*^. A short dietance

still further S.. close to the 1. bank, is

Guriag. and hteyond '\i Searhori, exactly
opprrsite whiciijOn the la^t spur "f the

hills projecting into the alluvial plains

which surri'Und Oeniadae, lies Ka-
tochi ^Rte. 98).]

S.E. of Karvassaras, on the stony
shrub-covered hill de.-c«^nding to the
sea, liethe'Ruins <»f Luinai.v, among
the most interesting in Greece. The
summit of the hill is occupied by the
wall of the citadel, extremely irregular

in form, and flanked by numerous
square towtrs. From it two 'long
walls ' (ffKtX-n) run down the hUl N. as
far as the s<a and the modirn town.
A maritime suburb must havt- Ix en-
situated at the foot of the hill whe

1
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Karv^assaraa now stands, but all trace

of it has disappeared. This arrange-

ment of an upper and lower town, con-

nected by two long walls, resembles
that adopted at Athens and Megara.
At Karvassaras the W. long wall is

quite 8ti-:dglit, without towers or other

liank defences, the steep slopes of the

liill being sufficient protection. The
path to tiie acropolis passes along the

inside of this wall. The well-i>reserved

E. wall is broken into numerous
angles, and furthi r strengthened by
several squ;ire towers towards the
upper part of the site. On the inside

of the E. wall we find at various

points, especially towards the sea,

traces of steps by which the garrisrn

mounted to the ramparts. Tiree
small gates are seen in the E. wall

with the false arch ordinarily emjiloyed

in Acarnania. Two large blocks are

cut, each in a quarter circle, and
placed in juxtaposition to form a

lintel. This fictitious arch does not

extend througli the thickness of the

wall. It is confined to the front of the
gateway, the rest of the passage being
covered with horizontal beams. The
style of masonry is peculiar. Ex-
ternally the wall is built in irregular

Hellenic, the courses being in general

horizontal, but the separate stones of

various dejiths. The interior face,

however, is in regular polygonal work,
in wliich rectangular blocks are not
employed, and courses therefore do
not exist. It would be a mistake,
however, to assign the two faces of

the wall to diflVrent dates.

The walls of the citadel have been
much restored in post-Hellenic times,

but their general characteristics are

the same as those of the long walls
running down to the sea. It is clear.

From the nature of the ground, that

:he citadel is the ouly part of the
dte that can have been inhabited iu

incient times. The whole space en-

losed between the two long walls is

oo rocky to ha\e been utilised, at

east to any great extent.

The chief entrance of the citadel

eems to have been at its W. end.

?he restorations which its walls and
jwers have undergone, especially on

the E. and S. sides, prove that the

acri)i)olis was occupied during Byzan-
tine times. Cantacuzenos, among the
fortresses of W. Greece, mentions
those of Eulochos and Valtos. The
first is certainly the Aetolian Vlochos

(p. 614); the fortress on this acropolis

may perhaps represent the second.

The n-.ime of Valtos is still used to

indicate the whole of N. Acarnania,
and Karvassaras is re^ardeel as the

capital of the canton.

The ruins at Karvassaras must be
those of LiiiNAiA. Both Ambracia
and Argos Amphilochicon have been
claimants to the site, and it must be
confes,^ed that its identification as

Limnaia is not free from difficulties.

Thucydides mentions Limnaia as an
' unwalled village '

(K<ifj.7]v areixicrTOf),

situated upem the route leaeling from
Aniphilochia (Thuc. ii. 80). It was
plundered in the thirei year of the
Peloponnesian war, B.C. 429, by the
Spartan general Cnemos and a gri at

combineel army of northern Greek.--,

Three years later Eurylochos (p. 647),
marching from the Acheloos into the
Amphiloch an plaiJi, went through
Limnaia (i.e. probably, the territory

of the town). From Peilybius we
learn that it was a maritime town.
(Pol. V. 5). Philip, the father of

Perseus, m his expedition against

Thermon, sailed from Leucas and
anchored before Limnaia, which served

as Ills base in that campaign (b.c. 218).

If the identification stands, it is clear

that the walls and towers of the Castro
of Karvassaras are mt earlier than
B.C. 429. Hekacleia has also been
suggested as the ancient name of the
town.
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i;OUTE DC.

hAi;V.\SSAKA.S TO ARTA. m Ml.Mm.
(AKItlAGEKOAH Ult HUttSK-l'ATH.

K irv.i<iH«r i~ 11 M.

Pl.iiii ..rVli !,i 1 3.

Monidi ; "

Art*

Ab"ut HO milfs; n nrivo of 6 hr-<.

Horses nre. liowover. re''oniin<'nde<l to

those wlio wisli tn viuit tlic interestin;;

sites on the way. Takf |)ruvi!)ioiid.

Khiiiis are found in the Macrynorf>.<.

From Karvassaras the high road

leads K. >>\\v a -pnr of the Mytm
Jiachi. :i eontinnation of Mt Petahii*.

It soon tur''.-^ N. idong tlie shore of

the bay ff Karvns-arfls to the (IJ hr.)

P7<iiii )>/ Vli-ha, tlie territory of th.-

Anipliihiohians 'J'he ruin- of their

chief eiiy. Auoos, lie aViout i hr. E. on

the nmrf^in of the idiiin. at the ends
of two paralh'l offshoo's <if the Vnllo.s

hills. The N. ridi^e is the nKwt ahrnpt.

The ari-ft enclosed by the walls win* a

ronfrh «]iiare, but only the N. aU'l E.

Hides now remain. Towanls the X.E.
they rnn tip the ridire. makinfr a pru-

jeition whieli endu in » l(irj.'e tower.

The N.part ofthe niin.s )>ears tin- mime
of Limlxi. The wall Ik re is tianked

by four p<juiire t'^ver.-;. and thre<' are

found along tlie E wall running down
the slope. Tie- S. sid'- of th • tnelo-

Bure is enmph'tely ruinf'd. The now
insipnifiennt torr iit of the ri>t"ro, by
8onie'X|>l"'r''rs wruigly i ieniifie<l with

the ancient Iwchos, itrobably onee ran

much nearer the S. wall than it does

.it present, and j)rotected it from

as.sault. This str<ani is lost in the

jilains before it rcaehes the .nea. Th*'

S.W. part of fhe site is oeonpied by
the hainh t of K'linuriu. Here we see

the 'i'ctanpubr site of a temple.

Tombs mark tiie line of road whieli

led \. to Lutros and E. up the hills

int'> Valt<ie.

The Amphiloehians were n^t origi-

nally «irvek, but Epirot. They were

Hellenised by the Doriansf>f Ambraria.

The town fir.-t l>eeomes of importunoe i

during tlie reloponne,-ian war. The
-Xmbnu-iot-, who wt-re in possession of

Arpos, hud b •<n exi«ell»:^l by its inlm-

bitants, aided by th- .\<^arntt 'ians. In

n.c. 42''> tlie Ambraciot.-, nHie<l with

tlieP»dop innesiaTis stationed in l>f>wer

Aetfilia. attemptt-d to regain the
tf>wn, but wen- defeated by the Acar-

nanians and their Athenian dli'-s 'p.

t;47). Ihiring the Mac<-<lonian jM-riod

Argus was in the hands of the Aeto-

lians until it was deliven.-*! to the

R'^man consul. M.Fulvius Nohilior. by
the treaty which ended the Aetolian

^V^r (Bc! 1S9). After the battle of

Aetiiun Augustus ransporUMl the in-

habitants of -Vrg'ts to his ntw city of

J\'i-oy«,/M(Uu- 116).

In order to recimcile the identifie»-

tion with the statfme^it of Thucyd'dus
that fhe Amphilxrhian Arpos stond

by the Si « (ixi0a\a<Tffla), we must
Bujipo.se that the pre:iter part of the

jilan of Vlicha ha^ b'-en t"orni-d in

eoinpar itively ree. nt limes by the

nlluv'al deposit? of the tirrenLs. The
smnll inlet of Armi/ro. S. of the

hamlet of Vlichn, must repnsent the

liay which "Uw ext-ndtd almost as

far as tin- hills on which the ruins of

Argfis stand.

The traveller may now return to

the high rrmd, and proceed W t<»

(J hr.) Arapi* Csee below), or cross

the plain towards the N.W.. making
for the ]> lint where the earriage-ri'sid

issues from the detile of the ^tarr^f^

tmrits. In a gorge on the rt. lie^ '

village of h'utrii* (Acvrpilf), «

ancient n-mains are fouud b\

l>ea?auts. Near it i- tl'e Ibl
f<irtress t>f T|!YITL\s, guarding a

;

which leads E int" the valley of liie

Iuaeho6(mod. rrt/«'>;x)"fc»»).

Ti e road from the JIaerynoros as

< nters the plain of .Vrg^-s |>a-se8

the foot of the Kntajih-irro. a hil

bathid by the sea o'l one side and bj

the watersef the Vintri marsh on tlie

otiier. <>n it- summit nre the

called U'llenihuU (2§ hrs. from

Tasaaras).

The Pass of Macrynoros {>U-.,-^
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P(ipos), or the 'long mountaiD,' the

Thermopylae of W. Gieece, is formed
by the oak-clad mountain ridge which
runs continuously from N. to S.

parallel to the shore of the gulf, and
falls very steeply to the sea. It is

3 hrs. in length, and in ancient times
was <'ommanded by a string uf forts.

On a summit of the seccnd range of

hills, about Lalfwav through the pass,

but somewhat to the E., stands the
Cadro of Liapochori. The emdosure,
which is double, is defended by towers
and sliort flanks. Two square re-

doubts are placed on the extremities

of the ciest.

[On a promontory jutting into the
Ainhiacian gulf, 2 J hrs. from Karvas-
sjras direct, between t.e hamlets of
Arapif {'Apdinqs) :ind ^licha, rises the
steep and isolated Aqrilomuui. Its

summit appears to have been crowned
with a temple. On the S. snore of
the bay of Armyro. E. of the Kar-
vassaras road, is a liill which bears
the Castro nf Palaeoarii (li hr. from
Karvassnras). Its masonry is of the
rudest description, and its plan that
of a lengthened oval.

3

At the N. end of the pass, near the
landing-place of Menidi {MeviSiov), is

Agriliais. On some rocks near the

gulf are the remains of two Hellenic
towers, guarduig the entrance of the

defile. On the other side of the pas-

sage, on the crest of Macrynoros, is

the Castro of Palaeoknlia, occupied
during tiie War of Independence by
the Greek captain Iskos.

Outside the pass, to the E. of the
road, is the fortress of Kastriofissa.

It stands upon the second ttage of the
hilU. commanding the numerous paths

which go up the valley of the AVro-
pofnmo, S. of Komboti, towards Syn-
dekno. Its walls are almost entirely

destroyed. The form of the enclosure

is that of a long irregular quadrangle
surrounding the summit of the iiili.

At some distance to the N. is a square

redoubt. < >n the slope of tiie hill the

peasants discover numerous Hellenic

tombs. Unlike the sites previously

described, this seems to have con-

tained a large population. It was
probably a permanently occupied vil-

lage, not a mere border fortress.

From Menidi it is a journey of about
4 hrs. to Arta, and ai lirs. to Karviis-

aaras. Aft. r leaving (h hr.) Anninos
phe road crosses the Xeropotmno, the

;)ld frontier of Greece before her terri-

tory was extended to Arta We pass

over a ricli and wed cultivati d plain

CO (2 hrs.) Liiueni, and tlu'nce to the

river and town of (^H hr.) Arta.T
Steamers no longer call at Menidi,

put at Kopraeua (p. C9S).

i

ROUTR 97.

KARV.\SS.\RAS TO VO\ITS.^. HORSE-
PATH.

Karv;issar:t* ir. >f.

Palinibey . . .30
H. Viisilios . . . I II

Atonastiraki . . . 30
V>'nits,i .... 1 30

On leaving Karvassaras (Etc. 9.")),

the path leads W. over the Spartonnuti,
the first of tlic mountains of ilu-

Xeromeros. In a little more than
2 hrs. we reach the Bai/ of Loufraki,
prol)ably the landing-place of the
ancient city which existed near
Katuna. U"hr. S.W. (p. 6S0). The
load skirts the shore of ihe bay, at

some height abovt- it. along the slopt-s

of the offsiiouis of Mt. Bergand i. In
another h hr. we reach rulimhi-i/

(naKrifiircn), where there is a chuiee of
routes.

A. The coast road runs N.W. to

(li hr.) Paliambpla {UaXj^dfiireKa), .and

then crosses the heights which eud
uorchwards in Cape Gelada.
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[Jubt Ixjlore reachiug Paliaiubuln, a
path descends to the small bay ol' Eu(ja,

eiiclost>d between CapePalaeoni.-i (E.)

and Cape Valeri (W.). The entrance
of the bay is oeeupiid by a sandy
islet, attached to the mainland E. and
W. by narrow sandbaukd. On Cape
Palaconm slvh the snb.sli-ucturts of a
large building, possibly a temple.
Three courses of the terrace remain

;

near it is a Roman ruin. A stone

causeway led from the islet to Cape
Valeri, fragments of which are visible

under water. On this cape are traces

of ancient iiabitations. (Jn the islet

itself there is a polygonal wall, of
which only the W. part now stands.

It is flanked by a large tower washed
by the sea.J

From the heights of Cape Gelada
we descend in 1 hr. to the plain of

Vonitsa.

KEON i&vpptov, &uptov, Qovpioy), a town
of which we hear several times. It

occupied a strong position, and its in-

habitants had a high reputation for

bravery. From its coins we see tliat

it was a place of wealth, strongly in-

flu'nced by Corinth. That Tnyrreon
was near the sea is j)roved by the faft

that it was attacked by the Atlnnian
Admiral Iphicrates (B.C. 373), and
threatened by tlie Aetolian pirates

(B.C. 221). The name of tlie town
indicates its position upon an im-

j

portant line of communieatioii. Thyr-
reon is interesting also in connection

with Cicero. In returning to Italy

from his province in Asia Minor
(B.C. 50), Cicero sailed along the Aear-
naniau coaot, sending letters to Tiro

from every stoppiui^-place {Ep. nd.

Fam. xvi. 1-9). Between Alyzia and
Leiicas he spent two hours at Thyr-
reoii, at the house of his friend Xeuo-

B. The inland route leads to (1 hr.)

H. Vasilios (St. Basil), through thick
woods of oak. At the foot of the

slopes of Bergandi, in the midst of

the forest, are the ruins of one of tlie

largest towns in Acarnania, with a
circumference not les.s extensive than
that of Stratos. Tlien- is a simple
enclosure, of polygonal masonry, with-

out towers or salients of any kind,

liavines surround the site, except on
the N., where it falls to a .small plain,

An eminence called Soros is included
within the lines to the S.E. The
enclosure is divided into two parts,

the wall of division being found below
the village of H. Vasilins; it exists

to a height of about six courses, in

more receut style than the outer walls.

The cross wall is also flanked by eight

square towirs turned towards the in-

terior of the main enclosure. In addi-
tion, a small height upon which stands

a Churcli of the Vinjin, served as an
acropolis for the smaller enclosure.

There seems to have occurred a con-

centration of the |)opulation within

narrower limits than those originally

occupied ; but the curious point is that

the weakest part of the site was
adopted for the new town.

These ruins mav be those of Thvr-

In i hr. from H. Vasilios we reach

Monastiraki (1000), a village lying on
the stream which crosses the plain of

Vonitsa and passe.-i through the town
itself. It rises on the flank of Mt.
Bergandi. The beauty of its plane-

trees and the pleasantness of the vale

through which the stream flows has
gained for the neighbourhood the

name of Paradisi. Following the

cour-e of the stream, we arrive in

IJ hr. at

Vonitsa !^T (2500), capital of the i

Demos 'AvaKTopioov, and heir to the im-
j

poriance of Anactokion, the chief
|

Corinthian colony on this coast. Vonitsa ',

lies on a deep and much indented bay ; 1

its general appearance is tini, but the
j

site is rendered unlualthy by the ex-

halations of the Vulcharia marsh, i

The citi^lel on the hill dates from tiie 1

Venetian occupation. From it there
\

is a fine view over the Ambracian |

gulf. Under the VeuL-tians the town I

was divided intf> three quarters, which
still retiiin th<ir old names. Tiie

Eicinto is the S.W. quarter, conjprised

between two walls descending from

the citadel to thi; Limeni, or shallow

harbour on the S.W. of the town ; the
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Borgo is on the W. of the hill ; the

Boccale stretches E. along the shore of

the hay. On the other side of the

Limeni is the now deserted suhurb of

MijrtdH. Vonitsa aflbrds L'ss de-

sii-alili- headquarters than Monastiraki.

In both pluces tlie traveller must
accept private hospitality.

ROUTE 98.

MESOLONGHI TO KATDNA, BY OENIADAE,
ASTACOS, AND MTTXCAS.—CAKRIAGE-
EOAU AND HORSE-PATH.

Miles.

Excursion from Vonitsa.

To the Castro of Hagios Elias, 1^
hr. E.—The steep sides of the plateau

render the position almost impregnable.
The walls, though in a bad state of pre-

servation, are interesting for the com-
plete contrast they aflbrd to those of

other Acarnanian ruins. The lonj;

white limestone blocks are disposed

in almtist regular courses. Near the

centre of the enclosure there stands a

ruined chapel with ancient fragments

among its ruins. A similar chapel is

found on the slope to the S., in which di-

rection the ancient dwellings must have
extended. On the hillock of Mrujnla,

in a valley midway between the Castro

and the sea, are the substructures of a

tera[)le. Meletius, who calls the site

A'ilias, which reproduces the native

pronunciation of the name, mentions
I
an inscription which spoke of a statue

jof Heracles erected by a certain

Laphan> s in the temenos of Apollo,

the work of the sculptor Machatas.

I

Perhaps the rtiin at Magula is that of

the Temple of Apollo.

Mesolonghi
Neochori H. M.

Katochi . . 30

O-'iiiadae . . 1

Palaeomaiii . 2

Cbrysovitsa . 3 30
Astiicos . . 2

Vasilopoulo . 1 311

Myticas . . 6

Vamakas . ."!

Kombotais . 2

Kaiuna . 1 3U

Carriage in 2 hrs. to (11 ra.) Neo-
clwri (5 dr. or upwirds), passing

half way the Rly. Stat, at Aefolico.

The train, however, does not help the

traveller, as there are no carriages to

be had at Aetolico, and much time
would be lost in procuring horsi s.

From Mes'ilnnghi to Neociiori and
back, spending the day at Oeniadae,

12 dr. , but more is gemrally expected

from a foreigner.

On quitting Mesolonghi (Etc. 91)

tlie road runs N.W. beside the Ely.,

turning W. at Aetolico.

After crossing the W. viaduct it

passes between gardens and olive

groves at the N. foot of the hill of

Katsu, finally emerging uiDon the

great alluvial plains which extend to

the Achehos. This is the district

called in ancient times Paracheloitis.
After a mile or two a branch road on
the rt. leads to Mastru and Gurias.

[10 min. N.W. of Mastru, on a

slight rocky eminence similar to

those which are seen ri^ing here and
there from the plain, are the scanty

ruins of Paeanion, a small fortified

town, described by Polybins as n: te-

worthy for the care expended upon its

houses, walls, and towers. Philip V.

in B.C. 219 destroyed the place, and
floated the tiles and timber down the

river to be used at Oeniadae. The
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Achiloos Hows tlinju;:li the plain u

few luinutes W. of the site. In the
villiigc are one or two khaiis.J

Continuinf^ S.W.. wc n ach Neochori.
lyiiiji rlosi; to tli(! liiiiilvrt of till- liver.

'I'he carriages prooecilr, a littli; furthir,

to tlie actual bauks of the A0I11I008,

where there is a ferry with two boats

(.50 1., but one <jf the boats is free).

Tlio crossing is sometimes a little

risky owing to the balks of timber
tloiuing down tiie stream. Tlic rbiver

must be instructed as to Hm' lirim- nf

return.

On the ridge, 10 min. from the

ferry, lies KatoohiT (1500;, the eapital

of tlje Demos 01 Ocniax. Its Churcn
•of St. I'andeleemon {''Ayws UavT(-
Kerjfj.wi'), is sjiid to liave been founded
'by Tlieodoia, wife of Justii,ian. A
'tower in the middle of the village is

of tlie same age as the Churcli.

Here horf^es must be hired for the
ruins of Oenindae. At certain seasons
there l. ay be some delay, but the
Demarch is always ready to assist.

About i> m. W. of the village there
risi s from the plain an island-group
of low hills covered with trees. These
mark tlie site of Oe\iai)AE, now-

known as Trikardocastron (TpiKap-

hoKaarpov).

The name of the city {ol OlvidSai)

is propi rly that of a tribe, which seems
!in many ways to ha\e been distinct

fiom the geneiul body of Acarnanians.
A striking feature here is the manifest
in.balubrity of the site amid the
raar.shes and flats of the lower Acheloos
('I'huc. ii. 102). Noaniountot drainage
•could ever reinler lie position healthy,

«nd yet its defensive advantag" s out-

Aveighed this objection. Oeniailae
was the key to the country on the S.,

just as Siratos was on the N., but the

I
art playtd in hi^tory by Oeniadae
was V( ry difTerent from that of the
>.'. eity. The secret of the history of
Oeniadae, of her wealth, pride, and
jealousy of Stratos, li(s in the fact

that Oen'adae was a maritime city

;

for although the sea is 'd hrs. distant,

there is easy communication witli it

bv the rivtr. Hence Oeniadae was

unwiiLng Uj break with her Corin-

thian allies, and thus became involved

in hostility with Athens, sympathy
with the Aetolians, and constant

opp<isition to the national [Kilicy. For
a few months during is.c. l."i.") the

exiled Messeuians establislnd at Nan-
paeius gained Jio8.-.ession of the place

by a bold stroke. In the following

year Pericles attempted to re<overit;

it was at that time the onl\ city in

Acarnania opposed tu Athenian in-

terests. In the third year of the

Peloponne.-'ian war (ii.c. 42'J), win n
Phormion made an expedition into

Acarnania lor the purpfis(^ of ejecting

the anti-Athenian party from Astacos,

Stratos, aiM other places, the natural

delences of Oeniadae, especially ( ffec-

tive in winter, stoo.l the ''ity in good
.stead. In the following yi ar liio ^on

Asopios sailed up the Acheloos with

twelve ships from Naupiictus, i>ut this

als.) had no result. It was only in

the eightli year of the war (b.c. 424)

that the city was comjiedeil I y
Demosthenes, the Athenian Admiral,
aided by the Acarnanians, to join the

Athenian alliance. llemeforih it

served as an Athenian naval station.

In K.c. '63(j Oeniadae fell into ihe

hands of tne Aetolian.-. who treated

the inhabitants so haishly that

Alexander the Great, then in Asia,

threatened the League with his [wr-

sondl vengeance. The Aetolians in

addition took posse.-^sion of all the

Acarn-rinian towns situated along t!

Aclieloos. and retaincil them uii;

B.C. 219, when they were toin froui

the gnisi> of the League by Philij>,

>on of Demetriu.-. lie regainul

Oeniadae without bloodshed, and
made use of the materials brought
fioin tlie Aetolian town ot Paianion

to restore the citadel and arpcnnl.

and to unite them within a siiiL'

enclosure, which he intended to e< ;

nect with the port on the Acln 1> •

This design was only |ar ially cflTecti

In n.c. 211, 1.1 conformity with ti

terms of the ' infamous league
plunder' made between the Rom:i

and the Aetolians, Oiniadae and ;

dependency Na^^os were captured i

M. Valerius Laevinus and hand' 1
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over to the Aetolian League. It was,
however, restored to the Acarnaiiians
by the treaty which ended the Romauo-
Aetolian War (b.c. 189).

On all sides except the S., the site

is surrounded by the marshes of

Lezini, the ancient Lake Melite.
On the S. a plain extends for about
2 m. to the Acheloos. The well-pre-

served *Fortifications follow the irre-

gularities of the ground, advancing
along the spurs of the plateau, so

that the length of the lines is much
greater than at Stratos,though the area
enclosed is about the same. The style

of building, as at Palaeomanina, is

close-jointed polygonal or Cyclopean ;

at a height of 10 or 12 ft. from the
ground runs a narrow horizontal
course, above which squared stones
are employed. A mark of antiquity
is the rarity of salient works to flank
the wall ; only on the S.E. side do
we find a few angles and towers, most
of the latter being in fact of later date
than the wall itself.

The enclosed area is now intersected
by four paths, crossing each other at
right angles, and probably corre-
sponding to the ancient roads through
the town. The chief entrance is in

the E. wall, and through it passes
the bridle-track from Katoclii. The
lintel of the gate, which is 4 yds,

wide, has fallen. On the rt., or un-
shielded side of an approaching enemy,
the wall has a tooth-shaped projection,

and the path up the hill is completely
commanded by a large salient on the
rounded spur to the rt.

The height seen to the 1., after pass-
ing through the gate, occupies the
whole S.E. angle of the enclosure, and
is the highest point of the defences.
On its summit is the small quadrangu-
lar citadel, abutting upon the E. wall.

The sides of the hill are precipitous
towards the plain, su that the citadel
has no flanking works on this side.

On the side facing the interior of the
town are five large square towers

;

[their good and regular Hellenic work
1
betrays their more recent origin.

I

They are probably part of the im-

frovements carried out by the Mace-
onians in b.c. 219. To the same
[Greece.]

date we must attribute the very large

quadrangular tower at the extreme
S.E. angle of the enclosure. From it

we may trace a wall of ruder con-

struction running along the crt-st of

the spur in the direction of the Ache-
loos, designed probably to connect
the vewpta, or quays on the river,

with the acropolis. Here, as at

Stratos, the small size of the citadel

is remarkable. A cistern cut in tlie

rock is all that can be seen within it.

There is a fine view S. over the plain

to the mouth of the Acheloos and the
jagged line of the Echinades.
The S. wall of the enclosure pre-

sents two peculiarities. Many small
gateways are found in it, of the most
diverse forms, showing its importance
as facilitating communication with

the Acheloos. Secondly, on the "\V.

slope of the citadel hill, the wall is

flanked by two towers, of polygonal
work, and therefore coeval with the

main body of the defences.

Descending from the acropolis

height, or returning along the S.

bridle-path, until we strike the Ka-
tochi track, we reach a compara-
tively level space below the citadel.

Here numerous foundations of houses

of considerable size, and the remains
of a Theatre, indicate the central por-

tion of the city. The theatre is,

however, the only recognisable monu-
ment. It faces S.W., and is excavated
in the rocky slope of the hill along
which runs the N.E. wall. About
30 rows of seats are all that can now
be seen.

From the theatre a path turns W.
towards a well preserved archeJ gate-

way in the W. wall—an interesting

specimen of a true arch, formed of

five stones and about 5 ft. wide. Here
the arch runs through the wall, the

usual Acarnanian mode being to

arch the front only, and to cover the

remainder of tlje passage with hori-

zontal blocks. In this case the

builder has failed to strike a true

curve.

A short distance to the N., on the

outside of the wall, occurs a fine

example of the natural cisterns which
2 A
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are found throughout tl e Xeromeroit,

or oiiNtriit of Central Acaniaiiia. It

is a trenicntloim chasm with walls of

perpendicular rock, enclobiiig a dttp
piiol, to whicii accetis is impossible.

The natives call it Lamnia.
On the slope below tiie extreme N.

point of enclosure, lies tlie uninterest-

ing Necropolis. It is be^t to return

over the hill, X.E. from tl.e chasm, in

order to visit the most interesting por-

tion of the city—thi' AjjuV KKfio-ros, or

enclosed docks. They occupy the

centre in the N. line of wall, to which
point all paths intersecting the town
converge Tlie hills on the J"!, and W.
proje< t towprds tlie N. in such a way
as to allow a sniall i asin, or offshoot

of the lake Lezini, Ui enter deeply
within the hi>e. Now. however, it is

( nly during the floods of winter that

the ancient aspect of tl.e ground is to

some extent re|)rotluced. So great is

the accuninliition of earth that in

summer the port is dry, or at most
slightly boggy.

Curiously complicated fortifications

protect tlie entrance to the port.

Their general idc a is that of a large

quadrangle abutting upon the N.
wall. In the E. side of the quad-
rangle a large gateway gives access to

the level ground at the foot of the

hill and exteiior to the fortifications.

To prevmt an enemy from creeping

round tl.e hill under the wall to the

gati , a zigzag eft'shoot from the main
wail ruiis<lown ihe bill totbe marshes
ot Leziiji, about 300 yds. E. of the

gate in the quadrausle. Just at the

N. end of this oftslioot there is a fine

spring, at which a group of slu pberds

may usuady be found. Sometimes
the agoyat from Katochi enters the

ruins at this point, instead of by the

main gate in the E. wall.

The gateway in the E. wall of the

quadrangular citadel of the port,

nearly 4 yds. wide, is interesting.

The po ygonal style of its masonry
shows that it elates from thf same
ejioch as the ret^t of the defences,

though it has the form of a true arch

mi its exti-rior face. The rest f>f the

puB^age, which is pierced obliijuely

tlirontrli the wall, was roofed with

hoiizontfll bh>ck8, all of which have
fallen Over the iircii is a window,
iidmitting light to a sentinel or >.'ate-

keeper; on the insixle of the wall are

the remains of a flight. if stejis leading

to the chamber over the passnge. To
the 1., as one enters by the gate, >tands

a tower built obliquely to the wall. Its

fine regular nmsonry provi s it to V>e

later than the enclosure itself, and the

same is true of the extremely fine

ruin of a second square t/)wer at the

S.E. angle of the port citadel. This
Jatur t'tinds to a height of 16 courses,

and in one side of it a frsigment of

polygonal work shows that it occu-

pies the phice of an earlier structure.

Tl.e dock-works themselves CNediroi-

Koi), are at the tdge of the ba.'^in,

the W. of the quadrangular encloti

They consist of a square cliaml^r cut

in the solid rrick, open on the W. to i

the waters of the l>asin. On the oppo- i

site ^ide are six piojections, which
i

divide the dock into seven chambers
of um qual size. It is said that tlr

were once tmces of the rings (kpik*

\ats) to which the boats wt re mooi'

and the place is still colle<l fis -

KpiKeWas. A quay of similar c :

struction is found a little S. on tii.-

same side of the port.

Except in the height of summer it

is not possible to cross the plain fi

Oeniadae directly X.W., tlnough t

marshes of Lezini und Triv<lola'

The traveller must tin rcfore return

the night to Katorhi, and take
i

visions thence for the next d.i

journey of 7 hrs. to Astacos.

The Usual path runs N. from ]\

tochi to (1 hr.) Vahiet'culuna, on i

oiijxisite >ide of the I'anagia hill. 1

further N. are Ihe ruins of ra]>i

maiiina (p. t'5!> . Here we quit '

Acln loos, and turn N.W. over i

hills to (3J hrs.) Chrtjuoritsa.

[If the ruins of Palaeomanina h
b( en alreai:y visited, the iravi i

should turn X.AV. iit Finlolocil'^'i >

the hill on the E. of the Tricdoln'

and iiscend the stream which fl'

into that lake from the N. under t

village of Cbry.ovilsa.]
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Between Chiysovitsa and Prodro-
mos are the luins of an ancieut town
with a double enclosure, which has
been identified as Cokonta. We first

enter a large sqnare enclosure of

polygonal construction, flanked by
towers, surrounding the whc'le of the

flat summit of the hill which clos^es the

iefile. The N. wall is the be^t pre-

served. The second enclosure, which
is of later horizontal masoniy, takes in

the E. and N.E. slopes of the hill. In
the S.W. coiner, oii a slight eminence,
are traces of public buildings, and a

large cistern. The towers are note-

worthy for the absence of uniformity iu

their dimensions.

From Chrysovitsa a track leads S.,

in 2 hrs., to Astacos, by the gorge of

Lycodonti (Wolf's tootii), and tiie long

ind beautiful XdMeyoiTragamediiTpo.-
yafuffTr]), oiKcially called Astacos, one
if the richest districts ot Acarn<.nia.

Mt. Chalkitsa and the hills wl ich

extend N. to Chrysovitsa separate it

from the Katomeroa (Low Count) y), or

^Ustrict of Oeniadae. On the W., Mt.
Velutzi runs out into a massive pt nin-

sula, which shelters ti.e fine bay of

Astacos. This peninsula and the cape
in which it ends, now Tonrho Viglia,

were known in ancient times as Kei-
rHOTE. At the iiead of the bay, whicli

is 5 m. deep and about Ig- m. across,

stands

Astacos s^T (1500), with a large

expoit trade in viilonia. It is a port

jf CM 11 for coasting st( araers (p. 9-1-1).

pookiug down the bay to tlie S.W., a

new of Ithaca is gained beyond the

Echiuades.

I

On a spur of Mt. Velutzi, bdow tlie

tionastery of St. Eliuf, | lir. from the

[tea, stands ti;e Castro of Tragamesti.
llie ruins cover a large plattau de-

fended on three sides by clift's. The
vails, much ruined, are built in the

isual Aearnanian mode ; the lower

>art being of polygonal woi k, while at

certain height runs a narrow hori-

ontal course, above which are coursi s

!f regular quadranguliir blocks. The
pwt rs are square. Within the enclo-

fire is a large Churcli, with ancient

Architectural details built up into

i

its walls. On the N. side of the

fortress is a spring which forms a cas-

cade. At the foot of the clift" are

traces of a shrine, dedicated perhaps to

tlie Nymphs. A niche is cut in tlie

face of the rock to receive an image.
At a spot called Hagia Varvara there

are remains apparently of a temjile.

These ruins must be those of the
ancient Astacos (Strab. p. 459), wliose

tyrant Euarchos, an aliy of tlie Corin-
thians, was expelled by the Atlienians

in B.C. 431, duiing their first naval
exp> dition to these short s. Nest year
he was restored by the Corinthians;
but he must have been again expelh d
by Phormion in B.C. 429, when Athe-
nian influence was re-established in

Stratos and Coronta (Thuc. ii. 30, 102).

During Byzantine timt s the place wi s

evidently of importance. Its value is

explained by the fact that from no point
on the coast is communication witli

the interior of Acarnauia more easy.

[2 hrs. S.E. of Astacos is the Castro
of Pandeleemon {YlavrfKerifiwv). Its

luins are much better preserved, but
much less important, than those of
Tragamesti. In themselves they are
scarcely worth a visit, but the land-
locked creek of Pandeleemon is pretty.

(By boat, 3 dr.) It is a S.W. ottshoot

of the bay of Astacos, running deeply
into the land just at the entrance of
tlje larger gulf. The ruins lie close
to the sea. The stUe of their

masonry is irregular Hellenic with
semicircular towers, a mode of which
this is the only Aearnanian example,
and the f rtress may almost certainly
be assigned to a comparatively late

date.]

The jouiney to Myticas may be
continued by sea, or by an uninterest-
ing laud route, which occupies a whole
day. All provisions must be taken.
Myticas is better approached from
Katuna (see beIow\ Small coasting
steamers run between Astsicos and
(20 m.) Myticas two or thn^o times a
wet k in about 2 hrs.

The land route climbs tlie side, of
Velutzi N.W. to the village of (

|i In-.)

Vdsilcpoutu ; near it lie.s the upi)er
2 A 2
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village; of Dragamentos. Thence we
cross thf plateau of Krilhote, gradu-
ally apfiroaching the coast. The
latter p:irt of tlie trsK'k overlooks the

sea, stiidrlefl with tlic islands of Kaln-
mott, Kiffax, and ^hciani><i ; the back-
grouii'l is occupied hy tlie lieights of

*S'. Maura (Lcucas). Finally we de-

BceTid to a small alluvial plain, at the

W. fiid of uhieh lits

Myticas s^TCMvrtKas), a poor place,

with h'hs than 100 inhab. It occupier*

a .saudy promontory strttching P.

across the bay, fronting the island of

Kaliiinos (tee below). Here the tra-

veller is dependent upon private hos-

pitality.

:^0 min. X.. on the edge of the

plain, lie the ruins of Alyzia, forming
the Castro of Zandyla {Kav5v\a), a

village of about 800 inhab.

There is little that is remarkable
in thise ruins, as the walls have
been destroyed to within a few feet

of the soil for building purpoces, anil

the ancient town is being obliterated

piecemeal. The only important part

is that side which rests upon the hills.

Here the wall makes three long pro-

jections, up the spurs which descend

parallel with each other to tiie plain,

each termihating in a large tower.

The central projection is the longest,

and encloses the highest of the three

spurs. It is cut off from the main
enclosnre by a cross wall, and thus

serves as a citadel to the town. In

the village of Kandyhi many frag-

ments and tombatiiMcs may be seen.

Remains are also found on a neigh-

bouring height atouiid a church dedi-

cated to St. Anflreic.

Scanty as are its remains, it is

evident that Alyzia had reached a

higher pitch of eligance than any
other town of Acaniania. with the

exception of those which owed their

origin to Corinth. In the Pelopon-

nesiaii war it took th<' side of Athens,

like all tin- purely Ac-irnanian towns

except Ocniiidai-. The Athenian

general, Demosthenes, on his way to

Sicily (bc. 413). took on board at

Alyzia a detachment of Acarnanian
sliugers. In bc. 'MA, when Timotheos

restfjrt-d tlie naval supremacy of

Athens in these sciis by his victory

over the Spartan admiral, NicolocLos.

the Athenians erected thtir trophy

near AIvzIh, and refittofl their fl< «,ts

in the docks of the city. Tliat t'

place continued to pro8p<r duriii;; '

Macedonian perii^td is proved by '

fact that its inhabitants wen- i

enough to employ Lysipi*- s. t

greatest sculptor of the age, to ex'-i^

for them statues representing '

twelvfr labours of Heracles. Tli

works were placed in a temenos <

secrated to the luronear the so-ral;

Port of Heracles—jirobablv the uifj<l'

harbour on the W. of Myticas, i

which falls the torrent of Kand\
Slight remains near the port i;

belong to the temenos of Herac]

Stra>X) tells us that the work.-

Ly8ipp<^is linally found their way
Rom'-, being carried off by a Ron
general on the plea that they w •

lying uncared for and abandoned
the shore.

Kalamos, the largest of the sm 1

islands lying along the W. coast f

Acarnania, profluc<-8 a good deal

com, ^ines, and olives. There i-

Hourishing village near the S.E.

tremity of th<^ island.which Ixjasts e

where some Hellenic and media
remains. During the (ircek war
Independence-, Kalamos was mad
jilace of refuge for many of •

families of the insurgents, who \\

protected by a guard of Eng
soldiers. This island, om well

KastoB, Atokos, and a few other sn

islets hard by. were inhabited by '

Taphians. or Teleboae, who are c

brated by Homer as a marit

people, a<l<licte<l to piracy +

The group of the Echinades,

ther S., most of which are mere bar

rocks, derive their name from the

semblance of their pointed or firi'

outline, to the back of the Erhi

.

or sea urchin, common on tl

shores. Tile formation from

alluvial dep<^>8it8 of the Acl;elou.-

t 0(i. XT. 426. Pic. ; xvl. 426,etc. Tlji"*

continued to be infiiin>>u8 lor their pir^

down lo the llice of Sir Thoiiiii.-i M litlao'l

All I'ii-ha of Juiiiiitiii, who fiiiully put ui

to th< tn.
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lescribed by Tbucydides (ii. 102).

3y tbe Venetians tbey were known
,s tbe islands of Curzolari, a name
lelonging properly to tbe bigb pen-
nsular bill at tbe moutb of tbe
Lcbeloos. A week may be sjjent

Leligbtfully in cruising among tbe
3let9wbicb lie between Leucadia and
tbaca and the opposite coast of
Lcarnania. Tbere are numerous ex-
ellent barbours for yachts, such as

he port of Petala, the beautiful bay
f Vlil-o in Leucadia, and that of

''athy in Meganisi.
Both ancient and modern critics

ave been puzzled as to the site of

)clichion:. Strabo (x. 2) insists that
t was one of the Echinades, and
^etala, being the largest of that
roup, and possessing the advantage
f two well-sheltered harbours, may
erbaps represent the ancient site.

)tbers place it at Pale (Rte. 3).

)ulicbion furnished forty ships to

he Trojan expedition (77. ii. 630).
Lord Byron, during his perilous

oyage from Cepbalonia to Meso-
mgl)i in Jan. 1824, was three times
bliged to take refuge among the
arren rocks at the mouth of the
Lfheloos—twice by sudden storms,
nd once to escape from a Turkish
ruispr. The hardships and ex^josure
rhich he then endured for several
ays in a small Ionian boat were,
robably. in part the origin of tbe
Iness which cut him oif prematurely
1 the following April.

It was oiF the Echinades also, and
ot within the Gulf of Corinth, that
ras fought, on Oct. 6. 1571, the
Jattle of Lepanto. Thoroughly
larnied by the recent fall of Cyprus
nd l)y the rapid progress on all sides
f the Ottoman arms, the Venetians,
rho trembled for their possessions in
he Adriatic—Philip II. of Spain,
'hose Italian dominious were in immi-
ent danger, and Pope Pius V., the
)ul of the whole enterprise—entered
ito a league against tbe Infidels.

|he command of tbe united fleets

as intrusted to Don John of Austria
on of Charles V.), then younger
iren than Alexander when he con-
lered the East, or than Naiioleon

when be began his Italian conquests.

The Turkish fleet of 230 galleys was
encountered almost within sight of

tbe waters of Actiuin, where tbe

empii'e of the world had been lost

and won 1600 years before. The
force was nearly equal on both sides

;

and tbe battle was long, fierce, and
bloody. Ali, the Turkish admiral,

and Don John, each surrounded by a
band of chamijions, maiutained a
close contest for three hours. At last

the Ottoman leader fell, his galley

was takeu, and tbe banner of the

Cross displayed from the mainmast.
The loss of the allies was very great,

but nearly 200 of the Ottoman galleys

were either captured or destroyed;

above 25,000 Turks fell in the con-

flict, and 15,000 Christian slaves

found chained to the oars were set

at liberty. On that great day the

Turkish fleet received a blow from
which it has never recovered.

[2| hrs. E. of Myticas, on the hills

wliich bound the plain, lie the ruins

of Castri. The fortress was evidently

designed as a jDOst of observation, to

compenr^ate for the abieuce of a lofty

acropolis at Alyzia in the plain. The
enclosure is triangular in form, with
two gates. A rock at the top of tbe

hill has its face carefully smoothed.
Two rectangular sinkings in the sur-

face contain reliefs, half elfaced by
lapse of time. In the square on tbe

rt. are standing figures of a male and
female iu tbe same attitude, one band
on the hip, the other leaning on a
long lance. In tbe sinking to the 1.

a female figure sits on a rock towards
tlie rt., tbe bands cla.~ping the knees.

Opposite sits a male figure grasping a
lance. Outside tbe sinking is a coiled

snake, from which we may surmise
that the figures represent Asclepiod
and Hygieia. The s-tanding figures

may be Ares and Pallas. A third

relief is sculptured upon one of the
large blocks near the principal gate,

on the side facing the interior of tbe
fortress. It represents Heracles in

tbe familiar pose of the Heracles of

Glycon, commonly known as tbe
' Farnese.' Tbe nude hero leans upon
an enormous club, with one hand upon
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hia liip. Posdbly tlip relief may h^ a,

reniiTiiiicnce of the Heracles executed
for Alyzia by Lysipitoa.

The journey «»n*ar(l to Znn^da ii?

best made by coasting steamer (fare

about 2 dr.).

The liiid route is toilsome and un-
interesting. The distance is nominally
6 hrs., but the whole day will l>i

required. Take provisions

ZaverdaT (1800) offers but little

ace •iiimodatifm for tourists. A pood
high roiii leads hence to (3^ hrs.)

Vonitm (Rte. 99), but there ;ire no
ant quitien to be seen during the
journey, unless ade'tonr is made X. to

the GtMro of KtchrOf>f>uln (p. 691)
This would add 2 lirs., not including
tlie time spent on the site. Nothing
can be had at Kechroi>oula. J

From Myticas to Katuna is a long
day's journey. Provisions must be
taken, and sin early start should b'
male. If {)08.*ible, a native of Var-
nakas should be engaged as guide.

We leave the plain of Myticas by
the defile of Gloi'mis {TKuKTcrats). At
its entrance, the torrent-bed is

jiartially crossed by a dyke of stone,

80 ft. long and 14 courses high,

evidently designed in the interests r>f

the water supply of Alyzii. Such
monuments of civil engineering are

extremely rare in Grece. The
peasants call it the ' Old Woman's
Leap' (Trjj ypaiai rh irriSjjjua) The path
enters the narrow winling gorge with
precipices on eitlnr hind. On the

summit of the crags to the right (E.)

are the mediaeval ruins of the Oislm
o/Gloimns. We now n-ach that part

of the passage to which the name of

Glossais (Tongues) properly applies.

It id a t-on of gigantic gat^-way, com-
jM>s d of two va>t jaggi-<l troths of

rock, wiiich leave betwe-n them only

a narrow gap for the torrent. The
scenery to which this gr.ind portal

gives acc-ss is of a wild character.

We leave the torrent and climb the
mountain on the 1. (W.) to ^3 hrs.)

Vanuiknjf {BipvaKas).

[From N'ar.iakas it is possible to

reach Vonitfu in a long rjay. with a

good guide, but then; \s little to be
seen on the way, an'l the country i»

destitute of villagi-s. The jmth crosces

between the Jlypmli Koryphi ('Ti^tjAtj

Kopv(pii\ or Lofty Peak (.'J21.T ft.;,

on the E., and the Agrapidahi
(4.=»80 ft.) on the W., to tiie plateau of

Liriidi. This Viclong-i \jn the monas-
tery of Rliomvu ('P-i/x/3oi/), lying

among firs under the summit of

Bergnndi (4705 ft.) From Livadi

we descend gradually towards the

village of Momiftirahi, yia.s.'^ing on th»'

1. the ru'ns of iin ruikiiown town, the

Castro <if Lycriniho. Tlie n-iiiains

cover two sunmiit.sandthe intervening

dt-pression. The one summit is sur-

rounded by a rule cycloyM-an en-

closure ; the orher by a wall of more
finshed workman.ship. In the <le-

pression are remains of t-rraces.

1 hr. beyond thi.^ i»oiut is Monnftirahi,

wiiere it is po8.sible to find quarters,

or tlie travelUr may j)usi) on to (2 hrs.)

Vonitm (Rte. 99).j

From Vam ikas, our track turns

N.E., miking for the (1 hr.) 8a<ldle

between the Hypsili Koryphi on the 1.

and Mt. Iiumi»ti> {f\\l^ ix.) o'\ ih< •

Thence we de-^'<nd in 1 hr. to the 1

laf-oraftron </ Kombotais (KouTOTaI^ ;.

These ruins lie up<jn the rr>ute which
traverses Central AcAmanin from

Vonitsi to Ast uos. The extent ;r

intert:«r. of the remains mak<;s

regrettable that the ancient nam'
lost. There is no evidence to <

nect tht m witli Manlhos.
The Castro occupies a lofty heigl •.

one of the foot-hills of Bergamli a

Bnmisto. In the direction of

mountains the hill is precipit<

while towards theE.it slopes d'

to the plateaux, ending in a rr-i

hill which dominates the surrouu'l

country. Thi^ ir^dated eminence
hU.Tounded by walls, from which r

two lines of wall to the jirecijuees fa-

W. The sysUm of fortification

simple, towers Iteing eniployed <

on that part of the wall which f;;

E. The style of masonry is l>olygoi

with horizontal courses in the up;
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part. In the N. wall is the main
gateway, flanked on the rt. by a large

square tower, on the 1. by a shallow

quadrangular projection. Id the

same wall is a small gateway with

horizontal lintel. In the S. wall

another gateway is pierced obliquely

through the wall, opposite the N.
entrances, communicating with them
by a roa 1 or street. This was lined

by the principal public buildings, and
it must have traversed the Agora.

We find considerable but scarcely

explicable traces of the public edifices.

One of the best preserved ruins, on a

platform a little above the Agora, is

imaoined to have been a store-room

for arms (oTrAoSr/KTj). It consists of a

portico, about 70 paces in length, with

exterior wall of polygonal masonry
about 10 ft. Iiigh. In tlie middle of

this front is a small entrance, the

lintel of which is composed of two
stones shaped to the quarter of a

circle. Tne lintel stones are chan-

nelled vertically for the reception of

wooden side-posts. Externally, the

front is supported by ten small

biittresses, composed of several blocks,

of which only the alternate ones are

bonded into the polygonal wall. Tlie

back part of this building is much
ruined, but it seems possible to make
out that it was narrow in proportion

to its length, and divided into a

number of compartments of different

size. Remains of houses are scattered

over the site, and the lanes between
them are easily traced.

From the Castro we turn E. to

(1$ hr.) Zatuna (Rte. 99).

ItOUTE 99.

ASTACOS TO LET:CAS, by KATIXA AMJ
VONITSA.—HOHSE-PATH.

Astacos H. M. 1

Babini . . .3 30
Porta . 1

Castle of Aetos . 1 30

Katima . . 2
Vonit-a . . 7

LeUivas . . 3 3.)

CaiTiage-road (but no carriages) to

(9 hrs.) Katuna, not convenient for

travellers who wish to see tlie anti-

quities of the country. It makes a

long curve to the N.E. by way of

Machalas and Paiipadatais. Two days

must be spent on the trip if the ruins

at Porta, Aetos, and Katuna are to be

inspected. Quarters (pior) may be

found at Aetos, or the traveller might

sleep at Babiui and find time to visit

the castro above Skortu.

Proceeding N.E. up the valky of

Tragamesti, we cross the hills into a

fertile basin extending N. to Machaias.

On the E. it is boandt-d by the heij,'hts

of Lycovitzi and Manina. On the hill

to the W. lits the village of (2J hrs.)

Ma'Jiaera. 1 hr. furfher is tne village

of Bahini {^Trafx-Kiviov), with 600
inhab., but no public accommodation.

[From this point the traveller may
return to Mesolon^hi or Agrinion by

way of Stratoj. In that case he

might visit the ruins at (1 hr.) Skortu

(2k3PtoC) and the summit of Lycovitzi.

Skortu lies on the opposite side of the

valley, 3J hrs. from Astacos direct.

At the foot of Lycovitzi near fekortu

are the ruins of a small town. The
walls surround a circular hill which
constituted a citadel, tht- houses being

disponed round the liill, outside the

enclosure. Numerous terraces indicate

their position. In the S.E of the

enclosure is the chief gateway, pierced
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ill the flank of u large square tower

;

traces of the road leading to it

aie observable. A terrace built in

horizontal courses a short diHtaiirc

N.W. may be the site of a teinijle.

The style of the masonry at Skortu is

more reguliw ;iud careful tiiau in most
Acamanian sites.

A small fort on the summit of
Lycovitzi depended upon this town.
Thi' ])iit]i t'l it ;iO min.) is steep, but
the ascent is wortli the troubh;. 'J'he

ruins are mostly mediaeval, but the
remnants of an Hellenic enclosure
may be distinguished among them.
A large rock cistern is probably also
of Helleiiic origin. The fort was a
mere post of observation. Fine *v]kw
from the monastery, which stands
just below the summit. The sea is

visible 0)1 three sides, and six lakes
of different, size and form are seen.
On the N. horizon are the mountains
of yuli, with Pindus to the rt. S.,

beyond the Corinthian gulf, rise the
hills of Achaia. Turning E., we gaze
into the heart of Aetolia, the central
l>asin lying below us like a vast
amphitliealre. At our feet is Lake
Ozeros, and beyond it the white line
of tlie Acheloos, with tlie lakes of
AiKjlielocaxtron and Vrachori lying in

the Aetolian plain between the Zygo.s
(rt.) and Mt. Viena (1.). On the E.
horizon rises the indented crest of
Vardugi, the ancient Kokax.
We may <lescend directly into the

pliiin of Stratos and proceed to
tSuroviijli, leaving Lake Ozeros on the
rt., and then follow tlie high road; or
cross the Acheloos and go by Zai)andi
to AffrlnUm (p. OOS). If the night has
been spent at Babiid, the longer road
by Machalas is jinfcrable.]

1 lir. from Babini lies the Castro of
Porta ((iate), which is supjiosed to

repriM-nt the ancient Phttia. 'J'he

ruins occupy the N. end of a ridge
whicli luus into tlie valley, and
separates the vale of Babini from tlutt

if Aetos. On the site there is a
monastery, now deserted, dedicat< d to
Our Lady of Ptrtta ('H Uavayia (Tt>;»/

riffpToi'). A semi-i.-olated crest at the
Sf. end of the ridge provided an

acropolis, cut off from the rest of the.

enclosure by a cross-wall. Below it

lay the Agora, in which tlie founda-

tions of sevcr.il ])ublic buildings may
be traced. A large square cistern i-

as is usual in Acarnania, one of i

'

most consjiicuous remains. On 1

W. of the Agora is the main gatew.i

defi^nded by a tooth-shajied 8ali( :

and a large tower ; other gates an;

found in different parts of tlm site.

The system of defence is an irregular

combination of redans (angles) and
square towers. The towers, which
are probably of later date, are built in

regular Hellenic masonry, i.e. with
liorizontal courses, wlnrea-H the rest of

the fortifications is polygoniil. Near
the monastery, however, is a very

large tower of polygonal masonry,
which a[)pears to be of tlie same date

as the walls. Abutting upon the E.
wall is a terrace of good regular

Hellenic work. Upon it proliably

stood a temple, of which a modern
chapel is the successor. Close at

hand there is a gateway in the wall,

and the terrace itself is flanked by a
tower destined to defend the passage.

2 m. N., towards Machalas, is the
passage by whicli the road from the
Aetolian plains and iStratos, rounding
the end of Mt. Lycovitzi, enters the
plateau of Xeromeros, or Central
Acarnania. Besides this important
route, the fortress commands that to

Myticas by way of Aiitos and Zavibta
( p. GS9), and that to Dragamestos by
Vlizana.

PiiVTiA i^vria) is mentioned 1

Tliucydides(iii. 10(J) as the tirst Acai
iianiau town after Stratos jmssed by
Eurylochos in his hasty march to join

the Ambraciots at (Jlpai' in B.C. 12fl.

It was captured in n.c. 21S)by Philip \'.

in his descent from Actium into the

Paracheloitis of Aetolia. The town
was then in the hands of the Aetolian.-.

but their reinforcement of SOU nn i

arrived too late to prevent its oijiit il-

lation. Philip, warned of their com
iug, took up a favouralde positioii.

and falling upon the Aitolians ii

their night march, nearly extermi-
nated them. The large stores of corn
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which the Macedonians found in the Ylichidi also shows traces of fortifi-

fortress prove that Xeromeros was as cations. Kavines surround the site;

remarkable for its fertility in ancient little more than the foundations of its

times as it is to-day. polygonal walls can be seen.

Ou a pointed hill 1| hr. N-W. of

Porta stands the ruined Castle of Aetos
' 'AfTo's), or Eagle, a name derived from
its striking position on a rock in the
middle of the valley, at the entrance
of a defile opening towards the N.
The castle must have been built by
the princes of Epirus ; in the time of

Meletius it was the residence of the
bishop of Aetos. At the foot of the
peak is the deserted monastery of

St. Xicolas(^Ayios 'NiKoAaos rov 'AeroD).

Numerous remains of houses and
churches testify to the importance of

Aetos during the Byzantine peiiod.

The modern village (600) lies more to

the W.
The road enters a defile at the

Castle of Aetos, and in J hr. reaches
a small basin below the heights of

Konopina. 1| hr. further is

Zatimas^T floOO), the capital of

tlie demos Echinos.

[From Porta a track leads W. in

6 hrs. to Myticas (Rte. 98), passing
by Aiitos, and threading a defile. It

skirts the S. base of a lofty spur of

Mt. Bumisto, and descends a torrent

bed to the village of (2J hrs.) Zavista
[Zapiara), with 800 inhab. and a khan.
till following the torrent, we pass an

Hellenic tower, about 20 ft. high, on
he top of the clifts. Facing "W. it

as a small door, and loopholes are

ierced in the walls. When perfect

here was probably an upper story.

urther on we reach the plain of

Vivticas, and the town itself in

J hrs.]

About ^ hr. E. of Katuua lie the
xtensive but badly preserved ruins

f Medeon, an ancient town wliich

Dmmanded the long valley running
om N.W. to S.E. between the bay
f Loutraki and the lake of Ambracia.
. height, called by the peasants
^astrahi, surrounded by walls, and
jrved as a citadel ; the lower hill of

Medeox (MeSeoJf) is mentioned by
Thucydides (iii. 106) in describing

the route fullowed by J'.urylochos from
.Proschion in Aetolia to Olpae in B.C.

426. The Spartans passed througii the

extremity of its territory (MeSeajj/os

Trap' ecrxara). During the height of

the Aetoliau power Sledeon was the

advanced post of the Acarnanians.
The Aetolians besieged it during the

reign of Demetrius of Macedon (b.c.

231), but the sudden arrival of 5000
Illyrians from the Gulf of Arta dis-

persed them. In b.c. 191 Antiochus
of Syria captured the city by a sudden
stroke.

From Katuna to (7 hrs.) Yonitsa
there is a choice of roads. Provisions

must be carried.

A. The traveller may proceed "W.

to the Castro of (1§ hr.) Kombotais
(KouTTOTars), where he strikes the
principal track leading through cen-

tral Acaruauia. From this point,

after investigating the ruins (p. 68i),

he turns N.W. through the villages of

(1| hr.) Achira ('Axvpd) and (J hr.)

Vustri (Bovffrpiov) to (1 hr.) Moiiasti-

raJ{i, descending thence to (l^ hr.)

Vo7ittsa (p. 668).

B. The second track descends the

streamless valley below Katuua and
threads the pleasant defile oi Daphnies
(Aa<pvia7s). so called from its bay trees.

This must have been the road followed
by the Illyrians who raised the siege

of Medeon. At (H hr.', Loutruld we
join the road from Karvassaras to

Vonitsa (p. 668).

C. If the Castro of Kombotais has
been already visited, the traveller

may proceed to (3 hrs.) Dersovas
(AepiT0/3a?), and thence to the Castro
of (1 hr.) H. rasUio,'< (p. 667). In
another J hr. he ujay reach Monasti-
raki, and descend its valley to (1^ hr.)

Vonitsa.
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Tin- uninten'stiug carriase-road from
Voiiit.sa to (;j^ \irti.) JjfU':a><, leavth the
town on the S. and leads among hills

thnmu'h to the (1 hr.) Lake, of Vvl-

chiirld (Vurcliariii), surrounded hy
wooded liei^hts on all sides except
the W., wher.; it is eonnected hy a
eanal of drain igo with tlie bay of

Chiilnrivaron (Eel pond), an extension'

of the t^ulf of Deni.ita. For the path
to Kechropoula, see b ;low.

Vulchiiria must be the Myrtoun-
TioN of Strabo. He calls it a lagoon
(\iuvo6d\aTTa), lying between Leucas
an I the Ainbracian gulf.

From the lake the road runs S.W.
along the sliore of the gulf of Demata,
passing the hill of Lamia on the 1.

In front is the Lido, on which stands

the fort of S. Maura. The ro:id crosses

t'le higf)on to the f'rtress. and noon

reaciies Hamaxichi, the modern
Levecuss^ (iJte. 4).

A longer Init far preferable route

turns due S. from the lake to the

* Castro of Kechropoula (Kexpo-
TTovAa), the ruins of wliicii are cele-

brated tiinnighout the country for their

fine state of preservation. They were
used by the brigands from the islands

as a stronghold. A long narrow crest

bordered by precipices on two sides

ri<e.s from the lake. This formed the

citadel o' the jincient town, which
occupied the N.W. slopes of the hill,

away from the lake. Tlie general
form of the enclo.->ure is that of a

square, one of tiie angles of which
rests upon the citulel hill. The side

whic.'i faces the lake, constructed in

polygonal masonry, is the most inter-

esting. Half-way down the slope

from the acropolis is a gateway,

pierced obliquely through the wall,

and Hanked by a large redan, similar

to those at Karvas-'ara.". In the re-

entering face of the redan is pieroed

the mam gate of the town, crowned by
a true arch of polygonal blocks. Tliere

are cl ar trac-s of a street leading
inward from the entrance, alxmt 14 ft.

in width, with foundations of build-

ings on each side. Continuing in the

direction of the acropolis, we find the

slope, which forms the only practicabl

approach to it, covered with terraci ^ '

for houses and public baihlings. T
N. wall of the town forms a riL'

angle with that already de.>-crib'

Ju.st at the angle stands an enormi'

square tower, to the platform of whi'

two fiights of htei'S as<M-nd. 'i

wall runs hence along the r.ivii!
,

forming one or two angles, but with- i

out towers. It is almos; ])erfeet, and

stairs give access to the battlemen'

At the lower end of the line is a gat

way with horizontal lintel, llankrd on

the rt. hy a large towi-r, still 20 courses

'

high. The great size of the towers. '

and their careful adaptation for p >

ticular ends, is a not -worthy f>aln

in these remains. The town coni

municated witli the sea at the bav "i 1

Zaverda (p. (183), 1 hr. S. Along f

the road leading thither are a large Ij

number of Hellenic graves, lying jn~<

below the Castro. The p(-asants )i

many small antiquities in the tiel'i

The port or landing-place of the tuw n

was not, at Zaverda itself, but on tin'

W. side of the bay, near the stre

which flows at the foot of Mt. Tavi

The ancient name of this town w

probably Palakros. mentioned
Thucydides and Strabo (Thuc. ii. :

'

8trab. p. 450). In B.C. 431, on

hundred Athenian vessels appean d

in the bay of Zaverda and captured

Sollio!! (idXAioi/), a .small town of the

Corinthians. It was handed over to

the inhabitants of Palaeros along with "

it-i terri'orv.

SoLLioN is identified with the run -

at Plaghia on a long hill, 1 lir. 8.W.

of Kechropoula. The hill exten<ls W.
as far as the Alexandres bay, which
runs up to the tonn of LeucdS. At
the foot of the ridge is the village of

riaghia (800). The ruins are in a

bad state of preservation, a few frag-

ments of the wall, a gateway, and two

rock C'stem.^, alone remaining. The
town consisted of little more tlian a

fort, guarding the entrance to the

canal of Leucas. It is evident that its

lo.>s must have been seriously felt by

the Corinthians. In B c. 421 it was a

Corinthian grievance that Sparta, hi
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the treaty theu made with Athens, liad

neglected to stipulate for the surrender
of Sollion. It is equally clear that

So'ilion must have been a thorn in the

side of Palaeros, hindering all free

commuuication with the gulf of Zavi-r-

da. It was at Sollion that Demos-
thenes unfohled to the Acariiauians his

plans of invading Aetolia (b.c. 426).

From the heights of Plagium we jiain

a good view to the W. of the canal
of Leucas, the Dioryctos of antiquity

(see p. 36). Tlie gulf of Demata was
united with the bay of Alexandres by
means of a canal 600 yds. in length,

cut by the Corinthians established on
this coist, at Pala-ochalias (IlaAaio-

XaAiay). exactly opposite Plaghia.

The traveller shoul 1 descend from
Plaghia to (1 hr.) Palaeochalias, and
land near the site of ancient Leccas
CEte. 4).

110UTE 100.

VONITSA TO PREVESA, BY ACTIFM.
HORSE-PATH AND SAILING BOAT.

Vonit^a
St. Pet«r

Punt I

Prevesa

H. M.
1 30
1 30

10

3 1)

The pedestrian will save J hr. by
being ferried over the creek to the

{opposite shore (5 min.).

I

The horse-path leads S.W. along tlie

shore, and then turns W., crossing the

pase of the peninsula wijich ends to

fhe N. in Cape Fanagia. In IJ hr. we
[each the small harbour of !St. Peter, the

lite of Anactorion. There is, how-
ever, nothing now to be seen of the
'uins described by Leake. They were
iarried off bv Ali Pacha of Jannina,

to be used in the construction of his

fort at Punta. The port of Sr. Peter
is an iDdentatiou on the W. side of

C.ipe Panagia, and form.s part of a
large bay, in^-luded within that cape
and the headland of Punta to the W.
These two project towards the coast

of Epirus, where they meet two
similar headlands, also enclosiue: a
bay. The united bays form the G^ul.f

of Precesa, a sort of vestibule (Pro-
kolpos) to the Gulf of Arta (Kte. 116).

Originally a foundation of the
Corinthians ia tlie 7th cent. B.C.,

Anactorion was strengthened by
arrivals from Corcyra (Corfu). The
period of its greatest prosperity is

anterior to the outbreak of the Pelo-
poiinesian war. Its inhabitants had
tlie honour of seeing the name of
their city inscribed upon the brazen
serpent which supported the golden
tripod at Delphi, in commemoration
of the defeat of the Persians. Anac-
torioa and Leucas together sent 800
men to the battlefield of Piataea
(B.C. 479). In the struggle between
Corinth and her daughter-city Cor-
cyra. Anactorion wa-s occupied by the
former, and thus became entangled in

the Peloponnesiau expeditions against
the Acari>anians. who were steady
allies of Atliens. The grave disaster to

the Peloponnesiau cause at Amphilo-
chicon Argos led to the betrayal of

Anactorion to a combined Acarnanian
and Athenian expedition from Nau-
pactus (B.C. 425 ; Thuc. iv. 49). The Co-
rinthians were expelled, and colonists

from the whole of Acarnaiiia iatro-

duceil. After this the town disappears
from hi.-tory. We only know tliat

Augustus after Actium removed most
of its inliabitants to Nicopolis, on
the opposite coa.st ; some, however,
must ha^e remained on the old site,

as in Strabo's time the town was a
commercial dependency (^^jxiropiov) of
Nicopolis.

1§ hr. N.W. is the saudy promon-
tory of Punta (Point), the Italian
translation of the Greek t^ "Aktiov,
or '} 'Aktt], and the Latin AcTirsi.T

It would seem that there never was
at any period a town of Actinm, but
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merely a Temple and Sanctuary of

Apollo 'actios, or 'AKTiaKos (Tliucy. i.

29). Wliether the worship existed
before tlie arrival of the Coriuthiaus
is not eertain, but after the Acar-
naniaus had seized Anaetorion the
teiijj)le became the religious centre

of the diotrict. Gymiiiistic games
((TTecpaviTTis ayccy), including horse

races, were held in honour of the
god. The temple was under the
immediate protection of the Anac-
toriaus, whose coins bear witness to

their connection with Apollo. After
the victory at Actium Augu.stus re-

constituted the feast, adding naval
races and musical contests. It was
held every five years, and declared
sacred, and the Actia thus took rank
with the four great Hellenic games.
The festival, however, was no longer
held on the sands of Punta. but at

Nicopolis. Augustus also rebuilt and
adorned the temple on the Punta,
coneecrating to the god specimens of
the captured vessels, one of each kind,
from the trireme to the galley with
ten banks of oars. These were stored
in a new arsenal, but even in Strabo's

time they had fallen victims to a fire.

Of these works there is ]jracticiilly

nothing left. A few remnants of

walls in stone and mortar may pos-

sibly date from the time of Augustus.
Sculptures and inscriptions have been
found on the site.

The port and arsenals of Actium
must have been on tlie S.W. side of the
promontory, near a lagoon and chapel
of the Holy ApoMes. Here was the

station of the Corinthian and Athe-
nian tleet.t during the Peloponnesian
war. Mark Antony's fleet in B.C. 31
must also have occujiied the port.

The famous Battle of Acticm,
which obtained for the Consul
Octavian the Empire of Rome, was
fought on Sept. 2nd in the space
between Cape I'anlocrator (N.) and
Capt ahali (S.). For some weeks
before the engagement, the two hos-
tile armies lay encamjied opposite to

each other, Mark Antony at Actium,
and Octavianua on the ground where
he afterwards erected Nicopolis. The

fleet of Ocbivian was stationed near

Myticas, in the Jonian si-a. The
.soldiers of Antony were already dis-

heartened with the profligacy and
efleminacy of their chief, and thus

half beaten before the fight began.

At length when Agrippa, a partisan

of Octavian, had taken Leucas,

whence he threatened them on the

rear, Antony and Cleopatra deter-

mined to retire to Egj'pt. Oc-
tavian attjicked their fleet as it was
coming out of the strait, at the outer

entrance of which the engagement
took place which was to dirciile the

fate of the world. Octavian had 300
triremes, and Antony 560, many of

them with towers, like floating castles.

Both leaders embarked large bodies

of troops; the remainder of the two
armies were mere spectators drawn up
on tht; shore. The Liburnian galleys,

that light c;»valry of the sea.s. charged

the dense ranks of Antonian ships

;

and for several hours Ixtth parties

plied each other with missiles without

any decisive result. At length, the

wind shifting at noon, and a favourable

breeze springing up, Cleopatra, whose
galley had been anchored in the rear

of the combat^tnts, hoisted the purple

sails on her gilded deck (Flor. iv. 11),

and threading rapidly the maze of

battle, was soon followed by the

infatuated Antony.
Thi-tiight of theirleaders thoroughly

disheartened the Antfinians ; Agrippa
fell on their flank with his detachment
from Leucas ; and in front the enemv
closed with them, pouring tire on t;

floating castles from their engines

war. and showers of javelins thrown
by the hand. The unwieldy size <•(

the vessels of Antony now contributed

to their own destruction ; all was mxni

in inextricable confusion, heightened

by the various dialects and various

arms of the nations and tribes range.!

under his standard. The vanquisht 1

perished in vnst numbers in the sea.

in the flames, or by the arms of tip

conquerors.

From Preteea (Rte. 116), on tli.-

opposite promontory (10 min. by boat,

1 dr.), steamers cross the gulf to
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Salagora (p. 784), the Turkish port of

(8 hrs.) ^rtoT on the N. shore, and
re cross thence to Vonitsa. There is

a great contrast between tlie two
shores. That on the N. is low and
monotonous, being entirely composed
of the alluvium deposited by the river

of Arta, the ancient Akachthos, and
the Luros. The whole district W. of

Arta bears the name of Campos
(Plain) ; the lower part, near the sea,

is called Fofamla, from the windings

of the Arta. The coast on the S. side

of the gulf is mountainous and broken.
From Vonitsa the steamer again

crosses the gulf diagonally N.E. to

Kopraena, or Menidi, the Greek port
of (2 hrs. ) Arta, and thence steers

S.S.E. to Karvassaras (Rte. 95). Fare
between any two consecutive ports,

about 3 dr.

From Kopraena a road runs N. by
(If hr.) Kominenos and (If hr.) Limeni
to (1^ hr.) Arta (p. 665).
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SECTION VI.

EUBOE A.

LIST OF ROUTES.

HOITK PAGE
I

ROUTE PAGE

101 Uiopos to Chalcis, bv Eretria. i
103 Clialcis to Kviui, l>y Mount

—Sailing-boat "
. .701 Dirphy>^.-IIorM-i'>'tli . 712

,„<^ ^„ ,
. , >, . 1 T/ . 10-t Chalcis to Limni, bv Achmet-

102 Chalcs to Cary.^tos. by Lre-
aga.-Cr.iaK^-n.a.l . 714

ina and Aliven. — Car-
I 105 Achnielft'.'a to Lip.so.-, by

riago-road and llor.so- Xi nxhnri.—Cairiagc-roail

path .... 707

1

and Horse- paih . . 716

SPECIAL INTRODUCTIOX.

KriiOKA, iho huge.-t island but one in the Aegean Sea, measures 90 m. fioni

N.W. to S.E., and varies iu breadth from 30 ra. to 4 m. Its principal

mountain range, geographically a conlinuatiou of Os.-a and Pelion, includes

the following pt aks :

—

Mdiiiit Delphi (anciontly />ir/</i I/.? or /Jw-yiAc) . . . 5725 foot

„ St. Elia8(6<c;i€) 4840 .,

„ Kamlili 4J00 ,.

,, TelcM hrio ( n^t^AnVw) :!iwi ,.

,, Lithada ITZO „

Knboiii wns anciently divided between seven indep<ndent cities, of which

Clialcis and I'.retria were the most important. These two cities founded

powerful colonies on the (oa^ts of Macedonia, Italy, aiid Sicily, as well as in

the islands of tlie Ae'.rean.

Chalcis continned to flourish until the expulsi<n of the P« isistralidae,

wlun it joined Boeotia against Atliens. In consequence the Atiienians

crossed the strait, defeated the Clmhidiaii!;, find divided their lanils between

4000 Athenian immigrants (B.C. .506). Eretria was destroyed by the Persians

in B.C. 4'.t0, and altliough rebuilt, never recovered its former power. Afrer

the Pirsiaii wsr tiu- wi ole island became subject to Atliens. In no. 446

Kuboea revolted from Athens, but was reconquered liy Pericles. In 411 a i

second revolt, wlien Alliens iiad lieen weakened by the Sicilian disasters

and by intt>rnal faction, was a great blow to the Atht nian.-^, who never

re-established their dominion over tie island, though they acquired a

nominal supremacy by driving the Theban garrisons out iu 358 and
niHintained it until the battle of Chaeronea, after which Kubt)ea formed |)art

of the Matedouian kiui,'dom until B.C. lt)4, when the Ixomans wre.-teii it from

Philip V. and re.-ton d its cities to indei endence. Of its subsequent condition

under tlie Ivoinan and H\/anline dominations liitle is known. It was

acquired I'V Ihe V( ni'lians in llild, and retaiiied by them till 1470, wiu-n it
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was captured by the Turks. At the Greek revolution it was united to that

kiugdoni, special stipulations being made in favour of such Mussulmans as

chose to remain on the island.

Euboea is well wooded and extremely fertile. Its mineral wealth is also

considerable, large quantities of magne^^ite and lignite being annually

exported. TLo marble and asbe?tus of Carystos were renowned in ancient

times.

Euboea produces an extraordinary quantity of corn, with which, under
favourable circumstances, it supplies the adjacent country. Anotl er staple

product of the island is wine.

The principal towns are Chalcis, Carystos, Kymi, itnd Xerochori. The
great want of populution prevents the more extensive cultivation of this

lno^<t fertile island. Seveial Englishmen and other foreigners have pur-
chased estates hen-, and have done something towards improving the agricul-

ture and the condition of the people, but their exptriences have not been
of a charac'er to encourage others to follow their example.
Among the inhabitants of Euboi a are a large numiier of nomad Wallachs,

who live during summer on the mouutaims, and in winter on the plains,

never intermarrying with the rest of the population. In Chalcis there are
many Jews and lurks.

The traveller wlo lias the good fcrtuue to meet witli an encampment of
nomad Wallachian shepherds, will obtain a glimp.-e of primitive pastoral
life such as is now seldom attainable m any other country. Many of these
shepherds are genuine Wallachs. speaking oidy tlieir own language; others
again are mertly Albsnian shepherds who have adopted this mode of life

from choice or convenience. The following description, from the pen of Sir
George lioweu, gives a correct and interesting view of one of the.^e encamp-
ments:—At the present day we n.ay observe that the (-Jreek ht rd.smen
always make their encampments near wells and springs ; and such a source
and >uch shelter as are found on this spot must have ever been valuable and
celebrated in so thirsty a soil. It is literally 'n river of water in a dry
place, the shadow of a ^reat rock in a weary land.' The description given
by Homer of Eumaeus's station (Od. xiv. 5-12) is curiously like some
cottages at present. Their position is ' a place of open prospect ' (TrfpiaKfirTw
evl X'^'P'!') ' fach hut is ' surrounded with a circular court ' (a-OA?; ire/LOpofxas);

enclosed by a rude wall of loose stones, crowned with chevaux-de-frise of
prickly plants (ax^pSw), and a thick palisade of stakes. f>imilar are the
rude encampments of the shepherds in all parts of Greece.

' On approaching hamlets and sheepfolds, the stranger is certain to find a
somewhat disagreeable coincidence with Homer in being assailed, as
fiercely as was Ulysses, by a pack of dogs. The number and ferocity of
these descendants of the famous Molossian breed, resembling in appearance
a cross between an English mastitf and sheep-dog, is one of the peculiarities
of the country which tirst attracts the attention of the traveller, and is al.-o

among the features of modern Greek life that supply the mo^t curious
illustrations of classical antiquity. Their masters are generally remiss in
calling them oft", which they imagine cows their spirit, and makes them
u-seless against wolves and robbers ; and yet whoever shoots or seriously
injures them is aimott sure to get into a dangeious collision with the natives.
This sometimes happens nowadays to English shooting parties, as it

formerly did to Heracles at Sparta.'f The usual weapon.'? (if defence, there-

}
t )'au.=anias iii. xv. ), and Api'liod. ii. T. . Whn Heraclis visited .Spaita, he was

atteiidel by hid cousin, the young t eonos, who killed a dug which aitacked him. The sons of
Hipiiocoon, ilie owner of the aniiual, nisi ed in couseiiuence upon Ueon.jf, and be«t hhii to
de.ith with their iluio. Hence an.se a liloody Tend between Heiailes and Hippocoon, which

' ended in the e? termiualion of the lailer with his whole family.
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fore, are the large loose stones, with which the rocky soil of Greece is every-
where strewefl.

A solitary straiijr^r suddenly entering a Greek ^l>e<'pfold would, like
Ulysses, ht: in conisiderahle danger of being torn to pieces ; but on the public
path, or at a distance from the objects of their care, these dogs seldom come
to close quaitcrs. and the lifting a stone in a threatening way. or even the
act of stooping to pick one up. has usually the efftct of keeping them off.

A stranger linding himself in the same predic;im(nt us Ulysses when set

upon by tlie tlogs of his own swim herd, shnuhl imitate the example of the
King of Ithaca, aud craftily (KfpSoavi'T]) sit down oti tiie j.Tfiund, "Irojiping all

weapons of defence (rrKiiirTfiov 5e ol tK-mae x^'P^^)—until rescued by the
Eumaeus of the fold with 'loud cries' and ' tliick shuwcrs of stones.' It is

confidently asserted by eye-witnesses that tlie dogs will form a circle round
the person who thus disarms their wratli and suspicion, and renew their
attack only wheu he moves again.

ROUTR 101.

OROrOS TO CHALCIS, BY EKETIUA.

—

SAIl.ING-BOAT.

From the Scala ofOroposs^(Rte. 74),

across tlie Strait to Aletria. tlie ancient

Kretria, in 1 to li hr. The modern
village occupies :in unhealthy flat,

close to the shore; the ancient city

extended higher up on rising ground,
in the direction of the conspicuous
Acropolis.

Eretria was at an early period one
of tlie chief maritime stiites of Greece,

and is included in the Homeric
catalogue. In gratitnde for former
utsistanee, Eretria contributed five

ships to the suj)port of Miletus in the

revolt from Persia (B.C. 500). In con-

sequence of this the city was besieged

and razed to the ground by the

Persians, under Artaphernes (b.c.

490).

Fmra this disaster it apppears
howevt r to have reeovtred, as thi- city

supplied valuable cfmtingtints l«th U>

Salamis in 4S0 and to Plataia in il'J.

In .377, Eretria joined the naval lea;;uc

forme<l by the cehbratid Athenian
Generals, Chabrias and Iphicrates,

and in 198 was attncketl and plundered

by the Romans. A school of philosophy

was foinidid here by Alenedenjos,

about B.C. '^^10.

The 'Theatre, e.\cavated by the
American Scheol in 1890, retains its

seven lower rows of scats, much de-
faced ; the upper rows, which were
exposed to view, have all been carried

I

away, block by block, for building the '

modern village. A semicircular
channel for draining off water, 6 ft.

wide, runs in front of the lowest row.
,

From about the centre of the orchestra i

steps descend through a stjuare

opening into an underground passage
about 1.5 yds. long, at the euil of
which anr>ther flight ascends into a
corridor just beyond the proscenium,
but not quite at right angles with it.

It may have been intendeil tofacilitjife

the sudden appearance or disappear-
ance of actors. The lofty stage is

raised on seven or eight courses of
masonry. Under the middle of iti

runs a vaulteil tunnel about 10 ft.

high. suj)posed to have communicated
with the Trmple (see below). The
stage is of two periods. It originally

stood further back, with flanking
towers, as at Athens; at a later date!
it waa moved further forward, and
irtsh towers added at the extn mities.

S.W. stootl the Temple of Dionysos,
excavated in 1894. It oecupies a plat-

form 20 yds. by 16, ruisred on three
courses. Two or more upper courses i

Lave been curried away. Upon
its uniform jiavement no remains of

columns an.- now visible, but
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supposed to liave been ' hesastyle

'

(having 6 columns in front), witli 11
columns at the sides. The Hoor of
the cella is sunk several feet below
the aiea of the building. Below
the S.E. corner of the Temple, a
square shaft leads down into a sub-
terranean gallery, over which a broad
llight of steps asceuds to the level of

the platform. E. of the Temple are
the remains of a large Altar.

A path leads E. from the Theatre
to the Acropolis, reaching in 10 min.
a stietch of polygonal wall which
climbs the hill. Following it, we
turn to the 1. under the rocks, and in

another 10 min. reach the summit,
which commands aii extensive *VIKW.
To the N. rises Olympus (bSoO ft.),

whose higliest point is not, however,
visible ; to the S. we overlook the
strait, with Uropos on the opposite
shore and Kaiauios above it to the
1. The walls of the citadel are well
preserved ; at the N. side is a square
tower of rectangular blocks, not rising

above the level of tiie ground.
At the S. foot of the hill is the very

interesting Gymnasium, excavated in

1895. On the 1. at its W. end was
found an inscribed Stele set up by the
public in honour of a gymnasiarch
benefactor, which fixes the destination

of the building. Near the same spot
is the pydestai of a statue, bearing an
inscription within a votive wreath,
to line who had encouraged activity

among the boys {(piKoirovias -ivai^wv).

Further on is a Tholos partly hewn
out of the rock, and at the E. end au
extensive system of conduits for

water, which supplied fuur troughs
(originally seven; in a row, numbered
a ;8 7 5. The series lias beeu divided

by a later partition-wall. It is

probable that the troughs were used
by the boys- for bathing at the con-

clusion of their gymnastic exercises.

On the right are three shallow ioot-

batlis, into which water was also

conducted by means of channels.

Down the centre of the excavated
irea runs a Stoa, now only visible

rom E. to W., though it was probably
continued round a square court which
ay towards the S. The building has
[GreeceJ]

unfortunately been much altered in
Roman times, but some parts of the
N. wall exhibit masonry of the best
Greek period, and probably belonged
to a yet older gymnasium.
The pyramids or cairns which rise

here and there from tlie pavement, in
this and otlier ancient buildings whicli
iiave been scientifically examined, are
called MdpTvpes (witnesses), and are
purposely left standing by the exca-
vators, in order that the material of
which they are composed, and the
successive layers of masonry which
they exhibit, may tell their own tale

in case of any disputed question about
the history of the structure.

In a street on the E. side of the
town is a Museum, containing the
usual assortment of inscriptions,

fragments of statues, and scraps of
ornamental architecture. Almost
everything of interest has been re-
moved to Athens.
On the Sacred Way, about i hr. E.

of the Theatre, Prof. Waldstein dis-

covered in 1891 a Tomb containing
seven gold crowns, two styli, some
terra-cotta figurines, and other objects
(now at Athens). On a sepul-
chral stone belonging to the same
family group was inscribed Biote,
daughter of Aristotle. As the great
philosopher diet! at Chaicis in e.g.

322, it was thought probable that his
burial-place was here. The stones
are unfortunately being removed for
building pur230ses by the neighbouring
peasantry.

With a fair wind (p. 478) Chaicis
may be leached by sailing-boat in less

than o hrs. A carriage takes 2 hrs.,

but it must be ordered from Chaicis.
Horse or mule, nearly .5 hrs.

The trip by water is very enjoyable,
and aflbrds pleasing views of the coast-
line on either side. About half-way
the two mediaeval towers of Vasilicd
and Phyla are well seen on the rt.,

appearing from this point to stand
close together. In front rises the
fine pyramid of the Messapion (3345
ft.). After pa.^sing a low headland on
the rt., the boat turns N. into a
secluded bay, and steers towards the
Venetian sea-walls of Chaicis, with

2 B
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their picturesijut; battltn.euts and
turrets. The usual lan(lin<r-pla«' is

by a gateway at their W. etid, but
when the current is fnvourablc, there

is notliiiiir to prevent tlie boat from
runiiiiiir throuj^h tlio narrow channel
ofthe Euripos to the quay which forms

the W. boundary of the principal

squaie.

CHALCISS^T (10,000) is unqufs-
tionably one uf the prttties-t and most
attractive of Greek provincial towns,
especially wlim approached hy sea.

Recently, however, it hus been inuch
spoilt by the partial dt structiou <if its

Wid's. and the removal f>f a mediaeval
fort in the Eurii)OS. Its Kame. whicn
it has preserved from antiquity,

would apper to have some connec-
tion with brass or copper (XoAko's),

and vt t no tmces of mines have been
discovered in the neighbourh<K»d. In

mediaeval times it was called Egripo.

a corruption of ECpiTroj. Fiom Eijnpo
was formed the Italian Xtgropimte.

Thus els rhv Eiipnrov becwme a-rb

Ne7p<(, and the ;/0((<C' was the bridge

over the Euripos.

Tiie Euripos, which Is properly the

narrowt st jyart of the strait between
Moinit Kara Baba and the Castle of

C'lialcis. is divided in'to two unequal
part.s by a sniall rocky island. A
woeden bridge w;is thrown acro.ss

it by the Boeotians in B.C. 410; by
means of this bridge they barred these

Dardanelles of ancient Greece against

their enemies the Athenians, thus
locking th*^ door of Athenian cf)ra-

nier<'e. For the gold of Tiiasos, the

hirses of Thessaly, the tiniber of

aiiicedonia, and the com of Thrace,

were all curried into ti.e Piraeus by
this channel.

During the expedition of Alexander

the Great into Asia, the Cliakidians

fortified tie bridge with towert^. a waH,
and gat*:-s, and enclosed the Boeotian

Kankthos (now Kara Baba) within

the ciicuit of their city.

Tl e bridge wns at various times

destroyetl and rejiaired. and a wooden
structure, chiefly of Turkish date, sur-

vived until 1850, when it was replaced

by a swing-bridge which oi>ened for

the pas.sage of vessr Is. The channel
has of late been widened by a Belcian
Company, and a now iron bridge is

to be opener! in 18!>tj.

It is here that the p< culiar pbc-
uomeiia take place in connection wiih
the IvAPIDS OF THE ECKIPOS wllicll

have proved a standing eiugma to all

observers from tlu; earlie.st tinitH.f

The current flows tor a certain period,

sometimes with pfLsitive violenc*-, from
N. to S., and then sndilenly fcuV);ide8

and begins to return in the opjiosite

direction. It is now generally su}>iifified

tiiat tlie change in tin; course of the

stream, as well j^s its rapidity, is due
to disturbing influences of tide at

certain period.s of tie m<M)n. and to

the variation in the level of the gulf,

caused by the intermittent flow of

water from some of its mountain
torrents. The direction ordinarily

changes four times in 24 hrs., and the
average speed of the current is 5 m.
an hour.

Under both the Vein tian and the
Ottoman rule, Chalcis was a place of:

importance, and continued so till the
close of the last century. Undir the
Venetians Negroponte rankeel as a i

kingflom. and its standard was one of i

the three hoistt^l in St. ilark's Sejuare.

Alter the expulsion of the VenetianB
fiom Con.-tantinople by the Genaise,
N't groponte lic-caine the centre of their

influence in Romania. From the lime
of its conquest by Mohammed II.

down to the dose of the 18th cent.,

the kingdom of Negrojxrnte was under
the immediate government of the
Capitan rat-ha. High Admiral of the
Ottoman Emjjire, who maele the capital

his usual headquarters.

Ci.alcis, with a few ntighWiuring
vilhigcs. is the only part of Greece,
except Thessaly, win re \Mussulnian8
arc now found It consists of an inner
walled town (KaArn) near the -

.

and an outer suburb, whiih com -

t The Putjec is alluded to by Ars<
(.4</o»i. 191), .i« well as by a boi.t of
clas,--ic«, inciui'ini; l^ivy, Cicero. I'liuy,

Mralfo. Accordiug In a {x>pul.ir iraditi'in, .\ :..--

toilp, in dei'pair of ^olviIlg the prvbiem. lii.i.fr

hiniS'lf into tlie Enript's with the wordu, ' iujfe-

much «8 I canni t take thee in, tuke thou me in.'
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the uewer streets and houses. The
(iieeks mostly live in the suburbs,

leaving the Kastro to the Turks and
Jews.

From the Venetian Gate in the S.

wall (see above) we reach in 2 min. a

Mosque, now a military store. Two
ancient columns support the j-lanting

shed loof nf its porch, and on the rt. is

a short polytconal minaret. In front of

it is a handsome Turkish fountain of

marble, and a f'lanted Square, around
which are arranged a number of huge
st(me cannon balls, many of them
2 ft. in circumference, relics of the

great siege of 1470. Otliers are piled

up in a pyramid at the furtl er end.

Turning to the rt. from the Square
we reach in 2 min. the very interest-

ins: Church of *St. Paraskeve, formeily

Franciscan, aud dating originally from
Byzantine times. It is of basilica

form, with pointed arches, above
which runs a second row of large

arches, incomplete, and without a

gallery. The main columns are chiefly

of Cipollino and Hymettian marble,

and the capitals very much varied.

The first pair liave a very curious

disposition of leaves in two rows—the

upf)er row turned to the W., the lower

to the 1.; the last pair are of white
marble, slender and fluted. None
have bases, except the last on the 1.

From the fourth pier ou each side the

columns have been rt moved, and are

now set up outside the front. T! ey
have Ionic capitals under a square

cu.~hion. Tjie red Mosque to the rt.

behind the Church is now a Hospital.

30O yds. E. of the Mosque and
planted Square (irAarera a-TpartwTiKv)

18 the Jews' Gate, umier a large

pointed arch. Turning to the 1 , the

street which leads into the central

part of the town passes on the 1, the

Church of St. Demetrius, a modernized
basilica with Venetian and Turkish
memorial tablets built up into the

lower part of its tower.

The turning to the rt. beyond the

Jews' Gate leads to the ruined Palace

of the Venetian Governor, now partly

used as a prison. At the foot of the

towtr on the ramparts is a staircase,

descending to the sea Within the

tower steps leiid up to the mof, from
which a good view is gained of the
dilapidated fortress. Near this point

is the termination of a Venetian
Aqueduct, which supplied the Garrison

with water from springs on the Dirphvs

(p. 712).

RuriE 102.

CHALCIS TO CARTSTOS, BY ERETt:IA

AND ALIVERI.^C.VRRIAGE-ROAD AND
HORSE-PATH.

Chalcis H. M.
Er.tria . . . .50
V'atheia . . . .20
Aliveri . . . .40
Dystos
.stoma
Dragiii's Houses
Caryslx>s .

On leaving the Plutia, or principal

square of Chalcis, the r^ad passes

beliind a large Church, and soon turns
to the I. About 1 m. outside the town
is a permanent Camp, and ab<ive it, on
the 1., a cemetery and Chapel. Fur-
ther on, the arches of a Venetian
aqueduct stretch acioss the valley.

The road tiow descends to the sea,

and coasts round a pretty little bay,
passing on the rt. a very abundant
spring, which forms a shailow pool
before entering the sea. b'urther on,

just beyond ttie (2 m.) Chapel of St.

Stephen, is another spring of cold
water on the rt., quite close to the

sea. Here tradition points out the
Fountain of Arethusa, scarcely less

famous thun its Sicilian namesake.
The slept s of the hill to the 1. are

sprinkled with almost innumerable
ancient ^-iraves, sepulciiriil crypt^,

niches, stairs, and fouudations of
I outes, all cut out of the rock, and
possibly occupjing the site of the
ancient I.elaxton. [On the summit
are two ruined towers, perhaj>s wind-

2 H _'
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mills; and near tlieni som(! Pelasgic

Willis, llfllenic foumlatioiis, and an
ancient column on tlie frrnuud. On
the other side of tlio hill is the Church
of St. John Prodromos, an ancient cis-

tern entered by a de.-ceut of 8tef)S,

with an arched ];iis>iigi- cut throuj^li

the rock into the bfxly of tlie ci.'^tern.

The screen and altar are of rough
stones. In the iicigbhoniiioi)d aie

two other similar cistirns. which seem
also to have been eliurches, as they
bear the names of two saints, l)ut they
are choked with rubbish. Further 8.

are theRuinsof an Aqueduct on arciies,

which sui)i)lied Clialcis in the Roman
times.]

We now enter the Plain of Lelanton,

an object of deadly lontcntion between
thebtitesof Cllalci^^ and Kretria. It is

mentioned in the Hymn to Apollo as

famed for its vineyards ; and it still

produces vines in such abundance
that a village in the midst of them is

named Amhelin. (lite. 10:^). Close to

the sea (m the rt. is the Fort of

Viirtzi. To the 1., after crossing the

river-bed, is seen the well-preserved
tower of Vasilico : and a mile to the

N. the ca.<tle of J'In/hi, which tiiso has
a conspicuous tower.

l.T m. Eretria (Rte. 101). Further
on the roa<l passes several ancient

graves (]>. 703), and a ruineil C'liapd,

which has a pedestal of a statue for

its altar.

2 hrs. bi yond ICritria is the Scala
of Vatheia. The village stands on a
height A m. to the 1. About ^ hr.

turther we enter the defile of the Kaki
Scala, at the mouth of which are

several chapels, built up of ancient

fragments. The ))as8 lies at the foot

of the Kolylaoon ridgf, which extends
N. to the Dirphys. There is another
Chapel sin)ilar to the last 1 lir. beyond
the end of the defile, which is about
6 m. long.

4 hrs. from Vatheia is

AliveriT(i:{00), imttily situatfd on

a hill, the site of the ancient Tamynae,
where the Athenians under I'hocion

defeated Callias of Chalcis, B.C. 354.

At the port of the same name (J hr. S.)

steamers call between the Piraeus
ami Chalcis. Heic prob.djly was the

PoiniiMos, or landing - jilaee of an
ancient Ferry. On a knoll alx)ve the

E. shore of the I ^y rises a solid

square mediaeval watch-tower, with

the door 20 ft. above the ground, and
no other approach ; it is a gof)d speei-

nien of a structure very common ou
this coast. On the j^hons a few
miuute.s to the X. of ihe tower, lie

some plain columns, probably di-rive*!

from some neighbouring temple.

Higher up the valley are wjme
mediaeval towers on foundations of

Hellenic masonry.
Carriage-road hence to (30 m.)

Kyiiti. We Ibliow it for 4 m., when it

turns N., and then pass a me<liaeval

castle on the 1. In 1^ hr. we reach

Dystos, a villag<; ^ hr. N. of t!ie ancient

city of the same name. It was in-

habited during the Middle Ages, but
the gradual extension of the marshes
has since driven the j^a.sants to higlier

lands. The acro|>olis is an isolated

hill of gray granular linn stf.ne. partly

surrounded by the waters of the lake.

The line of the fortifications van easily

be traced, and even the plan of some
of the ancient dwelling-houses (Gtli

cent. B.C.).

The path now turns S.E. and lies

across a dreary rocky tract for several

liours. From a high j>oint of the road

we overlook the Island of StotiumUi,

the ancient Aegileia. Near the

hamlet of '/aitcxi an Hellenic tower is

passed, and the foundations of some
other buildings; these are sujiposed

to be remains of Zaketha, a place

captured by Phocion in B.C. 3.50. 7

hrs. frou) Dystos is Slyra,T a pretty

village retaining the name of the
ancient Styra. Some scanty remains of

the city wal Is and foundations of housce

exi&t liy the sea.shore, ^ hr. distant.

Part of the ancient ^lole may also be
traced, and the remains of an Ionic

temple. Styra ai)pears to have been
originally a settlement of the Phoe-
nicians for the purple fishery, and
afterwards to have belonged to the

Dryoj)es. During the Persian war it
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contributed to both the land and sea

forces of Greece. In B.C. 3"23, on the

occasion of the Lamian war. Styra was
destroyed by the Athenian general

Phaedros, and, thongli rebuilt, it never
recovered its impDitance.

S.E. of Styra is a mountain ridge

forming an offshoot of Mt. Or.ha, and
bearing tlie name of Kliogi. On the

summit is a Fraukish tower and some
unimportant Hellenic remains. Lower
down, on the \V. side, is an aiicient

marble quarry, with carefully dressed
blocks and shafts of columns lying

about. Immediately opposite, on a

lower spur of the hill, is a small terrace

surmounted by three small edifices of

great antiquity and interest, called by
the peasants the (1 hr.) Dragon's
Houses (to, (TTrirta toC SpaKov). Two
of them are rectangular, with a side

door and an aperture in the roof;

the third is built on quadrangular
foundations, but with a circular and
vaulted superstructure, open in the

centre, and a door on the S. side

Eemains of the wall of the peribolus

can also be traced.

Mount St. Nicolas, which rises

close by, crowned with a chapel and
the mediaeval Castle of Larmena,
commands a tine view.

From Styra it is 2^ hrs. to the

Pasha's Fountain (rov ^i-q i] ^pvati).

From this point the country becomes
more fertile, and the road passes under
pleasant shady woods of oak and
chestnut. In 3 hrs. more the traveller

reaches

Carystos T (1300), which preserves

its ancient name (Kapvo-ros). The
place was a favourite resort of the

corsairs. The inhabitants, Mussulman
and Christian alike, openly defied the

authority of the Porte, elected their

own Yoivode, and enjoyed complete
practical independence.

Carystos is the seat of an eparch
(sub-prefect) and a bishop, who both

reside within the fortified upper town,
while the majority of the inhabitants

live without the walls. Steamer
once a week to Luurion (Rte. 66). See
also p. 941.

I

On the other side of the torrent bed,

I m. N., rises Castel Rosso, a pic-

turesque Venetian fort, probably
occupying the site of the ancient

acropolis.

Carystos was one of the most ancient
and important cities of Euboea. It

was said to have been founded by the

Dryopes, and it is mentioned in the

Iliad (II. ii. 539). It was chiefly cele-

brated for its marble (tue cipollino of

Italian antiquaries), and its asbestos,

which was also called the Carystian

stone.

No traveller should omit the ascent

ofMount Oclia (4X40 ft.), locally known
as St. Elias, which may be made in

4 hrs. The path lies up the slopes of

the Acropolis, past the remains of a

mediaeval aqueduct. Horses can only
go two-thirds of the way.

Here, in Sept. 1 797, was discovered

the remarkable *Te.mple of Zeus and
Heka. On the ascent is passed an
ancient quarry, where seven columns
are lying. It is conjectured that they
had been prepared for exportation to

Rome, where many similar ones still

exist.

The temple is quadrangular, mea-
suring 13J yds. by 8J outside, and lOf
by Sg inside. The thickness of the

walls is 4 ft. 4 in. at the jambs of

the door, which, however, are not per-

fectly flush with the wall. The entrance

is by a carefully constructed doorway
in the middle of the S. front, which
measures 6 ft. 4 in. from the ground to

the lintel. Over the lintel is a narrow
oblong aperture. On eacli side of the

door is a small window. Both the door
and the windows are slightly wider at

the bottom than the top. The con-

struction of the roof, of which a portion

remains, is very peculiar. The top-

most course of stone in the side walls

was broader than in the lower rows,

and, projecting inwards, served as a
cornice to support the roof. The roof

was formed of inclined slabs, which
supported each other by their own
weight, and appear to have been joined
along the apex by another horizontal

row. This structure of the roof

appears to be very similar to that of
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the primitive tem]>le of Apollo at

Pelos.

Fine *view from the rock above to

tlie N.
5 lirs. N. of Carystos is Arehampolis,

witli stone buildings of a similiar

cliaractcr to the above temple and the
Dragon's Houses. 3 hrs. further, on
the shore, is Kavo Dnro, tiie ancient
KAi'HAitKUS, where Nauplics, father

of Palaracdes. liglited torches to mis-

guide the Greeks on their return irora

Troy. This he did in revenge for tlie

d'-atli of his son, whom the Greeks at

Troy had slain on a false charge of

trenehery, brought by tliose who were
jealous of his reputation for skilful

inventions. The Greek fleet was
wrecked on the promontory, and Nau-
plius slew all who were driven on
shore (Eur. Troad. 90; iStrab. p.

.%S; Virg. Aen. xi. 2«0 : cf. p. 109).

About 4 hrs. E. of Carystos is the
so-culled ILUeyiicn, a teiTace with
ancient substructions. Near Cape
Mandelo, the ancient Gekaestos, at

the extreme R. point of the islsind,

was a famous Temple of Poseidon.

ROUTE 10).

CHAI.CrS TO KVMI, BY MOUNT niRPHYS.
—HOnSE-I'ATH.

Chalcis II. M.

J'iB,sonas . . . .30
Nt'Ochori . . . .-10
Konis rai-R . . 1 30
Kymi . . . 2 30

11

On leaving Ohalcis (Rte. JOI) the
c.iiriaiie-rond is followed E. as fiir as

the (1 m.) Camp and Cemetery (Rte
102), beytmd wliich the bridle-path

turns to the 1., and runs along the
line of the Venftian Aqueduct,
through th'j plain of Anil)elia. After

I hr. the path a.<ccnds, and in another

\ hr. reaches a Cliapi 1 near a torreut

bed. which it crosses, ascending the 1.

bank.
1
J hr. further is th ; village of

Fhsonas, with a Venetian tower.

[From hence the ascent of Mt. Dirphys

(.')725 ft.) may be made in G hrs.. by
way of Vouno and t>teni This m"Uii-

tain retiiins its ancient name of DiB-
PHYS. whence- Hera derived her cog-

nomen of Aip(pva. On the summit ia

the Tiirhfh of a famous Turkish
SRiiton, whicli is still the object of

Mussulman pilgrimages.]

In another 3 hrs. the traveller

reaches Mistros, a \vretched hamlet,
near which rises a Venetian tower.

The path continues through dense
and beautiful woodlands, and in

2i hrs. reaches the lii-rhe.-it yioint of

the pass, wh-nce a 8f)lendid view
opens through the heart of Euboea
to Mt. Ocha, in the extreme S.

The road now gradually descends
past the villages of (3J hrs.) Gagia
and (J hr. ) Niochori. i hr. above which
rises Episcnpi, occupying an unknown
ancient sitr, with Helh nic and me-
diaeval walls. In another ]J hr. we
reach Konistraen (see below), where
we join the carriage-nmd. 2J hrs.

further, beyond a string of uaira-

l)ortant villages, is

KymiT (4000). a cheerful, prosperous

little place, with a thriving trade

in wine, oil, and lignite (sue below).

Very pretty silk gauze veils are woven
]ier< . (Steamers, j). 1)41, E.)

Kymi (Kv/xri, or Konmi) stands

near the site of the ancient Kyme
PiiiJicoNiTis, which some authorities

plice on Cope Kymi. 1 iir. E., and
others near the ruined chapel of St.

George, J hr. N.
In the vineyards around Kymi are

many graves, apparently, however,

only dating from the 3rd or 4ih cent.

B.C. There is also a tomb hewn in

the Mck about 10 niin, N.E. of tiie

town.

1 hr. N.W. of Kymi is a bed of

lignite, with superjacent fo.ssiliferous

marls (p. 717). It has been worktd
by Germans since 1834, but its eco-

nomic value has hitherto proved less

than was expected, trom the deficiency

of means of transport.

[Carriage-road S. to (30 m.) Aliceri^

(Rte. 102), returning to (7 m.) Koni>s~
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traes. Here the road bends S.E., and
presently enters the pretty valley of

Oxylithos, guarded on all sides by
the picturesque Frankisli towers fco

common in Euboeu. Half-wuy lic-s the

village of Avhmiri, overshadowed by
Mt. Oclithonia. \Yliose summit is

crowned by a Prankish tower, built on
Roman foundations, aiid enclosing a
small chapel. Further on is the

Byzantine Church of St. Tliecla. The
road coatiuues S. to

26 nu VtJowia, where it turns W. to

(4 m.) AUceri.'\

EOUTE 104.

CII ALOIS TO LIMNI. BY ACHMETAGA.
CAKRTAGE-KOAD.

From Chalcis (Rte. 101) the road
runs X., passing on the rt. tlje Veliba-

has. a mound, upon which stands a
Turkish oratory, converted into a
Chanel. On the 1. is a shallow bay,

whioh the road skirts for nearly an
hour. To the rt. are seen the two
towers of Vasilico and Phyla 'p. 708),

and a eastle rising on a height. On
the same sidi', a little further on, is

seen a peculiar overhanging rock, and
on a low hdl in a line with it, a white
column. This marks the tomb of

Mr. Boudouris, who owned the neigii-

bouring village of VatJicndas. Harpa-
gion. on tiie slopes close by, was one of

the many places whicli claimed to be
the sr)ot from which Ganymede was
carried off, but this is probably a con-
fusion with the phice of the same
name in Mysia (Strab. p. 587).
The road now crosses a marshy

pliiti, beyond which Mount Dirphys
rises finely on the rt. After 5 niin. a
short cue over grass is taken to the 1.,

through the village of Kastdlaes. In
20 min. we rejoin the high road, and
follow ic t-) the I. towards the hills.

12 m. from Chalcis the road begins

to ascend in curves, amon? scanty

pines and bushes, soon afterwards

becoming level for a time, and descend-

ing to cross a stream. It then ascends
through a r.ivine thickly overgrown
witii arbutus, fileander, and other

bhrubs, at the head of which it mounts
steeply in curves. To tiiis succeeds a

level tract, followed by a bridge over

the dry bed of a stream. The moun-
tains now close in, ihe pine woods
glow into a forest, and the scenery

becomes fine. Ascending again, we
reach, on the rt. below the ro.id, the

19 m. Spring of Zlimaki, wht>re it

is Usual to rest the liorsis for an hour.

The ascent Continues for \ lir. to the

highest [ioint, whence tiiere is a

magTiificent *view over the Ibrests of

N. Euboea, and the islands of Skope-
los and Skiathos. Looking back, a
fine retrospect is enjoyeii of Chal-
cis, the Euripos, and Dirphys. The
road then descends in b;jld curves

through the Kleisura, a sue ession of

woody ravines, amid forest scenery of

the highest order. .5 m. from the

summit it crosses the stream, and
runs along a shelf above the I. bank
of a ravine. Soon afterwards it enters

a very grand *Deflle, in the midst of

which lies the little Chapel of St.

George. lu \ hr. the ilefile opens
into a beautiful wide valley, clothed
with magnificent plane-trees over-

shadowing a clear stream.

32 m. Achmetaga S^ (655 ft), a
village and estate belonging to our
countryman, Mr. Frank Noi 1, whose
unfailing ho.-!pitality is well known.
It lies in a natural park, surrounded
with ricii foliage, and bounded by
lofty mountains, uotil lateh^ clothed
with pine woods, which have unfor-

tunately been destroyed by fire.

The road now strikes W., and winds
in curves over the mountain slopes,

passing through the village of Strophi-

lia. Irom the liij^hest point of the
ascent a tine view is enjoyed over
the Euripos, with Parnassus in the
background. The road then de-
scends to
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57 m. Limnis^T(1900), the ancipiit

Aegae, one of thf! three cities which
claimed to have given its name to the
Acf^eun sea. Here was a famons
Temple of Poseidon. Steamer to the
Piraeus and Chaleis (Rte. lOG).

ROUTE 105.

ACHMETAGA TO LIPSOB, BY XEROCHOIil.

—CAKTilAGE-nOAD AND IIORSE-rATH.

Achnietapa H. M
Mandi.uili. . 1 30
St. Anna . . 3 30
Eokkinuniilia . . 3
Xerocliori . 4

Beyond Achmetaga (Ete. 104) the
road continues N.N.W. through a
forest of luxuriant planes, by the 1.

bank of the clear and shalluw river,

traversing the Noel property for

3 m. The valley then open.s a little,

and the road soon afterwards crosses

the Kirf'ih (K7;p«us), which lower
down joins the Nileiis (NTjAei^s), the
united .streams forming the Bondoura^.
Stnbo says tiiat the sheep wliich
were driven througii tlie former tribu-

tary became wiiite, while those wiiicii

were washed in the latter turned
black. Tiie road to the 1., beyond
the briilge, goes on to the roadstead
of (3 m.) Belehi, on the site of the
ancient Keiunthos (KvpivOos). The
road on tho rt. enters the wretched
village of

5 m. Mandoudi. T Hence a good
carriage-ioad runs X.E., crossing a
fine plain towanls the sea. High
up on the rt., surrounded by a group
of workmen's houses, are extensive

Quarries of Magnesite. connected '

a horse-tramway, 2 \ m. in length, v i

the sea. l.owerdown is seen the chin.

-

ney-shaft of a factory for calciniii_'

the masnesitc and baking tire-|ir

bricks. For tho latter purpo.^e ligr

is brought from Koumi (Rte. 1"

The , magne.site, which is pure <

bonate of magnesia (OG per cen!

may be seen also cropping up on a

hill to the rt. nearer the .sea.

On the .sea. 2 m. from Mandoudi,
li( s Kymasi, ii ]>retty roadstead, much
exjwsed to E. winds. There are

generally one or two vessels in the

bay. engaged in discharging lignite

or shipping magnesite and fire-proof

bricks. Across the sea lie the islands

of Shiathos and Skopelos."]

From Mandoudi a carriage-road

runs N.W. to

11 m. S. Anna. S^^T a straggling

handet, in a b< autiful situation. Mule-
path onward, often very rough, through
magnificent forest .scenery. In 3 hrs.

it reaches Kokkinimilia (Red Mills),

a village on th-' side of a rocky hill,

with a deep ravine below.

The road now descends, and in

1 br. reaches the hamlet of Mesionda.

From hence it is 3 hrs. to

Xerokhori (3000). a pretty and
pros])erous little town lying in a
fertile plain, bounded on the S. and
E. by richly-wooded mountains. 1 hr.

W. is tlie village of Oreniia, occupyinc

the .site of the ancient Histiaea
i hr. furtlier is tlie little port of

OrionK (Rte. 105). in the angle of a

small bay. On a low headland, at

the W. extremity of the bay, lay the

ancient Oheos.

10 m. S. of Oreoiis are the Baths of;

Lipsos.T much frequented by Greeks in

the summer. The hot suljihur springs

(100°-lt;7° Fahr.), which w»re known
to the Romans, hnve formed a con-

spicuous deposit on tlie margin ofthe sea

(p. 734). The waters enjoy a high repu-

tation for the cure-ofsliff joints, gout,

rheumatism, sciatica, gunshot wounds,
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diseases of the stomach and liver,

swelling of glands, and female dis-

orders. Lipsos occupies the site of

the ancient Aedipsos {hiB-n^os).

A bridle-path leads N.W. from

Xerochori through groves of ilex

and shrubberies of arbutus and ole-

ander, passing after 2 brs. the vil-

lages oi Asmeni and Koiirhutsi, wbere
there are extensive sardine fisheries.

Near Koiirbatsi stood the Temple of

Artemis Proseoa, from which the

name of the surrounding district

was derived. 3 hrs. further we reach

Cape Pondiltonisi (Mouse Island), the

ancient Autejiision, off which head-
land the Greeks under Eurybiades
and Themistoelts defeated the fleet of

Xerxes in July B.C. 480.

From the hamlet of Agriohotani,

near Ihe Cape, a path leads S.S.E.

through Hellenic.d and Vasilicd to

(6 hrs.) S. Anna (p. 717).
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SPECIAL INTKODUCTION

THESSALY, ALBANIA, AND MACEDONIA.

Of the country described in thi-s section, the greater portion is still comprisfd
in the (Jttoman Empire ; while the remainder, including nearly all Thcssaly
aii'l a portion of Southern Albiinia. was ceded to Greece by the Suit in in

18SI. in ac-ordance witli the conditions of the Treaty of Berlin in 187S. A
glance at the ma|) will show how im[)ortant was this clians^e of frontier.

For all practical purposes, however, tlie three great provinces may still be

conveniently regarded as Ibrniing a single distinct region.
' Macedonia, though in no sense Hellenic, is of great importance to Greece as

commanding its entrance from the north. The determining feature of this

country is the river Axios (Turkish Vardur), which formed a line of commu-
nication between the barljarous districts of the interior and the sea, the point

of deniarc ition between the uplands and the lowlands being marked by the

Stena, or, as it is now called, tlie Iron Gate (D'iviir KapU) of tlie Vardar.

Here the river, flowing from the X., cuts through, at right angles, the numti-

tiiiiis that j iin the S^ardos and Orbelos ranges, and forms a deep r.ivine,

through which it rushes in rapids for a distance of J m., beneath steep cliffs

that ri.->e to the heij^ht of 6 lO or 700 ft. ab ive. Tiie ground to the E. of tiie

upper course of the river strett^lies away towards Tiirace, and parUikes of the

will! and irregular character of that region ; but to the W. it rises to the great

upland phvin of Pelagonia (tlie modern plain of Monastir). one of the riclit ht

districts in the whole peninsula, which lies close under the flank of the

Scardos chain (Shar Dncfh), and is drained by the Erigon (Kiitchiik Kara-su),

a confluent of the Axios. Tliis plain, which is 40 m. long by 10 wide, and
1500 ft. above the sei, was one of the primitive seats of the Mac. (Ionian race.

Here is laid the scene of the story that Herodotus has given (viii. 137. 138) of

the foundation of the Maceilonian mon.irciiy, in which the t'iree brothers,

supposed descendants of Temenos. m ike their escape from the service of the

Icing of tlie country, in tiie midst of numerous fabulous incidents. The S.

part of this plain was called Lyncestis; and here it was that Brasidas, as the

ally of Perdiccas, encountereil the Illyrians : the scene of iiis masterly retreat

heinii the pass at the S.E. extremity, which leads in the direction of Edeesa.

Bet.veen this region and the lowlands is a lake district, of somewhat inf rior

elevation, which bore in ancient times the name of Eordaea. There are only

two passes through the Scarios chain : one near the iieadwaters of the Axios,
i

between the modern towns of Prisrend and Calcandele ; tiie other further 8.,

leading from the head of the Lacus Lychnitis into the Pelagonian plaiu. It

was by tlie latter that the Illyrians descended to attack Brasidas; and this,

in later times, marked the line of the E<jnatian Way, which ran from Dyr-
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rachion to ThessalDnica, connecting the Adriatic and the Aegean. At the
point where tlie passes from Lyncestis and Eordaea enter lower Macedonia,,

stood the ancient capital, Edessa (now Vodena). The position of tiiis place is;

remarkable, not only from its strategic importance, but also on account of its^

extreme beauty, in which respect it is unrivalled in Greece. The later capital,.

Pella, stood in a very inferior position, which has neither strength nor

healthiness to recommend it. The situation of Thessalonica, which in the

Eoman times became the chief centre of these parts, is far liner. It is admirably
jilaced for purposes of communication and trade, and forms the natural point

of transit for exports an! imports; besidas which it commands the resources,

of the immense plain, which reaches in a vast arc as far as the foot of Olym-
pus, and receives the waters of three important rivers—the Axios, tiie Lydias,

and the Haliacmon (now Inje-Karn in its upper, and Vistritza in its lower

course). The maritime district of Macedonia called Chalcidice, which pro-

jects like a trident into the north of the Aegean, has but little claim to be

considered part of that country : it is to be rei^arded rather as the result of

natural fitness than of accident, that its shores were fringed witii Hellenic

colonies. These were a continual thorn in the side of the Macedonian
monarchs. and it was with a view of getting rid of this, that Perdicoas took

part against the Athenians in the Pcloponnesian war.
' In passing from Macedonia into Thessaiy, we leave a non-Hellenic for

a semi-Hellenic country ; and what is true in this respect of the lace of

the iniiabitants may be said also of the country itself. The vast plain

is bounded on four sides by parallel mountain chains : the Gamhounian range
on tlie N., Pindm on the W., and Othrys on the S. ; while between it and
the sea, Ossa and Pelinn are interposed as a barrier. At the N.E. angle rises

Ohjmpux. This wide area is drained by a single river, the Feueios, which,

togetlier with the water of its numerous confluents, passes into the sea through
the Vale of Tempe.

' The \V. countries of lUyria, Epirus, Acarnania, and Aetolia, were only
slightly Hellcnized; and being composed of irregular masses of lugged moun-
tains, and pos.sessing few harbours, they presented few opportunities for Hel-
lenic development. The very name of Epirus {Continent) shows how com-
pletely that country was regarded as a land apart, since it was only known
through the medium of the outlying islands. On the coast of Illyria, N. of
the Acroceraunian promontory, we find here and there plains near the coast,

of some extent, watered bv considerable rivers, of which the Aoos (now Viosay
was tlie chief; the exports which these attbrded caused the prosperity of the
neighbouring Corinthian colonies of Epidamnos and Ap'illonia. These two
places, the former under the name of Dyrracltion, became, at a later period, the
two starting-points of the Via Eqnalia. In S. Epirus was one place of the

highest importance, Dodona. The migration of the Thcssalians from their

early home, on this side of Pindus, seems to have been the main cause of the
wide diffusion of the worship of Zeus of Dodona, and of the jjrominent cha-
racter assumed in mythology by such features uf the country as the Acheloos
and the Aclieron.'

—

ff. F. Tozer.

Albania falls, both geographically and ethnologically, into the two great
natural divisions of North and South, or Upper and Lower, broadly marked off

from each other by the Valley of the SkumM, through which passes tne
Egiiatian Way, now the Post-road. N. Albania, which extends from the
Skumbi (the ancient Genusos) to the Montenegrin frontier, corresponds
approximately to the Roman Ilh/ris Graeca, or Illyria proper; while the
limits of S. Albania still more closely approach tlie boundaries of ancient
Epiru".
The Moutdains of Albania are a southern prolongation of the Montenegrin

system ; they form several ranges, of which the main lines trend N.W.—S.E.
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in nearly parallel ridpes. Along their whole course, from the Lake of Scutari

to tlic Ciulf of Arta. these ranges throw out innumerable transverse ridges,

between wlmse prccii)i1ouH walls lie si eluded and often fertile valkys. The
higlii t^t rantri s are tlmse of Penoteri and KnhnrdixKti. in S. Alhania. wliich

average (iOOO to KM) ft.; the Grnmvi<i» Rnmje, tlie Grent Tomor. and the

HiJh of Af)rnpha. all possess summits 5000 ft. hijrh. In N. Alhania the
greatest elevation is attained bya mouiitaiTi group ^ituated S.W. of tJiejunction

of the BlarJ; and the While Drin, whieh is nearly (5000 ft. high; to\vard.s the

Lake of Arhrida tin; mountains rise 1o .")000 ft., hut elsewhere they rarely

surpass 4000 ft. Alliania may be .said to lie overlaid and confined by a net of

mountains, and it is to this jieculiar gtogmphical conformation that the want
of cohesion with wliich the Albanian people is often reproached, may be, in

great part, ascribed. Not only do the inhabitants of Albania belong tu five

distinct nations, divided into distinct tribes, but each tribe is als<isulidivided

among very numerous clans and septs, and every mountain valley irenerally

represents a distinct faction.

'Die only extensive level space is the Plain of Scutari, in which lies the

Lake of the same name. Besides this, there is the Lalie of Jannina. whose
surplus waters are discharged by subterranean channels into the Gulf of

Arta; and the Lakes of Achrida, Presba, and Kastoria, besides several other

smaller ones. The principal rivers are the two Drins, the Black and the

White, which join near iviV7.-Ms, and flow thence together into the Lake of

Scutari ; the Boynna, which carries f>ff the waters of this lake ; the Mali

;

the Shiimbi ; the Devol ; the Voijnucn ; the Mavropotamox (Acheron); the

Vouvo; the Fjosa 'Aoos); the TJsumi Baratit : the XaZamafi (Thyamis); and
the Arta.

Under Justinian L we find Albania divided into two provinces—the

Prevalitnn, or N. Albania, and Epirus. or S. Albania. In the middle of the

7th cent, the greater part of N. Albania was conquered by the Zupans of

Servia; alx)ut a century later, the Bulsrarians acquired a great part of

S. Alliania ; and towards the end of the 10th cent., N. Albania, witii the rest

of Sfivia, was ab.<orbed liy the (second) Bulgarian kingilciu. which had heen
e.stablished in 980 by Sismaii in Macedonia. Early in the 11th cent, the

Greek Emperor recovered possession of both Upper and Lower Albania.

In 1080, 1081. and again in 1107, Albania was successfully invaded by
the Normans, led on the first occasion by Robert de Hauteville (Guiscard),

and on the others l>y his son, Bohemond. Their conquests, however, had
no effects of jiermanent value. The same remark applies to the successful

invasion of Albania and Macedonia by the Normans of Sieily in 1180. After

the conquest of Constantinople liy the Crusmlers, in 1204, a cadet of the

Imperial family, ^Ticbat 1 Anghelos Comnenos, establithed himself as Despot of

Epirus. where his marriage with a lady of the country gave him some influence.

Michael was an able and energetic prinee, and within ten years he had
extended his rule over all Epirus, Acarnnnia. and Aetolia. as well as part

of ^Incedonia and Thessaly. He was succeeded, in 1214, by his brother

Thei doie. Theodore, after defeating the Latin Emperor (Peter de Courteney),

completing the conquest of Thessaly, and driving the lyombards out of

Thessalonica, a.ssunied the title of Enqieror of Thessaloniea. His reign

opened brilliantly, and his dominions already extended fiom the Adriatic to

the Black Sea, when his restless ambition broujrht him into collision with

John Asan. King of Bulgaria, by whom he was defeated and taken prisoner

in 12.'10. He was nominally succeeded by his son John, but the new empire
was finally overthrown by the Emperor of Nicaea in 1234. From this date

tlie despotate tif E]>irn8 was-broken up among several princes of the Com-
nenian family or their descendants. Of these a separate principality waa
founded in 1259 by John Ducas, grandson of the Despot Michael. He
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married the heiress of Taron, hereditary chieftain of the WaUachians of

Tiiessaly, established his capital at Neopatras, and styled himself Priuce of

Great AVallachia. His daughter married William, Duke of Athens. He
died in 1290, and was succeeded by his son, John II., wlio reigned 10 years.

His heir, John III., succeeded his father wlien very young, under the

guardianship of his cousin, Guy II., Duke of Athens. His other cousin,

the Despot of Epirus, invaded his dominions, but Duke Guy hastened to

the assistance of his ward, and, by boldly carrying the war into the enemy's

country, forced the Despot to conclude a peace advantageous to Great
Wallachia. Joim III. died in 1308 without leaving any heir, and with him
the independence of Great Wallachia expired. Shortly after, tlie Catalans

seized part of his territory, including Neopatras.

From the middle of the 7th cent, uutil the conquest of the country by the

Turks, Upjier Macedonia was alternately subject to the Zupans (afterwards

Kings) of Servia or Bulgaria, according as either happened to be the more
powerful ;t there were also intervals wiien, the Slav jjowers being crushed,

the Byzantine Emjjeror temporarily recovered his supremacy. Lower Mace-
donia was only indirectly affected by these changes in the North ; it con-

tinued to form part of the dominions of the Byzantine Emperors, who during

several centuries endeavoured to strengthen their position there by systematic

Asiatic colonisation. The Emperor Theophilus (a.d. 829-842) established a

colony of Fersians % in the valley of the Axios, who long continued to flourish

and supplied recruits for a coliort of the imperial guard, known as the

Vardariots. They themselves colonised the district of Achrida. Colonies of

several Asiatic nations who entered the empire from the N.E., during the

10th, 11th, and 12th cents., were also established in Macedonia and Thrace.

In 1065 a colony of Uzes was settled in Macedonia, some of whose chiefs

afterwards filled iiigh offices at the Byzantine Court. A colony of Petchnegs

was settled in W. Macedonia by John II. in 1123. and colonies of Kunuins
were established by the Emperor in both Macedonia and Thrace in 1243.

The WaUachians of Thessaly. first heard of there during Boliemoud's first

invasion, seem to have been allowed independence under their own chieftains.

In 118(3 this race acquired fresh importance by the rise of the Bulgaro-
Wallachian kingdom. lu 1204 the conquest of Constantinople by the

Crnsaders introduced fresh national elements. In 1205, Boniface, Marquess
of Montteriat, in conjunction with the Lombards, establislied the capital of

a new kingdom at Thessalouica. He was killed in a skirmish with the

Bulgarians only two years later, and the new kingdom did not long survive

him: it was finally overthrown in 1222 by the Despot Theodore, wlio had
himself crowned Emperor. In 1284, William V., Marquess of Montferrat, on

the marriage of his daughter Irene to the Emperor Androuicus II., ceded
lis claim to the Macedonian territory as part of her dowry.

§

In 1333, Stephen VIII., surnamed DusJuin (Powerful), succeeded to the

Servian throne, and between that date and his death, in 1356, he conquered
:he greater part of Macedonia, Thessaly, and Albania, as well as part of

rhrace, and thus put an end for a while to the power of the Albanian
lespots. After his death the country was agaiir distracted by the claims of

•ival pretenders. In the North, a branch of the Proven9al family of Baux
icquired the ascendency, under the name of Balsa. George Balsa had pre-

f The Servian i-ulers usually held their court at Prisrend ; the Bulgarian princes at

V.chrida.

J It is now believed that these so-called ' Persians ' were in reality Turliomaus from the
'er^i.in frontier.

^ William V,, surnamed Long-sword, married a uiece of our Henry III., viz. Is;ibella,

aughter of Kichard, Earl of Cornwall; but Irene was the child of his second wife, Beatrice

f Castille.
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viously purcbaseil Duia/zo for IJOOO ducutri from Prince LewJB of Navarro,
who }i;iil iiiheiited it Iroin his great-uncle, Philip of Anjon, Prince of Taranto.
lie now acmiiied, by tlie sword. Ufiirly all North Alhania, and Ins sons

sub.'-eiiiii ntly con(inen d pait of Thessaly an<l .Ma<-i donia. In 1357 Lionardo
Tocco, of Beneveuto, was creatcl Duke of I-eiicadia and Count Palatine of

Cephalonia, by the (titular) Emp. Hobcrt. His prandson Charh-H t<uc-

cessfuily invaded Kpirus in 1H90, and •rra<lnally nia<le himself master of

nearly all the country lyitip Ixitween Jaunina jnd the Gulf of Corinth.

Ho married Frances, danuhter of Xerio I., Duki- of Athens, and took the

title of Despot of Ruumania. He was succet-ded by Cliarles II.. who. dyin;.' in

14'2!), was suteeedeil liy his nephew Charles III. Cl.aihs III. lost Jannina
and Aetolia to the Turks in 14:^1 ; and to .-eeure the protection of Venice for

the small territory that remained to him, he had himself regi>tered a citizen

of Venice in HH'S. He was succeeded by his son Ij<onard II. in 14''2, who
was driven out by the Turks in 1479. Long before this the Turks Inid

conquered Macedonia and Thessaly. as well as most of X. AHmnia. The
great victory of Kossovo, in I38'J, bad eti'ictually brnkeu the Sirbo-
Bulgarian power; and iiltl ough Sultan Jlumd I. wns a.-<sassinated in tlie very
moment of victory, his conqui sts were etleetuilly consul iduttd by his suc-

•eessor Bajazet I. Bajazet introduced the Turkish feudal sy-^tem into Thest^aly

tin 1397; and although the invasion of limour procun d the Gnek Emptror
a .respite (during which lie recovered, by treaty, .-ome p:irt of Macedonia and
Tlic^saly). yet the Turks speedily rallied, and in the ne.xt si.xty y« ars com-
pleiteil at thiir leisure the conquest of the empire. The final subjection of

Maciedonia :ind Epirns by .Alurad II. took place in 1430-31.

Prtliably no sins^le province in Europe can in ethnological variety and
interi «r surpass Macedonia. Its jiredominant population is Slav, chietly

Jiulgarioji, but with a strong admixture of Bosnian and Strviun elements
idong the N. and N.E. bordi r. From the White Driu to the Bulgarian
Morava stuetchcs a bult of Alhauiaii.'', chielly Moslem ami slightly Slavonizcd.

\

Turning to the S.. we tind th;it the Chalcidie Trident (p. 721). and thoi

i<vhole coast l:n»m ti.e month of the Haliacmon to the mouth of the Strynmn,
.is, witii one important exception, mainly Gretk. The Greek itojmlation is,

however, sundered by a louj: compact 'J'nrJcifh iliotrict. which stretches trim
Langadsena to Pravi>tji. On the S. this di.strict is evenly Imundeti by the

Lakes of St. Basil and Beshik Giil, and the Bogazi river: on the N., the

Turkish population juts up into the Greek region in ^ev(Tal ii regular

pnomontories, one of wtiich runs up as f«r as Serqunsta. More than half the

population of the modem Macedonian capiUil, Sa'onica, is Jeiri^h, chiefly of

Spanish origin; while the country inunediately jiroued Sdonica is parily

peopled \>y a strong colony of Yiiruh Tuiconuin!'. Turning S., we fintl ;it tin

mouth of the Peneios, just within the Tlie--3alinn border, u eol^ny of i'

In the neighbourhood of the Lake of Kastoria, Macedonia is jiopulated

Wallaoliians, who also reapjHjar in smaller settlements in other districts.

Thiljjsaly is principally Greek, but with a liir:re Tiirhixh district in ltd

centre, and numerous smaller colonies of Witll'icliiiin^. Maeedi'nia and
Thessaly are alike hemme<l in on the W. by the solid and compact biirrier of

Alhania, which is etlinolo>;i«illy c^)mj)aratively homo-eueous. althou^'l •

dilierences of faith and tribal distinctions have broken u]> the Alba

nation. Even liere, however, we fiml five foreign rao s emlxdded in

original, and still predominant, nation. TIrGukat Wailachia of mediae .i

writers is still represented by a dense Wallachian population in the S., will

lar-je outliers in Central and Eistem Albania. Besides the.-e, there :irt

several Servian settlements scatteretl tbroiigii Albania, one of which is or

the Adriatic coast, and the stime nation shares with the Bulgarians all thi

E. and the N. half of the W. district immediately bordering Lake Achrida
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In S. Albania there is leally a coiisiderable Greek poimlatiou, altbougli ita

total has ofteu beeu fictitiously increastcl by addinjj to it the much birger

number of Greek -speakino; Albanians. Besides Mussulman Albaninns, there
are abo found in S.E. Albania several sttlleinents of genuine Turkish race.

Lastly, the proviiiees of Albania and Macedonia wre overrun in many distiicta

by liauds of Gipsies, with whom the Nomad Wallach/ans 1 ave oiUn been
improperly confounded bv English writers.

Wiiile the genuine Slavs, including the Servians, are purely Aryan, the
Bulgariiins are meielv Slwvonized Turanians. Tliey form the great majority
of the population of Macedonia, and there ar<' small outlit rs of the same race

in Albania. The greater pnrt of the race in these provinces is Christian,

but in E. Macedonia a section of the Bulgarian population is nominally
iVIussulman. These Mussulman Bulgars are known as Pomo/is ; they are a
bold, lawless, pndatory race, much dreaded by their neiirhbours ; they have
little knowledge of the tenets of Islam and often bear Christian names.
Nearly all the agriculture Iti Macedonia is in the hands of the Bulgarians,
and they also rank among the cleverest and most industrious artisans in the
towns. During the harvest bands of Bulgarians occasionally descend into

Greece, where they find work as reapers. The colonies of this people in
Albania are supposed to date from the first Bulgarian kingdom.
The Sernans are, as a race, considered less industrious than the Bulgarians,

and are generally much more fiery and fund of fighting. They are found in

deta'hed colonies in several parts of Albania and Macedonia. The Bosniacks
in race and language scarcely differ at all from the common Servian stock,

but their character has been modified by local causes, and has in some
respects a distinct stamp. Great rivalry exists between these three branches
of the Slav family ; and although the hatred of a common enemy—whether
Turk, Greek, or German— will unite them in action for a time, their harmony
is never of long duration.

There appears to be little donbt that the Albanians are the geniiine

representatives of the ancient Illyrians, who were driven southward in the
7th cent. ad. by the pressure of Slav immigration. Some of the later

B>zantine writers allude to this
|
eople as 'Ap/3aviT0', a name given to one of

the tribes by Pttdemy {Geog. iii. l.S). and, like their Turkish I'esignation of
Arnaout, a corruption of Allxini. Their own national designation \HShkijpetnr,

a word which is usually translated Highlander. Their country they cull

Shkijperi, under which name is imluded all the district between the Adriatic
8ea-t)oard and the E. limits of Ipek, Pristina, Vranya, Katchanik. Uskiib.
Perlepe, Monastir, Fiorina, Kebrena, Kalarites, and Yanina, as far soiith as
Prevesa. Tl e limits of Shkyperi do not, however, by any means denote the
limits of the Al' anian race. It has a large population in the Greek kingdom,
and smaller Albanian settlements are found all over both European and
Asiatic Turkey. !Mo^t of these were originally tourded by military colonists,

who at the term of their service received from the Sultan a grant of land
on which they settled with their families. Such is the origin of the very
large number of small towns and villages bearini; the name of Arnaont-
Keiii or Arvanito-Chorio. The military reforms of Sultan Mahn oud, inv'dving
the introduction of the conscription, aroused extreme discontent in Albania,
and were the cause of a serious insurrection there. In consequence of this,

about 25.001) Albanians weie expatriatt d to Roumelia. ]Mosr of them were
afterwards allowed to return home, but a record of their sojourn in Thrace
survives in the name Arnaout Planina borne by one of the Khodope ridges.
Among prosperous Albanian colonies in foreign parts may be mentioned
Arnaout-Keui, near 'lirnova, and Volkones^ti, in Bessarabia. There are also
considerable Albanian settlements in S.K. Austria, in Southern Italy, and in
Sicily. Many Albanian soldiers have settled in Egypt, having gone there
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in the service of Meliuniet Ali,or his desc*mlants.t Many of Turkey's grreatest

generals and some of her wisest bt;lte^Uleu have been of Albanian race. Siicli

were the Kiipruly.«, wlio, by the genius and valour of three generations of
generals and statesmen, obtained for tlie House of Osniana fresli lease of life

and power when aln ady in its decline.

More than a hundred years have passed since Gibbon wrote of Albania as
' a country within si^^ht of Italy which is less known than the interior of
Aoiericji,' and liis words are, in some re.-spects, as true now as when they were
first written. For altiiough Albania lias since Ijeeu repeatedly traversed
from end to end by foreign travellers, the difficulty of the language, the com-
parative inacces-sibility of the j^eople, and the complexity of their social

organisation, have nearly always prevented foreign observers from obtaining
any adequale kuowledge of this interesting race. This is the more to be
regretted because the Albanian nation, as resembling in m^ny respects tlie

Scotch liigiilanders, is of all the races of U.K. Europe the one mo^t lilted to

commend itself to the good-will and regard of Euglishinen. We believe
that no Englishman or German has ever been brought into intimacy with
the Albanians witliout acquiring a lasting resi>ect and liking for-tlieir many
high qualities. Treachery is a vice rarely found among them. Those who
have once ' eaten your bread,' and even tliose who are only temjiorarily hired
into your service, are capable of the most devoted attaclmient.

Nationality, a passion at all times stronger in mountaineers than in

inhabitants of the plains, is their strongest cliaracteristic. No foreign country
or new scenes can take from them the remembrance and the love of their
mountains, their friends, and their villages. They are perpetually making
invidious comparisons between their native place and everything about them
in other countries. They justly pride themselves on their proved reputation
as the best soldiers in the Ottoman army.J All of them are lx)rn soldiers, and
generally equally reudy with sword or lirelock.§ Their arms are not worn
for parade; no district in N.Albania is ever long at jc-ace; sometimes the
Albanians are in open insurrection against the Porte, or rather its local

rejire.sentntives ; at others their private feuds and the creachs of rival claus,

or mi^cellatieous robber bands, alfoid a fair lielil for tlieir energies. In
N. Albania, the women are said to be almost as handy as the other sex with
their long fowling-pieces, and in the absence of the men are generally fully

capable of delending their proj>erty. The children are taught the use of

arms from the earliest age, and many are fair shots at eigbt yt^rs (dil. Tlie
first gift made to a child at hi.-- baptism, by tlie godfather, is a sum of
money towards the future purchase of bis arms. This money is hung round
the child as a necklace during the religious ceremony, and in the case of
a girl becomes the nest-egg other dowry. The Albanians have, as might be
naturally expected. little taste for agriculture, and the general character of
tlieir country afibrds them a good excuse fur tlieir indolence. In the more
fertile districts, the tillage is chiefiy <lone by Wallachians or Bulgarians.
When the property is not that of the cultivator, it is farmed on the vtehiyer

system.

The Albanians are generally of middle stature, muscular and straight, but
slight roimd the waist. They wear no hair on the fore part of the head, but

•f-
The founder of ihe present Egyptian Vice-regal family was bims^lf an Albanian, of

Kuvalla, and the grandfather of the present Khedive owned coubiderable property in lliat

district.

X The Republic of Venice, the kings of France, the Dukes of Milan, and several < t

Italian Princes long bad Albanian troops in their service. Tne Albanian cavalry setni-
have been first employed in the west by Charles Vli. in hie Wui, against the English. Kuriog
the war against Najioleon, there were some Albanian regiments among the English auj^iliary
troops.

$ The majority of Albanians still use flint-locks in preference to better weapons.
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sometimes let it grow long from tlie crown. Their complexions are clear, but

they have the habit, which Strabo notes as the custom of the lUyrian.s, of

tattooing their arms ami legs. The women are tall and strong, but bear tliu

stamp of poverty and hard labour.

The Albanian dress is extremely elegant, and often very costly. The
S. Albanians, or Tosks, wear the usual white kilt with embroidered gaiters

and tcharouJda; they generally carry cartridgfs in a pouch. The dress

of the Ghegs, or N. Albanians, is in some clans very different. It some-
times consists of a short close-fitting red, blue, or brown jacket, and long
close-fitting crimson trews, which reach from the waist to the ankle. A broad
leather belt with pistols and yataghan, and a well- filled bandolier, complete
the Gheg's attire. Almost every Albanian makes his own clothes, and carries

in his pouch a supply of leather, catgut, etc., for the manufacture of his

sandals. The dress of the women is fanciful, and varies in different districts.

In some they wear a kind of white woollen helmet, and the younger women a

skull-cap, composed of pieces of gold and silver coin, witli their hair falling

in long braids, also strung with money.
Their dances have little variety. Either the hands of the party (a dozen

or more) are locked in each other behind their backs, or every man has a

handkerchief in his hand, wbicli is held by his neighbour. The first is a

slow dance. The party stand in a semicircle, witli the musicians in the

centre : a piper and a man with a violin, who walk from side to side, accom-
pany their movements with the music. These are nothing but the bending
and unbending of the two ends of the semicircle, with some very slow steps,

and an occasional hop.

The handkerchief dance, which they accompany with a song, is much more
lively. Tlie leader opens the song, footing it quietly from side to side ; then

hops forward, quickly dragging the whole circle after him; then twirls round,

frequently falling on his knees, and rebounding from the ground, and some-
times even vaulting over the outer row of dancers, with a shout ; every one
repeats the song, and follows the example of the leader, who, after performing
tliese movements several times, resigns his place to the man next to him.
Thus the sport continues for hours, with very short intervals.

The aggregate numtier of the Albanian race is usually reckoned at about

a million and a half. In their own country they are divided into four principal

tribes :

—

1. Ghegs, wiio occupy all the north of Albania, and whose chief town is

Skodra. The river Skumhi and the lake of Achrida form the soutliern

frontier of Ghegeria, as the country of the Ghegs is called. They are the

most powerful, numerous, and characteristic of all the Albanian tribes. The
Christians of this tribe, including the majority of the rural population in the

plains, and all the mountaineers, belong to the Koman Church. The tribe

is subdivided into many clans, of which the most numerous, the Mirdite,

numbers about 22,000. ' If any man he may meet on the highroad disregards

Ins command Bes dour (stand still), a Gheg thinks nothing of cutting his

throat or settl ng him with a pistol-shot ; but if he has once tasted your

bread and salt, or owes you a debt of gratitude, or is employed in your

service, all his terrible qualities vanish, and he becomes the most devoted,

attached, and faithful of friends and servants. These characteristics are bo

general, and so deeply rooied into the character of the Gheg, that consuls,

jjierchants, and others who need brave and faithful retainers, employ them in

preference to men of any other race.'f

t 'The Peoples of Turkey." By a^Consul'a Daugbtcr, 1878, vol.i. p. 71

[Greece.'] - o
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2. Tosks, who (]\v< 11 cliii tly inland, i^\ttn(liiig from Dolvino to lOlbaBHan.

Berat is their capital, and tlie river Shoumbi their N. frontier.

3. Liapes, who occupy Khiniarn ami the maritime country S. and ^V. of

tlie Togka, reaching nearly as far as Delviuo.

4. Tjames, who are flu; most .southern of all the Albanian tribes. Tlieir

territory begins near Dilvino, and they oceupy the maritime country of S.

Kpirus, as tar inland a.s the Greek districts about Jannina. The !Sulioi>

were tlierefore Tjumf».

The three last-named tribes are often confounded un«ler the common name
of their most uumerou.-* member, the Tosks.

These tribes are further organised into clan.s {jihix or phareK). The
Koutheru tribes—both Tosks and Gliegs—an- under the direct rule of tlif^

Tuikisli or the Greek Governinciit, but nearly all the clans north of the

Skoumbi are in possession of semi-indepcndi.-nee under tlicir own chiefs
Their condition may be compared to that of the Highland < lans prior to the

time of Cromwell. The Roman Cat' olic tribes are entirely independent of

all but nominal subjiction to the Porte : they are goverii'd Vjy their own
cliiefs. and each only communicates with Government through its own
HulahhiiKlii or Vtiln-el (rcprr.^tutativc) at tScutari. The true and typical
region of the Mussulman i> in the c.ntre of the country; that of the Latins
in the N. district, of which Skodra is the chief town; and tliat of the

Albanians in communion with the Greek Church, correspondin,' with fair

accuracy to the limits of Ejiirus, is in tin- south, with Jannina for its chief

town. In tiie centre the Christian population of the towns is al i ost entirely

of the Ka-ilcrn Church, while the Christians of the m rtli are K-inan Catholics,

devotedly attached to their Churcli. Tlie Mu.ssulmans arc everywheie ; but
it is ouly i 1 the centre that they preponderate so as almost exclusively to form
the p >pulat,ion.

' The germs of civilisation were implanted and nurtured in the north by
Italian influence, by the Church of Koine, and the Republic of Venice; in the
south by the Patriarchate of Constautinopl.> and the Byzantine Empire, or
its oft'shoot. the Dcspotate of Epirus. The rising ti<le of Ottoman conquest
either overwhelmed or buried the wliole country. It destroyed the politi<-al

power of the Greek Empire in the soutli, and further deadened the low vitality

of the Patriarchate by turning it into a mere instrument of . ontrol for its

own purposes. In the north, Skandcrljeg was crushed ; and Venice, driven
one by one from the towns she held, was forced to capitulate honourably after
the great siege of Skodra. Tiie mass of the Catholic p<ipidation were,
liowever, able to maintain their religion and a certain amount of indepeudencfl
unmolested, and had no oppre,«ision hi complain of. But the growth of their
civilisation was clucked; they were cut otf from Eurojic and buriel from
the sight of the world. This lasted during the palmy days of Ottoman
«tafesuian.-ihipand military i)rowess; but as weakness and want of controlling
i)ower set in at the centre, persecution and oppression, an<l the long train of
evils which always accompany woikness in a Mahometan state, became rife at
the evtremities. A large portion of the pojndation was then fain to embrace
Lslam in (jrder to avoid calamity, as well as, doubtless, to obtain a career of
;i<lvancement, or to escape the imputation, and po.ssibly the realitv. of lieing

the allies anil tools of ho.stile Christian states. From the reports of Venetian
ambas-adors, we know that this conver.-iou must have been taking place
• luring the latter half of the ITtli cent. The descendants of these Albanians
have retained a great many vestiges of Christianity, not to say of actual
ceremonies. Thus, for instance, the Mussulmans of Retchi celebrate the
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feasts of Christmas, Easter, St. Nicholas, and St. George; and in illness or

distress they are sure to send for a Cntliolic jiiiest to pray for them. The
tribe of Shreli derives its name from St. Charle-—Sheu Kerli—to whom it

WIS anciently dedicated ; they pay tithes to the Catholic priest, and join in

the Church fe-tivals, although professing Islamism.'

t

The origin of the Albanian people and their larguiige has been made the
subject of many books and almost endless discussion, but with very little

practical result. The only established fact about the Albanian language is,

that altiiougli distinctly Indu-European, it is not derived from any of its

j)res( nt neighbours. There is also strong presumptive evidence to show that

it dates from vety remote antiquity. In spite of many superficial points of

resemblance to Latin and Gr^ek, it is itself independent, and can be better

explained by reference to Sanscrit than to either of those languages.

The Greeks of Turkey are not sufScitutly distinct from those of the
Kingdom to call f>)r a special notice. No Greek dialect is so pure as that of

Jannina, and it is noteworthy that this remote town remained a centre of

literary cultivation at a time when almost all learning was de;td in Athens.
Thessaly and Macedonia were among the earliest European conquests of

the House of Osuian. and, as a consequence, these provinces were more
carefully ajid systematically colonised than many other parts of the empire.

A strong Asiatic element liad already been long established here by the
(ireek emperors, and after the introduction into Thessaly of the Ottoman
Feudal System liy Sultan Bajazet I., in 1397, a strong current of colonisation

(et in from N. Asia Minor. Many of the great Stljuk families came over,

and were established on liefs in Thessaly. A second influx of Turkish
warriors were settled in Macedonia after the con(juest8 of iNlurad II. The
gri'at wealtli of these country nobles combined, wiih the distance from the
vapital. to render them in many respects iadi pendent of the Sultan, and their

tiefs tended to become hereditary even before the decline of the central

power. Thus, the descendants of several of the great Seljuk, or other
knightly Turkish families, have continued to flourish in Thessaly and
Blaccdouia even down to our own times. They are well acquainted with
their genealogy and family traditions, in which they take legitimate pride,

and still preserve to a very high degree those sterling and lofty qualities

whicii distinguished the Turkish race in bygone times. It is not easy for a
foreigner to win their confidence, but any traveller who is fortunate enougti
to obtain their friendship, will heartily re-echo Lord Byron's observation,

tiiat ' there does not exist a more honourable, friendly, and high-spirited

character than the true Turkish provincial Aga, or Moslem country
gentleman.'

'AH the various branches of the Wallachian family still call themselves
Koumonni, except those of the colony of IMetzovo, in the Piudus, who style

themselves Armeng ; and this may possibly be a corruption of the same
word. Those that dwell south of the Danube are frequently known by the
name of Tsintsar, a term of ridicule, recalling the original use of Shibboleth,
because they pronounce chinch (five, quinque) as tsints.^—Tozer The varied
chajucter of tlie occupations of tlie different Wallaoh tribes is shown
di.stinctly by the fact, that whereas in Greece the word AVallacb (BA.axos) is

used to signify a shepherd, in N. Turkey the same word denotes a peasant or

husbandman : in both cases the term Wallach is applied simply as the name
of a calling, irrespective of race.

' There is no doubt that the Wallachian language is a lin* al descendant
of the Latin, and the Eoman origin of the Wallachian people is shown not
only by their language but also by the numerous beliefs and customs of the

f ' A I'p.w Words on Northern Albania ' (1865), by Viscount Strangford.

2 C 2
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nncitiit Romans whicli c^xist nniong tlicin. Oth<r |X)iiits of similarity hud
IjiLii nh-'crvtd as early as tlie 15tli cent, by Clialcorondylus, who rfmarke
tliat the "Wallachs—that is those soutli of the Haiinhe—not only syK)kf a

language like that of the Romans, bnt also bore a singnl ir resemV)lanef to

them in their habits, mode of life, arms, and household implements. We
.iKso find that in the Middle Ages the j)eo]de themselves had a eon>ciousnes«

of some original connection with Rome, which was even turned to some
jjolitical account. Thus, Basil, Archbishop of Zagora. writing to Pope
Innocent III., in the year 1204, reminds him that the Wallachs in Thrace
were of Roman blood ; and the same Po^k-, when tie;.'otiating with King John,
one of the earlier sovereigns of the Bulgaro-Wallachian kingdom, pays him
the compliment of sajing that lie and his jieopledrew their origin from Rom.-.

'The name of Wallachs (BA.ax<") does not o -cur until the yc ar 1027. when
they are mentioned by Lupus Protospatha as serving in the Byzantine
army. Later on, in the reign of Alexios Comnenos, th>)se who dwelt in the

hilly country near Constantinople were well knr.wn as a source of recruits

for the Imperial forces, being liardy mountaineers, inured by long exposure

in their occupation of shepherds and hunters. Two centuries later (1282)
we hear of the same branch of the tribe as having Ix^conie so numerous and
wealthy as to be a source of fear to the inhabitants of the city.

• Meanwhile the Wallachs of the Balkan had experienced a separate fortunf,

and with them the race rose to distinction on the only occasion when they

come prominently forward in history. Alter being subdued by the Bulga-
rians, and again brought under the Eastern emjiire. when that nation was
subdued by the Knii)tror Ba.sil II., they maintained themselves in their

jiifpuntain fastnc-ses. owing an allegiance more or le.«s qnalitied to Constan-

tinople. In the reign of Isaac Angelus (118G), however, when they were
heavily taxed, robbed of their cattle, and misusul in other ways, they rose,

under the leadershi|) of three brothers, Peter. Asan. and John, and having
made a lefigue with the Bulgarians, raised the standard of revolt, and
establi>hed what is called the Bulgaro-Wallachian kingdom. Its succes^ive

rulers contended with varied fortune against the Byzantine g'overnment. but

Mieceeded in maintaining their po.-^ition in Thrace and Ma<edonia, to which
eiiuiitries fur a time The.-saly also was addwl, forming, however, an iud" -

j)endeut province, with a governor of its own. The Emperor Baldwin wm.-

cai)tured by them in battle, and jiut to death. The kingdom continued lo

exist until the Turks made their appearance on the scene, when it was finally

overthrown. Its first founders, out of opJx^^ition to Byzantine iuflutnce.

tmbraced the religion of Rome. M'hen. howLver. the emjiire passed intfi the

hands of the Latiu.'r, a counter-opposition pnvailed. and in order to establisli

a connection ^^ith the rival Eastern eni]>eror at Nicaea, they adopted th'

Greek rite, to which they have ever sim e adl;ered.

' That part of the rnce which occupied Thessaly is sufficiently interesting'

to deserve an indej'endent notice. luttead of being restricted, as they :>-

now, to a few localities in the chains of (.ilympiis and Piiidus, for 6ev< r

centuries they held all the mountains tiiat turpiund the Tlussalian plai: .

and for a time, as it would appear, even the phiin itself. In consei|uence > ;

this, the usual name for this district in m^ diaeval writers is Croat Wallaeli ^

(.Me-)d\r] BXax'a;. in contradistinction to Aetolia and Aearnania. wldi-h wi r.

called Lesser Wallachia. In the sui^ceeding perio<l the district which tin y
occupied passed, in part at all events, into a variety of hands: but all along,

until the Turish coi^juest, a native Wallich governor seemed to have existed

among them, and to have been in r< ality supn-me.
* From that time to the present the Wallachs in Turkey can hardly be said

o have had a national existence. They have been subserNnent members of

tde Greek Church, and have proved a willing instrument in the hands of the
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Cheeks to assist in cliecking any expressions of independence on the part of

tlie Bulgarians or other Christian races. la sorue places, as at Metzovo, the

iiit'ii have even learnt to speak Greek, thougli in their families they retain

the use of their native tongue. Their numbers at the present day are

supposed to amount to 400,000.'

—

S. F. Tozer.

Whatever they may have been in the past, the Wallachs of Pindus are no

longer altogether subservient to the Greek Chuicli. One oautou has

actually turned Mussulman to escape the exactinns of that Church, and
another has demanded Rouman clergy and the Rouman liturgy in place of

the Greek.
' The Jews of Turkey,' writes M. Lejean, ' are divided into two classes,

Spanish and Polish. The former are the descendants of tlie Jews driven out

of Spain by Ferdinand and Isabella, and again subsequently by Philip II.

This is the wealthiest and most cultivated, as also the most respectable

V>ranch of the race. They speak an ancient dialect of Spanish, but in their

correspondence use the Hebrew character.' The Jews of the three provinces

with which we are concerned belong almost exclusively to the Spanish
branch. Some of tliem have adopted the outward forms of Islam, and are at

Salonica cdled Mamins, hut the genuine Moslems do not associate with them.

The Polish Jews are few in number in these provinces, and are of a very
inferior class. There is also a small number of Hebrew families who claim
to have been settled in Macedonia from Roman times.

The Turcomans are nomad tribes who occupy part of the plain of Salonica,

and muster rather strongly around Serres. There is no evidence to show
whether they are descended from the Asiatic colonists of Byzantine times or

from lai^er immigrants. Their habits are pastoral and very primitive; the
few travellers who have visited their settlements, in Macedonia and Thrace,
speak of tliem in the highest terms of piaise.

Small colon'es of CircHssians have been established at several points in

Macedonia. None of them are of any importance, except to their immediate
neighbours, with whom they are usually on bad terms.

A small colony of Poles was established, by Reshid Pasha, at the mouth of

the Peneios, in 1856. Tlie original colonists were ohieHy selected from the
Polish Legion employed by Turkey in the Crimean War.
Bands of Gipsies are found all over Albania and Upper Macedonia ; their

number in the.se j^rovinces w'as roughly estimated, in 1861, at about 40,000.

Their habits and customs are much the same as in W. Europe. They are

a much less interesting race than their brethren in Roumania, who are

divi led into four distinct castes, of which the lowest (iietutsi) has many
extraordinary customs. The Albanian Gipsies were visited many years ago
by Mr. Borrow.
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SECTIOX YII.

THESSALY.

LIST OF ROUTES.

KOTJTE I

lOtJ Tlie Piraeus to Volo, by
Clialcis.—Steamer .

107 Vulo to Larissa, by Vele-

stino.—Rail
108 T>aris.sa to Salonica, by the

Vale of Tempe and Tza-
gesi.—Carriage-road, Horde-
path, and Sailing-bout

109 Larissa to Trikkala, liy Zar-

kos. —Carriage-road .

AGE ROUTE I'AOE

110 N'elestino to Kalabaka (Me-
7:-)?. teora), by Pharsala and

i'rikkala.—Rail
7-10 111 Latuia to PMrsala, by

Doraokd.— Carriage - road
and Horse-path

112 The Piraeus to Salonica, by
74.3 Athens, Tliebes, Livadia.

and Larissa.—Rail(iueou-
745 «truction)

ROUTE ion.

THE PIRAEUS TO VOLO, BY CHALCIS.

STEAMER.

Miles.

Piraeus
32 Laurioii

72 Aliveri
76 Chalcis

lis Limnl
131 Atalinta
166 Styliria

192 Ort-ous

219 Volo

[Some of these places are occasionally

omitted (p. 941).]

One or other of the various Greek
Companies runs a steamer between
these ports every day. The traveller

• is reeommeuded to make the voyage
in the present direction rather than

\ from Volo to Athens. Time, 24 to

40 hrs., according to the number of

48

70/

759

stoi)pages, and delays in shipping oi

discharging cargo. Something alsc

depends upon striking a good time t'oi

the passage of the Euripos.

The quick steamers double Capt
Cohnna in 2f hrs., passing quite dost
below the Temple on the promontory
oi Sunium (Rte. 66). Less than i hr
afterwards they reach Laurion. Aboui
1 hr. later we pans Port Itapliti, ir

which lies a rocky islet crowned will

a white marble figure (p. 483). Tf

the 1. of it is the Cape of Koruni, iron

whence the Theoria or Sacred Em
ba'-sy, which Athens sent every yea
to Delos, set sail ; to the rt. liei

Brauron, with a double peak risint

above it; in the background is Hij

mettug.

In another 1^ hr. we pass on th<

rt. the I'etali hlands, one of whicl
has a lighthouse. To the 1., J hr
Liter, we see the Ian- ling- place foi

Rhamnus, 5 min. beyond which is tht

jetty of the mining rly. to Gritmmnfici
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(Rfe. GH). The coast SPcnery litfie is

extieuiily tint-. lu 25 min. ri-sc-s on
the 1. a 'J'urkisJi lower, and 25 min.
furtlier is seen the vilhige of Kahinids
{\\U;. >'A), hiffli up on ;i terrace of tlie

liill. Aimtlier 25 min. brings the

steamer in a line with tlic JSculu of
Oropos on the 1 , and the conspicuous
Acropolis of Krcirio on tiie rt. Be-
hinci the latter rises Olympux (3850 ft.).

For the voyage heme to (1 hr.)

Chulcitt (8} lirs. trom the Piraeus), see

Rte. 101.

The passage of the Euri[)0s some-
times onuses delay, and the cargoes
are always shipped and lamled on the
N. side of the cliannel. Soon after

getting away, a h< rn on the it. ri.~ing

from a row of liills in tlie foreground
of Mt. Dirphys marks the site of tlie

Harpdrfion (p. 714). To the 1. rises

Mennapion (3H45 ft.). Further on, we
pass to tlie rt. the rugged clifl's of

Kaiulili and the monastery of Knla-
traki ; in the distance on the 1. is seen

the snowy group of Mf. Parnnsmi*. 2

hrs. from Ohalcis is Limni (Rte. 104),

from wlieiice the steamer stetrs S.W.
aiToss the gulf to (1 hr.) Atalaute

(Rte. 77). Thence due N. to (1 hr.)

Jdpsos (Rte. 105), where tlie jiot

stream from the springs lias formed a
sort of loss- cliti' svith its yellf)wish-

brown deposit, as it flows into the sea.

I>ehin<l tile shadeless village a valley

runs inland. At the opposite en-
trance to the bay lies Gialtru, svhere

al.>-o there are some mineral Spring.-.

Furtlier on sve jmss on the rt. the
long low promontory of Lilhudii,

beyond svhich, on the i8lan<l rif the
.same name, is a (1 iir.) lightliouse.

On tlie 1. is Molo (j>. 525), the ancient
port of Budonitza ; on the rt. ri^e8

(lirakovdtii, the iiightvst summit of

Mount Ol)iry>> (5tj70 ft.). Heyond
Molo stretch the finely wooded slopes

and precipices of the Locris mountains,
with Tktrnwpylae at their foot, and
I'arnafcsus rising in tlie background.
Nearly 4 hrs. after leaving Chaleis
the steaint;r anchors oil" Slyluhi. the
jiort of Liuiiia (Rte. 8ti), standing a
long way off the shore.

The steamer now returns, jinsses

along the N. shore oi Lithada, and in

2hrs.reacl.es Oreou'i*^ (Rte 105), with

the ruins of a mediaeval fortriss on a

low height. Rounding Cape Starro

(the ancient Po.skidion) on tliC 1.. and
parsing on the rt. a liijiithouse on the

promontory of Tiihtri, it now enters

the ('ulf of Volo, ami steers N.W.
towards NKi-Minzda (Amaliopolis), a

small port close to Cupe Ilaliuyro. 6 m.
S. of it lies Sourpt.T lit yond the

headland is tin- l^cuJa <if Ildlmyrn.T

the town (20(J()) lying S m. inlaml.

Hence due X. tosvi'rdsCn/"- Aughiftri

in front of the Cape are the tsvo islets

of Detcaliox and PvuhHA. The gulf
now contracts into a .>-mall bay. on the

1. of which rises the ancient Pagasak,
with remains of a Roman aqueduct in

the hollosv l^elow, svhilo i>n the rt.

tosver the wooded heights of Peliott

(5310 ft. ;, with a thick cluster of

villages clinging to its slopes. Losver

down, above some quarries near the sea,

are seen the ruined walls of Dejietrias,

with an unfinished moilern chajjej.

5 hrs. after leaving Stylida we reach

VOLO ^T (17,000). the principal sea-

port of '1 he-ssaly, ceded to the (ireeks

in 1881. It retains a small Turkish
population, who inhabit a distinct

quarter near a mosque, on the site of

the former Ckistro or citadel, the

Vi-netian vsalls of which have been
removed. The neighboiirhoo<l of the

Scahi, or landing-place, always presents

a lively scene, but the roadsti-ad is

entirely open, and the quay e.xpose<l to

rougli water from the bay. A lusv

harbour and breaksvater are, however,
in course of construction

Yolo (B(LA.os) is a rapidly increasing

town, but it chiefly consists at present

of a few long parallel strei ts skirting

the shore. The W. end of this front-

age is mostly devoted to shijijiing and
commerce, and includes the RIy. Stat,

and other public buildings : at the E.
end are Bathing Establishments, rosss

of private houses, and groups oi

villas.

Though occupying no ancient si !•

Volo may be said to repre^ent the

cities of Demetkias and Pagasaj:,

which stood on adjacent heights K.

and S.W. of the nnxleru town
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AValking E. from the quay, we
reach in ^ hi-, the foot of a (juarried

hill, wheie the carriage-road bends to

the rt. and soon passes a modern
tower, close to the sea. Below the

tower is a Cavern, supposed to com-
muaicate by a subterranean passage
with the Acropolis of Demetrias (see

below). A beautiful drive may be
taken from this point through Ayria
to (6 m.) Lechonia (steam tramway in

construction).

[3 lir;.. E. of Lechonii lies Mi1iaes,T

a thriving little town surrounded with
plantations of mulberry trees; near it

was the ancient Korope, the seat of

an Oracle of Apollo, the most famous
shrine in Magnesia. Tiience the track

continues S.E. by (3 hrs.) NeochoriT
to (8 hrs.) Aryahisfi.T chief town of

the commune of Spalathra, but ruined

in the War of Independence. 2 hrs.

further 8. is Lavkos (20i)0), where tlie

track turns y.W., and leads in 3 hrs.

to Trikeri, a small port at the ex-

tremity of the peninsula of the same
name (p. 735), whi.^nce Volo may be
regained by .sailing - boat, with a
favouiable wind, in less than 4 hrs.]

From the bend of the carriage-road

a cart-track runs to the 1., winding
I
round afterwards to the rt. behind the
low hill. After a short ascent through
a hollow, a path strikes to the 1. along
a higher ridge, and soon reaches a
line of ancient walls, belonging to the

defences of Demetkias. On the

slopes below may be discerned the

faintly-traced foundations of streets

and buildings. Here also there are

traces of an underground aqueduct,

said to communicate with the cavern by
the sea. The highest point is reached

in f hr. from the foot of tlie hill.

iJemetrias was founded about B.C.

290 by Demetrios Poliorcetes, and
soon became an important place, and
the favourite residence of the later

Macedonian kings. It was recom-
m-ndedto them by its convenience as a

mil itary and naval station in the centre

of Greece, by its beautiful situa-

tidii, and by its m.any natural advan-

tages, including its wealth of game.

The city 'occupied a level of the

sea-face of the hill, formed by the

spreading of the root that here runs

ofi" from Pelion, beyond which the

rocks descend 300 or 400 ft. in a broad

mass to the water's edge. Formerly
it was surrounded by walls, but its N.
side is additionally strengthened by
the formation of the ground, for in

that direction it is crowned by a steep

ridge some 500 yds. in length, exten<l-

ing from W.S.W. to E.N.E., with an
outer slope, steep and rapid, to the

plain of Volo. This ridge is the most
interesting part of the site, being
generally a mere narrow arete of rock

with a wall all along it; but at the

N.E. end it widens sliglitly, so as to

admit of buildings. There does not

seem to have been any enclosed

acropolis, but only forts ; one at the

S.W. end, and two at a certain inter-

val from one another at the N.E. In
one part of the arete, there are two
openings or breaks close to one another,

and possibly there may at one time
have been a small gate of entrance in

this part, as the rocks have been cut
away.'

—

H. F. Tozer. The walls are

partly formed nf large blocks laid in

regular courses, but generally the

masonry is composed of small blocks

roughly put together, and showing
signs of haste (p. 739).

150 yds. below the summit is an
unfinished Church on ancient foumia-
tions, with a round cistern half way
down each aisle, both containing
water. That on the rt. is provided

with a ladder. Behind the apse is a

large ancient cistern excavated in the

rock. 22 ft. square and 12 It. deep, at

the bottom of which, set against the
foundation wall of the church, is the
mouth of a well. This enclosure is

the scene of an annual miracle on the
Friday in Easter week, when the well-

luouth becomes full of water, and
continues so during the day—no
doubt in consequence of some com-
munication with the cisterns within

the buihiing. Crowds of country
people are on this occasion attracted

to the spot, for whose temporary ac-

commodation the sheds on the 1. of the
church have been erected. On the rt.
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beyond the apse stand four ilex-trees,

Ironi beneatU wiiicli a remarkable
view is jrained of ihf villages cluster-

ing che Hanks of Pelion, as well as a

iiiagiiiiicent prospect over the sea.

On a rock near tiie foot of Pelion, to

the rt. of the village of Anu- Volo, may
be seen from this point the Ghapel uf

Episcopi, which contains some early

paintings and carvings, witli frag-

ments ot ancient buildings. The kuoll

on wiiicli it stands marks probably the

site of loLKos, a veiy ancient city of

Magnesia, celebrated in mythology as

the place of meeting of the Argo-
nauts, whose ship wa.-? built from the

pines of the overhanging mountain.

It is at lea^t certain that tl.e district

round Volo was one of the centres of

the Mykeuaean civilisation. On the

shore near P;igasae is a partly explored
necropolis of ti.at period.

The stream which runs tiirough the

neighbouring hamlet of Vlachu-Ma-
hala is the ancient Anauros, 'the

scene of a romantic incident in the

life of Jason, which has been pre^ttily

toki by Apollouius.f On its banks
one day, as lie was returning from the

chase, " when all tlic mountiiins and
lofty peaks were spriukled with snow,
and the torrents descending from tliem

swept roaring along in their courses,"

Hera met him, in the gidse of a help-

less aged woman, and he took pity on
her, and bore her on his shoulders

through the raging Hood ; but in so

doing he lost one <jf his sandals, and
thus, when he appeared before his

unclu l'eli;is, he was recognised by
bim as tlie one-sandalled man who
was destined to overthrow him.'

—

H.
F. Tozer.

The following excursion may be
made by sailing-boat to or from Cape
Anijhidri see beluw). In the latter

case, the boat must be ordered at

Volo to meet the traveller.

Leaving the town at its W. end, and
crossing the Rly. which runs from

the Station to the port, a cart-track

bears S.W. near the sea, traversing a
salt-marsh and a plain. In i hr. it

reaches the foot of a liill, from which

f * Argonautica, iii. 66, and i. ».

gxxsh forth abundant brackish springs
(irriyai or Tro7oi). Thii may be the
true origin of the name, which lejrend

cjiinected with irvypjixi (to build),

and made it the phtce where Jason
built the Argo. A broad pathway
ascends N.W. a httle tu the rt. of the
springs, and in 20 min. reaches the
imposing walls of *Paga8ae. They
are in rectangular bloeks, much more
carefully fitted than tLose of Deme-
trias, and date probably from the 3rd
cent. B.C. For .-some unkuown reason,

it would appear that the inhabitants
of Pagasae, towards the end of that

century, deserted their city and re-

moved to Demetiias. The towers
which strengthen the line of walls

at intervals are esi)ecially well-

wrought and massive. On the W.
side are considerable remains of the
gateway through which led out the
road to I'herae (Ete. 107). The city

must have been of enormous extent,

as the walls ran S. from this point
down to the sea. enclosiug the piers

of a Roman aqueduct and the outline

of a theatre. Their line may still be
traced, but only foundations are visible

below the upper slopes of the hill.

Pagasae was the port of Pherae, aud
as such recovered its prosperity under
the Koman rule.

Descending along the line of walls,

and passing the aqueduct on the 1., we
observe a number of salt-pans near the
sea on the rt., and turn 1., still tollow-

in;4 tiie walls, towards Cape Arujhislri.

On a low eminence close by are some
scant} ruins, said to belong to the

Acropolis of Amphaxae. If Pagasae,
however, was a true ) ort, this mound
muat have been iiiclndtd within the

lai'gcr circuit of its walls ; and the im-
probably large area embraced by this

circuit leads to the suspicion that tlje

Hellenic walls of Pagasae ran K. from
the foot of the Acropolis towards tlie

sciL, and did not include tiie hollow
nosv spanned by the Koman aqueduct.
In this ease the low er or S. foundations
may belong to the walls of Amphanae.
About 1 hr. X.W. of Pagasae is (he

village of Dimini, near which a fine

vaulted circular tomb, 10 yds. in dia-

meter and 30 ft. high, approached by
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a passage 15 yds. long, was explored
Iq 188B. Its conteuts are iu the

Museum at Athens.

The AscEXT of Pelion may be made
from Volo iu about 5 hrs., by way of

(20 miu.) Aiio-Voh. Above the vil-

lage to the rt. stands Episcopi (p. 738).

The path ascends to(l5 hr). Furtaria,

on the supjjosed site of the ancient

OtiMEXiON. Higher up, on the oppo-
site side of the ravine, is (1§ hr.)

Macrinitza, where Mr. Ogle, while

acting as correspondent of the ' Times,'

was killed in 1877. 2 hrs. above the

village rises the wooded summit of

*Pelioii or Flessidi (ocSlO ft.), from
which is gained a magnificent view
over the wide plain of Thessaly, the

mountains of Ijocris and Euboea, the

coast-line of Magnesia, and innumer-
able islands iu the sea.

KOUTE 107.

VOLO TO LAEISSA, BY VELESTINO.

—

KAIL.

Miles. Stations. Route.

Volo
6 Latomeion.

12 Velestino b . 110
19 Gherli

23 Kililer

27 Tsoular

31 Topouzlar
38 Larissa

The Ely. runs W. across the plain

to Latomeion (quarry), and ascends

through the defile of Filai-Tepe, wind-

ing perpetually m curves. The con-

spicuous tumulus at Pilav-Tepe, E. of

Velestino, was opened by Mr. Edmonds
in 1899, and discovered to be a tomb
uf the Hellenistic period. The Ely.

Qow descends in like manner, passing

a Turkish watch-tower on the rt., to

12 m. Velestino s^ T (2000), in an
jasis of trees and fountains. Scattered

ibout the town are considerable re-

mains of the ancient Pherae, on
whose site it stands. Many of the
inhabitants are Turks, and some few
Wallachians. Here lived tlie Greek
poet Bhiqas, executeil bv the Turks
in 1798.

' Ely. to Kalahaha (Ete. 110).

The line now tuins X.W., and tra-

ver^e.-s a dreary plain. (In the rt. is

the ridge of the Mavro Vouni, which
unites Pelion with Ossa. Many
tumuli are seen on either side, pro-
bably ancient tombs, but chiefiy em-
ployed as watch-towei 8 during the
Turkish wars. The S. base of the
Mavro Vouni is washed by Lake
Karla, the anciimt Boibeis, named
after Boibe, which stands on its E.
bank (Eur. Ale. 590). Another Mavro
Vuuni chain, with a serrated edge,
runs to the L of the line (see Ete. 110).

To the N., on approaching Larissa, is

seen the pyramid of Ossa (6400 ft.),

and beyond it the huge Olympus
(9755 ft.), usually streaked with snow.

38 m. LARISSA s^T (14,000) lies in
the midst of a fertile plain on the rt.

bank of the Salamvrias, the ancient
Peneio.5. Larissa was regarded by
the Greeks as a name specially belong-
ing to the ' Pelasgi,' i.e. it belonged
to very tarly settlers in Greece. When
Thessaly was ruled mainly by a few
aristocratic families, Larissa belonged
to the house of the Aleuadae, from
which, down to 500 B.C., the Tagus, or

'General,' of Thessaly seems always
to have been chosen. It was allied

to Athens in the Peloponnesiiin war;
but in the following century fell under
the Macei Ionian power. Under the
Eomaus it was important, and was
the seat ot the diet of the Thessalians.

It is still the capital of that province,

the seat of a nomarch, and the resi-

dence of a Greek archbishop. There
is an extensive Mohammedan quarter,

and a considerable number ot Jews.
Like most places which have been

continually inhabited, Larissa retains

few ancient remains. Several! inter-

esting sepulchral reliefs were dis-

covered near the town in 1882, some
of which have been removed to

Athens ; others are in a small Museum
to the S. of the principal Square.
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5 inin. X.W. of the Square, in the
iliiectiou of a couspicuous Minaret, a
Bri<is;e of nine pointfil arches crosstrf

the rivor. On rif!iiig ground to the 1.,

close to the bridge, i.s u Mosque, jirc-

ceded by a portico, iu frout of wliicli

is a row of ancient columns, including
several of handsome Verde untico.

Nearly 30 minarets, scattered altout

the town, recall the day.-? of its Turkisli

fK'Cupation, but most of the Mosques
have been converted to otlier uses.

On the other side ot the bridge is a
pleasantly shaded Promenade, much
frequented by the inliabitants in the

evening. Upon an eminence above
the rt. bank stands the Cathedral,

occupying the proViable site of the
ancient Acropolis.

3i hrs. N.VV. of Lariss.i, on the 1.

bank of the Xerias, is Toumavo T
(5000), which preserves several relity

of the ancient Phal.\nna, on the

opposite bunk of the river. The Xerias
is a branch of the ancient Titakesics
(otherwise Eukopus), whose waters
Were impregnat' d with an oily matter,

and therefore it was regarded as a
branch of the St\x (Horn. II. ii. 7.31).

It joins the Peneus between Larissa
and Tempe (ef. Strab. p. 329; Lusan.
vi. 376). 7 hrs. due X. of- it lies

Elantona, the Homeric Oloo.<son, with

a monastery containing a few ancient
and mediaeval remains.

4 hrs. S.S.W. ot Larissa lie the scanty
ruins of Ckannox, one of the most im-
portant cities of Thessaly, where Anti-
pater, by Ids victory over the Con-
federates in B.C. 322. put an end to the
Lamian War (p. 575).

At Casambala, 7 m. N.E. of Larissa,

are situated the ancient quarries of

Verde antico. which supplied all the

columns of that marble now in Rome
and Constantinople, etc. Tliere are

ten old workings, and in one of them
on the upright face of tin- rock are a

series of large semicircular hollows,

showing where the great monolithic

shafts for 8. Sophia were obtained.

Another quarry contains a large

sarcophagus block. Tliese quarries

were found by Mr. Brindley some
years ago, and they are now being
re-worked by an English Company.

ROUTE 108.

I.AUI.SSA TO SALOSICA. KY THK VAI.K

OF TEMPE ANK TZAGESI.—CARRIAOE-
KOAU, HOKSE-PATH. AXU SAILING-

BOAT.

Carriage-road, very rough and hilly

in places, as fur as the u^ual halting-

place in the Vale nf Tf-mpe—about
28 m. iu 4J hrs. Horse-iiath thence

to TziKjesi in 4 hrs. Sailing-boat

from Tzageei to Salonica in 8 to

10 hrs.

On quitting Larissa (Rte. 107) thn

road skirts for a few minutes the rt.

bank of the river, wliich soon after-

wards winds considerably to the X.E.
The straight load running E. leads

to (30 m.) Agyin. T
Outside the town we turn 1. into a

rough rond over ground which is dry

in the late spring, but an almost im-

passable swamp in winter. Beyond
the plain, which is dotted with tumuli,

rises on the rt. the conical (hsa.

Recently (1896) two small b-e-hive

tombs (see p. 122) w< re found on the S.

slopes of Mt. f >!-sa. [About 2 m. from

Larissa a track on the rt. leads to

(5 m.) Casamlmld (p. 742).] In l^hr.

we pass a spring uuiler a mnltx-rry-

tree. and ^ hr. further cross a very

low col, descending into a wide valley

clothed with ilex and olive, and
peopled with innumerable storks. In

f hr. is passed another spring, beyond
which (3 hrs. from Larissa) we reach

the j)retty vnlley of the Peneiox, and
follow its rt. bank to (5 min.).

Baba. a pretty Turkish village. < »n

the opposite side of the river stanis

the mined fortress of Gonxos, which
comniandfd the entrance t<j the detilc

[30 min. S.W. of Gonnos Lj the

village of iJertli, from which a path

leads X. in 4 hrs. t<j the mountain
tarn of Nezero, the ancient Ascikls,

lying on the S. slopes of Mt. Olympus.
3 hrs. S.E. of it is the village of

liupyaiii.T whence Balui may be re-

gained in another 3 hrs.]

[I'roiu Baba a paved road ascenis

S.S.E. to '1 hr.) Ambelakia, so naiu-

d
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friim its vineyards (a^ireAia). The
towu was formerly situated lower
down towards the defile, but the m-
liabitants removed hitlier to avoid the

incursions of tlie Turks. At the end
f)f the last century there was a staple

trade liere in ilyeing thread of a red

colour, which supported and enriched

the inhabitants, and gave rise to a
very considerable commerce, but the

factories exist no longer.]

We now enter the celebrated *Vale
of Tempe, the most beautiful valley in

Greece, and one of tiie most beautiful

in the world. Its woodland and river

.scenery is grand in the extreme; the

nearly vertical clitfs rise 1o a great

height, broken with winter torrents,

and weather-stained of many hues,

tlie 'silvae superimpendentes' of Ca-
tullus (Ixiv. 286). Right and left, on
their highest peaks, are the ruins of

ancient fortresses. It was through
the gorge of Tempe that the Peneios
carried off the waters of the lake,

which once, according to Herodotus
(vii. 129). covered the plain of Tlies-

saly. The grey and turbid but rapid

and abundant river is overshadowed
near its edges by luxuriant planes.

Ot-casioual openings in the rocks

alford a glimpse of some of the nearest

heights of Olympus and Ossa, clothed

with oaks iind firs. The banks are

fringed witli the low lentisk, the

pliant Agnug castas, and the sacred

laurel from which Apollo cut the

branch which he transplanted to the

side of the Castalian spring (p. 581).

It wa-! with the laurel of Tempe that

the victors in the Pythian games were
crowned. Every ninth year Delphi
sent a mission of well-born youths,

accompanied by a flute-player, to cut

it; and hi-reabouts was an altar to

Apollo, on which their sacrifice was
made.
Tempe is a narrow rocky defile,

5 m. long, in which there is often only

room for the road and the Peneios to

run side by side. Its title of Vale is

superfluous, as the wcjrd Tempe (from

Tfuvw) means Cutting or Chasm
Pompey fled hither after his defeat

at Pharsalia, 40 m. distant (lite. 110).

35 min. beyond Baba, on the 1. below

the road, is the copious spring of

Kryologon, now called Vasilicd, in

honiHir of a visit from the King of

Gieece. The water is deliciously

cold, and the spot most charming.

Further on to the rt. (impossible to

find without a local guide) the fol-

lowing inscription, now almost illegi-

ble, is engraved on the rock :

—

L. CASSrVS LONGIKVS PfiO. COS.

TEMPE MVNIVIT.

This probably refers to the reparation

of the forts, of which the ruins remain.

Tne road now ascends a little, and
passes a mill far below on the 1.,

which is turned by a spring. About
i hr. leyond the Vasiliko are the

Springs of Varlaam, at the entrance of

a level space sliaded with magnificent

plane-trees, which dip their branches
into the river. A good swimmer
may here enjoy a delicious bathe. The
stream is 30 yds. across, ami forms a

succession of rushing cataracts and
sluggish pools. Here it is usual to halt

for luncheon, and this point is the limit

of the excursion for travellers who
are returning to Larissa. It is advis-

able, however, to walk 10 min. further,

through the opening of the defile, to

a wooiien bridge over the river, for

the sake of the view.

A cart-track along the rt. bank
leads in about an hour from the

bridge to Lapsochori, where it quits

tlie river, and turns S.E. to (3 hrs.)

Tzagesi.T From this little port a

sailing-boat m ly be taken to

(8-10 hrs.) Salonica. For the horse-

path N. from Lapsochori to Salonica

by Flatamona, see Rte, 121.

ROQTE 109.

l,.\RISS.^ TO TRIKKALA, BY Z ^RKOS.

CARRIAGE-ROAD.

Larissa H.

Kuut/.ocheri) . 4

1 hr. Alif.ika

2 hr.s. Z;ii kos
Zarkos . 2

Gaidiki . . 3
Trikkala . . 3
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Tlie road, wliich is better suited for

ri'ling tliiin drivinj;, runs nearly due
AV. throu}^h an uudulatin*; country

which divides the smaller X.E. plain

of Thessaly from tlie laij^er one f>n the

S.W. After a ride of nearly 4 hrs. we
reach

12 m. Koutzochero. and cross the 7A-

neios. A hoise-path along the rt. bank
leads to (1 hr.) Alifaha (see below).

Our road now threads a valley, at

some distame from the 1. bank of the

river, and in 2 hrs. reaches

18 m. Zarkos (200ft), on the site of

the ancient Ph.xkstos. Here resides

the Bisliop of Gardiki. The founda-

tions of a marble building have been
discovered near the town, and in

several of the churdies nre fragmentis

of sculpture and inscriptions.

On the opposite side of the river,

2 hrs. S., rises the Palaeocastro of

Alifaka. a mediaeval fortress on ancifnt

foundations, which beUmged to the

important town of Atkax, inhabitMl

by the warlike race of the Ferrhaihi

(il. ii. 749; Liv. x.xxii. l.i). One
of its gates, flanked by a line piece

of polygonal wall, may still be re-

cognised. From quarries in the

neigiil)oiirh(X)d the Ktmians are s-aid

to have obtained that biautiful

variety of brecciated Serpentine.

known as Ver<if auiico, nnd thence
called by the ancients Ltijiix Atracins.

jMr. Brindley. however, f'lund Tiotbing

but coars*' limestone on tliese hills,

and he believes that tlie marble was
(juarried only at Cui<ambala (p. 742).

[2 hrs. S.S.W. of Zarkos, on the 1.

bank of the river Kuniitza (p. 751).

stand the ruins of Limnaeox, and on
the opposite bank those of Pkirksiae.]

The road now becomes very bad,

and ot'ten i.wampy. In aliuut 2 hrs. we
reach Klukotii, near which rises the

acropolis of the anciejif Pharcadov.
1 hr. further we pass on the rt. the hill

of Palaeo-Gardiki, the sutnmit of which
(20 mill.) comm:»nd.«: a line view of the

Thessalian j'lain. The ruined Uyzau-

tine town of Gardiki, wliidi still gives
a title to a bishofi (see aliove), occupied
th(! site of Pelixxaeox, of which there
yet remain srime gates, towers, and
walls. Some few antiquities from tlm
city are preserved in the Clmreli of SV.

Michael (Taxiarch'- 1. a liith- lurther

along the road.

37 m Trikkala«5:T (J.").00u). tlif»

ancient Trika. .-lands on the Trihha-
liiids, the ancient Lkitiaeos, n»ar its

coiiliuence with the Pineio.s, at the

end of a low ridge of hills, wiiieh ex-

tends into the plain from its N. boun-
dary. Near the extremity of this ridfie

are the ruins of the mediaeval Cat'tlf,

withsoroefragmentsof nncientmastmry
in its walls. The culture of corn and
cotton is carried on t<> a considei-nble

extent in the adjoining plains, and the
Bazaar offers almo.st C' instantly a
lively scene. Silkworms are also

largely reared.

Trika was a very ancient city, an 1

capital of that jn'.rt of Thessaly called

lli.-tiaentis. It is mentioned by Homer
as suliject ttithe two son* of A.selepio-,

who led the Trikaeans to the Trojan
war; and it contained theniostfamKUS
and most frequented of all the temples
of that god. to which was attached a
nil dical colleije of great reymte (//. ii.

72lt. iv. 202; Strab. p. 437). The
Byzantine citadel occupies the site of

the Aciop<ilis. and commands an ex-

tensive view, but none oi the ancient
walls remain. (SjKcial permission
from the military authorities is re-

quired.)

The extensive grassy plain of Tl.

saly (I,arissae campus opiniae— II

Od. i. 7. 11) causid the pre-emin.

of the Thessalian cavalry. Hoi
rearing is still carried on in this

;

vince, but the bi.-st Thessalian hoi-

are now bred from Cossack sto<'k.
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VELESTIXO TO KALABAKA (METEORA),
BY THARSALA AXU TRIKKALA.
KAIL.

Konte.

107
Miles. Siations.

Velestino h

6 Pirsouplili

17 Aevali
23 Orman Magoula
26 Lazarbouga
30 Pharsala /;

38 Demirli
47 Sophades
67 Karditza
64 Phanarion
68 Phanari-Magoula
70 Kalyvia
72 Stephanosei

75 Trikkala h

79 Mertzi
83 Vo'ivoda

86 Kouveltzi

89 Kalabaka ( KoAa/UTra/ca)

Soon afti r quitting Velestino (p.

740). the Ely. strikes f».S.E. across

the plain, passing the larere village

of Aclnheli, and at P-irsouphli begiii.s

to ascend in curves to the W. through
a bare and desolate region, until it

reaches the top of a low pass between
the Mavrovouni N.. and the Tsira-

(lliiotiha S. A winding descent leads

hence to

23 m. Orman Magoula, 2 hrs. X. of

which lie tiie ruins of Skotcssa The
range of hills to the X.E., now cilled

Skarafldij or Mavrovouni. (Black
mountain), are the ancient Ktnos-
KEPHALAE (Dogs' heads), on whose
slopes was fought the memorable
battle of B.C. 197, between the Romans
tinder T. Quim-tius Flamininus, and
Philip V. of Macedon. The hostile

amiies were pretty evenly matched in

point of numbers, and the issue was
long uncertain; but a de'-isive victory

was eventually gained for the Romans
bv an irresistible charge of elephants
(Liv. xxxiii. 7, seq.).

The train still descends, and beyond

Lazarbouga crosses the clear stream of

the Tshianarli, the ancient E^^PEOS.

A mile further is the Stat, of

30 m. Pharsala, s^T or Phersala

(2500), 2 m. N. of the town, which is

reached by a perfectly straight and
level road.

Near the Stat, must have been
fought the celebrated Battle of
Phaksalos, which closed a long series

of rivalries between Pompey and
Julius Caesar (b.c. 18). Pompey,
with more than twice the number of

foot-soldiers and seven times as large

a force of cavalry, lay encamped on
the opposite bank of the Enipeus.

Caesar's victory appears to have been
mainly due to his device of cimcealing

2000 picked legionaries behind the

right wing af his cavalry. On the

inevitable dispersion of the latter by
the charge of Pompey's horse, tlie

2000 infantry rushed upon the ad-

vancing troops in such good order as

to throw them into confusion, and a
simtiltiineous movement on the part

of another division of Caesar's army
decided the day. 15.000 of the de-

feated are said to have lain dead or

wounded on the field, while Caesai's

loss amounted to only 200 men.
The modern town, which contains a

large number of Turks, is diviibd by
an unoccupied strip of ground into

two parts, Ijoth lying at the N. foot of

the Chassidiari hills (3770 ft.). In
the E. division are the Cathedral and
Palace of th(i Archbishop. Ttirning

to the rt. at the end of the long-

straight road which leads from the

Stat., we enter the W. division near a
Mos(jue, and skirt the ba.se of the hill.

Bearing to tiie 1., and ascending the
W. side of the hill, we reach in 1 hr.

from tiie Stat, a line of rectangular
walls belonging to the ancient Phak-
salos, which climb the S. slope, until

they are merged in a reef-like ridge of

natural rock. Here a polygonal wall
run.s nearly at rt. angles X. and S.,

while, 200 yds. above, the rectangular
wall stretches nearly parallel to it

along the ridge of a depres.sion be-
twi^en the two peaks of the hill. Near
the point where this latter line leaves
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thf! rofk JH a ruined cistern, choked
up with stoned.

Ascendinp: S.E. towurds the bightbt

point, we reach a reinurkable piece

of wall in polygonal blocks below,

rectangular in its middle course.-,

and nieiiiarval above. To the 1. of

it is the N. giiteway of the Acro-
polis, and 80 yds. further lies tlie S.

}<ate. Between tliciu is a circular

cistern 10 ft. across at its mouth, witli

overlapping blocks on its inner face.

Above it is a sniootli surface of slant-

ing rock, upon wliich gutters are still

visible, by means of wiiich the cistern

was ferl witii miming water. 5 min.
higher up is the summit (500 ft. ab(ive

the town), which cummands an exten-

sive view over the The^salian i)lain,

from the Chassidiari hills on the S. to

Telion on the E., joined by the Mavro
Vouni range to 0^'6a on the X.E.,

Olympus on the N., and the rock of

Meleora, X.W.W. From the E. end
of tlie lieiglit stretches down another

tine piece of rectangular wall. The
ancient city was built in the form of a

trinngle, with a circuit of nearly 4 m.
In descending towards the W. vil-

lage other fragments of wall are passed
oil the N. side of the hill. On regain-

ing the Mo.<qu( it is worth while to

bear 1. by a fouiitiin and descend to a

copious sprin;; (p. T.iJS), belnw wh.cli

we turn to the rt. and join tiie high
road lower down. From the St it.

and back, 2i to 3 hrs.

An ancient track leads due N.
from Pharsala to (10 hrs.) Lannnu
(Rte. 107). crossing tiie Enipeux on a
stone bridge, and leaving on the rt.,

after 2 hrs., the 'i'urkish convent of

Tckes, surroundid by stately cy-

presses, in a jiicture.'rque' situation

upon a hill. Half way lies the village

of HiKnarliU, H hrs. to tiie 1. of which
are the ruins of Crannon (p. 742).

The Illy, continues W., and before

reaching Demirli describes a wide
curve in order t;i cross the I'lurnalitif,

the outUow of numerous and abundant
springs at Phersala. JJeniirii in also

a Stat, on the unlini>h' it Rly. lx»tween

Lamiii and Larissii (Kte. 112)

47 m. SophadeE. On a rocky hill

5 hr. X. Hje the scanty ruins of

IviKUiox. [A little X'^. of Mntnmnga,
about I hr. further, are the Khcrmatri-

cuKtra, a curious set of earthen ram-
parts, 13 ft. high, enclosin? a rec-

tanunlar space, 2.")0 yds. by 19t).]

Several streams are crossed before

reaching

57 m. Earditza ^T (7000). a busy
little town nearly a mile N. of its

Stat, on the river of the same name.

;4 m.PhanarionT (1000), ..cciip\nng

the higher slopt-s nf n rocky hill, which
rises like a l»eacon ((pavdpi) from the

jdain. It stands ])irture.<quely upon
the site of Homer's Ithome ( II. ii. 720 :

Strab. p. 4:i , whose acropolii? is now
replacid by a (20 min.) Byzantine
fortiets.

The train now turns N.W. and
afterwards X., crossing the Bliouri,

the ancient Pamlsos ; beyond Stepha-
iioxii it traverses a long iron bridge

over the Peneh's. [Alxiut 10 m. to

the S.W..commaTiding a Pass throuffh

the I'indus range, now calbd the

Furtatit (gates), rose the strong for-

tress of GoMPHOi {Pnhi^o Epifciipi),

some walls of which yet r-main.]

75 m. Tdkkala (Rte. 109). The
Rly runs X.W. across the jil.iin be-

tween the Peneiosand the Triklaliunii,

aflfording a goo«l view in fifiut nf the

curious rocks of Meteora.

89 m. KALABAKAO T (•20(Mt), for-

merly called by its Bvzaiitine name of

/Slniji (6IJ Tovs ay'iovs). because of the
many Saints commemorated on the nd-

j'iceut Mcks. It occupies the site of the

ancient Aegision, of which, however,
no structural remains exisi. The
traveller's first object on arrival is to

secure a bed at the principal Mr.nas-

t( ry of St. Sliphrn, which stamis ou
the" hill to the It. uf the t'.wn. In the
ascent there is a choice of paths. The
easier one l>» ars to the rt. along the
S.E. slope of the hill ; the other climbs
the gully immediately behind the
town. Both take about 1 hr. The
latter should be preferred by the
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pedestrian, as it passes near the very

interesting

*Cathedral, a basilica of about
1300, said to have been built by the

Byzantine Emp. Andronicos Palaeo-

logos. Crossing the Court, we enter

the narthiix, which opens by three

narrow aiches into the nave. On
eacli side of the nave, the walls of

which are covered with curious old

paintings, are two massive piers and
two white marble columns. In its

centre stands a large and very re-

markable *Ambo, ascended by a flight

of steps E. and W., and having a
conical roof supporteil by six octagonal

shafts. Below are two columns, one
of wliich is of Verde antico ; with
this exception the entire structure is

of white marble. Behind the screen

is a Baldacchiiio, with four white
marble columns and a conical roof;

and at the end of the apse are four

ascending rows of white marble seats

in a semi-circle, divided by a central

throne.

Above the towu the pathway skirts

the foot of the vertical dark-grey rofk,

and winds upward among a cluster

of curious round-topped pinnacles.

Furtlier on it turns E., passing on
the rt. Hagia Trias (see below),

and alter a short but steep ascent

becomes nearly level.

The Monastery of Hagios Stephanos,
which is eutured by a drawbridge
over a narrow chasm, has a pleasant
Guest-cliamber, and is by far the
most comfortable of all the monastic
resting-places in Greece which oiler

hospitality to the traveUer. In the
Church is some good modern wt)od-

carving ; in the small Older Churcli,

within the door of exit on the 1.,

dating probably from the period of

the founder, Joannes Cantacuzenos
(a.d. 1350), are some curious wall

paintings. This door leads out upon
a little platform and a rock, from
which there is a striking view of

Kalabaka nestling at the foot of the

rocky wall below. A nner though
1( ss precipitous *view is gained from
Mt. Kouhoula (1775 ft.), crowned with

[ Greece ,]

a surveying signal, 20 min. above the
Monastery. It overlooks the entire W.
plain of Theasaly^ with the chain of the
Pindus rising beyond the broad valley

of the Peneios S.W., and pleasant
wooded hills N.E. towards the Tui-kish

frontier. The broad untidy bed of

the river is the only feature of doubtful
beauty in the scene.

From this point the traveller may
bt'st obtain a general survey of the
famous *Monast8ries of Meteora. or
' Convents in tiie air.' The rocks,

which rise almost vertically from the
plain, form a cluster of detached
pinnacles, separated by deep chasms.
On the summit of each pinnacle,
wherever a little level space permits,

is perched a monastic building, which
in the distance looks like an incrusta-
tion on the cliff. The deep recesses

between the pinnacles are thickly
clothed with trees, many of which
liave entwined their roots among the
fissures.

15 min. below Hagios Stephanos to

the N.N.W. is the Monastery of Hagia
Trias (^Trinity), which may be as-

cended by means of a rope and net
(see b low), or by a ladder. It ofl'crs

the easiest of the ladder ascents,

because the steps run up through a
cleft in the rock, afloriing support to

the back. This monastery, however, is

seldom visited. Continuing N., iu

35 min. the tminhabited Hagia Uomin'
is seen below on the 1., and lowc-r down
the small Hermitage of S. Nikolaos,
tenanted by one monk only. Both of
them are perched upon iuacccisible

rocks. To the rt. of the latter is the
tiny Hagia Mone, now deserted.

Above ri.ses Hagios Varlaam. and
higher still the Mete iron.

After h hr. we reacn the foot of
Hagios Varlaam, which may be as-

cended by net and cord in 3 min.
(180 ft.). There are two Churches on
the rock, of which the larger one was
built m 1518 and restored in 1780.
It has some tolerable paintings

—

cliiefly single figures of Saints. The
smaller and older Cliurch is dedicated
to three of the Greek Doctors. The
Guest-chamber is a quaint little room,
generally not shown except on request.

2 D
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There ia also a small Libmry. 2 min.
siifliii'c for the deaceiit into the valley.

About 5 mill, lower down we reach
a foully, iVom which a path iiscends in

5 mill, more to the foot of the
Meteoron (1820 ft.), the loftiest of the
Monasteries, and the one wliich is

most frequently visited. Here the
vertical ascent is 148 ft. The Church,
founded on the solid rock, and appro-
priately dedicati'd to the Transfigura-
tion, ia well lighted by a number of

sniail windows, and its walls are

covered with the usual class of Byzan-
tine paintings. In ihe apse, which is

the oldest part of the buililing, is a
portrait of the founder Anastasius
(a.d. 1388), in a monastic dress which
resembles that of some Western friars,

and is ijuite dift'ereiit from the habit

now worn by the monks of Greece.

On arriving at the foot of the

3Ioiiastery, where tiie most perfect

stillness and apparent absence of all

life habitually reign, the guides shout

to attract attention, while the traveller

gazes up in wonder at the vertical

(dilfs above. He sees nothing but a

smootu wall of rock, far loftier in

appearance than its measured height,

witii a species of shed or covt-red

platform upon its summit, from which
the end of a rope is dangling. To
the right, where the face of the clifi"

is sligiitly broken, a series of ladders,

made in several separate joints, are

let down from the mouths of artificial

tunnels in tlie rock, which communi-
cate with the lower parts of the

buildings. At night they are pulled

up, and the monks are entirely

i.solated from the world below. The
ladders are perfectly vertical, and
.swing backwards and forwards in the

air with the least breath of wind. A
luf nk mounting by one of them looks

from below lilie a large black fly

crawling on the face of the precipice.

The first respf)nse from the covered

platform is usually a challenge to

mount by the ladder—which noViody

but a sailor, or a man with cxcci)-

tionally tirm grip and .steady head,

should venture to do, excq)t at the

Hagia-< Triii^. \VTieu, however, the

luouka have realised that it is a boua-

fide traveller who Hcelw aflmission,

tln-y make no dilliculty about letting

down the rope, which is worked from
above by a windlass and i)ulley. The
rope is a.s thick as a man's wrist, and
terminates in a huge iron hook, upon
which a net is hxwely hung. The
guides detach the net and spread it

on the ground, the traveller sits in

the ndd<Jle of it, the border meshes
are gathered up one by one and
hitched upon the hook, and a shout
from below announces that all ia

ready. A gentle upward motion then
begins, the net twists slowly round
and round, the traveller, as the sidles

of his cage contract, is gently shaken
into a ball, and, except for a strange
sensation of absolute helplessness, the
ascent is not otherwise than agree-

able. On reaching the level of the
platform the net is fishe*! in by means
of a hooked pole, its inra ite, slill

rolled up in a ball, is tumbled upctii

the floor, the meshes are deti.ched

from the hook, and the traveller is set

free. After shaking hands with his

hosts, and drinking a cup of coflee,

he sees wiiatever the mouks have t«

show him, leaves two or tiiree druch-
mae as a complimentary fe*-, sits down
once more in the middle of the net,

aTid is gently pushetl over the preci-

pice into the air. The pole attache<I

to the windlass is carefully turned by
three or four monks or servants, ami
there is no suspicion of danger.

The number of monasteries was
once 24, but only seven remain,
of which tivi- are inhabited : Mutvonm,
t>t. Stephen, Varlaam, Trinitij, and
t'it. yicolac. Some of them are

situated in caverns formed jointly by
nature ami art iu the fac« of the
rock.

A colony of monks settled on these
rocks, for the sake of security, in the
early part of the 14th cent. Their
flrat settlement is said to have been
at Dupiani (p. 756). The Fathers
possess wells and cisterns, some gouts
and sheej>, and a store of meal : but
tiiey oefiend lor their support ehielly

«m charitable contribution.s, and tlie

traveller is expecte<i to make a small

present * for the Church.' There are now i
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probably not more than 30 monks, all

told. Afr. Tozer writes :
' In the year

1831 a number of robbers stormed the
Great Monastery of Meteoron, bonnd
the monks, and plundered the convent.
How they got up there it would be
hard to say, but it is equally difficult

to answer the question how the
original inhabitants scaled those rocky
columns, and how tlie materials were
carried up of which the buildings are

composed.
' A motley draught have tliese

aerial fathei's—literally fishers of men
—often enclosed, since first they cast

down their net into the world below.
Sometimes they draw up in it an
inquisitive scholar from the far West,
sometimes a young officer from Corfii,

sometimes a brother Coenobite from
Mt. Athos, .sometimes a neophyte
yearning for solitude and religious

meditation. Once tliey received au
Emperor of the East (John Canta-
cuzene),' who came to exchanire the
purple of Constautiue for the cowl of

St. Basil.'t

From the Meteoron a path descends
the tortuous valley to the village of

(35 min.) Ka.<fraki, opposite which on
the rt. is perched the abandoTied
Church of Dupiani (p. 755).

Winding round the foot of the preci-

pices to the 1., we now return to
(i hr.) Kalahaka. For the bridle-

piith W. across the Turkish frontier to

Jannina, see Rte. 113.

+ For a full account of these monasteries,
the traveller is referred to Mr. Curzon's de-
scription, which he should supplement by that
in Mr. Tozer's excellent work, ' The High-
lauds of furkey.'

ROUTE 111.

LAMIA TO PHAKSALA, BY DOMOKO.

—

CARRIAGE-ROAP A>'D HORSE-PATH.

I.aniia H. M.
Phonrka . . 4
Domoko . . 4 n

Phar.sala Stat. . . 6

Carriage-road, badly kept through-
out, and in many i:)laces almost impas-
sable on wheels.

Soon after leaving Lamia (Kte. 86)
tlie road begins to ascend the S. slopes
of IVlount Othrys in long curves,

which the mule-path cuts oft'. Fine
views are gained over the wide valley

of tiie Spejcheios, but on this side of

the mounfciin there is not a single tree.

Ijow .shrubs, however, are plentiful.

After an ascent of 3J hrs. we reach a
Spring, and 20 min. further gain the

summit of the Phourka Pass (2790 ft.),

the lowest on the Othry.s range.
[About I hr. E. lies the Monastery
of Antinit.<a.'} We now descend
through fairly abundant wood to a

(f hr,) Khan by a spring, and thence
in 3 hr. to a drciiry plain, traversed
by a road which is perfectly straight

for 3 m. Having reached this point,

where the untinislied Ely. falls in on
the 1., we strike across the fields, and
join the high ruad again after an
hour. Thence an ascent of ^ hr. leads
to a low col, § hr. beyond which is a
scanty spring. Another J hr. brings
the traveller to

8 hrs. Domoko T (1600), the ancient
Thaumakoi, whose name it nearly
retains. The town is said to have been
SI) called from the wonderful beauty
of its situation, which iloes not, how-
ever, surpass that of many other places
on similar heights, cummanding a fine

view. According toLivy (xxxii. 4), the
astonishment (0au^a^a>) w;is that felt by
the traveller from the S., who, after

passing over rugged hills and through
narrow defiles, here came in sight of

2 D 2
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tlie Viibt soa-like jjlaiu of Tin ti^aly.

AlK)ve tlie town lisi s a uiediuevul

fortress, fin the nsecnt to which, nt the

tS.W. fool of the hill, are some remains
of an nneient rtctiingular wall. Acrfits

the hollow to the 1. is a 'I'urkish

lountain with an inscription, iinil

there are several picturesque Minarets
in ditVcienl, jMuts of the town. In the

house of the Demarcli is a small col-

lection of inscriptions and other anti-

quities

Doiuoko was unsuccessfully besieged

by Philip V. in B.C. 198, but was taken
by Aciliu.-^ Glabrio in 191. It is now
the seat of a bi.shop, though it does

not differ in appearance from a moun-
tain village. It was the scene of the
last battle in the late Graeco-Turkish
War.
The path now^ de.-?C( nds steeply in

40 mill, to a mill stream, 5 niin. beyoiul

wliii'h is a spring. Thence through
a dismal country to the ('2 hrs.; top of

a low col, where we turn to the rt.

On a hill t'« the 1. is the Gytuuhdcustro
(Women's Castle), built in mediaeval
times upon the site of Proeuna. of

which some well preserved rectangular

wall.-, with towers and traces of gates,

may yet bi- seen. After crossing an-
other dreaiy plain we ascend to a

(l2hr.)col in a cutting, '.^5 min. lieyoTid

which is a gooil spring. 40 niin.

further is

.")i hrs. Pharsala.sjs with a cluster of

line trei-s and an abundant spring,

which immediately forms a pool, and
is crowded with wa>iierwomeu. The
village is now much ruined, and in

very miserable c(.n<lition. But there

is a small eatin;;-h<.u.-e and an inn,

just po.ssible, in tho Square. A ride

of :!.') min. brings us to the Klv. Stat.

(Kte. 110).

ROUTE 112.

THE PinAKlS TO SALoNK A, BY ATHKNS,
THEHI'B, LlVADfA, AND LAI{1S>A.

—

JIAIL (IN CO.N.VnilcTIUN).

lilcc. station^.

Piraeus
G Athens

13 Menidi
25 Kiourka
38 Kako-Salesi
45 Staniates

8 Microvathi
13 Chalcis

48 Skimatari
63 Thebes
69 Vaghia
75 Moulki
87 Livadia
96 Bavlia
103 Vilitza

113 Dadi
122 Gravis Bralo

138 Lianokladi

3 Lamia
12 H. Marina (Stylida)

156 Kouraovo
181 Skarmitza
191 Demirli

197 Orphana
218 Larissa

This Railway is still unfinished,

and likely to remain so for some time

yet. Most of the difficult )iarts have

not b( en dealt with at all. and the

embankments and permanent way,

made on tbe plain stretcies. arv

lapsing already into decay. The con-

tractors, who agreed in July, 1889, to

construct the section on tirrek 8'>il.

fail< d to carry out their engagement*.

Latterly (1S98) negotiations for the

resumption of the work have Ix-eu

begun, and at one time the project

was puehed by tiie foreign Commis-
sioners of the Finance Control. But
no detiidte progress resulted. No part

of the line is in use. Even if the

junction with iS donica be ever made,

there is little likelihood of the over-

laud traffic to Iniiia ever taking this

diHicult route.
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ROUTE 113.

CORFr TO JANNIXA. BY SAYADA AND
PHILIATAE. 8AIUNG - ROAT AND
HORSE-PATH.

Corfu II. M.

.Sayadrt . -J 3u
Phillalaf . . •-'

Kremiiitza . 3 30
Koutsi . -2 ;jo

Arach.i^nsta .
-.', 30

Paliouri . 2 11

Kostani . . :.- 30
Oovigliani . 2
Jaiiniiia . . 1 30

8ailing-boat, in about 2^ lire., from
Corfd (Rte. 2) to the Srala of Saynda,
on the oppcsite const (20 fr.). Aus-
trian Lloyd Stfamer every Sun. mom.
in 1 hr. (p. 9.3.S. C). Horses thtiice

(ordered beforehand) to (15 lirs.) Jari-

nina (2.5 fr.). Distance about 40 m.;
the traveller can pass the night at

Koutsi. abnut half way.
On havin;; the Sealn. tlie road pa.sses

under tlie Greek village of S<iy<ida i<nd

the Moslem one of Lio/jeKi, on the tlope

of the bare hills to the 1. Sayada is

supposed to fK-eupy the site of Mae-
ANi'HiA, but there are no ancient re-

mains. Thence through olivu woods
to (2 hrs.)

Philiatae (2000), a picturesque
town with H large trade in cattle,

and a tolerable khan. 2i m. di&tant,

at a spot known locally as Palot-a

Venetia. are the remains of an an-

i-ient city, identitied by Leake with

Ilion (called aUo Ctxtriu), the

chief town of the district of C<'s-

trine. Its origin was traditionally

attributed to a Trojan colony under
Helenos, whence its usual names of

Ilion or Troja (Virg. Atru. iii. 21»4).

The remains include Pelasgic. Hel-
lenic. Roman, and 3Iediaeval masonry,

associaied in almost inextric^ible con-

fu.-ion. The city walls, having a cir-

cuit of about li m., may be traced,

interrupted at intervals by towers and
a large gateway. Within the walls are

some Greek churches, as well as re-

mains of ancient foundations and
tombs.

There is excellent woodcock and
snipe shooting in this neighbourhood.

On leaving Philiatae, thi- road for

some time follows the course of the

Kalamas (the ancient Thy amis), but
without approaching it. This river

nrtords very fair trout. We presently

cross the Kremiiitza by a jiicturesque

triple arched bridge. A wild moun-
tain path, overhaniring the river. Inads

hence to the village of (SA lire.)

Kremnitza, with a thriving trade

in tobacco. Its name is derived from
Kpr)uv6s (precipice). The next hamlet
is Vigla, which retains its curious and
lofty watch towers, commanding a
beautiful and extensive vi< w of the

Strnits of Corfu (distant 27 m.), the

whole of that island, and the ofien sea

beyond. We next reach the (SJ hrs.)

Khan of Koutsi, whicli lies f hr. from
the village of Jiareiii, famous in past

times for its Vjrigaiids.

We now cross the Longorilzn l»y

the pictnresi^ue briilge of Lycog (Wolf),
to the village of J.i-ptohftrya (Nuts),
situated on the Kalamas, and reach

(S^^hrs.)

Arachovista. where the celebratefl

/'<(//.< (if tJie Kuhimafi form a strik-

ing feature in the .scene. The
traveller should now quit the direct

path (which leads in about 6 hrs. to

Janniua). an<l, cro.-,sinsi the river, pro-

ceed to the 2 hrs.) Mituuftfry of J'

liouri, founded at the end of the 11

cent, by Thomas II., despot of Epirus.
ami WfU deserving a visit. Festival

on the 20th Sept. (n. 8.), when
pilijrims llo.-k hither from all parts of

Albania. The name is derived from
the Jerusalem thorn, whi^se pretty

bhis.soms enliven all this part of the
country during the early summer.t
W. of the convent are some ancient
remains, conjectured to be those of

the Mohjssiau town of Horreion. A
portion of the city walls alone remains,

to which some Turkish defences hav
been added.

+ KbauiDUK in Attica (Kte. 03) derives iu
iiaiue truiu ttie baiue (jUuiI,
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We now ascend S.E. in 2J hrs. by
Dragoumi and Phratitani to Koittani,

a corruption of Constanfiniani, where
there is a curious Byzantine brick
Church of uncertain date. Thence
N.E.E. to Goviglianu passing in h hr.

the site of an ancient fortitied town,
not yet identified.

[The traveller who is willing to miss
Kostani may take a short cut from
near Phrastani. and proceed by the
^alleys of Sodovitza and StavraM.
This saves 2 hrs., and the approach
to Jannina by this roud is especially

fine.]

JANNINA, s^ or Joannina (Sf.

Johns Toivii), pronouuceil Yanina
nOOO ft.), contains about 20.000
inliab., of which 13,000 are Gre<k
or All)aniaii Christians, and 7000
Mussulmaus. ' To sight-seers tlie

piincipiil object of attraction are
the bazaars, in which may be seen
specimens of the rirh gold em-
broidery for which the place is

famous ; here also the dresses of
the inhabitants are displayed to the
greatest advantage. The most con-
spicuous object from every part of the
tokvn is Mount Metzikeli (2500 ft.),

whose gigantic precipices of gray
limestone, seamed by the courses of

numerous torrents, appear to rise im-
mediately from the water on the
opposite side, and when darkened by
a cap of thunder-clouds seem extra-
dinarily near.'

—

H. F. Tozer.

Jannina is most beautifully situ-

ated. A large lake (the ancient Pam-
BOTis) spreads its waters along the
base of the Metzikeli. the ancient
ToMAROS, which forms the first ridge
of Pindus. At its base lies a small
island, and opposite to it a peninsula,
crowned by the fortress and town,
stretches into the lake from the W.
shore. No Hellenic city is known to

have existed on this site. The mo-
dern name (ra 'loidvuiva) firet occurs
in Byzantine annals. Jannina de-
rives its fame and importance chiefly

from having been the capital of Ali
Pasha, to whom it owed its prosperity

^n4 its public edifices. It is said then

to have had 35,000 inhab. (besides a

large garrison), witli 16 mosques, and
other public buildings. When Ali
Pasha found himself nf) longer able to

defend the city, during the siege by
the Sultan's army in 1822. he or-

dered it to be set on fire. From the

population being scattered over so

extensive a space, the town has now
rather a deserted appearance. The
Vali res-ides within the fortress (sur-

rounded by a moat), the access to

which is thr<'Ugh ruins. The space

within is considerable, and the situa-

tion of the palace very striking. The
fortress of Jannina oilers an irregidar

outline of dismantled battlements,

crowned by the shapeless remains of

the ruinetl Serai; behind it appear
some of the loftier points of the Koulia
and Litharitza.

The Koulia (Tower) was a fortress

five stories high. The thick masses of
masomy, with the pillars and arches
which support the structure, have suf-

fered but little. This fort communi-
cated with the lake by a small canal.

Tlie Litharitza is only a few yards
distant. When, on the approach of

the Sultan's troops, the AlVianiaus

within, wishing to make their own
peace with the Porte, closed the gates
against their master, Ali retired to the
small island on the lake ; and here,

while waiting for terms from the Sal-
tan, he was treacherously murdered by
the Turks, on the 5fh of Feb. 1822, in

his 82ud year. The marks of the bul-
lets in the planks of the room where he
fell are still shown in a small convent
on the island. The career of Ali
Pasha exercised a great influence on
the Greek Revolution, which he indi-

rectly promoted. Not a few of the
leaders of that movement (e.</. Coletti),

owed their first start in life to Ali
Pa.-^ha. who sent several of liis Grei k
subjects to study at the University of
Pisa. His rebellion against the Porte,
by weakening the central power, af-

forded an opportunity to the Greeks
for successful revolt.

The plain of Jannina is 20 m. lon^
from N. to S., and about 7 bro^d io it^
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wiilci-t pnrt. 'I'lic Lake in ratlifriiioi-i'

tliiiii (> 711. ill 1( iij^tli, anil iivfiHp^i'H

alxmt '2 ni. across. Itn jirinoipal sup-
plioH are derived from copious tpringp,

and its waters nre carried off by Katn-
hothrae (subterranean channels), at
its S. extrtmity. An interesting i)ecu-

liarity of this lake is the presence of

natural raflx on its waters. Some of
the.'^e Uniting islands have trees grow-
ing on them, and are occasionally in-

habited by fi.-herinen. The i.^lnnds

slowly diiCt about according to thn
prevailing winds. To the E., and
directly in front of the citadel where
it runs out into the lake, the huge
barren mas-s of Mt. Metzikeli rites

abruptly from the water; but rich

pasture-land extends on both sides of
the city to the dis-tance of 10 m., firm-
ing probably the Hdlnpia which He-
siod had in view when de.-^cribing the
district of Dodona. Zeus, the god of
thunder, was the Patron of Epirus in

;mti(juity, and the whole jirovincc is

still leinarkiible for rapid transitions of

teiiiperatuie and frequency of thun-
derstornis.

Jaimina forms the best headquar-
ters for exploring Southern Albania.
Travellers intendini: to do to shoidd
secure a houyournldi Irom the I'as-ha.

Many pleasant and interesting excur-
sions may be made in the vicinity.

[Horse-path in 2 days to Kalabalia
(Rte. llO). skirting the S. end of the
lake, and winding by a terrace round
nn insulated hill on which are souk^

ancient remains now called Kanlritza,

iormeriy confoutided with the site of

Dodona. 'I'he hill is coloured by iron

es]iccially at the jilace where part of

the water of tlie lake finds subterra-

nean exits {KaTa06Opat). 'J'he face of

the rock is much fiactured. The path
enters a br< ad valley, and tiien ascends
the ridge of tlx' Dryshog, a prolonga-
tion of Metzikdi. From the siunmit
is u uiagnilicent view of the town and
lake ol .Tannina on one side, and the

valley of the Arachthosand the moun-
tain scenery of Pindus on the other.

Below this ridge is the Khan of Kyria
(Lady's Khan), about 4 hrs. from
Jannina. The Lady was the wife

of Silvman Pallia, tln^ predectssor of

All.

The paved road from Janniua to

the Khun of Kyria is continued to-

wards Metzovo ; but there is a shorter

route by a steep path to the Khan of
Baldouni, a picturesque spot near

tlie ijanks of the Arta or Arachthos.

The traveller must either sleep here

or push on to iMefzovo.

On lea\ing the Khan, the road fol-

lows the eourse ot the river till the

junction at an acute angle of the Z<i-

fjoii and Metzovo brandies; the hifty

intervening ridge terminating in apru-
moQtory clotiieil with wood. The road

crosses the Zagori by the Lady'x Bridge,
and follows the course of the Metzovo
stream, the bid of wiiich it traverses

nearly SO tiiues in 4 hrs. This road

is impiacticable when the stream is

swollen, but is at other times to be
pref( ried, as shorter and more pictur-

e.s(jue than the upper road over the

rugged banks. 4 hrs. from Baldouui
is Trihhaul (three khans), possiidy

occui)yiug the site of three l^onian

taverns (TreK Tahemae). This pmss

hasin all a<j:esbeen the chief thorough-
fare over the central range of Pindus.

A difficult and laboriotis ascent

leads to (2 hrs.)

MetzoTO (7500), a pretty town built

on terraces on the steep side of a
mountain, S( parated from Mount
Zygos by two deep ravines, whence
the river Arta takes its source. The
popidatiou is almost entirely AVal-

lachian. jSIetzovo (:-i(ii ft.) commands
the mo.-^t important pass in the Pindus
lange. Surrounded on every side

by mountain-ridges, it is divided into

two unequal poitions by the chasm
of a torrent, which forms a branch of

the Artii. The X. auil largtr of the
two divisions is called rroxilio {Upo-
ai]\iov), as being exposed to the sun ;

while the S., being 8ha<led by tiie

mountain on which it stands, is named
Anilio (' AvriKiov). The road to Thes-
saly passes through the latter.

The river ot Aspropotiimo, the

ancient Acheloos, rist s near Metzovo.

The Peneios(-Sa/anj?ria*)also rises on
the p. side of Pindus, above Mptzovq

;
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while the F/o.s(i. the ancient Aoos,

takes its rise in the mountains to the

N. of IMetzovo, as do also the Haliac-

mon {Vhtritza), and the Arachthos

iArta).

On leavingMetzovo, the road ascends

the Zijgos, or central ridge of Pindus,

the ant-ient Lakmon. It first follows

the course of a mountain torrent, and
thence wimU steeply along a precipi-

tous promontory of rock to the (2 hrs.)

summit of the pass (4500 ft.). Here
open to view the .wide pLiins of Thes-
saly, the Peneios of Tempe issuing

from the rocks below, while fur be-

yond appear Olympus, Ossa, and
Pelion, bounding the E. horizon. The
chain of Pindus is conspicuous in the

nearer landscape. The forests which
cover its sides consist chiefly of firs

and beeches. There are also small

oaks, and an abundance of box. In
the latter part of Feb. and beginning
of March, at which time the snow
generally collects on the ridge in the

gn atest quantity, the pass of Metzovo
la often impassable for horses for se-

veral days together.

The descent on the E. side is more
gradual. A short distance below is

the Zygos Khan, sheltered by woods.

A winding descent of 2 hrs. brings the

traveller to the Khan of Malakasi,

near the confluence of the two streams

which form the Peneios. On the steep

side of the mountain above stands the

village of Malakasi, T interspersed

witli trees like Jletzovo.

Through a wuoded and picturesque

country we now reach in 3 hrs. a khan
on the Peneios. beyond which we cross

the valley of the Klinovo. The coun-

try hereabouts fbnned part of the dis-

trict called by the nucieitta Athaniania,

iidjabittd by a people who had been
driven out of Thessaly by the Lapithae.

Thence throngh narrow meadows on
the banks of the river, and among
plane-trees which skirt it, to (4 hrs.)

^alabaka (Rte. 110).]

EOUTE 114.

CORFU TO JANNINA, BY BOCTRINTO,
DELVING, DELVINAKI, AND ZITZA.

SAILING-BOAT AND HOESE-PATH.
H. M.

Corfu to Castel Boutrinto (by boat) . 2
Dehino . . . . . ..so
Murzina . . . . . .40
Deivinaki . . . . . .70
Zitza so
Jannina . . . . . . 4 u

Or as follows :-

33

H. M.
Corf11 to Hagii Saranda (by boat) . 3 o
Hagii Saranda to Delvino "

. . .30
Delvino to Jannina . . . . 23 o

29

[For Steamers to S.S. Quaranta, see p. 93", C.
Horse onwards, 12 to 15 fr. a day.]

Travellers by this route will gene-
rally find it best to land at the small
port of Hagii Saranda (better known
by its Italian name of Santi Qua-
ranta), 17 m. from Corfii. This saves
.5 hrs. ride. The only attraction of
the route by Boutrinto is the excellent
shooting affoided by the woods in its

neighbouriiood.

The Bay of Boutrinto is the Portcs
Pelodes vi antiquity, and its muddy
waters still justify the name, whicli
seems to have been applied also to the
larger of the two lakes. A bar of sand
at its mouth prevents the entrance of
large vessels into the river that unites
the sea and the lake, and runs for
nearly 3 m. through a marshy plain

—

once, possibly, the property of Atticus,
the friend of Cicero (Oic. ad. Att. iv. 1).

The fisheries here are valuable, and
supply the market of Corfii. The fish

are cauuht by means of a strong dam
across the river, made of large beams,
crowned with a palisading of reeds.
They are taken in chambers within
the dam during the season (Sept. to
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The Castle of BoTttrinto is situated

on the S. bank of the river, at the
fishery. The old Venetian fort is

little more than a ruined enclosure,

inhabited, rather than garrisoned, by
a dozen ragged Albanians, under a
petty oftieer. It is the <>nly relic

—

with another ruined fort near the
month of the river—of the station

which the Venetians maintiitned litre

for so many centuries. The rums of

BCTHKOTOV occupy a rr)cky hill on
the opposite bank of the river ; relnnm

liiithroti arcedimns urhem (Virg. Aeii.

iii. 293). The ancient Greek city was
succeeded by a Koman colony, aiid

that by a mediaeval fortress ; and its

history may be traced in its masonry.
In some parts, especially at the N.E.
corner, near the lake, there are some
tine Hellenic fragments and founda-

tions, composed of large blocks witli-

out cement, surmounted by Roman,
Byzantine, and Venetian stonework,

the whole crowned with lu.\uriunt ivy

and creepers.

The plain of Boutrinto is marshy,
but in parts well wooded. It contains

the small villages of Muroia and Zara.
It alK>uuds in woodcock, snipe, and
water-fowl, and was the great resort of

English shrtoting parties from Corfu.

The beauty of the two l.ikes is re-

markable. The smaller (liiza), com-
municating with the larger by a narrow
winding stream, is of u circular form,

about 4 m. in circumference, and
embosomed in wriod. Nearer the mill,

on its W. bank, is a salt spring, which
issues in copious volumes from the

rocks, and turns a mill. Tiie larger

lake, or Lirari. 6 m. long, and 2

across, is separated from the sea by a

rocky isthmns. The niount-<in range
above Delvino towers grandly beyond
its X. extrendtv.

The road to Delvino passes through
woods, well known to En-jlish 8f>ort.'<-

men from CorfU, and then sweeping
round the S. and E. sides of Lnhe.

Rita, threads a leafy glen, and
emerges on the plain of Delvino,

which is well wooded, and watered by
the I'nrUt an<l Vii'tr-oza. 2 hrs. from
Delvino, we pass on the 1. an insulated

UiU, the summit of wt^ich is svu-

rounded by Hellenic foundationB, the

remains of the anci'-nt Phoemce,
which name is preserved in that of the

small village of Phiniki. Iving tlirectly

under the former cit;idel to the S.W.
Phoenice is describe*^! by Polybiu.s, in

B.C. 230. as being ' the strongest, most
powerful, and richest of the cities of

Epirus ' ; and it maintained its import-

ance to the times of the Byzantine
Empire.

Delvino (2.500) is a decayed Albanian
town, charmingly situated on sloping

hills, in an opening (»f the lower
ranges of the high ridee of ErymHe,
which rises immediately above the

town. Ravines, spanned by old j)ic-

turesque bridtres of a single areli,

groves of olives and oranges, vine-

yards, and scattered plnnes hihI

poplars, are interspersed among the

hous<-8. A conical rock. al>ove the

principal ravine, is crowned by a small

ruine<l ca-^tle. benesith which is tho

bazaar. There are several small
mosques and one Cliristian clmrch.

The houses are scattered over a
space of nearly 2 m.. being situated,

as usual in Albanian to\s-ns, at some
distance from each other, in con-

sequence of frequent feuds between
the clans and family allies.

[Two paths lead from Delvino to

Argyrorasiro.

(A.) 6 hrs , but not passable during
the winter months, when tlie snow is

deep on the mounfciins. Tl is path
a.<cends immediately behind Delvino,

and crosses the ridsre of En/enUi
(:W00 ft.), looking with its bluff and
rugged face towards Corfii. It com-
mands a magnitic nt view over parts

of the Ionian and Adriatic ses^, the

plain of Delvino, the lake of Bou-
trinto, and the coast line of Epirus.

To the N. lies the verdant vale of

iJrropfili, bounded by tlie bold and
beetling face of a ridge of equal
heiL'hl to that on which the traveller

stands. An opening in the opposite

wall of rock shows a third e.^icarpment,

the ridge of XetHeKihu behind, so that

the mountains appear like gigantip
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waves rolling one after the other. A
rapid desceut leads hence to Argyro-
cusfro (Rte. 119).

(B.) Another path leads by (6 hrs.)

Gardiki through a very interesting and
picmresque country. If possible, the
traveller should go by the one path, smd
return by the other. 1 hr. from Del-
vino we leave on the rt. the extensive
ruins of the vilJage of Paleoavli (Old
Court), and, gradually rising, reach
in 8 hrs. the Greek ^^llage of Senitza,

divided only by a ravine from the
Turki.sh village of Vergo, and both
looking down upon the plain of Del-
vino. Hence begins the pass of Skar-

fitza, a name properly applied to the

(3 hrs.) Fountain at the top of the
ridge, where the road begins to de-

scend. The whole pass thence to

Gardiki presents a succession of mag-
nificent scenery, ft leads between the
mountains of Snpoti to the E. and
Zouloufi to the W., wl>ose sides, covered
vnth snow for a great portion of the
year, are clothed with pine-forests and
torn by torrents. Bears, wolves, cha-

mois, wild boar.s, roe, and other large

game, are found among these woods.
Box grows luxuriantly in the pass.

Gardiki (Rte. 119) is finely situated

near its X. extreiuity. aTid tiienoe it is

a ride of 4 hrs. to Argyrocasfro.2

On leaving Delvino, the path to-

wards .Jannina first ascends the
mountain at the back of the town,
among \-ineyards producing a pleasant
red wine, and then passes over rugged
and barren hills for 2 hrs. to the
village of Kendihaki. Further on, a
hollow country is on our rt., sur-
rounded by an amphitheatre of moun-
tains, and broken by ravines.

4 hrs. Murzina. [Here a path
turns to the 1., and descends by a long
anil rugged path between two steep
and lofty peaks, until it emerges near
the harniet of (2 hrs.) Grahitza, on
the plain of Deropoli or Argyrocastro,
by an opening which is no more than
I torrent-bed between high rocks.

Here the track changes from E. to

N.W, along the loot of the mountain,

and in about 4 hrs. more reaches
Argyrorastrn (Ete. 119). Our track
lies over an alternation of hills and
valleys to

DelvinaM, a village of about .300

houses, situateil on the slopes of a hill,

in a high and healthy position. From
this point the direct road conducts the
traveller to Jannina in 8 or 9 hrs.,

but it generally saves time, in the
long run, to follow the more circuitous

route S. to Zitza, instead of making
the latter a separate excursion from
Jannina.

2 in. beyond Delvinaki a steep ascent
commences, and after winding through
woody hills, the mule-path descends
through oak-forests into a plain.

Leaving the river Kalarnaf, the;

ancient Thyamis, to the 1., it reaches a
hamlet, which is pleasantly situated on
the ascent of the hills, and surrounded
by wood.
Thence the road passes by tiic

monastery of Sosino, which stands on
tlie summit of an insulated conical

hill, rising .500 feet above the valley.

4 m. before reaching Zitza is the
waterfall of Glizani, where the Ka-
lamas is precipitated over a rock 60 or

70 ft. in height. The scenery around
the cascade is jiretty ; the Kalamas
tiows in a placid stieam to the edge
of the i)i-ecipice, whence it falls in one
unbroken sheet.

1| hr. later the traveller reaches the
village of Zitza. It .stands ou the edge
of a steep declivity, and contains about
1.50 houses. Strangers may lodge at
the Monastery, whifh crowns the hill

above the village. It was in the plain
below that Lord Byron, whose tine

description of Zitza will be re-

membered by all readers of Childe
Harold, was nearly lost in a thunder-
storm.

The villai^re commands ' a very exten-
sive view, ami comprises magnificent
mountain chains, but there is a want
of colour, and very little variety, nor
are the difierent objects pleasingly
arranged: one long line of table-land
in particular, half mountain, half plain,
which stretches away^ in the dirtctioa
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I if Vaaina, aiiil excludes that city from
view, is anything but agreeable to the

eye. Hero, as in most of tlie scenery
west of tlie I'indus, there is but little

of that cia-ssical iK^MUty of ehar|)ly-cut

outline, null that tiuely-balanced

gToupiuj^ of the component parts in

eaeli vit w, which are so characteristic

of the mountains iu the rest of the

Gr< ek peuiii>ula.'

—

H. F. Tozer.

The path now turns E., and aft«^'r-

wards S.E., passing on the 1. Ihe lake

of LapsiMa, a thallow piece of water,

which derives a tine character from

the precipitous front of Mt. MitzlkeU,

rising from its E. shore.

4 hrs. Jannina (Rte. 113J.

ROUTE li:..

Ct)ltFU TO JANNINA, BY GOMENITZA
AND PARAMYTHIA. SAILINCJ - BOAT
AND HORSE-PATH.

H. M.

Orfii to Gomeiiitza (hy boat) . 3 30

.fanDiDa

6
12 U

The.sVrt/a of Gomenitza, IS m. from
Corfu, is .-.ituatcd mar the extremity

of tlie sfiacious and nearly land-

locked bay of tlie same name. At a

short distance from the shore is the

small Mov-lcm village of Grava.
Soon after leaving the beach at

Gomenitza, the mad to Paramythia
enters a narrow valley, both sides of

which are covered with olive trees,

the relics of the post which the Vene-
tians long occupied here. Among
the trees is the scattered village of

Grikochori, containing about 300
houses, half Christian and half Mus-
sulman.

In 2 hrs. we reat'h the summit of a

ridge, whence there is » maguificent

view of the channel and island of

Corfu. The track now lies chietly

over a succession of hills, bitie, or

covered with sranty umlerwood, and
intersected by deep and precipitous

ravines. In another hour we leave

on the rt. Mazanihi, and 1 hr. further

pass under Kanttzi, both Mohamme-
dan villages. Still further. SiroUizi

is pa^istd on the 1. Paramythia it»elf

is not visible until ab lUt ', hr. before

reaching it, when the road, after de-

scending a deep and rugge<l ravine,

enu rges on the valley immediately iu

front of the town. The view from this

point is tine, and the sight of the

cultivated valley, watered by the

Cocylos, is very refreshing after the

barren and jiarched hills over which
the roiid from Gomenitza had pa.«8etl.

Paramythia (Turk. Ap Donat Kn-
/'^^>tn/), better known by its Italian tran-

slation oiCaMd SanDonatn^ (2(J0o),

occupies the NV. slope of a craggy hill,

w hich rises to half the lieight of Mt.

Kourila, and is sepiirated only by a

narrow space from its pine-clad sloj)es.

' Nothing can be more beautiful

than the general ajipearance of the

town. On the summit, which is sur-

rounded with cliflTs, stands a ruined

castle; on the declivity of the hill,

the picturesque houses are dispersed

among gardens, watered by plentiful

streams deicendiug in every direction,

and the places between the clusters of

houses are grown with superb plane-

trees, or occupied by mosques and
fonntiiiiis. sliade^l by cypresses and
planes. These beautiful teatures an-

admirably eontrasted with the clifls

and fir-clad sunuuits of the great

mountain which rises above the

castle.'

Ii is a short but steep ascent to

the ruined Castle, passing the little

Turkish fort of Galuta. where theie

are some slight antiquities. Tho
Castle is Venetian, but erected oa
Hellenic foundations. i<art of which
is apparent.

+ St. Donalus i.-< the patron of this pan of
tbe countr\. He flourisbed in the 4th cent.,

and is staled to have been Bishop of Knr
tbe see of which Paramythia is the capii-i^
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Within tiie walls, which are built

on craojgy precipices, except towards
the 8.\V., nre tlie foundations of

nuuierous liou^es ; but the sile is now
completely deserted. Here was tlie

acropolis of an unknown ancient city,

ii.s appears by some fine pieces of

Hellenic masonry amidst the more
modern work, which has been re-

paired in various ages.

The name of Paramytiiia {consola-

tion) is not itself ancient: but it is

derived from the ancient name of the

liver by (riapa) which it stands, tiie

Amijthos (Dumb). This river retains

its designation undi-r the translated

Romaic form of Vouvos.

At Veliuni, 1 hr. S., are some Hel-
lenic remains, supposed to be those

of the ancient Elateia. 'J'hey are

referred to the Macedonian peiiod,

and consist merely of a portion of tlie

city defences.

40 miu. below Paramythia, in the

middle of tlie valley, is a ruined build-

ing (t() x°-^°''^H-'^% which has been
variously de.-^ciibed as a Roman
temple or bath, afterwards converted

into a church.

[There is a path from lience to

(7 hrs.) Pldliatae. At (2 hrs.) Neo-
chori the valley of Paramythia ends,

and the road descends through the

pic.uresque hamlet of Menina, to the

A'alamas, winding over a sandy bed
between beautifully broken and diver-

sified banks. The old bridge has
fallen ill, but the river can be crossed

in a ferry-boat, or, at one place, by a
ford. 2 hrs. further the river flows

through a deep and rather remarkable
pass, behind that precipitous clitf

which is HO conspicuous from Corfii.

This defile is nearly H m. long. On
emerging from it we cross a low ridge,

on 'whicii is the hamlet of Kalbaki,
and then ascend to Fhiliatae (Rte.

113).]

The road from Paramythia to Jan-
nina passes through the Pass of Eleu-

therochori, a defile between Mounts
Labinitza and Kourila, which was the

pcene of many struggles during the

wars of Ali Pasha, and was again

occupied bv the Greek insurgents in

1854.

From the pass we descend into a

ravine, along which flows a branch of

the Kalamas, and follow the bed of

the torrent among stunted planes,

passing between tlie villages of Fetras

and Sdlonihi. Further on, the eountiy

consists of narrow valleys and ru'j;ged

limestone ridges, branching from the

great summits around. Leaving on

the it. Dodona (Rte. 118), and crossing

a low ridge, the path descends into

the plain, and reaches Jannina
(Rte. 113).

ROUTE 110.

COKFII TO PARAMYTHIA, BY
NICOPOLIS, AND SULI.

AND HOKSE-PATH.

Corfu to Prevesa
Nkopolis
Lures
-Suli

Paraiuytbia

PKEVESA,
STEAM EK

For Steamers to I'revesa, see

p. 938, C. There is also a steamer from
Corfii to (7 hrs.) Leucudia (Rte. 4).

whence a sailing-bout may be taken
across the gulf to (10 m.) I'revesa.

Prevesaigs (600.)) stands on the
N. shore of the strait (here only

i m. wide), whicii connects tlie

Ambracian Gulf with the Ionian sea.

Only about one-fifth of the population
(exclusive of the garrison) are
Moslems, the remainder being Greeks
and Christian Albanians.

rhe gardens and trees scattered

among the houses and the magnificent
wood of olives by which the town is

surrounded, give it a plea.^ing appear-
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an.-e frf>in tlie water. Its fortifications,

repaiied by All Pasha, who used
Xicnpolis as his quarry', have long
been miieh dilapidated. A bar of

sand reduces the dejith of the pulf to

10 ft., which of course excludes all

larK<* ve.-«els.

<Jn the fall of Venice in 1797, the
Freuch seize«i the lonfan Island.s

and the Venetian pos^t-ssions on the

opjTOsite c<>ast (Vonit»a, Prevesa,

Parpa. and Boutrinto). The invasion

of E^pt i>y Bonaparte, in 1798.

produced war between the Porte and
France ; and AH Pasha, in the name
of the Suhan. csintured all these places,

frxcept Par^a. He advanced on Prevesa
in tlie autumn of 179S. Instead of

awaiting his attack, the French gar-

ri.son of 300 men. sirengtuened by
460 Greeki^. on tiie 2Hrd Oct. marched
out to meet their a.ssailants on the

plain of Nicojmlis. where they were
overwhelmed by the impetuous ons^et

of oOoO Albanians. The savage
warriors entered the town, and their

war-soiigs still record the tale of blood

and rapine which ensued. It is to tliis

incident that Bvron alludes in cautoii.

of Childe Harold .—
• Remember the moment when Prevesa fell,

Tlie shrieks of the conquered, the con-
querors' yell

;

The n-ufs that we fired, and the plunder we
shared

;

The wejilthy we slaughtered, the lovely we
spared.'

Pirnta (point) is the Italian name
now given to Actium as well as the

little fort on its extremity, which
s.-ciireji t<> Turkey the passage of the

straits. The Greek frontier line runs

through the strait between Prevesa
and Punta. and thence across the Gulf
of Arta to the mouth of the Aradiihof.

which separates Albania from
Th< ssaly. Punta was ceded to Greece
in May ISSl, but the forts on both

sides were ordered to be disarmed,

:in<i the iiavigatiuu of the Golf wait

declared free.

Afterthe battleof Actium(Rte. 100),

Augustus (then Octavian) established,

as tliK luost useful an I durable trophie:<

of his victory, two lioman settlements

at NicoPuLi.-> and Patk.\e, gniUting

lands in tlieir vicinity to his veterans,

endowins the newly built citie.^ with
tho valued pri>-ileiresof Pomancrtlonies.

and augmentiuirtheir importance at the

expense of the territory -md population

of ail the townships in the neigubour-
hood. Xicopolis has again become
the desert place which it was 2()00

years ago. for the changes which have
come to pass in navigation and ship-

buildin'T since that age have rendered
the situation una*Jaj>te<l tfi the com-
men-e of the present day ; but Patrae
{Patrag). the most flourishing town in

the Pelopfinnesus. still ja->tifies the

choice of Augustus.
liesides founding Xicopolis (City of

Vu:tory ). Augustus en]arge<l and beau-
tified the temple of the Actian Apollo,

and promoted and endowe<i the Actian
t^rais. long celebrated there, founding
conteftjs of music, gymnastics, and
horse-racing, on the line»of the former
national games of Greece. St. Paul
spent a winter at Xicopolis (Titus iii.

12). and the ruined Slttropftli* may
possibly mark the site of the church
budt by the c*»ngregation which the

Aj>ostles formed. The subsequent
decline of Paganism, by abolishing the

festival of Ap«'ilio. probiibly struck the

first Idow at the prosperity of Xi<"opoiis,
,

for, after the time of Augustus, the

games were celebrated in that city, and
not at Actium. Tlie ravages of pirates

and ot invading barbarians accelerated

its ruin. It was repaind during the

interval of peace under Justinian, and
remained a bishop's ?ee until the lOth

eeniury. wheu Jannina succe'etled it

as the seat of ecclesiastical authority

in southern Epinis. The new town of f

Prevesfl, founded nearer the sea, and
in a more fertile part of the plain,

absorlied its inhabitants, and proliably

was chiefly built with its remains.

The ruins of

Xicx)POLTS lie 3 m. X. of Prevesa.

The narrowe.st part of the isthmus
is covered with remains of ancient
toml^ baths, and walls, chiefly in

Boman brick; but the most remark-
able detached ruins are those of the

Aqueduct, the I'alare, tlie C<i*th, tlie.

SCudiuin, and the two Thcaif-*.
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The Aqueduct which supplied Nico-

polis witli water from tiie mountains
on the N. was about 30 m. in length.

Large remains of it are met with in

(litierent jjarts of the S. of Epirus,

spanaing broad valleys and streams,

and joining hill to hill.

Near the S. extremity of the aque-
duct are the mins of the buiLiing

which seems to have bet:n a Palace.

It contains numerous apartments witli

many niches in the walls for statues,

and some remains of a stone j^ave-

meut. The site is beautifully over-

grown with shrubs and wild Bowers.

Near the Palace are the remains of

the smaller Theatre.

The Palaeocastro, or Castle, is an
extensive enclosure of irregular form,

not tar trom tlje shore of the Gulf. On
the W. side the walls are strongest

and most nearly perfect, and are

tlanked with towers. Here, too, is

the principal gate. A cross over a
smaller gate is probably of the age of

Justinian, who repaired Nicopolis.

Tlie Stadium of Nicopolis was about
20U yds. long. Though its shape and
dimensions can be accurately traced,

it IS now a mass of ruins.

The larger Theatre stood on the
side of the grassy hill which rises

50U ft. above the Stadium. From its

good preservation, size, and elevation

above the other ruins, it is a very
conspicuous object from all parts of

the site of the ancient city, and from
the surrounding plain, and from the
sea. It is jjartly excavated in the
side of the hill; but all the super-

structure is of Koman bricks, faced
with stone. Hugh masses have rolled

down in dilierent directions, still

held together by the excellence of the
mortar. The btone seats have all

been removed, but a largo part of the
proscenium and its appurtenances is

Htill standing. In this theatre, and in

the stadium just below it, the Actian
games were, ni post-Augustan times,

probably celebrated. From the upper
Walls of the theatre a tine panorama
is enjoyed over the Gult of Ambracia,

the mountains of Aetolia and Acar-
uania, and the port and cliifs of

Leucadia, with the Ionian sea as far

N. as Paxos. Immediately below is

the isthmus with its ruins, and beyond
the minarets of Prevesa, rising from
among gardens and olive-groves. The
tent of Octavian must have been
pitched on the hill where this theatre

Tiow stands, while his camp was on
the isthmus below.

From Nicopolis a tolerably good
road runs N., througii a country well

wooded, partly cul rivaled, and bi'oken

by low hills. There is excellent

woodcock-shooting in the neighbour-
hood ot Luros, for which purpose a
house may be hired in the village,

through the intervention of a resident

at Prevesa. If the traveller is yacht-

ing, a boat can row up the river Luros
(the ancient Chaeadbos), from the

Gulf of Arta.
On a small tributary of the stream

stands Luros, a modern village, con-

nected by telegraph with Prevesa.

Near the village of Kam<irina,
about 2 hrs. S.W., are the ruins of

Cassope. and the hill of Zalongo, once
a stronghold of the Suliotes.

Cassope was a very ancient city of

Epirus. The walls of its acropolis

may be traced in their entire circuit

on a portion of the hill of Zalongo,

and there are also remains of the city

walls, of a theatre, and of other build-

ings. It was from a cliff on the summit
of Zalongo that, according to some
accounts, the Suliote women threw
thenjselves down headlong, rather

than fail into the hands of the Turks.

Beyond Ltiros the ruad passes

through a valley, and after 5 hrs.

reaches tlie 1. bank of the Acheron.

here running S.W. 1 hr. further the

river, makes a sudden bend to the N.,

and enters, by a narrow pass, tlie

magnificent region of Suli. Along
the whole route, from the spot where
we arrive nt the banks of the Acheron
to the plains of Paramythia, the

scenery is grand, b dd. an<.l impressive

in the extreme. From one spot the

coiu'se of the Aciierou may be traced

for 6 or 7 m. between mountains, some
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of them upwardd of 3000 ft. high, thoir

precipitous sides rising from the edge
of tlie water.

The Castle of Suli stiindd mi an
insuhited liill, m-ur th<; ruined viUage
of Kalw'Suli, 1200 ft. above tne

river Acheron. Tlie mountain on
which tiie fortresses have been erected
is of a singular seini-lunar form,

terminating in so narrow a ridge as

barely to admit of a path from one
fortress to the otlicr. The valour dis-

played by tiie Suliotes in the defence
of their liberty, the vigorous resistauce

they offered during ten years to the
powerful Ali, and afterwards to the
whole Ottoman army, the conspicuous
part they took in the Greek revolution,

have, with the assi8tan<e of Byron's
stirring lincs,t made their name almost
proverbial for dasii and courage in

modern history and literature.

The Suliotes were a tril>e of Cliris-

tian Epirots, mustering about 4000
lighting men, nominally subjects of

the Sultan, but as really inileijen<lent,

until reduced in 180ii, as were the

Scotch Higlilanders before 1740. The
mutual jealousies of the chieftains,

and the desertion of some of their

number, hastened the ruin of the con-

federacy more than all tlie armies
which the Mohammedans brought
against tliem iluring a struggle of

more tlian ten years. The stories

tuld of tlieir speed in running over
moinitains impassable to most men;
of their skill as marksmen ; of tlieir

keenness of sight, in which they ex-

celled ail other Albanians ; of their

vigilance and sagacity ; of their ability

in planning, and activity in executing
the most reliued str.itagems of their

di'snltory warfare; of their powers of

voict!, remarkable even among the

mountaineers of Greece, by which they

were enabled to exchange signals at

t Oh ! who is more brave than a dark
Suliote,

111 his sDowy cauies* and liia sliaggy

capote 'f

To the wolf and the vulture he k-uves his

wild flock.

And descends to tiie plain like tlie stream
from the rock.—Albanian War-Song in

CliUde Harold, aaito ii.

immense ilistances; in short, their

prodigies of strength, skill, and valour

against overwhelming o<lds, wouhl in

some instances exceed belief, if tiny

had not been so universally atte.-ted

by their enemies. Sir G. Boweu
remarks that the Suliote Confederacy
' ill some points resembled the United
F(jrest Cantons of Switzerland, or the

Achaean League, which, just before

the Roman Conqutst, revived a taint

image of the ancient i^lory of Hellas.

Marco liotzaris, and many of his com-
rades in arms, are not unworthy to,

stand in the same rank with Tell and|

Philojioemen.'

The incursions of the Suliotes over!

the neighbouring country reached their

height towards the clooe of the ISthl

cent., when Ali Pasha delermi led to

ro )t out the race—a feat which he
tinully acco.iiplished, in 1803. with

great loss, and after a long siege of

the principal strongholds of Suli.

When all further defence had bec/une

hopeless, a numlier of the Suliotes

broke through the lines of the enemy,
and escaped to the Ionian Islands.

Many of them were afterwards enlisted

into the Greek regiments raised by
the English during the great war. but

disbaiuled in 1814. At the outbreak
of the insurrection, in 18'21, the

Suliotes mostly went to Greece, where
Marco B(jtz iris and others of their tribe

becam'- leaders in the war of inde-

pendence. Many of them, however,

returned to their mountain strong-

holds, where tney again, in 1823,

bravely defended themselves agninst

the Turks. When their c^ise bt c^ime

<lesper.ite, England negotiated their

capitulation on favourable terms, wheU'
they all emigrated to (Jei)hidouia,

where tney were kindly received and
succoured by Sir Charles Xaider, who
instiilled 2u00 in the spacious old

Castro of Assos. 300 of them were
tifterwaids enrolled by Lord Byron,

who maintained them at his own cost,

to serve in the (ireek war. At the

present time, the few rinaining
Suliotes and their descendanta are all

settled in the Greek kingdom.
The hero of the e;irlier struggle of

1803 was a monk named Samuel, who
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had assumed tlie strange Roundhead-
sounding title of ' The Last Judg-
ment ' (H re\fvTaia Kpicris), and was
one of the bravest leaders of the
Suliotes during the war. When the
ten years' struggle was over, he retired

with many olhere to a tower whicii

had been used as a powder-magazine.
On the approach of their assailants,

tlie Suliotes set fire to a train, pre-
pared beforeiiaiid for this last ex-
tremity, and thus involved the fore-

m St of the Turks in their own de-
struction.

Tlie two isolated rocks which rise

precipitously from the Acheron are
called Trypa and Kiinghi. These
were the chief strongholds of tiie

Suliotes ; but the ruined forts, now
crowning their summits, were erected
by Ali Pasha alter their capture at the
beg nning of the present century. A
small Tuikisli garrison is stationed
hern : the connnandant is nsually very
::ivil to strangers, and will allow them
to pass the night within the walls.

A ste( |i descent from the castle leads
to the Acherousian plain. Here the
Sue valley of Paramythia opens to the
rt. At Glykij (p. 794), where the road
crosses the Acheron, have been found
some remains of ancient columns.
The roa I now lies along the foot of

Mt. Kourila, near the Cocytos. and
Dartly over the downs nn its banks,
riie valley contracts 6 m. in width to
I, and in 5 hrs. from Glyky reaches

Paramythia (Kte. 115).

EOUTE 117.

FREVESA TO JANNIXA, BY ARTA-
SAILING-BOAT AND HOBSE-PATH.

Prevesa to .Salagora (by Sea) . 3 30
Arta . . .

"
. .30

Karvassara . . . .40
Pendepigadia . . . .20
Janniiia . . . . .60

[^Greece.

1

Arta can be reached by land from Prevea
in about 12 hrs., or from Kopraena (p. 693)
in 2 hrs. For Steamers, see pp. 938, 944.

On quitting Prevesa (Kte. 116) the
boat siils E. for an hour, and then
turns N. across the Gulf of Arta to

Salagora, a h.tmlet on a low hill,

serving as the Turkish port of Arta.
Horses may be pro 'urea here. In
this neighbourhood there is excellent

woodcock, snipe, and water- fowl

shooting in tiie winter. The road
lies across the plain to (H hrs.)

Arta T (8000), on the site of the
ancient Ambracia, near the river

Arachthos, of wliich its modern name
is a corruption. Arta, with the sur-

rounding district, was ceded to Greece
in 1881.

The approach to the town is Ix auti-

ful; there is a great deal of wood in

its vicinity, and it is surrounded by
gardens, orange -groves, ami vine-

yards. Betoie reaching it we cross :i

picturesque bridge, of very remark-
able construction, over the Arachtho.-s

ascribed to one of the Byzantiu
emperors.
The modern name of Arta is first

kniiwn to occur in 1081. The ruined
Byzantine Church uf tlie Virgiii of
Consolation ('H noi'a7ia llapTiyiifyt-

ricraa) dates, according to an inscrip-

tion over the door, from 819, and is

well worthy of a visit; as also is the-

3[etropoll)i,or archbi.shop'shcms-e which
overhangs the banks of the river.

The ruined fortress above the town
stands on the foundations of t. u

2 E
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ancient citadel, which are chiefly of

Cyclopean masonry.

-Vmbkacia, originally a Corinthian

colony, l>ecame attervviirds the capital

of Pyrriius. Its inhabitants were re-

moved by Augij.stua to Nicupolis ; but

It was rc-uccupied under the Byzan-
t lie empire, aud agaiu became a piiici

of impoitance. The remains of wall-;

confirm the statements of the ancient

writers respecting their strength.

They were built of immense quadran-
gular blocks of stom-, some of whicli

ni'-asure 18 x 5 ft. Like the ancient

cit_v, the modem Aita has given its

name to the neighbourinsr gulf.

About 1 hr. N.E. is the village of

Feta, situated on the heights just

above the Arachthos. where it issues

into the plain. Peta is noted in

modem Greek history as the suene of

the defeat of the Greeks, under
Mavrocorduto, on July 16, 1822. It

was also the headquarters of the in-

surgents in the spriu<r of 1854, and
Jiere they were attacked and routed

by the Turks.
On leaving Arta, the road crosses

the Arachtlios by the singular bridge

already mentioned, and follows the

risjht bank of the river to the suburb
of Maniti, which is just opposite tin-

archbishop's house. The gardens of

Marati abound in filbert-tiees, the

fruit of which forms one of the exports

of this district.

Beyond the suburb, we cross the

jilain. and keep along the fo .t of Mt.

Kellyen'mi, folli>wing a paved road.

Ahich overhangs the edge of a marsh.
Tn the midst of this pass some copious

springs issue from the foot of the
mountain, one of which is s lid to be a

bubterpHnean discharge of the Lake of

Jaimina. Further on, the road leaves

the village of Slrinna to the 1., and
«nters an ascending valley, the direct

route and natural opening between
the Ambracian Gulf and the central

plains of Epirus. 3 hrs. from Arta
I he traveller passes

Korrmtrades, on the rt. of the road,

and a ruined HelLnic fortress, which
once commanded this important pass,

on the 1. 1 hr. from the village we

reach the summit, and descend int

valley between rocky mouotains, s^'

reaching the

Khan of Karcaxunrnt, in a roma' '

situation. 2k his. farther i.s Pend-
tjiuii'i, or tlie Five Wells (TlffTf-

7a5ta;. From theme it is an almont

constant dHgceat to the great jdain of

Jannina(Rte. 113).

[By land, it is reekontd 12 lirs. fiom

Prevcsa to Arta, but with good liorses

the distan'v may be acconiplislie<l in

much less time. The road pass-s by
tlie niiiis of Nic<^»polis. and tlirou'-'h

Luron (Rte. 117), which is alwut half-

way. In dry wtather tli> re is a

shorter and more liirect r«>iid aToss
the plain, leaving Luros to the 1.

2 hrs. furtner the Hrlleiiie and By-
zantine remains at Roynx mark the

site of Chakadk.v Another VHriatiiin

vouUl be to turn S.V.. from tliis fioin'.

down the road to Jauiiiiia. leaving

Arta on the rt]

ROUTE 118.

JANMXA TO PABGA, BT DODONA AND
SCLI.— HOB8E-PATH.

Janiiina to Doclona
ItoOULDu .

Soli

Parga

lu

5 30
10

Leaving Jannina in a S.W. direc-

tion, the traveller pa.s!?esover the jdain

at the lower end of the lake, anil after

crossing a raui^e of hills, descends into

the broa<l valley of Tcharacorii'ht. Its

S. extremity is Iniunded by the vast

imposing mass of ML (Jlytzika. whose
loity grey cliffs form outworks to the

stronghold of Suli.
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After 2 J hrs. we reach tlie Chapel
of St. Nicolas, which stands on an-

cient foundations. Hence a rapid

desci-nt through a ravine leads to the
celebrated theatre, the starting-point

of a visit to the *Euins of Dodona.

The *Theatre is built on the slope

jf a low hill in a retired and solitary

valley, below the N. side of jNTt.

Olvtzika.

' The form is a semicircle, somewhat
elongH ted ; but tiiis peculiarity is not
so di.itmctly marked here as in most of
the theatres of Continental Greece ; the
main point of difference between the
Cireek and Komau theatre in respect of
form being that, wnile the latter is an
exact semicircle, the former is elon-

gated in the direction of the scena. A
distinction is also to be drawn in this

respect between those of Greece and

j^k^^f^^^^^iM
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those of Asia Minor, namely, that in

the Asiatic colonies the cavna a-sumes

a liorse-shoe shape, whilein the inotlier

pountry the eion<?ntetl sides iir<? alwayft

parallel to one anotlier. ... It is the

lar^fst in Greece, with the exception of

tliat at Sparta, and probably also of

that c)f Dinnysos at Alliens. The ex-

terior diameter is {^iven by Leake as

14y yds., while that of the theatn- at

Spnrta is 151 yds.; several, howevi-r, in

Asia Minor exceed tliis size. The seats,

which are compo.sc d of a fine white
limestone nearly a pproachinp; to marl >le,

almost all reinain; hut, owing to the

dislocation produced by earthquake.'*,

and by the shrubs which for ages have
grown amongst them, they are thrown
out of their places in the most extra-

ordinary way. On the lowest level

towards the plain, beyond the carea,

other foundations an; vi.sible, in a line

with wliich the scena itself must have

been; but of this and the proKenium
there are no remains. The theatre

commands a line view of the hill of

< >lytzika opposite, and of the deep
vailev which runs up beneath its E.

flank. —i/. F. Tozer.

The hill in whic h the theatre is ex-

cavated supports a small Hellenic for-

tress, enclosing a space about 60 yds.

square.

In 1819 these ruins were visited,

measured, and descrilied by Prof. T.

T.,. Donaldson, whodistinetly idontitied

the site with that of Dodona. In 1831)

Dr. Wordsworth al.so advocated the

idaims of the Draniisios ruins to repre-

sent Dodona. In 1875, an aecomp-

lished (rreek of Arta. Mr. Coustantin

Oarapanos, happened to vi.-iit the ruins

of Dramisios, and was struck like Mr.

Donald^^on and Dr. Wordsworth by

the peculiar suitability of the siie to

the reiiuireraents of Dixlona. Having
procured the necessary authorisation

from th<! Ottoman Goveronient, he

proceeded in 187G to excavate, at Ids

own cost, a space of about '^2,000 tq.

yds. to the average depth of about 8 ft.

He was ri'warded for liis etiorts by the

speedy discovery of a large number of

remarkable ex-voto ofterings and in-

scriptions, all ofwhich he lias published J

in a beautiful quarto niinograph.t

The Temenos, or sacred precin ,

lies E. of the theatre, and S.K. of tlie

town. It id of very irregular oblong
form, trending X.W. to S. K. Its length

is 245 yds., its average breadth 140
yds. It may be conveniently flivided

into two parts, of whieh the X.W., or

upper, oceiijiies a spur oftlie acropolis ;

the other division is entirely in the

plain. 'I'his upper terrace is about
;

19tJ yds. long, and varies in width from

43 to 55 yds. ; it is occujiied by no leas

than three distinct ediflees, the walls

of which are now fluch with the soil.

Of these, the largest and nio.-t impor-

tant is the Temple of Zeus, subse-

quently transformed into a Christian

Church. The walls ai)pear to include

jiiasonry of yi-ry various ])eriods ; .onie

of it mere rubble and mortar. Here
were found a large number ofex-voto
bronze statuettes and inscriptions on
slips of lead.

The second edifice, measuring 21
yds. by 20, is (listant lOi yds. from the

temple. It is divided internally into

two chambers and three corrid

The masonry appears to lie exclu'-i^

Hellenic. A large numlnr of eoj.,. j

coins w< re found here, as wt 11 jis fratr-

ments in bronze. 152 yds. W. < f ti.i.s

building stands the third edifie.

trapezoid 48 yds. Ijy 35. Against

N.E. wall are four stejis of an anrii nt

staircase. Many broken bronzes were
found here.

The lower or S.E. portion of

precinct measures 120 yds. by 1

and is connected by three flight- t

steps with the upper terrace. II •
•

were discovered the foundation^

three buildings, of which the i

interesting was a small oblong ed

•.i8 yds. by 11. Nearly in the mi
was a small circular altar with t. .

steps. From the deilicatory inscription

on a bronze whei 1 fotind here, tliis

wasevideutlyaSanctuary of Aphrodite.
Innuediately S.E. i.s a huge irregular

flagged enclosure, termiinited by two
square lowers (o^xning inwards), with

f I><<lone et 8e:» Kuiues,' par Constautin
C^rapanoR. Paris, 1878. 2 vuU.
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two columus between them. This
is supposed to be the Propylaeon.
Along a line parallel with the major

axis of the Sauciuary of Aphiodite is a
row of 25 small detached foundations,

quadrangular, circular, and semicircu-
lar. They were probably the founda-
tions of pedestals and semicircular

niches, containing cx-voto otferings.

X.W. of thesL-, in the same line, occurs

a second series of 16 pedestals, of

various sizes, but all of rectangular
form. A large <]uantity of fragmeuls
of vases and statuettes (in copper,

bronze, and iron), btsides small votive

inscriptions, have been found in their

immediate vicinity. N.E. of the Sanc-
tuary of Aphrodite, a large tomb was
discovered containing a quantity of

bones and a pair of earrings. A
quantity of charred woo;l has been found
iu the vegetable soil all over the lower
part of the sacred precinct.

Outside the Temenos, and quite

close to its S.E. wall, is a single gal-

lery, 157 yds. by 15, with its walls
abriut 42- ft. thick. Further S.W.
various Byzantine walls have been
brought to light, including those of

three small buildings close to the S.

boundary wall of the Temenos. These
may have been dwelliug - houses.

About 328 yds. S.W. of these ruins
(on the other side of the brook), is the

ruined Chapel of Sf. iS'icoIas (see

above).

The Oracle of Zeus at Dudona
was celebrated as the most aocient in

Hellas, and regarded as Pelasgic. It

alluded to in the Iliad (ii. 748,

xvi. 238,, and in the ()dy»8ey (xiv. 327,

xix. 296). The oaks of Dodoua are

mentioned by Aeschylus (Prom. S32).

Zeus, as the supreme god of the sky, was
believed tu give oracles tliiough the rustliug

of ttie oak-leaves. It is noticeable that the
mo 'Utainvus region about Dotiona is said to

be tlie most stormy in Europe (^Jlommsen,
Delphica, p. 4). Here Zeu^ was regarded
as peculiarly near to man. The invocation m
ri. xvi. runs, '0 King Zeus, Dodonaean and
Pelasgian, thou who dwellest afar off, rulei-

of D 'doua, the plave of wintry storms; and
round about thee the SeUi, thy inteipreters

iwell, they of unwashnd feet, whose couch is

in the bure f;round "—all suggestive of a
,«-orship handed down from primitive antiquity.

Ffje sto'v in Herodntus (ii. Si') is that, accord-

iug to the people of Dodona, two black doves
flew from Egyptian Thebts, one went lo Libya,
the ether came to Dodona, and sitting on an
oak annoanced witii human voice that an
oracle of Zeus was estabU^hed there ; but, ac-

cording to he priests atTheles, t«o priestesses

were carried olf by Phoenicians from Thebes,
and founded oracles in Greece and Libya. As
we learn from Strabo (vi;. 2) that the woids
for ' dove ' and 'old woujan' in the ilolosstan

language are ihe same ; and from Soph. Tiach.

171, and Pausan. x. 12, that the priestesses at

Dodona were actually called -eAetddes ('doves '),

this tradition about the birds from Kgj'pt is

easily accounted for, and implies that at some
early time a change "as made in the ritual of

the oracle by Egyptian influence It may have
been at this time that the worship of Diuue was
introduced. At any rate, wi- find r>ione (= ti.e

earth-goddess) ;i»&.ciated nere with Zeu-, so that

the oracle continually leprestnted the powers
of heaven and caith. In ejrly times, as was
said, the divine message was given by rustliug

leaves, but iu Plato's time {Fhaedi: 241 B)
the priestess spoke, as at D Iphi, in an inspired

trenzy. Cicero {Di'j. i. 34, 76) speaks of
divination by lots, and in later times also

bruzen vessels were suspended which clashed

as the wind swung them, and so gave omens
(Stiab. vil. p. b). These are ihe "Dodouaei
le ittes' of Virg. {Aen. iii. 46ti). 1 he oracle of
l>odona, though more ancient, had much less

political importance than that of Delphi.
Croesus consulted it (Hdt. i. 46); and the

Athenians gained Its approval fur the Sicilian

expedition (Pau. viii. H). which cannot have
atlded to its reputation. To its credit, it was
less accessible, to bribes ihan the oracle of

Delphi. (See for the above descripiion. Smith's
Z»tcr. of Anttq. ed 3, vol. ii. pp. 278-280.)

The temple and sacred grove were
pilliiged and burnt by the Aetohans
(B.C. 219), but the oracle continued to

exist, and to be consulted.

The antiquities obtained by Mr.
Carapanos, amounting to 1800 pieces,

have been removed to Ins house at

Athens, and the most interestingamong
tiiem are noticed in Rte. 50.

Beyond the ruins is an oak wood
and a farmhouse, close to an ancient

well. 30 min. further on the rt. is

the poor village of Dramisio».

Our path turns .•^., and crosses the

valley to Alepochori. Thence under
the H bide of Mt. t lytzika, and past

the sources of the river Luros to

Therike, a poor and dirty village in

a very pretty situation. The path
now rises and leads through a wooded
ridge to Toskis, which commands a

very striking view. In the distance

rises the giand peak of Crania.

The pdth now becomes i^ mapy
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pliices vory diflBcnlt and even (lang:er-

OU8. Thron<j;li various f'jx-nin^'H to the
S. aiifl W.. yrlini[).-<'is are cau'^lit to

the S. of the bpautiful Airihraciaii

fJiilf, anil to the W. of tlie Innian Sea,

dotted wilh Corfu and Paxos.

Romano or Bomanatex is supposed
to fucupy the site of the ancient Eunv-
MENES. Here conimeiices the ascent

of the pieat mountain of Snli by a

series of difficult zijrzags. We pah^s

the ciumbliiig remains of many breast-

works of loose stones erected by the

Snliotes, who contested this ground
iiicii by inch against Ali Pasha, pir-

forniing deeds ef heroism Wfirtliy of

the Iiest days of Greece (Rte. 116).

After a weary scramble, the jiath

reaches the summit of the ridge

(^HOOO ft.), commanding in clear wea-

ther magnificent prospects in every

direction. The Caxtle of SiiJi stands

on an isolated rock fully 1000 ft.

btlow : beyond, the Aclieron rushes

through a deep dark chasm into tlio

Aclieiousian plain, crossing whicli in

a meandering course it empties itself

into tl e Ionian Sea at the Street Hcir-

Itintr (TKvKvs Aifi-nv), now called by the

sailors of the Levant (probably from a
beacon or lighthoute having at one

time stood there. Fort Phanari
aUe. 4).

An exci^ssively steep Tialli brings the

traveller from the top of the .".louiitain

to the bottom ot the Castle rock. Here
are the ruined hamlets of Kiapha and
Arariko; to the N. are the ruius of

Kaho-Suli (p. 781).

Travellers must dismount in de-

scending the gorge of the AcIk ron,

and let the horses scramble as they

best may over the slipperv ledges uf

rock. The path lies at one time in

the bed of the foaming and roaring

torrent; afterwaids it hangs on the

face of the cliff r>00 or 000 ft. above

the river. This glen is, jx^rhaps,

ilarker and deeper than any other in

Greece. On either side rise pi rpen-

dicular roeks, in tie midst of whicli

are little intervals of scanty soil,

bearing holly, ilices, and other shrubs.

The path is a mere ledge along the

side of the mountain ; the river is

deep and rapid, and 'b seen at the
bottom falling in many places ov<r

the rocks, though at too great a dis-

tance to be Ik ard.

After fordingthe Acheron ju-t where
it issues fortli on the mar.^hy plain, the
old Paluif Arherousia. the truveller

.stands at length annM the ruins of the

village of Glyky (r\vKv). The old

Church stands on the site of an ancient

temple, ])robably the oracular shrine

{veKfiouavrflov) where the spirits of the

dead were consulted. Glyky was once

the seat of the Bishop of this district.

In winter there is excellent wood-
cock, snij)e, anrl water-fowl shooting

in the Aclierousian plain, and yachts

from Corfu and Paxos fr<-qu<iitly visit

I'ort Phftmiri for this object. At
the small handet of Splautzn, on

the l)each, gindes can be procured
to the favouiite shooting-grounds.

The view of the castle rock of Suli,

through the gorge of the Acheron,
backi d by the high barren mountains
behind, is very grand. The river

whi'h flows from the N.. and joins tho

Acheron about H m. fr-mthe sea, is

the ancient Coryton. Here, therefore,

we have two of the rivers of the

classical Hades. Pau.sanias expresses

his belief that Homer dnw his de-

scription of the lower world from this

part of Epirus.

Hades was celebrated in mytl olngy

as a king of this jart of Epiriis, who
carried off from Sicily to this very
region the fair Persephone.

There were several ancient cities in

the neiLrhboiirhooil of the Acheron.

Ei'HYK.k is placed by Leake at the

Moniifiiry <J St. John. 4 ni. from Port

Phanari. near the rt. bank of the

Cocytos, where fragments remain <if

Hellenic walls of polygonal masonry.

Paxuosia is probably represented by
the ruins at Cni>tri on the Acheron,

nearly opposite to Glyky. On tho

sumndt of the rocky height, standing

separate from the hills which surrouml

the Ach( rousian plain, are the walla

of an acropolis; those of the city

ileseend tho slopes on either side.

There was another Pandosia and
another Acheron in the S. of Italy,

near which Alexander Molotsoe, ^in^



of Epirus, received his death-wound
ia battle with tl-e Bruttians, B.C. 326.
He liad been warned by the oracle of

Dodona to avoid Pandosia and the
Acherousiaii water, but understood the
warning to apply to the places »o

named in his own land of Epirus
(Livy, vi)i. 24).

It is a rifle of 5 hrs. over Lills from
the edge of the plain to

Parga. From the brow of the ridge

above there is a delightful view of the
town, and the little territory surround-
ing it, once semi-independent. The
crumbling walls (if a monastery form
a pictiu>sque object on a promontory
N. of the town. Winding down
through the olives to the beach, the
travelL r comes in sight of a steep rock

projecting into the Ionian !Se:i, on
which stands the old Venetian Castle

of Parga.
The approach to the castle gate and

the slopes around are clustered with
houses, once tlie residence of the chief

families of Parga, but now mostly in

ruins. Ti.e little port is formed by a
rocky islet, with a chapel upon it.

Several Maliommtdan families have
come to reside here since 1819, and a
mo.-ique has beea built for thtir use
just outside tlie gate of the castle.

Ptrmissiou is generally given to enter

I
the forti ess ; it is now entirely dilapi-

dated, and the churches and houses
in the interior are in ruins.

The history of Parga only dates

from the 14th cent. ; it does not appear
certain that any ancient town stood
upon this site. When tlie Venetians
became possessed of Corfu, about a.d.

13S6, the inhabitants of this little

sc-aport sought and procured the pro-

tection of the republic. The Turks
captured it several times, but the
Venetians on each occasion recovered
])(isses.--ion. On the fall of Venice, in

1797, all tliese placts were occupied

bv French troo(>s, which were, how-
ever, after an occupation of less than
two years, expelled from the islands

by a combined Russian and Tm'kish
squadron ; while Ali Pasha by land
made himself master of Boutrinto,

Prevesa, and Vouitsa, Parga held

out, by aid of the French garrison,

until she could secure a Eussian gar-

rison. In 1800 a treaty was concluded

between Russia and the Porte, by

which the Ionian Islands were placed

under Russian protection; but Parga,

Boutrinto, Prevesa, and V'onit^a were

ceded to the Porte in sovereignty foi

ever, on certain conditions favouiable

to these places guaranteed by Russia.

In after years s ime of the Pargi'.-

notes returned, and, recovering theii

property from the Turks, re-established

themselves in their old haunts.

Palaea Parga may, perhaps, mails

the site of Toryne.
At Parga a boat may be hired fr.]

Paxoa or for Corfu. A horse-path

leads to (6 hrt-.) Gomenitza (Rte. 11.5)

passing the Mohammedan town o:

{2i hr.-.) Margariti. 3 hrs. further N
is Saijada (Rte. 113).

ROUTE 110.

DELVIN.\KI TO APOLLONIA, By ARGYRO
CASTRO. TEPEl.EXI, AXD KARBUXAKI
—HORSE-PATH.

Delvinaki
Argvrocastro
Gardiki .

Stepet/i .

Tepeleni
Lunilshi .

Karbumiri
Grailista .

Fragula .

A po I Ionia

Berat

H. M.

On leaving Delvinaki (Rte. 114) w
descend along a deep chasm, throng

which a stream runs to join anothc

torrent flowing from Scmertz<l'a. Th
two, united, flow into the Dryuo (

Deropoli.

I5 hr. from Delvinaki is the khan <

Xerovalto, Ascendijig a low rid^
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we come in sight of the great plain or

vale of Deropoli. It is about 80 m.
in length, imd fioin 4 to 6 across.

Wen. xt reaih tho village of Palaeo
Kpifcopi, on the declivity of tlie

mountains which form the boundary
of tiie [ilain. There is a [)icture.--qiie

old Greek church here, which is

stated in an inscription to have been
founded l)y Manuel Conincnos. It

commands a fine view.

The fertile vale of Dfropoli, or

Ar
(
1 1/recastro, is bounded by two paral-

lel mountain ridges studiled with
towns and villages, and rising above
to steep ridge-s of limestone rock, the
rugged suniuiits of which are covered
wiih snow the greater part of the

year, while the bare sides are fur-

rowed with the white l.'eds of winter
torrents. Next to Argyrocastro, the
most considerable tnwn in ihis district

is Libokhovo (^oOd;, 2 hr.-;. E. It is

strikingly .--ituati d on the slojie of the

muuntains, which bound the valley to

the N.E., at the entrance of a t:reat

break, through whi( h is seen the W.
front of the ridge of ^emertJha.
rhrough this break Hows the river

Lonhha, which joins the Dryno.
The remains of a small theatre and

)ther Vestiges of ahtii|uity in the
ilain below Libohhom prohably mark
;be S te of HAI)l;IANfiPOI.IS. About
U) m. lower down the rivi r Dnjr.o are

he ruins of Dri/nnpnlin, a small by-
lantinit town (p. ~b\)).

Argyrocastro (ri.OOO), one of the

argest and most imjiorttint towns in

\lt)a;da, is very .strikingly placed on
he declivity of the mountains on the
iV. side of the valley, at a place
vliere some deep ravines approach
>ach other. It con^ists of several

lisiinct groups of house^, which stnnd
>n separate eminences, or cover the

iummits of the narrow ridges which
lividc the ravines. On the central

idge stands the Casth, erected by

\li Pasha on the site of an older

brtress

Argyrocastro does not appear to

>ccupy any classical site, but its

lame probably pres' rvcs that of the

irfjiyrini, an ancient tribe of Epirug.

The bazaar ia well furnished with
Albanian arm.«, emVjroidtred dresse.--,

and carpets. There are two (ireek

churches and a number of mosques.
The Mohammedan women here, aj* in

some oth' r AlVianian towns, wear a
very singular white wr.ipper, covering
them from the top uf the ht«d to the

feet, with two half-slei-ve.-, intn which
their elbows are tlirust, and stick out at

riiiht angles. This gives them exactly
the appearance of rough-hewn marlde
crosses. Tlie wrapper opens at the
face, to exhibit a mask fitted with
two holes for the eyes.

Argv-roc;i8tro is 10 hrs. from Pr>-

medi (Rte. 120); aboni 16 hrs. from
Porto Pfl/^rmo (Rte. 123); and 6 hrs.

from Deli-iuo (Rte. 114), when the

direct mrmntain road is passable.

The direct road to (7 hrs.) Tepeleni
lies through the valh y of the Di rofK)li,

but a more circuitous route .sbouhl b

taken by Gardiki, an imlortnnatc

town destroyed bv Ali, in the spring
of 1812.

This road skirts the plain for some
distance, passing a (1 hr.) copious
stream issuing in a vast volume from
the limestone rock, and forming at

once a c -ntidcrable rivtr running into

the Dryno. 1 hr. farther, tlu' road
enters the low hills, covered with
brushwood, which form the approach
to

Gardiki, on the site of the ancient

PnAM»T.\E. Bef<»re 1812 it was a
larire town, but is now a decayed
straggling villaire, situated in a \ery
wild and romantic j>08ition. on the

steep acclivity of a conical hill,

crowned with a ruined castl< , and
with high mountains in the immediate
background. It stands on the rt.

bank of the BflUza, at the confluence

of a torri nt flowing frfim the S.W.
through a deep ravine. The inhabi-

tants arechieHy Mo.slems. It is 8 hrs.

hence to S<inti Quarttnta (Rte. 123).

and 6 to Dtlvino, by the pa>6 of

Arsryrocjistro.

From (iardiki we descend the valley

of the lielitzi. to its junction with the
Drj'no, at which point is the ruine4
Pyzantine f-rtress of Drynopoiig.
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Xear the spot where the Dryno
quits the broad valley of Argyrocastro,

to enter its more contracted defiles,

lies the village of Sfepetzi.

The approach to Tepeleni is very

imposing. 2 m. S. is the confluence

of the Dryno and Viosa, forming
together a river not less than 250 yds.

in width.

Tepeleni is situated on the 1. bank
of the Yiosa, on the lofty peninsular

eminence formed by its junction with
the Baivfza or Bendsha. It occupies

the site of Antigone, and is ap-

proached on all quarters by only
narrow passes : from the; E. and N by
the valley of the VioKa, from the S.

bv the valley of the Dn/no, and from
the W. by that of the Bardza. Tepe-
leni is, therefore, a post of strategic

importance. The narrow ravines

through which the Viosa emerges
from the E. between the steep moun-
tains of Trebusliin and Klotnoro, are

the Fauces Antigonenses, or Straits

(Srei/a) of the Aons, where the Mace-
donians imder Philip V. vainly at-

temptrd to arrest the progre.rs of the
Romans under Flaraininus, b.c. 198
(Liv. xxxii. 5-12). The victory of the
Romans on this occasion was the first

step to the conquest of the whole of

Greece. Tiie Stend extend about 12 m.,

and terminate near Kleisura, ri lirs.

from Tepeleni, beyond which the
valley widens.

But the once proud Tepeleni now
shelters only about 100 Moslem and
10 Greek families. The town is a
heap of ruins, and all its fortifications

have ])een levelled with the ground.
TJie ruined Serai stands on ti.e site of

that which "liginaily belonged to

Veli Pasha, the ifatlier of AH. Some
of the rooms were magnificently
adorned, and of great size ; but the
chief peculiarity was the beauty of
its situation, overhanging the Viosa.

Tepeleni was the birthplace (about
1740) and the favourite residence of

Ali Pasha, who was visited here bv
Lord Byron in 1810.

Ali is .•said to have boasted that he
began life with fJO paras and a musket.

5y degrees ho became master of one

village after another, and found him-
self at the head of a considerable body
of Albanians, whom lie paid by plun-

der. At last he collected money
enough to buy from the Porte a
Pashalik, and being invested with
that dignity, his desire to extend his

possessions increase^ I . Like a mediaeval
Baron, Ali was constantly at war with,

the neighbouring Pashas, and finally

got possession of Jannina, in which.

Pashalik lie was confirmed by an Im-
jjerial Firman. He next subilued the

Pashas of Arta, Del vino, Achrida. and
Tiiocala, and estalilished a great in-

fluence over the Agas of Thessaly.

Jaffier Pasha, of Valona, he poisoned
with a cup of coff"ee; and he then
strengthened himself by marrying his

two sons to the daughters of Ibrahim,

the brother and sncces.sor of Jatfier.

In 1798 lie was made a Pasha of three

tidLs, or Vizier, and had several offers

of being made Grand Vizier. Against
the robber bands of the woods and
lulls he proceeded with the greatest

severity, and succeeded in reducing
the country to order, allowing no one
to rob and murder but himself. His
dominiiins finally extended 120 m. N.
from Jannina to the Pashalik of

Achriila, and N.E. over Tiiessaly to

Olympos, wiiile to the S. the district

of Thebes and the Gulf of Corinth,

and to the V>'. the Ionian and Adriatic

se8s, bounded his territory. His re-

bellion against the Sultan ended in

his ruin and death (see Rte. 116).

2 m. from Tepeleni are some ruins

on an insulated point, between the

mountains and a lower riiige descend-
ing to the Viosa. The road continues

ah'ng the 1. bank of the Viosa to

(5 hrs.)

LxindsM. Here the hills ap-

proach each other, forming a narrow
pass, and the river flows in a deep
and narrow stream ; the clitts in many
places rise perpendicularly from the
water, taking tliose singular forms
widch lime>tone hills often assume.

2 m. from Lundshi, on a pinnacle of

rock, are the remains of an ancient
fortress, so situated that the oqlv
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wt! (ronie in Ki^bt of the. preat plain or

viilu iif Deropoii. It iH about HO ra.

in length, nnil from 4 to 6 ticro.s!i.

We next rcaih the villaj^e of Palaeo
Kpixeopi, on the declivity of tlie

mouiitiiiiiH which form the honnflaiy

of the phiiii. Tlicro is a picturu.sqiiu

oil! Greek church here, which is

Ktatoil in ail inscription to have hecM
founded by Manuel Coninenos. It

c(/mmand8 a fine view.

The fertile vale f)f Diropoli, or

AnjijrocdKfro, i.s bourided by two paral-

lel uiouiituiii rid;.;eH Ktu<liled with
towns and villnpreH, and ri.-insr above
to steep ridges of limestone rock, the
rugged suiumits of which are covered
wiih snow the greater part of the

year, while the bare sides are fur-

rowed with the white l-eds of winter
torrents. Next to Argyrocistro, ihe

mo.st considentbie town in ihisdistrict

is Libokhovo (^50()X 2 hrs. E. It is

strikingly siiuati d on the slope of tlie

mountains, which bound the valley to

the N.E., at the entrance of a -jreat

break, through which is seen the W.
front ot the ridge of Nemerf:.ika.

Through this break Hows the river

Loiilha, which joins the Dryno.
Tlie remains ot a small theatre and

other veatigi'S of aiitiijuity in the

plain below Lihohhom probably mark
the s te of Haduianopoi.is. About
It) m. lower ilown the rivi r Dnjr.o are

the ruins of Dri/nopnlh, a small By-
zantine town (p. IK)).

Argyrocastro (12,000), one of the

largest ami most important towns in

Albania, is very .strikin-jy placed on
the deciiviry of the mountains on the

W. side of tlie valley, at a place

where some deep ravines approach
each othei-. It con.-i.sts of several

distinct groups of house:-, which stnnd

on separate eminences, or cover the

summits of the narrow ridges wliich

divide the ravines. On the central

ridge stands the distle, erected by

Ali Pasha on the site of an older

fortress

Argyrocastro docs not iippear to

occupy any classical site, but its

name probably pres' rves that of the

Anvjrini, an ancient tril)e of Epirus.

The bazaar is well furnished with
AHmnian arm.'', embroidi red dreM^e.i,

and carpet-^. There are two (^reek
churches and a number of mo.xqnes.

Tiie Moliamraedau women here, as in

some othi r Albanian towns, wear a
very singular wiiite wr.ipper, covering
them from the top of the bead to the

feet, witn two h;df-sleive.-, into which
their elbows are thrust, iin»l stick out at

right angles. This gives them c xuctly
the appearance of rough-hewn marble
cro.s.>es. The wrafifK-r oj>ens at the
face, to exhibit a mask titled with
two holes for the eyes.

Argyrociistro is 10 hrs. from Prf-
medi (Rte. 120); about 16 hrs. from
Porto Palermo (Rte. 123): and 6 hr.s.

from Ddriiio (Rte. 114), when the
direct mountain road is passable.

Tiie direct road to (7 hrs.) Tepeleni
lies through tlie valh yof the Di ropoli,

but a more circuitous route shoubl bi^

taken by GanJiki, an luilortunate

town destroyed by Ali, in the spring
of 1812.

U'his road skirts the plain for some
distance, passing a (1 hr.) coi»iou8

streaiu issuing in a vast volume from
the limestone rock, and forming at

once a considerable river running into

the Dryno. 1 hr. fartlier, the road
enters the low hills, covered with
brushwood, which form the Hpproach
t.i

Gardiki, on the site of llie ancient
Phaxotae. Before 1812 it was a
large town, but is now a decayed
straggling village, situated in a \ery
wild and romantic jiosition, on the
steep acclivity of a conical hill,

crowned with a ruined castle, and
with high m<'Untiun8 in the immediate
background. It stands on the rt.

bank of the Bditza^ at tbe confliience

of a torrent flowing from the S.W.
through a deep ravine. The inlinbi-

tants arechietiy Moslems. It is 8 hrs.

hence to Santi Quarituta (Rte. 123).

and 6 to Dtlrino, by the pa-s of

Ariryrociistro.

From tTardiki we descend the valley

of tlie BelitZ::. to its junction with the
Dryno, at which point is the ruine<l

Byzantine fortress of Drynopolig.
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Near the spot where the Dryno
quits the broad valley of Argyroeastro,
to enter its more contracted ileflles,

lies the village of Sfepetzi.

The approach to Tepeleni is very
imposing. 2 m. S. is the confluence
of the Dryno and Viosa, forming
together a river not less than 250 yds.

in width.

Tepeleni is situated on the 1. bank
of the Yiosa, on the lofty peninsular
eminence formed by its junction with
the Banfza or Bendsha. It occupies

the site of Antigone, aiid is ap-
proached on all quarters by only
narrow passes: from the E. and N by
the valley of the Vioi<a, from the S.

by the valley of the Dri/no, and from
tlie W. by that of the Bmilza. Tepe-
leni is, therefore, a post of strategic

importance. The narrow ravines

through which the Viosa emerges
from the E. between the steep moun-
tains of Trehusldn anil Klomoro, are

the Fauces Antigonenses, or Straits

(Srej'a) of the Aor>$, where the Mace-
donians under Philip V. vainly at-

tempted to arrest the progress of the
Romans under Flaraininus, B.C. 198
(Liv. xxxii. 5-12). The victory of the
Romans on this occasion was the fir.st

step to the conquest of the whole of

Greece. Tlie Stend extend about 12 m.,
and terminate near Kleisura, .t lirs.

from Tepeleni, beyond which the
valley widens.

But the once proud Tepeleni now
shelters only about 100 Moslem and
10 Greek families. The town is a
lieap of ruins, and all its fortiiications

have been levelled with the ground.
The ruined Serai stands on ti.e site of

tluit which originally belonged to

Veil Pasha, the father of Ali. Some
of the rooms were magniflcently
adorned, aud of great size ; but the
chief peculiaiity was the beauty of
its situation, overhanging the Viosa.
Tepeleni was the birthplace (about
1740) and the favourite residence of

Ali Pasha, who was visited iiere bv
Lord Byron in 1810.

Ali is .said to have boasted that he
began life with HO paras and a musket.

Py degrees ho became master of one

village after another, and found him-
self at the head of a considerable body
of Albanians, whom he paid by plun-

der. At last he collected money
enough to buy from the Porte a
Pashalik, and being invested with
that dignity, his desire to extend his

possessions increase I . Like a mediaeval
Baron, Ali was constantly at war with
the neighbouring Pashas, and finally

got possession of .Jannina, in which
Pashalik he was confirmed by an Im-
])erial Firman. He next subilued tlie

Pashas of Arta, Delvino, Achrida. and
Triccala, and established a great in-

fluence over the Agas of Thessaly.
Jather Pasha, of Valona, he poisoned
with a cup of coffee ; aud he then
strengthened himself by marrying his

two sons to the daughters of Ibrahim,
the brother and successor of Jaffier.

In 1798 lie was made a Pasha of three

tails, or Vizier, and had several oilers

of being made Grand Vizier. Against
the robber bands of the woods and
hills he proceeded with the greatest

severity, and succeeded in leducing
the country to order, allowing no one
to rob aud murder but himself. His
dominions finally extended 120 m. N.
from Jannina to the Pashalik of

Achrida, and N.E. over Thessaly to

Olympos, while to the S. the district

of Thebes and the Gulf of Corinth,

and to the '\V. the Ionian and Adriatic

seas, bounded his territory. His re-

bellion against the Sultan ended in

his ruin and death (see Rte. 116).

2 m. from Tepeleni are some ruins

on an insulated point, between the

mountains ;ind a lower ridge descend-
ing to the Viosa. The road continues
ailing the 1. bank of the Viosa to

(5 hrs.)

Lundshi. Here the hills ap-
proaeli each other, fonuins a narrow
pass, and the river flows in a deep
and narrow stream ; the clift's in many
phicos rise perpendicularly from the
wHter, taking those singular forms
which limestone hills often assume.

2 m. from Lundshi, on a pinnacle of

rock, are the remains of an ancient
fortress, so situated that the oi^Iv
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and fertile country brings us hence U>

the Vistrilzu, the ancient HaLIACMox,
which we cmh^ by u high narrow
h\'\(Vs*i. In 2 hrs. inoic we reach

ROUTE 1-2 1.

JAXMNA TO BEBAT, BY GREVENA AND
KASTORIA .—HORSE -PATH.

Jannina to

—

h. m.
Met/.ovo U (I

Grevena . . . . .10
Siaiisti .T

Selitza 2

Kastoria . . . . .60
Konvf/.a 10

Moskopoli . . . ..TO
Duslian 7

Dombreiii .to
Tomor •> n

Berai 4

67

This is an interesting journey of a
we.k or ten days through much mag-
nidcfiit scenery, parlly in Albania,

and partly in Jlacedonia.

For tlie road from Janniua to

Metzovo, see Rte. IIH.

From Metzovo to Grevena, the road

lies chiefly along the central and E.

ridg> 8 of Pindus. through a Idlly

country, abundantly supplied with
springs and streams, and diversified

with rich pastures, cultivated tiilds,

and beautiful groves of oak and ottier

timber trees on the lower slopes, wLile

the higlier peaks are clothed with

pines. The ptipulatinn of this district

IS chiefly Wallachian. and is indus-

trious and prosperous. The princijial

tillages are (3J hrs.) Milia ; ,li hr.)

Krania ; and (3 hrs.) Ketutihd.

Thence to (2 hrs.;

Grevena. 'J'hough containing little

more than 100 liouses, three-fourths of

which are Mohammedan, this village

is the seat of a Gretrk bishop, nnd the

,'a}iital ot a considerable district, iii-

labited maiidy by Walliichians. Being
)ii the t. side of Pmdus, Grevena is

n Thessaly. 3 hrs. tbrough a riclj

Siatista, an episcopal town of GOO
houses. 8ituate<l upon a uariow lev<l

bi tween the ufijier and lower heigbts

of a high rocky mountain, at the foot

of which are vineyards, producing a

very fair wine. 20 min. from Siatista,

a pass of about 4 m. in length, and \ m.
in width, leads to the plains of I'hes-

saly and Macedonia, stretching E. to-

wards Olympus. There are vestiges

of two Hellenic fortresses near the

defile. From Siatista, it is 13 hrs. E.
to Verria, the ancient Beroea (Rte.

125).

Continuing N., we reach (2 hrs.)

Selitza, situated in the hollow of a

ravine, at the head of a slope covered

with vini yards, and watered by
numerous .streams. In tront of Sclitz;i,

to the W., the range of Pmdus is seen

extending liom the summits near Met-
zovo to a point beyond Konyiza,

3 hrs. further, on tl.e 1. bank of the

Haliacmon. lies

Bogatziko, a large village. Thence
we follow at first the river, then cross

an upland plain, and skirt the margin
of the lake to

1 hr. Kastoria (4000). the ancient

Keletkox. The town is built on tlie

isthmus connecting a high rocky pen-

insula, extending into the middle of

the lake, with its N.W. shore. The
dtcayed fortifications date from By-
zantine times. In 1081, Kastoria was
held by an English garrison of 300
men ; it was suq>rised and captured

in that year by Robert Guiscard and
his Normans, on their victorious

marcli from Durazzo.

The Lake is about <> m. long and
4 m. broad, and abounds in car[',

tench, and eels. Its waters are hot,

turbi<l, and often covered with a green

pellicle, but ure sometimes frozen ovi i

iu wint'T. The .»cenery around i-

extremely beautiful. Trees and gren
pastures adorn the higher part§ of tli
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efacirclitig mouutains, while below,
along the margin of the water, are
villages, <^ornfields, and gardens,
mingled with woods.
The Bishop of Kastoria, like those

of tlje neighbouring dioceses, is sub-
ject to the Abp. uf Achrida. 2 days
N.E. lies Monastir (Rte. 128).

Crossing the hills to the W. of

Kastoria, we descend into the plain,

and passing the village of Kapusliitza^

reach a khan below the Mohammedan
village of ((j hrs.) -Be'Wtsta. The low
ridg>- whicli we cross before arriving

at Biklista separates the waters flow-

ing into the Visfritza and Aegaean
sea, from those flowing into the Devol
(Eordaicos) and Adriatic sea.

Between Biklista and Konytza is

the Bogazi of Tchaiujon, or Kleisura
of the Bevol, a detile remarkable as a
gate of communication between Mace-
donia and Albania, and as the only
break in the great central ridge of
Pindus. Its narrowest part, where the
river necupies all the space, is about
2 hrs. from Biklista. Beyond tiiis

point, we turn immediately to the S.,

enter an extensive plain, and passing-

through tiie hamlet of Phassa, reach

Konytza, a thoroughly Albanian
town. There are liere about 500
families, of which more than a half are
Christians. 12 hrs. N'. lies Achrida.
The road passes by the village of
Selasforo, or Devol, which gives its

name to the river. This was the
ancient Deabolis, which, next to

Achis, was once the most important
town in all this country. ;-{ hrs.,

chiefly over the plain, brings us to

Moskopoli, a town of about 400
houses at the present day, but formerly
the seat of an extensive trade between
European Turkey and Germany.

Thence, crossing a ridge, and a valley
beyond, we pass Lardouri, a small
village of christian Albanians ; and
continuing to ascend over rugged hills,

we reach, in 10 hrs. from Konytza,

Dushari, situated under a wood-clad
peak. An ascent of 2 hrs. from thi.s

village brings us to tlie crest of the

ridge, where there is a small fort at

the ' Cut Rock ' (in Greek Kofj.iJ.4vov

\iddpi\ in Albanian Guri Prei). This
pass is tleep in snow for several months
of the year. Descending to a sheltered
valley, the road passes

Dombreni, a Mohammedan village,

pleasantly situated among gardens and
fields of maize. Hence there are two
roads to Berat ; tlie first turning S. by
the base of Mt. Tomor, and the banks
of tlie river Usumi; the second by the
village of Tomor, over the shoulder of
the mountain. This latter should be
taken if the season peruiits. After
a descent of i hr. from Dombreni, the
horse-path crosses a branch of the
Devol, and then ascends tlirough

wo.idy declivities to the foot of the
stupendous cliffs and forests of the
summit. Thence, as we advance
along the W. side of the mountain,
we look down on the great plain of
Illyria, with the Adriatic beyond; at
the extremitv of the long rugged slope

are the Castle of Berat and the valley
of the Usumi. The village of Tomor,
situated directly under the immense
cliffs which gird the highest summit,
is inhal)ited during the surnnur
months by the sliepherds and herds-
men of the plains below.

Fiom Tomor it is a descent of nearly
4 hrs. to Berat, the road passing by
precipitous declivities and numerous
ravines. At length it reaches the
Usumi, joins the Jannina road, and
follows the right bank of the river,

through a narrow valley, to

Berat (Rte. 120).
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ROUTE 122.

BERAT TO CATTARO, liY SKUTAKI AND
BUDLA. HORSE-PATH.

Berat, H. M
Lusnga . 6 3i)

Kavaya . . li M
Jtura/zo . . :i Ml

Alcs>i.) . . \-A n

Scoilra (Scutari^ . t; u

Alltiv:lli . . y u

C'a>iel La.stua . . t; u

Budua . i u

Caitaro . -1 u

Proceeding X.X.W. from Berat

(Rte. 120;, the road lies along an
almost uucuitivaled plain bounded
by liills. ill 4 hrs. we pass a khan, at

the spot uheie tlie road crosses tlie

river Apsos by a large stone bridge.

2 hrs. further is the village of

Karabounur. 20 min. beyond it is

jLusiiga, 5 ui. to the rt. i»f the road,

cuutaming a large house beh)Dg-

ing to a Turkish JBey. The countiy

all along is quite llal: uu extensive

lake is occu amuug marshes to the 1.

in 3^ hrs. from Karabouuar we reach

the village ot Tcherni, and cruss the

river Skumbi, the boundary of

Northern and Southern Aloania.

Thence it is 3 hrs. to

Kavaya, a place containing 200 or

30U Gheg families—a savage, pictur-

esL[Ue-looking race. The Giiegs have

a distinct costume, wnich exceeds in

riclmess even that of the Southern
Albanians.

From Kavaya it is 'Ah hrs. to

Durazzo (Turk. Diratch, Alb. Dur-
essl).

Durazzo (2000) occupies part of the

estensivu site of Dyukachion, or

JiHD.\MNOS, the most ancient and
pywcrlul of the maritiuie tuwns of

illvria. It was chosen by Cicero as

Jiis" place of exile, it is surrounded

by rocks and the sea, except ou the

side where it joins tlic mainland, and
possesses a commodious roadstead.

Jilpidamiios was a colony of the Cores -

raeans ; the expulsion of its aristo-

cracy in 436 B.C. wat oue of the

proximate causes of the Peiopounesian

war. Tljere are no traces of tne

ancient city, except pieces of CDluinns

and marbles scattered among the

burial-grounds and built inlo the

walls. Durazzo bas now shrunk to

tne dimeiisioiis of a siugle street at

the extremity of a promontory juttiug

out into the Adriatic. Uu tne point

stands the Castle, of mediaeval ci.n-

struetion, but repaired by the Turks.

Durazzo is a ciampeO, dirty, uuat-

traclive place to the casual travi her;

out its archaeological interest is cou-

sideiable for any one who will take

the time and trouble to hunt out the

numerous mediaes al remains scattered

through the town.

Italian is veiy generally spoken in

all the sea-ports on the eastern coadt

01 the Adriatic.

The most interesting associations

connected with this spot are the suc-

cessful operations of Pompey when he
out-manoeuvred and repulsed his great

rival Caesar, and the memorable
battle, siege, and capture of Durazzo.

when the Xormau.3, under Robert

Cruiscard, difeated tlie Emperor
Alexis, A.D. 108i.

[Leaving Durazzo for Scodra, we
may eitlier follow the direct road to

Alti-sio, and reacli Scodra in IS Urs. ;

or diverge to the rt.,bs (7 hrs.J Cruia,

(8 hrs.) Altgsio, and (o krs.,, licodra."^

Alter leaving the promontory ou

which Durazzo stands, the road lies

along a plain, occasionally tlirough

thickets. In about oj hrs. it enters

upon picturesque sceuery among
valleys enclosed by thickly-woodetl

hills. About 1 lir. onwards tue valley

gradually widens, and the road eutLrs

a large plain mostly covered with

wood, with tlie very line precipitous

chain of the Mirditc mountains ou tbe

rt. At successive distances are khaiis.

The road is exec- able alter rain ; in dry

weather a shorter way may be taken.

12 hrs. Alessio (.Vll Lesh), situated

ou tne river JJriu, occupies tne site of

the ancient LiSsos ; on the hill aoove,

which is crowned by a fortress, may
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be seen part of the ancient walls,

builiy of large stones. They may be
traced down to tae river; but their

most extensive remains are on the

side of the hill farthest from the

stream. Lissos was founded uear^the

mouth of the river Drilon (Drin) by
I Dionysios of Syracuse, a.c. 385 ; it

afterwards fell into the hunds of the

lUyrians, and eventually became a

Roman colony. Traditiou relates that

the remains of the great Skandeibeg
were buried under the rained church,

on the summit of the castle-rock,

where a mosque now stands. There
is excellent shooting in winter near
Alessio ; pheasants, woodcocks, wild-

fowl, deer, and hares in the plain,

and bears, wolves, and other large

game. 111 the ueigiibouriiig mountains.
The road continues along the river,

and in 2 Lrs. from Alessio reaches a

ferry, whence it is 4 hrs. more to

Scutari,^^ or Scodra (Turk. IsJcen-

derieh). hop. 24,500.

Scodra is a picturesque town, beauti-

fully situated, and occupying the

site of the ancient capital of the

Illyriau tribe Laheates. It after-

wards became a Komaa colony. It

i.-i now the capital of Upper Alba-
nia, and the residence of the Pasha,
who is governor of that province.

One-third of the population consi^ts

of R. C. Albanians ; the rest are

Moslems. Scutari stands about 3 m.
from the S. extremity of the beautiful

Lake of Scodra, or IScufan (Palus
Labeatis;, at the conflueuce of the

Bocana (Barbana) and the Dinassi

(Clausula), over which is a curious

Byzantine bridge.

In approaching Scutari from the S.,

both the cit}' and lake are hidden
from bight by 3It. Bosafa, tlie summit
of which hi crowned by a mediaeval
oa.stle. The houses on the S. side of

Xh'i castle-hill have been mostly
ruined in the sieges and tumults of

tliis unquiet capital of Illyrian Al-
bania. Passing through this scene of

desolation, the traveller reaches long
lines of bazaars, clustcriug just below
the castle—a busy scene, but only

tenanted during the day ; the J-eally in-

habited part of Scodra being scattered

over the plain on the X. side of the
castle-hill, and between it and the
lake. The city contains some good
houses, surrouuded with fruit-trees

and stately chestnuts.

The Castle commands a magnificent
view : N., the eye sweeps over the

town and suburbs and the blue lake
beyond to the dark and jagged moun-
tains of Montenegro ; S. lie the plains

of the Diin ; W. the Adriatic ; and E.
the ridges of the distant Piniius. Most
interesting historii-al recollections are
associated with this fortress, long the

outpost of the Veufctians and of the

Ottomans in turn.

'J'hert; is a pretty public garden,
where a band play.s, laid out by
Hussein Pasha in 1878.

In this part of Albania nearly the
whole of the Christian population aie

Roman Catholics ; they have a large
and handsome Cathedral at Scodra.

6 hrs. W. lies Dulcigno (2000), a
pretty little place ceded to Monte-
negro by the Treaty of Berlin (1S78).

It stands near the site of the ancient
Olcinion, and is called in Albanian
Olusg.

Travellers for Dalmatia must have
their ijassports vised by the Austrian
Consul-Generul at Scodra, or they
will be stopped at the frontier.

The journey may be shortened by
following the direct route from Scodra
to Budua, which takes only 9 hrs.

9 hrs. from Scutari is the small
Turkish town of

Antivari, 1 hr. from the coast, on a
detached rock in the midst of very
fine scenery. A khan upon the sea-
shore is the usual halting-place,

leaving Antivari a little to the rt. ;

the road then continues along tlie

sea-shore, and, winding among very
grand scenery at the base of the
Montenegrin mountains, reaches the
Austrian frontier. From thence it is

2 hrs. to

Castel Lastua, where there is a
lazzaretto. The first town in Dal-
matia is
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Budua, about 8 hrn. from Caetel
I/Ubtua by land, but rather lesB in a
boat. Budun, the Butka of Pliny,
was one of the Koman cites ui Dal-
matia. In the 9th ctnt. it was
ilestrnyfd by the Saraci-ns, and in
1571 was taken by the Ottoman!^, who
8},'aiu besieged it in UJ87, on wbich
occa'^ion it was gallantly ilefeuded by
the Venetian General Coinaro. It is

fortifitd in the old style with siiuple
walls and towers, and on the S. i.s a
castle on a rork. Its territory is very
limitt-d. being confined to a narrow
strip between the mountains and the
sea, and the entire commune contains
only alxiut lnOO inliabitauts.

During the whole of the route from
Scutari tu Cattaro. the ^Montenegro
niouiitains ris.- grandly on the rt.

A good road brings the travel lerfnim
Budua lo (4 hrs.)

Cattaro, a clean and pretty town,
undrr the shaflow of the Black Moun-
tain, full of arciiaeological interest,

aud occupying a beautiful situation.

Cattiiro was wreste<l from the Fn-n.-h,
and the entire garrison made prisont rs,

by iSir William Hoste in 1813, in a
most brilliant manner.

For a di&cription of the town and
neiglibouiliood, see Handljock /or
S(jutlurn G':rmanij.

An easy and agreeable excursion
may l>e made from hence to (7 hrs )

Ci'ttlnje, the capital of Montenegro.t
Horses and gui(h;s can always be
round in the bazaar near tl^e Bridg<

.

+ Fi r a full aciount of this f^ingiiiar people
ind their cnuntry, see Sir (JardnrT Wilkiii-
•n'- 'Dilinatia ami M'Uleiifprn,' I,ndy
^trancford's * h^axtern Shores of the Adriatic,'
irid .Mr. Tozer's ' Highlands of Turliey.'

ROUTE 123.

KAKUINAUI TO BOITRINTO, KY
AVLONA.—HOK8E-PATH.

M. M.

Karhunari to Sfliiiil/j .40
Avlona . .4 1)

Dfddzi.irles . . > '

Doukatea . :j n

Kljimar.i .
x o

Hapii .Sarand.H. . 1 t u

Boiitrinto . . .'i o

41

From Karbunari (Rte. 11 'J) the

path runs W. as far as the pitch-

mines of Selinitza. Tiie mineral pitch
formation nt tbi.s place is one of the
most cr)n8idt rable tiiat has been dis-

covered, though inferior to that at

Baku oil the Caspian Sea. Tlie beds
are diffused over a surface of 4 m. in

circumference. Tlie pitch comes out
in various jilaces on the declivity of

the raviut s, and isooca-sintMlIy worked
in such situations, though more fre-

quently by bhafls sunk down from the
surface. It is covered only by a loose

deposit of calcareous earth aud clay.

In order X» descend the shaft, the
traveller is plai«-d in the no^ se of a
rope, and let down by a windlass.

The thickness ot the btd amounts in

many place:*, to 70 or MO feet. Tl

Compact mineral pitch, or aspl.ii

of Selinitza, lias tiie u&ual cliaract<

of that substance in its greatest stfi:

of purity. The colour is nearly blii<l .

with a resinous lu.-.tre ; the fractni

is concl.oidal; it is slightly britth

the specific gravity is 14 or 1-5. It

becomes viscid, or nearly fiuici, win ri

heated, and burns with a flame. Th
property of tbi- pitch-mines, as of ..,

tithers in Turkey, is nominally ve.-t».'i

in the Sultan. The machinery em-
ploycil about tlie shafts of the miii' -

is of the simpltst descri(>tion, coii

sisting merel)' of roj)e8, windlass -.

and wicker-baskets. The miners ;i'

paid according to the number > :

ix>unds of tiie mineral which they may
severally obtain. The carriage to

Avlona is |)erformed by horses; then't;

the pitch is exported by sea.
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It is certain that the ancients were
aci^uainted with this mineral deposit ;

indeed, the familiar alhisions to II-

lyrian pitch in Ovid (^1. A. ii. 657)
and elsewheiv, show that it was
extensively worked under the Romans.
Strabo speaks of a place called Nym-
pliaeon, in the district of Apollouia,

where there was a rock yield nig tire,

from below which asphalt issued iu

fountains. It is leoorded on the

coins of that city by tlie type of

three nymphs dancing round a flame.

There can be little doubt that the

Nymphaeon of Strabo was the pitch

formation on tlie banks of the Viosa
(Strab. p. 316).

Our road now turns S.W., crosses

the hills on which are the pitch-

mines, and traversing the valley of

the river which comes from Delvino,

reaches

Avlona (200n). This town pre-

serves its ancient name of AuLox
nearly intact among the Greeks, but

is better known to the coast traders

by its corrupted Italian form of

Valoiia.

It is situated above the gulf of the

same name, which is so environed

with hills that it has the appearance
of a great lake, whose S. boundary
is formed by the steep and rugged
ascent of the Acrocerauniau moun-
tains. The town is about IJ m. from
Ihe sea, and has several minarets.

Bej'ond it, the rugged hills are covered

with olives, and N. extends a woody
plain, forming a level shore, except at

the N. eutiance of the gulf, where
there are some low white cliffs, sepa-

rated from the plain bj' a lagoon, con-

taining talt-wurks and a fishery.

Anion, in ancient times, derived im-

portance from the sidety of its road-

stead, which is exposed only to W.
winds.

' The town is built for the most
part at the foot of a crescent of rock,

iiut the side.-! are dotted with huuscs

;

and at the two horns of this natural

amphitheatre stand many conspicuous

Dervish tombs of pretty architecture,

surrounded by groves of cypress. The
gulf is shut in on one side by the

[Greece.']

long point of mountain called Lin-
gueita (Greek Glossa), and on the

other by the island of Sazuna.' —
Lear.
There is excellent wild-boar shoot-

ing in this neighbourhood, and game
of all kinds is abundant. It is an
interesting ride of 3 m., along the
edge of the lagoons, to the village of

Cyt'inetz, on a jieninsnlar hill, whicli

forms the N. buimdary of the en-
trance to the gulf. Heuce the tra-

veller may be ferried across to a
monastery, picturesquely situated on
an islet covered with olives and cy-

presses. On another islet in the
lagoon, but connected with the main-
land by a causeway, is the Greek
village of Narta.

Avlona, with other towns and vil-

lages in this part of Albania, suffered

severely from a great earthquake in

the autumn of 1851.

The road now turns S., and tra-

verses a very romantic and inteiesting

country. Tlie mountaiueers of Acro-
ceraunia, or Khimura, as the district

is now called from the town of that

name, long maintained a wild and
savage independence ; and their man-
ners and social state are still, in many
respects, distinct from those of the
neighbouring districts.

As in Arabia, a murder may be
acquitted for money. At Khimara
2U00 Turkish piastres are the usual
price of blood ; at the next village of
Vouno it is 1000. Untd this be jjaid

the retaliation of the Vendeita goes
on.

The traveller in Khimara should
secure a native Khimariot guide, in

addition to his other attendants.

On leaving Avlona, the traveller

passes some ruined buildings by tlie

seaside, and an extensive olive-

ground, and then ascends by a steep

road to the village of Kanina, which
occupies the site of the ancient Bullis
jMaritlua, the inland town of that

name having stood near Gradida.
The ruined fort of Kanina is of me-
diaeval construction, raised on Hel-
lenic foundations f)f large hewn stones.

It occupies the highest point of the
hill, and commands a fine view.

2 V
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Hence tho traveller rides down the

S. side of the hill of Kauina, and
regaiiiH the shorf, where ' a sjtring of

pure ami icy fresh wat(;r pushes from
the foot of a rock into tlie sea, and
offers a natural haltinp-jjlace for all

who travel between Knimura and
AvloTia.' It is only H hr. from Av-
lona by the direct road alonyj the

sliore. Furtlier on are pas-scd, near

the hamlet of Erir.ho, some remains of

the ancient Oricon. The pathway
leads along th- side of the sea, but
generally tar above the blue water,

and is very tortnous au<l rocky.

Descending to the si ore, the path
leads across the sands to the end of

the gulf, whence it turns oti' to the

left, and gradually ascends. Tiie

port at this S. extnmity of the Gulf
of Avlona is called by the natives

Pa--ha-lhnani, by the ItaliansPor<o Ra-
(luj^eo. Hence we reach the oak clad

iiills immtdiately below the village,

wlience narrow wimling paths lead

upward among great rocks and spread-

ing trees. The ferocity of the dogs

—

descendants of tl e famous JIolos^ian

breed—exceeds in Khimara even what
is experienced elsewhere in Albania
and Greece ; and the traveller must
be on liis guard against their attacks

when a)iproaching houses or sh^ep-

folds. In otlier respects he will be
hospitably received.

Dradziades stands picturesquely

upon a height, overshadowed by the

snowy peak of Tchiha, the lofty point

so con.-ipicuous from Corfu. Thence
the path proceeds tiimugli a tract of

low wood, and upwards by a gorge or

pa.ss, down which the wind often

rushes with tremendous force. ' At
the highest part of the pass a most

singular scene opens. The spectator

.seems on the edge of a high wall,

from the brink of which giddy eleva-

tion he looks down into a fearfully

profound basin at the roots of ti.e

mountain. Above iia E. and S. en-

closures rises the giant snow-clad

Tchika in all his immensity, while at

his very feet, in a deep, dark green

pit of wood and garden. lies the town
of village of Dukatea. its houses

scattered like milk-white dice along
the lianks of a wide tfirrent. . . Shut
out by iron walls of mountain, sur-

ri'Unded by btemest features of savage
scenery, rock and chasm, precipice

and torrent, a more fearful prospect,

and more chilling to the very blood,

I never beheld—so gloomy and severe,

so unn deemed by any beanty or

cheerfulness.'— A,ertr. The path de-
scends to Dukates, over a succession of
ruggetl steeps.

From Dukatos a rude track bads
across the valley, ascending gradually,
nnw over undulating turf, and now
dipping by slanting paths into tre-

mendous chasms, which convey the
torrents from the northern face of
Tchika to the river of Dukates, the
ancient Kelydnos on the W. of the
valley. After crossing the last ravine,

whicn close.- the valley to the E., we
wind upwards by a toilsome ascent to

the great jias> of T'-hika. picking our
way among rocks and superb pine.-.

Deer, wild boars, and wolves are fonnd
in the lower ravines of this mountain,
ami of the Acrocer.umian range
generally ; while chamois abound on
the higher summits and upland pas-
tures.

In about 2^ hrs. from Dukates we
reach the top of the pass, and begin to

descend by the Strada Biancn (wliit<!

road), ' a zigzag path on the side of
the steepest of precipices, yet the only
communiciition between Eliimara and
Avlona towards the N. The track is

a jHjrfect stairr>ase, and were you to

attempt to ride down it you would
ai-< m at each angle as if about to shoot
off into the blue sea below you. Even
when walking down, one comes to an
intimate knowledge of what a fly must
feel in traversing a ceiling or ]>er-

pendicular wall.' Corfii, and tl e islets

off its northern coast, now become
vioibh- ; the opjiosite coast of Italy is

also clearly seen in fine weather from
Aeruceraunia.

The traveller now reaches the
torrent of the Strada Bianca, a
very conspicuous object from the
Adriatic.

Crossing this great watercourse, the

track lies at the foot of the hills, over
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ground more cheerful and cultivated,

till, in about 5 hrs. from Dukates, we
reach the village of Falasa, near the
site of the ancient Pai.aeste. 1 hr.

further we arrive at another torrent-

cliasui, on tlit banks of whicli stands
Drymades, with its houses scattered
in all (iQssible positions among the
crags of the ravine, through whose
narrow sides are obtained remote
peeps of the lofty summits of Tchika.
A wiUl tract of rugged country suc-

ceeds, and in about 1 hr. more we reach
Liates, a village consisting of a little

knot of houses standing in groves of
olive-trees, an oasis of greenness and
ferrility, which forms a rare exception
to the general barrenness of Khimaia.
Hence the path lies over rocks
overgrown with underwood as far as
the last ravine, a deep chasm that
runs widening to the sea. In J hr.

more we reach

Vouno (2000), the largest village of

Acroceraunia. I ike Drymades, Vouno
is placed fronting the sea, in a sort of
liorse shoe hollow at the head of a
ravine.

For more than an hour the patli con-
tinues to cross a succession of sandy
chasms; it then enters a wild pass in

the mountains, which here advance
close to the sen. Hi>;h above han^s
the village oi Pilieri ; and on all sides

are inacc. ssible precipices—-inacces-

sible, at least, to any but Khimariot
women, who, in their daily occupation
of gathering brushwood for fuel, climb
to the most perilous points. The path
through this pass consists of mere
ledges of crumbling earth half-way
down nearly perpendicular precipices,

or over huge fallen masses of stone.

The broad ravine in which the pass
terminates widens out gradually bi;-

tween lower hills, and shortly opens
in a view of the town of

Khimara (1000), which at the be-
ginning of the present century con-

tained 5000 or 6000 iuhab., and was
the chief place of all Acroceraunia.
Perched on a iiigh isolated rock, pro-

tected on eithci side by the ravine of

a torrent and having all its exterior

houses prepared for defence, it long

served as a barrier to all the N. part

of tlie district against the arms of Ali

Pasha. That wily chieftain waged war
with the Khimariots daring several

years, and was indebted for his fiial

success chiefly to their infernal dissen-

sions. AVhen he at length obtained

possession of the town he laid it en-

tirely in ruins, and carried the surviving

inhabitants into captivity at Prevesa

and Jaunina. On the fall of Ali, some
of the Khimariots were allowed to re-

turn to their nanve place, and rebuild

their dwellings. The houses are of

dark stone, surrounded with ruins and
rubbish, the memorials of the capture

by Ali Pasha. From every side Khi-
mara, on its lofty rock ;ibove the sea,

is a most striking object. A steep zig-

zag path leads upwards to the town,

which occupies the site, as it pre.-erves

tlie name, of the ancient Chimaera.
Here are still considerable fragments

of Hellenic masonry. The inhabitants

of Khimara speak Greek, though the

language of the majority of the Acro-

ceraunians is Albanian. All aro

Christians. 3 hrs. S. is the safe and
deep harbour of Porto Palermo, the

ancient Panormos, the only haven of

refuge on this iron coast.

A good method of exploring Acrocer-

aunia would be to come to this harbour

in a yacht from Corfti (35 m.), f.nd

thence to make excitisions among the

mountains. The vilhiges from PaZa^a
to Khimara (both inclu.-ive) consti-

tute what may be called Acroceraunia

Proper, and are the most interesting

to vi^it. S of Khimaia tlie scenery

becomes less wild, and loses its pecu-

liar character.

10 hrs. E., reached through fine

scenery, is Del vino (Rte. 114 . The
coast-road leads in two short days to

the port of Forty Saints ("Ayiot

2a.pavra). By sea the distance is about

18 m. The principal villages on the

coast are Kiepero, Bortzi. Sopoto,

Pikernes, Loukovo, and Nivitra.

Santi Quaranta is a little open port.

with a few houses and magazines. A
boat may sfimetimes be procured here

for (17 m.) Corfu (Kte. 2). This was
2 P 2
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tlic site of the ancient Onchessios, or

Anchiasmox, a name saitl tu have been
given in hnnoiirof Aiichifcs, tiie father

of Aeneas, and of liis tra-iitioiiRl visit

to tliis coast, as celebrated by Virgil.

The modern S<ula, or landin^r-place,

derives its name from the ruined me-
diaeval Chuicii of tlu' Forty Saints on
the hill above. On the N.W. side of

the; harbour, near the beach, are tlie

exicn.siv.- ri mains of a town of tlic

Lower Empire, walled and flunked
with towers. Santi Quaranta used to

be often visited by English shooting

parties. It is still the port of Delvino
and of all the neighbouring country ;

and OiK'he-smos in ancient times seems
to have been a jdace of importance, and
one of the ordinary points of dejtarture

from Epirus to Italy. Cicero calls the

wind favf)urable for that passage an
Oiichesmites. [iStoamers from SS.
Quaranta (Unqii Saianda), p. 938 C]

'J he road N.E. to (8 hK.) Delrinu
passes tlirongh the hollow Utwei n the

hills on \\hi(hstan(isth(,' ruined clinrch

of tile Forty Saints^ and anotiier height
crowned by a dismantled fortress built

by All Pasha. There is a shorter but
steeper path leading directly up tlie

hill behind the scahi. All tins part of

the Epirote coa.-t consists of bare rug-
ged heigl.ts, covered with sharp boney-
c(jmbeil nx'ks.

2 his. N.E. of SS. Quaranta are re-

mains of tbe ancient Phoknice, a name
retained by the modern village of

rhinihi.

Gontiiiuinu; 8., a rough path leads

along the rocky neck of land which
separates the lak<- of Boutrinlo or Li-
vari from the sea. There are beautiful

views on the one side into the interior

of Albania, and on the other towards
the opposite coast of Corfii.

5 hrs. Boutrinto or Voutrindo. From
the Castle of B >utrinto tbe travcHer

can cross in a l»o.it in 2 hrs. to (10 m.)

Corfu

ROUTE 124.

LAP80CH0BI TO 8AL0NICA, BT PLATA-
MONA.—HOnSE-l'ATH.

Laps 'chorl ir. m.
Karali Ijervcrii . .2 .10

I'latainuiia . . 'i 30
Katarina . . . h o
Kitros . . .30
Ijiharmva . . .10
Mavroiieri . .50
Salon ica . . . .40

From the village of Lapsochori
'Rte. 108), at the E. opening of the
Vale of Tempe, the traveller i.> ferried

across tbe Peneios, if the bridge is

broken, and after a ride of 2 hrs.

passes on the 1. Karnli Derveni, the
last Greek village. 40 min. further
he crosses the Turkish frontier, and
continues near the shoie of llie (."iiif,

beyond whicli the hills of Chalcidice
are well seen on the rt. ; wl.ile on the
1. the 'tall' (fxaKpoi) Olympua of
Homer rises in all its majesty to the
lieight of 9755 ft. Forest.'^ clothe its

slopes, but the head, covered with
snow during the greater pf.rtion of
the year, pr. seiits a wide siirfiu-e of
bare light-cohmreil rock.

After crossing the Kryoneri, the
ancient Aryi.As. we reach, ij hr.

beyond the frontier, the Turkish for-

tre.>s of

Platamona, on the site of Hei!al i.k, a.

The fort crowns a rock, with the .sea

in front, and a stream on one side of it.

Some remains of anticiuiiy are to lie

observed, particularly an aqueduct.
Near Flatamona. at the mouth of

the Peneios, is a /'oZ/VA cfilouy. (bunded
by Reshid Pasha in 185(3.

Leaving to the 1. LitochorL we pass
near Mahithria the remains of Dios,
once the main bulwark of tiiis frontier
of Macedonia. Traces of a theatre,
stadium, and otlier bniMing-. may be
found among the lu.xunant uuderwooil.
[Kmm Malathria the ascent of Olym-
pus may be made in in hrs.. l>y the
interesting Monastery of ^/. Dionynios.'}

The river o( Litochc^* a the Lnipecs;
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\xA,ioi Malathria the Buphynos. The Lydias, and in another hour cross the
raveller fords them both ; and before Vardar by a wooden bridge ^ ni. in

eachiug Katarina passes some re- length. This r.ver is the Axios. sepa-

aains of a D. )ric temph% Ofl' the road rating tlie Mygdouian from the Bot.-

the 1. rises a tumulus, which seems tiaean terrih>r_v, on which stood fella,

o coriespmd to the (It-sciiptinn, by the birthplace of Alexander (p. 860).

Ipollodonis, of the Tomb of Orpheus. Tliere is good shooting in this neigh-
bourhood.

8 hrs. Katarina, is a town of 300 Crossing the river Gallicds, the an-
lonses on the SphetiUs, surrounded cient Schedori's, after 4 hrs. we enter
vith wood, and situated in a narrow
)lain betwe-n Olympus and the sea. SALONICAs^ (120,000), the ancient
-•'rom this spot is gained one of the Thessalomca, a flourishing und busy
inest views cf Olympus. The cart, town, the most important in European
Irawn by oxen, which is used in this Turkey after Constantinople,
liatrict, is of a very ancient pattern. It occupies a tine position at tbe
Leaving Kahtrina, we cross the rich head of the gulf, rising from tlie sea

Pierian plain for 1 hr., among woods in amphitheatre form, surrounded by
famous for their pheasants; and then, plantations of cypress and other evei-

procetding over a long range of hills, greens and shrubs. The citadel stands
pass the Turkish villages of Great and in the higher part of the semicircular

Leaser Azam, near which are the re- range. The whitewashed and painted
mains of Pydna, and two tumuli, walls, 5 m in circumference, give the
probably monuments of the great town a very remarkable appearance,
battle here, which, in b c. 168, gave and cause it to be seen at a great

Macedonia to the Romans. distance. The lower part of the walls

The termination of Olympus is now is largely composed of material from
visible towards the W. Beyond it, Greek or Roman temples and public

extends the raisge separating Thessaly buildings, while the upper part dates

from Macedonia. The views looking from the Middle Ages ; the masonry
back to Katarina are very fine ; in the is Byzantine, with man) ancient f i ag-
opposite direction appear Mt. Athos ments intermixed. la places where

breaches have been nrade a number of

sarcophagi are seen to have been used
up in laying the foundations.

The city was originally named
Therma, but Cassander changed it to

Tliessalonica, in honour of Ins wife, a
sister of Alexander the Great. It was

lud Salonica.

2 hrs. further is Kitros, to the rt.

of which, at Palaeo-kitros, are some
ancient remains.

1 hr. Eleutherochori, a village on an
eminence 1 m. frum the gulf, probably tlie residence of Ciceio iluring part of

occupying the site of Methone. It his exile, to which classical asaociation

was at tile siege of this town that is added the Christian interest of St.

Pliilip of Macedonia lost his right eye. Pauls visit, and his two Epistles to the

Thessalonians.
2 hrs. Libanova. The road con- From the Christian era to the time

tinues along the plain at some dis- of Coiistautiue, Thessalonica was the

tauce from the snore. In 1 hr. it capital of the whoe country between
reaches the the Adriatic and the Black Sea, and

Perry of the Inje Kara, or Vis- even after the foundation of Coustan-
tn'tza, the ancient Haliacmon. At tinople it continued to be practically

(1 hr.) Kleidi we join the high road the Capital of Greece. Macedonia, and
from Verria to Salonica (Rte. 125). lUyricum. Thessahmica was the main
Turning E., we cross by ferry after 1 bulwark of the Empire against the

hr. the various Gothic and Slavonic in vasims.

It was stormed and taken by the

Mavronero,or/varas7«aA:/, the ancient Saracens in 904, at which date the
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iity appears to have had a population speak a corrupt Spanish, and have
if 220.000, vast numbers of whom were several synaj^ogues, of whii-h tlie

ihiughiered or sold as slaves. smallest is the most ancient. The
In 118r>, tlie army and fleet of (jreeks (about '20,000) are mostly

^Villiaiu II. of Sicily, commanled by sliop-keepers and hotel-keepers. The
I'ancrecl, surrounded and captured tlie Turks are rather more numerous, and
•ity, which fell on the 15th Au<^. At the itmainder con.-!ists of Buig-.uians,

iie time of the sieue tlie ceL brateil who furm the rural and suburban
^tumeric scholar Eu.-^tatliios was Abp. i>o|>iilation, with a large sprinkling
)f Thes^alonica, and he iias lelt a of Alhanians and Wallaohs.
l(4;dled account of the occurrence. In The Jews (about 70,000) have the
204, the kingdom of Tliesssalcnica chief control of commerce, export and
already con.stituted in 118G), was import. As all thi si- dilfereiit races

evived in favour of the great Maique.-s retnin their national co.stnme, the
if Mcmtferrat, Boniface III. His general effect in the streets is gay
lirect line failing, however, his rights »nd jjicturcjsque beyond description.

levolved on a younger branch, and Salonica enj(jys a thriving trade in

inally merged in the House of Savoy, corn, cotton, tobacco, wool, wax, silk,

"he Emjx ror resumed possession, and dyt-s, leather, furs, and mineral f)res.

1 14"28 sold the state to the Venetians, It is the residence of the Govemor-
rom whom, however, it was wrtsted General of the Vilayet, and has

y JIurad II. in 1430, whose di sceiid- usually a large garrison. A devas-
nts have continued to hold it to the fating fir.; in 1891 dcsti-oyed a sixtii

resent day. part of the town, including many
Along tiie quay are lorge ware- Jewish Synagogues, the Greek Metro-

ouses, cafe's, ;ind residential build- politan Church, and the Greek Ho.-i-

igs. Through the energy of the pital. Many interesting excursions
iritish Con.-5ul-General this site has may be made in the ueighbouihood,
een cleared and cleansed, and tiie but the state of public safety must be
hole area tirained and paved. Tlie ascertained from the Consul, as the
lain street running parallel to the province has of late years Ijem in-

uay is popularly called Blunt Djade, fested with bands of brigands.

I commemoration of these improve- There is a large harbour, fronted

lents. Further back are the tiuuble- by a busy quay, at the E. end of

iwu wojden houses of the Turki.-h which is a tosvcr built l»y Sultan
uarters, divided in many places by Soliman, lateh whitewashed in honour
easant shady orchards and gardens, of a visit from the King of Servia.

ehind all comes the vast str.ig- Salonica is traversed from N.U'. to

ing city itself, with its torluous S.E. by two principal streets, of which
reets, fine Eoman remains, Frankish the more important one is a branch
'unting-liouscs, stately mosques. By- from T^a^gjtaY/cj, the ancient Consular
.ntine churciics, cypresses, citadel, Way from Dyrrachion (Durazzo).
id synagogues. The population is Here is transacted all the chief nativ..-

varied and picturesque as the city, business of the town. At its W. ex-

ore than half are Jews who heie tremity, it was terminated by the
?ar a peculiarly hamlsome and pic- Vardar Gate, a fine Roman arr-h,

resque dress; the women are even generally said to liave been erected

3re gorgeous in their attire. Tiie by the Thessalonians in commemora-
ijority are descendants of those ex- tion of Augustus and the battle f>f

lied from Spain by Ferdinand and Philijipi. By Lruke it is attributed

d:)ella. Others are fugitives from to Vespasian. This arch was bar-

uthem Russia and Bulgaria, wiiile barously demolished about 18U7, and
ew claim to be descended from the the materials used for constructing

cient Hebrew colony found here by a quay wall. The slab bearing the

, Paul in the 1st, and Benjamin of ioscription on it, so often quoted, is

idela in the 12th cent. Thev all now in tiie British Museum.
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At the E. end of tlie street is the

Arch of Galerius, built of brick and
faced witli marble; it was formerly

triple, aad is supposed to commemo-
rate one of that Empuror's victories.

It is now a solid mass of Eoman
brick and mortar ; the piers still

retain tlieir marble facins:, and are

covered all around with a quadruple
range of figures in relief, representing

the sieges, battles, and triumphs of a
liomau emperor.
Between these arches, but off the

main street, stood formerly the monu-
ment known as Las Incanfudas, so

called by tlie Spanish Jews from an old

laucy that the eight caryatides which

support it were turned to stone by
enchantment. This magnifii-ent Co-
rinthian colonnade, which formed the
Prupylaea of the Forum, was removed,
by order of A'apoleon III., to France.
S'lme plain columns in tlie wall of au
adjoining house are all that remain
in situ.

The Caravanserai, close to the
Bazaar, said to have been founded by
Murad II., is highly picturesque. It

has been described in tletail by Texier
{Architec. Bi/z.), who, however, ascribes

to it a Byzantine origin.

The citadel, called hj the Turks
Seven Towers {Yedi Kulle), the old

SECTION' OP THE CHUHCH OF ST, GEORGE.
(From Texier and Pullan.) Scale 1 in. to 50 feet.

Byzantine name being 'EirTaTrupytov,

contains some verde autico pillars.

Salonica is especially rich in By-
zantine ecclesiastical architecture.

Tlie churches are fully equal in

beauty and interest to those of Con-
stantinople, with tlie exception of St.

S>phia. Sjme of tnein oS^r points
of unique interest not to be found else-

where. And the very transformation
into mosques, which might ntturally
have lieeu apprenended as the sen-

tence of their destruction, has for-

tunately proved the means of their

preservation.

The traveller will meet with no
diificalty as to admittance. No order
is needed.

The Church of St. George, known
also by the Franks as the Rotunda,
and by the Greeks as the Pantocrator,
is now a 3Iosque, and dates from about
A.D. 4:00. Many arch leolo j;ists leg ird

it as a Mausoleum of the later Em-
pjrors. It is circular in plan, with
a chancel built out on tho side oppo-
site the W. entrance door, and oq each
side three recesses, with round headed
windows. The dome is hemispherical,
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piert-ed at its base by eight semicir-
cular lunettes, and extomally coverid
and conciilcd by a woo. leu ruuf. The
mosaics ou the dome, representing
Churches with priests in chasubles
exteuiiiu!j; their hands in prayer, are
amonirthe earliest as well as the most
interesting in existence. Some other
parts of the Cliurcli were similarly
iidorucd, but the misaii's there fell

into decay ; tho.-e in the dom<; were
left untouched by order of the Sultan.

Tlie official name of the Mosque is

Kjortaji Solimau Djami, but it ia

commonly known simply as Kliortaji

Effendi, from the dervish who trans-

formed it. Outsiile the building is

part of an old marble pulpit from

\/

CHUKCH OI -1. i.l.ultGK.

Scale 1 iu. to 100 feet.

which St. Paul is said to have preaclied.

It is carved in a classical style, with

border of acanthus foliage. The other

part, witli reliefs of the Three ^lagi,

lies in the courtyard of the Pante-
leiimon

Between the Rotunda and the sea

was the Hippodrome, in which took
place the h irible Tlieodosian mas-
sacre of the Thes.saloniaus.

We now return \V. through the Arch
of Galorius to the Church of

St. Sophia, now a Mosque, which
stands in the liigh street ( Via Egnatid).
The C'hurch of the Divine Wistlom

Jit Salonica is said to have been built

100 years befoio its namesake at Con-
stantinople. It Buft'ered irreparable

injury in the fire (p. 8:i6), which
destroyed the roofs of *.he galleries,

ruined the Turkish }>oitico, and cal-

chied the (xiluiuns and capitals in the
S. aisle of the nave. The leads are
now being stripped otV the dome, the

damp is getting in, and patches of

the l^eaulifid mosaic work are peeling

ott' and falling down. At the same
time was burnt the old Cathedral of
Salonica, whose ruins adjoin the
Mosque.
The Church is built of brick and

stone coml)ined, but is lined internally

with jilasler. Tlie fine purch is su|i-

ported by eight columns of virde

itntico. The plan is the same as that

of St. Soi)hia at Const ntinople, but
the projwrtions one-third smaller

—

e.\rernally 47 yds. by 38. The dia-

meter of the central dome is 11 yds.

On its ceiling is a fine mosaic of the
Ascension; on the K. side the Virgin;
on either tide of her an angel, ami
figures of Apostles divided from each
other by trees. The upper j)art of

the figure of our Lord is defaced by a
Turkish inscription, and obliterated

with whitewash. Below the angels is

a Greek inscription in four lines from
Acts i. 11 (Ye men of Galilee, etc.).

There is an upper gallery to which,

when practicable, the traveller should
asci-nd.

Turning up a cruss street to the rt.

(N.) we reach the Church of the

Kazandjelar Djami (Mosque of the

Guild of Caldron-Makers), formerly a
Church. It is an exceedingly pictur-

esque brick structure, but is fast

going to ruin. The plan resembles
that of St. Sophia, on a much
smaller senile (18 yds. by 12). It is

surmounted Vjy five small cujwlas.

All inscription over the door records

its en-ction in a.d. 1028 by Christo-

pheros. Governor of Lombardy.

Proceeding W., we come to the
Churdi rvf the Holy Apostles, now
known as the Moaque of Cold Waters
(Saouk-su Djami). The Turks have de-
fctroyed the sculptures and inscriptions
which existed here, but the plan of
the church remains intact.

It is a pleasing and picturesque
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'pecimen ofByzantine brickwork (11th
jeiit.) ; externally, 21 yds. by 20.

In the upper town is the Church of

St. Elias, called the Mosque of the

Serai. An inscription in the wall re-

lates it to have been built a.d. 1012.

[t is in the form of a Latin cross, and
aos a very large narthex ; it has bei n
Usfigured with whitewash throughout.

St. Panteleemon (now called Is-

hakie). This beautiful little specimen
of Byzantine brick architecture will

repay examination. In the court,

before the entrance, is a curious

carved pulpit of white marble (12th

cent.).

The Mosque of Eski Djuma (Old

Asseiiihly), calL d by the Greeks 'A7ia

UapacrKfvv, acquired its Turkish name
as the first cliurch here tiansformed

into a mosque. According to Fer-

gusson, it may date from the 5th cent.

It has the form of a basilica, with single

aisles and an inner and outer nartliex,

each about S yds. in width. The
church is 48 yds. by 17, and has a gal-

lery over Ihe aisles. Six Ionic columns
are almost concealed by the wall.

ESKl UJUMA.

Scale 1 ill. to 100 feet.

We now turn E. to the Church of

*St. Demetrius, an interesting ba-
silica of the year 500 or 520, injured

by fire in 690. It was pillaged by the

Bulgarians and the Normans. When
the Sultan Bajazet took Salonica in

1393, this church was left in the
hands of the Greeks, until the end of

the following century when Bajazet II.

transformed it into a mosque. The
church is built of brick faced with
marble. Architecturally, its external
appearance is spoiled by a number of

meaner Imililings, which crowd around
it ; internally, the general appear-

ance recalls rather the stately Norman

CHUKOH OF ST. DEMETB1T3S.

CKrom Texier and PuUan.)

Scale 1 in. to 100 feet.

churches of Sicily than the usual By-
zantine forms. It Ijas a broad nave
flunked by double aisles, with round
arches supported by marble columns.

Over the arches are mosaic patterns in

shades of brown. The carved capitals

are double— Corinthian surmounted
by Byzantine ; some of them have the

Eavenna impost, but they are now
covered with a pale red wash. The
aisles are subdivided bj' 16 columns of

verrle antico, leaving a width of 16 ft.

on either side. The nave is 40 ft.

wide, and ends in an apse ; above it is
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a rnuiid-aiclied frilbrium and a small On a liill in the- iipfif-r jiart of tin?

clerestory. Two of the coluiuns town is the Monastery of the Ascen-
'aweat'—in niemory. as tiie ptople sion. in which is preserved part of the
believe, of St. Denidrius. At the W. f lialice said to have bci^n used by our
end is a narthex, wiih Hat panelled I^jrd for consecrating the wine at tin.-

roof. The fountain fur siblntions (no Last Siipjtfr. The remainder was
longer in xitii) is pait of the orijj^iiial carried otf to Russia by the Knipreas
Btrueture. The marble pavement is Catharim- II. Thecnpwas presentoi to

much worn, but it still includes several the; Monastery by the Emp. Comnenos,
tombstones bearing Frankish coats of who obtained it from Jerusalt-m. It

arms, besides ciosscs, palms, and f)ther is said to be of wood, but is encased in

Christian emblems. At tlie end of tiie silver, and the case will not open. The
outer left ai.-le is a curious and inter- silv< r carvjug r. jtre.-ents the Last
eating little chapel. At the lower end Supper. h11 the fijrures being emljossed.

of the rt. aisle is a mural monument to Tiie walls of the Church are plastered,

Loukas Spundouni (^l^Sl ). His virtues but where the plaster has peeled <ift

are recorded in 22 Greek Iambic verses, old paintings of Saints are \isible.

not classical in type. A door at the Outside the town walls on the W.
N.W. cnjiicr leads into a circ^ular side is a Derrhh Convent. Near it are

annexe with a domed ceiling, beyond some towers where storks build. The
which is the cell which contains the birds arc said to come from Alexandria
'J'om}) of St. Vnnetriux. In the wail for tliat purpose on the sjime day
aboV(! is the window through which every year; but the same coui)le only
iiis food was given him while a comes once, namely in the lirst year
prisoner. The tomb, a plain flat after they are grown up.

fctone, is covered with the grease of There is an .^;/r/cfy//j/ro? Cb//e{;e with

candles burnt by devotees in his about 60 students, a few milca from the
lionour. On the '29th August (o. s.), town.
the festival of St. .John tlie Baptist,

the church is thrown open to the
])ublic. There is a curious superstition

I'onneuted with this tomb. Lengths
of cotton-thread, exactly ciirrcsponding

to the mLasurement of the arms and
upright of the cross on the tombstone
of the saint, aie sold for 5 piastres.

These are worn as a girdle by wijimu,
and are supposed to ensure a fruitful

marriage. Consecrated earth from a
hole in the tomb is also sold. It is

worthy of remark that it is the
TurkisliHodja wlio sells these things
to Christians I St. Demetrius is the

patron s;iint of Siiloiiica, and on his

festival is held a large fair, which

EOUTE 125.

SALONICA TO LABISSA, BY KEROKA.

—

HORSE-lATIi.
H. X.

.Salonlca to Berof'a . . .loo
Kosbaiii . . . . . b
Vlacho-Livadi. . . .HO
Klassima . . .GO
I>ari&^a . . . . . 7 u

40

Tlie road from Salonica to Bcroes
follows Rte. 124 (reversed) as far as'

(6 hrs.) Kleidi, and turns due W. to
attiacts visitors from all parts of Mace- (2 hrs.) Kapu>chori. Bearing S. W.. it

<Jonia. then ascends the 1. bank of the Via-
The present Greek Churches are tritza to (2 hrs.j

very ordinary. The chief of them is

St. Nicolas, now used as a Cathedral Beroea (10,000). which retains its'

while the metropolitan Church of St. ancient name (pronounced Verria).
Gregory is being rebuilt. It contains It lii-s on the low.-r E. slope of Mt.
the body of St. Gregory, encased in Bennion, about .5 m. from the 1. bank
Bilver filigree, the skull only being of the Vi^'ritza, just where that river
partly visible. Other Churches are issues out on the j)lain, after making
St. Athanuisius and St. Comtantitie. its way through a gorge in the mouu-
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t-.iiiis. The houses are lofty and well

built ; water tiows throug:b. every
street ; the situation is salubrious and
coQimanding ; and fine trees and
pleasant gar leus surround the town.
Beroca is chiefly remarkaljle in history

as the place to which St. Paul and
Silas withdrew from Thessalonica
(Acts xvii.). Tlie remains of the
ancient city consist only of walls, re-

paired in Roman and Byzantine times.

From Beroea, Vodena (Rte. 128)
may be reached iu 6 hrs. by way of

Niaghousta.
Leaving Beroea for Kosliani, the

road ascends Mt. Bermion. passing
through woods of chestnut and beech
and piue, in which wild animals
abound. The highest peak is now
called Doxa. On the W. side of the

mountain the road descends to the
plain of Boudja, a part of the ancient

Eordaea, which is well cultivated with
Corn. The inhabitants are chiefly

Mohammedans. From the plain, we
ascend to

Koshani, a town of about 700 houses,
surrounded by vineyards. [Hence it

is 4 hrs. W. to Siatida (Rte. 121j.]

Descending over downs covered with
cornfields and interspersed with small
villages, wc reach, in 2j hrs. from
Koshani, a ferry over the Vistritza,

"whence it is 1 hr. to

Servia, a town containing about 500
Turkish and 100 Greek houses, and
situated on the N. side ot the chief
pass from Macedonia iuto Tiiessaly

over tlie Cambounian mountains A
local traditiou derives the name from
a mediaeval colony of Servians, after-

wards expelled by the Turks.
Passing through the Gate (Porta),

as the pass is called, the road follows

the side of the mountain, crossing

many deep ravines and rocky slopes to

Vlacho-Livadi ( Wallach - mead), a
}Owa of 400 Wallachian families, situ-

ited iu a craggy hollow lielow a peak.

The climate here in winter is very
levere. Hence it is 10 hrs. in an E.
lirection to Katarina on the Gulf of

Salonica (Rte. 124), by the pass of

Petra, over the Olympus range.

From Vlacho-Livadi, we descend to

the plain, and, crossing it and some
rocky ridges, reach in 5 hrs.

Elassona, a town of 400 families,

three-fourths of which are Greek.
The name is a corruption of the ancient

Oloossou, to which Homer gives the

epithet of 'white,' from its clay soil

(11. ii. 739). 'Bee-hive' tombs were
found here lately. It is situated at

the foot of a steep hill, on which
stands a large mediaeval monastery,
with some fragments of the Hellenic
citadel in its walls. Olympus rises

grandly behind.

Crossing a valley, and the pass of

Melina, over a lower ridge of Mt.
IHtanas, the road reaches

Toumaro (8000). Hence it is .S hrs.

over the Theasalian plain to

Larissa (Rte. 107).

KOUTE 126.

SALONICA TO 3I0UNT ATHOS, BY PIXAKA
AND ERISSO. HORSE- PATH.

Salonica tij

—

H. M.
Pinaka 9 u

K.ilandria . . . .30
(Return to Pinaka) . . .30
Hagios-Mamas . . .10
Mekybema . . . .10
Puligyro 3
Oriiiylia 3
Nikita 3 30
Reveniko . . . .50
G.-mati 2

Erisso . . . . .40
37 30

Travellers intending to visit the

monasteries should provide themselves
with a letter of recommendation from
the Abp. of Salonica to the Monastic
Syno 1 at Karyes (see below).

The peninsula, which lies S.E. of

Salonica, was formerly called Chalci-
dice, because many colonists from
Chalcis in Euboea occupied it at an
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early poriml. It tenninalea in tliree

prongs ruiming out into tlio Aegean
Sea, anil called re.-pectively Palleiic

{(Jassanilni), .Sitlionia (Louyos), anil

Acte (Mount Athox) Of these pro-

montories the \Vr-.ster<i, I'allene f>r

Cassandra, is the most rich and fertile,

the t.vo others having in all ages
been rugged and clothrd with fi .rests.

01ynthiis(p S-'H), and the other Greek
cities of Olitdcidice, weie couquired
l>y Philip of Macedon, and annexed
to his dominions.

Afti r passing through a dreary
eountr}', in 2 hrs. from S ilonica we
enter a smaller plain, the shore of

which forms tin- inner angle of the

gulf. Tliis district was laid waste
during tiie Ki volution. l'"urther on,

the road lies over undulating ground;
a low ridge of hills form^ the
boundary to the 1., while on the rt.

is ttio gulf, with Olympus rising

majestically on the opposite shore.

In the distance may be distinguished

Ossa and Pelion. At length the

prospect becomes more open, slielving

downwards to the sea, and exti-uding

N. to the hills, once celebrati d for

their rich ores. Tiie country con-

tinues baiTeu and almost deserted,

except for some farms, belonging to

the monasteries of Athos.

jiromontory of Sithonia and the E.

ii'irizon, and lo the rt. are the forests

i)f Pallene.

.At Athyio. 3 hrs. from the ruins of

Potidaea, are some remains of Aphytls,
one of the ancient cities which once
stood on Pallene.

Before the Greek Revolution the
peninsula of Cassnndra contamed 700
lamilies, proprietors <.f '2.^00 lie;id of

oxen, besides flocks an I hi rds to the

numbi r of 20,000 or ;J0,O()O. ^Vhen
news arrived, in 1821, of lie revolt in

Moldavia, followed by that of the

rising of the Greeks in the south, the

pe^iple of Cassandra resolved to join

the movement. Finding themselves,

however, inisupported, they repented
the step they had taken, and tried to

make thrir peace with government.
It was, however, too late, and the

Pasha of Salonica, entering the pe-

ninsula, put all the inhabitants to

the bword, and razed their houses to

the ground. The peninsula was left

wholly untenanted for two years,

and ha.> never recovered its former
prosperity.

Close to Kalandria, on a headland
still called Pofeidio, are the remains of

the ancient city of Poskidion. Re-
turning to Pinaka and bearing X., we
reach in 1 hr.

The ruined village of Pinaka, on
the site of Potidaea, stand.-? ue.>r the

narrow isthmus which ooimects the

peninsula of Cassandra with the main-
land. A ruined rampart, with turrets,

stretchi-s from shore to shore, and is

called the Gate (I'ortu) of Cassandra.

Potidaea was a Dorian colony from
Corinth, and became oue of the

])roximate causes of the Poloponnesian
war (Thnc. i. 5G ; iv. 185). It

was destroyed by Philip of Macedon,
but rcliuilt by Cassander, who c;dled

the ue^v city after himself. Hence the

modern appelhitio'i ot the promontory
of Pallene. A marsh indicates the

position of the purt. After entering

the iMMiiii.^ula, the traveller threads
his way through brushwood till he
reaches an eminence, wlunce the

Torinaic Gulf breaks upon his view.

Mount Athos appears between the

Hagios - Kamas. The village is

hidden atiioug trees, but behind it

appear four whiti? towers, connected

by mud walls. Here are many mia-

cellanenus n inains of antiipiity. -•-np-

posed to mark the site of tlie ancitui

Ol>YNTHOS, once the chief city o(

Chalciilice, and long the antagonist

of Philip of Macedon, against wImioi

it was for years sustained by the

patriotic eloqmnce of Demosthenea
It was tin.iUy destroyed l»y the Mace-
duniaus in u.c. 'Ml. There are .-till

Uiany broken inscriptions on sepul-

chral stones; and »t the entr.iner ol

the village is an altar, standing

upright, but half-buried. At a shorl

disUmcc, among ^ome small hills, is i

mined mediaeval t'wer, 30 or 40 ft

sqiiare, and 50 or G'J ft. high, with t

staircase within. It has loopboh ^ ''U

no windows.
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Turning E., we reach (1 br.) Meky-
berna, now called Mulivo Fyrgo, the

port of Olynthos.
Thence N. again to (3 lirs.) Poli-

gyro, one of the chief villages of the

gnld and silver mining district of

Chalcidice, now abandoned.
We now turn S.E. to (3 hrs.)

Ormylia, a small and very pretty vil-

lage on the e<.lge of a fertile little

plain. This is the site of the amient
8ERMYLE.
The coast is now skirted E. to (3|

hrs.) Nikita, at the N.E. angle of the

Tonmaic Gnlf. It lies scattered over

a cleft m a sandy hill, wooded at

the top. On the side of the hill, in a

small enclosure which once surrounded
the Church, stand seven white columns
close togetlier. The enclosure itself

is nearly undermined, and below it

hangs a column suspended across the

road, having been caught or sustained
l)y tiie bushes on each side.

[1 hr. E. is St. Nicolas, a village

on the gulf opposite Mt. Athos, whence
a boat may be taken to Bussicon, or

on« of ihe other monasteries on the
W. side of the peninsula. The
traveller can also return from Mt.
Athos to Salonica by this route.]

We now turn X., through a wild
and beautiful country, to (5 i.rs.)

Reveniko, a village on a very pretty

and well wooded upland plain. Thence
E. to (2 hrs.)

Gomati, scattered among fruit-trees

and gardens, in the middle of a narrow
stet-p valley with aljrui>t and wooded
sides, commanding a fine view.

The road nosv descends through the

valley into the basin below. In 2|
hrs. we reach a brow of broken ground,
looking down on the giassy lawn
which encircles the village of Erisso,

s.tuated at the entrance of tlje

promonlory of Acte, now the Holy
Mountain (see below). A magnificent
prospect now breaks upon the r'ew.

The Holy Land of the Greek Church
lies below, its swelling ridges richly

clothed with wijod, varied by craggy
rocks and by the striking cone of

Athos at the S. termination of the
peninsula, shooting up from the sea.

It was on this pjTimidal peak,
accoiding to the tradition of the

Orientals, that the Tempter placed our
Saviour, to show Him "all the king-

doms of the world and the glory of

them'; and here the vivid fancy of

a monk beheld—just before the Greeks
rose in 1821 to recover their freedom
of religion—a cross of light, such as

appeared to Constantine before his

victory over Maxentius. Across the
Isthmus of Athos is the track of

the canal whicli Xerxes had cut in

three years (484-181 B.C.) in order to

.-•ave the fleet whicii accompanied his

invasion of Greece from rounding the

stormy promontory on which the fleet

of Mardonius had I'een wrecked
twelve years before (Hdt. vii. 23).

Far to tlie W. are Olympos, Ossa, and
Pelion ; to the X. and E. are the peaks
of Pangaeos, and the mountains of

Thrace and Macedonia. On either

sides of tiie peninsula of Athos are

spread the Strymonic and Singhitic

gulfs; the Toronaic Gulf is concealed

by the intervening [leninsula of Si-

tlionia, but the Thermaic Gulf is

visible.

Descending by a veiy rough path

over broken ground, the traveller

reaches

Erisso, a straggling village on the
sliore of tlie Strymouic Gulf, or Gulf
of Contegsa. Tlie ruined fortress which
surmounts the village is of mediaeval
construction, but its foundations are

Hellenic, as are also many masses of

masonry around, and the remains of

an ancient mole widch still attords

shelter to a few boats traiing with
Thasos or Cavalla. These vestiges of

antiquity mark the site of Acanthos,
one of the stations of Xerxes in his

march, and one of the cities seized by
Brasida.s, in his Macedonian campaign.
Acanthos was originally a colony from
Andros.

The complete tour of the *Monas-
teries of Motmt Athos cannot be
accomplishi-d in less than a fortnight,

from Erisso and back. But the
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principal convents can bo visited in a
week as follows :

—

Days
From EriBso to Karyes, seeing Chili-
andarion on the way . . .1

Vi>it Karyfs and the neighbouriiig
Convent of Kiillumush ami then
ride across the peninsula to the Con-
vent of SI. I'aul . . . . 1

From St. Paul to iMura . . .1
From Laura to the Iberians, by Cara-
caWis ...... 1

Fr.ira the IlK»riaTi-' Convent by Ctmxta-
menites, Xotiyraphos, sluA Hassicon
to Esphigmenu . . . .1

From Ksphicmenu and Vatopieilityn

back to Krisso .... I

The best course for the traveller is

to repair in the first instance to the

raonastie capital Karyes, wliich is 6 or

7 hr.s. from Erisso, ami there to present

his letters to the synod. A circnlar

letter of recommendation will then be
given him to all the conv(;nt8, and he
will also be provided with mules an 1

guides. He will be everywliere re-

ceived with much kindness and simple

courtesy, lodged in the chief room of

the monastery, and entertained with

fish, vegetables, rice dressed in various

ways, cheese, sweetmeats, fruits and
very fair wine, made on the mountain.

The monks seldom have meat to give

a stranger, as they rarely eat it tliem-

selves : their spare diet, long church
services, and oft-recurring faists, mak-
ing the pulses of men of 30 beat as if

they were 60. The 8er\'icf s in the

convent churches last 6 or 7 hrs. every

day ; on jrreat festivals and fasts 11 or

12 hrs., or even moie, out of the 24.

The monks seldom sleep more than .5

or 6 hrs. : going to their cells at 8 or

9 in the evening, they are rouse<i at

2 A.M. by the beating of a woixlen

clapi^)er (rr'^j/xain-poc). Most of them
never t iste flesh-meat at all ; on 1.59

days in the year they have but one

meal; and at tliis, eggs, clu-ese, wine,

fish, milk, and oil are forbidden them
(though allowed on the remaining

days), and their diet consists merely

of vegetables and brt;ad boiled in

water. On no day have thiy more
than two meals. The tmveller may
piu"ch ise moat in the bazaar of Karyes,

ati also au occasional cock from the

neighbouring islands (no hens are al-

lowed); but he must »rry his own
larder with him in his tour round the

peninsula.

At nitrht, the traveller^ conch will

be spread, with quilts and coverlets, on

the divan where he sat at dinner.

If he has taken the very desiraide

precaution of brintring a camp-bed,

he should make this the pl<a for

refusing the eonvintual blankets,

which generally contain in.sects. The
breakfast 8Mp(jji( d consists of nearly

the sanie materials as dinner. On
departure, c aeh guest should make a

small present to the lay servants

immediately attached to his service.

Mt. Athos ^63.50 ft.), as w. 11 as the

penin.-ula om which it stands (the

ancient Acte). is now known through-

out the Levant as the Uohj Moun-
tain (''AyiDv "Opos), from the great

numbir of mfmasteries ;ind chapels

with which it is covered. Tliere

are 20 of these convents, most of

whicli were founded during the By-
zantine Empire, and .some of them
trace their origin to the time of Con-
etantine the (Jreat. Each of the

nations belongin:,' to the Greek Church
( except Houmania has one or more
convents of its own : and the spot is

visit<'d periodically by pilgrims from
Russia, Servia, Bulgaria. <irtece, Asia

Minor, and all other orthodox com-
munities.

The length of the Peninsula is

about 40 m., and its average breadth

alx)ut 4 m. It is rugged, and inti-r-

sected by numerous ravines. The
ground rises abruptly from the

Lthmns at the N. end to about 300 ft.,

and for the first 12 m. maintains a

+ Numeroa* desciptions of Mt. Athos have

befii published. The following are among
the be-t :

—
CiK/.oN, ' Monasteri"8 of ibe Levsnt,' 183.i.

To/.K«, ' HiKhlands of Turkey,' 1869.

MiLLKR, • Melanges de Litterature Grecqne,"

1868.

Fallvbraykb, 'Fragmenteausdem Orient,'

1845.

Lkakk, ' Travels In \orthem Greece.'

KowEN, 'Mount Aihos, Tbessaly, and
Epirus,' IS52 {£flin. lUi: ls55).

Athklsta.v Kilev, ' Athos or the Mountaia

of the Monks,' 1887.
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tableland elevation of 600 ft., for the
most part beautifully wooded. After-
wards, the land becomes mountainous
rather tjian liilly, two of the heights
reaching 1700 und 1200 ft. above the
sea. 4 m. further S., on the E. slope
of the mountain ridge, but at a nearly
equal distance from the E. and W.
sliores, is situated, amidst vineyard-t
and gardens, the town of Karyes
(Cakyae), the capital of the Peninsula.
Immediately S. of Karyes, the ground
rises to 2000 ft., whence a rugged
broken country, covered with dark
forests, extends to the foot of Mt.
Athos, properly so called, which rears
itself in solitary magnificence, an
insulated cone of white limestone,
rising abruptly from the sea.

In very ancient times the Peninsula
of Acte was inhabited by TyrrLeno-
Pelasgians, but .-.everal Hellenic colo-

nies were planted along the coast.

On the Isthmus ftood Acanthos and
Sane, and in the Peninsula itself there
were live cities, Dion, Olophyxos,
Acrothooii, Thyssoss, and Cleonae.
Slight vestiges remain of some of
tliese towns. Our famous country-
woman, the Empress-Saint Helena,t
is traditionally reputed the first

founder of Convents on Mt. Athos.
Succeeding emperors and other Chris-
tian princes adorned its valleys and
woods with fair churches and monas-
teries, and many royal and imperial
personages have retired to these peace-
ful abodes to enjoy repose after the
turmoil of the world. The Socii-ty

owe the privileges which they enjoy
under the Turks to the prudence
of their predecessors, in submitting
befoi'e the fall of Constantinople, to

Mohammed II.. who thereupon gave
them his protection, and guaranteed
their privileges, as have also his
successors. Tiie Community is allowed
to maintain an armed guard of 40 or
.50 Christian soldiers. The only Mo-
harame<lan permitted to reside witiiin

the Peninsula is one Turkish officer,

f- According to the account most generally
recRived, th>- mother of Con.stantine the lireat
was the daugliter of an innkfeper at York ;

the monkish historians subsequently improved
the innkeeper into a Caledonian king.

who is the means of communication
Ifetween the Sultan and the Monks.
Even he cannot have a woman in his

house; and all female animals, of what-
ever species, are rigidly excluded. The
general government of the mountain
is vested in the Holy Synod of Caryae
('H "lipa €v Kapva7s 2iVo5os). The
Synod consists of 20 deputies, one
from each convent, chosen l>y annual
election; and four PresMents of tlifi

Community ('ETTifTTaTai to'" Koivov"), in
whom the duties of administration aro
vested. These Presidents are taken
from four different monasteries each
year, so that in five years the cycle
allows each of the 20 monasteries to

name a President. There is a regular
meeting of the vhole Synod of 24 once
a week ; at oth ;r times the Presidents
form a managing committee. One of
the four takes precedence of the others,

according to a fixed rotation, and is

styled for his year of office, the Fir.<f.

of Athos ('O Upwros rov "'AOwyos). This
monastic cont-'ress superintends the
civil afi'airs of the Mountain, takes
cognisance of any matter in which the
whole community is interesteil, and
assesses on each convent its share of
the tribute paid to the Porte in the
place of all other taxes. This is a
yearly sum of about 1500Z., which
amounts to a capitation tax of about
10s. Each convent has a number of
lay-servants called KoajjuKoi {men of
the world), who are hewers of wood and
drawers of water for their brethren.
Any Brother wlio brings with him a
sum equivalent to about 15/., is exempt
from domestic service an 1 from tilling

the convent lands. Only a small
number take Holy Oiders, for the
duties of the Church service are so
onerous that most prefer remaining
simple Brethren. For three yiars the
new-comer is a Probationer (SoKi/tos),

after which he is admitted Father, or
good elder ^KaXdyepos), on Aowing
obedience to the superiors, and to the
rules of monastic discipline and
asceticism.

Most of the monasteries have estates
in various parts of the Turkish do-
minions, as well as on the Peninsula.
10 out of the 20 are Cotiiobia (koivo-
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/3io), and tlie other iuoi»!ty arc Idior-

rhijthimc (iSjop^uS/xa). In llie Coenobia
all members are clothed alikf, and
live on the .same fare in tiie commoji
liall or refectory (Tpairt^a). Tiioir

government i.s strictly monarchiciil,

heinj; administered hy an Abbot
('Hyovixtt'os). elei-ted by the Society

for life, and confiriiied by tlie Synod
of Curyae and by tlie Patriarch
of Constantinople. The Abbots are
generally cliosen, less for their piety
or learninjr '}n winch <|ualitie8 most
f)f the monks ar'' pretty nearly equal),

than for their capacity of taking care

of the worldly prosperity of the con-

vent and its estates. On the other

hand, the Idiorrinthmic convents are

not monarchies', but constitutional sttites

(avvTayixaTLKo.). These last are imdc'r

tlie administration of Wardtna ('ETTf-

rpowoi), two or tinee of the Fathers
annually ilccted, who have authoiity

To regulate only the finances and
general ex}K'nditure of the Society.

In the Idiorrbythmic convents bread
and wine alone are issued from the

refectoiy to all the members of the

Society, who add to tiiese commons in

their nwn cells what each can afford

to buy, each l>eing ]iearly independent
of his fellows. The refectories are

mostly all on the same pliin. being
large rooms, witii tables all arouud.
Mhile ihv monks are at meals, a deacon
generally reads from a pulpit n passage

from the Gosj)el, with a commentary
in modern (ireek.

The churciies in the convents are

all of nearly the .same plan. Sir G.
Bowen says :

—
' At many of the con-

vents of I\It. Athos the monks gave me
very curious woodcut-, representing

the a]»pearauce of the buildings some
centuries back, since which time tliey

have changed but little. Some of

them ari: representations of attacks

from Saracen corsair-s at wliom the

cannoa in the towers are firing, with
iheir muzzles pointed Mraiijht up in

the nir ; and monks of gigantic size

are hurling stones from ti.e battle-

ments, while saints and angels are

taking part in the mel€e, and whales
and sharks are swallowing up the

vanquished and drowning infidels.

The cannon belonging to the monks
of Jit. Athf>s Wert! taken from them by
the Turks in 1821, as the Community
made common c.iuse witli the Greek
insurrection, and in con.-equence had
MOOO Turkish 8'>ldier8 quartered upon
tliem until 183U."

Besides the 20 great convents, there
is a very large number of places of
ascetic retirement ('AtricTiTTipia, cor-

rupted into (TKTiria) in idl jiarts of the
Peninsula. Every nook ami comer
of the mountain is also filled with
hermitages {KiWe'ia) and little chapels.

The libraries of the convents of

Mt. Athos are nnTe closets, where the
books are stowed away without the
slightest care for their arran;renicnt or

prfeservation. In none of the monas-
teries do any of the monks make use
of their bfioks: 'one part of us are
jjrayiiig. whil;' the others are working
in the fields' (oi ixtv irpoatvxtit'-iBa. oi

Se (pyai^ofxeOa), being the reply given
when Sir G. Bowen asked wliethcr
there were any learned men among
them. Most of the convent libraries

are of the sime character; t! ey con-

tain ninny handsome <'ditinns and
5ISS. o) the Kalliers; but tiiey are

generally very poor Iwlh in classics

and in general literature. At the
present day comparatively few of the
Greek clergy are acquainted with the

Fithers of their own Church, and still

fewer witii the clHssieid litcmture of

their country. The libraries of -Mt.

Athos were careful Iv exaniine«l bv
Prof. Cailyle and Dr. Hunt in 1801.
by Mr. Curzoii in 18:-?."), by Mr. Miller
in 18<j7, and by Mr. Lamiims in 1881,

who have all ])ulili8hed the results of

their examinations.
' Niiwh. re in Europe, probably, can

such a collt ction of jewellery and goKl-

smiths' work be found as is presented
by th" relics preserved in tliedifl''rent

monasteries : nowhere certainly can
the Byzantine 8ch<x)l of painting be
studie<l with equal advantage ; and
some of the illuminated MSS. are in-

estimable treasures of art. The build-

ings of the monasteries are, with the
sole exception of Pompeii, the most
ancient existing specimens of domestic
architecture; and within their walls
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the life of the Middle Ages is enacted
before your eyes, with its manners and
customs, dress, and modes of thought
and belief, absolutely unchanged. And
it is no slight addition to the pleasure
of a visit, that, in passing from one
monastery to another, you are sur-

rounded by scenery certainly not
surpassed, and hardly equalled, by
any in Europe.'

—

H. F. Tozer.

Half-an-hour after leaving Erisso,

tlie road passes one of the convent-
farms (MeTo'xio), situated on the brow
of the low ridge which separates the
plain of Erisso fiom the vale of Prov-
laka, as the peasants call the narrow-
est part of the isthmus ; evidently a
modern corruption (tlie accusative
being, as usually in Romaic, substi-

tuted for the nominative) of Proaulax
(UpoavKa^), the Canal in front of Mt.
Atbos, excavated by Xerxes for the
passage of his fleet. The features and
breadth of this neck of land are accu-
rately described by Herodotus (vii. 22).

The site of the canal isa hollow between
natural banks, aud several artificial

mounds and substructions of walls can
be traced along it. It does not seem
to have exceeded from 40 to 60 feet in

width, and it has been nearly filled up
again with soil in the course of ages.

As, however, no part of its level is 100
feet above the sea, and as its extent
across the isthmus is only 2500 yards,

it might be cleared without much
labour. Such a work would be a great

boon to the trading craft of these parts ;

for such is the fear entertained by the

(Treek sailors of the strength and un-
rertain direction of the currents round
^It. Athos, and of the gales and
liigh seas to which its vicinity is sub-

ject, that scarcely any price will tempt
them during the winter mouths to sail

from one side of the peninsula to the

other. Xerxes, in the opinion of

Colonel Leake, was justified in cutting

the canal, tlie work being very easy

from the nature of the ground. Great
losses had been experienced by the

Persian fleet off Athos on a previous

expedition ; and Xerxes had at his

disposal vast numbers of men, among
whom, too, were Babylonians and

[Greece.]

Egyptians experienced in such under-
takings. The circumnavigation of the
neighbouring promontories of Sithonia
and Pallene was much more easj% as

they aftbi'd some good harbours.
' At the isthmus, where are the

remains of the Canal, the peninsula
is in breadth about If m., and the

ground is comparatively level ; but
from this point it rises in undulations

until it forms a steep central ridge,

which runs like a backbone through
the whole peninsula. The character

of the ground on the two sides of the

jieninsula is entirely different, the W.
side being rugged and precipitous,

while the E. is comparatively soft, and
clothed with magnificent trees. The
vegetation of this part surpasses

everything that I have seen elsewhere

;

on the ridge itself and its steep de-

clivities are forests of beech and chest-

nut; below this oaks and plane-trees

are found, together with tlie olive,

cypress, arbutus, catalpa, am 1 a plenti-

ful undergrowth of heath and bioom :

in addition to whicli, as if the earth

could never tire of pouring forth her

stores, numerous creepers trail over

the trees and hang in festoons from
the branches.'

—

R. F. Tozer.

For 2 hrs. beyond the canal, the

isthmus consists of low undulating
ground without much wood. There
are hereabouts several convent-farms,

with good buildings, lierds of cattle,

substantial fences, and other signs of

neatness and industry. In fact, in the

East now, as in the West during the

Middle Ages, monasteries are the only

schools of agriculture. The superin-

tendents of these farms are all Breth-

ren, who have lay servants under
them.

Aliout .3 hrs. from Erisso, a steep

but low ridge of hills stretches across

the peninsula from sea to sea. Sur-

mounting this natural barrier of the

Holy iNIountain by a zigzag path, the

traveller soon reaches the station of

the frontier-guards, where a few soldiers

of the armed body which the holy Com-
munity maintains in its pay are

stationed to keep out robbers, women,
and female animals of all kinds. Twice
only is this strict rule known to have
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been laid iisiJe. The exceptions in will \xi strufk with the Hpectacif of a

question wore the Grand Duchess town without women, and of a market

Constantinc and (previously) Lady without noise. He will do well to

Stratford de Re<lclilie. purchase iiert- a few crosses nnd other

From the station of the frontier- spfcini«Mi8 of the curious «ood-carvinfr

guard it is 3 or 4 hrs. ride to Karyon. of tlie inmates of the cnveiits ami
The traveller may visit the monasteries lurniitagf s.

of Chilidndariou, J-Jujihigmenu, and
Vatdpaedioit, ou the way. The must 1 Chiliandarion (x'AiaiOa^«ji ; i.~ ilu;

N. part of the pcninsida consists of furthest \. of the iiicinast' ries on the

hills inter.-ected hy d<ep valleys, down E side of tin- pt.iiiiisula. It is situated

wliich torrents flow t,i> the sea, the nearly a mile from the sea, in a vale

shore of which is beautifully indented watered by a torrent, and surrounded

by little bays. The hills are coven d by i)ine-clad hills. 'Hie monks here

with the fragrant and feathery Isth- ar<' almost all Sen'ians or Bulgarians,

niiau pine, and with every variety of and a dialect of Slavfinian is tlie only

slirub and flower. As we advance language spf>ken in the convent or

furtlier the foliage of the N. and tlio S. used in the church service. Most of

is blended in great variety, the olive the monks are ignorant <•( (ireek.

with the oak, and the orange with the The name of this nK>uastery is said to

))ine. Yine\ aids and gardens surround have been derive<l from its having
Karyes, and the hazel (XfitroKapvd), been originally built for lOdO irmiates

from wliich the town i)robably derives (xiAiot &vSpts). The library is not

its name, is also very common. The extensive, and consists ctitirely of

tree is cultivated for the sake of the Slavonian books. In the muniment-
nuts, which form the chief export of room of this, as of some of the other

the peninsula. convents, are preserved very ancient

and curious charters and deeds of gift

Karyes, the metropolis of the die- from Greek emperors and princes of

trict, covers a large space in the Servia and Bulgaria, as well as jir-

n)i<lst of W'loded declivities. The mann, promising protectiim and privi-

Council-hfmse of the Monks is a leges from successive Sultans and
moderate sized room, round three sides Viziers. The pile of buildings is very

of wliich the deputies sit cross-legged extensive and picturesijue, and this

on a divan, while at the fourth are cnnveiit is one ot the highest in

ranged the secretaries and other atten- estimation and wealth of the whole
dams. Eachof the 20 monasteries has number. The original founders were
a lodge at the metropolis, for the re- two Servian ascetics,

ception of its deputy when he comes
up to the synod, and of those of the 2 Esphigmenn ('H Mov^tov 'E<T(piy-

ymnger monks who are attending the nh'ou) lies J hr. from Chiliandnrion,
school which the Community has on tlie < dge of the si-a at tiie mouth
established here. Ancient Greek, of a torrent in a little narrow valley,

history, geography, and arithmetic, from which compresned position the

are taught by mststers brought from name is taken. Part of the convent
Greece. Strangers will be as hos- was imce crushed by the fall of some
j)itably received in one of the lodges overhanging rocks, and nf>w it is

as in the convenis themselves. being gradually undermined by the

The principal church of the monas- water. This monastery was founded
tic capital (-rh TlpwraTOp) is said to be by Theodosius the younger, and his

the oldest edifice on the mountain, sister I'tdeheria, in the 5th cent. ; but
and is well worth a visit. The bazaar it was afterwards restored in the 11th.

at Karyes resembles those of the
dihi-T small towns of Greece. Meat ?> Vatopaedi (Bototto/Sioi'), 2 hn
is sold here, as well as groceries, and from Esphigmcnu, is the largest ol

articles of clothing. The traveller all the monasteries, except Laura. Its
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name is said by the monks to be
derived from the following legend :

—

The Emperor Theodosius whs passing
the promontory of Mt. Athos with his

Heet, when a sudden storm arose, and
iho galley in wliicli liis child was
(inbarked foundered ; but the Holy
Virgin rescued the royal infant from
tlic waves, and placed liini under a
liiish (Baros) in the valley. On this

spot the Emperor afterwards erected

a splendid monastery as a thauk-
oft'ering, and called it the 'Bush
of the Child.' Dr. Ludwig Ross
believes that the name should be
written BaToireSiov, and translates it

JJornenfeld (Thorny Meadow). This
convent counts several emperors
among its benefactors, one of whom,
John Cantacuzene, ended his days
here in the monastic garb. The
monastery, with its lofty towers and
battlements, its massive portals and
iron gates, its numerous turrets and
domes, many of fhem painted with

variegated colours, kioks much like a
feudal fortress, or like one of the old

fortified villages still to be found
among the roots of the Alps. It is

beautifully situated on a commanding
lieiglit, Separated from the shore of

the sea by slopes covered witli planta-

tions of olives and oranges.

Vatopaedi contains 300 monks, to-

gether with nearly as many more
t^crvauts and dependents. ' The prin-

cipal church should be noticed in

passing, as it is certainly one of the

most ancient on Athos.' It has two
j)cculiaritied which argue a great anti-

quity ; these are the mosaics above
and at the sides of the W. doors, and
tiie fact that the E. apse is polyy:onal

instead of being semicircular. Where
these are found, there is reason for

believing that the structure to whicli

they belong is not later than the 10th

cent.

On a hill near Vatopaedi are the

extensive and picturesque ruins of a
college, now deserted, which, during
the last century, when under the

liirection of the learned Eugenios
Bulgaris of Corfu, attained such repu-

tation tliat more scholars resorted to

it from all parts of the Levant than
the building could lodge.

4 Kutlumush {KovT\oufj.ocn) is

about 24 hrs, from Vatopaedi, close

to Karyes, and in the most fertile

part of tlie peninsula, among gardens,

vineyards, olive plantations, and corn-

fields. This is the smallest of all the
convents, not containing above 550

Brethren. It was founded during
the reign of Andronicos the Elder
(a.I). 1283-1328), by Constantino, a
noble of the Turkish family of

Koutloumush, related to the Seljuk

Sultans.

5 Pantocrator ('H Mou7] rod Uavro-
Kpdropos), the Monastery of the Al-
mighty, is situated near the E. shore

of tlie peninsula, between Vatopaedi
and the Monastery of tiie Iberians.

It was founded in the 13th cent, by
Alexios, the same general of Michael
Palaeologos who recovered Constan-
tinople from the Latins.

6 Stavroniketes ('H Mofrj rod ^rav-
poi'iKrJToi/), not far from the Panto-
crator, was founded about a.d. 1540
by a Patriarch of Constantinople, in

honour, as the name implies, of Him
who conquered by the Cross.

7 Iveron, or the Monaderi/ of the

Iberians ('H Movri roiv l^ripwv), is 2 hrs.

from Karyes, on the E. shore of the
peninsula. It derives its name from
having been founded by some pious
and wealthy Iberians tinder the
charters of the Emperor Basil II.

(a.d. 976-102.5). Iberia was the
ancient name of the country between
the Black and Caspian Seas, now
called Georgia. This monastery is

3 hrs. ride from Vatopaedi. and the
small convents of StavroHiketes and
Fanfocrutor lie near the route. From
the Iberians to Laura is a beautiful

ride of 5 hrs., passing the convents c^

Philofheos and Caracallos on the way.

8 PhilotheOS ('H Movrj rov ^iKodfov)

was founded in the 10th cent, by a
certain Philotheos, in conjunction
with two other jjersons.

2 G 2
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y Caracallos ('H yiovr) rovKapaKtiX-

\ov) was founded, according to the

monks, in the lltli cent, by a certain

Antonius, the 8on of a Koinan prince

named Caiacallus.

10 Laura ('H Aavpa), the largest of

a.11 the 20 monasteries, is situated at

the extremity of the peninsula. The
word Laitra means a cloiater, or

monk's cell.

Laura was originally the retreat of

Athanasios, a hermit of the lOtli cent.

;

but it was subsequently enlarged and

euiiched by tiie muiiiticence of many
emperors and otlier benefactors.

Though rankiug first of all the mo-

nasteries in dignity, it is now inferior

in wtaltli to several others, because

its property was chiefly situated in S.

Greece, and was coutiscated under the

government of Capodistria. The soli-

tude and silence of its vast quadrangles

speak to its poverty and decay. Among
the rocks and woods around are scat-

tered many cells and dependent her-

mitages. Like the other convents,

Laura has the appearance of a fortified

village, and is entered by a long,

winding, vaulted passage, guarded by

several massive iron gates. At the

small harbour below is tiie arsenal

(apafvas) or port for the galleys and

boats of the monks, with a tower for

their protection from corsiiirs. Directly

above Laura rises the peak of

Morsr Athos (63.50 ft.), crowning

the scene in a very imposing mannei-,

with its white conical rock and preci-

])ices, in striking contrast to the rich

dark foliage of the ridges below. On
the liigliest pinnacle is a little Chapel,

dedicated to the Tramfiguration. in

wliich a service is annually performed

on tiiat festival Aug. 6th (n. s.). The

ascent can be made in one day from

Laura, returning at night, and the

splendid panoramic prospect from the

summit will amply repay the fatigue.

Tliis i)eak was one of the stations of

the fire-beacons which carried Aga-
memnon's signal to Clytaenmeslra

(Aesch. Agnm. 284).

From Laura we proceed N. along

the \V. side of tlie peninsula, where

the scenery is of a more stem and

gloomy character than on the E,
coast. Perhaps this fact is not without
its influence on the monks themselves,
for the convents on the W. side are
noted for a still more ascetic rule than
those on tlie E. sliore of Mt. Athos.

It is 5 hrs. from Ijaura to St. Paul

;

the path in many places is a mere
cornice running along the face of the
clifl'.

At some distance from St. Paul the
route passes St. Anne, which is an
usceterion (^adKrjTTfpiov), or place of
ascetic retreat, dependent on Laura.
Below St. Anne the clifl" juts out into

the Singhitic Gulf, and was anciently
culled the Nymi'H.\eon. The Church
of St. Anne, surrounded by a cluster

of small houses, and nestling in a hoi-

low of the rocks at some distance
above tlie Sea, is just sucli a place as

we may suppose to have been dedi-
cated to the Nymphs—tiiose fairies of

classical mythology. A grove of trees

flourishes round the church, and from
a spring high up on the face of the
clifl water is brought to irrigate the
shrubs and flowers, by long conduits
made of the hollowed trunks of trees.

The Church is noteil for possessing, in

a silver case set with precious stones,

the left foot of St. Anne.

11 St. Paul ('H yiovv rov 'Ayiov
HavAov) was originally founded for

Servians and Wallachians, and takes
its name not from tlie Apostle, but
from one of its own chief benefactors,

—a son of the Emperor Maurice (a.d.

582-620). The monks in this con-
vent are now nearly all natives of the
Ionian Islands, chiefly Cephalouians.
Several of them speak Italian, and the
traveller will obser\e various little

signs of occidental civilisation here.

It is 4 hrs. from St. Paul to Karyes,
through striking scenery across the
central ridge of the peninsula. The
three following convents are situated

in the neighbourhood.

12 St. Dionysios ('H Movii toD Aiu-

vvffiov) was founded a.d. 11:575. bv
Alexios III., Emp. of Trebizond, at

the instance of Dionysios, then Abp. •

of Trebizond. j
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12 St. Gregory ('H Moi't; toO rp-nyo-

piov) was fouuded by a saint of that

name, in the 14th cent., during tlie

reign of Joannes Gantacuzenos.

14 Simopetra (SfAtdireTpa), or Simon
Pder, derives its name from its posi-

tion on a cliti' overhanging the sea,

and from its founder, Simon, the her-

mit, 13th cent.

15 Xeropotamos ('H Movrj rov "Evpo-

iroTcifxov) is si) called from a torrent,

dry in summer, whicli flows past the

convent into the Singhitic Gulf.

IG Kussicon (to VovaaiKhv 'W.oi'amri-

pwv) is a convent founded in the 12th

cent., originally for Kussians alone,

but where the majority of the Brethren
are now Greeks. It lias two churches,

in one of which the service is per-

formed in Slavoniau, in the other in

Greek. In Chiliandarion and in

Zoographos, Slavonic alone is used.

17 St. Xenophon ('H Moj/r) rov s.evo-

(f)a>uros) is so called from its founder,

a Greek saint of the 11th cent.

18 Docheiareion ('H Mor?; rod Ao-
Xeiapeiov) wa.s founded during the

reign of Nicephoros Pliocas, by a

monk named Euthymios, who had
been Receiver (AoxeiapTjs) of Laura.

19 Constamonites ('H Mo^r; tov

Koovffrajjiov'nov) is a small convent,

founded, according to the most pro-

bable account, in the 11 th cent.; but

also said to derive its name from
Constaus, son of Constantine the Great.

It is situated in a rocky romantic wil-

derness to the left of tlie road between
Caryae and Zoographos.

20 Zoographos ('H Morr? tov Zcaypd-

(l)ov) is a convent of Servian and
Bulgarian monks, founded by several

Slav nobles in the 9th cent., during
the reign of Leo the Philosopher. The
church is noted fur a miraculous pic-

ture of St. George, which conveyed
itself from Palestine without human
aid, like the sacred House of Loreto.

The monks declare it to have been

painted by divine will, and not by the

hands of men, whence the monastery

was dedicated to the Zoographos or

Painter. There is a small hole near

the eyes of this picture made by a

free-thinking bishop Irom Constanti-

nople, who struck his finger in derision

through it, but was unable to withdraw

it, and wtis at length obliged to have
it cut ofl".

Zoographos is situated in an inland

valley, at some distance from the sea,

and is the most N. of the convents on

the W. side of the peninsula. It is

2 hrs. from hence across the central

ridge of Esphi'.:rnieuu, whence the

traveller can return in 4 or 5 hrs. to

Erisso.

The whole number of monks on

Athos is believed to be about 3000,

besides seculars, who may amount to

3000 more.

The tourist will reap no small

pleasure from wandering among these

woods and glens, and peeping into the

quaint and quaintly peopled buildings

with which they are spotted. The
antiquary will revel in a perfect cabi-

net of Byzantine monuments, charters,

and imperial seals, illuminated manu-
scripts, elaborate reliquaries, paint-

ings, forms of architecture, and the like,

which he might search the world in

vain to parallel. To the ecclesiastical

student belong the incongruities ; but

to him also belongs the greatest share

of interest. He will find the religion

of the Middle Ages still living and
breathing in the 19th cent., with its

many miracles, its simple credulity,

its cumbrous ceremonial, its dense

ignorance. He will see the long ser-

vices of the Eastern Church fully and
reverently performed. He will see

peasants where he looked for monks

;

and then discover those to be monks
whom he had judged to be peasants.f

f ' Christian Remembrancer,' April 1851.
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I'vOUTE 127.

EHISSO TO SALONICA, HY NIHVORO.

HOHSE-I'ATH.
EriHso til

—

II. M.

Nisvoro . . . . . r. (J

Klttrif<<iva . . . . r> U

GalHtista . . . .60
Salonica 8

This journey may l»o accomplisheil

in two long days. The best sleuping-

qiiarters are at Eleriffova.

On quitting Eriaso, instead of turning

to the left after passing the isthiuus,

and striking across the hills to (ioinati,

tlie ])iitii liLS N. towards the interior

of tlie country. I'assing over some
undulating ground, the traveller enters

a richly cultiv.ited valley, surrouuded
by wooded bills. Some very fine

plane-trees mark the courses of the

rivulets. Hence there is a steep ascent

to Nisvoro, passing some heaps of

burnt ore, which mark the spot where
silver-mines were formerly workeil by
the Turks.

Nisvoro (or Jshoroti), corrupted by
running the liuiil y into the next word
(«(s Toy 'l(T$op6i/—ffrliy 'Icrliopuv—(tto

Nia^opu), the site of the ancient

Stagikos, the birthiilace of Aris-

totle, is a Greek village of 300
houses, in a lofty situation on the S.

face of a woody mountain, cfmuuand-
ing a fine prospect of Athos and
the Aegean. ' The position is very

much that of an old Hellenic city, the

height on whicli the town is built

being detached in front of the moun-
tain, and flanked on either side by a

torrent. There are. moreover, vast

substructions of Hellenic masonry all

around, particularly in the beautiful

glen to the W. That Stiigiros svas

not far from Acanthos is renderetl

probable by their both having laen

i-olouies of the Andrinns, and Ix'cause,

when Acanthos surrendered to Bra-

sidas in the Peloponuesian war,

Stagiros immediately followed the ex-

arnph^ (Thucyd. iv. t?«). T'olonel

Leake is inclined to place StJigiifw at

the modern village of Slarrtj (Iravpos),

near the shore of the .Strymoiiic (iulf,

in the plain below. Still I would viii

ture U} allege, in BUpj<ort of the claim

of Isboros to the honour of having
given birth to Aristotle, the universal

tradition of the Macedonian jieasants,

an<l still more the very jiassage from
Herodotus (vii. 115) cited bv Leake
himself. The hiotorian states that

Xerxes' army, after leavinij the Stry-

mon, pasHcd by, i.e. left on one side,

Stajiiros, and then came to Acanthos.

Now there would not Ije room for so

vast a host to pass in the narrow
space between Stavro and the sea

;

whereas it would be very natural

that it should keep its course across

the ]»lain below, and leave on its left

a town situated where Islxiros now is.

I would fondly, therefore. V>elieve that

it was among the beautiful glens sur-

roumliiig Isboro.s that the young Aris-

totle was wont to wander, musing on
those great iiriiicijiles of science and
philosophy whioh dawnefl on his miiil

first of all men ; like as the sun, when
mounting above the horizon «tf liis

native town, pours its light on the

peaks of Athos and Olympus, while

the hills and valleys below are still

buried in darkness.'

—

Bfnceti.

Over soft greensward, and through

scenery liketiiat of an English park,

we next reach Eltrigimi, a large

Greek village (there are scarcely any
Mohammedans in Chalcidice), the

houses of which are clusteretl on a

slopu above the plain. Hence we
continue due W. to (ruhifii'tti, lltv road

pas.-tiug through a wooded and hilly

country, many parts of which are very

picturesque, (ialatista is a tolerably

large town, and the seat of a (ireek

Bislinp. To this succeeds a dull un-

dulating jilain, w ith few liouses. little

cultivation, and less winxl excejit

round the village of VasUica. Tlie

jiaih turns N.W. before reaching

Salonica (lite. 124).
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1>0UTE 128.

ALONICA TO SL'UTARI, BY MONASIIR,

ACHRIDA, AND CllOIA. RAIL AND
HORSE-PATH.

Miles
Salonica to Veiiidji h . . 'M

Vodena . . . . . (Jl

Ostrovo . . • , • . ~f>

Monastir .... 1"2')

Mona^tir to Resna
Achrida .

Kukussa
Elba!^san

Tyrana .

Croia
Alessio .

Scutari .

H. M.

11

10

lu

lily, as far as Monastir proposed,

)ut not yet continued ; tlience to

Scutari. One train daily in 14 hrs.

This is a verj' interesting route, and
Fill lead the traveller through some
pf the finest scenery and most famous
ocalities of Macedonia and Illyrian

Albania. It follows in part the Via
^^GNATiA of the Komans.
Before starting the traveller should

)rocure, in addition to the huuyouruldi,

etters of recommendation from the

governor of Salonica to those of the

)roviuces he intends to travel through.

The Rly. runs W. from Salonica over

I Hat plain, and crosses the Vardar, a

ine broad stream of a turbid red colour,

fhese plains of Lower Macedonia are

nhabited chiefly by Bulgarian pea-

iunis, whocultivatethe<(;7t(/f«A-)j (farms)

)f the Turkish proprietors, and tend

;he herds and flocks in which much
)f tbeir wealth consists. After crossing

mother branch of the Vardar the train

lasses, about 32 m. from Salonica,

It some distance, the Baths of Pel,

supplied by a spring of water issuing

Tom a ruined mass of Roman masonry,
rixis name, together with some pieces

)f pottery and marble Vdocks in the

lields and Turkish cemeteries, and a

number of large tumuli on tlie low
hills to the south, near the village of

Alaklisi, are the only remains of

Fella, the birthplace and capital of

Alexander the Great.
Tins interesting identification is

due to Col. Leake, who placed the
site of Pella at Yeni-keui (Gr.
Neuchori). Philip of Macedon first

made Pella the royal residence ; and
from its coins it would appear to have
continued a place of importance until

the time of Hadrian. On its conquest
by the Rom.ms, it became a station

on the Egnatian Way and a colony.

37 m. Yenidjeh (Gr. Jannitza'), a
good specimen of a Macedonian coun-
try town. It is situated in groves of
rich foliage, overtopped by shining
white minarets, with here and there a
few mosque domes, begirt with tall

daik cypressej-. Many remains of

Hellenic antiquity, such as sq; ared
blocks of stone and fragments of

columns, may be observed in the
houses and cemeteries of Yenidjeh,
which has been built and repaired
from the ruins of Pella.

The Rly. continues over the central
plain of Macedonia, backed by the
grand mountain range of Karadjova.
Cultivation increases as we approach
the valley of the Karasmah, or Mavro-
nero (black water). Thenceforward
trees become more numerous, and the
traveller will rejoice in the almost
English character of the scenery.

Gl m. Vodena (the waters) occupies
the site of the ancient Edessa. It is

beautifully situated on a table-land,

backed by three ranges of mountains,
with a precipice in the foreground,
and a number of picturesque cascades.
The view from the town includes

Mt. Pindus to the W., Olympus to the
S.E., andthe heights beyond Salonica,

a distance of GO m. A road ascends
to the town, under walnut and plane
trees which shade the winding patlis

and rushing streams. The combina-
tion of wood, plain, ami mouniaiu is

most lovely; and few scenes in

Greece possess such beauty and gran-
deur.
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Aegae or Edessa, the former being
probably tlie older form of the name,
ftiis the orif;:inal centre of the Mace-
lonians, and the residence of the
royal house; and. though the seat of

government was afterwards transltrred

;o Pella, when the increasing power
ind fiviUsation of the kingdom ren-

iered maritime communication more
essential to the capital than strength
jf position, yet Edessa always re-

mained the national sanctuary and
the burial-j)lace of the kings. From
ts commanding position on the Egna-
tian Way. and at the entrance of the
sasses into Illyria and Upper Mace-
ionia, this town continued to be of

mportance under the Roman and the
Byzantine Emperors. The Greek
LSishopric is still known by the name
)f Edessii as well as by that of Vodeiia
BobTtvd).

Notwithstanding the ancient im-
jortance of Edessa, the remains of

mtiquity are now few ; the site, from
ts natural advantages, has been always
)ccupitd by a town, and new build-

ngs have caused the destruction of

heir predecessors. A remnant of the

Eellenic fortitications may be observed
n the wall of one of the modern
louses situated on the edge of the
slitf; and many scattered fragments
lave been discovered in the town,
imong which are some inscriptions of
;he time of the Roman Empire.
Tlie traveller should visit the house

)f the Archbishop for the sake of the
ine view. Vodena has about 12.000
uhab., of whom about half are Mus-
iulman,and the remainder Bulgarian,
ivith a few Jews ; there are six

no-ftjui-s and 13 churches, some of

svhich contain fragments of antiquity.

6 lirs. S.E. lies Verria (Rte. 125).

The Rly. now runs through the
Qarrow valley of the Karagmah.
rhen, crossing the river, it rapidly
iscends through fine scenery to

76 m. Ostrovo, a little village by
the side of a mountain-lake which is

ibout 10 m. by 2.

A mosque with a minaret by its

jide, which rises out of the water at

the di-tance of half a mile from the

shore, indicates the remains of a sub-
merged town. The lake is of compara-
tively recent formation, and owes its

existence to the damming up of tlie

water of the river. L«S8 than a cen-

tury ago there was no lake in this

region, and many towns existed in

various parts of the valley, like tho«e

of Pheneos and Stymphalos.
From hence the Rly. nscends over the

brushwood-covered hills to some bleak
downs. Further on is a magnificent

view of another mountain lake, the

shores of which are beautifully in-

dented and varied with promontories

and bays, while the lines of the hills

on all sicles are exceedingly graceful.

Beyond this oasis, we proceed over

bare slojjes to

Tilbeli, thence over desolate uplands
for a few more miles, after which the
Rly. descends to the i)lain.

120 m. Monastir sjf (4.5,000), is the

military and administrative centre of

Upper Macedonia and Northern Alba-
nia. It is also a place of gresit im-

portance, as commanding the ilirect

entrance from Northern Albania into

Macedonia, and as a military position

from which Thessaly and Epirus are

al.so accessible.

The glitter of outward a])pearance

is usually exchanged on entering East-

em towns for squalor and wretched-

ness ; and the traveller is, therefore,

agree-ably surprised at the great ex-

tent of barracks and other puVjlic

buildings at Monastir : at the w idth

and good pavement of toe principal

streets, ami at the general cleanliness

and neatness of tJie houses. The
bazaars are handsome, and crowded
with buyers and s».llers. Very pretty

silver-filigree wc.k maybe purchased.

In August a large fair (where English
goods sometimes figure to the amount
of 15,000/.) is held at the neighbouring
village of Perlepe. The traveller

should on no account miss seeing this

when practicable. It is quite a little

yijni Norgorod. The Turks resident

in Monastir are for the most part

eitlier military or oflBcials. Bulgarians

and Greeks form the majority of the
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inhabitants. There are few Albanians,
and a considerable number of Jews,

' The natural beauties of Monastir
are abundant. The city is built at the
western edge of a noble plain, sur-

rounded by the most exquisitely shaped
hills, in a recess or bay formed by two
very high mountains, between which
magnificent snow-capped barriers is

the pass to Ochrida. A river runs
through tiie town, a broad and shifting

torrent, crossed by numerous bi-idges,

mostly of wood, on some of which two
rows of shops stand, forming a broad
covered bazaar. The stream, deep and
narrow throughout the quarter of

private houses and palaces, ia spanned
by two good stone bridges, and con-
fined by strong walls ; but in the
lower or Jews' quarter, where the
torrent is much wider and shallower,
the houses cluster down to the water's
edge with surimsing picturesqueness.
Either looking up or down the river,

the intermixture of minarets and
mosques with cypress and willow
foliage form subjects of the most
admirable beauty.'

—

Lear.

Monastir corresponds to the ancient
Heracleia Lyxcestis. The pretty
Convent of Boukova (Beeches), distant
1 hr., deserves a visit.

Horse-path onward. After leaving
Monastir, 5 hrs. are consumed in
winding through two valleys or passes
shut in between lofty hills. Then the
road—a wide stony track—emerges
into a valley, which opens into a
plain, disclosing at its extremity the
Lake of Presba, walled in by lofty

mountains. To the W. lies the Village
3f Presba, embosomed in plane and
chestnut, and spangled with two or
three glittering minarets.

Beyond Resna the road leads over
the central ridge of the Pindus chain.
We climb by a constantly winding
staircase round the E. side of the pass ;

ind from the summit we look back
3ver ' the lake of Presba to plains
3eyond plains, and hills, and Olympus
3eyond all ; the whole seen through a

frame of silver-trunked beeches crown-
ing the ridges of the hills, whose sides

feather down to the lake in folds of

innumerable wood screens.'

Less than J hr. is occupied in cross-

ing the summit of the pass—a narrow,
rocky upland, interspersed with stunted
beeches, and in winter deeply covered
with snow. On arriving at the W.
face of the ridge, the plain and lake
of Ochrida or Achrida suddenly burst
into view. The descent is very steep ;

and the road then leads over a fertile

tract of gardens and pasture-land to

the town of

Achrida (1.5,000), which preserves
the name of the ancient Achris, on the
Lahe Lychnitls. The town is built at

the N. end of the lake, on three sides

of the Castle-hill, and along the margin
of the water. The fortress, towering
over the houses, and commanding a
splendid prospect, contains the resi-

dence of the governor of the district.

Among his train will be remarked
many of the crimson-clad Ghegs of

Northern Albania. This costume is

the most splendid of the Albanian
dresses. The population is about
equally divided between Mussulman
and Orthodox. The lake is surrounded
by mountains on all sides ; far away,
at its S. end, glitter the white walls
of the 9th cent. Convent of St.

Naum, which the traveller should
certainly visit. The excursion takes
6 hrs. by land, but some \.vhat less in a
boat. The festival is celebrated on
20th June, when numbers of pilgrims
flock hither. The tomb of the saint

is in a side chapel of a small church,
in the middle of the great court.

This is almost the only part that re-

mains of the Byzantine structure. Ti le

monks, of wliom there are about 60,
are kindly and hospitable to strangers.
From Achrida to Elbassau, the road

lies W. by the shore of the lake, and
in 2 hrs. reaches Strouga, a picturesque
village, not far from the egress ot the
river Drin, the ancient Drilon, which
flows into the Adriatic near Alessio.
From hence we proceed through groves
of chestnut until, quitting the vicinity
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r)l'tlie lal>C', we toil forH hrs. upapas.s,
walled in by low hills covered with
stunted f)aks. A tedious descent suc-

ceeds, and then 2 hrs. of a narrow dull
valley. A khan, 7 hrs. tVoni Achridn,
is convenient fur the niiil-day iialt.

The surrounding; country is desolate

and almost uninhabited. After pass-

ing a range of low hills, we come to

the valley of the SImmbi (the ancient
Gexusos), a stream winding through
rugged scenes of crag and forest. ;^i

hrs. from the khan we cross the river

on a high single arch, and ascend the
heights on the 1. bank, where stands
the straggling village of

Kukussa. The road continues to

ascend the left bank of the iSkumbi,
and advances by precij)itous paths
along the mountain-si(h!S. There is

a khan about o hrs. from Kukussa.
Hence, after ii hrs. of winding along
dangerous paths, at tiie edge of pre-

cipices iind chasms, and through
scenery of the same rugged character,

we descend to the valley, and cross

the Skuinbi, here a formidable stream,

by one of those lofty one-arched bridges

so common in Turkey, and mostly
dating from the lime of the Byzantine
empire. 2 hrs. more are occupied in

threading a pass between rocks, ad-

mitting only a narrow pathway beside

the stream. After 1 hour's further ride

through widening uncultivated valleys,

we reach

Elbassan, probably the representa-

tive of the ancient ALBANoroLis, so

called from the neighlx)uring tribe of

Albani, who perhaps gave their name
to Albania.

EUmssan is singularly picturesque.

A high and massive wall, with a ileep

outer ditch, surrounds a ijuadraugle of

dilapidated hou.ses ; at the four corners

are towers, iis well as two at each of i he
four gates. These fortitications dale

from mediaeval timts, and are now
much dilapidateil. lndee<l few places

can atibid a greater pictun; ol desola-

tion tliau Elbiissan ; but the views

from its broad ramparts are exquisitely

lovely. The suburbs are scattered over

a large extent of ground ; and there

is a curious old bridge, supporteil by

irngidar arches, over the river.

After threading a variety of lanes

and gardens, the road winda N.W.
through tin- narrow valley of a strejim

triliutury to the Skumbi ; then it as-

cends the face of the mountain which
si'parates the territory of Elba.saan

from tliat of Tyiaiia. The views from

the summit, are exceedingly grand.

Thence tiie rrwd descends througli a
broad undulating valley. Afterwards
it continues for 2 hrs. along the

l)anks of a tf>rrent enclosed belwten
fine rocks. Then, fording the stream,

it gradually descends over low hills to

the plain. In front, the long rugged
range of the Croia mountains is intej-

esting alike from its beauty and its

historical associations.

Tyrana, a small Albanian town,
contains one or two remarkably pic-

turesque mos<jue8, and its immediate
neighbourhood is delightful, by the

direct road Tyrana is not umre than 7

or 8 hrs. from Alessio; but every

traveller should diverge from the

straight path to visit Croia, the strong-

hold of Skanderbeg.
Leaving Tyrana, the road proceeds

N. by a broad green path, and through
a wide valley. In 4 hrs. it reaches a

khan, whence the path to Croia
diverges on the rt., and occupies about
'6 hrs. more. It ascends to the town
by a winding i)ath through wo<ids. and
then by a sharp climb up the great

rock round which the liousis cluster

and hang.

Croia.— ' Few prospects are more
stately than those fit this renowned
spot ; and pt-rluijis that of the crag,

with its ruined castle projecting from
the great mcks above, untl lording over'

tiie spaiious i)lain country N. and S.

trom 8c. dra towaids Durazzo, re-

min<led nit more of Olevano, tiiat most
lovely lanilscapo in a land of loveli-

ness, than any place I ever saw. At
the base of this isolated rock lies the

town, a covered semicircular Jine of

bazaars ; and overlooking all is the

Bey's palace, and a tall white minaret
against the blue sky.'

—

Ltar.
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Croi I owes its celebrity to its liav-

ing been the chief stronghold of

George Castiiut or Sl.andirbeg (Lord
Alexander). A sketch of the career ot

this renowned chieftain will be found
in Gibbon, chap. Ixvii. His father,

John Castriot, w;is the hereditary

prince of a small district in Nortlieni
Albania, who yielded to the arms of

the Turks in the beginning of the
15th century, and delivered up his four

sons as the pledge of his fidelity.

They were instructed in the iMaho-
medan religion, nnd trained in the arts

and arms of Turkish policy. It was
not till A.D. 1443, when he had nearly
attained his fortieth year, that George
Castriot, the youngest of the four
brethren, abjured the Prophet and the
Sultun, and, seizing on Croia, pro-

claimed himself the avenger of his

family and country. The names of

religion and liberty provoked a general
revolt of the Albanians, who indulged
the Ottoman garrisons in the choice of

martyrdom or baptism ; and for 23
years Skanderbeg resisted the powers
of the Turkish ISmpire—the hero of
Albania in modern, as Pyrrhus had
been in ancient times. His resources
at length were exhausted, for Skan-
derbeg died a fugitive at Lissos, on
the Venetian territory; and the inde-
pendence of his country expired with
iiim. ' His infant son was saved from
the national shipwreck ; the Castriots
were invested with a Neapolitan
dukedom, and their blood continues to

How in the noblest families of the
realm. A colony of Albanian fugitives

obtained a settlement in Calabria, and
they preserve at this day tlje language
and manners of tlieir ancestors."

—

Gibbon.

Christianity is now extinct at Croia,

which is inhabited entirely by Moslem
Albanians.

12 hrs. E. of Croia is Orosh, a moun-
tain village, tlie capital of the here-
ditary chief of the 3Iirdites, a semi-
independent tribe of Latin Albanians.

It takes 3 hrs. fiom Croia to regain
the regular pust-road, and 5 hrs. more,
through tracts of wooded country, to

Ale-^sio. Thii road from thence to

Scutari is described in Rte. 122.

EOUTE 129.

SALONICA TO COXSTANTINOPLE, BY
CAVALLA AND RHODOSTO.—CARRIAGE-
KOAD.

Miles.

Salonica
30 Kilesselu

70 Xpochori
93 Orphano
125 PravishUi
140 Cavalla
180 Yenidjeh
220 Gumruurgina
300 Ferejik

340 Kishaii

370 Yenijpk
400 Ehudusto
4.')0 Eski Erekli
490 Kiitchiik Tchekmejeh Stat.

.515 Constantinople (,by Rail)

Ely. open to (125 ui ) Drama ; in

conttructiouf thence lo (130 m. ) Dede-
Agatch, whence a branch line runs
N.E. to (92 m.) Adrianopolis, on the

main line between Vienna and (200 m.)
ConHantinople—547 m. in all. The
Stat, of Drama is near Prarishta,

but does not lie upon the cai'riage-

road. The distances here given are

aj^proximate only.

This is the old high road between
Salonica and Constantinople, follow-

ing in part the Roman Way. Owing
to the small amount of traffic, it is

badly kept up. The journey cannot
be accomplished in less than 10 days.

To the traveller who is not pressed
for time, we strongly recommend this

route. It affords much that is of

interest, and is seldom now traversed.

A clever dragoman will be found indis-

pensable, as difficulties are likely to

arise in procuring vehicles and horses.

Enquiry must be made as to the
security of the road.

The journey can only be made in

t Opened throughout in April 1896.
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tlie local arata, a kiiidorsiiiiall wag'gdn
rcHeinbliug the Russian TeUnja or
post-cart. Siiould the traveller weary
of the rnail, he can cnt it short at

De<l^-A(jaich (see below), and proceed
by steamer or railway.

Tiie route must be performed on
horseback as fiir as I'rarighta, to

which place the aruha and horsis
should 1)6 sent on. The traveller who
does not care to see the unimportant
ruins of Ainphipolix may jjroceed direct
from Salonica by Serres to Pravishta,
and save 13 hrs.

Leaving Salonica by the E. gate,

the road passes close to a large
tumulu.s, and some remains of anti-

quity. It then passes through a defile,

at the summit of which are seen tlie

ruiu.s of a fortress, and part of an aque-
duct. As it crosses a plain, the small
Ldhe of St. Basil is seen to the rt.

We then ascend some hills S.E. and
reach

30 m. Kilesselu. The road now
crosses a fertile level. Two remark-
able rocks rising perpendicularly
from the plain look like Cyclojieaii

ruins. The road passes between Hiein,

and descends to the lake of Bolbe.

40 m. Biiyiik Beshek, or Greater
Beshek (Gr. BcAikia), is situated on
the lake, commanding a beautiful

view, and occupying the site of the
ancient Bolbe. Coasting the shores
of the lake, we arrive at

48 m. Xiitchiik Beshek, or Little

Beshek. The view here is beautiful,

and the town, situated on a promon-
tory, has something of the character ( f

Swiss scenery. The road enters a de-
file alter passing the e.\treinity of the
lake. To the rt. are the luins of a
monastery. The rocks rise to an
immense height, and are covered with
plane-trees and oak.

7 m. further is a hhan. [From this

place it is 16 hrs. to Slount Athos.]
The road proceeds along the shore, and,
after doubling a point of land, the
N.E. side of the Sinus Strymnnicus
comes in view.

The river Strymon, the boundary of

Macedonia and Thrace, in crossed by a
flymg bridge. The roatl now passes

70 m. Neoohori, which stands ou
the site of the ancient Ami'HIPoli.s.

Some remains of the ancient defences
may be seen to the S.E., but nothing
of much interest. The ground is

strewn witii fragments f)f ancient tiles

an<i pottery. Many inscriptions as

well as autonomous coins have been
found here. The line of a Honiau
aqueduct may also Vjc traced.

Ampliipiliri was made a colony of

Athens in K.c. 437, and played a con-

spicuous part in ancient history. It

was situated on an eminence on the
E. bank of the Strymon, just below its

egress from the Fnlns Gerciniliit (also

called Laid' i'raniax), and alxiut '6 in.

from the sea. The Strymon iloweil

almost round the town, whence the

name Atuphipolis. At an earlier period

it was called the Sine W'oyg {ivuta

iSoi), from the many roads which met
here. The city surrendered to Brasidas,

the Spartan, B.C. 424, but Tiiucydides,

the historian, saved the port fcVo/i, at

the mouth of the Strymon (Thuc. iv.

104-100). He was exiled for 20
years by his countrymen for not
having saveti Amphipolis also. The
Athenians sent an expedition to

recover the city in B.C. 422, which
failed ; Cleon, the celebrateil Atlit nian
democratic leader, and his gallant

opponent, Brasidas, were botii killed

in the battle (Grote, Hixt. vol. vi.).

Amphipolis was annexed to his do-

minions by I'iiilip of Macedon in B.C.

'Sba. Tiie Komans matle it thecsipital

of one of the four districts into which
they divided Macedonia.

;» hrs. X.W. lies Series (see below).

!»o m. Orphano, the port of Serrea.

occupies the site of the Venetian town
of Contesm, which gave its name to

the Gulf, but has entirely disappeared.

The handet of Orphano lies at the
foot of a ridge, and Falneo Orphano
on the other side. It is a wretciied

place, with a small fort on the side of

the hill Numbers of fine ancient

medals and coins have been found
here. The road now lies N.E.E. over
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a plain, which is highly cultivated.

Near the

113 m. Khan of Kounarga are frag-

ments of ancient columus, which are

also visible in the Turkish cemeteries

near tlie road. At the end of the
plain are six or seven fountains upon
cue spot. Leaving these, a paved road
ascends a hill, whence there is a fine

view of Fravishta in a defile, and
beyond it of the great plain of Serrei^,

which supplies Salonica with her

exports of cotton and tobacco. At

125 m. Pravishta the road from
8erres, 6 hrs. N.W., falls in on the 1.

Serres (20,000), stands on the site of

the ancient Sirrhae.
The load descends into a plain

occupied by considerable colonies of

Nomad Turcomans. To the 1. are the

mountains of Drama, near which are

situated the remains of Pldlippi,

which, however, may be more con-

veniently visited from

140 m. Cavalla 5^ C4000). Steamers
(see p. 937, A.. C).

Cavalla is the ancient Neapolis,
where St. Paul landed, after his

voyage from Troas, by the island of

Samothrace. It is situated on a pro-

montory, with a port on each side :

hence its advantageous situation for

commerce, which is now, however,
confined to the exportation of cotton

and tobacco.

Along the quay are ranged extensive

European warehouses, where the to-

bacco (considered the best in Turkey),
is stored for exportation.

The view of the town from the sea

is harmonious and picturesque in the
extreme. It is built in the form of a

low pyramid. First comes the quay,
then a long line of Turkish domes
marking tlie great college of Mehemet
Ali, tljen a bluff scarp dividing the

town in two, with white houses,

mosque, and minarets in teiTaces on
either side, and lastly a massive-

looking castle crowning the summit.
To the 1. of tlie spectator a fine

Byzantine aqueduct on two tiers of

arches spans the valley, conducting
water trom Mt. Pangaeos to the

citadel. Two precipitous cliffs of this

mountain advance so near the sea as
to form narrow defiles, the passages of

which were once closed and defended
by walls.

Cavalla was the birthplace of the
celebrated Mehemet Ali of Egypt,
who endowed it with a handsome
mosque and college. The latter is in

part a charitable foundation, similar
to Christ's Hospital. The traveller

shoidd visit the great Caravanserai, a
picturesque edifice dating from the
IGth cent. It was built by a wealthy
and beneficent Turkish knight, named
Ibrahim Pasha, in the reign of Soly-
man the Magnificent. He also built

the Baths, and repaired the Byzantine
aqueduct, restoring it to the use of the
town. In the principal square, under
a plane-tree, are some Eoman sar-

cophagi serving as horse-troughs.

Tlie island of Tkasos may be con-

venientlj- visited from Cavalla by
sailing-boat (see Handbook to the

Mediterranean )

.

Excursion to f'3 hrs.) FhilippL

—

The road leads W., passing a little

mosque on the rt., and runs for a
while along the coast. Then turning
N. it crosses a ridge, whence a view
suddenly opens on the plain of Philippi,

which lies unrolled like a map at the
traveller's feet. The col on the sum-
mit is the ancient Pylae of Symbolon,
so called because it connected Pangae-
os with the inland mountain chain.

Here a detachment of the army of
Octavian and Mark Antony took its

stand under Norbanus.
Passing through these 'gates,' we

descf'nd on a fertile plain, in the middle
iif which is the village of

Pufvehetlou (the blessed), the battle-

field of Philippi. where, in the autumn
of B.C. 42, the first eniragement took
place between the Caesaiian and
Republican troops, and where, three
weeks later, Octavianiis and Antony
obtained the great victory which ter-

minated the existence of the Roman
Republic.
The principal remains of Philippi

lie about 5 m. W. of Bereketlou,
though the entire battlefield is strewn
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\vitli tumuli, bteliie, aud other frag-

uicntary lufnunneiits. Tlie name of

rhilij)jii Kurvives in that of th*^ ruined

Turkish hamlet of Fdihf.jik, which
stands on the border of a marsh S.E.

of aufient I'hilippi. 'l"hc ruins of the

aneient city include a Ihiutri'; walls

of the acro))olis and of the lower town :

remains of a larjje Koman tfitifile : and
a jjronp of four colossal marble coUunns.

The lattir have given their name
DiliUi TfiKhlar (standing stones) to a
small hamlet hard by.

Little is known of the ancient city

prior to the Macedonian period, though
it had a juevious existence under the

name of A>en/(Ze« (Fountains). Philip
of Maced;)n enlarged the city and gave
it his name. In later times it became
famous as tiie sttirting-point of the

ditfijbion of Christianity in Greece.

The city was twice visited by St. Paul
(Acts xvi. 12-40, and xx. ij), while to

the Philippians was addressed, from
his prison in Rome, in a.p. 63, the

well-known Epistle.

On leaving Cavalla the road ascends

a part of Mt. Pangaef)S V)y a paved
way, affording a tine view of the city.

To the 1., the top of the hill is covered

with ruined walls, and the ancient

aqueduct here crosses the road. We
descend l>y a paved road, gaining a

view of Mount Athos and Thasos to

the 8., ami of Samothrace to the tS.E.

Leaving the bay, vre cross another
mountain, and descend past an ancient

gateway.
The road now traverses a dreary

plain to the (20 m.) Ferry of the

Nestos, or Karumu. Thence to

180 m. Yenidjek, in Greek Jannitza
—a town of 200 houses. 2 hrs. from

Yenidjeh the .sea enters the plain by
a narrow mouth, and forms a salt-

water lake, the ancient Pai.vs Bis-

TONis. At its N. extremity is the

picturesque ruin of a hirge monastery.
Fragments of Grecian sculpture have
been found here. To the 1. is the

range of lUmdopv (Virg. Gtnrg. i. 382).

Hereabouts are many cemeteries and
tombs of Turkish .saints. The wells

in Thrace are frequently curious, con-

sisting of an arch, whence a covvred
flight of 10 or 1.") steps lea<l to the level

of the water. Passing some ruins wo
reach

220 m. Gummurgina, a town of 1000
houses, crowned by a pichrres<iuc old

easll.-.

Thence the road traverses a dreary

plain for 2 hrs., and crosses the Yur-
iliinlou Sun, on a bridge of S or 'J

arches. IJ hr. further it re.iches ati

ancient bridge of H arches, ovir a
small river. Further on, we ascend
a wild ujihind region, the traditional

home of the Cicones, who assisted

Priam against the Greeks. Here are

many traces of the old paved Jioinan

Jlighway from liome to C-onstanti-

nople. A fine view opens in front of

the Aegean sea, and the isles of Samo-
tlixace, Imbros, and Leranos.

243 m. Kalajidereh. Then follow,

at short intervals. ('hirUu, Karuhiyn,
Khodja Keiii, J)ogan- Ilixsar, and
Deremjelou.

About 4 m. before reaching Ferojik

a fine ])rospect opens of the gulf of

Aenos.

300 m. Ferejik.—Here is a fine Hy-
z.mtine c LSth-. situated on the E. side

of Mt. Senion. [Klv. N.N.E. to

(80 m.) Adri<tiioi>oh,>(ilt<'. 1Q\\ S.W.
to 13 m. Dede-Agatch !^ Stenmers.

see pp. 937, 938, A., V."]

On leaving Ferejik. we cross the

Maritzn, the ancient Hebisos, which
divided the Cicones and the Apsynthii.

The great maritime plain watered by
the Hebros was called Dorigcon, from
an ancient town on the neighbouring
coast. On a part of it the f >rce3 of

Xerxes were reviewed previous to

their descent upon Greece.

340 m. Kishan, near the termination
of the chain of Khodope. A hilly and
stony road leads hence to (4 hrs.)

MalguT'i.

This part of Thrace resembles the
steppes of Southern Kussia, and has
manv lartre tumuli.
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400 m. Ehodostos^ (Turk. Teh-

fourdagh). with 22,000 inliab., a large,

pleasant, straggling town, on the Sea
of Marmara. It contains some re-

mains of the Byzantine times, but no
classical antiquities. Its stately cy-

press groves— old cemeteries— are

highly picturesque.

The traveller must on no account
omit to vi.'iit the Churr-h of the Panagia
Ehevmatocratissa (Tlavayia 'Pev,uaro-

Kpa.T7]a(ra) or Virgin Empress of the

Torrent. ft owes its name to a

miracle supposed to have been per-

formed by the Virgin, in defeating an
invading force in the bed of a tor-

rent in the vicinity. Here are buried

the Hungarian exiles of 1696 ; long
Latin inscriptions mark their graves.

On leaving Rhodosto, the road lies

over the same bhak country, broken
by frequent tumuli, to

450 m. EsM Erekli.- This little

town derives its name from tl)e an-

cient Heuacleia, called also I'erin-

fhos. The ruins lie on a promontory
2 hrs. 8., at Biiyiih Ereldi.

Beyond Eski Erekli. the old Roman
road, paved with black marble, is in

many parts entire. At

465 m. Selivria, the ancient Selyii-

BKiA. is a bridge of three arches, and
a very picturesque mediaeval castle.

The road now lies along the shore of

the Propontis.

480 m. Biiytik Tchekmejeh., or the
Great Bridge, has a series of four

stone bridges, over which, and along
the paved way, the road passes the
town by a lake. The harbour is

spacious.

490 m. Kiitcliiik Tchekmejeh, or the
Little Bridge, is a village by tin- sea-

side, surrounded by marshes. Hence
by Rly. in 1 hr to

515 m. Constantinople s^ (see

HaudbooJi for Constantinople).
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SECTION IX.

THE ARCHIPELAGO
OB

ISLANDS OF THE AEGEAN SEA.

CYCLADES.

PAGE
1

PAGE
1 Araorj^nst • • • . 881 1 1 Naxosf . 90«

2 Anaphet . 882 ' 12 Oliiiros . 908

3 Androst . 882 13 Parost . 910

4 Delos . . 884 14 Pliolegiuidrost . . 912

.5 lost . . 893 15 Seni.hoP+ . . 912

6 Keost. . 894 16 Sikinost . 913

7 Kiniolost . 898 17 Siphnost . . 914

8 Kytbuost .900 18 Svrat . . 915

t» Melost . 901 19 Tenost . 918

10 Mycoiiost . 904 20 Theiat . 920

+ Accessible by Steamer.

SPECIAL INTRODUCTION.

The Isles of Grecci', the Isles of Greece !

Where burning Sappho loved and sung.

Where grew the arts of war and peace,

—

Where Delos rose, and Pho-bus sprung

!

Ett-nial summer gilds them yet,

But all, except their sun, is set.

The Scian and the Teian muse,+
The hero's harp, the lover's lute,

Have found the fame your shores refuse;

Their place of birth alone is mute
To ^ouflds which echo further west
'Ihan your sires' • Islands of the Blest.'

Byron.

TnK Aegean Sea. called by the Italians the Archipelago (prohal.iy a <:urriip-

tidii of klyalov Tv(Kayo^), and liy the Turks the ]Vhilp Sm. is linnndcd on the

N. hy Macedonia and Thrace, on the W. hy (ireece, and on the E. by Asia

IVIinor. Ancient writers have divided it into the Thrnrian, the Myrtoan, the

Irariiin, and tlie Cretan seas; but the name is usually applieil to the whole

expanse ot water as far S. as the islands of Crete and Rhodes (Hem. 11. xxiii.

230; Virg. ^ew. xii.365; Hor. Or/, i. 1, 14 ; i. 2r,, 2 ; ii. ]), 2; iii. 7, 21). The
derivation may be from alyls, a »quaU ; but the etymology is quite uncertain.

The navigation of the Aegean has been dangerous and intricate in all ages,

on account of the conformation of its numerous rocks and shoals, and the

sudden gales to which it is subject. The ancient poets frequently allude to

these storms.
|- Homer and Anacreoii.
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With the exception of Syra, Inns are totally unknown throughout the
Archipelai^o, and accommodation of any kind is iisually very difficult to

obtain. The traveller who proposes to explore the interior of the islands

should be accompanied by a dragoman or Agoyatis (see Gen. Introfi., p. xxxv.).
21 out of the 24 Islands maybe reached by steamer (see p. 942, F.). but this

mode of conveyance affords little assistance to the traveller who wislies to

proceed at jileasure from one island to another. For this purpose his choice is

practically limited to the alternative of a yacht (see Index, Corfu), or a caique
(see Index, Piraeus and Syra). Only a person of sound constitution, and a
cheerful, easy temper, can be advised to follow the latter course. Bat to a
traveller who is \\illing and able to put up with small hardship.s, and over-

come ditficulties with tact and temper, no more delightful way of spending
two montiis in the summer can be suggested. Moreover, the voyager by
caique necessarily sees and hears a hundred interesting particulars of national
life and character, which the ordinary foreign yachtsman entirely misses.

Many curious, and elsewhere obsolete, pliases of domestic life still linger

ill these unfrequented spots. Thus, in some of the islands, the traveller will

find the curious custom prevailing among the wealthier peasants of com-
memorating tlie birth of each successive child by hanging up a gay plate

shield-wise against the wall. In former days, the beautiful Rhodian plates

were often employed for this purpose, which is the reason why the rim of
the bottom is so often drilled. In the islands of Mytilene, Lemnos, Scopelos,

Skyros, Syra, Keos, Psara, Mycouos, Paros, Naxos, Siphnos, Thera, and Kos,
the traveller may search for remains of the singular custom which prevailed
in those islands so late as the close of the eighteenth century, by wdiich the
eldest daughter, and her sisters after her, succeeded to all real property to

the exclusion of tlie sons. The first English writer who described this most
ancient and extraordinary custom was the Earl of Charlemout,t who com-
municated such facts as he had been able to collect to the Royal Irish

Academy. In 1795, Mr. Hawkins % made a careful and extensive investigation

of the subject, and embodied the results in a paper published a quarter of

a century later in Walpole's Collection. Again, the traveller may detect seamen
practising some of those singular propitiatory rites which yet linger among
the sailors of the Aegean, and of which Dr. Sibthorp has given so stiiking an
instance in the sacrifice offered to the Fish Melinuro. In all tlse islands,

he will find interesting remains of the ingenious defences devised by the
inhabitants against the ever-recurring attacks of pirates, both Christian and
Moslem. And again, in most of thera he will meet with memorials of the
twenty Italian Princes, who ruled the Archipelago for two and a half
centuries—in some instances longer—with full feudal power.
Few episodes, even in mediaeval history, surpass in interest and romantic

incident the records of feudal Greece. Yet its history is comparatively little

known. On the Latin conquest of Constantinople(1204), Venice found her share
of the spoil greater than she could conveniently occupy without weakening her
forces. A proclamation was therefore istued to the subjects of Venice and
lier allies, to the eflect that any man of mettle who should, at his own cost

and risk, seize an island or other point iu the Aegean sea within the new
Venetian territory, should have and hold the same as an hereditary fief of
the Republic as suzerain, but with full enjoyment of the royalties, etc.,

proper to sovereignty. The popularity and success of this stroke of policy

may readily be imagined. The result was the immediate constitution of

f Lord Cbarlemont (1728-99), the patron of ' Atheniau ' Stuart, may himself be Justly
regarded as one of the pioneers of archaeological research in the Levant, where he travelled
exten>ively.

+ John Hawkins, Esq., oiBignor Park, Sussex, n English traveller of the best type, many
of whose Valuable observations have never beun surpassed or superseded.

[Greece.] 2 H
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twenty f^mall vassal States, of wljich tliose ruled by tbo Gliiai and the Ramidi
api)eur to Lave obtaiued the greatest influence. Various mtnibers of the
Ghisi family held Tenos, Myconos, 8kyro8, Scopelos, Skiatbos, and Asf N'paUiea,

8^8 well as portions of Keoa and Seripbo.s, of wbicli the Giuatiniani and
Micliieli bad tliu reniaiudi r. The Sanudi family bold Naxos and I'aros, with
miiny amaller islands, under tlje title of Dukes of Naxos; the Navigajosi

at<Huined tlu: sonorous appellation of Grand Dukes of Lemnos ; tLe chief of

the \'(uier was Marciuis of Corigo ; the Yiari were Lords of Cerigotto ; the
Baroz/i of tlie Santorini group, the Dandoli. of Andros, the Quirini of

Amorgos, and the Fo^coli of Anaphe. The majority of these island dynasties

were supprcssid by the Turks after the conquest of Constantinople (1153),

but a few of them survived till more than a century later, and only

succumbed to the renegade Piale Pasha in the latter half of the IGth

century. Among the latter were the Dukes of Naxos. These princes ha4
early broken their br)nds to Venice, and even made common cau.se with her
enemies against, the mother country. Marco JSanudi, tiist Duke of Xaxos,
completed his treachery by taking air oath of fealty to the Latin Emperor,
Henry of Flanders, as his suzerain, at Ravennica in the spring of I'JIO. As
his reward, Henry appointoil him the feudal superior of the other Aegesin

Barons, with the titles of Duke of the Archipelago, and sovereign of tiie

pudecancsuf, or Ticche Js/es.

Early in the ITtb cent., the Aegean was again overrun by Western invaders,

but this time of a very different cbaiacter. From about 1620 to the outbreak
of the Civil Wars, the islands of the Aegean were the ' happy hunting gj oundii

'

of English connoisseurs, whose agents ransacked the Archipelago for statues

and inscriptions. Admiral !Sir Kcnelm Digby acted as the sgent of King
Charles I. in this mattcr,t wliilethe rival collection of the Duke of Buckingham
was enriched by the iMDwerlul agency ot Sir Thomas Koe, ambassador to the

Port(;. ]More successful, however, than eitlier admiral or ambassador, was
the Rev. William Petty, a chaplain of the Earl of Arundel, whose daring
adventures in the pursuit of ancient marbles have, perhaps, never lieen

surpassed or equalled. The famous Fariaii, Chronicle (p. 911) was one of his

prizes. His employer, Thomas, Earl of Arundel (1580-164G), must be regarded

as tlie founder of classical archaeology in our country.

J

The Civil Wars brought these pleasant archaeological forays to an end, for

a while ; they also, perhaps, deprived us of an account of Greece by the

author of ' Paradise Lost.' § In the same month that Xaseby was fougiit,

Juni! HJ-IS, the Turks invaded Crete ; during the succeeding twenty-four ye.irs

the islands of tlie Archii)elago were alternately occupied l)y tiie Turks and
tiie Venc'tians, and the Aegean witnessed many sea-lights. Among the uiOat

daring and successful leaders on the Venetian side was Col. William Scott,

yico-Admiral to the Fleet, and the terror of Jlussulman navigators. Ho died

of fever in the Isle of Candia in ltJ52, and was honoured with a statue of

marble, near the Rialto.

Till' Aicliipelaj:o enjoyed a century of comparative peace after the conclu-

siiin of the Candian War, but in 1770 the war bt tween Russia and Turkey
again brought disaster to many of the islands. The Russian fleet passed the

winter of 1770 at Paros, and annexed 18 of the Cycladcs to that empire. The
Russian rule in the Aegean lasted very few years, and from its formal cessation

+ At the time ol his dpatb the king's collection contained 400 pieces ot .sculpture, apparently

for the most pan ancient.
+ hor an uLcount of the services rendered to Greek art by Lord Arundel and bis con-

teuiporaricb, see I'rof. Adoll AJichiielio's adiuirable historical sketch of English archaeological

discovery in the levant, prefixed to bis ' Ancient iMaibU-s in Gieat Britain,' Cambridge
Uiiivfisiiy I're-ss, lS82.

6 Jlitton was on Ids way to Greece when the state of ]X)Utical aifairs in Kngland caused biiu

to stioi^ti bis travels.
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in 1774 to the outbreak of the Greek Kevolution in 1821, no event of

iiDportaiice occ(irred in this part of Greece.

The general appearance of the islands is barren and somewhat monotonous.

Instead of the rich and fragrant verdure of Corfu and Zante, they geneially

present rude cliffs and acclivities, scai-cely varied by a single tree, and seldom

enlivened by a human habitation. On lauding, however, every islet presents

a different aspect ; and every secluded hamlet a new picture of life, of manners,

of costume, and sometimes of dialect. ' The soil of one is ricli, luxuriant,

and verdant : that of a second, only a few miles distant, is dry, scorched, and

volcanic ; the harbour of another is filled with the little trading craft of all

the surrounding ports : its quays rife with the hum and hurry of commerce,

and its coffee-houses crowded with the varied inhabitants of a hundred

trading-marts ; whilst a fourth, of equal capacities, and barely an hour's s^dl

beyond it, will be as quiet and noiseless as a city of the plague : its shores

unvisited, its streets imtrodden, and its fields untilled.'

The islands of the Aegean are divided into two principal groups—the

Cyclades, so named from their encircling the holy sanctuary of Delos; and
the Sporades, which derive their name from being, as it were, sotcn in a wavy
line off the coasts of Macedonia, Thrace, and Asia Minor. The Cycladis

belong to the kingdom of Greece; the Sporades, with the exception of tlie

group lying off the N. extremity of Euboea, behmg to Turkey. The popu-

lation is, however, mainly Greek, and having always enjoyed a much larger

measure of liberty (amounting in many cases to practical indepi-ndeuce), than

the continental subjects of the Sultan, these islanders have seldom or never

shai ed in the quarrels and revolts of their neighbours on the mainland.

The present notice is restricted to those islands of the Aegean which are

usually visited from the European coast. Those belonging to Asia Minor will

be found fully described in the Handbook to the Mediterranean.
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Dclirtns should be restored to their

native place. The Holy Islo, how-
ever, was forbidden to be polluteil by
births or deaths, or by tlie presence

of dogs ; all persons about to die or to

bear cliiMren were to be r<'iiioved to

Rheneia (p. 893). It was in memory
of this ' purification ' that the Athenians
instituted tiie games celebrated every
liftli year.

Its sacred character, the security

which it consequently enjoyed, its good
harbour and central position, made
Delo.s a favdurite seat of commerce as

well as of religion and pleasure. Its

fi'stivals were thronged by merchants
from Greece, Asia Minor, Phoenicia,

Egypt, and Italy, for whose commercial
transactions large anil commodious
buildings were erected (p. 886). On
the destruction of Corinth by Mum-
mius, many of her citizens sotight an
asylum at Delos, and carried thither

the traffic that had belonged to tlieir

own princely city. Cicero alludes to

tlie mercantile prosperity of the island.

It then became the principal slave-

market iif Grcfce. During the tirst

Mithridatic War(H.c. 88-84) tlie island

was overrun by the troops of Mithri-

dates, and in the 2nd cent. a.d. wc
find Pausanias oljserving incidentally

tiiat, were the Athenian Temple-guard
withdrawn, Delos would be a desert.

The i.-land of DELOS, called Lesser

Delos (i) MiKpa At)A«j), to distinguish it

from Rheneia (p. 893), is 3i m. long
by f m. broad. The W. coast is

indented by three t-mail havens

:

Skardaixi, Ithevmatiari (protected by
the islets so named), and Phourni.
At Skaniana there are tnicc'S of c<>

lumns and a wharf—now submerged.
Khevmatiari. the central port, now
silted up, was formerly the principal

one; at present Phourni is tiie best.

A quay and colonnade skirted too sea

between these three ports. The town
foUow.s tile same direction.

The houses date from lioman times,

and cluster thickly on the headland
which divides Port Skardana from
Port Rhevmatiari. The walls are built

of the local schist and granite. Three
or four sheds for cattle are the

only modern buildings found. They
are tenanted for two or ihree montiis
yearly by Myconian shepherds and
their flocks. The jiastures of Delos
are let for an annual rent of 4000
drachmae. Ancient cidterna abound
all over the island, and there is also

a spring ot fresh water. Recently the

commercial or " profane ' quarter of

the ancient harbjur of Delos (which
was formed by the channel between
the islands of Great and Little Rhev-
matiari) has been uncovered. The
harbour was divided into two parts,

tiie sacred, which did not possess a
quay proper, for sacred emlwssies,

and the commercial, or profane. It

was protected by joining a line of

reefs so as to form a breakwater.

The usual landing-place of the
sailing-boats from Mycnnos (p. !l04) is

at the 01<1 Harbour on the W. coast

of tlie island. From it we ascend to the
Stoa of Philip ( 1 ), dedicated to Apollo
by Philip V. of Maoedon. who was
master of the Cjclades from n.c. 205
to 197. It consists of two jmrallel

rows of Doric columns nearly 100 yds.

long, with all inscription on the archi-

trave. Only the upi»er part of the
columns is fluted. Between the
colonna<le8. and parallel with them,
runs a wall, intermjited at its N. end
by four columns, Ijetween which a
thoroughfare ran from the quay to the
sacred enclosure. The Stoa is sup-

i>os(d to have served as a covered

market during the fair which aocf>m-

panied the festal rites. '

Along the K. side of the Stoa ran
the broad Sacred Way, b lundeil on the

E. by the Small Stoa (2), whic h had a
single row of columns 83 ft. hmg,
opening on the street. In front of it

are numerous bases of statues, and at

the back a series of eight shops, un-
equal in size. Three passages led

between them towards the oblong
(Jourt (s( e below).
The tSncred Way led immediately

to the Southern Propylaea (2nd cent.

B.C.), the main entrance to the Tem-
enos, raiscil upon a plinth of three

steps, with four Doric columns at their

S. front ami three doorways within (3).

Peyond them, to the rt., lie some frag-



1 Stoa of Philip.

2 Small Stoa.

3 S. Propyliiea.

4 Tfmple of Apollo,
fi Temple ot Latona.
6 Unknown Temple.
7 Treasuries.

8 Ionic Stoa.

9 Dwellings of the Priests.
10 Temple of Dionysos.
1

1

Sanctuary of the Bulls.
12 Sacred Wood.
13 N.E. Propylaea.
14 Stoa of the Horns.

ll'alke.-fjr Boutan i

15 N. Propylaea.
16 Artemision.
17 Later Artemision.
18 Kxedra.
19 Oblong Court.
20 Ionic Temple.

Tofaxx p. 886.
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meiits of the Colossal Statue of Apollo

erected by the Nasian?. Plutarch
relates that Nicias, when sent to Delos
with the Theoria (p. 733), re-esta-

blished the ancient ceremonial, which
had fallen into neglect, and among
other votive offerings set up a bronze
palm-tree to Apollo, which was after-

wards thrown down by the wind, and
ill falling carried with it the colossal

statue which had been dedicated by
the Xaxii.

A fragment of the foot of Apollo is

in the British Museum. The pedestal

of the statue is still to be seen in situ.

Oh it is engraved the celebrated In-

scRiPTio Dkliaca of the Gth cent. B.C.,

now abnost illegible :

—

,
Tov afuTov \i9ov et/xl ai'Bpias Ka\ to cr^eAa5,

' I am all in one piece, statue and pedestal.'

Further on to tiie rt. is the Temple of
Apollo (see below). On the N. side

is a smaller building. 22 yds. by
13, supposed to have been a Temple
of Latona (5). N. of this lies a
similar structure, somewhat smaller
in plan (6).

From this point a branch of the
Sacred "Way turns E., passing on the
1. a series of Treasuries (7;, arranged
in semicircular form around the Tem-
ple of Apollo (4), a Doric hexastyle
peripteral temple about 32 yds. by 14J.
The cella measured about 22| yds.

by 8. In 1877 the Frencli tSchool

cleared the site, and obtained a very
large number of interesting inscrip-

tions, besides fragments of statues.

S. of the Temple is a large open
space, bounded on the S. by tiie

Dwellings of the Priests (9), and on the
W. by a curious Ionic Stoa (8), 28 yds.

by 11, with a single row of eight
coliuuns running E. and W. between
two parallel walls, and an opening at

each end.

E. of the Priests' Houses is a Temple
of Bionijson (10). and further E. the
so called Sanctuary of the Bulls (11),
73 yds. by 10, approached by tliree

marble steps upon a granite foundation.

At the S. end are four columns and a
vestibule, opening into an oblong hall,

with a sunken area in its centre.

Here is suppiised to have taken place

the celebrated (iauce of tiie Delian

maidens. A descent of a few steps

leads into a second hall, enclosed by
Doric pilasters which have recumbent
bulls upon their capitals. At the N.
end was the Kepdnvos /Scd/xos, an altar

formed of the horns of stags or goats,

coustracted by Apollo in his child-

hood.

This Sanctuary was the central

point of the religious ceremonies at

Delos, and all the branches of the

Sacred Way lead eventually to it.

A few yds. S.E. of its entrance is an
Altar to Zeus Polias. The long ir-

regular strip of groimd to the N. of

the altar covers the site of the Sacred

Wood (12), at the N.E. corner of which
is a small Gateway. Beyond this are

some bases of Statues, and the N.E.
Propylaea (13).

W. of this point runs the Stoa of

the Horns (14), so called from the bulls'

heads on its triglyphs, some of which
are still to be seen. The colonnade
was 136 yds. long, and enclosed a row
of chambers supposed to have been
occupied by the Theoria. At its W.
end are the .V. Propijlaea (15).

Turning S.W., and crossing the

Sacred Way, we reach a small Temple,
irregularly set in the midst of a square

court surrounded by columns (16).

This is supposed to be the Artemisibn.

or Temple of Artemis, replaced ait

a later period by a larger building

(17), set at a diflerent angle, close by
to the S. Near the S.W. corner of

the latter is a row of pedestals for

St-^tues, including one of Cornelius

Sulla. About 40 yds. E. of this is ah
Exedra (18).

Walking S. towards the Stoa of

Philip and turning S.E.. we soon reach

the Oblong Court (19), dating from the
year b.c. 97, and measuring 60 yds. by
50. In its centre is an Ionic Temple
to Aphrodite and Hermes (20). On
three sides it is surrounded by
columns, which enclose shops, the W.
side being open.

The above-mentioned monuments
c •nstitute the Temeiios and its iui-

raediate boundaries. Outside these
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imits to tlie N.E. lies the po-callid

Lgora, an ohlmig court5ard 10.3 yds.

•y 75, with a Doric colonnade runuing
long each of its four sides. Some
mall and irregularly-placed chambers
ipeii out of it, but they have no
ippearanco of any conneotion with
narkots or merchandise, and the en-
•losure must probably have served as
\. j)lace of assembly. It appears to

late from about B.C. 130.

Further X. is a very remarkable
)val basin, enclosed by a low wall,

'Xternally about 110 yds. in length,
rhe earlier archaeologists designated
his a nainnncliia, but Leake has
iorrectly identified it with the Sacred
Lake {Linine Trochoeides), which c/>n-

ained the water required for the
fpov, or «icred enclosure. In this

;ank were kept the swans of Apollo.
S.E. of the Temenos, towards the

oot of IMount Cynthos, are several

nteresting sites. A ravine running
?. is supi>osed to be the ancient bed
jf the Inopos, now dry. To the rt. of

t are some ruins supposed to mark
he Cabeirion, a shrine of certain

uysterious Oriental divinities (p. .5.").3).

rhe remains consist of a stair-

ase. some niches, and a broken
narble floor. Further on is the
Cheatre, of which the left wing was
•xcavated in tiie hill, and the right
"urmed independently of marble, and
iupfjorted by walls of Hellenic
laasonry. The auditorium is divided

jy eight radiating passages of ascend-
ng steps. The four front rows of

•eats are partly preserved, but only
;he foundations of the stage and
)rchestra remain. Below them is a

large cistern. A pecidiarity of the
itage is that it jiad not only a
I'olumned pmsrenium in front, but
ilso a similar decoration on its other

three sides. An inscription found
liere identifies this building as the

Koye7ov, or stage.

Above the theatri? are the ruins of

1 very interesting Graeco-Boman
House, similar to tho.^e at r'-mpeii,

with twelve Doric columns and a well-

preserved mosaic in its principal court.

It represents dolphins and gailiuds,

wd Qer?ed as the baein uf a fountain.

Iliglier up, beyond the ravine of

the InofK)s, is the Temple of the
Foreign Gods, facing due N., with its

only entrance to the 8. It is a small

Doric temple in antia, built without
any proper stylobate, and dating from
the latter half of the 2nd cent. B.C.

Only the lower parts ai the columns
are fluted. The pronaos has marble
benches, and a door opening into

the cella. The ground around the
temple has yielded an extraordinary

harvest of inscriptions, besides statues,

and some smaller objects of bninze
and terra-cotta. Some of the inscrip-

tions contain joint -dedicatifms to

Serapis, Isis, Anubis, and Harjiocrates,

in which these divinities are expressly

addressed as avwaoi and (TvfjLB<i!yt.oi

(co-enshrined and (dtar - pntiner») \

other votive inscriptions refer to the

Syrian Aphrodite and to the Syrian

divinities Adad and Atargati.-*. An
inscribed basalt statuette of Isis, alsf>

found here, was probably dedicated
in some Egyptian temjde, and sub-

sequently transferred to Delos.

We now ascend by some ancient

cuttings in the rock, and past an in-

scription of the .5th cent. B.C., to the

Grotto of Apollo, or Cure of the Dragon,
the isirliest .sanctuary of ApuUn and
the place of his birth. It <-onsi>t8 of

a natural cleft in the rock, artificially

covered in, and forming a temple of

extremely archaic character. Tiie

sides are vertical, and at the mouth
stjtnd 5 yds. apart, which wulth gra-

dually decreases to 3} yds. at the

inner extremity. The length of the

gully is only 15 ft., being barred by a

wall of rough hewn granite blocks.

Tins wall formerly reached the roof,

as shown by a mark of jimction on
the ro<>k, but only about two-thiids of

the original height is now .stiiiiding.

The lintel of the doorway has also

•lisappearcd, but the whole of one,

and the chief part of the other jamb
remain. -\Jong the uppir porti<<n of

the lateral walls of the gully is a sort

of cornice groove, int<i which the ends
of the slabs forming the pent roof are

inserteil. The roof is heaf)ed over with

loose granite boulders, giving the

temple the appearance of a natiiral
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cave. The inner extremity of the
temple was left open to the skj'. The
statue of the god stood just before

this opening under the roof, so that

the light illuminated it from behind,
as proved by the base of the statue,

which was found in situ. Before the
temple is a terrace artificially shore 1

up by a wall. Here a hole was found
containing small bones, cinders, char-
coal and charred grains. Between
the edge of the terrace and the cinder
hole was a circular block of white
marble, about 6 ft. in diameter, inter-

nally hollowed out as a basin. On the

inner margin were three small sockets,

evidently intended to receive some
metal insertion. The exterior of the

basin is polished, but the cavity is

left rough, whence it would appear
that it was not exposed. It has been
conjectured that the tripod of Apollo

rested in the sockets on the basin, and
th it the disk, when struck by an in-

visible hammer, formed the Virgilian

Cortina, which 'roared' when the

Oracle was about to deliver an utter-

ance (Aen. iii. 90).

From tlie Grotto we ascend by the

Sacred Way to Mount Cynthos

DELOS, VIEW OF THE PEIMITIVE TEMPLE OF APOLLO.f

(350 ft.), whicl) furnished an epithet

by which Apollo and Artemis were
frequently invoked. It is a rock
of coarse granite, and was formerly
surmounted by a Temple to these

deities. In ancient times it was en-
closed by a wall ; traces of steps and
blocks of marble are still found on its

slopes ; but the remains on the summit
are not of an early period.

In descending the paved way, be-
yond the Temple of the Foreign Gods,
we pass on the rt. a little chamber.

close to which is a narrow platform,

witli a portico. Here is tlie base of a

votive ofiiering in honour of King
Mithridates. Further on are several

other pedestals. We next pass on the

1. a square building with a mosaic
Hoor, and on the rt. a small round
structure which may have been a
miniature Theatre, but could not
have seated more than 100 spectators.

All the important antiquities dis-

covered on the island have been
removed to Athens or Myconos.

t This illustration is far from accurate, but rj,^
^^^^ ^y ^f T>e\oB, separated from

snows sufflciently well the peculiar structure .. , x i i , j
of the roof. It is taken from Fergus-son's 1* "Y ^ strait only i m. across, and
'History of Arcijitecture.' forming a good laod-locked harbour,
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is the island of Bheneia, calleil tlie

Greater Delos, now miinliabitcd ex-

cept by a tow sLopI oids and qiiaran-

tiiie officials. Tliis island is aliont

10 m. in circnmferencc. and is divided
into two parts by a narrow isthmus at

ttie head of a large bav. Timcvdides
(i. 13. iii. 104) relates that P-dycrates,

the tyrant of Sanios. fastened Rheneia
by a chain to Delos, as an oflering

to Apollo. Plutarch mentions that

Nicias, being appointoil by the
Athenians to conduct the Theoria, or

eacred procession, to Delos (p. 887),

entered the island from Rheneia over

a magniticcnt bridge thrown across

the Strait. In 1898 the Greek Archae-
ological Society discovered a walled
enclosure of about 70 ft. square, which
contained a mass of human bones and
funeral offerings. The pottery was
of all periods from pre-historic to

5th cent. This Wiis evidently the

new burial-jilace of those whose bodies

were removetl from Delos during the

Peloponnesiaii war (p. 884).

5.—lOS (Xio).

[Steamer, p. 942, F.]

As the name shows, this beautiful

little island was Ionian. An apocry-

phal life of Homer relates that the

poet, in sailing from Samos to Athens,
was driven to los, that he died on
that island, and was buried near the

sea-shore. A Dutch traveller professed

to have discovered, in 1770, the Tomb
of Homer on the N.E. coast, ni-ar the

creek of Piakotos, but all the truth

contained in his story is that he
opened a few pre-historic graves.

Ids has an excellent harbour on the

E., and the S.E. and the S.W. coasts

are indenteil witii creeks affni ding good
anchorage. The town of losT (StiSO)

occupies jiart of a small hill rising

(torn the harbour ; this was the site of

tlie ancient city, of which some fonn-

dutions are visible.

los is remarkable for its large num-
ber of Chapels, s;iid to amounb to

nearly 400. and mostly founded by
private iudividuals, Falaeocastro, a

ruined mediaeval fortrefe in good pte-
servaiioii. stjtiids on a cominariiling

height in the N.E. extremity. Near
this castle is the creek of Piakotos (see

above), which derives its namt froni

the flngstones (irhaKa) of the neigh-
bouring liill.

log was a iief of the Venetian
family Pisani, but so early as I.tiST

was captured by the Turk.s. It

produces a small quantity of corn,

wine, oil, and cotton. Its osik forests

were formerly a considerable source of

wealth.

6.—KEOS (Zea).

[Steamor, p. 942, F.]

KEOS (4000) lies 13 m. E. of the

promontory of Sunium. The island

measures 12 ra. from N. to S. and 8
from E. to W. In historii al times it

was inhabitetl by lonians. and they
fought on the national side at Arte-
mision and at SaLimis (Hen id. viii. 1,

46). In 1207 it wns (in conjunction

with Seriphos), divide^l between four

Italian freebooters. In 15H7 the is-

land Wiis seizetl and laid waste by
Barbarossa, and four years later was
united to the duchy of Naxos. In
1506 it passed with the latter under
the Sultan's rule. Great ravages were
committed here by the Russians in

the expedition of 1769.

Keos, is one of the most fruitful

of the Cyclades, and it this sense

is mentioned by Virgil [Georg. i. 14).

Unlike most of these islands it is

well supplied with water, whence,
probably, its reputed original name of

Hydroissa.
The staple product is valouia, the

acorn of the Qiiercun Aer/ilopi', which
is exported in considerable quantities

for the use of tanners. The produod
in lSy4 wsis 88 tons, valued at 10,2601*

of which aliout a tidrd part went to

<iriat liritain. A strong white wine
is made here of some repute in

Gre(oe, and a red wine of good
quality, which in its pure state

will not bear a long sea voyage. It

is therefore sent chiefly to Athens.

Figs are largely grown, oranges and
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lemons are abundant, and the honey
is celebrated. Silk is also exported
in small quantities.

The modern town of KeosT (2000)

occupies the site of the ancient lor lis.

Its houses are piled up in terraces one
above the other, so that the roofs of

one tier sometimes serve as a street to

the higher i-ange.

Keos is situated in a valley in the
centre of the island at the foot of

Miimit Ellas (1860 ft.). On a hill N.
of the town are remains of the Acro-
polis, where in ancient times there
stood a temple of Apollo. Eemains of

liiith ancieiit and mediaeval fortitica-

ti'Ts are found scattered through the
town. An interesting architrave of a
Doric structure in Parian raiirble has
been built into the wall of the Church
of St. George.

E. of tlie Acropolis is a singular

cliamber liewn in the rock, the roof of

which is supported by a Doric column
of the same material. In the floor is

a ciicular aperture, forming the mouth
of a subterranean cistern, of which
half lies under the chamber and half

extends before it.

About f m. E. of the town is a
colossal lion hewn in the rock (mica
s.'hist), 20 ft. long and 9 ft. high. The
carving is rude, but exceedingly
spirited and powerful. It probably
served as a monument to some citizens

of loulis fallen in battle.

On the road to this spot, the traveller

has a good view of the ancient defences,

consisting in part of masonry and in

part of tlie rocks themselves, modified
by saw and pick-axe.

The laws of loulis, relating to the
morals of the citizens and their mode
of life, were very celebrated in an-
tiijuity ; several are mentioned by
Strabo, Heniclides, and Athenaeus.
The Keans were noted for modesty
and sobriety—not so the Chians, and
hence the adage, ov XTos aAAa Ketos

(Aristoph. Ran. 970).

loulis was the birthplace of tlie two
lyric poets, Simonides and Bacchylides,
of the sophist Prorf?Vo?i, of the physician
Erasidrutos, and of the peripatetic

philosopher Ariston.

CoRESSiA, the port of loulis, is also

that of the modern town. This har-

bour, now called simply the Port (rb

Kip.avi\ is large, and fit for ships of
any burden. It lies 3 m. N. of Keos,
at the mouth of the ancient Elixos.

A few walls and fragments of

columns on the neighbouring heights
are the only remains of the town,
which was already uninhabited in the
time of Strabo. Near Coressia was a
temple of Apollo Sraintheus.

Kakthaea, 6 m. S. of loulis, was
situated on the S.E. coast, and con-

nected with the latter town by a fine

road, magnificently engineered, and
supported by a massive wall, part of

which may still be recognised. Tlie

site has been only imperfectly explored,

but several interesting fragments have
been brought to light. Xear the
shore is a hill, witli two terraces artifi-

cially formed on its seaward slope, one
above the other. On the lower terrace

are the ruins of an interesting small
Doric temple in anth, identified as

that of the Karthaean Apollo. The
cella was converted into a graveyard
in Byzantine times, and the walls and
pavement broken up for tombs. Some
fragments of statues found here, in-

cluding an Apollo, are now at Copen-
hagen. A flight of steps, part of
which still exists, led to the upper
terrace, and thence, skirting the sum-
mit, to the upper town.
The large building on the upper

terrace is conjectured to have been
the choragic school of Simonides.

Considerable remains of the city

walls of Upper Karthaea may be
traced, with the foundations of various
large buildings within their circuit.

In the S.W. quarter of the lower town
are some blocks in situ of the cavea of
a small theatre, opening to the SI

Ancient lamps and terra-cotta toys
have been found in very great num-
bers on the site of the town. '•'

POEEESSA (YIoiTjeaaa) was on the W.
coast, about IJ hr. W. of Karthaea,
and 2 hrs. S.W. of loulis. Remains
of the city walls exist, and innumer-
able ancient foundations.
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About lialf-way between Poeeessa
and lonlis is tlie monastery of Hagia
Marina. In the court stands an
ancient *Hellenic towfr, probably the
finest specimen of it.s kind in Greece.
It is about 25 ft. square, and built of

rectangular blocks of schist, admirably
joined, without mortar. The interior

is divided into two equal parts by u

thick wall. There are three stories,

supported by stone joists, thrown from
the side to the central wall. J m. N.
of Hagia ^larina are two small hills

surmfiunted by remains of similar

towers.

Keos was celebrated in ancient times
for a fiiuntain, still supposed to exist

in the W. of the island, whose waters
produced madness in those who drank
them.

There are three barren and unin-
habited islets a few miles from Keos.
Helena, tu the W., Gyaros to the E.,

and Belbina to the IS.W.

Helena, or Macronisi {Long Is-

land), derived its more ancient name
from a tradition of Helen having
landed on its shores. It lies between
Keos and Sunium, and is about 2 m.
broad by 7 long. The inhabitants of

Keos have the right of pasturage on
tlie island. Near its S. extremity the

temple ofSunium is seen to the greatest

possible advantage, appearing from
this point of view almost entire.

Gtaros, or Gioura, lying between
Keos an<l Tenf'S, is probably the Gyrae
of Homer {Od. iv. 507). Gyaros was
one of the islands of the Aegean used
by the Romans as a place of banish-

ment Juv. i. 73, X. 170).

According to Pliny, the inhabitants

were finally driven out of the island

by a formidable race of rats or field-

mice (Plin. viii. 222).

Bklbina, or St. George, is an islet at

the entrance of the Saronic (xulf,

inhabited oidy by a few fishermen.

7.—KIMOLOS (Akgentieua).

[.Steamers, p. 942, K.]

A small island lying between Siph-

nos and Melos, and separated from
the latter by a narrow strait only ^ m.
in breadth. Its extreme length is

5 m., and its breadth 'Ah m. Pliny
relates {N. II. iv. 12) that it was
formerly calle<l Echinoum, fiom Echi-
nus, the sea-urchin. Kimolos apjjears

to have followed the fortunes of

the neighbouring island of Melos.

^larco yanudi united it to the tluchy

of Naxos. During the last three or

four centuries it was noted as th«

worst pirate-nest in the Mediterntnean.

The hartiour is small and insecure.

Oti landing the first object that attracts

the attention is a row of ancient rock

tombs along the shores, a lew of

which are inhabited, but the majority

used as boat-houses.

All the olive trees of Kimolos were
cut down by the Venetians during
the Turkish wars, and the island is

now destitute of trees, almost of

vegetation. But nature has atoned
for this want of colour by the exquisite

tints and variety of its rocks—blue,

yellow, black, rose, green, white, crim-

son, grey, every tint is under foot, and
the rough uncemented field walls are

some of tliem as gay as a Turkey
carpet. The present village of

Kimolos (16.50) crowns a hill about
10 min. fiom the harlx)ur; it i.'j built

in a quadrangle, all the doors opening
into an inner street, from which only

public gates give exit. This part of

the town is known as the Ca^trn. De-
tached from it stands the principal

Church, a fine new building on old

foumlatinns. From the terrace on
which it stands a g<x)d view is gained

of the neighbouring islands. Th
Byzantine eagle is carved on a marble
flag embedded in the pavement before

the chief entrance. Kimolos. unlike

other places, was allowed by the Turks
to retain a score of church bells. No
springs exist in the island, nor well^
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of drinkable water ; all has to be col-

lected iu cisterns during the rains, or

fetched from Melos.

In the middle of the W. coast there
is a Palaeocastro, upon a steep

rock 1000 ft. in height; it appears
only to have been built as a place
of refuge to be used in times of

danger. The ancient town seems to

have been situated at Dascalio, also

called St. Andrew, a rock on the
S. const, distant at present about
200 yds. from the island, to which,
however, it was originally united.

The whole rock is covered with the
remains of houses, and as long as it

was united to the island by an
istlimus there was a good though
small harbour on its E. side. Aroimd
tills harbour was the burial-place of
the ancient town, of which traces

remain.
Dr. Daubeuy t describes the island

as being ' partly composed of trachyte
and part of tertiary rocks, altered by
subterranean vapours.' It owes its

Italian name of Argentiera to the
silver mines formerly worked here,

and said to have resembled those of

Konigsberg in Hungary. Kimolos
preserves its ancient fame for its

fuller's earth (Pliny's Greta Cimolia,
the Ki/xui\ia yri of Greek writers), used
in the preparation of cloth, and in

the barbers' shops of Athens.J The
islanders still carry on a considerable
traffic in this natural soap, which
they make up into small cakes for

sale. According to Klaproth's analysis,

ciraolite is constituted as follows :

—

Silica . . 63-00

Alumina

.

. 23-00

Iron . 1-25

Water . . 12-00

The uninhabited rock of Polinos,

anciently called Polyaegos, lies near
the S.E. extremity of Kimolos.

"h 'Descrip. of Active and Extinct Volcanoes,'
chap, xviii. 2nd eU. 18-18.

+ Arist. Ban. 713.

8.—KYTHNOS (Thekmia).

[Steamers, p. 942, F.]

KYTHNOS (4S00) was one of the few
islands that refused to give earth and
water to the envoys of Darius; and it

supplied two ships to the Grecian
fleet at iSalamis (Herod, viii. 40). It

was a member of the confederacy of

the Aegean Islands against Persia, and
we find it one of the tributaries of

Athens when the Peloponnesian war
began. Demosthenes (irepl (rwrd^eous,

p. 176) speaks very contemptuously of
unimportant places like 'Sipimos and
Kythnos.' There is only one Kyth-
nian of note in antiquity, Kydias, the

Painter ; and by Pliny and other
ancient authors the island is only
mentioned as producing excellent

cheese, a reputation it still preserves.

In the war between Rome and
Piiilip III. of Macedon, it was
attacked by the Romans ; but they
retired after a very short siege, not
considering the place woith further

eflbrt (Livy, xxxi. 15, 45). After
the death of Nero, an impostor, who
assumed the name of that Emperor,
was driven by a storm at Kythnos,
where he endeavoured to raise a dis-

turbance, but was seized and put to

death by Calp urnius Asprenas, th e Pro-
consid of Galba (Tacit. Hist. ii. 8, 9).

The ancient city stood on the W.
coast, upon a cliff600 ft. high. There
still remain .some fountlations of walls
and temples. The situation is so

advantageous, with two good harbours
to the N., Pliyhias (from <pvKos. sea-

weed), and Colonna (from a solitary

column standing near the shore), anil

two more to the S., that an idea was
once entertained of again making it

the seat of the local administration.
On the N.E., near Cape Kephalos,

is the small furk-shaped Port of St.

Irene, wltii a cliapel and a fcA* houses;
N. of it are the famous "Warm Springs,
from which the island derives its

modern name (ra eep/xio. for 6ep/j.e7ji).

They rise very near the shore, at the
foot of a fachiatose rork, and cover the
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^rnunfl with a porous crust. Tlie

reddish colour of this deposit is derived'

from the iron, with wliich the waters

ire strongly impregnated, Thcnr other

priufipul ingredient is salt. The two
Springs are only 50 yds. apart ; that

)f the SS. Cosmas and Damian, ' the

lilvcrless saints ' (tcDi/ 'Ayiwc 'Avap-

yvjcaf), that is, the saints who took

Qo fees for their medical services, is the

)nlvoneua(?d fi)rdrinking(104°Fahr.).

rhe other (131°) is called l>y the

islanders KaKKa^os (caldron). Many
invalids resort hither every summer
from Greece and Turkey, for wliose ac-

commodation a large EstablislmientT
was erected by King Otho. The
waters are in considerable repute for

the cure of eezema, gout, sciatica,

and nervous affections.

On a rock overhanging the • sea,

N.AV. of the springs, stands the

Palaeocastro, commanding a wide
prospect of Aegina, 8uninm, the Pelo-

pinnesus, and most of the Cyclades.

In tlie Middle Ages tiiis was the mo.st

important place in the island, con-

taining about 2000 iniiab., and was a

nest of pirates.

The modem capital is situated

inland about 4 m. from 8t. Irene.

[t is called by the same name as the

island, or sometimes Messaria.T A
few miles 8. is the village of SyUaca,
svith a large stalactitic grotto. On
Easter Day the villagers dance here

[jy torchlight. In the S. of tiie island

iron is found. An interesting account
Df the extensive caverns of Kythnos
is given in Lyell's Principhs of
Geology.

The chief produce is barley, wine,

ind honey. There are about 2000
sheep, goats, and swine on the island,

which abounds in red-legged par-

tridges.

9.—MELOP.

[Steamer, p. 942, F.]

The most westerly of the Cyclades,

For which reason it was called Znphy-

ria by Aristotle. It lies alx)ut 6.5 m.
E. of Monemvasia, in the Pelopon-

nesus. Its length is nearly 14 m.

from E. t() W., aiirl its breadth about
8 m. It contains on the N. a deep
bay, wiiirh forma one of the best

harlxjurs in tlie Aegean, and on which
was situated a flonrisliing town, bear-

ing the same name as the island.

MELOS S^ T (.5000) is of volcanic

origin : and volcanic agency is still

at work in its hot springs and mines
of ^Tdphur and alum. .1/^ Kahtniot

is fjccasionally semi-active, emitting

smoke and sulphureous vapours. Ob-
sidian also occurs. The Melians
were among the victors at Salaniia

(Herod, viii. 46, 48). In the Pelo-

ponnesian war, though favouring the

cause of their kin.smen the Spartans,

they declared their neutrality in the

contest. Athens, however, having
tiie command of tiie sea, and fearing

this example of independence among
the Aegean islantls, determined to

coerce the Melians into suljini^^sion.

Thucydides (v. 84-116) has preserved
the substances of the 8p< ecnes made
by the Athenian comman<iers to the
Melians previous to their commencing
hostilities; and in all histoid there is

no example of the plea having been
more iinblushingly avowed— >

' That ihey Should take who have the power.
And they should keep who can.*

When the Athenians had forced the
Melians to surrender at discretion, after

a siege of several months, they put the
adult males to death, sold tlic women
and children as slares, and peopled
the island with an Athenian colony
(is.c. 416). A settlement of Cretan
refugees was established here in

1868.

The ruins of the ancient Melos are
on the E. side of the bay, and ext< nd
to the water-side from the hill alx)ve.

The ancient city-wall can Ixi traced

here and there for a considerable dis-

ance. At one point on the path
which leads up the hill-side from the
hamlet of Klima there is a well-

preserved piece of polygonal wall
adjoining a round bastion of regular
Hellenic masonry. A little farther

down tlie slope stands a Komau
tiieatre, which was excavated by the
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King of Bavaria, the father of King
Otho of Greece. In a iiehl above the

theatre was found the celebrated statue

known as the Venus of Melos, now in

tlie Louvre. An archaic Apollo and
some very important archaic vases

from this site now adorn the National

Museum at Athene (pp. 394, 408, etc.).

On the height immediately E. of the

ancient city, is a village named Trypiti

(Tpi;7rrjTT}), from the large tombs with

which the hill is pierced in every part.

Some of them have now been converted

into magazines for straw and corn, and
a few into cisterns; A little further

S. a narrow vale planted witli olives

and gardens, and sloping to the sea.

leads past several excavated rock-

tombs. Tliis valley is terminated by
the sea, near the S.E. angle of the

ancient city, where there is a mole.

Besides these Hellenic sepulchres,

extensive early Christian catacombs
have been discovered in Melos.

The British School has condiicteii excavations

i'l llelos from 1«96 to 1899. On the sit" of the

ancient capital, among other antiquities of

Greeli and Roman times, was discovered a
tine mosaic pavement of the Roman period.

The hall which it adorned is snrrnised to have
been the assembl3'-room of a Dionysiac guild.

The little hill caWed Hayios £lias was the

acropolis of the t^iwn, and the agora probably
lay, immediately S.E. of it. At the N.E.
cornier of the island, beside a hamlet called

Pliylakopi, a large pre-historic fortress, with
an outer wall resembling that of Tiryns, has
been systematically explored. The wall is

best preserved .it the \V. end. In the centre

of its breadth large rectangular spaces weie
foumt to have bc' n filled up with rubbish and
loi'se stones as a way of economising labipur.

A' large portion of the site at the W. end has
evidentlj' been eaten away by the sea. Inside

the strong wiiU the remains of no fewer than
three settlements, one above the other, have
been brought to light. The latest is of the

regular Mykenaean t3'pe,and contains a palace

similar in plan to that of Tiryns, though of

snialler size. The palace is >itiiated near the

E. end of the site. ' it has a courtyard in Irout,

containing a well, and a megaton, with a
cemented pa\emeut, approached through a
piodoiiios. The street-plan of this settlement
is very clear iu certain parts. The earlier

settlements are even more interesting, and
throw much light on the development of
Mykenaean architecture and art. The middle
settlement shows the same type of house as

the later one. The first settlement, of which
a comparatively small amount has been
(Jleared, is evidently earlier than the strong
wall. 15ut even below the foundations of this

settlement there are trace? of still more primi-

tive inhabitants. A fine collection of wall-
paintings and vases, ranging froin the most
primitive kind to the fully developed Myke-
naean style, has been taken to the Museum at

Athens. The hill-sides round the sito ar»'

honeycombed with rock-cut tombs, most of
which were plundered by the peasantry a long
time ago.

The hottest of the Warm Springs

is on the beach, at the S. end of

the bay. The earth around is impreg-

nated with sulphur. In the side of a,

little rocky height above, is anotlier

hot source, in a natural cavern, known
as the Bath (xb \ovrp6v). It is mucli

frequented by persons afflicted with
scrofidous diseases. To the S.E. of

this height are some salt-pun.s and a

marshy level, iu which stood tlie me-
diaeval capital of the island. It is

now in ruins, as nearly all the inhabi-

tants, to escape the malaria of the low
grounds, have retired to tlie villages

round Gastron. Here is now the seat

of the local government. The De-
marcheion contains a small collection

of local inscriptions. Melos has a

large export trade in millstones,

manganese, and sulphur. Rich masses

of argentiferous barytes occur in various

parts of the island, estimated at a total

of 10,000,000 tons, and said to contain

10 to 350 oz. pur ton ; but these impor-

tant mines have not yet been worked.

A few miles off the N.W. coast is

thp rugged islet of Anti-Melos, unin-

hajjited save b.v wild goats.

10.—MYCONOS.

[Steamer, p. 942, F.]

MYCONOSS^T (6300) is a rocky

island, 36 ni. iu circumference, tind

producing only a little corn and wine.

Many of its inhabitants, however, are

large shipowuers,and most of the male
population are engaged in a seafaring

life. The town lies on a bay at the

W. side of the ishmd, occupying an
ancient site. In antiquity there was
a second town at Porto Panormo, on
the N. shore.

In the Middle Ages Myconos formed
part of the duchy of Naxos. Many of

the inhabitants of Psara settled here
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in 1824, after the destructinn of their

homes by the Turks. The town abounds
in sniiill churches and chapels, many of

which liave been erected as thank-ntter-

injjs for escapes from shipwreck. The
bayou whicli it isbnilt isninchexiwsed
to the W. ; but round tile town to the

S. tiiere is a harbour running far in to

the E. and S.E, and sheltered from
the W. by a cape and islet. Hero
ships can winter in safety.

The harbour of Myconos is of interest

to the English traveller as the scene,

on 17th June, 1794, of a brilliant

action between H.M.8. Romney and
the Frencli Republican frigate La
Sihylle, in wliicli the former was vic-

torious. It is memorable as one of

the few engagements fought by our
countrymen in Greek waters. The
only remains of antiquity hitherto dis-

covered in the island are part of an an-

cient mole opposite the town, a ruined

round tower h hr. S. of that place, two
inscriptions (almost illegible), in the

chapel of Hcu/ia Marina, and some
fragments of marble.

On the E. side of the town is a

Public Garden. A path leads N. above
tlie bay to the simimit of (2 hrs.)

St. Ellas (1195 ft.), the highest moun-
tain in tlie island, which commands a

fine view. It is supposed to be the

DiMASTos of Pliny.

Near the harbour is a small Museum,
containing a number of antiquities

di.seover. d by the French School at

Deles, the best specimens of which
liave been removed to Athens.
I.—Nos. 2, 8, 9, 10, 11, 14, 20 Ar-

chaic female figures, life size, of

a similar type to those fonud at

Athens, probably attached to the

Temple of Artemis. 12 Athena.
H, (3 Archaic heads. .5, 24 Archaic male
statues. 60 Funeral Stele of Aphro-
disios, standing in a boat (4th cent.).

59 Fragment of a relief— a sitting

woman. 36 He:id of a youth. In the

middle of the room are lamps, parts

of vases, arrow-heads, and small terra-

cottii figuies.

Inner Room.—57 Lioness devouring

a stag. 1 9 Youth on horseback. Frieze

from the Sanct'-.ary of the Bulls.

II.— ] Hermes with four faces, in

the form of a term. 41 Fragment of

a youthful Heracles.

Inner Room.—825 VoHve relieffrom
the Temple of tie Foreign Gods, re-

present two youths with hats, holding
implements of measurement
Myconos i.s the best 8t:irting-p<^»int

for a visit to JJel/m, which may be
reached by sailing-ly)at with a fair

wind in about an hour.

11.—NAXOS (Naxia).

[Steamer, p. 942, F.]

NAXOS (15,000) is the largest of

the Cyclades, being 18 m. in length

and 12 m. in breadth. It was very

flourishing about the time of the

Persian invasion (Herod, v. 28). and
has always been celebrated for its

wine; consequently it is connected with

various legends relating lo Dionysos.

The god is described by Catullus, in

one of his most beautiful poems, as

having here found Ariadne, when
deserted by Theseus. From its round
shape, Naxos was sometimes called

Strongijlfi, as also Diouyfiui', from the

worship of Dionysos. It is also fre-

quently named Dia by the ancient

poets. Xaxos is said to have been
inhabited first by Thracians, and then
by Carians, and to have derived its

present name from a Carian chieftain

named Naxos. In historical times we
find it occupied by Ionian emigrants
from Athens (Herod, viii. 46). In
B.C. 540 it was conquered by Peisis-

tratos, who established Lygdamis as i

tyrant of the island. The Persians, in

B.C. 501, attempted, at the suggestion

of Aristagoras, to subdue Naxos; the

failure of the expedition drove Arista-

goras, who feared punishment, to i

j)recipitate the great Ionian revolt
j

(Herod, v. 30). In n.c. 490. Naxos
|

was conquered by Datis and Arta- I

phernes, but the Naxians recovered

their liberty after the battle of Salamis.

They were the first of the Allied

States which the Athenians reduced
to subjection ; after which date (b.c.

471) they are rarely mentioned in

ancient history.

The fate of Naxos in the Middle
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Ages was remarkable. Soon after

the Latin conquest of the Byzantine
Empire in a.d. 1204, this and several

of the neighbouring islands were
seized by a Venetian adventurer,

named Marco Sanudi, who founded a

powerful state under the title of the

Duchy of Naxos, or of the Archipelago.

Favoured by the protection of Venice,

his dynasty, and that of Crispo, which
followed, ruled over a great portion of

the Cyclades for 360 years, and only
iinally succumbed to the Turks in

A.D. 1566.

Naxos is the most fertile and
beautiful of the Aegean islands, and
some very interesting excursious may
be made in the interior, where several

of tlie villages retain their ancient

names. Groves of olive, orange,

cedar, pomegranate, fig, and lemon
trees abound in the well - watered
valleys, and a large quantity of truit,

oil, corn, and wine is exported. A
wbite wine is in especial repute here.

Emery is found in abundance, par-

ticularly in the southern parts of the

island. 1494 tons of it were exported
in 1894 to (rermany, and 600 to Great
Britain ; 150 tons of citrons in brine

were sent to London during the same
year. The marble of Naxos, scarcely

inferior to that of Paros, was much
employed at an early period for sta-

tuary.

The inhabitants now all belong to

the Greek Church, with the exception
of 300 or 400 Latins, descendants of

settlers in the time of the Dukes.
Many of these bear famous Venetian
n.imes ; they have a Latin bishop, and
a Capuchin, as well as a Lazarist

convent.

Naxos T (2000), the capital, occupies

the site of the ancient city on the VV.

coast. Its white houses look gay and
briglit from the sea; but the streets

are narrow, intricate, and dirty. The
ducal palace, plundered by the
Corsair Barbarossa, is entirely in

ruins. On a point of laud below
the town, are the remains of a mas-
sive mole, constructed by Duke
Marco Sanudi, and corresponding
with an ancient mole projecting from

[Greece.]

the little rock of Palati, which is

separated from Naxos by a channel
of the sea 5u yds. across. Palati
(UaKaTiov) is named from the ruins
of a Temple of Dionysos, of which only
the W. portal now remains. The
antiquities of Naxos relate almost ex-
clusively to the worship of Dionysos,
and this god is generally represented
on the Naxian coins and medals.
There is a fountain near the town
named Ariadne.
The principal mountain is called

Dia (vulgarly Zia), doubtless after

the ancient name of the island.

Here is a curious Hellenic tower.
Coronon, another hill, recalls to our
recollection the nymph Coronis. the
nurse of the infant Dionysos. Many
of the names of localities are dis-

tinctly ancient. Perhaps the most
remarkable curiosity in the island is

an unfinished colossal statue, lying in

an ancient marble-quarry near the N.
extremity. It is roughly hewn, and
measures 34 ft. from head to foot.

The tradition of the peasantry has
always identified it with a statue of
Apollo.

The Government Emery Works will

repay a visit (p. 907).

S. and E. of Naxos lie the barren
and rocky islets of Denous»a, Karos,
Makares, Heracleia, Schinoiissa, and
several others. Traces of ancient
buildings have been discovered on
some of them, but they are now
uninhabited, except occasionally by a
few shepherds and their flocks.

12.—ULIAROS (Anti-Pakos).

Oliaros (700) is about 7 m.iu length
by 3 in breadth, and is separated from
the W. coast of Paros by a narrow strait,

where there is depth for the largest
vessels, though the port is navigable
only for small craft. The island was
formerly a great resort of pirates, for

which reason its only village, the
Castron (600), is enclosed by a wall.

The island is remarkable for its

2 I
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cflehmt^Jfi pfrotto, whifh, however, iu

not iiflnicd by any ancif-nt writer.

From tlie village to the Grotto i.s a
ride of \h hrs. The piith crosses a
small valley wljich s'-parates the ridge
on which Castron is bnilt from the
principal mounttxin of the island.
The cavern is on the S. side of this
mountain, just above a cliff which
lK)rders the coast, facing If»<i and Thera.
The entmnce is extremely picturesque,
but the jiast^age thence to the cavern
is long, narrow, and in part.s precipi-
tous. It is entered by ropes, which
are either held by men, or joined to a
cable fastened at the entrance round a
stalagmite pillar. In order to a'^com-
plish the descent comfortably, the
traveller should be provideil with a
rope-ladder of 12 ft. for the- upjjer
descent, and with one of .50 ft. for the
lower : both are precipitous-. In this
manner the descent was «ccomplished
by Queen Olga, in May 1871. A rope
of 80 fathoms, or two of 40 fathoms,
are neces.sary in addition to ladders.
The caverns below present a tine

specimen of stalactitic formation ; but
the greatest length tbat tlie eye can
take in at once is only about 150 ft.,

the breadth 100, and the height .50; so
they are not to be compared in gran-
deur or dimensions with the caves of
Adelsberg. Probably there are many
chambers still unexplored, and there-
fore unsullied by the smoke of torches,

and undefaced by the rude hands of
visitors. A g»>od supply of artificial

light is desirable.

The existence of this cavern was
first made generally known by the
visit paid to it by M. de Nointel,
ambassador of Louis XIV. to the
Porte, who descended into it with a
numerous suite on Chri.itmns Eve
1673. On this occasion it was bril-

liantly illuminated, and high mass
was celebmted with great pomp in this

subterranean temple.

Antiparoe and the neighbouring
little island of Defpotiko abound in

prehistoric tombs.

1.}.—PAROS.

Si. amors, p. 91'.;, F.]

PAEOST (8000) is about 8fi m. in

circumference. In the first invasion
of Greece it submitttnl to the Persians;
after the battle of Maiathon, ^lil-

tiades(p. 288)attempt/-d torrduce the
island, but failed in his attemjit. and
received a wound which eventually
proved fatal (Herod, vi. 1S3). After
the defeat of Xerxes, Paros oatue under
the supremacy of Athens. It was the
birthpla<« of the satirical poet Archi-
lochos, the inventor of Iambic verse.

The scenery is picturesque, and the
soil fertile, but imperfectly cultivated.
Before the Revolution Paros was more
populous, but in 1823 and 1824 it

was desolated by the plague. The
island consists of a single round
mountain, sloping evenly down to the
maritime plain, which surrounds it

on every side. In good years, there
is a large exportation of wine, barley,
and wheat ; hut there are no olives,

and very few tree s of any kind. 8h< ep
and goats, oxen and as-ies. are very
numerous. Thfre are excellent har-
bours at Xacuftfa (1400) on the N.
coast, at Pnroehia on tlie W.. and at
Mnrriuini iind Trin.< on the S.K.
Although Paroekia .suffered much

from the Russians in 1770. it retains
some interesting remains of antiquity.

Paroekia (23.50), the capital of the
island, is built near the site of the
ancient city. The town consists of
small houses, with terraced roofs, sur-
rounded by garden.-s and trelli.sed

vines. Upon a rocky height on the
seaside, in the centre of the town, are
tlie ruins of a Castle, constructed
chiefiy of marble from some ancient
buildings on the same spot. N. of
the castle is a ruined *Chiirch of Our
Lady of the Cross ('H Ylavayia tov
2Tavpov\ a small Byzantine Imililiiig

of the 3rd cent., with a 6th cent
Church opening out of it, to which is

attached a tiny Baptisterv-. The apse
in each Church is arranged like »'
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Chapter house, with semicircular

stone seats, as in a Greek Theatre.

There are two wells in the larger

building, and a marble screen and
two Doric capitals iu the smaller.

Half the cella of a temple, built of

Parian marble, witti an elegant Ionic

frieze, is still standing ; in the wall of

an aiijoining tower some pieces are

inserted of a Doric cornice, with
several rows of broken columns, and
portions of an architrave.

The Church of Our Lady of the

Hundred Gates ('H Uavayia 'Eh-kto^-

TTuAiai'T^), 5 min. from the town, is a
tine building, said to have been
founded hy the Empress Helena ; but

the number of portals implied by the
name is a pious exaggeration. About
a mile to tlie S. of the Church was a

temple of Asclepios, in the precincts

of which a fountain, with ancient

stonework, is still visible.

The German School is working in Paros at

present. The city wall has been explored,

and appears to belong to the 5th cent. b.c. A
sanctuary of Asclepios has been excavated at

the foot of a chff near Paroekia. A fine arcljuic

statue, now in Athens, was discovered liere.

On a neighbouring hill are the remains of a
shrine, probably of Aphrodite, and lower down
the same hill another sanctuary has been
identified as that of Eileitbyia. The acropobs
of tlie ancient city has been found to contain

traces of a prehistoric settlement. A small

Museum of local inscriptions, &c., has been
organised. The most interesting thing in it is

a lately discovered fragment of the Parian
('kronide, of which a larger portion is in Oxford
among the Arundel marbles.

The famous quarries of Parian

Marble, in Mt. Marpessa (Virg. Aen.

vi. 471), were re-opened in 1844, after

many centuries of disuse, for the con-

struction of the tomb of Napoleon. A
Belgian Company began to work them
again in 1880, but the enterprise has

now been entirely abandoned. Tlie

quarries are situated near the monas-
tery of St. Minas, about | hr. N. of

Paroekia.

They consist of several excavations,

all under ground (not, as at Pente-

licus, with a surface open to the air),

of which the largest is about 100 yds.

long and 9 broad, having a chamber
on each side of the central passage.

The marks of the wedges with which
the ancients wrought are visible every-

where. On the rise of the opposite

hill is another small qiwrry, on one
side of which is a Cflebiated sculp-

tured tablet, exhibiting figures of Pan,
a horned Dionysos, Silenus, Cybeie,
and Atys.

Pares contains many cemeteries and
other traces of the preliistoric age.

Close to the round Tower {Ilvpyos) on
the S. coast Mr. Tsouutas has dis-:

covered the remains of a primitive
settlement.

Mr. Bent states that there is a
Church on this island dedicated to

tiie Drunken St. George, where orgies

are held in commemoration of the
Saint on the 3rd Nov.

14.-PH0LEGANDR0S
(POLICANDRO).

Oue of the smallest of the Cyelades,
colonised by Dorians. The harbour
is on the E. coast. The modern town
of Pholegandros T (1190) lies at the.

foot of the hill on wJiich the ancient
city stoo I. Of this there are no im-
poitant remains, its materials having
been used for building the Church of
the Panagia at the S. of the island.

Adjoining this Church there is a sort

of public hall, called the Table
(Tpdiri{a), where the islanders yearly
assemble on the festival of the Assump-
tion. .

There are some traces of a mediaeval
fortress on the summit of the hill above
the town, from which point there is also

a fine prospect of the Cyclades. The
Golden Grotto (xp^o'ocnrriAa.ioi/) is a
large cavern in the clifts, facing th^
S.E., and approached by sea. It re-

tains its ancient niches for votive

otierings, and an inscription (paitly

in Greek and partly in Latin), which
appears to be a Visitors' Book of
ancient times.

15.—SEEIPHOS (Serpho).

[Steamers, p. 942, F.]

This is a small rocky island between
Kythnos and Siphnos. It was cele-

brated as the place where Dana§ and
2 I 2
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Perseus landed afUr they had been

exposed bv Acrisio?, ^^•hero Perseus

was brought up, and where ho alter-

wards turao.l tlie inhabitants into

stone wiih the Gorson's head Ac-

cording to ancient writers the frogs ot

Seriphos were mute. Seriphos was

olonised bv lonians from Athens; it

was one of" the few inlands whicli re-

fu.«cd submission to Xerxes. Hie

lloman emperors used it as a place ot

banibhmeut for state criminals (lac.

Ann. ii. ^5; Juv. x. 170). Iron is

abundant here. 112.110 tons of ore,

valued at 23,.n36/., having be^-n ex-

ported in 1894, of ^vhich m,2i^0 tons

went to Great B'itain.

The village of SeriphosTj^ (.-iOOO)

is situated H m. from the harbour,- on a

rocky hill SOO ft. high. The ancient

city stood on the same site, but there

are scarcelv any remains. On tl.e

S W s'de there is good harbour, cailea

b\- tiie Franks Porta Catena, because

formerly closed by a cliain. At the

villao-eof Galene is a curious inscrip-

tion ^on a rock, and a Convent with

fcome good frescoes.

16._SIKIN0S.

[Steamers, p. 94'i, K.j

have, Doric capiluls, but the cornice is

Corinthian. From the .MjmVjination of

the orders, it is probable that tln^

temple is not older than about the .>r.l

or 2nd cent. B.C. The entrance is ou

the W. side, which was very unusual.

SiMnosT (800) is said to have been

called in ancient times Oknoe (wine-

i>land), a title wbich it still de-

Bcrves from the fertility of its vines

During the Persian war it submitted

to Xeixes. but afterwards formed part

of the Athenian Empire. In the

middle ages it belouged to the Dukes

of Naxos. , , ,

Tlie S. coast is ro<'.ky and barren :

l.ut other parts of the island produce

wine, figs, and wheat. The lan<ling-

place is on the S.W.. in a very exposed

situation. The two villages stand on

an elevated ridge about an hours

walk from tl.is port. The remains ot

tl.e ancient to%yu, consisting only ol

some foimdaiions an.l fragnients,

oeciipv an abrupt clift" to the \\
.
of the

«ame range. Not far from these rums

is a small Temple of Apollo. <.f bluish

marble, in good preservation, but con-

verted into a Church. The columns

17._SIPHN0S.

[StPamers, i>.
942. K.]

SIPHNOST (5800) is al«ut 3tj m- in

circumference. Inconsequence I'f their

r'old and silver mines (of which the

remains are still visible), tl.e Sii-h-

nians attained great prosperity, and

were regarded in the time of Herodotus

as the wealthiest of the islanders.

Their Treasury at Delphi, in which

they deposited' the tenth of the pro-

duce of their mines, was said to

be the finest in the Sanctuarj-

They also carved and exported

ornaments in soapstone. Siphnos

refused tribute to Xerxes, and one

of its ships fought on the nationa

side at Salamis (Herod, viii. 46) At

a later period the mines were less

productiye; and Pausanias (x. 11)

relates that, in consequence of the

Siphnians neglecting to send the

tithe of their treasure to Delphi, Uie

Kod destroyed their mines by an inun-

dation of the sea. The Siphmans are

a quiet and industrious race, worthy

of their picturesque aud fertile island

with its delicrhtful climate and abun-

dance of excellent water.

Apolloma.8? the capital of th<

island (100(1), is on the L. cliffti

which rise abruptly from the sea t

the height of lOOO ft. Here are som^

scanty traces of the ancient city, wl.icl

occunied the same site: and a ie\

remains of Hellenic masonry au(

sculpture, which contrast with a

inscription in Gothic letters settin

forth the name of the Italian goven.f

in A.IX lH6y.

A r ;nge of hills ext<Mids along th

island from N.W. t« P.E.. and there

a small monastery, <ledicated to -fe

Eliay, on the highest .summit (:iOC

ft.). On the tableland towards tl

e'(1000 ft.), stands a group of vi

la^^es containing about 3000 inhab
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the largest is Stavri {'XTaupoi), or

Crosses. This is a delightful resi-

dence in the summer, with ii tine

view of the E. Cy chides. On
the S.E. coast there is a good har-

bour, named Pharos, from iin anei>-iit

light-hniise and watcli-tower, ii:)W

in ruins. Between this part awl
Stavri stands the Monastery of the

Fiiuiitain (els ttji/ ^pvaiv) in a very

picturesque situation.

There is a pretty Grotto of the

Nymphs, at the mouih of a romantic
valley near tlie N.W. coast; and in

its neighbourhood are found some
traces of ancient buildings. Hellenic

watch-towers are very numerous in

this ibliind. There is a prehistoric

necropolis at Akroteraki on the S.E.

side of the island, another near the

harbour of Vatlnj on the S.W., and the

remains of a prehistoric fortress are to

be seen on the hill of Hagios Andrtas
S.E. of Apollonia. Some of the

ancient mines are shown at Hag. Sosti

at the N.E. end of Siphnos.

18.—SYRA.
[Steamers, p. 942, F.]

SYRA (27,300), the principal island

of the Cyclades, thoiigh insignificant

in former history, Wiis recently, owing
to its central position, a place of con-

siderable trade ; but the disturbed

financial condition of Greece, and the

consequent depreciation of the paper
currency, have well-nigh paralysed
all commercial dealings at this port.

The customs duties collected here
form the larger part of the revenues
of the island. The local products are

a little inferior wine and a large

quantity of vegetables, most of which
are exported to Constantinople and
Athens. The traflSc is chiefly in the

hands of Chi its and Moriots.

There are extensive tanneries, em-
ploying about 1000 hands, and a large

engineering establishment, turning
out steam engines of 200 horse power,
and provided with a patent hydraulic
slip, which is capable of lifting sliips

of 1200 tons displacement. Steamers
in this vicinity requiring . repairs or

survey can thus bo hauled up, with a

view to making good smy defects in

their hull or machinery, with prompt
dispatch. There are other engineer
ing works, steam flour mdls. and
factories for spinning and «c:\viiig,

ownid by private iudiii<luals.

Shipliuiliiiiig, which until lati'ly

was carried on with great activity,

has now considerably de reased.

Among tlie vessels annually con-

structed there are still, however,
several of 600 tons burden.

The antient Greek city stood on
the site of the present town, close to

the harbour. In the ilMiddle Ages, the

inhabitants retreated for security from
pir.ites to the lofty hill, about a mile

from tlie shore, on the sumn it of

which they built the town, now called

Old Syra (see below). The island

was of no importance till the war of

Grei k lnile]>eudeuce. Then the im-

migration of refugees from different

parts of (7 reece, especially from Chios

and P.-ani, rapidly raised it to its

present flourishing condition.

Hermopolis s^T ( 19,400), the modern
town, includes four-fifths of the popu-
lation of the island, and is built round
the harbour, on the E. side of the

island. A lighthouse, rising on a
mole in fiout of the harbour, a quay
with numerous warehouses, and several

handsome hou»es, show the commei-
c:al prosperity of the place; but the

streets are still narrow and crooked,

though mostly clean and well pavt d.

The principal Orthodox churches

are the Cathedral of tlie Transfigura-

tion, S.W. of the Square, and the

domed Church of St. Nicolas to the N.

There is a small Museum of inscrip-

tions, etc., in a street leading out of

the square.

The favourite promenade in the

cool of the evt-niug is the Vaporia, on
a cliff to the N. of the town. A
pleasant drive may be taken to the

village oi Episcopio, or to Delle Grazie

(see below).

It was in the port of Hermopolis
that, at the close of the Cretan war,

early in 1869, the Greek blockade-

runner Enosis was blockaded by
Hobart Pasha.
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Old Syra (7900) is seated on tlie

bill whioli coiumands the prirt, uiid i.s

so cfiiiiiectfd with the lutw town hy
continuous huildin^'ei, that they may
be rei^nrded as one. This hill, from
its ci>iiK-al form, rceembles a hu<^e

sugai-loaf covered wiih hiiuscs. Tue
aseent is very toils' me, up steep
streets, cros.st d by a narrow tiiglit of

steps On the (1 hr.) hi^cliest point

stands the church of 61. George, Irom
which the view of the adjacent
islands is very fine ; below is the

church (jf the Jesuits. Tlie inhibi-

tants are mostly Itoman Catholics,

often at variance with their Greek
neiglibours, who regard them as

aliens. Generally speaking, the
Roman Catholics of the Levant are

descended from Genoese and Venetian
settlers of the Middle Ages. They
have always been considered as under
the protection of France ; and this

circuin.stance was the chief cause of

the nioilern prospc^rity of the island,

which became, during the llevolutiun,

the refuge of numerous merchants
from the distracted parts ol Greece.

From tiie W. siiie of the hill, a
little below the sumtnit, a path lends

past a number of mills in less than
an hour to the Church of the
Haijia I'aruskeve, which commands a

dill'erent hut equally extensive view.

From this point we descend to the
little Church of iSt. Athanasiuf, be-

neath which is a Spring {nriyq,. Its

limpid water, issuing from the rock,

is always in great request. At tlie 8.

eud ot the ishmd is the spacious har-

bour of Foseidonia, better known as

Delle Grazie. from a little Church of

S. Maria ddle Grazie on a promontory
to the !S. of it. The place is dotted
with chaiming little villas, the

favourite summer resort of the well-

to-do inhabitants of Syra. Carriage-

road thence to (I^ hr.) ilermupolis.

I'oseiclonia stands on the site of the

ancient Svitos, m-jntiuued by Homer.
Vestiges have been traced of a
temple of Poseidon close to the

beach. The landing pier of the old

town, leading N. to the village of

I'hoenira, is still visible. At Phoeniea
have been found archaeologii.'al

remains and inscriptions of great

interest, proving the existence of a
Honri-shing \»>v{ in old<n times, tliougli

Syra nu longer deserves the praisi-s

bestowed on it by Homer

—

Kii/SoTOt, cw/i>)Ao«, o\.von\y)t^%, »roAO>rwp<K,

Keiiile in flacic8, in lierds, in uine, in com.—Odytt. XV. 406.

At a place called Chalaudriani on
the N.E. coast tiiere is a very exten-

sive necrijpidis of the prehistoric

period, which has recently yielded a

large collection of stone and earthen-

ware vases to the Museum ut Athens.

On the sloping hill to ti.e W. Mr.
Tsountas has discovered the remains
of the citadel with a double wall of

fortification.

Syra has the reputation of being
healthy. The natives are extremely
afraid of all diseases, and vessels and
passengers are refused jirutique on
very slight suspicion. The Lazartjtto,

however, and the quarantine estab-

lishment at DeloB, leave much to be

desired.

Syra was the diocese of the learned

and enlightened Archbishop Lycur-

gus.t
The island is 10 m. in Kngth, by

5 in breadth. The hills are chiefly

formed of micaceous sc-hists, witn

occasional less predominant Ijeds of

sandstone and limestone. Wine is

the only valuable natural product.

19.—TENOS.
[Steanier-s p. 942, F.]

TENOS (13,000 , originally inhabited

by lonians, is the ancient OPHIOl;^8A

(isle of BeriKiUts). A celebrated temple

here was dedicated to I'oseidou, in

gratitude for his having cleaied the

island of snakes. The snake tr.iditions

of Tenos are also c<.>mmenn)rate<l on

its coins, sume of which are stamped
with tlie tridi nt entwined by a snake.

Tenos was also known as IJydroutsa

fiom being well-waters 1.

The Tenians were compelled to serve

in the fleet of Xerxes against Greece •

but one of their ships destrted to their

+ ' Life of ArcliblBiJop Lycurgus," by F. M.
F. Skeue. 1»77.
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. countiynien just before the battle of

Salamis, with tidinga of the Persian
intentjons. For this good service to

the national cause, the name of Tenos
was inscribed on the tripod at Delphi
amona: the liberators of Hellas (Herod,
viii. 82).

Tenus was captnreil by the Vene-
tians under Andrea Gliisi in 1207, and
from that date forward played a iral-

lant part in all the wars of the Levant.
The garrison of Tenos successfully

withstood the repeated attacks of the
Turks for no less th;in 501 years.

Finally, in 1714, the island was lost to

Venice through the pusillanimity of

the provreditore, Bernardo Balbi.

200 families tlien emigrated under
compulsion to Africa. The orthodox
of Tenos took a conspicuous share in

the War of Independence, but the Ca-
tholics held aloof from the movement

Tenos is 60 m. in circumference ; it

consists of one long, lofty, rugged chain
of hills, running I'rom N.W. to S.E.,

and opening in the latter direction

into a level plain of no great size.

But the liereditary industry of the
Tenians—for which quality they are

conspicuou.s—assisted by the abund-
ance of rills and the friable nature of

the mica-schist, has covered the greater

part of this range, even to the summit,
with narrow terraces for vines and fig-

trees. The wines of Tenos, famous in

ancient times, are still esteemed.

The modern town of Teiios,T gome-
times called Si. Nicolas, stands near
the S. extremity of the i.«iland, on
the site of the ancient city. It has
only an open roadstead, protected by a

breakwater. Within 5 min. of the

town stands the Greek Cathedral of

Our Lady of Good Tidings {Evange-
listria), the resort of pilgrims (Trpocr-

Kvvi)Tai), which forms, with its courts

and schools a verj' picturesque group
of buildings. Thousands ot pilgrims

and idlers flock hither every year,

on the festivals of the Annuncia-
tion and the Assumption, and with
their offerings the Church was raised.

It is built almost entirely of white
marble, (brought in part from the ruins

of Delos), and presents in the interior

a lavish display of gold and silver.

The festival of the Annunciat,ion
(March 25th o. s.), which coincides

wit.i t.e Greek Day of Indepeadence,
is well worth seeing.s^
The Tenians are very skilful marble

workers (p. 357). Their tables, chim-
ney - pieces, etc., are exported to

Smyrna, Constantinople, and Greece.
They are also noted for the manufac-
ture of silk gloves and stockings.

The best growth of wine here is

the famous Malvasian or Malmsey,
formL-rly cultivated at Monemvasia
(Napoli di ^Malvasia), in t'ne Pelopon-
nesus (p. 12S). There is a good harbour
at Panormos, on the N. coast, serving
the little town of FyrgosT (1400).

On the shore W. of Pyrgos lies

Hysteria.T
At Loutra, 1^ hr. from the town, is

a Girl's School kept by ITrsuline Nuns,
worthy of a visit. The Greeh Nunnery
at Tenos contains 103 sisters, and is

said to be the largest now existing in

the Greek kingdom. They make and
sell various pretty and inexpensive
trifles.

On descending from the town to the
N.E., the traveller finds a large ravine
full of villages, mostly Eoman
Catholic, with their tiny houses closely

packed together, and projecting so far

over the narrow streets as to make the
way almost impassable to a laden
mule. The churches, with their little

perforated towers, and the quaint
pigeon-houses scattered about the
fields, are noticeable. Nearthe village

of Avdo (AySdi) is an ancient Greek
monument, in the form of a marble
pyramid.

Exoborgo, the Venetian town, was
percheil on the peak of a lofty hill,

6 m. from the port of St. Nicolas.

On the summit are the ruins of a Ve-
netian castle, commanding a very fine

view of the Cyclases.
Near tlje ruins is a house belonging

to the Jesuits, as well as a small
Franciscan convent.

- 2f>.—THERA (Santokini)-.-'™.];

[Steamers, p. 942,' F.] ,

THERA (5200), the most southerly
of the Cyclades, is situated about
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60 miles N. of Crete, and rather more According to tradition. Thtra was

than 12 miles S, of loa ; its circum- formed f)f a clod of earth dropped from

ference is estimated at P.O m. the ship of the Argonauts. In early

as ^7

sp ifo

">
r,j ,^^'Ki-:

^^^
' -^

rft4U!^/A

MAP OF THK SAXTORIXI ISLES, FROM A StRVEY IN 1848 BY CAPT. r.HAVE*, R V.

{From Lyeli's ' Principlti of Geoloyy,' rol. JJ.)

The soundingt are given infathomi.
Atproniti Thera.

c-fj, /I n h r d'l

SEcnoy, N.E.—S.W., from Thera through the Kaimeni Isles to Aspronisi.

a. Old Kaimeni. d, d'. Great coveriDg of white tnfaceoos ag-

b. Kew Kaimpni.
c Little Kaimeni.

plomfrate, or of ejected matter contain-

ing fragments of brown trachyte.
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times it wus frequented by the Phooiii-

cians, and known hy tlic name of

Ca///.s-/e, ortlieBEAi TiFi'L Isi,E(H(roil.

iv. 14S). S(il)sC(iuoiitly it wascoloiiisid

by Uoriaiiis from Sparta, umler Theras,

after whom it Wiis iiaiiu'd. In li.c.

t;;>l. Them sent fortii a colony under
Batt<is i^thf Stammi rer), wliicli founded
the eekbrated city of C'yreue in

Africa.

Thera wa8 one of tlie few islands

whicii sided with Sparta in tlie Pek)-

ponnesian War. It owi'S its present

name of Santorini to its patron Saiitt

Jrenc, murtyrni Iutc in aOl. In tlie

IMiddli' A,Lces Santorini was subject to

the Dukes of Naxos. It was ulti-

mately conquered by the Turks, under
Solynmn the (ireat, in loMT.

The value of SaTitorini as a
unique jj^eoloj^ieal illustratiou must
always secure it permanent interest.

And certainly no other spot in tlie

Ixn-ant luvs been iioiioured by such a

long roll of eiuiiu'nt scicntitic invcsti-

pxtors—Humboldt, Von Buch, Lyell,

Daubeny, De Beaumont, Scroi)e, Do
Verneuil, Viilct, Keiss, Fouque, have
all contritnitcd cither ifdta or criticism

to the subject.

The annexed plan sliows the sreneral

position of the Santorini group, of

which Thera, Tltrrasia, and Asproniiti

form segments of the island in its

original oval form: while the central

group of the Kaimeiii are of later,

and historically 11x1^1, dates.

The c:ipital of the island was for-

merly Scarot; y). i(I>0), a bold rock

crowned by the ruins of the ducal

castle, hut rei)eatcd eartlxpiakes hav(^

driven the inhabitants southwards to

Thera {&y]pd).T Tiiis is the st^at of

authority, and the residence of the

Kparch. There are about (iOO Roman
Catholics, the di'scentlanls of former

Frank settlers. 'I'heir community is

conliued to Them, nntl is under a

bishop of that church. The (.'atholic

schools in Thera deserve the highest

praist\ Both that of the Lazarist

missionaries, and tluit under the

French Sisters of Charity, give gra-

tuitous instruction, without distinc-

tion of creed.

There is now a small Museum in

the town containing sculptures frera

tiie excavations at Mesavoimo (seo

below), prehistoric and Hellenic vases,

and local incriptions. The .sculjitures

include a head in the style of Poly-
cleitos and several portraits, tl ought
to be those of Ptolemy Soter. the
elder Faustina, IVIarcus Aurelius, and
Lucius Vcrns. The travelh r should
endeavour to visit the intercsiing col-

lections of local anti<iuities belonging
to the Delenda and Citralla families.

The inhabitants are an honest and
industrious community, pa.ssionately

attached to their island. Ti e Latins

live on unusually good terms with
their countrymen of the (ireek I'hurch.

There are about .">() shijts and small

craft, whii-h find shelter fen' the most
part in the (^reeks of the islands.

Ijarge vessels occasionally put into

Thera Imrbtiur to avail themselves of

tlie peculiar detiTgCTit propertii^sof the

sea-water in a creek between the two
Kaynieui, wher(> tlie water is (juite

hot, and of a yellow colour. After a

short stay a vessel comi s out with

almost as clean a bottom as when
freshly launched. There are two
landing-places in tlui great concave
bay on the W. siile ; one below the

town of Thera, and another at St.

Nicolas (p. !)3()), each with a steep

ascent up tiie clitls. The dark calcined

rocks around this bay have a some-
what dismal, though highly pictu-

rescjue, aijpearance; but tiie S. and
S.lv districts of the island are venlant,

well-cultivated, and beiuitiful.

Its siuface consists of decomposed
j)umic( -stone, supiilying, in certain

localities, a fertile soil. A quantity

of wine, known as Vino Santo, is

annually exported, chielly tu Russia.

Water and tirewood are very scarce ;

and the islanders are sometimes
obliged to procure even the former

from los or Amorgos. The anti-

septic nature of the soil, and the

fre(iueut discovery of undecayel
bodies, have given rise to many wild

superstitions among the peasantry of

the island. It is sup[)0^ed to be the

favourite abode of the Vrtilcolahos, a

species of Ghoul or Vampire, which,

according to a belief once popular in
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Greece, lias the power of resuscitating

the (lead from tlieir graves, aiul sending
them fortli to bauqiu-t on tiie living.

Pozzohiua is exported fioiii Santoriiii

in considerable quantities, and was
largely us'id in tlu; construction of the
8uez Canal.

Inscriptions and other miscellaneous
aiiti(juiiies are found at the villagi s

of Gonia, Koiidoclwri, Kamari, Mena-
voiiiuj, I'erisKa, and Emporion, all

within easy reach of the capital.

Many fine sculptures were removed to

itussia by the Kussian flet^t in 1770.

Several ))leasant .short excursions

may l)e made in the island.s. A good
notion of the genei'al topography of

the group may be obtained by
ascending Mt. Ellas, the summit of

which may be reached in 2 hi s. from
the village of Thera. The view is

very fine, and extends as far as Crete.

Tlie ascent is better made as follows.

Donkeys may be taken as far as

Etitissa, where they should be seni ou
to -pijBet the^trftvell^rs i^t Kamari.

. I. From Thera a path runs S.,

following the coast line, and ascending
In 1^ hr. to a col, from which is

gained a maguificeMt view. On the 1.

rises the village of Pyrgos'. We now
descend to the village of (^ hr.)

Megaxochorion (p. 027), beyond which
a track turns inland, and leads in

J hr. to a small chapel bearing the name
of St. NkoUiH Marmurites. This inter-

esting little monument is a temple of

the Macedonian period, and is in a

more perfect slate of preservation than

perhaps any other existing Greek
temple; even the details have been
left almost intact. It is built of large

blocks of grey marble (without

cemeut), whence tlie modern name.
Less than ^ hr. further E. is Em-

foriun (14oU), lying on the edge of a

triangular plain at the foot of Mount
Elias. [^ hr. due S. is Cape Exomyli,
conjectured to be the site of the ancient

Elkusis. Here ar-e some curious rock

tombs and inscriptions. From the

Cape a path leads \V. along the shore,

passing a warm sulphurous Spring,

and then crossing a neck of land

%Vf. to t2 hrs.) AcrotiH (p. 927).3

Proocediug E. frmn Emporion, we
reach in ^ iir. the Chapel of S. Iimn',

built up of ancient fiagments aixi

inscribed stcmes, several of which are

extremely curious and interesting.

About i hr. further lies Perissa, with
a large modern Churiih, clo.se to which
may be seen the foundations of a
round Hellenic temple, some remains
of polygonal walls, and a small oblong
building in Cyclopean ma-soury, well

preserved. To the S. is a grottu

which emits vapour of carbonic acid

gas, and was anciently enclnsid

witiun a shrine of the Pythian
Apollo. Some slight remains of the

temple yet exLst, and on the adjacent

rocks are cut the names of several

Greek and Roman vigitors .to tlie

Sanctuary. . . i

We now ascend in | hr. on foot to

the summit of Mount Klias (1885 It.),

crowned with its monastery, ami
commanding an extensive view. Dur-
ing the descent on the E. si<ie we pass

several rock - tombs, in which were
found some of the famous Sautorini

vases (p. 401j. In | hr. we reach
Kamari, on -the site of the ancient

port. Thence N.W. by (i hr.) Gonia
and (£ hr.) Mtsmria to (^ hr.) Tlivra.

Before reaching Gonia a jjath turns

to the rt., and strikes X. across the

plain to (1 hr.) Mouolithos, where are

some more rock-hewn tombs. Here
the track turns W. to (1 hr.) Thera.

lu l«9i) an intcre.sting.t-xcavatiuii wa-s cou-

ciucleJ by Herr Ililler vyu GatTtringen at

.Me-savolno, the site of the ancient capital of

Tliera. The city wall is well prescrvixl at

several points, and its line can be traced for

some distance on tbe \\\ .side of tlie hill. The
central point of the city is the Agora, flaulied

by a long build.ng which Is shown by inscrip-

tions to have be. n entitled the Stoa Basilike.

It was probably founded by one of the

I'toleiiiies ; the roof was restored in the reigu

of I'rajan, and further alterations were made
in 150 A.D. It was divided lungitudimilly into

two naves by a row of I lorix; columns, aiirl on
each aide there stood a row of columns against

the wall; the latter probably IjeloDg to the

latest restoration. Adjoining the Stoa at the

S. end are the ruins of the public baths. N.
of Ibis point is a tt-rrace wall of the (ireek

period, with a flight of steps leading up to the

remains of a temple which is probably the

Kaisareiou. The open space in front of the

torrace was a market-plai^e. Ou the summit
ol tlie high groui.d N. of the Stoa was situated

the gymnasium of the Ptolemaic garrison.
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The many chambered building , lying a Utile

to the X. with tlit- remains uf a piUuied jiurtico

Ite supposed tij have been the bai racks. 'I'he

To6ms at the back furm an upper stor.-y.

Farther on is a small chapel cut in the rocK,

originally the shrine of some god. The long

building S. of the ttoa Basilike was probably
a public sale-room, iteyoud it are the remains
ot many private houses. A little distance W.
of this point is a doubie terrace, on the top of

which He tLie ruins oi a church; this was
priibably the precinct of Apillo Pyihius.

Below, on the \V. side, i^ the rock-hewn
sanctuary of Serapis and Isis, whose ancient

treasury-chest was discovered here by the

escavalors. In the 8.E. part of the town is

the temple of Apollo Karneios with a court-

yard in front of it. A portion of the chip

pavement is well preserved. On tiie S.W.
side two chambers open out of the i:dhi, which
is partly hewn out of the rock, and on two
other sides it is surrounded by a small

oirridor. Xear tlie temple stands a building

constructed of large polygonal blocks. Toe
cuttings in the rock about here indicate the

sites of various shrines, some of which are

.very archaic. Further 6. we come lo a com-
plex of buildings which probably formed the

gymna>ium of the Epheboi. They include a

round chamber and a grotto in the cliff, which
seem to be of earlier date than tiie surround-
ing rooms. The gi otto was no doubt a shrine.

On the beach immediately below Mesavouno
to the X., the remains of tlie ancient Oea have
been identified. An ancient necropolis has

-been explored between Mesavouno and Hagios
Elias, and some prehistoric tombs have been
lately opened at Kamari.

11. For the following Excursion a

boat should be sent to meet the

traveller b. low Acroiiri.

From (2 hrs.) Megalochorion the

coast -road curves S.W. to (1 hr.)

Acrotiri, a village crowned with an
imposing and well-preserved mediae-
val Castle. In a ravine close by
M. Fouque discovered in 1867 a
quantity of stone implements and
prehistoric pottery, similar to those
founci on the island of Therasia.

Here also in 1871 were brought to

light a number of primitive dwellings,

excavated in tlie volcanic tufa.

Descending in ^ hr. to the shore,

Vfe proceed W. in a boat along the

coast to the (1 hr.) Cajae Acrotiri,

whence the course lies due N. to Cape
Kimiiia, in the Island of Tkerasia.

[These distances are reckoned for

rowing, and may be considerably

sliortened in a sailing-boat with a
favourable wind.] Midway between
Capes Kimiita and Iripiti, about 20

min. from the former, are the quarries

in whicli Air. Christomanos discovered

the prehistoric village so excellently

described by M. Fouque. An increase

in the demand for pozzolana, and con-

sequeuily the extension of the quarries,

led to the discovery, 100 ft. below the

surface, of the ancient settlement

called by M. FoTique' a ' Prehistoric

Pompeii.' The following is a siiui-

mary of his article in the ' Spectator
'

for Nov. 6, 1869 :—

' I'he principal building uncovered con-
tains six rooms of various sizes ; the largest

t)eing aixiut 20 ft. by VI ft., the smallest a
little more than 8 ft. square. One of the walls
is carried out so as t<j enclose a sort of court
about 2ti ft. long, with a single entrance. i'he

masonry is quite different from that at present
in use in the island, containing neither pozzo-
lana nor lime'; the walls are composed of

irregular blocks of unhewn lava, laid one above
another without order, the interstices i eing
filled up with a reddish-coloured volcanic ash.

Among the walls are laid in ever^' direction

long branches ol olive wood, now for the most
part so decayed that they cmmble at the first

touch. The objtct of these was to make the
Walls less rigid, and so less subject to disturb-

ance from earthquakes. The roofs, which in

all Cases have given way, were constnicted of
a layer of stone and volcanic earth about a foot

thick, supported on rafters insertt-d in the wall
very close to each other. In the largest apart-

ment the whole roof rested against a central

pillar of wood, which was carried on a cylitidri-

cal stone sunk int'i the eaith.. In one instance,

and only one, there w ere signs of a ch imber
lieiug divided 'into two floor's. One human
skeleton was found ; that of a man of middle
age, who was doubled up in one corner of a

room, as if crushed under the weight of the
roof when it broke in. iiuch of his properly
had escaped destruction, and objects of various

kinds were there ; vessels of lava and earthen-
ware, grain, straw, bones of animals, tooU of

flint and of lava. There was no trace tif

metals : not even a naU in the woodwork of
the roof.' Some of the large jars, holding as
much as twenty gallons, contained bailey,

peas, maize, and other grain. The best ot the

VdSes discovered are now in the French .School

at Athens. I'he ornamentation is largely

spiral and floral. It has been proved by a
chemical analysis of the clay that the greater

part of the
i
ottery must have been manu-

fjictured in Theru itself.

Returning to Cape Kimina, we cross

S.E.E. in 1 hr. to the i-slet of Pukiea
Kajjiatni, ujion which are three

craters formed in B.C. 186, a.d, 726,

and (at the X. end; a.d. 1457. The
remaiiung islets mny be visited in

their turn, and Thera regained by
boat in 2 to 3 hrs.
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Sir Charles I-yoll has described tlie

group as follows :

—

' The larj/est of the three outer

islands of the jjiotip . . . called Thern,
forinr< more than two-thirds of the

circuit of the gulf. ... In tiie middle
of the gulf are three inlands, callnd the
T>itth% the New. and the old Kaymeui
or IJurnt Islands. Pliny informs us

that the year 186 B.C. gave birth to

the old KMymeni, also called Hiera or

the Sacred Isle ; and in the year 19 of

our era Thia (the Divine) made its

appearance above water, and was soon

joined by subsequent eruptions to the
older island, from which it was only
250 paces distant. The old Kayraeni
also incrca-ed successively in size in

72G and in 1427. ... In 1573 another
eruption produced the cone and crater

called Micra Kaymeni, or tlie Small
Burnt Island. The next great event
which we find recorded occurred in

1650, when a submarine outbreak
violently agitated the sea, at a point

3^ miles to the N.R. of Thera, and
which gave rise to a shoal (see A in

the maj)). This eruption lasted three

months, covering the sea with floating

pumice. At the same time an earth-

quake destroyed many houses in

Theia : while the sea broke upon the
coast, overthrew two churches, and
exposed to view two villages, one on
each side of the mounUiin of St.

Steplien, both of which must have been
overwhelmed by .showers of volcanic

matter during some previous eruptions
of unknown date. The ace )mpanying
evolution of sulpliur and hydrogen,
issuing from the »ea, killed more than
50 persons, and above 1000 domestic
animals. Lastly, in 1707 and 1709,

Ni'.a Kaymeni, or the New Burnt
Islanil, was formed between the two
others, Palaea, and Micra, tiie Old and
Little Isles. The eruption was re-

newed at intervals during the years

1711 and 1712, and at length a cone
was piled up to the height of about
330 feet above the level of the sea, its

exterior slope forming an angle of 33°,

and the crater on its summit being 80

yards in diameter.

' Another eruption broke out in Nea
Kaymeni in Feb , 1866. At the end
of Jan. the sea had been oliserved

in a .-tate of ebullition otf the S.W.
coast, and jiart f)r tiie ehaiuiel between
New and Old Kaymeni, marked 70
fathoms in the Admiralty chart, had
become on Fib. 11 only 12 fathoms
deep According to Julius Schmidt,
a gradual rising of the bottom went on
until a small island made its a[ipear-

ance, called afterwards Ajiliroc^m.

It seems to have consisted of lava
pressed upwards and outwards almost
imperceptibly by steam, which was
escaping at every pore, through the
hissing scoriaxieous crust. On Feb. 11

the village of Vulcano, on the S.E.

coast, was in great i)art ovi rwhelmed
by the materials Ciist from a new vent
which opened in that neighbourhr»od,

and to which the name of (xeorge

was given in honour of the King.'
From the spring of 1866 till the

autumn of 1870, the phenomena de-

scribed above continued with vaiying
intensity, but without ce.s.sation. In

Jan. 1868 Mount Aphroe^sa had dis-

appeared. In 1868 Mount George,
still without a crater, but under coa-

tinuous eruptions, formed a regular

cone to the S. of Nea Kaj'meui, 325 ft.

high. At tiie end of Aug. 1870 all

these phenomena ceased.

III. A boat should be ordereil to

meet the traveller at Ano-Merid,

Riding N. from Thera, we r<.ach in

20 min. a promontory on tiie 1., bear-

ing the ruins of Scarag, the chief t'«wn

of the island under the Frankish
dukes. Still skirting the shore, the

path after ^ hr. divides, the rt. branch
leading N. to (i hr.) Cape Columbut*,

where are some very ancient rock-

hewn tombs, while the 1. branch con-

tinues round the bay, aiid reaches in

J iir. Ano-Meria (1870), officially but
erroneously called Oea.T Below the

village to tiie S. is the little port of

St. Nicolas, while on the opposite

side of the channel, near the W. ex-

tremity of its island, lie tlie in-ignifi-

cant ruins of the ancient Therasia.
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21.—ICOS (Chiliodrojiia).

The modern name of Chih'odromia

(to XiAioSpofita) is said to be derived

from the uumber of paths over the

barren hills of the island. Appian
relates that Mark Antony adjudged
the possession of Icos to Athens. The
legendary grave of Peleus, the father

of Achilles, was anciently shown here.

Chiliodromia abounds in wooded
slopes. The population does not ex-

ceed 500, all collected in one village,

which stands on the S. extremity of

the hills, near the sea ; the position

is naturally very strong, and the

village is furtitied by a wall, as an
additional security against pirates.

The island abounds in rabbits, and
there is a plentiful supply of fish.

Some vestiges of the ancient city

remain, including several Hellenic

graves in good preservation.

There is a large natural harbour,

commodious and secure, well shel-

tered, and aifording anchorage for

vessels of any size, on ihe S. coast of

the island. To the E. lies the islet of

JPerisleri, the ancient Euonymos. The
E. part of this bay is called St. Deme-

trius (jo'v ajiov Af)ixT)Tpioii), the W.
Vasilica.

Tbere are several rocky islets E. and
N. of Chiliodromia. wholly uninha-
bited except by a few hermits, and
occasioually by shepherds with their

flocks. The principal are Pipe'ri

(peppercorn), so called from its shape
;

Gioura (to riovpa), also known as

Devil's Isle ; and Pelagonesi.

22.—PEPARETHOS (Scopelos).

[.Steamers, p. 941, E.]

SCOPELOST (look-oul place) has still

.some slight remains of its three
ancient towns, one of which stood on
the site of the modern < apital, another
at the Harbour of Panormos, and a

third, supposed to have been called

Selinos, in the N.W. of the island.

Peparethos was one of the most con-

siderable of this group of islands, and,
like the rest, pnssed into the posses-

.sion of Athens in the later period oi

its empire.

Scopelos (4000), the capital of the

island, stands on a rock near the
landing-place on the S.E. coast. On
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the S. is a fertile plain surrounfied by
ii semicircle of woody bills. About
](>()() people reside in Glossa (lomjne

iif land), on tlie X.W. extniuity of

the (;liain of hills whicli bisects the

island from N. to S. Some ancient
irraves have been discovered near
Scopelos; but the remains of the
city are very scanty. Tliere are two
^ood harbours, Panormox and Agnf/n-

lias. The chief produce of the i?-land

besides oil and citrons is a light :ind

pleasant re<l wine; these commodities
the Scopelites export in ilieir own
vessels to Constantinople and the ports

on tbe Black Sea. A great earth-

quake occurred at Scopelos in 1867.

The i>KHERTED TOWS, now occupied
by thr^ Conri-nl of Ihe Evangelintria,

presents a singul ir and picturesque
appearance, its little white hou8««
gleatninir afar on the dark rock. It

lies cradled in tlie hollow of a rugged
cliff, which can only be appmaehed
from one side ; on every other side

the precipit<jU8 r'>ck is washid by the
sea. The extf^nsivc; group of monaatic
building-), with a small chapel in their

centre, is now tenanted by a solitary

monk, who shows the place to stran-

gers. Five monasteries once stood

within the narrow limits of this little

island.

A severe earthquake occurred here
in Oct. 1868.

23.—SKIA'IHOS.

[Steamers, p. 941, K.]

SkiathosT (2800) is frequently
mentiont^d in history. The Persian
and Grecian fleets were stationed near
its coa.sts before the battle of Arte-
mision ; the GreeJis made a successful

attempt to defend tlie narrow strait

between Skiathos and Mfigne.sia.until

the loss of Tliermopylae ohliged them
to relreat toSalamis (Herod, vji. 176).

Skiatlios afterwards became one of the

subject-allies of Athens, but attained

to so little prosperity that it was otdy

required to pay a tribute of 200
drachmae yearly. It was wrested
from Athens by the last Piiilip of

Macedon.
No Greek island is richer in wood

and thicket than Skiathos; tlie steep

sides i>f the low hills with which it

abounds are overspread with evergreen,

foliage. The new town is prettily

situated upon a declivity on the S.E.

coast, with densely-wooded hills rising

behind it ; but the streets are wretched.

It has an excellent harbour. After
the destruction by Philip V. of the

ancif-nt city, whicli occupied the s-ame

site as the modern capital, the in-

habitants built their town near the

X.E. coast, in an almost inaccessible

position, with a view to security frnm
pirates; nor did they venture to return

to the ancient site Until 1829.' '
'

'

21.—SKYKOS.

[St'^mcrs, p. 94), E.]

This island is the chief of the X.
Sporades. It is divided into two parts,

nearly equal, by a narrow isthmus
which lies Ix-tween Port Achillnon on
the K. and Port KalamUzn on the
\y. There is another natural harVmr
of great size, on the S. coast, vulgarly
called Trimbourhfiis (a, corruption of

Tre Bocche), from the three munths
formed by the two little isles which
protect the entrance. There is also

anchorage for sm;ill vessels at Puria,
5 m. N. <if Port Achilleion, where an
islet shelters a low point terminating
a plain, which extends S. thence as
far as the heights of the town (see
b.low). This plain, alxjut 4 m. in

extent, produces c<on, wine, and figs;

it is well watered, and the little valley
above it is rich in oaks, planes, and
fruit-trees. The S. part of Skyros is

uncultivated. It consists of high
mountains, intersected by deep gullies,

rugged, except towards the summits,
where they are clottied with oaks, firs,

and beeches.

The whcitt of Skyros is among the
best in the Aegean. Wine, com, wax,
h^ney, oranircs. lemons, and madder,
are export! d in large quantities. The
island abounds in water, and affords

pasture to a few xjxen and numerous
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sheep and goats, many of which are

exported. 'J'races of gold are said to

have been discovered in tlie bed of

one of the streams.

SkyrosT (3200), the chief town of

the islan'l, is situated on the N.E.
coast. Furl her X. are tlie ruins of

a cattle, enclosing some houses now
deserted, and the celebrated Mona-
stery of St. George, which was in

great lepute for miracles in former
days. The castle was the site of the
ancient city described by Homer as

the ' lofty Skyros ' (77. ix.'668).

Eemains of the Hellenic walls may
be traced round the edge of the pre-

cipices, particularly at the X. end of

the castle. But the greater part of tl e

ancient city was to the E., near the

sea. Starting from the remains of a
hirge semicircular bastion, the wall is

traced, along the slope above the sea,

as far ;is a round tower, now in ruins :

about 50 yds. beyond this are the re-

mains of iinother tower ; and from each
of these a wall i* traceable down the

slope towards the sea, 300 to 400 yds.

in length, which covered the communi-
cation between the city and the port.

The circumference of the ancient city

was barely two miles.

The only other relies of antiquity -

are a sepulchral stone in one of the
churclies, a cornice in a chapel in tlie

gardens, a tine statue of a recumbent
lion, a headless female figure, and a

large arched cistern near Kalarailza.

An ancient temple of Pallas stood on
the shore.

Skyros is mythologically famous.
Here Thetis concealed Achilles in wo-
man's attire among the daughters of

Lycomedes, in the v:un hope of saving
him from Fate. Here also Xeopto-
leraus (or Pvrrhus). tlie son of Achilles,
was brought up, and from this if^land

he was taken by Ulysses to the Troj.in

war (Soph. Phil. 239). According
to another tradition, Skyros was con-
quered by Achilles in vengeance for the
death of Theseu.s, who is said to have
been treacherously hurled from its clitfs

by Lycomedes, the king of the island.

The bones of Theseus wer- discovered
in Skyros by Cimon, after his conquest
of the island in b.c. 476 (Thuc. i. 98),
iind were conveyed to Athens, where
they were enshrined in the Theseion.
From that date Skyros continued sub-
ject to Athens till t];e period of the
Macedonian supremacy. The Komans
compelled the last Philip to restore it

to Athens in b.c, 196 The inland wns
celebrated in Roman times for its

quarries of variegated marble. Some
uniinished ancient columus remain on
the sprit.

On Cape Li'thari, at the S.W. end
of the island, a lighthouse of the first

class, with a white light flashing
every 15 seconds, and visible for

32 m.. ft'as pluced in Dec. 1894.

There are se-^erat islets lying to the
W. of Sk\ ros. Of tJiese the two largest
are Skyropoiilos and ChamannesoH, or

Low Island (xk/utjA.?) vriaos).
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COMMON OK cupjous dp:dications of (;i;?:ek

CHUKCHES.

AK(ymnlo)i (tuv 'A.ffwfta.Taji'), tlie ' Wliless ' AngelH.

(Jhrymspf.Uotuga (Xpv(roinr7i\atwTiaiTa), our Lady of tlie (inldm Cave.

Panngid (Tlavayla), the ' all-lioly ' Virgin.

St. Burhara ('hy'ia Bap^dpa), pron. Varrrirn, patroiK ».s of artillery.

Sf. liarlaam ("A710S Bop\oo/x), ]iron. Varlaam, hermit of the 8rd cent.

.s7. Blaise, (BKamos), jiron. Vhisios.

iSt. Elidx ('HA.10S), 4tli cent, htriuit, in whose honour countless heights arc

crowned witii tiny chapels.

St. John Baptist (UpoSpu/ios, or Forerunner).

St. Nicolas {NiK6\aos), i)r(jtector against shipwrecks.

St. Georgf {Tidipyios), a purely Eastern Saint by origin, though early

adopted as the patron of England.
Taxiardtes or Archnngd (Ta^idpxv^), usually St. Micliael.

Trinity (Tpjas or TpiaSo).

Kyriahc or Sunday (KvptaKr)).

rnrasheve or Friday (UapaaKfvri).

Hoaios or Beatified ("Ocrios), applied to Saints who have not been actually

canonized.

COMMON NAMES, TKEFIXES, AND TERMINATIONS.

Kalyvia (Ka\vfiia), cluster of cottages.

Mf.todti (u6T(5xi), farm belonging to a inona.stery.

Mone (uovri). eonvc-nt or nunnery.

Ni.^i (vrfffioi'), island.

rnlaeficaiitrn (TlaKaioKaffTpov), old fortress.

Krito (uiro}), loiver.

Ann {avco), epano (firdvw), or npann {dirdvu)), upier.

Micro (niKpos), little.

Loutro {\ovTp6v), bath.

Mairo (iiavpos), black.

Plateia or Platia (TrKarfla). square or piazza.

Potamo (TTOTa/uds), river.

Stai'ro ((TTaupov), cross.

Voiato (0ovi'6v), mountain. The plural Vouni is formed fi-om ffovfos.

h't'i-mn (ftfiifia), torrent, often dry.

Srola (o-KttAa), slairs or ladder (also ftirmp); most commonly applied to a

la IIding-pin re of Ixjats or sfe.iniers.

Vnsilico {0a(ri\iK6s). royal.

Vrysis (^pvais \ spring. Very often cnnipounded, ao in uiya\v$piiins (largei

spring) and K«paK6^pvats (head spring).
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COMMON or. CURIOUS DEDICATIONS OF GREEK
CHURCHES.

Axmnaton (raiv 'AffocnaTwp), tlie ' bodiless ' Augels.

Clirysospeliotii'sa (Xpv(ro(nnri\aiwri(T<Ta), our Liidy of tlie (iohltn Cave.

Fanagia {navayia), the ' all-lioly ' Virgin.

St. Barbara ('Ayia Bap&dpa), pron. Vnrvdra, patroin ss of artiller)'.

St. Barlaam ("Ayios hap\adij.), j)ron. VarJaam, hermit of the 3rd cent.

St. BJnise (BAatnos), i)roii. Tlano».

St. Elian ('HAi'os), 4th cent. hLrmit, in whose honour countless heights urc;

crowned witli tiny chapels.

St. John Baptist {Xipohpoixos, or Forerunner).

St. Nicolas (NiKoAaoj), protector against shipwrecks.

St. George (rewpytos), a purely Eastern Saint by origin, though early

adopted as the patron of England.
Taxiarehes or Archangel (Ta^idpxvs), usually St. Michael.

Trinity (Tpids or TpiaSa).

Kyriahc or Sunday (KvpiaKri).

Paraskeve or Friday {UapaffKevri).

Hosios or Beatified ("Oaios), applied to Saints who have nt)t been nc tually

carionized.

COMMON NAMES. PREFIXES, AND TERMINATIONS.

Kalyvia (Ka\v$ta), cluster of cottages.

Metochi (uerdxO, farm belonging to a monastery.

Mone (fj.ovTi), convent or nimnery.

Nisi (vnaiov), island.

Pahiedcastro (TlaKawKaaTpov), old fortress.

Kato (Karcv), losver.

Ann (^fo)), epann (iirdvw), or nitann {dirdviv), npier.

Micro (juiKpdj), little.

Loiitrn (KovTp6v\ bath.

Macro (fxavposX black.

Platfin or Platia (irXarfla). square or piazza.

Polami I (iroTafius). liver.

Stavro ((TTavp6i\ ero.ss.

Vouno (fiovi'dv), mountain. The plural Voitni is formed from $ovv6s.

Bevma (^ev/xa), torrent, oftrn dry.

Srala (ffKd\a), stairs or ladder (also s//;T"y»); most conunoidy applii'd to a
liiiidiiig-jilace of boats or steamers.

Vasilim (/SamAiKoj). royal.

Vrysis (0pv<Tis >, spring. Very often eomiKPunded, as in utyaAuPpvats (large

spring) and Ke(pa\6fipv(rts (head spring).
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STEAMBOAT SERVICES.

FOREIGN STEAMERS TO GREEK PORTS.

A. FRENCH COMPANIES.

Messageries Maritiraes. Through tickets (service combine) from Paris to the Piraeus, at &
considerable reduction. London OlBces, 51 Pall Mall, S.W. ; 97 Camjon Street, E.G.

Fraissinet Co, London OfBce, 9 Fenchurch Street, E.G.

B. ITALIAN NAVIGATION CO.

Florio and Rubattino.
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C. AUSTRIAN LLOYD.

London Office, 14 Waterloo Place, S,"W.

Ca. KHEDIVIAL MAIL CO.

D. RUSSIAN SS. NAVIGATION CO.

Da. GREEK NEW HELLENIC CO.
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GREEK COASTING STEAMERS.

The steamers which ply between fhe various

(ireek ports Ijcloiig to ihe following Ojini'-'nies •

tlie .Vcto JIdUii(c,lhe I'an-IIMenir, McIjoidhU

and harbour (popularly kiio«n a-s the Juhn
line), and Goudi (r«u5»j). FtiU details of the

ports at which tiicy touch and tli<- times of

sailing are p<jsted in tbe offics uf thf companies
ill Athens, Piraeus, and eUe« hen-, and are also

published in tbe Athenim n>-\vspapers. The
times of sailing are fn-quently alter -d, and
can never be dcjiended upon. I'r ivel ers are

tij-refore warned tliac it is absolutely ui-cessary

to make tbe moat careful inquiries at the

offices in Atbfi'is, or, better, in llraeu^, shortly

before tbe time at wtmh th'ir steamer is

advertised to s-tart. Otherwise t ey njay have
tbe vexation of <lriving down to Piraeus at tbe

advertise<l time only to discover that it has

already gone or that it is taking in cargo and
will not sail for anotlier tw-ntj-four boors,

or they may reach Syra aad find that the

boat which was t > have taken them od to

Parys or Myamos is undergoing r'i>airs. and
uot likely t« be really for anutlier week.

Food is not included in the jirice of the

ticket, but is provided at a fixed tariff. Ihe
-leeping berths are as often a* not infje^te*! by
insects.

E. VOLO LINE.

IPiraeut, Laurion, .\liveri, Chahis^ Limni,
Atulantn, Lips'!)!:, Stylida. Oremis, Yolo,

Skiathos, Skopelos, Skyros, Kymi, Xarytlus/]

There is a boat from Piraeus to Volo and the

Intermediate ports abou' odce a day, run by
one or other of the varioos companies.

F. ARCHIPELAGO LINE.

{Piraeuf, A'eos, Kythnnf, syra. Myconns, TfTWt,

Andros, J'aros, Saxos, Auwriiot, los, Sikinos,

I'holegandros, Thera, A}H^ul^c :ieripk«*,

Sipltnos, Kimolos, Melos, CreU.'i

The -V'to Hellenic Co. mas a steamer to Syra
five times a week. Variou.s boats of tbe other

companies touch there al.-so, so that there is

daily communication between Piraeus and .'^yra.

Tbe Pan-fltllenic I'o. runs a steamer every
week Vietween Piraeas and Crete, tourhing at

.Syra, Siphno^, and Meloe.
McDowall and Harbour. From Piraeus to

."^ya, Tenos, Konhios, and Andros.
Various st-eaniers touch at Keos and Kythnos

on the way from Piraeus to Syra.

G. PELOPONNESUS LINE.

(From Kraeus to Patras.)

[I'iraeus, Aegina, Methana, Porot, Hydra,
Hpetsae, cheli, Xauplia. Attrot, Jjconidi,

Jloneinca^ia, Cythera, Vatika, Gylhtion,

I.imeni, G^rolimeva, Knrdnmyli, Kalamala,
yisi, C'iroiir, I'yl'it, .Varathor, IT. Kirruikr.

JCyparisria, KataJcjtuiL, JCante, Kylltne,
I'atras.]

Steamers run daily l>etween Piraeus and
Naui'lia, lf-avini{ Piraeus in the morning and
Uincldni! at tbe iiitemiediatt- |>orts. Many of

the jHjrts in tbe above list are frequently

omttteil, especially in winter.

H. GULF OF CORINTH AND IONIAN
ISLANDS.

l^l'iraeiif, LoutrakI, I'orinth, Antikyra, Itea,

(r'alaxidi, Viiriiiiita, Aegion, yaupactu.t,

I'atroi, Muolonyhi, A'yllene, Zante, Cepha-
lonia (Aryostoti. Lixonri, .<am»t, VUcardo,
.S.J-;upheniia), Ithaca, Leucadia (.•>'. J/aura),

J'axot, I'or/u, Prevcta, Salagora, Vonit&a,

K<>praena, Kareassaras.}

Syra is the centre of traffic iu the Cycladcs, Small local steamers ply at uncertain

and to reach many of tlie islands in tbe above intervals between Zaverda, Myticat, Astacot,

'.i>t it is necessary to change boats at .Syra. and other places on tbe coast of AcamaniA.
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%* TliP first number aft'T tlip name iiidicati-s tlie page on wliich tlie place is described.

The Publisher, Mr. Stanford, VI. 13, and 14, I-cius Acre. Luiidun, W.C, l8 always gratsfu!

to travellers whu are kind erjouj^li to notify him of any in locuraries which they may observe, or

of alterations whicli they may consider advisable, iu the e_pages.

A.

ABA.E. 567, 504.

Aer.v. 134, 139.

ACADEMIA, 444.

ACADEMUS, 444.

A<ANrHos, 840, 843, 857.

AfARNANIA. 579, 36.

A'.CIAJUOLI, 349.

AcHAtA, 590, 227.

Ai-HAiA, Princks of, 75, 542,

AiHAiAN Wine Co., 80.

ACHARNAE, 412.

AcHEKOi'siAN Plain, 783.

Achilles, 576, 935.

AcHiNOS, 576.

A'-HIKA, 690,

AcHis, 807.

A<jHLAr>o<"AMPOs, 160, 1S8.

ACHMETAGA, 715, 716.

.Small Inn at tlie entrance

of the vill.ige on the rt.

Tra%'ellers with introduc-

tions are hospitjbly received

at, tlic house of Mr. b'rank

Noel, to which a by-road
leads on the I.

AcHKiDA, 864, 807.

ACHURIA, 204,

Ac'RAEPiirA, 522,

ACKISIO.S. 912.

AORITAS, 230.

AcROCERArNIA, 820,

AcRO CoRixTH. 87. 84, 240.

A<ROMTni. Ixxxvi.

Af'uo Natpma, 110,

A'RoriKKiN, 843,

Ai.ROTUii, 26.

AcTE. 86. 447, 837, 842.

{Greece ix. 1903.J

AcTiujt 694, 26, 777.

Auabeli 748.

Adami. 487.

Adkasijoia, 95.

ADRiANOPorLs, 868, 874, 66.

Aebipsos, 718.

Aeoak (Euboka), 716;
(Mackixinia), 861.

Aegaleos, 458,

Aegean Ska, 699, 877.

Ai-fitALe, 881,

Aeuileia, 709.

Akgilia, 130.

AEGINA, 494, 63, 97, 241,

Xenod.nchum tnn Xenon
(™r HeVwi/), on the quay,
small, with fairly clean lieds.

Provismns should l)e brought
from Athens.

Aegina, Sculptures from,

Ixxxix.

Aeginios, 751.

AEGION, 80, 174. 239, 591.

rol.Tible «"/M,(_epgsaiiil

fish); no decent sleeping-

place.

Aegirv, 83,

Akgition, 646, 647, 650.

,\Er,()srnENVK, 505.

Aei'KIA, 230.

AKProN, 219.

Aeschines, 571.

Ae.s<-hvi.us, 275, 455, 469.

Aesop. 531.

A E TIN A, 884.

AiToriAv l.rAG'-B, eOl 618.

623. 655.

AF.roiMN War. 664.

AeTOLKO i^ANAlOLICON), 606,

582, 670.

Aetolos, 677.

Aijro? (Ithaca), 44.

Aktos, Ca.sti.e, 689.

AetOo, Hill, 46.

Afra. 30.

Agamemnon, Tomb of, 134.

Agas, 576,

Agasias, xcvi.

Aoeladas of Argo.=;, Ixxxix.

Agelaos, 678,

Agesandros, xcvi.

Agger ok .Sulla, 435.

Aglauro.s, 294.

Agnontias, 932.

Agoraoritos, 474.

Agortanf, 571.

Agrapha. 642, 579, 639.

Agke.sila, 489.

Agria, 736.

Agri'-ulturai. Polleoe, 119.

Agrii.iais 665.

Agkii.ovouni, 666.

AGRINION Vi; \.i(nKi\ 608.
679. 58.5. Gil-613, 618, 62.5,

630, 639, 642,653,655,687.

H. Arhelons, kept by Kn-
Ifclis, with two very f.iir

front rooms, 4 to 6 dr. Kr-
stmrant close by in tlie Old
Plateia. (Jood f'od nt tlie

(rijiden HaJl {\pv(rocrii>alpa} ;

in tlie bazaar, ch 'ap^r.

Carriages, pixjr. Hoi'sec,

4 lb', a day.
Klivitherins /arim: is a

tru>tworlhy ai.d iiitolligi i:t

agoyat well acquaintrrl nith
all paits ot Actolia.

Agsiobotani, 719.

Agkos, 48,

Agi-i,enit.--a, 232.

Agyia, 743.

2 L
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AiDiM, 232.

Ati.iA.i. 669.

AlOLKI.S, 610.

AsiDAi.iA. 562.

Akkai, 603, 624.

Ai.ABAHTnoN, 398.

Ar.ALCOMKNAK. 554.

Al.AI.KLI.SI, 860.

Alamanna, Ur.iDOE, 571,

574.

Ai.AHic, 461.

Albania, 726.

Albaxia.ns, cv., 580, 725.

Albanoi-olis, 865.

Alcamexe.s, 275.

Alomaeoxidak, 528.

Alcmexk, Gkavk of, 553.

ALCIBrADE.S, 517.

Alcyoxian Lake, 159.

Alkipou, 20.

.\lkpochoi:i, 792.

ALE.S.SIO, 810, 867.

Aletiua, 701,

Alkxaxueu the Gueat, 672,

704.

Alexaxdek, Loud, 867.

Alexaxdko.s, Hay, 692.

Alexios Comnexo.', 511, 649.

Alk.xis, Emi-., 810.

Ali, 682.

Alirey, Maksmes, 611.

Alifaka, 746.

An Jklkbi, 232,

Alika, 162.

Aliki. 606.

Ali Pavma, 764, 777, 799,

782, 795, 820.

Alipheka, 218.

ALiT.sKLEri, 223.

Aliveri, 708. 713. 714.

All Lesh, 810.

AtOGUPAT.-iA, 648.

Alokam, 138.

Ai.oxi.sTAKSA, 177.

Alope, 525.

Alopekk, 470.

Alpexoi, 526.

Alxexoi: >>¥ NaX"".-^, Ixxxviii

Aly.-<.-<os, 227; .Spi:in(;>, 169.

Alvzia, 679.

Amalioi-olls, 735.

Amalias, 224.

.\maxtia, 801.

Ami'.klaki Ba^, 455.

A>lltEI.AKIA, 743.

Amukita, 708. 712,

Aubbliona, 221.

Amiif.lokipi, 470, 436. 439,

500.

.\mblkma, 570.

Ambi(A<ia, 784. 662. 785.

Ambi:acias (it 1 y, 776.

AMKP.Anois, 664.

Ambkv.'-Os, 545.

Amoi;';o.s, 881.

Ampmaxae. 739.

Akpheia, 164.

Amimiiaiieiox, 476, 517.

AMPHirLEIA, 542.

,\MPFri(TVOXIC COLXI.IL, 504,

528, 529.

Ampmktvoxic League, 746.

Amphictyoxs, 526.

AMPHILf^CllIA. 610.

Amphiixwmian Aitr.os, 663.

694.

AMPiin.ofHiAXs, 663.

AMi-HipoLLi, 869. 870.

Ampiiis.«a (.Sai.oxa). 570,504,

584. 652, 653.

AMpiiiriiKATi;K. 88.

AMPiioi;A, 397.

Amy<lae, 213. 159.

Amy'Laeox, 212.

.\XA< Toitiox, 693. 5. 668.

AXAGYKO.'*, 492.

AXAPHE, 882.

AxAPHLY.-iTos, 491.

AxAiiOYEi, Chxpki,, 562.

AXA.STASOVA, 228.

AxATOLioix, 606. 609 (o't

Aetolko).

AXAIP0.S, 738.

AxAviiso, 491.

AXAVKYTA, 467.

AxAvinti, 137.

.\XCHIASM"i.s, 821,

AXCHISE.S, 821.

AXDAXIA, 148.

AMUtAVTDA, 226.

Axdkevii.lk, 226.

axdkit.sa, 159.

ANDRITSASNA, 218, 235.
237.

I "loan sinKl<> nxjin at the
hou>e I'f Ant'ini l.fm'lari-

t>:», with \iooT and scaiitv

I'xxJ. .Several wreicliwl
Klia'is ami a Cdfe at iLc N.
etid of the main stif«-t.

AxDMOXicoji ofCyhi:iii".s, 347.

Ani>riinicl-o Emp , 723.

.A.xi>nos, 882. 883.

Axbp.ocTAos, Ol>i^^^•^..1, 547,

552, 571.

Axnp.fOA, 231. 232.

.\NDI;ITrlA, 149.

.\XEMOKEA. 545.

ASEPIIOIilTKS, 616.

AXEPlJOItlTE.*, I'AS.-. f>F, 511.

Ax'iMEUKASUtu, 606. 613,

658.

AX'.IIEI.OrASTRO, Lakk. 687.

Axiiiiivnci IsLAXi), 97 ; •api:,

735.

Am'.kaea, 134.

Axxixc.s, 665.

Axu<;t, 48. 44.

Axo LrusiA, 463. 464.

AXO PAT1S,IA,481.

AxopAEA, 543.

Axo VoLO, 738, 740.

AX.STED, I'llOF., 486.

AXTEXOR, xc, 331.

AXT1IEIM3X, 519, 566.

.4XTHEIA, 140.

AXTHEXE, 134.

AXTIIFjilEKION, 459.

AxTirYKA, 546.

.\xriGOSE, 799.

Amk.osos Goxatas, 573.

585.

axttkyka, 648.

Axti Melos, 904.

AxiixiTSA, Moxa.step.y. 757.

AXTixin.i, .Statlk o>, 462.

.Vxrif)(in'.--oKSYi:iA, 574, 578,

604. 652, 690.

Axti I'akos, 908.

AXTIPATEK, 106. 742.

Axtipatkia, 804.

AxTiPAXos, 1, 26.

AXTIPHO, UlKrHPLACE OF,

475.

AxTtP.KHiox, 595. 79 239.

594.

AXTIVARI, 812.

AxioxY, Mai-.k, 636. 872.

931.

Apaxo Si-Li, 473.

Apekaxteta, 633.

Apekaxtoi, 640.

Apekopia, 109.

Aphaea, .•^nnINE OF, 499.

Apiiidxa, 517.

Aphytls 838.

ApiiiroKtTE, Birth of, 130.

Apls, 577.

AitiDOTOi, 647.

Apollo .\bakx».s. 567.

Ai-oLLo Ak(;letk.s, 882.

AitiiLO, BiBTUrLACii oi'. 834.
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\poLi.o Ptoos, 520.

^ I'OLLo Smintheus, 896.

ii'oLi.o, Statues of, Ixxxviii.

\i>oLi.o Thermios, 578.

\por.LO Thesmios, 623.

\^roi.i.oNiA (Illvria), 803. 5.

721. 804; (NAUPACTit^),

648: (SiPHNOSi, 914.

\PKl.LOSIOS OF TrALI.ES, XCVi.

-\p(ii.i.oN'ius, 738.

Vposiles, Chukch of the,

625. 648. 695.

VrosroLi, ScAi.A, 478.

Vpsvsthii, 874.

Vqlekuct, Romax, 468,

708.

ViiiKuucT, Venetian, 707.

712.

^RABA, 869.

iUACHOVA (Phocis), 544,

530. 539, 540.

Tol enable uccomniodafon
nt the bouse uf tlie widow
Ckrisliipoulos.

\u\ciiovA (Aetoi.ia"), 643:
(FiAiONiA), 135, 206.

\rachovista, 762.

Vrvchovista Vai.lkv, 32.

iVrakli (Stat. ), 467, 481.

A^p.APiiEX, 470a.

.\rapis, 664, 665, 666.

A.RATOS, 578. 604.

AuAXOs, 51. 597.

Arcadia, 69.

AucAUiAX Gate, 143.

A.KCESILAOS, XCVi.

A.RCHAMPOLIS, 712.

iP.ciiAXGELS, Church oi' the,

621.

ARCiiiDAMOS, Relief of, 492.

Archilochos, 910.

Archipelago, 877.

Akchons, ci.

Arexe, 157.

Areopolis, 133.

Ares, Fountain of, 509.

Areihusa, Fountain of

(Ithaca), 50; (Euboea),

707.

Argalasti, 736.

Argentiera, 898, 899.

Argentiferous Barytes,

904.

AiK.ONAUTS, 738, 882, 920.

ARGOS, 125, 158.

Two miserable Inns and

Rtstaurauts iii tli,; I'lalia.

Argos Amphilochiox, 662-

664.

ARGOSTOLI. 28, 26. 41.

Hi'TELs:. Queen Olna. m
tbe MailiHt Place; reptialo-

nia ; H. tUs Ftranpers.
CxFts Couronne; Helios.

Ph\siciaxs: Dr. Di^lla-

decima; Ur. Ingless is ; Or.

Cicellis.

Wine.— The ' Vinaria '

Stores, belung:ing to Mr. E.

A. Toole, are well wortli a

visit. Among the best kinds

grown in tlie Is and are
' Riiinbiila,' a wliiie dry

table Hitip, and ' Moscato,'

a

sweet and highly flavoured

dessert wine. 'I'he latter is

also sent to England fur

sacramental purposes.

liiuTisH Vice -Consul:
John .'iaiimlers, Esq.

Argykini, 797.

Argyuocastro, 797, 770-772.

Aria, 103.

Ariadne, 906, 908.

aristagoka.s, 906.

ArISTEIDES, BlKTIIPLACE OF,

469.

Aristocles, Ixxxix.

Akistodemos, 592.

Aristomenes, 146, 148.

Ariston, 604, 895.

Arlstoile, 703, 705. 858.

Arkas, Tomb of, 176,

Aiikesine, 881.

Arkitsa, 525.

Armeng, 729.

Armyro, 664, 666.

Ahnaut Belgrad, 804.

Arnaut Keui, 725.

Arnaut Planina, 725.

Arne, 166.

Arsenal of Venice, 453.

Arsinoe, 608.

Arta, 784. 665, 697.

Artapherne.-^, 701, 906.

Artemis Amarysia, 466.

Artemis, Birthplace of, 384.

Ai.TEMis Oedreatis, 167.

Artemis Hegemone, 622.

Artemis Proseoa, 719.

Artemis, Statue of, 601.

ARTi;mi los, Cvpe, 719,

.Artotiva, 643.

Arundel, Earl of, 879,

Arundel Marbles, 911.

Arvaniiq Chouio, 735.

Aryballos, 398.

AsAN, John, 722. •

Asbestos, 711.

Asclepios, Shrike op, 98, 564,

593, 911.

AscRA. 556, 558.

AscuRis, 743.

AsEA, 163.

AsiNE, 230.

AsKos, 399.

ASMENL 718.

AsoMATON, Chapel, 133, 499.

Asopios, 672,

Asphalt, 814.

Aspis, 127.

AspLEDOX, 524. K

AspRA Spitia (Ecis), 179;

(Phocis), 5i6,

Asprochoma, 140, 148.

asprogeraca, 32.

Aspromonte, 63.

AsPRONisi, 923.

Asses' Island, 490,'

Assos, Castle, 33, 2S, 782.

ASTACOS, 677, 678.

Two tolerable C-ij'-'s.

Astros, 134, 112. 109.

Astypalaea, 879.

AiALANTE, 525, 568, 569, 734.

Athamania, 767.

Athena Alea, Temple of

204.

Athena Archegetis, 349,

Athena Pronoea, 529, 531.

Athena, Telchinia, 511.

ArHENA, Temple of, 489.

Athexae Chkistianae, 344.

Athenaeon, 162, 216.

ATHESrS. 257. 505, 753.

Acade.my of Scie ci:, 357.

Acropolis, 244, 251.

Acropolis, Fire ox the,

296.

AcROPOLLS Museum, 328.

Acropolis, Sieges ok the,

295, 296.

Adytum of the EuMEXiuts,

290.

Aeolus St., 333, 364.

Aglauko.'', 294, 322.

Agora, 354, 355.

Agoka, True Sitb o«r THf:,

288.

2 L '2
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AORTPFA, MOM-MKKT TO,

301.

Ai-TAR TO Athena, 308.

Al.-.VR TO 1)I0NYS08, 275.

Amaleion, i36,

A«A7X)>», Camp or tub,

290.

Amkkicas .School, 439.

Amvs*?, Shkink of, 289.

A- \rK!ON. 298.

A^ VTOM
.
, .-yrHOOL OP, 358.

A.-uKiJirrsotj, liAjfiios of,

237.

A'-HRODITE PAVDEMOe, 801.

Apolix), Statvks of, 379.

380.

Awrt-DlCT, EoMAX, 437.

Arch of Hakriav, 259.

AKfHB;sHOt^, Tombs or,

439.

> HfHITP.AVE, fKAOMESle
ijr. 300.

j^uiutrrve, Mol>'t, 268.

AHEOpAGiis, 244. 290.

.Arkopagu* St., 3i>4.

Arks, Ti..mi-lk or. 291.

Ak!JTro>, ^lELt u». 378.

AKKtPHURi, 307. 326.

AltSAKlON. 360.

Art. s. hc«.»i o.', 364.

AR1R.MI> bKAlkOMA, 310.

iU6.

An.M.F.MHOX, 277.

AlHINA, CiM.l»riAL SlATLF.

W. 312.

Athe.na Htgif.ia, 311.

AlHENA NlKF.. 304.

AiHK.SA 1'ahihe.vu>, 318.

382.

AiHKNA Polias, 322.

AiHF.NA St., 361, 446.

AlHKN.-, HlsTol-.V OF,

245.

AxTALos. Stoa of, 352.

Aci.csTfs AKD Roma,

Tkmplf. or, 308.

hAKATHfeOl 288.

Bazaar, 352.

HtJ^K, .>lATitllK OF, 310.

83B.

BKi.vi*.KEt, 299, 308.

Br««. 28ft

B/.L-LS evst, 300

buiANiCAL QAkbLsa, 3S9.

436. 466.

P».LIE. 861.

BoCLEfTERIOS, 854.

BoiLEVARD OF Queen
Amalia, 259.

BoL-NDARY Stone, 889, 287,

429.

Bracroma, 310.

BRmsH Legatton, 363.

British .School, 438.

Bronzeci, 391.

Bronzes, Magazine of,

309.

Btron at Athens", 269.

BvzA.vriNE Scllptcres,
391.

CALLIMACHOe.GOLDES LaMP
OP, 322.

f ANA oFftALiLEE, Inscrip-

tion t ROM, 345.

Cafcchin Convknt, 269.

Carapan*.* Collection,

363.

CAKKEi't- Drawings, 333.

Caetatides, 324.

Cathedral, 344.

CaVALET BAXKACKe, 350.

438.

I AVE OF Aglai'ros, 298.

Cave of Aiollo, 298.

Cave of thf. Fatf.s, 267.

Cave of the I-Cf:ii>, 290.

Cavk of Pan, 298.

i'aveb:., oiR Lah- hf dik,

876.

(.AVE14N5 BELOW TMK ACEO-

poLi!>, 299. 307.

Ckckuis, Tuvibof. 322.

Cemetery, <Ju:i.k, 263,

268. 444.

C.'.METERY, OlI. pEull .•»-

TAXT. 865.

<. KRAMic Gate, 428.

CERAMKot, 356. 430.

CEEAMK «.«, l..MkSTO.N£-

FROM, 387. 388.

CHAHorMEAE, 309.

ChaNREE OF I'Ei-l lit.'', 361.

Chevistrt, .School uf, 358.

Church of the—
ALL Mepxium., 481.

APOSTLF.S, 354.

APosTLBK (Clepsydra >,

297.

AsoM.\TO]t (Hkrmrs St.),

338. 428 : ^KRwiikiA

RoKD , 439.

C.-RTSosIELIOTI.'-'SA, 338.

DivuiB Wi^boif, 319.

CnrRCH or the —
English, 259. 445.

Great St. Mari, 351.

Hagia Trias, 435.

Holt Angel.', 336. 439.

Kapnikarea, 337.

>fETR0POLIk, 344.

Panagia Pvkok.tis'a,
353.

RoMAX Cathoup, 367,

Rr.s^iAN, 258.

.St. Andrew, 345.

.'^t. Cathaeine, 269.

.St. DsxETRire, 283.

St. Diontists, 890.

St. George (Lycabet-
Ti.-\ 438 : \Pati«ia ,,

441.

St. Irene, 338.

St. Isodore. 438.

St. John or tbe Coilmn,
363.442.

S. Marina. 287.

St. Mart (.Vo.vamer-

AKi), 338.

St. Mart on the Rkk,
263.

St. Michael, 338.

St. Niooiilhcs, 258.

St Nkuh.-, 298.

.*^T. Peteh, 265.

St. Phiiii-, 354.

St. Photini, 263.

St. Theodore, 363.

Savioiu, 298.

Seeavhim. 298.

riiiECH, Sir R.. 264, 358.

CisTi.RX.s 306. 312.

<ITV Wall.s 282.

Ci.kpstdra, 297. i

Clvb, .\xctfnt, 289.
i]

Coins'. Collection of, 357.

( iiLIMKLLA, 431.

Column, Roman, 445.

Columns for Tripods, 276.

CoNmrcTios Square. 257.

C<iNcoi:D Sv(UARE, 360. 364,
464.

Cosmftae, Busts of, 386.

IlEMETf E ASPCoEF., ICMl-LE
OF, 263.

I)EN OF THE Serpent, SSS.

Lkucalion, Tomb op, 262.

bkXILF.OB, TOMR o> , 482,

lillTBBPHR!', 310.

LlOCENEIUS, 346.

I(io.\yaos. SiieisE OF, 27S,
289.

^
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ATKEHtS—continued.
DiOSCUBI, rEMfLE OF, 298.

OrPTLO.v, 428, 444.

DolJONA, ANTK^UUIES FROM,

363.

IfKUMs AND Metopes, 307,

328, 338.

KaKTH, ixSCEIPTION'TO, 312.

Ecclesiastical School,

440.

Education Offick, 337.

Ei;rPTiAN Antiql'itie.-^, 375.

Empedo, 297.

EsGixEEEiXG, School of,

364.

English Tombs, 343.

Enseackounos, 262, 288,

289.

Efhebi, 346. 354.

Ephok, Office of the, 337.

EriGRAPHicAL Collection,

427.

Ekechtheion, 321.

Ekecthel's, House of, 307.

]
Ekgasteeion, 252.

EuMENEs, Stoa of, 281.

Eumenides, Adytum of,

290.

EuiiiPiDES Street, 363, 442.

EVANGELISMOS HOSI'ITAL,

440, 469.

Eve HobPiTAL, 357. 444.

I'iSANCE Office, 362.

FiNLAY, Tomb of, 265.

liNLAT Vase, 381.

Foundations Of the Pau-
THENON, 313.

Foundling Hospital, 443,

444.

Fortune, Temple of, 268.

Frankish IfUKKS, Chapel
of, 306.

Fkankish Uukes, Wallof,
347.

French School, 437.

Frieze of the Ekech-
theion, 325, 336,

FiaKZK OF the Parthenon,
317, 333.

Frieze of the Thebeion,

342.

Frog s Mouth, 438.

Fruit-bearing Earth, 312.

F"uRiEs, Cave of the, 290.

Garden of the Muses,
257.

Garden, Palace, 258.

Garden, Public, 259, 264,

344, 428.

Gate of the Acropolis,

300.

Gate of Athena Aeche-
GETIS, 349.

Gate of Cimon, 310.

Gate, Saciced, 429.

Gates of Athens, 251.

Geological Museum, 359.

German School, 360.

Giants, Stoa of the, 355.

Girls' School, 360.

Gregory, Abp., Tomb of,

344.

Guild of Actop.s, 275.

Gymnasium of Ptolemy,

352.

Hadrian, Stoa of, 350.

Hadrian Street, 354.

Halirrothios and Ares,

278, 290.

Hamaxitos, 428.

Harem in the Ekecth-

theion, 323.

Harmodios and Aristo-

GEITON, 356.

Hecatompedon, 318, 327.

Heliastae, Certificates

of, 393.

Hephaestos, Temple of,

339.

Heracles, Temple of. 339.

Hermes, Statues of, 383-

385.

Hermes Street, 337, 456.

Hermes, Wooden Statue

of, 323.

Herodes Atticus, 266, 268.

Heroon of Triptolemos,

263.

Herse, 322.

Hill of the Xymphs, 287.

Hill, Dr., School of, 345.

Hollow ^Vay, 284,

hoeologium, 347.

Hospital, 358,

Hospital, Evangelismos,

440, 469.

Hospital, Eye, 357, 444.

Hospital, Foundling, 443,

Hospital, Military, 444.

Ilissos, 265.

Lnscriptions, 427.

Interior, Ministry of the,
363.

loBACCHi, Guild of, 289,

Kallithea, 445-447.

K^LLiRRHOii, Spring of,

262, 268, 290.

Kephisia Ely. Stat., 361,

481.

Kephisia Road, 469, 479.

Kephisos P,.iver, 435.

Kynosarges, 264, 439.

Laboratory, 358.

La.mp of Callimackc-s,

322.

Laueion Rly. Stat., 361.

Lenaion. 289,

Libr-vet of the Bou:.
361.

LiBEAEY, University, 3J

Limnae, 289.

LousTRi, 362.

Lutheran Chapel, 258.

Lycabrttu.-^, 438.

Lycurgus, Stage or, 274.

Market, Rom-vn, 349.

Mas-son, Miss (Schoo;.),

346.

Melitiax Gate, 284.

Metopes of the Par-

thenon, 316, 333.

Metopes of the Thkseion

341.

Military Hospital, 445.

Minaret, Base of the,

319.

Monasteraki Rlt. Stat.,

338. 446.

Monument of Ly-siceate.s,

269.

Monument of Philopappo',

282.

Monument of THRASVLuog,

276.

Monuments, Sepulchral,

386.

Mosaic Pavement, 259,

259, 386.

Moslem Cemetery, 264.

Mosque, 351.

Municipal Reliefs, 390.

MusEiON, 244, 282.

Museum, National, 365.

Museum, fNivERSiTY, 369.

Museum, Acropolis, 328.

Musical Academy, 443.

Mykenae, Objects from,

368. 375.

National Portraits, 364.

Navy Office, 362.

NicL^.s, Monument of, 300.
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ATHENS—conUnued. Police Office, 862^ Secret .Staircase, 807.

Serpent. Dkn or th/
, I>>iropKMUK Sthkkt. 345. Piilytechnic Institite,364.

Night Sciioor., 362. Pm-iLATioN, 252. 325.

^IK^; AnEitos, TKJiri.E of. PoI;TICO of the ERECH- Shoemakers' Market, 352

304. theion, 325. Shrine of Athena Poi.ias

NiK.SES, 259. Portrait.*, Collection of, 326.

NvMriis, Hill of the, 287. 364. Ski RON, 435.

Ob.skkvatoi:v, 287. Post Office, 361. Sktros, 339.

Oi.i'.ioN- OF Hkkope.-*, 281. Praxiteles Street, 442. S<ichates, Prison of, 284.

Okki'JN, Modekn, 443. pRis<:)N of Socrate.«, 284, Spata, Objects from, 374.

<>i)i;ioN OK Perici.ks, 229. Priimacho.-, 312. SrHAERISTRA, 326.

Okdii"! .<. Tomb of, 290. Pi:<>rvi.AEA, 301. .>^TAnLF,s Royal, 357. 361.

Oil, Tkmj'le of Athkna. Pitoi-YLAEA, Original, 306. Staimi m, 265.

327. I'tolemafxjn, 347. .Stawcm .Street, 361. 363.

Oi.ivk-ti!EK, Sacked, 322,
355.

Ptolemy, GYMNAisiiM of,

352.

.'^TATiE OF Athena 1'ai;-

THEXos, 318.

'ii.iMriA, Bkonzes from. PlBLIC r.ARDEN, 259, 264. ."^TATrErrE, Egvitian, 377
392. 344. 428. Stele from Salami>, 349.

'•i.vmpieiox, 260.

Ophtiialmiatkeion Street,
QrEES's Chapel, 258.

Kly. Stat, for the Pelo-

.Stoa or AscLEPios, 278.

Stoa of Attalo.-, 352. 347

362.

nniTHALMIC HOSPITAI , 444.

r<iNNEsrs, 443; for the
PlRAElS, 446.

354.

Stoa Basilike, 356.

Oi; A< I.K OF DODOXA, 363. Reliefs of A'k t<.i:if>, 305.' .•stoa or EiMEXF>, 281.

OKrilF-STKA, 356. R»:SEKvoiR, 351. 437. Stoa of the Giants, 355.

OirriiANAGE for Boy.«, 443. Ri/ARioN, 440, 469. Stoa of Haprian, 347. 350

Ol;rHANAGE FOR GlKI S, 436. i;i>cK - HEWN Dwellings, ."^Ti.'EET OF Tombs, 428. 430

J'aiace Square, 444, 456, 284. 444.

^
257. KoOF OF THE Parthenon, .Street of Tripods, 269.

rAIATE OF THE CROWX 321. .Stylites, 262.

1>I:IN<E 436. Roman Raths, 258, 259. SvLLA, Agger or, 435.

Taim-tree, Brazen, 322. 278. Syllogos Parna.s.«<is, 362.

Tanathexaea, 313, 317. lioMAN Villa, 268. Tanagra Figtrinks, 393.

322. Rostra, 355. Telegraphy, ,'school or
IV\N ATHENA IC AUTHOR A E, Royal Palace, 257. 364.

404. 413. Sacred Spring, 278. Tkmenos of Pandrosos
rANi>KosEioN.322. 326, 327. .<ACRED AVay, 429. 435. 326.

Takthenon, 312. St. Pail at Athens, 290, Tf MPLE OF Al>flLI/>, 264.

Tatisia Roap, 338, 364. Salt Well, 322, Temple or Artemis, 263.

I'KDLMEXT OF THE 1'aKTHE- Sarcoi-hagi, 390, Temple or Asclepio.-, 279
xo\, 316, 334. 335. SCHLIEMANN, Pr., 367. Temple of I)ioniso.<, 275.

rELAt.Gic I)efex<j;s, 293. .SCHLIEMANN, Dr., ToMB OF, Temple of Erechthkls
l'ELA5GrC .'^TAUtrASE, 307. 263. 326.

J'ELASGic Wall, 308. SciKM^)L, American, 439. Temple of Themis, 280.

]'F.iX)i-ONNEsrs lii.Y. Stat., School OF Art, 364. Temple of Zeis Oi.impios

443. 447. School, British, 438. 260.

Teplos, Procession of the. .S:-HooL, Ecclesiastical, Tennis Court, 326.

322. 440. Terra-cotta. 393.

1'haedrus, Stage of, 273. .•sciKKiL OF Engineering, Terraw^otta Frieze, 363.

rHILOPAITOS, aii.iMMENT 364. Theatre of I)ioni.-<.-, 271
OF. 282, 283. School, French, 437. Thksek.n, 339. 356. 428

TlXACOTHEiA, 302. School, German, 360. 446.

Tit for Sackifick, 280. School, Girls", 345. 360. Theseion Rlt. .Stat., 338.

Ii.AX OF Athens, Fir.<t,

250.

School of Telegraphy,
364.

Third September Street

361, 481.

TxYX, 285, 244. Sen PTCRES, Archaic, 378. Thrastllos, Monument of
roi.EMAKCH, Palace of

THE, 350.

.'^i riPTiRES, Byzantine,
391.

276.

Thkiasiax Gate, 428.
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Tickets fok Phalei!ON,357.

Tomb of Cecrops, 322.

J'OMB OF Oedipus, 290.

Tombs OK Aijciibishops, 439.

Tower of the Winds, 347,

338.

I'liipons, Sti:eet of, 269.

luTPTOi.KMos, Relief of,

381.

Tp.ojan House, 310.

'i sarocchia, 352.

Tcrkish Bazaar, 352.

TiRKTSH Entrance to tuf

acropoli.s, 301.

Tlrkish Staircase, 307.

Ui-iiiCHS, Tomb of, 265.

U.S.A. Consulate, 362.

Cniveusity, 357.

UxivF.itsiTY Boulevard,

356.

V Ai'ino, Goblets from, 373,

Vaphio, Objects from, 374.

Vakvakiox, 442,

Vases, Apulian, 407.

Vases, Attic, 418.

Vase.s Black-figured,403.

Vases, Boeotian, 410, 415.

A'ases, Cabeirian, 404.

Vases, Campaman, 407.

Vases, Collection of, 395.

Vases, Corinthian, 412,

416.

Vasks, DiPYDJN, 401, 409-

411.

Vases, Ei:eti;ian, 404, 411.

416.

Vases, Geometric, 401.

Vase-s, Graeco-Italian,

406.

Vases, Lucanian, 407.

Vases, Melian, 402, 411.

I Vases, Mykenaean, 401.

' Vases, Phalehon, 402.

Vases, Red-figured, 404.

Vases, Shapes of, 397.

Vases from South Italy,

406,

\' ASKS from Thera, 408.

Victory Groups, 308.

Victory, Tesipi.e of, 304.

Visitors to Athens, 250.

VoivoDE, Palace of, 350.

Voting Disks, 393.

Votive Reliefs, 390.

Votive Offerings, 310.

VouLK (Boule), 361.

Wall, Early Acropolis,
309.

Wall, Ancient, 445, 429,

Wall of Cimon, 299, 308,

Wall, Retaining, 309.

^VALL of Valerian, 347.

354.

Watch-tower, 311.

W iNGLESS Victory, Temple
of, 299.

AV INC. LESS Victory', Re-
liefs OF, 336.

Workhouse, 440. 479.

Workshop, Amient, 308.

Wyse, Sir Thos., 'I'omr <ir,

264.

XoANON, 330, 322, 378.

Zappeion, 264.

Zoological JIuseum, 359.

ZiLLER, Ernst, 266.

Arrival by Steamer (At

tlie Piraeus).—A (Ivagoman
(commissionnaire) finni tiie

Iioiel, or an iipent fruiii

Cook's or Gaze's ofRre,

niaily alway-s comes on
I'oard, and will take all

trouble off the traveller's

hiinds. Failing those, a lioat

must be taken to the Custom-
house (1 to 2 dr. with lufr-

gase). and a porter hir d
(2r) !. for each trunk or jiort-

manieaii). The examination
is strict and troulilesonie in

the search f.ir tobacco, cigars,

new articles of ivery descrip-

tion, and anything wbi< h

is Dot an obvimis necessity

of travel. Plants, bulbs,

and fruit are jirohibiteil

and destroyed. A permit
shiinld be ol>tained at the

Custom-house, in order that

tlio traveller may pass the

Octroi stations without fur-

ther trouble ; otherwise h<-

will be lial'le to another

strict exaraiii:ition for town
dU' s at the Rlv. Stat., if pro-

ceeding by train or on the

hiffh road, if driving intu

Athens by carriage. The
latter course is recommend' d

a** saving a vast amount of

trouble, and in the case of

two travellers or upwards it

is cheaper than the Rly.
Tariff for c.irriag'S, 6 dr.

The h' tel commis^ionnaires
are fond of t king two car-

riage?—one for passengers

and another fcr luggage.

This shculd be resisted, un-
less the luggage is excessive.

A single traveller may en-

gage a hand-cart for his lug-

gage (1 to 2 dr.), from tiie

(u>toms to the Piraeus Rly.

Slat., and there take a tiikt-t

(1 dr.) for the Hdin&nia S';:',.

in Alliens, c ose to Conc^ird

Scjuare (p. 4 46). Carriage

thence td the hotel, 1 dr.

For arrivals I'lom aOretfc
port, .«ee riracus.

Arrival by Railway iit (lie

Athens Stat, of the Pelojn:'-

. nesus Rly. Co —The tr.avel if r

is jssailed by a host of cou>-

missionnaires and toute;s.

He should at once name bis

hotel, and give him-elf ai;d

liis hand luggage in chaige

of the commi!^sionnaire, w lo

will engiigeacarriage(2dr. ),

and extract his reglsu^^d
trunks from the van. 'Ihne

is uo hotel omnibus.

Hotels. — First Cia^s:
*(;r(imle Breiagne, finely

situated .at the i^.E. comer
(f the Square, facing tlie

Royal Palace. Well manoaed
in all respects, excellent f.O'i,

civil and attentive landlord.

Music (gratis) at dinner-i-me

on Sun. and Thurs. during
the season. Large and c< n-

venient suite of public rooms,

with electric light. Ternifi

very moderate, consideiitig

the comfort enjoyed. pTices

\ary according to size and
situation of rooms, and duia-

tion of stay—about 15 fr., all

included. Lift. Tourist
Office for enquiries and •x-
cursions in the hot^l.

*JngJeterre, a favourite

and old-established h- Ufe,

well known to English tra-

vellers, on the W. side of

the same Squ ire. Electi ic

light. Similar charges.

*(!rand Hotel, kept hv the
former manager of the H. dos
Etrangers. Clean rnoms,

good tood, and creat civil'ty.

I,atel3'much enlarged. Well
situated on the jf. si<l>' of

the Square. Charges, 10 )r.

to 12 fr.

If. des Etravgcrs, on the

S. side of the Square, fallen

off under new maiRigeuient.

Payment at all these in gold.

Second Class: II.

d'Alhhie^, Stadium St., an
old established house «iili

restaurant, but no talile

d'hote. Well suited for

bachelors.

Minerva, Stadium St.,

close to the P.dace Sq., re.

cently enlarged to 36 well-
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lurnifhcd ruuBis. •Restau-
rain good.

yi. (ierirge. Stadium St..

civil luiidlunl.

I ictvna, on Ibo W. side of

llic Palace >'q., facing the

H. d'Angleterre. Eo>iu e at

all the.-e from 3 dr. a day ;

iTii-als at fixed price or <i

la carte. Visitors are at

lil)cny to I ngape ii room, anrt

fliiii- or Innch wh^re they
plca'se. P>-n-ion from 10 <ir.

Payments always in paper.

TuiKi" Ci.A.ss (only rL-coni-

m iid.d 10 travellers wiioran

(>l>eak (5re< k, or are de>irons

of Ifammg it): AVeivagne,
Alexander the Great, and
I'atigheion, ail in O^ncord

i><l. ; Hyznure, Hemies Su,
. neat and reasonable.

Pension.— *E>'glish
Jlooiding Home, well sitiia-

t il at the comer ol Stckeris
."<(. aid Canaris St., near the

Ke|>liisia Road. Highly re-

coinuiended for couilori.

I leiiiiline.*8, and nioili-rrfte

cliarge.s. EnKiis^h landlady
<^Mib. Polyaneiis").

Lodgings.

—

Mrf. C'l yssi-

cofinulos, 50 Academy St..

411 dr. a icontb, or «o dr.,

including coflee in tue

morninj;.

Unfurnished rooms ("ix or

eight on tt flat), in a go<id

siination, cost from £4 to £8
a month. Hous*- rems varj-

fiom £40 to £300 a year.

There are no taxes, and fur-

niture can be hired. (See

ffimse Agents.)

Restaurants. — *Minerra.
.Stailium St. Reading room
nith Knglish, French, and
(iermaii papers.

//. d'Alh>^nes, Staiium St.

F. de la Cite ("Aorv').

.^trtdiuin St. ; Bou?^ (BouAtj;,

behind tbe House of Parlia-

ment.
Also a lately opened Res-

taurant in 'Oib$ 'A^oAtaf,
near the Palace (recom-
lu< udcd).
Greek and Turkish

dishes.— i ilaf (r-tAd^i)-

Roiled rice, w ith ri< b siiu< e,

usually tomato. Sometimes
liiixed with tiny bits uf
poultry, small bird.s Iamb,
or liver.

kebabi'. — Gr. f^ouvlochi

((TouBAaitia). .Small pie»es

of liver, fat meat, s«eil-

hrcad, or kid; ey, alternated

on a ske«er if silver, steel,

or th^me wood, and broiled

over u br Bk fire. From
aov^ka, a spit.

.Vo u $ t a c n (^ovtraira).

Meat chopjied np tine and
made in to a pudding, between
layers of sliced egg-plant
{melindjane), cuverKl with
lieaten egg, and then baked.

Volmadei (j-ToAfxa^e*

V

Meat balls wrapped up in

Icives (vine or cabbage ai

-

Curding to the season), and
covi red wi h whte sauce
made of egg .<nd lemon.

Yiiurarlakia {yiovfiapKa-
Kia). Balls made of rice and
choppe meat, and covered
Willi tomatJi sauce.

A'vlokythia j-atayoviintn

(icoAoKiiyta nafjaytotiLtr'a^.

."^mall vegetable marrows
filled with chopped meat and
rice.

Ihttudttf Ci-TOf/aTe?) para-
yomiitii. Tomat<is Willi the

centre remov. d, and ^luf^>d

with chopped meat, herbs,

and rice.

Ami klrfticn (apri xXtift-

Tuco) or .4. itin souvia (<r7-i)i-

o-oi-jSAtti). An entire lamb
with a wooden stake or n d
about 8 ft. hng run length-
ways tliniugh tbf body, and
turned slowly over a large

tiie in the open air. >early
every Greek family has a

himi) like this at Easter.

SwEKT Dishes. — Aataifi

()taTai<j>i). A paste made
into strijis aw line as hair,

and ci.verel with hontv,
suuar. butler, cinnamon, and
other spies.

O'alutvbiirrico (-yoAaTo-

jiTTovpiKo). A'erv fine paste

enclosing a layer of custard,

mi.\ed with honey, butler,

and spices.

Haclavti (/xiraKAo^d).

Y<ry thin paste made in

she< tsorleavts.wilh poiindid

nuts,alnionds, honey, butter,

and spices.

Cafes.

—

Zarha ra tos, under
the Grand llitel; another
establishment on the oppo-
sit side of S adinro Si;
Janakis, in the University
Niulevard, near the H
Grande Brelagiie : all gi-od.

Coperoni, Concord Sq. ; Ki-
gof,\n iheZappejon giounds.

Coffi'C always Turkisi', in

a verj- small cup, with the

dregs, 15 to 25 1. (lo s,

liqueur-, rabat - luukoumi,
etc )

•,• After this pcint. all

beadiogs are in alphalietical

order.

Acropolis by Voonlight.
—Ticketa gratis at ihe fpftict-

ot ihe Kpknr (p. 337) Here
also apply for pemiisMon lo

sketcii or study on the Acro-
polis or in the Museums.
Afternoon Tea.— At chry-

rakir, clow to the P-place

S<|., excellent ; the English
Circulating Library (l.ibrario

Athenienne). and at the

Cafe in the grounds of ibe

Ztippeion.

Antiquities.

—

J. P. J^im-
hrof, 10 I'arthenagogeion St.

His collection of the Coins of

the Frankish d\ nasties ol

the Levant (not for >ale) if

said to be uiiiqne. K. Ura-
ciip'-tUuf, 17 Hernie.- .*^t. B.

yottrakit, comer of Metro-
polis and Pentelis .St. A.
J'oli/clDond^ioulof, Hemies
.Si. JiliouttOpoulot, Lyta-
Htus St.

TraTclUrs desiring to pur-
chase antiquities of value
should obtain Ibe advicr of

some resident in Aiheis, as

there is a superior class of
collectors, who, «hile not

o>iensibly dealers in anti-

quities, are Very willing lo

dispose of their poR-essioiis

when a good opponuniiy
occurs.

Ill purchasing antiquities

from the common dealers

travellers should beware of

forgeries, now very abun-
dant. This caution appli<>

especiallj' to coins, va.-es,

and terra-cotta statuetle.s in

all of which an active IraiSc

of torgerv is carried on.

It is alsti neces-vaiy to re-

mind intending purchasir.-.

that a law exi'-ts prohibiting

ihe removal of all objatt of
antiquity (however insig-

nificant) from the kingdom,
nnder penalty of fine and
confij^ation. Traveller* who
have antiquities with them
six uld, therefore, consult

some per.>«n in Athens aa to

the saUsl course to puisne.
Archaeological Schools.

—

Pkitish (ifS6"). Director,

U. a. Hogarth, £iq.
AM£Ki<'AN (lf82). Pirec-

t- r. Or. Hiifut H. Richaid-
tcni.

Gekmax (I>89). Direc-
tor. Or. Withelm OorpJeM.
Fkexch (If4$). Wrec-

tor. J'rof. F. lluviollt.

«JRF.XK (1834). Director,

.¥r. P. Cavradiat.
Baken.— Schick. Stadiom

St. ; Liebert, near tbe Church
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of St. Theod r>-; both Ger-
mao. J'jfefjhiue Antoniou,
Kolokolroni St.

Band.—In froit ot the
Palace windows every muri.-

ing. usually at 11. The
band first njarches up to tlie

1. wingof the Palace, playing
a Very ^piritea national air,

and '^alutfs' the flag. On
Kreat testivals it plays tlie

'EyepTTfjpLov, a still livelier

s:rain, very early iu the

murninR.
Bankers.—National Bank

ofGieece, Aeolus St. Ionian
Hank. Stadium St.

Arthur Mill, 14 Sopbocl'S
Si., agent for Barings and
other London banker-.

a. F. Skouse's, Stadium .St.

G. Enifjed/jrlcs, Ari-^tides

St., opposite the Exchange.
Baths.—B. Diain nlopou-

los (late Stella"), Patisia

Koad ; D. Cotrodimas,
Beranger St., near the Ke-
pbisia .Stat.

Turkish, not very good,

near Hadrian .St.

Bicycles (on sale or hire).

— A'. H'xjij. near the houli^.

BookDmders.—J/. Arnio-
tis, Aris ides St

.
; .\. iiardis.

J\olokotroiiis .St.

Booksellers. — Charlts
Beck, Hermes St., ha.s a

lariiB stock of Engl.sh,

French, and German \KHjk<.

Karl Wilberg. U si le the
Grand H., chiefly French
books.

Librairie Fran^aife. 24
Herm-.s St. ilurray's Hand-
books, Tauchnitz vols., and
Photographs.
Casdonis, ofiBce of the

' Hestia,' corner of Stadium
St. and Parthenagogeion St.

(for Greek books;.

Bootmakers.

—

A. Tidalis,

G. Ferpini'as, L. ZolApoulus,
Fostira ; all in Stadium >t.

Tholoyitii, iSi Aeolus Sr.

Boois are cheap in Athens

—

about 25 dr. a p lir.

British Belief Ftind.—
This admirable insiitutiun

assists or sends home desii-

tute Biti=h subjects, and
relieves many cases of dis-

tress amon>; Englisb r>rsi-

iieiitsorsojourn-r8in.\thens.

It is maintained entirely by
vo!untary donations of visi-

tiTS, and by subscriptions
among the Briish colony,
au'l additional support Is

much need' d.

President : H. M. Minis-

ter ; Working Committee

:

the Chaplain and Secretarir-s

of Leiraiion, the Direct' t of

the iiritish School, arid

others; HO'i. Treasurer:
Anhur Hill, Esq.
Cabs and Carriages.

—

The principal stands are in

the Palace S'.a.ire and m
Iron; of the National Bank.
Tlic street carri^gns of

Athens are clean and com-
lortable two-horse landaus
and victorias. The: e are no
good livery stabl' s, as i; is

the custom of the job-masleis
to send such carriages a? are

nut let bj- the month to lab-
srands. Cairiages may be
hired by the month for 35u
to 500 dr. This includes
use in the evening. By the

d.iv, 20 to 25 dr., when set-

tled by previous arrang'-
ment. E.\tra charge on
f-Stivals.

Cab Fares.—Police tariff

of 20 -March, lsa5. Paper
money.

dr.

Athens to th'-Piraeus B

Athens to the llraens

in a return carri ge 4
The Piraeus to

Athens .... 6

The Piraeus to

Athens in a return
carriage ... 4

Athens to the Piraens
and back, wai.ing
2 hrs 10

SiUiile course in
• ither town . . 1

^in^l^- couise with a
halt ol ]U mio. . 1'50

Shopping or visiting,

the tirst hour . . 3-0

Each succeeding i hr. 1 '50

To any Theatre and
baik .... 8

Drive in tlie suburbs,
each hour . . 4

To the Cathedral and
back on great fesii-

vals 7

To or from the Ke-
pbisia or Pira-us
Rly. Stations . . l-Q

From any cab stand
to a hjiel or pri-
vate house, and
thence to the Pe-
loponnesus Stat . 2'0

From the Pelup-.n-

n' sus Stat, direct

to any hotel or pri-

vate house . . .1-50
Whole day ... 20
To OM Phaleron.with

2 hrs. halt (morn-
ing) 7

I

dr.

To Old Phaleron.with
2 hrs. halt (alter-

Uootj) .... 9

To New Hhaleron (as

above), morning . 8
To New Phalt-roii (as

above), afternoon. 10

To Pentelicus (whole
day) . . . .25

To Kephlsia . . .11
There and back with

4 hrs. stay . . .1'
To Amarousi. . .10
There and bactt with

4 hrs. stay ... 16

To Arakli or Cha-
landri ... 8

Tnere and back with
4 hrs. stay ... 14

To Paii-ia. An belo-

kipi, Koljk.. thou,

or Kallithea . . 3
There and oack w ith

2 hrs. stay . . 6

At night (7 P M. to 6 A.K.
Oct.-.\laich, 9 P.M. to 4 A.M.
Apr. to Sepr.) eai h course
(e.\cept to tne 'I heatre and
back) half as much again.

dr.

To Marathon, three
horses all the way,
and back ... 40

T«o horses, with
cuarige of two Sent
. n t.ie night be ore 50

To Eitusis . . lo to 20
To latoi .... 30

All these payments in

paper, not gold. Any at-

lemi t to m.ike the traveller

pay in gold should be re-

sisted.

Carriage office for Thebes,
in Athena St. tour horse
carriage every morning and
evening, six places inside

and two out.side ; to Thebes,

10-20; to Liiadia, 1530
(not recommended). En-
tire four horse carriage, to

Thebes, 70 dr., to Licadia,
12u dr.

Casts (from the antique),
see Master.

Chemists.—S. D. Krinos,
171 Aeolus St. ; Macncos,
Stadium St. ; Carterakis,
Minerva S'. ; Zalacoitas,
Hailrian St.

Clubs

—

Athenian, near
the Brirish L'^gation ; \i5i-

tors admitted on presenta-
tio by a member. Philhar-
iiionic (Musical), Concord
.Sq. ; Philadelphia t'jer-

m in), Homer St. ; JlUiUxry^
Stadium St.
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Confectioners. — Abram<'>-

fioulos and l/nubier. .Stadium
St. ; A'ouimiilidlg and
Thendiirof, !>tadiiini ."^t. ;

J'etritfis, University St. ;

Xavoritis, Hermes .St ;

Janakis, Unlversiiy St.

Coumers (Dragomanii).

—

Athens is well supplied «ith
inwlligent. civil, and trust-

worthy guides, 'tlio will

accompany the traveller

while sight-seeing in the
town, or for a day's excur-
sion in the suburbs, or

during a tour of any length
in the country. Ihefulliiw-

ing all spiak Knglii^h, iind

are almost equally po.«l,

but the younger and more
active men are as a rule

placed tirst in o'der. Their
neadqiiarters are the two
principal hotels.

.lohv n;nte.

A\'ico!a .s'i^n/as.

Angtios Jfelissinos.

Tliiimas Manesfis.
AfHtstoIos Ap'isiolon.

I'aiil CaKmimatis.
Tlirassijvouioi' l.anger.

t'onxtatitin Ironoimdes.
f'haricles Papaitiiiioiilos.

'I'erms according to apree-
Ttient. For tours iii 'ireece,

30 to 5u fr. a day in gold ;

less in proportion for iwo
or more persons. This
ghimid be so entirely in-

clusive, that the traveller

need .carry no money with
him (see p. xxxv.).

Dentist (Knglisli).—-"''•

J. S. M-alkei, L U.S.,

Academy St. ('lerman-
American), Or. yeitmaim,
University Street.

Diplomatic and Consular
Service.—Britl-h Mllli^tcr,

.Sir E. H. Ejertim, r.H.;
Vice-Consul, A. MarMao.-,
E-'q. U.S.A. lliin.-t r, Hon.
('. .^'. Francis ; Consul, P. E.

MciiinUy. Esq. ; Vice-Con-
Bul, /,. yirolniites.

Dressmakers.

—

nesfetgnf^,

235 Aeolus St., and I'atisia

Koxd, good but expensive

;

C'hiUaxid, Herm' s St., good.

English Church {'^'t.I'aul ).— Sun. Service. In.30 a.m.;

in the afternoon (3 i-.M.) at

the riraeus. Also at 8 and
10.30 on festivals. Holy
Communion on the tirst and
third Sundays of th'' month
at noon ; on the second,

fourth, and fifth, at f<.3u a.m.

Chaplain (t*j the Legation),

Jtev. y. R. Elliot, U.A.

CburchwarJen, Arthur
Hill, Efq
As there is no endowment

or provision for the current

exiK-nses and repairs, ti^e

Church depends chiefly up<in

the liberality of occa.«ional

visitors, for whose accommo-
dation it was mainly ere. ted.

and has been enlarged. The
number of residents in

Ath-ns, who are members
of tlie Church of F^igland, is

extremely ^m;lll,anl consists

chiefly of ladies engaged in

education. The annual sub-

scription for a sitting is 'lb

dra'hmae.
The Church stands much

in need of increased .-support,

and special contributions are

eaniestlj- requested.

Hon. Treasurer, Arthur
Iiai, Erq.
LfTHEKAX CHrRCH. —

Strangers are generally ad-

mitted to the Aing'." Chapel
in the palace, where service

is celel Tilted every Sunday
momiiig for his .Maje-ty

and ihe resident Protesuint

German-, «ho u>rm a rather

nuiiii^ruus body in Alliens.

Fancy articles.— K.Houto-
poulof. ./. .1. Maranyos

:

i.att and Marknf ; ali in

Herme> .St. Sidney jVowill,

Stadiiiin St.

Festivals.— Xew Tenr'f

Da>i (13th Jan. new siyl.).—
Te Ueuni III the Cathedral, at

whicn the 1 ourt, the Dipl"-

malic Ctirps, ai.d the Minis-

ters, are present. In the

afierni«on, pres'-niation of

ladies, through their r. spec-

tive Ministers, lo the yiieen.

Api'^/inn3/(l»'th Jan.n. s.)

—

Ceremony of the liles.--ing of

the Wat rs, p rfornied by
the Archbishop of Atliens

at the principal reservoir

(p. 4J7), about 10 A.M. A
cross is thrown into the

Water, when there is a
geni ral rush tosecureil. At
seaNiard places the cross is

th own into the ^ea,alldIllen

jilunge in after it, the suc-

cessful diver going rouml
afterwams with a trav.

F.rft Day of /.eii<."—This
is always a Monday in the

Greek Churdi, and is i ele-

brated by very m- rry and
un-l..enten fesiiviiiesiiround

the columns of the Temple
of Zeus. Ciowds of peasunts

couie in Iroro the country
iu their gayest atiire, and

the scene is one which
no traveller should ml s.

An excellent accoum of the
f.->tiv.il, as it existid in its

prime, will be lound in Lord
( Carnarvon's ' Athens an^l the

Morea.'
All ,SiouI» (25th Feb U.S.).

—On this day, alm> st the

en'ire population r- pair,

with ofTeriiigs, to the C4 me-
leries, where a service is held

inmenioiyoftheDedd, cal.ed

the '.Sabbath of .Souls'

LadyDay {6th April n. s.).

—For more than half a cei -

tury the festival of the .\ii-

niinciation las ben oliservi d
as the official anniversiirj- f

the CO" men< ement of thtt

War of Independence. Theie
is a Te Ileum, a» on New
Year's Dav, but no othei

sjH'ci i] ceremonies. It is,

however, a good opp.rtiimty
of seeing the costumes of the

Country, a.s the p asantiy

usually fliK-k into Athens iii

large iiuuil«.-rs. Ore..t festi-

vnls also at Tenot (sei

below).
Maiinday Thurtday. —

Ceremonies, similar to ^ho^e

of the Homaii Church, are

held intheCathediHlat9 i-.M.

O'ood h'tiday.—lh'- I'rio-

cipal cereni' nies again take

place in the evening and
re>enible those of Tliiirs«luy,

but aie usually followed 'y
a proces-sion through the

to« n.

Ea ter Ew.—lh'w is the

crowning ceremony, end the

one on w hicli nio>t c.ire and
pomp are bestowed. The
s-Tvlce in the Cathedral is

attended by the Court, the

Ministers, and the entire

official p-.pulation of Athen-.
At nn interval in the cer>-

niony the whole congrega-
tion, headed by the king and
queen and a n ilitary band,
quit the church and walk in

proce.^ioii (carrying ligl t-d

candles") through th" streets

ofAth-ns. A ter a long cir-

cuit, they ret'irii to t'je church
for a final chant to hail the
arrival of t-a^ter. Imme-
diiitely after mirinicht the
noise of crackers, pi.^tols, .ind

letards becomes perfettly

deafening.
hatter Day.—At 2 p m. i<

celebrated in alni'St every
Church the Se» ond Resurrec-
tion (htvTffta avaoTacn),
when the Isl chapter of St.
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.Inhn's Gospel is read in

twelve different languages,
including English.
Easter Tuesday.—On this

(1 ly the pea-aiits assemble
and dance before the Temple
of Tbp<eus. There is .ilso a

highly picturesque festival

at the Albanian village of
-Me^ara (p. 255), which all

foreigners should see. Special

trains run in the morning
(.there and back, 7 dr. ; carry
luncheon).

.Vay Day (13th May n. s.).
•—(Jii the previous evening
the greater part of the Athe-
nian youth KO a-Maying to

the olive wood, where flam-
ing heaps ol pitch and sliav-

ings light up nvery cottage

and tavern. After much
haimliss junketing, they re-

turn home early on May
morning, when tne lint«l of
•-Vfrydoor in Athens is deco-
rat^a with a wreath of leaves
or fioweis.

.b't. John's Day (6th July
n. p.).—This saint's festival

Is celebrated in Greece, as

elsewhere, bj* bonfires.

Assumption (27tli Aug.
n. s).—Festival at Megaia.
Kxcmsion t-teamers (disa-

greeablj' crowded), leave for

Tenos, where the feast is

also celebrated.

Forwarding Agents. —
Arthur Hill, 14 Sophocles
Su; luggage .-afely forwarded
to all parts ot the world.

Jinij, Forwarding Agency,
in the '06b! Mova-Civ.

Gloves.—Jiilin Casdon is ;

Sidney Aowill ; both in Sia-

liium St. Vilcella, Vouli
(BouA>)) St.

Greek Costumes. — A'.

lieorgion, Aeolus St., near
the Chrysopeliotissa.

Grocers.—Calarco, Aeolus
St. ; Papayanndkis, Gu-
lielinos, both in Stadium St.,

Tliandpoiilos, Aeolus St.

(wholesale). At all of these

Knglish biscuits, preserves,

tinned provisions, sauces,

wines, and liqueurs, are kept
on sale.

Haberdashers.—Agirakos

;

Maggiorus and Bhousso-
jioitlos ; Kourupoulos ; all in

ilermes St.

Hairdressers.—Athanasin
Stinis, Hermes St , near the
H. d'Angleterre ; Leoussis,

Stadium St., opposite the
Vouli ; Lymberiades, Sta-

dium St.

Hatters.—John Casdonis,
Stadium St. (also for hviies).

English hats Iroin Christy,

Lincoln and B- nnett, etc.

Fanny Couturier, University
St. (for ladies).

Horses.— George Poly-
chronopoulos, Lycabettus St.

6 dr. the first hour, 2 dr. each
following hour ; by the day,
according to arrangement.
Bargaming advisable.

Hiding Ihssoiis. 3 to 4 dr.

House Agents.—None are

entirely tiustwortbj', and the
advice ol an English rnsident

should always be taken be-

fore making terms. Among
the best is /J. Dinwulli,
Sophocles St.

Jewellers. —Marango
Brothers, Samios Jc Co.,

Spiliopoulos and Pmnmiis

;

al' in Heimes St.

lace (gold).—A. Deligi-

annis, near ti e Kapuikarea ;

G. Panopoulos, X. Ginr-
giades, both in Hermes St

,

military.

Lawyer (to the British

Consulate). — Miltiades
Bhally, Stadium St.

Libraries. — English
ClUrULATIXG LlBKART (/yl'6-

rairie Atlienienne d'Abunne
mint), 3 Homer St. ; open
daily except Sun. from 10 till

1. Under the management of

ladies. Large collection of
P'.ngliih and other woi ks, on
travel, antiquities, ano gene-
ral literal ure. Subscription,
3 to 7 dr. a month, for one to

three Vols ; le.^s in proportion
for a longer period. Passing
travellers, 3 dr. a week, wi.h
a deposit of 5 dr., which will
bf returned. Newspapers
and Alternoon Tea. Infor-

mation on all points of local

interest readily given. This
extremely useful institittion

supplies a want long felt in

Athens, and deserves the
cordial support of English
visitors.

Linen - drapers.— Tiatsos,
Hermes St. (the Ilermeion) ;

S. Patsijas, in the same
street.

Lithographers.— .ff.

Grundmann, Stua Simo-
poulos, Lecca St. ; /?. C/tris-

anthopoulos, Numismato-
copeio St.

Locksmit h,—Peter
ilosner.

Maps,—Literary Society

(SuAAoyO! Trpos Sia.Soo'tu Tilii'

'E\\r]vLK<ui' ypa/ii/xd.TU)('),

University St.

Mr. Zaripbopoulos, a rich

Greek of Marseilles, leli a
large sum of money to pub-
lish maps of the Greek
Kingdom.
Masters. — Mudi.kx

GitEiciv :

—

Mr. P. D. Kalogeroponlos,
Libra-ian to the Chamber of
D.puties, 8 Maravhon St.

Xicholas Ky riak'ides
(apply at 187 Aeolus St.).

Miss Bertha l/ewar, 47

Aeschylus St.

Uaxcing: K. Valassi.

Fkknch : ('. Demaillard.
Italian : M. Bianchini.
Ml SIC: O. Lavranga,

director of the Philharmouic
Society ; /'. yasos, director

ol the Odeioii

Mineral 'Waters.—.S. D.
Krinos, 171 Aeolus St.

Money.— As the currency
is a forced one, and the pafier

drachma is so much depre-
cia ed in value, the 1 -nd-
lords of first class hotel.- in

Athens, Corinth, Corfu,
Olympia, and I'atras, insi-t

upon payment in gold. In
.all the shojis, however, for

carriatres, and in other trans-
actions, payments are calcu-
lated in paper, to niee! which
u small amount should be
kept in band. The notes
are dirty and unpleasant to

handle, but are seldom
forged. In 1899 the ex-
change on English money
was about 40 dr. to the
pound sterling, so that a
drachma was not worth
nii>re than 6d. The ex-
change, however, varies
perceptibly every year (p.
Iviii.).

Money-changers .
—Stra 1 1-

gos, Altigos, both in Aeolus
St., near the corner of Sopho-
cles St.

Museums. — National
MiSEUM, Patisia Road; open
daily 9 (in winter 10) -12,
and 2 (in summer 3) till

sunset. Free.

A CKOPOLis MiJSELM, daily,

similar hours, free.

Cakai'anos Collection,
by permission of the owner.
Polytechnic Institute,

on week-davs from 9 to 12.

Mk. Khous.xoi'oulos, ex-
Professor of Archaeology in
the University, has an inter-
esting collection of vases,
terra -ottas, coins and gems,
which he is always willing
to sliow to travellers. The
more importiint specimens
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arp s M'^m fur » ile, but a
nimibor of mi.'-wllancous

aiiti<<uiiies nmy be pur-
cbased at a mmleratecharKc.
Kvei.vtl)in)5 biTo is of course

un'oubtedly genuine.
Husic. — ''. Wimdiof,

Aeolus St. ; E. Kavvndii,
Siadium Si. Pl.inolortes

ami other instruments on
hire.

Newspapers.—Very nu-
mepiu-i, and geneiallysliort

lived. I li.-ir nunns and
ch.iracle istics constantly

vary, and they selduin ilis-

pl ly any niarlved litera' y
ability. The printip il dally

papers are the fuUowinK :
—

Ep humeri !, Acrapol in,

I'roia, rimes (Katpoi). '^'•'J/

('.\<TTv), Fire.ii'ie ('Ko-rca),

and I'alinijaiisia.

There i>» no country where
new»pape'^8 are perused

with such eaaer intere.-t,

every wai'er at mh hotel or

cafe' taking In his favouriie

j'jurnal regularly ev.ry d^iy.

An ingli^htTidii having a

fair know ledge of ancient

Greek will be able, alter

short practice, to read ibe

Athenian papers with ease,

howev. r little he may com
preliend the language wlien

B|.o'ien (p. Iviii.).

Nurses .

—

<3btninable
through doctors or fn.m the

Evanijelismos Hospital

;

gi-nerally pood. There are

also some French Sister- in

a H.-nie near the Palace

Square
Omnibus.—From Concord

Sq. to Patisla, not recom-
mended (see Tramwiri/)
' Vis i. vis ' carriages ply

along Stadium .St. and otii r

fl.\e I router ; fare. 10 1. a seat,

or 40 I. (•! all .•'"ur plac s.

Optician.

—

ljiharh>-ta, hi

Hermes St., near the Kap-
nikarea (speaks Italian).

Passports.-(^f P•" '"^ '*•

)

Traveller- int nding to cr^j'S

the Turkish or Ru.Nsian fron-

tier must t«ke care that

their passports have the vise

of the Consul for those coun-
tries at the Piraeus.

Perfumes.— .4. f'tinis,

Hermes St. ; Sidney .Vnwill.

and C. lyeoussis, Loth in

Stadium St.

Photographs. Jiho-

matiUf, Hermes St. ; lihu-

tnaides. Palace ,S<j.; Constan-
tiii Atlianasiou, 6 Hermes
St. ; Srtglish PKulograpliic

Co., the Palace Sq.; Uoraitit,

StMU Mclas.

Photographer (to devebp
plates) — 7%. I'anagopijulos,

1« Nicias St. To repair

camera, etc., Batiila, Con-
slantine St.

Photographic Material.—
fallis and Cotziiis, Hennes
St., for llford dry plates,

papers, and films (retail).

Arthur Hill, 14 S<;phocle8

St., llford plates, p .pers, and
chemicals (wh-'lesab).

Physicians.— />r. .Vicula

.Wurraa, 19 Homer St.; Itr.

ThaUf, Piraeus Koad ; In.

Orphanides, .Stadium .'^t.

;

iJr. caramitsas, S'cr.it"»

St. ; Dr. Chrestumanos ; Dr.

Gazepi (eves).

Plaster Casts.— r/iiT./'po-

tis, Patisia Hoad ; Hior.

Hocco and Ginv. Buda, both

In Asomaton St., near ibe

Theseion ; G. I'iccarelli. near

Hadrian's Arch, G. Rhixilos,

11 l>eca (Nrcita) St., near

the Cathedral.

Post Office. Lycabettus

St.—Kales for Greece :—

Letiere, up to 15 gr., 20 1.

„ ,. 30 „ 40 „

„ >. •5 ..
fi" ..

,. >> t>0 ,, HO „

Newspapers ,, 25 ,, 1 „

,. 50 ,, 2 ..

.. 75 „ 3 .,

.. 10" .1 * •
IVinU-d matUT,, 25 ,, 2 „

.. 50 ,, 4 „

„ .. 75 „ 6„
„ „ lOO „ 8 .,

Books and samples, for

every 50 gr., 5 I.

Eiigland and other foreign

countries: Letters, for every

15 tr., no I.

—

ni'minally25l.,

but stamps of this vi.liie cost

30 I., in oiiisequence of the

deprecbUI n of paper money.
It is therefore immaterial
wh' ther a single st.imp of

25 I. 1« useil, or others to the

VB ue of 30 I. The Stamps
sold in Athens ..re perforated

at the margin ; in the pro-

vinces, always un|H'rforated.

Newspaper.-, printed mat-
ti-r, books, and .samples, 5

lepta lor every 50 gr.im-

mitria.

Registered letersor pack-

ets, 3 1 lepta, payable als" by
a single stamp of 25 I., ;<s

above.
Newspapers (pfisted very

early in the morning' arrive

from England on the evening

of the fourth day after publi-

cation ; Il tieri ;
postetl in th<*

alienxxin) on the fifth day.

Pillar Boxes, in varii.ui

parts of the town, no* trutl-

wortby.
The a'dress of a country

i-i put in the accusative,

with, ut a i>repo?lli<in :

—

'.\y7Aiae ( England ) ; "Hru.-

fici'ac IloAxTctat (United

SUtes).

DF-rAKTURF. OF Mails rm>x
Athkns.

*,* This list was perfectly

correct when tTjmpiled, l^it

the .^teanib"«t Companies
alter tbeir time-tables s<)

frequently that its sccurary

in minute iletaib cannot li*

guaranteed.

A. For Europe and America.

Sun. Metfaperirs, every

fortnight, 9 a'».

Tues. Jtorio (via Patras),

weekly, 11 a.m.; /,f<«v<< (Mi
Patra"), weekly, 11 .K.v.

Wed. iletsagerirt (^^k

Patra-), every fortnight.

11 AM
Thurs. Sctc-Hellertlc (via

Patrab), weelcij, U A.M.

B. For Constantinople and
Bussia.

Snn. Huisinn Bl*amer,

weekly, 10 a.m.
Mipii. Mfssagerits, every

fortnight, early.

Weil. Mettagfrift, every

fortnight, early.

Fri. Khedivial, II a.m.

Fri. F^iirio. w.-ekly, 9 a.m.

Sat. Lloyd, weekly, 1 l.M.

C. Kit Smyrna and tie

Islands of the Aegean Seii.

Sun. Russian steamer,

week'y, 10 A.M.

Mon. Mftiageries, every

fortnight, e.irly.

Wed. .Mesfogeries, every

foitnicht, early.

Thurs. Fan-Hellenic,
weekly, 7 am.

Fri.AV.iJiria/. 11 a.m.

Sal. U»yd, weekly. 9 a.m.

.S;it. Floriu, everj- fortnight,

10 A.M.

D. For Salonica.

Tues. Goud'i, weekly.

5 P.M.

Kri. Uuyd, every week,

12 A.M.
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Sat. Florio, every foi tnigbt,

10 A.M.
Sat. Fraissinet, every fort-

night, 7 A.M.

E. For Egypt, India, and
Australia.

Thurs. Khtdivial, weekly,
2 P.M.

Fri. Rutsian steamer.
Weekly, 8 A.M.

F. For Crete.

Tues. Giei-k steamer,
we k y, 10 A.M.
Wed. I'an-Hdhnic, we k-

ly, 6 p.M
Fri. Florio, wrekly,

IJ A.M.
Sat. Lloyd, every foitnight.

9 A.M.

AsKivAL OF Mails at
Athens.

G . From Europe and America,

.Mi'D. Mesmgeries, every
fortnight, morn. .\Va>-

Btllen ic, every we^k, even.
Tues. Florio (by Patmsj,

weekly even.
\Ved. Messageries, every

foituiglit, morn.
Fri Lloyd (by Patraa),

weekly, even.

H. From Constantinople and
Russia.

Sun. MeisagTies, every
foitniglit, morn. I'an-HeU
hnic. every fort dght, uiorii.

Mon. Lluyd, weekly,
morn.
Thui s. Kliedivial, weekly,

noon.
Fri. Russian, weekly,

noon.

Fri. Florio, weekly, noon.

I. From Smyrna and the
Islands of the A>ge..n Sea.

Sun. ilesiiigerieit, everv
fortnight, nurn. Fan-Hel-
Itiiic, week y, mom.

-Mon. Lloyd, weekly.
Born.
Thurs. Khedivial, weeklv,

noon.
Fri. Florio, every week,

mom. Russian "steamer,
ujorii.

K. From Eaionica.

Sun. (,'uiuii, morn,
'rf'urs. F'uriu, every furt-

niiiht, even.
Fri. Lloyd, weekly, even. I

Sat. Gnik steamer, week-
ly, even.

L. From Egypt, India, and
Australia.

Fri. KKedivial, weekly,
morn.

Sun. Rtusian steamer,
morn.

M. From Crete.

Sun Fan-He.llenir,

Thurs. Greek steamer,
we. kly. morn.

Fri. Lloyd, weekly, mom.
S.it. /"/ori'j, weekly, mom

Railway Stations,

—

Athkns. I'iRAEi.'-, and I'K-

i/iioNNESUs Kly. (Kte. 41),

for 0)nn'h and l'atra,~ ;

tickets not issu- d in either

direction between the

Piraens and Athens.
Attica Klt., corner of

Third St-pt. St. and Be: anger
St. (p. 481) for Kephlsiaand
Laurion.
Athkxs and Piraeus

Rly. Terminus in Atliena

St. close to Concord Sq.

(p. 446); stations at the
Monasteraki

,

Theseimi,

Moxcato, and Xeiv Phaleron.
Train> every half hour Irom
6 A.M. to 8 i-.M., and every
hour from 8 p.m. till mid-
night.

Fares either way in lepta,

1st, 2nd, and 3rd class:

—

Fiom Concord Sq. to tlie

Monasteraki, -IS, •2ii, '5;

to the Thesei'm, 20, -IS,

•10; to J'haleron, -75, -HO,

45 (return, 1-3U, 1 5, -85)1;

to the Piraeus, 1'25, -80,

6(1 (return, 2-0, 1-45, 1 0).

From the Monasteraki or

Theseion to I'hahron, "70,

•55, 40 (return, 1-20. •95,

•75); to the Fi)aeus, 1-15,

•70, -55 (return, 1 •«
, 1"35,

•95).

Irom the Monasteraki to

the These.ion, •IS, 10, •o.

Fiom the Piraeus to Pha-
leron, -45, -30, -20 (return,
•60. -35, ••J5).

VoT ihe journey from Con
cord Sq. to Mofcato, tickets

must be taken to Plialeron,

ai.d from the Piiaeus to

Moscato as far as C 'iitoid Sq.

(Children under 12, h liitie

more th.in halt pr ce, ex-
cept between C^ ncord Sq.

a.d the Tliest-ion.

Monthly return tickets at

a rt due I ion of 20 to 25 per
cent., between Concoid Sq.,

the Mona-steraUi, or the
Theseion, and I'haleron or
the Piraeus, and l.)etween

the I*iraeub and I'halervU.

Saddlers.

—

Dippel Bro-
thers, Stailium St

Sculptors. — Bonanoit,
B<ieotia St.; PhilijxtUi, I'a-

tisia Road ; Picardlis, Bou-
levard I ilga ; Bruutos, Phi-
hmoii St.

Silks and Embroideries.

—

Carastamatis (patronis d
by the Piince.-s of Wales),
P'hil-hellenon St.

L'rgasleriou, near the
Arih of Hadrian.

Photini hetsicoura, 26
A|>oUo St., rear the Catlic-

dral.

Marigo Kirycopoulot,
64 Academy St.

Stationers.

—

Pallis ay>d

Cot.zias, Hermes St. : En-
pll^h Siatiouerv and Photo-
graphic niaierial.

Steam Tramway from the
Academy along the Univ, r-

sity Boul-vard to Old or
iVeui Phaleron ev. ry 3o or 40
niiu., «ith a .Stat, at Aalli-
thta. Fare, ^40 each way.
'i'ick' t- at a stall opposite
the Blind Hospital . if akeu
in the cars, -55 each way.
To Kallithea, '20; iLenct- lo

Phaleron, •35. lickelsfrom
Ath ns av.iilable either for

Old or New Phaleron, chang-
ing at the junction. Betw. en
these two pla< es, '25.

Stopping places at Palace
Sq.. English Chinch (Orta-
nides), Macmyanni (Mili-

tary Hospital), Kallithna,
the Company's Depot, ana
the Jtiiutton.

Surgeons. — Dr. Jvlivs
Galvani. at the Kvangelis-
mos Hospital, highly re-

commended ; also sjieciali>t

for the eyes. Dr. ilanginas,
Piraeus St.

Tailors. — Aido^ npoulos,
.Stadium St. ; Chalcoinalas,
Stadium .St. ; Jgnaz Schwend,
Boule St. ; /. Plujtitricr,

comer of University and
Partlienogogeion St.

Telegrapfi Office (at the
Post Offi»e). Ml ssages sn

Englisli, Hrenrh, lienusn,
Gre-k, or ltali.in.

Tariff fo Greece (p.iy-

able in paper) : 2 words,
with 5 for addres es, 5 1.

;

Same total of words, but with
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\i.i)Tc ilian 2 in i he message
it.-.clf, 1 dr. ; 15 words, ui-

eluding addr«'S>es,l dr. ; eacli

addilional word, 5 1.

Mpssagi'S can be stnt more
quickly and correcll.v Ijv

caiiks of the Eastern Tele-

graph Co. (office in the ^mie
buildin);) at the following

additional rates :

—

2 wopls, etc. . . .35 1.

Same tut.il, etc.. . . 75 I.

15 words, etc. . . .
"5 1.

Each a<l(litional word . 5 I.

iNTf.USATION AI. Ta ttlKI

(payable in gold, bm Greek
jiajier is also taken, at a

rate of exchange tixed every

three months) ;

—

cent.

Austria and Hungary,
each word m

Belgium, Denmark,
Luxemburg, and
Holland. ... 67

Bosnia, Bulg:iria,

Mont negro, auU
Servia .... 37

France 53}
(ierniany .... 36

Gibraltar, .MaltJ, and
Fortugd. ... 66

Great Britain . . . 67j

Italy -lu

Norway and Kus,-^ia . 6-<}

Kuumaiiia . ... 41

Spain 6U
S«e'.en tiut

Switzerland ... 49

Turkey and Islands . 36*

„ by Lariiisa . 26 J

Algeria f3

Egypt (Alexandria) . 1*25

„ other plact:a 1.5U to

1-75

T.neier .... 79j

T.inis 63

Aden 3«i
Cape Town and Xa al 6-25

Canaries . . . . l-21f

Madeira . . . . 1-S7t

lulia . . . 5 to 5*25

Canada and United
butes . .1-90 to 2-55

Theatres.— -Ve IP Tktutre,

opposite the National Bank,

standing back trom Aeolus

St.; .Valional Theatre, In

Consiantine St. Small Sum-
mer Theatre at yew Fiui-

Urim.
Tobacco. — Oianarlit,

Stadium St., for Egyptian

cigarettes; Christos Anyeli-

dif, Concord Sq. and Sta-

dium St. ; l>. A. Triantn-

filidii. Stadium St. and Haf-

tela ; Llvanfi, corner oT

Hermes and Amlns St.

A b.x of 2j native cigar-

ettCA C«>r-ts from 4!> i. to 1 dr.

Tile tiiiesl Turkish tobacco

Comes from .Salonica, while
the iM-.st Greek is grown at

A.g..s.

Tourist Offices.

—

Th/mas
CiHik and Sun, under the H.
d'Anglrtcrre. Arrangements
ma'ie for excursions to nil

pa ts of Greece. Tourist

Utlice also at the H. Grande
Brelatjiit.

Tramways.—From the

OH I'Iraeiis ftUi. Stat, along

the lower part < f Hermes .St.

and through Atlnna .St. to

Cunaird S/i- ; thence al-ng
Siadluiu .Si. to I'alact Sij..

and lo I he Orpluinidti (by
the Enelisli Church), going
on iu summer to the llitfoi

(lanUuf. K^ery 5 'T lu

mill.; fare to Concord Sj ,

•15, I'amce S<|., -20. Orla-

nides, • ii, Ilis.-<o«, 'M; in>m
I'alace S<i. to Coucuid Sj.,

•10.

From Concord Sq. to If.

iMiika* (beyoiid I'at sia)

every lo min., tare, 25; to

J.tviUei, hallway on the

Paiisia load, -15.

From Concurd Sij. to Ko-
Uikylhuu every hour ; in

summer alter 4 r.M. every
hull hour. Fare, •26; half

way, • 1 5.

From Concord Sq. to the

Il'ar Of/icf, and thence by
the Rizarion along the

Kepliisia n>ad to AmbrMjkipi,

every 15 niin. Fare to the

War Office, •lo; Kizariou,

•25 ; Anibelokipi, -35.

.See also Steam Tramucay.

tTmbrellas.—Alei. L'emv-

poiilof, 175 Aeolus St.

Watchmakers. —Jo/m
Synetsijit, Aeolua St. ; C.

fir-run i, Herm s St. ; P.
Oakrssian, Stadium St.

Water.—The supply in

Atnens is short, an.l the

wac«i Contains a gixMl deal

of lime. At the b« .'i

hotel? it is always filtered,

and should also t<e boiled.

G'Xid drinking water is

brought inio the town ever/
morning from .Vamufsi
(Kte. 65). and a daily sup-

ply may be oruered Irom
the hotel portier.

Wine.

—

('. Sakdlaropou-
tos, .Nike Si., ne .r the H.
d'Angle.erre ; retail depot

of the Achal* Wine *.<• "i

Patra-i (p. «u).

J. .'<',lon, Minerva S . ;

G. Sulnn, Aristides St.

Xaniot and Ri<he. Thea-
tre .S()., Aeolus St. (MaL->ii

Melai): Attica wines.
Simtznr, Stadlnm .*^l. i I.^ -

covri«-i wiIle^).

<: I'aniigiiiMjulul, Sipbi-

cle* .St. (wiiies fr- n> iIm-

Koyal esi tes of I>saleia

and P.tali.i).

All thes.- ai-ll white ai d
red I. nek «ines, dry, s»»t-ft.

or sparkllnj;. at retail pri<->->.

from 1 dr. a Iwttl'- upward'^.

French and Hungari.in
wines uUo obtainable at the
grocers.

f. Pnjiademelrioii, 4

Nike St. (S.iin'i8 wiiie-\

<,a pnr I rlemtti, Minerva
St. (Saiilorini wines).

.-VTHIKIA, 94.

Athmdnia, 467.

Athttos, 838.

A TOKOS, 680.

Atrax, 746.

Attalo«.1..589. 883; 11. 352

Attaxi, 40.

AriK a, 243.

Attk Ls, 768.

ArziKoi.o, 218.

Ai<;isTLs, 601, 802 (.ceOTA-

VIAN).

Alus, 515.

AiLON (Ei.i»>, 164; (triici .ij,

815.

Aftrs Get i.iis, 467.

AvAKiKo. 793.

AvDu, 920.

Avi.o.NA, 815.

Avi.oXAici, 714.

Avkhxastho, 524.

Ay I>.>xat Kalessi, 774.

Azam, 623.
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Baba, 743.

P.A1SIM, 686.

Bacchvlidks, 895.

Baebius, 608.

Bagxi di Lucca, 575.

Bajazkt, SiLTAX, 724, 729.

Baldousi, 766.

Bali, 515.

Balsa, Geokoe, 723.

Baltra, 157.

Barbaki, 559.

Barbarossa, 495, 894, 907.

Bakbitsa, 135.

Bardouniots, 213.

BAROzzr Kamilv, 879.

Basi, 236.

Basilica, 236.

Bassa Maixa, 70.

Bassae, .Sculptures froji,

xciii.

Bassae, Temple of, 233, 218,

221.
Bath of Aphrodite, 88.

Bath of Helen, 93,

Bath Room, Ancient, 115,

Baths, xxxiii.

Baths, Roman, 100, 193.

Baths of Caiapha, 222.

Baths of Hypati, 575.

Baths of Kyllene, 225.

Baths OF Kyihnos, 901.

Baths of Lip.sos. 717.

Baths of Loutraki, 93.

Baths of Melos, 903.

Baths of Methana, 104.

Baths of Mukstianu, 608.

609.
Baths of F'kl, 859.

Baths OK Platystomos, 575.

Baths of Thermopylae, 572.

Battle of Actium, 695, 578,

777.
Battle of Chaeronea, 551.

Baitle of Coi:ONEA, 551, 554.

Battle of IlELias, 517.

Battlk of Koroupeuion, 608.

Battle ofLepanto, 681, 593.

Battlk ok Leuctra, 504, 507.

Battle of Marathun, 471.

Baixle ok Navarixo, 149.

Battle ok Orchomenos, 248;

Battle of Pharsalos, 749.

Battle of Plataea, 560,

504.

Battle of Pydna, 823.

Battle of Salamis, 455.

Battle of Thermopylae, 573.

Battos, 921.

Bavlia, 759.

Bay of Astacos, 678.

Bay' of Boutrinto, 768.

Bay of Eleusis. 455.

Bay of Panueleemox, 678.

Bay of Vathy, 45.

Bean Trefoil, 492.

Beautiful Isle, 923.

Beauvoir Castle, 225.

Bedexaki, 168.

Beehive Tomes, 125.

Belbixa, Island, 490, 897.

Beleki, 716.

Belesi (Elis), 179 ;
(Phocis),

542, 569.

Beletsi Monastery, 472.

Belmina, 215.

Belvedere, 225,

Bellevue, 445.

Benizze, 24,

Berat, 804, 728, 808, £09.

Bereketlou, 872.

Bergandi, 667.

Bernardo Balp.i, 919.

Beroea, 834, 806.

Beshek, 869.

Besikia, 869.

Bessarabia, 725.

Bey, 472.

Biklista, 807.

Bishop ok the Aciielix)s, 608.

Bishop of Damala, 106.

Bishop of Saloxa, 571.

Bishops and t'LEiiciV, cis.

Biskeri, 568.

Black Cloaks, 579

Black Mountain, 31.

Blandras, Count, 508.

Boar, Calyixjxian, 577.

Boar, Erymanthian, 228.

B<XHORi, 581, 597, 599, 600.

BOEAE, 131.

IJOEDROMION, 459.

BoEOx, 571.

BoEOTIA, 504.

Boeotians, .Sepulchre of
THE, 552,

B.JUAZI, 147, 148.

BuuAZi OF Tchanoou, 807.

BOGATZIKO, 806.

BOHEMOND, 722.

BoiBE, 741.

]3oi,ii£, 869,

BOLOGNA, 10, 11.

*H. Hrun, gooil, clean, and
coinfii table, with tirst-rate

Italian wines at very mode-
rate prices, gr wn on the
e>iate of tlie propriet"r. P x-
cllent *Bufet at the Rly.
Slat., under the same mau-
agemeut.

RiiNAPARTE, 777.

Boniface III., 247, 825.

Boniface of Montferrat,

723.
B<M)Ks on Albania, etc., 731.

Books on Architectuke,

Ixxx.

Books on Geography, Ixxi.

Books on Greece, liii.

B(X)KS on Literature, Ixiv.

BfiOKS on Mount Athos, 842.

BiKiKs ON the Archipelago,

880.

BiKiKsoN THE Acropolis, 292.

tSoOKS ON THE GREEK ChURCH,
cxil.

Books on the Greek Lan-
guage, Ixi.

Books on the Ionian Islands,

7.

B(jRTzi, 820.

Bc^sniacks, 725.

BijTiNu, Upper, 603.

BoTsiKA, 236.

BoTZARis (see Marco),

BouDJA, Plain ok, 835.

BoUDOURAS, 716,

BoUDOURis, Mr., 714.

Boukation, 618.

BouKovA Convent, 863.

Bouleuterion, 354, 462.

Bf.uRA, 174.

Bourzi, 110.

Boutrinto, 769, 25, 777, 821.

Bouttos, 594.

BoWEN, Sir George, 782.

B<iZAiTicA, 75.

liRAHAMI, 493.

BiiASiDAs, 720, 840, 870.

Brauron, 483, 733.

Brennus, 529, 574, 577, 629,

651.

Brenthe, 217.

Bresakon, 611.

Bridge, Roman, 458.
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BUIDGE 01- Ar.AMANNA, 672,
574.

Bkiivse ok AitTf)TiVA, 643.

UltllXiP. OP Dkmitkakakis,

602.

Bkidt.e of Kora kos, 635.

Bkidgk of Manoi.i.s, 635, 639.

BlUIKiE OF ME<iIX)VA, 636.

Bridoe of Tatarna, 633.

Bkiuandaue, 69.

Briganu.s, 580.

Bbilessos, 602,

BKINDISI. 8-11.

*(Trand II. Interiiat'tmal,

cleuii in ill! resp<ct8 iin i

wel -inan.iged, large public
rivnis (billiards.ctc ). electric

light goi'd food; siiitiblo for

a lone Rtiiy. The li'itel bi--

luiigs to the ' Wagon- 1,its

Co.,' Who have renovated it

iit ,in •xpens'' of I50,(i00 fr.

Omnibus at 'he Sta . nd on
the quay. Usual fir<t class

charges and moderate p-n-
sion.

BKirtSH Mi'SFfM, 887, 903.

Bkiiisii Sciiooi,, 162, 264,

438, 903.

BlMTOMAKTI.S DlCTYNNA, 499.

Bkuttians, 795.

BrcKixciiAM, I)i:kk of, 879.

Bti>o>iT7.A, 542, 526, 569,

Bi i)i-A, 813.

Bii.flARiANS, 580, 722, 724,

726.

Bui.oaro-Wai.lachians, 730.

Btn.i.is, 801.

Bfi.Lis Makitima, 816,

Bii.i.s, Sanctl'ary of the,

887.

BiM.I'KBASIII, 728.

Bl FKASION, 226.

BlKI.KSA, 603.

Bl-KNT ISI.AMI. 929.

BrTiMioToN, 769.

Bl-TLA, 813.

BtTiK Bashf.k, 869.

lU-viK Ekkki.i, 876.

BtVCK TCMKKMEJKH, 876,

Bi/.niM, 632.

Bykon, l/.i:ii, 490. 579. 582,

681, 772. 782, 799. 584.

BV/.VNTINF. IHAJF.I., 232. 205.

Byzamink C.iiririiKs, l\xx .

607. 827, 910.

By/.astink iHumn, 469.

By^IANTINE I'AINTINGii, 846.

CAnEii'.ioN, 553.

Carkera I.si.ands, 230.

Cai'Mkia, 508.

• 'aumls, 507.

CAIAPHA, 222
Kougli acronimodation at

the B.iths. Good /ifStama tit.

Open only in summer.

Cai.amis, Ixxxviii., xcii.

Cai.alkia, 105,

Calcanpei.k, 720.

CALI.irRATKS, 313,

Callipte, 923,

Calpubnics, 900,

Calvisius 601.

Calydon, 601. 577, 580, 581.

I^AMAI.POl.I, 63.

Camels, 527, 575.

Camh) Fokmio, 2.

Camfo.'* (Ac'arnania), 697.

Campos (Mf«ssenia), 134, 375.

CA.NAt,, Isthmian, 253.

Caxai. of Xekxks, 847, 840.

Canathos, Ixxxix.

canetho.s, 612.

Cavtacizknos, 662. 172.

Cave Aemii.ianos, 109.

Cape Andromachi, 690, 591.

Cape Anghistri, 735, 738,

739.

Capk Cai.ogria, 61,

Cape Capei.la, 130,

Cape CiiAMir.i, 129.

Cape Coloxna. 488. 733.

CapeCiALLo, 230.

CapeGei.apa, 666, 667,

Cai'E (Jeraki, 57.

C\PE Hai.mi i;c>, 735.

(.'ape jEP.AfA, 113.

Cape Kepiiai.i, 133.

Capk Kepmalo.s, 900,

Capk K..r.IA^, 446, 493.

(APE KorcoNi, 733.

Capk K\mi, 713.

c \iy: LiTHAKi, 93S.

<\VK .Maika, 129.63.

i'APE .\1 AM'KIO 712.

Cpk Matapan. 133, 63.

CaFK rALAiO.MSl, 667.

Cape Panagia. 693.

Cape I'AXToritAToi:. 695.

Cape I'osuikoni.si. 719.

Capk Poseidon. 735.

Cape P.-sakomyta. 589.

Cape St. TiiEoiMjitii 29.

Capk Skai.i. 695.

Cape .Skinari. 68.

Cape .Stavro. 735.

Capk Vai.kri, 667.

Capk Zostkk. 493.

Capo Bianco, 24,

Capo Dltato 37.

Capo Gali.o, 63.

Capo Gi!Osso, 133.

Cai-odistkia, cii , 16.20. 106,

105, 496, 110.

('akacai.los, 853.

<'ARAPAXOS, .\|R..789. 792.

Cariaks. 906.

Caryaf (Lacoma;, 206 ;

Atmo.«). 843.

Carv.stixs, 710, 711.

CAi^A JNGI.E.SK, 31.

Cassani.er, 654, 655, 660.

824. 837.

Cassandra, 837.

Ca.«.suii-e, 6.

CAS.SOPE, 780.

Castaman .SpRiNi-.. 743.

Ca.itki. Lastia, 812.

Castki. .Maina, 132.

Ca.stki, MorviNK 230.

Castei. Uosso. 711.

Castel San IVonato. 774.

Ca-stei. Tornf.sk. 73, 225.

Castle OF Aktos, 689.

CA-'iTLE OF Bkalvoik. 229.

CA.srLE OF BOUTRI.MO, 769,

821.

CasTI.F OF ClII.RMN-TZI. 225.

Castlk of Sim, 781, 793.

Casti.k of Ui.k>-sk.s, 28, 46.

I'AsroRON. 546.

Ca.^tkaiik.-. 13.

Castri (.I>ki.iiii), 527, 630.

644.

CAsriJi (.Argom.s), 107. 108 ;

v^l.o.Ris), 521 ;
(A< AR-

nama). 682; (.Aciiekon),

794; (.Pklop.), 136.

Castkiot, Gkokof., 867.

("astro ok Ccktag \, 599.

Castro or D.uka, 634. 639.

( astku of g avkolimni, 597.

Castro of Giiumaei, 648.

Castim^ or GLU&SAI?, 683.
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Castko of H. Vasilios, 667.

Castko of Kandyla, 679.

Castko of KECHitopouLA,
691.

Castro Moreas, 596.

Ca.stro of PaXDELEEMi'N.
678.

Castro of Paeavola, 616.

Castro of Porta, 687.

Oastro Rumelias, 596,

Castro of H. Elias. 669.

Castro of .St. Ueokgk, 610.

Castko of Sobonikos, 620.

Castko op Tatakna, 633,

Castro op TRAGOMEjsrt, 677.

Castko of Yeloxia, 594.

Castro of Veli-chovos, 645.

Casteon (Melos), 902
;

(Oliaros), 908.

Catacombs, 903.

Catalans at Thebes, 509.

Catania, 63.

Cattaro, 813.

Catullus, 906,

Cauconks, 70.

Causeway of Alibey, 611,

589, 605.

CAVA (DEI TlKI:ENt), 9, 10.

*ff. de jMndres, not far

from the Stat., clean and
Comfortable, with e.scelleut

kioil and wine. A good st 'p-

piiig place f r a day's excur-
sion liy train to Paeslum.

Cavriaiie Vi or from the
Stat., wiih luggaKP, 1 fr.

To Amalfi, one horse, B lo

s fr. ; two horses, 12 to 14 fr.

CAVALLA, 871.

British Vice - Consul :

^'. f'ccchiuli.

Cavalry Barracks, 571.

Cave of Pax, 472.

Cavea op Theatres, 272.

Cavern at Pholegaxoros,
912.

Cavern of Trophoxios, 554.

Cexcureae (Corixth), 92

;

(Argos), 158, 159.

Cephalosia, 27. 1, 782 (tee

Akgostoli).

Cekigo, 129. 1. 63. 231,

C'ERiGO Village, 130,

Cerigottii, 130.

Cervi, 131.

Cestkia, 761.

Cettinje, 813.

Chakrias, 701.

[Gr;'etCe— ix. 1903.]

Chaeeoxea, Battle of, 504,
507, 699.

Ohaekhxea, 551, 562, 568.

Chalaxdki, 500, 482.

Chalcidice, 721. 836.

CHAICIS (EuBOEA-), 704,
473, 512, 517, 518. 699,
707, 712, 714, 734, 759.

Xi^nodochcion ton Xenon
(HtVu)i'\ in the Plat ia(ke[it
l>y Nicolas Mirgurites),

rooms good and clean, S' ivice

very remiss. Goo > Restau-
rant next dour, with iin-

re^inated wine.

Carriages, sc irce and dear

;

to Eretria (2 hr.-.), 15 to

20 dr, ; to A' hinetaga (6 hrs,)

and back the ne.\t da5 , 75 dr.

S.iilini^-boat to Eretria, 12
til 15 dr. ; small boat to or

from tlie steamer, with Iul-

g .ge, 2 dr. ; seat in a larger

boat, 1 dr.

Bookseller, Malsas, be-

tween the i'lat.ia and tue

Cliurch.

CiiALCis (Aeiolia), 598, 615.

C^HALIA, 518,

Chamaxxesos, 935.

Chapels at Ios, 893.

Ckaradra, 786.

Chares, xcv.

Charitesia, 561.

Charlemoxt, Lord, 250, 878.

Charles I., cix., 879.

CiiARLj^s v., 681.

Charvati, 121, 470a.

Chasia, 464, 466.

Cheli, 109.

Cheloxaki, 149.

Chelonatas, 225.

c'helovivarox, 691.

Chiaxs axd Keaxs, 895,

Chilue Hakcild, 772, 777,
781.

Chiliaxdahiox, 850.

CHiLIA SPITIA, 602.

CmLiODROMiA, 931.

Chiliomodi, 95.

Chjmaera, 820.

Chirka, 874.

Chlembotsari, 510, 515.

Chlehutzi, 225.

Choma, 161,

(III .MOW, 643.

(JHOREMI, 219,

Chkibtianopolis, 154.

Christomaxos, iMr., 927.

C'HP.YSELEPilAXIIXA, ixx.W.

Chryso, 527.

Chrysovitsa, 643, 676, 677.

Chry.sovitsi, 176.

Church, Ruined, 466, 470,

Church, Sir Richard, 37.

Churches, Arkaxge.mkm of,
Ixxx,

Cicero, 668, 768, 821, 834.

CicoxEs, 874.

Cimolite, 899.

CiMON OF Cleoxae, 95.

Cniox, 935.

CiPOLLixo Marble, 711.

Circassians, 731.

Clrce, 62.

Civhta Vecchia, 62,

Cladeos, 198.

Clarence, Dukes of, 51.

Claudius, 485.

Cleitok, 170, 168.

Cleox, 870.

Cleoxae (A):gos\ 95; yl.f)-

CRis), 568 : (AiHos), 843,

Cleopatra, 696.

Clepsydra, 142.

Clevixa, 509.

Clitorion, 170.

Cnemos, 665, 657, 662.

Cob Walls, 244.

Col of Agkaphidiaes, 32.

CoL<xorKOxi, 218.

Coloxxa, 900.

CuLOXos Athens), 443. 463 ;

(LocRLs), 572, 574.

Colossal Statue at >;Ayi/c,
908.

Columx, Btzastine, 469.

CO.MBOI.OIO, cvii.

CoMXENOs, Ar.EXios, 881,

CoMNEXos, .M. A., 608, 722.

Comnexos, Thec)DOre, 772.
COXFERENCE OF PLENIIiitsy.

TIARIES, 105.

CONON, 246. 448, 450.

COXSTAMOXITES, 865.

COXSTAXTINE, 529.

C0X6TAXTINIANI, 763.

CONSTANTINOPLE, 5."9,

876,

H. royal; H.dt Undrr-,
H. Hriftul.

British consul, II. C. A.
Eyres, Esq. ; U.S.A. Coneni
General, C. M. l/kkiniin
Esq.

COXTES.SA, 870.

COXVEXT OF JSRU.^ALE-M, 511
550,

'

2 M.
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Convent of Kaksariana,
479.

Convent of Loukou, 134.

Convent of Megasi-elaeon,
171.

Ci)NVENT OF Panacia, 662.

Convent of St. Demetrius,
176.

{See Monastery.)

cofenhaoi-n, 896.

Corakia.sa, 21, 22.

CoKHi i.u, 93.

CoBfVKA, 5.

(}OBtS£IA, 89S.

CORFT}. IwtAND OF, 5. 1, 761,

768. 776. 796, 820, 821.

li.ws (iF, 13.

All Sainti, 17.

Ancient Lioness, 14.

Anninciation, 19.

Ascension, 18.

Canxone, 18.

Castradks, 16.

Catheukai., 14.

Doric Tkmhi.f., 18.

Esplanade, 15.

Fountain of Cressida, 18.

Fountain of Karuaki, 18.

Portezza Xuova, 20.

Fortezza Vecchia, 15.

Oarrison Church, 15.

Ionian Academy, 15.

Lake of Kalikiopoulo, 18.

Laxzaretio, 20.

Madonna dei Fokisti, 19.

Monrepos, 17.

Museum, 16.

One Gun Baitert, 18.

palaeopolis, 17.

PoNDIKONiai, 18,

Porta Reale, 19.

BoTAL Palace, 14.

S. Francesco, 19.

SS, Jason and Sosipater,

17.

S. Salvatore, 16.

S. Spiridione, 19.

Snip OF Ulysses, 19.

Speliotissa, 14.

Strada Marina, 16.

sulle mura, 14.

Theatre, 19.

Tomb OF Menecratf.s, 16,

\ iiLA Reale, 17.

ARRIVAL. — Commiscion-
rairoe from the bo'ele come
on boaru the steauiers, and

take charge of the traveller

and hi« luggage, for which
about 4 dr. (all included) is

charged in the hotel bill.

Boats to and from the har-

bour, without luggage, 1 to

2 dr., according to bargain.

Cu^tomhou<e examination at

thi- landing-place, usually
lenient. Travellers who
land merely to »ce the town
should turn to the left out-
itide the gate, and follow the
sea-wall; the shorter waj to

the hotel is straight on.

Hotels. — *St. George,
with front on the Esplan.nle,

good f')0(l and clean rocjm ,

KiU kept and comfortable.
Pension from 12 fr. without
wine, p;iyable in g.>ld.

' ff. d'Anyltterre el BtlU
Ve.vixe ; good, with similar

charges.
Ca/r Eurnpa, at the S.

end of the arcade on the
Esplanade. Kngllsh ginger
beer (Tslntsibirra) i.^ a curio-

sity.

English Church in the
old Senate House. Service

on Sun. and holidays at lu

and .'i. Cliaplain, Rec. J.

E. hawes, D.O. i'he Church
is endowed only with the

annual interest of £10", and
is therefore practically de-

pendent upon the contribu-

tions of English vislior<.

Hon. Treasurer, (leorye Ruy-
muHd, Esq.

British Consit, C. A.
Bloketf y,Esq. ; Vice-Consul,
O. Alezanihr, h'sq. ; U..S. A.

Consular Agent. C. A'. Jian-
cock, Kfq.
Bank. — Junian Bank-,

Xikephoros St.

BOjKSELLER.— if/)I>0 Goii-

Us.
Carriages.—f. G. Wil-

kin, near the Club, highly
recommended. TarlB: —

dr.

Afra, returning by Po-
tanio 8

Beiiizze and back . . 10

Uaruna ,, ,, . . 10
tiastouri ,, ,, . . 10
Ipso , 10
J'alneocasiriTza and

l>ack 20
Pelleka and back . .10
.S.S. Deca „ ,. . . 10

S. I'antaleone .-.nd buck . 17

The drive to *». rantaleone
or PalaP0Castriz7Ji takes a
whole daT. and luncheon
muRt be carried from the
hotel.

There 1b no tariff fur Ktrret

carrijges, but the tisual

charg..- Is about 2{ dr. au
hour, lb the K<iyal Villa

and One Gun HatUry and
back, 5 dr.

Chemists.—Michel Gki-
nif, opposite t e Club. En-
glish prescriptions made up.

Club, over the C.ife Eu-
ropu. Eniillsh paj»-rs,

billiards, whist, etc. Adm.
lor a few days, free: ater-
wards, on p.ymt-nt ot a
small subscription.

OiNCVRTS. — There are

three Philharmonic Sotie-

ties, wliirh give musical
enl-rlitinmt'ntb nnd whose
baiid plays on the Espla-
nade.

Conpectioseb. — A. L.

Pupudupoulos, 1 252 under
the arcade, £H|>Unade.
tjowl lieer.

CoL'itRiERS. — CharUt
Popadojx/iilos : George Hi-
kis ; both at tbe 11. St.

tjeorge.

Gbix;kr and Provision
Dealer.—I'oraggio, Strada
del Teatro.

Ionian Curiositif.» —A.
S. I'll roi/ccaic, 1278 Strada S.

tiiorgio. Old Greek lace,

coins, brooches with the
stamp ul the Sevi n Islands
(very curious), and other
antiquities.

Line N DRAPERS.

—

Kato-
Tifri; Za^TO.
Photographs and Sta-

T ION E ItV .

—

A. Fa rriigia

,

opposite ilie M. St. Ijiorge.

Also "try pliit-s.

Phy? iiiAKs. — /)!•. Gi-I-
luia; Jir. F. Pol. lit, jii-

recior ol the Hospital : I'r.

Laeitinnf ; Iir. Poyiigus.
Post Office, clo e to the

l.in'ling-place, within tbe
gateway. A stamp of 25
lepta for EngliiDd is charged
•Ml.

.Saddler.— TToZjf, Nike-
phoros St. ; sporting Dmte-
riats and outttt for yachts-
men.
Steamers.—See pp. 937-

938.

Steamboat Ofticks.— All
on the Strada Marina.

Ielegraph Office, near
the S. end of the Esplanade.
Manager, Mr. Geo. hay-
mond.

T h K A T R e p. — Teatrn
yuon', finished in it<95 at a
cost ot 5li0,0ll0 1r. Teatro
Comunale. Italian <>p' ra in

winter, comedies io spring.
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Villa AcniLLErov.—For
admissiiin, apply at tlie

Austrian Consulate.
Ya' HTs — The toUowing

are on hire apply to Jfescs.
'r. .V. Gardiner & Cl,
•Jr sham Buillings, Liver-
pwl, or to Mexsra. V. A.
liarff it f'o., Coifu. Coal,
2-(s. to 306-. a ton.

ITndine (56 ton*) ; paloon
with twj sofH l«rtiis ; nfttT-

rai-in, dttor sta'e-r oiti. Crcw
orsiv. £70Hm.)nth.
Olive (34 lonB) : eoiid «i-'-nro-

mo<1ttlioD for two or tlir^-e

feople. Crew ol four. WO »
month.

Phoebe a\ tons) ; sutnon
with two sofa I'Ciiim; .^late-

rocnn w'th line berth. Crew of
f ur. m, a .nonth.

Lizzie {2n tona> ; s»loon w'tli

two rofrt berths ; afie'- cabin
with two btrtbS. Craw of three.
£.(6h month.
Wave (42 tons), sctioonor;

p«l->on witri two sofa berths;
Bf er ca'iii wiih two leths;
Ptate-'ooTn with one t>^rth. Crew
of four. £5 I a month

Yachts are not Ipt on the

alx)ve terms for less than
trto months. The <a plain

is included in the crew.
I'he cniising-ground lies

brtweon ro/oftaand Frevesa ;

hevond the.se points, extra
insurance and wear and tear

increase the hire hy 5 guineas
a month.

COKIXXA, 514.

CORINTH, 84. 241, 252, 526,

668. 885.

*H. de la Grande Bre-
taijne. clean and gcxM, with
p.xcellent food and wine.
Civil and attentive landlord

^ min. walk from the Rly.

Biifet at the Stat., kept by
the same proprietor (Mr. P.

Pclopides). Payments iu

gold.

Carriage to Old Corinth
and back, 12 dr. ; to Siktjnn,

20 dr.; to the Tflhtnin

n

Sanctuary. 12 dr.; to .Vf meet,

40 dr. [The latter place,

though on a line of Rly .

c.iunot be visited in ouc day
by train.]

CoRrsTHiAN Order, 197. 269,

CoRtxTHiAX I'orTEJiy, 402.

CORNARO. 813.

tV)RON-E, 230.

CoKONEA (Roeotia\ 554:

(.\TTirA), 483.

CoKO.sox, 908.

Coi-.oxTA, 677.

Coiwpi, 482.

Couoplastae, 394,

CORSAiii, The, 154.

CoitTiXA OF VrRGiL. 892.

CoKTCiAX Cave, 540, 571.

CoitypHASiox, 149,

Cos Bashi, 479.

Costume, Albaxiax, 352,

727.

Costumes. Native, cv.

CozzcEi, 54,

Ckaxae, 132.

CKAxn. 30,

Craxxon, 742, 750,

Crate-s 567.

Creta Cimolia, 899.

Cretaxs, 902.

Creta X Si.:\, 877.

Cketk, 647.

( risio, 907.

Cri.-sa. 527, 528, 570.

Critio.s, xc.

Croksus, 556, 528, 568.

Croia, 810, 8G6.

(ROMMTON, 254.

(Xretiw, 585.

Curraxt Trade, 55, 56.

CurtAG A, 599.

CURZOLARt. 681.

Cut Rock, 808.

CvrLADE.s, 880, 63.

C'vulopeax Bridge, 103.

Cyemetz, 816.

CrxTHiAX .Apollo, 891,

Cyprus, Fall op, 681.

Cyprus, Pottery ekom, 401,

Cypselo.s, Chest of, Ixxxvii.

Cyrexe, 921.

Cvriaci s OK Axroxi, 249.

(^ VTHEUA. 129, 231.

Padi, 542, 569. 759.

Daepalus, Ixxxvii., 323.

Dalmatia, 812.

Damals 106, 107.

Da>iqphox, xcv., 220, 383.

Daxae axd Perseu.^, 912.

Dances, 727, 888.

Daxdoli Family, 879.

Daphxi. 457.

TiAPHNTES, 690.

Daphxus. 626.

DvUA. 553.

Parks, 900.

Dascalio iIthaca). 49, 50,

( Attica), 484 ; (ferMoi.o.s),

889.

Patis, 906.

Paubexy, Pk., 893, 923.

Paulari, 213,

Paills, 550, 375, 531.

Pavia, 176.

Davi.ia, 560. 541. 569.

Pay of Ixdepexdexce, 913.

Peabolis, 807.

De Beaumoxt, 923,

Peceleia, 469.

De Champliite, 72,

DEDE-AGATCH, 874. 868.

869.

Br.iTi.sH Vk. E - Coxsui, :

J A Missir.

Pfiaxeiea, 581.

Pe la Roche Family, 247,

295. 508.

Pk la ViMTtcE, 82,

PeLIAX liAMKS, 885.

Peliklibapa, 149.

T'KLiox, 517.

Pelisi, 517.

DELOS, 884. 483, 906.

Agoha. 889.

Artemisiox, 888.

BULL.S, Sanctuary ok the,

887.

Cabeir:on, 889.

Cave of the Dragon, 890.

Grotto or Apoi io, g-SC.

Harbotth, 886.

Inscriit OS. 887.

Mount Ctnihos, 892,

Sacked Lak- , 889.

2 M 2
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> \oi;f.d Wood, 888.

.Statue ok Ai'oi.i.o, 887.

.S-O.V OF TlIK HouNs, 888.

'I KMPLK OF Al-OLU), 887.

TKMPLB ok FOKEICiX Goi>3,

890.

'1 KMri.E OF Latona, 837.

Theatre, 889.

TllEASUKlKS, 887.

DSI.PHI, 527, 504, 539, 569,

571, 577.

Clean apaitments with

f od at the K. end ol the

village of Caslri.

AnYTON, 535.

Agamemnon's Plane Tkef.,

531.

Al.TAR OF Chiaks, 534.

(:a8TAI.IAN Fof NTAtN, 531.

Chapel of .St. Elias, 536,

544.

Chapel of St. John. 531.

Council Hout-K, 533.

Dklphousa, Fountain uf,

536.

trYMNASIOM, 531.

Hkiioon, 536.

Hyampkia, 531.

Lf.sche, 636.

Marmakia, 531.

Mu.sicuM, 536.

Nauplia, 531.

0MPHALO.S, 534.

Panagia, 531.

Phaeduiadak, 532.

Phlemboucos, 531.

Polygonal Wall, 533.

I'YTHIAN SAN<;TLAlir, 532.

Pock of Tin: Sibyl, 533.

UODINI, 531.

Sacked Way, 532.

Stadium, 536.

Ktoa, 633.

Sybaris, Well of, 532.

Synedrion, 536.

'iF.MPi.K OF AroLi.o, 534.

Tf.mplk of Athkna, 531.

Theatre, 535.

Treasukiks, 532-535.

Delphi Obai^i k, 884.

Pf.lvinaki, 772, 796.

nr.LViNO, 770, 798. 820.

Df.m, 616.

Pemata, Gulf of, 691.

PVMKTEK, 444.

OUIETKK .MVCALESSIA, 518

Index and Directory.

Demetek and Peksephosk,

459.

I>KMKTRAKAKI3, 602.

Uk.metkias, 736, 735.

Dkmetrii;*, 690.

l)KMETKa.-i Phai.erecs, 461.

Dkmiu Kapc, 720.

Df.miuli, 750, 759.

Demosthi NE9 (Orator\ 106,

448. 482, 570, 900; (ijkn-

ERAL), 046, 647, 672, 679.

693.

iji.ndkino.s, 44,

Denoissa, 908.

Dkp.kli, 743.

Dekemjei.ou, 874.

Dekopoli, 797, 770, 771.

Dkksovas, 690.

Dekvekista, 624,

IJEUVKNAKI, Pass op, 96,

Deiivkni qAchaiaj, 75; i,I-"-

CKis), 569.

Dkrvuni, 221.

DKbPHiXA. 545, 530. 539.

I)E.->roiNA, Templf. of, 220.

DesPxTIKo, 909.

Dfxcalion and Pyrrha,735.

I>e Vernf.lil, 923.

Devil's Hriim;::, 107.

Devil's Islk, 931,

Devol, 807.

Dkxia, Hay of, 45.

DiA, 906.

DiAi Kii, 243,

DiAKopiiTo, 92, 175,

DiAK<_>s, Athanask^^, 572.

DiAPiiouri, 238.

DiAVATIKI, 84,

DiAVuLiTM, 148, 139.

DiciBY, Siu K., 879,

DiKAIAUCHOS, 604.

DiKiLi Tashi. Mi, 873.

DiMiNi, 375, 739.

DiMiNi", 83.

DIMITZANA. 176.

Inii a lew y.ls. \\ .
of the

Church ami Museum. A.

tclorably clean ro'in may be

himl f<'"r the nigut, Init it is

HaiiT to biiuK Ix-Us and fi~d-

Dioi Kos, 92. 253.

Don, 822. 843.

DlONYSlAS, 906.

DioNY.sos, 468.

DiosYsos, Birthplace of,

506. 507.

I
Dk'ntsos, Statue of, 601.

; DioNYsos, N'urse of, 908.

DlORYCTOS, 693.

Dipaea, 176.

Diratch, 809.

DiRf-E, 509.

Distomo, 545. 562.

Divine V/isdom, Chu R'.h, 247,

DiVRi, 228.

D.IELELEDI)IN BBY, 637.

Djlka, 634. 641, 642.

I
1)o<;heiarion, 855.

I |ioi>eoane.s<>.->, 879.

LODONA. 787, 363, 604, 721.

776.

I (HiANA, 139, 230.

Di^;aN HL'^sak, 874.

D.xiKi, 620.

I>..Ko.-, 109.

I oLiANi, 135. 205.

lv>i.ui'F.-, 640.

I)>>mbi:aen.v, 556, 549. 50v

Dombrf.ni, 808.

I^oMOKo, 757.

Don .John of AL.-ritiA. 681.

I OKIAN Tetrapoi.is, 571.

DORIMACHOt-, 604.

DoRioN, 155.

Doris, 504.

D<>i:isrosi, 874.

lORNENFELD, 850.

IXjRO Pa.ssaoe, 882.

|ioi:kadf,s, 22.

DolNElKA, 224.

D..VKA, 804.

|ii;a<hmani, 569. 569-

Di'.A(i).-PKLiA, 543.

1)radziadk.s, 817.

1 (rao amestos, 679.

Dragoi, 148. 221. 233.

Dragomani, 238. 218.

Dragomestkk., 41.

DUAGONS HoLiLS, 710.

Dkagoi-mi, 763.

Drama, 868.

Di;amf..~i, 517.

Drami.s;on, 792.

Dkkmusa, 662.

Drepanr, 5.

Dkit/.a, 511, 515.

Dkoncakati, Cavbrs.s, 33.

DKO.-..W, 357.

pRiissi, 258.

Di-.i.NKEN .St. Geouoe, 912,

IlKLVA. 199.

|)RYMADES, 819.

Dkynopoi.is, 797. 798.

Dkyopes, 709, 711.

Dkyskos, 765.
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PrcAS, John, 722.

i'rcHY OF Athens, 508,

IiUKAS, Theocork, 649.

I lUKATES, 818.

I>L-KES OF THE ARCHIPEF-AGO,

879.

I iKM OF ArHESs, 75, 248,

295. 457.

T'iKEsoF Lemnos, 879.

Lukes of Naxos, 879, 881,

903. 907. 922.

Pfkes of J^eopatua, 75, 576.

rur.ciGNO, 812.

I'lMCHlON, 681.

DrpiAXi, 755, 765,

Dceaezo, 809.

DrRESsr, 809.

I'USAS, 637.

IIUSHAN-, 723,

Dl-shari, 807,

J'YING GaCL, XCVi.

Iivp.RACHfON-, 809, 720, 721.

In-ios, 709.

E.

Earth, 528.

Karthqcake at Torinth, 85.

Earthqlake at Zante, 58.

KcniNArEs, 680, 681.

EcHiNOS (Lamia), 576

;

(Acarnania), 689.

KcHIKOL>A, 898.

ecvoladk^, 487,

Kdessa, 721, 861.

Edict of Hadrian-, 350.

Edict of Jcstinias, 246.

Kdinburgh, Va.-es at, 469.

Egsation Way, 720, 721.

Egripo, 704.

EiON, 870.

EiKA, 221, 156, 146.

Ekecheikia, 181.

Elaius, 589.

EnssosA, 742. 836.

Elateia (Locris), 345, 569:

(Epirus), 775.

Ei.atos, 56.

EiBASSAX, 865, 804.

Eleon-, 515.

Elekioova, 858.

ELEtrSIS, 459, 256. 464, 505.

Poor Buf»t at tlip Ely.

.Stat. Carriage hom Allien-

and b.ick, 20 dr. 'I rain,

7..st cl. 3} dr. : return licket,

b4i dr. Ciist(Kle at tlie Mu-
seum, i to I dr. Ladies can

make Tea in the clean and
cliierUil houe of the Cus-
todf, but provisions and
api ar.itus must be brought
Iroai At. ens.

AxciEST Moles, 462.

Hall of the Mysteries,

461.

MrsECM, 462.

Rock-hewn Tomb, 463.

8t. Zacharias, 462.

ShRIXE of TUIPTOLEMOS,

462.

Eleusixiax Reltef, 381, 458.

Elel'ssa, 491,

Electherae, 506, 468,

Eleutherochori (Epiru.k)

775 :
(_Macedoxia), 823.

E1.GIX, Unw, 297, 555.

Klis, 224,

Kllopiox, 624.

Elymbos, 491,

Elymia, 166,

Kmaxcipatiox Deeds, 594.

Emery, 907, 908.

Emperor of Brazil, 471.

Excheleov'ivari, 41.

Kndymiox, 577.

Exibachte, 592.

EXGLISH STLDEXTS AT ATHENS,

247.

Exossi.s, 916.

Extaea, 135.

Eo)ii>AEA, 835. 720.

Epacto, 591.

Epamixoxda^, 507, 593,

Epeios Ixxxvii , 551.

Ephebi, 346.

Kphialtks, 574.

Ephyra, 794.

Epipxemidiax Locbis, 504,

Epicteto-s 405.

Epicurus, 469.

Epidamnos, 809, 5, 721.

EiiUAVRA, 98, 97.

EPEDATJEOS (Hieron), S7.

500,
(ine large clean room for

eatinsr and sleeping, built

by the Greek Archaeological

Society. Bnds and food iiivist

be brought. No horses or

carriages. Telegraph for

them from Athens or Aegina
to Nauplia.

EPIDAUEOS (Port), 98.

Small Khan on the s «ire.

civil people, b>it roug.T ac-

commod-jtion and poor f'xxl.

Horses for ihe Hieron. Hoorn
and tolerable food at the

house of SakeUios, to tliT- rt.

above the Khan, 15 dr. a
day ; notice ol arrival sLouH
be given.

Epidauros Limeba, 129.

Epirus, 36, 721.

Episcopi (Poros), 107 : (Ed-

eoea), 713 ;
(Magxzsia),

738. 740.

Erasisthato-s 895,

Erasmios, 649.

Erechtheiox, Sculp:; jres,

xcili.

Ekechtheus, 485,

EREMOCASTRO. 558. 556.
Kough accommodation at

the house ot JJelissaris. cus-

t<jdeofthe .Museum. Qnien-r

r<xim at a house on the brow
of the hill, just below tlie

Church. Landlord ads as

guide, and has good hor-es.

ERETEIA. 701, 402, 473.

699, 708, 734.

Xo accommodation of any
kind. Saiiing-boattoCbalcis,

12 15 dr.; to the Scala of

Oropos, 8-10 dr.

Ergasteria, 485,

Ericho, 817.

Erixeos, 571.

Erisso, 840, 857.

Erymaxthos, 80.

EHYblCHE, 659.

Erythp.ae, 507.

Eeythrak, Roads of, 648,

EsKi Er'^kli, 875,

ESPHIGMEXU, 850,

EuARCHoe, 678.

EuBOEA, 699.

KuGEXios Bulgaria, 851.

EuLOCiios, 662.
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IM \r.vy, 50, 700.

l»>NY.M(>.s, 931.

ri'ALioN, 647.

rpiir;a>vNF, 173.

I i:iiMDE.~, 293.

I KIE^lS, 704.

I l:VBIAI>ES, 719.

I nvi.f>fn<><, 595, 610. 655.

662. 688, 690.

I i;vMENi>, 793.

I KVTAMA, 636.

IsTATHIH-, 825.

VANGEI.I.STRIA (BoIOTIa),

556 ; (.>5kiatiios), 933.

viL Eye, cvii.

VKAEOCASTUO, 597.

^Airciio, 566.

\EKtA.S, 417.

>;<>BORGO, 9Z0,

!k(H^i, 44.

AI.T,S OF THE KaT.AMAS, 762.

ALLS OF THE StYX, 169.

A NO, 12.

ARM OF .St. DEMmtir?, 524.

MiXESE Bull, 3cvi.

\rCES AXTIGOMESSES, 799.

803.

KMBEJIK, 873.

KKFJIK, 874.

!-.KRT AT SaLAMIS 455.

KSTIVAI. OF THE AKSUSCIA-
TIOX, 919.

1 VERFEV, 311.

r>HPOXDs, 458.

fVE Well>, 786.

i.AMisiM-s, T. Q , 748, 799.

i-OATixG Islands, 765.

r.ORA OF AmcA, 243.

URDS OF THE ACHELOOS, 654.

iiKT Ai.EXANDKK, 39.

ORT COSSTASTIXE, 39, 36.

FoRT Kara Baba, 512.

Fort of KKIZloTI^<, 511.

Fortress, Heli.exic, 549.

Forty Saixts, 820.

Forty Rivers, 161.

Foscoli Family, 879.

FfJSf-oLO, Ugo, 53.

Fountain of Agaxippe, 558.

Flll-NTAIX OP AmPHIARAOS,

478.

ForxTAix OF Arethu.~a, 50,

707.

FoirXTAIN OF THE HoRSE, 557.

Fountain of Kaksariaxi,

479.

Fountain, Monastery f>FTnr:,

915.

Yovfivf:, Moxs., 923, 927.

Fragola. 802.

Franco Almerio, 249.

Franco, Duke of Athens,

296.

Franc oscala, 630.

Francovrtsis, 163.

Fkankish Castles, 71.

Fraxki h Towers, 714, 883.

Frkxch School, 437. 881, 884.

^ULLER's Earth, 899.

FvxERAL Ceremonies, cvii.

Fustaxella, cv., 352.

G.

Gagia, 713.

GaYdaromsi, 518.

Galata, 774.

Galatai, 629.

Galatista, 858.

Galaxim, 590. 239, 653.

Galene, 913.

Games, Delian, 885.

Gamfj;, Isthmian, 253.

Games, Xkmean, 96.

Games, Olymtic, 181, 267.

Gamks, Pythian, 528.

Gardiki (Arcama), 216:

(Lamia), 576; (rH»>SAi.Y),

747; (Epirus). 771, 798.

Gargaliani, 154. 229.

Gargetto>, 470.

GAST<KiXE, 224.

GASTOimi. 23.

Potir Urstaurant.

Gastuni, 224.

Gate of Hadfs, 530.

Gate of the Lions, 122.

Gateways, CoNSiRUfTioN "T

Ancient, 615.

Gavai.u, 603. 602. 611.

Gavrion, 883.

Gavrolimni, 597.

Gell, Sir W., 42.

George of Antioch, 508.

Georgia, 852.

Georgitsi, Spring, 215.

Gkbacario, 57.

Geraestos,.712.

Germanos, Abp., 173.

Geroxkovrtsis, 641.

Gha, 522.

Ghfgs, 727. 636. 637, 809, 864,

Ghim, 879. 918.

Ghumaki, 648.

GiACOMUzzi, 583.

GlALOVA, 154,

Gialtra, 784,

GiocRA (Ctclapf.s), 897

(Sporai>e ), 931.

Gibbon on Athens, 250.

GiDiA, 638.

Ginossi, .Spring or, 513.

Gipsies, 580. 731. 725.

Gipsies' Castle, 222. 506.

585.

GirsTiNiANi FAMn.T, 879.

Glabrio, M. a., 652. 572,

574, 578. 758.

GLAtx-TONE, Mr. W. E., 3.

OLARENTZA. 51. 225.
Small Inn.

Glisas, 511.

Glizani, 772,

Gloma, 932,

Gi.ossAis, 683,

Glyky, 794,783.

Glypha, 24.

Golden Grotto, 912.

Gomati, -839.

Gomenitza, 773, 26, 796.

Gomphoi, 751.
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GoNNOS, 743.

GOUOK OF THE EeYMANTHOS,

228.

GOKGE OF THE LaDON", 179.

GOKGE OF THE NeDA, 156.

GouLAS, 522,

GouRA, 168, 84.

GociozA, 168.

GovKii.iAxr, 763.

Govrxo, 21.

Go VI NO, Port of, 20,

Grabitza, 771.

Gradista, 801, 816.

Gkaf.cia, Ixviii.

Graimada, 514.

Grammatico, 473, 475, 478,

733.

Grand Company, 74. 248.

Granitsa, 640, 639, 652.

Grava, 773.

Gravia, 571. 450. 636, 652.

Gravis Bralo, 759.

Grease Spring, 58.

Great Bridge, 876.

Great Deeveni, 657.

Greater Delos, 893.

Greek Church, 4.

Greek Indepenoexcb, 97.

Grevena, 805.

Grikochori, 773.

Grivas, 620.

Grosseteste, Bp., 247.

Grotto of the Nimphs, 45,

915.

Grotto of Oliakos, 909.

Grotto of Pan, 492.

Guard Holsk, 472.

Guilford, Lord, 16.

GuiscARD, Robert, 6, 34, 722,

806, 810.

guiscardo, 33,

Gulf of Aenos, 874.

Gulf of Arta, 777, 784.

Gulf of Avlona, 817.

Gulf of Contessa, 840,

Gulf of Crissa, 526.

Gulf of Galaxidi, 526.

Gulf of Heruione, 107.

Gulf of Molo, 48.

Gulf of Prevesa, 694.

gummurgina, 874,

Gunakianica, 169,

GuBA, 236.

GuuiAS, 660, 670.

GuRiTSA, 621, 611, 620.

GuRzouLi, 167.

GusTiAXi, 602, 624.

GUTLAND, 79.

Guvos, 848.

Gyaeos, 897.

Gyges, 528.

Gymnasium of Eretria, 702.

Gymnasium of Epidauros,

99.

Gymnasum of Olympia, 198.

Gynaekocastro, 758.

GyphtocasTro (Elis), 222;
(Attica;, 506

;
(Aetolia),

585.

GYiiAE, 897.

GTTHEION, 131, 214.
Tolerable inn, with gixxl

food. H orse to Sparta 1 'J d r.

;

oujn., 8 dr. A'o carriages.

Hades, Gate of, 530.

Hades, Rivers of, 794.

Hadrian, 529, 567.

Hadrianopolis, 797.

Hagia Efthymia, 653.

Hagios Andrkas, 915.

Hagios Elias, Castro of,

669.

Hag OS Elias, 157.

Hagios Elias .Stat., 223.

H. Kyriake (Laconia), 212
;

(Messenia), 154, 229.

H. Lugudis, Fountain, 155.

H. Mamas, 838.

H. Marina, 542, 569, 759,

896.

H. Pabaskeve, 520, 618, 621.

H. Peteos, 883.

H. Phankntes, 33,

H. Saranda, 820, 768.

H. SosTis, 204, 915.

H. Theodoei, 254.

H. Teiada, 24.

H. Vaevaha, 678,

H. Vasilios (Pateas), 80

;

(Nemea), 95; (Achaia i,

223; (.Steno), 645, 650;

(Ae olia\ 632; (Acarna-

nia), 667, 690.

H. Vlacherina, 619.

H Vlasios (Davlia), 550;

(AcHAiA), 228.

H. Vlasis, 631.

Halae, 525.

Haliarios, 553, 558.

Halikyena, 602.

Halimus, 493.

Halipedon. 447.

Hamaxichi, 35, 38, 691.

Hamaxitos, 448.

Handle Blocks, 311.

Hannibal, 578.

Hansen, 357.

HaEBOUE, (iREAT, 447.

Harbour of Phorkys, 45.

Haema, 465, 511.

HARM0DI04 AND ARISTOGEI-

TON, XC , 517.

Harold Haedrada, 454,

Harpagion, 714, 734.

Harpies, 59.

Hawkins, .John, 878.

Height of Mountains, Ixx,

Helena, 484, 897.

Helenos, 761.

Helice, 174.

Hellas, Ixvii., 90.

Helleboeus Orientalis, 546.

Hellenic Tower, 897, 908,

544.

Hellenico(Diavolitsi), 148;

(Astros), 135
;
(Sparta),

215.

Hellenica (Aetolia), 632 ;

(EUBOEA), 719.

Helleniko (Naupactus). 594

;

(Thermon), 622 ;
(Euboea),

712.

Hellenikuli, 664.

Hellopia, 765,

Helos, 213.

Henry of Flanders, 508,

879.

Hera of Samos, Ixxxviii.

Heracleia (Nemba), 96

;

(Lamia), 572; (Plata-

mona), 822 ; (Island), 903.

Heracleia Lyncestis, 863.

Heeacleia Trachinia, 573

;

(TuBKET), 875 ; (Aitica),

466 ;
(Acaknania), 662.
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Hbbaclks, 607, 700.

HruACLRs OF Thkres, 567.

Hr.KACLES, Cave of, 174.

Hr.r.ACLES, Shkinf. of, 455.

Hi'.RAEA, 178.

Ukraeov of Argoh.s, 119.

HkHAF.ON op Pr.ATAEA, 560.

Hr.itMEs OF Praxiteles, 202.

Rr.KMiONF., 108, 107.

[Ii.i'.MiT OF Cape Malea, 129,

HERMOPOLIS. 916.

Hotels.—//. d'Avgleferre
and H. cU la Vilh, lx)tl) in

the I>eotsakos.Square. Rooms
from 3 dr.(no>ittinL'-room»).
All nii'aU it la Carte.

Carriages, hor?es, and
t ominisiiionnairea may be
obtain' d at tlie hotels. Two-
1 orse carriages, 4 dr. an hoar.
Tf> the Fanagin dtUe Grazie
and back, I.S dr.

British Conscl.— IT. U.
Cottrell, Esq. ; also manager
of the Ka.st9rn lelcjirapb Co.
Vice-Consul, E. Bona via.

Bank.s. — All local, and
useless to travellers, who
f iiould ask the Consul for an
ii troduction to some coniiner
cial gentleman in the town.

PHY.StCIANS.

—

Dr. y. J/v-
ron ; Dr. T. Scassi ; Dr. C.
Apostolides; Dr. A. Kalo-
VI evopoulo.
Chemists. — A. Steculis ;

A. Spiridion.
.Shots. — All European

Rond-i can be bought at the
I'ikili Agora in the Square.
Greek and Turki-h tobacco
are cheaper and better herc-

thnii in any other part of
•Jreec*. Syra is also noted for

its Knkat-Inuk-oumi (IxiTkifiVi

delight), which is now .supe-

rior totbat of Con-t;intinople.
Price from 2i dr. the 'oke,'

according to quality. 'I he
biM sliope are in tlie main
street, parallel to the p<jrt.

Post Officf, in the Square,
forming part of the Town
H;ill.

Telegraph Office in the
Mme building, where alone
mes,sages are received. Fo-
reign messages are pa.ssed on
to the Office of the K. Tele-
grnph Co. Tariff to Kngiand,
1 dr. 2" for each word.

Th E A T RE.— Generally
open in winter, when Italian

opera.i are performed.

Clcb (Commercial") in the
S<(Uar<' ; visitors admitted on
tht: introduLtian ofa member.

Xewsp.ipers and p>riodi< als

mav )>e seen.

CAFfts In the ISquare (ix-

cellent ices in summer).
Ml"8ic In the Square on

.Sun. afternoon.

Hekodes Atticis, 467, 472,
475.

Herodotus, 294.

Hi:roo\ of Me.soloxg!ii, 584.

IIekoon of Olvmpia, 185.

Hksiod, 556.

HF..9SII, 652.

Hexamilia, 94.

HiF.KOx of Kpipatros, 98.

IIlERON" OF LtVAWA, 554.

Hill of Kronos, 198. 227.

Hill, Rev. .T. H.. c.w.

Hills or Agrapha, 722.

Hills of Djuka, 634. 642.

Hirroroox, 700.

Hippodamos, 449..

HlFPOKRENE, 557.

HrppoLA, 133.

HlPPOPHORTIOV, 111.

HiSSARLIK, 401. 750.

Hl.STIAEA, 717.

Hollows, 595.

HOLV Jl0L-\TAI.V, 842.

Holt .Stxod, cxi.

Holt Stxod of Carta f, 844.

Homeric Hvmx, 884.

Homer's School, 49,

HoxEY Farm, 500.

Horaeocastro, 135.

Horns, .Stoa of the, 888.

Horreiox, 762.

HOSIOS LOTIKAS (Pa-
ti.xia), 440.

Tramway to AtbenR, 25 1.

HOSrOS LOTTKAS (Piioas).
546. 556.
Clenn and cheerfnl visitors*

room at the Monj?tery. Ad-
Ti-able to bring food, aud
necessaiTi- iu Lent.

Hosts, Sir \V., 813.

House of Deputies, cxii.

HovRio Castro, 475.

Hump.oi.dt, 923.

HirxDKED Gates, Church of

the, 911.

Hungarian Exiles, 875.

Hussein Bet, 583.

Htampoi IS, 567.

Hydra, 107, 128, 544; (Ar.-

iolia"', 605.

I HiDBA, Lern'aean, 159.

HvnRiA, 399.

Htdroissa (Kr.o.-'), 894;

(,
Texos), 918.

Hyle, 523.

Hymi-ttian Marblf, 489.

Hymn to Apollo, 533. 708.

HYPATI. 575. 652.
Rongli accommodation .nt

the Baths.

Hypsois, 175.

Htsiae (Abgos), 159 ; i Hoeo-

tia"", 507.

Hvsteima, 920.

Iakchop, 459.

Ibrahim, Effexpi, 204.

Ibrahim Pasha, 583. 606. 800.

ICARiAN Sea, 877.

Ichthys, 229.

lo.s, 931.

IfT:No>, 233, 313, 461.

iDMlRr.HYTlIMIC CONVeSTS,

fxi., 172. 845.

Ikara, 468.

iLION, 761.

ILLTRIA, 802.

Illtriaxs, 725.

Illyrb Graeca, 721.

Imbros, 874.

IxACHos, 663.

lOLKos, 738.

lox of Kuripides, 293.

Ionian Islands, 1.

Ionian Islaxixs, Ck.-.-ios of
Tilt, 3.

loMA^.s, 884,

los, 893.

ioul'S, 895.

IpHICKATF.-i, 668, 701.

Jphigema, 516,

li-so, 21,

iBO.N Gate, 610, 720,
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Iron- Minks, 913.

IsBOnns, 857.

ISOOMBO, 21.

IsiOMA, 238.

IsKos, Capt., 665.

Island of Atalanta, 525.

Isi.E OF Calypso, 23.

Ismf.xian Apollo, Temple of,

510,

IsovA, Arbei', 179.

IsTHMiA, 253. 93. 241.

Isthmian SANrxiAiiY, 90. 253.

Isthmian Wall, 92.

Isthmus of Atho^, 840.

Isthmus of Cokinth, 252.

ITEA. 526. 239. 570. 590.

In )i s. — Grand H. d-e

fielphes, fair ; clean and
quiet. H. Hicron, at the

Lmdiiig-place, lairlv cli-an

anrl good.—Hor>e to Delphi,
.') dr. ; seat in a carriage to

Salona, 3 dr. .Sailing-boat to

Akrsta. 15 ilr. Boat to or

from the steamer, witli lug-

gage, 1 dr.

Ithaca, 42. 1, 26 (.'ee Vathv).

St. Athanasius, 48.

St. (iEORGi-, 46.

St. .John, 60.

Itiiake, 45.

Ithomb (Messkn ), 146:

(The^saet), 751.

Ithoria, 660.

Itia. 227.

Iisch Kaleh, 110.

IVERON, 852.

Jaffier Pasha, 800.

JANNINA. 763. 756. 761,

773. 776. 786. 803. 805,

British Consular Agent:
C. Roberts, Esq,

T wnitza (near Kalamata),
139.

.Tannitza (in Turkey), 873.

Jason, 738.

Jekakas, 482, 470.

JERUSALEM (Convent\
541. 531. 550.

Homel.v accommodation

;

food and beds should be

brought.

Jerusalem Thorv, 762.

Jewellery at Mount Athos,

846.

Jews' Fortress, 597.

Jews of Turkey, 731.

JoANNiNA (see Jannina), 763.

JOCA.STA, 610.

JULtAN, 629.

Julius Caesar, 601. 749.

Junction .Station, 444, 445.

JusTisiAN, 295. 306.

Kaesariani, 479.

Kaiadab, 138.

Kainurio, 663.

Kaio (Port), 132.

Kakaletki, 221.

Kakavoulia, 70.

Kaki Scala (Megara"), 254

(Aetolia), 596 ; (Euboea),

708.

KAKOSALESI. 512, 473,

475. 513, 759.

T«ogood imdcl an rooms,

with a bed, in a cottage built

for the engineer of the Kly.
works. No food.

Kako Suli, 781, 793.

KALABAKA, 751, 741, 756,

765. 767.

Rough Inn just outside the

Stat. Horse and guide for

S. .steplmno, 5 dr.

Kalajidereh, 874.

Kalamae, 139.

Kalamaki, 90, 254.

KALAMATA, 138, 41, 134,

148. 164, 230.

//. de VEurope, fairly clean

beds. Mealsat a A'e.<fain-anf

in the Plateia.

British Vice-Con.sul at

Neae Kihimae, D. A. I^eon-

darides. U.S.A. Consular-
Agent, D. S. Pantusoptiulos.

KALA mi, 554.

Kalamia, 154.

Kalamis, 529.

Kalamos (Island), 680. 1,

679.

KALAMOS (Attica), 478,

517, 734.

Ho<im at the cottage of
yicolas fappapetrus.

Kalandria, 838.

Kalatraki, 734.

Kalavryta, 169, 82, 178,

179. 228.

Kai.baki, 775.

Kalentsi, 472, 517.

Kalippos, 574.

Kallichoros, 459, 460.

Kallidromo-, 543.

Kali.ion, 651, 577. 629.

Kallipolis, 651.

Kallirrhoe (Aktoi.ia), 581
;

(Athens), 262.

Kallithea, 444-447.

Kalogero Vouni, 162.

Kalopodi, 568.

Kai.outzi, 801.

Kalpaki (Arcadia), 167;

(Kpirus), 803.

Kalpheniki, 604.

Kalydon {see Calydon).

Kalyvia, 608.

Kalyvia Arachovitica, 540.

Kamarae, 80.

Kamaresa, 486, 491.

Kamari, 83.

Kamarina. 780.

Kaminia, 223.

Kanathos, Fountain, 112.

Kanatia, 496.

Kandyla, 679.

KA^DZI, 231.

Kanethos, 704.

Kanina, 816.

Kantezi, 774,

Kantharos, 399.

Kapandriti, 517, 472.

Kapareli, 205.

Kaphari, Battle of, 604,
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Kai-harkis, 712.

Kavp.aesa, 551, 569.

Kapsali. 129. 130.

Kai-sia, 167. 177.

KM-s-iKArm, 602.624.

KVIT.-HITZA, 807.

KAUi. QiAKKiKS 493, 328.

Kaka Baba, 512, 704.

Karabias. 44.

KARABf>t-NAr., 809.

KARAri-zi, 223.

Karaiskakis 446. 637.

Kakakata. 874.

Karali Dek\ em, 822.

Kauasghumkf--. 579.

Karasmak, 823.

Karbcsari, 801, 814.

Kaki.ama, 223.

Kardamyi.i, 133.

KAKtllTSA (BoEOTlA), 522,

510. 519. 567.

KARDITZA CThessaly).

642. 751.

.Small /nil.

Kakkaix, 177.

KAiti'i'LE.-!, 639.

Kakc.s, 908.

Kakies'^-i, 636. 579.629,639.

Kahtiiaea, 896,

KARVASSAEAS. 568. 609.

630. 663, 666, 698.

Tbne jHwr Innt. with

eating-houses. Two Caf-^.

KATAKOLON. 229. 59, 424.

Small Inn ><n the quay.

Suani r^, pp- 93", 943

Kly. to HvrgcjN * 'ra'"*

dalv ill hr.; tore. 1-55,

1-30, or »J 1.

Kataphorco. 664.

Katapoi.a. 881.

Katarina, 823, 835.

Katavothbae. 565. 520. 765.

Kat.hhi,671, 608. 659,600.

676.

katomf.ro^^, 677.

KatoSii.1,472.

Katsa, Hill or, 670,

KATtTKA, 689. 666. 678.

685. 686.

Tolerable Caf-.

Karvassaras (Epirls), 786.

Kakveli, 138.

KARVAES(AKrADIA^, 238.

Karves(Ath.- , 841. 849.

Kakytaksa, 217, 238.

Kakttsa, 628.
I

Kakta, 167.
!

Ka-^arisi, 103.

Ka*teli (Astirrhiox), 595;

(Kiona), 652.

Ka-telia, 230.

Ka»TEI.I AES, 714.

Ka-^t..i:ia. 806,

K.vM..-, 679. 680.

Ka.-^tuaki (AmrA% 468;

(A< ARNAMA). 689; CTllES-

SALT), 756.

Ka-stbi itee Castki).

Kastriotissa (,Kaluos>651 ;

(Memdi\ 665.

Kastritza, 765.

Kaiaiio. 85.

Katzanes, 170.

Kavaya. 809.

Kavo Daphnocdi, 26.

Kavo D<5R0, 712.

KaTMEM. 928.

Kechriana. 658.

Kkchkopolla, 691, 683.

Kekrvphaleia Island, 97.

Keleos, 459.

Keletros, 806.

Kelydnos, 818.

Kexchreae (.tee Cenchreae).

Kem>RIKaki. 771.

KenetiR'". 805.

K.EOS. 894. 484. 490. 878.

I

BRITl^HCu^M lakAoext:

G. SUph/jnou.

Kephalari, 158. 236, 521.

Kephallema, 27.

Kephalos, 446. 87.

KEVHAI.OVKT6IS (ArcosM58;

(Arcadia\178; (NArPAC-

TLs). 598; (Kabpbmsi).

637.

1

Kbphalovrtsos (Aetolioo\

I

609.602,611.612: (.Ther-

s\622. 642.

KEPHISLA, 467, 361, 500,

516.
'hrartd BoUl, on the E.

Bide of the IMat ia, with a

garden, an.l fXcelleM Kiths.

VnA and clean. 10 to IS dr^a

dav U. Oimitro, on the

roid leading S. from the

Plateia, kept by the same

propri.UT. al*j with « wr-

den. similar charge?. Both

the^e are closed In winter,

bu, are pleasant restmg-

p lares in the late spring aad

gummei.

Orriase from the SUt.,

1 dr.; to Tatoi and b..ck.

15 or. „ -

.Sux trains daily fr'-ra

At lens each way in wint r.

and t»»elve in »umm«T

;

l-t cl. P turn, 2 dr. ; on c-r-

Ui. dav<.. l.tr. This excur-

sion is highly recoiumen.le.1.

KePHI^**. .<0LBCB of THt,

467, 571.

Kephismjiotos. 186.

KERA.S1 Vkvsi, 91.

Kei:asitZ-V. 204,

KtKA.-*>v..s. 635, 589. 639.

642.

Keratea, 4»4. 486.

Keraikpyrow, 455.

Keri Bay. 57.

Kerinthos. 716.

Kernos. 408.

Keryseia. 175.

Khaik Eodtn, 495.

Khan of Baluoln', 766.

Khan of Bizot ni, 632.

j

Khan of Kabvas'ab a, 786.

I Khan or Khasa, 505.

Khan of Kolndoi Ra, 505.

Khan of Koibsaga. 871.

Khan of KonsL 762.

Khan or Kir-eki. 602. 624,

Khan or Ktbia,765.

KHAN..rLErKA.611.605,

i
590.

I Khan or .Malakasi, 767.

I
Khan at the Plane Tbs«,

632.

Khasani, 493.

Khihara, 819. 728.

Khodja Keli, 874.

Khomato Castba, 761.

Khoba (Elis). 179; (Alio.

C.1S). 881.

Kiapha, 793.

KiATo. 84, 89.

KlEPERO. 820.

KlEBIoN, 751.

KiLASsELr. 869.

KiMOUe. 898.

King George of Greece, ci

King Otho. dii-

KioNiA, 836.

KiocBKA.759.

KiRBHA, (DelphO 586, 58)

(TRtzoNiA*!, 648.

KisBLi, 691.

KisHAN, 874.

KiTBOS, 883.
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KiTHARA, 469.

KiTRIES, 133.

KiTsos TsAVELLAs, 583, 637.

KiUTACHis. 582.

KivERi, 134. 160.

Klakixes. 168.

Klavsiox, 629,

Kleisura (Euboea), 715 ;

(Epinrs), 803. 799.

Kleisura of the Devot., 807.

Ki.ErsuRA (Zygos), 610, 606.

Kr.EPA, 643.

Klidi, Pass of, 222, 157.

KuMA, 648.

Ki.iMAKi, Spuing, 714.

Ki.iMAX, 167.

Klkxsi, 710.

Ki.isovA, 582, 583.

Ki.OKOTo, 746.

KOKKAI.I, 515,

KOKKINI, 23,

KOKKINI LOITZA, 206.

KOKKIXI MiLIA. 717.

KoKKiNO, 520, 522,

KoKLA (Messenia), 164, 157 ;

(Plataea), 559,

KoLOKYTHOx, 444, 436,

KOLOMBOZI, 89,

KoLopETisrrsA, 653,

Koi.oTES, 197.

KoMBOS, 330,

KoMBOTAis. 684, 690,

KoMBOTi, 665,

KOMETRADES, 785,

KOMMENOS, 698,

KONDOKALI, 21,

KON'DOCHORI, 924,

KOXDOVAZAIXA, 178,

KoxiAKOs, 651,

KoNispoLis, 25,

KOXISTRAES, 713.

KoNOPE, 608.

KOXSTANTINI, 147.

KosYTZA (ViozA), 804
; (De-

vol), 807.

KOPAE, 523,

KopANOs Bridge, 214.

KopRAENA, 665, 698.

KORAKOLITHO, 545.

KORAX, 50.

KoRESOS, 581.

KoROxi, 483.

KoROPE, 736.

KoKTHios, 883.

KORYPHASIOX, 229.

KORYSCHADES, 629,

Kos, 878,

KosHAXi. 835.

KosTANi, 763.

KOSTARTSA, 652.

KoTiLioN, 235,

KoTROXi, 517,

KOTYLAEON I'iDGE, 708,

KOTYLE, 399,

KouKURA, 223.

Koui.iA, 764.

Kori.dUMi, 31. 32,

KouLOURi. 455.

KoLMi. 713, 709, 717 (se

Kymi).

KoiNDOURA (Messenia), 72
(Attica \ 505.

kourbatsi, 718,

Kournaga, 871,

kolknovo, 759,

KouTsi, 761. 762,

KouTsopoDi, 96,

KOUTZOCHKRO, 746,

KouvELO, 572,

I
Kozitsa, 644,

Kkama, 805,

Kranuii, 108,

Krater, 399,

Ki;avari, 579, 643, 644,

Kremasta, 631,

Kremmtza, 762,

Kremdes, 873,

Kresilas, 310,

Kresion Ridge, 162,

Kresphontes, 592,

Krestena, 219, 222,

Kreisis 560,

Kriekouki, 507, 509,

Krissaian Gilf, 590,

Krithote 677, 679.

Krokyleiox, 649, 647.

Kronos, Hili, of, 198, 227.

Kryologox, 745,

Kryoneri, 580,

Kryoneru, 621,

Kryavrysis, 169, 206,

KuKus, 722,

KuKLssA, 865,

Ki KUvisTA, 652,

Kui.URi, 256.

KuMAxs. 723,

KuMBfe, 231,

KuNGHi, 783.

KuPRuLYS, 726,

Kurmeki, 602, 624,

KuRTEzi, 223,

Kt-TCHuK Beshek, 869,

KtJTCHcK Tchekjiejeh, 876,

KUTLUMUSU, 851.

KUTUMULA, 556,

KivARAs, 658,

Klvelos, 616,

Kyathos, 606.

Kyoias, 900,

Kyknos, 612.

KvLix, 399,

Kyllexe (see Glarestsa).

KYLLENE (Baths), 29, 51,

Small Inn (see Loutra).

Kyjiasi, 717,

Kyme Phbiconitis, 713,

Kymi, 713 {see Kouiii), 709,

717,

Kyxaetha, 170,

Kyxos, 525,

Kyxoskephalae, 748, 578,

Kyxouria, 113.

KYPARISSIA, 155, 59, 147,

157, 229, 238,

Sm ill Inn at the Scala.

KVP.--ELOS, 197,

Kyra Islaxd, 97,

Kyra Eirexi, 585,

Kyria, 765,

KVRIAKK, 23,

KYTHNOS, 900, 49,

Accommodation at the
Baths in summer, very
toleralile, but in iht Greek
style.

Steamer, p, 938.

IvYTIXIOX, 571.

I.

Labeates, 811.

Labellum, 431.

Lacoxia, 207,

Lacoxian Gate, 142, 232.

Lacus Lychxitis, 720.

Lada, 138.
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lyAmsLAs, King of Naples,

249.

Ladov, Sources of the, 168.

Lady of Akova, 74.

Lady's Bkidge, 766.

Laevinus, M. v., 648, 672.

Lago Nisr, 491,

Lagoon of S. Macra, 39.

Laics, 545.

Lakes:—
AcHRiDA, 864. 722.

Agrixion, 604.

Agulbmt/.a, 222.

AMBKAfiA, 658. 579, 689.

Amvrakia, 579.

AxGHEUXASTiiov, 612, 605,

607. 609, 611, 687.

ApoKURo, 612.

Hoibeis, 741.

lk)LBE, 869.

lUlUTRINTO, 821.

Taiapha, 222.

COPAIF, 534. 504, 523, 552.

562.

HVDRA, 612.

Htlica, 523.

HvRiE, 612.

Jannina, 722.

Kalikiopoi.lo, 23.

Karla, 741,

Kastohia, 806, 722, 724.

KoNopK, 613.

K.iitissiA, 24.

Kyi'.NF.iA, 612.

Lapsista, 773.

LiKERt, 523. 561, 567.

LivARF, 769, 821.

LvcuxiTis 864.

Lykovitza, 658.

LvslMACHErA, 612.

M elite, 673.

OzEROS, 658. 614.

i'ambotis, 763.

Pappadatais, 612.

PARALTMXI, 519, 567.

PMEXEOS, 168.

Prasias, 870,

pKE.'iBA, 863, 722.

R[vios, 658.

EizA, 769.

St. Basil, 869, 724.

S.ODRA, 811,

S.uTARi. 811. 722.

8ttmpiialo.s, 236.

Taka, 205.

Tkichosis, 612, 602, 618,

622, 626.

V ALTOS, 658,

Vraciioi:i, 612, 589, 605,

667.

ViLfnARiA, 691.

Lakone.s, 21, 22.

Lakythra, 29.

Lala, 227.

Lami>ii!i (Aetolia), 626;

(Achaia), 80.

LAMIA, 575, 572. 636, 639.

652.

If. (ies E'rangem (niv
Heri..(/), on thi- 1. at the K.

entrance to the Platpia;

t'lcralilp rooms, uofooii. I'lu;

landlord (,s'nii!0,v) has S'^nie

unresinat il wini'.

Grand If., oiip<«it-e. in tbe

Plateia, new.
(i(x>d He-Hniiravt in the

N.K. corner of tlif Plateia.

Carriage to Tli'-rmopylae

at.d back, 12 dr. ; to styiiila.

\1-\ft dr. ; s-at in a public

carriage, 4 dr.

Lamia. Hill of, 691.

Lamian Plaix, 651.

1,AMI AX War, 742.

I.AMXIA, 675.

Laxdra, 801.

Laxgada Gorge, 137.

Laxgadia, 178.

L\PMRIOS, 601.

Lapithae, 767.

Laita, 223.

Laisista, 803.

Lap«)ciiori, 745, 822.

Lardolri, 807.

Larisa, 127.

LARISSA, 741, 743, 750.

759, 835.

H. Ohimpot. beyond the

N.W. oini'T of tbe Platia,

l.'irpp, but dirty. t'a/e

below.
lio <1 Jiettavrant on the

oppo-^it -ide of the ^treet, a
lift'i- fnrtbiT \V. Unresi-

nated «ine.
( a riapp to or from tlie

St t., 2 ilr. ; to 'IVrnpe and
bucK. 35 dr. Horse. 15 dr.

Larissa Krema.ste, 676.

LARIts^A Ri.Y., 473.

Larmak^, 621.

Larmexa, 710.

Lakymna, 520, 521.

Las, 132.

La Sibyi.le, 905.

Laspi, 636.

La.sieika, 223.

Latomeuix, 740.

Lapka Monastery, 853.

LATJRION, 485. 361. 470.

484. 710. 733.

IT. dt VEuTfipt, near the

?tat., toleraMe. pAittl.d

wine from Ath' ns.

fVi/Vut thi- >t.t.

Carriawe to Suniutn and
back, 15 to2o dr.

.^teamers, p. 93S.

British Vice - Consil :

S. Of.potito.

Lavkos, 736.

Lavra, 170.

Lavi:ion (.«e« Lavrk'N'".

Laws of lofLi.s 895.

Lazarbocga, 749.

League, Achaian, 678.

League, Aetoman, 577. 608.

Lfradeia, 656.

Lebk-s 399.

Lechaexa, 226.

Le'Haedx, 84.

LF.fHONIA, 736.

Lefka, 611. 590. 605.

l.EFKAMTI, 651.

Lk.kvthi, 424.

I.KKYTIIOS, 399.

Lei.axtux, 707,

I.EMXo.«, 874. 878.

LeXORMAXT, MoNA!!TERT,

443.

Leothares, 310.

Lkoxdari, 216.

Leoxidi, 113. 109.

Leosthenks, 575.

Lepanto, 592. 239. 593,

Lkpaxtii, Batti f of, 681.

Lepkxu, 658. 655.

Lephanes, 669.

I>EPIANA, 641.

Leprakox, 221.

Leptokarva, 762.

Lei:os, 466.

Le»-a, 103.

Les.skr liKi.os, 885.

Lktme, 554.

Lbto, 884.

Lfuiadia, 37. 1. 26, 681. 776,

Leltas. 39. 5, 662. 679. 691,

Leu''ates, 37,

l.,EU(TRA, 659.

Leuctka, Battle <'T, 507.
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lEVCAS (Sakta Maui'-a),

21, 35. 50.

P(»r Inn. Steamers,
p. y3».

Lkvkk, 48.

Levkimo, 24, 26.

Levid', 167.

Lkzim, iiAESHES OF, 673, 676.

LiANOKLAiJi, 575, 759.

LiANOu, 135.

LlAPADf.S, rSAT Of, 21.

LiAPES, 728.

LiAPOCHoni, 665.

LlASKOVON, 652.

LlATANI, 513.

LlATES, 819.

LiKASOVA, 823.

LiisocHovo, 797.

Libi:ai;ies of Mount Athos,

846.

Lido, 691.

LiDORiKi, 646, 645. 651, 652.

Lighthouse, 935.

Lignite, 713, 717.

Ligostiana, 616.

LicocDiSTA, 154, 155, 232.

Ligoukio, 103, 159.

Lir.AEA, 571.

LiMBA, 663.

LiMENi (Me.ssenia), 133;

(Acaknama), 665, 698.

LiHiKO, 473.

LiMNAEON, 746.

Lfmnaia, 660.

LiMNE Tkochoeidk.-, 889.

Limni, 716, 734.

LlNGUETTA, 816.

LioxofChakronka, 552, 569.

Liox AT Kkos, 895,

Lion (Maebi.e), 482.

Lion near Pronia, 112.

Lion of Ihesfiae, 559.

Lios AT Venice, 454.

Lions, 130.

LiopKSi (Attica), 882. 480 ;

(Ei-iuLs;, 761.

LIPSOS, 717, 734.

AccommoJatii.n in the
Greek style at th- Batbs.

.Steamers, p. 9^8, E.

Liisos, 810, 867.

LlTHADA, 734.

Lithakitza, 764.

Little Bi:idge, 876.

Little Dardanelles, 596.

LiVAUi, 684.

LIVADIA, 554, 545, 549, 552,

658, 562. 569. 759.

Stti'/doch' ion (Toii'Yni'Ov),

small but tolerable (no f(x)d).

Retan-ant P rnafsos,

near the E end ot the main
str' et. tfioti.

Carriage for Thebes
scarcely obtainable, unless
it is a return

LiVANATAES, 525.

LixoLKi, 26, 30,

LoBOTiNA, 644, 643.

l.OfKis, 504,

Loci:is OzoLis, 590.

I.OGARi, 530. 544.

LoGHi, 221,

London to Brindisi, 8.

LoNGA, 593, 594.

LOXGANIKO, 215.

LoNGOs, 837 ,

Long AValls, 448.

LOXTKOTJ (CoNVEXT\ 134,

Rouj^h accorniuodation.

Bring beds and f^^oJ.

LouKovo, 820.

Lousoi, 169.

LOTJTRA (Kyllene), 225,

920.

Grand Hotel, well situated

near the sea, 50 roous, witu
Restaurant and public
saloons, billiards, etc.

H. de la Toison d'Or
(xpvcroi/v Sepas), 40 rooms,
tine view.

Casino, with Concerts
twice a week during tlie

season (15 Apr. to 15 Oct.).

lOTTTRAKI (Baths), 93,

239, 252, 526.

M. Palmyra, in the vil-

lage, facing the sea, clean ;

Lloyd, close to the baths.

Pension, a to 12 dr. a day.

lOfTRAKI (ACARNAMA), 690.

LoL-TRAKi, Bay of, 666, 689.

LouTJKO, 482.

LouTRos, 664, 663.

Low Island, 935.

Lliius Caesai:. 350.

Lunatic Asyi.um, 456.

LUNDSHI, 800.

LuRos, 780. 786.

LUSNGA, 809.

Ly'caeettu.s, 244,

Lycochoui, 649.

LycodoIiti Goi;ge, 677.

Lycomedes, Daughter of,

935.

Lyconiko, Castro, 684.

Lycopos, Inscription to, 623

.

Ltcorakia Hills, 609.

Lycoporia, 75,

Lycoreia, 528,

Lycos, Bridge of, 762.

Lycosuka, 220, 383.

LY( OUTRYPA, 441.

Lyi'lrgu.s, Abp., 917.

Lydias, 824.

Lyell, .Sir Chas., 901, 923,

928.

Lygdamis, 906.

Lykeri, 540.

Lykiskos, 608.

Lyxcestis, 720.

Lysander, 553.

Lysimacheia, 605.

Lysimachos, 605, 608.

Lysippos, xcv., 680.

M.

Macandria, 761,

JIacavia, 472.

Macedonia, 580. 720.

Maciiaera, 686.

Machalas, 658. 686, 687, 68?
Machatas, 669.

Macrinitza, 740,

Macriplagi, 216.

Macriplagi Pass, 164.

Macris, 485.

Macronisi, 485. 897.

Macryneia, 603.

MArRYNOKO.-, 664.

Macrynl, 602. 602.

ilACYNIA, 595.

•Maenaios, 176.

Mageiria, 215.

Magnesia, 736.

i Magnesite, 717.
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Macoula, 526,

Magiti.a (Plain), 633 ; (Tin

i.opk). 669,

jNlAfiUMANA, 177.

Mahmoitd Bev, 213.

Maidkx's .Spring, 171.

Main a, 70.

Mainotes, 70.

Maiti.and, Sir Thos., 3.

Makarks, 908.

Makistos, 157,

Malakasi, 767.

ilALATHRIA,-822,

Mai.gara, 874.

Mai.msev, 128.

Mai.mset Wine, 920.

Mai.vasia Wine, 919.

Mamaki:, 595.

Mamins, 731,

Mamousia, 174.

Mandanista, 620,

Mandetsi, 652,

Mandoi'di, 716,

Mandoikio, 13,

Manpra, 147, 505,

MANGANf:SE, 904.

Manina, 659.

Manina IIiiis, 607.

Manoi.ada, 226.

Manoi.is, 635.

Mantinea, 166.

Manuel, 649,

Mahathia, 50.

Marathias, 636,

MARATHON. 470-472, 467,

473. 516. 517.

Ciimfortahle onaitcrs iiiav

pomrtimps be obtained in the
biiiise <if Mr. Al«r. Sk'>iize

(iiitroduction required).

Carriaiie from Athens,
40 to 5U dr.

Mahatiiontsi, 132, 131 (see

Gvthkkin).

MARATHOS (Messrnia),

154. 229.

Tolerable Restaurant dur-

inc the i'athing sea>«n.

MARATMOS(ArARNAMA), 684.

Marati, 78S.

Marble Qi-arries. Ixxv.

MARB;-f« OF Naxo!-, 907,

Marble? of Skyros 935.

Marbles OK Taenakov, 133,

Marble^! of Tenos, 919.

.Marco Botzauis, 582, 584,

637, 782.

Mm:io Sanii>i, 879, 898. 907.

Maktoi-ollo, 482, 473, 476.

Mardaka, 633.

Makimnius, 323, 468, 555,

560. 568.

Margariti, 796.

Makgakito ni Brindisi, 34.

Marmara, 649, 910,

Marmaria, 531,

Makmariofissa, 500.

Ma KOI SI, 467, 500. 501.

.Mah^ils ok (KUiGi), 879.

Maktino, 521, 520, 523. 524.

Maktvre.s, 703.

Masci.ena, 160,

Masii.hj.s, 323,

Ma.xtri-, 670.

.Matakanga (Aktolia), 605.

604; (Tmk.s.salv), 751,

m atiiktahio, 50.

Matiikaki, 12.

Matiiia, 149.

M ATIIHAKIA rAKTllKNIIM,

311.

M M itoroLi.'^, 659.

Mavho<oi:i)ato, 582. 785.

M AVIiOrOKDATO, A I EX., l.\ii.

.MAVHODILI.-il, 476.

MwKoi.iTMAKi, 651, 652,

MAVROMATI (.Mk^sknk),

142, 231, 232.

Wretched Inn. (iiiide to

the ruins, yicviax Varall'-
^iirilos, recommended.

;Mavromati (Arcadia), 221,

323,
Mavromichali, ciii.

MaVROMUMIALI (I'lETI'.o), 71;

((JlORGIO), 111,

Mavronero (Pei.op.), 169 ;

(MACE^>f)SI\^, 823.

Mavhovoini, 132.

MAVROvr, 630.

Mazaiiaki, 774.

MazeIka, 168.

Mazi, 558. 505. 553. 555.

Mei.f.os, 689. 655. 690.

Mef.ii.sciialm BEi>.-i, 510.

Megaclp^, 329.

Megalochori, 104. 629. 637.

MvGAiof-oiis, 163. 148, 175.

tl6. 217. 219.

Mkgaio Soros, 31.

MFGALOVRYSiy, 576,

Meganim, 38. 1, 679, 681.

MEOARA, 255, 455, 505.

Rpslauront In the Plateia,

very roii<;h I'oor Huffet nt

the HUX. No unresiiiateil

win".

Mkgakian Bowls, 407,

Megarih, 255.

.Meg A RON, 115. 124.

Megas, ,Joannks, 545.

MEGA8PELAE0N. 171. 82.

Kooni? at the Mona-sterv,

but no suit .ble fxri, and
beds uninviting. Kv rythiug
should b,' brought. Kvcn
milk is difficult to procure.

Wine very g"o1 of it"; kind,

hut strongly re-ornaled.

Me'iemkt All, 872,

Mekvbkrna, 839.

Mki.ankrino, 652.

Melan(;eia, 167.

Mel WYiiRO, Sirinl, 48.

Mki ktiis, 669. 689.

Ml I.IGVLV (AKGO.S), 119.

MELIGALA cMkw;nia),

148. 164.

I'tjlcnible Inn.

Mici.iKiA, 24,

Mei.ina, 835.

Melingoc, 72.

Meliniro, 878.

M ELissi, 76.

M ELITE, 339,

MELOS, 901, 490.

British (Jonst i * r
Agent: Andrea (JiaUraki.

^Ienandek, 467,

Mkniikli, 501,

Mknekemos, 701,

Mknelaion, 212.

Menklaos, xc-'ii.

MiNim (Attica). 442. 4G6,

758 ; (Acarnama\ 665,

698,

Menidi, Tomb, 441, 374,

MENim (Anpkos), 883,

Memna, 775,

MKMiriiiLo.*, xi.vi.

Mkn.sa. 431,

MERKNnA. 484,

Mfklera. 1, 12,

Mksavoino. 925.

Mksionpa, 717,

Mejogi, 482,
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KESOLONGHI, 581. 42, 51,

579. 596, 602, 624, 636, 637,

670.

H. Byron (Mirupwi/X near
tlie Post Office, kept hv
Macrinidtis, with good fle-^-

tiiurant. There are one or
two other tolerahle Hextaii-
ritnts and go,^d Cafe's in the
town.

MusovouNi, 624i

Wessakia, 901.

Messene (see MAvnoMATi\
Mkssen'e, 142. 149. 154, 230.

AIkssina, 63.

Mktapa, 624. 603.

Mktaxata, 29.

MtTEORA, 753 (see Kai.a-

BAKA).

METHANA, 104.

FiHJii and lo<lginp ;it the

Riths, in the lirtek style.

Mkthone (Mes!<exia), 230;

(Ki-iiir.s), 823.

Mkthydkiox, 177.

Mkkkhi, 625, 620.

Metopi, 97.

METRdi'oi.i.'*, 659.

Metzovo, 766. 805.

MiAOULi.s, 105, 450.

MlCHAS. 641.

MiCHiEM Family, 879.

MicKocnoKi, 629. 637.

Mkkovathi, 759.

MiDEA, 119.

Midlands, 482.

Mi. .ONI, 131.

Mii.iA, 805.

MiLiAE.s 736.

Millstones, 904.

MlLTIADES, 288, 910.

MiLTIADES, FOUT, 111,

MlLTIADES, TOSIB OF, 471.

Wilton, 244, 879.

MiNDiroGLi, 223.

Mineral Pitch, 814,

]\llNES OF GliEBCE, IxXV.

Mines of Laurion, 487.

Mining Rly., 491.

Mi oa, Island, 256. 881.

.Mint of Aegina, 495.

MiNYAK, 564. 522.

MiNYAS, TkEA.SLRY OF, 563.

MlKDITE, 727.

Mikdites, 867.

lIlKRORS, 393.

MisA NO, 168.

Misithra, 73,

MisiTHRAs, Castle, 136.

MisocAMPOs, 585.

Mi.*ovorNO, 511,

MisTRA, 136, 207.

Mistros, 713.

MiTHRIDATES, 551,

MiTHKIDATIC AVaI!, 885,

Mnesioles, 301.

MocKNiGO, Count, 2.

MODON, 230. 154.

Mohammed II., 705.

.MoKisTA, 622, 620.

i .MoLAi, 129.

Moles, Ancient, 496.

MoLivo Pykgo, 839.

MOLO. 525. 734.

Tolerable nis^ht quarters.

MoLossiAN Dog.?, 817.

MoLOS.sos, Alex., 794.

molykreion, 595,

monastert of

—

assl'mption, 499.

Daphni, 457.

Katharox, 48.

Mercy, 611,

Meteora, 753.

Palioirli, 762.

POLI.INA, 802.

St. John, 794.

St. Like, 546.

St. Nicholas, 40.

Pancrator, 607.

Tatarna, 633.

Iaxiarch, 82.

Virgin, 541.

Vlrkano, 141.

{See Convent).

MoNASTiR, 862. 807.

Monastiraki, 668. 684. 690.

MoNEMVASiA, 128, 113. 920.

Monks and Monasteries,

cxi.

Monks of Mount Athos, 841,

monodendri, 206.

Monodendri Stat , 223.

MOXOXYLA, 582.

Montenegro, 812, 813.

Montferrat, Marquis of,

247. 295, 723, 825.

morasclavon, 624.

Mokea, 69.

MoREAs, Fort, 239.

IVlOROsiNi Francesco, c, 19,

205, 110. 139.

.Mosaics, Byzantine, 457, 548,

MoscAfO, 446.

MosKOPOLi, 807.

MouLKi, 769.

Mount—
Acroceraunia, 815, 818.

Aegaleon, 154.

Aegaleos, 244, 457.

Aenos, 31.

Agrapidaki, 684,

Akogi, 43.

Apelauron, 157.

Aphqrismos, 468.

Apokuro, 614.

Akabokephalon, 626, 612,

614,

Ardini, 643, 644.

Aroania, 169, 590.

Artemision, 127, 69.

Athos, 842, 837, 853.

Bergandi, 684, 666, 668.

Bermion, 834, 836.

BOREION, 162.

Bumisto, 684, 689.

Cambounia, 721, 835.

Chalcis, 580, 599,

Chalkitsa, 677.

Chassidiari, 749.

Chelidoni, 628,

Chelmos (Arcadia), 69,

169, 179, 590; U.aco-

NIA), 215.

Chelona, 104.

CiRCELLO, 62. 240.

Cithaeron, 506, 504. 505.
569, 560, 561.

Cnemis, 525. 504, 570.

Crania, 792.

Cynthos, 892.

1)1 A, 908.

DlDYMA, 109.

DiMASTos, 905,

DiRPHis, 712,480, 699.

iMUMERKA, 614.

DoXA, 835.

Drama, 871.

Elatias, 506,

Elatos, 653.

Klias, 175.

ElyM BO, 491.

Kpomeo, 62.

Ercole, 22.

Eryemik, 770.

Erymanthos, 80, 69, 590.

Etna, 63.

Eva, 141.

Gerakovani, T34.

<iERANEiA, 63. 84. 240, 264

Gekoniion, 236.
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Mount— MOfXT-
GRAMM08, 722. Ma EN"A LOS, 176.

Gkanitza, 555. Manina, 686.

(JkeatTomok, 722. Mauie^sa, 911.

Gl:tVA, 801. Mavho rcNAiM, 233.

H. KvKiAKK, 154. Mavkovolxi, 748. 741

11 Vakvaha, 154. Mkgai.o Voi.x.i, 511.

Hei.ti.iox, 568. Mektzika, 803.

JIki.kon, 240. 504, 526.567. ME^t-Ai'iox, 611. 518, 703.

Hei.i.knuza, 217. 734.

HvMKnr?, 479. 244. 733. Metzikem, 763, 773, 804.

482. MlltDITE, 810.

IIvPArriix, 511. Mlki, 226.

}Ivp.>iLi KouTi'Hi, 684. Mysto Rachi, 663.

IriioME, 217. Xemeutzika, 796, 797

.Idansitza, 547. Nkko, 31.

Kakaudissa, 722. OciiA, 699, 711. 710, 7 13.

Kai.am<i.-<, 902. OcHTllOXIA, 714.

Kai.iakuda, 627. Oeta, 575, 504, 542. 673.

K Ar.i.rpiioNE, 228, 629. 652.

KANDri.i, 699. 734. Oloxos. 80. 239, 224, 590.

KAKAii.un A, 860. Oi-VMiTs (Eiimjea), 702,

Kau.is, 39. 734; (Tii>;.stAi.Y), 822.

Kki.hei:ina, 785. 721, 741, 743.

hKKATA, 256. Oi.vrziKA, 786, 787. 792.

Khimaiia, 816. OxE ox, 94.

KioNA, 239. 504. 644. 645, Oubeu>s, 720.

650, 651. 653. OK..S, 499. 63. 104. 494.

Kua'iii>, 527. 546. (),-:-A, 721. 741. 743.

Ki.oK.AA, 597. 580. 614. Othkvs, 570, 721. 734.

Ki.ciMui.o, 799. 757.

KoNl«. V(i!-M. 231. Palaeovouxo. 556.

KoNiSKA, 629. 637. Haxaciiaicox, 79. 76. 69.

KoNui-iNA, 689. I'AXGAEus, 872. 873.

KoKAX, 651, 652. I'AXi, 482.

Kui:vniK. 83. Paim.ia. 644.

KolKnll.A, 752. Pai;nv;->i>, 540. 83. 239.

KolMAKO, 131. 504. 526. 528. 541. 542.

K..ri:ri.A, 774. 775. 783. 545. 550. 570. 734.

K"H VAKi, 883. Pakxes, 244. 465. 468 472.

Ki;Arnis, 168. PAKTIIEXII'N, 159.

KlCAVAlII, 162. Pemox, 740. 721. 735.

Kt.i'as, 511. 518, 519. PEXTELKI t, 502, 244. 467.

Ki n:A, 157. 482.

Kin i-v;., 631. Pkuisteri, 722.

KviLENE, 83, 69. 103. 168, Petalas, 668.

590. PllAGAS, 563.

LAiiisiTZA, 775. Phuie, 228.

Lakmox, 767. PllOlKA, 96.

I.Ai-HYSTios, 554. 555. Pixui>, 767, 655, 721 763.

l.KIBETHKIOX, 556. 766.

hiTiiAi>A, 699. Plessidi, 740.

l.V(-ABE~. n.s, 438. PlX)KOPARI, 630.

LvKAKoN, 238. 69. 221. PONTIXOS, 159.

Lv(oMMo, 149, 230. PboKiAKi, 232.

l,\i,\>vu/i, 686. 688. PsvcHKo, 154. 59.

ilACiii voKus, 646. PiEUi. 639, 640, 641.

Mocxi—
IT.-.N, 520. 504. 519, 522.

561.

HKi(;ANt, 592. 594.602. 614.

Khodoi-k, 873. 874.

P.HOINO, 160.

KOSAFA, 811.

RoLDIA, 176.

SAGMATA^l, 511.

S. Croce, 24.

S.S. DecA, 24.

!>T. Ei.iAs, 699: (.Ocha),

711 ; (Ke..¥), 895; (.Mv-

COX08), 905.

St. Nicolas, 710.

.S. Salvatouk, 24. 12.

Saxtameki, 226.

.Sakixxs, 720.

Sekkiiix, 874.

.•^iiAu Dagii, 720.

!<ka1!Maxga, 458.

Skiathis, 236.

Skropoxeri, 520. 521.

."<<ip<iTi, 771.

.SrAKTOvoiM, 6G6.

sphingiox, 622.

Stefaxi, 60.

.^VUKXZA, 804.

Taphias.xo.'-, 597. 580.

Tavros, 692.

T^YGET..t^, 137.63. 69. 213.

T'HIKA, 817.

Telethkios. 699.

Tktrasi, 221. 233.

Titaxas, 835.

TITTHIOX, 99.

TcMARos, 763. 803. 804.

ToMoR, 808. 804.

Ti:EBisnix, 799.

Trikovox, 644.

TsIKAGHIt'IlKA, 748.

TYMl'llREMi.>. 638.

TziMBERi'i;, 163.

Varassova, 580. 597. 599.

602. 614. 626.

Vaicmm, 644.645.650.651.

687.

Vasiiics 141.

Vei.oxidi, 99.

Velichi, 638. 627. 636.

A'ELiTZi, 677.

Ve.<lvu.«, 62.

YiEXA, 626. 614. 615. 618.

620.

ViGLA, 646. 648.

Vlocikis, 614.

Vu.WA, 79. 80. 239.
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Mount—
Zagora, 556.

Zekurf, 644,

ZiA, 908.

ZiEiA, 83, 590.

zodlouti, 771,

Zygos, 581, 583. 585. 599,

602, 603, 609-612, 659,

766, 767,

MOURLA, 80,

MousiA, 168,

Mountain Ranges, Ixviii.

MOUTAPHADES, 510, 515,

MuicROss, 76,

MuLAKi, 175, 217.

MiJLLER, Monument to, 443,

MuMMius, 885,

Munich, Glyptothek, 498,

Muntaner, 247,

Muntchia, 453, 446, 447,

452,

Ml-RAD, ,'^ULTAN, 724, 825.

Mukex Brandauis, 281.

MURIA, 180.

MUR.SIA, 769.

Murstiana, 609.

MURZINA, 771.

Museum at Aegina, 367,

Museum at Myconos, 905.

MusTAjs, 636,

Musunitsa, 651, 652.

Mycalessos, 516, 511,

Mykenae, 121, 368, 375.

MYCONOS, 904, 878.

Kough accommoddtion at

a privaie bouse; aprily to

the custodian of the Museum.

Steamers, p. 938 ; boat fur

landinp;, 1 dr. Sailiiip-boat

to l><lus and back, for a
single traveller, 10 dr. ; for

a l.irge pa ty, 40 dr.

Myli, 159, 112, 134.

Mylopotamos, 130.

Myonia, 653.

Mykistissa, 23.

Myron, xcii.

Myrrhinos, 484,

Myrtia, 224.

Myrtia Monastery, 621.

Myrtoan Sea, 877.

Myrtountion, 691.

Myrtari, 669,

Mystae, 459, 461,

Mysteries, Eleusinian, 459.

MiTiCA, 166.

\_Greece ix. i903.]

MYTICAS, 679, 678, 683,

689, 696,

Tolerable Caft.

Mytilene, 878.

N.

Naoitssa, 910.

Napier, Sir C, 782,

NAPLES, 9, 10.

*/'afkcr's Hotel, in a fine

healthy situation high above
the bay, withgo<.)d view, per-

fect sanitary arrangements,
and English comf 'rts. Koom
f o n 4 fr., including service,

eleitric light, and bath. N.
Bristol, Close by on the same
ro id.

* Grand Hold, at the W.,
extremity ot the Chiaja ; H.
Vesuvius, at the K. end

—

both these on the sea. West
End Hold, on the ^lope b' -

tween the high ground and
the sea.

Cab t') or from the Stat.,

with luggage, li fr.

Steamers, tee p. 938, 1 fr.

50 c.

Napoli di Romania, 109.

Napoli ui Malvasia, 920.

Naranzi, 2,

Narta, 816.

Narthacion, Mt., Ixxxiii.

Nasos, 672.

NAUPACTUS, 591, 239, 595,

624, 646, 652,

Poor Inn {ri^v HeVioi')

;

room, 4 dr. (sini^le bed, 2 dr. ),

poor Rfstaurant attached.

Cafe above the E. end of the

old main street, shadi-d by a

fine tree. Mail Caique daily

across tiie gulf in I hr. to

Fsalhopyrgos (Zachoulio-

tica), in time to catch the

mid-day train to Athens, re-

turning at 3 p.m. Fare, 4 dr.

with luggage.

NATJPLIA, 109, 96, 103, 134,

158.

*//. Mycenae, at the X.E.
comer o' the Square, clean
and comfortable, with gooil

Restaurant. Room, 4 dr. ;

pension, 12 dr.

*n. des Elrangcrs, kept
by Demetrios Malhrook, at

the ot er end of the Siuare.
A'e67ait7'an( attached to hotel.

Carriage to Tiryns. 8 dr. ;

Mycenae, 25 dr. (returning by
Aifios, 30 dr.); Hieron and
back, 35 dr.

Horses, 8 dr. a day ; tc the

Stat, at Myli, lo dr.

Steamers, p. 938.

Nauplia Nunnery, 112.

Nauplia Paraskeve, 112.

Nauplia St. Spiridion, 110.

Nauplia, Objects from, 374.

Nauplios, 712,

Nav.vl Arsenal, 455.

Navarino, 149, 229, 231 (see

PVLOS).

Navarino Vecchio, 152.

Navigajosi family, 879.

Naxia, 906,

Naxos, 906, 878.

Naziri, 232,

Neae Kalamae, 139, 231.

Nea Epidauros, 97 (.'ee Epi-

DAUROS).

Nea MiNzr.LA, 735,

Neapolis (Laconia), 131 ;

(Macedonia), 871,

Neapolitan Albanians, 69.

Neda, Sources of thic, 221.

Nedymos, 510.

Negro Heads, 627.

Nkgropontk, 704.

Nemea, 95, 237,

Nemean Games, 96.

Nemesa, 219.

Nemesis, 473.

Nemkszika, 770.

Nemnitza, 177.

Neocastro, 149,

Neochori (Acarnania), 671.

660, 670; (Euboea\ 713
;

(Thkssaly), 736; (.Vi-

bania),775; (Pell a), 860;

(Amphipolis), 870,

Neopatra, 575,

2 N
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Neopatras, 75, 249, 723,

Nekio Acciajoi.i, 249, 295,

NKito, 6, 529, 253, 900.

Nekovitsa, 218,

Nesiotbs, xc.

Nkss<).s, 572, 581.

Nestaxr, 167.

New Phalehov, 446, 447.

New Pr.EUKOv, 589.

Newtok, .Sir C, 476.

Nezeiio, 743.

>'lAGHOt,'8TA, 835.

NroAEA, 526.

NlCANDHO-S 605.

NrciAS, 887, 893.

NiCLl, 205.

Xk"olas de Guise, 98.

N. DE .St. Omek, 509.

NlCOLAOS, Pati:iarch, 649.

Nicoi.i>ciios, 608.

Xiroror.is, 778, 35, 41, 578,

601, 664, 694, 695, 777.

NicouTzr, 774.

XICO.STHKNES, 417.

Nico.sTKArcs 604.

NiKiTA, 839.

NiSE Way.s, 870.

Nio, 893.

NwAEA, 256.

NISI, 148, 140. 231. 232.
Miiall Inn. .bledraers,

p. 9:i8.

Ni.svoKO, 857.

NiviTZA, 820.

XoBitrEK, M. F., 664.

>ii>CTK.S AlTICAE, 467.

NoKL, Mr Fhaxk, 715.

.NOINTKL, MaKQUI8 1>E, 263.

909.

Nomad Wallachians, 725.

N'onack s, 169.

NoRBANia 872.

NLNNEUr OF Tenos, 920.

NVMPHAEON (ATi.o.s), 854;

(Illyria), 815.

Oak Heads, 506.

Ociii:iDA, 864.

OrTAviAN, 578, 695. 872 (sc<

AlT.U.STtJS').

Ol'.AXTHEtA, 590, 239,

Oediiodkia, 510.

OKmrv.s, 507. 545,

Oemapai:, 671, 606. 660,579.

Oenok, 505, 913.

Oeonos, 700.

Oem;.ssak Island.*, 230.

Oetyi.o.s, 133.

Ogi.e, Mu, 740.

Ogtgian Deluge, 564.

OiNEON, 647, 648.

OiNO' hoe, 399.

Olciniox, 812.

Ol-DCAl-.-EWAr, 611,

Old Coi:inth, 86, 84.

Old Malslsey, 129.

Old Okxaea, 660.

Old Phalekon, 445.

Old PiEiitox, 585.

Old Thbbks, 556.

Old Woman '.s Fold, 472,

Old Woman's Leap, 683.

Olexus, 227.

Olialds, 908,

Oi.oo.«.soN, 742, 835.

Olophyxos, 843.

Olpae, 688, 690,

Olpe, 416.

Oluss, 812.

Oly.miki-, 491,

OlYMPIA, 180, 219, 222,

227, 392.

*Gra>iil Hotel, belonging
to thp Uiy. Co.. tbp lMrg"ht

ami btst iu ibe Ptiop-jn-

ne.'^us; wpll sittiatfd in its

own urounds, c^ose to tlie

Miwiim, iinil nr)t far from tlie

ruins, cloniplaints of ovfr-

cliarpiiig. Advisabli't/itnake

a ba gain. Noticp should
b^ given, the liotel being
often crowded after th" ar-

rival of tlie steamer at I'atras,

while at other times rfsitnrs

are not expected, and little

provision is made. Letters
aiidre8>ed U) the hcjtel are
sent back to the Porte Res-
tante at Pyrgos, unless
claimed in a day or two, or
unless the direct<)r has l>-i n
fcp -cially in>tiuctcd to keep
lliem. Paym- nts in gold.

Dragomans aiirl others al-

ways rail this house the My.
Itiiltl (see aijove), a name
which is likely to mislead
the travclli-r, as the building
is I m, distant from thf Stut.

The Kaitwatj llnte} is now
the only one at Olympia. the
two smaller hoiels having
lately b en bought up.

Horses for a tour in the
Peloponnesus, » to 12 dr. a
day, according to bargain.
There is no Post Office (see
above), .ind sciicely a house,
except the Museum and the
thrne hotels.

OLYMFIA, SCI'LITURES FP.OJI,

xci.

Olympic Games, 181.

Olyxti:o.«, 838. 837.

Omer Effexdi, 647.

Omer Pasha, 511.

Omek Vrioxis, 271. 582. 606,

618. 636.

OMllE.>iIMOS, 821.

oxche.stos, 553.

Onooonathos, 131,

OpHiorssA, 918.

Op"rs, Headlaxd, 586,

OplrXTIAN LdCRLS, 504,

Oil-.s, 504. 525.

Okacle of Apoluj, 524. 567.

736.

Oracle op Delphi, 504.

Oracle OF IXidoxa, 363, 791.

795.

Oracle ok Tropkoxio.«, 555.

O'iciioMENos (Arcadia), 167

;

(Boeutia), 561, 522, 524.

552, 569.

Oreois, 717. 735.

Orestes, 107.

Oricox, 817.

Orient Express, 65.

Orman Mag^'I-la, 748.

Ormexiox, 740.

Ormtlia, 839.

Orosh, 867.

Oropo.s 517, 473.

Orphaxa, 759.

Okphaxo, 870.
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Orpheus, Tomb of, 823.

Okttgia, 884.

ostanitza, 803, 804.

OsTKOS o, 861.

Othon'i, 1.

Ouu Lady of Porta, 687.

OxvA Hills, 629.

OXVUTHOS, 714.

OZALAI, 597.

OZOLIAN LOCRIANS, 647, 653.

Padishah, 441.

Paeania, 482.

Paeaniox, 670,

Pagania, 25

PAGA.SAE, 739. 735.

Palaea Epidauros, 98.

Palaea Mosemvasia, 129.

Palaea Parga, 796.

Palaea Venetia, 761.

Palaeoavli, 666, 771.

Palaeo Bazaki, 622,

Palaeo Caglia, 39.

Palaeo Castrizza, 22.

Palaeo Catuxa, 676.

Palaeocastro of Alifaka,

746 ;
(los), 893 ; ( Karpe-

Kisi), 629 ; (KiMOLOs), 899
;

(Kythnus), 901.

;
Palaeocastko OF Phexeos,

168; (Bassaej, 218, 233,

I Palaeocatdnox, 639, 644.

[Palaeochalias, 693,

|,Palaeocatuxon 639, 644.

Palaeochalias, 693,

Palaeo Episcopi (TEGEA^,

205
;

(Epihus-), 797

;

(Thessaly), 751.

Palaeo Gardiki, 746.

Palaeo Kitros, 823.

Palaeokulia, 665.

Palaeo Loutra, 141.

Palaeologo-s, 172.

Palaeojiaxixa, 659, 676.

Palaeo Muculi, 160,

Palaeoxisi, 667,

Palaeo Orphano, 870.

Palaeo Panagia, 558,

Palaeo Phiva, 556.

Palaeopoi.is (Corfu), 17

;

(Gytheiox), 131 ;
(Kl[s\

224; (AxDR.is), 883,

Palaeopyrgos, 618, 619.

Palaeoscai'.i, 650.

Palaeros, 692.

Palaeste, 819.

Palagia, 520,

Palamedes, 712.

Palamidi, 111.

Palasa, 819.

PalateA, 105.

Palati (Isova), 179; (Na-
xos"), 908,

Pale, 30, 681.

Palermo, 63.

Paliambela, 666, 667.

Palimbey-, 666,

Pallaxtiox, 162.

Pallexe, 837,

Palumba, 178.

PaLUS ACHEKOUSIA, 794.

Palus Histoxis, 873.

Palus Cekcixitis, 870.

Palus Labeatis, 811.

Pampheia, 620, 622.

Pax, Cave of, 472,

Pax, Grotto of, 492,

Pan axd the Ntmph.s, 540.

Pan, Temple of, 238.

Paxaexos, 194.

Paxabtolion, 578.

Paxagia, 541, 693,

Paxagia Elakousa, 443,

i

Paxagia ton Kleistox, 465,

i

912,

Paxagia Rhkvmatocratissa,

875,

Panagitza, 138.

Pandosia, 794,

Paxkgtri.s, 623, 584, 607,

633, 638,

Paxgkali, 597.

Panisalkos, 54.

Paxopeds, 551,

Paxormos (Cephalonia), 34 ;

(Albaxia), 820; (Ten<.>s\

920 ; (ScopELOs), 931, 932.

PaNTOCRATOR MONASTEKT,
852,

Pappadatais, 589, 602, 604,

605, 611, 686,

Paracheloitis, 578, 589, 688,

Paradisi, 668, 670,

Parali, 243,

Paramythia, 774, 783.

Parapotamioi, 569.

Pakaskeve, 221, 557,

Paravoi.a, 616, 611, 612, 613.

615, 618, 620, 625.

Parga, 795, 35, 777.

Pakian Chronicle, 879, 911,

Paris and Helen, 485.

Pauls, Treaty of, 2,

Paroekia, 910.

Parori, 135.

Paros, 910, 878,

Parthexox, Sculptof.es

FROM, xcii.

Pasha's Fountain (Leuca.«).

37; (EuBOEA), 710.

Pa.SHA LiMAXI (PlKAEt;,),

447 ;
(Albania), 817,

Pasiteles, xcvi.

Pa.*s of Amblema, 571.

Pass of Axephorites, 516,

Pass of Daphni, 457.

Pass of Eleuthekocir>-=!,

775.

Pass of Gtphtocastro, 506,

Pass of Klidi, 222.

Pass of Mackyxoros, 664.

Pass of Prossos, 636.

Pass of S. Liberals, 31.

Pass of Tchika, 818.

Pass of Thermopylae, 572.
Passarowitz, Treaty ov, 37,

495.

Passava, 132,

Patiopoulo.s, 664.

Patisia, 441, 466.

Patradjik, 575.

Patrae, 76, 601, 778.

PATRAS, 75, 51, 228, 259,
580, 596, 658, 778.

Castle, 78.

Demarchy, 78.

Drilling-ground, 79.

Gymnasium, 79.

2 N 2
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->'—-'-*i., 71.

, 77.

. • .'ny^ 78.

Kvjja • M'ur.vi'yi, 71.

-7. Am'KEw, 78.

-I. Nl'JB'yLAS, 77.

7»,

V/TAKE OF «7, Gr/f/R<;E, 7B.

Tkmm-e "r Demetek, 79.

ti' Kf^- 11. uV i.»" ij'i' |i|« RfT-

ri'>;i ff . I'l' .^V-JlIU'T fc/

•• '
••

• -id t .•iice tt>
'

i tJT i dr., IB-
j

' •fXa.m'UBtv'o

>'n/iiBaJ t r ff

ii b".»t, I dr.;

f'/uW* iifid *!-

H 'rrn I.•<—*Ora Jid ff Fa-

S t*r-.-iji' .

*Ari{fltl<-rr'i; forttier dcrWD

Va' I' f.> .'II

WiD»« of tl^

(p. IIXU.;, 1^

t.laiijj.».W.

M-itttn-,. '' fi.rJjt, l>r.

rio '; "j'J* '**

ill*' '."' «! lit . Kic*! ei)t

*ud dvwp FatfM tff^iiidjr.

'n'j» St , D»-*r

xij huvnaxi.
Klt. S7AT. for nil traiii'

4 ru S.K. ./f ' " " •
(V. tn" L a» '

B)"Tj|r tlie quii • > < » -
ro'imrhifu .ititt <4 »t, AflOrew,

14 m S.

H.K.M. C'i '- "

I'ATH'XXEIXti l»I.A^^. ttO.

pATL fyf Ar-'^iTiA. 4»J.

J-A^LITZA, 166. 14».

pAXfis. 26. 1. 7M.
VzwKM. 243.

yKiy-rMiAK, 74€.

in-A., 445.

.., we.

I

J''»L««»"^^.•'I, Ml.
I pri *o<'!i>A, 720.

• i/A, 6(8.

... . ,l;4Vj; <->, t»31.

I

I'eiiKf. 9M.
' I'rnM«*i'.'<x, 747.

1 I A. 721 MO.
. M.AI5A. tU.

' M.
za.

l.WAK WaI.I., W.

f't«r<i'.ii. 044. Wt.
I'r'.ur/iitt. 669.

^cji/i-noAi/TA, 7M.
pEnei/zfT., <;iiAvr «*. M.
H akkO Kxntzu*, 10.

['•-•TATtxyw, 182,

Ff.»;»!U, Wl. 4«»7 624.

l'Ejn»>'»'<i.i'(iiA, 87 397.

VcTAUKtivm, n\.

Ir... l,,-.,,,,, tt.
'. '^.

:--, JO.

Ij.i.i>;</i», 720.

VztUHt-tt'M, GllEAT AtTAB OV.

XCrL

pEBW'/rKTtW, SIS.

pEKin », 246. 872.

Pewltke*'". 476.

Prn'.TATi. 84, 89.

876.

169.

V31.

'.(,2.

• 746.

fEtt-rt-rHOir,, 794.

fEio-Et ^ 665. 912.

pEi:»'iA»f Of Aemhtlt ••. (£6

Pej:ha)i Wae, 294.

f'ETA, 786.

Pe7ai.a,661. 1.

Pe^ALAc, 44.

Petalea, U2.
Petali JeLAVii. 7n.
Petauu. 220. 149.

Pet H- »>,•-, 723.

Teieh I't '>.*' KTEifE.r. 722.

Petea, 663. 666.

Pete A Pa>». 836.

Peti:a», 776.

Petli-.a, 216.

I

pEii^i'' 1 ''i:!, 624. 612. 622.

pETlfjVOIKI. (86.

pEnr. J;e>. W..t7».

Phahea. 4S3.

PlIAEI EA Axb HimjLfnt
107.

P)i>r: i',i-r> 627.628.

pH A 1,1/1 '». 710.

P.iAEi<Ji'>* </r pLAT'j, 266.

l'>iAr>;(.Hi 746.

PHALAKJtA, 74S.

Phalaua, t7t.

PHALZEOV (5rw). 444

447.

<.b l-MllJTJ/, •*'. lull U
ATtlEVC). IW*' traiDw*
to <1j* ilrwui, '16.

U«1fl »» ij'' ' )'i.
I HI

J iiLiiinay (M( ArMKEEt
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Phalkki>s Koaps, 448.

Phana. 610, 606.

I'hasaki j^Bassvs). SIS: (ft-

KAKIS\ 447.

Phasakios, 751.

Fhaskki>mkxk (SaiamisX
S56; (Autiisv) 497; (.^^'t*-

KISTH). 95.

Phamv 1.

Phasotak. 798.

Phakak, 813, 337.

Phakoaikin. 746.

Phakos. 915.

Pmaksaua, 749.

FHARSALA. 749. 758.

Vol. rabltf bu^et, with un-
resinaSt'd wine. Kwius, • ut

no btKj, at a ct'tta^w acrnss

the n>aJ. S<fat in a carriage

to the tviwti, 1 itr. or le»s.;

entire vetiicle actvrviiug to

bargain.

phaksaia>s, 749.

Phakyijak. 542.

Phajwa. 807.

Pmkia. 839.

PuKtinvs, xdi., SIS, 318, 474.

PHKNEvv-i. 168. 96. 336.

Phkkak ^,KvlA\^Alv\ 189;

(.VKU!sriso>. 739. 741.

PUKKSAtA I^Srt PUAKSAl-V).

Pjhalk. 400.

Pmvirn A Mvkkn vb. 96. 185.

Phw.vha. 156, 221. 333.,

PiitHA, 171. 179.

Phillviae. 761. 775.

PHILIATKA. 154.

IVleral'le tun.

PHtur Wf Maisihw, 833, 857,

860. S70. 873. 504. 593.

Piiuu- 11., 571.

Puuu- U. Of ^i-vix. 681.

PuiLU- v.. 57S, 618, 655, 657.

659, 663, 670. 673, 688,

~<S. 75S, 7i>t>. 8S6. 988,

\1? UkI HKl », oU.

;ti. 871.878.

. 461.

MKl V. 550.

MKiiVs 536.

NU'KS, 1S7.

>'b:uK\, 146, 163.

mi; VI V. Si*.

v'.ifv.-. S53.

PmsiKi, 770, 881.

Phi*t>on, 620.

Phivv, 507.

Phlu>i>, 237.

Ph^kion, 709.

PHtvis, 504.

PnOKNli-A, 917.

Phok.nub. 770. 881.

Phokmx, 573.

I'jiOEVtAK, 655.

Phmlkv; vNOK\>!S 913.

i'Hoxiv. 168.

Phoumu'n, 598. 672. 678.

PnoiuKV Pa!^ 757.

PmiiKMi, 885.

Phoikmis. 814.

Phkastam, 763.

Phkix v. 179.

Ph\ki vs, 900.

Phyla, 70S, 70S, 714.

Ph\lakoh, 903.

l>nviK, 466, 464, 469.

l*nvrvi<.>N, 618,

I'm VIA. 687. 688.

l^t VOKX^A. OlCHKSs! OF, 500.

llAl>A, 97.

^Ain. 147.

Pi VIS Pasha. 879.

PiAii. 204.

PlltKlAX PlAlN, 823.

PiKru\> .ViMEuio, 249.

I'WAivvomA, 57.

I'TK.KK.Vl, Isxi,

I'lhKKMl (AkcauiaX 167;

(.ArruAX 470, 470i«,

PlKKKNKS, 830,

l^KKAKI. 585.

muviA. 648.

PllAV IKIR, 740.

PuiKui. 819.

PtsvKK, 837.

PlSlKkS. 571.

Ilxis HviNiiKNsis, 98, 467.

in»BKi. 931.

PIRAEUS. 447, 63, 941, 361.

494, 576. 758

ActK. 451,

,\ksknal v>»r Pmu>. 458,

Asian I.imvm, 453.

Oasvuakiks. 430.

Oavk Aimvuvs, 450.

l^MBl-KKV. 455.

<.\srv»M Uoi sK. 450,

1Ha^kh;vv.445>, 450.

Kki'k>nki\, 449,

Km\>j;av. 480.

Gateway, 449.

Gymsasivm. 153,

H Tkiapa 447. 450.

Halae. 449.

Hill or >IisYCHiA. 453.

HlPl\>PAMlAS Agoka. 450.

Hl»"l:X)PKOMB, 458.

Kakaiskakis SvjrAKE, 450.

Kkommydakon, 449,

LA2ZAKKriv>, 449,

Lesskk AooiJA, 450.

Lkihthv'Csk, 450,

AIakisis Lio>i, 450.

MoNfVBvr w ExeiisH ani>

Fkksch ik'iiuKKSs 458,

MlSYCHlA, JUKI- Of. 451,

HisKiM, 453.

Pavihon, 450,

Phkjsa'itys, 451.

Pv>Kio Pkacw 45S.

PoiSTO Ljsonk, 453.

QrAKANTisB Station, 489.

KOYAL Gakpx-ns, 450.

St. EiiAS. 453.

SlUSAl SXATK'N, 451.

SKBVOTHEfA, 452.

Staupa IsiANP, 453.

I'KJins or Afhkowts,450.
XuKATKK. 452, 453.

THS-MISTOCLKS, Ioxb v!».

451.

TKBuisToeuss, AVaus or.

451.

TaiRiosKKi, S>rKis« o».

451.

W a11^ 449.

Zka, Pokt or. 458.

Zki-s Soiwt, rKJtriK or,

450.

Akkivai from forei^a

jvrts ^_s«• ArHBXS>. Pas5*u-

gfrs t'lvm Gw fe jKXts I ii4

at the S. quay. uuvJ tbtit

liijcjiage is exauiiieil only fvr

uiole aiiJ «.»tiv» dutl*«,

Kl^v-. Stat. 5 uiiu, N.Ji. vl

the lanUiujtH'iaoe.

jH^ate the landnig-pla-e. in

t(if Greek style, with toier«

able finiU U is jyvvxiMe to

sleep here, if ih- travrlWr
has to cxteh an eaily steamer,

Sewrul indiffi rent smU uoisy

l\ifSt<.XUi iXHCS,

r>-a»Kx»,v ftv«tt the Ou»-
tx>m h\>.se to the KW. Stat.

ll,-»lf-\vay it jv4>ses ih« Kx-
ihan^e, tixiu wlnoh a >?««»»

i't\i iHntljl runs to New t'l.a-

lertMl. '15 (M« ATitK}i»).
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steamers, pp. 937-938

;

offices all in Ap<.lloS(4., at
the N.K. corner of tli« har-
bour.

Carrinije t ) Ath'-ns, 6 dr.

;

t ; the fi-rry for Sulainis and
back, 12 ilr.

BRrTisit Consul. — fTon.
n. n'ai«h.~VicK-Cos>rL:
./. Joannidis. tiflice in the
S.'jiiare Ix'tween tli- har-
bours of Miiiiychia and Zea.
—U.S..\ . CoN.scLAU Agent :

M. K Sourmeh/.

Kngli.sh Service at the
fTymna.sinm, in the S. nngle
o( Korais .Sq., 5 min. S. K. of
the Kxchange. .^un. 3 p.m.
Chiplain. liev. F. R. Elliot.
M.A. In Sucraies St., open-
i'-g out of the W. corner
'•f tho Square, is a Sailors'
/1'slitute, where Engl'sh
newspapers may be s' en.
N'o drinks are suppli- d, ex-
cept cofTee. I'hi adniirabl'-

institution, which deserves
the support of Eugli»h tra-

v.Mlers, is visit-d by alwut
2700 saili>r.s and utners every
.vpar, for the purpose of
writing letters and playing
drauj^hts or domiiiota.

'I'heatkk at the N. angle
of the same square.

Post Offick in MiaouHs
f^t , on the tramway line K.

of the harl)<iur. f' I- graph
Office on the first flo t.

Ntf.am LAUNCtrES may
BMinetimes be iiired for ex-

cursions at £5 to £10 a diy,
but the a-si^t ince of a resi-

dent .should be sonuht befon-

lonclud'DK a bargain. Some
of the smaller steamers of

the Greik Company may
also 1^ enir.iged.

IiiTi, 179. 219.

I'iK.-winpiii.i, 748.

iT.-.v, 180.

risAXI Fa MILT, 894.

I'i.-KfNi. 222.

ITS.., 608.

IT-AETO, 46.

IT-i>osAs. 712.

I'rrcH Mixes. 814.

iTrrH ."spitiNns, 57.

VlTVUS-SA, 109.

I'lrs v., 681.

I'l.AGHLV, 692.

I'LAis OF Lelaston, 708.

I'T.AIN OF MOXASTIR, 720.

I'l.Ars OF ?H:fTARi, 722.

I'LMN OF Stuatos, 659.

Ii, MX OF Thessaly, 758.

Plaix op Vi.ioha, 663.

P1.AKOTO.S, 893.

Pf.ATAEA, 559.

Hlatamona, 822, 745.

I'LATAMOItliEMA, 654.

I'LATAXOs (.\rnAiA), 75;

(Aetoma';. 643.

Platiaxa. 219.

Platitekra, 20.

Platsa, 133.

I'LATrsTOJios, 576.

Pleurox, 606.

Pr.ECKox, Oi D, 586.

Pi.eva, 493.

Plutarch, 551.

podoixvit-sa, 676.

rOF.EESSA, 896.

IVlF.MAXDRIA, 514.

Por.i^:.*, CoLOxr of, 724. 731,

822.

PoLlCAXi.r:o, 912.

IVlMGYIill, 839,

P01.1S, Bay i'f, 48, 49.

POLLIXA, 802.

l-dLOXOS, 899.

PnLTAXDi;iov, 159. 543.

POI.YVEGOS, 899.

Pr.i.YBiis. 659, 662,670.

POLTCLEITO.- THE ELDER, Xciii.

I'oLTCLErroS, THE YOCXGEI^

100.

POLYOKATE-S, 893.

I'olyi;not..s. 406, 536.

I'niTAKS, 725.

P..M1F.V, 601. 743. 749.

Po:;dikocasti:o (Coi:Fr), 59 ;

(Katakoloxj. 229.

PopiLirs, 655.

POROS. 105, 63. 500.

(; .cd if.t.!.

Por.piiYKr.", 129.

I'OBUI. 131.

I'ouT OF Hr.iiA> i.i.s, 680.

Port of Maxdki 434.

I'liKT or Phaxaim, 35.

Port of Qiagl'i', 132.

Port op Raphti, 483,

Port of Vatht. 516.

Port of Vliko, 37.

PoiiTA Catf„na, 913.

Porta Cualcidice, 837.

Porta Pa.ss, 835.

Po[;taes(Pindcs), 751; (BoK-

otia), 511 ; (.Stratos), 656,

portaria, 740.

Port Achillbiox, 933.

PoRTO Dbaco, 447.

Porto Gaio, 26.

Port GAVBtox, 883.

Porto Gkkmano, 505.

Port Kalamitza, 933.

I oRTo I.,eoxe, 447.

Porto Pa lei: mo, 798. 820.

Poi:to I'axormo, 904.

Port I'haxahi, 793. 794.

Porto Ragtsko, 817.

Port Kaphti. 733.

Port of S. Irkne, 900.

porthmos, 709.

PoRTfs Pelodes, 768.

PosEiuio, 838.

Poseidon, 838.

Poseidon and .Vthesa, 322.

P(isKiiK>MA, 93, 252.

POTVMI, 26.

POfAMIA, 698.

PotA MO, 21.

POTIDAEA, 837.

POTIDAXIA, 646.

POTXIAF., 507.

Pottery, t^AXTORIN^, 928.

Powder Factory, 456.

pozzolasa, 924.

PraMAE (KTNOfRIA\ 113

(Attica), 483, 484.

Prasonesi, 131.

PRAVisin-A, 871, 868, 869.

Praxias, 529.

Praxitele-s, xciv., 202. 558.

PRE-HISTORIC I>WKLLtNf;-,926

Premeoi, 803. 798.

Prksba, 863.

PrevalitaX Albania, 722.

PREVE.SA, 776. 41. 696. 778

784.

Priam. 874.

Primates ci.

prinos, pas.s of, 167.

Prisrend, 720.

Proallax, 847.

PROCLES, 647.

Pbocris, 485.

PRODAXO LsI.AXP, 154.

pRODicos, 895.

Pkodromo?, 677.

Proerxa, 758.

Profile, Hi man, 293.

Proni, 32.

PROXIA, 111.

I

Propoxti.s, 876.

I

Proschiox, 610. 690.

I Prosktxa, 524.

I Prossos, 627, 638.
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I'HOSTOVAS, 626.

I'uoTE Island, 154, 229.

I'ltOVATU, 641.

PliOVLAKA, 847.

I'liOXExos, 605.

I'SAKA, 496, 544, 878, 904.

PsARi, 236.

PSATHOPrRGOS, 80.

P-SEUDISODOMUM, 353.

I'sopHis, 179, 228.

psyttaleta, 455.

Ptolemy Philadelphos, 608.

Ptolemy Soter, 608.

Public Executioner, 110.

PuLCHKUM Videre, 225.

PuntA, 777, 694.

Puria, 933.

PnuPLE Fishery, 129, 709.

Pyona, 823.

Pylae, 872.

Pylene, 610.

PYLOS, 149, 229.

Small Inn. Steamers, p.

938.

Pyramids, 103, 158.

Pyrgaki, 556.

I'YiKii, 21. 25.

Pyrgoi, 157.

PYRGOS, 224, 222, 229.

//. Olitmpia, tulerablj-

clean raims, with excelleiit

Restaurant. Musquitos are

very troublesome here, and
sleep is imjiussible without
a net.

Hill. Sto-t- ^- of tbe town
for Ol.vmpia or Patras; W.
for K'takdlon. Carriage

with luggage, 2 dr.

British Vice - Consul :

('. Fauquier.

Pyi'.gos (JIarathon), 471;

(Tenos), 920.

Pyrgos, Villa, 464.

Pyri, 509.

Pyrkhus, 785, 935.

Pythagoras of Samos, xtii.

Pythian Apollo, 264, 427,

925.

I'YTMO, 527.

Pyxos, 400,

Q.

Quarries of Parian IIakble,

911,

Quarries ok IIymettian

Marble, 480.

Quarries of Pentelic

Marble, 501.

Quarries of Verde Antico,

746.

Queen Olga, 909.

Qukkcus Aegilops, 894.

QUKRiNi Family, 879.

R

Eaiki, 524.

P.ADOSTIN, 803.

Eaftopoulo, 641.

Rafu, 454.

Raphina, 470a.

Rapids of the Euripos, 70S,

Rapsani, 743.

Raveni, 762.

Ravennica, 879.

Razata, 30, 31.

Reiss, 923.

Reliefs, Melian, 903, 394.

Reservoirs, Roman, 102.

Re.-shid Pasha, 582.

Resna, 863.

Retohi, 728.

Reveniko, 839.

Revolution, cii.

Rhamnus, 473, 478, 475, 733.

Rheitoi, 458.

Rheneia, 893, 884, 885.

Rhevmatieki, 885.

Rhigani, 659, 658, 607.

Rhigas, 741.

Rhion, so, 239.

PvHizomylos, 75,

Rhodes, 449.

Rhodian Plates, 878.

RHOBOSTO, 875.

British Vice - Consul :

E. Dusu.

Rhombu, 684.

Rhyneos, 658.

Rhyton, 400.

Richard I., 6.

Rivers:—
Achel<»s, 41, 577, 579.

606, 610, 619. 628, 630.

632, 634, 640, 654, 655.

658, 659, 660, 670, 671.

681, 766.

Acheron, 35, 722, 780.

783, 793,

Agalianos, 628, 632,

Agrapha, 628, 632, 633.

634, 642.

Agraphiotikos, 632. 635.

Akrata, 83.

Alpheios, 69, 178, 181.

217, 218, 224, 237.

Amymone, 159.

Amythos, 775.

Anilio, 766.

Aoos, 721, 722, 767.

Apsus, 804, 809.

Apylas, 822.

Arachthos, 697, 765, 766.

767, 784, 785, 777.

Ai;i?, 141.

Akoanios, 168, 228.

Arta, 697, 722, 766, 767.

Asopos, 83, 236, 504, 507.

513, 515, 517, 560, 561.

ASP1:0 (ASPROPOTAMO), 606.

607, 581, 657, 766.

Axios, 720. 721, 824, 834.

Balyra, 147.

Bantza, 799.

Barbana, 811.

Belitza, 798.

Bendsha, 799.

JJeratino, 804.

Bliouri, 751.

Bocana, 811.

Bogazi, 724.

BOYANA, 722.

BupHYNOS, 823.

Carnion, 164.

Charadra, 472.

Charadros, 96, 125.
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Rivers :

—

Chicni, 632.

Clausula, 811.

Cocrxos, 774. 783, 794.

Daphxos, 591.

Dekopoi.i, 796.

Dev(.l, 722, 804. 807, 808.

DiMiK.is, 606. 613.

DiSA^f^i. 811.

Dn-'JTAMO, 147.

DiRCE, 508.

POANA, 179.

Ditii.oN, 864. 811.

Drin, 722, 810, 811. 864.

Drtno. 796. 797. 798, 799.

HUKATE?, 818.

EcHiDOitos, 834.

Klixos, 896.

Enipeus, 749. 750. 822.

kordaicos, 807.

Erasisos (Attica), 470a ;

(Argos\168; (Arcadia),

170 ;
(I.AcoMA), 213.

Eremitsas, 611, 612, 613,

618, 630.

Eku)AN(.~, 429. 479.

Erigon, 720.

Erineos, 80.

Erymantiios, 179. 228,

EuRiros, 521.

KUROTAS, 207. 214.

EvEsos, 577. 581.

'tastritzi, 221.

Gencsos, 721. 865.

tjLAUcos, 227.

GoRTYSKiS, 218.

iUritsa, 621.

H, Joannes, 508.

Hai.iacmon, 721, 767. 806.

807. 823.

Hkbros, 874.

UELISS.JN, 83. 163. 175, 176,

217.

Heukvna, 554. 561.

Hyi.aitiios, 591.

Ii.i#.-u.s 244, 445. 446, 447,

459. 479.

iNACHoji, 96, 125.

lNi).ife Kara, 721, 823.

l*MKNO.«, 508.

Kakavos, 643.

K A LAM A.-, 25.722.762.772,

775.

Kamiyio?, 636.

Kanavaki, 553.

Kandvi.v, 680.

Karasmak, 860, 861.

Rivers :

—

Karasou, 873.

KARDtTZA, 746. 751.

Karnesi, 171.

Karieni.si, 628.

Kelei-iiina, 136. 206, 207.

Kki'halabf, 553.

KephaloxKvsis, 158.

Kephiwi.'* (AtthaI, 244.

441. 444, 456. 463, 464.

481; (Hokotia\504. 505.

541. 542. 562.

KiRELS, 716.

Klapims, 180. 227.

Klimovo, 767,

Klitdria, 171,

KoKKiNo, 644. 645, 652.

Kuemxitza, 762.

KuiKELOf. 628.

Kriekiki, 656.

Kryoneri, 822.

Kt'TCHiK KAi;A.--r, 720.

Kyathos, 613.

Ladon, 171. 178.

Lari, 514. 515, 517.

Lari-sos, 226.

EARMAF.S, 521.

Lerna, 159.

Lethaeos, 746.

LiopESi, 228.

lilTOCHORO, 822.

Livadostro, 659. 560.

IjONc.ovitza, 762.

LouKHA, 797.

LuKCS, 697. 780. 792.

Lydias, 721, 834, 861.

Eymax, 233.

Malaxdrino, 645.

Malathhiv, 823.

Maritza, 874.

Mati, 722.

Mavromati, 141.

Mavronero, 860.

Mavropotasios, 722.

Mavrozoumenos, 147, 157.

Mega, 645. 651,

MEGD-n-A, 628. 636.

Melas, 563.

Metzovo, 766.

mskmclsyse asd i.ethe,

554.

MoKISTA, 621.

MuRios, 551.

MoRNOs, 591. 644. 651.

Myloi-otamos, 130.

Neda, 148. 156. 233.

Sedon, 138.

Rivers :
—

Ne-stos, 873.

NiLEis, 716.

Olbios, 168.

Oknus, 135.

Ophi.s, 166.

PAMIS-.S, 140, 141, 751.

Panitza, 96.

Pavla, 769.

I'EiKc.s, 227.

I'ENEics, 225.721.741,743,

745. 746. 751. 766, 822.

Petitaros, 656.

PHEESALtTIS, 750.

Phidakis, 581. 599. 602.

624. 626. 643.

PiKERMI, 470.

PiRNATSA, 140. 147.

Plakiotissa, 508.

Plataxia, 568.

platania.<. 641.

Pleistos, 527. 544. 546.

pontixos, 159.

PoToto, 663.

Prosilio, 766.

Pki>-ss<>*, 627.

Rasixa, 213.

RupHiA, 178.

Salamvkias, 741. 766.

Saraxda Potamo, 161. 206.

Ska, 594.

Skaria.*, 231.

.Skimbi, 721. 722. 727. 809,

865.

Spekcheios, 572. 753. 575.

676. 757.

Stentcleros, 232.

Stymphalos, 158. 236.

Strymon, 869. 870.

SULTINA, 237.

Taxos, 134.

Theius, 217.

Thermodon, 617.

Thespios, 553.

Thyamis, 722. 762. 772.

Trikalitikos, 83.

TRIKKALINii.'i, 746.

Trovati, 642.

TSHISAKLI, 749.

UsuMi Baratit, 722.

UsuRKi, 804. 808.

Valanasis, 470.

Vardar, 720, 824, 859,

Vardouma, 132.

Vareia, 694.

Vasilicos, 626.

Velvchi, 645,
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Rivers :

—

ViosA, 721, 722, 767, 799.

800, 801, 802, 803, 804,

815.

ViSTKIOZA, 769.

ViSTRITSA, 651.

VisTRiTZA, 721, 767, 806,

807, 823, 834, 835.

VouRiExr, 517.

Volvos, 775.

Vovos, 224.

VovoucA, 722.

Vnzi, 156.

Xerias, 96, 620, 742.

Xerillas, 164, 217, 219.

Xerocampos, 658.

Xeropotamo, 546, 665.

Yardimlou .Sor, 874.

Zagori, 766.

Zervas, 630, 631.

Rivers of Greece, Ixx.

EOE, .Sir Thos., 879.

ROGUS, 786.

RoiTiKA, 223.

Roman Aqceduct, 466.

Roman Highway, 868, 874

876.

Roman Theatre, 91.

Roman Villa, 88.

Romano, 793.

ROMANOC, 154.

RoMANUs II., 547.

'Romnev' (H.M.S.), 905,

RouMANiA, Despots of, 724,

Roumelis, Fort, 239.

RouMOUNi, 729.

Roux Co., 486.

RoviA, 638.

ROVOLAKKA, 638.

RoTAL Villa, 468.

Ruga, Bay of, 667.

RusiA, 168.

RUSSIANSIN THE ARCHIPELAGO,

879.

RussicoN, 855. 839.

RuTHVEN, Lady, 469.

Sacona, 164.

.Sacreu Band, 552.

Sacred Embassy, 483, 733.

Sacred Lake, 889.

Sacred War, 501 528, 529,

Sacred Wat (Elkiax), 224
;

(Eleusixian), 457, 458,

459.

Sacred Wood, 888.

Sadimas, 620.

Sageika, 226.

Saitani, 638.

S Angelo, Castle of, 22.

St. Andrew, 899.

.St. Anekgios, 549.

St. Anna, 717, 719.

.St. Anne, 854.

.St. Athanasius (Eira), 221

;

(Aegina), 497, 499 ; (Pmo-

cis), 545
;
(Aetolia), 636,

S. Catarina (Headland"), 12.

St. Catharine, 557.

St. Constantine (Sellasia),

206 ; ( Athens), 443 ; (Lo-

CEis";, 525 ;
(Helicon), 557.

.St. Cosmas (Promontory),

493.

.SS. DecA, 24.

St. Demetrius (Life op),

483 ; (Attica), 492 ; (Lo-

CRis\ 523; (Karpenisi),

629 ; (Lobotina), 644

;

(Bay), 931.

.St. Dionvsios (Olympus), 822;

(Athos), 854.

St. Elias (I)imitzana), 178;

( Kastelia), 230; (Kart-
taena), 238 ; (Lykaeon),

238; (Aegaleos), 456;

(Boeotia), 515 ;
(Keraso-

von), 589 ;
(Naupactus),

594; (Palaeochori), 603;

(Ithoria), 660 ;
(Astacos),

677; (Siphnos), 914.

S. Euphemia, 33.

St. Friday, 483 (jef Paras-

keve).

St. George (Castle), 29

;

(Byzantine Chapel), 232
;

(Village), 237 ;
(Megara),

256; (Piraeus), 455, 483;

(Island), 455 ; (Life of"),

490; (Copais), 522; (Lo-

cris), 524
;
(Livadia), 556 ;

(Eremocastro), 558 ; (Nau-
pactus), 593 ;

(Antir-

rhion), 595 ;
(Kymi), 713 ;

(Achmetaga), 715 ; (Amor-
Gos), 881 ;

(Island). 897
;

(Mountain), 934.

St. Gerasimos, 31.

S. Giorgio (Hill), 23.

St. Gregory, 855.

St. Helen, 843.

St. Irene, 900, 923.

St. Joannes (Kpidauros),

102; (Khan), 157, 178;

(Kynouria), 134, 135.

.St. John Chrysostom, 473.

St. John the Divine, 650.

St. John the Huntei;, 470,

480.

St. John Prodromos (.At-

tica), 493; (Messapion),

511 ;
(Caltdon), 600 ;

(Kutupas), 631 ;
(Euboea),

708.

St. Luke Stirites, 546, 556,

S. Marina, 520.

S. Maura, 38, 1, 679, 691.

.St. Mercurias, 513.

.St. Michael (Mokista), 622 ;

(Klavsion), 629; ( I'rik-

kala), 746.

St. Michael and George,

Order of, 4.

St. Minas, 911.

St. Naum, 864.

St. Nicolas (Cythera), 129 ;

(Gulf of Corinth), 84, 526 ;

(Jerakas), 482; (Thoki-

Kos), 484,

.St. Nicolas Bay (Elymbo"),

491; (Vathy), 516; (La-

rymxa), 521
;

(Helic<)N\

549, 558.

.St. Nicolas Cavern, 580

;

(Sobonikos), 620.

St. Nicolas (Moktsta), 622 ;

(Karpenisi), 637 ;
(AiiTos),

689 ;
(DoooNA), 787 ;

(Athos), 839 ;
(Tenos),

919.

St. Omer, 508.

S. Pantaleone, 22.

St. Panteleemon, 831.

St. Paraskeve (Attica), 483

;

(Agrikion), 618.
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I. I'AUi. (ArosTLs), 85, 778,

824. 871, 873; (Athob),

854.

S. I'acl and Silas, 835.

T. PF.TEll (KYNOI'KIA), 135 I

(HAitm)Un), 693.

•>. 1^1 AitANTA, 820, 25, 768,

798.

T. Simeon, 546. 550.

. Sophia (Vali.kv), 130 ;

(CiiuR(jn), 622.

T. Stf.piikn, 707.

. THEfLA, 714.

. rw>D<>i(0 Pa.«s, 24.

T. TllEODOIlK (TaNAGKA),

513; (Dai;i.i,«), 550.

T. Xknoi'Iiox, 855.

r. ZAriiAKiA.-^, 458.

;ai,agoi:a, 784, 696.

Ai.AMis, 455, 63, 241. 256,

374. 458.

vM.fJONKU.S, 518.

W.MATUAKI, 1.

3AL0NA. 570. 239, 527.
Small Jnn.

5AL0NICA. 824. 724. 745,

759, 834. 836. 858. 859.

Hotels. — Calnmbo, ad-
jiiiiiin}! the l.O. Hank, ki^pl

by an Italian, the best. Jm-
jierial. ami Turkey, I) Mh on
ilie quay, liiiiner a la carte,

fair ciKjkiiif;, nioiiera'e leinis

Tramway (Belijian Co.),

along the quay ami main
streets every 5 min., going
out to the sul)urbs.

Cabs, according to tariff

There are four principal

.Stands—at the II. Colombo,
at the terminus of the Tram-
way, and at the E. and W.
Gates of the Ci'y.

I'ltfrSBYTF.HIAN ClinnrH
on Snn. Ch.iplain. Iter.

Ffter Cro.fbie. Bulij.irian

Service, held by the I{ei:

Dr. House and the Ke«. E.
B. JTafkell, of the American
Mission. There is also a
.Service in Gerinan.

BkitlshConscl-iJeneral,
Sir Alfred HiniotU.
Banks.—Imperial Otto-

man Hank, un'ler Kngll-'li

direction ; Bantfuede .Salon i-

qne, good value given ! r

Circular Notes.
Chemists. — Morocco, in

the Frank qu .rter. Snminx,
on th" qua'', and Kiieii, in

the Turkish quart -r, ne.ir

the Coiiak.

Shops.—For drapery and
Jow.ilery, ino-ily in the

b.i/.iuirs. MisicllaneotlH ar-

ticli's at tlie Co-oprralire

Slorrf, tK-hiiid the French
Mcs^ageries office, on the

quay.

Stationeiis.—AmUrrine'l^
and Xeliama. Uooksellers

chiefly Greek.

Railways.—N. to Jfisch,

for Vienna; W. to Monar-
tir ; E. to l>r(ima—in con-
struction tliencc to Constan-
tinople.

.Salomki, 776.

Salt Flat?, 447.

Salt Can.-, 58, 739.

.Saltona, 41.

Samaka (Hill), 217.

.Samaiii (Cnri:cii), 231, 232;

(I'akavola), 616, 618;

( 1'y.MPiiHE.sTcij,), 638.

Samikox, 157, 222.

SA.MO.S, 32.

S.vMOTnuACE, 871, 874.

Samotiiiiaki, 12.

Sane, 843.

Sangallo, 250.

.Sant.vmei:i, 509.

Santa Eo.sa, 153.

SANTORINI, 920.

KuiTi-ii Con-ulak Agent,
A. Jiui-eygio.

AciiOTiui, 927.

Axo Meiua, 925. 930.

Aphroessa, 930.

Cape Achotii.i, 927.

Capk ConMm s, 930.

Cape Kxomyi.i, 925.

Cape Kimina, 927. 928.

Cape Tkipiti, 927.

( iGALLA Collection, 924.

Delenda Collection, 924.

Elecsis, 925.

e.mpokion, 925.

GoKiA, 925, 926.

Gitorro, 926.

Kamai:i, 925, 926.

KONDoriiol:!, 925.

Megalochokion, 925. 927.

Mesavouno, 925, 926.

ME-ssAiaA, 926.

lIicuA Kaymem, 929.

Monolitmos, 926.

Mot NT Elias, 925. 926.

Mount Gkohgk, 930.

Mount .St. Stephen, 929.

Museum. 923. 924.

Nka Kaymkm, 930.

Oea, 927. 930.

I'ai.aka Kaymkni, 928.

PeiiittsA, 925. 926.

I'KE-HI.HTOItIO I)WELLIN(.3.

928.

Pykgo-, 925.

l{<K'K-ni:WN I'oMii.-, 930.

S. IllENE, 926.

.<T. N KOLAS, 930.

St. Nicolas MAUMAiiifK-,

925.

SoAHos, 930.

.Shrine.-, 926. 927.

Stoa Bam I.IKE, 926, 927.

Theka, 923. 926.

TllEIIASIA, 930.

Vasfa 926, 928.

VCIXANO, 930.

Sanloi Family, 879.

Sapienza Island, 230.

Sappho's Leaf, 40.

.Sauaki, 180.

SAItfXiPHAGI, 467.

Sakohata, 453.

Saiionu Gi LF, 241. 897.

Sairia, 660.

Savioii:, Monastery of tJ'

497.

.Sayada, 761. 796.

Sazona Island, 816.

.Scala, Hklo.s 129, 213.

Apostoli, 478.

Atalante, 525.

Kalamata, 139.

KvPAUi.-'siA, 155.

NAii'ArTu.s, 593.

OkoI'os, 473. 517, 701, 734.

SS. qiARANIA, 821.

Sayada, 761.

Vatiieia, 708.

.ScARos, 923,

.SOHKRIA, 5.

S0HISOIS8A, 908.

Schmidt, .Jilii'.s 930.

SCHLIKMAXN, 367, 471.

schoencs, 254.

Sohclrnblkg, 6.

SciiisTK Pass, 545, 529.

.Scio, 496.

SciKoN andThf.seis, 254.

SaiDRA, 810. 811.

SooPAS, xciv., 205; (the Abto*|

LIAS), 604.
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ScopELOS, 931, 878, 717.

Scott, Col. \V., 879.

SCKOPE, 921.

.ScunocHORi, 223.

SCUTARI, 811.

BfiiTisH Vice - Consul :

G. ir. r. Premitjyaat, Esq.

Sea of 1Iai!mara, 875.

Sea Mills, 28.

Seatox, Loud, 3, 34.

Selasfoko, 807.

.Selimsa, 176.

Sblinitza, 814, 801.

SKLrxds, 931.

.Selitza, 806.

Sf.livria, 876.

Sellasia, 206, 215.

SELTMBItIA, 876.

.Semaxtor, 549, 841,

Sengexa, 523.

Sexitza, 771.

Septiksular Republic, 2.

SERIPHOS, 912, 484, 490.

British Coxsllar Agext :

E. Grohmann,

Sekmtle, 839.

Serpho, 912.

Skrquasta, 724.

Serres, 871, 731, 869, 870.

.Servia, 835.

SEE^^AXs, 724, 725.

Sevadikos, 650.

SeVEX PLAXFJ5, 605.

Sevex agaixst Thebes, 476.

Shield of Achilles, Ixx.svii.

Ship of Ulysses, 19, 22.

Shktperi, 725,

Shkypetar, 725.

Siatista, 806, 835.

.Sideri Bridge, 632.

Sidekocastro, 155.

SiDEROPOKTA (Lamia), 572
;

(Phaxa), 610.

Siege of Cokfc, 6.

SlEGEL, 112.

SiGXES, 24.

SlKIXO.5, 913.

SiKYox, 89, 84.

SiKYOX, Artists from,

Ixxxix.

Silk Citlture, 247, 508,

SiLVEIt COIXAGE, 495.

SiMisA, 222. 231.

SiMoxiDES, 895, 896.

SiMOPETRA, 855.

SiSAXOU, 163.

SixAs, Barox, 357.

SixGHiTic Gulf, 840, 854, 855.

Srxus Strymoxious, 869.

SiPHXos, 914, 484, 878.

.SiRDSI, 511.

Sirrhae, 871.

Sismax, 722.

Slstra, 393,

Sithoxia, 837, 840.

SiVISTa, 633,

Skaxderbeg, 867, 811.

Skaphidia, 244,

Skaradag, 748.

Skaudaxa, 885.

Skarfitza, 771.

Skarjiaxga, 458.

Skarxitza, 759.

Skiathos, 932, 717.

Skillus, 219.

Skimatari, 515, 759.

Skipero, 21, 22.

Skipita, cv.

Skoixos, Bat, 92.

Skolliox, 226.

Skorta, 72.

Skotussa, 748.

.Skreli, 729.

Ski:ii>ou, 562, 524, 566.

Skmrtu, 686,

Skvli, Cape, 107.

Skyllaeox, 107.

Sk^phos, 399.

Skyros, 933, 878,

SivVi:i>i'i;iui.o?, 935.

Slavj;ochoi:iu, 213.

Slavs, 725.

Smokovox, 652.

SxAEES of Texos, 918.

SoBOXiiios, 620, 625.

Social War, 589. 596.

.SOCRATE.S, 469, 517.

SODOVITZA, 763.

SoLLiox, 692, 647.

S.jlox, 456,

SoLOxos, 53.

Solos, 169,

SoLYMAX Pasha, 766.

SoLYMAX the Great, 923.

.Sophades, 751.

Sophocles, 187.

SopoTO, 820.

SopoTf)x, 228.

Soros (Ma rath^in ), 470(i, 468,

469, 472; (Bi>kotia), 511,

515 ;
(AcARXAXiA), 667.

Sostaixa, 652.

Sosixo, 772.

Sostruxka, 638.

Sotekia, 578.

.Souoexa, 169.

soulinari, 554.

.SouRpr, 735.

Spalathra, 736.

SPARTA, 207, 135, 214.

Acropolis, 208.

Agora, 209.

Habyka, 209.

Mexelaiox, 212.

Mosaic Floor, 211.

MusEUJi, 209.

Reliefs, 211.

Temple of Athexa, 209.

Theatre, 208.

Tomb of Leoxidas, 208.

Xenndocheion (toiv HeVtui'),

on ihe 1. near the u|ipiT eini

of the main street. Tolerably
clean, with lairly jiood

Bestaiirant.
Hor.ses to Gyl1l^ion, ! 2 dr. ;

Omn., 8 dr. Carriage, 3o dr.

SPARTIAS, 626.

Spai:tilla, 21.

Spata, 482, 374, 470.

Spictsae, 109. 63, 128.

SPHACTKRIA, 149, 152, 229.

583.

Sphaeria, 105.

Sphagia, 152.

Sphattian Way, 492.

spixtharos, 535.

Splaxtza, 794,

Split Road, 545.

SpolaIta, 654, 612, 655.

Spox axd Wheler, 250.

Sporades, 880, 931.

Springs sacred to Asclepios,

594.

SpRixGS, Brackish, 739.

.Sprixgs OF Kremasta, 631.

.Sprixg of Pirene, 86, 88.

.Sprixgs of Varlaam, 745.

Stadium at Athen,~, 265.

Stadium at Epidauik^s, 101,

Stadium at Isthmia, 91.

.Stadium at Sikyox, 90.

Stag Island, 131.

Stagi, 751.

Stagiros, 857.

.Stala, 220, 235. 238.

Stalaciitic Caverxs, 130,

138, 501, 901, 909.

Stamata, 468.

Stamxa, 606, 582, 660.
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Stamford Bhidce, Batti.kof,

454.

Stamxos, 400.

St\ Neua, 158.

Staniatks, 517, 759.

Stavraki, 763.

Stavri, 914.

.StaVRO (O )i!Fc), 24;( Attica),

470; (Ithaca), 48; (Ce-

riiALOMA), 31; (Athos),

858.

J^tavrocoraki, 472.

Stavronikatfs, 850.

Stemxitza, 175. 218.

Stena, 799, 720.

Stem, 712.

Steno, 644, 645, 650.

Strxoma, 636.

Stesox, 161.

Stepetzi, 799.

.Stephanos, xcvii.

Stephano.«eV, 751.

Stephen VI 11., 723.

Sthenm.s, 310.

Stiris, 546.

.Stomkin, 157.

Stouronisi, 709.

Strabo, 612, 680, 681.

Strada Bianca, 818.

Straits of thk Aoos, 799.

Stratiotiki, 447.

Stuatos, 655, 579, 607, 612.

Stkephi, 223.

Stricasia, 626.

Stkivai.i, 59,

Stkivina, 785.

Stromi, 652.

.Strongvlr, 906.

Strosgvliox, 310.

Strophades, 59.

Stkophii.ia, 715.

Strouc.a, 864.

Stroviki, 524.

Strovitzi, 221.

Stuunka, 638.

Stkutza, 650.

Stkvmomc Gulf, 840.

8TTLIDA, 576, 734, 759.

Poor Xftiodotheion near

the landing-place. .Si at in

a !<ailing-b<ut to the steam f>r,

1 dr. ; make a bargain. See

al>o iMtnin.

Sttmphalos, 236.

.Styka, 709.

Stvx, 169.

Suitors' Hill, 204, 180.

SCLE.S, 647, 648.

.Sdli 'Epikus), 35,789, 793;

(Me.'ssema), 164.

Sti-ioTES, 781. 728. 780, 793.

Si'LiA, 448, 529. 551.

Slxium, 489, 485, 733,

SoROVKU-i, 655, 579, 618. 641.

653. 656. 687.

SwKKT }Iai:boli:, 35, 793.

SVBOTA, 26.

Sykamino, 517.

Stkeia, 651.

SlLI-ACA, 901.

Svi-Lcxii, cxiv., 362.

Syxdekno, 665.

Syngro.s, Mr., 467.

STRA. 915, 878 {,su Heemo-
r..,,„).

Chalaxdriasi, 918.

H, Pakaskkvk, 917.

PHOEXICA, 917.

Poseidon I A, 917.

St. Athaxasms, 917.

.St. Geoi:ge, 916.

S. M. DEI.I.E GttAZIF^ 917.

Sykbaxi, 179.

Syriax Divinities, 890.

Sykos, 917.

Sythas, 83.

T.

Tachi, 507.

Taexaron, 133. 63.

Taii^jk Statie, 483.

Tamynak, 608.

Tasagra 513. 510, 511. 517.

Tan' CF.n, 825.

Taimiiaxs, 680.

Taphos, 38.

Tarapsa, 213.

Tatarxa, 633. 639.

TATOI, 469, 472, 512, 513,

616.

Good little Inn on the N.
at the entrance of the village.

N'iti e shuuld be pivcn "f

iirrival. H.\tended gtjTS are

[
uut encouraged.

Tacriscos of Trallks, xcvI.

Tavla, 222.

Taxiarches, 746.

TlHAXGON, 807.

TcHARAfXjvISTA, 786.

TcHAKOCKiA, cv., 352, 727.

Tchekmejeii, 876.

TCHERMI, 809.

Tegea, 204. 393.

Tegyra, 524.

Teichiox, 650, 647.

Teres, 750.

Tekpourdagh, 875.

Teleboae, 680.

Telega, 869.

Telephos axdthe Hixd, 159.

Temexos, 592.

Tempe, 743.

Temple of AEcrsA, 497

;

(Aphrodite), 228,458.479.

493. 496. 621.

Temple ok Ai-ollo, 40. 86.

233, 457. 483, 553, 568.

695, 778. 913.

Temple of Artemis, 99. 142.

169. 460. 483. 516.

Temple of As' lepios, 99.

Temple of Bassae, 233.

Temple of Ertmantmos, 228.

Temple of the Gkac t.s, 562.

Temple of Hera, 120.

Temtlk of Old Corinth, 86.

Temple of Nkmba, 95.

Temple of Plcto, 460.

Temple of Poseidon, 106,

133. 491. 712, 716. 918.

Temple of Rhamsls, 474.

Temple of Scxicm, 489.

Temple of Zei's, 554, 657.

Temple op Zecs and Hera,

711.

Tenea, 95.

Thneric Plain, 553.

TENDS, 918 (*e« Athens,

FfjjTIVALS).

Steamers, p. 938.

Tepeleni, 799. 798.

Telmes-sos, 511.

Tklthis, 176.

Thasos, 872.

Thaumakoi, 757.

Theatre of the Amphi-

ARF.ION, 477.

Theatre of ARnoe, 126.

Theatre of Chaekinea,

1 551
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Theatre of Epidaukos, 99, ; Theksiliox, 164,

101.

Theatre of Eretria, 701.

Theatre of GrTHEiox, 131,

Theatre of Megalopolis,

163.

Theatre of Nicopolis, 779.

Theatre of Sikton-, 89.

Theatre of Thorikos, 484.

THEBES, 507, 504, 510, 523,

553, 560.

Museum, 509,

Proetidiax Gate, 510.

St Luke, 510, 515.

St. Theodore, 509, 510.

Small and dirty Inn, kept
by Dracos, ii>ar the N. end
of the town. Kestaiinint

Helios, in ihe principal slret,
150 yds. W., a n.ere shop,
wiih goud food and wint'.

Carriage (net always ob-
tainable), to Athens, ab>ut
60 dr. ; t ) Livadia, 30 dr.

;

to Chalcis, aboui 2o Ur

Thelsoa, 177.

Themistocles, 719, 882.

Theodora, Empress, 136,

226.

The(jdoros, Spring of, 510.

Theodosius, 529,

Theophilos, Emp., 723,

Theoria, 483. 733, 887, 888,

893.

Theotokos, Church of the,

616,

Thera, 920, 878, 923, 924.

Vasks from, 401 (.«ee San-
torinO.

I'herapne, 212,

Thei:as, 921.

Therasia, 923,

Therike, 792,

ThERMAIC (.iULF, 840.

Thf-rmia iSalonica), 824
;

(Kvthnos), 900.

THEtoiON, 622, 578, 603, 618,

662.

THERMOPYLAE, 573, 504,

521, 526, 543, 651, 734.

Accommndation of the
most primitive descripti.'nal

the Baths, which are, how-
ever, excellent for rheuma-
tism and other complaint^.

A camp bed and provisions
should be bi ought.

Theseion, Sculptures, xciii

Theseus, 485, 935,

Theseus and .Scirox, 254,

Thespiae, 559,

Thessalonica, 824, 721,

Thestieis, 631.

Thetis and Achilles, 935.

Thisbe, 556,

TnoAs, 604,

Tholos of Epidauros, 100.

Thorikos 484, 374.

Thourion, 562, 569,

Thracian Sea, 877.

Thrasybulus, 465.

Thrasymedes, 100,

Three Heads, 506.

Three Rivers, 179,

Thria, 458.

Thriasian Plain, 458, 463.

Throne, Ancient, 474.

Throniox, 525.

Thucydides, 870.

Thuria, 140.

Thurii, 449.

Thyrea, 135.

Thtrreon, 668,

Thyssoss, 843,

Tilbeli, 862.

Tilphossa, Spring, 553.

Tilsit, Treaty of, 2.

Timotheos, 679,

Tiphae, 556,

TiREsiAs, 553,

Tiro, 668,

TiRYNS, 113, 96, 373.

Tisippos, 608.

TiTHOREA, 542.

Titian, 54.

Tjames, 728.

Tocco, Leonardo, 724.

ToLMiDES, Admiral,

598.

Tomb, Eleusis, 463.

Tomb, Eretria, 703.

Tomb, Delphi, 530.

Tomb of Homer, 893.

Tomb of Ladas, 214.

Tomb, Menidi, 441.

Tomb of Miltiades, 4706.

Tomb, Nauplia, 112.

Tomb of Orpheus, 823.

Tomb, Pronia, 112.

Tomb, PvOtK-HEw n, 463. 530

Tomb, Spata, 482.

Tomb of Themistoclks, 451

Tomb or Vaphio, 218.

593,

Tomb, Vourva, 470.

ToMdR, 808.

Topolia, 523, 570.

ToRONAic Gulf, 837, 839,

Tortoises, 468.

TORYNB, 796,

TosKis, 792,

TosKs, cv., 636, 727, 728,

TOTSHAR, 803.

TouRKO Raphti, 178,

ToURKO ViGLIA, 677,

TouRKO Vrysis, 132.

TouMAEO, 835.

TouK OF Mount Athos, 840.

TOURNAVO, 742.

Tower, Hellenic, 544, 897,

908,

Trachinia, Plain of, 575.

Trachis, 572.

Trachones, 493.

Tragamesti, 677.

Tranochori, 629.

Transfiguration, Chapel oi

the, 853.

Trapezus, 217.

Treasury of Atreus, 122,

Treasury ofClytaemnestra
122.

Treasury of Minyas, 563.

Treasury of the Siphnians

914.

Treaty of Berlin, 720. 812.

Tre Bocche, 933.

Tremola, 170.

Tres Tabernae, 766,

Tretos, 96,

Triada, 557,

Trias, 910.

Trichonion, 604,

Trika, 747,

Trikala, 83,

Trikardocastrox, 671.

Trikeri (Island;, 109
;
(Prc

MOXTORY , 735, 736,

Trikhani, 766.

TRIKKALA, 747, 751.

Hvtd St. I'ettrsburi.

toleraole, with Restaurant
Trikkalinos, 747, 751.

Trimbouchais, 933,

Trixasos, 213.

Trinisa, 213,

Trinity, Church of the, 62:

623.

Triodoi, 176.

Ti:irLE BridgjB, 147.

Trii-oii*, 181.
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TRIPOLITZA, 161, 96, 176,

204.

IT. Si/ntaijma, in the street

liadiiig W. irom the Plateia

;

clean beds and good f.pod,

with excellent U'lresinatnl
wine. S entma and Xevon,
N. of the I'lateia, beds only,
toleralile.

Carriage to Mantiven. and
back. If) dr. ; to Tegea and
back, 12 dr. ; to .•<parta, 35
to 40 dr.

Tkipotamo, 179, 228.

Tiai'TOLKMOs, 458. 459.

TitlUMI'HAL .Al.TH, 460.

TiuvDDi.Adis, 676.

Ti!izt>NiA, 648.

Tkof.zen, 106.

Tkoja, 761.

TitoJAN HonsK, 310, 551.

TkiU'HONIOS, SANCTUARr OF,

554.

Tkdi'hy of Lecctka, 559.

Thovati, 641.

Titoy, PoTTKI:!' Fj;OM, 401,

TitvPHA, 783.

TiaiM, 138.

Tkypiti, 903.

TuYPULAs, 664.

TSAKOXIKA, 626.

TSAVELLAI, 637.

TSKPHF.KKMINI, 141. 148.

TsiMovA, 133.

TsiNTSAi:, 729.

TsiPiANA, 167, 165.

TsoULis THE IShicANi), 575.

TSUKALEIKA, 223.

TuMUi-i, 741, 742, 874.

Tumulus neak Athens. 493.

Tumulus neak Pikekmi, 470

TuucoMANS, 731, 871.

Turtles, 657.

Tweddlk, John, 343.

Twelve Isles, 879,

Typaeon, 222, 182.

Tykana, 866.

Tykuhknic Piuates, 269.

TzAGESt, 745, 743.

TZAKONIA, Ivii.

Tzakonians, 70.

TZANETACHI KUTUPHAia, 71.

Ulysses, 700, 935.

Umbrella Pines, 467.

Uhsulise Nuns, 920.

UzKS, 723.

Vac.hia, 759.

Vakekl, 728.

Valk of Tempe, 744, 721.

Valle di Ropa, 23.

Valley of Limikd, 473.

Valley of the Mises, 557.

Valona, 815.

Vaujnea, 77, 579. 894.

Valtos, 679. 640, 662.

Vapiiio, Tomi! of, 212.

Vauhakioies, 723,

Vakihsi, 629.

Vahi, 492.

Vaulaam, Spiungsof, 745.

Vaknaeova, 649.

Vaknakas, 683.

VAKTHOLOMrO, 225.

Vakvaka (Hagia), Pass of,

137.

VAHvnoPi, 575. 636.

Vasilaui, 682, 683.

Vasilua (Macedonia), 858;

a.x.s), 931.

Vasilko (Ch ALOIS), 703, 708.

714 ;
(SiKYON), 89 ;

(S.

Anna>, 719 ;
(Tempk), 745.

Vasiliki (Leucadia), 37;

(Aetolia\ 697.

Vasilopoulo, 678,

Vatuela, 708.

Vathondas, 714.

Vathy (Amokgos), 881 ;

(Boeotia\ 515. 617: (Mk-

GANisi), 681 ;
(Sipiisos),

915.

VATHY (Ithaca), 46, 42. 44.

Poor Mn (_I'arn<xs(u-),

clo>e to the Maricia.

Steamers, p. 9:8.

Vatht (Samos), 939.

Vatika, 131.

Vatopaedi, 850.

Vatovrvsis, 641.

Velaoiia, 640.

VELESTINO. 740. 748.

T.l.raV.le lluffd.

Veliaxi, 775.

Velibabas, 714.

Velimaki, 179.

Veli Pasha, 799.

Velitza, 642, 550, 568.

Vello, 84.

Velousia, 714.

Veluchovos, 645, 650.

Velvina, 694.

Vendetta, 816.

VeXETIAXS ox THE A 1!< Hl-

pelago, 878.

Venetians at C'okfi', 6.

Veniek Family, 879.

Venikos, 803.

Venus of Milo, xcvi.

Venus of Milo ^Meios), 903.

Verde axtro. 746, 741, 742.

Vkkdka Wine, 65.

Vekgo, 771.

A'ergoutiaxi, 560.

Vernakdeica, 75.

A'EitxoN, Fkani IS, 250. 266.

Verria, 834. 806. 823. 861.

Vertsova, 161.

Vesalius, Andreas, 59.

VETOLIST^, 649.

Via Kgnatia, 721, 826. ,859.

Viari Family, 879.

ViDf>, 13.

ViGLA, 762.

Vilia, 506.

VlLITZA, 759.

Villa Achilleion, 24.

Villa, Royal, 17, 468.

Ville Hardouin, 72, 137,

139, 224.

Viniani, 636.

Vlno Samx>, 923.
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Virgin, Ciiuech of the (Tki-

CHONIOX), 604.

VlKGIX, MONASTEKT (VlO-

chos), 613 ; (sobonikos),

621 ; (Bei!Gakdi), 667.

VlllGIX OF THE TOEKEXT, 875

ViRLET, 923.

ViSCARDO, 33.

VITRI^^TZA, 591, 239, 652.

VlTTLCS, 133.

ViVAEi Spring, 215.

VivAKi Marsh, 664.

Vlachi, 579.

Vlacho L'vadi, 835.

Vlacho Mahala, 738.

Vlachs, cvi.

Vlasia, 80.

Vlicha, 658. 664, 666.

Vlikidi, 690,

Vliko, Bat of, 38, 681.

Vlochos, 614, 598, 662, 618.

Vloxgos, 178.

Vodexa, 860, 721, 835.

VoiKA, 233.

VoiTSA, 644.

VOLKOXESTI, 725,

VOIO, 735, 576, 740.

JT. (h Friivce, on the quay,
good and clean, wiili excel-
li-nt Restaurant. H. Minerva,
in the same street.

Cafe, a'ljoiuing the H. de
France.

Carriages, 3 dr. an hr.

;

to or from the Rly. Stat.,

with luggage, 2 dr.

Boats, 3 dr. an hr.

British Coxscl : A. A.
C. E. Merlin, Esq.

.STEAMEK.S, p. 9j8.

Vox Blcu, 923.

VONITSA, 668, 35, 683, 684,

690. 697. 777.

Restaurant Aphtknla

;

C'fe Parulia.

Vostitza, 80.

VoULIASMEXt, 493.

VoiTxo (Edbora), 712

;

(Acrocerauxia), 819, 816.

Vourva, 470a.

VotFTOUKOS, 215,

voutrixdo, 821,

Vrachori, 608, 613, 618,

654 (_see Agrixion),

Vraxa, 468, 470a, 471.

Veaoxa, 483.

Vratzi, 511, 515.

Ykomolimxi, 104,

Veukolakos, 924.

Vrtsaki, 484.

Vulcharia, 691.

Vulchariax JIarsh, 668.

Vulkaxo, 141,

VuLPi, 640, 639.

Vura, 216.

VTTRKANO, 141, 157, 164,

231. 232.

Friendly but rough accom-
modation at the Jlonastery.

Good ma^tic, but no un-
resinated wine. Jt is tafer

to biiiig beds and food.

Vlrlia, 206.

Vurtzi, 708.

^'l.sTl;I, 690.

Vyxer, Mr. Fred., 259, 470.

Vyiixa, 167, 177.

w.

Wall, Axciext, 463.

Wall, Great North, 543.

Wall of Phigalia, 156.

Wall of Messexe. 143.

Wall of the Pieaeis, 447.

Wall of Sajiikox, 157.

Wallachia, Great, 576,

723.

Wallachiaxs, 579, 642, 724,

805.

Wallachiax Shepherds,

700.

Wallachs, cv.. 729.

Wallach Mead, 835.

AValls, Coxstructiox of,

Ixxvi.

Walpole Collectiox, 878.

Walter of Beiexxe, 247.

248, 562.

A\ak, Lamiax, 576.

War, Maceduxiax. 678,

AVae, Sacred, 504, 528, 529.

AVaem Speixgs, 900, 903 {see

Baths').

Wae of Ixdepexdkxce, cii.

White Sea, 877.

William of Sicily, 825.

WiNCHELSEA, LORD, 250.

WiXES OF Greece, xxxiii.,

cxvii.

AVORDSWOETH, Bp., 789.

X.

Xexomexes, 668.

Xexophox, 486, 517.

Xerocampos (Aiccadia), 169
;

(Lacoxia), 213.

Xerochori, 717.

Xeromeros, 579. 675, 688.

Xeropotamos, 855.

Xeuovalto, 796.

Xerxes, 455. 529, 719.

XoAXOX, Ixxxv.

Xyli, 131.

Xvlocastko, 83.

Yaxixa, 763.

Yaxxitza, 860.

Vexid.teh, 860, 873.

Yexi-keui, 860.

Ypsilaxtis, Ijemetiuos. Ill,

159, 553.
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Zabos, 44.

Zacharo, 222.

Zachoulistica, 80.

Zagora, 556.

Zagoki, 804.

Zakinthos, 52.

Zalosgo, 780.

Zama, 578.

ZANTE. 53. 1, 51. 52, 229.

acrotekion-, 57.

Castle Hill, 55.

KsGLisH Cemeteries, 54.

I'ANAGIA ChRYSOPEGE, 54.

i'haneromene, 54.

}'rodromos, 57.

St. DioNTSiL'S, 54.

St. George 67.

Salt Pans, 58.

Scopos, Mount, 56,

Vasilico, 57.

//. National; U. Phoenix
IT. lie I'Euroiie.

riivsici .NS.— /)r. S. Mar-
copoulo ; Dr. E. Sicuro ; Dr.

I). Sicu.ro. In the country.

Dr. Gasco ; Dr. Milona.
Chemist s.—Pdekassi

;

Ilhakissios.

British Vice -Consul.—
A. L. Crowe, Esq.

Silks.- Dresses, handker-
chiefs in great variety, H<>-

man scarvis, and other

articles of native manutiic-

tory, are on sale in tlie town
at very reasonable prices.

Old VENEriAN .Silver.—
Handsome trays, flagons,

coffee pot«, and various orna-

ments may be had at thi-

shops of the silversmiths,

an.l are well worth carrying

away.
Old Venetian Lace of

exquisite make is occasion-

ally to be bought, but the

beet is in private bauds.

Zapandi, 654, 687.

Zara, 769.

Zarca, 709.

Zarktra, 709.

Zarkos, 746.

Zaruchla, 168.

Zatouna, 177.

Zavei:da, 683, 692.

Zavista, 689.

Zea (Piraeus), 447; (K

894,

Zei.enitsa, 641.

Zemeno, 545.

Zephvria, 901.

Zesti, 597.

Zeus Aphesios, 256.

Zeus Nemeios, 647.

Zeus Panhellenios, 491

Zeus and Hera, 711.

Zevgaraki, 589.

ZiTZA, 772.

I
ZoGLOPi, 639.

! ZooDOCiios Pege, 476.

1 ZOOGRAPHOS, 855.

ZosiMOS. 510.

ZURTZA, 221.

I
Zygos Khas, 767.

LONDON : PRINTED BY WILLIAM CLOWES AND SONS, LIMITED,

DUKE STREET, STAMFORD STREET, S.E., AND GREAT WINDMILL STREET, W
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GOMPAGNIEdesMESSAGERIESMARITIMES
FRENCH POSTAL STEAMERS.

DEPAliTUliES

MAIN LINES.

A

INDIA.
Bombay

MABSEILLES.
JAPAN.

Direct

FliOM
CHINA.

Every 28 days

f Port Sai'd, Suez, Aden, Bombay,
|

{ Colombo, Singapore, Saigon, Hong > Every 28 days

( Kong, Shanghai, Kob^, Yokohama )

B
{Port Said, Suez, Djibouti, Colombo,

|
Singaiiore, Saigou, Hong Kong, / Every
Shanghai, Kobe, Yokohama ... J

28 day»

I

Colombo to Pondiclierry, Calcutta
Singapore to Batavia
Saigon to Tonquin Porta ...

Saigon to Singapore

MAIN LINE.

Connecting at

Colombo with
the Chiua

Main Lino A.

BRANCH LINE.

AUSTRALIA & NEW CALEDONIA.

iPurt Said, Suc^z, Colombo, Fro-
j

mantle, Melbourne, Sydney,
Noumea )

Sydney to Noumea

INDIAN OCEAN LINES.
(Port Said, .Suez, Djibouti, Zanzibar,

]

Mutsamudu or Moroni, Mayottc,
|

Majunga, Nossi-Be, Diego-Suarez,

MAIN LINES. '^ Tiunatave, Ke'nnion, Mauritius ...
J

I

Port Said, Suez, Djibouti, Aden, Mahe,
]

; I
Diego Suarez, Sainte-Marie, Tama-

'

K tave, Reunion, Mauritius I

RRJWPH I IMPC Diego-Suarez to Nossi-Be'. Analalave,
DttflWUn LlWLb. J Majunga, Main tirano, Morundava,^

Ambohibe'. and Tulwar.

MEDITERRANEAN. —Weekly depaitmcs for Alexandria. Port
f>ynaii Poits. riii.iis, Smyrna, Constjintinoitlc, Black Sea (ddessa,
^ortiiiv'liMy for .lalla, Salouica, Syra, Patr.as, Suda Bav, and Naples.

Every 28 days

Every Mail
Every Weeh
Every Mail

j

Every 28 days

Every 28 days

10th of eac}^

Month

25th of each

Month

Connecting

with mail

of the 25(h "f

each Month
Said. Beyron'
Biitoutn, Ai.

nEFARTURES E'ROM BORDEAUX.
RRil7ir I I

^°'" ^ '^•'» Lisbon, Dakar, Rio Janeiro, \DA/i^lL ,\ Montevideo, and Buenos Ayres ... / -^cery 28 dai,

Every 28 day-

and

RIVER PLATE.

J'or Porto, Lisbon, Dakar, Pernam-
buco, pjahia, Rio Janeiro, Santos.
IMontevidoo, and Buenos Ayres ...

ifPIJu^^'T.^/?'".'* '- RueVignon: Marseilles: 16, RueCannebiere ; Bordeaux:
.0, Allees d Orleans

; London : 97, Cannon Street, E.C.
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flnglo-flmerican |iile Steamer and Hotel Company.

EXCUIiSldxS FBOjf
CAIRO to ASSOUAN and back,

Bi/ the ni/c modrrn electric-Ikihtcd Stramers TWENTY DAYS
" PUBITAX," " MATFLOWER," and '' riCTOBIA.-' qN THE NILE.

NEW WEEKLY RAPID "EXPRESS SERVICE" FROMLUXOR toASSOUAN and back,
Bi/ the new and luxniioNsh/ fitted S.S. ''INDIAXA."

EIGHT DAYS' TRIP fponiCAIROJ;o the 1st CATARACT and back for £13 5s,

REGULAR SERVICE TO the' SECOND CATARACT AND KHARTOUM.
NEW COMMODIOUS FIRST-CLASS HOTEL AT ASSOUAN.

ISLAND OF ELEPHANTINE, AT THE FIRST CATARACT.
Magnificent situation. Latest sanitary arrangements. Standing in its own gardens
covering eight acres. Electric Lighted. Every modern comfort, convenience, and luxury'

Dahabeahs of all sizes for Family Parties, Small Steamers for private charter.

Steam Launches for Local Excursions. Steam Tugs for towing Dahabeahs.
Steam Barges for Freight Transport.

ANCLO-AMERICANlllLrsfEAMER' AND HOTEL COMPANY.
CAIRO OFFICES AND ADMINISTRATION:

SHARIA BOULAC Grand Continental Hotel Buildings (three doors from corner).

London Office : 72, Regent Street. W. New York Office : HI, Broadway.
Ti.-l.-ph.jiip. Post Box. 680. Telesi-aphi.? Address : "TRANSPORT. CAIRO."

THE HIGHLAND RAILWAY.
THE HIGHLAND LINE via PERTH & DDNKELD is the ROYAL IWAIL ROUTE

AND IS THE

DIRECT AND QUICKEST TO INVERWESS
AND THE

NORTHERN HIGHLANDS of SCOTLAND.
E.vpre.ss Train Service from England, Edinburgh, Glasgow, and Perth, with

Tlirongh Carriages and Sleeping Saloons.
Tourist Tickets are issued i'rom May 1st to October 31st, available for retiu-n up

to December 31st from the principal stations in England, Wales, and Scotland, and
passengers booking to Inverness via Dunkeld can make a selection from a large

number of delightful Tours from Inverness, tickets for whicli are issued at reduced
fares.

From Aviemore a new and direct line to Inverness via Carr Bridge was opened in

November, 1S98, reducing the distance between Perth and Inverness and north
thereof by 26 miles, and shortening the time on the journey by an hour.

The scenery on the route of the Highland Railway from Perth in the South to

Wick and Thurso in the Xorth, Kyle of Lochalsh in the West, Elgin, Keith and
Buckie in the East, surpasses in interest and variety that of any in the Kingdom.
For times of trains, fares, lists of lodgings, description of scenery, and other
information, see the Company's Time Taljles, and other publications. The Traffic

Manager will be glad to answer any int|uii-y.

Aslc for Tickets via DUNKELD.
The Railway has been extended to Kyle of Lochalsh, within half a mile of the

Isle of Skye, and the Highland Railway Company have opened a comfortable Hotel
at the Railway Terminus.

The Station Hotel, Inverness, has recently been renovated and refurnished,

and is now open to visitors.

INVERNK«S, 1003. T. A. WILSON, General Manager.

b2
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BELGIAN STATE RAILWAY
And MAIL PACKET SERVICE.

LONDON : 53, Graeeehupch St., E.C., and 72, Regent St., W.
DOVER: Northumberland House, and also on the

Admiralty Pier.

(Also P. Defrance, 47, Cannon Street, E.G.—information only.)

Three departures daily from Dover and from Ostend. Combined
Tour Tickets sold at nett prices for any route over the Belgian,

German, French, Austrian, Dutch, and Swiss Railways. Cheap Ex-
cursion Tickets at less than Single Fares. Fifteen-day Season Tickets

over the whole of the State Railways of Belgiiun.

CHEAPEST RAILWAY TRAVELLING in the WORLD.

THE KHEDiVIAL MAIL LINE OF STEAMERS.
REGt'LAR WEEKLY .SERVICES BETWEEN

Alejcatulria, Piraeus (for Athens), Snu/i-na. Mitylene and
C'onsfff nfinojffe, leaving Alej-fimlrhi on Wednesdays.

Constantinople on Tuesdays; and to Sf/i'ia and the Ifoh/ Land,
leaving Alexandria on Saturdays and Port Said on Sundays

for Jaffa, C'aijfa, Bei/rontJt, Tripoli.
Mersinti, and Alexandretta.

Also from Suez at frequent intervals for Ked Se.i Ports, calling at

El-Tor for Sinai.
For fuller information, apply at the Company's Ottlte at Alexandria, to 71,

Bishopspate Street, E.C., or at any of the Company's Atrencies.

AACHEN-AIX-LA-CHAPELLE.

GRAND HOTEL HENRION. Cornelias Bath.
rpiIF;.<U|.eiiMr interior :iriam,"-iiifnt» 'if tlii- Uiutiiul KIKST' I,A<S HcTKl.. ttu- - ..i..f..rt ..f il-
•* iirivate aiiartriiriits. imlilir r'x'iiis. |iii>imiiriik-ti:ill.'<. L'ard. ris. if. m;iki- il a iii'-t ih-iiriMM
resilience for Kiii:li»li ami Aiiuriran familien .iiid tr:i\ .II.t- l.jft Kli-.tri'- Liclit. r.iitrril St.-ani
HeatitiK thrr»i|.-liM:it. l'i'Msi..n arranirimiMt^ UNIQUE BATHING ESTABUSH-
MENT. lOptiHMllw.iT.' niii.TiiM-. HiNKi..>, A-. ii.N. A IMHAHENUIoN. Prop.

AIX-LES-BAINS—Avenue de la Gare.

GRAND HOTEL DES BERGUES& NEW YORK
Splendid View of the Mountains.

FACING THE TWO CASINO AND THERMAL ESTABLISHMENTS.
Newly Refurnished throughout. Every Modern Comfort. Lift. Electric

Light throughout. Telephone. Omnibus at Station.

?i<hh:rate teums.

F. QUILLET, New Proprietor.
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AMIENS (FRANCE).

HOTEL DE FRANCE, D'ANGLETERRE, AND DE L'EUROPE.
FIRST-CLASS HOTEL, close to tbe Cathedral, the Museum, and other Public Buildings.

Having been recently newly furnished, it offers great comfort. Families and Single
Gentlemen accommodated with convenient Suites of Apartments and Single Rooms.

Omnibus at the Station. English spoken.

AMSTERDAM.

AMSTEL HOTEL
THE LARGEST HOTEL IN THE TOWN.

Patronised by the highest class of English Travellers.

STRONGLY RECOMMENDED TO FAMILIES.

Every Modern Comfort, combined with Moderate Prices.

AMSTERDAM.

AMERICAN HOTEL.
I'IRST CLASS. Finest situation. Every modern comfort. Lift.

Electric Light and Steam Heating. Omnibus. ^Moderate Terms,
AUG. Y0L:MER, Manager.

1.44.". Mfetrcs above sea. A N D E RM ATT. VM) Beds.

At the foot of the Furoa. St. Gothard, and Oberalp Passes.

DANIOTH'S GRAND HOTEL.

• ^'J

Newest First-elas.s Hotel. Largely patronised bv Engli.sli visitors. Sjilendid
Situation. Every Comfort. Baths. Eleetrie Light throughout. Central
Heating. Elegant SittiuL' and Reading Rooms. Excellent Table d'Hote.
Full Board from 7 to 12 fps. Lawn Tennis. Recreation Hall. Carriasres.

Omnibus at the Station. Open 3Iav—October.
FAMILY DANIOTH. Proprietors.
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ARLES SUR RHONE (FRANCE).

GRAND HOTEL DU FORUM.
Kirst (iiiss. I'tiU Soiitli. Itcniiwiiiil Kitclu-n ;iiiil (cUarfi. This liinhly ri'imtwl cBtiiMiKlimr-nt. in

the rentiv cpf Hie town, is cIcim- tn tin- Roman Arapliitlieatio ami otlnT iiit<ii-'-tinK rcMintns.

Proviilcd witli Itatli-rcK.ms. Ti'!ri>lii>nf. every nMnlini ((nifort and Kinit.ary Hiranid iii>-i>t. hi til.-

Hotel can lie »een u heaiitifiil lienuissanr.- Anip'Xe. Hitli .1 tower and splendid view nf the Khon«-
country ami rainargne. The family speak Knt-di^li. iimnilins niei-tn every train.

MirllKI.. I'n.priei.ir. ',,rrisp..ml-iit of T.Miring^ liihs.

ARLES SUR RHONE (FRANC E\

CRAND HOTEL DU NORD.-PINUS.
First-olass Hotel and the l>est eqnipjied in Aries. (Keeently reorganiseil hy new Proprietor'

Only itotei adioinintr llouian Forinii. Only entrance to Roman CaUicomhs in the Hotel. Furnished
with all modern accommodation and sanitary arrangement h. Teleidmne. Knitlieh Bjioken.

Onniihus meets every tniin. Talde <1 Ilote. Pricitc Iiininu ^'alo.lni. Smokinti U..om. etc.

K \ Kin Co-MKoiiT .^Froul^:n ro F.wiii.ii s. MopKiuTt I'nnts. .MaiiajiiiK Proprietor. V. HF!3?JIKUK.

BADEN-BADEN.

Best Position in Baden-Baden. Proprietors, GROSHOLZ BROTHERS.

THIS is one of the finest-built and best-furnished First class

Hotels, main front -with Morning Sun, situated in the new Promenado.

opposite the new General Post Office, nearest the Kursaal and the famous

Frederic Baths and Augusta Baths; it commands the most cliarming views,

and is reputed to be one of the best Hotels in Germany. Principally

frequented by English and American Travellers. Highly recommended in

every respect, very moderate charges. Table d'Hote. Englisli and otlu r

Journals. Beautiful airy Dining-Iiooms, Ladies' Drawing-Koom, Reading

and Smoking Rooms. Pension. Rciiutation for Best Cooking and Wine.';.

Mectric Light. Jfydraulic Lift. Bath liooms. Sanitary Arrangements perfect.

BADEN-BADEN
First-class Hotel, nearest Conversation

House and Bathing Establish

ments. Large Park

y^o^^^*H
v^o

-rev-
Elegant

new BtiUdin?. with

all Improvements up to date.

Lifts, Electric Light, Steam Heating, Private

Baths, etc. Charges Moderate. Pension.

A. RO.SRLER, Proprietor.

BADEN-BADEN.

HOTEL D'ANGLETERRE
"M...1I pojiular and fa.shionahle first i la.ss Family Hotel, llircctly fac.s the Knrliaus, [,i, ht.n

thai .Vvenuc. and Theatre, t'entral Hot-Water Heatinft, Lift. Kloctrie Li(fht. (jarden. Als-.rt

ments and Sini?le Rooms with Hailis Tahle d'hote at seiflrate tahh "Pension.
W Hii\l\(. I'ropri.l-

BADEN-BADEN.
TERMINUS MOTEL,

Opposite the /;oilwini .'^'lalinii (lift hand\
Fine ojieii sitnatiim. Kvei-y iiniiiern coni-

fort. Terrace Kestanriiut. Strictly

Moderate Charges. Kecomnienrted.
E. BIX.HARZ.

BADEN-BADEN.

HOTEL STADT BADEN
(0„ ll,e ri;ihl h,i„.l «../. h,, tl„- .-' •'

First-class Hotel. Electric I.iiiht. Very
Moilerate Charstes. Baths. Pension.

K. K<l>;SI.ER, Proprietor.
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BADEN-BADEN.

HOTEL AND BADHAUS ZAHRINGER HOF.
nnniS large FIEST-CLASS HOTEL is beautifully situated in the midst of a
-*- large Park, near the Promenades, Terraces, &c. Mineral Baths. Lift.

Sanitary Arrangements perfect. Pension. Moderate Pi'iees.

E. GROSHOLZ.

INVERCAULD ARMS HOTEL.
I'rineipal and only licensed First-class Hotel. Patronised by EoyaJty.

Deeside, Royalty's favourite Scottish Resort, has exceptionally magnetic
attractions for Tourists and Health Seekers and Coaches.

Good Golf Course. Posting. WILLIAM PROCTOR, Lcsso:.

BASLE.

THREE KINGS HOTEL.
(Hotel des Trois Rois.)

One of the leading Continental Hotels. In a quiet
and beautiful situation, witb large balcony and

extensive views of river and town.

HOKER FRERES, Proprietors.

scKinrJB Xzs i^^oF

.

BASLE Near the Central Station. With every

modern comfort. Vast Hall. Restaurant Terrace. Garden. Omnibus.
Auto Garage. E. J. GOETZINGER, Proprietor.

BASLE.

HOTEL SGHRIEDER ZUM
DEUTSCHEN HOF.

Opposite the Baden Railway Station. Com-
fortable Accommodation. Moderate Charges.
Electric Light, m, ERNE, Proprietor.

MURRAY'S HANDBOOK

SWITZERLAND.
With numerous Maps and

Plans.

BAVARIAN HIGHLANDS.

ENGLISH PENSION, VILLA BADER, GARMISCH.
In the centre of this beautiful district. Every English comfort. Good Sitting
and Bedrooms. Good Bathroom. Excellent Cuisine. Evening Dinner. Good
Library and Tennis Court. Easy Mountain Climbs, and Picnic Excursions to
all places of interest. Rail from Mttnich. Terms Moderate. Open from
1:1th M:iy. Address, MRS. HENRY S. BETIIELL.

LAGO MAGGIORE.] BAVENO. [8IMPL0N ROAD.

Gi^Ai«i> Ko:r£:i:. :b:eil,jl4:e: itus.
Finest situation uu the Lake. Large Garden ; Lawn Tennis ; Lift ; Railway Booking
Otlice. Diligence and Carriages for the .Simplon Pass.
Light in every Ro<.im.

Steam Heatinij and Electric
('. PEDRETTI.

BEATENBERG (Bernese Overland).

GRAND HOTEL BEATENBERG KURHAUS.
3,8S0 feet above Sea and 2,000 feet aliove the L;ike. New Building (160 lieds) in the finest prominent
position ; three minutes from the Funicular Railway Station. Splendid Mountain Scenery
i.tunRfran, Jlonch, and Eigeri ; large Park and ^Vood-like Promenades ; Mountain E.xcursions.
Every Comfort. Electric Light in all rooms. Lift. Open from Jlay to Seiiteniljcr.

R. MULLER, Proprietor and Manager.
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Potsdamer Platz. BERLIN, W. Leipziger Platz.

HOTEL FURSTENHOF.
Oppositi- I'ljttciiiiii K:iilH:i.v Sl^itiiii. (li.jsi: tu Aniiail, iitMr Tliiurgurtcii, Kinl .SicgctiiUci;.

Select, Quiet Family Hotel. Every Modern Comfort. Moderate Teiins.
'Central Position. l:;asy Coiiiniuiiication with all Parts of the Town.

JIENHY (jlIT/. Proprietoi.

HOTEL DER^^REICHSHOF.
70a, WILHELMSTRASSE, 70a (close to the Unter den Linden).

FIRST-CLA^S HOTEL. ELEGANT HOME for FAMILIES.
Arrangfements made. Inclusive terms.

LEOPOLD SCHWARZ, Proprietor.

bernerho'f hotel.
This l>eautiful First-class Ejitablishment is the most imivrtant aii'i the best eitaated In the Town, ftt two

miuut«s' wfilk from the Station, and cla^'e to the Ilouie of Parliament. It is trurroanded by a beantiful
garden with a large t«rrace, and commands a fall view of the Alpf<. Its euperiur Interior ftrran^menla.
the comfort of its Private Apartments, Pu)>lic Parloan>. Rending Saloon, etc.. make it the most defdrable
residtruce for English Families and sins^le Travellers. Kedaced Prices for protracted stays and in WiQt«r
season. Lift, Electric Light. Billiard Table. KRAFT SONS. Proffrielors.

BEYROUT (Syria).

GRAND HOTEL D'ORIENT
rpHIS FIRST-CLASS .HOTEL, newly rebuilt, enlarged and fur-

1 nished with the latest improvements, situated in the best and
healthiest part of the city, oilers every comfort. Commanding a fine

view of the Mountains, Bay, and Suburbs. With lofty, dry, and large

Bed Rooms. Hot and Cold Baths. Reading and Smoking Rooms.
Excellent Cuisine and Service. Moderate Charges. Arrangements for

prolonged stay. Interpreters meet all steamers. All European lan-

guages spoken.

HOTEL VICTORIA ANd'dPlA GRANDE PLAGE.
I'ir.tf-clit.sif Hold, Imperial Ovoinnl/i.

'pilE liniHt bilUiitiuM, ••piH«iti- the British (liili and tlif (iniiiil tuainn. •in the way !•• tlic tlolf
-*- (imnncls; Uiwn Tonnis ; Knglish Lilinir.v ; Lift. 150 KiKims and Salons full mutli and sch.

Doultnn's Sanitary .Vriangciuvnts ; large Garden Verandah ; rarriageg of all kinds: liath Ko>ms:
Klictric Light ; Cal.niftre. J. FOURXEAIT.

BIDEFORD.
Central for the whole of North Devon, Westward Ho, Clovelly, Hartland, Bude,

Ilfracombe. and Lynton.

Su?fot'"l!th''pri7iL|ROYAL HOTEL.
I

overlooking the River
Station, ^^.Uh^ Private

| ^^^^ CLASS. I
Torridge and Old Bridge.

Superbly famished and lofty rooms. \eiitilHlion ami Eauii&ry amuigemants perfect. Continental
Courtyard. Finest Stabling and Coaih-hoose lii Devouslilre. Delightfol Winter Besort.

A portion of the boose built in 1688 by an old merclunt iriui-e retains ll« nia«iiiilcent oak staircaae and
suite of rooms, in one of which Charles Kingsley wrote a portion of " Westward Ho."

BIDEFORD.

NEW INN FAMILY HOTEL,
The Oldest, Largest, and Principal Hotel in the Town.

Tlio Himse is ni.«.^t Iplca^antl.v .-itnati-d in a H'khX c.ntril j>.jsitii'M. nverLviking the rioturos<|uc

Ti>iridg<' RiviT. andiswcdlknnwn f.ir its Mi|'trioia<v..rnin.«lati'>n. (••uibin. .1 with ni..,leratechargPB

Proiiinctor of tin- Cluvellvaiid Undo fourhu.-, in iMnntcti.m with lli. I. ^ s «'. Illy. Stats may
he secured at the Hotel Office, and the Cuaches call en route. H< ASCOTT.f/'ropricfw.
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ATHOLL BLAIR ATHOLL.
ARIVES HOTEL.

ADJOIXIXG THE STATION. FIRST-CLASS FAMILY HOTEL.
BLAIR ATHOLL is much the nearest .ami most central iioint from which to visit Killiecriinkie,

the Queen's View, Loch Tuminel, R.innoch, (^len Tilf. Eraemar, the Falls of Bruar, Garry Tmn-
mel, and Fender; the Grounds of Blair Castle, etc. : and it is the most convenient resting place

for breaking the long railway journey to ami from the North of Scotland.

h. MACDONALD & SONS, Proprietors.

ON THE ROYAL ROUTE TO BRAEMAR.

THE BIRNAIVL HOTEL,
BIRNAM, PERTHSHIRE.

"Make we our march towards Birnam."

—

ilacln'tli.

{Station, Birnam and Dunkeld, Perthnhiie.) One Minute's Walk from .Station.

HIGH-CLASS Family Hotel, standing in its own grounds, beautiftilly situated
on the banks of the Tay. Elegantly Furnished. Every home comfort.

Tariff very moderate. Salmon and Trout Fishing free. Croquet and Tennis.
Dark Room for Photography. Good Posting.

Mrs. CESARI, Proprietress.

B LO

GRANI> :bi:^ois.

HOTEL
£|[OT]e:]l. i>c:
(XEAR THE (A.'^TLE OF BLOIS.)

THIBAUDIER-GIGNON, Proprietor.

MOST HIGHLY RECOMMENDED TO FAMILIES.
BafJts, Central JFrafing. Shoiver BafJts.

Reading Room. Telephone. Dark Room for Photographers.

STORAGE FOR MOTOR CARS AND CYCLES.
Carriages for Chamhorci. Garage for Automobiles. Englisli Spol<en.

Steam Heating. Lift. BONN. Electric Light.

GRAND HOTEL ROYAL.
Situation without Equal, facing Rbino, seven Mountains, and Landing Pier. Extensive

English Garden overlooking the Rhine Valley as far as Remagen. First-class French
Cooking. Wholesale Wine IMerchant. Advantageous Arrangements for prolonged stay.

Centre for E.xcursions. F. C. EISENMENGER, Manager.
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BORDIGHERA (RiVlERA).

THE NEW

HOTEL ROYAL
Large High-class Hotel. Full South. Garden. Terraces. Grant!

situation on elevated ground commanding finest view of the whole

coast. Electric Light. Lift. Bath-rooms on each floor. Coi^idors

and public rooms heated by steam. Sanitation certified. Every

modern appliance. KUNZLER & PALOMBI, Proprs.

HOTEL D'ANGLETERRE.
Family House. Full South. Central situation in a fine garden near

railway station. Electric Light throughout. Known for its comfort

and good cuisine. Moderate prices.

Charles Fornall.\z (Swiss), Manager.

An Otnnihiix for the tiro EstabliHhmmts mcdx all tniinx at BimUijhcra aifl

<if Vdttim'njUa Station if rrquistnl.

BORDIGHERA:
ALBRECHT'S . . .

GRAND HOTEL BRITANNIQUE,

Large Garden. Good Cookery.

Moi'KUATi: PllICES.

LA BOURBOULE-LES-BAINS
(France.

GRAND HOTEL de PARIS
The best in every respect.

Lift. Electric Light. Telephone.

LA BOURBOULE-LES-BAINS

MEDICIS &'paIaCE hotel.
Modern .'sanitary .System . Very comfortable.

Elpctric Light. Telephimo, Lift, Omnibns,
Interpreter, Baths, Calorifere. Lawn
Ttiiiiis. A. SENNEGY, Proprietor.

Madame LEQUIME, Proprietress.

:i.4U0 f.-ft :i1k.v.- DDiikllP :: 4110 feut al».v.-

til.- .S.;l. OnUllIU tllf Sea.

GRAND HOTEL &KURHAUSBRUNIG.
Railway Station b<'twoen Lucerne and
Literlaken. Comfortable Hotel. Elwtik-

Licbt. Modern Sanitation.

SPLENDID HEALTH RESORT.

BOULOGNE-SUR-MER.

FIRST f'LA.SS. Pecommeuded to Tcjurists. Sclrct Company. Situated in the ui.'St

Central part. Choice Cuisine and Wines. Arrunpenients made for a protracted M;iy.

Electric Light throughout. Telephone. Moderate Charges. 80 Rooms".

J. BOUTON-DEPORT, Proprietor.

IVIURRA Y'S
HANDBOOK OF TRAVEL TALK.

ENGLISH-FRENCH-GERMAN-ITAUAS.
N'KW ?;diti«)\. 3s. 6d. Thorouirhly Revised.
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BRUNSWICK.

HOTEL DEUTSCHES HAUS.
Prominent Central Location, opposite the Dome and the Castle

Dankwarderode, near the Residential Palace and the Theatre.

FIRST-CLASS HOUSE. NEWLY BUILT.
Openly situated on three sides. Fireproof.

EVERY MODERN COMFORT. MODERATE TERMS.
ROBERT SCHRADER.

BRUNSWICK.

KOTEIL. IVION^OPOXu.
Directly opposite the Railway Station and Burger Park.

BEAUTIFUL OPEN SITUATION. FIRST-CLASS HOTEL.
BRUNO TOEPEL, Proprietor.

BRUNSWICK.

SCHRADER'S HOTEL
OLD RENOWNED FIRST-CLASS HOTEL.

With Evet'y Comfort of 3Iodern Times.

HOTEL CARRIAGE AT ALL TRAINS.
THE DIRECTION.

BRUSSELS

THE GTIILNJ^ HOTEL.
GRILL KOU-M. .\MEI;Ii;AN bar. highly REi( .MMEXDED.

EVERY MODERN COMFORT AT MODERATE PRICES.
J. CORTEX HUGOX, Manafitr.

BRUSSELS.

EUROPE HOTEL, ^"^Wale
Highly recommended to English aud American People. Well known
for itrf excellent Cuisine and Wines. Baths. Electric Light and Lift.

Moderate Charges. VvE L. MESSL^EN, Proprietress.

BUDA PEST.

Grand Hotel Hungaria.
Fir.st-class HoteL Patroni.sed by the best Society. Most agi'eeably situated on
tlie Danube, opposite the Royal "Ca.stle. Panoramic View. Excellent Cuisine,

Cellar and Cafe. Picuding Room. Lift. Electric Light.

C. J. BURGEE. Manager.
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BUXTON HYDROPATHIC,
BUXTON, DERBYSHIRE.

Telegraphic Address, "Comfortable, Buxton." National Telephone, No. 5.

H. LOMAS, Managing Director.

260 ROOIVIS.
ELECTRIC LIGHT. ELEVATORS. BATHS OF EVERV DESCRIPTION.

Cinderella Dance each Saturday throughout the year.

HOTEL D'ANGLETERRE,
Rue St. Jean, Nos. 77, 79, 81.

PIRST-CLASS. Sitiiateil in the Centre of the Town. Kcurltz-ous of the befit Society.

L 100 elegantly Furnished and comfortable Bed Rooms and Mttini? Rooms. Breakfasts

a la Carte. Table d'Hote Breakfasts at 3 francs; Dinner at Table d'Hote, 4 francs, .Snltes

of Apartments for Families. Electric Light throughout. Baths. Telephone.

^ HOTEL lD'ESI>AONE. *
Xj^IRST-CLASS. Very Cumfurtable. Ifccoinuiended by Baedeker'a
-L Guide. Moderate Charges. Breakfast, !.'.•,•. \l.: Dinner, " Us. «'/.. -wiuc.
cyder, and soda water included : Bedroom from L'.t. Idii. The Proprietor speiiks
English and French : he is a lilember of the Cvdist.s' Tourini? Club. London,
and Touring Club of France. "

E. RENAUX, Proprietor.

CAIRO.

SHEPHEARD'S HOTEL.
The Premier Hotel in Egypt.

WORLD-WIDE REPUTATION. BEST SITUATION.

Hygienic and Sanitary Arrangements on the most recent

systems.

GHEZIREH PALACE HOTEL.
Formerly the Palace of the KHEDIVE ISMAIL PASHA.

TRANSFORMED INTO THE MOST COMFORTABLE AND

LUXURIOUS HOTEL IN THE WORLD.

Twelve Minutes from Cairo Station.

This Hotel combines the maximum of luxury with the

minimum of price.

CHARLES BAEHLER, General Manager.
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CAIRO.

EDEN PALACE HOTEL AND HOTEL KHEDIVIAL.
First-class Hotel, especially built for an Hotel in 1897, icith all Hie

modern improvevunts and every comfort of lurme.

Fireproof. Exceptionally tine and healthy situation, opposite the Tropical

Esbekiel Gardens, close to the Tramways and -within a few minutes' walk of

the Ilailway Station, the Post and Telegraph Offices, the Opera House, and the

principal Banks. 200 Iiooms and Salons. Drawing, Reading and Smoking Rooms.
Winter Garden. The most of the rooms full south. Restaurant. American Bar.
Billiards. Electric Light throughout. Lift. Perfect sanitary arrangements.

Plans and Tariff on application. Moderate Charges.

Telegraphic Address :
" EDEN, CAIRO."

CANARY ISLANDS.

SANTA CATALINA HOTEL,
LAS FALMAS.

Facing the Sea. SurToimiled by its oivn beautiful gardens. Sanitary arrangements perfect.

Private Sitting Rooms and complete Suites of Apartments. Resident English Physician and
^'urse. >'ear English fhurch, Golf Links, Tennis, 'Jroiiuet. Billiards, etc. Electric Light.
Address—THE CANARY ISLAXDS C0:MPANY, Limited, 5, Lloyd's Avenue, London, E.C.

CARLSBAD.
rosch:c:r's ihoi^ex^.

GOLDENER SCHILD AND ZWEI DEUTSCHE MONARCHEN.

With Dependence, "Haus Weisser Lowe," Marktplatz.

FIEST-CLASS HOTEL. 'Finest position in Town. 200 Eooms and
Saloons. Concert Garden. Large Promenade Garden. Splendid

Dining Eoom with extensive Glass Verandah. Cafe with Newspapers
in every language. Weekly, two concerts by the Concert Orchestra.

Baths. Electric Light. Lift. Telephone. Carriages. Omnibus.
F. ROSCHER, Proprietor.

CARLSBAD.

HOTEL KONIGSVILLA
AND VILLA TERESA.

FIRST-CLASS FAMILY HOTEL, prominent central location, close to

the Springs and Baths, standing in its own grounds.

DINING, SMOKING, AND READING ROOMS. VERANDAH. LIFT. ELECTRIC
LIGHT 'THROUGHOUT. BATHS.

April and May, August ana September—Redticed Prices.

Telegrams :—" Konigsvilla, Carisbad."

PASSPORTS.
See page 52.
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CARLSBAD. BOHEMIA.

FIRST-CLASS HOUSE,
With every comfort of modern timef*.

IN THE BEST PART OF THE TOWN AND NEXT
TO THE SPRINGS AND BATHS.

EXCELLENT TABLE. LIFT ELECTRIC LIGHT. TELEPHONE.
Tekgioms: " KROH, CAULSBAD."

CARLSBAD.

SAVOY WEST-END HOTEL.
Honoured by U.R.H. The J'rhice of WaUs, Il.I.ff. Grarul liule of Humiti, The Slioh of

/'ersiit, Il.R.H. I'lincess of Sax'- Cohunj-Gctha, 11. B. The A'hediie of Kgypt. Ac.

THIS HOTEL is cunstriicted and fitted up on tlu- most appniv^d principle!? of
modern liigh-clasa Hotels. It is situated on the Schlosaberg opposite llie

American Park, in the healthiest position of Carlshnd, and is central to nil the
different Sprinfrs. First-elass Restaurant. Concerts. Ijidies' Saloon. Reading and
Sniokinj; Rooms. Garden, \ erandah. Terrace. Electric Light. Lift. The new
Cleopatra Villa .\nne.\ of the Hotel is beautifully funii.shed and arranged in l.ii;.'e

and small apartments. Also the Villa Carlton, Vienna Band.

.1 VLICH &• \D\GoriCH
(Connected with the Savoy, (.'ontinental, iind d'AngkteiTe Hi>tels, Cairo, ami Grand

Hotel, Heloiiaii, and Hotel des llain.s Helon.in. i:g>pt),

CARLSBAD:*

HOTEL BRISTOL
With Dependance: VILLA VICTORIA.

FIEST-CLASS HOTEL, best location, close to Springs and Batl,8

Standing in its own grounds.

MUCH FREQUENTED BY ENGLISH AND AMERICANS.
Dining, Smoking, and Reading Rooms.

VERANDAH. LIFT. ELECTEIC LIGHT THROUGHOUT. BATH.
Telef-'rams :—" BKl.-iTOL, CaRLSB.\I)."

CARLSBAD.

Hotel Wiirttemberger Hof
First-class House.
Cook's Coupons,
year round.

Market I'lacc.

Open all the

CHAMONIX.

CENTRAL HOTEL.
Very RfKjd Second-class Hotel, well sliu-

ateti. Moderate terms. Peuelon. Englii'li

spoken thoroughly.

J. COf TTKT, Propri.t..r.

CHAMONIX.
HOTEL PENSION BALMAT.

Place de VEfjlise

SpIciiiUil view ijf Mont lilaii' . Si>o<iaI ti-nns
for prolonged stay. Bruakf;!*! ami Kinncrs.it.
anytime, itedroonn from L.'iOfr. Ujith K4><inis

0ark Koom f<.ir Photogntphv. Kntclish and
<>ermaA spoken. Verj' mixleratc terms. Pen-
sion Terms for Kaniilics.

CAKOLINK I-. BALM.VT, }-r;,,rietrcM.

COLOGNE.

MONOPOL HOTEL
Near Dom and Station.

Most Comfortable House in Cologne.
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CARLSBAD.

BOHEMIA, CARLSBADk AUSTRIA.

Station on the Buschtielirader Eailway and the Imperial Austi-ian State

Kaihvay. Ordinary services from all the large towns on the Continent.

Express and Sleeping Car Services. Trains de Luxe. The Orient

Express (Paris, Constantinople) ; the Ostend Express.

CARLSBAD is situated in a romantic Valley, and surrounded by extensive

and beautiful Woods, and is the Premier Alcaline Mineral
Bath. Average annual temperature, 45 "7° F. Average summer
temperature, 57 '2° F.

16 Mineral Springs, ^varying from 97-8° F. to 163-6° F. The Sprudel
ai d the Miihlbrunn being the most frequented.

MAGNIFICENT BATHING
ESTABLISHMENTS.

THE NEW KAISERBAD
IS THE MOST

REMARKABLE IN EUROPE.

1902.

«^ 52,497 BATHERS. -«»

125,000 TOURISTS AND
PASSING VISITORS.

The Waters of Carlsbad are prescribed for disorders of the
Stomach, the Intestines, the Spleen, the Liver, the Kidneys and
Urinary Organs, Hemorrhoids, Gout, Obesity, Constipation, and (with
great success) Diabetes.

Four Large Bathing Establishments, fitted with the latest appli-

ances, are under the control of the Municipality. Mineral baths,
soft-water baths and shower baths, iron-mud baths, steam and needle
baths, electric bath, massage, carbonic acid baths. Swedish hydro-
pathic and medical gymnastic establishment (Zander system). Bathing
and swimming in the River Eger.

NUMEROUS FIRST-CLASS HOTELS
AND OVER 1,000 PENSIONS & VILLAS

Replete with every Modern Comfort.

Electric Light and the Incandescent Light system. Separate Water Supply
system for drinking and household purposes. Nearly all wood and
asphalte paving. Newly constructed drainage system.

Theatres, Orchestral and Vocal Concerts, Military Band, Dancing,
Riding School, Lawn Tennis, Horse Races.

A network of charming walks and drives of over 62 miles in the mountains
and woods surrounding the town, affording many splendid views.

Information and Descriptive Pamphlet onapplicatioti tu the Town Council.
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CARLSBAD, BOHEMIA.

FIRST-CLASS HOUSE,
With f'vei'!/ comfort of modern timeM.

IN THE BEST PART OF THE TOWN AND NEXT
TO THE SPRINGS AND BATHS.

EXCELLENT TABLE. LIFT. ELECTRIC LIGHT. TELEPHONE.
Icl.ynims: "KHOH, CAI:L.SBAI).''

CARLSBAD.

SAVOY WEST-END HOTEL.
Honoured by H.R.II. The J'rhice of WaUt.lI.I.H. Grawl liuke of RutHa, flie .'>link of

J'ersio, ll.Ii.Jl. I'lincets of Sax- Coburij-Ontha, II. H. The Khedive of Kgypt, Ac.

'j'HIS H()Ti;i> i.s i-iiiistnicteil and fltteil up on the most !lI>pn>v(^l princiiilet* of
I modern liiRh-class Hotels. It is .situated on tlie .><cIilos8l>erg ojiposite the
American Park, in tlie liealtliiest i)i^sitiiiD of Carlsbad, and is central to all the
different Sjirings. First-cla.s.s Restaurant. Coneerts. Indies' Saloon. Read iiiK and
Sniokiii),' Rooms. Garden. \ erandali. Tenaee. Electric Li^ht. Lift. 'I'he new
Cleopatra Villa Annex of the Hotel is beautifully funii.shed and an-anged in liir;.'e

and small apartments. Also the \'illa Carlton. Vienna Band.

.IVLien & yvyoovicn
(Connected with the Savoy, Continental, ami d'Angletene Hotels, Cairo, anil (.inn.l

Hotel, HeliMiaij, and Hotel des ){ains", Helouan. Kgyi>t).

CARLSBAD:*

HOTEL BRISTOL
With Dependance: VILLA VICTORIA,

FIEST-CLASS HOTEL, best location, close to Springs and Batl.s

Standing in its own grounds.

MUCH FREQUENTED BY ENGLISH AND AMERICANS.
Dining, Smoking, and Reading Rooms.

VEKANDAH. LIFT. ELECTEIC LIGHT THEOUGHOUT. BATH.
T.'u;.'run]!i :—"BniSTOL. CARLSBAD."

CARLSBAD.

Hotel Wiirttemberger Hof
First-class House.
Cook's Coupons.
year round.

^larket I'lacc.

Open all the

CHAMONIX.

CENTRAL HOTEL.
Very good Second-class Hotel, well slln-

ated. Moderate terms. PcDslon. Englif^li

8p<jken thoroughly.

J. COl'TTKT, Proprietor.

CHAMONIX.
HOTEL PENSION BALMAT.

Place dc I'EgliBe

Spleiiiliil view of Mont lilaiw. Siieeial trniis
for proloneed stay. Breakfiuit and Dinneni at,
anytuni". IledriMHnB from J.-Wfr. liiith Kuoiiik.
Dark Itoom for Photoijraphv. English ami
iJermao siwkiii. \er\ imKlerate terms. Pen-
sion TeriiiB for Kamilles.

lAKMMNK I-. Ii.\LMAT. I'ri,i,nflrcM.

COLOGNE.

MONOPOL HOTEL
Near Dom and Station.

Most Comfortable House in. Cologne.
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CARLSBAD.

BOHEMIA, CARLSBADm AUSTRIA.

station on the Busclitielirader Railway and the Imperial Austrian State

Eailway. Ordinary ser\dces from all the large towns on the Continent.

Express and Sleeping Car Services. Trains de Luxe. The Orient

Express (Paris, Constantinople) ; the Ostend Express.

CARLSBAD is situated in a romantic Valley, and surrounded by extensive

and beautiful Woods, and is the Premier Alealine Mineral
Bath. Average annual temperature, 45*7° F. Average summer
temperature, 57 2° F.

16 Mineral Springs, ^varying from 97 • 8° F. to 163 • 6° F. The Sprudel
ai d the Miihlbrunn being the most frequented.

MAGNIFICENT BATHING
ESTABLISHMENTS.

THE NEW KAISERBAD
IS THE MOST

REMARKABLE IN EUROPE.

1902.

s^ 52,497 BATHERS. -^

125,dOO TOURISTS AND
PASSING VISITORS.

The Waters of Carlsbad are prescribed for disorders of the
Stomach, the Intestines, the Spleen, the Liver, the Kidneys and
Urinary Organs, Hemorrhoids, Gout, Obesity, Constipation, and (with
great success) Diabetes.

Four Large Bathing Establishments, fitted with the latest appli-

ances, are under the control of the Municipality. Mineral baths,

soft-water baths and shower baths, iron-mud baths, steam and needle
baths, electric bath, massage, carbonic acid baths. Swedish hydro-
pathic and medical gymnastic establishment (Zander system). Bathing
and swimming in the River Eger.

NUMEROUS FIRST-CLASS HOTELS
AND OVER 1,000 PENSIONS & VILLAS

Replete with every Modern Comfort.

Electric Light and the Incandescent Light system. Separate Water Supply

system for drinking and household purposes. Nearly all wood and
asphalte paving. Newly constructed drainage system.

Theatres, Orchestral and Vocal Concerts, Military Band, Dancing,
Riding School, Lawn Tennis, Horse Races.

A network of charming walks and di-ives of over 62 miles in the mountains

and woods surrovmding the town, affording many splendid views.

Information and Descriptive Pamphlet on application to the Town CounciJ.
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DRESDEN,
66THE CONTINENTAL. 99

New First-class Hotel, with every Comfort and Luxury. Opposite
Central Station. Finest part of Dresden. Pension.

MAX OTTO, Proprietor.-

DRESDEN-ALTSTADT.

Hotel Hohenzollernliof.

Electric. Light. Central Heating.
Moderate Terms.

GEORG DRESSEL, Proprietor.

DULVERTON (SomersetV

CARNARVON ARMS HOTEL,
Dulvcrtou Station, O.W.B.

Is in the hunting country of the wild
rod door. Five mile.f of trout flshintr

is rescrvi'd free to visitors stayintjitt
hotel. Golf Links. Ilunnis. ltarnc>s
Hor*os. C. W. NELDER, Propr.

I> XJ^X^IN^
Charming- situation, overlookimr Sfefhe
Grten Part. Most Central Posifton.

Moderate Charges.

^5i.S^^^^^"'^H O T E L.
Electric Light. Hydraulic Passenger Elevator.

WOODBANK
DUMFRIES.
MANSION HOTEL.

Rupli'le with eveiy refined luxuiy. I'.uilt ami ilesi.i:iuMl for ]irivate use. Fai-inu the
River Xith. Lovely a.'pects. Fully Licensed, t'liarniinji Lawns ami (iardens, with
Conservatories, surround. Tltree minutes from Station. Private Approach. Terms
"' -. -' . . Apply, M.XN.\OER.Extremely Moderate.

i i

EMS.
THE ROEMERBAD."BATH EMS.

I'nitt'd Jfofels tiiKl liiitlis,

PRINCE OF WALES OF PARIS AND ROEMERBAD.
First-class Family Hutel. Beautifully situat'^d on tlie left river side, just opposite the

Kurstial anil KurRaVten. Baths. Inhaling Institution. Lift. Electric Light
throughout. Large Garden. CHARLES RUCKER. Proprietor.

FOR COMPLETE LIST OF
MURRAY'S ENGLISH & FOREIGN

HANDBOOKS FOR TRAVELLERS
Write to EDWARD STANFORD. VJ. 13, \- II. Lon- A>tc. London. W.C.

ENGELBERG.
THE VALLEY OF ENGELBERG (3200 ft. high), new Lucerne.

Season 15th May—30th September.

HOTEL SONNENBERG.
THE property of Mr. H. H.VEFELIX-HOFMAXX. Summer stay

unrivalled by its grand Alpine scenery. Clear bracing air, eqnable temperature.
Recommended by the highest medical authorities. The HOTEL SONNENBERG, in the
fioest and healthiest situation facing the Titlls and the Glaciers, J8 od>' of the most com-
fortable and best manaiE^ed hotels in Switzerland. Lawn Tennis Ground. Excellent and
central place for sketching, botanislng, and the most varied and interestinK excursions.
The ascent of the Tltlis is best made from here. Shady Woods. Vapour and Shower Baths.
Waterspring 6° R. 200 Rooms. Pension from £.2 Ss. a week upwards. Because (^f its so
sheltered situation specially adapted for a stay in May and June. Resident English
I'hyalclaD, M. D. H.vi.zku
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ENGELBERG, SWITZERLAND.

KURHAUS HOTEL TITLIS.
FIEST-CLASS HOTEL, best in the valley, situated in tlie middle of an

extensive garden. 240 Beds. Large sitting-rooms. Lift. Electric

LigLt in all the rooms. English Chapel in the garden. Good
attendance. Moderate charges. Cook's tickets taken. Open from 1st May
until 1st October.

GRAND HOTEL AND KURANSTALT.
This new First-elass Hydropathic EstabHshment, with 250 Beds, two Lifts.

Electric Light in all the rooms, Central Heating, opposite to the Hotel Titlis,

will be open on the 1st June. The building is fitted up on the most recent

hygienic principles. The various medical appliances fulfil the utmost
demands of modern science and furnish everything necessary for hydropathic,
mechanical, and electric treatment. For illustrated prospectus and tariff

please apply to the Proprietor, Ed. CATTANI.

ENGELBERG, SWITZERLAND.

WELL-KNOWN HOTEL, WITH GOOD ACCOMMODATION, CONTAINING 100 BEDS.
Conversation .Saloon, Reading and Smoking Rooms. Electric Light. Baths. Pension :

6i to 8i frs. a day, everything included. Reduced prices in ilay, June and September.

'omnibus at Railway Station. FRZ. WYRSCH-CATTANI, Manager.

EXETER, DEVONSHIRE.

POPLE'S NEW LONDON HOTEL
PATRONISED BY THE ROYAL FAMILY.

Adjodong Northerkhay Park and near the Cathedral.

Charming covered Continental Courtyard as Lounge.

Famed for its Cuisine and Wines.

Table d'Hote. Night Porter. Hotel Omnibuses and Cabs.

POSTING ESTABLISHMENT.

FECAMP, NORMANDY.

HOTEL D'ANGLETERRE
On the Plage. Near the Casino.

BEAUTIFUL SEA VIEW.
Pensiou from 9 Francs. English Spoken.

Stanford's Compendium o[

Geography and Travel
(New isbUE).

Ill Twelve Volume.s. 15s. each.

FRANKFORT-ON-THE-MAIN.

Opposite the Cextr.u. Rail^r-ay Station.
FIEST-CLAS.S HOTEL.

Lift. Electric Light. Steam Heating-.

K. FRANK, Proprietor.
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FRANKFORT-ON-THE-MAIN.

ENGLISCHER HOP
(Hotel d'Angleterre).

1902. ENTIRELY RENOVATED. 1902.

Favourite Residence of His Majesty KING EDWARD VII.

Uurivallud Cuisine. Kooms, 4 Marks upwards.

Managed by the Proprietor, H. SCHLENK.

FRANKFORT-ON-THE-MAIN.

GRAND HOTEL NATIONAL.
kM'I'oSITK Tin; CKNTKAl, K\I1.WAV STATION.

i

ilDUKRA'lE CHMOiKS. TAHth'F IN EVKiiV liOOM.

ELECTRIC LIGHT. LIFT. J. FECHT, Proprietor.

FRANKFORT-ON-THE-MAIN.

Grand Hotel Continental.
opposite tlie Central llailway .Station. First-class Family Uotel. Kvcry ruiiif.Tt.

Moilerate Charges. Highly recommended to English and American Families.

R. GERSTENBRAND, Proprietor.

FRANZENSBAD.
SLOx*x»'s xs:ozyxca-fs^vxx.x.uA.

lOC-lOS, AM LXQ VELI.STlt.l SSE.
Newest large Hotel and Pension, with elegant Dining and Reading Rooms. <i\vn

Park with Lawn Tennis Ground. Patronised by members of Itninrial and Royal
Families and by the aristocracy. I'uder personal management of the Proi)rictor.

T. F. KOPP. Hof-Hotelier.

FREIBURG (m Breisoau, Baden).

EUROPE HOTEL.
New First class Hotel.

Close to Station, in bc.-lsitantion ; surrounded
by gardens. Flectric Light. Steam Heating.

E. BURKARDT. Proprietor.

MURRAY'S HANDBOOK

S. GERMANY AND AUSTRIA.
In Two ^olunlos.

Vol. L, 7s. 6d. Vol. IT.. 6s.

niKVUKSSTAIfT. (,'i,(iO<) fivt above sen ASLACK FOREST MOTEL
HA/L WAY-ljyE—STUTTGART, (iFFKNBURG, STRASBURQ.

t'lRST-CLASS HOTEL, In most healthy position on a charming bill, in the middle of a

beautiful Park. Electric Light. Lawn Tennis. Sanitary Arrangements Perfect.

Best centre for excursions. English Church .Servico. ERNEST LUZ, Jun., Proprietor.

GENEVA.
HOTEL NATIONAL. HOTEL DES BERGUES.

HOTEL METROPOLE.
riiesc three First-cla.ss Uou.-cs, in tliicst situation on the Lake, have every

modern comfort.

HOTEL DU LAC—Best .Scond-class House.
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GENEVA.

HOTEL PENSION FLEISCHMANN
Rond Point de Plainpalais.

Near the Bastion Park. Fine situation.

MODESATE CHARGES.
Electric Light. Baths.

GENOA.

HOTEL DE LONDRES
Old - renowned first-class Hotel.

Opposite the Central Station.

Near the Steamers.

FEDERICO FIORONI, Proprietor.

HOTEL aENOA-ITAIiY.CONTINENTAL.
FIRST CLASS. Modern Installation. Close to Cook's antl North German Lloyd's

Offices. Large Garden on the Fourth Floor. With Si>lendid Panorama. <,tuiet

Kooms with Dressing-room attached. Apartments with Baths.
MELANO BROTHERS, Proprietors.

Summer Season. GRAND HOTEL—Baths of Montecatini—near Florence.

CHLORINE—SALINE WATERS.

THE HAGUE, HOLLAND.

HOTEL DES INDES.
Lift. Electric Light throughout. Luxuriously Furnished Suites of

Private Rooms, with Bath. The Cuisine is acknowledged the finest iu

The Hague. Excellent Golf Links. Delightful Drives in the Wood
and to Scheveningen (seaside resort, 20 minutes' drive from The
Hague). Automobiles and Cycles always ready for Excursions. Specially

patronised by the English and American leading Society. Under the

personal supervision of the Proprietor, Mr. C. F. HALLEE.
Telegraphic Address: "HALLER, HAGUE."

HANOVER.

HOTEL ROYAL.
FIIiST-CLASS^ FAMILY HOUSE.

Patronised by Royalty and best English and
American Society.

OPPOSITE THE STATION. ALL MODERN COMFORTS.

HARROGATE.

THIS FIRST-CLASS HOTEL stands in its own extensive Grounds,
and is situated in the best part of High Harrogate, facing the Stray. South

aspect. Tennis and Crocfuet Grounds adjoin the Hotel. The nearest Hotel to the

Goil Links. Carriages to the Wells and Baths free of charge.

For Terms, apply THE MANAGER.

Murray's Handbooks for Travellers.
•'Into every nook which an Englishuiiin eiin peuetrate he carries his

Ked Handbook. He trusts to his MUUKAY because it is thoroughly
English and reliable.''

—

Times.

"Every travtillor knows or ought to know • Mui'ray's Handbooks.' In
L'ct-up. comprclionsiveness. and general utility they occupy a iiosition that
is unique.''

—

Wr.stniinster (iazetfe.
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HEIDELBERG.

HOTEL EUROPE.
npiIlS most charming FIRST-CLASS FAMILY HOTEL, situated in

best part of town, three minutes from Station, is arranged to affor<l

visitors every convenience and comfort. Apartments with Bath. Open-

air Restaurant on Terrace. Crarden Concerts every night in Summer.

Excellent Garage for Motors. Arrangements made for stay,

EUG. KUPFER, Proprietor.

HEIDELBERG.

HOTEL SCHRIEDER.
I^MRST-CLASS Hotel, nearest to the Station. Large Garden with covered Verandah.

All Visitors' Rooms face the Garden. Oldest Hotel in the town, entirely renovatc-d.

Rooms from 2.50 to 5 marks, including light and attendance. Arrangements made for

prolonged stay. O. siJTTERLIN, New Proprietor.

HEIDELBERG.HOTEL VICTORIA.
First-class Hotel in every respect. Surrouudcd by Gardeu.'*. E.Kceedinglv well
situated. Beautiful Verandah and large Gardeii at the back of the House.
Advantaereous arrangements made with Families intending a lonp stay.

Central Hot-Water Heating. Electric Light. Lift. Baths. Highlv recom-
mended. CARL MULLER. I'mpriftor.

XTTTTTMT "KT Switzerland.
XXJllXJ^JllXN , 2,700 feet above sea level.

Hiautilul \il),i..'i', ovriloDkiiig the hike ..f
( '..HHt.'Unv. ExMHint'- li-ultli rc^.rt. lirarinmliiii.Tto.

FREIHOF AND SCHWEIZERHOF ""^l^^lifTELs
Extensive own grounds, shady park, wonderful view. Affords every Home

Comfort. First-rate Cuisine. Sanitary tirrangements. Lawn for Tennis.
Croi|uet, Bowls, Dances. Casino with Daily Concerts. English Service.
Goats' Whey. Baths and Hydropathic Establishment. Milk from own

farm. Electric Light. Pension. 7 to ll' frs. Please write for Pamphlet.
.Season. May-O.'tobcr. Propr.. ALTHERR-SIMOND.

HILDESHEIM.

HOTEL D'ANGLETERRE.
FIRST- CLASS HOUSE.

Situated in the Cfntre of the Town. Baths in the house.

Omnibus at the Station. Central Heating Apparatus. 50 Rooms

and Saloons, fitted up with every comfort of modern times.

English Newspapers. C. HEERDT.
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AN IDEAL POSITION.
IIm I" lES, .A. €3 <y IXL^ JES XX O "X* ZS X. .

THE PRINCIPAL AND ONLY HOTEL ON THE SEA SHOEE.
fpHE Finest Private Marine Esplanade in ihe Kingdom. UnrivaUti Sea Frontage and open Surroundings,
-*- Groundt, Five A^-rcs. ^0 A!>arlmeHl$. Tennis, Croqiirl, Bote's, Golf. Elegant Salle k Manger. Drawing.
Reading. Smoking and Billiard Rooms. Sumptnous Lonnge Hall. Passenger Lift, Moderate Tariff. Tevm.s
en pcnfioa. There is attaclied to the Hotel ooe of the Largest Sea-water Sioimming Balht in the United
Kingdom (the temperature of which is regulated). Also well-appointed Private Hot and Cold Sea and
Fresh Water Baths, Douche, Shower, &c. H. RUSSELL GROVEB. Manager,

Tlie IJ/rac4>mbe Hotel Co,, Ltd, To whom all communications should be addressed.

ILFRACOMBE.

FIEST-CLASS BOAEDIXG HOUSE.
Grand Sea Viewss. 42 Bedrooms. Comfort, Sociability, Good Cooking.

Finest Drawing-room in Town. Billiards. Bijou Guide gratis.

W. R. FOSTER, Proprietor,

STANFORD'S LIBRARY MAPS.
Engraved on copper plates, in the finest style of the art.

THE SERIES COMPRISES :

EUROPE. iNew Edition, reduced in price, 65 x 58,

4 sheets, coloured, obs. ; case, GOs. ; C.R.V., 45s. ; S.R,., 100s.

ASIA. New Edition, reduced in price, 65 x 58, 4 sheets,

coloured, 35s. ; case, 60s. ; C.R.V., 45s. ; S.R., 100s.

AFRICA. New Edition, reduced in price, 65 x 58,

4 sheets, coloured, 85s. ; case, 60s. ; C.R.Y., 45s. ; S.R., 100s.

NORTH AMERICA. New Edition, reduced in price,

5.S X 65, 4 sheets, coloured, 35s. ; case, 60s. ; C.R.Y.,
45s. ; S.R., 100s.

SOUTH AMERICA. New Edition, reduced in price,

58 X 65, 4 sheets, coloured, 35s. ; case, 60s. ; C.R.V..-

45s. ; S.R., 100s.

AUSTRALASIA. New Edition, reduced in price, 65 x 58,

4 sheets, coloured, 35s. ; case, 60s. ; O.R.V., 45s. ; S.R.,

100s.

WORLD—Mercator. 69 x 3;t, 4 sheets, coloured, 14s.;

case or C.R.V., 25s. ; S.R., 100s.

MAPS, ATLASES, AND BOOKS. A Jubilee Cata-

logue of Maps, Atlases, and Books published and sold by
Edward Stanford, with an Illustrated Supplement on
Methods of ]\Iap Mounting, a Geographical Index, and an

Index of Authors. 150 pp. demy 8vo. By post, ?,d.

London : Edward Stastford, 12, 13, & 14, Long Acre, W.C.
Geogk.vphep. to His Majbstt the Kino.
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Thirty.one hours from London, via Arlberg, to Innsbruck. Through tickets

and luggage registered through. Twenty-three hours from Paris.

^nVi BEAUTIFUL AND SHELTERED
I situation of iNNsimucK renders
-*- it a very afrrecaWe place of resi-

dence all the year round. In
sprinp as well a.s in autumn it is especially
to be recommended as a stopping place
between the different watering place.'t.

It is also to be recommended after a
sojourn at the sea-side.

Innsbruck is the centre from which
many splendid exenrsions can be made
in every direction, and of any length.
Attractive walks in the immediate neigh-
bourhood of the town and the different
elevations.

Thr ('limntr in Winter—(/)•;/, utrcri'Tthrnino.

minniltj'rir from cold }riri(U and I'ijijs—has
attracted many visitors of late years, and
among those who have found tlie greatest
relief are weak, convalescent, nervous,
appetifceless, and sleepless porBons.

N.B.—University, Grammar, Finnic, and
other schools. Private Lessons of every
kind arc available, so that studies can bo
continued and the education of children
carried on.

HOTEL TYROL.
J J JiST -CLASS

HOTEL.
(Opposite the Itnilway Station.)

CARL LANDSEE,
Proprietor.

HOTEL
DE L'EUROPE.

First-class

Establishment.

Affords every Modern Comfort.

f;LK(TRic Light in

KvERY Room.
STEAM AND OTHER BATHS.

Anton Hanreicb. Proprietor,

HOTEL

GOLDENE SONNE
( O) po.-it'' the Station).

FIRST-CLASS HOTEL.
RENOWNED FOR ITS SUPERIOR

CUISINE AND WINE.
' Restaur ATET"i;' of iii,. South

Railway Station.

CARL BEER, Proprietor.

HOTEL KREID.
(Next the Station, i

^ECONn CLASS.
10 above Hotel offers Pension
the most moderate terms for

lie Winter Season, according to

rooms, from fl..^ upwards, rQoms
included.

RICHLY ILLUSTRATED GUIDES of INNSBRUCK sent on application, by the

Proprietors of above Hotels, free of charge.



INTERLAKEN.
GRAMD HOTEL

GRAND HOTEL
Victoria.

First-class. Uni-ivailed for

its great comfort. 350 Rooms.
20 Saloons. Electric Light

throughout. Central Heat-
ing*. Lawn Tennis Grounds.

Concerts. Balls. First-class

Restaurant. Autocar Shed.

Private Baths.

THE MANAGER.

GRAND HOTEL
Jungfrau.

First-class. Electric Light

throughout. 2 00 Rooms.

10 Saloons. Rooms from

Three Francs. First - class

Restaurant. Grill-room.

THE MANAGER.

INTERLAKEN.

SCHWEIZERHOF— HOTEL SUISSE.
FIRST CLASS. Best position on the (iranil Promenade. SiiUniliJ views of .Tungfrau and Alps.

I,ift ; Electric Light; Central Heating. Apartments and Krjoms with private baths. First-

class Restaurant. Terrace. Personally conducted by tlie Proprietors. E. STKl BIN & A\ IRTH.
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INTERLAKEN.

HOTEL, JUNGFRAUBLICK.RUGEN
\ot to U confonnjfd trUk IIOTKI. JVSHPRAV.

Highly respected and fashionable First-class Family Hotel. Sitnated in the highest an.l

healthiest part of Interlaken. Beautiful views of the Glaciers and the Lakes. Very quiet

position. Dust-free. E.xtonsive walks in a large fir-tree forest. Lift. Electric Light in all

the rooms. Open from May to October, j. QESCH-MULLER, Proprietirr aiui .Haixujfr.

INTERLAKEN.

Grand Hotel des Alpes.
200 Beds. Opi>osite tlit- .Tiink-fr.iu. .'U iIil

PrinciiKil I'romenade iHuheweg'. hvft P.jei-

tion. First- las.« Family Hotel. Mwicrate
Terras. Pcr^onallv conducted liy the Pro
ITietor, J. BSATTI.

lyTKIlL tKE.\.

HOTEL DU NORD.
Near the English and Scotch

Churches. Moderate Terms.
J. MAlREn. Proprietor.

INTERLAKEN.

Quiet Position, Splendid View. Electric Lighi. Large Garden.

TJE H?rS MOl>ER . t TK.
J. WURTH. Proprietor.

INTERLAKEN.

Grand Hotel
M^tropole.

I SCH L (Austria).
(SALZKAMMEP.i.CT.)

HOTEL GOLDENES KREUZ.
Fa iiig tlic IiiiIH rial Villa M^wt favouraMy

kjiowTi Hotil.

SEB. SCHWENDMATH,
Proprietor.

INVERNESS.

^yi^AYERLEY MOTEL.
K'lir- iiijiiiitr's \\:\\\i. ir. irji thi l-;Hih>,-i\ Station )

I'orterof the Hotel attends all trains, and an Omnibus runs in connec-

tion with the Caledonian Canal steamers.

Tt'legmphic .VUbess : "W.wkri.ev. Invernks-. 1>. OAVIDSnX. Proprietor.

KISSINGEN. SPA.

HOTEL VICTORIA & KAISERHOF.
FlItST-CLASS HOTEL.

rnrivalled for it* oiieii situ-ntinn— oiijxwiti- tlip Kurininleii and Sprinini All umdi-m cnmfnrt
!ind Kinitary arraniTPnient!!. Electric Light and Lift. B<-aiitiful own (iardi'n. 20<iR»im»and
Sal<in«. EsiViLilly iiatrnniM'd ''y Knirlish and .Xnitri' an \ i-ii.r-

KISSINGEN, SPA.

HOTEL & PENSION METROPOLE
First-class Family Hotel.

Opposite the Kur Park and Sprinirs.

Hotel Garden. A. LUCKE, Proprietor.

STANFORD'S Catalogue Of MAPS

and BOOKS for TOURISTS
Post free on application to

12, 13, A 1-1, LONG ACRE. LONPO>',\V.» .

KISSINGEN, SPA.

C>jUipieteiy llecor.structed and Renewed.

English and American Residence. Electric Light in every room. Electric Lift.

Excellent .Sanitary Arrangement*. Baths. Large Garden.
Fine Open Sitnation opposite the Springs and Kur Garden. 140 Rooms.
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KONIGSWINTER (Petersberg), Rhine.

HOTEL ON THE PETERSBERG
One of the most beautiful mountains of the Siebengebirge.

CO:\IFORTABLE FIRST-CLASS HOTEL. Airy lodging-rooms and Saloons wiih a fine

view, larsedininsandrestamant rooms. Electric Light. Large plateau with forest and

parks, and beautiful shady promenades. Magnificent views in greater variety than from

any other point of the Seven Mountains. Every Wednesday, Free Military Concert. Table

d'Hote at 1 o'clock ; Dinners and Suppers at any hour. Acknowledged good cuisine and

choice wines. Post and Telegraph in the house.

Wwe. PETER JOS. NELLES. Proprietress.

Address far letters and telegrams: Nelles, Petersberg (Rhine). Communication

with IvJnigswinter directly by a Cog-wheel Railway. Corresponds with all trains of the

State Railway and Steamers.

KREUZNACH.

HOTEL ORANIENHOF (First Class).

FINEST Situation in its own extensive grounds; a well-known and extensively patronised

Establishment. Visited by Royalty. Every English comfort. Electric Light. Lift.

Lawn Tennis. Conversation, Reading and Billiard Rooms. Mineral Baths. Shooting and

J'ishicg. MODERATE CHARGES^
H. D. ALTEN (formerly at Menrice's, Paris).

LANARK, N.B.

CLYDESDALE HOTEL.
First -.lass H..tel f..r Visitors to the Falls

of Clyde-. Tillietudlem, ;ind C'lrdo \-alle.v.

Spacious aocomiuodatiou. Jloderate ('liarges.

Coaching ; FLshing ; GoUing. &c.

W. H. COX. Proprietor.

LISBON.

HOTEL DURAND(Englisli Hotel)
LARGO no QUINTELLA.

FIRST-CLASS ESTABLISHMENT.
Situated in the most central part of the Town.
Highly recommended for its comibrt and moderate
charges, ReadingRoom. Several langnagea si loken.

LISBON.

BRAGANZA HOTEL.
THIS well-known FIRST-CLASS FAMILY HOTEL, lately renovated by the Royal

House of Braganza. and fitted up by the new Proprietor, Victor C. Sassetti, is

highly recommendable for its large, airy, and comfortable Apartments, commanding the

most extensive and picturesque views of the River Tagus, as well as of Lisbon. Superior
Cuisine and carefully selected Wines.

TERMINUS of the GOTHARD
RAILWAY on LAGO MAGGIORE.LOCARNO.
THE GRAWD HOTEL

BEST STOPPING PLACE ON THE
ITALIAN LAKES.

2(3 hrs. from London. 17 hrs. from
Paris. 4 hrs. from Milan. 6 hrs.
from Genoa. 4 hrs. from Lucerne.
OPEN the whole year. Most luxurious and comfortable home for all

the seasons in Italy or Switzerland. Patronised by all the Royal Families. Unrivalled
situation in the finest climate of Europe ; without snow, wind, or fog, but with plenty of

suns^hine. Entirely adapted tor winter residence. Pronounced by the

body Pliysician of H.M. The Kins of Bavaria and University—Prof. Alots Maktin—to be
the healthiest and best All Seasons Resort. Beautiful walks and mountain excursions.

English Church, Doctor, Society. Lift. Private Steamer and Carriages for visitors.

Exquisite Cuisine. MoJerate charges. Electric Ugbt in every room. Golf.

Messrs. BAZalal, Proprietors.

ORDNANCE MAPS.—A Resume of the Publications of the Ordnance
and Geological Surveys of England and Wales, with Index Maps to the
1-inoh sui'veys. and a "Supplement on Methods of Map Mounting. 5(1 pp.
demy 8vo., in Wrapper. Gratis on application. April. 190.S.

LOXDOX: EDWARD STANFORD, li'. 1?., & 14, LONG ACRE, W.C.
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LUCERNE.

Hotel Schweizerhof
AND

Hotel Luzernerhof

FIRST • Ci:.ASS MOTELS.
IN THE BEST SITUATION ON THE LAKEAND PROMENADE.

^OO 13JE333S.
Private Bath Rooms. Lift and Electric Ligiit in botli Hotels.

ARRAXGEMENT £.V PEXSIOX WITH PROTRACTED STAY
(EXCLUSIVE OF JULY AXD AUGUST).

SCHWEIZERHOF OPEN ALL THE YEAR.
WITH GOOD WABMIXG SYSTEM.

Proprietors: HAUSER BROTHERS.

LUCERNE.

HOTEL DU LAC.
FIRST-CLASS HOTEL.

.Uasniflcent Estalili^hnuiit, nrintly i'iilaii.'(il liy a. New Wing of 100 Rooms.
.^iX) Beds. Spleiuiiil sitiiutioii on tin- Lake, whtiv Uk- Itiver Reuss issues fmin it.

Next to tlie fJeiieial Post Olllce. Close to the Railway .Station ami St<-anil)oat I'ier.

This Estalilislimeiit lias every modern eomfort. Lift ; Eleolric Li(flit : Central Steam
Heating'. I'.aths du T-uxe. open from 7 a.m. to 7 p.m. Beautiful .M.irhle Ve.stil»Mlc

and Staireasi; in the Italian Retiai.'isance.

peSision arrangements for a long stay.
OPEN ALL THE YEAR ROUND.

rrnjiruli.rs: Sfll.I.M.Wy ,{ .^ICKFKT.
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HOTEL D'ANGLETERRE
riXEST SITVATIOX.
Moderate Terms.

F. J. STEFFEX, Pioprietor.

LUCERNE.

HOTEL PENSION TIVOLI.
FIRST-CLASS FAMILY HOUSE.

All modem improvoraents. Beautiful Wew on
lake and moiuitains. Laree garden. Moderate
terms.

H. R. NEUKOMM, FRnrniEToR.

LUGANO (Switzerland).
HOTEL 3IETBOPOLE

and 3IOyOPOLE.
Large Park. Lift. Central Heating, Lawn
Tennis. American Bar. Electric Light.

A. BROCCA. Proprietor.
Same House Hotel Lugano au Lac.

ATLASES,

FOR LIBRARY AND
REFERENCE ATLASES

See prige .>/.

LYNTON, NORTH DEVON.

ROYAL CASTLE FAMILY HOTEL.
Patronised hy the English and Continental Boyal Families.

FIRST-CLASS HOTEL, especially favourite and attrac-

tive. Table d'Hote. Beading and Drawing Rooms. New Smoking
and Billiard PavilionB, all Facing the Sea. Magnificent Views, and

Ornamental Grounds of Twelve Acres. ELECTRIC LIGHTING.
THOS. BAKES,. Proprietor.

3MC .A. X> X: X XS, ..^^ (Funchal).
3i DAYS' VOYAGE.

(ESTABLISHED 1850.)

By appointment to H.R.H. the Duke of Edinburgh.
REID'S NEW HOTEL AND ANNEXES.—?iraated on the CTiffs to the west of Funchal, on the
Xew Real, overlookiug the Sea. Grand view of the Moantains. Se.i bathing and boating.

SANTA CLARA HOTEL AND ANNEXES.- "Admirably situated, overlooking Funchal; fine
view of the mountains and sea."

—

Vide EendeU's Guide to Madeira.

CAEMO HOTEL.—In sheltered central poation. MOUNT PARK HOTEL. -2000 feet above sen.
These FIliSI-CLASS HOTELS afford ever.v comfort for families and travellers, giving ^reut choice of

sitnation. Electric Light throuihout. Tennis Couits, large gardens, baths, reading and smoking
rooms. EngU-sh and German newspapers. Billiards. The SAXITAUY arrangements have been carried
out by the Banner Sanitation Co.. of London. All --teamers met.
Pamrhlot Free. Apply to .Messrs. For\i-.«Ml Bros, i Co., 4i;. St. :Marv .ixe, London ; Jlessrs J 4

n.LINDS,\Y, Ltd.. 18. South St. Andrew Street, Edinburgh : 1).4'. tuLEY & Co., IS Harp Laiic-
Eastcheap. E.C. : The Manai.-er, BoLTi iN :\[AXSI(>NS HOTEL. Bolton Gardens West. Soutii
Kensineton, W. : HoTKI. TARIFF BUKEAU, 27.1, Regent Street, London, W. ; attheSTE\M
SHIP CO.-MPAXY-S oFFHES. or WILLL\M REID, Madeira. A B C and Unicode fefe-
eraphic Address. -RErji, FINCHAL.'

MARiENBAD.

FIE:=^T-CLASS HOUSE. Patronised by English. Elevated position, no.xr
the Principal SpriiiKs and Bath Establishments. Numerous Single and Dotible.
Bedrooms. Suites of large and airy Private Ajiartments. Moderate charges.
Arrangements for long stay. Electric Light. Baths. Telephone. Lawn Tennis
Comt-Omnibus meets ail trains. T. HAMMERSCHMID, Propr.

MAYENCE-ON-THE-RHINE.

"°^^Xel. hotel de hollande. "°^^ro?EL
'I'HE LEADIXG FAMILY HOUSE. Open Yiews on the Rliine and Taiiniis Monu.
L tains. Opposite Steamboat Landirij; Pier and Town (iarden. Lift. Electric
Lii;ht. Steam Heating, hatlis. Telegrams: •' HollanI)EKHOF, Main'Z." Omnibus
meets all Trains.
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I Melchthal, Kurhaus.

SWITZERLAND. ] Mclchsee, Hotel and

t Pension Frutt.
rinest Alpine Health H.-.-uit, mui- Linrrm-

and till- <iiii-f Mountainsiiiiil tibuii-iT. IViiwi'iii

3 to ft fr8.. nciijiilinn t« Hoti'l and Roiiin.
I'lOKptctus from Ei;(iKI{ BROS,, at Milflitlial.
tHi\v.iMi-ii (Sanii'n Statioiii.

MURRAYS HANDBOOK
Fiiii

FRANCE.
Part II.

Witli I'H Maiw ivnd Plans. 7s. 6(1.

MENTONE.

GRAND HOTEL DE VENISE.
ASCENSEUR. LIFT.

FIRST-CLASS ENGLISH HOU.SE, in a large garden, fnll south, far from the 8ea. Kleclric

Light in every Room. Magnificent New Hall. Winter Garden. Sal<jn South Aspect.

Luncheon and Dinner served at separate tables. ./. SO^t.lZXI, I'ropriftor.

MERAN.
SOUTH TYROL, MERAN.

GRAND HOTEL MERANERHOF.
Most Fashionable House. Unique Position—in a Large Park.

Opposite the Kurhouse and Promenades. 200 Rooms and Salons.

Large New Hall.

SEASON FROM SEPTEMBER TO JUNE.
Tn Suiunie)- ; C''irriii(/r.i for Si:l<h-n, Triifoi, Ilflcio Ptiss, aii<l Kiif/ml hn-.

MILAN.

PALACE HOTEL.
New First-class Hotel. Right opposite the Station. Every modern

Home Comfort. French Restaurant. Lifts. Electric Light. Steam

Heating throughout. Apartments with Bath Room and Dressing

Room attached on every Floor. Railway Office in the Hotel.

Branch : HOTEL QUIRINAL. ROME.
BUCHER DURRER, rroprietor.

MILAN.

OXJI^.
The Finest, l^uielest, arxl Ifealtliii'st Situation in tlie Town. Facing the I.ak.-.

F.verv Mudern Comfort. R.ailway Rooking Ottlce in tlie Hotel. Nn Tram Car* j>a.ss

by the Hotil.

EMANUEL SUARDI, Proprietor.

MILAN.

HOTEL MANiN.
Perfectly quiet. Every Motlcm Ci/uifort.

Established 3ii vears. Patronised by EugliiSh

and American Visiton'. p_ BAZZARO.

Lilt. — MILAN. — Lift.

HOTEL DE ROME.
rioK.-iU VITToRIn KMANTKI.E. Fidl
V S.iutli. S|.lin<lid View nf the Kuonio.
Hitthlv Rt'0<jinim-ndi-<l fur its ( ..infort and
Mo-l.-rate Tt-riuK. Talilc dH6tf. Restaurant.
Piiihion. Elecfrio Light. Steam Heating.

BORELLA BROTHERS
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MILAN.

Bellini's Hotel Terminus.
Real English Hotel, near the Station.

Heated throughout. Moderate Charges.
Electric Light. Lift.

F. BELLINI, Proprietor.

MURRAY'S HANDBOOK
FOP.

NORTH ITALY.
With 34 ^Maps and Flans. 10s.

MONT-DORE-LES-BAINS (FRANCE*.

HOTEL SARCIRON-RAINALDY
Every Jlodem Comfort. Sanitary Arrangements perfect. Electric Light. Lawn Tennis.

Lift. Park. Villas. Air Cure. Altitude 1100 m.

SARCIRON, Proprietor.

CATALOGUES ISSUED BY EDWARD STANFORD.

MAPS, ATLASES, AND BOOKS.—A Jubilee Catalogue of Maps,
Atlases, and Books publisiied and sold bv EDWARD STANFORD, with an
Illu.-trafced Supplement on Methods of Map Mounting, a Geographical
Index, and an Index of Authors. iri6 pp. demy 8vo. By post, 3'/.

SUPPLEMENTARY CATALOGUE. - Stanfobd's Supplementary
Catalogue of Maps. Plans, and Charts published by the Ordnanoo and
Geological Surveys, the Admiralty, the India Ofiice, the Intelligence

Division of the War Office, and other Government Departments : with an
.Additional List of some Leading Atlases and Maps published by Private
Firms. tiO pp. demy 8vo. By post, 2rf.

MAPS AND BOOKS FOR TOURISTS —Stanford's Catalogue of

Maps and Books for Tourists : with Index Maps to the Government Sur-

veys of the British Isles, France, and Switzerland. 56 pp. fcp. Hvo.

LONDON : EDWAED STANFOED, 12, IB, & 14, LONG ACRE, W.C.

MOSCOW.
"

FIRST HOTEL BERLIN. ""
CLASS.

n.Tiiig'a:!

BEDS.

ELECTRIC LIGHT IN ALL THE ROOMS. Highly recommended to EngUsh and
American Tourists. Guides speaking English at the Hotel.

This large well-known Hotel, situated in the best and healthiest part of the City, near the Kremlin and
all places of interest, has been entirely rebuilt, enlarged, and provided with all the latest improvements.
Latest English Sanitary arrangements thi-oagboiit the Hunae. Batbiooms on all flucirs. The only Hotel
in Moscow with self-containing Suites of Sitting Room, Bedroom. Lavatory, and Bathroom. Excellent
French and English Cuisine. Splendid Bestaurant and Grill Koom. Choice Wines. Drawing Room with
Piano. Billiard. Smoking, and Tieading Rooms, English and Foreign Newspapers, -Ml languages spoken.

Telefimi'hic .Uhlress : "Hotel Berlin, Moscow," XAVIEB, CLATTSEN, Proprietor (Swiss/.
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MOSCOW,

HOTEL SLAVIANSKY BAZAR.
The Largest First-class Hotel in this Town.

SPLENDID RESTAURANT, READING

AND BATH ROOMS.

X*o xc, zi X G- sr xixc^s.

ALL LANGUAGES SPOKEN.
ELECTRIC LIGHT.

Omnibus. Interpreters to all Railway Stations.

Telephone, Post and Telegraph Offices in the House.

NANTES.
ELECTRIC LIGHT. BATH ROOMS

TELEPnOSE . I V It TELEO II. I I'll

r\ HOTEL.

^^
6^

FIRST CLASS. ^^-^^^V .pVj^^^""'^ "^

^ \\0^.^^--''^ RESTAURANT.

*^V ^^.^.'^^^^ Odiuije fur Motor Cum
G^l^^ in the Hotel.

BAUDRY, Proprietor.

NANTES. ^
GRANDE HOTEL DE BRETAGNE.

rxRST-ci:.ASS HeT£i<.
Situated in the best quartir ni.M n. ai .-.11 tlic i-lacr. of interest. Highly recom-

ineu.led to families for its o.infoit an.l m'.dvv.xU ^'''\';!-;^l„ ™fl''l''""u -^Y'^'^
Liglit. Baths. English St.. .ktn. AUGEREAU. Proprietor.

NANTES.

GRAND HOTEL DES VOYAGEURS.
MODEliN FlllST-CLAS.^ HOTEL, near the Thcutre.

r,.l.lca-flotcatt*<!ivimcT.i>-Uii. Teleplionc Elortnc Ligl.t m .nil K .». iRlwiftre. tngli. i.

3,,jl[ei\. O. CRETAPX, I'»i"IHIi.t»>h.
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NAPLES.

EXCELLENT FIRST-CLASS HOTEL,
Enjoying the highest reputation among English and Americans.

ELECTRIC LIGHT I\ ALL KOOJIS. STEA31 HEATIXCt.LIFT

NAPLES.

:BJE^xs;-iT03ii.
The Leading Hou.«e and ino^t omplete of modern Hotels de Luxe.

Entirely and sumptuously re-constructed.
Bath-rooms adjoining each aiiartment. New Restaurant.

Billiard and Smoking Rooms. Winter Ciarden. Lavatories.
Newe.st and latest .sanitary improvement--. The highest and healthiest situation.
Unique for Panorami'' View. L^nequalled acconimodation for real comfort.

NAPLES.

THE CONTINENTAL
Open all the year round, yuai Panheuupe (New P^mbankment). Splendid sitnatiou—

full South. Close to the PubUc Gardens and tlie centre of the town, witb magnificent view
of the Bay anjl Vesuvius. Hydraulic Lift. Electric Light Telegraph and Post OflBce
Every kind of Bath. Moderate charges. Pension 8 to 12 Francs.

B. "WAEHLiER, Proprietor.

HOTEL.

HOTEL
NAPLES.

GRANDE BRETAGNE
et d'ANGLETERRE.

FIRST-l- L.\S.S FAJIILY H(Jl"SE. .Situated in tlie best part ot .Naple?. lacing the Sea and the
beautiful Publi(- Gardens. The Hotel has latelj- lieen lefuniislied with every modern lomfort.
Lift, Electric Light, and Cal'iriferes. First-class <'uisine and CelUir. Lunch and Dinners at
separate tables. The Hotel is the nearest to the English Churoli, Gaze's and <_'ook'8 Offices Open
.ill the year round. C, ROSSI, Proprietor and Manager.

NAPLES.
XXO^FJESX. X>X3 X.02a'X>^3E:S.

FIRST CLASS
In the healthiest and most central position. Near the Lauding Pier.

.Splendid views of the Gulf and Vesuvius. Lift. Baths. Calorifere. Newly Furnished.
Perfect Drainage. Cook's Coupons accepted.

DELVITTO, POGGIANI, CAMPIONE, Proprietors.

CASTELLAMMARE Dl STASIA ("ear Pompei).

GRAND HOTEL QUISISANA.
First Class. Splendidly situated in the healthie.st position, overlooking the Bay ot
Naple.5, facing Vesuvius. Most convenient centre for excursions. Large Garden

and Terrace. Excellent Spriu;.; Water. Every modern comfort.

Moderate Terms. B. C-t XXA VALJE, Proprietor.

NAUHEIM.

THE AUGUSTA VICTORIA HOTEL
LTEST-CLA.S.S FA.MILV HOTEL. IM Rooms. Lift. Electric Light. ruique
T position right opposite the Sprudel and Bathing Establishments. Engfish and
American Clientele. Ask for Prospectus. Proprietor : .1. P. ALETTER.

BAD-NAUHEIM.

PARK HOTEL
Well recommended. First-class House.
Suitable for Families. Close to the
Drinking Wells, Baths, and Band Stand,
.Vdjoining Park on three sides. Electric
Light. Lift.

NERVI (Italy).

HOTEL VICTORIA.
Near the Sea and BailwAy Station. 1.5 Minutes

from Genoa. .Stopping place for all express trains.
Pationised Ijy H.JI. the Queen of Portugal and
H.E. the Marscliell von Moltke. Pension from S [.,

HYDRAULIC LIFT.
MODEKN' HEATT.vr; APPAlt.\ri»
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NEUCHATEL.
GRAND HOTEL DE BELLE VUE.

Mr. ALBERT ELSKES. Proprietor. F/i'.sY-fVff.sN llotc/.
Miigniilieiilly Bimaletl on llio ll.jril<r of the l.«ke. fommamlinjc splendiJ Viem of the I'miormna of il.i:

Alp3. Lift. Klivtrir r.iKl>< io all llie Koonu. Garden
J'Ky.^IOX PRICES ALL TIIK YK.\K HOI\l>. X.K-l'*(iiJes tlie Etf-niiig TnUn (dlrsi-ll »

rmy TiBiii is niiiuiiig betwowu Ntui-hati-l rihI I'«ri«, ai.d tier iv>r..i.

CENTRA!. KEATINQ THROUOHOUT.
NEUHAUSEN^NEA^R^SCHAFFHAUSEN. p^^LLS OF THE RHINE.

"

HOTEL 8CHWEIZERH0F
KIKsr CLASS.

Willi (ir.iud View of lli.- Kail-

KiNI I'AKK A IiCaKDKN^. I ,A WN Ti.NM^.

A '.^harinlu^ nnj Henlthy
. . . Summer Rfsort.

.Specially R<»r()iniBeu.lfsl fur aktek
CfRK-

Sppi'ial an aiigemenU for protracted stay.

\li'i)H:ATE I'KKMa. English Chuboh.

NUREMBERG.

HOTEL STRAUSS AND BAYERISGHER HOF.
Ill llic .rlllre of tlo- l..«U. o|,|.o.>il,- llli- l^l^t c itth , . .Nt..l.. 1,1. Mill ..11,1 luriil^l..-.! KlrMll.

I^iglit and .Steaui-lieatiujS ill all :i|«irlineiits. Lift anJ li;itli.<. i iiuiiil.us ut the ."ifatioii K;iil»av

lii'krt-'ifti.f at tlie Hot*!. Aiiieriian lS«r. IJivine Srnicc at tli>- Hot*! ilimiie the -tpsfion

ManaKfi, J. AUINQER.

GOLDEN
NUREMBERG
EAGLE HOTEL.

FIK.ST-CLASS KA.MU.Y IIOUSK. Newly relMiilt. 200 Beds. Most central and liest

position. Specially patroniued l>y Knglish and Amerkaus. .Arrangeiui-nt,* n)a>le. Baths.
Electric Light and Central Heating In Corridors and every Room. Lift.

Omnibus ui<-ets all trains. I'nder the ptT^-uiial nianageraent of the Proprlftor,

WILLY SCHLENK.

G-Xf.
NUREMBERG.

IJII iIr- KIGHT suit- oI till' Mulioii. No liu> ivi|iiiii-d. 'I'ln- I'liu^sl :iliil Bi--l

Situation of tlie Town, witli a uiie front (iaiclen. .\11 Modt-rn Imjirovement^
with verv best Sanitaiv arinni.'fmi'iits.

CARL 8CHNORR, Proprietor.

ODESSA.

HOTEL LONDON JASTCHOUK.
flie Leading Huusr In Town, ^itiiate.l on

tlie Houlpvanl, overlooking tlie ."-ea

A. MAGENER.

MUPRAYS HANDBOOK
1 1)1;

HOLLAND AND BELGIUM.
\\ 11 h Ma|'~ and Plan- tis.

03TEND.

ORESAT OCEAN HOTEL.
Enlarged and Improved. Splendid Garden.

tmST-CLASS AND MOST FASHIONABLE HOTEL AND RESTAURANT.

Unrivalled fok its Siti ation. Bath Rooms.

Faciw .-iea and Bathi. Hwhlu Rtcom,iu,ided. Li.H. EU.tnc Liuht. Open 1st June.
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OSTEND.

Tbe Must Fashionable Hotel aud Eestiurant in the Place. Finest situation, facing the

Sr-a and Baths, and next to the Palace of the Royal Family, &c. Elevat ^r.

200 Feds and Saloons. All Modern Comforts. Omnibus meets .Steamers and Trains.

Addressfor Letters and CahUgranu : "SPLENDID, OSTEND."

PALERMO.

"VILLA ICIEA'CRAND HOTEL
Built and Fiirnislicd according to the most modem and

perfect sanitary arrangements.

THE BEST AND HEALTHIEST SITUATION.
250 BED AND PRIVATE AND PUBLIC BATHROOMS

SITTING ROOMS. ON EVERY FLOOR.

French Cuisine. Lawn Tennis. American Bar.
STANDS IX THE MIDST OF ITS OWN ENORMOUS PAEK.

A. PACHLER, Proprietor Uormerly Hotel Continental, Paris).

PALERMO.HOTEL I>E FRANCE.
PIAZZA MARINA.

Healthiest Situation. Winter Garden.
only Hotel in the Town with Lift. p^ WEINEN, Proprietor and Manager.

PARIS.

HOTEL BELLEVUE,
39, AVENUE DE L'OPERA.

Finest central situation in the Capital, facing the Opera House.
First-rate Restaurant. Luncheon and Dinner served at small tables.

Beading and Smoking Rooms. Electric Light throughout. Lift.

Baths. Special arrangements made for the Winter.

Telephone No. 23,276. No extra charge for Service and Lights,

L. HAUSER, Proprietor.

PARIS.

HOTELS ST. JAMES & ALBANY
211 RUE ST. HONORE AND RUE DE RIVOLI 202.

MOST CENTRAL. OPPOSITE TUILERIES GARDENS.
Tiider New Management. .Strictly flrst-class Enu'lish F'aniily Hotels. Restored and
renovated up to date. 300 Piooms and Apartments, also with private Bath Booms
attached. Electric Light. Heated throughout. Lifts. Large Public Halls.
Reception, Billiard, Smoking, and Ladies Drawing Kooms. Singte Bed Room from
3 fr. ; 2 Beds from 6 fr. En Pension from 10 fr. per day.

NO CHARGE FOR ATTENDANCE AND ELECTRIC LIGHT.
Lunch i/r.. Dinner ^fr. Served at separate Tables at any Iwur.

CUISISE AND WINES CNEXCEPTIONABLE.
relegraphic Address: Hotel St. James, P.\kis.

Lieber's Code used. A. LERCHE, -'/anaj/in^ Proprietor.

C 2
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MOTESL
PAU.

FRAINCE.
rrimis FIKST-CLASS HOTEL, situateil on tlie Place Royalp, com-

niands the most splendid vifw of the whole chain of the Pyrenees, and ia ailjoiuing
the English Club. Impwved l,ift. Bath and Smoking Rooms.

GARDERE8 FRERES, Proprietors.

^ PITLOCHRY HYDROPATHIcT
Highlands of Perthshire. The Largest, Finest, and Leading Hydropathic.

"FINEST BRACING MOUNTAIN AIR IN SCOTLAND"
-Su.vs liitf .Sir ANI)i;i;\V (;i-.\EK. y\.l>. Tcnii> fioin £- 1+-

.Vote .\(i'hesi:--/!'>l!/:}rrS')y'S. I'ilbiihr>i l/wh-np.tthir, I'illorlny.

GRAND
POITIERS.

HOTEL DE FRANCE.
First-class, anil recommended to KarailieR and Tourists for its lomTort and pood manaci-

nient. The most central of the Town, ne.ir the Hotel de Ville, Prefecture, Telepriiiih ancl

Post Office, Museum, Hi.storicul Monuments, and Promenades. .Speciality of Fowls and
truffled Pates of all sorts. CaiTiages for Drives. Kailwav Omnibus calls at Hotel. English
and (ierman siK.ktn. Baths. Telephone. ROBLIN-BOUCHARDEAU, Proprietor.

PORTOFINO The Queen of the Mediterranean .

GRAND HOTEL SPLENDID.
(FORMERLY VILLA FIGARO.)

2.5 minutes from the Raihvav Station of Santa Martrhcnta. .Vll Rooms Full South. Sprint'

Water. .>*teani Jli-ati?!*;. Kleclrii' I.iKlit. Lift. Baths. Harden. Park and Fnrcst. iinmihii^
and Carriaifi-s to the Station. Tek-(rrai>hic Aildix'ss: "S|ilciidiil. I'ortofino."

R. VALENTINl, Proprietor.

PRAGUE.

HOTEL VICTORIA.
I FIRST-CLASS FAMILY HOTEL.

Electric I.iixlit in .ill Ronnis. Enulish
Church .Sirvi( f in the Hotel.
OTTO WELZER, /Vo/xiV/o,-.

MURRAY'S HANDBOOK
Fol!

F^OIVIE.
Witli MapN iin.l Pbii.-. IDs.

ROME.

G° HOTEL du QUIRINAL.
llighlv roput.Hl and fa.shionable FIHST-CLAS^ HOTKL. situated on the

VI.V N.VZIONALE (the llnost street of IJome). in the healthiest
and mo.st elevated part of the Eternal City.

E\ ery Modern Comfort and Luxury. .Vpartnionts with Hath and Toilet Kooms.
Eleetrie Ei^'ht and .Vmeriean Steam Radiators in every Room.
Grand Hall. IVrfeit Sanitation. Ele^'ant French Restaurant.

BUCHER-DURRER. Proprietor and Manager.
URAXCH H01SK.S:

(;i>. IloTKi. M»;niTK.HB.vN».K. Pegli. Hotki. Ecropi; in Lueerm-
HoTci St\nsi KiioiiN. near I.ucenie. tin v.mi Hiitki. and
HOTKI. Kciir. H:ll.- l-MtK HoTll. r.li:..>vvTr.. K r,. i; !. . . II,.'

ROME.
GRAN^D HEOTSr^ OS RUSSIA,

Via Babuino et Piazza del Popolo.
Thi.s First -elas> llonl is now considerably enlarired and renewed with the

latest modern comfort. The only one having a large and entirely sunny
garden. I'nique and healthy position. Two Lifts, .\partments heated by
.steam. Electric Light in everv room. Moderate Charges.

SILENZI BROTHERS, Proprietors.
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ROME.

Highest Position in Home,
SITUATED ON THE PINCIAN HILL. COMMANDING FINE

VIEW OVER ROME AND CAMPAGNA.
Electric Light in Every Boom. Tariff and Plan on Application.

lE^GTjT9i,^K HOTEl..
SAME MANAGEMENT, EDEN HOUSE, LUCERNE.

FIRST-CLASS FAMILY HOUSE IN THE BEST SITUATION.
ON THE ELECTRIC TRAM LINE. MODERN COMEORT.

WINTER GARDEN. CENTRAL HEATING.
OBEX ALL THE YEAR. FRANZ NISTEL'WICK, Proprietor.

ROME.

SAVOY HOTEL
(Late Hotel Giamelli), 15, VIA LUDOYISI.

MODERATE CHARGES.
Fashionable First-class Family Hotel, situated in the healthiest and

highest part of Rome, near the Gardens and opposite

Queen Margherita's Residence.
Provided with all Modern Comfort. Electric Light. Bath Rooms.

Most Perfect English Sanitary Arrangements. Omnibus meets
all the trains. Special arrangements for Families.

T. LENGYEL, Proprietor and Manager.

ROME.

CONTINENTAL
300 Rooisris. HOTEL.

AH Modern Comforts. Open all the Year.

P. LUGAN I, Proprietor.

ROME.
GRAND HOTEL MARINL
First Classr' JJnrivalled for its healtliy, quiet, and central situation.

Full South. Lift. Electric Light in every Eoom.

(OPEN ALL THE YEAR.)

EUGENE MARINI, Proprietor.

c 3
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ROME.

/o J!j: ui-i:m:i> y<>yi:?iiti:i{. iuoh.

Best Position. Opposite Queen Margherita's Palace.

ALL MODERN COMFORTS.

ROME.
41. VIA DEL

BABUINO.PALAZZO STERBINI,
l,'IRST-(JLA.SS ENGLISH PEN.SIOX. Kvery comfort. Lar};e airy .sjtliii«-roonis,

I Good Bfdrooius. Large Liliiary. Central and healthy .situation. Visitors met at

tlu station. Terms moderate. Open October 1st to .Tunc 1st. .\ddre8s

—

Ml:s. HKNUV S. IlKTHEl.L.

ROME.
HOTEL VICTORIA (English house

,

(i;irilfn. Lift. OiuniliiiK. Pension. 7 .iml

8 Hliilliiigs per (lav. Klertrii^ LiKlit in every
r.Miiii. EWALI) THiELE, l'';,,rieUj,:

Via Dae Marcelli (J'iasza di Sii(itinfi\.

"Y EW Large Dining .ind Sitting KiKune.
iN LoniliiM "'Times and " Stanilanl " taken

MURRAY'S HANDBOOK OF

TRAVEL TALK.
3/6ENGLISH.

FRENCH.
0/5 GERMAN.

ITALIAN.

ROTTERDAM.

MAAS HOTEL.
First-class House. Opened .l/JT, 1891.

Fifty Bedrooms. Several Saloons richly furnished.

Baths. Lift. Telephone. Electric Light.

THE DIRECTION.

GRAND hotel!ANGLETERRE
The Grand Hotel d'Anelelerre has Lifts and Baths. Splendid Snrotner Terrace K«8-

taurant. It is situated on the Conrs Boieldieu, and ha.s from its windows the finest view on

the Seine. Telephone. All rooms lighted by electricity. Moderate Terms.

ROUEN.

HOTEL OE LA I>OSTE.
Lift. Electric LiKht throutrhout. Steam lUaliii^- Situated ojiposite the Post Otllce,

in the finest central part of the town. Magnificent (iardeninthe front of the Hotel.

Reading, Music, and Writinjr Saloons. Enpli.'^h Newsiuipcrs. Enjilish and Oermaii

Spoken. ' Telephon e. Batlis. Moilerate leinis.

GRAND HOTEL DE FRANCE.
Situated In the centre of the Town, and amidst the principal monnmentg. 114 Rooms, all

lichted by electricity. Two Path Rooms. Garden. Good Table d'Hote. Dejeuner 1.50 fr.,

l)e|enner a la fonrchette 2.50 fr., Dinner 3 fr. Restaurant i la carte. Telephone. Dark

Room for Photographers. English spolten. Moderate Terms.
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ROVEN-.

GJElILNJy HOTEL cle I>AItIS
QUAI DE PARIS. Tei.ki-hone 536.

First Class. Best situation in the Town. In close proximity to the routes for Paris,
Dieppe, Havre, Caen, and Trouville. Near Post and Telegraph Office and Steamboat
Pier. Shelters for Motor Cars and Bicycles. Daric Room. Correspondent of the Touring

Club. English Spoken. Moderate Prices. Arrangements for Families.

ROUEN.

GRAND HOTEL D'ALBION,
16, Quai de la Bourse.

First Class, most comfortable H^itel. Finest view of the Seine. Close to Post and TeleRiaph
Office. Large Hall. Keadin:.' and Writini; Koorns. All rooms lighted liv Electricitv. Priies
from 3 fiuncs. Baths. Tel.-|.h.ine. English and German spoken. Break"t'ast. l.SOfr!: Lunch.
2.50 fr. : Dinner. 3.50 fr. Hirk Room for Phot.iiriaphers.

SAINT JEAN-DE-LUZ (Basses Pyrenees), France.

WINTER SEASON.

Hotel d'Angleterre & Hotel de la Plage
FIRST-CLASS HOTELS, near the English Club. Magnificent Views
of Sea and Pyrenees. South and Sunny Rooms. Winter Garden.
Excellent Cuisine. Open all the year round. Improved Modern
Heating. Winter Season, from 8 to 12 frs. per day; Summer, from 10
to 16 frs. English Church. English Club. Golf Links. Lawn Tennis.
Omnibus at the Station. English spoken. Se habla espaiiol.

C. MONIN, Proprietor.

ST. MORITZ BAD (Engadine, Switzerland).

HOTEL ENGADINERHOF.
ONE OF THE BEST IN THE PLACE.

Pension Terms frora 12 to 20 Francs.
G. HORNBACHER, Proprietor.

Murray's Handbooks for Travellers.

FRANCE. Part I, NEW EDITIOX. Hi, preparation.

FMANCE. P<n-t II : Central Ertnice. Aurergur, Burf/iuKfy, The
KJiane, froueure, Nirneti, MiirtieiUrs, The Ereiich Alps, Alsace.
Lorrniue, ite. L'r! Maps and Plans. 18TH EDITION. Is. (3(i.

PARIS AND ENVIRONS. Maps and Plans. Crown 8vo. 3s. M.
BORLAND AND BELOrCM. 18 Maps and Plans. 2IST EDITION. 0.<.

THE RHINE AND NORTH GERMANY. 42 Maps and Plans. 20TH
Edition. lO.s-.

SOUTH GERMANY AND AUSTRIA. Fart I. With 34 Maps and
Plans. 15th EDITION. 7*. 6(7.

SOUTH GERMANY AND AUSTRIA. Fart II. With 7 Maps and
Plans. IfiTii Edition, e.s.

SWITZERLAND. Fart I. With IG Maps and Plans. ISth Edition, fe.

SWITZERLAND. Fart II. With 12 Maps and Plans. 18TH EDITION. 6s.

For complete List see inside of Covers.

EDWARD STANFORD, 12, 13, & 14, LONG ACRE, LONDON.
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ST. PETERSBURG.

GRAND HOTEL DEUROPE.
^rJET MICHEL.

ST. PETERSBURG.

nM'ii 3)^-^^i:g'xg2nrg

•THIS weU-knowD HOTEL has the
-L It OM UtflT bMc ecl^Tcir reaowsled •&:
Faviiie* mad Gcvtieaen. riwihl KMckcB a.

•d >frif affipixiiiL Electrtc U^hL Bi
Eaicliik ipokea. C^mjIum rwUTtn— i«i ?

n in St. Peusrabiug.

r Rmm vitk fibril

«fi*k MaaiiSe
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ST. PETERSBURG.

JuLUJLJSJLa JUJtS Jc JAixi\ wJtSx

Kept by E. RENAULT.

"DEST situation in the Town, Great Morskaia, right opposite the

Winter Palace, Hermitage, Foreign Offic*. and Nevski Prospect.

Oldest Hotel. Tramways in all directions. Fashionably frequented,

especially by English and Americans. Elegant Beading Room, with

French, English, American, German, and Swedish Papers. Greatly to be

recommended for its cleanliness, comfort, and superior cuisine. Dinners

1 r. 50 k., and 3r. The charge for Apartments is from IJ to 20 roubles.

All languages spoken. Warm and Cold Baths. Post and Telephone on

the Premises. The English Guide, Bernard Franke, highly com-

mended.

43" The Hotel is recommended in Murray's Handbook of Eussia.

The HOTEL BELLE VUE, opposite to HOTEL DE
FRANCE, belongs to the same Proprietor.

SALZBURG.

SitvmteJ in the most fafhiouable part of the town. Fticing the Theatre and the renowueil Miraljel
Garden. Comhines hixury with comfort of home.

Rooms and Suites of Apartments iconnected M-ith Rith-roomi eommanding splendid view over
the town and surroimdinR mount.ains. State Railway Office in the HoteL Klertric Light. Lift.

Hot and Cold Water in each Room. Omnibus meets all Trains.

SAN REMO.

THE SAVOY HOTEL.
Opexed Jaxuary. 19<Kk

New Palatial Building. Finest site in most fashionable quarter. Perfeetly
sheltered. LtixtU'ious vegetation. E.xtensive \iews. Electric Light through-
out. Steam Heating and Ventilation. Paul Maeixi. Proprietor.

MAPS, CHARTS, ATLASES,
AND BOOKS.

A Jubilee Catalogue of Maps, Atlases, and Books

Published and Sold by EDWARD STAFFORD,
With an Elustrated Supplement on ^Methods of ]\Iap INIouuting, and a

Geographical Index. 1-56 pp. demy 8vo. By post, Bd., from

EDWARD STANFORD, 12, 13, & 14, Long Acre, London, W.C.
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FASHIONABLE SEASIDE RESORT ON THE NORTH SEA.

SCHEYENINCEN,
HOLLAND.

Season.

June to Sept. 3C.

PROGRAMME OF ENTERTAINMENTS.
CONCERTS daily in tlie Knisaal oi- fin tlie I ei race (according to weather) ))y the

Berlin Philhaininiiic Orchestra of 80 performers, including soloists of the first

rank. Conductor—Hekp. Josek Kkiucek.
Ever}- Friday a Grand Symphony Concert in the Kursaal.
Every Wednesday, from July 1, Concert in the Kureaal, assisted 1»y renowned

Artistes. Every evening Rt'imion danxante in the Drawinjr Room and in the Foyer
de la Danse.

Large Balls in the Kursaal, small ones in the Theatre. In .luly and Augiust On
fine weather) Fireworks, also splendid (.hildren's Fetes and Open Air Balls on the
Terrace.

In the Theatre, French Perfonnaiices hy Parisian Actors. On the Eonigi^ Wil-
helmina Pier, the Scheveninger Knr-Baiid plays every day under the Bandmaster
Herr Fritz Hoffman. Magnificent electrical illumination of the entire Sea Bridge.
Sea Trips by Saloon Steamei-s. Public Dances. Swimming, Diving, and other
Amusements.

Circus Performances, Cafe Concerts. In the Kurhaus-Bar, Concerts given by the
reno»vned Neapolitan Band, under the Bandmaster .^ignor Kaphael Ramagnano.
Horse Racing, Golf Club, Lawn Tennis. Sidendid Roads for Motoring and Cycling.

Rotunda. Favourite Peer Restain-ant. Tea Koom. Confei-tiouery. and Bodega
Wine Room.

HOTEL KURHAUS.
HOTEL D'ORANGE. SAVOY HOTEL.

GRAND HOTEL GARNL HOTEL RAUCH.
All situated on Scheveningen's splendid Sea Front.

SCHWALBACH.

Hotel Victoria.
THE BEST SITUATED HOTEL AT SCHWALBACH,

The nearest to the Baths, &c.

SCHWALBACH

HOTEL METROPOLE.
FIR.ST CLASS. Fine Situation. Roe-
buck Shooting. Good Trout Fishing

(length 40,miles) free for Guests.

G. HERBSTER, Proprietor.

SIENNE, ITALY.

GRAND HOTEL CONTINENTAL
AND PENSION.

Electric Light,
Every Modem Comfort-

ALFP.ED ZAZZEKA. Proprietor.

SLIGO.

FIR.ST CLASS. Patronised by all the Xoliility and fientry. J'.urists, Anglers.
and Fan)ilies will find every convenience", combined with ilcBnliness and

moderate charges. Private Rooms. Ladies' Sitting Ro<mis. Baths -Dot, Cold, and
.Shower. Billiards, Golf. Gentlemen staving at this Hottd have the jirivilege of Free
I ishing for Salmon and Trout on LmirhOill. Boats for hire. Ptusting in all its branches.
Omnibus attends all trains. Cook s and fJaze's Coupons a.'cepted. .1. A. HALL. I'ropr.

MURRAY'S HANDBOOK FOR IRELAND.
Sixth Edition. Tlioronghlu Revised.

Edited by JOHN' COOKE, M.A. (l)ub.). til.i pages, 4.{ maps and plans. 9s.

'llie very best gJiide to \Te\M\K\."— h't-tiiiait'' JovrnnL



SORRENTO, Bay of Naples.

GRAND HOTEL VICTORIA.

AND MOST COMFORTABLE HOTEL.
splendid View of the Bay and Mount Vesuvius.

Electric Light throughout. Lawn Tennis.

The only Hotel having Tivo Electric Elevators to all floors.

O. FIORENTINO, Proprietor.

SPA. GRAND HOTEL ^^a.

BRITANNIQUE
It is the best and most delightful situation, of Spa.

Standing in its own magnificent Park. First-class Stabling.

Storage for Motor Cars. Under personal management of the

Proprietor. Omnibus meets all Trains.
F. LEYH.

SPA

GRAND HOTEL DE LEUROPE.
FIIiST-CLASS HOTEL.

Electric Light. Highly Recommended.
Telephone, Xo. 28. HENRARD-RICHARD, Proprietor.

HOTEL SEiL.JL.JB: YtJE.
Magnificent Situation on the Principal Promenade of the Town.

Near the Park and Baths. Very Large Garden.

Modern Comforts. Omnibus at the Station. ROUMA, Proprietor. -

STOCKHOLIVl.HOTEL KUNG CARL.
CENTRALLY SITUATED.

Rooms fioni Kr.l. 50, including Electric Light, Heatin;^, Telephone, and Attendance.

English, German, and French spoken.
CARL BERGFELDT.

STJt.lSIiUBG {ALSA CE).

HOTEL RESTAURANT UNION
Newly oiienert. Fine ijuiet situation on the river in the miildle of the town, near the Palace.

Cathedral, New Post Office. Theatre, and Promenade. Patronised by Royalty and First class Society.
Highly recouiniended to Families and single Travellers. Every comfort. Moderate Charges.

C. GOEGGEZ.,
Piirivi/or to H.R.H. the I'rince o/ Hnhe,iz<illi>rti.
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STRASBUR.G
HOTEL NATIONAL.

Highx. opiKjsite thu Station. Splemli'l
and very (|uiet Situation. Best and
most comfortable Hotel, with all modern
imiuovenients. First-class Restaurant.
Automobile Stables. Moderate ('barges.

O HEIM

MURRAY'S Handbook
OK

TRAVEL TALK.
3 6.

STUTTGART.

Divert Kiitrniirc from thf Hailivnif Sfntioii.

FINEST POSITION IN TOWN. SPLENDID NEW BUILDING. FIRST CLASS. 300 ROOMS.
ELECTRIC LIGHT. CENTRAL HEATING. ELEVATORS.

Rooms from 2.70 Marks upwards.
H. & O. MARQUARDT.

SUTHERLANDSHIRE.

THE SUTHERLAND HOTEL,
Under Xew Management, and Refurnished axd IiiPROA"ED.

This Hotel will now be found to be one of the V>est appointed and most
comfortable in the North, while its situation renders it one of the most

desirable holiday resorts in Scotland.
Good fishing on several excellent lochs. Hotel 'Bus attends arrival and

departure of all trains.

Mail Coaches leave here daily for Lochinver, Seourie. and the West ; and ever>-
Tuesday, Thur.sday. and Saturday for Tonfjuc.

WILLIAM WALLACE, Proprietor.

TAORMINA (Sicily;, Italy.
GItAI4^r» HO'TEILi SANT DOIMCSISTICO.
fl'HE ONLY FIRST-CLASS ENGLISH FAMILY HOTEL. Situated Sonth ward, with
-L Garden, Terraces, Lawn Tennis, AVinter Garden. Ancient Historica\ convent, enjoying
a full unrivalled view of the Panorama. Situated in the finest and most select part of

Taormina. Views of Etna and the Ionian Sea. French Cookinjf. Most comfortable. Arrange-
ments for prolonged stay. Quite near the Post and Telegraph OflBces. Aewly redecorattil.

ELECTRIC LIOHT.

TENBY.

ROYAL GATE HOUSE HOTEL.
liimieiliatvl.v nverlnokinK the .">cu. Excillent
f-'uisine and Wines, (iolf Linka witliin lu

minutes. BiUiards. Livtrv Stalilcs. OninihuR
to all train.". Hotel Smoke K(Kiiii. Pnlilii-

I 'rawing Koom. .MiMlerale Terms. Reduced
Terms during Winter.

Re'iitent P,i,iHietor-V. W. (;RE(;OUY.

MURRAY'S HANDBOOK
FOR

SOUTH WALES.
4tli Edition. With Map. 6s,

TOULOUSE.GRANO HOTEL, Rue de Metz.
MODERN FIRST-CLASS HOTEL, with .dl iM<»i.ni inirrovemcntc-. •Jini lu-drr-.i,.-

.iiil Mii:ng Km.i:,. Apuitii.'-nt- \i jtli I^nhs atta.-h.-d. Uathr.^.ms on e.Hch KliN.r. Lift-.

(Viitral Heating. Electric Light throughout. M<«lenite Cluartfes. This Hott-l lia> oid.v just
recently been oiicnetl. ;md isuniiueationahir the most iKaiitifuland liest situated lloteliii TouIoum'.

F. MIRAL, Manager.

TOURS.

GRAND HOTEL DE L'UNIYERS
On the Boulevard, near the Station. Facing the new Town Hall.

-Newly Furnished. Every Modern Conifurt. Lift. Electric Li;.'ht. I'.aths.

First-class HoteL Suitable for Families. Special Arrani,'enients for the Winter.

MAURICE ROBLIN, Manager.
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TOURS.
GRAND HOTEL DE BORDEAUX.

Proprietor, CLOVIS DELiaNOU.
Patronised by His Royal Highness the Prince of Wales and the European Courts.

IN FRONT OF THE STATION AND UPON THE BOULEVARD.
SPLENDID APARTMENTS.

• BLACK FOREST. TRIBERG. 7^5 Metres above the Sea. •

HOTEL lATEJEIRX^E
r. WEHRLE, Proitrietor,

BEST SITUATION NEAR THE WATERFALLS.
FAMILY HOTEL OF OLD STANDING. OPEN ALL THE YEAR ROUND.
Every English comfort. Baths. Park Garden. Electric Light. Milk Cure. Omnibus

at the Station. Carriages. Moderate Charges. Pension. Telephone. Concerts in front

of the Hotel. The Proprietor gives best information for excursions in the Black Forest.

The Hotel Wehrle, not very large, hut very comfortable, is highly recommended by
German and Foreign Guide Books. Prospectus Free. Automobiles Stored.

• GOOD TROUT FISHIXG. •

TRIBERG.
Centre of the Baden Black Forest Railway. First-class Climatic-Cure Station.

X^ouis ;Biei?in.^ex?'s

BLACK FOREST HOTEL.
715 metres above the sea.

The only First-class House close to the WaterfaHs and the Forest.

ELECTKIC LKiHT IN ALL ItOOMS.
Sale of Tickets for the Railway and Luggage booked In the Hotel.

OPENING OF THE SEASON, 1st MAY.
PROSPECTUS.

TURIN.

ifiaiiii Botel Troietta et n\&m.
In View of the Central Station, Kue de Rome. First-class House in

every respect. Very moderate charges. Lailway Booking Office in

the Hotel. Hydraulic Lift. Electric light throughout. Heated by
hot-air stoves. A. BAGLIONI, Proprietor.

p . , TT f Grand Hotel Baglioni, Florence.

\ Grand Hotel d'ltalie, Bologna.

MURRAY'S [
NORTH ITALY AND VENICE. 10s.

II Aunnnni/o \ CENTRAL ITALY & FLORENCE. 9s.
HANDBOOKS, rome and its environs, los.

LONDON : EDWAED STANFORD. IL^ IH. .t 14. LONG ACRE. W.C.
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GRAND HOTEL DU PARC
THE LARGEST AND MOST COMFORTABLE IN VICHY.

A FIRST-CLASS HOTEL, situated in the Park, facing the Baths,
Springs, and Casino.

PRIVATE PAVmiOrl FOf^ FflnilliTES.

Hydropathic Installation. Electric Light. Lift.

GERMOT, Proprietor.

VIENNA.

HOTEL CONTINENTAL.
ELECTRIC LIFT. CENTRE OF THE TOWN- ELECTRIC LIGHT.

i;iK.ST-rLAS.S FAMIL\' HOTEI,, in tlie Piaturstieet. Specially i>ati«nise.l l.y

• English and Americans. .Situate-l iu the finest amJ healthiest jiart of \ ienna,
next Ringstreet and the neare.st to the Prater. It commands a ma^niHcent view
of the Danuhe. It has .300 large, airj-, and lieautifuUy furnished Betlnxmis and
Saloons looking on to the street, from 3/- ni>\vard, including liyht and attendance.
Baths near all apartments. Mjignificent Uifty and richly-decorated Dining, Readini;,
and Conversation Rooms. Splendid fiarden." Finest French Restaurant. R;iihvay
and 'I'elegraph Office. This Hotel is known a.s the l>est, and a-s a first-class Hotel
the cheajiest in the city. Advantageous arrangeinent.s made with families. English
and American newspapers. English and Frencli siniken. Price list in every room.

VIENNA.

IV I FAVORITENSTRASSE 11.
Xear the State and Sontlii III stiition*;. I aniily U'licl. Large Restaurant, anii

Splendid Garden. Baths. Electric Light. Moderate Cliarpes. Cook's Tickets
accepted. JOSEF HAAGEX, /VwpnWor (Purveyor to H. Imp. and E.H. the

Arch-Duke Ferdinand Carl).

HOTEL METROPOLE.
F'IRST-CLASS thr(jugho\it. E^iiecially jhitronised hy English and .\mericans. :500

rooms from 4 to 2h Kronen. No ExtraCharge for Electric Light or attemlance. Lift.

VIENNA. ^ v\

V

^M> *
* ^<^V>/^ Graben

''^^ >/Stefansplatz

IVIURRAYS HANDBOOK
KOK

SOUTH GERMANY
Part I. With 34 Maps and Plan.s. 7 6.

STANFORD'S COMPENDIUM OF GEOGRAPHY AND TRAVEL.

New Issue in 12 Volumes.

With New Illustrations and Maps. Price l.i.«. each. Detailed List on p. 50.

LONDON: EDWARD STANFORD, 12, 1.3, & 14, LONG ACRE.W.C.
Geonraphrr to His Majeaty the Kinn.
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FAB mOJI THE JIADniXG CROWD."

WATERGATE BAY HOTEL,
Near NEWQUAY, CORNWALL.

FIRST-CLASS FAMILY HOTEL, in magnificent sheltered position
facing the Atlantic. Adjacent to 2 miles of sandy beach. Charming

cliff and inland scenery. Hills of heath and gorse. Excellent Billiards.
Stabling. Trains met at Newquay Station by arrangement.

Apply, Manageress, Watergate Bay Hotel, St. Columb Minor, R.S.O.

IWURRAY'S HANDBOOK
FOP.

CORNWALL.
7 Maps and Plans. 6/-

WIESBADEN.
HOTEL BELLE VUE.

BeiiutifuUy sitnateJ, ocpo^ite the Park.
Well known tor its Oimfurt and (Jood
Cuisine. Central Heatintr. Electric Light.
MoUenite Cbarg s. Pension the whole year.

riCTOli KLKEBLATT. Proprirtor.

WIESBADEN.

FOUR SEASONS HOTEL AND BATHS.
FIKST-CLASS HOTEL < if old reputation, f'inest situation. Opposite the Kurhaus,
Royal Theatre, and Promenades. Lar<j:e Bath-house witli baths sujiplieil from own
Thermal Spring. Lift. Electric Light. Highly recommended to English and American
Families. Moderate Arrangements made for a prolonged stay. W. ZAIS, Propp.

rnurrap's handbooks for Craoellers*

" A great deal more than mere niechanical guides ; they are intelligent,

discreet, and frequently scholarlj- companions, which, while competent and
carefid to lead us by the most attractive paths to the pleas^ntest sights, tell us

just so much about what is to be seen as will give the cultivated traveller an
"intelligeat pleasure in his sia:ht-seeing."

—

The Times.

"The pioneers in ttieir own particular class."

—

The Westminster Gazette.
" The old Murrays . . . still keep to the front as accurate and trustworthy

companions as well as comely and charming books."

—

The I'all Mall Gazette.

LONDON EDWARD STANFORD, 12, 13, & 14, LONG ACRE, W.C.
(ieographer to Eix Majexty the King.
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WILDBAD, Black Forest.

HOTEL KLUMPP
HTDBAULIC LIFTS. ELECTRIC LIGHT.

THIS FIRST-CLASS HOTEL, with separate Breakfast,

Reading,Ladies' and Conversation Rooms, as well as Smoking
Room. Large handsome Dining Saloon, An artificial gai den

over the river. Beautifully situated in connection with the

Old and New Bath Buildings and Conversation House. Five

minutes' walk from the English Church, and in the imme-
diate vicinity of the Park and Pump Room. Well known
for its elegant and comfortable apartments. Good Cuisine

and Wines, and deserves its wide-spread reputation as

one of the best hotels on the Continent. Table d'hote.

Restaurant. Correspondents of principal Banking Houses
of London, New York, &c., for the payment of Circular Notes

and Letters of Credit.

OMNIBUS OF THE HOTEL MEETS EVERY TRAIN. FINE PRIVATE CARRIAGES.
Capital Trout Fislihif/ in th)' River Em.

LAWN TENNIS AND CROQUET.
Reduced Terras for Rooms in May aud Septeiutxr. Excellent A'-coniniodation.

Ajraiigeraent? made for protrauted stay. Proprietors, KLUMPP FAMILY.

BAD WILDUNGEN (Germany-near Cassel and Frankfurt A M.).

.V llp;ilth Kesort for l)i!<iM.si-,s .if tlir Ki.liicv.s. lli.- l-.l:i.l.l.r. :iihl :iil Iriiiaiy ' hlmuv

Situato in the Bruuiien-Proniciiatle. tlie fimst part fi UililuiKfcii. is a strictly first -cla.ss ll>'t<l

in every respect. BeinK surrnundecl ti.v lieautiful tiarilens and in close pmximity to the .Sprinits.

the rurirarten. and Cnrhaus. makes it most ilesiraliie. All modern comforts. Entirely rcne»e<l.

Modei-ate chart'cs. Kor further particulars address the I'ropriutor :
-

WILLIAM SCHOBER, for many years at Shepheard's Hotel, Cairo.

JUST PUBLISHED.

IVIXJRRAY'S

HAPBOOKfor SYRIA and PALESTINE
.\ Revised Edition, largely re-written. Edited by Mary

Bkodrick, Ph.D. 26 Maps and Plans. 18s.

Valais. ZERMATT. Switzerland.

HOTEL PENSION DU TRIFT
and HOTEL GORNERGRAT.

Splendid View over ^loiit fcrvin. Moderate Teiiiis. Electric Light.

PIERRE AUFDENBLATTEN. Proprietor
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ZERMATT, SWITZERLAND.

VIEGE-ZEHlWflTT HflllittlfiYS GO.'S

And Zermatt Gornergrat Electric {10,170 feet)

NARROW GAUGE COG WHEEL RAILWAYS.

Open from 15th May to 31st October. Matterhom, 14,700 feet. Mont Rosa, 15,200 feet.

Gomergrat, 10,'250 feet. These lines are the most interesting and picturesriue in the
Tvorld. The journey from Viege to Zermatt now only takes 2+ hours, and 1^ hours from
Zermatt to Gomergrat ; formerly it was a 9 hours' walk to Zerniait. Very comfortable

Carriages. Special Saloon Carriages to enable one to see the Grand Scenery along the line.

For departure of the Trains see the Time Table.

ZERMATT.

Seller's Grand Hotels.
HOTEL MONT ROSA. HOTEL MONT CERVIN. HOTEL ZERMATT.

HOTEL RIFFELALP. HOTEL RIFFEL HOTEL 8GHWARZ SEE.

Buffet at the Station. Doctor. Chemist. Baths. Moderate Prices.

OPEN FROM 1st MAY TO 30th OCTOBER.



MUIMIAY'S HAXUBOOK ADVERTISE!!, May.

STANFORD'S COMPENDIUM OF
GEOGRAPHY AND TRAVEL.

Keviseil ami in i.'reat iiait rewritten. « itli New Illustrations antl Majis. 12 Volumes.
Large crown aw., cloth, 15s. each (soUl sepaiately).

EUROPE.—Vol. I. The Countries of the Mainland (excludiug the

Noftb-West). With 17 Maps and 101 Illustrations.

EUROPE: THE NORTH-WEST.—Vol. II. The British Isles,

Scandinavia, Denmark, &c. With 16 Maps and 8G Illustrations.

ASIA.—Vol. I. Northern and Eastern Asia, Siberia, Chinese
Empire, and Japan. With S Maps and 'Jl Illustrations.

ASIA.—Vol. II. Southern and Western Asia, Afghanistan, India,

and Malay Peninsula. With 7 Maps and 89 Illustrations.

AFRICA.—Vol. I. North Africa. With 9 Maps and 77 Illustrations.

AFRICA.—Vol. II. South Africa. With 11 Maps and 92 Illustra-

tions.

NORTH AMERICA.—Vol. I. Canada and Newfoundland. With
IS Maps and 90 Illustrations.

NORTH AMERICA.—Vol. II. The United States. With 16

Maps and 72 Illustrations.

CENTRAL AND SOUTH AMERICA. Vol. I. South America.
With 13 Maps and S4 Illustrations.

CENTRAL AND SOUTH AMERICA. — Vol. II. Central
America and West Indies. With 10 Maps and 80 Illustrations.

AUSTRALASIA.—Vol. I. Australia and New Zealand. With|14
Maps and 69 Illustrations.

AUSTRALASIA.—Vol. II. Malaysia and the Pacific Archipela-
goes. With 16 Maps and 47 Illustrations.

"The new issue of 'Stanford's foinpenilium of Geo^'raphy and Travel' is a
l>ul>lication of jjreat value, and contains in convenient form the latest {.'eoj^raphical

results of travel and research, adei|Uately treated. Xot only is the information
accurate, hut the form in which the work is produced is admirable, and Enjilish

Geography may be proud of such a scries. It is n.seful for educational purjMJses ami
tor reference, and pleasant to the general reader."

—

Athenannii.

Detailed Prospectus, with Illustrations, will be sent gratis on application.

LONDON : EDWARD STANFORD, 12, 13, & 14, LONG ACRE, W.C.

Gcograplifr to His ifajesty tlie King.
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EDWHBD STfllFOaD'S PUBlIGflTiOHS.

ATLASES.
Dediralfd hy Ffririifftioii to Her Majcatij, Queen Victoria.

STANFORD'S LONDON ATLAS OF UNIVER-
SAL GEOGRAPHY. F„liv Edition, exhibiting the Physical auil

Political Division;* of thi' various C'ouutries of the World. Second
i>sne. revised and enlarged. One liundied Maps, and a List of

Names with Latitudes and Lciugitudes. Size when sluit, )7 inches

hy 215 inches. Weight, 24^ lbs. Impi rial folio, half- morooco extra,

iLVl.

STANFORD'S FAMILY ATLAS OF GENERAL
ftEOGRAPHY : exhibiting the various Physical and Political

Divisions of the Chief Countries of the ^Vorld. Fifty Maps, with a

List of Latitudes and Longitudes. Imperial folio, half-morocco,

£5 5s.

STANFORD'S LONDON ATLAS OF UNIVER-
SAL GEOGRAPHY. Quarto Edition, containing 48 Coloured
Maps, carefully drawn and beautifully engraved on steel and copper
plates and an Alphaljetic.al List of Names, giving Latitudes and
Longitudes. Fifth Edition. Revised and enlarged. Imperial 4to.,

:Jialf-morocoo, cloth sides, gilt edges, rtOs. Size when shut, 1.5 inches

by 12^ inohe.s. Weight, 4 lbs. S oz.

STANFORD'S OCTAVO ATLAS OF MODERN
GEOGRAPHY. Containing 38 1 cdoured Maps, drawn and engraved
in the best style, showing the leading Physical Features and the
latest Political Boundaries : also an Alphabetical List of over 30,000
Names with their Latitudes and Longitudes. Bound in Leather

;

gilt edges, 21s. Size when shut, 7^ inches by 12 inches.

STANFORD'S HANDY ATLAS OF MODERN
(tEOGRAPHY, Consisting of 30 Coloured Maps, each 14 inches by
1 1 inches, carefully drawn and beautifully engraved on copper plates,

coloured to show the latest Political Boundaries and with the leading
Physical Featuies .dearly tlelineated ; also an Alphabetical List of

Names with their Latitudes and Longitudes. Bound in limp cloth,

ICs'. 6d. Size when shut, 7| inches by 12 inches. Weight, 2 lbs. 4 oz.

LONDON: EDWARD STANFORD, 12, 13.& 14, LONG ACRE,W.C.

Geographer to His Majesty the King.
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EDWARD STANFORD.

PASSPORTS.
BhiiIoH iSlbjkcts, who HIT piepariiiy U> visit the Continent,

may be saved muoh trouble and expense by obtaining

Foreign Office Passports through Edward Stanford's

Agency, 12, 13, A: 14, Long Acre, London, W.C., whose

experience and long-astablished arrangements enable hira

to ensure Passports in proper form and duly »»V. without

personal attendance. The Passport, which is good for

life, can be mounted on Muslin or Silk in Roan, Morocco,

or Russia Case. Residents in the country can have

Passports obtained, completed, and forwarded by po.st.

For further particulars, including the Forms of Appli

cation. Cost of Passport, risas, etc., see Stanfordr

Passport Circular, which will be forwarded by post

for penny stamp.

London Agent for the Sale of the Ordnance and Geologrieal

Survey Maps, and for the Maps issued by the Intelligence

Division of the War Office ;

Ai-so ton

The Indian Trigonometrical Survey Maps, the Admiralty

Charts, the Publications of the Royal Geographical Society,

the Royal Meteorological Society, the Geologists' Association,

the Sanitary Institute, etc.

LONDON :

EDWARD STANFORD, 12, 13, & 14, Long Acre, W.C.

GEOCKAPHEK TO UIB MAJESTY THE KING.
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12. 13, & 14. Long Acre,

London, W.C.

MURRAY'S HANDBOOKS FOR TRAVELLERS.

Mr. Edward Stanford would feel greatly obliged to

any travellers who would give him the benefit of their

experiences abroad, and would send him notes of any

mistakes or omissions which they ina}- have noticed in

this book.

Such information is always most acceptable, especially

when it relates to the character and management of hotels,

which are constantly changing j and has the effect not

only of assisting the editor in correcting the book, but of

making hotel-keepers more careful to please travellers when

they know that they are in communication with the

publisher. All such communications will be regarded as

strictly confidential.

Correspondents are requested to give their private

addresses as a voucher of authenticity.

[over.
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Murray's Handbook: Greece.

VOC BILARY OF

COLLOQUIAL WORDS & PHRASES

MODERN GREEK.





VOCABULARY.

Vocabulary ani Phrases.

All words are proaouaceJ strictly according to acceut, the three

accents being all of equal value ; as Qe\o) va etfiLKpi^io (thailo nah
exacrivo). The only exceptions are prepositions of two syllables,

which in conversation are accentel on the first; as irepi, kuto, vir6

(pairy, cahta, eepo). Enclitics are pronounced very short, as if they
formeJ part of the previous word ; as aKOjje /xov (ahcoo saimoo).

SrECiMENS OF Prjxoxciatiox,

a long iiriv'ji (epah-

no).

a short afOTjro (anaw-
ito).

ai Tvxaiuis (tee-hay-

oss).

3 0aToi (vahty).

av a'j\ij (ahv-lee)
;

a'jTOv (ahf-too).

ya TijyavtTo (teegan-

eeta).

yai irrjyaivoo (peej'aino)

76 yfpos (yaiross).

77 (rvyypa(pevs (sing-

grafefs).

7€i yi'ivris (yeeniss).

yiv yeujjLa (yevma).

yi yivofixi (yeeno-

may).

yK ^tyKa (renca).

70 airoyopeverou (apo-

goraivetay).

you Tcayovvi (pa-
goony).

yv yvvauKa (yeenaica).

yw ayHyi (ago-ye).

5 SeV (then),

e sh irt e\i.fiov (ella-

von).

[tfreece.]

e open aepa (ah-aira).

6 closed (popifjLOLTa

1 (foraimita).

ei yiXel (yailee).

€u evapeoTTos (aivah-

restoss); yevcris

I

(yefsis).

( Oou,uo^«(thalivmah-

I
20).

Tj long ijcruxos (eessi-

hoss).

7} short aipv-qs (aif-

j
niss) ; ox^V (octhy).

d irpoffOfTos (prawss-

thetoss).

( long irepinov (pe-

i-eepoo).

t short Tts (tiss).

K (TVK3V (seekon).

\ TTvKr) (peely).

/x fiKTo (meessO).

jUTT (fxirpos (e ra -

brawss)
;

fiiripfiita

(barba).

y Kui/^71 (kinee-ye).

VT iravToiv (pahn-

don) ; olvtIo (aidio).

I o^ivos (oxinos).

short ^Ti (otty).

o open irpoffex^

(prawsse-hyee).

closed irp6 (pro).

01 long roix"^ (tee-

hoss).

01 short ofioios (oni-

mioss).

ou Kowia (coonia).

TT Krjiros (keeposs).

p fiipos (raaiross).

(T (7as (sahss).

T TerdpTT] (tetarty).

I' long SuffTvxv.'J-O-

(this tee-hyma).

I) short f^tnrvoi (ex-

ipnoss); €(^uy6(effi-

ye).^

vt vlos (ee-awss).

<f)
iiriypatp-f] (epigra-

fee).

X XP^''"^ (chronos);

X«'p' (hyairy);
^dxv (rah-hyee) ;

X^P"' (hora)r.

1^ vipot (eepsoss).

o) short rtiiv (tonn).

u open Koia-jofievos

(keemawmenos).
u close 1 iyai (aig-5).

B



VOCABULARY.

Vocabulary and Phrases.

About (nearly) irepi-

irov ; what are you
— ? Ti KoL/jLveis aii-

Tov; mind what you
are — TrpScrex^ ;

he was — to iirp6-

Kfiro yd.

Above iiravo} ;
— all

things irph irdvTwv.

Absurd av6r)T0.

Accent t6po?.

Accept, do you ?

Se'x^ <''''"
!

Accident SuffTvxVf'-''']

by — Tuxa/ais.

Accommodation to
Kphs afd-rravcTiv.

Account \oyixpiacrjj.os;

on no — Si' ovSfva

\6yov ; on my —
xdpiv ipLOv.

Accustomed (Tuvr\di<T-

jj-ivos.

Acid o^ivos.

Acknowledge the re-

ceipt 5Tj\&i OTt i\a-

$ov.

Across Sia yueVou.

Additional irp6(rdeTos.

Address SievOwats
;— of a letter e-iri-

ypa<p'i].

Admire, I Qavfid^w-

Admittance, no OTra-

yopeverai t] eiaoBos.

Adulteration SSXai/xa.

Advance, in TrpoKara-

$oXtKcis.

Advantage, taking

fTrii)<pe\oi>fj.€vos.

Advertisement elSo-

iroiriais.

Advice, take my aKov-

fff /J.OV.

Advise, what do you ?

"i (rviJi.fiov\ivtts ;

Affected eirjTeTrjSeu-

fj.evos.

Afford, I can't SeV

fjLOi eiriTpeimai vd.

After 1 saw him a^ov
rhv elSa.

Afternoon airoueffTj-

ixepi.

Afterwards iirnra.

Again i^avd ; I won't

do it — ^\v rh

^avaKaixcc.

Against the wall els

rhv Toixov.

Age -ijAiKia.

Agent TTpaKTwp.

Ago, long irph ttoA.-

\ov ; a short time
— TTph 6\iyov\ how
long — ? TTph TT6(rov

Xpivov

;

Agree with me, it

doesn't fx.\ /SAaTrrei.

Agrerable evapearos.

Agreement (in all

senses) ffviJi.<f>ci)via.

Ahead Trpoaai
;
go —

(finpos.

Air, in the fresh els

rhv Kadaphp aepa.

Ajar virauecfiyfxffos.

Alike bfjLoios.

Alive ^uvTavos.

All o\os ;
— over

iravTaxov ; it is—
the same elvai rh

avTo ; that's all

avTo, elyai ; all the

better T6(rov Ka\-

Xlrepa; all of a sud-

den a((pv7is ; it is

all over erfXeiaiae
;

with all possible

speed '6(rov rdxiTra.
Almanac rjfxepo\6-

yiov.
'

Almonds a.jj.vyZa\a.

Almost crxeSoV.

Alone fjiovos ; leave

me— acpfs fJ.e rjcrv-

Xov.
Along irapd

;
get —

with you €|cJ ott'

eSw ; come — ^70)-

ixev.

Aloud ^vvard.

Already ^Srj.

Also TTpOafTl.

Altar ^aiixos.

Alternative, there is no
5iV virdpxei rplTOS

opos.

Although &»> Kai.

Altitude vrpos.

Always TrdvTore ;
—

d(.'lighted.to see you
ihai T] fvxaptcrTTiais

jxov va. eras jSAeTrw

irdvTOTe.

America 'AfxepiKri.

Among them /x6to|i/

avTcov.

Amount woffov.

Amusing Siatr/ceSa-

(TTLKdy.

Ancient apxo-^os.

Angry, I am tjfiai

BvfJLQlfJifVOS.

Animal (woi'.

Ankle affrpdyaXos.

Annoying ox^vpos.
Another aWos ; one
— 6 evas Tov a\-

\ov: quite— thing

oXais hid<popov.

Answer a-ndvTrjCTis
;—me a.iravT7)ai fiov.

Anxious to, I am ex'^

fjieydKrjv iiriQvfjLiav

vd.

Any rts ; anybody

KuB' evas; is there



VOCABULARY.

— hope ? virdpxft

e\iris; I shall not

wait any longer

Sfv 0a. TreptfjLelvco

aKOfXT)
;

anyhow
6ira)tr57]7roT€ ; any-

where d7rou5ij7roT6
;

anything tItot€
;— news to-day ?

eXOjU€i' via (rr}fj.epop

;

Aperient evKoiXios.

Apiece ava eKaarov.

Apologize, I aiToKo-

yovfiai.

Appears, it (paiv^rai.

Appetite ope|(j.

Apple fx^Kov.

Apricot ^epvKOKKOu.

April \\irpi\ris.

Apron TToSid.

Aqueduct vSpaycc-

•yuov.

Are you speaking seri-

ously ? bjj.i\ils fj.i

Tct (TUKTTa aov ;

Arises from irpoip-

X^TO-L aTT6.

Arm ^paxi(^y.

Around irfpi^.

Arrange, to j'o Sieu-

Arrive (we shall) 6a

(pOdvoonfv ; when
will it — ? wdre
da <p6dari; I arrived

f(p6a(Ta ; arrival

Artichoke ayKivdpa.

Artificial rex^VT^s-
Artist KaWiTfX'^V^-

As long as iv '6(T(f ;

as soon as eiifluy ij
;

as you don't like it

a.<^ov ^\v rh ayair^s
;

as \'ou please oirws

aras apicrti ; as soon

as possible 'dcrov

Svvacrai vypiiyopa.

Ascension day rifxipa

T?/! 'Ava\i]\peci>s.

Ascertain, I wish to

OiKco va i^aKpi^co.

Ash Wed. T] KaOapd
TerapTT;.

Ashamed, aren't you ?

5iV eVrpeVetroi ;

Ashore, I am going

aTro^i^d^o/j.at its T7^v

^Tjpdv,

Aside KaTo, jxtpos-

Ask (a question)

epwTco ; — leave

^TjTw dSfiav ;
— to

dinner irpocTKaAw

els rh y€vfj.a.

Asleep KoifJLWfiivos.

Assure you, I eas

Pe0aia>.

Astonished, I am efc-

TrArJTTO^tai.

At home els rh ffiriri
;— three o'clock

els ras rpe7s ;
—

night rrjv puktu;
— this moment
ahrr\v ti)v (niyp.rjv

;— the beginning

Kar' apxds ;
— first

KaTO. irpcoTov ;
—

last rekos TTdvToiv
;— once afxeaajs
;— least TouAaxi-

(TTov; — your ser-

vice Stard^aTe.

Ate, I irpoiya.

August hijyovaTos.

Au revoir KaKi]v

avTaixwcTLV.

Author (TV)'^oa<pevs.

Autumn (pBtfdnwpot'.

Avenue \eu>(p6pos.

Average, on the /caret

fieaov opov.

Avoid O7ro<|)6i/'yu).

Awake e^viyvos.

Away, he is gone
t<pvye\ take— Trope

cm iSu
;

get —
(pvye ott' eSu.

Awkward (r/coio's. I

Baby ^pi<pos, 5pa-

Kov\r]s.

Back pdxv ) adv.

oiriaw.

Bad KUKos, iicxvi^os:

badly Hand, &-

ffXTjjua ;
— boy ku-

Koiraidn.

Bag ffaKKov\a, fia-

AiCa.

Baked cpovpviffTOS.

Baker xf/oo/xas.

Bahince (vyapid.

Bald (paAaKpds,

Ball &6\i.

Bank (river) 6x^V '•

for money rpdire^a.

Barber Kovpevs.

Bare yvfxvos.

Bargaining Tra^dpf/xa.

Bark (of a tree) <p\oi-

6s
;
(the dog) barks

yavyv^a, <pcavd(^et.

Barrister SiKrjySpos

Basin KeKdvrj.

Basket KaAadwv.
Bath XovTpiv.

Bathe, to vo. Kovca/xat.

Be, I should $0. ^ixTjv :

be good ecro_ (ppSvi-

fxos.

Beach irapdKiov,

Beans Kva/xoi, <paaov-

Aia.

Bear (animal) apKov-

Sa ; endure viro-

(pepw.

Beard ytveiov.

Eeast (in both senses)

KTrivos.

Beat KTviroo ; thrash

Sepvco ; he boat him
Thy eSfpacre.

Beautiful wpa7os.~

Because SiJtj ; — of

eveKa.

Beckon vevw.

Become, I yivofxai
;

what has— uf him ?

Ti' aireyivf ,- what
B 2



VOCABULARY.

irplv

will — of you ? Tt

da yflfps :

Becoming TotpiocrTdy.

Bed Kpe^fidri ; —
clothes ffKeirafffia.

Bee neXtcrcra ; —
hive Ku\l/e\T}.

Beef fiifiSiyo.

Beer fCfloj, fj-nipa.

Beetroot yoyyvM.
Before irponpov ;

—
he came irpXv eA.-

07) ; — I saw him
iTp\v va rhv
— daybreak

Beg your pardon aus
^TjriS (Tvyyviifxriv.

Beggar SiaKOfidpris.

Begin again, I dpx'C'*'

4k v4uv ; beginning

e|apx'S-

Behave yourself <(>(-

pov KoKa ; he doesn't

— liimself ara-

KTtl; behaviour 5io-

yo>yi\.

Behind oirlcroo ; look

— joufiXewe— ffov;

— time apya.

Believe TrurTeuo)
;

don't you — it fir]

TTlffTiVr)S

Bell, ring the aT)ixalve

Th KovSdvyi ; church
— KaixTzoLva.

Bellows <pv(rep6.

Belongs to 6.vi]Kei els.

Beloved irpocr(pt\e-

(TTaros.

Below viruKaTw.

Beach dpavi.

Bend Xvyi^w
;

KvytcTfitvos.

Berry kokkos.

Berth KOKerra.

Beside me, he

fKadriTO vXriffiof

fjLov ; beside irepi-

ir\iov.

bent

sat

Best 6 KaXXirepos
;

to the — of my
power Kaff Hcrov

dvvaixai.

Bet, what will you?
rl aToix'')lJia.Ti^eis ;— against it (1

would) 6a. iffroi-

ivavTiov.

Better (in all senses)

KaW'nepos,—o; you
had — not come k,

va fj.^ epxVcOe ;
—

late than never

KaWtov apya irapa

jrore ; — stay on

deck KaWirepa va

fj.eivj]Te els t6 Kard-

(TTpOOfia.

Between fiera^v.

Beyond irepav ;
—

reach ave<j>iKTos.

Bicycle ttoStjAotoj'.

Big enough to know
better, you are el-

crat rSaov jxeyaKos

Sicne va ^evpr/s KaK-

AiTepo.

Bind Sevco.

Bird, birds -irovWi,

irovWid : bird's nest

(puXed.

Birthday yeveQKia.

Biscuit 7ra|(/xa5i.

Bishop eTTiaKOTTos.

Bit Ko/xfxdri ; horse's

— eirtcTTOfMLOV,

Bite (does he) ? Say-

ndvei; he bit me
fj.'

eSdyKatre.

Bitter iriKpSs.

Black fiavpos ; —
edged paper X'*P"

T7JS irevQovs.

Blackguard iraXrjd-

OpaiTTos.

Blade \eiri5a.

Blame (I throw the
— on you) plirru

rh <x<pd\ixa els

ecreva.

Blanket XP^M'-
Bleeding, his nose is

ri fxvTfi Tov Tpt'xet

at/uia.

Blessing, what a ! ri

evhaifxovia !

Blind TV(p\6sf trrpa-

$6s.

Blister <p\vKTatva.

Blow KTinrriua ; it

blows (pvaa.

Blue ya\av6s.
Blunt aiJi.fi\vs.

Boar (wild) aypi6-

XOLpos,

Boat pdpKa.

Boatman fiapKapTjs.

Body (TWfxa.

Bog /3oA.T0S.

Boil (TTrupj ; boiled

$pa<rT6
;

boiling

Cewv.

Bolster fj.a^L\dpa.

Bolt the door /3a\e

Thv fJidvZaKov.

Bone K6KKaKo.
Book fiifi\iov.

Booking-office ypa-
<pe7ov el<nTt)piwv.

Bookseller fii^Kio-

jni\j]s.

Boots waiTOVT^ia
;

(high) inro!)rifj.aTa.

Bootjack inro5ri/j.a-

roavpTfjs.

Bore (a hole) rpvirui;

what a — ! ri j8a-

aavo ! tiresome man
HireKas ; don't let

me — you fx)} aas
Sivu fidpos.

Born (I knew that

before you were)
T^ ^^evpa irplv eyev-

vridriKes.

Borrow Savei^o/jiai.

Borrowed Sdveios.

Bosh ! ko\okvQm !



VOCABULARY.

Both Kol ol 5uo.

Bother, what a ! t/

(TKOTiffiia ! don't

— me fir] jxov <tko-

Bottle /xirovKaKi,

fiTTOTiMa ; in —
(Is (pidXas.

Bottom iraTOS.

Bough K\aSL
Bought it, I TO riyo-

pacra.

Bound (book) SeSe-

fievo.

Boundary opiov.

Bow your head /cdro)

rb K€<pa\i ; in the

bows els TTJV TTpci-

pat'.

Box (trunk) jj.Traov\o
;

small — KovTt ;
—

tree irv^dpi; — on

the ear -xaffTovKi.

Boy iroi5/ ; is it a
— or a girl ? eivai

ayopoKi fj KOp'iTffi;

— of twelve eVa

vaiSl ScoScKa XP'^'
VCliV.

Braces ripdvTfs.

Brains /xvaKa.

Brake, put on the

)3aA€ rrjv rpoxo-
TreSrii/.

Brambles ^drot.

Brandy KovidK.

Brat iroA.7jd7roi5o.

Brave yevvatos.

Bread ^^icofxi ; brown
fJLUVpO

\f/.

Break, I a-irdi'di.

Breakfast (early)

itpw'ivhs Ka<pfs ; de-

jeuner irpoyfvfjxi.

Breast (rrf/Ooj.

Breath wvot) ; out of

— ^(\axaviacrii4-

vos; hold your —
Kparov TTJv ava-

Ttvoiiv (XOV.

Breathe, I can't Sev

fiiropw va avairveic.

Breeches ^paKKtd.

Bribe (will he take a)?

da TrdpTj Su>po56ktj-

Brie a brae apxaia
avriKfl/xfva.

Bricks rov^Xa.

Bridge ye(pvpi.

Bridle Ka-rlarpi.

Brigand Xriarris.

Bright KafXTTpos.

Bring me <pfp( fJ-ov.

Brittle evBpimros.

Broad irXarvs, (pap-

Svs-

Broccoli KowoviriSi.

Broiled tlsTTjvaKdpav.

Broken (nracrixivo ;
—

winded otrfl/uoTiKc^.

Bronze fj/irpovvT^os.

Brooch Kapcp'iTtra rod

\aifi.ov.

Brook pvdKi.

Broom a-Kovtra
;

yel-

low — atrdpTov.

Broth KpfaTo^ovfxi.

Brotlier a.Se\(p6s.

Brown (TKovpos.

Bruise KapvSa.

Brush fiovpTcra ;
—

it off rb (TTToyyi^e.

Brutal KTTjvuiSris.

Bucket KdSos.

Bug K6pi(a.

Building KTipiov.

Built fKTKTflfVOS.

Bull ravpi.

Bullet ^oKi.

Bullock TavpdKt.

Burden (popriov.

Buried rfdafj.fj.(vos.

Burn Kai'oi ; it burns

Koierai, (pKfyerai
;

burnt KeKavfiivos.

Bushes x^-f-^'^"-^"'"

Business tpyacla
;
go

about your — rci]-

yaivi ot)) hovXfid

(Tov ; what — is

that of yours ? ti

6e\eis eK€t;

Pusv, I am ei'^aj

sVijaxoATj^neVos ex^
SovKfia.

But aAAo, fxd ;
— for

me it would have

been lost x^P'^ *'*

ifjii Sev e'xoS''?-

Butter Bovrvpov ;
—

fl_V TreToAoCSa.

Button Kovfini ;
—

hole KoafiSTpvira ;

hook KOfJ-fiOTTipi.

Buy, I ayopd^w, if/oi -

By day ttji/ rifiepav.

Bv myself fx6vos ij.ov
•

by night rrivvvKTa;

by way of Paris Sta

TlapKriwu ; by Rly.

Sia ffiSripoSpofiov ;

by degrees /Sofl/urj-

S6v ; by chance Kara

rvxvv ; by good

luck K. KoArfv T. ;

bv experience eK

ireipas ; by the dozen

Kara SaiSefcaSos ; by

heart aire^ai.

By force fiera /3'os.

Bv sea Sia OaXdffaris.

Cab Kap6r(ra.

Cabbage <pv\\d5a,

\dxa-vo.

Cabin OaXajxos.

Cad TroArjaflpoiTTOj.

Cafe Ka<pevilov.

Cage K\ov$'t.

Cake Trlra.

Calf fxovffKapi ;
— of

the leg KoAa/iij.

Call me <pwva^e fiov
•

what is that called ?

irus ovofjid^tTaL (»uto.

Calm ripffxo.

Can (utensil) Kavdra
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Caa you swim ? i^ev-

peis va Ko\v/j.Pas

;

caa you go ? dvva-

aai va ttSs ,- can you
tell me ? Swotrfle

VOL fxX TrrJTe

;

I caunot st;iy Shv 5u-

I'o.noi va irepifxevw ;

he cannot talk

Greek Sey fiiropei

va OfjiiKfj eWriviKoi.

Candle tTTrepixarffiro,

Kip I.

Candlestick cra/xirdvi.

Canvas KavvaliciTcro.

Caj) (TKJV(pOS.

Cape Kafios.

Capsize avairo^oyv-

piC<->.

Captain (of a steamer)

Tr\oiapxos, KaTmav.
Card (visiting) eVi-

aKeiTTTipt.

Cards xapTtd.
Care, I don't SeV jxe

fie\et.

Careless &(ppovTis.

Cargo (poprlou.

Carpet X"^'-
Carriage o^a|a; in a— jue T-))v dfia^av.

Carriage-road Sp6iJ.os

ajxa^irSs.

Carrots SavKia.

Carry, I /3aTTcS.

Cart Kappo.

Case kovt'i.

Casino KtcxV-
Cask fiapeWi.
Castle (ppovpi.

Cat yara.

Catch, I TTidvu) ;
—

hold ! TcraKcive ! it

will — fire dairaip-

vei (puTid; catch-

ing (of a disease)

koWt^tikSs.

Caught (you are) m-
dvecrai ; was he — ?

eiriotr^jj/ce ; how

many fish have you
— ? irJtra \f/dpia

irriacres ;

Cave airiiKaiov.

Ceiling ra^dvi.

Celery creKtvov.

Cellar KeWdpi.
Cent. (Five per) irevre

rots fKarov.

Centime \iirT6i'

;

plur. Aen-Tct.

Certiin $4fiatos.

Certainly /xaKiara,

^e^aia ;
— not

SlSKov.

Chain aXvrrlSa; watch
— KaSiva.

Chair KapeKKa ; arm-— TToKvdpSva.

Chamber-maid Ka/xe-

pUpa ; pot Ka-

diKl.

Chance (hy) Kara

TVXV-
Change carriages va

Karafi'ire, i.e. ' you
must get down '

;

do we ? TTpfirei

va a\\d^ofx(v rh

fiay6vi ; small —
Aiavcouara ; fur a

— X'^P"' o.\\ay~)s
;— me this 100 dr.

note x'^^""'* aJTh

rh eKaToardptKO.

Chapel Trap€KK\T](riov.

Charge (what do you)?

TTotTov airaiTfiTi ; is

the gun charged ?

ilvat ye/xicrfxevo to

TovcpeKi ;

Cheap evOvvi.

Cheat (a) Ka.Tepydp7]s;

he is cheating YeAe?;

he cheated me /xe

Tjirarrjcre.

Cheek [xdyovKo.

Cheese Tvpi.

Chemist <papiJ.aKonoi6s.

Cherries Kepdffia.

Chess (TKaKi.

Chest crTTJOos ;
— of

drawers K0fin6v.

Chestnuts ndcrrava.

Chicken kotto-kovKov.

Child 7rai5t ; children

7rai5/a.

Chimney Ka/xivdSa.

Chin Tvayovvi.

Chisel (TfxiKf].

Chocolate croKoKdra.

Choose (I) to walk

iX^ KaW'nipa va.

TrepiiraTo) ; choose !

5iaAf|e.

Church fKKXricria.

Cigar TToi/po; cigarette

fTiyaperro.

Cistern x^-^^v^a.

Civil eiiyei'ris.

Civilly evyevus. All

adverbs are formed

in th's wa)% except

from adjectives end-

ing in k6s, which
make nd. Common
people, howeyer,
make all their ad-

verbs end in a.

Clean iraaTptKos,

Clear «:a9op(5s; clearly

(pavipoiis.

Clerk ypafx/jLarevs.

Clever 67ri5e|ioy,

f^uirvos.

Clift' Kp7]fiv6s.

Climb, I avappix(^-

Cloak-room l/xaTio-

<pv\dKt.

Clock aipo\6yiov;\\]ia.t

o'clock is it ? Ti

S>pa eluat ; at half-

past two o'clock els

TOS SvO Koi /UJtTTJ.

Close Kovrd ; — by
SittAo.

Closet (w.c.) oTTi^Tra-

Tos, avayKotov.

Cloth TTOl't.
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Clothes

Cloud y4(pi ; cloudy

avvve(ptairfifyos.

Club Kecrxv-

Clumsy (T/caio's.

J
Coarse x'"'^P'^''-

Coast irapaXia.

Coat caKKaKi, povxo,

(\)npefJLa.

Coffee K:L<pis : — cup
<p\vTijavi.

Coins vofxiff^jLcna.

Cold weather Kaiphs

(popffxara, ' Common-:, House of

Communicating door

(bet ween two rooms)
0vpa or TTopra trvy-

Koivovovaa.

Companion (TvvTpo<pos.

Comparison (in) with

that eV (TvyKpicrei

irphs aino.

Compartment Sta/ie-

ptcrfia.

Compass fiirovaovXas;

compasses Sia^rjrriv.

\pvxpos; it is cold Comjiel (I will) da

elvai \pvxos; cold jSia^w.

water veph (ppiaKO . Complain, I Trapairo-

or Kpvo ; I am cold
j

vovfj.ai.

Kpvuyai ; I have got . Complete 6\oTe\7}s.

a cold ex<" "''"'^X' ; Compliments (my) ra
Xo-ip(Ti(Tfj.aTd. fJLOv ;— of tlie season els

err) iroWd.
Concave ko7Kos.

Conceited iin]pfj.evos.

Concert crvvavKia.

Condemned Karadi-

in this cold /j.e avrh
rh Kpvo.

Collar KdWdpov.
Collect, I jua^euoi.

Collection (tuAAoytj.

Collision avyKpovaris.

Colonel avvTayjxa-

Tapx-ns.

Colour xp'^P-"''

Colt irovKapi.

Column ffTri\ri, ko-

Comb KTevi.

Come back to-morrow
(I will) 0a €wj-

arpii^ui avptov.

Come in ifi.irp6s, ttc-

pifffTf fieffa ; I am

KacTfj-evos.

Condescend (I would
not) Sey i]6e\a va

/caTa5e'xo^at.

Condiiiou (in good)

els Ka\^jv Kxraara-

(Tiv ; on — els rhv

Conduct 'Siayaiyr).

Consequently eiro-

p-evois.

commg directly ! Consist, of what does

Twpa epxofj-at ; come , it ? airh ri ffvvl-

again soon yvpiae^. (narai;
yp-qyopa. Consul irp6liivos.

Come up avffis. ; — Contains irfpje'xf '•

down KaTfffa; where Convenient kotciA.-

do vou come from ? \ri\ov, fioXiKov.

airh TTOV elffai ;

Comfortable /3o\(-

KOS-

Common Koivds ;
—

sense vyn)s vovs.

Cork <t>e\\6s ;
— of

a bottle rdira.

Corkscrew ^e0ov\o-

Trtpi.

Corresponds a-vaKoyel

Court avXi).

Crooked arpafios.

Crowd ofjii\os.

Cry, don't /xtj K\a7s.

Cucumber ayyovpi.

Cupboard epudpi.

Curious (in both senses)

irepiepyos.

Cursed Karapaixevos,

avadefxaTtcr/xivos.

Curtains /xwepSeSes.

Custodian (pv\a^.

Custom-house reKw-

t/elov ; are they strict

at the — ? elvai

aixrr-qpSrTjs els rh r.

;

Customer TreAaxTjj.

Damp vypos.

Dangerous eiriKvvSv-

vos.

Dare (do you) ? to\-

/j-cis :

Dark (it is) elvai ako-

tos.

Darling ! aKpifie, fxd-

Tia fxov !

Date (day of the

month) T)ixipofjLr\via.

Daugliter Kopircri,

Qvyarepa.

Day Tifxepa.

Day after I came tijv

iw-qv rinepav irov

^K0ov ; this day

week — fortnight

ayiufpoy oktw— 5€-

Kairevre.

Dead airoOafJifievos.

Dear (expensive) o-

Kpifid.

Debt XP^°^-
Deceived r)iraTriu.evos,

December AeKefx^pios,

Decent evirpe-K-r\s.

Decide aTro^aal^ui.

Deep ^aOvs.

Degree $ad/j.6s.

Delay ava^Kij.
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Delicious poffri/xd-

TftTO.

Deny it, I rh apvov-

ftai.

Departure avax<>>pv-

fflS.

Depends upon circum-

stances f^aprarai

fK 7WV TrfptffTa.-

(T€WV.

Deserve to, you <rov

irpfiret va.

Dessert iiri^optnov.

Destroyed Karaarpefi-

fxevo.

Difficult SvffKoXos.

Dining-room rpaire-

(dpia.

Dinner yev/j.a ; late

— ^paSivh <pa.yr\TO.

Direct ivQvs; directly

afieaws ; in which
direction ? Kara iroT-

av Siev6vv7iv ;

Dirt (mud) Kdairr).

Dirty aKadaprus.

Discoui.t <tk6vto.

Disgusting ffixafJ^epo.

Dish (plate) irioro.

Distinguish, I |ex'''"

pl^w ; how do you
— one church from
another, when they
are all called Pana-
gia? TTcos SiaKpii/iTai

}] fila iKK\7](r!a dirb

Tr/y &\\Tf]v, orav at

'6\ai bvoixd^ovrai

Xlavayia ; distin-

guished SiaKfKpt-

fxevos.

Distressed KaraXvTn]-

Ditch x'"'''"'^'''-

Divide, I Siaipw.

Do you speak Eng-
lish ? bjxiXiiTi 'Ay-
yXiKa; — French?
TaWiKa ; — Ger-
man ? TepfiaviKa :

— Greek ? 'EAAtj-

viKO,;

Do you know the

way ? e^evpets rhu

SpofjLov ;

Do you think that . . . ?

vo/xi^ere on . . . ;

Do you think it will

rain ? Trjoreveis ya

0pHv '

Do me the favour

Ka.fJ.eT4 /XOV TTjV

Xd-piv.

Do, I KdfjLVai ; I did

e/cttyua; well done!

fjLTrpdfio ! well done

(cooked) KaXa
\pT)T6.

Doctor luTpSs.

Does your watch go

well ? irrtyaiVft Ka-

\a rb wpoXoyLov
eras ;

Doesn't corresjiond

Sfv raipid^et.

Doesn't matter Shy

Treipd^ei.

Dog (TKv\i; little —
(TKvKaKi ; big fierce

— fiaiSpScTKvKos.

Donkey ya'iSovpt,

Don't know Siy e|-

fvpai ; don't under-
stand Sty Kara-

\afj.fidvQ}.

Don't believe it, I Sty

rh iri(TT€vu.

Don't let the fire go
out

fj.})
a,(pi<rr!s ya

afivcrri r] (pwrid.

Don't go so fast /jl^

Tpe^f iroAu.

Don't like the look of

him ex^i Kan nov
Sty fif apfffei.

Don't be in such a

hurry /t^J fiid(e-

aai.

Don't be alarmed jxe-

ye i^avxos.

Don t mention it rt-

iroTf,

Don't want it, I 5ej'

6(\Cl) TOVTO.

Don't do that jur/

Ka/xris avr6.

Door is shut t) 6vpa

elyai KXetfffJifvq.

Double Snr\6.

Doubt (no) ayafKpi-

Down KaTdi.

Down-hill Karrjcpopi-

KOS.

Dragoman Spayofxa-

yos.

Drain KayaKi.

Draught (of air)

pfvfta Tov aipos.

Draw (I drag) rpa^oii.

Drawer KOfxo.

Drawers fffwfipaKo.

Drawing lxvoypa<pia.

Drawing-room aldov-

cra, ad\a.
Drenched (I am) el-

juaj fiovffKffia.

Dress, 1 fySvofxat ;

clothes (pSpefJLa.

Drink (I want to)

6i\w ya iriyai.

Drive TrijyaiVo) fxe

rrjy a/na^ay.

Driver ! afia^u !

Drop ffTa\ay/xand.

Drowned (he might
have been) r)niro-

povcre Kal ya Trytyp,

Drunk neBva/iieyos ;

he was — ifiiQv-

ffey.

Dry |€f)o's.

Duck TTOirTTia.

Dumb &\a\os.

Dust ffKSvT} ; smo-
thered with — Ka-

TaffKoyifffxtyos.

Duty xp^°^ i (*'^^')

S6<rtfio ; on — 4y

inrT]pf<ria.
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Each Ka.de.

Ear, ears auri, avrtd.

Early ivupls.

Earthquake aii<x^6s.

East ai'ttToXj}.

Easter Ylaffxa-

E;\sy evKo\os.

Eat, something to

Kan Tt va (payoj.

Eating-house kcma-
r6ptoy.

Edge yvpos.

Educated ireTraiSev-

/j-evos.

Eggs avyd.

Eight OKTX.

Either of them fire

rb eu elTS tu &Wo.
Eleven eVScKa.

Empty K€v6s, aSeios
;— headed Kov(pio-

K€<f)aAaK7jf.

End t4\os ; there is

no — to it Siv

Te\eta>vei Trore.

Endure, I vnu(p4pu.

Engine fnjxavr].

England 'Ayy\ia.
Englishman "AyyXos.
Enough, that is (p9d-

vei.

Entirely 6\6K\ripcos.

Entrance, how much
is the ? Tr6 jov ex^'

Envelope (puKeXKos,

irXiKos.

Equal itxos ; equally

e'f Haov.

Escape, that was a

narrow oXlyov e-

Xtt^e,

Establishment Kard-

(TTTJIXa.

Europe Evpdnrr).

Even if koI tiv «ti;

— now Kou Twpa
ukSht); — then Koi

Evening, in the rb

[Greece.]

Itnrepas ; this —
rh 0pddv.

Ever since eKTore
;

hardly — ffx^Shv

ovSeTTOTe.

Everybody KaO' eyas',

every other day
fjixepav Trap' y^fxepav

;

every day KaQ' l/ca-

(TTr\v ; everything

TO irdvTa ; every-

wiiere Travrov.

Exactly aKpi^ais ;
—

so (TOITTO.

Ex.imine the luggage,

where do they ?

TToC da e^ira(rovv ra
vpay/xara :

Excavations auaiXKa-

(paL

Exceedingly xiav.

Except you eKrhs

ffOV.

Exception ejaipeiris;

without — ave^ai-

percas.

Exchange, in els av-

TaWayriv ; rate of

— TIIJ.TJ rod (ruva\-

\dy/xaTos.

Excuse me avyxt^pe^Te

Hf.

Expected it, I rh

eirepifieva.

Expenses €|o5a.

Experienced Tre7r€ipa-

jxevos.

Experiment ireipa.-

fffia.

Explanation e^vyV'
(TIS.

Eye ixdri ;
— glass

fx.a.Tovd\i ; I saw it

with my own eyes

TO el^a jxe ra, fjidria

fiou.

Face irpicTijnrov.

Fail (without) ii<r<^aA-

TO.

Faint, I am Aetirodv-

ixw.

Fall, I 7r€>Tw ; I fell

eirecra.

False, it is elvai

^evixara.

Family olKoyeveia.

Far, is it ? elvai fxa-

Kpud; how —

?

7r6(Tov aire;^6{ ;

Fare (passage-money)

vavKos ; cab —
aycuyi.

Fashion, it is now the

elvai Tttipa tou (Tvp-

fiov.

Fast Taxews, ypriyopa.

Father Trarepas.

Fault, it is not my
S'fv TTTaicD iyu.

Fear, for fi-fjxais.

February ^Xe^iprjs.

Feel, let me va v|/7jAo-

(pco ; it feels <pai-

yerai ; did you — ?

>}crddp9r]s ;

Female Qr\\vKu.

Ferry iripafjia.

Fetch, I am going to

TrTjyaiVft) va. <pepu.

Few, very woXv oXi-

yoi.

Fib, what a ! rl xf/efj.a-

TaKi !

Field \t0dSi.

Fifteen SeKairevre.

Fifth iriixTTTOs.

Fifty irevrivra.

Fig avKOv.

Fill it up yeiii^e

TO.

Filtered water vepl>

(ptXrpaTo,

Filth 0paj/j.a.

Find, I etipiffKO).

Fine wpaToi, Xafxirpoi
;

slender \iirT6s.

Finger SoktuAi.

Fire (poind ; confla-

gration TTupKaii.,

B 3
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Firm aTa6(p6s.

First irpa/Tos ; at —
Kara irpSiTov ; first

rate €|aip6Tos, Kafx-

irp6s.

First return ticket to

the Piraeus TlfipaiSis

TrpaJTTjs jue iirKrrpo-

Fish i\iipi.

Fit, it does not Sej/

Tfpid^fi ; isn't fit

to eat Sfv Tpiiyt-

rat.

Five irevre ;
— hun-

dreil TrevTaKoffta.

Fixed ffTepeSs.

Flat iT\a.Koyr6s.

Flea \pv\Kos ; —
powder (TkSvt) 5ia

TO fVTOfXa.

Flooded KoranXv-

fffievo.

Floor TToiTUfia.

Flower \ov\ovSt.

Fly fJ-vya; it is fly-

ing ireTii.

Fog KoTax»'i<it.

Fold, I Siir\6i^w.

Follow me, why do

you ? Siar] fte aKO-

\ovdf7s J

Food (payriTd.

Fool rpe\\6s, KOVTos.

Foot, feet TroSctpi,

iroSdpta ;
— path

(jLOvo-KOTi ; — stool

<TKafJ.vi.

For (in almost every

sense) Std, with

the ace. ;
— fear

e/c d)JSou ; — in-

stance irapaZeiyixa-

Tosxdp^v,—shame

;

fVTpoirri !

Force, by Sjci ttjs

fiias.

Ford pvx°"
Forehead KovreKo.

Foreign, —er |evoj.

Forest Sdffos.

Forged ypevriKa, kuK-

TTlKa.

Forget, don't ^tj |e-

Xdvris ; I — 6|e'-

Xaca ; I entirely

forgot (\i)(Tfj.6vT)aa

'6X(tis 5i6\ov.

Forgive nie crvyxw-

p'flcraTe fxe.

Fork irripovvi.

Fort Kdarpo.

Fortnight, in a els

Se/coTreVre 7]fj.fpas.

Forty aapdvra ; for-

tieth TeacrapaKO-

crros.

Fountain KpijVTj, fipv-

(TIS.

Four Teffcrapes ; four-

teen SeKareffcrapes
;

fourth rerapTos
;

fourteenth 5e/ca-

TOS TfTapTOS.

Franc SpoxAt^-

France TaKKia.

Free iKevdepos.

Freezing, it is irayui-

Frenchman rdWos.
Fresh <pp4<TKo.

Friday HaparKevri
;

lit. preparation.

Good — n. Me7aA7j.

Fried TTiyavicrTos.

Friend (pi\os.

Frightened irfpirpo-

ixos.

Frightful (ppiKTu.

Frock (povffTdvi.

Frog fidrpaxos.

From head to foot

anh K€(|)oX7Js /^e'xP'

KoSaiv; — behind

OTTlffdeV.

Front, in KaTifiirpo-

a6ev ;
— door irpo-

(r6ia 6vpa ;
— room

Scufxdriov trpos rhv

SpSfxoy.

Frost trdyos ; frozen

TrayufJ-eyos.

Fruit oircapiKa, (ppov^

TO.

Full yeij.dros.

Funeral K-nSeia.

Furniture ewtirXa,

Further on Trapairfpa;

until — orders /ue-

XP' vfciiTepas 810-

rayris ; furthest off

rh o.Kpiv6.

Fuss (paffapia.

Gain, I KepSi^w.

Gaiters 7eTes.

Game (meat) Kvvrjyi.

Games iraiyviSia.

Garden irepifioKi,

KrJTTOs.

Garlic (TK&p^ov.

Gate -KxiXr)., irSpra.

Gather, I fxa(evw.

Gender yevos.

General arparriySs
;— dealer /xavro-

KliX-qs.

Generally eV yeuet.

Gentleman KafiaKif-

po; Gentlemen! kv-

piot !

Gently ixt'rh y\vKv,
(Tiya.

Genuine yvriaios.

German TepfiaySs.

Germany Fepfjuivia.

Get. I airoKTw, iridvu
;

he got e-TTiacre
;

shall we never —
rid of him ? Trore

Sev 6a. |6jU7r6p5fu<ro-

fxev dnh avT6v ; he

got drunk f/xe6v<rf.

I got up at three

iffriKciOriKa eis tos
rpels.

Giddy (a\i<Tfieyos.

Gift x°P"''M<*-
Girl Kopirffi.
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Girths res 'vy\fs.

Give me SoTt jxov
;

given Se5ofj.evo.

Glad, I am ;tai'pojua(.

Gladly /xeTo, xap"S-
Glass (window) vdKi;

— for drinking

KOTTJpt ; looking —
Ka0p4irTr)s.

Gloves ydpTta.

Go away irrjya7ve
;

I am going back 6a

yvpiffw.

Goat 7^5o.

God @i6s.

Gold 'x^pvcros, ixaKafxa.

Good Ka\6s ;
— bye

XaipfTf ;
— morn-

ing KoXriyiepa ;
—

evening koAtj-

(Tirepa ; — night

Ka\T]VVKTa.

Gone out, he is e/3-

yrjKe.

Goose XV"^-
Got, I iirirvxa.

Government Kvfi4p-

vt)ais.

Grain tnrvpi; against

the — di/OTpixa-

Grammar ypafj-fnariKir,

— school yvfivd-

aiov.

Grand fifyaXoirpiirfis ;— child eyyovi
;— father irannnvs
;— mother 710710.

Grapes aTa<pv\ici.

Grass TO x<'P''''*P"'

)

— hopper oKpi'So.

Grateful eiiyvcLfiwv.

Gratuity /uitoIiVj

(backsheesh).

Grave rd(pos; (solemn)

ff6$apos.

Gravel x"^'"'"-
Greasy irTcuTciSTjs.

Great ^«7oAor.

Greece 'EWds ; Greek

"EAAtjv.

Greedy Kal/jLupyos.

Green irpiatvos, X^w-
p6s ;

greens X°p-
rapiKd.

Grey araKTiis ; I am
getting— il/apaii/cc.

Gridiron crndpa.

Grief \inrri ; I am
deeply grieved
Al/TToD/UCJ TVOKv.

Gristle Tpayav6.

Gi'ocer /xTroKoA.ijs

;

—
's shop /iiroKoAi.

Grotto a-KTiXaidpi.

Ground, on the x'^M'^;— floor lff6yuov

TTOTw/io ; upon what
ground? Siarl;

Grow (does it— here)?

<pvTpu>vei iSii ; he is

growing old yipvil;

what shall you be

when you are grown
up ? Ti 60 yivris,

orav fieyaXciar)! ;

Gruel irA.7)7oi!pi.

Grumbling, he is al-

ways iroyTO fiovp-

IJ-ovplCii.

Grumpy ypwiafffit-

vos.

Guarantee fyyin}cns.

Guard <pv\a^ ; be on
your— irpoffexfTe.

Guess, I fiavTfVd).

Guest leVos.

Guide oSriyos ; will

you — me ? 6a fi.ov

6Sr]yf7s

;

Guilty ivoxos.

Guitar KiOdpa.

Gulf K6p<pos.

Gum (in lumps) y6fj.-

fxa &Tpi(pTr),

Gumption i^virvd^a.

Gun TovfptKi ;
— pow-

der fjLTrapovTi.

Gust (pvaiixarid.

Cutter KovTaovvdpa.

Hail x"'^«C''
Hair (single) rpixa ;

my — TO /xaWtd
fj-ov ;

— wants cut-

ting 64\OVV KOlj't-

fJ.OV.

Hairdresser Kovpevs.

Half fxicTos; — hour
jj-tcrri Sipa ;

— dozen
/u. SwSefcos ; — price

ri^iiffv T7)j Tiixris ;
—

dead rifiidavris ;
—

and — fiicrh /col

Hitro ; in— els Svo
;

bound TToj'dSeTos.

Halfway eis to ^lero

TOV Spo/xou.

Hall (ToAo.

Halt, 1 (TTafjLaTw.

Ham x^'P^M^P'-
Hammer a(pvpi.

Hammock Koiivia.

Hamper Ka\d6a.
Hand x^'P'i — of a

watch 5ei/cT7js ; in

— els Th x^P' ) I— 7rpoa'(pep(i}.

Handful (povKTa.

Handkerchief /loc-

5i^A(.

Handle x^po^^'-
Handsome 6/j.op<pos.

Handwriting ypd\ptfj.o.

Hang it up rh Kpefj.ov
;

it hangs Kpefiarai;

he ought to be hung
TOV irpeirei ya (povp-

KL^rjTai.

Happens, it ^rvfifiaivei;

what has happened ?

rl ffvveffr) ;

Harbour Xifxavi.

Hard ^epos
; (difficult)

^{i<TKo\os ; it is

raining — ^pex^t
Sward.

Hnrdly ^oAij.

Hare \ay6s.
Hark ! clkoiis !

J
Harm (what — are we
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doing) ? Ti fiKcLTnjv

Harness x'^i'^^i/pa.

Haste, make Ka/xe

ypi}yopa.

Hastily fiiaffrtKa.

Hat KaireKKo ;
— box

KaneWiepa.
Hate, I (Tixai'^o/J.ai.

Haunted acpavrax-

TepSs.

Have the kindness

Adhere rrjy KaXo-

(TVV71V.

Huve (you'll — to)

Hawk yiipaKi.

Hay )(^opTdpi.

Head Ki<pd.\i ;
— over

heels fii KovTpov-

)8oA€j ; so much a

— rdffa eKaffTOS
;

I lose my — x"'''^

rhf vovv ixov ; from
— to foot aizh TO.

vvxta fis tV Kopv-

<pT]v ;
— first Kara.-

Ki(pa\a; — quarters

apxvy^^ov.
Headache irovoKicpaKo.

Heu'ls or tails ? Kopiava

^ ypajxixara ;

Heal, it won't ^ev da

depairevrirai.

Health u-yeia; healthy

vyir}s.

Heap (XwpSs.

Hear, I aKOvu).

Heard it, I Tb^KOutra;
— with my own
ears /xe ret ahrtd

fjLOV.

Heart, with all my
f'l oKrjs KapSias (xov

;

heartless itfcopSoj.

Hearth r^dKi.

Heat feVrrj.

Heaven ovpavSs,

Heavy Papvs.

Heavily fiaped.

Hedge <ppayfi6s.

Heel (pTipva ;
— of a

shoe TaKovvi.

Height vipos.

Hell K6Kaai%.

Help yourself dpiffre
;

can't — it 56)/

irraico iyd ; it can't

be helped Sfv virdp-

Xf &KKOS rpSiros
;

help! )3o7i06(o!

Hen Korra.

Henceforward eh to

l|r,s.

Here e5i; — he is

va Tou ;
— he comes

ISov epxerai ; —
and there eBiii Koi

iKe7.

Here, I say ! iSd !

(where are you)?
TTOv elffai

;

Here is my card va

rh fTri(XKeiTT7)pi fxav.

Herring piyKa.

Hiccoughs \6i,vyyas.

Hidden KeKpuix/xevos.

Hide it X'^"^ '''"
'i

^^

is hiding KpvirTfTai.

Hideous Aaxv^os-
High v\\/r]\6s ;

— tide

KKri/x/xepa ;
— time

elvat Kaipos; — road

0a(n\iKhs SpS/ios.

Hill fiovyaKi.

Hinges pe^VSes.

Hint yu^LS.

Hip fJtfpi.

Hire, on uir' evo'iKiov.

Hit me, he jxe (ktv-

irrjcre.

Hitherto ews rdpa.

Hold this for me /xov

Kparov avr6 ; hold

on (rrdiTov.

Hold v.s all, will it?

6a uTis ifdpri ; it

holds X^^P*'-
Hold your tongue

!

(Tidnra :

Hole rpvira.

Holiday fopr-fj.

Hollow Padov\6i.

Holy Siyios.

Home (is he at) ? eti/ai

yueVa; I am going
— irdyoj et$ rh

(TiriTi ; homely air-

Koiis.

Honest ivrijxos-

Honey ix4ki.

Honour, upon my its

Tr]V Tifiriv IXOV.

Hood KoviiKovKa.

Hook ayKiarpi.

Hope I have not k^pt

you waiting iXiriQw

ori See aas eKafia ya

TrepifjLiViTe.

Horrible, it is elyai

airoTp6ira.iov.

Horse &\oyov.

Hosjiitable, you are

very Hcrdai iroKii

^(^^(piKos ; thanks

for your hospitality

(ras euxapicTTci Sta

tV (piAo^fyiay (ras.

Hospital voffoKO/xeloy.

Hot (((tt6s ; it is very
— elvai iroWii

C^ari\ ; I am —
eX"" /J.fyi\rjv ^e-

Hotel ^evoBoxf^oy,

Hour iipa.

House crmTi.

Housekeeper oIko-

ySuos.

How are you ? nus
TTtpvan ; TTUis flffde ;

How do you know ?

TTOV tJ» ^fvpeis ;

How long do we wait

here ? n6(Toy XP^'
vov da iii'ivwixiv i^ta

:

— long does it take to

cross from one Scala

to the other? ei's

irStTfiv oipav irtpva.
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Kaveis oTTu Triv jjnav

ffKO-Kav ils rriv

&\\riv ;

How many times a

week does the

steamer go ? Trdcras

(popas a.vax<^pii t5

fiairSpi Trjj' e/35o-

IxdSa

;

How much is that ?

n6(Tou KoaTi^et ;

How much mu!-t I

pay ? TTotroi' ex'^

^ct irXrjpcixrci} ;

How much do you
want to take me on

board ? -n-ocrop 6e-

\€is vd /U€ virdyeis

els t6 ^air6pi ;

How much for taking

us across ? irotro 6a

^ay TTfpdcrris ;

How old are you ?

How soon ? 7r({T6 ;
—

soon must I be

ready ? wo'iav iL'pav

va iifiai troijxos

;

Howl<, he b\o\v^(i.

Hug, a a.yHaKia(Tij.a.

Humour (I am in a

bad) Se;/ ixu Kf<pi.

Hundred iKUToi'.

Huugiy, I am Treivoi.

Hunting Kvuriyi..

Hurrah ! Cvtw I

Hurry up airevSe.

Hurry (we are in a)

et/uifda ^tacrriKoi
;

there is no — /x^

fita^ecrat.

Hurt him (I did not)

5ei/ rhu €)3Aai|/a

;

that hurts avrh fj.i

•KOVii.

Husband dvdpas.

Hush ffiya cTiyd.

Hut KaKvfii.

Ice irdyos ; an —
TraywT6v

;
iced

iro-yoiyueVos.

Idle T€fj.Tr€\r]s.

If I had only known
it before ! iay rh

iyi/wpiaa ivupirepal

If you please &j/ 6i-

AeT€.

Ill 6.ppill(TT0S.

Ill-bred, mannered
KaKavadpffx/xevos;—
-natured dvdiroSos,

Illegal irapdvofxos.

Illuminati n (puiTi-

(TfiSs.

Illustrated /xe UKOvas.

Imagination (papraffia.

Imbecile koutos.

Imitation ij.ifxr)cris.

Immediately a^xfcrus.

Imp Sia^o\dKi.

Impatient dwrro/xouos.

Impertinence irpoire-

T€10,

Impossible aSvvaTov.

Imposition ayvpreia.

Improving, I am koA-
\tT€pevCi}.

Impudent dSidfTpo-

TTOS.

In a short time ets

oKiyov Kaip6v.

In that sense els

ahTi)v TTjf ivvoiav.

In earnest ao^p-pics.

In exchange eis av-

TaK\ayr}V.

In an hour tls fxiav

u>pav.

•Incapable (unfit) an'-

Kavos.

Incredible aTriirTei'Tos.

Indecent dTrpeTTTjs.

Indeed aXridifd.

Independent avTu-

Tf\\S.

India 'IrSia.

Indigestible KaKox<^-

vevros.

Indispensable airapal-

TrjTos.

Indoors els rh a-iriri.

Infant nwp6.
Infectious /coAAtjtiko's.

Inflamed <p\oyi(Tfj.evos.

Infonuation wArjpo-

<p)pla, eiSriffis.

Ink fxeXdvi.

Inner eawrepiKSs.

Innkeeper levo^6xos.
Innocent dQcfos ; in-

nocence adcfOTris-

Inscription iTnypa<p-^.

Insects ^(iiv<pia, ev-

TOfxa ; insect powder
(TKovt) 5ia TO. evTO/xa.

Inside ivTos ;
— out

^avdaTpo(pci.

Insipid dvoaros.

Insist, I eirifxevo).

Instance, for irapa-

Selyfxaros X'^P'-^-

Instead of that olvtI

avrov.

Instaut, this

opyavov.

dvVKO-

avTf]v

TTjv (XTiyixriv.

Institution /cardcrTT)-

Instrument
Insuperable

(popos.

Insult 0picnd ; he in-

sulted me /xe vfipi-

(Ttae.

Insurance a.ff<pdKfia.

Insurrection iwavd-

crraais.

Intend, I aKonevw
;

intentional irpo/xe-

\fTri/xeuo.

Interesting repi^vos.

Interfere (don't you)
/ut; dvaKaTovov.

Interpreter Stepfxr)-

vevs.

Interrupt, I SiaKoirrw.

Interval Sjacrrrjuo.

Intimate friend crre-

ybs <pl\os.
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Into /teVo fls.

Introduce, may I ?

fJLiropu ya &v(TT4\v(t) ;

Introduction, letter of

ffvffTariK'q inta'TO-

Kfl.

Invitation KaKeff/xa.

Invited irpoaKaXov-

fievos.

Iron fflSepo.

Irritates me, it fxi

^piOiCet.

Island vT}al.

Isn't it ? Sey eJp' irai

;

it is %T<n elfai ; if

it were so iav ^to
if ^

Issue eKSo(Tis.

Is (that clock) right?
TTtjyaivfL Ka\d;

Is there no letter for

me ? ex<i Kavkv

ypd/xfia ;

Is there an inn here?

ex*' «5a) eVo ^evo-

Italy 'IraAio ; Italian

'ItuXikSs; an Italian

'lTa\6s.

It has struck two
iKTvirrjcrai' Svo.

It is me iyiii el/jtai.

It is not in use Sev

yivfTai x^'JO'iy-

It is raining hard

fipfX^i- Sward.
It is lightning and

thundering aarpd-
TTTej KoX fipovra.

Itch (payovpa.

Itself, by /caO' iavri.

Ivory iKfcpdvTivov,

(pi\Si<Ti.

Jacket ^UKerra.

January Ffvdprjs.

Jar arafivi.

Jaw ffayovi.

Jealous ^rjAfopTjj.

Jerks (jolts), it ti-

vdffaii,.

Jetty TrpoKVfiaia.

Jew 'OfipaTos.

Jewels (TTo\lSia.

Join, I cr/xlyaj.

Joint &p9pw(ris.

Joke x'<'P"'''«y ; i'l—
(Is TO x'l'po'Ta

;
you

are joking x'^P"-'

T€V€tS.

Jolly (cheerful) xa-
pov^fvos ; how —•

!

Ti uipaia !

Journey To|ei'5(.

Joy X"?*-
Jug KOVfidpi.

Juice C^^M^-
July 'I0UA.10S.

Jump, I myScS.

Junction avvdvTt)(TLS.

June 'louj'jos.

Just Si'/caios; — ima-

gine ! (pavrdffov !

— so ! (XuffTd !
—

to a nicety Iffa

tffa, aKpifius ;
— as

I came in acpov

etcTTjXda.

Keep it Kpare'ire to
;

•— on your hat

(popeffare rh /caTreA-

Ao (Tos; — quiet

jxeve rjcrvxos.

Keeper (pvKa^.

Kennel kov/jlos.

Kettle Ae^SeVi.

Key KAeiSt ; keyhole

(cAej5($Tpu7ra.

Kick, does he ? kAco-

raeT ; a — /cAw-

Tcrid.

Kidneys ve<ppia.

Kill, I ffKordivm.

Kilometer (ttoSiov.

Kind, what ? ti elSoj ;

of all (any) kinds

iravrhs elSouy ;
—

and good ayadhs

KoX Ka\6s ; be 30 —
Xd$e TTjv KaKo(Tvvr\v ;— regards ra
XctipfTlcr/xaTd fnov.

King fiacriKevs.

Kingdom fiaaiKeiov.

Kiss <|)iAf.

Kitchen fiayeipelo,

KOVT^lfa.

Kite aerSs, t.ouAi,

<TpLvpvi6s.

Kitten 7aT«EK».

Knee 7({i'aTo.

Kneel, I 70»'aTtfa'.

Knife fiaxc'ipi ;
pen-

knife (Toytd.

Knock, I KTVTTw ;
—

at the door Kpoiu.

Knot Kofifios.

Know him, I rhy yveo-

pl(ii> ; 1— that well

enough rb i^fvpu

iro\v Ka\d ; shall

you — me another

time? ;ue yvwpl^eis

airh &\\oTe ; I am
well known hei'e

flfiai yyacTTbs eScD.

Knuckles kStctm.

Label TrAa/caKi.

Lace SayreWa.
Lad yeos, traWrjKdpi.

Ladder ffKuKa.

Laden <popT(Dfi4yos.

Ladle xovKiapa.

Lady Kupia
;
young

— deiXTTOLyis ;

—
's

maid Ka/xapi(pa.

Laid fia\fJ.fyo.

Lake \ifxyr].

Lamb apyi.

Lame kovt^Ss.

Lamp \dfj.ira; street

— (pavdpi.

Land, on dry (ttV
^Vpdv ',

by — Sia

^ripas ; 1 shall — at

6a ^eliapKapci) els.
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Landing-place cr/caAa.

Landlady voiKOKvpd.

Landlord yotKOKvpr]s.

Lane (rrfvonSs.

Language yhaxrcra.

Lap K6p(pos.

Large fifydXos.

Lash Kanira'iKi, <ppov-

<TTa.

Last v(TTepv6s ;
—

but one irpoTeKev-

Toios ;
— year -rre-

pvcri ; — night xQ^s
f (TIT

f
pas ; at —

TeKos iravTuv ; the

very — tcrx"-'''''^

trivTwv \ will it—

?

Qh. fiaffTe7

;

Last week Trjv irepa-

ffnev-qv cjSSo/iaSa.

Latch fj.dvSa\os.

Late (you are) apyo-

TTopfls ; it is getting

— /SpaSi/ofei; latest

(newest) vtdiraTos
;

at the latest rb

PpahvTfpo.

Late apyd.

Lately irph 6\iyou
;— arrived viO(pep-

Laugh, I 7e\oS ; he

roared with laughter

fKayxd(rtcre.

Law v6fj.os.

Lawful vo^i/xos.

Lawyer vofxiKos.

Lay it fidXt ro ;
—

the table oTpdive

rb Tpairf^i.

Lazy T(fj.Tri\t)s.

Lead fjLoXi^i.

Lead, 1 65r)7ai.

Leaf (^uAAoj'.

Leaks, it Siapptd.

Lean icrx»'<5s ; let me
— ya aKovfi^Tjcrct).

Leap irTjSos ; — year

^KTiKTov iros.

Learn, I najQaivu.

Learned ireiraiSeu^ue-

vos.

Least niKpSruTos ; at

— TouA.ax'O'TOj'.

Leather TOfxdpi, nerffi.

Leave &5eia;byyour
— e7riTp€i|/aT6 fioi

vd; — it alone &s

T-fl ; to take — va

aTTOXdipiri^w ; I —
behind KaTOtAetVo);

may I — this here ?

Svj'a.uot va acpijaw

avrh eSai

;

Left, to the apiffrepd;

I have— off &<pr)<Ta;

how much is there

— ? irScrov aTTOfiivet;

he — yesterday

X^fs fj-ovov a.viX'^'

prjffe.

Leg aKiXos.

Lemon Ae/xoVi.

Lend, 1 Soj'ef^cij.

Lend me Sai/eiVaTe

/U.OU ; he lent it me
fxov rh eSaveKre.

Length /xTikos.

Leut ^apaKocTTT].

Less IXtKp6T€pOS.

Lesson fidOrnxa.

Lest n-fiTTus, Sia va

Let, to (house, etc.)

ei'Di/ciaferai ; I —
down Kara^i^d^u)

;

I— in ilffdyw ;
—

us see &s ifSco/iei/

;

— us start VOL

(pvywjxsv.

Letter ypdixjia, eiri-

trroAT) ; registered

— ffv(TTr)fxevo ;
—

box ypapLfiaroKi^di-

Ti ; have you any
letters for me ?

eX^re ypdfifxaTa 5t'

ifjLtva ;

Level eTTtirtSos.

Liar i|/eiJT7jj.

Liberal yer^aroy.

Liberty iXevOtpia.

Lice <|/6rp€s.

Lick, I y\i<pw.

Lid KairdKi,

Lie ip€fia.

Lie down, I must irpe-

Trej ya ireVw oXi-yor.

Lies, it Kurat.

Life {iw^.

Lift, 1 ffriKuvw ; a —
di'a3')3a(TT77pjo«'.

Light (in weight)
(\acpp6s

;
(in colour)

avoiKTos.

Lighthouse <pdpos.

Lightning aarpairi].

Light (give me a) S({y

fxov <pa)Tid.

Light a fire ifoifc

ipunidv.

Like that '6ijloios jxi

ahr6 ; I should —
to fjOiXa vd ; how
do you — ? TrSis

aas (paiveTai ; how
did you — ? Trdjy

ffas i<pdvri(Te ;

Like that, I avrh fxoO

apfffft ; I should

like to see you eVe-

Bvfxovv va <Tas

Likely tridavo.

Limps, he Kovrtralvei.

Line apdSa,

Linen (for the wash)

a(rirp6povxo-

Lining <p6Spa,

Lion \eovrdpi.

Lip x*'^'-
List KaToKoyos.

Listen ! aovs I he is

listening aKpotlTat.

Little oKiyov ;
—

finger fxiKphs Solktv-

\os.

Live, I (S) ; where do

you — ? irov fiei-

v(Te {Ka.roiK€iTe)

;
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where does he — ?

ToC Kaderai

;

Liver (tvkwti.

Lizard yovcrripa.

Load (popTiov, yo/xApi;

loaded yefiiafievo.

Lobster acTaKos.

Locli K\fi5ovid ; —
the door (cA.eiSeoj'e

r^v irSpTav; locked

up KOLTaKKfiaTO.

Lodgings ScDjUOTio.

Loft crocpirra.

Loiter, why do they ?

Siari x^'^OfXipovv

;

Lnnely ipt)p.os.

Long fiaKpvs ; he is

a — time coming
iTO\v PpaSvfei j/a

ixBri ; don't be —
jjLT] apyT)<Tris ; all

day — oAtjj/ ttjv

rifxepav; before —
eyrhs oX'iyov

; as —
as iv'dcrui] how —

?

•ir6(Tos KatpSs ; a —
while TToAvs Kaip6s.

Long, I \aKTapi(o}.

Long live the king

!

^TjTai o 0a<nXfvs !

Look Kvrra.

Look after <pvXd^ere
;— here ! a/coCs !

you — ill (paiveffat

aaBevrjs ; does it —
on the court? 0\e-
vei wphs T^v aiiA-fju

;

— out Trpoafx^
>

let me — ya. rh
KVTrd^w ; I am look-

ing for yvpivu.
Looking - glass KaS-

pfTTTTjS.

Loo-e x"-^"-?^^ ) he

has got — i\v-

BfjKi.

Lose, I X'*'''" j lo*t

Xafievo ; I am lost

(XdOriKa ; I have lost

eX°'C<^ ) have you

lost your way ? /x-fi-

irois ix'^'^Vxes ;

Lot, a good TToKv
;

what a— of things I

tI iroWa irpdyiJLaTa !

Loud SvvaT6s.

Love aydirri ; in —
with ipwTfVixivoi

/x€ ; I — you ire

aYaircS.

Low x'^I^V^os ; in a

— voice ffiyavd
;— fellow irpdffTv-

Xos.

Lucky Tvxftpis ;
good

luck to you ! &pa.

KaKii !

Luggage TO irpdy-

jxara.

Lukewarm avx^ios.

Lump ^aJA.09.

Luncheon fj.eff7]ixepivo

(pdy7]T0, SeiXivS.

Mad Tpf\K6s.

jMadam Kvpia.

MaJe Kajj.wiJ.fvos.

Maid Kufieptepa.

Make, I (preidvai
;

how much will that

— ? irocra 6a.Krj ;

]Make sure, to Sia ya

Kafjw a.a(pa\w^.

Man &vOp(i)iros.

Manner rpSiros ; bad
manners KaKor,8iia.

Many iroWoi, ttoAAo.

Many thanks evxapt-

(TTW Tro\v.

Map x"P''"'?s.

Marble /jdp/japoy.

March Mdpnos.
Mare <j>opdSa.

Mark cT)iJ.dSi.

Market ayopd, iro-

Cdpi (bazaar).

JFarried inravSpev

/xeyos.

Master (of a house)

Kvptos ; teacher 5t-

Sd<TKa\os,

Mat \pdda.

Matches o-jripra.

Matter (what is the) ?

tI Tpe'xet ; what is

the — with you ? rt

iirdOiTi

;

May MaTjy.

May I beg you ? 5u-

vaptai va ere irapa-

KoAeVo) ;

Me e/xeya.

Meal (J)a7t.

Mean (what does

that) ? Tt 6a cIttj;

toCto ;

Measure jxtTpos; from

what place are the

kilometers mea-
sured ? anb TTOV fie-

Tpwvrai Ta (rraSja ;

Jleat Kptas.

Meddle (don't you) juJ)

avaKarwyov.

Medicine <pdpfj.a.Kov

.

Meet you (I will) Qa

ae oLTTavTW.

Melts, it KvwyeTai.

Member (of a club)

fTaipos ; of Parlia-

ment Pov\evrr]S.

Mend (will you)? 64-

AfiS ya iiri(rK€vd^r]s;

ilention it (don't) ti-

TTOTe.

Merchant e/xwopos,

Jlessage ayyfXla.

Mid-day fieffrifiepi.

Middle, the tj /teVr/.

31ilk 7aAo.
Mill fj.v\os.

Mind (I have a good)

tx<^ fJ-eydXriy Sid-

Beffiy yd ; I have

changed my —
fxeTiyorjca.

Mind your own busi-

ness fJV ffe yueAei.

Jline ISiKos fjov.
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Minister (ambassador)

TTpecrfievTrjs.

Minute (wait a) aTo.-

(Xov fiiav crriyfirjv.

Miserable KUKoppi^i-

KOS.

Misfortune Svffrvx'a.

Miss SeffiToifis.

Mistake \d6os.

Mixed fxefj.ty/j.4yos.

Modern vedrepos.

Monday Aivrepa.

Money ;:tprj^aTa, AeTT-

Ttt ;
— changer

ffap6.(p7\s
;
paper —

XapTOvo/xlfffiaTa.

Monk KaASyepos.

Month (by the) Kara
IJ.rjva.

Moon (peyydpt.

More irXiov, -kiS.

Morning irpm.

Mosque rQafxiov.

Mosquitos Kowovwia.
Most '7r\f7(7Tos ;

—
likely iviQavwrara.

Mother /iTjre'po.

Mount (a horse) ava-

$alv<i>.

Mountain $ow6.
Mouse irOVTlKOS.

Mouth (TTOyua; mouth-
ful IXTTOVKia.

Move, 1 Kovvui ; don't

— /tTj (TaKivcrris.

Much TTOXv.

Mud KdaTrrj.

Mule fMovXdpi.

Music fjLOvaiK-q.

Must TTpETrei vd.

Must 1 t:ike? ehai
avdyKT) va \dfia>

;

Mustard /xova-rdpSa.

Mutton -n-po^eLOv.

Kail /capij)! ; finger —
Naked yvfivos.

Name ovo/xa ;
—

(Christian) ^airri-

(TTiKhv ovofj-a ; what
is your — ? ttcSs

eras A4yovv ;

Napkin TreTo-eVa.

Narrow (rrevos.

Nasty Ppci>fj.ep6s.

Natural (pvaiKos,

Near Kovrd ;
— you

w\r)(TLov aov.

Neat iraffrpiKSs.

Necessary ai'ayKoios.

Neck Tpdxv^os,
Need, there is no Sev

vTrdpXit avdyKT) ; he
— not come hlv

Xpeia^erat va (Xdr;.

Needle $i\6vr).

Neglected, he v/xi-

ATjffe.

Neighbour n\ayip6s.

Neither ovre 6 evas,

ovre 6 &\\os.

Nei)hew avfipiSs.

Nest <pw\fd.

Net S'iKTv.

Neuter (gender) ov-

Serepo.

Never irore; — mind
5iv ireipd^^i.

New Kaivovpyios ;
—

Year's day Trpooro-

Xpovid.

News, any ? rt v4a ;

Next to tiirXa els ;
—

week TTiV epX""
/xev-qy e^SofxdSa

;— year rb fivojxe-

vov eras ; wh it — ?

Koi iireiTa rl ;

Nice voariixos.

Nickname irapavo^i.

Night vvKTa ; last —
rrjv irapiKdovaav

;— shirt vvKrLKhv

(pSpffia.

Nightingjile ariSSvi.

Nine eVj/f'a; nineteen

SeKasvyfo. ; ninety

ivevrivra ; ninth

tvaros ; nineteenth

ivaros SeKUTOs.

No OX'.

Nobody Kavevas.

Nod yev/xa.

Noise dSpufios.

Nonsense acorjcria.

North fiopias.

Nose fxiiTT].

Not at all Kafl' B\ov.

Note - paper X*'P'''^

iiricrToKris ;
— book

/COTOO'TIXOI'-

Nothing r'tTTOTe.

Notice, 1 iraparripai ;

public — etSrjais.

November Notfifiptos.

Now T(ipa ; — and

then K&noTe k&-

iroTe,

Nowhere irovQevd.

Nuisance /xneXas.

Number api6[ji6s; even
— &pTios— ; odd—
irepiTrbs—

.

Nun KaKoypaia.

Nurse irapajj-dua ; sick— voctokS/xos.

Nuts (pOVfTOVKia.

Oak $a\aviUa ; ever-

green — irpLvdpi.

Oar Kovni,

Obliged, I am d/xat

$taaTiK6s ; muich—
eras fJ/xo.i tto\v vir6-

XPfos ; obliging

Trfpnroir]TiK6s,

Oblong jxaKpovKos.

Observe, I iraparripcJi).

Obtain, I aivoKTa).

October 'OKTw^pios.
Offer, I TTpocrcpipci).

Otfice irpaKTop^tov.

Often ffvxvd.

Oil XaSt.

Old TraAatoy ;
— man

yfpos ; — woman
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yp-qd ; how — ?

iriicraJV iruv ;

Older fi.(ya\€iTfpos els

TO XP^''^""

Omnibus Keuxpopunv.

On shore iir\ ttjs

^rjpas ; on the road

e«s rhv Sp6ij.oy ; on

the top of firdvw

€tS.

Once fjLiav <pop6.v ; all

at — p.\ fj-ias.

One eVas, ;uia, eVa
;— at a time '<ivas

'ivas.

Onions Kpojxjxv^ia.

Only n6vov.

Open the door &voi^f

r^y iriprav.

Opportunity fvKapia.

Or else i^ SXAws.
Orange tropTOKaXi.

Order (command) 5jo-

Tayi] ; in — eV

Toiej ; I ordered

dinner for three

5ieTo|o 7*C/^a Sia

Tpeis ; it is already

ordered elvai -^Stj

5iaT€T07/ueVo.

Other iAAos; every
— day Tjnfpav irap'

Tjfj.epai' ; on the —
side of the river

Tre'po anh t6 iroTa-

^UCtKl.

Ought (you — to say)

TTpilTfl va fXnTIS.

Our r}fj.tTepos, iSiKos

fias.

Out (with you) t^w ;

(to a dog) o{a> ;
gone

— e^tKOur
;

(of a

candle) ff^vfifvo
;

you were — ^crovy

€|a>.

Outlet TvfpacrfjLo..

Outside e|a)T6f)Kf($y.

Over my knees eirivw

its rhv K6p(poy fiov
;

on the other side

iripav ;
— again e/c

v4ov ;
— and above

Kopairdvo).

Owe, I xp'^'^'''^ )

owing to Sid.

Own, my (Sikos /xou;

of his — accord

fjLoyos Tou ; I own it

rh CLvayvupi^w.

Ox, oxen /3if5i, jS^SSia.

Oysters (TTptTSta.

Pace jS^jua.

Pack up, I shall 6a

o^ira\Aixp&).

Padlock KovKSTTO.

Paid irKrjpw/jLeyo.

Pain irdros.

Pair ^evydpi.

Palace TraAarj.

Pale wxpos.
Pancake TTiyayira.

Pane of glass r^dfit.

Panting, he is \a-

Xayid((i.

Paper x°P''''*

Parcel or packet ira-

KfTO ;
— post Taxv-

Spta/xeiov SffJ-araiy.

Pardon me (rvfiwddr)

Parents yoveis.

Part fiepos ; we must
— irpeirei ya X**P'"

Pass, I irtpvoi ; I

passed inepaffa
;
past

iffpacrixeyos.

Passpoit SiafiaT^ipto.

Path fioyoirdrt, Sp6-

ixos.

Patience vironovi).

Pavement Xidoirpoi-

zoi', Tr€^o5p6ij.iov.

Paw TTOVS.

Pay, I rr\i)p6vtti.

Peach poSaKiyov.

Pear airihi.

Peas Ki^i\ia.

Peasant x'^P"*''"''''-

Pedestrian ire^os.

Peg irdaffaXos.

Pen (quill) irT€p6y
;

steel — Tre'rvo.

Pencil KoySv\t.

Penholder KoySv\o-

<p6pos.

Penknife (xoyid.

People \a6s', are there

many — ? ilvai

Kocr/xos

;

Pepper irewepi.

Perfectly evTeXus.

Perforated Siarpr/Toc

;

imperforated aSid-

Tpr)TOV.

Perhaps taws, fxiropti.

Permission iiSeia.

Perpendicular /caOe-

TOJ.

Persists, he iirifieyft.

Person irpiffwvoy.

Perspiration (I am in a)

iSp6y(ii.

Persuade you (let me)
ya aas Karaireldtii.

Pet KavaKip7)s.

Petticoat fiecrocpov-

(TTavo.

Photograph (puro-

ypa<pia.

Pick me that flower

fjia^eve fiov ainh rb

\ov\ovSi.

Pie irTfra.

Piece KOfifidri.

Pig yovpovi't.

Pigeon irfpiaTfpi.

Pillow irpo(TKe<pa\oy,

Pills xtt'''"'>''0'''airdTia.

Pin Kap(piTffa.

Pinches, it /n« rffifiwu.

Pity (what a)! rl

Kp7fxa ! I — you
(xas \inroviJ.ai.

Place r6iros; in a

carriage deffis.

Plain (evident) Kada-
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p6s ; level country

Plan (in both senses)

Plank (rav'tSi.

Plaster jxirXaffTpi.

Plate TTLaTO.

Play, I trai^o} ;
— the

pianoforte Kpovoi

rh KK^ihoKvjx^aKov.

Pleasant r^pirvos ;
—

journey Ka\h ra^-

€l5l.

Please! (rasvapaKaXail

Pleasure (I travel for)

ra^iSivci) Trphs Tfp-

\piv.

Plenty iro\v ; that's

— (pQdvet TtKtov.

Pocket Tcriinj ;
—

handkerchief ^o;'-

5v\i.

Point, I SoKTuAoSei-

KTO) ; the — is t^

(riTTjfj.aflvai; point-

ed fI.VT(p6s.

Poison (papixaKt, <p6\a.

Police affTwo/xia.

Polish, I yva\l((i}.

Polite evyeviis.

Poor TTTux^s ;
—

fellow ! Kavjxit'e I

Port Xtjxfvi.

Porter (doorkeeper)

dvptapSs
;

(for lug-

gage) x«"aA.77J.

Portion fj.epiSioy.

Portmanteau /UTraoiAo.

Possible, if hv dvai
Svvaro ; is it— ? ti

Ae-yets ;

Post (office) Taxv-
Spofj.e'iof ;

— card

SfKrapiov ;
— for

Greece S. iawTt-
PikSv ;

— for Eng-
land 8. i^wreptKov

;

book — Ij/TUTTo ;
—

office order roxf-
ZpoixiKrj iimayi].

Postage stamp ypa/JL-

fiaToffriixov.

Postman ypafj.ixaTO-

KO/XKTT'flS.

Postscript iiarepoya-

<pov.

Pot TCOl/KOAl, X"'''ptt )

chamber — KadiKi.

Potatoes TTOTaras.

Pound X'lrpa.

Pour, I x^"<^ > it is

pouring ^pe'xEtSu-

vaTa.

Practice (in talking)

&.(TK7)(n9.

Praise, I iiraivu.

Pray go first irepd-

Precious TroXvri/xos.

Precipice Kpriixvos.

Precisely aKpi^oos
;— so croxTTo.

Prefer, I txo) KaWi-
T€pa.

Preparation irpo-jrapa-

Prepare, will you ?

Qihiis va. €TOi-

Ixd^Tis ;

Present, he was not

hiv ^To Tzapdv ; a —
XapnT/xa ; I make
you a — of it rh

Presently iireira
;

jU6t' oti iro\v.

Preserved Siarripii-

fj-eva.

Press hard irie'^e 5u-

vard.

Pressing business, 1

have 6XW epyaffiav

Presume, I viroGirui
;

I don't — Sef ToA-

juco.

Pretence irp6ixx''lH-'^y

Trp6(pa(rts.

Pretends, he irpoairoi-

Pretty wpaios ;
—

well KaKovTffiKO.

Prevent, I i/jLiroSi(<i!.

Price Tifi-fj.

Prick Kevrpi; I have
pricked eKivTjjua

;— myself ayKvKu>-

Priest iroTTTrSs.

Printed rviro/Meyo
;

out of print f^fi"'

TKr}jxivo.

Prison <pv\aKri.

Private iSLairepos
;— use, for my

Sia xp'JC"' fiov.

Probable Tri6at>6y.

Professor Ka6r)yT]T-{]s.

Progress, 1 am nraking

Kaixvoi wpooSovs.

Prohibited articles (I

have none) Siv ex'*

airayopev(Tr]iJ.a irpdy-

fiara.

Promise wro'cxf fts
;— me fxe inr6(rx'"'i

fxf Sia0e$ala.

Pronoi.nce, I irpo-

(pfpoi.

Pronunciation irpo-

(popd.

Projier irpenoy
;
pro-

perly /caAo.

Proportion, in aya-

A 07015.

Proposal wpoTacris.

Propose (I suggest)

TTpoTeiyoj
;

(I pur-

pose) (TKoirfvoo yd.

Proprietor KTTjyua-

rias.

Protect, I irpo<pvXda-

(TOJ.

Proud viTfpi]<pavos.

Proverb Trapoifxia.

Provide, I e<poSid(w
;

are we well provi-

ded ? (Ififda t<po-

Staff/xfvoi ; — that

virh rhv opov va.
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Provisions (payrira,

Kovfxirdvut.

Provoking, it is very

ilvai a.viap6v.

Public Sri/xdaios.

Published e'/cSiSoMtVo.

Pudding womiyKa.
Puddle fiovpKos.

Pull, I rpa0u ; —
harder avpfTe 5v-

vardntpa.

Pulse (T(pvyfx6i.

Punctual aKpifii\s.

Punishment n^iupia.

Puppy Kovrdfit.

Pure KaOapos.

Purpose (it answers

my) (rvfjitpepfi fxoi
;

on — eVtTrjSes.

Purse iropTo<p6\iov.

Push, I atrpiix^'^-

Put it on one side

/8aAe to /cara fxtpos ;

put it down a<pr]<je

TO • don't put it oft

yUTj di/o/3a\e to.

Putrid trairios.

Puzzled, I am nirep-

Sevofj-ai.

Quail opTxiRi.

Quarantine, is there ?

vcpiaravTai KaSdp-

ffeti

;

Quarrel /catrySs ; have

you been quarreling?

Quarrelsome <bt\6i'{i-

KOS.

Quarry Karofif^ou.

Quarter reTaprov.

Quay irpoKVfxala.

Queer irapd^evos.

Quench my thirst, to

va, |e5n|/a^a>.

Question ipcoTricrts
;

point under discus-

sion (fjTrifx.a ; there

is no — about that

Sfv VTtdpxei afiipi-

Quick ! ypfiyopa !

Quiet f/cruxoy ; can't

you be — ? Siu

Svvaaai va, fjffvxd-

Quietly aiya (Xtyd.

Quill-pen irrephy Sia

ypd^ijxo.

Quince kv^wvwu.
Quinine Ktvivov.

Quite iravrdiTaci ;
—

so (Toucnd.

Quits, we are eifXfOa

Xcra K Xca.

Rabbit KovvfWi.
Race rp^^ifio.

Radishes pairdvia.

Rage (in a) Qv^wfjii-

vos.

Rags KovpeXta.

Railing KiyKKlSa.

Railway (riS7)p6Spo-

/J.OS ; — carriage

ffaydui.

Rain fipoxv ; it rains

Rainbow KepacroAevri.

FUise, I (rr]K6yQi.

Raisins (rTa<pi5€s.

Ram Kpidpt.

Rancid Tayy6s.
Random, at kovtov-

pov.

Rank fiadnSs.

Rap KTvirrifia.

Rare cnrdvios.

Rascal iraKaidfipu-iros.

Rash 'To\ix7)p6s.

Rate (jirice) rijxi)
;

pace ^nixa.

Rather (a little) oKi-

yov ;
— pretty ap-

Kfra iopaia ;
— so ! :

$ePaia ! — not !
|

SioAou ! I would —
^

cX<^ KaWirepa.

Raw dxpriTos, aifxSs.

Reach, I <pddi>Q> tis
;

I reached tipdaaa.

Read, I SiojStifcu; have
you — it ? rb

eSidfiaaes

;

Ready eroifios ;
—

money xP'^M*'''*

els tJ) x^P' ) ^ ^'^^

getting — tTotixa-

(o/xovv.

Real (not sham) yvr]-

crios.

Really (actually)
TrpayuaTiKws ; in-

deed ! dXrjdda !

Reason, for that Sia

rbv \6yov rovrov.

Reasonable \oyiK6s.

Receipt (of a letter)

Trapa\a$r] ; of a bill

i£6((>\ri(rts.

Receive, 1 KafjL$dvu

;

I received lAa;8a.

Reckoned Xoyapi-

(Tfieyo.

Recognise, I avayvoc-

pi^w.

Recollect, I 6v/jiov-

fxat.

Recommend, I <tv-

eTTTJCCO.

Red K6KKivos.

Reduction (Kinaxns.
Refuse, I airoTToiov-

ixai.

Regards, as ois irp6s.

Regret, with /xeTa

XVITTIS.

Regular kuvovikSs.

Reins Tjvia, )(.°-Kivd-

pia.

Rely upon me iri-

anva-f fji( ;
you may

— upon it Svvaade

va eX""* iffroidria'iv.

Remain, I shall 0a.

fx4vot>.

Remains \fl\pava.

Remark, did you make
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a ? fKanes irapaTi}-

piaiv ;

Remarkable 6av/xd-

Remedy yia(TTptK6.

Remember, I dv/xov-

fxai ;
— me to all

at home rovs x"'"
pfTl<Tfi.OVS jXOV €ls t6

(TTTITI.

Remind me dvn'i^e

fif.

Removed, have they

been ? <rrtKJid7}Kav ;

Rent ivo'iKiov.

Repair, in good ev

Ka\rj KaTacrTdrrei.

Repeat, please iirava-

\dfieT€, irapa/caA<v.

Repent, I jxiTavjuiiyw.

Repetition iiravd\r]-

Report (rumour) ^tj-

fxT]
;
(statement) e/c-

6e<ris.

Represent, what does

it ? tI irapitTrdfe-

TOt;

Representation irapd-

(TTacris.

Reputation, has he
any? exe^ vitSKt]-

^tv ;

Request, at my /cot'

alrtiaiv fxov.

Require, I xpfc'^o^ai.
Reserved crvvT-qp-que-

vos.

Reservoir aTipva.

Resolution aTT6(pa<ns.

Respect credos ; in

other respects Kara
Ttt 6.KKa ; to pay
my respects va
TTpoacpfpta) TO. <r4prf

Respectable Kadws
irpiirfi.

Rest iveffts ; the —
TO &A.Aa, TO eiri-

XoiTTo ; I want to—
6(\ui va avatrava}-

ixai.

Restaurant ecrrmTo-

piov.

Re-turel (made new)
eTvavopdiiixevos.

Return, I shall 0a

•yvpi^w ; in — ets

avTafjiOi^T]v.

Return (ticket) /ue

iiriinpocp-qv.

Revenge, in Trphs iv-

^'{.KrjffLV.

Reverse, just the

oKws rohvavriov.

Review iiriOec!)pri(ns.

Revolution iiravd-

(TTrins.

Reward avTa/xoifirj.

Ribbon KopS4\\a.
Ribs wAevpd.

Kice pv^i.

Rich irXovcrto? ; rich

(food) wax^'S.

Rid of him (I have got)

4y\vToi(Ta atrh av-

TOf ; TovflffcdAATjiro

airh iirdvu fxov.

Riddle ypi(pos.

Ride, will you ? 64-

A.6T6 va /cajSoXAi-

Kevr]Tf ;

Ridiculous ye\o7os.

Right <Tw(rT6s ; to

the — 5€|«a
;
you

are — ex^'^ 5i'-

Kxiov ; is the cluck

— ? -K-qyaivei rh

wpo\jyiov Ka\a; —
angle up9r] ywvia

;

is this the — way ?

a'jrhs 6 Sp6ji.os (pepfi

els ; all — ! iroKv

KaXd ! it is all —
eivai. 'riM>aT6v\ I must
put to rights irpfirei

va TaKTOiroiaJ.

Rim x^'^os-

Rind (p\ov5a.

Ring SaKTv\tSt ;
—

the bell cTr]fxaive

Tor KcoSoDva.

Ripe wpi/j.os, fMecTTci)-

ftevos.

Rise, I iyelpofiLai,

(T7}Kj}U0fJLai.

Risk, I run the Sia-

Tpe'xci) KivSuvov.

River iroTafMos'.

Road Spouos.

Roast (meat) \pT]T6.

Robbed me, they fxe

iyvfivurrav.

Robber KrjdTrjs.

Rock $pdxos.
Roll, I Ku\ia> ; it

rolls KvXierat.

Roof ffTeyr).

Room Kdfxepa ; din-

ing — Tpawe^dpia
;

drawing — o-aA-o

;

is there — ? tivai

6e(ris ; have you a
— ? ex€Te eva

Swuirtov ;

Root ^ifa.

Rope (TKoivi.

Rose TpiavrdcpvWoy.
Rotten ffairq^jLfvos.

Rough dSpus.

Round crrpoyyvAos.

Row (line) apdSa
;

I — Tpafiui) Kiuir'i.

Row (noise), don't

make a
fj.)) fidvT)s

KOLvya ; don't get

into a — fx.ri fi-itep-

SevTjffai.

Royal fiacriXiKos.

Rub, I Tpifio! ;
—

out e^a\ei<pa>.

Rubbish (XKouTriSt.

Rudder StoKi, ir-qSaKt.

Rude x'^P'*''''?^'

Ruffian fiapfiapos.

Rug xpo-fii
;
(wrap)

^eXfVT^a.

Ruined, 1 am /coto-

ffTpi<pOjXai,
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Ruins (pdirta.

Rule, according to

Kara Kav6va.

Ruler priya.

Rumpled (apovKKia-

Runs, it (in every

sense) rpix^'- j
—

away ipivyet.

Rush, [ bpixSi.

Russia 'PuKTcria.

Rusty (TKovpiaajXivas

Sacred Upis.

Sacrifice Bvaia.

Saddle <reAA.a, aa-

ixa.pi.

Safe affipaKifS.

Sail iravX (jov Kapa-

filov).

Sailor vavTr)s.

Saint aylos.

Sake, for your X"/'"'

ffOV.

Salad traAara.

Sale irovXri/j.a ; is it

for — ? TrcoAetTai ;

Salt a.\a,Ti.

Same 6 avrSs ; it is

all the — elvai rh

avr6.

Sample fxicrTpa.

Sand ifinos.

Satin drAo^i.

Satisfaction iKavoiroi-

T](TtS.

Satisfactory Ikovo-

iT0ir\rLK6s.

Satisfied with eux*""

piaTr]fji.4vos aw6.

Saturday lidfifiaro.

Sauce ffiXrffa.

Savage &ypios.

Save, I yXvTuuw.
Saw Trpi6vi.

Say, I Ae'7a> ; they —
\iyovv.

Scales (xiyapii.

Scarce uirAvios-

Scarecrow aKidxTpo.
Scattered aKop-nifffit-

vos.

Scent fwpdjZia.

School o'x''A€7oj', iK-

TTULSeVT-fiptOV.

Scissors <|/aAiSi.

Scold, 1 jxaKdivw.

Scoundrel fiaffKapas.

Scrape, I ^vw; scraper

^vffTpa.

Scratch, 1 ^vi/w ; he

scratched f^vvt.

Scream crKArjpia.

Screen a\€^r]i'efj.ov.

Scribbling-paper xop^t
&aTvpo yvaMarepo.

Si'rew )3/5o.

Sea QaKaaaa.
Seal, I fiovWtivw.

Sealing-wax fiovWo-
K4pt.

Seim pacpij.

Search, I yvpivtn,

jj/axvo) ; will our

luggage be searched

on landing ? tol

TTpayixara. 6a. ipevvrt-

6ovv orav ifiyaivo-

fifv;

Season wpa tov trovs.

Seasoning &pTVfj.a.

Seat KOLQicTixa. ; take a

— Kadlffare.

Second SiVTfpos ; a

— SevTfpuKfTTTov
;— hand /uera-

Xeipicr/j-evos.

Secret Kpvcpos ; can

you keep a — ?

yU7rope?s va (pvKaTT-ps

HV(jtik6v ; secretly

KpVCpd, X'^'CTO.

See, 1 jSAeVo) ; we
shall — 6a iSw/xei/.

Seems, it (palverai.

Seen, have you ever?

flSerf TTOTe aov ;

Seldom ffiraviws.

Select fKXeKTos,

Sell, I irwAw.

Send, I ffTe'AAcD ; will

you — this ? dfKere

va (rT€tAr)T€ tovto ;

Sense vovs.

Sensible <pp6vLixos.

Sensitive fvaiadiros.

Sentinel (TKotros.

Separate, I l^x'^P'C'*''

Separation lex^ptcr-

IJ.6s.

September 'ZeTrre/x-

fiplOT.

Serious croPapos.

Sermon OjUiAia.

Servant vivripirrts.

Service (in church)

lepovpyia ; at your
— els TO? 5f0x0705
aas.

Set, I /SoAAco ; a —
(Tfipd.

Settled wpifffxivos,

a7ro<|)a^icr/uej'os.

Seven Ittto ; seven-

teen SeKoeTTTo
;

seventh e/SSo/xoy

;

seventeenth 5e/co-

Tos 6)3. ; seventy

(fiSofiriPTa ; seven-

tieth ffiSo/xriKO-

(tt6s.

Several Kdfj.iro(roi.

Severe avffrripos.

Sew, I paiTTw.

Sex (pvKov.

Shade KaKtos.

Shake, I Ttracrtroi ; a

shaking Tiyayfia.

Shall I come ? ^o

f\6w ;

Shallow (>VX^^-
Sham \f/evSris.

Shame, what a ! eV-

rpoiri) !

Shape ixop<prj.

Share ne/tSi ;
you

must — it between
you irpeVej va fxoi-

pd(riaee.
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Shark (TKv\6\papo.

Sharp Koirr(p6s ; look

— ! •ypiiyopa ! I

sharpen d/covi^o).

Shave, I ^vpl^u.

Shawl <ra\j.

She auTTi.

Shed Ka\v$i.

Sheep wpo^aTov.

Sheets iTtvSovia.

Shelf pdcpi.

Shell ocnpaKov.

Shelter tr/ceirTj.

Shejiherd fioaKos,

TffOfjLTtdvris.

Shines, it vaXi^ei.

Ship Kapd^t.

Shirt vTTOKifxiffo.

Shiver, I rovpTovpi^w.

Shoemaker wairovT^rjs.

Shoes TraTrovTffia ; shoe

(of a horse) irira-

\ov.

Shoot, I irvpofio\ct>.

Shop fiaKKaAi, yua-

yaCL
Shore irapa\iov, yia.\t

;

I shall go on — da

^efiapKupu}.

Short KovrSs ; in a —
time iyrhs okiyov

;

I shorten KovTaivw.

Shot Po\r] ; small —
(TKayta.

Should have thought,

I 0a ev6/j.i^a.

Shoulder vCifxos.

Shout, I Kpavyd^oi.

Show, I ^iixvoi ',
I

will — it you Oa

ffas rb Sei|u) ; he

showed eS€i|€.

Shrink, does it ? ^a-

p<i)V(i ; (Trfvevfi

;

Shrubs x'^f^oKkaSa.

Shut the door KAucre
Trjv Bvpav ; — the
window K\f7s -rh

rapddvpov.

Shutters, don't shut

the /J.!] /caTOKAeiJjs

rh Kavdn.
Shy 5€tA(5j.

Sick &ppwi7Tos ; I am
— of it ifiapvv-

driKa ; I feel — fxav

epxerai i/xiros.

Side (of the body)
nXevpd ; right —
/caAjy /xfpta ; wrong
— avdrroS-q jxepid

;

wrong — out ^avd-

(TTpo<pa; on the other

— of the river iKf7-

6iv Tov iroTafiov ; on

both sides l/care-

poodfv.

Siglit otpis ; by —
e| vpfoos; in —
6paT6s ; sights Be-

dfxuTa.

Sign o">j,ua5o ; make
a — Kafxve v6r)ixa ;

1 — my name viro-

ypicpw.

Signature viroypa^-q.

Signify (it does not)

^\v (Ty\IXaiv€l TLTTOn.

Sience aiunrri; will

you keep — ? fio.

ffuiira 5o ;

Silk ^ueTofi.

Silly av6-qTos.

Silver a(rri/j.i.

Simple atrXos.

Simpler aTrXovarepo.

Sin Kpifxa.

Since Monday ano ttjs

irapiXBovaris Aev-

rdpas ;
— 1 came

e/cT0T6 airh t^s

a(pl^ews fiov ; — you
w n't a(pov Siv

BiXfts.

Sincere elXiKpivris.

Sincerely tlXiKpivoiis.

Sing, I TpayovSai.

Sink, I fivdi^o/xat.

Sir Kvpie.

Sister aSeX(pri.

Sit, I Kadrifxai.

Situation Bfffts.

Six €| ; — times If-

dKis ; sixteen SeKa-

e'l ; sixteenth Se'/ca-

Tos fKTOs ; sixty

€^T)j'Ta ; sixtieth

e|7)/c-)(rTdy.

Size /xeyeBos.

Skeleton (TKeXfTos.

Sketch (TxeStop.

Skin TreTffi.

Sky ovpav6s ; skylight

Slanting 7rXd7ios.

Slap fxirdr^os.

Slate wXaKa.
Slave (r/c\a;8os; slavery

crKXa^id.

Sleep, I am going to

Qa Koificc/xai ; in ray

— els vTTvov ; 1 feel

sleepy vuffTa^w.

Sleeve fxav'tKi.

Slender Xiyv6s.

Slice (peTTa.

Slide, I yXiarpS) ; 1

am afraid of sliding

off (po^ovfxai m
^fyXiarpw.

Slight Ae-jfTos; slightly

oAi'yoj'.

Slimy yXoiaiSr^s.

Sliug ffcpfi/SovT].

SI p (see Slide).

Slippers iravrov<pXii.

Slit (Txi-f^iJi-d^a.

Slope irXayidia.

Slower -nih apyd.

Slowly 0-170.

Sly Kovqpos.

Small /jLiKpos.

Smallpox fiXoyid.

Smart Ko/xif/Ss; (witty)

evcpvis.

Smashed (TTToo't/uej'o.

Smell, a fjivpwSid; I— fj-vpi^w ; it smells

fivpi^fTai.

Smile, why do you ?
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a — x^'H-^y^^o-
Smoke /cairj/os ; he

smokes (povfxdpei.

Smooth \e7os.

Smuggling \a6pe/x-

iropiKds.

Snake (pei^i.

Sneeze, I <pT€pvl^ofj,ai,

Snob Tra\r)ddp<viros.

Snores, he ^oi/x£»A.i-

Snow x'O''' j
it snows

X'oviCfi.

So (thus) ercri ;
—

that ouTws ciare
;— as to wffTe va.
;

just — ercj elvai,

(TaxTTa, ; so so erffi

K era-

1

;
— much

t6<tov ;
— many

Toffoi ; it is not —
far as to Sej/ eivai

t6<tov fj.aKpva Sffov

eis ;
— be it its

eivat.

Soak, I fj-ovcTKevcc.

Soap craiTovvi.

Sober a.fj.iQvaros-

Society avvTpo(pla,

Socks raovpairia.

Sofa KovoTrey.

Soft /uoAoKiis.

Soldier crTpaTi(iT7]s.

Sole (fish) yXwffaa
;— of the foot TTo-

Tovva, (xSXa.

Solid (not superficial)

3A.05.

Some (few) oXiyoi.

Somebody k&woios.

Something k&ti tl.

Sometimes iviore.

Somewhere k&ttov
;— else K&irov a\-

\ov.

Son vl6s.

Song rpayovSi.

Soon ecrby 6\lyov
;— after evOvs

vcTTepov ; as — as

evOvs us ; as — as

he saw Kadws el5e
;

how— ? TTore ; too

— irapajroXv yp'f)-

yopa.

Sooner evdipiTepov
;

(rather) fiaWov.
Soi"e throat Kaip.6no-

vos; — place ir6-

vt/j.a.

Sorry, I am very

AuiroC,uai iro\v.

Sort, what ? rl Aoyrjs ;

all sorts Kade \oyrjs.

Sound ^x"^-
Soup (Tovira.

Sour (wine) ^luos
;— (fruit) dyovpos
;

it has gone — ex€i

Source fipucri.

South vorid.

Spade Tcraira.

Spare, to (superfluous)

irepiTTO.

Spark airiOa.

Speak out 6fXiXr)(raTe

SuvaTo..

Spectacles ixaroyvdXta,

Speed, at full 5f>o-

fialuis.

Spell, how do you?
TTWS ypd<psTai

;

Spend, I f^oSfvw.

Spilt it, he rh tx"^^-
Spinach atravaKi.

' Spirits olvoTTvev/xaTa.

Spits, he (pTvei.

Spite, out of anrb

KaKiav ; in — of the

heat h.v kolI eluat

Splashed Xacrironevos.

Splendid Xafiirpos.

Split ffXKTfJLevo.

Spoilt x<*^ '"/" *''<'•

Sponge ffcpovyydpi.

Spoon KouTaKi.

Spot \eKfs,

Spread, I i^atrKSvoi)
;— (a report) 5ta-

tTirdpoi.

Spring (of water)

Ppvat ; he sprang
up iirriSTicre.

Sprinkle, I ^avTl^eo.

Spur ainpovvi.

Square reTpdyuvos.
Stable (TTavXos.

Stage ffKrivT).

Stained ^e^apofievo.

Staircase cKaXa.
Stale /uiirayidTtKOS.

Stalk KOTadvi.

Stall "Kaxvi.

Stammers, he rpav-

Stamp (impression)

fiovWa ;
postage —

ypafj.fj.aT6af]^ov ; re-

ceipt — x"-?"^^'

arfuov ; he stamps
Trare?.

Stand, I (TTeKcii ; I

can't — it TovTO
Sey TpdfifTai ; he

stands in my way
yue €;U7ro5t^ei ; I'll

— by you 6a aas
inro(TTr)pl^(ii ; a stand-

still (rTd(Tifj.o;

standing (rank) ttc-

piwirr].

Star &<npov
;

(aster-

isk) affreplcTKOS.

Starch kSWu.
Staring at, what are

you ? rl x""'''*'* /

Tl ypiXoivets ; Ti

KvTTa^fiS 6T(ri ;

Start, I shall da

^(Kivw ; he starts

(with fright) |a-

(pvl^fxai ; at the —
els tV ipxw )

you
startled me fx.e

irpSfiaffes.

StarveJ, I am t^o^w

Trjs irilvas.
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state (Government)
Kpdros ; in a bad —
€JS KUKrjv Kard-

araffiv.

Statement iKdecris.

Station crraOfios.

Statue avdpids, &ya\-

ixa.

Stay, won't you ? ^\v

diKfis va. (TTa/maras

;

Steady aTaQepos ;
— !

ripfixa !

Stealing /cXeif^ia ; he

stole e»cA.ei|/e,

Steam arfj.6s.

Steamer fia-Kopi.

Steel drcrdAi.

Steep Kprifivos.

Stench fipw/xa.

Step ^riH-^ ; steps

Steward TpocpoSorris.

Stewed aTovtpdTO.

Stick pa^Si ; walking
— fjLTraffTovvi.

Still" dvcrKa/jiirTos.

Still aKo/xri ; keep —
Sting Kivrpl ; it stings

Kecra; stinging net-

tle TffovKviSa.

Stinks, it 0pufiS ;

stinking fipoifjupos.

Stir, don't fxri kiv-^s
;— the fire <TKa\i^i

Ti]V cpuiTidv.

Stirrups cTKdKa.

Stitch (the) aov^Kid.
Stockings KaXr^es.
Stomach crTofidxi,

KOiKla ; — aclie

Koi\6Trovo.

Stone TTfTpa.

Stool (TKafxvi.

Stoop ffKvfif.

Stop him (TTafj-dra

rov ; I want to -

—

dfXu> va. (TTauarw
;— a moment ardffov

uiav ffTiyix-i]v.

Stork \eKeKi.

Storm Kuraiyis.

Story (tale) irapa-

IJ.V01 ; third — rh

Tpiro -ndraifxa.

Stove Ofpixdarpa.

Straddle, a SiaaKe\id.

Straight Xffios ; — on

KUT fvdeTaf, itTia
;

straighten it Icrid^e

TO.

Stranger |eVos, d\-

KoSaiTos.

Strap \ovpiSa.

Straw dx"pov ;
—

hat \pd6ivoKaT-eK\o.

Strawberries (ppd-

ov\es.

Stream pevfxa.

Street d56s.

Stretch, I cnrAwva}.

Strict axjcTT-qpoi.

Stride fxija fifi/xa.

Strike, a airepyia ; it

is striking arj-

fxaivei.

String (Tirdyos.

Strip, I ySiivw.

Stroke, 1 (an animal)

XaiSevo).

Stroll, I am going for

a 0a Kdvco iva yvpo.

Strong Swaros.
Stubborn ^Ka/xirTo.

Student <poiTT]Ti]s.

Stuff'! KoAoKvdial

Stuffing TTapayiixifffxa.

Stumbles, he (tkov-

Tairrei.

Stupid /8Aa|.

Style (of thing) rpo-

iros, fiBos.

Subject to vTvoKi'ijxe-

vos fls.

Submit, I inrordaTo-

fiai.

Substantial a-repeos.

Suburbs irpodareia.

Succeed, 1 iirirvy-

xdvw.

Success eTTtTi/xfa.

Such riroios.

Suck, I TTLTtLKi^U).

Sudden ^a<pviK6s ; all

of a — |a<^fi«a.

Sufficiently iKavws.

Sutfocated, I am irvi-

yoi-iat.

Sugar Cdxapis.
Suit, it does not 5e»'

Taipid^ei.

Sulky, he is ypuvid^et.

Summer Ka\oKa7pi.

Summit Kopv(pri.

Sun ^\ios ; sunburnt

riKioKav/xivos ; sun-

stroke jjAiaxTis ; sun-

rise auaToKr) rov
7]\iov; sunset Svais

TOV T)\iov.

Sundaj- KvpiaKT],

Superstition SetaiSai-

fjLovia.

Supper d€7nvov.

Supports, it virocTTr]-

piCft.

Suppose, do you ?

6appe7s ; let us —
OS VTSoQiOrWfJLiV.

Sure, I am el^oi

&€0aios ; to be — !

^efiaia ! sure-footed

ffiireSos.

Surgeon x^'P^^py^^'
Surname iiroivvfjiov.

Surprised e/cTrATjKToy
;

I was -:- 4^iirKi-

ytiv.

Surrounded treptfioK-

\6fj.evos.

Suspect, I viroTTTevu.

Suspension bridge Kpe-

jxaffTT) ye(pvpa.

Suspicion viroxl/ia; it

looks suspicious

eTrai viroirrov.

Swallow, I Karairlvu
;

I can't — that Sec

jxiropSi va. x^-'P'''''-

ahrS.
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Swamp )3aA.TOs.

Swear, I 6pKi^ofj.at.

Sweat VSpcoTos ; he

sweats I5puiiet.

Sweep, 1 ffKotmi^co,

Sweet y\vKvs ; sweets

y\vKd5a, Kovcptra.

Swell, a ixiya\6(jxv-

fios ; it is swelling

(pOV(TKU)Vet,

Swim, can you? fjLiro-

pe7s va KoKvixfias ;

Swindler Karepydpris.

Swing, I Kovvco ;
—

myself Kovytovfxai;

a — Kovvia.

Switch fiepya.

Switzerland 'EXfieria.

Swollen irpiTfj.ei'o.

Sword cnradi.

Table rpdire^a ;
—

cloth TpaiTf^ofidy-

5v\ov.

Tail ovpd.

Tailor ^ottttjs.

Take, I Traipvoo, indvo}
;— a chair irdpe

Kadtcrfia ;
— a walk

Kd/iivcuTrepiiraTov;—
breath apaaaifoo ;

—
care of nepnroiovfiai

;

— care not Trpoae^to

fiil ; — hold of

TffaKouu ;
— leave

of aTroxaipeTf^to
;— the liberty to

Xaixfidvw rh ddppos

vd ;
— the trouble

to \. rhy K6irov vd
;

come and — it %Ka
Koi Trdpro.

Talk, I dfjLi\a> ; mere
— (pXvapiai \ don't

— nonsense /u)j

\iyris dvoTicrias.

Tall ^r}\os ; he grows
— ^qXdivei,

Taller v\f/r)\6Tepos.

Tallow ^I'lyKi.

Tame ^/xepos; (mild)

HvOCTTOS.

Tank aripva.

Tan yard fivpffoSe-

\pilOV.

Tape KopSfWa.
Taper Kfpi.

Tart Tovpra.

Taste yevcris; good
— <pt\oKa\ia : (re-

lish) yovaro.; taste-

less aax^is-
Tavern Tafiipva.

Tax SSaifio.

Tea Tcrd'i ; teacup

<l>\vT(rdvi ; teapot

TcraUpa.

Teaches, he iraiSeuei;

teacher 5ocr/ca\os.

Tear SaKpv.

Tear, I ^effKL^cc.

Tease, 1 \ayapi^w,

Treipd^o}.

Telegraph rrjKiypa-

<pos ; telegraphic

message TrjAeypd-

pTj/xa. [It will be

seen that our word
telegram is a blun-

der, no such com-
bination of a Greek
verb and adverb
being possible.]

Telegraphic office

T7]\eypa<piKhy ypa-

(piiov.

Telephone T7]\i<pu>vov;

can I — ? jxiropS) vd

rr]\€<pwvw

;

Telescope rriKtaKS-

TTIOV.

Tell, who can ? iroibs

Temper, keep your

KUTfX^ ^bv 6vfji.6v

(TOV. ,

Temple va6s.

Temptation n-eipa(r(x6s

Ten Se'/ca ; tenth Se-

Karos.

Tender fiaKaKSs.

Tent revra.

Terrace rappdrva.
Terrible rpofitpSs.

Than irapd, dirj, ^.

Thanks fiixo-piffTa.

That iKe7vos ; what
is — to me ? rt /jie

fieKei ifxiva ; — is

to say tovt' (ctti
;

for all — fif o\a
avrd ; considering

Thaws, it \v6v(t.

Theatre Gearpov.

Then tots, eneira

;

well — XoiTTOv.

Thence iKtWev.

Thenceforward tKTo-

re.

There e'/cet; — he is

iSov avTos, vd

TOV.

Therefore */c tovtov.

Thick iraxvs,X'"'^pos.

Thief /cAe'iTTTjs.

Thigh /xepi.

Tiiin \eiTT6s.

Thing irpdyfxa ; any
— '6 Ti Srjnore

;

things TTpdy/xara.

Think (don't you) Biv

Qappiis ; I don't —
so d(v Tricmvo}

;

just — (pavrd<xov\

I — ixol (palviTui
;

why do you — so ?

dnh TTOv rh e^dyeis ;

Third rpiros.

Thirsty, I am Siipw.

Thirteen ZiKarptts
;

tliirteenth SeKaros

Tp'nos.

Thirty rpidvTa; thir-

tieth TptaKOffTOS.

This avTos ;
— way

ott' iSw ; — time

avTr]v T7JJ' <popdv.
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Thither irphs ra eKe?.

Thorns ajKaOia.

Thoroughfare, no ctTra-

yopfveTai r) did-

fiacris.

Though hv Kai, ajKaAa
Kai.

Thought, I icTKicpOriKa;

h.ip])y — Ka\7] iS4a
;

it is later than I —
flvai apySrepa airh

on iv6fjii<ra.

Thousand xiAiot ;
—

times x'^'^s (popis.

Thrashing Koivavov.

Thread /cAaitrT?).

Threadbare nTpiix-

jXiVOS.

Threatens, he aTreiAe?.

Three Tpeis, rpla.

Throat Xapvyyt, \ai-

Through Sid.

Throw, I piTTTO) ; a —

Thunder fipoi'Tr) ; it

thunders ^povTil.

Thursday Ile^TrTTj.

Thus irai.

Ticket elffiTTiptov
;

return — e. /j.e

iiTLffTpocpriy ;
— for

luggage hitiXUtto

O7r0(rK6u5)s.

Tide iraXippoia.

Tidy (Tvyipi(TfjLivos.

Tie it fast Ses rb
KaKa ;

— (neck)

Aoi/uo5eT7)s ; 1 —
SeVw ; I tied eSecro;

it was tied eSe-

Tier apoBa.

Tight (t<Pikt6s.

Tiles Kfpap.ioia
;

(on

a pavement) rov^Ka.
Till to - day m^'xP'

(f{)lxepov ; — now
eoij T<ipa.

Time xp^^o^t KaipSs

;

what — is it ? rt
^

Spa eTi'ai ; three i

times Tpe7s <pop4s

;

this — last year ,

Kph evhs trous a.Kpi-

jSoJy ; this — next :

year ivTos kvhstrovs

anh (Xrifxepov ; don't

waste — jUTj xdvris

Kaip6v ; it is — you
did iJi>ai KaipSs ; a

short — ago irpo

/xiKpov ; a long —
ago Trpo TToWov

;

tlie first — Tr]v

irpa>TT]v (popdv ; after

a — fieTo, Tiva

Xpovov ; any — you
like oTeS'^TTOTe ; at

the same — crvy-

Xpovu>s ; at different

times Kara Sia-

(popovs iiroxds ; in

good — eyKaipws
;

by this — Ti]v Sipav

ravTT]v ; from this

— forward atrh a-i]-

/xepov eis rh l|7is ;

in a short — kvrhs

oXiyov ; from that

— e/cTore; — table

ZpojxoKoyiov.

Tin TiveKts.

Tip &Kpa.

Tipsy fj.edv<rfi.4vos.

Tiptoe, on els ra

Tired Kovpafffiivos ; I

am — of it ipape-

OriKa.

Toast (ppvyavia.

Tobacco-shop Kairvo-

vwXilov.

\

Toe SaKTvXos.

Together fJi-a^i.

Tolerable fitTpios.

Tomb rd<pos.

To-morrow aHpiov.

Tongue yXwaaa.
To-night a7ro'i|/e.

Too much TrapaTToAu

;

— often irapaavx^d ;— eaidy iropa ttoAi;

ivuipis ;
— late

apyd.

Tooth SovTi ; tooth-

ache TTOPOSOVTOS.

Toothpick |uAopaKi.

Top Kopv(pi].

Touch, don't ^itj 07-

71^7;$ ; where does

the steamer— ? ttoO

apd^ii

;

Tough vTovpos.

Towards irptJy.

Towel TTpOffOXpl.

Tower TTvpyos.

Town TToAiy, X'^P"-

Toy 7rai7;'i5ct/ci.

Trade ifxiropiov; what
is your — ? li

SovXiia Ka/jLeis

;

Train afxa^ocrToixia.

Tramway rpox'^Spo-

IJ.OS.

Translation fierdcppa-

Transparent Si,a<l>avris.

Trap (paKa ;
— door

KXafiavi].

Trash cxKoviriSia.

Travel, I Tu^iSfvu.

Tr:iveller irepLriyriT-qs.

iray SicrKos.

Tread upon, I TtraAa-

jraTci.

Treble (voice) vxl/i-

(paivos.

Tree SdySpou.

Tremble, I rpefxw.

Trial Treipa/na.

Triangle Tpiyoivov.

Trick KUTepyaptd
;

(habit) (TuvriOfta.

Trifle fxiKpoKoyia.

Trip up, I uTTOer/ceAi-

Trot, I TptTToSl^O).

Trouble aKorovpa,

yuTreAas ; don't —
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yourself fj.r] weipd-

feerfle ; may I —
you ? \a/xfidviTe

rhy kSttov ;

Troublesome (\>optik6s.

Trousers iravTaKaivi.

Truck x^'P^M*^!'-

a.\r]&i]s ; is it

ilvai ak7)6es

;

aAriOivd.

you, can I

?

True

Truly
Trunk
Trust

fxiropw

els iCTiva ;

Truth aX-qdeia.

Try, I SoKi/ua^o).

Tub /j.affre\Xo.

Tuesday TptTij.

Tumble down, he will

6a. KaTawiiTTri ; he

tumbled /coTeTretre.

Tumbler K0T7]pi.

Tune fj.e\(jj5ia ; out

^eKOVpSlCTflfVO.

(Tvpayl.

ffvaKL.

of—
Tunnel
Turbo

t

Tureen
Turkey

(Toviriepa.

yaWSirovko,
KOVpKOS.

Turn, I yvpi^u ;
—

back eirKXTpfcpo/xai

;

— down (gas) Ka-

rafiiPd^cii ;
— round

iripi(TTpi(pofjLai ;
—

pale KiTpivi^oi ; every

one in his — KdQe

ffrrjv aupdv tov ; I

take a — Kd/jLvw

fva yvpov ; it is my
— flvai 7) ffdpd

fiov ; by turns yue

Tr}v (Tfipdv.

Turnip yoyyvXi.

Turpentine rpe/xepTi-

va.

Tutor SdffKoXos.

Twaddle fxdipoXoyia.

Tweezers Tai/nirlSi.

Twelfth dcaSeKaros
;

twelve SdSeKa.

Twentieth f'lKoa-Tos
;

twenty etKOffi.

Twice 5yo (popes ;
—

as much Snr\d(no.

Twilight AvKocpws.

Twins SlSvfxot.

Twine (nrdyos.

Twisted <TvaTpeft.fji.evo.

Two 5i'o.

Ugly daxv/J-o^-

Umbrella o/j-ireWa.

Unawares alipviSloos.

Unbecoming dirpeTrris.

Unbutton, I |e/coii-

fiTrdyo).

Unchain, I |o\icrt5co-

Uncle 6e7os.

Uncork, I ^eTawaivci).

Uncover, I ^effKeird-

Under the table virh

Tr]v Tpdire^av ;
—

pretence vTth rh

!rp6(rxvf^<'^ ;
under-

ground v7r6yeios
;

underneath vtto-

KOTw ; underdone

6\iyo\pr)fxeyo.

Understand, I Kara-

Xaufidvoo.

Undeitake, I tirocxo-

fiau.

Undo (unfasten), I

\vui ; undone Kvo-

fxevos.

Undress, I 75i5i'a,'.

Uneasy dvrjavxos.

Ungrateful axdpi-

aros.

Unhappy Svffrvxvs.

United States 'Hvai-

fxevai XloKiTetai.

Universe avfx.irav.

University wavKTrri-

fJLlOV.

Unkind SirvfjuradrfS.

Unless hv Sev.

Unlikt' dp6fioios ; un-

Irkely awidavov.

Unload, I ^e<popTu>vu>.'

Unlock, I |eKAti5ci-

VO).

Unlucky drvxos.
Unnecessary ireptTTOs.

Unpleasant Svudpe-

ffros.

Unripe dyovpos.

Unsafe ernKvuSvios.

Untie (see Undo).

Until now eais rJipa
;— then ecos tot€.

Untwist, I ^((rrprifitt}.

Unwillingly fj.e rb

(TTavotS.

U)) aru) ; I go —
Uphill irphs rhv av-ft-

(popo.

Upholsterer Tairerffi-

^
fpvs-

Upon (see On).

Upper i/\pr]\6repos.

Upright opBios.

Upset, I dvairoSoyv-

plCoi.

Urn Soxe7ou.

Us efias.

Use XPW'S ; what's

the — ? eis ri

Xpijffiyueutt; of no—
&Xpi10"''os.

Use, I fLeraxetpiC'^fJ.a.t ;

I am not used to it

hev elfxai (rvvT)Oi(Tfj.e-

vos els avro ; I used

to T^ eKUfia a\-

\ore.

Useful XPVC'I^"^-
Usual (rvfridris ; as

— Kara rh avvri-

Oes.

Utmost, at the kot'

avdoraTOv iipov.

Vacant dSeios.

Vain, in fxdrrip.
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Valid, is it ? iVxi^ei

;

Valley \ayKd5i.

Valuable iroAvTifios.

Value, it is of no Sev

d|ifet TiTToTe.

Varies, it fierafidK-

\(Tai.

Variety iroiKiKia,.

Varnisi Pepy'iKi.

Vase ayyt7ov.

Vault d6\os.

Vegetables \a.xo-va.

Veil 0e\o.

Vein (p\f0a.

Velvet /SeAoCSoj*.

Verb pvf'-o-

Verinicelli <|)ei5€y.

Vermin fxtapd.

Very much \iav ;
—

well iroAv KuKa.

Viaduct fiaKpeta y4-

(pvpa.

Vice KaKia ;
— con-

sul VTTOTTpd^iVOS.

Victim flC/xo.

View dea.

Villa eirav\ts.

Villain iraXaiddponros.

Vine &ixiri\cs ; vine-

yard o/iTre'Xt.

Vinegar |eT5i, y\v-
KaSi.

Violet fxive^fs.

Violin fiioKi.

Viper hx^vrpa ; ex'^"

va.

Virgin irapOtvos ;
—

Mary Xlavayla.

Visit, 1 pay a Kafivo)

iiriffK(\l/iv ; visitor

e7ri(r/ce';rTrjs.

Voice (paifT}.

Volcano r]c(,ai(TTeiop.

Volume tS/xos.

Vomit,- 1 ^epvw.

Vow avddT]ixa.

Vowel (pwvriei/.

Voyage Ta^eiSiov.

Vulgar Trp/jffrvxos

Wade, we must wpt-

7r€i vd Siafiaivwixev

Wafer ocrria.

Waggon Kappov.

Waist /ue'iTT) ; waist-

coat ye\eKt.

Wait for, I irepi/j-fvcu
;

upon vTTijpeTco.

Waiter iroiSi; waiter!

aKOucre ! iroD ercrai

!

(tray) SiV/cos ; wait-

ing room aWovffa

ffTadfiov.

Wake, I ^vTTvoi.

Walk, I fiaSiCcc; I

take a — Ka/jivu

TzepitraTOV.

Wall Tolxos.

Walnut KapvSi.

Want, I xp^'-^-Cojxou ;

for — of Si' ihKiL-

\^i.v ; what do you
— ? Tt di\ets ;

Wanted {TjrelTai.

War jToXf/j.os.

Warehouse dwoO-fjKr].

Warm ^6crT<^s ; to —
myself vd ^fcrral-

vw/xai.

Wash, I ttAww ;
—

my hands or face

viBw.

Washerwoman irXvcr-

Tpa.

Wasp (r<priKa.

Waste ciraraATj.

Watch wpoXoyiov ; I

— iraparrtpoi irpo-

(TfKTiKciis ; my —
gains /cepSi'fft; loses

Xdvii ;
goes all right

irnyaivii. Ka\d ; is

fast IT. ijjLTTpos ; is

slow TT. biriaoo ; has

stopped e'tTTauaTi-

(Te.

Water vep6 ; I make
— ovpu ; waterfall

KarappaKTrii ;water-

ing TTOTiCjua; water-

proof dStd$poxos.

Wave KVfxa.

Was Kfpi.

Way Sp6fx.os ;
— of

doing TpoTTOs ; will

you show me the
— ? evape(rTe7(rde

vd /uol 5€i|7jT€ rbv
^p6jxov ; ill this —
iT(Ti ; am I in your
— ? jUTjTrtos (Tas

e/xTroSiXw ; on the —
KaS' oSoy

;
get out

of the — o|« ; I

have lost my —
exacra Thp Spofxov

;— in eicroSos ;
—

out e^oSos ; a long
— oft" fxaKpau; the

wrimg — up dvd-

iroSa ; the best —
would be da ^to
KaWlrepov ; waylaid

irapaixovfvonii'os.

We €fj.e7s.

Weak d^vyaros.

Wear, I <popw.

Weather Kaip6s.

Weathercock dvf/xo-

Se'lKTTJS.

Wedding yduos.

Wednesday TtrTopTTj.

Week e)35oyuo5a.

Weigh, I (;vylCai.

Weight, by /xh rh
fidpos ; is it over-

weight ? fiapalvei.

iro\v ;

Welcome I KaXwi (ppi-

aes'. you are quite

— rinoTf.

Well, a TTTtydSi.

Well Ka\d ; I am
quite— flfxai Ka\d,

West SucTTj.

Wet uypos;— through

KaTafxovaKffj.4vos.

Wharf d-rrofiddpa.

What is the matter?
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Ti rp^x^i ; — IS

that ? Ti ilvai avr6 ;— do you say ? ri

Xeyets ; ^ does that

menn ? tI arj/xaivfi

avT6 ; — is the price

of that ? k6(Tov e^et

avrS ; — is the

Greek for . . . ? iroos

Xeyerai 'EWrjVKTTl

. . . ; I don't know—
to do 5ev ri^evpu) ra
va Ka/xw, I will do
— I can 0a Trpd^oo

'6ri Swafiai ;
—

time is it ? ri cifia

elvai; — size ? irolov

fjLeyeBous ; — age ?

voias riXiKLas ; — a

pleasure ! oiroia €v-

Xapio^TTjcns !

Whatever you
T( ayairuTe.

Wheat uirdpi.

Wheel Tpox^s.
Wheelbarrow

like

Kapo-

TffaKt.

When 7r<5T6.

Whence anh ttov.

Whenever diroTeS^)-

irore.

Where am I to go ?

TTOV irpeirei va vwd-

7w ; — are you
going ? TTOV Trees ;

—
are you ? irnv elcai

;

Wherever OTroi/SirjTro-

T€.

Whether, he asked

r\po}Tr\(rev &v.

Which? iroios ; —
way does the wind
blow ? dirb TTOV

<f>vcra. 6 aepas ;

WhiL- ej" ^ ; a long

— 1T0\VV XP^^^" j

after a little —
evrhs oXlyov.

Whip fiaariyi ; I —
jxaffTiyovw.

Whisper, I \^iQvpi^a>.

Whistle, I <x<\)vpiQi).

White &(rirpos.

Whitewash dcySecrrJ-

vepo.

Whit-Sunday Ylevrr]-

KOffTTj.

Who is there ? ttoios

elvai ; whom do you
mean? irolov fvvo-

6?s ; whoever octtis

diiTTOTe.

Whole oXoKKripos
;

the — rh o\ov.

Whose irolov, riyos.

Why? Siarl, yiarl

;

•— certainly vol

W ick epVTiKi.

Wicked irovr]p6s, ku-

KOS.

Wide (pap^vs ; 3 ft.

— Tpels ir65a$ Th
irKaros ;

— awake
i^VTrUOS.

Widow X'^P°"
Widower X'^'P"'.

Width irXoLTOS.

Wife (Tv^vyos.

Wig ireppovKa.

Wild &ypios.

Will you come ? da

f\9ris ; — you have

it ? rh Oe\eis ; will-

ing irp6Qvixos.

Wind &v^fios, aepas
;

it is windy eJvai

&VflJ.OS.

Wind up (a watch), I

XopSiXa).

Windmill avetj.6fj.v-

\os.

Window irapadvpt.

Wine Kpaai ; red —
fjavpo K. ; white —
acrirpo K. ; a glass of

— eVa iroTripi k.
;— shop olvoirca-

\e7ov; — flavoured

with resin percrt-

vdro ; bottled —
Kpacrl els fj.iroriKiav.

Wing (prepovya.

Winter x^'A"^''"^-
Wipe, I (T(povyyi(aj.

Wire Tt'A.1 ; telegraph

wires re'Aia rov

Tri\eypa<j>ov.

Wise avveT6s.

Wish, I (iri6v/j.a>;

how I — ! iroffov

ilOeXa !

Wit irvevfja.

With me fxa^i jxov ; I

be<gin — dpX'C'^

airo ; I finish up —
TeAeurao) els ;

—
your permission fxe

T7JJ/ aSeiac ffas.

Withered fxapaivofie-

vos.

Within (inside) fjecra ;— a week evrhs

fxicis ePSofidSas.

Without danger Sl-

X^cs KivSvvov ;
—

doubt X"^?'^ &\\9.

Witness jxdpTvpas.

Wolf KvK3S.

Woman yvva7Ka ; old

— ypa7a.

Wonder, what a ! ri

davixacTia ! I —
whether Spa ye.

Wonderful 6avfj.d(rios.

Wood Sdcros
;
(timber)

^v\ov.

Woodcock fXTreKarcTa.

Wool (fleece) fjaWi

;

cotton — fiafifiaKi.

Word Ae|(s ; spoken
— \6yos ;

— for —
Ae|ij' irphs Ae|ii/

;

upon my — els

rhv \6yov fxov ; I

keep my — Ti]po3

T. A. IX.

Work epyaffia ; 1

have — to do ex<^

SovXetd ; author's
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— TTovrijxa ; — of

art /coA.AiTe'xfTjjUO ;

works (fa c t o r y)
fpyoffToiffiov; work-

man ipydrris
]

workshop €p7o-

(TTTjpjOI'.

World K6fffxos ; what
in the — are you
about ? Ti Sid^oXo

Koiveis

;

Worm cTKovAriKi.

Worse xeipdrepos
;

so much the— Toacf)

XeipSrepa.

Worst, the rh x^'P'^"

repov ; the — of it

is rh KaKbv ilvai.

Worth, it is a|i^fi.

Would you? ek^de-
\es; I — if I could

6a rb (Kap-a h.v fxiro-

povca; wouldn't it

be better? Stj/ 6a

1\T0 icaWirepov ;

Wound nXri-yf}.

Wrap, I TuXiVtrcii.

Wreath ffTf<pdui.

Wreck vavdyt.

Wretched 6.d\tos.

Write, I ypd<i>a> ;— it down ypd-

^are to.

Writing ypd-^ifxo.

Wrong (TTpafios ;
you

are — ex^'^ ^5i-

Kov ; that's the —
one OX' avrS ;

—
way up, — side out

avaToZos.

Yacht QaXafxriyos.

Year xpoi'os ; last —
TTfpvffi ; next —
rov xP^^o''' )

every
— Kar' iros ; a —
ago Trpb 'ivos €Tos

;

happy new — eis

Xpovia iroWd.
Yellow Kirpivos.

Yes vai, fxdAiffTa.

Yesterday x^^'^ j
—

morning x- ''"^

TTpciil ;
— evening

X. Th kff-Kipas.

Yet aKO/jLTf].

You v/xf7i, (Te?s, icrv,

ace. iiixcis, aas, eVe,

or ecreVa. The last

form is fivmillar. J\

You don't say so ! oxt
5a!

Young veos; — lady

veai/ts ;
— gentle-

man veapus Kvpios.

Your health (the pea-

sant's usual greeting

on the road) eis

vyietav crov (pron.

yasso'i); — servant

jrpoo'Kvi'co.

Yours iSiKus eras ;
—

obediently SiareKci

K.T.A. ; — truly

oAoij TrpoBv/xos; —
affectionately fiera

TroWrjs aydirris

K.T.\.

Zero fxriSevtKov.
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